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Findine Other Worlds

Above: To Extend
maintenance

Our

visit to the

Vision, mi

oil

Hubble Space

painting by

Tom Newsom,

Telescope. Right: Evaporating gaseous globules from the

By David Morrison

perform our experiments for
advances rely on the

multiple objects. For example,

New Sour

perform an experiment in

Wiley and Sons,

Inc.;

$27.95; 240 pp.

tion,

but

we can

us,

many

statistical analysis

Looking for Earths: The R,4Ce to Find
Systems, by Alan Boss. John

Manned Maneiwering Unit on a
Eagle Nebula (Ml 6) may incubate new stars.

depicts a camera-carrying astronaut in a

of

we cannot

of the cosmos:
verse, only

only one example of Ufe.
In the past three years, astronomers

gain information about

have broken out of one of these singular-

the Ufe cycles of stars of different mass

ities

can

singular events or unreproducible experi-

ments. In the observational field of as-

however, there have been three great sin-

Science

tronomy, where

is

uncomfortable with

we depend on

nature to

the appropriate observations of
stars

are

only one uni-

evolu-

stellar

when
many

i_"J.y'^W

we know

one planetary system, and

combined.

gularities to fi^ustrate

Traditionally,

our understanding

by discovering other

now

class

planets,

we

of planetary systems. The conse-

quences are profound, for
that

and

begin the systematic study of the

many of them

we

already see

are not configured like

—

Earth's solar system. Before these discovtheorists

eries,

that

all

like

our

in

systems

—

own

star.

would look more or

Newton's

that

is,

a

less

few giant planets
handful of

a

rocky planets closer to the central

Now,

in the face of real data,

must return
think the

we

drawing board and re-

to the

way

measuring the wobble, or

tion,

long-period orbits and

smaller,

as

had confidently asserted

of the central

—

third law

is.

Ultimately, the "road

(and possibly

other Earths) beyond our solar system was

Foundation, which traditionally funds

easily lost in the inevitable er-

American astronomy, but by the emerg-

must continue

for

The

solar system.

Sun

it

for finding planets

conceived not by the National Science

many

years to detect

ing

NASA astrophysics program,

under

its

committed administrator, Dan Goldin.

own

planets with orbits like those of our

planets are formed.

hke

it

orbiting planet.

are these

of measurement, but observations

rors

tells

map"

wobbles extremely

Not only
and

in response to the

puU of an

gravitational

small

mo-

reflex

—an example of

star

In the final third of the book. Boss ex-

motion of the

reflex

in response to Jupiter, for example,

has a period of twelve years.

Most of

the early planet discoveries

were based on astrometry, the precise

measurement of periodic changes
position of nearby

Boss

stars.

calls

"tiny stellar pirouettes" and

Cosmic

tells

these

Every second, hundreds of

us of

these neutrinos pass through each square

during the day and from below

based on nineteen years of data, a

that,

companion had been discov-

planetary

ered orbiting Barnard's
the wobble that the

But by 1973

star.

billions

of

inch of our bodies, coming from above

announcement

Peter van de Kamp's 1963

Gall

in the

when

the sun

of the

earth!

shining

is

on

at night,

the other side

From "An Explanatory Statement on Elementary Particle
Physics." by M. A. Ruderman and A. H. Rosenfeld, in Amer-

announcement had

ican Scientist.

Alan Boss,

a distinguished theorist at

the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
is

among

who must rework. He is also a

the astronomers

evaluate their earHer
gifted writer

who

count of nearly

a

form and

could

Meanwhile,

stellar

elusive evidence

Boss

systems

of extrasolar planets.

the story chronologically, al-

tells

though the
is

planetary

scientific progress

hardly linear.

It is

he describes

hard to imagine an-

other field in which scientists have explored so
so

many bUnd

many premature

alleys

claims of discovery.

Finding other planets
lenge.

such

Even with the

as

the

or generated

is

a difficult chal-

best instruments

—we

Hubble Space Telescope

cannot photograph planets

directly,

cause scattered hght from the central

overwhelms
reflect less

star.

be

not

when

companions

larger than Jupiter's

low-mass

stars.

a planet

disk

(which

and has

a

is

Neutrinos, they are very small.

They have no charge and have no mass

the

And do
The

if these

a

pass.

Like dustmaids

were

They snub

Jupiters to sustain itself

sion reactions), and a

by hydrogen

brown dwarf (a

fli-

About halfway through

Cold-shoulder

And, scorning
Infiltrate

And
At

own

involve-

but

member of various scienpanels. Some readers wOl

find his account of the pohtics of science
fascinating,

and others

will not

—but Boss

taU
fall

wonderfiil:

I

the

bed

—

lass

^you call

call it crass.

—-John
From

Tdepliciic Poles

ciitd

grass.

Nepal

pierce the lover and his

From underneath

as a

advisory

of class,

our heads into the

night, they enter at

It

stall,

barriers

painless guillotines, they

And

the book. Boss

his

of glass.

and sounding brass,

steel

you and me! Like

Down through

in planetary discovery, not only as a

scientist
tific

an account of

a sheet

the most exquisite gas,

Insult the stallion in his

rare

formation of intermediate mass).

drafty hall

Ignore the most substantial wall.

dusty

mass of seventy

all.

down a
Or photons through

ten times that of Jupiter), a true star
a

at

just a srUy ball

were

mass no greater than about

(which must have

is

with

Several of Boss's

formed from

not interact

earth

To them, through which they simply

repeated.

chapters discuss the distinctions between

ment

must therefore use indirect methods, such

much

planets or

shifts to

Astronomers

disputed immedi-

found, but no one was sure

star

than one-billionth of the light

emitted by the central

masses

be-

their image. Planets typically

artifact

discoveries

died a slow death

observations

and searching for the

evolve,

Some were

followed.

ately; others

how

be an

Other claims of planet

data.

century of effort di-

&om stars,

to

of the techniques used to analyze the

gives us a detailed ac-

rected to distinguishing planets

understanding

been based on was shown

Updike

Other Poems, by John Updike. Copyright

©

1960 by John Updike Reprinted by permission of Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc.

Reprinted

edited by Kurt
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plains the technique that

succeeded in

identifying extrasolar planets

dwarfs.

and brown

measuring

involved

It

reflex

we

On

October

6,

Swiss astronomers claimed the

covery

—

in an

called a "pale blue dot"

dis-

Carl Sagan

late

—another

Boss writes very well, with

Earth.

knack

a

for

explaining technical concepts clearly and

He

simply.

a fascinating story

tells

from

with the mass of Jupiter

the perspective of an informed participant

extremely close, four-day orbit

rather than a partisan protagonist. Perhaps

a planet

around the

A

51 Peg.

star

California

later, a

1995,

first

what the

search begin for

changes in the velocity (rather than the
position) of stars.

launch instruments into space can the

few months

team discovered

several

misleading, in that most

title is

of the searches described are not for other

revealed planetary systems

dwarfs. Nevertheless,

you

better introduction to

planets

revolutionary developments in

trace

smaller than

orbits

and nearly half the planets discov-

Earth's,

no

will find

look nothing Hke ours. There are giant
that

brown

Earths but for Jovian planets and

other extrasolar planets.

The newly

the book's

one of the

The

configurations

modern

astronomy.

David Morrison,

of some seem to rule out the existence of

at

develop the

the director

NASA's Ames

zone of temperature. But our current,

study of

ground-based techniques are biased to

his research

Only when

By

Zimmerman

Robert

1.998;

$25.95;

illns.)

The weeklong flight of ApoUo 8 to the moon in
December 1968, according to science writer
Zimmerman, had profound cultural repercusAgainst the backdrop of the Vietnam War,

sions.

BerKn Wall, the Cuban
and the dramatic space race with
the Soviet Union, the author details the momentous "firsts" covered Kve on television by
the construction of the

Missile Crisis,

this mission.

Cosmic Adventure:
A Renegade Astronomer's Guide to

and on

life

new

of space programs

Research Center,

discipUne of astrohiology, the

in the universe.

on small bodies

asteroid

helping

is

and comet

He

is

known for

in the solar

system

impacts.

By Bob Berman

(William Morrow,

Whether

describing

was PBS's Mysteries of Deep Space

(pbs.org/deepspace/index.html). At
interested in the big picture?

Internet

site,

Structure and Evolution of the Universe
(universe.gsfc.nasa.gov),

a fun place to

three shows in the

transcripts

PBS

the Big

—

Time-

especially Years in the Future.

triUions

on one of the images of the

universe,

pect an end to the Stellar Era, followed by

such

the

as

MUky

Way's

gamma

ray halo

and the red-enhanced cloud of hot, glowing, intergalactic gas.

The

site

also has

NASA's cosmology-related edu-

links to

cational

resources,

young people

including one

called StarChild.

a Computer (www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/
Cyberia/Cosmos/CosmosCompHome.

in

html),

at

a

the University of lUinois, has so-

trillions

Dark

For students

some

On

when

"for
as

all

intents

we know

it

Mount Wilson

who

might want to get

One

I

years

Along

the way, he addresses such

is-

sues as the influence of deterministic forces versus chance.

Cosmic Bullets:
High Energy Particles
By

Roger

Clay

In 1992 scientists
particles

and

in Astrophysics

Dawson

Bruce

first

(Helix

illus.)

detected the subatomic

of radiation (now

known

as

cosmic

bombard Earth's atmosphere at speeds
of 99.999999999999999999999 percent of the

speed of Kght (the

Hands-

a

(tie.jpl.nasa.gov/tie),

which

automated system to link students

twenty-four-inch telescope atop
in southern California

the birthplace of modern cosmology.

maximum

possible speed for

ordinary matter). Here are the details of their
discovery and an analysis of what these messengers

from deep space can

tell

us about astro-

Ripples on a Cosmic Sea:
The

Search for Gravitational Waves
Blair and Geoff McNamara (Helix

By David

Books/Perseus Books, 1998; $22;

illus.)

Predicted by Einstein's theory of relativity but

only recendy discovered, wavelike gravitational

an excellent hst of more than

GriffithObs.org/StarAward.html).

Delsemme explores some 15 bUof cosmic, physical, chemical, and biological changes and explains how the universe

hon

(hou.lbl.gov/research) or Telescopes in

from your desktop."

(www.

University Press,

illus.)

physics.

to

links

Emergence

rays) that

Universe's Asteroid Search project

cosmos, watch the universe unfold, aU

one hundred astronomy

to the

Books/Perseus Books, 1998; $22;

verse for themselves, see either

uses an

geles has

can ex-

telescope time to look at the uni-

allow you to "witness the birth of the

Observatory in Los An-

we

has dissipated."

Education

Griffith

Era,

and purposes, the universe

phisticated images and simulations that

The

of years,

Degenerate Era, a Black Hole Era, and

finally a

for

Cosmos

Origins:

Bang

In

try click-

and

or ex-

hghts, as-

Astrophysicist

has evolved.

sure to look at their Interactive

Hne

of the

but also be

series,

On the introductory page,

start.

ing

is

you can caU up

site,

this

moon

neon

tronomer Berman, in twenty-six Hvely essays,
entertains his readers and informs them about
planet Earth and the universe beyond.

of Life and Intelligence
By Armand Dekemme (Cambridge
tried

The home page of NASA's

cloudy weather devel-

plaining the nature of argon and

1998; $24.95;

nature.net

why

ops around the time of the fuU

From

The Universe

1998; $25;

illus.)

Our Cosmic

By Robert Anderson

8

(Four Walls Eight Windows,

Our World and Beyond

an earthHke planet within the habitable

detect weird configurations.

Genesis:
The Story of Apollo

truly

ered travel in elongated ellipses rather
than in near-circles.

Bookshelf

undulations in space are generated by colliding

Robert Anderson

Los Angeles.

is

a science writer living in

stars,

black holes, exploding supernovas, and

quasars. Scientists are

now

developing revo-

Now in his ninth decade,

lutionary technologies for detecting their pres-

Wheeler

ence in space.

around

recalls in

this

Other Worlds:
for Life in the Universe

By Michael D. Lemonick (Simon and

Scluistcr,

1998; $25)
In

the process of interviewing leading as-

tronomers investigating the existence of life on

a life centered

his discipUne's greatest discoveries

continuing mysteries.

The Search

the eminent physicist

book

He

and

describes the scien-

tists

he worked with (almost every major physi-

cist

of the twentieth century), black holes (of

Countdown

to Apocalypse:
and the End

Asteroids, Tidal Waves,

of the World

By

Pant Halpern (Plenum

Press,

1998; $21.95;

illus.)

The innumerable ways that Ufe on Earth as we
it could come to an end
nuclear war,

—

which he was a leading theorist), and the study
of relativity, or gravitational physics (with
which he inspired generations of students and

know

colleagues at Princeton University and at the

Halpern.

plagues, the impact of asteriods or comets

investigated by physicist

—

are

and science writer

University of Texas in Austin).

Mars:
Uncovering the
By Paul Raebnrn
1998: $40;

Secrets of the

Red

Planet

(National Geographic Society,

illns.)

Spectacular images of the red planet, transmitted by NASA's Mars Pathfinder mission in the
summer of 1997, give us the most reveahng

of our nearby neighbor, the

portrait to date

mysterious Mars.

Hubble Revisited:
New

Images from the Discovery Machine

By

Daniel Fischer and Hilmar Dnerbeck; translated

by

Helmut Jenkner (Copernicus /Springer-Verlag,

1998; $40;

Seven years

illus.)

after the space telescope's initial

de-

ployment, the Hubble continues to captivate us

with significant
as

new

—

images from space

such

on

the as-

those of the gigantic impact crater

teroid Vesta and of Jupiter's largest

moon,

Ganymede.

NASA and the Exploration
An

of Space
image of the north polar region of Mars, taken from a Viking spacecraft

By Roger D. Launins and

Bertram Ulrich (Stewart,

Tabori^and Chang, 1998; $60;

other planets, science writer

many of

Lemonick

explains

the technological innovations that

allow us to see ever farther into space.

Fire in the Sky:
Comets and Meteors,
By

Exploration of Planets

and Unknown
By John S. Lewis
1998; $24)

about planets, beginning

He

and

how planets form, what they are
how scientists know about the

planets in

our

solar

explain

the discoveries of Isaac

the nature of the universe, the British pubKc
became fascinated with science. Art historian
Olson and astronomer PasachofiF exairdne the

period 1780-1860, with
representations of

system and beyond.

Geons, Black Holes, and

Quantum Foam:
in Physics

By John A.

Wliecler with Kenneth Ford

Norton and Company,

Inc.,

NASA
of the

facilities,

astronaut portraits, and visions

future.

1998; $21.95;
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celestial

explosion of artistic

themes.

(W. W.
illns.)

Life on Other Worlds:
The 20th-century Extraterrestrial
Lite

By

Debate

Stei'cn J.

Dick (Cambridge University

1998; $24.95;

An

Q

is

An

Encyclopedia of Particle Physics

By John

A Life

ilhis.)

Newton, Edmond

goes

of,

on to
made

J.

from launches and

landings to rockets, engines, orbiting spacecraft,

HaUey, and William Herschel about comets and

Professor and space engineer Lewis chronicles

with those held by the ancient Greeks.

Roberta

With

Known

(Helix Books /Perseus Boohs,

historical concepts

for the last thirty-five years,

Pasachojf

(Candtridge Uniueisity Press, 1998; $74.95;

Worlds Without End:
The

the Decisive

Centuries, in British Art and Science

M. Olson and Jay M.

illns.)

With more than 230 photographs and works of
art, this book documents every aspect of space

for

Quantum:

Grihbin (The Free

Press,

astronomer and historian of science, Dick

goes back to ancient Greek concepts of the cos-

1999; $35;

mos, beginning with those of Democritus, to
illns.)

Astronomer Gribbin presents an overview of a
hundred years of particle physics through a
handy, accessible A-Z dictionary of definitions
and identifications. The quantum, for example,
is "the smallest amount of something that it is
possible to have."

Press,

illus.)
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of humankind's ideas about Hfe

elsewhere in the universe.
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A Division of

Worms
and

"he use

By Stephen Jay Gould

had been an avid

disuse

shell collector

dent of moUusks (then

Part One:

Spmt

77;?

of Lamarck's System

of Lamarck

tions

The Making and Breaking of a

On

Repi4tation

the twenty-first day of the auspi-

ciously

named month of Floreal

ing), in the spring

(flower-

of the year 8 on the

French revolutionary calendar (1800

to

stu-

within

Linnaeus's large and heterogeneous cate-

gory of Vermes, or worms)

I.

and

classified

deemed

—

qualifica-

sufficient for his shift

from

Lamarck

fully repaid the

confidence

Museum

Paris

—and changed
of

collapse,

even during

culminating in

he died

lonely, blind,

tise

on

vertebres

animaux sans

uertebres

same time, he constantly refined and ex-

case,

panded

ance that could not

first

pubUc

evolutionary views, extending

his

his introductory discourse

of 1800 into

a

(System of inverte-

Jean-Baptiste

Lamarck (1744-1829)
distinguished career in

a

botany when, just short of
birthday,

a professor

of "in-

Museum

constituted

ment

d'Histoire Naturelle,

at

newly

by the Revolutionary govern-

in 1793.

Lamarck would

later

nize, the

"Thus, the complex
order of life

ence

.

.

.

data

up the

—became

his original title

ignation of
insects or

that

all

followed Lirmaeus's des-

spineless animals as either

worms,

a

Procrustean scheme

Lamarck would soon

alter.

Lamarck

book

in

1802

or "Research

on

the

organization of living beings"); then into
his

magnum

in 1809, the

opus and most famous work

two-volume

1' esprit

de sys-

aftrer

geology and

natural history.

..."

(Recherches sur I'organisa-

tion des corps vimnts,

call

in early nineteenth-century

In one of the great injustices of our

conventional history, Lamarck's disfavor
has persisted to

fiiU

of sci-

notoriously unpopular

people

But

adversaries).

his favored style

construction of grand and

ganisms. (In 1802 he also introduced the
biology for the entire disciphne.)

of his

own

the rise of a hard-nosed, empiricist ethos

—-Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

coin

the

the term invertebrate for his assigned or-

word

skills

his

teme (the spirit of system building), and

with progress

them aside.

or even recog-

not always well supported by testable

ladder and adaptation
fbrciug

—

face,

proach that the French

driving lineages

(in his

comprehensive theories, following an ap-

arises fixDm

the interplay of two
forces

self-inflicted

of character

weaknesses in some of

Most prominendy,

his fiftieth

worms, and microscopic animals"

sects,

the

he became

flaws

primarily an overweening self-assur-

arguments or the

short dis-

this

part of his trea-

own lifetime, and

and impoverished.

powerfU enemies, and

the science of biolfirst

his

But

seniority.

reasons for his reverses in-

ions,

of evolution.

flill

clude the usual panoply of changing fash-

wounds based on

brate animals).

had enjoyed

The complex

(Natural history of invertebrate animals),

invertebrate animals, Systeme des

animaux sans

Histoire naturelle des

published between 1815 and 1822. At the

the

as

his career,

at

Lamarck then pubhshed
course in 1801,

celebrated

in

theory

his

flowering to the

Lamarck's reputation suffered a spectacular

in the

of

Naturelle

d'Histoire

ogy forever by presenting the
account

initial

on zoology

ture for his annual course

the

an

taxonomy of invertebrates throughout the
the seven volumes of his comprehensive

lec-

imply continuing growth of pres-

to

&om

by publishing distinguished works

ChevaHer (knight) but now Citoyen

(citi-

tige,

bloom

remainder of

Lamarck delivered the opening

on invertebrates.
The outHnes of such a career might

great treatise

invested in his general biological abilities

the rest of the Western world), the former

zen)

fi-

long open-

ing section, published in 1815, of his

seem

botany.

(Zoological philosophy); and

ologiqtie

nally into a statement for the

Philosophie zo-

stiU

our times, and most

know him
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Charles Darwin's greamess
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—

the foil to
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the

theory about

man
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firuits
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known

quired characters," otherwise

as

the hypothesis of use and disuse, in con-

with Darwin's proper theory of nat-

trast

and survival of the

ural selection

few kind words

missed Lamarck
a

as

an

Darwin

idle speculator

dis-

with

nonsensical theory. In 1844 he wrote to

D

the botanist Joseph

Hooker on

the

dearth of evolutionai-y thinking (before
his

own

"With

ideas about natural selection):

books on the

respect to

can, the cause

subject,

I

constructing complete and overarching

which

veritable rub-

is

bish."

To

Lyell

(who had accurately described

guru, the geologist Charles

his

volume of his

Principles of

in 1859, just after publishing the Origin of

"You

Species:

work;

I

about

it,

poor;

I

often allude to Lamarck's

do not know what you think
but

it

appeared to

me

extremely

got not a fact or idea from

But these

later

did Lamarck no practical

iU.

Far

poorly in the maximally complex world

anatomy and taxonomy and

of natural

to excoriate

to this style

tion about the comprehensive nature of

showed no eagerness

reality.

Cuvier especially ridiculed

subject

by contrasting

his

caricature of

his

judgment from

that time forward,

(the brilliant biologist, savvy statesman,

man

distinguished

of

and

letters,

Lamarck's younger and anti-evolutionary
fellow professor at the

museum) used

his

ment

that fixed

man

a

docu-

began with cloying

and then described

his

need

to crit-

icize as a sad necessity;

life

celebrated naturalists,
to

we have

nothing

it

he our duty, while bestowing the

is

will easily be perceived that

it

wanting but time and

his

Lamarck only

man

the

as

theory about

to

give prominence to such of

which too great

indulgence of a lively imagination
to results

led

of a more questionable kind, and

on the

data

—from

documented

has been well

a lin-

in stan-

dard sources of modern scholarship about

Burkhardt

Jr.'s

Richard W.

in

(principally

The

of System:

Spirit

Lamarck and Evolutionary

Biology,

Harvard

University Press, 1977; and Pietro Corsi's

monad

circumstances to enable a

or a

polypus gradually and indifferently

Tlie

to

in

.

.

A system

.

it

an

entirely

new

series

cannot for a

moment

the examination of anyone

who has

dissected a

it

hand

.

.

.

But the story of

1988).

complete, for both the

the

imagination of a poet; a metaphysician

Tlieories

Lamarck's intellectual journey remains in-

established

may amuse

on such foundations

Age of Lamarck: Evolutionary

France 1790-1830, University of Cali-

fornia Press,

transform themselves into a frog, a stork,
or an elephant.

may

ment and

first

missing from the record

bear

because Lamarck noted
a

—

the beginning

his first insight as

handwritten insertion, heretofore un-

published, in his

or even a feather

expUcit state-

the final conclusion have been

of

own copy of

his first

printed statement about evolution (the
Cuvier's eloge reeks of exaggeration and

Floreal address of 1800, recycled as the

book on

unjust ridicule, especially toward a col-

preface to his 1801

league ineluctably denied the right of re-

anatomy); and the ending because his

the reason, after

motto De

mortuis

all,

for

nil nisi

our ven-

bonum (Say

only good of the dead). But Cuvier did

on

a legitimate substrate,

sider,

refiisal

a

compre-

book of 1820,

Systeme analytique des

connaissances positives de

riiomme (Analytic

system of positive knowledge of man), has

been viewed only

as

song about psychology

more

an obscure swan

—

a rare

book even

rarely consulted, despite a fascinat-

ing section containing a crucial and novel

con-

wrinkle on Lamarck's continually chang-

with strong em-

ing views about the classification of ani-

to honor, or even to

alternative views

pirical support.

its

shows

final

invertebrate

combined with

hensive pronouncements,

frequent

had

—

Lamarck

stretching their necks.

tendency to grandiosity in

his productions in

own

his

ear to a branching system of classification

mals

giraffes

and

him, likewise

when

for the basic groups, or phyla, of ani-

who proposed a silly

base his disdain

to

theory

This fundamental change

for Lamarck's writing certainly

works which science owes

and did

longer sustain his original view.

Most people know

commendation they deserve on the great
useful

himself did maintain appropriate

anatomy of invertebrate animals could no

erable

conceived

be re-

a great injustice, for the

as

eventually alter the central premises of

—

of one of our most

dogmatic

caricature can

admitted,

sponse
In sketching the

and

rigid

flexibUity before nature's richness

and destroyed Lamarck's

reputation. Cuvier
praise

—

acknowledge ex-

to

Tliese [evolutionary] principles once

systems; but

faint praise"

the

garded only

ary notices) for deceased colleagues to
a cruel masterpiece in the genre

But

cepts.

of proper empiricism:

derive from

of "damning with

drawn

ceptions or to change his guiding pre-

Lamarck of Cuvier's

established role as writer of eloges (obitu-

compose

feel

of system building, and he

Lamarck's ideas with the sober approach

more

eminent colleague Georges Cuvier

his

Lamarck did

history.

his senior colleague for fatuous specula-

harmfully, and virtually setting an "official"

some

Lamarck's considerable contributions to

it."

and private statements

apply to

corners of reality but works especially

to

Ge-

published in 1832), Darwin wrote

ology,

may

downplay

Cuvier then proceeded

Lamarck's system for English readers in
the second

on general and excep-

explanations based

his deviations.

do not know of any systematical ones except Lamarck's,

the propensity for

L'esprit de systeme,

or,

be so expressed, the genealogy of

tionless principles,

French predeces-

for his

hi letters to his friends,

sor,

if

may

it

fittest.

Darwin had

Indeed, the usually genial

we

to indicate, as far as

mals. Stories deprived

of both beginnings

-

.

St faU.
'^^^
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Of Life

our urges for

satisfy

or completion

—and

I

am

grateful

for this opportunity to supply these ter-

minal anchors in

two-part

this

particular lineages as lateral deviations

Gregor

hom

stretches

this

These

main sequence.
special adaptations originate

Lamarck
Lamarck's Tlieory and

II.

Our

stances"

Misreadings

Lamarck's original evolutionary sys

—

tem

of causes, labeled by

the second set

essay.

as

"the influence of circum-

(I' influence

cally, this

by

des circonstances)

second (and subsidiary)

.

Ironiset has

and exceptionless scheme f

abandon

to

—

(3t5tvV*t.'*-

two

k>rl,^/^)y

ory.")

On

(la

on

model

moles or blind
caves).

own

by Lamarck's

the

unclear

surrounding

ridicule

eloge

dismissal, has always centered

the charge that his views represent a sad

throwback to the mystical vitaHsm of bad

modern

old times, before

science en-

shrined testable mechanical causes

proper source of explanation.

uine understanding,

force qui

possibly arise

as

the

What gencharge, can

critics

from claims about vague and

unknowable powers inherent in Ufe

leads evolu-

with

use, as in these cases, or lost

hving in perpetually dark

and Darwin's

either propeUing organisms

tion inexorably upward,

beginning

these

to off-

Lamarck's theory, ever since Cuvier's

gen-

tend sans cesse a composer
I' organisation)

work then descend

disuse, as in eyeless

statements),

complicate

organization"

—and

rewards of hard

abetted, in part,

for

the "force that tends incessantly to

remain above

the rising waters. This sustained effort

^--0

one hand,

the

and the

trees,

legs to

its

As another irony and injustice (though

the "two factor the-

as

giraffe

leads to longer necks or legs

fishes

progress and diversity, re-

erally refer to this

shorebird extends

enhanced by

independent

spectively. (Scholars

the

inheritance of acquired characters, either

^j^^r^

fea-

responsible

sets,

higher leaves on acacia

by

tured a division of causes
into

Thus,

neck throughout Hfe to reach

spring in the form of altered heredity (the

the logical, pure,

that nature's intransigent I
"
complexity later forced

him

Mendel).
its

itself,

upward by an

the

spontaneous generation

of infusorians

Lamarck's reputation

(single-

from

animals)

celled

suffered a spectacular

chemical precursors, and

moving

human

on

Lamarck's drawing of the circulatory system of an annelid ii'orm

inteUigence.

But Lamarck recog-

on

nized,

other

the

and he died
blind, and

collapse,

toward

in his

own copy qfSysteme des animaux sans vertebres

uments a turning point

in his

lonely,

doc-

impoverished.

thinking about evolution.

hand, that the riotous diversity

of Hving organisms could not be

ordered into

a neat

—

Hnear advances

for

side

mock of vitahsric medi-

of

Lamarckism of modern textbooks and

MoUere's famous

di-

anti-Darwinian iconoclasts, while the

cine, exemplified in the claim that

more important

phine induces sleep quia

eyes, flatfishes

of

with both eyes on

of the body, snakes with forked

tongues,

complexifying force (recalhng

series

and simple

adaptation as long-necked giraffes, moles

one

intrinsic

what could come

rectly before or after such marvels

without

descended through history to become the

or birds with

webbed

Lamarck therefore advocated

feet?

linearity

forces has

first

set

been forgotten. This second

—based on change of

set

to adaptation in

cumstances
false)

of linearizing

new

—invokes

doctrines

now

habits as a spur

environmental

cir-

the familiar (and
called

inativa,

"because

it

est in

mor-

eo virtus dor-

contains a dormitive

virtue"), or sideward

by some ineffable

"wiUing" to build an adaptive branch by
sheer organic effort or desire?

In a famous letter to Hooker, his clos-

Lamarckism:

Darwin

only for the "principal masses," or major

the inheritance of acquired characters and

est confidant,

anatomical designs of

Hfe's basic phyla.

the principle of use and disuse.

evolutionary beHefs in 1844 by contrast-

Thus, he envisioned

hnear sequence

mounting

—from

ity

a

in perfect, progressive regular-

worm
vertebrate. He

infusorian to jellyfish to

to insect to

moUusk

to

then depicted the special adaptations of

Lamarck invented nothing
citing these principles

original in

of inheritance, for

ing his

own

caricature

of Lamarck's theory:

most convinced

dom

is

his

proof in the

time (despite their

later dis-

new world of Darwin and

admitted his

mechanistic account with a

both doctrines represented the folk wisof

first

.

.

.

"I

am

that species are not

al(it

hke confessing a murder) immutable.
(Please turn to

page 76)
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and Ted Floyd
A

from Los Angeles

drive

one needs

all

to Las Vegas

nature's great success stories.

The

vast

mountain ranges

plains separating

everywhere by

covered

is

be impressed by one of

to

are

of

species

a

brownish green shrub called creosote

known

bush, a South American invader
as

Lanea

tridentata. Its

key to

gests a

common name sug-

success in

its

some of the

world's harshest habitats: stems and ever-

green leaves covered with a sticky resin
that smells like

wood
plant

—but

doesn't contain

preservative creosote.

brownish

its

cast,

—

the

Lending the

the resin screens

leaves against ultraviolet radiation, re-

duces water

and poisons or

loss,

Above:

repels

microbes and most plant-eating animals.

The

creosote bush

nutrients, starving

other plants.

Its

while

chemicals

—

plants

competing

grasses

square yards of surface
is

lateral

a

more than
Adding

soil.

like the creosote

resin glands,

u'eevH's hard, slippery

back and firm bold on the
branch protects

its

frequent self-poUinit

's

cannibaUzes a male. Below:

A

fifty

to

crab spider, with

markings
bush

roots

and an opportunistic bloomer;

able to

and

neighboring

repel

often fan out into

power, the bush
ator

female

soil

taproot can extend fifteen

feet into the soil,

whose

monopohzes

A praying mantis
A

begins to hunt. Left:

it

bush

is

grow and reproduce even when

from

A

Preceding pages:

Death

flat in

birds.

creosote

Valley

National Park.

water seems virtually absent. Such advantages have enabled this Argentine shrub

to spread extensively across

extracts

feathers

of migrating plovers) some-

time during the

last glacial

bites.

bush

a

resin

components

major influence on

consumed

munities. In the driest

as

the only plant that can survive, but else-

on

where

scores of native plant species

from the elements. Kangaroo

beside

it

or under

its

canopy. Many, in-

it

sume

for food, nesting sites,

its

seeds,

and refuge
rats

con-

and jackrabbits prune

its

cluding the saguaro cactus, begin hfe in

branches. Local birds, such

the shade of a creosote plant "nurse

black-throated sparrow, and black gnat-

bush." Side-blotched Hzards, desert iguanas, snakes, toads,

and termites burrow

beneath the shrub, and the chuckwaUa
feeds

on

its

flowers and

twelve species of small

fruits.

Ten or

mammals depend

and

frx

to water-

arrowheads to

shafts.

more than

resin's

be

are thought to

fifty

efiective in

shrinking cancerous tumors; others are

human comdeserts, it may be

nearby plant, animal, and

grow

as antiseptics

was once used

some of the

Today,

ago.

Sheer numerical dominance makes the
creosote

Its

proof baskets and

episode, be-

tween 10,000 and 14,000 years

of creosote bush

treatments for arthritis and rattlesnake

ican deserts after arriving (possibly in the
tail

of Native Americans have used the

ations

North Amer-

catcher, as well as scores
itors like the

as

the verdin,

of migratory

stands of creosote bush for seeds
sects,
ir\'

vis-

yellow warbler, frequent

and in-

while roadrunners prowl the Ndcin-

in search

of snakes and Hzards. Gener-

as

dietary antioxidants or used

food preservatives.

As almost the only
to reach

bush

is

species in

distinctive in

lineage

both chemistry and

appearance. As a result,

dozen

its

North America, the creosote

it

hosts several

insect species that, v^rithout leaving

the bush, can nourish themselves and

hide

from

nowhere

their

else.

enemies,

and

reside

Presumably, these species

did not exist in their current
the creosote bush arrived.

form before

The

causes of

such narrow adaptation, which

of

typical

is

have been hotly debated by

insects,

evolutionary biologists for decades.

Since

of these creosote bush

all

insects

whose survival may depend on acmimicking plant parts and on

gray twigs from the oldest part of the

curately

shrub.

staying put. Because the creosote bush re-

worm are genetically determined or result

sembles no other plant in the area, insects

from the subtle chemical differences be-

sects,

camouflaged on

are of North American origin (not hav-

that are well

ing migrated from South America along

spicuous elsewhere.

with the bush

walkingstick, for example,

their specializations

itself),

presumably evolved

response to the

as a

The

it

con-

are

creosote bush
is

virtually

identical to the shrub's stems: the smaller

Whether

leaves they eat is unknown.
Comparing the creosote bush insect
community in our New Mexico study

tween the

new

some

new

—

host

sume other local

plants

—

lation that eats creosote

sumes even

tion of convergent evolu-

con-

where we have

gentina,

bush rarely con-

also studied the plant,

amount. Given

a noticeable

northwestern Ar-

tion. In

popu-

the insect

birds

their abihty to generate large populations

on

a different

of

insects, yet

"Why

does

the world remain green (or brown, in the

are there so

many

kinds of insects?"

as

and

"top-down" and "bottom-up"

Top-down
disease

—

insects to

forces

two

sume

the plants.

low.

grasshoppers found only
in

creosote bush

gentina's analogue to the

faster

than they can con-

Such

pressures, the the-

can

generate

Bottom-up

forces,

on

tough

creosote bush grasshop-

the yellow

per

To
tors

much

the

larger females

mimic

older,

wood-

resolve the ques-

tion of

of insects.

males mimic young, green shoots, and

a metallic

is

boring beetle.

left,

cats a variety

the

tis-

South America. Ar-

caterpillars;

mrbler,

diversity

traits as spines,

whether preda-

really

account for

the relatively low numbers of insects

we

creosote bushes,

on

devised the follow-

gray-brown stems. The creosote bush

ing experiment, conducted during two

devour

grasshopper mimics leaves in minute de-

field seasons.

—

fail

—

to

much of it

or even downright poison-

to any given species of herbivore.

Creosote bush and

its

resident insects

an exceptional opportunity to ad-

dress these questions: the plant's small size

allows us to identify

its

well-known

in-

and exhaustively count (even manip-

ulate) their

numbers,

top-down

forces

by

as

well

as to alter

the

restricting predator

The impact of

predators

tail,

down

to silvery reflective patches that

match the shine of the
coating.

Its

is

strikingly

evident in the markings and color pat-

of the creosote bush's resident in-

plant's resinous

oHve wings, with spots that

resemble the

plant's

rows of resin glands,

help the creosote bush katydid blend in

with

leaves

relative,

and stems. (A near-identical

the mesquite katydid, lacks resin

glands and has the blue-green cast of

host

tree.

Each katydid, however,

are the three disrinct

its

To exclude

of the bushes,
fishnets.

Then, every

of headlamps,
predators
mantises,

we

also

(spiders,

from some

night,

by the Hght

removed arthropod
stinkbugs,

praying

and so on) by hand from some

of the covered
thereafter,

birds

we covered them with

plants.

Every two weeks

we compared

kinds of insects

on

the

numbers and

these protected bushes

very

with those on bushes to which either

plant.)

birds or arthropod predators, or both,

is

conspicuous on the other's host

Most amazing

access to individual plants.

terns

a

of

and noxious chemicals. According

inedible

sects

member of

above, eats

the entire green world because

offer

ex-

walking-

sparrow,

on herbivorous

to this argument, herbivores

ous

but a

stick

a

predators, parasites,

other hand, are essentially plant defenses,
including such

black-

not

distantly related family

the insects while keeping their

numbers

is

The

is

throated

develop specialized defense tac-

suggests,

among

sues,

ample,

the same rime that these insects are

tics at

The stem-

insect, for

forces.

exert pressure

being consumed

ory

—

they have

similar mhabitants for

mimicking

answers to both questions are

likeliest

community

each niche.

an-

other of the major issues in ecology.
In today's ecological jargon, the

and arthropods feeds

generated similar diversity

"Why

case of the creosote bush)?" joins

a

of predatory

different set

the tremendous adaptabihry of insects and

in a brief time, the question

a

demonstra-

remarkable

and, in

instances, losing the abiUty to

in

South America provides

resource. Despite settling in

comfortably on their

bush community

area with a creosote

introduction and eventual dominance of
this

the forms of this inch-

forms

had

access.

The

results

were dramatic:

which

keeping either birds or arthropods from

blend into either young green shoots,

hunting on creosote bushes increased in-

brown stems

sect

of the creosote bush

caterpillar,

firom the previous year, or

numbers by more than 50 percent.

,

28
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left,
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below

left,
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to

the tiny hairs on the plant.
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learned that individual

—

all

hungry

insects?

—

Are some

or

^bushes sufficiently inedible to escape

being devoured? The

pending on whether we had excluded

the tough, toxic tissues of the creosote

We

ability to

feed

on

discovered, for

bush evidently depends on specialized

example, that the walkingstick and katy-

feeding behaviors and physiologies, and

birds or arthropods.

—

BHOLBROOK

we

insect species benefited differently, de-

did
Offering you Latin America
and Africa since 1974

but also the kinds of insects

found on any given creosote bush.

the relatively large insects

—were

there

is

clear evidence that these

The

targeted by birds but not by arthropods,

evolved.

while the smaller grasshopper and the

for example, can detect plants

plant

bug were

hit

and passed over by

hard by arthropods

birds in favor

of larger

tively

low

have

desert chcker grasshopper,

resin content.

with

rela-

Males defend

these bushes against other males while

females

calling

to

superior food

this

source, and these same females will

The

resin bushes.

observe land, sea or sky in stunning
high-resolution detail with the
worlds best-selling modern

creosote bush grasshop-

on the other hand,

One

bushes.

which

telescope.

prefers high-resin

species of bee even builds

nest of resin,

scrapes

it

,=**-

lay

eggs than females that feed on high-

more
per,

Expand your universe with the
revolutionary Meade ETX Telescope

its

from the

'^fc-

shrub's stems.

We

looked more generally

also

quahty of the creosote bush

how

source and

ber of insects

it

as

at

food

a

num-

that related to the

Such

hosted.

the

a task

is

Expiore hidden corners of

&

ETX.

noxious resin vary wddely, not only
ferent sites but also

Telescope
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and

protein,

carbohydrates,

minerals,

at dif-

view.

between one creosote

.

velvet

bush and another and even within

Timing was another

bush.

a single

traits

single

changed during the course of a

growing season and from one year

caterpillar

such

as

the creosote bush

to inspect eagles

telescope Hke

it

in the

now

were

significantly

in the world.

it

or stars at

optics. "

ETX

telescope

100

of
of a deer 50
[is] an ideal

for

anyone

light-years. ..a compact,
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no other
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ered,
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see every wisp
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and the plant bug,

on bushes with low

at

portable telescope with first-class

See

species,

I could

feet away.., the

to the next.

Some

.

on the

all-purpose

variable: these
wanting

same
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the universe with the

complex because concentrations of water,

more abundant

resin content

and
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high concentrations of protein and water,
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whereas the creosote bush grasshopper

and walkingstick were usually found on
shrubs with high levels of resin and relatively

low protein and water content. The

katydid, hke the caterpUlar and grasshop-

with high protein

per, preferred bushes

and water concentrations, but
did not

seem to

matter. Overall,

or arthropods appeared to con-

tribute equally to the
sity

we found

and predation by

that plant chemistry
birds

resin levels

of creosote bush

numbers and

diver-

insects.

Having advanced into new

habitats, in-

cluding areas where overgrazing by catde
has put grasses and other plants at a

dominance

com-

and having risen to

petitive disadvantage,

in the deserts

of the South-

west, the creosote bush has

than simply survive in

done more

North America.

It

has introduced a unique physical and

chemical template that natural selection
builds

upon

munities.
its
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Prehistory

November 1997:

My wife

and

gion of the Sahara, in Niger,

of rock

tional expedition

I

are in the southern re-

Story by

as

part of a small interna-

Jean Clottes

art enthusiasts, at the invita-

tion of David Coulson, chairman of the Trust for

African

Rock

Art, of which

am

I

thousands of threatened African rock art

orga-

As part of their

rock

a

Photographs by
David Coulson

efibrt to

so that

interna-

document and

throughout Africa, Coulson and Alec

sites

Campbell,

sites,

may become an

preservation of this heritage

rescue

The

a trustee.

promote awareness of the value of

nization works to

tional priority.

—
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from Botswana,

art authority

are

A 3,000-Year-old

Bushman

humans and giraffes

In

Zimbabwe, above

leading this group, with sponsorship from the National

right,

Geographic Society.

of

Today we

going to see what our Tuareg guides

are

"the big giraffes"

call

that

is

—an important

unknown

still

through the desert

thirty to forty-five feet

my

While

photograph

and

grossed in

its

my

few hundred

the rock,

shocks of my

I

of

feet

stop to
giraffes

From the top, my wife calls
we have found them." En-

base.

here,

photography,

join the others, but

At

a

cUmb

several interesting petroglyphs

"Come

drive

brown sandstone about

high and

colleagues

ostriches near

out to me,

The

bumpy, but eventually our guides

is

stop at an outcrop of dark

long.

ancient artwork

outside this area.

when

am

I

I

do,

almost reluctant to

I

receive

one of the

the summit,

on

a great slanting slab, a pair

larger than life-size giraffes

—

a

male and

a

of

with which they have been executed, both are de-

style

mate

is

The male

less

almost twenty feet long,

is

than nine

feet;

and were apparently made

Three techniques

are discernible:

both are in the same
the same time.

at

deep engraving for

smooth the

the outlines, abrasion to
male's head,

and carving

surface of the

to define the characteristic

splotches covering the animals' bodies

from head

to

mouth of each animal issues a wavy
hne, at the end of which is a tiny human figure.
Drawings of humans with giraffes have long been
known in Saharan rock art, but researchers' interpretations vary. Some believe they depict the taming of gimid-leg.

raffes

From

the

by ancient peoples; others think the

a symbolic link

ping into the

giraffe's spirit

work

more

These two carved

a tap-

power. Both the theme and

link

which began some 8,000
impossible to be

art expresses

between humans and animals,

techniques of this

Saharan

ancient

giraffe

carvings, opposite

page and below.

it

to the

Neohthic period,

years ago in Niger, but

specific
giraffes

about

site,

which

has protected

the worst of the eroding, sand-laden winds.

Despite their secluded location, however, they have

been trampled by humans and animals, and
slab

parts

of the

have been broken and are missing or loose. Unfor-

tunately, chances are that these

images will deteriorate

becomes well known

rapidly after their existence

tion.

is why we are not yet revealing their exact locaThe Niger government has authorized us to

make

a

which

mold of them, and

the

Bradshaw Foundation

of Geneva has offered to sponsor the work.
will

One copy

be given to the government of Niger, and others

wrU be made

museums around the world,
make in-depth studies of the
contains many later engravings.

available to

enabling researchers to
entire slab,

which

my own

view,

detailed studies

also
as

one

who

has conducted long

and

of European cave paintings, these Saha-

ages at Altamira and Lascaux.

and the mastery

for their size, perfect proportions,

his

much more

them from

ran giraffes are certainly on a par with the precious im-

female

have been carved into the stone. Truly extraordinary

and

echoes themes

because of their sheltered

In

Hfe.

picted in profde.

rock painting

of

its

it is

age.

have survived until

now

Prehistorianjean Clottes

is

coiiserviitor-general

heritage at the French Ministry of Culture

the International
a

Committee

for

Kenya-based photojournalist,

African

Rock

Art.

Rock
is

Art.

chairman

of the national

and president of

David Coulson,
of the Trust for

-fv,^J»^.-
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Catching on

What's
Catching

to

Some infections

ore slow to be recognized

By Paul W. Ewald and Gregory Cochran

exercise),

tance.

The

year 1972 saw the publication of the

last

edi-

tion of the classic Natural Histoij of Infectious Disease,

by Nobel

laureate Macfarlane

Burnet and

David White. Like two climbers reaching

a

are

now

—

cobacter pylori

ulcers

tic

heart disease, evidence that the stage

set

the end, of our effort to

of vaccina-

and improved

antibiotics,

of infectious disease in

threat

to

tries

as

its

doing so in poorer coun-

"The most

well.

likely

the

germ theory

tious disease," they concluded, "is

tury'

be very duU."

Predicting the future
course, a tricky business.

trained their eyes

more

could have discerned

a

is,

of

closely

on

the horizon, they

range of tbrmidable peaks. In-

had been circulating

in hospitals

—

Opposite: Chlamydia

of the outbreaks that would plague these

trachomatis

during the 1980s and 1990s.

Burnet and White

The

—

failed in

the future.

another way to gUmpse

—of what they

caused an epidemic

called infectious disease

would soon expand.

past three decades, research has increasingly

infection as a cause of diseases that

produced

solely

by

many

still

at

began with the establishment of

the end of the nineteenth century.

as

contagious and sometimes even

and cholera

as

baciUi that cause an-

—cemented

earher un-

derstanding of the concept of infection.

Some

infectious iUnesses

were (and

recognized, however. If we scan
tory' a

stiU

few decades

at a time,

evident today: the

In

some

can see

more obscure

the chain of infection, the

community comes

we

his-

a pattern that

(or "cryptic")

more slowly

the medical

to recognize a disease as infectious.

cases, transmission

from person

to person

Take chickenpox: Johnny was play-

is

think of as

ing with Susie the day that Johnny

easily observed.

slow to be

are)

modern medical

impHcated

of

as infec-

—such

thrax, tuberculosis,

In the

hfestyle factors (stress, diet, lack

that.

Breakthroughs in the 1870s and 1880s

Robert Koch's discovery of the

is

the very category

tube; the bacterium

Ust

institutions

ignorance, medical

described chicken pox, scarlet fever, measles, and

tious.

transigent, antibiotic-resistant infections, for example,

ominous harbingers

comprehend

medical textbooks of the mid-nineteenth cen-

smallpox

But had Burnet and White

in the

But comprehension of the problem began before

and

will

be

to

imply that our understanding of infec-

tious disease causation

Some

it

we seem

short,

Whether out of convenience or

forecast about the future of infec-

that

at

historians often

bacteria, viruses,
otiier patliogens.

by the bac-

the scope of infectious disease.

hygiene had virtually ended the

study

way

the

is

Chlamydia pneumoniae looks stronger and

middle, not

tion,

our attention on

in

connected to stomach cancer. In

month. In

wealthy countries and was on

1970s.

as

Heli-

the cause of pep-

stronger every

of disease refocuses

of infertility

also

is

bacterium

complishments of a centur)' of germ-theor^' science. In

tliinl(ing to tlie

a fallopian

and

A

has been implicated

terium

their eyes, the triad

cells of

attributed to infection.

summit, Burnet and White surveyed the impressive ac-

Applying Darwinian

in the

environmental pollution, or genetic mheri-

Between 15 and 20 percent of all human cancers

chickenpox; two weeks

came down

after that, Susie

got

it;

\\'ith

and

t^vo
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weeks

after that, Susies little

prise that diseases

its

—were

red lesions and fever

ognized

influenzae bacteria

the causative agents were identified.

Where

on human nasal

the chain of infection

the story has

lining

sur-

rec-

infectious decades and even centuries before

Haemophilus

as

no

it. It is

—hke

chickenpox, with

Clusters of

brother got

with overt signs and symptoms

been

yellow fever broke

out in Barcelona in 1822, Nicholas

Chervin led

whether the

a study to

determine

demonstrated that yeUow fever

in a

sample population occurred in

localized flare-ups rather than as a

expected to see

reasonably, that yellow fever

was not

took another half

It

Cuban

epidemiologist

Carlos Finlay to propose the missing

About a dozen
diseases once
linked witli genes
and environment

hnk

mos-

infection:

1840s and 1850s

unknown

infec-

Henry had gonorrhea's symptomatic

as

was

"drip,"

it

everyone except himself.

A

computer-colored

was probably unknown

SEMs

sexual relationship between

(scanning

also

graphs) and

to

Henry and Martha might

have gone unnoticed. Thus, although gonorrhea

TEMs was known

to be contagious

under certain conditions,

(transmission elec-

and although the gonococcus

tron micrographs).

was described by the German dermatologist Albert

Originally magni-

Neisser in 1879,

fied from 2,

240,000

700

to

times,

the images were

further enlarged on
the page.

The

epi-

fluorescence micro-

graph on page
is

49

about 10,000

times actual
size.

—

^Ed.

its

cepted until years

the

later

end of the

tury, careflil

that causes the disease

infectiousness

respiratory infections

By

was not generally ac-

—

well after the nature of acute

had become understood.
first

quarter of the twentieth cen-

study and experimentation had unmasked

pathogens and

disease.

But further

require recognition of the

discoveries

more obscure

puzzle was rheumatic fever, an

would

hnks.
illness

One
that

causes inflammation of the tissues of the heart and
joints.

one

Researchers long suspected an infectious cause,

known

most ex-

human

as

a

—from

long time

A

triggers

leukemia in about

four to eight decades

—

to appear.

reassessment of diseases that might be infectious

been greatly

facilitated

by increasingly powerful

known

of detection. Kaposi's sarcoma (KS),

more than

of

and

in every twenty-five infected, but the disease takes

KS
to

of Mediterranean extraction, was un-

and 1990s, when

cases arose in

people whose

be more

a large

number

immune

systems

Statistical analysis

revealed

common among some AIDS

sufferers

men) than others (IV drug

(gay

users)

,

leading to suspi-

cion that the chain of infection was sexual.
lar
sis

for

a century as a rare cancer that occurred in

A

molecu-

—

detection tool

representational difference analy-

—impUcated human

herpesvirus 8

(HHV-8)

as

the

cause. Similarly, over the past decade, scientists have ac-

cepted the infectious nature of about
diseases,

Whipple's

and the

dozen other

disease, baciUary angiomatosis. Bell's palsy,

"aplastic crises"

What
what

a

including hepatitis C, nasopharyngeal cancer,

is

of sickle-cell anemia.

the lesson here?

scientists

We may

did a century ago

—

at

still

two "usual

mental contaminants (from bad

be doing

times overlooking

the possibiUty of infectious causation and
investigate the other

most of these moderately cryptic hnks between

difficult

infects babies at birth

KS
unsanctioned

of HIV

T-ceU lymphotropic virus (HTLV-I). In Japan, HTLV-I

were compromised by HIV.

when

human

can take

it

lag times are perhaps

retroviral cousin

water supply.

obscured the hnks,

usually appears about a

infected with the

is

tious agent through a contaminated

Most of the pictures

electron micro-

treme for a

men

social factors

thirty years

longer than two decades for symp-

a year or

toms to appear. The

in the 1980s

sexual contact was kept secret. In the nineteenth century, if

than

less

elderly

then

took

it

unmunodeficiency virus (HIV), but

masked

a

AIDS

person

of John Snow (an EngUsh

the case with gonorrhea in eras

this section are

after a

physician) implicated indirect trans-

Images

ill

decade

tools

mission of

mention

(not to

even more cryptic chains of infection are

London

studies

symptoms

conclusively identified the cul-

trials

Today,
being uncovered.

has

in the

site,

group-A streptococcus.

prit:

continuous outbreaks of cholera in

fU

Sometimes

the

of

were not understood untU the care-

to patliogens.

About

in the chain

damage

that the initial throat infection

lead to a secondary disease),

before antibiotic

quitoes. Likewise, the seemingly dis-

now attributed

are

would

was being com-

if it

communicable.

low odds

the

at

between the infection and

a variable lag time

the relatively

—something he

Chervin concluded, quite

century for

and with

fire

municated from one victim to another.

Lacking the discovery of a pathogen

was contagious.

disease

He

spreading grass

its

necessary predecessor: an untreated throat infection.

the onset of heart or joint
difficult to trace,

is

When

different.

but rheumatic fever was not easily connected with

moving on

to

suspects": environ-

air to

bad chemicals)

and inheritance (from bad blood to bad genes). These
suspects are trotted out with

ments

good reason

are rightly attributable to

—some

either or

them. But to look no further for causes

ail-

both of

may be

to ig-

nore categories of "smoke" that indicate an infectious
"fire."

—

edge

Monuments of
that peptic ulcers

established medical

and coronary artery

knowldisease.

—

fallen or are

now

teetering.

AH

this

not to deny the

is

importance of genetic and environmental
which, in addition to causing

nudge an

infectious process

on

aUows an infection

their

own, may

one way or another. Envi-

may deHver

ronmental contaminants
that

illness

factors,

the bodily insult

and genes may

to take hold,

What

will guide us to

as-yet-unknown disease

tionary biology

IS

usefiil.

In evolutionary terms, the

success (or fitness) of an organism

abihty to propagate

its

measured by

is

its

genes into the next generation.

This concept can help us recognize the infectious cau-

of some important

sation

sufficiently

diseases. If a disease

high cost on humans without

a

ing hmess benefit, any genetic basis for

weeded out by
order. If a

new

natural selection

environmental

exposure, seems unlikely, then

m

insult,

imposes

a

compensatshould be

it

relatively short

such

we need

to

both purely genetic and noninfectious environmental
exposures.

We are left vwth infection as

of reasoning should guide

cause. This line

most

the

likely

scientists to

and

infectious

They have never

even in the face of

will reject the idea,

may say, "Of course

it

on

the latest research,

me

could. Tell

something

Let us suggest a possible scenario. But

expected on the edge of discovery.

1880s, cervical and hver cancer in the 1980s (these

proved to have

and ulcers

viral causes),

cobacter pylori

—

in the 1990s.

And

in the first

fectious

would

some

fire.

An

infertility rate

Alzheimer's disease.

identified

Based on evolutionary principles, can we predict
that a specrfic disease wall prove to

be

even though infec- i

infectious,

tion

is

not

now

being pursued

We

hypothesis?

—

as a

|

offer polycystic

%

of female s

a cause

infertility

found

characterized

1

percent

rapidly diminish through natural selection unless

outside agent were at work, because the genetic

instructions that lead to infertility

would be

lost to fri-

ture generations (infertile individuals carmot pass

The primary

their genes for infertility^).
fertility

on

agent of this in-

epidemic mrned out to be the venereaUy trans-

mitted Chlamydia

trachomatis,

which capitahzed on

greater opportunities for transmission through increased

sexual activity,

prompted by

better access to nonbarrier

methods of birth control and by more relaxed
about sex. Infectious smoke

look

at

noninfectious.
for example,

It

looks

as

also apparent vs/hen

to

we
be

though Chlamydia piiaiiiicniac,

may damage

vading the hning of the
invites the

is

attitudes

on other ailments long assumed

the data

the circulator)' system by in-

arteries, leaving scar tissue that

buildup of the fatty plaque that characterizes

atherosclerosis.

And

in 3

women in the

of more than

the tiny blood-borne bacterium

Mycobacterium
tuberculosis,

we

the United States

decade of

about obsessive-compulsive disorder, breast cancer, and

that the high inci-

infertility in

^which most

coming millennium, we wiU probably be arguing

the

Chlat)iydia trachomatis. This disease

was probably smoke from an in-

—

agree are cormected with the bacterium HeU-

scientists

is

dence ot temale

we

The same kind of

second only to the tubal |
scarring caused by gonorrhea and |

in the 1970s

first

discord occurred over syphQis and gonorrhea in the

ovary disease

the evolutionary criterion of fimess,

don't

should mention that differences of opinion are to be

the paths of research that are most likely to generate an

Using
can immediately recognize

I

already know."

improved understandmg of causation and away from
paths Ukely to result in wheel spinning.

entertained the

kidney stones could be

Others, up to date

telltale signs.

with the unfolding

are not faniihar

scoff.

possibility that heart disease or

as pesticide

look beyond

may

evidence

predispose an individual to be susceptible to pathogens.

processes Ukely to be caused by infection? Here, evolu-

who

People

have either

for instance, are noninfecrious in nature

i

12 percent of |

to

United

States

waxy

by

and

is

|

white

ovaries, a diabetes-hke disturbance

of insuKn

levels,

and

a variety

of

other hormonal abnormalities that contribute to re-

duced abihty to conceive, absence of menstruation, and
miscarriage.

of about
its

1

effects

The

disease

is

responsible for a fitness cost

percent in the general population because of

on

fertility'.

This cost

is

too high for polycystic

ovary disease to persist in the population

and the

netic defect,

heritance.

As

in predicting

a test

disease does not

of the

utility

what may be

polycystic ovary disease in,
see

whether

a causative

as a

show

simple ge-

signs

of in-

of evolutionary theory

infectious,
let's say,

we

should

the year

pathogen has been

revisit

2010 and

identified.

In addition to the generally accepted examples of infectious causation, there

may

is

some evidence

that pathogens

play a role in breast, penile, ovarian, esophageal,

and prostate cancers.

C pneumoniae

is

now

also a suspect

in Alzheuner's disease. Predicting the future

But given an evolutionary

business.

may be

able to predict the

Nanobacter appears to be responsible for certain kinds of

disease in

kidney stones.

in theirs

is

a tricky

perspective,

we

importance of infectious

our future better than Burnet and White did

—and

the story looks anything but duU.

D

Koch

in

by Robert

1882.
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Gut Reactions
A
Escherichia

regular

coli,

n e

-

c e

1

1

- 1

h

i

c k

wall stands between us and disaster.

a

member of

the intestinal

flora.

»

By Sherwood

L.

Gorbach

Ithough not widely recognized

A

I

testinal tract, like that

certainly

in the uterus

is

is

While the

sterile,

of an embryo

intestine

newborns acquire

their

bowel

during passage through the birth canal. As the

flora

of the infant changes from milk-based

diet

in-

of other mammals,

the habitat for an amazingly rich population

ot nucroorganisms.

more
ing

—and
—our

not the topic of polite conversation

mix of microbes

varied diet, the
adult character

its

This

microflora

fare to a

changes, assum-

by the second year of life.

—mostly

bacteria

—

usually

is

harmless and occasionally helptul, yet always menacing
as a potential

What

source of infection.

from invasion by the potential pathogens
is

a fragile barrier just

one

fiilly

we

our bowel

in

the intestinal Un-

cell thick:

For most of our Hves,

ing.

separates us

generally coexist peace-

with our microflora. But

if

the intestinal wall

breached by certain species of bacteria (these are

a

is

mi-

nority of the bowel's total population), a spreading,
life-threatening infection develops,

known

since an-

cient times as sepsis.

The

microbial residents of the stomach and most of

those in the small intestine

come from

the

mouth,

riving with saliva and food. These microbes

ar-

—includ-

ing streptococci, lactobaciUi, and a few fimgal species

—

are relatively sparse, generally less than 10,000

nucroorganisms per

milliliter

of intestinal contents. In

the lower small intestine (the Oeuni),
species

from the

some

additional

large intestine (or colon) migrate up,

adding to the resident microbes' numbers and complexity.

The most

the colon
testine

by

itself,

a

dramatic change, however, occurs in

which

is

separated from the small in-

sphincterUke structure

known

as

the ileo-

cecal valve.

The colon
bacteria,

is

with

replete with microorganisms, mostly
total

numbers

in

the

range

of

100,060,000,000,000. Their dense concentration there

approaches the theoretical Hmit of what can
given space.

More

than five hundred

fit

into the

difiierent species

of bacteria regularly reside in the colon of every living

—
person. Functioning in virtual obscurity from
the flora does

its

The colon

tabohsm.

dark and dank place, vutuaEy

a

is

devoid of atmospheric oxygen, and
mostly

—

anaerobes

strict

that

Uve without oxygen and in

The

presence.

such

ria,

colon

nutrients

receives

bacteria are

its

the

side

the antibiotic coverage

what

perish in

its

Hence, the

1.

anaerobic fermentation vessel that

—undigested

such

toodstutts
cellulose

—

as

via the

of the Dr. Jekyll/Mr.

Hyde

life

of our

used, and

is

If other

has

must be expanded

drugs

become

to

mem-

The

Gut bacteria are

a systenfrc, life-

sault

third type

on our

when

system

is

the hosts

usually harmless.

as-

immune

Their sinister side

emerges when they

impaired by disease

mahgnancies and

most

of bacterial

fragile intestinal Lining

occurs

to include

treat

threatening infection.

commonly

Escherichia coh,

a targeted antibiotic

up rather promptly.

bers of the microbial flora are also involved, however,

would

fact

complex carbohydrates, and

good

the infection clears

broad-spectrum

regular propulsive motions of the small intestine. This
is

poisoning bacterium,

they are adapted to

of 1,000 to

a factor

a one-Liter

is

grains,

well-known

by

called E. coh,

is,

anaerobes outnumber the other bacte-

the

as

host,

its

work of fermentation and me-

daily

common

AIDS

breach the

being the

such maladies

by immunocompromising

—

or

intestinal wall.

treat-

colonic bacteria. Their ability to digest nutrients that

have escaped absorption in the small intestine (because
they could not be broken

down by

the enzymes there)

provides us with important sources of energy, proteins,

and vitamins

would otherwise be

that

lost in

fecal

evacuations.

The
teria

of the

sinister side

manage

flora

is

displayed

when

bac-

to penetrate the intestinal wall, causing

and then widespread

local desti-uction

common

haps the most

infection. Per-

ways bacteria escape involve

penetration of the bowel by a knife or buUet
or a crush injury, as

m

wound,

The

an automobile accident.

breach permits the microflora to spread to the organs
in the peritoneal cavity

and

Damage

fat.

caused by

example,

and the surrounding muscle

to the intestinal wall

can also be

a disease process in the intestine itself

a perforated

appendLx or

a

has eroded the bowel wall. In each case, the
is

—for

colon cancer that

end

result

an extensive, spreading infection of the abdominal

Lining that

known

is

bacteria released

and produce

drome

as peritonitis.

The

free-ranging

from the bowel enter the bloodstream

sepsis,

with

(fever, falling

its

accompanying shock syn-

blood pressure, and the resultant

compromise of vital organs, such
neys). Since multiple species

as

the hver and kid-

of bacteria are involved,

broad-spectrum antibiotics must be used to control

complex
pair the

The

infection, along

bowel

this

with judicious surgery to re-

wall.

intestinal wall

can also be damaged by intrinsi-

cally virulent bacteria that

we consume

in contami-

nated or spoiled food or beverages. Sahiwnella and
Yersinia preferentially

invade the lower ileum, while

ShigcUa, Canipylcbacler

ind E. coh 0157:H7 seek out the

large bowel. In the early stages, only the pathogenic

this

bowel

wall, but

once

damage has occurred, other members of the

resi-

bacteria themselves penetrate the

dent flora

may join

sive disease. In

the invasion and cause

most

more exten-

cases involving a specific

food-

anti-cancer drugs and corticosteroids. In

ments, such

as

such

once the

cases,

intestinal wall

one-ceU barrier breaks

at

multiple

integrating into a porous
flora,

is

weakened, the

sites,

eventually dis-

membrane. The

no longer contained, spreads rapidly

bacterial

to the ab-

dominal cavity and the bloodstream. Previously harmless

microorganisms are thus

—

ironically

—transformed

into pathogenic agents of disease, threatening the exis-

tence of the host.

D

An

epithelial cell,

with

its tall microvilli,

on the border of the
intestine. Bacteria

(not visible here)
reside in the bov/el
cavity (upper right).
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By Gregory Cochran and Paul W. Ewold

evolutionary "fitness"

—

that

more

they were

is,

likely

than others to survive and propagate their genes into

The

sum of the

squares of the legs of a right trian-

mathematical insight, passed
turies,

who

philosopher and mathematician
Italy

"Do

over the cen-

Greek

lived in southern

Pythagoras with

also credit

not eat broad beans!" History does not

record his reason for

Natural selection-

was long

it

cells

whole

the

For

issue

millennia,

cell

among normal

red blood

cells.

of

and

Italy

sometimes

fatal

arises in

people with two copies of a mutant gene. Having one

The deformed cells

copy of the gene

rupture easily,

malarial parasites.

blocldng capillary

two copies

beds.

father

—

toxic

compounds, such

affords protection against infection

by

But those unlucky enough to inherit

—one from

the

mother and one from the

from abnormal
as

moderately

sensitivity to

those found in broad beans.

In southern Italy and Greece, about one-third of the

population has

G6PD
blood

a

mutation in the gene that codes for

—an enz^^ne
cells.

that aids energy' extraction in red

So there may well have been

practical reason for the

a simple,

many

in the local

population.

Malaria was probably endemic in southern

mosquitoes that

DDT.

until the 1940s,

carr\' it

were

when

G6PD

the Anopheles

largely eradicated

Thus, people in the region

copy of the

who

mutation received

Italy

with

one

carried

a great

boost in

keeps red

shape.

codmg

The deformed

lary beds,

diminishes the function

it

cells)

thwarts attack by

When someone

however, the red blood

cells are

cells

and increase

Women's

and

two

hemoglobin,

distorted into a sickle

rupture

easily,

block capil-

\ailnerabihtsf to infection.

netic defenses against infection.

ald B. Pier

inherits

for sickle-cell

Northern Europeans have evolved

their

own

ge-

A recent study by GerBrigham and

his associates at the

Hospital of the Har\'ard Medical School in-

—

dicates that cystic fibrosis

northern Europeans

—

is

mainly

a disease affecting

probably an adaptive defense

against Sahnonella typhi, the bacterium that causes ty-

phoid
is

fever.

The most

serious feature of cystic fibrosis

obstruction of the small airways of the lungs.

fective protein in the cells

hning the

A

de-

respirator)' tract

thickens the mucus, trapping pathogens and reducing

the lungs' capacity to clear infection.

The

Pythagorean admonition: broad

beans were actually dangerous to

from ancient tunes

copies of the gene

glucose-6-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (G6PD) deficiency, or favism,

it

copy

Likewise, a single gene for sickle-cell

the malarial parasite.

for a significant minority'

illness, called

sufier

cells.

and longevity of the red blood

people from southern

anemia. This

blood

staple in

But

single

vents the malarial parasite from efficiently invading red

and

Europe, the

A

deficiency gene (even though

and palatable

Afi-ica.

keeping invaders

from efiiciendy metabolizing energy) pre-

Middle

sult in a severe,
sickle

deficiency in the Mediter-

hemoglobin (even though

Greece, eating broad beans can re-

A

G6PD

broad beans have been a nutritious

East,

we

evidence that

hke sickle-ceU anemia in Africa: both

from using the resources of the invaded.

G6PD

it,

is

are the body's scorched-earth tactics,

of the

devastating

Opposite:

ranean region

blood

bizarre.

we repeatedly see

certain genetic diseases are themselves defenses against

infectious disease.

On

and philosophers aUke.

seems

bargains.

This account should be sounding familiar. If

look around the world,

the subject of speculation by histo-

the face of

some

and

this injunction,

rians

working on host and
pathogen alik<
drives

We

2,500 years ago.

saying,

down

credited to Pythagoras, the

is

the next generation.

of the h^^otenuse. This

gle equals the square

Pier

team found

that a

gene coding for

that

defective lung-ceU protein also codes for a defective

protein in the intestine

—

from attaching

the intestinal hning.

the

itself to

^where

it

may

hinder

—boarding up

boarded-window defense

dows of a house may block out Hght and
makes the house
of cystic

less

5. typhi

We call this

air,

the win-

but

it

also

vulnerable to burglars. In the case

fibrosis, a single

copy of the gene codes for the

High-Risk Defenses
The body's

s e

I

f -

d e s

t r

u c

t

i

v e

tactics against infection

" ^

.*>
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protein that bars entry to

ceU to perform

testinal

two copies of the gene
that,

5. typhi

but

still

normal

its

allows the in-

activities.

Having

—

a disease

causes cystic fibrosis

before antibiotics, killed most of its victims before

the age of two. This tragic disease

the price paid for

is

protection against typhoid fever, but in Europe prior to
the twentieth century,

(ubiquitous in contami-

S. typhi

nated water) infected ahnost everyone early in Ufe and
typically kiUed

west Africa and hemoglobin

E

sicl(le-cell

are

tlie

defenses

—they

defend against malaria and are
caused by a change in

anemia

tragic cost of

Melanesian ovaloctosis,

in

mutation that

a

membranes.

cell

who

those

is

alters
It

is

have two

Why?

long run.

Because

the host population until

destructive defenses?

crude defense

none

at all,

self-

Sometimes

may be

a

better than

and crude defenses

are

While most adap-

easy to generate.

a

form

we had

interferes

by

Even

fiinction.

though such mutations
us

with only

altering biological

no

selection pressure

pathogen.

calibrated

by

in-

favormg

but do not

As

acting powerfiilly

is

herit

it

have

felled

trait's

by

a

a survival

advantage because they cannot

—

widespread cause of death

malaria.

subsequent spread through the population

tually cost free until the

gene becomes so

children begin inheriting

it

from both

is

At

more

than

them

offer

harm

incidental

can be tolerated. Self-destructive defenses against
milder pathogens

may

also exist,

but

scientists

may

have overlooked them because so few people have two
copies of the defense genes.
benefit of this evolutionary approach to un-

derstanding disease

usefUness in analyzing the

its

is

But what about

past.

predictive value?

its

We think that

the concept of self-destructive defenses, coupled with
insights

about

to

how

genes persist in populations, has

When

be sustained by

a genetic defect
a

is

too

random mutation and

too widespread or stable to be accounted for by

founder

vir-

tion of closely related people), then

effect (persistence

of a gene in

we

a small

a

popula-

have the smok-

ing gun of a self-destructive defense.

Using

that

tosis

vention, sickle-cell anemia

the

victims long before

damagmg

the defenses against

parasites,

The

common that

parents.

of one era be-

later era. In addition,

because the malaria protozoa are more

point, the death rate of these children (without interkills its

on both host and pathogen.

comes the impotent defense of a

common

who may then pass on single copies
new mutant to a few offspring. Those who in-

offers

may be continually
against many terrible

a consequence, the effective defense

predictive possibilities.

ben-

such a feeble

is

but such defenses are not apparent because se-

of the

be

story of sickle-ceU anemia

presenting effective defenses

eficial to its host,

it is

who

an alternative viewpoint. Selection

are later transmitted

appears, for example,

mutant form of the

without botching up the blood system.

the sickle-ceU gene

first

Httle or

against malaria

wall: ttie parasites

When

one

If only

may be

But the evolutionary reasoning presented above

the majority because their spread

self-limited.

anemia

cannot generate an effective defense

mosquito's stomach

is

(if

it

process that

populations: they are fairly

affect

a

demonstrates that natural selection

parasites (blue) on a

female

sickle-cell

by infecting the 90 percent of people

ate itself

One

common

or

lack the defense gene entirely.

tious adversary.
a constant level in

had

it

it)

malarial parasite continues to perpetu-

greater fitness benefits; hence,

mechanisms of an infec-

These high-risk genes maintain

The

machinery

terfering with the similarly fmely

that

ever adapted to

low frequency.

most other

ural selection, they help us

mosquito.

no clue

than

pathogen

and cystic fibrosis, the proportion of people carrying

may harm

fme-tuned over millennia by nat-

common

hosts, the

around the original defense. But

that could get

lection

one genes primary

bite of the

was more

it

no disad-

would spread through

with very devastating diseases Kke

several genes, self-destructive de-

of a simple

also the

timely mutation appeared) bounce back in a mutant

diseases,

change that

via the

it

either vanish entirely (leaving

ever afflicted us or that

tations involve an orchestration of

fenses typically consist

humans

the defense had

any other variant. With no suitable

To some people, the

accounts for the evolution

of such seemingly crude and

to

if

vantage, the gene coding for

copies of the gene.

What

is

very reason they stick around, in stable form, over the

in ten carries the defense gene, there

lethal

Oocysts of malarial

high cost of such defenses

Ironically, the

the gene never rises above a

red blood

malaria.

a single

brake against the

molecule. Another malarial de-

caused by

and

also

as a

spread into subsequent generations.

amino acid on the hemoglobin
fense,

protection against
typlioid fever

in north-

in Southeast Asia are

scorched-earth

Cystic fibrosis and

C

traits

would

about 5 percent of the population.

Like sickle-ceU aneinia, hemoglobin

they reach reproductive age) acts

—

a

this logic,

syndrome

body and which

we
in
is

predict that

which iron

hemochromabuilds

up

in

found primarily in northern

Europeans

—

prove to be the result of a

will eventually

defense against a pathogen.

About one

Europeans

copy of the hemochroma-

carries a single

in ten northern

gene; those with tvvo copies usually develop a

tosis

combination of serious ailments, including Hver
ease,

and increased

diabetes, infertility, heart failure,

These individuals have

susceptibUitv' to rare pathogens.

and other organs.

a defective protein in their intestines

The normal

protein

embedded

is

protem

brane, but the defective
in location

window

is

—

would normally

latch

In addition, the

trait is

—

a

boarded-

a cell.

to be maintained

effect.

Some

researchers hypothesize that an increased abihty to

may be

absorb iron

the hidden benefit of the he-

mochromatosis gene. But the disease

where iron-rich

genes fiinction would more
of

its

utUit)' against

absorb more of

a

—not

an invader

as

We

like

boarded-window defense
an

most

common
a

be favored because

likely

nutrient.

hemochromatosis,

that

is

foods, such as meat, are the rule in

Moreover, a crude defense that destroys

local diets.

as

device to

a

therefore suspect

cystic

fibrosis,

is

a

that evolved in response to

yet unknov\Ti pathogen.

Other

selt-destructive defenses are

We

cops than boarded windows.

more Hke rogue

suspect that alphaj-

antitrs'psin deficiency falls into this categon,'.

This en-

emphysema and Hver

disease in

zsine deficiency causes

northern Europeans
gene.

The

who

inherit

elastic cartilage

immune

to the cells of the

cause maverick elastase

immune-system

acti\ar\',

cells

of this control

The

net result

later,

but damaging

causing

may be

much

tissue in the

may fire

collateral

increased protection against

age associated \\ith

emphysema and

Hne of reasoning

correct, haxdng

alpha, -anti trs^sin deficiency

though

some

damIf this

one copy of the

infectious disease. Al-

prediction awaits definitive testing, re-

this

searchers at

cirrhosis.

gene should reduce sus-

some unknown

ceptibUin' to

first

damage.

pathogens, along with increased risk of the tissue

is

may

Lmpro\Tng access for

process. Like a rogue cop, the cells' trs'psin

and ask questions

of elastase,

more permeable

system. In an alpha, -an ti-

trs'psin-deticient indi\idual, absence

the

two copies of the

affected protein controls the level

an enz\Tne that makes

Cambridge

University, England, reported

intriguing findings in 1998. Patients with both

c^'stic fibrosis

and

alpha, -antitrypsin deficiency

had

less

severe respiratory problems than did patients with cystic
fibrosis alone.

The

researchers

tients.

There

are practical reasons to investigate

whether

genetic diseases are self-destructive defenses.

The

solution to these problems

ture research. If

wiU come from

fu-

hemochromatosis and alpha, -anti-

Salmonella

typhi, the

typhoid fever

idlled

founder

a

some of the

infections that are so problematic to cystic fibrosis pa-

bacterium, once

common

of

to be the result

of rogue cops through

then the evolutionary synthesis of genetics, epidemiol-

by random mutation and too widespread geographically

that the unleashing

alpha, -antitrypsin deficiency helps control

trypsin deficiency prove to be self-destructive defenses,

onto the protein to enter
too

apparent paradox, but a medical evolutionist

mem-

could block a pathogen that

that

this

might posit

not. This switch

in the cell

is

of alteration

just the kind

defense

dis-

by

were somewhat puzzled

ogy,

and medicine

credibility

and

will have

utility.

moved up one notch

about 5

in

percer)t of northern

D

Europeans.

—
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Cast of Characters
brief guide to agents of infection

A

ubiquitous rn soU, water, and both on and in the bodies of ani-

Viruses
Viruses

come

in

myriad symmetrical shapes but share
of

structure: a core

RNA

or

DNA

surrounded by a protem

With no metabohc functions of their own, viruses can sur-

shell.

body of

vive for hmited periods outside the

when

they

Only

to repHcate,

genetic machinery to produce a profusion of

cell's

More

teria,

providing the moisture, food, and substrates that these mi-

bud

or simply

off the cell

so than plants, animals are

and

orifices as

weD

gut bacteria are

and keeping

usefiil

fiingi

and

for space

as

our respiratory and
house

Oceans?" page

Plants,

48).

"Do

(see

where

if

—such

side

to fungi as crop destroy-

bacilli that are

In humans, viral

air;

At

example,

of

dengue hemorrhagic

Top

fever,

and

and incurable
cold.

Measles,

HIV/AIDS,

influenza,

—

caused by

hepatitis

miUions annually worldwide

B

(see

all

"The World's

Ten Infectious Killers in 1997," page 46). Less widely

known

is

"Catching

On to What's

Catching," page 34).

secretes

its

internal

tissues

through punctures, burns,

and

Streptococcus taecalis

wounds.

surgical

Pathogenic Escherichia
(a

different strain

from the E.

causes internal

testines)

coli

coU that normally inhabits our in-

hemorrhaging when consumed

in

contaminated food.

Of

the fact that 15 to 20 percent of cancers (including

malignancies of the cervix and Uver) are of viral origin (see

for

tetatii,

gaining access to the

after

body's

the

common

Some

deadly nerve toxins only

Rhi-

universal

inhaled in

Clostridium

inconsequential to major.

produce

tuberculosis

bacteria cannot survive in

run the gamut firom

noviruses

as

the out-

moisture droplets.

ill-

least thirty-five types

intestinal

disease bac-

viruses rank second only

sponsible for warts.

Budding immunodeficiency viruses

when

escape into the

come from

teria

papilloma viruses are re-

kill

as

But most

ity.

extremely susceptible:

are

too,

nesses

—

—

else-

bladder or peritoneal cav-

bacterium, viral

as a

Viruses Control the

ers.

viruses

problems

cause

bacteria

usually lethal

body may

Bacteria that are innocuous in one part of the

overcome by the im-

For a single-celled host organism, such
is

check by competing

in

nutrients.

system.

infection

Some

intestinal tracts.

guests, providing essential vitamins

and harmfiil bacteria

membrane, repeating the process

until they either destroy the host or are

appeahng habitat for bac-

crobes require for survival. MrOions harmlessly colonize our skin

These "progeny" may burst out of the infected

viral particles.

mune

the host.

do they begin

infiltrate living cells

usurping the

cell

a general

mals.

five

—

the ten major types of infection killing

humans

today,

acute lower respiratory infections, tuberculosis, diarrheal

whooping cough, and

diseases,

tetanus

—

are caused

by

bacteria.

In response to a viral invasion, animals produce antibodies
that can, if the host survives, confer

immunity

fection by that virus. Vaccination with a
tious

form of the

to subsequent in-

Fungi

weakened or noninfec-

virus also stimulates production of immunity-

Fungi

—

the yeasts, molds, smuts,

constitute their

conferring antibodies.

own kingdom

human misery, they
viruses. Some live harmlessly
ors of

Bacteria

and
Bits

of cytoplasm surrounded by a membrane, bacteria

most abundant hving things on

—

as

These unicellular beings

feet,

but most are

as habitat

in the

soil dwellers.

dead

cells

of our

The few that

cause annoying maladies such

lete's foot,

As purvey-

take a backseat to bacteria and
nails, hair,

regard

humans

as yeast infections,

ath-

and the misleadingly named ringworm. As for the

the archaebacteria, found in extreme

rest,

we

hot seafloor vents), and the eubacteria.

rally

occurring substances in our skin, blood, sweat, and sahva.

comprise two kingdoms
environments (such

earth.

are the

mushrooms, and mildews

in the natural world.

(and other animals)

manage

to fend

them

off with natu-
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A

over a decade ago, however, a key study signaled a

little

taminated fodder or passed from mother to offspring. Bovine

change: researchers found that nearly 40 percent of patients

spongiform encephalopathy, perhaps better known

dying from hospital-acquired infections were being

disease,

The

fungi.

good news/bad news

reason was a

tale.

by

felled

Most people

with comproinised de'

fenses

i'

—those

with

AIDS, cancer, organ
and severe

transplants,

burns

(as

well as pre-

mature babies)

But fungi

treatments.

Candida

as

common

(a

inhabitant of

our mouth and other

were taking

orifices)

immune-sup-

Plants are

infection
fungal spores have caused such

Dutch elm

that led to the great Irish

disease

wheat and root

more

vul-

by

well-known and

and the potato bhght

famine of the 1840s. Lesser

known

but

a conflict that

humans when

benefited

fungal defense

chemicals were used to create penicillin, the mighty antibiotic
that cures bacterial diseases fi'om

pneumonia

—

a rare

to be another

inadvertently transmitted during brain

New

Guinean

prion-associated dis-

a

tribe in the 1950s,

was

at-

tributed to the ritual practice of eating the brains of the dead.

When

the practice was abandoned, kuru virtually disappeared.

Protisis
comprise a kingdom of single-

also called protozoa,

Protists,

celled organisms that range in appearance fi-om
gellates to bloblike

On

amoebas.

whip-taOed

fla-

average, protists are about a

thousand rimes larger than bacteria and

and freshwater, most

from them

in

Found worldwide

in

also differ

that their single cell contains a nucleus.

protists

hve by preying on

mi-

By doing

crobes.

they check the

so,

water bacteria and
foster soil fertility.

Many

free-

are

protists
living,

of the

while others

cannot survive unless

they colonize

The

animal hosts.

rot in trees.

Fungi, which compete with other microbes for niches in the

—

ease discovered in a

fungi.

ecosystem, produce chemical defenses to ward off their bacterial
rivals

mad cow

growth of ground-

economically significant ailments of today include karnal bunt
disease in

—can be

other, smaller

of

nerable than animals to

devastating epidemics as

humans believed by many

scrapie variant

needles, and incisions

these

as

of scrapie. Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease

surgery and organ transplantation. Kuru,

soU, oceans,

pressed patients.

Wind-borne

brain affliction of

advantage of catheters,

to enter the tissues

Candida albicans

a variant

improved

of

such

is

—were

surviving longer because

O.";^

to syphQis.

flagellate

ample,

Streblo-

ex-

for

niastix,

lives

symbi-

Trypanosomes among blood

cells

oticaUy

in

intestines

of termites, gaining food and shelter and simultane-

the

ously helping

its

host digest

wood.

Naegleria fowleri lives inde-

pendently in North American lakes and streams but

Prions

is

an oppor-

tunist that can cause a life-threatening brain infection if it enters

American biochemist Stanley Prusiner won
1997 for

his

work on proteinaceous

he nicknamed prions. Unlike
neither

DNA nor RNA.

all

They

Nobel Prize

in

are

rogue forms of normal probirds

and mammals. Once

a

prion appears (either by mutation or by transmission from an infected individual),

it

spreads

by inducing

its

the nose of a

which

other pathogens, prions have

found in the brains of healthy

teins

a

infectious particles,

nearby normal

human swimmer.

Infection by parasiric protists

is

not always serious; a large

proportion of people in the United

States, for instance,

been infected by Toxoplasma without even knowing
protists, like Pneumocystis carinii,

it.

have

Some

run rampant in hosts with weak-

ened immune systems. StiU others

are mass killers, devastating the

blood, respiratory, and gastrointestinal systems of their hosts.

humans by sand

damages

counterparts to undergo a similarly malign metamorphosis.

Leishmania, a protist transmitted to

Over

the spleen and Hver of hundreds of miUions of people worldwide.

the long run, the accumulation of prions destroys the

brain, riddling

AH
and

diseases

fatal.

it

with holes.

presumed

to

They have been

cluding humans,

cats,

common is scrapie,

In

be caused by prions
identified in

many

are

slow acting

vertebrates, in-

mink, deer, and farm animals. The most

transmitted to sheep and goats either in con-

1

997 sleeping-sickness trypanosomes

flies,

in the bloodstream killed

100,000 people (and countless livestock) in Africa, and the Plas-

modia

that cause malaria are estimated to kill 2.7

annually in the Tropics.

miUion people

—

Rachel Zoffness
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The World's Top Ten

Infectious Klllets

in

1997*

Haemophilus influenzae and other
bacteria (acute lower respiratory
infections).

Caused 3.7 million deaths

from pneumonia and other lung
infections in 1997. Airborne

Major

transmission.

killer

Vibrio cholerae

pathogens

of children in

Caused 2.5

developing countries. Increasing in
incidence because of poverty-related risk
factors,

with

such

as

malnutrition. Treatable

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(tuberculosis).

is

ixdllion deaths

from

cholera and other diarrheal diseases in

Caused 2.9 million deaths

in 1997. Bacterium

antibiotics.

and other

(diarrheal diseases).

an-borne in

1997. Contaminated water and foods
are

primary vectors. Most victims are

respiratory droplets. Ninety-five percent

under

of victims

developing countries. Death

live in

developing countries.

five years

of age and hve in

Treatable with antibiotics, but multi-

preventable with oral rehydration

MorbilUvinis (measles). Caused 960,000

drug-resistant strains have emerged.

therapy, proper nutrition,

deaths in 1997. Victims primarily

Vaccine

antibiotics.

available.

and

children; highest incidence in Africa.

Deaths usually due to complications
such

as

pneumonia and

encephalitis.

B

Airborne in droplets from nose and

Hepatitis

mouth. Preventable with vaccine.

and other body

virus (hepatitis B).
fluids

Caused 605,000 deaths

in 1997. Transmitted

and through sharing unsterilized needles. Endemic in

South America, Eastern Europe, the eastern Mediterranean, Southeast
the smaller Pacific islands. Victims with acute
active hepatitis, cirrhosis,

;f../

ll

^*^**<C
'Source: World Health Organization

and primary

form

liver cancer.

by blood
Africa,

Asia, China,

and

usually recover; chronic carriers risk

Vaccine

available.

Plasmodium falciparum and related protozoans

(malaria).

Caused

1.5—2.7 million deaths in 1997. Transmitted by infected female Anopheles

Human

mosquitoes. Endemic in 100 countries; highest incidence in sub-Saharan

immunodeficiency virus (AIDS). Caused 2.3 million

deaths in 1997. Sub-Saharan Africa thought to have twothirds

of the world's

with infected body

cases. Transmissible
fluids,

than 30 million people

but

a

such

now

as

Afi-ica. Strikes

blood and semen. More

infected.

No

combination of drugs can prolong

up

to

500 million people per

year.

Prevention includes

eradicating mosquitoes. Curable with early diagnosis and

through contact

treatment, but protozoa

may

cure or vaccine,
Flavirus (dengue/dengue hemorrhagic fever). Caused

life.

140,000 deaths in 1997. Virus
mosquitoes.

With

is

transmitted by Aedes

increasing urbanization, dengue

Clostridium tetani (tetanus). Caused

epidemics are becoixiing more

cough). Caused 410,000 deaths

275,000 deaths in 1997. Main victmis

Southeast Asia and Latin America.

in 1997. Bacteria airborne in

are babies

About one-

form of the

with infected umbilici.

Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia,

half of cases occur in children

Nigeria, and Pakistan account for 75

under age two. Endenuc

percent of deaths. Preventable by

worldwide. Vaccine available for

practices

infants

but not adults. Treatable

sterile

and immunization. Spores

are

ubiquitous, especially in animal wast

with erythromycin.

7/1

-*=««*i

#

in children

disease

under

wW^

is

ten.

—

common

Bortadella pertussis (whooping

respiratory droplets.

prompt

evolve resistance to druss.

especially in

The hemorrhagic

responsible for

fatalities,

mostly

—

—
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Do Viruses Control
the Oceans?
Infection may be the spice

of

about four times the number of people on the earth

By Curtis A. Suttle

to

thousands of pinpoints of light against the

The

blackness

made

it

easy to imagine

I

was in

a

spaceship traveling through the far reaches of the

What

galaxy.

however, but the

I

was looking

DNA of viruses

fied a thousand times

at

were not

stars,

magni-

in seawater,

and glowing under the blue Hght

their effect

on marine ecosystems.

explore these issues

with

began to

the University of Texas along

at

Amy Chan, my research associate

Matthew

I

assess

and spouse, and

CottreU, then a first-year doctoral student.

Amy and

at

have been changing our understanding of the world's

key question for us has been the viruses' role in the Hfe

only

a

I

have conducted similar research

the University of British Columbia, in Vancouver.

A

and death of bacterioplankton, phytoplankton, and

decade ago by Lita Proctor,

graduate student

New

flows through oceanic ecosystems.

York

at

Stony Brook, and

—by

the same time

the University of Bergen in

teaspoonful of

a

at

Nor-

Viruses are not

metabolism

when

duce only by infecting living organisms.
injects

its

no

the sense that they have

alive, in

outside a host, and they can repro-

DNA into a cell,

it

When

hijacks that

a virus

rephca-

cell's

way.

I

was doing postdoctoral

tion

machinery and produces scores or hundreds of

work

in Fuhrman's laboratory at

new

viral particles.

the time and had a chance to wit-

seawater.

the one-celled organisms that

ocean. Staple items of the food web, plankton are the

bak, professor of microbiology

a typical

—

with the currents on the surface of the open

producers and recyclers of most of the energy that

group working with Gunnar Brat-

million viruses

drift

tory at the State University of

at virtually

revealed 10 to

a

microzooplankton

Jed Fuhrman s labora-

in microbial ecologist

Electron microscopy

ness the unfolding drama.

researchers

These

were finding that each

These rupture the host and

leased into the environment to find
multicellular animal such as a

new

human,

does not always result in serious

are re-

victims. In a

a viral invasion

illness,

much

less

teaspoonful of seawater typically contains about 10 to

death, but for a single-celled planktonic organism, the

100 million viruses, ten times more than the next most

process of viral replication

epifluorescence

numerous

microscope,

ria

inhabitants of the typical teaspoonful: bacte-

known

Some

bacterioplankton). Electron mi-

twist to this

croscopy revealed that viruses are not only abundant

into the host

Synechococcus giow

but also diverse in appearance.

(also

as

Many

of the small ones

pint<

or red. Ttiose

resemble lunar landers, with polygonal "heads" and

witti

blue tiaios have

de jointed "legs" attached to "taOs"; others are

and have no

Each

virus, consisting

hundreds of viruses

larger

attached to their

netic material encapsulated in a protein shell,

surfaces.

small that

it

would

tails.

take about 23 billion of

lit-

much
of ge-

them

generally lethal.

machinery to

diately use the host's
selves,

is

known as lysogenic phages, add a
life cycle. Once they insert their DNA
cell's genetic material, they do not imme-

viruses,

marine bacteria

ttie

In 1988

enor-

the abundance and dynamics of such virus particles

working

Opposite: Under the

a visible particle.

Once it was demonstrated that viruses are an
mous presence in the sea, the next step was to

Since 1996

That the oceans teem with viruses was discovered

in

make

of the epifluorescence microscope. Observations on

oceans.

100

planlctonic life

replicate

them-

but their genes are duphcated each time the host

cell divides.

Only an environmental cue

posure to sunlight or

a

own

—such

as

ex-

sudden temperature change
replication process.

At

that

is

so

will trigger their

—

or

point, however, the virus leaves the host, sometimes

1
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absconding with some of the

Now

the virus

infects

its

becomes

next host,

it

individual

We

and between populations.

viruses

most

lates,

is

hmited

closely related species

to a

—

bacte-

of a single genus, for example.)
didn't

know when we

began our work was the extent of
viral effects

on

sea

We knew

life.

the marine viruses were abundant,

but that did not necessarily
pact.
In

a

satellite

image,

the greatest
cliioroptiyil densities
in tile

oceans are

shown

Many

mean

they had a great im-

viruses are extremely stable in water, so

was possible that the ones

unknown

we were

it

seeing in seawater

to sunlight

A third possibility was

causes.

abundance meant

that their

decided to pursue

hunch

a

many of the

that

—

were pathogens of phytoplankton

^photosyn-

and other

unicells that

Other

in the ocean.

form the base of the food

researchers

had primarily fo-

cused on non-photosynthesizing bacteria
host organisms, but a
that

as

potential

number of observations

suggested

phytoplankton were

tion.

many

For one, virushke
different types

httle direct

also

important targets of infec-

particles

evidence of actual

searchers Jolie

had been found in

of phytoplankton, although with

Mayer and Max

And

viral infection.

re-

Taylor, of the University

of British Columbia, had managed to

from infected phytoplankton in the

isolate a virus

late 1970s. Finally,

had been drifting around for years without infecting

anecdotal reports in scientific journals had described

very high concentration of

the sudden disappearance of phytoplankton blooms

other organisms. If
viruses
fection.

in red.

observing had been rendered

damage from exposure

to

thesizing organisms such as cynobacteria, small flagel-

web

What we

populations.

viruses are lim-

kind of commerce

ria

we were

owing

they were constantly infecting other organisms.

ited to particular hosts, so this

few

between

may

DNA from individual to in-

(Fortunately,

and

harmless,

what we were expecting:

the previous host's

In this way, a virus

dividual

individual to

of the viruses

own and

shunt

sliuntingDNAfrom

it

or fro:n other

DNA.

genetic engineers,

when

does so with a combination of

its

Some viruses act as

host's genetic niaterial.

a genetic engineer:

so,

a

was being maintained by a very low

Another possibUity was

rate

of in-

from various

that a great proportion

Although

areas

of the ocean's surface.

had not been impHcated, these

viruses

disappearances were consistent with the
rapid spread of a viral infection. Based

we

these reports,

decided to see

if

on

we

could demonstrate an infectious connec-

''y'<..

viruses

^^H

4>fl

between phytoplankton and any

tion

'"'•'^^^^

we might

find in their neighbor-

we found

hood. To our surprise,

—

viruses flourished widely

New

of

British

York, Texas, California, and

Columbia and

in the middle of

the Gulf of Mexico. In fact,
'-..

^^^^^^^

them from every

M^^^l^l w^^^^^^^l

^i^^

\^

r>si|

k

.-/
'"^PV^HVPHHIf

iJ

•

^

we

isolated

sample

we determined

such viruses were having

a signifi-

cant impact on ecologically important

groups

At

of phytoplankton.

viruses infecting a single strain

Wr
^

plankton were present
in excess

We

at

times,

of phyto-

concentrations

of one bUhon per

Hter.

also learned that these viruses

not very stable in the ocean
vived only hours or days

—they

—and

were
sur-

that their

numbers fluctuated dramatically from
season to season. To reach the high densities

we saw in some of our samples,

would have
:"^-y,v->;,'^'I

we

coastal seawater

examined. Moreover,

that

that

off the coasts

to

—something

ing

;/-.:;^:

if

they

be constantly rephcatthat could

infection was a

common

happen only
occurrence.

{

If,

on

average,

one

billion viruses per hter

were being produced and destroyed every few

days,

planktonic soup of the ocean

then on any given day, about 20 percent of the singlecelled organisms in the

being killed by

ocean were in the process of

Using mathematical models, we calculated

that in

and

component of

a significant

mortality.

weight of

been estimated

has

It

more

of non-photosynthetic bacteria

total mortality

the phytoplankton

combined

that the

the bacterioplankton exceeds the total

all

weight of all the other organisms in the ocean. There-

20 percent of marine bacterioplankton are

fore, if

being destroyed by

leased into the sea.

plankton and

all

each day, huge

viral infection

amounts of organic matter

being re-

are constantly

—

Carbon

common

the

other hving things

—

currency of

not, as

is

we had

previously thought, always directly transferred from

one
are

living

organism to another

consumed

they consume (and

as

by) others in the food web. Instead, a

good proportion of the carbon from
released into the sea

may

living organisms

is

by dying bacterioplankton and

subsequently be reincorporated by other bacteria

and then

largely lost (that

is,

converted to carbon diox-

ide gas) through respiration. Alternatively, the released

carbon
large

may remain

viruses,

is

of many

a irdx

species.

of course, infect more than just

plankton. Cultivated stocks of crabs, oysters, mussels,
clams, shrimp, salmon, and catfish, for example, are

viral infection.

the sea, this translates into probably one-half or

of the

Marine

in the water, contributing to the

pool of dissolved organic matter in the ocean.

and such infections have caused

susceptible to viruses,

enormous

aquacul-

losses in the

The mere

ture industry.

all

existence |

ot infective viral species in cul-

populations

tured

argues

that

viruses play a role in controlling

populations,

natural

great this role

The

too.

we do

is,

How

not know.

collapse of a herring stock re-

1993 was

ported in Alaska in

known

to

be caused by

epidemic

known

of

An

a virus.

un-

previously

a

distemper virus in 1988

resulted in the death of more than

18,000 harbor. seals in northern
Europe.

A tew years later,

intected

were discovered along

seals

Long

York's

been found

viruses have also

The

dolphins and porpoises.
larity

New

Related

Island.

in

simi-

of these to the distemper

and ruminants has

viruses that infect dogs

con-

raised

cerns about the potential for introducing terrestrial
viruses into

Do

carbon into greenhouse gases

global

about the indirect

on the atmosphere,

States

a factor in

effects

of ma-

that the killing

releases large quanti-

compound

of dimethyl sulfoxide, an intermediate

in the production

yet

researchers in the

and Europe have shown

of some phytoplankton by viruses
ties

—

warming? Although we do not

know much
rine viruses

United

But

viruses therefore have a role in converting

of the very potent greenhouse gas

Sea viruses play another,

less

obvious role in the

act as agents

of

biodiversity.

Because viruses specialize in invading particular
their presence prevents

marine populations.

would be

mere pathogens

hosts,

any one kind of plankton from

dominating the ocean environment. As soon
ticular planktonic host reaches a

as a

par-

high concentration,

the virus specializing in that species

wiU be

able to

cally

shown

which we
viruses

in an

experiment in

sured the growth rates of the re-

maining planktonic organisms.

for the

en masse creates an opportunity

sudden spread of colds and

quickly knocks

down

that species'

flu.)

Infection

numbers, creating

an opportunity for the other types of plankton to increase theirs.

As

a

consequence, viruses ensure that the

We

rates in-

crease dramatically as the organ-

isms were freed from viral infection.

Much

to

our surprise, the

plankton stopped growing completely.

was

are,

in

tf)e

species

1988.

What we had

Regulators of
populations, sea

viruses maintain

They
may also have an
indirect effect on
global warming.
biodiversity.

not realized

that the living organisms in

the water depended on the nutrients released

organisms were killed

their return to school

removed

from seawater and mea-

plankton

when

They

at the

off.

as

other

Without the death of phyto-

hands of viruses, there was no

firel

to

keep the engine running.

Given

that a

decade ago, marine viruses were not

even considered to be of consequence,

all

of these

dis-

coveries represent a major shift in our understanding of

the ecology of the sea.

D

is

a

epidemic

affecting

running of the marine ecosys-

selectively

phenomenon happens among

fall,

life.

for during

tem's engine. This was dramati-

sweep rapidly through the host population. (A similar
children each

at sea viruses as

that destroy other

rather, essential to the

sick harbor seal

cared
virai

mistake to look

a

expected to see growth

dimethylsulfoniopropionate.

marine ecosystem: they

it

A
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Birds, Bees,

and STDs
Even flowers have sexually transmitted infections

have also shown that

By Yvonne Baskin

fectious disease

Mountain Lake Biological Station

the

At

Allegheny Mountains, the roadsides

Virginia's
are dotted

weedy

with white campion

(Silene alba), a

invader from Europe. Botanist Janis

Antonovics had spotted the gangly plant on
the station and recognized

He

England.

in

from

it

knew why many of its

also

visits to

childhood in

his

white, three-

quarter-inch flowers sported smutty black centers instead of the usual yellow ones.

These

plants

were in-

riosities

on

the population than

on

their density.

with a nightclub analogy:

plains this

your chances of catching

much

greater if there are

it

one

thousand people in the club rather

female flowers to produce fungal spores instead of

than one hundred, because you
will

infected

Antonovics,

plants

a professor at the

Charlottesville,

easy

are

to

spot,

University of Virginia in

thought they would make ideal sub-

be crowded in with one hun-

Imagine instead that 10 per-

ten.

cent of the patrons have a venereal

you

someone

probing the seldom-studied interactions be-

disease. If

tween

pathogen and

to have sex with, the chances are

his suggestion,

first

At

associate pro-

of Kansas in Lawrence, became

of many of his colleagues and students to scru-

tinize these
results

natural host population.

Helen Alexander, now an

fessor at the University

the

its

smutted flowers over the past decade. Her

soon convinced Antonovics that

by fundamentally
tious diseases.

The

Bees, moths,

different rules than

reason:

flies,

it's

one in ten
infected,
firom

single out

that the

campion

syphilis or

a

visitors to

white cam-

world apart from human

gonorrhea, Antonovics and

sexually

whether they

transmitted

diseases

his colleagues

One

consequence of

dynamic

this

is

while

that

other infectious diseases require some minimal density

left

to mate.

up

for "the

Antonovics
cost

long

STDs
as

can persist even

there are

says this

enough

advantage

hosts

may make

of being an STD," which

is

the

reduced host pool that a disease carrier can infect sexually.

Put another way,

this

means

that an individual

Opposite: Ustilago
violacea, a fungus

operate,

generally chooses sex partners from only half the

tt]at

humans. They

population (male or female), whereas he or she can

campion

(STDs)

infect plants, animals, or

liumans.

depends on the fraction of the population infected.

infec-

have recently begun to see general patterns in the way
all

frogs, Icoalas, or

U. violacea plays

to spread to the next flower.

may seem

earwigs,

plant, the probabihty that

in sparse populations, as

all this

in

do most

infected flowers, however, they carry

away only fungal spores

contact-H/vhether

an arriving pollinator previously visited a diseased plant

of hosts in order to spread,

Although

find sexual

choose

When

visit

wherever you

one hundred prospects or one thousand. Like-

pion transfer pollen from male to female flowers.
they

STDs are present

person will be

whether you

wise, for a healthy

sexually transirdtted.

and other

10 percent of

dred sneezing sufferers instead of

jects for
a

Antonovics exIf

the people in a nightclub have a

pollen or ovules.

Because

humans.

the proportion of diseased to healthy individuals in

cold,

both male and

wherever you find sexual con-

in earwigs, firogs, koalas, or

chances of becoming infected depend more

dividual's

are

plants, forcing

of the in-

One of the most fundamental distinctions between
STDs and other infectious diseases is that a healthy in-

plagues white campion in Europe. This smut essen-

commandeers the

a small subset

world and long considered minor cu-

are present

whether

tact,

fected by Ustilago violacea, a fungus, or smut, that also

tially

—

—

STDs

infects white

Infectious Disease
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potentially transmit an influenza virus

Realizing that
tallied,

STDs had never been

Antonovics and

his colleagues

anyone.

to

systematically

surveyed the

lit-

some degree

erature for animal diseases transmitted to

A chlamydia-infected

through sexual contact (many diseases have multiple

koala, below.

routes of transmission).

Opposite:

A healthy

white campion plant.

They

did not include plant

STDs

because of the complex array of infections that

might

qualify,

such

as

poUen-transmitted viruses or rust

may

(see "Life in the

cuse University

rust's

sexual

halted

its

The team

cycle.

STDs,

worked with Anton-

population dynamics of

their chlamydial pathogens, concluding that

the persistence of koala populations."
factors,

such

koalas

and death, he reported, the

make

their

to

humans,

livestock,

drop

as

A

wildlife.

involved include

nematodes,

bacteria,

and

spirochetes, prions,

at least

to :nore

disease

would

decline faster

the hosts

grew

and more

sickly

short-lived.

plant or animal population plagued

by an

can "escape" by evolving resistance, but that

tified a

in

diseases

other

than the koalas because the rate of transmission would

looked

at

if

stress to

Chlamydia-mduced sickness

two

and lead

Even

fragmentation, cause

as habitat

that

ways cost

viruses,

pion,
less

not

al-

Helen Alexander and Antonovics iden-

free.

wide range of disease

some of it

resistance in

associated with

flowering

prolific

is

STD

—

traits

strategies that

white cam-

such

or

as later

reduce repro-

ductive success but also reduce contact with poUinators

one trypanosome (which causes

and, thus, the risk of infection. Plants that flower early

dourine in horses).

and often

Despite their

STDs seem

diversity,

to share a

them

that set

traits

animal

number of
apart

other mfectious diseases:
tend to be

less severe,

are

more hkely

cause the fimgus

may

to

take

become

infected, but

two months

be-

to enter devel-

oping flower buds, these "risk taking" plants may

still

from

achieve higher fruit and flower production than those

They

that play

in that they

it safe.

Other

A

strategies also

seem

to offer protection to the

survey of white campion's kin in the pink

kiU fewer of their hosts, but they

plant.

frequently cause sterilization; they

family (Caryophyllaceae) found that perennial species

live

longer in their hosts and re-

main

infectious longer;

longer than other

STD

targets a

disease agents—but
are less likely to kill

hosts.

their hosts.

lago violacea

STDs

studies

in

similar general-

not available for plant

izations are

STDs,

and each

narrower range of

Although

of smuts Hke

have revealed

parallels w^ith

Usti-

many

pathogens causing

animals.

The fungus

overwinters in the rosette, or basal leaves, forcing the
plant to produce smutted flowers each

seldom shortens the

summer;

known about

it

yet

it

once the

plant's Ufe span. Also,

fimgus systemically infects a plant,

sterilizes

the effects of

are afilicted

by anther smuts

and

times greater

conspicuous flowers, or that self-pollinate, also suffer

no smuts. Thus, the short-Hved,

—but

avoid smuts

not without

plain,

cost.

and

sexless

Sex remains

a

valuable source of genetic diversity for warding off

other threatening diseases.

Pathogen

strategies,

of course, can

Antonovics points out that "a

humans, have

lot

also evolve.

of STDs,

a duality in the sense that

nonsexuaUy transmitted equivalent":

at least in

they have

syphilis

a

and yaws,

venereal and ocular chlamydia, or genital herpes and

cold sores, for example.

it.

STDs on

at a rate five

than that of annuals. Pinks that have petal-less or in-

He

and Peter Thrall,

Antonovics graduate student,

now

at

a

former

the center for

is

Plant Biodiversity Research in Canberra, Australia,

can kiH oS" the host population. "But

have shown that these dual forms can coexist stably

populations. Clearly, if a disease spreads too

those are the ones

know

and

or crop pests; few studies have

The pathogens

it

previously

because

search after finding

their Hst infect

too virulent,

who

August

History,

a graduate student at Syra-

ovics, recently studied the

and widespread." Most of those on

less is

Slow Lane," Natural

David Augustine,

1990).

koalas

their survival

the disease does not represent "a significant threat to

at-

out the

point that the diseases are "legion

Much

and has added to concerns about

produce "pseudoflowers" and

seemed adequate

live

many of AustraUa's

bacterial infection that leaves
infertile

psittaci, a

koalas

hundred

pathogens

of this seems to be Chlamydia

fungi that force asexual hosts to

tract pollinators that carry

Sexually transmitted

have evolved in tandem with the susceptible host.

One example

we

fast

never see and obviously don't

about," Antonovics says, explaining that such

diseases theoretically die off

running associations,

a

with their

more

hosts. In long-

"restrained" pathogen

within a population.

No

one can

say

which came

first,

however, or whether sexual or nonsexual transmission
will eventually

the host as

win

out.

That may depend

on the pathogen.

as

much on
IH

-ms.

i8Sit**ftii!».

'..«.

mil-

—
Human

Strategy

Story by

Mary L. Plumnier
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Nyamutondo

Gaspari

is

now one

of the

lucky ones in Mwanza, Tanzania
she has

a private

But

small house.

Rachel Cobb

young mother of four could not
ford such a luxury.
to

When we

than half of Mwanza's population

water tap outside her

Photographs by

first

until recently, this
af-

met, she complained

me of chronic leg and lower back pain, which she at-

would go

who

tap,

Bugando

Nya-

no water

you go there and they

We

never

know how

Given those

we

difiiculties,

MeanwhUe,

pumped

just over a mile away, water

is

fr^om the lake for domestic use.

Lake water, the main source for the

city, is

piped to

will

Nyamu-

to cook,

"Because

I

I

stiU

have to use one

"We

use the

to

family's

buy

sufficient water,

mated 419,000

Point.

the existing water and sewage
in disrepair,

use to

a

Nyamu-

down

years ago

problem

city

of an

esti-

in part because

facilities are

bucket of water and then added to one of

the small vats that feed the

city's

which together hold 800,000
task

is

usually

performed

possible to accurately

tanks before water

Many

is

two supply

gallons.

tanks,

Although

this

it is

im-

how thoroughly the

dis-

several times a day,

monitor

mixed

into the contents of the

pumped

into the city's distribu-

infecting chemical gets

tion system.

is

people take the precaution of boil-

ing and filtering their drinking water.

Since only the wealthy have electricity in their

lake.

Obtaining clean water in Mwanza, a

Mwanza's Capri

is

I

enough from working

laundry in the

residents,

water

to boil drinking water."

she hadn't earned

tomato vendor

of chlorination

consists

(an antiquated filtration system broke

stirred into a

use.

Sometimes,

tondo did her

or, to a lesser extent, rivers

Water treatment

households water

other three buckets for bathing. Each one of us takes a

as a

springs.

and was never replaced). Calcium hypochlorite

bucket for washing clothes," she told me.

if

depend on shallow weUs, water

taken directly from the lake,

and

have small children and they

dishes,

the population; the rest

tondo carefully monitored her

Opposite page:

home on

are closed.
far

have to go to fetch water."

Any remaining

her

stench.

murky waters below, while

and peanuts nearby ignore the

fruits

public standpipes. This piped water serves about half

and

to

seUing

"Sometimes

have.

wash

water up

women

Sometimes

what they

small share of a bucket.

Karenjosefat

to risk a fall into the

sell

piped water.

carries

no water

here,

sewage-laden canal, daring one another

that span the

Tanzania,

wet the bed,

valuable

Mwanza's busy down-

about eight thousand connections, including scattered

battle.

amenity—

the outdoors.

those with piped water refuse to

pure water
can be
an uphill

above, to protect a

—or simply on

In
obtaining

locked,

septic tanks or pit toilets

town. Schoolchildren race across three narrow pipes

from nearby

Hill to fiU their buckets directly

there," she explained.

is

of the burgeoning

feeds into Lake Victoria near

a

Lake Victoria. "Sometimes you reach the source of

A faucet

a fifth

majority of residents must rely on

of water for

when water was scarce,
down from their house on

is

The

draw from

but on days

water only to be told there

population.

it

its

of raw sewage pour each day into a river canal that

to fetch four five-gallon buckets

they walked half a mile

intended capacity but only

than five times

hved with the family

their household. Usually they paid a fee to

neighborhood

—more

less

Today

(her eldest child),

tributed to the strain of carrying water. Every day,

girl

serves about 80,000 people

at the time.

The sewage system was supposed to pipe waste outside
the city for treatment, but the pumps required for this
step broke down in 1990. Now some 925,000 gallons

mutondo, her ten-year-old daughter
and another young

sewage system was built to serve 15,000 people,

out of date,

and not integrated. Designed in 1967, the

homes, most

city residents

water must consume precious

who want
fiiel,

to boil their

purchasing charcoal

or scouring the already strained landscape for fire-

wood.

Inevitably, they

minimize

their water use or re-

iq retch a
Pail of ^X^ter

•-#*'
jp^*

i

#
J%^.

./^•>.
fifK^V

WHfk
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-yn^^
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Further

sort to unpurified water, \vhich can precipitate illnesses

Reading

such

as intestinal

worms, typhoid,

come

cholera. Statistics are hard to

"Wlien

the

Cup h

Half Full: Impwuing

schistosomiasis,
by,

and

but those from a

1996 study done of 817 children in Mkolani,

ward in

a

the southern part of Mwanza Municipality, are disturb-

Water and Sanitation

ing.

Fourteen percent of the chil-

Services in the

Some

dren up to the age of fourteen

Developing World,"

925,000

were infected with schistosome

by John Briscoe

May

(Environment,

worms, while 25 percent had

of

gallons

hookworms

raw

1993)
"Tlie Decade

Beyond:

At

and

a

Glame," by J.
Christmas and

C. de Rosy

{UNICEF, Water

or roundworms. Ac-

cording to another study, there

sewage
pour
every day
into Lake

were 1,124

Victoria.

pure water, Nyamutondo was not

Mwanza

cases

during the

of cholera
first six

in

weeks

of 1998, and these resulted in

at

least fifty deaths.

Lacking an adequate supply of

always able to follow hygienic

International, 1991)

Domestic Water

knew would benefit her family's health.
"Some of the people in the household may not bathe

Use

daily,

Drawers of Water:

in East Africa,

by Gilbert F. Wliite,

David J.

Anne

Bradley,

and

practices she

although they usually bathe by the next day," she

explained. "It does

depend on whether there

enough

is

water in the household, and water avaUabUity depends

on money. Sometimes you don't have enough money

U. Wliite

(University of Chicago

50 miles

Press,

1912)

"Runningjust

to
to

buy the

things

you need

to boil the water,

just have to drink the water as

That

it is.

and you

why you

is

Health, and the

fmd that children often fall sick." Several years earher,
Nyamutondo and her husband, Gaspari Nyamagati,

Environment," by

had

David Kinley (Water

that survived sufiered frequently

Stay in Place: Water,

Well Journal,
Nov. 1994)

lost

two children

to unidentified illnesses; the four

"Personal body hygiene

is

from

worse

Mwanza] than

almost anywhere I've been," says Peter Lejacq,

worked

for ten years in the

community

who

health depart-

ment of Mwanza's Bugando Medical Center. "You experience

all

these diseases in Tanzania that

experience in countries where water

is

you don't

more

toilet

paper more affordable. Those three

commodities determine body

An American

priest

available

hygiene.'"

and doctor working for the

Maiyknoll Missionaries, Lejacq confronted

a sanitation

and public health nightmare when he arrived

Bugando Medical Center

diarrhea.

[in

and soap and

eight

in 1987.

The

center,

hundred beds, was one of the four best-equipped

hospitals in Tanzania to \\'hich patients could
ferred.

the

at

with

BuUt

first

outages.
recalls.

at

the top of

Bugando HUl,

it

be re-

was often

place in the city to lose water during electrical

"There was no water

in the hospital,"

Lejacq

"People were carrying buckets of water on

Like other hilbide
communities in

Mwanza,
Bugando
suffers

Hill,

left,

whenever

the city

's

water

pumps fail. Far
left:

A young boy

cuts cassava while
his fiends play

along the shore of

Lake

Victoria.

Below: ftdiana
Paskali helps her

granddaughter
balance a jug on

her head.

their heads

from the storage tank, and

filled

by the

some

dirty lake water in

fire

truck,

that

was being

which would come and put
it

each

day."

Lack of water

af-

Lejacq and the other

about raising
in sanitation

fiinds

stafl'

members immediately

and water.

"We

simply, as medical mis-

basic

sionaries,

were able to keep screaming

sanitation

and cleaning. "Many of the more than 150

priority,"

he explains. "No,

toilets in

the hospital weren't working," Lejacq says.

tant;

fected not only medical hygiene but also the

"When we opened
dents and putrefied
do,

when

the locked

human

the flushing

we found dead roWhat they used to

stalls,

waste.

mechanism was broken, was

use old soup ladles to scoop out the waste.

put

it

in buckets

hospital."

most

and dumped

it

Then

to

they

in a hole outside the

water

is

a

important. No, a

not important

—

water."

1994 private

pumps were

when

new

that

scan

city

is

water

is

a

not impor-

telephone system

is

the following years,

sanitation facilities

electric-

were

and diesel-powered

finally installed at the base

of the hiU to

would be pumped up to the
pumps were not functioning.

ensure that water

even

CAT

Over

plumbing was improved and
repaired. In

set

and implementing improvements

hospital

Human

Strategy
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Nyanmtondo
Gaspari

(seated,

right) allows

a

neighbor to bathe
at her private tap.

Below, right:

Sabina Mapesa
boils

waterfor

cooking.

Then Lejacq

learned just

how

precious water-sup-

ply equipment can be. Within three weeks of installa-

new pumps was

tion,

one of the

tires

were new, according

hospital's

to the tracks,"

"These were not poor people
could not put

this

stolen.

stealing the

he

"The

recalls.

pump.

We

off to people trying to feed their

pump was replaced within
pump house is now surrounded by a

children." Fortunately, the

the year, and the
cage. Standards
tal

of sanitation and hygiene

have been raised

Nyamutondo
prove a year ago,

at

the hospi-

significantly.

Gaspari saw her family's health im-

when

the household obtained a con-

daughter can sleep

eldest

more time

A

purchase water from the family's

Connecting

to the city

that

on

the

was originally

city's

nominal charge (frUmg

tap.

for

cents).

It is a

sometimes

toilet

paper:

"Some-

those
three

explains:

simply takes time to

it

repair."

The

city rests

goods
determine

on an

undulating landscape of clay val-

and round granite

leys
as

much

a

and

soap,

problem of electricity;

Mwanza,

do the

now

"Water,

For

former municipal water engineer

times

is

a five-gal-

breakdown. Shadrack Shoo, the

for

there

system has been prone

years, the

to

two

beyond the

standpipes, a service

which

lon bucket costs ten Tanzanian
shilhngs, less than

is

however. Most

resident,

pubhc

and

free

has

now

few neighbors

water system

means of the average Mwanza
rely instead

morning and

later in the

to study after school.

300

as

feet

hills

body

rising

above Lake

hygiene."

Victoria, and neighborhoods at

high elevations suffer the most
during
tions to

electricity cuts, for they

pump

city's

a local charity, she

buy and
nately,

install

piped water supply. With help

fi-oni

and her husband spent about $300

to

—which, unfortu-

the necessary pipes

were stolen within twenty-four hours. They had

knew to
bury them m deeper trenches. The family can now
bathe daily and wash clothes and dishes promptly. The
children suffer less from diarrhea, and Nyamutondo no
enough

savings to try again,

and

this

is illegal, as

tice,

and

it is

Even
day

how

serves the

fee.

is

them not

"Normally

allowed to
it

the price

is

lowest.

at

Here he can both

save

effort required to transport

vendor

rides halfway

prac-

to obtain

where

money and

water in jugs

When
down

A

Above,

left:

woman

bathes her

son.

Above:

Nyamutondo

to."

the top of the hiU,

strapped onto his three-speed bike.
are empty, the

as a

sell

know from day to
One vendor who

community on Bugando HiU hkes

water from the city tanks

minimize the

sell-

tell

they will obtain water.

longer experiences the back pain she developed from

Nyamutondo can spend more time

not easy to

the water vendors do not

balancing a water jug on her head. Freed from having
to fetch water,

only the government

water," remarks Shoo, "but they are doing

time they

ing tomatoes, potatoes, and other products, while her

system in which

efiicient informal

people fetch and distribute water for a
that

sta-

water uphill. Residents have responded

by developing an

nection to the

depend on booster

these tanks

the

hill

to a

prepares vegetables.

Human

strategy

Natural History 2/99

of water from a piped

Afisherman

five times the cost

delivers his catch

People with, piped supplies pay

Jroin

at

low

rates

supply.

cit\'

or not

because water authorities often do not have the

Lake

at

all,

staff,

Victoria, right, for

equipment, or transportation to collect

weighing by the

cally.

Ibanda Fish

neighbors and vendors

Dealers

people in the community end up pacing the most for
the least

Cooperative
Society.

net
the

is

Below:

A

may

fees systemati-

in turn

at great profit, so

sell it

to

the poorest

amount of water.

Poor planning,

financial hmitarions, inadequate

mismanagement, and corruption have

training,

pulled in at

end

People \\dth piped water

all

contributed to the poor mamtenance of (and failure to

of the day.

church where he obtains water for a

Often

this

option

is

also exhausted,

slightly

higher

fee.

however, and he

has to look elsewhere. For a time, he was able to get

water from a construction

site at

the hospital,

where

la-

borers and guards sold off water supplied by the hospital's

source, this

young man

water for four to ten times what he paid for

he charges 100 Tanzanian
for a five-gallon bucket.

oping nations. But

s hillin gs

it.

sells

Usually

(about fifteen cents)

Such high prices

are

common

ments

are

services.

in

many

devel-

promised

being initiated in Mwanza's water and sewer

A

massive water-storage tank

is

to be built at

army base on Nyamashana HUl, enabling the

Bugando HiU community' and

others at high elevations

flow even during

to receive water

\'ia

electric shortages.

At the Lake Victoria intake

diesel generator will

gra\"itational

be

throughout the developing world, where the unit cost
of vended water can be anx^^vhere from four to

prove water

quaht\'.

point, a

installed to supply the

network with water when the

t\vent\'-

facilities

\\dth financial assistance

by the European Union and the World Bank, improve-

the

private tanks.

Depending on the

improve) water and sanitation

electricit\' faik.

both the waste treamient

main

To imfacilities

and the water

Danger

Handshake

in a

and expanded, and

habilitated

equipment

The water and sewage problems faced by residents of
Mwanza are not unusual in developing countries.
The World Bank estimates that one billion people
do not have adequate access
water and that almost twice
sanitation.

to

uncontaminated

many

as

have inadequate

Consequently, two million children die of

diarrhea every year because of water-related diseases.

Almost

all

by

other, enters the

In

many

matter

fecal

that,

one way or an-

mouth.

hands to wash themselves with water
or defecating.

MusHm

after urinating

and Hindu cultures generally

mandate thorough hand washing and
tional separation

of the

left

hand (used

a strict func-

for cleaning)

and the right hand (used for eating and
Perhaps

tact).

tinction

is

as a result

common

social

of Asian influences,

practice in Tanzania

—

con-

this dis-

a nation

of Mushms, Christians, and followers of indigenous

Both water and paper

faiths.

tem may

water

Even with

to be installed.

fully

current

the

meet the needs of

And

population.

Mwanza, Uke most

in the

cities

developing 'world, continues to
grow, increasing

its

population by

more than 4 percent every

be re-

filtration

these improve-

viser to the

World Bank, beHeves

and water services

m

developing nations can be increased substantially within the

next generation. But to do
emphasizes,

A system
has arisen
in

which

people

year.

John Briscoe, senior water adsanitation

of the world, people use their

parts

is

new

ments, however, neither the water nor the sewage sys-

these viral, parasitic, and bacterial infec-

tions are spread

supply's chlorination units are to

fetch

and

distribute

water for
a

fee.

he

so,

good management

practices

must be

fol-

lowed. Until recently in Mwanza, for example, half the

water supplied to the city was unaccounted
water department spent more
than

it

collected in revenue.

the

for:

money supplying water
Running at a loss, the

water department was unable to supply water consis-

are often unavailable,

however, so people frequently have no way of cleaning their hands well.

norm for
even the most casual of meetings. People may clasp
hands for two to five minutes when exchanging
greetings at the beginning of the day or may slap
hands to mark humorous moments in a conversaIn Tanzania, long handshakes are the

tion.

At

fering

grab

times, I've tried being friendly without of-

my hand,

it.

but inevitably people reach out and

Unfortunately, such practices can also be

modes of disease
"That's

transmission.

one reason we have stopped the hand-

shake of peace

at

CathoUc masses

cause of the spreading of cholera,"

in the area

comments Amer-

ican priest and doctor Peter Lejacq,

the

Bugando Medical Center

handshake of peace

some human

who worked

in JMwanza.

And we

at

"The new

touching elbows,

is

contact.

—be-

as

that's

explain why. So

we

touch elbows, half-joking, half-serious, and the

Ik ^

'""

ll

1^

'" <%

kS

IBhI

'^'-^

hSh

Ik

'VHI^H

•mr

t^

JP^H

church becomes an avenue for pubhc health."

Some

diseases,

such

as

cholera, typhoid,

quaUty. In fact, as the

1 1

improvement of water

World Health Organization

has indicated, a significant increase in the quantity of

convenient water would
giene sufiers greatly

itself

when

be beneficial, for hy-

water

is

in short supply.

—M.

Bugando

Hill,

vendorfills jugs

and

baciUary dysentery, could be significantly reduced
just through the systematic

On

above, a water

L.

P.

from

^^^n

^^^g| IrE^P^^^ ",7^^
iRH^

^IE.~'fl^-

H

hI
JH

fMK

R^^B

-^.—T,

Hi

city tanks.

Left: Vendors
deliver water

-^

jj

1

WK
1^

I

on the

city's outskirts.
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making customers

tendy,

And

less

willing to pay their fees.

so the cycle continued. In several

Botswana

cities,

meanwhile, competent management ensured both

water supply and a

consistent

We must
water

placed under one local authority, the

Water and Sewage Board,

was even able to expand.

management

already being instituted in

pollution,
lution,

not purify

Mwanza. The
ment is improving

national govern-

efficiency

bureaucratic

by decentralizing the
sewage

and

water

authorities.

Under new procedures begvm

1996, Shadrack

chlorination are

in

stirred

Mwanza

Shoo

in

explains, the water fees collected

maintenance and

are directly allocated for

improvements instead of being routed through the na-

by

government in Dar

Salaam.

"Now,

if there

a

in the

despoil

the

Shadrack Shoo explains,

"An

egy

is

Control of sewage

is

tional effort to revitahze

massive

amount of human waste

ing the lake from

Mwanza and

years.

As dead

algal

habitats,

centive to collect fees, and as a result, revenues have

toria.

more than doubled.

countries bordering the lake

and

at a

on Capri Point,
above

right.

Plans are

now

in place to rehabilitate the public

standpipes, creating a
staffed

that

network of seventy hygienic,

water kiosks to serve the

many Mwanza

residents

city.

spend

The

a large

rationale

is

portion of

to succeed.

currently 'enter-

other

cities

has been

matter sinks to the bottom and de-

change has given the local water department added in-

distribution tank

is

contributing to a reported rise in lake algae in recent

treatment plant,

is

This institutional

says.

not to

also essential if the interna-

Lake Victoria

tional

he

As

strat-

afterward."

it

breakdown, we can

es

supply.

long-term

to protect the water resource at the outset,

purify

The

freshwater
effective

main water

act fast,"

Mwanza Urban

hope of ending the

kind of fragmentation that has allowed the release of

wastewater to

attendants at the

ahove,

fees.

Botswana Water UtUities Corpo-

Steps toward better

Chemicals for

people will

water supply and wastewater management were fmaUy

are

fact.

accessible, these

be able and willing to pay the lower public

vices rendered. In this way, the

ration

after the

the government's service be-

if

comes more rehable and

Perhaps most important, in July 1997 Mwanza's

from

it

water vendors, and

private taps or

collection of fees for ser-

carefiil

protect

a

income obtaining water from

their

composes,

it

reduces the level of oxygen in deep-water

endangering

With funding

—

Uganda

fish species

fi-om the

World Bank,

—

are

unique to Lake Vic-

now working together

vironmental problem.

The

to address this

payoffs will

proved

human

itation

of the world's second

the three

Tanzania, Kenya, and

en-

be not only im-

health but the preservation and rehabillargest fi-eshwater lake.

D

Nemes

Iriya,

left,

a doctor at

Bngando Medical
Center, checks

on

four-month-old

Mgasa Chacha.
Tlic boy

was

subsequently

diagnosed as
sujferingfroni
cholera, a bacterial
infection often

spread

tlirongli

contaminated
water Below:

Nurses attempt
get an

to

IV needle

into the dehydrated
infant's collapsed
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This Land/Utah

Grand
Staircase
By Robert Anderson

by the

Inside a house built

Mormon pioneers who

settled

town of Tropic, Utah, I
first good look at the
newest national monument.
Grand Staircase-Escalante. I
the

get

my

am

standing in a closet-sized

room

that could qualify Jeffrey

Eaton's house as a research
station.

On

the wall

remarkably clear

is

a

satellite

image of the monument's

miUion

acres

on

1.7

the northern

edge of the Colorado Plateau.

The

terrain appears in

—-mostly

various hues
grays,

dull

oHve drabs, and

tans.

I

can see innumerable canyons,
gulches, and washes cut into

the rising rock by rivers and

ephemeral streams. Eaton, a
geologist at

Weber

State

University in Ogden, Utah,

Grand Staircase,
the monument, is

points out the

which,

like

best seen
series

from

space.

of geological

formed by
resistant

It is

a

steps'

the region's nibre

rock

layers.

at the northern

-

Beginning

rim of the

Grand Canyon, they

ris^ as a

giant progression of cHflfs
across the

s

Wind and

monument and

into

imtcr have sculpted the

C

68
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Bryce Canyon National Park.

Named for their predominant

colors, the steps are popularly called the Chocolate,

Vermihon,

White, Gray, and Pink Chfis. In the image on Eaton's wall, they
are easier to discern in the

western third of the monument.

Because Eaton has a passion for unraveling the evolution ot

mammals during
disappeared, he

monument
more than
history.

the millions of years before the dinosaurs

most interested

is

in the

middle third of the

lands: the Kaiparowits Plateau, a section

a

of strata

mile thick that represents 22 million years of earth's

These

he

rocks,

hold the most complete record in

says,

our hemisphere (and probably in the world) of terrestrial
vertebrate evolution during the Late Cretaceous

—

that

the end of the dinosaurs' reign. Almost nothing was
the region's ancient

mammal

life

until Eaton, along

CifeUi, a paleontologist at the University

and studying the

collecting

Eaton shows

me

the

animal community

Dumped

fit

into a small

with Richard

of Oklahoma, began

he

typically collects.

Mosdy

are tiny. Fossils representing

Even under

into the lower third of a small plastic vial.
tray,

that

it is

not so

at least to the uninitiated.

(6,500-9,105

TERTIARY
Claron Formation

CRETACEOUS
Kaiparowits Formation

Waliweap Formation
Straigttt Cliffs Formation;

Tropic Stiale

Dakota Formation

'JURASSIC
Bntrada Sandstone

Carmel Formation

oS
ivi

.=

Page Sandstone

CO ^
Lu in

S«
o

Navajo Sandstone

Kayenta Formation
Wingate Formation
"t R

I

ASS

I

brown

But Eaton

assures

difficult to identify vertebrate species if one

Bryce Canyon
National Park

< o
UJ >
o c

Weathered

like the rocks rising

above them, abandoned buildings,

above, stand near the Paria River Below:
the nwniiwent's northern

A geological cross-section

of

i

the remains of these microvertebrates, as

the lens of a inicroscope, they are a confiising

jumble of odd shapes,

me

teeth

an entire

the organisms are called, resemble irregular grains of dark
sand.

toward

fossUs there in 1983.

fossils

and iragments of bone, they

is,

known of

feet)

compares their teeth with those of their living counterparts. For
example, Mesozoic marsupial teeth, he
fi'om those

What

one might

to

me

look

see in a fresh
like

says, are

opossum

not

much

different

roadkiU.

minute rhinoceros horns

are, in fact.

Pink
Cliffs

Tropic

(6,420 feet)

>£

Table Cliff
Plateau

"The Blues"

Aquarius
Plafeau

crocodile teeth; a serrated triangular tooth belongs to
dinosaur.

Other objects with ridges and cusps

a

National Park and Tropic,

small

Paunsaugunt

are teeth

representing three broad groups of mammals: multituberculates
(an early primitive group that

became

million years after the dinosaurs),
placentals.

mammal

Because the

Eaton

studies

often shrew-sized and never larger than a house cat,
their fragile skeletons,
are

known

fossils

even their skuUs, are extremely

times,

—

the

The latter date from geologically more recent
when mammals dominated. Eaton then points in several

directions to outcrops of the

of

Cretaceous formation he works with.

Many

Its

rare.

sediments contain the

world. Although they

thanks to their incredibly durable enamel. Eaton has seen dental

Dakota formation, the

first

now

Some 93

oldest Late

million years old.

diverse marsupial fauna in the

thrive only in Australia, marsupials

North

originated in

America. The Dakota

came with

rocks also record the

refined sugar.

Eaton's

fault

where the drab Cretaceous rocks

were

only from their teeth, which are well preserved,

deformities but never any decay. That, he adds,

major regional

Tertiary rocks.

marsupials, and

species that

a

cuts the earth

have been pushed upward past the younger, vibrant red and pink

extinct about thirty

pouched

—

fossils

were not easy

to

come

by.

Each one was

diversification

painstakingly separated from a large sediment sample that had

of
Capitol Reef;

vertebrates following

National

]2)

been washed and sieved from an even
identifying a promising

site

in a

larger

bag of rocks. After

Pork

the appearance and
•

remote canyon, Eaton trucks out

Boulder

rapid radiation of
Tropic

or,

when

access

is

limited, even backpacks out heavy loads

of the

flowering plants.

Bryce Conyon
,

scientific

pay

dirt.

He

also

helicopter pilot to retrieve

admits he once employed a local
a

Eaton's house

sits

on

Cannonvjlle-«

I

Notional Pork

Escalonte

I

I

L_^

1

Glen Canyon

,

• Henrievjile

sample from atop an isolated

the next layer, the Tropic

Nolionol

Alton

Recreation

Grand Staircase

plateau. Clearly
I

he enjoys the entire process.

Shale,

ask Eaton about the regional geology, and he begins the

ammonoids,

but

still

productive fruit trees planted by the

There on Highway

12,

Mormon pioneers.

It

about halfway between Bryce Canyon

Kodachrome

Escalonte
National

Basin Stote Park

MonuRent

I

sharks, rays,

and other marine

lesson in his yard, pointing to the west, past his orchard of old

/\reo

I

which harbors

fossils.

.

^
\"j.

Konab
Big

was once the bottom

Water

of the shallow.

Formations and Fossils
Some

finds from Cretaceous and Jurassic rociis
Grand Staircase-Escaiante National IVIonument

Kaiparowits
Straight Cliffs

Escalonte

(5,258 feet)

clams, snails, sharks, rays, bony fishes,

amphibians,

Escalante

turtles, lizards, crocodiles, birds,

mammals

dinosaurs,

(6,685

in

(including placentals,

feet)

marsupials, and multituberculates)

"Wanweap

clams, snails, sharks, rays, bony fishes,

amphibians,

turtles, lizards, crocodiles,

mammals

dinosaurs,

(including early

placentals)
i

Straight Cliffs

corals, bryozoans, snails, clams,

ammonoids,

sharks, rays, bony fishes, amphibians, turtles,
lizards, crocodiles, pterosaurs, dinosaurs,

mammals
Tropic Shale

marine invertebrates, sharks,
marine

Dakota

(placentals rare)
rays,

bony

fishes,

reptiles

snails, clams, sharks, rays,

amphibians,

bony

fishes,

turtles, lizards, crocodiles,

dinosaurs, marsupial and multituberculate

mammals
dinosaurs
corals, crinoids, other

dinosaur tracks

CAMBRIAN

Kayento

clams, reptile tracks

marine invertebrates

Id

Guide
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The

Straight Cliffs formation

With

next.

is

thick

accumulations of buff-colored, erosion-resistant sandstone,

and forms

buttresses the Kaiparowits Plateau

extends

fifty

on

miles

eastern border.

its

it

a precipice that

The

contain a

cUffs

unique record of vertebrates that once hved in near-shore and
brackish- water habitats.

Here

also,

Eaton

investigates the changes

m the vertebrate populations wrought by a global extinction
preceding the more sweeping one

From

view.

end of the Cretaceous.

the

at

Wahweap formation comes

Farther along the road, the

into

these sediments, Eaton has sifted fossUs of early

The

placental

mammals. Then,

show me

the badlands carved into the Kaiparowits formation

(distinct

spot called

at a

from the plateau of the same name)

Blues, he stops to

It is

.

a subtly

beautiful landscape of steep slopes eroded into soft, bluish gray
earth. It

is

also Eaton's richest source

of microvertebrates and has

produced dozens of previously unknown vertebrate
particularly

mammals. More

specifically, it has

species,

yielded evidence

of the diversification of placental mammals in North America.

Above

the Kaiparowits formation

another large gap in the

is

geological record; the rocks younger than 71 miUion years,

representing the
is

end of the Cretaceous,

tail

He

with Eaton.

fine

is

happy not

to be

are missing

drawn

—which

into the often

contentious debate about what killed the dinosaurs.

Our
Penstemon and

claret

cup

lacliis

trip has

monument.

share a avincc.

taken us across only a very small corner of the

Farther to the northeast.

progressively older Jurassic

and

Highway 12 descends

Triassic rocks, into

upper drainage of the Escalante River
midcontinental Greenhorn Sea, which

at

its

maximum

last

The

expansion reached from Kansas westward almost to Nevada.
earth was hotter then, with

no polar

higher than they are today.
sea

The

six

hundred

retreating shorehne

of the inland

was

a vast basin that

continued to

fiU

drawn

Two

with

get into Eaton's car and, skirting the

monument

head northeast on Highway 12 toward the town of Escalante. As

we

pass

through CannonvUle and Henrieville,

we

down

dip

briefly into older, grayish Jurassic badlands distinguished

thin bands of red rock.

Nearby

than

a

in geology as an

"unconformity"

—

been

here in the

place.

first

lost to erosion

Above

few

what

is

more

in this case,

hundred miUion years of the Cretaceous record

missing, having

a

are

or perhaps never deposited

the Jurassic

strata,

the record

resumes abruptly with the darker, brownish rocks of the Late
Cretaceous Dakota formation. As
lands,

represents, ranging

drive back into

from shallow marine

and coal-forming swamps.

whose

we

Eaton describes the environments

fossils

He

rattles

he has found in each

mix of fishes, amphibians,

which

to the region,

into contact

monument

Staircase—Escalante National

is

also rich in archaeological sites.

on

these lands. Here, too, biologists can study

of the plants and animals of the

isolation

of the region

lands

a national

wUl continue

to

monument

that httle will

scientists will stiU get the access

He

remain

—

as

also

hopes that the

they are

—

September 1996, the pubhc

dirt roads

within the

monument

often impassable in winter and after heavy

so that the region remains unspoiled.

He

is

happy

that the

lack of spectacular red-rock canyons has kept interest in the area

low and jokes

that the drabness

of the gray and tan rocks of the

habitats to river deltas

others

reptiles, dinosaurs,

change and that

they need to conduct their

Kaiparowits Plateau even seems to repel

layer: a constantly

most

be administered by the Bureau of Land

Management. Eaton hopes

research.

in

that each layer

off a Hst of the vertebrates

has, for the

guaranteed the integrity of its original flora and fauna.

Designated

rains

Eaton has gotten to know well

Grand

Geologists and paleontologists have long been

Colorado Plateau; the
part,

are the briUiant-colored Jurassic

rocks of Kodachrome Basin State Park. Eaton points out

known

by

monument.

past sixteen years,

relatively pristine populations

lands,

carved. This river, the

Native American cultures, the Anasazi and the Fremont,

came

sediments from eroding mountains to the west.

We

Monument.

is

be mapped in the West, dominates the

to

the lands encompassed by the

feet

Hngered for millions of years in the vicinity of Tropic. The

entire region

eastern third of the

During the

ice caps to trap water.

Consequently, global sea levels were some

major waterway

—

those

monument's

who

vast

are

some

visitors.

But

for

incHned to venture out into the

sohtude

—

the beauty of the land

is

undeniable.

changing

and mammals.

into

which the

Robert Anderson

is

a freelance science writer based in Los Angeles.

paved

ftv.'o "main

roads

wend

iJito CiiMiid

Highway

Staircase-Escalante:
skirts the

12

northern edgesofthe

monument

lands, wliile

'89

close to die

lies

Several

penetrate die canyon lands and

can afford day hikers

a

chance of

viewing the region's habitat
zones. These ranye from desert

"'*y'^x_<»^

plateau.

*

W.

However,

should check the

tiavclers

latest

road

conditions (see sources below)
before attempting these lesser

Wilderness
enthusiasts

^

who

wish to trek into

heart of Grand Staircaseite

can arm themselves

i^ctical

information (and

T^'

required evernight permits) at

r

die centers listed below.

.

No

headquarteis are located

within the

monument

itself

a wealth

of informarion

available

on

but

is

the Bui"eau of Land

Web

Management's

site

(wwvv.ut.blni.gov/nionument)

and
,

following inforniation

at the

centers:
•

Grand

Staircase-Escalante

National

337

S.

Gedar

Monument

Main
City,

St.,

Suite

^pi^,

()1?0"

UT 84720 t.
'T'"'

(435)865-5100

^,^

"^^

•

Kanab Resource Area

•

Escalante Interagency Visitor

Office:

Center: (435) 826-5499
•

Faria Contact Station:

Highway

89,

44 miles

east

of

Kanab, Utah (no phone)

Cleomellaf/oircD- shin ihc
Crctdccoiif

j^yw"^

cliffs

of Nipple Bench:

.

1

Athena Publications

6.
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Celestial Events

Second Sight
By Joe Rao
Readers may

recall the spectacular pairing off last

and Jupiter, the two brightest

planets.

physically converge; the planets

—

conjunction
bodies.

The

Of course,

April of Venus

two did not

the

were in what astronomers

call a

more astronomical

the close alignment of two or

—Venus,
—seem

planets that can be seen without optical aid

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and sometimes Uranus

converge from time to time

Venus and Jupiter,

this

as

occurs eight to twelve times a decade.

of the planets do

Less frequently, three or four

Some

people missed

cloud-fJled skies

occurred

last April's

so.

conjunction because of

—although more probably missed
Now they will get a chance

dawn.

at

to

they pass one another by. For

and Jupiter creeping close to each other

it

because

to observe

At the beginning

again.

of February, Venus wUl be prominent in the western sky

On

February

1 it

two hours

will set

after sunset

a half hours after sunset.

left

more

wiU decrease by

rapid eastward motion.

evening of the 17th, the crescent

Moon will join

hovering just below Venus. Twenty-four hours

wiU have moved

off to Jupiter's

On February 23,
merge. As darkness

two

sets

of Venus. With each

passing night, Jupiter's separation from Venus
latter's

it

At the beginning of the month,

Jupiter will appear 22° above and to the

because of the

dusk.

at

and then

when

progressively later each evening until the 28th,

and

it

Venus

On

1°

the

On

the duo,
the

later,

western United

left.

Venus and Jupiter wiU appear almost to

falls

February 23, the planets Venus and Jupiter will seem

in the eastern

United

States,

to converge.

Moon
seventeen arc minutes.

they wiU be

separated by just twelve arc minutes. (Sixty arc minutes equal

one

going to the

east,

wiU not appear

have widened to

States, their separation will

The two

will then part

ways

—Venus

Jupiter to the west and lower in the sky.

They

so close together again until 2083.

degree; one degree equals the average apparent diameter of two
fiill

Moons.) Three hours

The Sky

in

later,

February

when

lyiS appears

as a steadily

glowing, yellow-orange
is
I

in

its

best

It rises

viewing position of the

"star."

in the east-southeast at

about 11:45

year,

Joe Rao

the sky darkens in the

beginning of February and an

and Jupiter during the

hour

week of February. By month's
end,

stands roughly 10°

it

earlier

by the

briefly

when

during

in

this

month

lilMllllil

the fast-moving planet

back into the Sun's

March.

its

right.

Mercury

shoots out of the Sun's glare.
sinks

with Mars

rises,

is

a

moderately

can

be seen well to the right of the

Moon.

It

high in the western sky after
sunset.

It sets at 1 1

:30 P.M. at

the beginning of February and

16th

at

quarter

On

Planetarium.

1:39 A.M., and

on the 22d

is

at

first

9:43 P.M.

the evening of February

Regulus, in Leo,
ICI

again the outermost

an alrnost-fuU

some
orbit

parts

United

on the 11th between 11:00

seem

A.M. and noon. Pluto's eUiptical

rising

orbit at times brings

view

it

closer

than Neptune to the Sun.

bright, yellowish white object

glare

Museum—Hayden

the
is

just above

of the eastern

States, the star

to be

at

wUl

hidden behind the

Moon, popping

first

no

is

Moon. From

into

about 7:00 RM. For
time since 1980, there

full

Moon

in February.

l<ll*li'iH*lll reaches last

quarter

on the 8th

New Moon

1

the first-magnitude star

moving beyond Neptune's

positioned just off to

see

it

planet of the solar system,

Moon

We

On

February 6-7, the gibbous

about forty-five minutes
sunset.

9:45 RM. by the end.

month. Late on the night of

above the western horizon
after

of the

close

a lecturer at the American

the evening of the 20th,

crescent

P.M. at the

dangling just below Venus
third

at

is

at

6:58 A.M.

occurs on the

AH

times above are given in

eastern standard time.

—
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and

(Continued from page 22)

me

Heaven forfend
of

from Lamarck non-

a

'tendency to progression,'

'adaptations

from the slow willing of ani-

sense

But the conclusions

mals,' etc.!

are

not widely different from

the means of change

Cuvier, in

am

led to

though

his;

whoUy

are

so."

is

only because science has (quite

behind

misunderstood and
or

tic

Lamarck depicted

tined to

duced by circumstances,

his esprit de sysleme

...

swim

.

.

.

membranes

that produces

of aquatic

feet

Wading

birds.

in the

in the water

has lengthened the legs of such

quent the

as fre-

of rivers."

sides

Lamarck hurt

his

own

cause by careless

and easUy misinterpreted statements. His
talk

about an "inner urge" {sentiment

upward

to propel the

terieur)

about organisms obeying

"felt

or

force,

needs"

ward branches of adaptation, led

{be-

to suspi-

cions about mysterious and unprovable

But, in

vitalistic forces.

mained

a

Lamarck

fact,

—

two

his

sets

of evolu-

serve

contrasting ends.

—
—

the

most

resents the

invariable

and

He

insistent

"A system established on
such foundations may
amuse the imagination of
a poet
for a

.

.

but

.

it

efforts

I

do not claim

examination of anyone

who has dissected a hand

quence of animal phyla by positing an
ever

more vigorous and ramifying flow of

fluids that

carved out spaces for organs,

and channels for blood,

more complex
deny

in progressively

But one cannot

his consistent conviction.

n'est autre chose

(Life

bodies.

is

"La

vie

.

.

.

qu'un phenomene physique

nothing but a physical phenome-

non)," he wrote in his
In a famous

article,

last

book of 1820.

written to rehabilitate

Lamarck on the occasion of the centennial celebrations for
Species in

Darwin's Origin of

purely physical

phenomenon

in

is

a

Lamarck,

local environments:

we find any animal
result

is,

of the increasing
to form

a regular gradation; and, on the other

increasing complexity of organization.

(Philosophie zoologique, i809)
trast

The

of both geometry and mechanism.
set

first

works upward to build

m

the structure and

The second set
extract branches made

living matter.

works sideward

to

respond to the influence of external

circumstances by precise adaptations to
particular

branches

at right angles,

visuahzed

as

at right

termed orthogonal, and

are

angles

mathe-

matically independent, or uncorrelated)

Lamarck made

this contrast

stating that animals
single line

if

a

the puU of envi-

ronmental adaptation did not interrupt,
stymie, and divert the

all

treatise

on

major evolutionary

his

invertebrate anatomy,

honored the

first

set

Lamarck

of linear forces

primary and identified the second
superposed and contrary

mous
eral

puU of adaptation

—

as in this fa-

as foreign,

lat-

acciden-

and anomalous:

interfering,

tal,

as

set as

where he brands the

statement,

upward flow

Tire plan followed by nature in producing

animals

prime
the

clearly comprises

cause. Tliis

power

to

in

particular circumstances:

accidental,

.

and

.

a predominant

endows animal

make

more complex.

expUcit by

would form only

of progress

in

Finally,

works, culminating in his multivolume

side

projecting

perpendicular to the main

trunk of progress. Vectors
are

(These

environments.

may be

life

with

organization gradually
.

Occasionally a foreign,

therefore variable cause has

interfered with the execution

without, however, destroying

of the plan,
it.

Tliis

has

created gaps in the scries, in the form either

oftermi)ial branches that depart from the series in several

1959, the eminent historian of

science C. C. GOlispie wrote: "Life

aside

destroy the regularity in the gradation of the

that

specu-

explain the linear se-

them

by the pecuharities of

into channels set

very various conditions ever tending to

1829

Georges Cuvier,

—

to

con-

hand, of the influence of a multitude of

... or even a feather."

—

life arises

forces in

complexity of organization tending

of individual Uneages (species and genera)

^particularly in his

the often

.

with progress driving lineages up the

TIte state in which

were crowned with con-

spicuous success
lative

lateral.

.

be observed in

(PhUosophie

the progression.

on the one hand, the

motion of

and

.

may

Zoologique, 1809)

moment bear the

matter in motion, to propel both
^hnear

the special factor

cannot

mechanisms inherent

—

is

ladder and adaptation forcing

based on the physics and chemistry of

that his efforts

This

.

curious deviations that

flict,

anatomical designs (phyla) by recruiting

forces

.

forced to

Thus, the complex order of

sought to devise mechanical explanations,

of

.

is

the influence of their

to

from the interplay of two

progress in a strictly Hnear series of major

sets

not; nature

it is

Hes in this clean con-

constantly

his writings.

all

But

which occasionally produces

The

embodiment of

re-

a credo that surely rep-

regular.

submit her works
environment.

dedicated and vociferous mate-

rialist all his life

claim in

in fact he

in-

in his terminology) to induce side-

soins,

which

produce other organs.

will

the desire and the attempt to

It is

of organization would everywhere he very

assiixiilated to a theis-

tionary forces as clearly distinct and des-

beauty of his theory

efforts,

organs of animals, the growing complexity

held in abhorrence."

the same tone: "Wants and desires, prowill lead to other

conception of the

vitalistic tradition

Lamarck's second set of adaptive forces in

which

which had any influence on the shape and

been systematically

his

physical that he has

And

forum, ridiculed

public

a

I

it

rightly) left

points

and

alter its simplicity,

or of anomalies observable in specific features

If the factor which works incessantly

to

compUcate organization were the only one

of various organisms. (Histoire naturelle
des

animaux

sans vertebres, 1815)

Tlie Values of

III.

But

Changing Theories

Charles Darwin began the closing para-

graph of

his Origin of Species

with a won-

derful line that has served as the general
tide for these essays since

in 1974:

"There

Hfe. ..."

No

deny

is

I

began the

grandeur in

this

view of

thinking or feehng person can

either natures grandeur or the depth

and dignity of our discovery that

of evolution binds

But

gether.
sions

series

in

all

a history

living creatures to-

our world of diverse pas-

and psychologies, primary' definitions

(and visceral feelings) about grandeur differ

among

widely

students of natural history.

Darwin einphasized the bounteous
sity itself in all its

buzzing and blooming

—

for the fmale

variety

diver-

of

his closing para-

of

I'esprit

de

differently.

own

(his

in this case, for

modest man)

he was not

as

the most remarkable feature of

Thus, the logical

—with

hshing

a

clarity

all.

of the two-factor

the primary cause estab-

theory

Unear march of rational progress

and the opposed and subsidiary cause
generating a
tive diversity

more

chaotic forest of adap-

—must have

struck

Lamarck

component both of na-

the defining

grandeur and of the power of evo-

good work:

lution.

Our

messages from genuine

reflect a subtle interaction

out there in the

al-

between

phenomena

truly

world, and the neces-

real

sary filtering of such data through

all

the
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5 re

and ordering devices internal

human mind and its

Rigid systematizers often misconstrue
understanding of nature must

ways

are being, evolved."

a

apprehend the true and

to

simple a beginning endless forms most

and

surely

complete system of namres rational order

gone cycling on ac-

and most wonderflil have been,

Lamarck

systeme,

cording to the fLxed law of gravity from so

beautifiil

As a devotee

viewed the capacity of the human mind

ture's

planet has

French rationalism during the

of grandeur quite

as

this

the

tions ot

graph contrasts the "dullness" of repetitive

"Whilst

foibles

tradi-

Enlightenment, construed the definition

planetary cycling with the endless expansion and novelty of evolutions

suspect that Lamarck, following

upbringing in the rigorous

I

own

his
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This

View

potheses to

Of Life

all

deluge of confiising infor-

of all mental

When we

(and

unrecog-

therefore

nized) status.

In this spectrum of useful approaches,

Lamarck

surely

scientists

who

falls

domain of

into the

place the logical beauty

above the messi-

a fully coherent theory

and

ness of nature's inevitable nuances

exceptions.

In

context,

this

I

am

more intrigued by Lamarck's
journey,

intellectual

of

all

later

fruits

victors in this chanciest

the more controUing by their

falling

unconscious

the

though the sweetest

prey to biases that be-

mation or

come

a

being either over-

risk

test,

whelmed by
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await the few

and most

difficult

large part)

to

by

before the electronic revolution, and even

a truly great intellect strug-

before the invention of typewriters, au-

gling with the most important of all bio-

thors submitted Hteral manuscripts (from

watching

logical concepts at a particularly interest-

the Latin for "written by hand") to their

ing time in the history of science, then

pubUshers.

won-

for a

derful story offering unusual insight into

from

all

factors coincide to generate a

we

anatomy of

writers revised a

book

specially prepared "interleaved

a

copy," containing a blank sheet after each

can also experience the good fortune

printed page. Corrections and additions

of locating

a

previously missing piece of

could then be written on the blanks, en-

new

abling publishers to set a

from

a coherent,

edition

bound document

rather

than from a confusing mess of loose or

(in

owned an

pasted insertions. Lamarck

in-

dis-

about

coveries

When

second edition, they often worked

When

the workings of science as well.

his inabiHty

encompass new

faraway world

a time, in a

can enjoy the privilege of

so

and inspired

First Evolutionary

Treatise

Once upon

battles.

clearly contrary to his in-

clinations

Lamarck Emends His

IV.

Lamarck found grandeur

the

invertebrates

in the

human mind's

within the rigid confines

capacity to discern a

of his beautiful system.

Nothing

Darwin
was more impressed by

in the history

natural order;

of science can be more
interesting or instructive

than

the

the bounteous diversity

intellectual

drama of such

slow

a

Lamarck's sketch of the cephalopod Spirula, interleaved in

—

transformation in a fun-

1801 book, shows an

damental view of hfe

question that had perplexed scientists in his day.

from an
tion

initial

of

internal shell

attempts

to

at

a preferred sys-

history

in this case, the first record of a

of

core

toward substantial change, and sometimes

Lamarck,

would

hke

inkling of

how

seed could

grow

I

particularly

and internal factors to such

from the

data

mounting

outside, coordinated

with an in-

foUow the

ternal wiUingness to

logic of

points of failure and

an old system to

its

then to construct

a revised

theory impos-

ing a different kind of consistency

upon

an altered world (with minimal changes

you remain
certainties

in love with

if

your previous

and tend to foUow conserva-

tive intellectual strategies,
tially

a

a challenge

or with poten-

revolutionary impact if your tem-

perament

leads

adventure).

Reward and

to

iconoclasm
risk

and

go hand in

buzzing

no

onto

of

good

all

the fur-

gossip) grafted

generality.

unknown

the "fly

on the wall" of

metaphor

—

to

a

The

at

upon

a

an

extra measure of charm. In this case,

we

begin with something almost inexpress-

humble

worms

—and

—the

classification

end with both

oughly radical revisions must

vision of evolution

for animal

life

itself.

and

me

which

to a Faustian

a

cently sold at auction for

of

new

a revised

if

more money

than even a tolerably solvent professor
could ever dream of having

—evokes

ibly

might have tempted

the opportunity had been offered, re-

the creation," in an-

description

into later works, particularly the Philosophie zoologique of 1809. This copy,

form of collusion with Mephistopheles

undocumented beginning

common

—and he

common

has always excited our fancy.

be "present

other

the blank pages

witness

the opportunity to intrude

previously

make

lished a second edition, he did

comments on

prospect of being an

And

of 1801. Although he never pub-

incorporated some of these statements

important

an

evolutionary

his first

vigorously such a small

geometry

even

vertebres

copy of

the Systeme des animaux sans

—we then gain

hand, for the great majority of thorfail,

although

theory,

ther blessing of an intriguing particular
(the substrate

—

treatise

inception, surely had

at this

terleaved

eventually alter the

central

a

to contemplate the contributions of ex-

even to fuU conversion.

new

all its

and blooming variety.

—

revision that

tem, then to varying degrees of openness

change:

in

itself,

the resolution of a

recogni-

trouble,

accommodation within

ternal

his

But

I

at his disposal.

was able to play the

intellectual's

usual role of voyeur during the

of previewing before the

sale,

few days
and

did

I

recognize, in a crucial note in Lamarck's

hand, a significance that had eluded previous observers.

unknown

to

The

eventual buyer

(stiU

me) expressed gratitude

for

the enhanced importance of his purchase,

.
.

and he kindly offered (through the book-

who had

seller

me
me
I

acted as his agent) to lend

volume

the

for a

forum.

this

on cloud nine and happily

floated

rooted Hke
lovely days

my

few days and allow

key note in

to publish the

m

a pig

when

profession's

.

.

during those

.

could hold and study

I

closest

approach to
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of Life

ing more explicit

—and
—

hypothetical examples
ture

of

elaborating by
the central fea-

his original evolutionary theory:

known

mollusk had long been

distinctive

Mesozoic

prominent

fossil

in

but no Tertiary

fossils

or Uving specimens

as a

rocks,

the sharp distinction between causes of

had ever been found, and

upward

therefore posited an extinction for Trigo-

progress and sideward adaptation

two com-

to local circumstances. In the

ments

most attention

that attracted the

Cretaceous mass dying

nia in the great

wiped out the

that also

naturalists

dinosaurs.

But

Lamarck had proposed the

structure,

genus Spirula in 1799, but the animal that

makes the

whether the animal Hved

grew the

ments by inheritance of acquired charac-

1802, and Lamarck himself pubUshed the

cuttlebone of a

side

living in shallow water

body

swim on

to

their

and then move both eyes to the

upper surface of
snakes that

move

and second,

their head;
their eyes

toward the top

of their head since they Uve so close

to the

ground and must therefore perceive

a

description of this triumphant redis-

first

covery in 1803. (As an undergraduate,
did

I

—

my first technical research and also
my first paper in the history of sci-

wrote

—under

the direction of Norman D.

ence

Newell

at

the

ural History.

Museum of Natme a half-dozen,

forked tongue to perceive the trouble in

no longer

front that the eyes can

With

these examples,

see.

Lamarck general-

ized his second set offerees by extending
his stories to a variety

Floreal address
trations

of organisms; the

had confined

itself to illus-

drawn from the

habits

anatomy of birds. (The purely

character of these examples also helps us
to understand
cists, like

why more

felt

Lamarck

published both examples almost verbatim
in his Philosophic zoologique of 1809.
third

comment then

other,

and primary,

strengthens

linear force

A
the

by argu-

ing that the newly discovered platypus of

could link

the

penultimate

group

(birds) to the highest

group (mam-

mals).

The

Australia

plain the

fourth

comment

tries to

ex-

mechanisms of use and disuse by

the differential flow of fluids through

on

fi^om the slow willing of

1844

comments

stOl

preciously rare, specimens of modern

AustraHan trigonians.
admitted that

I

When

gulped and

I

had no experience with

and feared butchering such

dissection

a

valuable bounty, he said to me, in his la-

conic

—
—"Go but
down

manner

so inspirational for self-

motivated students
the insecure
Fish

so terrifying for

Market and buy

on them

Practice

a

bunch of quahogs.

first."

terrified than inspired,

to the Fulton

was

I

but

far

all's

more

well that

should be

within the phylum of corals and

second statement, of partic-

ular interest to

me,

two

descriptions of

re-

—

the

Here Lamarck draws

simple

a

nehd

worm and then writes

the following

final

revises Lamarck's de-

scription of the clam genus Trigonia. This

of the book's

two comments provide the

new

owner).

all,

The

affirms Lamarck's continuing

ment

to

recording

observation siir I'org"' des

vers,

dans

les

vers anneles et qui ont des organs externes,

sang

le

est

rouge et circule dans des

vaisseaux arteriels et veineux. leur
organisation

les

place avant

les insectes. les

vers intestins doivent seuls se trouver apres
les insects,
lihre,

ib n'ont qu'unfiuide blanc,

non contenu dans des vaisseaux.

Cuvier

extrait

d'un mem.

lu

a I'institut

le

11 nivose an 10.

(Observation on the organization of

worms. In annehd worms, which have

ends well.)

produced here with the kind permission

insertion suggests that a small

A

appears

portentous words:

taxonomic ordering of invertebrate ani-

jellyfishes.

here suggest, by far

I

—comment

sketch of the circulatory system of an an-

Charles Darwin,

to his

fossil

as

to

activity.

the blank sheet following page 330,

in biology.

animals,' etc. ..."

Lamarck added drawings

classified

and,

—

worm Planaria, known to nearly anyone
who ever took a basic laboratory course

adorns the second part of the book, on

and enignratic egg-shaped

—

of artistic

shell

Lamarck

medicinal leech Hirudo and the pond

progression,' 'adaptations

of

One

last

that inspired

markably different genera of worms

greatest visceral pleasure

mals.

other set of four longer

and affirmed an internal

which contains

of a 'tendenq^ to

The

bodies.

The

Spirula

so un-

comfortable with Lamarck's supposed
data for evolution.) In any case,

remained

open. Soon after Lamarck's book ap-

the most important

"Heaven forfend me
from Lamarck nonsense

in the

(as

The deh-

.

peared, naturahsts discovered the animal of

a rare episode

gave

squid)

cacy of the structure suggested a protected

He

sober empiri-

Darwin and Cuvier,

modern

nautilus) or

body

its

internal status, but the issue

The

—

within

happy resolution

and

speculative

shell

American

world of danger above them, but that
then need to develop a long and sensitive

in a

(as

knew

one

inside the shell

modern chambered

two French

that flatten their

no

mystery,

species of Trigonia in AustraHan waters in

ters: first, flatfishes

had never been found. As

shell

particular

a

amples of adaptation to local environ-

then found a Uving

On the basis of this

throughout the world.

from potential buyers, Lamarck added ex-

naturalists

up on beaches

puses) frequendy washes

detail

new

because

words

first

(re-

sketch

commit-

and to following and

discoveries.

delicate coiled shell

A small, white,

of a cephalopod mol-

lusk (the group including squid and octo-

external organs, the blood
circulates in arterial

red and

is

and venous

vessels.

Their organization places them before
the insects.

come
a

Only

white

worms
They have only

the internal

after the insects.
fluid, free,

and not contained

in vessels. Cuvier. Extract

memoir
1 1

from

read at the Institute

th day of the

a

on the

month of Nivose

10 of the Republic.)

year

—
Lamarck now recognizes

Clearly

between two groups

distinction

a vital

that

had

once been lumped together into the gen-

He

category of worms.

eral

group

—

worms,
chaetes

regards

one

the annelids, including earthleeches,

—

as

and the marine poly-

highly advanced, even niore

so than insects.

(Lamarck usually pre-

sented his scale of animal hfe from the top
dovvTi, starting

with humans and ending

foUowing

\\ith inflisorians, rather than

working upward.

the later convention of

Thus, he

states that annelids

that

closer to the

is,

another group,

(mosdy

parasites

mammalian

the

internal

Hving

\\-ithin

of other animals), rank

—even

scale

come

before

more advanced

msects because they are

after (that

top.)

But

worms

the bodies

far

lower on the

is,

anatomically

simpler than) insects. These two distinct

be widely separated
dering of

knowledges

would

(who
him and virmaUy

lates

on

Lamarck's phrase incorrectly

These

this subject alwa\*s transas

parasites dwell in several organs

"intestinal

—

Cuvier's report (presented

French, the

word

intcsliit

conve\-s the

more

general

at

a

no author

compli-

a

act as a pivot

to the

—

must impose the

I

beg your indulgence
thrilling episode,

whereas in-

veins,

worms grew no discrete blood vesand moved only a white fluid through

wiU,

sels

through aU the

body

their

cavity.

while

his additions,
(a

spires

"Perils

next

the

until

worm

"mount

words,

of form" to ramify

author's view of life. Have a good
month hanging from yonder mental cHfE

mearung) merits

I

shall return.)

Stephen Jay Gould teaches

and

the history of science at

theo-

sity.

He

a drawing.

But

biology, geology,

Harvard Univer-

also the Frederick P.

is

Rose Honorary

Curator in Invertebrates at the American

Mu-

meaning

why

of "internal" or "inside."

did Lamarck view this division of

seum of Natural

History.
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Lamarck's

new

simple

much

of information, without

retical

as

receives nearly

only one other observation
bit

new

this

especially important, for

as

direct

its

Obviously Lamarck viewed
information

when

Emerson's

ternal

in

you

management,

Pearl Pureheart" scenario

cated circulatory system, with red blood

and

ini-

in history has ever objected to

running in

arteries

and

-with great reluc-

so,

a request that

your complaints

more space

book) that armehds possessed

And

—and with

soon

pubhcation of Lamarck's

naming

(At this point, dear reader, Umitations

meeting during the winter of 1801-1802,
after the

could

of space trump the prospect of immediate

tance

mind

And how

new view of Ufe?

tiator for a

gratification.

worms."

and othet locations in

vertebrate (and other) bodies, not only in the intestines. In

cision about

destroy his reputation) as the source for a
his

important?

as so

such an apparendy duU and technical de-

key item of information that changed

such prominence in
standard English licerature

Lamarck ac-

worms

colleague Cuvier

his

turn against

later
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Pluto's. Honor
Hailed

the newest

as

member of the

system

solar

in 1930, the smallest planet

now faces

expulsion.

By Neil de

Grasse Tyson

According to the

on

orbital data,

latest

Tuesday, February 11, 1999, at 11:29 A.M.,
eastern standard time, the planet Pluto

win regain

most

distinction as the

its

far-

out planet in the solar system. For the

twenty years of

its

been

Neptune

closer than

248-year

orbit,

last

had

it

to the Sun.

poU of ten thousand ju-

In an informal

nior-high-school children, Pluto was the

overwhelming
planets.

favorite

among

The poU was simply

how much

the nine

a

measure of

noise the children

made dur-

ing a tour of the solar system in a

planetarium show

dred children

I

live

presented to five hun-

at a time.

They

consistently

cheered the loudest for Pluto, especially

when

recited the planets in sequence,

I

aided by the time-honored

mnemonic

My Very Educated Mother Just Served Us
Nine

Charon,

Pizzas.

But Pluto has "peculiar" written
over

The

it.

all

planet was discovered by

Lowell Observatory astronomer Clyde W.

Tombaugh

same year Walt

in 1930, the

Disney created the

bloodhound

lovable, slow-witted

that shares

its

name.

Of

all

the planet names, "Pluto" sounds the

most Hke
".

.

.

while

a

punch

line to a hilarious joke:

he thought he was on Pluto!"
all

Roman

gods

pects of

human

who

for the

dank residence

—such

hfe

as

god of Hades,

commerce,

are

—Pluto

a dark

is

and

for the dead.

Curious about

Uranus

for

represent various as-

war, love, harvest, and fertUity

named

And

named

the other planets are

moon

named

for

characters, while the lone

Shakespearean

moon

of Pluto,

named

for the

boatman who
across the

Peculiar

enough

for

you? I'm not

fin-

Pluto's orbit has a

tilt

that

seventeen

is

degrees out of the plane of the solar sys-

—two and

orbit

a half times that

of Mer-

Moon),

(the

both

moon

space.

In

picture the orbit, just take a perfect circle

planet and

(such

as a

hula hoop) and gently

sit

on

it:

formed under your butt gready

resembles an

whose

ellipse.

Pluto

is

orbit crosses that

the only

of another

planet. Pluto's tidal forces have locked the

rotation

forever

of its moon, Charon, forcing

show the same

it

to

face to Plutonians.

as

that

so large

is

tidal forces

its

as well.

—

point

the

moon

So
side

they waltz forever in

and

Pluto

fact,

barycenter

the shape

Charon

and planet show the same

one another

To

eUipse.

that

is

have locked Pluto's rotation

Pluto

most eccentric

so that

compared with Pluto

And

the nine planets.

its

The embar-

to

in the

here.

always shows

tilted

among

moves

good company

it

which has the next most

cury's,

in

is

the same face to Earthhngs.
rassing part

ished.

tem

Actually, Pluto

Earth has tidaUy locked the rotation of

moon

river Styx into Hades.

planet

names? Those of

is

your unfortunate soul

ferries

Charon's

around which

revolve

—

falls

outside

the body of Pluto. (The Earth-Moon

barycenter

rrdles,

Pluto

The

solar

that

are

1,000

lies

With

Earth's surface.)
is

by

a

mUes beneath

diameter of 1,400

far the smallest planet.

system even has seven moons
larger:

Ganymede, and

Jupiter's

lo,

Europa,

Callisto; Saturn's Titan;

Neptune's Triton; and, of course, Earth's

fied:

Moon.

of

Pluto

rocky nor gaseous,

Finally, neither

is

made

the only planet

primarily of

tled:

Maybe Pluto isn't really a planet.
I
mean no disrespect to Clyde
Tombaugh, who died

in

1997

of ninety, seemingly secure in

the age

at

his status as

the third person ever to discover a planet

our

But there

solar system.

is

no ques-

tion that if Pluto were discovered today,

would not be
Is

it

The

ancient

Greeks called anything that wandered

background

the

planet

a

stars

(from the Greek word for "wanderer").

They recognized seven of them: the Sun,
the Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,
and Saturn.

AH would

ultimately

sequence

given)

languages.

When

in

become

week

assigned to days of the

various

the

(in

Western

the Copernican, sun-

centered universe was installed and confirmed, Earth was
planet, the

the

bined

demoted

Moon became

to the rank of
a sateUite,

Sun joined the ranks of the

Perhaps a planet

is

—of which

known and

—Ceres

ery

and

millions that await discovswiftly

simply anything

by

itself.

and Mars.

a class

It

was in

a class

of one?

It

wasn't gaseous like

it

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,

and Neptune.

Pluto supporters breathed a sigh of rehef

1978 when James

in

Robert

S.

Pluto's lone

Not

it

so

W

Christy and

Harrington, of the United

Naval

Observatory,

moon, Charon.

must be

a

planet Ceres, orbiting the
Jupiter.

The

Sun between

suspiciously large

gap between the two planets had finally

But astronomers

rapidly de-

termined that Ceres was much,

much

smaller than any other planet: at six
rrdles in

diameter,

it

hun-

was dwarfed by

Mercury, the reigning smallest planet.
does matter.

Maybe an

can be too small to be defined

object

as a planet.

companions

Ida,

If

some might have

orbiting

that create variations in

Hght

moons?

Yes.

among

these

which was found

is

the asteroid

to have a tiny, grav-

moon called Dactyl.
the moon argument be

class

of object was identi-

the inner

invoked to preserve Pluto's planetary

beyond the

sta-

teetered, until 1992,

(of the University of

Luu (now of Harvard

orbit

of Neptune, the belt

which

of Neptune. In the

1990s dozens of such objects with similar

marks

also

boundary of the outer

solar sys-

perhaps 10 billion miles. There, no mas-

formed, and the crumbs of

sive planet has

solar system

Lest

unique,

formation remain uneaten.

we think our solar system is
new and improved techniques for

observing the dim surroundings of bright
stars

have revealed that nearby surdike sys-

tems have rings of debris that resemble
our Kuiper belt in shape and

them

is

star in

55 Cancri (the

Among

size.

fifty-fifth brightest

been shown

Kuiper

star

and the inner edge of

—which

orbits just

is

small and icy

beyond Neptune and has

an eccentric orbit that

is

plane of the solar system
a

reveals

belt.

Alas, Pluto

than

to have at least

well-vacuumed region be-

a remarkably

and

which

the constellation Cancer),

tilted

—

is

Kuiper belt object:

comet from the
If Pluto's orbit

out of the

none other
leftover

a

solar system's formation.

were ever

altered so that

as close to

the

Sun

grow

tail

and look

Pluto would

Hawaii) and Jane

orbit

tem: a vast area extending outward for

journeyed

University) began to discover icy bodies

A new

At the

No

And so Pluto
when David Jewitt

advanced

in the 1950s

has a sharp inner edge,

itationaUy tethered

just

Ceres.

who

tween the host

were found in

of

exist.

its

tus.

honor of the

the Kuiper belt, in

one Jupiter-sized planet and which

moons.

longer could

collectively

Pluto has a

Shortly after 1801, other small objects
orbits similar to that

named

of objects

class

and

identified

has already

planet, because only a

via eclipses. Asteroids with

Best studied

been

has

discovered

fast.

suggestion that

The new

the solar system.

of

In the 1980s periodic fluctuations seen

Giuseppe Piazzi discovered the

size

scheme

in the brightness of asteroids led to the

1801

Maybe

failed to

in

Few

dred

it

people know, however, that in

1846.

fiUed.

more

But can you have

And

planet can have

been

The more we

classification

one? Should you have

William Herschel discovered Uranus in

Mars and

orbital

wasn't rocky Uke Mercury, Venus, Earth,

moon,

hann GaUe, of the Berlin Observatory,

enough rime
funky

its

that applied to the other planets.

other than a comet that orbits the Sun.

1781, and Neptune was discovered by Jo-

When

learned about Pluto, the

a class

of the plane of

their orbits are tilted out

the idea that such a belt of comets might

raised.

any reasonable

they have somewhat eccentric paths, and

ard Kuiper,

to the largest

parameters and tiny mass, some skeptical

fit

beyond Neptune,

orbit just

all

Dutch-born American astronomer Ger-

confirm

eyebrows were

they

went from being the

Pluto?

to

are

small (compared with planets), they are

of planet

of asteroid.

had elapsed

States

stars.

com-

there are thousands

smallest in the class
in the class

it is

At twice the

other asteroids

the

all

How about

sacred? What's the defi-

nition of a planet, anyway?

against

mass of

because

first

They

properties have been discovered.

icy,

the brightest and largest.

classified as a planet.

no discovery

system was set-

the asteroid belt.

Ceres was discovered

ices.

in

And a new swath

the rocky asteroids.

real estate in the solar

jumbo comet. No
this (possibly

a

as

Earth

other planet can

it
is,

like a

make

embarrassing) claim.

Just as Ceres

went from being the

smallest planet to the biggest asteroid, so

too

—from

must Pluto be reassigned

smallest
class.

of the planets to biggest of a

But

all is

not

lost.

There

new

are at least

84

—
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andAI/<A;igli.

Regular and Petite #5183 S99 Plus

Also available in above the knee or long sleeve

mock

t-neck.

LfVERONi

Ct

•

NovATO,

^ed to

it

Tmvh
;?0

classification
•

800'950«1600

been conducted.

the outer solar system,

into

fit

survey (in the late 1920s and 1930s)

has a complete and systematic search of

known planet

any

CA 94949

we become complacent about
all this, though, we may stiU need to root
for Pluto. Not since Tombaugh's extenBefore

sive

with suggested packing lists
and good, solid advice for the

spanned by

(outer) solar system than that

the eight planets.

The

vastness of the

that

cometary objects even

Pluto

may

await discovery in

orbits. Several

scheme.

Kuiper belt means
larger than

more

ongoing telescope

distant

projects,

www.travelsmith.com

including the Sloan Digital Sky Survey,

deptNH019O6

are

equipped

well

undertake

to

this

search.

The symbols
along the

And

shoulders.

/^

#V^

Installation

made

a display

SensorLink'"'^' to

console up to 400'

away! Each station comes completely

Ri

pre-assembled and includes sensors,

and

receiver. All

a display

FREE colalog.

One-year warronfy •

SOdoy money-bock

s^^m

(510) 732-9229 > FAX 1510) 732-9188 • salesedavisnet.corr

guorontee

DAve.,Haywaril.CA94S45-2778
>

Its

seven

—except Earth and

Pluto.

movein

our

The music

demotion of Pluto, no longer

tary properties.

make excuses

No

for

its

nonplaneI

need

to

odd behavior. But be

may not be enimmune from fiirther downsizing of

forewarned. Earth
tirely

at its

longer do

itself

the solar system. Astronomers

on

Jupiter

and had

four nice-sized gaseous planets (Jupiter,

its

public premiere in 1919,

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune), while

eleven years before Pluto's discovery.

Although the decade of the 1990s

www.davisnel.com

carry

the

Pluto,

it is

will

first

stigma of having demoted
the same decade in

which the

batch of planets around other

•

within

We now know

stars

of more

outside the solar system than
it,

No, we

and the

tally

continues to

rise.

we gained
now a richer

didn't lose a planet;

more branches

in

what

is

everything

As Citizen Tyson,

I

defend Pluto's honor.

feel
It

diversity

to

else

—Earth

wayward

included

ian scientists, size

Jupiter

debris.

would

To

these Jov-

surely matter:

1,400 times greater in volume

is

than Earth, the largest of the four rocky
planets. Yet Earth

volume of Pluto

—

is

only 180 times the

a planet that the

Earth-

Hngs just kicked out of the club. If and

when

the time comes,

I

will reluctantly

compelled to

Hves deeply in

our twentieth-century culture and consciousness

amounts

write the sequel: "Pluto's Revenge."

family tree.

wwW.GQSafari.com

the

need to look askance

could argue that the solar system contains

planets

800-525-6772

I

was composed between 1914 and 1917

were discovered.

Special Interest Tours

do

call

1-800-678-3669
Davis Instruments

by the English

Planets,

composer Gustav Hoist.

sky

Atlas's

console with

without running wires!

NAT0299
for

supported by

then there's the orchestral

masterpiece Tlie

With

eight planets appear

a

radiadon shield, a weather-tight
shelter,

all

ments were inspired by each planet

easy! Davis' Wireless

Weather Stations use our new
transmit data to

^

T Weatherstations

r

for

celestial arc

and somehow rounds out the

of our family of planets,

troubled sibling of a large

faiTuly.

like the

Nearly

Neil dc Grasse Tyson, an
Frederick

P.

Hayden Planetarium and
scientist at

mester he

astrophysicist,

Rose Director of New York

is

the

City's

a visiting research

Princeton University, where this se-

is

teaching introductory astrophysics.

Advertise me III
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Big sound from a stereo radio

^without the big price!

Zenith Audio, a leading electronics manufacturer designs a "Small Foot-print", "Big Sound" stereo system

and drives

the -price beloio $100.

-^^ST'Sa^^^^

by John Jameson

leaned back slowly
in my chair with my
eyes closed, listening to the haunting
melody of a Mozart
symphony. The acous-

'1r^'|W'^'W,?>»j;;"

There is even a low battery
indicator so you'll never
oversleep in the event of a

I

tics

were flawless, and

the

room was soon

filled

with

full,

power
~^

free offer. You can spend
hundreds of dollars more
on a stereo radio, but why
do it? We get the Stereo
Clock Radio direct from

~~

rich stereo sound.

From

the crisp highs of the flutes to the
tooth-rattling bass of the kettle drums,
the music was crystal-clear and powerful.
I could distinguish the distinct sounds
from each individual musician, and as
the orchestra reached the finale I almost
fell out of my seat from the awesome
force of the music. As the music faded,
I leaned forward and hit a button on
the stereo clock radio. I had a concert to
go to that night it was time to check
the weather.

Micro-Electronic Sound

Breakthrough
State of the art stereo sound quality
in a stylish cabinet
I

AM/FM/TV Bands

I

Stereo Speakers
with Crystal

—

I

Sound System
Digital Weather
Band

I

37 Preset

Ultimate sound machine. Zenith
Audio has developed a Digital Stereo
Clock Radio that boasts the acoustic
quality and practical features of stereo
radios four times as expensive. You'll be
amazed at the sound quality and powerful bass you get from a radio this small
and this affordable. This stereo radio

features an 11-key handheld remote
control and an input jack for CD players
or other audio sources.

Tlie best bass. Many small stereo
radios can sound tiny and weak. This
unit has an exclusive EXB button for
expanded bass performance. It intensifies
the lower tones for CD or FM stations,
giving you rich, full and powerful stereo

Compact Speakers with a Big Sound

I

I

Ascending Tone
Alarm
Wake/Sleep to
Radio, Weather

Band
"Fail-safe" Alarm
System
='"

I

Station

""^

Memories
sound.

If

you want

in private, there is a

headphone

jack on

the side of the unit.

Loaded with features. You won't find
tabletop stereo with more added

a

options. The AM/FM radio features digital tuning for pinpoint reception and
crystal-clear sound. The STEREO indicator allows you to tune in to the stereo
signal. It also picks up TV and WEATHER
signals with 13 TV channels and 7 Weather
channels, so your Zenith Audio Clock
Radio is a great source of news,
entertainment and information. You
can program the unit's memory for
37 preset stations, and the tuning
buttons can operate either manually
or in a automatic search mode.

minutes of music, TV or weathand then shuts off automatically.
In the morning, if you need a few
extra minutes of sleep, press the
SNOOZE bar on the control panel or
on the remote. The radio or alarm
tone stops for 10 minutes and then
sounds again. The process can be
to 90

er

Backlit

LCD Display

Expanded
Boss Sound

The Zenith Audio Clock Radio has an
exclusive EXB button for expanded
bass performance. It intensifies the
lower tones for CD or FM stations,
giving you rich, full and powerful
stereo sound.

Zenith Audio and pass the savings on to
you. This product comes with a one-year
manufacturer's limited warranty and
Comtrad's exclusive risk-free home
trial. If you are not satisfied for any
reason, simply return it within 90 days
for a full "No Questions Asked" refund.

O
O
O
O

O6

Mute

4L

Power

Volume
Band
Preset

to listen to the stereo

Practical functions. The backlit
clock has several alarm functions,
so you can wake to either radio, TV,
Weather or a buzzer. The sleep
timer allows you to fall asleep to up

Green

failure.

Factory direct risk-

repeated several times as required.
The unit's battery backup system
will maintain the time, alarm and
preset station memories in the event
of a temporary power interruption.

O
O
O
O

Tuning

Alarm
Sleep

Snooze

11 -key full function

remote works up to

15 feet away.

The Zenith Crystal
Clear Stereo

comes

in

white

or black.

Zenith Crystal Clear Stereo. $99.95 $12 s&h
Please specify white or

blacl<.

Please mention promotional code

4242-14966.

For fastest service,

24 hours a day

call toll-free

800-992-2966
(J ^gHHl^"'y"^lWS
To order b\f mail, send check or money order for
amount including S&H. To charge it to your credit
close your account number and expiration date.

Virginia residents

only— please include 4.5%

the total
card, en-

sales tax.

comt^rad
:

;ries

2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102
Midlothian, Virginia 23112

—
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"Epidemic! The World of Infectious

Disease" will be on display in
Gallery 3 from February
through September

21

6.

mics
the nature of tuberculosis:

latency

period,

course, and

its

its

tendency to

people living in
tenements.

its

New

long

protracted
strike

was transferred in 1922 to the Society of

American

D.C. (by then, 26,000 cultures from the

City's

often liv-

but health of-

believed that education held the

collection

Bacteriologists in Washington,

had circulated to researchers in

more than seven hundred
tutions). Eventually the
displays

different insti-

Museum's

The outpouring of interest

Museum

in the exhi-

to establish a

pub-

hall

were scrapped, the pubHc health

department was absorbed into the

key to prevention.

bition led the

momentum.

York

many immigrant groups,

ficials

its

ResponsibUity for the bacterial collection

overcrowded

ing in abject poverty, were prime
targets for the scourge,

department began to lose

Mu-

seum's Department of Pubhc Education,

and the

insect

models were stored away

He health department the following year

under the leadership of MIT-trained bac-

By Rob

DeSalle

teriologist

low,

When "The
World's

opened

Exhibition Illustrating the

Work
at

the

Against

American Museum of

December 1908,

it

close to a million visitors during

its

Natural History in

drew

Tuberculosis"

six-week run.
crowds,

fifty

To accommodate the

extra security guards

were

who

Charles-Edward

Amory Wins-

launched exhibitions and edu-

He

cation programs.

forged a strong

association with the city's

Department of

Pubhc Health and created

a research cen-

—the

bacteriological

ter

renowned
strains

for

its

museum
650

collection of over

of bacteria. The Hall of Public

Health opened

the

at

Museum

in

1913

hired and visiting hours were extended to

and featured models of bacteria, informa-

11:00 P.M. Tuberculosis was then killing

tion about the transmission of infection

more than

and the hygiene measures needed

a

million people each year

worldwide, and in the exhibition, each
death from tuberculosis in the United
States

was marked by

a

Ught bUnking out

every two minutes and thirty-six seconds.

Models of the disease-causing

on

display,

bacilli

were

and printed panels explained

combat

disease,

of various insect vectors

—

the malaria and

yellow fever mosquitoes, the

and the

to

and giant reproductions

fly,

the

flea,

After the war,

Tlie

Museum's 1913

public health exhibit

featured a model of a housefly, above.

louse.

when Winslow moved

to Yale University

Medical School, the

display,

parasites

above

left,

A

1917

pictured sleeping sickness

and blood

corpuscles.

.

February Events
February
At 7;30

Organization, gives an illustrated talk entitled

"The Winds of Other Worlds."

February 4
How human alliances

its

meaning

T7ie Ecology

myth of primal har-

our deahngs

for

the

is

Evan Eisenberg.

recendy published book,

of Eden. Eisenberg explores the

mony and

and

grasses, bacteria,

subject of a talk at 7:00 P.M. by
his

\\ith nature.

Richard EUis. author of

P.M.

T]ie Search for the

Giant Squid, discusses the biology and mythology of
the giant cephalopod and also talks about the

Mu-

of Biodiversity.

College in Waltham, Massachusetts, gives

There

a talk enri-

A

Life in the Universe?

Mathe-

Parallel "Visions."

The

mechanics.

cuses

first

on

topic.

The

again looks at

exhibition fo-

the interactions

among hu-

mans, hantavirus, and rodent species that
carry the virus. Displays

pens

when

show what hap-

a shift in ecological conditions

causes an increased risk of
sure to hantavirus;

human expo-

one diorama describes

the 1993 hantavirus outbreak that oc-

curred in the southwestern United
Visitors

move on

malaria.

Dioramas and graphics

States.

to a section covering
illustrate

of t\vo programs, both beginning

of

groups

pathogens

bacteria,

viruses,

helminths.

at

7:00

tracked

as

how

ture

and logging practices

agricul-

that have fos-

tered the spread of mosquitoes

and

pesti-

and

and damage the

through shared resources (such
water),

il-

an infection can advance

become an

as

air

cial

—through
—

migration, trade, war, or

late

urbanization

The

beginning

talk,

7:00

at

of five sponsored by Earth-

into

epidemics or pan-

final section

of the exhibition

and communities op-

tions to address these scenarios

—ways

"think globally, act

the words

locally," in

and the preservation

series

of

talks, films,

Museum will mark

and lecture demonstrations

at

Black History Month. Family
first

three

weekends

from 1:00 to 5:00 RM., in the Leonhardt
People Center. For a schedule, please call (212) 7695315.

For information about special tours and memberprograms, including a

sliip

call

mapmaking

IMAX

theater

is

featuring Africa

For

tickets

and information about

is

located

New

Central Park West and 79th Street in

York

events, call

Museum's Web

site for

information (http://ww\v.amnh.org). For

hours and admission

of the

's

Kingdom and Amazon.

The American Museum of Natural History
City.

and

lecture

(212) 769-5558.

late

fees, call

(212) 769-5100.

microbiologist

Rene Dubos.

"Epidemic!" documents the tremendous

scientific

advances

tural issues relevant to,

of infectious

disease,

in,

and the cul-

our understanding

and

it

recognizes the

importance of educating people about
complexity and ubiquity. In doing

Museum

is

so,

renewing the commitment

public health that

made almost

it

a

its

the
to

cen-

tury ago.

or

outbreak, and cross so-

and geographical boundaries to esca-

offers individuals

as

fungi,

iinmune system. The exhibition then

human

such

protists,

selves to or invade cells,

demics.

activities,

examined:

are

body, where they multiply, attach them-

lustrates

State University,

Throughout February
A

five

Some of these pathogens are
they move through the human

the ways microbes evolve in response to

culmral

The

in a series

sustainable conservation

addition.il

Next, the diversity and biology of

Museum once

North CaroHna

(212) 769-5200. Consult the

February 22 and 24
furst

Do

Really

of cultural heritage.

at

cide control measures that have backfired.

complex

moting

first

(although most "live on" in the entomol-

this

first

The Museum's

ogy

Disease," the

the

is

Elcpliant

and philosopher William R. Dorsey gives
month, beginning at 7:00 PM., in the

"Art and Physics:

In the

The World of Infectious

Powell, of

workshop,

talks this

classical

of

series

about conservation biology in the southern Ap-

talks

in February',

and

part

is

February 25
Roger

programs wH] take place on the

covers the topic of art and relativity; the second, art

In "Epidemic!

What You Can

"Living with Biodiversity:

daily Ufe

and Conser\'aoon

At 1:30 and 3:00 PM. the Half-Moon Sword Dance
Company performs some of the centuries-old EngUsh and European rituals associated with the cycle of
the seasons, including the mysterious Abbot's Bromley horn dance, a munmiers' play, and Morris and

series

collections).

the Center for Biodiversity

and

7:00 RM. that

February 13

two

1909.

biodiversity'

talk at

the

February 19 and 26

tuberculosis exhibition,

be the subject of a

will

matician's Perspecrive."

rapper-sword dancing.

to visit the Musciiiii's

February 24
The connection between

watch, the international nonprofit organization pro-

February 8
At 7:30 RM., as part of the "Distinguished Authors in
Astronomy" lecture series. Amir Aczel, of Bendey

Schoolchildren waiting

assessing the condition of wildlife in

RM..

Physicist

Animals, a sur-

Etlnopia today.

palachian mountains.

display in the Hall

Is

Tlieir

domestic animals. The second, Ethiopian Wiidlife
TJien and Now, is a 1969 film Boswall uses as a bench-

now on

"Why

and

vey of mainland Chinese attitudes toward wild and

seum's recendy acquired twenty-five-foot specimen,

ded

producer Jeffery

television

Tlie Chinese

for the Environment."

February 6
At 1:30

Boswall presents

mark when
with

coundess other species have remade the planet

Drawing on

documentary

P.M., British

of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"
JefF Goldstein, of the Challenger Cen-

lecture series,
ter

1

P.M., as part

to

Rob
the

DeSalle, ctmtor of the exhibition, joined

Museum's Department of Entomology

an assistant curator in
of

The

Lost

1990.

He

is

as

the author

Science of Jurassic Park and the

World

(Basic Books,

1997). For more

information

about the exhibition,

Museum's

Web

site

exhibitions/epidemic)

see

the

(www.amnh.org/

88

The Natural Moment

In

Cold Blood

Photographer Mark Warner noticed
February.

—

Natural History 2/99

Wood frogs

water and be trapped in

this

wood

frog

normally burrow under
ice.

EspeciaOy

swimming under pond

mud

resistant to

and leaf litter

at

cold (they are found

sugar glycose, a natural antifreeze that inhibits ice crystals

cold snap, they wiU breed immediately

ice near Preston, Connecticut,

the onset of wmter but can venture
as far

north

as Alaska),

they produce the

from forming within

tissues. If frozen

upon thawing

Richard Milner

Photograph by Mark Warner

out.

m late
mto

during

a spring

EXPLORE THE WORLD WITH

DISCOVERY TOURS
Since 1869, the American

Museum of Natural

History has sponsored thousands of scientific
expeditions around the globe in

an

effort to

TRAIN TRIPS

Alaska Wilderness Adventure
Aboard the Wilderness Adventurer

South Africa and Swaziland by Rovos Rail
April 9 -24, 1999

July2-ll,1999
From $2,399 - $4,690

$8,990

Renaissance Tuscany:

unravel the world's greatest mysteries. It
this passion to discover

is

and to understand

that inspires Discovery Tours, the

Museum's

The Ancient Silk Road: Through
China and Central Asia
Aprill6-May8, 1999
From $8,990 to $12,990

A

-August

Estimated

at

3,

1999

$4,180

Family Kenya
National Parks of the West
Aboard the American Orient Express

educational travel program.

Family Tour

July 23

August 8 -

14,

1999

From $2,795 -$5,895

June 2 -10, 1999

Participants in the Discovery Tours travel

program have

From $4,490 -$6,950

LAND PROGRAMS

the unique opportunity to

explore the world with

Museum scientists as

they continue to uncover new insights into

Apnll8-May4,
tJie

nature of life on earth. Since 1953, over
12,000

Museum travelers have participated

in Discovery Tours to some of the world's
greatest wildlife areas, archaeological sites

and cultural centers.

China and the Yangtze River
1999

From $5,690 - $6,290

Pharmacy from the Rainforest:
An Amazon Rainforest Workshop

May 1-8,

1999

$2,495

Western Turkey and Cappadocia
May 10-27, 1999
$6,690 (Airfare from select

cities included)

Ireland

CRUISES

May 12-20,

1999

NYC included)

$2,950 (Airfare from

Passage to Arabia
Aboard the Sea Goddess
March29-Aprill9, 1999

Swiss Walking Tour

II

June 15-27, 1999
$4,450 (Airfare from

$11,300

The Greek

Islands:

Walking and

Sailing in the Islands of the

NYC included)

Africa's Great Southern Lakes:

Gods

Zambia Aboard a

Aboard the Panorama

Aircraft

Aprill6-26, 1999

June 18 -July

From $4,895 -$5,695

$8,595

2,

Malawi and
DC-3

Privately Chartered

1999

To the Land of Ice Bears
Iceland:

Aboard the Caledonian Star
July 21

The Land

of

Rre and

Ice,

with an

optional extension to Greenland

-30, 1999

July

From $4,550 -$7,560

15-28, 1999

$4,425

Alaska's Coastal Wilderness

Aboard the M/VSea Lion
July 25 -August 1,1999
From $4,550 -$7,560
Faces of Melanesia:
The Sokman Islands, Vanuatu &
Aboard

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal, Tibet, and Bhutan
September 27 - October

Southern

India:

October

World Discoverer
September 25 - October 9, 1999
the

11

Estimated

From $6,280 -$11,480
Treasures of Arabia: Dubai to

at

A

to the Land of the

Fiji

17,

1999

$6,990

Estimated

Cultural Pilgrimage

Ramayana

-28, 1999

at

$7,190

FAMILY PROGRAMS
Bombay

Aboard the M/V Song of Flower
November 6- 21,1999
From $7,620 - $ 1 1 ,020 (Airfare included)

Galapagos Family Adventure
Aboard the M.V. Santa Cruz
June 26 -July

6,

1999

From $3,660 -$4,480

American

Museum of
Natural
l'<«2'IH History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024 51 92

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Contact the IMscoveiy TooTS officc for a Complete Usting of OUT 1998/1999 tours at (800) 462-8687 or
(212) 769-5700. Fax: (212) 769-5755. Please mention

ad code#t200299
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A kidnapping by an orangutan mother
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Alaska's

Rainforest on
the Rocks

Owl

vs.

Owl

The Edge of
the Universe
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Spoilsports. Killjoys. Sticlc-in-the-muds.

Party poopers.

What do you

mean, stop? The C230 Kompressor has a supercharged

2.3 liter

engine that provides more torque and more

horsepower,* and

it

says "Go." The

way

it

handles, the

way

it

it

accelerates, say "Go."

The added leather that gives

a sportier touch says "Go."

traction control says "Go."

makes you stop and take

tures say "Go." Therefore, go call

The ASR
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TO THE EDITOI
The Great Debate

Thank you

probabilistic nature

CHnton

of

quantum mechanics.

"Showdown

fracas

we

have been

chemical replication

subjected to recently.

earlier thick

theology, orthodoxy's

Garron West

spots.

(December 1998-January

determinism opposes the

Cropwell,

1999), with Stephen Jay

openness to chance that

on

for

the Burgess Shale"

In

Alabama

Thus, the

origin

Hfe's

the

as

soups in confined

of

earliness

on Earth may be

a

hmiting factor that gives

Gould and Simon Conway

process theology incorporates

Reading the debate reminded

essentially

no information on

Morris going head to head

into the nature of God. In the

me

the

likelihood that Hfe

about Cambrian evolution.

end,

I

like

Gould's view:

Their fundamental

theist,

disagreement on the issue of

God's

chance versus determinism

Ralph N. Madison, Jr.

played out in

many

is

I

as a

believe that chance

window of opportunity.

determinism made him

This debate was

fa
tar

more

intriguing than the Starr/

disincUned to accept the

coming

issues

a

John Gielgud,

Gould then argues
here only once,
inevitably

of

general point of his
Wonderful Life was

arguments to make

statistical

whether

itself also

life

and consciousness

argument might lead

fluke

likelihood of life's beginning

actual view.

He

then concludes

it's

—

number of
finite,

true.

that the very

of Hfe on Earth

planets.

on

—an

time

Once

was constant over

the oceans formed,

organic matter

dUute soup
likely a

—not

make

nearly

species has

wiping

consciousness, just

as

the

Hfe altered conditions

gobbhng
that

the organic materials

preceded

reject

first

by

it.

Conway

Even

if

we

Morris's

contention that consciousness
certainly have evolved,

we need

not accept that

it is

a fluke.

Michael Weissman

Department of Physics
University of Illinois,

would have
to

Our

no more than

implausible premise.

washed into them

the opposite of his

drasticaUy altered conditions

would

similar

This assumes that the

started here

—

to the

itself is a

out most other candidates for

a conclusion that

originating

conclusion that Hfe

for other big animals,

probabihty of life's getting

remain unaltered.

seems to have arisen

Conway Morris cautions
that we have no idea of the

its

the face of India, but the country's

that consciousness

basically a fluke. Since life

here only once, Gould's

once.

implies a high probability of

cattle will likely

book

more than

early origin

may change

A

much

are likely to have evolved

Gould argues

•jua

—

was

which may well not be

Cows

stronger

general assertions about

Earthhke planets were

its

to be."

each invoke some incorrect

follows only if the

devotion to

that

"not

it is

meant

Gould and Conway Morris
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since consciousness has arisen
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iOttii
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don't!

possible that "life arose but

Sacred
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reasonable conclusion, but the
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Saint Petersburg, Florida
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John W. Rippon
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working
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his special report in this issue,
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One

He

to "the lowest point

Malusa,

of his current projects
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a doctorate in

is

BBC

biodiversity in

is

Mark JaCObSOn ("Big Oil Comes Back

to

became the

Baku")

his bicycle trips

Antarctica." Nature photojournahst Gary BrQQSCh

most

recently. Tare Saiwage

currently researching and photographing areas of high
effects

of climate change.

New York-based journalist and

a

is

scientists

desert vegetation in

Discovery Channel OrJine about

North and South America and documenting the

former cabdriver, one of whose

articles

He

Wildlife (U.K.).

met with

mapping

regularly covers environmental issues for magazines worldwide, including,

(France) and

Department of

left,

shed Hght on the seasonal migration of the

to

also writes for

on every continent except

ecology and evolutionary

a research associate in the

basis for the television series "Taxi."

Jacobson, below, along with photographer Antonin Kratochvil,

engaged

is

in an

extended

project for Natural History to explore the social and poHtical impUcations of natural-resource

depletion in developing nations. Their most recent
report in the series was "Guyana's

Gold Standard"

(September 1998). Afltonin KrotOChvil was born in
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"^^^^

Czechoslovakia in 1947. His photographs have been
exhibited internationally and have appeared

m a wide

range of magazines, including Time, Newsweek,

many

Mother Jones, and Smithsonian. His
include the Alfred Eisenstaedt

won

photography, which he

Mongolian

Anup Shah and Manoj Shah ("Bringing Back Baby")
lives in

F.

last
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when

his

is
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and Hansen's

book about
recounted

magazine
of

who

book, Mercy (World

were born and

own

How
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interest

his travel

to

Yemen and
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Gunug

De Roy ("The Natural Moment") moved

began writing

On

at

He

of Borneo.

has v/ritten for Natural History

to the Galapagos Islands

with her

of two and was home-schooled. She received

an early age, and her
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articles

the

first

licensed

and photographs
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wOd New Zealand forests and tracking harpy eagles and king vultures in
Amazon rainforest canopy. Her newest book, Galapagos: Island Born of Fire,

in the

compilation of more than thirty years of wildlife photography and

exploration, was published

last
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Firefly

Books.

latest

He

is

now working on
Hansen

has

Foot Across Borneo (Viking/Penguin, 1989) and Motoring with

continue to appear regularly in major magazines in more than twenty

Her most

Leuser National

(Anchor Books, 1998).

travels in the rainforests

National Park naturalist to serve the budding tourist industry in the Galapagos.

a

orangutans in

a wildlife

in England, also takes

long acquaintance with orchids. His father grew these varied, intricate

(Vintage, 1992).

additional education from visiting scientists and later

the

Manoj,

upon Tyne

Cornell University's anthropology department. Her

Way We

was renewed during extensive

experiences in Stranger

naturalist parents at the age

countries.

raised in Kenya.

The two were photographing

Flower of Frozen Deserts," April 1997) and the Penan people of Borneo ("The

De Roy

Press, 1998).

the international trade in rare and endangered species of orchids. Based in northern California,

Mohanuued: Journeys

Tui

July—August 1997). Pictures of people living

Suma's baby went missing, and they followed the story fi-om that point on. Primatologist and writer Meredith

Author and journalist
plants,

his latest

are brothers

brother whenever he can.

Small, a frequent contributor to Natural History,

book

for pictures

Nairobi. Anup, a lecturer in economics at the University of Newcastle

photographs and works with
Park

awards

for

street children (see Natural H/'ifury,

"on the edge" make up

photographer,

Award

on orchid

ice

Nomads of Gunung Mulu,"

cream ("The

April 1998).
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Dear Reader,
1999 has

We

started off as a stellar year for

Natural History.

have continued our mission to bring you the most compelling and thought-provoking stories of our

world

...

from

last

month's main feature on epidemic and infectious diseases to

Baku, the oil-rich and poUticaUy turbulent

—

of our time

especially

With more pages devoted

to reporting

scientific writers

capital

and

We

of Azerbaijan.

Stephen Jay Gould,

who

six

a redesign in the works,

bring you closer to the world o^ Natural History.

we

be better able

will

are

scientists,

us. Incredible!

to bring

you the

and photographers

proud of our four major 1998 awards and the

nominations for the 1999 Alfred Eisenstaedt Awards.

Amid

all this

American

good news

Museum

membership

to the

magazine, the

I

wanted

Museum. That

Museum

is

now

Concurrently, the Magazine

Our

moment to discuss our new relationship with our host, the
many years, a subscription to Natural History meant an Associate
now changed. While every member will continue to receive our

to take a

of Natural History. For

is

has

building

on

its

membership program

a similar course to bring in

Editor in Chief Bruce Stutz and what

this

Magazine can

to equal other world-class institutions.

new

achieve.

who

subscribers

These

beHeve in the vision of our

are separate efforts.

them on

goal at Natural History magazine remains to serve our subscribers with a magazine that takes

a journey that can't

the

We

at

also plan to fiirther highlight the top

begins his 26th year with

award- winning photography and journalism that you expect from the writers,

who

look

this issues fascinating

be found anywhere

Museum, including one

else.

free general

magazine advertiser-sponsored

events.

A subscriber will stOl enjoy some benefits and discounts within
IMAX® discount pass, plus invitations to

admission ticket and an

Membership

in the

by our Membership department, which can be reached
benefits include unlimited admission to

American

at (212)

Museum

769-5606.

I

of Natural History

is

handled

urge you to join. Membership

AMNH and a monthly members' newsletter,

as

well

as

the benefits

currently enjoyed by our subscribers.
It's

my hope

that

you

will support the changes Natural History

toward our centennial in November 2000.

me

It

wiU be some

with any thoughts or questions. Also, keep

Mark A. Furlong
mfurlong@amnh. org

a

is

undergoing and grow with us

celebration! In the

meantime,

lookout for Natural History's

web

site,

as

we move

feel free to contact

coming soon.

Enjoy the Great Value and
(&r^^^ft^6^ Privileges of

Membership
As a subscriber

to Natural History magazine,

1999 and Beyond!

in

you know the American

Museum of Natural

History offers you exciting opportunities to discover the wonders of the natural world.

Dynamic and constantly changing, the Museum

offers you too much to experience in
why membership makes such great sense - and why we inbecome a member today.

just

one or two

vite

you to

That's

visits.

send two free IMAX® tickets
Become a Family member and pick
up a special bonus gift of an AMNH Dinosaxir tote bag on your next visit to the Museum.
Look over the sampling of benefits listed below, choose your category and join us today!

As

a special

gift for

becoming a Museum member, we

will

(an $18 value) along with your membership package.

Individual $45
•

Unlimited

•

Unlimited discount

•

One-year subscription

free

admission to the
our

at

Museum

IMAX®

for

one

theater for one

to IS^atural History

magazine (10

issues)

and to Rotunda,

our members' newsletter
• Invitations for
•

two to members' only previews of special exhibitions

Discounts on purchases in our shops and restaurants, and on education programs

Dual $60
All the benefits of Individual, plus:
•

Unlimited

•

Unlimited discount

free

admission to the

Family $75
AH the benefits of Dual,
•

Unlimited

free

our

at

Museum

IMAX®

for

two

theater for two

plus:

admission to the

Museum and IMAX®

discounts for two adults

and up to four children
• Invitations for six to special
...

members' only previews and the Members' Holiday Party

and much, much more

my membership package!
DDual $60
$45

Please rush

I

D Individual

wish to join

D Family

an

as

$75

Name
Address

Zipcode
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Telephone
Please charge

D Visa

my credit card:

n Mastercard

D American Express

Card*

Expiration Date
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1.

BY FAX

Fill

out

all

information,

including credit card payment,
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and fax to (212) 769-5427.

Membership Department, American Museum of Natural History
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@ 79th Street, New York, NY
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Natural AltrS
Evolutionary biologists view animal behavior in terms

of brutal genetic

selfishness.

How

and when does

this

credo lead to cooperation instead of competition?

REVIEW

By Steven Austad

Laugh

you

if

will,

but

few

a

years after publishing a scientific

paper detailing the social

circumstances under which
spiders are

member one
speak

I

I

but

I

like to

most embarrassed about

think

was the

I

Although the

mayhem/nuclear war connection

spider

may seem

a bit far-fetched,

been drawing

parallels

of Aesop. As

people have

at least

the time

idle speculation, these paral-

are certainly a lot

of fun. But when,

if

we take such speculation sehis new book, Lee Dugatkin

should

ever,

riously? In

you

same stranger

some

at

American

—"Win

understand

and

by

promote human cooperation."

To

The

case

will

he makes that

this

this

convincing

a

which the

behavior in terms of brutal genetic

"Do

anything

anything!

self-

—

that

therefore

important;

nicely classifies four of these circum-

cooperation for mutual benefit

(joining forces to

puU

off something big-

and daw? A pair of black-browed

Citizen

pervasive and

others

think

it

is

the

interdependence

(such

as

in

individual cells

an animal's body).
altruism related to

—which
—

that,

from

a

world

is

narrowly

view, might be considered noble

or even laudable.

To

evaluate evolutionary biology's dis-

coveries about animal cooperation, the

dotes,

cites

views of noted economists
relates

personal anec-

and reports on an impressive range

of human and animal
vations

vampire bats

share

roost mates that have failed to

cial

rare in the natural

only type

predators,

extreme instances of so-

The
becoming

gerous

blood meals in intimate exchanges with

and Humans,

The Free

it

nonexistent except in

and philosophers,

rather than to competition. Dugatkin

in tooth

backs, guppies saUy forth to confront dan-

biologists think

generation." Yet under certain circum-

can lead to cooperation

Red

Some

author

stances:

category re-

albatrosses engage in mutual preening.

helps propagate your genes into the next

stances, this credo

last

technical Hterature for nearly forty years.

human

so.

Evolutionary biologists view animal

ishness:

then gives

group selection

how
is

He

has continued unresolved in the

lates,

$25; 199 pp.

—and enjoyment of—

depend on

for the Gipper"

controversy surrounding "group

selection," to

a large extent,

one's interest in

Ronald

mal observations and experiments.

Lee Dugatkin.

Press;

one

just

social group).

Bees: the Nature of Coopera-

better

a stranger

Hkely to help

each category one chapter's worth of ani-

Cheahng Monkeys and

tion IN Animals

effec-

(contributing one's personal best for the

good of the

of animal

"can be used to help us

is

future date); and

the evolutionary sources

cooperation

more

is

samaritanism (helping
that

that insights into

asserts

book

this strategy

Reagan's famous hne in Knute Rockne: All

between human

and animal behavior since

lels

when

it.

manage

(assisting relatives to pass

than personal reproduction alone);

tive

selfish

wasn't the only animal behav-

iorist invited,

on genes when

likely to dis-

and the prevention of nu-

nepotism

alone);

was invited to

conference on international

at a

strategic policy

clear war.

most

another,

ger than a single individual could

studies.

and experiments he

The

obser-

discusses are

wide ranging and sometimes dehghtful:
impalas pick ticks

from one another's

own

fmd

their

food. Dugatkin ultimately relates

human

these stories to

end

the reader in the

behavior, forcing

to consider the Uke-

lihood that the cold logic of natural selection gives us unique insights into the conditions

under which humans

I

core cynic on

many

at

(based

on

studies)

is

pretty

consider myself a hard-

disheartening.

bhnked

are likely to

The message

exhibit altruism.

matters, but even

I

Dugatkin's cheery prediction
results

of numerous animal

that if lifelong friends

go into

business together, they can be expected to
steal

ffom each another when business

booming and not
Judging from

its title

ter headings, the

is

get caught.

book

and catchy chapis

intended for a

general readership, but I'm not certain

it

—
;\

T

:j

li

A

C

CATERPILLAR FEVER Insects that
sitized

Least

may have few remedies

one kind of

ginalis

— seems

T^
are

para-

available, but at

caterpillar

Platyprepia

vir-

to have evolved an ameliora-

tive response. As Richard Karban, of the Uni-

versity of California, Davis, has discovered at

the Bodega Reserve in
fornia,

Platyprepia

=

that

|

caterpillars

have
jected

been

in-

with

the

Sonoma

County, Cali-

eggs of a tachinid
fly

often climb to

the tops of dried
vegetation, where

they expose themselves to sunshine.

The basking raises
their

body temperature, which Karban believes

increases the caterpillar's chances of recovery.

Heat may accelerate the development of the

and encourage
lar,

its

fly

early exit from the caterpil-

while the sun's ultraviolet radiation might

help prevent infection in the exit wound.
("Caterpillar basking

behavior and nonlethal

parasitism by tachinid flies," Journal of Insect

Behavior 23, 1998)

isn't

more

suitable for a specialized audi-

ence.

The

ABCs

are lucid

explanations of evolutionary

and certainly

accessible to

much

of the writ-

virtually everyone, but

ing

is

done

to chase fish into their nets. Pat Foster-Turley,

biology and the

of the White Oak Conservation Center in Yulee,

the region to learn about

Florida,

sometimes burdened by

gaging attempt, however, I'm not yet

zoos have found very

is

self-

as

and

"by-product mutualism."

of us find animals and their behav-

ior intrinsically interesting.

I

prose to dance or shimmer,

wanted the
as it

some-

when

an author becomes vis-

cerally enthralled

by what he or she has

observed. Nature

is,

after

we

are.

creative than

The book

For countless generations,

breeding otters

referred to as "in-group biasing,"

and

when we find it?
Maybe evolutionary

OTTER ANGLERS

fishermen on the Ganges River have bred otters

these questions. Despite Dugatkin's en-

evident meaning. Cronyism, for example,

times does

out of pure altruism

by professional journals.

clunky professional jargon with no

mutual aid

a big deal

study of animal altruism can help answer

Also, the text

Many

make such

in that just-the-facts-ma'am

style preferred

is

But why do we

gold: abiding scarcity.

also

all,

more

subtle

convinced. In the end,

discussion focused
Crisis,

me

to

wonder

why, with no apparent prospect of direct

ders,

About such

Steven Austad

is

we humans
highly as we do. A

ence

Is

o/Why We

things,

my

little

to

and an

Age:

may be valued

Sons, 1999).

Life

o

spisay.

affiliate

He

What

s

spe-

is

Sci-

Discovering About the Body's

Journey Through

as

at a

a professor of zoology at

cynic might point out that pure altruism

same reason

of the world

Kennedy's

Wasliington School of Medicine.

value pure altruism

for the

fate

professor of pathology at the University of

the author

When working,

tethered to long

to President

not surprisingly, had

difficult.

The
Cuban MissUe

gut reactions on a certain day
cific time.

undertaking the world's

did attend the

the

during which the

came down

or indirect personal gain,
as

on

— an

the fishermen release the captive adult otters,

conference on strategies to end war.

the University of Idalio

provoked

I

visited

Qohn Wiley and

S Ls

fish,

bamboo

poles, to round up

while the cubs swim freely nearby. Suc-

cessful breeding, Foster-Turley learned, results
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jumped on
from

it,

rolled

it,

hit

stick, a
at it

wings,

his

and struck

it,

with

fiercely.

together

bone, or

—such
—

of cloth

a piece

from each other in

as

a

pulling

from both ends or repeatedly

classic

swung
it

of fledglings will often manipu-

a single object

late

it

with

while vocalizing

his feet, all the

A pair

it

under

stealing

on

a variation

the

games of tug-of-war and keep-away

The more

played by dogs and children.

ways an object can be used, the longer a
kea will play with

one

tractive

Keas in the

rocks

down

wUd spend

at-

hours roDing

and throwing them

inclines

objects, returning to the

niously destructive behavior of the kea, a crow^-sized par-

rugged mountains of New

inherendy more

is

into water, and they are slow to tire of play

biologists investigate the bold, playful, and inge-

rot that lives in the

on

than the same-sized cube without

a slot.

and

Two

in captiv-

which can be probed with the

side,

bUl or peered into,

Demolition Birdy

Young keas

it.

find that a plastic cube with a slot

ity

Zealand.

over.

terest in

When

with

it.

one bird

an object,

to return to

it

We

same ones over

it

can

if another

finally loses instUl

bird

once watched

be induced
playing

starts

a party

of five

or six juveniles play multidirectional tug-

of-war with an old roU of gauze for the

EXCERPT

better part of an hour.

In keas, there

For

young

keas, play

rough-and-tumble

is

often a

bills,

to side.

their

the other
the

twisting their heads from side

two

wiU iminediately

birds kicking

its

back, and

leap

Hne between

repetitious

They push each

on

a fine

remarkably

wings

bird will roU

is

play and demolition. All parrots spend an

jump

flapping

One

the play part-

activity,

enormous amount of time engaged

on

and locking

top,
bills.

diverse

array

and gurgles

shrieks,

of squeals,

that are otherwise

Two

fiddling with

roUing them with their

much Uke

rarely heard.

other with their feet and wrestle with
their

exhausting

ners vocalize contmuously, producing a

repeatedly,
wildly.

this

They

affair.

stand face-to-face and

out

a

wings

furi-

ously flapping in the

Observers

have

air.

likened

items,

and tongues,
a

tooth-

most

Unlike

pick.

short, verti-

cal jumps, their

small

human chewing on

keas at play often

make repeated

bills

in

Kea, Bird of Paradox: The Evo-

other parrots, however,

lunon and behavior of a new

young

Zealand Parrot, by Judy Dia-

seemingly endless ap-

mond

petite

and Alan B. Bond. Copy-

keas

for

display

a

destroying

right

©

because the birds face each

the

University

the ground. Keas also chase each other,

other and occasionally ap-

Reprinted by permission of the

many of

both on foot and in

pear to

University of California Press.

hours in demolition,

Sometimes one kea will grasp the partner

this

by the throat and drag him or her

that

flight;

across

bouts of play

begin on the ground wiU often con-

participants

is

spectacular,

with the

jumping on each other and

hanging upside down, often by one
while biting the playmate.
appears to invite being

having

its

feet bitten,

go and drop

to a

foot,

A hanging bird

jumped on and

which

jump

kea will

in unison.

A

over on

its

roll

back and wave

tinue unabated in the trees.

Arboreal play

behavior to dancing,

forces

it

lower layer in the

to let
tree,

where the game begins anew. Through-

its

its

of

ing parked automobiles. Objects that are
soft

—

and yielding

foam rubber

that ofifers a sufficient set

of interesting

Once one

once observed

a juvenile

—

are

trated play attack

as if
it.

at

an

eventually escalating into a concen-

play with an anchored stick, treating

it

and

interest.

kea begins to pull and pry

ers,

He chewed on

for example, cloth

of even greater

object, the activity invariably attracts oth-

male engage in about twenty minutes of

were an opponent.

waking

their

stomach. Keas

with anything

it

spend

juveniles

ripping into old carpet-

also perfectly willing to play

We

and

California.

ing and discarded fiirniture or even attack-

air,

not only play with each other, but they are

properties.

large objects. Fledglings

squealing,

feet in the

while another leaps on

1999 by The Regents of

on the object by

ofjuverules and fledglings.

a

band

D
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from allowing the otters their choice of mates.
"Otters were paired, split up, and re-paired

New

Sarah Stone: Natural Curiosities from the
By

Christine E. Jackson (Universily of Hiisliinslon Press, T998; S45:

John Abbot:
By

Worlds

through trades with other fishermen

illiis.)

eventually, a compatible breeding pair

and Other Wonders

Birds, Butterflies

1760-1844) and John
of
the Natural History Museum in London. Stone's work, commissioned by the entrepreneur Sir Ashton Lever to record the contents of his private museum (specimens and ethnographic material, parabundantly

books reintroduce British

illustrated

Abbot (1751-1840), whose

ticularly

&om

Sarah Stone

artists

have resided in

scientific paintings

(ca.

relative obscurity in the archives

Captain James Cook's round-the-world voyages),

es-

tablished, producing one litter a year for the

Pauiefa Gilbert {University of Washington Press, 1998; S45: iUns)

Two

until,

was

is

the only surviving record of the

Abbot, who was respected in his time for natural history collecting and painting, spent
most of his Hfe in Virginia and Georgia and rarely published his work.

rest of their lives."

Once widespread, only

a

small number of otter fishermen survive in

Bangladesh. ("Fishing with otters

—

a

fading

tradition," Oryx 32, 1998)

collection.

Magical Mushrooms, Mischievous Molds
By George W. Hndler

Members of the

$29.95;

(Princeton University Press, 1-998;

often overlooked

kingdom of fungi

cies are

recycle organic waste; play a crucial role in pro-

famine and perhaps even the Salem witch

Throwim Way
By Tim Fhmnery
way

Tliroiimii
first trip

leg,

New

1999; $26;

Guinea, means to begin

new book

His

later.

charted land. "Litde did

cover what

1

tells

imagine then that

arguably the world's largest

is

more than an

linked

by a group of subterranean

human

history (the

fungi that live

among

their roots. Trees use

these underground networks to share nutn-

trials).

illiis.)

a

on

journey, and

Australian zoologist Flannery's

of twenty-six, he began writing a guidebook to

there, at the age

teen expeditions

is

Leg: Tree-Kangaroos, Possums and Penis Gourds

(Atlantic Montlily Press,

in

forest

ilhis.)

viding food (bread), drink (wine), and medicines (penicillin); and help shape
Irish potato

UNDERGROUND NET A

aggregation of trees. Members of various spe-

its

mammals, published

fif-

the stories behind his journeys in this sdU largely unI

rat,

was

Hve among largely uncontacted peoples
name four kinds of tree-kangaroos."

to

[and]

.

.

.

dis-

Trogons, Laughing Falcons, and Other Neotropical Birds
By Alexander

F. Sktitch

ences in the

and

field,

kites

such

on

By Lynn Marie Cnny
and

such

as

release ot

when

years,

now

ninety-four, has

for seventy years. His latest

from

Eyes: True Stories

(University of North Texas Press,
a wildlife

a Wildlife

plants; or

1999; $19.95;

wildlife.

young raccoon, rescued fi'om a
two crab-eating macaques, confined

experiencing the outdoors for the

first

conveyed by the fungi from one root

several collaborators, including David A. Perry,
illus.)

Her

brief stories are often touching,

fire,

self-medicating

its

burned paws

of Oregon State University, Corvallis, tracked

the nutrient transfer with dual carbon isotopes, reporting that

seedlings receive up

to 10 percent of their fixed carbon from neigh-

boring birch trees

Snow Monkeys
1999; $19.95;

— an

amount comparable to

that received by young plants from their di-

Photographs by Mitsnaki hvago; text by Hideko Iwago (Chronicle

connected parental clones. Perry argues

rectly

illus.)

that such networks of mutual aid

Wildlife
Photographs by Mitsnaki himgo (Chronicle Books,
cloth,

fir

inside a research facility for eighteen

time.

Book's.

sys-

of the British

Columbia Ministry of Forests, in Kamloops, and

Sanctuary

sanctuary near San Antonio, Texas, to provide rescue, rehabilita-

orphaned, injured, and displaced

ents,

tem to another. Suzanne Simard,

she describes a

with aloe vera

illns.)

volume describes a variety of experiobservations of male hummingbirds in courtship song-learning assem-

as his

Cuny founded

tion,

1999; $29.95;

the \ving catching insects with their talons.

Through Animals'
In 1977

Uiiii/ersity Press,

and author of more than twenty-five books, Skutch,

America

studied birds in tropical

blies,

A&M

(Texas

Naturalist, ornithologist,

$24.95 paper;

Two books by

1998; $40

wUdlife photographer Iwago include an im-

pressive retrospective collection

documenting more than

twenty years of photographing animals,

mate

portrait

their

mountainous

as

well

as

an

inti-

of a matrrUneal tribe of Japanese macaques in
forest

through natural selection, just as individual

members of

illus.)

home

may evolve

a

species do. ("A moveable feast:

the evolution of resource sharing in plant-fun-

gus communities," Trees
tion 13,

in

Ecology and Evolu-

1998)

in winter.

RAINFOREST HEADHUNTERS Among the more

Into a Wildlife Sanctuary:
By

Bernie Krause (Heyday Books, 1998;

A Life
$23.50

In this autobiography, musicologist Krause,

long interest

in,

or check the

WUd

To order

Sanctuary

Web

The books and CDs mentioned
Shop of the American

Museum

Krause's

site

cloth,

who

and pioneering recordings

loons, wolves, and whales.

in

Music and Natural Sound
$14.95 paper; illus.).
numerous CDs,

has produced

of, natural

sounds

—from

CDs from Miramar

talks

troublesome recent invaders of the southeast-

about

ern United States have been the rapidly reprohis life-

rainstorms to the cries of

Productions,

call

(800)

245-6472

(www.wildsanctuary.com).

in "Natural Selections" are usually available

of Natural History

at

(212) 769-5150.

ducing

Museum

ants from South America,

whose

painful sting and mosquito-like bite have be-

come
from the

fire

notorious.

lentless

What might slow down the

re-

march of these ants, which have no

natural enemies in the Northern Hemisphere?

.
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Photography

How about

TJ

;\ c

would dive-bomb

a Little fly that

x*3»B6iH3»B5SLKasi&jik^.:;i;>:&-iiii:.

them and, within

a tenth of a second, inject

lethal torpedo-shaped eggs into their

thorax-

eggs whose pupae would decapitate the

indi-

vidual and then devour its head from inside?

According to Sanford

D. Porter of

partment of Agriculture
phorid

from

flies

the U.S. De-

in Gainesville, Florida,

Brazil

in

genus

the

Pseudacteon do just that. Importing the
Porter opines,

may cause

fire

flies,

ants to lose their

competitive advantage, and their numbers
should drop. Last summer, populations of the
flies

were established at several test sites

in

Mountain Lion

the southern United States, and researchers

Text by Rebecca L. Grainbo;

are monitoring their impact on the ants. ("Bi-

photographs by Daniel J.

Cox

ology and behavior of Pseudacteon decapitat-

(Chrotticle Books,

1999; S18.95i

ing flies that parasitize Solenopsis

iUiis.)

fire

ants,"

Florida Entomologist 81, 1998)

i
By Robert Anderson

nature.net

GENDER-BENDING GOBIES Some

animals,

such as earthworms, slugs, and snails, are

noted for their ability to change sex. But

of the Great Apes

Sites

Philip

L.

Munday and

his

James Cook University

When

antlrropologists try to

imagine

the behavior of the earhest hoininids, they turn to the great apes for

Many

clues.

of the groups studying wild

ape populations can be found
net.

To

on

the Inter-

find out ^vhere research

conducted

in

go

Africa,

is

to

being

weber.

ucsd.edu/~jmoore/apesites/ApeSite.htnil.

For

a

list

of

sites,

www.prunate.

try

Information on bonobos, or

pygmy

chimpanzees, which are often cited

gence and

Bonobo

sociability,

Protection

can be found

~wwwbpf7bpf/). Bonobos
a small part

of the

Congo

as

the

for their intelli-

Fund

the only place

is

where chimpanzees and mountain

at

the

gorillas

Gorilla

Australia, have recently found a fish that not

only can change from male to female

—

Online

(www.selu.eom/~

bio/goriUa/) provides data on the largest

of the apes and an excellent

One site

I

tried,

Mountain

Ust

of

sites.

Gorilla Protec-

tion (deathstar.rutgers.edu/projects/goriUa

/goriUa.html),

is

great if you

want

to "fly"

Congo

Republic, Uganda, and Rwanda, where
the

mountain

Those

gorillas Hve.

interested in the red apes of Bor-

neo and Sumatra should

Foundation

visit

the

Orang-

utan

are confined to

(www.ns.net/orangutan/indexl .html)

among

coral colonies off Lizard Island at Aus-

The foundation

tralia's

Great Barrier Reef. At

basin,

and

like

all

To

International's

site

organizes study tours to

observe orangutans in the forests of In-

Tanjung Puting National Park.

is

a

tists

little

goby (Gobiodon

histrio)

first,

that lives

the scien-

found single juveniles or male-female

learn about the habits of chimpanzees, try

donesia's

www.tc.umn.edu/~joha0103/chrmp.html.

Finally,

The Predatory Behavior and Ecology of
Wild Chimpanzees (www-rcfusc.edu/

(www.enviroweb.org/gap/gaphonie.htoil),

ditional mature females were introduced,

an organization dedicated to expanding

of

~stanford/chimphunt.htnil) gives some in-

fundamental

of our distant ancestors.

The Bwindi-Impenetrable Great Ape Pro-

there

is

The Great Ape

human

rights

Project

and moral

html), in Uganda's Bwindi-Impenetrable
is

of special

interest to pri-

adult pairs. Closer investigation revealed that
all

the immature gobies were female.

them changed quickly

into males.

When

ad-

some

When two

mature males were placed there and no females

protections to include our closest animal

mated with them, some of the already trans-

relatives.

sexual males changed back to females. ("Bi-di-

ject (www-rcfusc.edu/~stanford/bigape.

National Park,

can

(vi^ww.gsu.edu/

the great apes, they are endangered.

sight into the diets

it

then change back again. This protean creature

share the forests.

over the Virunga Volcanoes in the

wisc.edu/pin/behavior.html.

most human of the apes

matologists; the park

co-workers at the

of North Queensland,

rectional sex

Robert Anderson

is

based in Los Angeles.

ii

freehrnce science writer

change

in a coral-dwelling goby,"

Behavioral Ecology and Social Behavior 43,

199S)— Richard

Milner

—
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the
The

of rainforest

fates

and marginal

wildlife

farmers are intertwined.
By Norman Myers

Of the

fifty

kinds of plants and animals

lose every day,

most

are

we

from the besieged

tropical rainforests. Surprisingly to

some,

the greatest single cause of deforestation

even more destructive than commercial
logging, gold mining, or cattle ranching

slash-and-burn farming

is

small-scale farmers.

vators,
Brazil,

who

as

find themselves landless in

alternative but to

forests.

culti-

Mexico, Madagascar, Thailand, and

dozens of other countries,

no

practiced by

These "shifted"

farm

feel

they have

in the tropical

(Such displaced peasants should not

be confused with

traditional shifting culti-

vators, soinetiines

known

whose

as

"swiddeners,"

sustainable practices

do not harm

the ecosystem.)

Millions of poor marginal farmers carve
a

meager Hving

fi-om the forest, account-

ing for fuUy two-thirds of rainforest destruction,

and

their ranks are rapidly in-

creasing. Estimates

of their numbers run

between 200 million and 600 miUion.
the higher figure

is

burn farmers amount

(If

correct, slash-andto

one

in ten

of hu-

mankind.) Shadowy figures to Western
eyes, they are precipitating the

most rapid

global change in land use in history.

A patchwork

of rice fields,

owned and worked by small farmers, occupies an area once covered by

rainforest near the base of the volcanic

mountain Mayon,

in the Philippines.

For centuries, traditional shifting

would

vators

clear a patch

grow food crops

when

of

few

there; after a

the soil was exhausted, they

abandon the patch and switch
of the

area

the abandoned plots, the land

and in ten or twenty

cover,

years,

would

to a

new

would return

Trees

forest.

culti-

forest to

would

to
re-

years, the

swiddeners could plant there again. But
system depended on there being only

this

of millions of shifting cultiva-

several tens
tors,

well as plenty of forest to shift

as

around

several occasions. Two-thirds

was

try

and

primary

amount

Today the

situation

is

far different:

now

mral land. Chaotic land-tenure regulations

Today the

and poor government services in the agri-

to

most one-sixth,

at

undisturbed

or

forests

mere one-fortieth. The

a

country originally contained 8,400 native
plant species, or half the

nous to the United

number

States

least

larger.

a

At

3,700 of these species were endemic

PhUippine

to

indige-

and Canada,

region more than sixty times

plants

Hundreds of

forests.

and animals
extinct.

are

Of

endemic

—not

there are hundreds, not tens, of miUions of

are

to single islands

presumed

native

to have

the Philippines' 628

terrestrial vertebrates,

poor, desperate farmers and only half

as

of the coun-

forested in 1945.

proportion has fallen to

become

in.

still

well over one-third

just to the country but

of

its

archipelago

cultural lowlands have driven out

number of small

creasing

government

tion, the

subsistence
culture.

of

By

assistance to

to cash crop) agri-

the late 1980s, over 70 percent

households

rural

no

gives

opposed

(as

an in-

farmers. In addi-

—

of the

three-fifths

country's 63 miOion people

—

^were either

landless or possessed only a couple of

hectares each. Millions of impoverished
peasants

abandoned

homes and farms

their

and migrated to the forested uplands
search for

new

locations

to

where they could

support their famihes.

—mak-

By 1991

the national census counted

23 miUion upland farmers, but because
these "lawless" squatters did not have official

addresses, they

dercounted
closer to

—

the

were certainly un-

actual

may be

total

30 million, nearly half the

pino population.
to increase,

The number

Fili-

continues

with another 2 million or so

migrants joining the squatters each year.

Mostly slash-and-burners in the
they earn

less

forests,

than $500 annually.

HOly uplands

in the PhiHppines are los-

ing well over 5 percent of their forests

dam-

every year, and the resultant erosion
ages watersheds and wreaks havoc

on low-

land farms. Lowland
irrigation systems are

degraded,
Upland

A

Luzon. Right:

out

the Chico River in Kalinga, on the island of

rice terraces contribute silt to

on Bohol Island.

tarsier at a sanctuary

still

farmers.

driving

more small
Between

1968 and 1988, agri-

much

forest as

was

In parts of the

Andes,

the

available fifty years ago.

Colombian and Peruvian

Ivory

Coast,

Madagascar,

ing such species

all

the

more

cultural areas with-

out sufficient water

vulnerable to extinction.
Historically,

expanded fourteen-

more than 60

ThaOand, the Philippines, and elsewhere,

percent of Philippine terri-

fold, a situation

have no option but

tory was upland forest, where

worse

few people hved

until

about

droughts.

thirty years ago.

But begin-

localities,

landless peasants often

to pick

up machete and matchbox and

head

to the forest.

off'

The soaring human
meant competition for

population has
land;

no longer can farmers allow

plots to

he fallow for a few years while they clear

new

ones.

Now

until the soil

ents
its

—

is

a single plot

is

utterly depleted

worked

of nutri-

effectively killing off the forest

and

am

very famihar with the situation in

the Philippines,

land farming areas. At the same time,

which

I

have visited on

of the

total

tions take

In

many

slash-and-

stroy the very trees

percent a year) led to competition for low-

in the Philippines

was be-

a small

num-

ber of large holdings: today one-thirtieth

creatures.
I

population growth (almost 3

coming concentrated among

made

periodic

burn techniques de-

ning in the early 1970s, rapid

prime farmland

by

number of farms and

up one-quarter of the

plantaagricul-

that

bind the

erosion of

hills

together, producing soil

more than

a

hundred tons per

hectare annually (and sometimes
as

two hundred

tons),

as

than two tons per hectare for intact

The mountainous

much

compared with

less

forest.

uplands are unusually

vulnerable to soil erosion,

as

the hiUs gen-

a
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try

must

create 4.5 million

year just to offset
the

young

The

—an

every

urJikely prospect.

situation in the Philippines Ulus-

how

drates

new jobs

unemployment among

the problem of preserving the

world's wild plants and animals

tied to

is

the plight of so-called marginal people.

Worldwide,

poverty-stricken rural

this

population comprises about 800 million
people; within a few years, their numbers

could increase to about 1.1 biUion. Since
the lands they inhabit are considered un-

—

mainstream agriculture

suitable for

wet

ther too

(forests),

too dry (grassland

or too steep

savannas),

ei-

(mountains)

these displaced peasants cause a dispropor-

A farmer tends

bum

his small terraced plots In the

mountains of central Luzon. Logging and slash-and-

tionate share of the world's deforestation,

it

from eighteen

erally slope

grees.

Some of the

$39

billion

smaller farms inay oc-

debt in 1995 and annual

loss

of 2,700

Such

square kilometers of forest.

cupy even forty-five-degree

slopes.

lands are unsuitable for mainstream agri-

by exceptional

culture unless safeguarded

soU conservation measures. But since most

of the upland immigrants
official

below the

live

poverty Hne, they cannot afford to

with

invest in conservation technologies

long-term

payoffs.

Lacking tenure in their

farmlands, moreover, they have scant ac-

of any

cess to credit

Some of
other,

more

the

sort.

economic

policies

ened the Phihppine

situation.

The
its

growers by supporting sugar prices,
that

has

Philippines'

of

powerfiil nations have wors-

government, for example, protects

icy

with

its

to thirty de-

in the Philippines,

Aggravating
lation growth,

much

steadily

than 75 million,

uation unique in Asia. As a

result,

1990 the amount of arable land per

forests.

Foreign debt

Donald, debt

relief

could help alleviate

unemployment and reduce

the throngs of

With more than two hundred

people per square kilometer, the

Philippines

is

already one of the

most

Such action would be

especially effective

and

of tropical-forest parks

reserves are subject to the encroach-

ment of burgeoning populations of landless

peasants trying to eke out a hving.

Ultimately

we

can hope to conser\'e en-

dangered plant and animal species,

I

be-

lie

not in the forests or the

grasslands but rather in the social, political,

and economic systems of developing naThat means confronting and tack-

tions.

and spreading poverty, and attempting

typically average

and

rural

women

three

seven, yet family
at

urban

residents.

Despite some recent improvements in

economy

suffers

from the

fifth

the problems of population growth
to

deal with such related matters as govern-

ment

indifference, ill-conceived develop-

ment

policies, foreign debt,

South trade

relations, to

truth, there are

on

taking

and North-

mention

many sound

a few. In

reasons for

these problems: helping preserve

socioeconomic

biodiversity'

is

While the top one-

better Uves.

Nothing

greatest

inequalities in Asia.
frfth

the Philippines' fu-

a case

of helping people find
less will

work.

of Filipinos receive almost 50 percent

A decade ago,

more) could be saved.

ready, one-third

Urban women

of the nation's income, the bottom one-

forest (and often

still

needs to be continued and expanded. Al-

hng

every $1 biUion of debt relieved, they cal-

of

even though that strategy

sufficient,

densely populated countries in the world.

poor people heading into the uplands. For

culate, at least fifiy square kilometers

no longer

which

ture appears bleak because the country

two U.S.

is

lems,

nomic slump. According

to

by estabUshing more parks and re-

serves to protect their habitat

inhabitant had declined to less than 0.4

the national

Kahn and Judith Mac-

of wildlife.

species

Attempting to insure the survival of

only by addressing the larger prob-

has also contributed, in turn, to the eco-

economists, James

in exactly the areas that are

most diverse

lieve,

planning services are targeted

toward the upland

by

much of
home to the

desertification,

rural

births,

adding to the streams of migrants heading

—and

rose: a sit-

hectare.

their jobs,

is

—

during the 1980s the birth rate

have been

from

The

by 2.3 percent annually

thousands of FUipmo sugarcane workers
displaced

popu-

outpacing

cent) or Indonesia's (1.5 percent)

fifty

main export markets. Tens of

is

is

higher rate than India's (1.8 per-

U.S.

undermined one of the

which

of

species

these problems

now more

stiU increasing

own

a pol-

all

the country's agricultural output.
population,

and

soil erosion,

agriculture have left the neighboring slopes eroded and bare.

receive only 6 percent.

Based

in

activist,

Oxford,

Norman Myers

is

a writer,

and consultant on the environment and

He

eleven miUion rural people had incomes

economic development.

below the subsistence

ored by the British gopcnimcnt for "services to

level,

tion continues to worsen.

and the

Now the

situa-

coun-

the global environment.

was

recently

hon-

.
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1800

//;

natural history

French zoologist Jean-Baptiste

the

Lamarck changed

tlie

tenia iiaUirac

Museum

d'Histoirc Naturelle.

animal groups: four

(mammals,

On

two

the Origin of Species, Lamarck proposed that

ancestors over

of this

had descended front common

species

immense periods of time. In Part One

essay, the

—

Two

toward local adaptations. Part
Liiuiarck's study

him

to

before

Danvin,

rancmni
trough*
orniQol

By Stephen Jay Gouid

Part

Two

Odyssey of WorA'IS

have always considered

odd (and redolent

it

arrogance or parochialism)
vides the world into the

I

when

category
"s

—

our conventional
strategy

Homo

sapieits:

a basic distinction

—when only about

named

as in

my

grand-

Jews and non-Jews. Yet

of animals follows the same

classification

by drawing

invertebrates

million

for

cate-

and then defines the big

an absence of the small

as

taxonomy

either of

a small ininority di-

two wildly unbalanced

gories of itself versus aU others

between vertebrates and

forty thousand

of more than a

species belong to the relatively small

Hneage of

vertebrates.

On the venerable
worse,

we can

gain

principle that

some

solace

bad

situations

can always be

by noting the even

greater

im-

balance devised by the founder of modern taxonomy, Carolus
Linnaeus. At least
a single

we now

recognize vertebrates

as

only part of

phylum, while most modern schemes divide inverte-

brates into

some twenty

to thirty separate phyla.

pro-

inflated groups that

become

for heterogeneous bits

most

folks

would

receptacles

and pieces

that

—

as in

rather ignore

animals to the category of "worms,"

d'Histoire
title

straitjacket as professor

among

nearly

in

of in-

and worms), he already recognized

Lamarck's Ladder Collapses

mother

Museum

semitechnical term

fessional taxonomists, a description for

ranking

ment of Linnaeuss "wastebucket"

V An

as a

on

ists

far

beneath the notice of special-

vertebrates.)

In his 1801 book, Systeine des animaux
san

vertebres,

Lamarck

identified the

podge of Linnaeus's Vermes

as

hodge-

the biggest

headache and impediment in zoology:

reform demanded the dismember-

that

Eds.

.

for

ranks

Linnaeus's relegation of aU "primitive"

Lamarck became professor of

Linnaean

sects,

paradigm of a branching bush

at the

"worms,"

a

to arrive, well

and

gory of Vermes. {Wastebucket actually

and

their relatives,

Naturelle in 1793 (with an official

—

or tree of life

fishes)

else).

invertebrates at the

of iiwertebratcs eventually compelled

abandon that system and

Vermes,

literally

six basic

vertebrates

of invertebrates

and

When

how

demonstrates

for the entire realm

and

(Insecta, for insects

an upward

ladder of progression, modified by the lateral pull

among

birds, reptUes,

everything

author discussed Lamarck's original

model, which consisted of two vectors

zoological nomencla-

Linnaeus identified only

ture,

More

than a half century before Cliarles Darwin published

modern

of 1758, the founding docu-

ment of modern

science of biology forever by

presenting the first pnbtic acconnt of his theory of
evolution at the
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But

in his Sys-

cate-

Tlte celebrated Linnaeus,

and almost

all

\

—

ctlier imtiiralists

up

to

cation of 1801 therefore featured a grow-

now, have diuided

the entire series of invertebrate animals into

As

only two classes: insects and worms.

a

an

insect

must

ing ladder of progress,

belong, without

negatively (bad criteria spelling inevitable

of progress for the

most famous book.
His

in

1809, his frustration had only increased;

he called Linnaeus's

class

of worms "une

espece de chaos dans lequel

kind of

(a

chaos where very disparate objects have

He

the great

man

"The

tion:

himself for

no one dared

strous class

soriy situa-

to

among
change

naturaHsts

mon-

this

of worms." (By writing

monstrueuse,

classe

this

authority of this scientist car-

ried such great weight
that

then blamed

Lamarck meant

am

I

cette

confident that

to attack the sheer

num-

bers of included genera, not the moral status,

of Linnaeus's Vermes). Lamarck there-

fore

began

raiding

his

campaign of reform by

Vermes and gradually adding the

extracted groups

as

novel phyla to his

newly named category of invertebrates. In

museum

traditional

Philosophic zo-

So

to a ladder of progress
insects,

derms, and polyps (corals and

by Hberating three

new

with

five

worms, echinophyla from the

wastebucket of Vermes.

reforms, in this sense, had been entirely

and began

the

to study invertebrates as well.

The two men
at first,

at

collaborated in friendship

and they surely operated

mind on

the key issue of

as

one

dismembering

strength

to

trasted

to

groups with

a lat-

causing

eral force

local adaptation in

the biU. For nearly ten years,

Lamarck did not

seriously challenge this

But he could not permanently

ig-

nore the glaring problem (recognized but

under the rug by

usually swept
that

broad

this

seemed

naturalists)

vernacular

organisms bearing

category

two kinds of

to include at least

be-

httle relationship

—

had included only
seven groups.

By
its

length while pre-

form

serving the same strictly Hnear

tween two
impetus

forces

a greatly

by granting the

expanded

linear

field for

its

if

—

naeus

Lamarck's

reform of Lin-

first

the expansion of groups into a

longer linear series

—had

conserved and

now embarked upon

he

a

inkling at
effect

of forcing

view of life.

a fiindamental

He

second

change in

year 7 of the French revolutionary calen-

his

dar (1799), he estabhshed the Crustacea

extracted misaligned groups from Lin-

had, heretofore, only

crabs,

naeus's original Vermes.

shrimps, and lobsters), and in year 8

to consider the core of

(1800), the Arachnida (for spiders and

to determine

scorpions). Lamarck's invertebrate classifi-

isted at the

He now
Vermes

whether waste and

foundation

as well.

needed

itself

a superficial

and

rot ex-

form.

tures

similarity

of

one hand,

a

and overt

On

prominent group

the

of free-living

—earthworms and

their aUies

crea-

—

built

bodies composed of rings or segments

and

inexorably exceptionless operation.

But

yond

external

the outset) to yield the opposite

marine arthropods, including

fiU

an insect must belong,
without exception, to the
class of worms.
Lamarck, 1801

groups from Vermes but some from the

(for

worms

called

progress in major

reform, destined (though he surely had no

In

By

earthworms and tape-

these criteria, both

anything that could not be

linear

a

leading

force

most new

well.

and lacking ap-

shape

in

pendages or prominent sense organs.

celebrated Linnaeus,

The Floreal statement had con-

lution,

as

cylindrical

According to the

his

nual course of lectures, Lamarck contin-

overblown Linnaean Insecta

symmetrical animals, roughly

laterally

views.

original

strengthened his original concept of evo-

e.xtracting

the road) as soft-bodied, bi-

adding weight and

Vermes. Thus, during almost every an-

ued to add phyla,

down

in

thus strengthening his central contrast be-

when
museum

This reform accelerated in 1795,

Georges Cuvier arrived

taxonomic

Floreal address of 1800. His

conventional

trouble

core.

presented in his

first

1809 he had doubled

jellyfish)

(see

any reconsideration of the evo-

to inspire

lutionary views

In 1800 his ladder

—moUusks,

digits

Lamarck had done nothing

far,

particular lineages.

rungs

groups of ver-

Lamarck's chart, page 84).

he had already expanded the Linnaean duality

now

he had

as

had just reached double

that

lecture course in 1793,

his first

time

tebrates atop a Hst of invertebrate phyla

les objets tres

disparates se trouvent reunis

been united together)."

added the four

last

and rigid ladder

tall

contained fourteen rungs,
fa-

our vernacular under-

in

rungs. In 1809 he presented a purely Hn-

clogiquc.

By the rime Lamarck wrote his most
mous book, Philosop'hie zoologiquc,

"Worms,"

standing, are defined both broadly and

in his

exception, to the class of u'orms.

now

bearing seven

ear sequence

consequence, anything that could not he
called

—

also

stantial

tubes,

developed internal organs of subincluding

complexity,

blood

vessels,

and

But another assemblage of
creatures

sitic

lies

—

grew

largely para-

—tapeworms and

virtually

nerve

a digestive tract.

no

their al-

nizable internal organs at

discretely recogall

and therefore

seemed inuch "lower" than earthworms
and

their kin

by Lamarck's

concept of an organic

scale

Would

the heart of

need

be dismembered

to

own

favored

of complexity.

Vermes therefore
as

well?

This problem was already worrying

Lamarck when he published the
address in his 1801

Floreal

compendium on

in-

—
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natural history

worms

vertebrate anatomy, but he was not yet

ready to impose a formal divorce

two

basic groups

upon

the

origin that

differ-

ent anatomies or disparate environments

might not

offer sufficient

much more

and simply

imperfect

we know

Nevertheless,

—

itself

are

organized than the other worms.

of "worms." Either stan-

dard of defmition, taken by

3/99

we cannot

so

yet

little

arterial

about their

make them

t\vo crite-

new fact

At

point the crucial incident oc-

this

curred that sparked Lamarck to an irrevo-

Vermes: the earthworm group possessed

cable and cascading reassessment of his

complex anatomy and

lived freely in the

outside world; the tapeworm group main-

tained

maximal

simpUcit^^

among mobile

animals and Hved almost exclusively within

Lamarck

the bodies of other creatures.

therefore opted for an intermediary' solu-

He would

tion.

mes but would

not yet dismember Ver-

two

class.

earthworms and

and

vers

vers intestins (internal

worms and

their aUies

worms)

their relatives.

He

for tape-

stressed the

simple anatomy of the parasitic subgroup

new name

and defended

their

fiirther study,

while arguing that knowl-

as a

spur to

He ^\'Ould,

internal worms],

and

facilitate their study.

this

But

name

[the

the

most natural

.

.

.

the external
the internal
rated the

to permit

all,

have to

split

the

In his next lecture

class

Lamarck

Aimehda

for

worms (retaining Vermes for
worms alone) and then sepa-

two

classes ^videly

by placing

his

comworms

annelids above insects in linear

while lea\ang the internal

is

to perfect

therefore,

my

in

my

I established the

course for year

this

classification;
class

of annelids

10 [1802].

The handwTitten note and drawing

in

the interleaved copy of Lamarck's 1801

book, published

last

month in the first intells much the same

stallment of this essay,
stor\'

—but what

a contrast, in

both

intel-

lecmal and emotional intrigue, between a
sober

memory

spiration

wTitten long after an in-

and the inky e\adence of the

moment of enlightenment
But

should

this tale

itself!

now be

raising

Why

questions in the minds of readers.

am I making such
ular

a fuss

about

this partic-

taxonomic change: the fmal

of Vermes into

a

annelids and a primitive class
^^•orms? In
ditfer

di\"ision

highly ranked group ot

what way does

of internal

this alteration

from any other change

in classifica-

near the bottom of the ladder, well below

tion previously discussed? In

all

insects.

Lamarck subdi\ided Linnaeus's

class

mes and estabUshed new phyla

in his fa-

viefs spur

aside from this

because the internal

his

Lamarck formally acknowledged Cu-

will

motive, I also believe that such a division

after

formally estabHshed the

plexitv'

know them

external

between

course, in the spring of 1802,

deeper separation:

to

on the anatomy of

that the differences

heart of Vermes.

new

important

his colleague's

continued residence in the same

edge remained insufficient to advocate a

It is very

1801—1802

two subdivisions were too great

externes (external

class:

attended Cu^^er's

of the revolutionary calendar)

elegant data

worms
their

worms)

He

and became convinced by

subdi\"isions

establish

within the
for

evolurionan' views.

lecture during the winter of
(year 10

vessels in distinct

under the name of worms. I soon used

perfecdy in the remaining

ria correlated

and venous

animals that had been confounded with
other very differently organized animals

a

separate order

impetus for

taxonomic separation. But the

Mr. Cuvier discovered the existence of

when he wrote

a histor)'

of his

successive changes in classifying invertebrates for the Philosophic zoologiqiie

of 1809:

vored linear

series,

Ver-

thus reinforcing his

\'iew of evolution as built
forces

cases,

by contrasting

of Hnear progress and

lateral

adap-

Wasn't he just following the same

worms

procedure in extracting annehds and plac-

systems

tation.

ing

them on

might seem

at first.

of his ladder? So

problem

by

gated

worms

directly

a logi-

and inevitably

insti-

of

division

particular

this

—and

it

But Lamarck was too

and too honorable, to ignore

smart,
cal

new rung

a

—

the proper solution broke his

system.

At

Lamarck did

first,

of annehds

as just

the years passed, he

another addition to
series.

his

But

as

became more and more

bothered by an acute problem evoked by

an inherent conflict between

nomic decision and the

culatory vessels
plexity

this

taxo-

precise logic of his

overarchine svstem. Lamarck had ranked

on

oderms,

cords,

and

cir-

within

"lower"

the

tory systems.

They

Lamarck's entire system

radiate
circula-

circulate seawater rather

—had

been

Lamarck struggled with

He

several years.

this

progress in 1802 and again

and

time,

manner

problem

in a particularly

—

for the last

uncompromising

—

through tubes.

volume of his seminal work, the
complicate organization"

incessantly to
truly

works in

manner, then

and exceptionless

a universal

how

zoologique

trumped hope.

Just before publication,

Lamarck appended

a short

chapter of addi-

be general, then

ologique.

He

A

filUy

higher or

group cannot be

higher for some features but lower for oth-

Philosophie

of 1809. But honesty eventually

volume two of the

any given group must stand

in the first

fall

tions to

lower than any other.

ers.

hurrah before the

can such an inconsistent

situation arise? If the force

been

that must, in retrospect, have

a last

Lamarck's primary "force that tends

for

stuck to the hne of

than blood, but they do run their fluids

If

fr-ac-

tured.

com-

that virtually define

the traditional ladder. Yet echin-

phylum, develop both nervous and

treat the extraction

constandy improving hnear

two most important organ

lack the

—nerve gangha and
—

now,

if

Pliilosopliic •zo-

only tentatively, floated

new scheme that would resolve his problem with worms but also unravel his prea

cious hnear system.

Taxonomic ex-

perts cannot pick

He who

choose.

and

Lamarck's original system

hves

by the hne must die

not because of Darwin

failed,

by the hne.
This problem did

not

long

arise so

or Mendel, but because of

as

annehds remained in
the class of

Lamarck,

after

all,

argued

never

had
that

genus

each

of

a

group

must

rank above aU

mem-

higher

new information that
emerged during his own

worms.

lifetime.

bers of a lower group in every

body

He

"principal

only

claimed

that

the

part.

masses" of organic design run in pure Hnear
order. Individual genera

adapt to

less

so long as

the

phylum Vermes, now

worms

internal

he named
imals)

—

alone, just above a group

radiaires (radially

actually (by

ing) a false

symmetrical an-

modern

understand-

amalgam of jeUyfishes from

coelenterate

phylum and

their relatives

lum.

restricted to the

sea urchins

Worms had

to rank

motion trump

radial

tached (or not very mobile) hfestyle
least in

bilaterally

mate

symmetrical humans

standard).

But the

as

its

annehds remained, then many worms

possessed organ systems more complex

at-

—

at

and

the ulti-

parasitic internal

—and

could retain

the
its

entire

class

of worms

unambiguous position

above radiates and other primitive forms.

But with the

division of

that spontaneous generation

occurs twice and in two distinct environ-

ments

—

in the external world, for a lineage

bodies of other creatures, for a second hn-

status. In this case, so

retains

infusorians (single-celled animals) in ponds.

But suppose

long

group
as

worms and

the

eage beginning with
therefore wrote that

one

initial

worms? Lamarck

"worms seem

hneage in the

scale

form the

Lamarck then faced the problem of allocating the higher groups.

To which of the

now

sented

faced the logical dilemma of a coher-

standing higher than radiates in
features but lower in others.

—

worms)

some key

The pure

the keystone of

form

other branch."

two great hnes does each belong?

ent group (the internal parasitic

to

of animals,

just as, evidently, the infusorians

banishment of complex annehds, Lamarck

march of nature's progress

life

beginning with infusorians, and inside the

all

features,

that

then the entire

conformation in

group

conventional views about ladders of

progress (which, of course, use mobile

—but

display the higher

than any comparable structure in any lower

directional

symmetry and an

complex environments

some genera

the

above radiates be-

symmetry and

degenerate or

and

from the echinoderm phy-

cause bilateral

may

Lamarck had always argued

began with the spontaneous generation of

chart

—

his

preliminary

perhaps

the

He

thoughts

first

prein

a

evolutionary

branching diagram ever pubhshed in the
history of biology

—

that directly contra-

dicted his previous (Please turn

to

page 84)
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vJvl vs.kJjvI
By Sharon Levy
before dawn,

Just
through

chill

a

fog

dritts

the old-growth redwoods of

northwestern California.

A

group of

birders breathe out puffs of steam as they

morning

hsten to the growing chorus of

Then

birdsong.
kinglets

the gentle sounds of

and thrushes

torrent of avian rock

are buried

roU

'n'

owl ring

intense hoots of a barred
is

one of the

out.

of CaHfornia.

this species in this part

agitated barred

a

It

recorded sightings of

first

couple of months

under

the wild,

as

May

later, in

A

1997, an

owl wiH be found perched

near the body of a freshly killed spotted

owl in Redwood National Park, near the

Oregon

border, feathers of his

presumed

The

latest turf

victim stuck in his talons.

war

in the Pacific

redwood

Northwest has reached

country.

Dark-eyed

woodland

species,

the

barred owl and spotted owl are cousins
that

A new

twist

Northwest

emerges in the turf war over Pacific

new

forests as a

remaining haunts of the threatened spotted owl.

look so similar that novice birders

UntU renever met. The

have trouble telling them apart.
cently,

the

two

birds

pendence on mature
been heavUy logged

forests,

which had

for decades, depleting

barred owl haunted forests east of the

much of the

Great Plains, while the spotted owl lived

tion helped lead to the owl's Hsting as a

of the Pacific

threatened species under the federal En-

only in old conifer

Northwest.

—and

move

forests

Now the barred owl
it is

moving

in

is

on the

on the

threat-

ened spotted owl.

"My

educated guess

owl win have

a

is

that the barred

with the U.S. Forest Service's Pacific

Northwest Research Station

in CorvaUis,

Oregon. Twenty years ago, Forsman's
search

on

the

re-

northern spotted owl

alerted conservationists to the bird's de-

bird's habitat.

This informa-

dangered Species Act. More

Forsman and

his colleagues

recently,

have also been

stand

what was happening with the spotted

owl.

Now we

aren't there

don't

"The barred owl
consulting biologist

ern Cascade

"For the
trying to

last

thirty years

we've been

come up with ways of protecting

of a sudden,

gets

this

a generahst, so

who

it'll

Tom Hamer,

a

has studied the

two owls

in the north-

Range of Washington

"It will eat flying squirrels

hares,

habitat for

owls."

State.

and snowshoe

which the spotted owl

also eats.

But

now

the barred owl will also hunt trout and

amphibians in small streams and eat any-

thrown into the works. In the

could assume that what
terms of habitat

spotted owls

no

huge monkey wrench

the spotted owl," says Forsman, "and
all

is

eat almost anything," says

owl into the

Northwest.

if

is

them or because of the barred

interaction of the

Pacific

know

because there

documenting the invasion of the barred
dramatic effect on the

spotted owl," says Eric Forsman, a biologist

adversary invades the

we were

would help

past,

we

seeing in

us to under-

thing else that crosses

its

path, including

grouse." Because the barred

adaptable hunter,

it

owl

is

such an

can Hve off a

home

A spotted owl peers from

its roost in a California

redwood. Opposite page: A barred owl.
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range of only about 1,600 acres in the

prior to recent times without invokuig

A logged area borders the lands of Saddle

northern Cascades. But spotted owls of

human

Gutierrez,

Mountain State Park in Oregon, above.

University

Map: Recent West Coast sightings reflect the

this

region are

specialists,

mammals

boreal

and

like flying squirrels

To fmd enough food

red tree voles.
vive, spotted

taking mostly ar-

to sur-

owls need large areas of the

older forests that support their prey. In the

redwood region

(firom the

Oregon border

Rocky
Humboldt State

influence," says

a professor at

in Areata,

human
scape

California.

He

made

the barred owl's range expan-

sion possible.

As Euro-American

of

shelter belts

home
wood

and suppressed the natural

provide

rats

an abundant food

source, but in the Cascades, ranges can

span 30,900

During
hoot

at

settlers

colonized the Great Plains, they planted

south to San Francisco Bay), spotted owl
ranges are generally small, because

believes that

barred owl's expansionist trend.

tinkering with the western land-

trees across the

kept the grasslands open.

fires

The

Midwest
that

result

patchwork of small woodlands

had

as

stepping stones across the

prairies for the barred owl, as they did for

many

birds formerly restricted to forest

edges throughout eastern North America.

One

1983 study of birds in western Min-

a

nesota found that only three of the forty-

may

seven most abundant species using forest

was

that

have served

shelter belts

acres.

territorial disputes, the

each other (their

were

typical

the historic grasslands there.

owls will

Closely related species

calls are similar,

but the spotted's has a slower, hesitant

such

tempo) and

western screech owls

fly at

combat seems
ways win,"

each other, but actual

Hamer.

says

"When

it

always backs

the barred owl
ier

is

—but another

spotted owl just

How

Part of

off.

it is

body

the

and

eastern

—have

mated on the

comes

hybridization

owl

mon

size

(Such

plains.
is

fairly

com-

and points up the

fact

about 20 percent heav-

that natural populations are

The

always in flux and can defy

part of it

isn't

is

behavior.

human

very aggressive."

did the barred owl end up

beleaguered spotted owl's turf?
cult to

as

not only met but have also

to be rare. "Barred owls al-

to territorial competition, the spotted

of

understand the

failure

on

them.)

the
I

Barred owl (pre- 1980)

I

Barred owl range and

"It's diffi-

of barred

owls to colonize western North America

sightings (post-1980)

too,

efforts

Some

to

classify

barred owls,

started to

form

pairs

with their spotted cousins

soon

as

as

the ranges of the

m

two began

overlap

to

the

in

Pacific

Northwest. But these mixed pairs and
their "sparred"

Forsman

rare.

offspring are relatively

finds the barred/spotted

producing hybrid young in

pairs

study

his

region in Oregon intriguing, but he notes
that
a

when

barred owls meet spotted owls,

takeover rather than a partnership

more

move

hkely: "Barred owls

far

is

and

in,

spotted owls get darned hard to find or

move out of the

area."

Forsman doesn't buy into the idea

humans
owl

that

inadvertently brought the barred

west.

"It's

not

at all clear that this

is

some unnatural thing caused by humans,"
he

"Range expansion could be oc-

says.

curring for reasons

Uke

all,

chance."

we

don't understand

minor change

a

Ned Johnson,

in cHmate, or

of the

Museum

at

by
of

Zoology in Berkeley, Cahfor-

Vertebrate

reviewed the range expansion of

nia,

twenty-four species of birds in
paper and suggested that

1994

a

many of them,

including the barred owl, were respond-

summer

ing to a trend of increasing
fall

rain-

and warmer summer temperatures be-

yond

their

former ranges.

summer

possible that slightly higher

It's

temperatures enabled barred owls to survive in the boreal forests of

the kind of habitat
cally

found

—and

north of the

—not

Canada

where they

are typi-

thus cross the continent

plains.

The

first

GoldCertificate® CDs
Available to AMNH Supporters

records of

barred owls making the crossing came

from the Rocky Mountains in southern
Alberta in 1912. Those early sightings

mean

barred owls could have taken either

a plains

ward,

as

Ask your fellow American Museum
Investors nationwide have over

either route. From Alberta, barred owls
moved west and south. They reached
British Columbia by 1943 and were common there by 1966. The first sighting in
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If there

is

a debate over

Monday

how and why
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barred owls traversed the plains, even
greater

argument has arisen over

their

JHOHK

continued range expansion. Early fmdings

had suggested to some

biologists that log-

ging in the west facilitated the barred owl's
invasion.

Urdike spotted owls, barred owls
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Many

researchers

still

believe that habitat

the crucial factor that will

is

make

or

break the spotted owl.
"Neither of these owls uses clear-cuts,

habitat for barred owls there.

Most of

the

where

sites

so fragmentation itself
plains

barred owls were character-

years after an area

by dense growth of

ized

young

conifers

mature

trees

under

tall

and by many

been growing

of

typical

are

burned
Euro-

arrived

settlers

Hamer found

areas that they v\'ere often

two or three

The

decades after clear-cut logging. But later

became apparent

it

that barred owls can also

many of the

nesters

provide ideal

where logging
ance," says

of

barred

for cavity

hke barred and spotted owls.

examined barred owls

sity

sites

is

"We

in wilderness areas,

not a dominant disturb-

Greg Hayward, of the Univer-

while the two species

may

Wyoming
owls

at

Laramie.

moving

into

is

the breakup of large

by clear-

forest

helps the barred owl.

a lot

at all," says

it's

Fors-

of people throwing
It

makes

with these owls

clear that the loss

older forests in

its

of

range has

of fragmentation

is

more complicated.

owls and that time spent in

clear-cuts increases the birds' mortality

the

rate.

largest

not necessary for

the expansion of this owl."

is

Hayward's colleague Anthony Wright,

Spotted owls in fragmented

may become
mates. And the

noinadic
less

or

may

old-growth

ritory

it

must cover

to find

says that

coexist for a

also envision a long,

gradual decUne in parts of the range.

adds that "using [the barred owl]

son to stop trying to manage older forest

and other species

habitat for spotted owls
IS

We

a serious mistake.

ing about

need

to

be think-

of other creatures besides

lots

spotted owls."

The

inals,

whose broken

forest giants

shelter spotted

owl

homes

provide

for

from the flying

many

other ani-

squirrel to the rare

marbled murrelet, an eccentric seabird
that nests

growth

on the broad limbs of old-

trees.

The big

trees

shade creeks

where threatened salmon spawn, and
roots hold

ter-

enough prey

to

tops

nestlings every spring

forests

more

He

as a rea-

switch

forest there

avaOable to a spotted owl, the

long time, he can

also

Some studies do show that clear-cuts
may act as a barrier to the dispersal ofjuve-

"We found

wilderness south of Canada, suggesting
that logging certainly

that fi-agmen-

hurt the spotted owl, assessing the effects

nile spotted

serious than

with the idea

WhUe

cringe."

cover and the presence of large broken

more

far

is

Forsman

who work

of us

a lot

the habitat threat

the barred owl threat."

around the word 'fragmentation.'

use older forests, typified by heavy canopy

trees that

barred owls," says Gutierrez. "I think that

simple issue

a

species. "If habitat

should be time for the

so Wright's theory conflicts

man. "You hear

them

the crucial factor that

is

makes

—
of
—

not

available, there

study

im-

spotted owls to develop ways to cope with

more homogeneous,

cuts
"It's

is

beHeve habitat

is

across the landscape.

suppression

tracts

the

of

Fire

more specialized diet than their barred owl cousins.

few

classes

forests

tation

in

Many who

wiU make or break the

This produced

competing with

ultimate fate of spotted owls

low

of age

logged

of barred owls.

pairs

stiU

Spotted owls are lighter, more timid, and are dependent on a

first

that spotted owls in

possible to predict.

intensity.

where

landscapes had to hunt over such large

be fi-equent but small and of

trees

in the

for the

become numerous,

have

owls

natural wildfires tended to

a diversity

grow up

perfect

that's

owl but marginal

barred

and began suppressing them,

and breed successfully

of habitat

a lot

for the barred

spotted." In the northern Cascades,

These

insects.

a

pole-sized stand of timber. Basically, we've

had perished due

American

forests that

you have

and

in a long time. Before

live

thirty or forty

clear-cut,

is

trees that

conditions

can

not the key," ex-

is

Hamer. "But

to disease

stands that have not

young

Tom

Hayward and Wright found

back

smother the

come of the

silt

that

fish's eggs.

owls'

ways be reasons

turi"

their

would otherwise

Whatever the outwar, there will al-

to fight for these forests.

who

has spent several years collecting field

survive.

data

from

owls in the northern part of their range,

Freelance writer Sharon Levy spent several

where

years as a unldlife biologist, surfeying owls in

central Idaho wilderness areas,

suggests that suppression of fire in

Mountain

forests

may

Rocky

have created better

It's

especially difficult for spotted

their staple prey item, the northern

flying squirrel,

is

harder to find.

northern California.
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A

look at some
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i
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and
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destinations
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Paradise

Belize

state of Massachusetts,

Belize

A

s this

harsh century draws

to

close,

that

we

it's little

wonder

yearn more and more

for sylvan settings, natural

Iwonders, peaceable kingdoms.

"The world

too

is

much

Wordsworth would have
Nature that

is

ours." That

since then our lives have

was nearly two

grown

far

we

see

in

centuries ago,

more complex,

and

self-involved,

it

be surprising, then, that increasing numbers of

people are turning

away from

of the 20th century

and seeking solace

the tangle

and

in

fast

fatigue

the gentle art

becoming one

commitment

to habitat

conservation, a bounty of
wildlife,

and a

Birding offers unique pleasures for the soul. Enthusiasts

flight,

hearing the

watching birds

thrilling musicality of their

in

majestic

song, learning the

endless intricacies of nesting, migration, habitat, and plumage.

What

follows

is

a look at some of the world's most lush and

bountiful birding destinations.
its

own panorama

its own special allure,
And each provides a

Each offers

of natural wonders.

soothing balm for the world-weary. Enter any of these worlds,

commune

with the birds,

and

exit smiling.

for

are

such birds as herons,

hawks. Of particular note
jabiru stork; with a

terrain relatively

10-12 feet,

it is

the

is

wingspan of

the largest flying

And

undiscovered by hordes of

bird of North America.

tourists.

Rio Bravo Conservation and

land,

tropical low-

mangrove, sandy beaches,

offshore islands ("cayes"), lush
forests,

170 miles of Caribbean

Maya Mountains,

and the longest

barrier reef in the

western hemisphere, Belize

incomparably beautiful.

is

Its

can be witnessed

attest to the spiritual blessings of

lagoons,

ducks, egrets, ospreys, and

a fierce

admirable dedication to ecology

Walden Pond; he would sit "rapt in revery" for
came to know intimately.)

whose

swamps, and waterways

tions for nature lovers, thanks to

of society drop-outs, developed a keen fascination

hours observing the creatures he

Crooked Tree Wildlife

Sanctuary,

havens

of birdwatching? (Henry David Thoreau, that most famous

with birds on

ing the

of the most treasured destina-

coastline, the

mechanical.

Can

is

Encompassing

with us," as
"Little

it.

smaller than the

Sligtitly

in a

number of

reserves and sanctuaries, includ-

Management

the

area, consisting of

more than 202,000

acres,

birders dream, with

is

a

more than

355 species recorded.

Chan Chich Lodge,

a 25,000-

acre private reserve, offers the

opportunity to bird

cavated
forests.

Mayan

The

among unex-

ruins and dense

site

boasts

more than

300 species, including the black
and ornate hawk-eagle, American

'

::%l
\lUNDO MAYA

^^^St'J;

*:'\'

.:^^

^

CATCH

btep under

the canopy

of towering mahogany,
figs

THE
ADVENIURE

and guanacaste

in

the

tropical forests of Belize.

Explore the labyrinth of cave
systems, waterfalls, rivers

and streams. Just bring your
hiking boots and camera
and you're on your way.

An adventurer's
Belize

is

paradise,

your peaceful,

English-speaking neighbor
only 1,500 miles

from the

US. With a diversity of

adventure opportunities

unmatched by any other
country, the people of Belize

have protected

40% of the

country as parks and
reserves. Belize

is

on the

Caribbean coast nestled

between Mexico and
Guatemala and offers an
intriguing mix of tropical
forests rich with wildlife,
majestic

3,675 foot

mountains, mysterious Maya
temples, and diving and

'C'Ke^

fishing experiences

compare.

beyond
day you

In a single

can go from tropical forest
to the longest barrier reef

in

the Western Hemisphere.

And the people are

as

warm

and friendly as the climate.
Discover Belize.

And

The awe-inspiring entrance to the Rio
Contart the
or

visit

Frio cave.

let

the adventures begin.

Photo by

Belize Touirist Board at 1-800-624-0686

us at our w/ebsite: www.travelbelize.or ci/Jun gle

Ce^^'-
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GUATAMALA

Rich

and geog-

in history

wide variety of motmots, and

Birding in Guatemala

the rare Stygian owl. At the

Central American

supremely lovely Lake

Atitlan,

spring

ducks and herons

And

opportunities.

country of Guatemala

is

ripe for

discovery by birders and

Tikal, near the

nest.

Mayan

in

is

especially ripe with

ruins,

the array of birdlife includes

The country's national bird

dark pine forests align rocky

raptors, toucans, tanagers,

resplendent quetzal; below,

mountain paths. The Pacific

woodpeckers, and the ocellated

the red-footed booby.

Coast yields black sand beaches

turkev.

naturalists. In the

Highlands,

lapped by impatient ocean
waves. Jungle areas are lush and
alive with wildlife.

(the
is

Lake

Isabel

"Guatemalan Caribbean")

flanked by bounteous acres of

mangoes, pineapple, and
avocados. In Tikal, where the

Mayans

built their

pyramids

and whose ruins are an
archeological

—the

wonder

neighboring jungle

is

home

to

some 300 species of wildlife,
including ocelots, jaguars, and

howler monkeys.

And

in the

city of Chichicastenango, rituals

of the marketplace and the

church reveal the pride and
vivid traditions of the culture.

Birders exult in

some of the

hemisphere's most splendid
observation opportunities.

Some 430

species are native to

the country, including

Guatemala's national

bird, the

resplendent questal, thought to

be one of the most beautiful

in

the world. Also on hand are the
sparkling-tailed coquette, the

pink-headed warbler, the
garnet-throated hummingbird, a

is

rewarding year-round, but

raphical diversity, the

{\.),

the

Only one

species wears

tnis aistin^uisnind

marr

Tasco introQuces tne

Rare Bird Collection?'

The

1st binoculars designed

just for birders,

binoculars

National
Birders
"best

"

and tke only

now approved by tbe
Audubon

Society.

know there's no

single

binocular ror every use,

so Rare Bird orrers a choice
or magnirications, sizes,

even prism types.

And

Rare Bird makes every

choice an excellent one, with

uncompromising

optics

and

a liretime warranty.

Our

goal

is

to keep the skies

alive with birds,

by creating

new awareness

of nature's

a

rare treasures.
-

call

For

retailers,

1-888-GET-TASCO.

www.rarebirdbytasco.com

Rare Bird by Tasco.

From

rare to aware™'

Bird
Rare
COLLECTION
Now you see.
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Jamaica

N

o one needs to be

Jamaica (and hence the national

convinced of Jamaica's

bird).

great natural beauty,

two endemic

incomparable hospitality, or
leisure-time opportunities.

may be

less

however,

What

well-known,

is its

a climate

temperature

is

parrots, the yellow-

and the black-billed. Both

found mostly

in the

whose average

F and

riverbanks; the largest wetland,

stilts

"The Great Morass,"

— nicknamed
—and the John

Antillean grackle

crow, a buzzard that has given
rise to a

number

of colorful

-''^*
is

a

busy

nirvana for wildlife, flowering
plants and trees, and, of course,
birds

— 200 resident

species, 25

of which are found nowhere

Montego Bay

','?**'"
is

the Rockland Feeding Station,

where every weekday evening

a

gorgeous array of Caribbean
doves, Jamaican mangos,

else.

High on any

folk tales.

Just outside

birder's

list is

grassquits gather in wonderful

the red-billed streamertail

hummingbird, found only

saffron finches, and yellow-faced

in

profusion.

egrets, blue herons,

pelicans,

are the

topography that ranges from sea-

and waterfowl

is

90

minutes south of Negril. There

rugged

level to the 7,400-ft. Blue

Mountains, the island

birds

shiny-black, pearly-eyed

the cling-cling

a

Wading

can be seen in wetlands and

Cockpit Country.

More ubiquitous

supreme

85°

are

country' also boasts

terrain of the

attractiveness for naturalists.

With

billed

The

,.--

.*»„

brown

and black-necked

are seen in profusion.

CM. ujM

/Oaiu^^.

^C birdwatcher's dream. ONE MILLION FLIQHTS
Sad Flycatchers, Orangequits, Hopping
Dicks and Mountain Witches. Their names are
as colorful as their plumage

-^

and they

much a part of the Jamaican sky

as the sun.

In fact, Jamaica has more than
different species oj birds living

More endemic

species than

in the Caribbean.

found nmvhere

Come

to

And 25

else

on

256

on the

islaiid.

any other island

birds which are

this earth

Jamaica and feel

©1997 Jamaica Tourist Board

are as

all right.

-^

includins,

DAILY.

the Streamertail, our national bird, with its
long, elegant tail feather.

So grab your binoculars and pack plenty
offilm. Because when you trek beyond the
beaches

to the

tropical forests, the Blue

Mountains, and the wetlands they call home,
you'll be serenaded by a music more unicjue

than even our beloved Reggae

-^

the

j

i

song of

our birds.

Call your Travel Agent or

hSOO-JAMAlCA

u

u

c

a ravel. com
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In Paradise

i

Those

seeking both

a

sense of

intimacy and genteel rusticity

need look no further than

Little St.

Simons

Island

St.

Simons

Island, a privately

Little

owned

barrier island off the Georgia coast.

Onlu in
UnLu in Jamaica
Jamaica
View 25

birds ivklck

are found no place

on Earth.

else

This package includes:

Rpund

trip air

from AAiami

Call for prices from other

cities.

4 Nights Dragon Baij Hotel,
Port Antonio

3 nights Comfort Suites,

Ocho

Rios

3 half daijs of birdwatching
1

datj

Jeep Safari through the

Blue Mountains
Transfers

$999.00

Startincj at

pp. based

on

double occupancif.
Valid 4-15-99 through 12-15-99

and

subject to availabilitii.

Call Toll Free;

1-888-455-9389
7:30-5:30

MST AAondati-fridaij

JAMAICA
NATURAL HISTORY
TRAVEL CLUB
Cash rebates on

tours, cruises

Service provided

TG

and

btj

WORLDWIDE

Little St.

Simons' Rainbow Beach (top); shorebirds, such as the great egret (above), abound on the

island; at right, the sanderling, a typical winter bird.

airfare.

ADVERTISEMENT

the 10,000-acre paradise

only by boat

— holds

a

— accessible

maximum

of 30

Pristine

& Private

overnight guests, boasts seven miles
-it

of private, pristine beaches, and

is

.^ X

J»^

^

generally considered one of the

Isiand Getaway

LITTLE
-iv.

ST.

-11:;

SIMONS

ISLAND

The Lodge on

Little St. Simons Island

10,000-acre Georgia island paradise, 7-mile shell-strewn
undeveloped beach, recreational activities, gourmet regional cuisine and
gracious accommodations await just 30 guests. Birding, boating, hiking,
Exclusive

bicycling, canoeing,

horseback riding and interpretive programs
this coastal

$325 - $550 per

Or, enjoy the Island exclusively from $4,400.

night.

888-733-5774 •912-638-7472

•

vww^.LittleStSimonslsland.com

niOFIHEBUimiiKIIII!
Prom

their unique jungle-green

color, light

country's richest havens for naturalists.

Birding here

is

especially rich.

Located along the Atlantic migratory
flyway, the island attracts
species,

are particularly bountiful, as are

such

birds,

egrets.

as herons, storks,

Among

wading

and

quiet, unobtrusive operation...

down

to the convenient

carrying strap, integral padded
"leg

warmers" and matching

green 3-way or

fluid

head

options. Tracker is the first

and only tripod system

the species that

delight birders are yellow-throated war-

blue and painted grosbeaks,

blers,

weight and smooth,

more than 220

some endangered. Shorebirds

that

comes

right

from the

factory, ready for the field!

black terns, piping plovers, black skimFor more information see your

mers, painted buntings (whose
arrival

is

seen by

locals as

one of the

surest signs of spring), and scissor-tailed
flycatchers.

Late March begins the sea-

us or

dealer, contact

visit

our

web site.

TRACKER TRIPODS

son for spring birding, with
shorebird sighting at

its

peak

in

mid-

April and songbirds in late April and
early

May. Migratory birds

are

offer

wilderness. All-inclusive rates are

unique ways to explore

most

_

Bogen Photo Corp.
565 East Crescent

(201)818-9500.
e mail;

A»e.,

Fax:

Ramsey, NJ 07446-0506

(201)818-9177

info@bogenplioto.com • web: www.bogenptioto.com

/
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Birding
III Paradise

ou don't have to be an experienced birder

best birding experiences of their lives happened

Any of

these trips

Alaska

South Africa

www.ventbird.coin

New

Mexico

78764
512/328-2919

info@ventbird.coni

So many
birds,

so

Fax:

little

time.

I.

^locl^
rtJsland

l-800-383-BIRI(e.x-t.76)

Simons

(Continued)

EMANUEL
NATURE
TOURS

Post Office Box 33008, Austin, Texas

800/328-VENT 512/328-5221

Little St.

Island

VICTOR

Florida

BoUvia

Argentina

Ecuador

Hawaii

Madagascar

Costa Rica

their very first tour with us.

Antarctica

Belize

Grand Texas

Peru

tours.

us that some of the

tell

excellent introduction to our birding style:

The Galapagos

Australia
Brazil

would be an

on

one of our

to enjoy

We welcome new birders. Seasoned participants

csT#20i4998-50

PERUVIAN
ODYSSEY

1

days from

$1,854

INCA

8da>.from

HIGHLIGHTS

$1,890

THE AMAZON
EXTENSION

^daysfom

EDUCATIONAL

Student

$1,230

\\'\vAv. Blocklslandin fo.com

TEXAS TROPICS

WORKSHOPS

& Teacher

Groups Welcome.
Call for prices.

Wilson's plover nesting on the island.
Cost land Only
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APRIL
•

450+ Bird Species
•

•

8

1 1

260+ Butterfly Species

Out of the

Way

Natural Sanctuaries
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•

Small Groups

plentiful from mid-April to

•

Scheduled Departures

well as

•

Accomplished Local Guides

•

Comfortable Lodging

Nature Marketplace Trade
•

Show

The
Offering you Latin America

and Africa

Nature Seminars
• Birding Trips

Nature Tours
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TOLL FREE 1-877-MCALLEN

October. Naturalists are on hand to guide

island also offers such recre-

ational opportunities as fishing, canoeing,

Sponso red by

•

as

birders to ideal locations.

Wild Walk - Outdoor Adventure
•

mid-May,

mid-September through mid-

(622-5536)

since 1974

SHOLBROOK
800-451-7111

www.holbrooktravel.coi

hiking, horseback riding, and the chance
to spot

European fallow deer,

dolphins, and armadillos.

alligators,
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Marco

A

KITTY

HAWK

•

KILL DEVIL HILLS

Our Beautiful

I

Paradise

111

-

•

NAGS HEAD

Beaches

J

Are Often Overlooked,

l

iHEOunmBANKS

I

Island Florida

tiny paradise,

Marco

Island

a

is

community on the Gulf of

resort

Mexico known primarily

swimming, and

shelling.

But

it's

for fishing,

also

popular with birders as a gateway

I
>

to

Everglades National Park, the largest sub-

NORTH CAROLINA

>

tropical wilderness in

North America.

1-877-BY-THE-SEA

^

There, within the 2,200-square-mile

cabbage palm,

^
'^

(1-877-298-4373)

y

expanse of swamp, sawgrass, cypress, and

J,

&

For your free Vacation Guide
Outer Bantis
§
Getaway card ojfenng spcdcd si-aso/w/ values, call toll free 2

x

^

NH 2

wwwouterbanla.oi^

Dare Count)' Tourist Buitau

MANTEO

GHATTERAS ISLAND

ROANOKE

ISLAND*^

and some

a variety of wildlife

350 species of birds can be spotted
throughout the year. Not surprisingly, the

American Birdwatchers Association

a

few

KING RANCH

years back voted the Everglades the fourth

Birding Tours

best birdwatching destination in the United
Experience bird-watching at it's finest on ttie world
famous King Ranch! Located in S. Texas and spreading

States.

The

dark serenity of the Everglades

Everglailes National Park

is

across both the central and lower sections of the Great

one of the country's

Texas Birding
is

a perfect spot for

catching glimpses

premier

• Day

of the roseate spoonbill, purple gallinule,
short-tailed
egrets,

hawk,

and heron.

as well as osprey,

Among

other species

that call the Everglades their

(permanent
goose, the

home

or temporars') are the

brown

woodpecker, and

a variety

blinds j^j
fa// 1998
^p^

just

Swamp
of grackles,

sparrows, and orioles.

^^^^H

private nature tours

• Photography

Island

is

also close to

Sanctuary, a National

Society preserve

known

Corkscrew

Audubon

for a fascinating

array of birdlife.

Resources

Board
800-624-0686

Belize Tourist

E-mail: btbb@btl.net

Guatemala Tourist Board
888-IN-GUATl
inguat@GUATE.NET

E-mail:

Jamaica Tourist Board
212-856-9727

Pygmy-Owl

(the largest

Least Grebe. Sprague's

Marco

vulture, the ivory-billed

King Ranch offers

birding & half day wildlife tours

• Customized,

Ferr.

snow

pelican, the turkey

Trail.

fairding sites.

.

~

some

of the

300+

For more information,

^-^

Pipit,

bird

known U.S.

population),

and Tropical Parula are

species possible!

call, write,

or

visit

our

home page

King Rancti Visitor Center
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wpm

P.O. Box 1090
Kings»ille,TX 78364-1090
(512) 592-8055
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Fax: (512) 595-1344

http://turff.tamu.edu/

~

king
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Simons Island
888-733-5774
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E-Mail: lssi@mindspring.com
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Island Area

sail

these magical,

signature fleet of eipedition
vessels; three 20-pa5senger

Chamber of Commerce
941-394-7549
E-Mail: chamber
@marco- is land -florida.com

Choose to

volcanic islands aboard our

motor yachts, M/Y Eric,
Flamingo or Letty, or our 48passenger expedition ship the
L

L

M/V Corinthian.

^^^

E-mail: jamaicatrv@aol.com

iW-800-633-7972
gpsnet@aol.com
e-mail:

www.ecoventura.com

Explore the World With
Discovery Tours
Since 1869, the American
of Natural History

Museum

has sponsored thousands
of scientific expeditions
around the globe in an
effort to unravel the
world's greatest mysteries.
It is this passion to
discover and to understand
that inspires Discovery
Tours, the

Museum's

educational travel

program.

CRUISES
The Greek Islands: Walking and
Sailing In the Islands of the Gods
Aboard the Panorama
April 16-26, 1999
From $4,895 - $5,695
To the Land of Ice Bears
Aboard the Caledonian Star
July 21 -30, 1999

From $4,550 - $7,560
Alaska's Coastal Wilderness
Aboard the M/V Sea Lion
July25-Au2ustl, 1999
From $3,230- $4,720

Participants in the

Discovery Tours travel
program have the unique
opportunity to explore the
world with Museum
scientists as they continue
to uncover new insights
into the nature of life on
earth. Since 1953, over
12,000 Museum travelers

TRAIN TRIPS

have participated

National Parks of the West
Aboard the American Orient Express

in
Discovery Tours to some of
the world's greatest wildlife
areas, archaeological sites
and cultural centers.

South Africa and Swaziland
by Rovos Rail
-24, 1999
$8,990
April 9

The Ancient Silk Road Through
China and Central Asia
Aprill6-May8, 1999
From $8,990 to $12,990

Faces of Melanesia:
The Solomon Islands, Vanuatu &
Aboard the World Discoverer
September 25 - October 9, 1999

June 2 -10, 1999
From $4,490 -$6,950
Fiji

From $6,280 -$11,480
Egypt and the Nile:
Aboard the Nile Empress
October 10 - 24, 1999
$6,280

Treasures of Arabia: Dubai to Bombay
Aboard the M/V Song of Flower
November 6- 21,1999
From $7,620 - $11,020 (Airfare included)
Antarctica 2000: Exploring Antarctica,
South Georgia & the Falkland Islands
Aboard the Hanseatic
January 31 -February 20,2000
From $10,475 -$20,375

f

American Museum of Natural History
LAND PROGRAMS
China and the Yangtze River
April 18

-May 4,

1999
From $5,690 - $6,290

Pharmacy from the Rainforest:
An Amazon Rainforest Workshop

May

1

-

8,

Himalayan Kingdoms: Nepal, Tibet, and
Bhutan September 27 - October 17, 1999
$7,195

Southern India: A Cultural Pilgrimage
to the Land of the Ramayana
October 1 1 - 28, 1999
$6,990

1999

Siam:

$2,495

Western Turltey and Cappadocia
May 10-27, 1999
$6,690 (Airfare

from

select cities included)

A

Naturalist's Paradise

November 6 -17, 1999
Estimated

at

$4,980 (Airfare from Los Ange-

les included)

FAMILY PROGRAMS
Galapagos Family Adventure
Aboard the M.V. Santa Cruz
June 26 - July 6, 1999
From $3,660 - $4,480
Alaska Wilderness Adventure
Aboard the Wilderness Adventurer
July2-ll,1999
From $2,399 - $4,690

Renaissance Tuscany:

A

Family Tour

July 23

Millennium

Ireland
12 -20, 1999

in India

May

December

27, 1999

$2,950 (Airfare

Estimated

at

from

NYC included)

- January

-August

Estimated
9,

2000

$8,590

at

3,

1999

$4,180

Family Kenya Safari
August 11 -25, 1999
$5,990

Swiss Walking Tour
June 15 -27, 1999
$4,450 (Airfare from NYC included)

Malawi
and Zambia Aboard a Privately Chartered
DC-3 Aircraft

Millennium South America: An Expedition by Private Jet
January 20 - February 8, 2000
$27,950

Africa's Great Southern Lakes:

June 18 -July

2,

1999

Discovery Tours

$8,595

The Land

and Ice, with an
optional extension to Greenland
July 19-28, 1999
Iceland:

of Fire

$4,425(Airfare from select cities included)

American

Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork,

American Museum of Natural History

NY 10024

For more information and a free catalog contact the Discovery Tours
(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700. Fax: (212) 769-5755.
Please mention ad code #1200399

office at
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August on Prince of Wales

It's

town of Thorne Bay

is

suffering

Island, and the

under an Alaskan heat

Dawn to dusk, the sun's rays are undiminished
No rain for three days. The locals sweat it out.

wave.

by clouds.

"Sixty-five degrees now," says
rolls

up

his

Jim

Baichtal as he

pickup truck windows and

A limestone habitat in Alaska

Is

AC,

hits the

it

could get up to seventy-four or seventy-five

today

—

a real scorcher."
is

naturally insulated

You wouldn't be

surprised to see

a

perforated limestone

the biggest sahnon runs.

Shooting north on a logging road out of Thorne
Bay, Baichtal keeps

up

a

running inventory of the

roadside attractions that blink past at 60

"There's a vole," he says to

"Look
by beard and bulk.

him

in the

bow

whaleboat, harpoon in hand. Instead he works
ologist for the Tongass National Forest,
passes

—

mph.

threatened by clear-cutting. Story by Jim Malusa

"but

Baichtal

equivalent of sponge cake

stratum that links the biggest trees on the island with

as a

of a
ge-

which encom-

85 percent of Prince of Wales Island. Baichtal

fond of rocks, and he aims to show

me

is

the geological

at

"There's

the salmon!

some

I

nobody

in particular.

should be fishing."

beautiful second growth. Eighty-

five years old."

OccasionaDy he
slope, wild

stops.

tree stumps, Baichtal says,

burning

At the foot of

a clear-cut

with brambles and pegged with blackened
"This

that failed miserably.

The

is

an experiment in

fire

burned too hot

m
ml

^m^'
*, f»,
i

.,"-

-1*^

.

...,

-.

^
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Then fireweed
ending up taking way longer.

and removed the thin organic

blew

You

in,

and regrowth

see, fire isn't part

is

layer.

of this ecosystem." Fire

isn't

im-

portant here for the same reason that almost everyone
in

Thorne Bay wears Xtra-Tuf rubber

boots.

Alexander Archipelago of southeastern Alaska

is

The

one of

spruce

—

the prized old growth, or virgin forest, with

much

trees as

seven hundred years old.

imagination.

What he

zone old growth

sees

are tropical lands.

times,

fossils

of equatorial

much

been shuffled with rocks of
origins.

green. Berries

—

gooseberry

swampy

—

cloudberry, nagoonberry, loganberry,

grow everywhere. The lowlands

salads

are

of deer cabbage, the streamsides are

crowded with bent wlUows, and the
dark,

relentlessly

slopes above hold

mossy ranks of western hemlock and Sitka

reefs dating to Silurian

vastly different ages

According to tectonic dogma,

up remnants of

tropical islands that

it is

took

ride atop the Pacific Plate before pihng

North America

like

ago. This

absent from the mainland, has

tween 90 and 160 inches of precipitation each
is

About one-tenth

between 438 and 408 million years

the wettest places in the United States, averaging be-

In August, Prince of Wales Island

beneath the temperate-

of the 2,300-square-mile island consists of Hmestone

limestone, pretty

year.

Utnestone perforated

Like most geologists, Baichtal has a kind of X-ray

loaded with

Photographs by Gary Braasch

as

belt. Ice

Age

a

long slow

up
a

against

check-

glaciers attacked

the resultant jumble, deepening channels that are

inhabited by

cruise ships.

and

the busted-

unattended groceries on

out counter conveyor

Karst— porous

now

by sinkholes, caves,

and underground
streams

— provides

a foundation for

large sections of the

Tongass rainforest.

DISCOVERY

—
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Globally, limestone
stone, however,
fractures

and

is

is

common

stuff;

Tongass lime-

exceptional because of

solubihty,

and

its

current

beneath one of the world's few temperate

The

rain

is

licking

away

it

abundant

purity (98 percent carbonate)

faults, its

and consequent high

its

at

rate,

the key to the most productive

ecosystems in the Tongass.
Baichtal drives

on

as

our conversation veers from

geology to gunpowder, from old-growth ecology to
"a .54 caliber
ball

of 235

Hawkens

that fires a .53 cahber

grains." Baichtal, a lifetime

round

"Bear. There. Eating grass."

We

—

bog

visit a

ten acres of black-bottomed pools

and sphagnum moss, rimmed with stunted
acidity

of these pools

can be

as

low

is

referring to the

with the acid

soils

that transform nitrogen into a

The bog sundew, common

that plants can use.

here, solves the

comes from the

acidity

the acidity prevents prolific

juice:

growth of the bacteria

form

pH

decay.

Vegetation doesn't thrive in

lemon

"The

neutral and acidity increases as the

number approaches 0. The
enormous volume of organic
bite of

pines.

4 to 5 range but

usually in the

is

as 2.4," says Baichtal,

which 7

scale, in

member of the
"'^^tas^

roam.

his eyes

"Kingfisher."

the

And

muzzle-

a

"Sitka black-tail. Subspecies of mule deer."

lateral

conduits to form a porous landscape called karst.
is

ways

home

rainforests.

an extraordinary

runoff quietly boring thousands of sinkholes and

karst, says Baichtal,

National Rifle Association, hunts with

loader charged with a single shot of black powder. Al-

problem by nabbing and digesting in-

The

sects for their nitrogen.

carnivorous plant

little

of sticky beads, the sun-

attracts insects to a fringe

dew's demure version of teeth.

"The bog
hardpan.

formed by compacted

is

"The runoff from

says Baichtal.

through the adjacent

To

my

my

eye,

Arizona home, there

hemlock and

an

bog then

the

spruce.

much

nothing

geological

covered with old-growth

Our world

when we walk

diins

trees, their

trunks flared into

of a thrush,

buttresses. Save for the silvery whistle

quiet place, the

eats

to the stone landscapes of

is

karst,

under the huddle of fat
in

till

karst."

accustomed

about the adjacent

Animal bones

glacial

an impervious Hd over the carbonates,"

It's

it's

ground padded with hummocks of

island cave, above,

a

provide clues to

moss and fern

whether the coastal

big

region sheltered

Sinkholes and caves are the forest's

animals

— and

perhaps early human

that conceal the underpinnings

trees.

"See

how open

migrants from Asia

throw?" Baichtal

during the Ice Age.

storm-downed

Right:

An

old

of the

rock." Baichtal

the forest

asks.

The

is?

He's right

—

lack of

wind-

there are hardly any

"And it's all growing on bare
doesn't mean the rock is exposed but
trees.

cedar grows over a

rather that there's scarcely any

limestone boulder.

hunk of

the forest floor,

He

soil.

peels

thin organic

a

up

a small

mat of decay

topped with oak ferns and bunchberry. Beneath

is

limestone, with the smooth look of bone but the un-

friendly feel of sandpaper.

thumps the

stuff

with

his

Baichtal affectionately

—he

fist

thinks

it's

the best

possible rock for a temperate rainforest.

"If this wasn't limestone, these trees

lump

of roots thirty feet around,

tration.

The

trees

would

get

support their canopy height.

tall,

The

would have

a

with very poor penebut the roots couldn't
forest floor

—

skunk cabbage and ponded water

would be

^poorly drained

and so the
I

my

water

poured

would

forest

generally be

on

standing

The

bottle.

down

it

rounding

fuU

a drain.

my

some

conceaUng
surface has

I'd

clue that I'm not

first

Closer scrutiny of the sur-

terra firma.

an abundance of conical

forest floor reveals

depressions,

the contents of

vanishes as though

liter

It's

productive."

less

dumping out

the drainage by

test

just a yard across, others capable of

a house.

These

where the

are sinkholes,

been undermined by the

derground hollow or cavern

collapse of an

un-

in the limestone. Baichtal

clambers over roots shelved with orange fungus to the
lip

of a broad, shallow depression. "Sinkholes

are sur-

face expressions of subsurface drainage, so this pit

functions
is

as a

stream bank."

stream bank."

a

Beaver
I

He

And by way

pauses, reconsiders. "It

me

of proof, he takes

hear

it

before

I

see

it:

a small cascade over lime-

stone ledges that form one side of a sinkhole about

hundred

feet

deep and

see

where the stream

a

feet across.

The water

goes.

by

Then

see the black gash in the floor

I

This

is

to

skips off the

were de-

water and have no place to go.

livered

past high

fifty

down

climb

I

ledges and disappears into a tangle of logs that

First

to

Falls.

of the sinkhole.

part of the island's subterranean plumbing.

mapped

1987 by Carlene and Kevin AUred

in

and other cavers of the National Speleological

Society,

the karst waterworks of the Tongass cover at least eight

hundred square

The

miles.

karst

is

drained by up to

ten thousand sinkholes per square mile, which in
plainer terms works out to a sinkhole every fifty feet,

no matter which way you

turn. Usually they're just

ferny funnels, but occasionally they're

much

step lightly, cautiously, after Baichtal

tells

Cave on the north end of the

Capital!

bigger.

me

island,

I

of El

with the

Storm drain, linking the biggest trees on the island with the biggest salmon runs.
deepest

598

of any sinkhole in the United

fi-ee fall

The

a

gloomy

fissure,

then click on
I

away

to turn

is

far smaller, yet steep

spelunker

a

who

lacks a

me

waterproof outfit. Baichtal leads

another cave nearby.

A

where

my

serpentine gully narrows to
take a

I

last

look up

at

to
a

the sky,

headlamp and walk under the

forest.

expect a ceiHng festooned with hanging roots and

dripping

stalactites,

but

I

Like most Tongass caves,
for the forest.

The

little

find a flood-poHshed tunnel.
it

functions

as a

storm drain

stream that idles along the

floor can swell a hundredfold during heavy rains.

air

The

I

temperature underground

generally rock-steady

I

is

start shivering.

when

might appreciate the cave more

it

would be warm

relative to the

Sitka black-tailed deer that are

drawn

canopy of the old growth for winter cover
shelter in the

mouths of such

wings and hibernate here: the

which summers

as

far

north

out-

to the

also seek

Black bears

caves.

spend the whole winter. (Even

like to

bats will fold their
httle

as

brown

myotis,

the Arctic Circle,

prefers a fi-Qst-ftee winter in a Tongass cave.) Less obviously, the fisheries also benefit

from the

Lime-

caves.

stone buffers the waters acidified by their passage

through the rainforest

floor; the resurgent

ing fi'om caves and springs
air in a cave,

Baichtal stops sweating, and

throughout the year;

in January,
side.

cave below Beaver Falls

and wet enough
long rope and

States,

down.

feet straight

ture.

it's

The upshot

ten times as

also less
is

much

is

no longer

water flow-

acidic.

Like the

prone to swings of tempera-

aquatic habitats that support
life

—and more

neighboring, nonkarst habitats.

diverse

life

up

—

to

than

Geologist Jim
Baichtal pauses
in El Capitan Cave,

considered the
longest and largest
in Alaska.
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insights into Tongass rainforest

ecology are

1988 passage of the Federal Cave Resources Protection
Act.

Without

this legislation, the

BRITISH

GUCiER BAY
NATIONAL PARK
AND PRESERVE

products of the past decade, spurred in part by the

COLUMBIA

Tongass might not

have commissioned the Karst Resource Panel, headed

by Thomas Aley of the Ozark Underground Laboratory, to assess

The work

some

hundred miles of the

fifteen

MISTV FJORDS

forest.

MONUMENT

NATIONAL

continues with the Tongass Cave Project, a

joint undertaking of the Tongass National Forest and
Logging

is

permitted on karst
if

the National Speleological Society's Glacial Grotto
chapter,

will

not have major

Baichtal,

who

arrived here in 1990.

After twenty minutes of poking aroimd in the

the resulting

changes in drainage

and with

we emerge

head to track

repercussions on

in

nearby habitats.

he

its bill.

says.

chill,

into a golden afternoon. Baichtal turns his
a

crow on the wing,

a sprig

jJUiT^oI^ 1

MUes

"*~"

500

of elderberry

^

=0

"~|

^

Prince Rupert"

TONGASS NATIONAL FOREST

"This forty acres was considered for cutting,"

"Everything

else

on

has been.

this plateau

But

says Baichtal.

trees,"

"It

means you

can't cut every-

where." These are contentious words on Prince of

Wales
a

Island, for just as the old-grovrth forest supports

food web, the logging industry supports

much of

—men and women who handle

the chain

Thorne Bay

on

saws, the yarders that reel in logs

and the

cables,

"shovels" that grasp and load the logs with

enormous

curved pincers. You need truck

and

drivers, too,

diesel

mechanics. Placards on local homes proclaim

"We

—Timber,

Fish-

Support Resource Development Jobs

Mining, Recreation." But even

eries,

soHdarity

North

"Alaska,
flaps in

up

to the Future" say the truck

Thorne Bay. But what

of fiiture

sort

inventoried this forest and reahzed

I

caves are here,

we

pulled

how many

from consideration.

it

How

seasonal workers finishing

ofi^

I

wake

before heading out to count fish or spy
In the

of the Thorne Bay log-sorting yard,

water that benefits the fisheries on the other end?"

hunched over

old growth

is

clear-cut, a spell

floor.

of sunny days

Then, with the return of

the rain, the dried moss and humus, along with slash
left

by the

loggers,

is

washed not into streams but

'We Support Resource Development
habitat.

there

The frequency of

isn't a

sponge up surges of runoff.

And

forest regeneration

barren karst can be exceedingly slow.
Island, farther south, karst that

has recovered a

"Karst

management

On

its

on

Vancouver

was clear-cut

mere 20 percent of

Complete recovery may

forest floor to

in

1911

former timber.

mean you

within earshot of the

aerial

can't cut

fmd

forklift

a

the

beeps

group

is

photographs and land-use maps.
twenty-five kinds of zones, from
to Scenic

Viewshed (intended

Karst

is

graded either low, moderate, or high

to

wd-

Fisheries, Mining, Recreation'

nerabihr/, with forests

on the

latter theoretically left

uncut because of steep slopes and abundant sinkholes

and

caves.

Low- vulnerability

areas

can be logged, leav-

ing the moderately vulnerable areas subject to contention about whether or
cut.

When

I

ask "Sparky"

how much

they should be

amble over to the Thorne Bay Cafe and

Thornton what he

thinks of karst

fisheries protection, the retired logger gives

take centuries.

doesn't

ofiice,

to

spare cruise-ship tourists the sight of a clear-cut).

Jobs— Timber,

flooding increases because

mat of vegetation on the

main

The maps designate
Timber Production

into

the cave system and, ultimately, to salmon spawning

be

on goshawks.

overloads the cave system and chemically changes the

When

mud-

will

bowls of Cap'n Crunch

big a block can you cut before the increased runoft'

can desiccate the forest

it

to the Tongass National Forest. After a night in

the U.S. Forest Service bunkhouse,
after

com-

with fishing or recreation.

patible

is

apparent

this

flawed, because clear-cuts are hardly

is

thought

as

he works

at his biscuits

and

a

it

pack ot

and

some

GPC

smokes.

Then he

says that

anyone

who

paper should quit complaining: "I always
should bring

a spotted

room." But,

say,

of Wales.

I

"I tell

folks they

to the bath-

no spotted owls on Prince

Baichtal and

I

are

island in a speedboat,

a journalist

through
sheets.

But

a

corridor between the North American ice

The

here,

coast

At the bow

from Vancouver, and

at

is

Larry

the wheel

Terr\' Fifield, a Tongass archaeologist sporting a

is

bug-

in cave

After the

human

ice.

remains have

age ended, about ten thousand

became submerged

waters raised the sea
lag,

be locked in

PET-408.

last ice

years ago, this area

to

e\'idence that a coastal

is

route might have been possible:

rounding the north

heading for the sort of

was presumed

on Prince of Wales,

been found

cave everyone favors protecting.

Pynn,

or

them anyways."

The next day
end of the

tell

owl with them

there are

wood

uses

level.

the land, freed of the weight of the

above water. Along the mainland,

melt-

as glacial

Then, following
ice,

telltale

of a

a bit

rebounded

marme

sedi-

proclaim placards on homes of workers In the logging industry.
resistant

beard and rubber boots. Says

Fifield,

"People

probably came across the exposed southern fringe of
Beringia about fifteen thousand years ago.
ofier a

good

possibility

came from Asia

is

is

they got here.

that the

low

caves

of fmding where they camped."

These people were the

how

The

First

not doubted.

The

Americans. That they

More

controversial

is

durable, standard explanation

sea level during the last ice age allowed

people to walk over the Bering

Strait

and then south

ments

are

perched

the sea, but
Uft

as

much

was only

hundred

fifty feet.

the archipelago in the

feet

above

An

aerial view of

Island, the

up-

clear-cutting near

That the rebound there was

less

Ratz Harbor

supports the notion that

less ice

first

animals to survive there
their

as five

on western Prince of Wales

place,

when

had been present

enabhng

plants

in

and

adjacent areas were at

most inhospitable. Such havens

are

known

to bi-

ologists as reftigia.

Other evidence includes the work of Sandra Talbot
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and Gerald Shields on the ancestry of grizzhes, or

Prince of Wales Island

brown

can be reached byfeny

Prince ofWales Island, but mitochondrial

bears.

Today there

brown

are

no brown bears on

DNA sam-

bears on other islands in the archipel-

or sea plane out of

pled from

Ketchikan, Atasl<a. For

ago suggest these animals are descendants of a long-iso-

group

—one

that also gave rise to the polar

information on

lated

schedules as well as

bears

lodging and vehicle

the mainland as

rentals, contact the

adds support to the idea of a coastal refrigium.

Thome Bay

clincher

City Hall at

—and

are

not

as closely related to

the grizzhes

in the caves. Paleontologist

is

on

one would have thought. This research

The

Timothy H.

bones from

(907) 828-3380 or

Heaton has excavated

the Prince of Wales

on Prince of Wales

Chamber of Commerce

they were here

at (907) 826-3870.

ice age.

During the summer,

408, where local Native American interns Yarrow

the U.S. Forest Sen/ice

Vaara and Tarz Snook,

offers guided tours into

ing and wet-screening the cave's entrance floor, look

El Capitan Cave. For

hke they're making

The

reservations, call the

Thome Bay Ranger

grizzly

Island.

at least

oldest grizzly

35,000 years ago, during the

who

is

who

mud

are meticulously excavat-

pies.

Equally splattered

Museum

Several islanders from the

hiked over to watch the excavation.

more

in the cave,

basement:

Glacier Grotto chapter

and harbor

of Natural His-

Nobody

which Baichtal the hunter

a pile

Fifield adds,

should contact the

E.

town of Point Baker have

Distria at (907) 828-

challenging experience

is

heading the anthropology research team.

3304. Experienced
cavers desiring a

last

bones were found in cave PET-

James Dixon, of the Denver
tory,

several caves

Radiocarbon dating shows

says

is

is

allowed

"like

my

of bones."

"We've got red

seal,

fox,

human, heather

lemming, ringed
vole,

wolverine,

of the National
Speleological Sodety

at (907) 225-2500 or
alaskacaves(ShotmaiL com

For further background,

see Tongass: Alaska's

Vanishing Rain Forest,

by Robert Glen Ketchum

and Carey

D.

Ketchum

(Aperture, 1994),

and

"Of Time and the
Forest, " a

spedal

section on the Tongass

National Forest in
Natural History (August

About 9,800 years

1988).

brown and black

bear."

Dixon

old, the
\A-ipes

the

reading glasses and remarks that the

found and dated by Heaton
are the oldest
frrst

known

at

human

s\\'eat

from

human

about 9,800 years old,

in Alaska

and Canada and the

discovered that relate to artifacts of the Paleoma-

rine tradition. "Stable-isotope analysis of this

who was
old,

his

bones,

man,

probably nvenrs'-D.vo or D.venrs'-three years

shows he subsisted almost

His teeth were

hea\'ilv

worn

totally

for

on

a

marine

someone

his

diet.

age but

—

bones found in the cave are the oldest known in Alaska and Canada.
otherwise excellent. This suggests a shellfish
lots

of sandy

The

diet,

with

grit."

Point Baker folk are delighted by the find

and not only for academic reasons. "We're one of the
oldest communities on the

island,

not hooked up to

the road system, and subsistence oriented," says Joan
Sebastian, a thirty-six-year-old
karst old
to

growth

is

Une

a lovely thing.

fisher.

For her, the

"Mount Calder used

be a beautiM sight before they clear-cut

it.

Baichtal

Of course, Baichtal is
which shows how much they've
is

a saint.

Shaggy and
nivorous

silent,

than a

troll

sniffing the breeze

ing right.

But then

Starlight Cave, above,

changed."

has been studied for

Baichtal looks

Uke a

more hke

but he doesn't hear

saint,

Any moment

There. In the

in the Forest Service,

grizzly,
I

looking

expect him

left

a car-

us.

He's

and look-

to say, "Wolf.

gully."
I

see he's simply savoring a landscape that

runs deeper than

I

had imagined.

Its

complex habitat.

Opposite page:

Limestone

lies

beneath the shallow
forest floor.
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THE TEMPLE OF CAPITAL The

—with
Baku—

public of Azerbaijan

its

Asia,

been

a cross-

and Turkmenistan

Stan,

m

much

ments over whether the Caspian, the world's

the

Argu-

settled.

largest in-

wedged between Russia and the

issue

of huge legal and economic import for the Httoral

on

the trade route between the Caspian and Black Seas.

tramping ground for

a

murderer's

A

row of conquerors

—

politics

where,

Caspian's floor.

who

and for seventy-one years

a

have sacked

this place),

Soviet sociahst repubhc,

hosting a reprise of what Rudyard

Kipling once referred to

as

The Great Game:

that

is,

how and by which

route the

merous
paths:

once

it

slurped up

is

criss-crossing lines denoting various pipeline

working, nonworking, proposed, and discarded

page 59).

(see "Pipeline Politics,"

The

the

from beneath the

Maps of the Caucasus region show nu-

touchiest question of aU

is

exactly

how much

hes under the choppy Caspian waters. Churhsh

nineteenth-century scramble by England, Russia, and

oil

other countries for geographic position in central

petrol geologists put the hydrocarbon potential at a

Asia.

Now a new breed

the standards of

—

of foreign presence

Exxon, Chevron, Pennzoil,

bearing

et

has arrived in Baku, seeking to conquer geology.

il— and

Its fire-— have

ancient Greeks said

it

mere 75 biUion

barrels

=

lons; 7.4 barrels

al.

The

of crude

barrel

ton), similar to the

1

The government of

serves.

(1

= 42

U.S. gal-

North Sea

re-

Azerbaijan and interna-

was near here,
fire

Caucasus Mountains, that

in the

from the gods for the use of mankind.
more
Deputy

5.5-milhon-year-old sand and clay sediments of the

tional business sources, in a decidedly

Middle Pliocene Productive Series of the Caspian

half-fiall

Basin seabed have been determined to contain the

tary of State Strobe Talbott,

petroleum cache. In

being

mode,

at least

are

fond of quoting U.S.

200 bilhon

who

barrels, a

glass-

Secre-

gushes about there

bounty akin

to a ju-

our hydrocarbon-addicted, forever consuming world,

nior-league Kuwait. Until the well "driU strings" pierce

which many

the Caspian's sedimentary layers,

more than

—

now

is

geologists believe has already used

half

its

oil reserves, the

game

—

up

at least for

sure

how

no one

"big" the sea wiU be; several

will

sites

know

on

the

for

Ab-

sheron ridge have proved disappointing or have yielded

here.

Upward of $40

liSS^.

long been a defining force in Azerbaijan. The

the Titan Prometheus stole

earth's largest relatively accessible

»W:t:;

is

prospective oil will be brought to gas guzzlers every-

Genghis Khan, Tamerlane, and Peter and Catherine
the Great are just a few

potential oil bounty)

have yet to be decided. Another bone of contention

pipehne

^^^^5^^

called a sea or a lake (an

which wiU diwy up the

states,

(Cyrus the Great, Alexander the Great, Pompey,

now

very

still

body of water, should be

south, Azerbaijan served historically as a key point

is

are

remains to be

land

Caucasus Mountains to the north and Iran to the

Azerbaijan

Much

"early oil" stage.

At the margin of

roads, a place to pass through.

Europe and

central Asian re-

venerable Mediter-

has always

ranean-style capital,

3/99

biUion has been slated by various

corporations for mining the underwater oil reserves of
the Caspian Sea, but this figure

is

hkely to go up, since

httoral Caspian nations, such as Azerbaijan,

Kazakh-

only

gas,

which

more expensive
it

to say that

is

much more

to bring to

difficult to extract

market than

But

oil.

and

suffice

no impoverished, war-torn ex-Soviet

re-

public ever attracted foreign investment by tinderestimating

its

oil reserves.

—and

Oil

its

—

fire

have been

Azerbaijan for thousands of years.

a defining force in
It

was near

here, in

the Caucasus Mountains (said the ancient Greeks) that
the Titan Prometheus stole

use of mankind.

fire

from the gods

The connection between

fire

for the

and

oil

was made by the followers of the prophet Zoroaster,

who

was born in northern Iran

(called

South Azerbai-

jan by Azeri nationalists) nearly three thousand years
ago. Postulating a dualistic universe overseen

by oppos-

ing godheads of Light (Ahura Mazda) and Darkness

(Ahriman), Zoroastrians saw

power and

purity.

priests, called

fire

as

a sign ot divine

In their fire temples, Zoroastrian

magi, kept a flame permanently burning.

A dugout

in a

refugee camp,
left, is

home

to

an elderly man.

He has planted a
tree there, a

place he calls
"this hell."

Then word came, from
sheron Peninsula,

a place to the

north (the Ab-

of Baku), of a magical black

site

liq-

be burned or smeared on camels sufiering from scabies

and

sores.

People

uid that bubbled from the ground and burst into flame

is

when

ambassador

by hghtning.

hit

Once

were fed by surface-level
posits)

would burn

oil

ignited,

its

fires

(which

and gas hydrocarbon de-

for years. Indeed,

it

seemed they

becoming what the magi

would burn

forever, thereby

imagined

be an eternal flame. For Zoroastrians,

to

—
—

made Azerbaijan

the

fed "fire of fires"

a

Other
of

a

more

Marco

home of the

a

mind. In the

way en

was

Kaempfer

of Baku's

oil

were

tliirteenth century,

neft, as it

was

called

locally,

was being extracted from the ground in the Ab-

sheron

area.

could load up to a hundred poods

Russian measure equaling thirty-six pounds] of this
at a time,"

the explorer reported.

"It's

inedible, but

it

[a

is

noted

this

oil-

route to the Far East,

kind of "black gold," or

"One

which

this oU,

when

1479,

and

it

Venetian

oil

use had

sophisticated. Barbaro

was amazed to find

which pours out

very stinking black

used in lamps

by

German

the

in 1683.

By

this

at night."

Further progress

physician

that time, there

Engelbert

were hand-dug

in sheepskin buckets

and lowered by horse-drawn 'winches.

The

genesis of the

who's

who

fields to

modern Baku

Above: Mud
volcanoes are
scattered across

the Azerbaijani
landscape, giving
clues to the

whereabouts of
oil.

Volcanoes also

industry reads

stud the Caspian

of late-nineteenth-century interna-

seabed and are a

tional plutocracy. In

Baku

By

from which oU was extracted

raised

like a

here fr-om afar for

Barbaro passed through,

losafat

"a mountain
oil

come

over the country."

all

more

grovwi

wells

early travelers to take note
utilitarian

admn, the

holy place.

Polo, passing this

noted that

atesh

burned

oil

1872 imperial Russia opened the

foreign investment.

Soon

after,

Robert

Nobel, brother of Alfred, the dynamite tycoon for

iieft

whom

can

Baku. Nominally charged with finding lumber to be

the Peace Prize

would be named, arrived

in

potential hazard to
oil pipelines.

—
SPECIAL REPORT

used for
factory,

natural history

brother's Siberian munitions

rifle butts in his

Robert purchased some

in Russia.

first

modern

They

1883,

Zoroaster. In

By
com-

wells instead.

the largest oil

built the world's first pipelines,

and

refinery,

Baku-to-Batumi

oil

owned

1880, the Nobel brothers

pany

3/99

when

first

the

tanker,

oil

the Rothschilds financed the

hne, allowmg Azerbaijani petrol

rail

to reach the Black Sea

and the

Rockefeller's kerosene

monopoly

rest

of Europe, John D.

in the

world market

the often capricious needs of the Soviet "center,"

and

pipelines

carbon

however,

By

then, Azerbaijan was export-

Much

Nazi

befitted a capital of world industry, a

new

class

—

the

letters

map of the

spelled out in chocolate

executives doing

Baku

get

the war

oil,

with Germany's

and chose instead

campaign

is

to drive

World War

oil fields. "It's

weather excellent,

is

which has always

—

pre-TV "Beverly

arose in Baku. Like

Hill-

of unhappily

bilhes," peasant farmers, after generations

toward Baku, a

are

few

been so

crude on their land was worth

walk around

and scrap leather

dealers

became

Cargo loaders

millionaires.

Avowed

fiitile

to

Rommel

make one weep!"
are tasty

and the

model of post-Soviet cosmopoHShi'ite

MusHm,

ahgned

Azerbaijan

itself

with Sunni

appears notably iminune to the cleriits

neighbor to the south.

which

Soviet-style atheism has

Iran,

places in

successful.
a

by

For the

traveler,

it is

disorienting to

predominantly Muslim country for days

yet never hear a call to prayer.

With

the dismantling of

Muslims, the oil barons nevertheless looked to Europe,
forging an eccentric syncretism between East and West.

Renowned

architects

were summoned firom Germany

and Poland. Almost overnight,
arose along the low-slung

ornate opera house, the

Baku

first

UZBEKISTAN

"oU palaces"

fancifiil

skyline.

An

impossibly

in the Islamic world, ap-

TURKEY

^^TURKMENISTAN

peared on the Caspian shore.
In 1920 the

baron Murtuza Mukhtarov shot

oil

dead two soldiers

who had

ridden their horses up the

grand stairway of his block-long French Gothic
(called the Palace

of

Good

had come

to

—

gratis.

own

oil

temple. Baku's

oil

oil

IRAN
IRAQ

throughout the fledghng

Residents of the former

oil capital

of

the world, suddenly short of heating fuel, found themselves shivering

through the winters. Under StaHn,

production rose and

fell

AZERBAIJAN

SYRIA

an end. With nationaUzation, the

Bolsheviks dispersed Azeri

U.S.S.R.

Jr^'Ceyhan

home

Fortune); he then pressed

the pearl-handled pistol to his

boom

ARMENIA

precipitously,

as

depending on

—

Existing pipelines

Proposed pipelines
•Jif

business together
at the state oil

company

offices in

Baku, right,

common
is

is a

sight, as

the face of

President Heydar
Aliyev on roadside

—

Turkey

picking tar firom sheep's wool, found that the bubbHng
a fortune.

a

culturally

cal zeal practiced

There

disre-

also trying to reach the

enough

While noirunally

MusUm

I,

Moscow immedi-

Today Baku, where the kabobs

tanism.

the

that led to the disaster at Stalingrad.

running out of gas while

Caucasus

as

failure to gain

"Shortage of petrol!" wailed Field Marshal
after

he

lost,"

These words proved prophetic,

declare.

leader, obsessed

control of Azerbaijani oil during

ately

barons

The
Azeri and foreign

garded his generals' advice to attack

oil

home

Caspian Sea,

a

B-A-K-U

we

"Unless

gers.

would

as

adorned by

is

oil capital,

wartime

cream. Hitler eats a piece and then avidly Hcks his fm-

ing nearly 60 percent of the earth's available petroleum.

of the profit was grabbed by foreign hands, but,

in a grainy

birthday party for Adolf Hitler.

at a

cake

with the

forgotten the former

documented

as

Fiihrer's

section of the capital.

East, Azerbaijan ap-

history.

Not everyone had

At the turn of the century in Baku, more than two
hundred refineries were belching enough smoke to obindustrial

the subsequent development of oil

peared to be largely relegated to the dustbin of hydro-

movie shot

noonday sun over "Black Town," an

like

chess pieces to places elsewhere

and the Middle

in Texas

was shattered.

scure the

With

in the empire.
fields

were picked up and moved

refineries

smoke-choked

massive,

billboards, left.

the

Communist-era iconography, almost every

Baku

depicts a writer,

artist,

statue in

or musician. Verses of the

grand twelfth-century national poet Nizami are quoted
freely.

Beaux-arts palaces, rehcs of the

boom, have

oil

steely seventy-five-year-old

who
now

does so again

as

a duly elected

Aliyev converted Baku's

comprehensive Soviet proletarian neglect.

ence rooms.

the surface of an "oily"

smart ones anyway

emerge.

The

—and

in

a closet

romantic

is

—

the

bound

to

Some

say,

gambhng

puckishly, that the conversion

Aliyev 's son Ilham, who, despite his
president of the State Oil

gift

Company

planet's doininant natural resources. After

where would the Beach Boys, Chuck Berry's long

Before Azerbaijan,
profits

its

oil

boom, they must agree on a pipehne

hvering oil from the landlocked sea to world markets

tant throw of the dice in The Great Game.

In Baku, older oiUes can be seen hanging out at the
the youngish workers from

nongovernmental organizations, hstening to

Mugam

local jazz

Old City or

club in the

seamy downtown bars

like the

tonk motif,

is

a

available. In

the Black Sea,

is

to favor

keeping with

this

Wild West, except

honky-

sits

across

that the drivers are

not just a challenge for engiinvolve the most impor-

it will

too small, plus

it

goes through Chechnya, recently at war with

Moscow. After costly reconstruction, the secondary line— from Baku to the Black Sea

rate from Georgia

known

is

power and ingenuity. And

line.

—

is

almost complete, but

it skirts

Abkhazia, which wants to sepa-

and whose fighters are rumored to have said they

will

Sea and then traverse the already dangerously overtrafficked and navigationally
cult

Bosporus Strait through Istanbul. This route

The United States, never

a small player, favors

the famous waterway.

in

the establishment of an east-west

corridor that

fact that the Ceyhan area recently suffered a massive earthquake in which

and gangsters

it is

— James Bond movie with
a

sabotage
less

is

sometimes made out to
a plot involving

reputedly in the works

—Baku

thick with industrial intrigue.

centers

on

the "royal family" of

Much

is

pipehne

neverthe-

of the gossip

Heydar

Aliyev, the

were

killed

would funnel Caspian

oil to

and several thousand injured

volatile global market

Ceyhan on Turkey's Mediterranean coast. The

is

150 people

considered no large obstacle. But with the

and recent drops in the price of

most expensive potential main export pipeline,

is in

oil,

Baku-Ceyhan, by

trouble.

An Iranian

far

the

path, south

—the obvious crow's-fly option but, until quite recently,
— has emerged as dark-horse candidate.

from Baku to the Persian Gulf
politically unthinkable

diffi-

strongly opposed by the Turkish

is

government, which fears further ecological damage

Khomeini. While nothing near the Casablanca-style
nest of spies

blow up the

Both Black Sea routes entail the use of supertankers that must cross the Black

Iranian and the windshields sport decals of AyatoUah

be

route. De-

The primary Soviet-built pipeline, from Baku to the Russian port of Novorossisk on

Sherwood and the

monoxide-spewing truck stop

the road fi-om the

a test of political

at Supsa, Georgia

Cajun or the Wild West, where country

Hne-dancing

it's

trawling

Coral, although Americans have been
the Ragin'

of the Azerbaijan

neighboring states, and foreign oilmen can begin to count the

from the Caspian Sea's new

without them?

the stylish

position as vice

Politics

neers;

at

when

have had something to do with the fabled losses of

acutely

the

Cinema Club with

semidemocrat.

casinos to confer-

freeway, or a million truck-stop short-order cooks be

seaside

otHcial

less

Master of the Universe positioning in relation to

one of the
all,

themselves)

them

wildcatters at heart,
their

call

may

—nothing more or than
corporate veneer— fancy themselves
Pipeline
men of
world,
aware of

best of

good old boys

they

(as

KGB

Azeri and expatriate alike were surprised recently

been made more seedUy romantic by seven decades of

Foreign oilmen are suckers for the ambience. Tap

former senior

ruled Soviet Azerbaijan from 1969 to 1982 and

a

—
imSPECIAL report

Republic (SOCAR),

is

natural history

regarded

as
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something

than

less

the next stepping-stone in the dynast)'.

The

epicenter of Baku's

Regency, the

rant at the Hyatt

(rooms

start at

new

$300

boom

oil

first

is

the restau-

and most expensive

a night) "international" hotel in

town. Here the petrolspeak of "outsourcing," "rightsizing,"

and "debottlenecking"

carried

is

on

in whispers.

In a country of clatter and bustle, the Hyatt's restaurant
is

an

oasis

of hushed

tranquillity. Spacious,

with huge

sun-streaming windows and thirty-foot ceilings, the
restaurant feels important
art

or outrageous prices;

beyond

it's

Across town, by the

its

one can

sea,

sun-washed and high-ceilinged,
threadbare,

room inside

a

tastefully displayed

like a library

if

or a church.

sit

in a similarly

decidedly

more

massive government building.

In that room, inside a building constructed by forced
ting alone eating a

Zbig

bowl of muesli,

happy to sign an

friendly,

IS

autograph. As for the chance that
the United States will relent con-

cerning

its

opposition to the con-

proposal

troversial

an

for

oil

pipeline through Iran, he smiles

and

m

"No

says,

It is

way."

business as usual once

more

the Temple of Capital. Cutlery

Hke

this has

not been seen in Azer-

baijan since the days of the

first oil

barons. Indeed, as recently as five
years ago, there

anything here.

was very

The Hyatt

once the Nachijivan Hotel,

German

labor after

World War

huge chandeher. During

Baku organizing
leader

is

People remove their

viet-run establishment sorely lack-

shoes, above, before

ing in the current amenities.

entering a refugee

the reconfigured industry'

settlement home.

the largely exploratory early-oil

Top: Refugees have

stage, the

lived in railway cars

yet to roll

at Saatli since 1993,

very high.

spoken of his nostalgic

which may or may not account

hammer and

feelings for

sickle

for the painstakingly

(one of the very few

be seen in Baku) adorning the otherwise shabby

More

than

and

somber respect

a

A

fifty years later, a

similar,

Hyatt.
cloths

It is

and

a

stiU to

walls.

sense of power remains

updated sense of reverence

is

felt at

the

realm apart, a solemn place of Hnen table-

privilege, a

Temple of Capital. Eating

might find himself seated

Zbigniew Brzezinski, Jimmy
security advisor

Amoco
there

is

and

now

in central Asia.
a mirror reaction

guard doing

his job.

zinski

promised
in.

real

With
in

still

money

has

But confidence

Why

else

is

would Brze-

and hundreds of other oilmen be here

if

the

country was not about to get rich?

for that power.

a

$17

continental breakfast in the quietude of the Hyatt, a
visitor

So-

a

II,

Azerbaijan while drinking tea in the dining room,

painted

a

was

his days as a revolutionary in

workers, the murderous Soviet

oil

said to have

Stahn ate under

of

litde

itself

a

Carter's

few

tables

from

former national

from

to speak to

across the

in these

boom
Ayna

editor of

The

—what

companies

a

bodysit-

call

my sLx doUars?"

in Azerbaijan

the

is

to

That's

know

the urbane

weekly newspaper.

become something of a
a matter

national ob-

of global market

World Bank, the IMF, and the

oil

nation building. For every dollar of

profit in the oil industry, six dollars will

the supporting

want

Rauf Talishinsky,

Zerkola, a popular

session in Azerbaijan. "It

him and

room:

times, says

six dollars has

arithmetic

Casual in his yellow cardigan,

"Where's

what the "normal people"

BP

a special consultant for

Get up

THE SIX DOLLARS

non-oU economy."

be generated by

The

global scramble

changed since the

late

for

natural resources has

nineteenth century,

when

Cecil

England for southern Africa, cornered 90
percent of the world's diamond market, and wound up

Rhodes

left

named after him, plus a
Rhodesian ridgeback). The ideal modern pro-

having three separate countries

dog

(the

duction-sharing agreement bet\\'een "source country"

and "multinational supplier"
a

win-win

thing. That's

is

supposed to be more of

what President AHyev was

looking for in the 1994 agreement between

w

his

govern-

ment and
In fact, as

consortium of international oil companies.
many of the expat oilmen crowding down-

a

town Baku

agree, for a country that until quite recently

had no such thing

as

contract law (not to mention tax,

banking, or export law),

when

contract of the century,

AUyev

his

it

came

to the so-called

cut a heck of a deal for

country As for the "normal people," they await the

promised trickle-down. The
only $14
live

a

salai7 for a teacher

month. "Now, with

in the land

oil,

we

is still

are supposed to

of opportunity," says Tahshinsky

Below: Locals swim

and
Bay.

fish in

Baku

They seem

undeterred by the
fact that

it is

one of

the dirtiest bodies of

water in the world, a
repository of decades
of oil-industry
spillage and seepage.

13
Armenia over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh region has left
are encamped
percent of Azeri people homeless In their own land. Most

ar with

In

Refugeestan.
southwestern Azerbaijan, which goes by the bitter sobriquet

—
ISPECIAL REPORT

natural history
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"They've got people's hopes up. They want their
dollars. That's the

key to the

mood turning darker,

fiiture

Talishinsky asks,

pen

if people get their six dollars

pen

if

.

.

six

in Azerbaijan." His

"What

will

hap-

and what wOl hap-

.

miles southwest of Baku, the dis-

fifty

tribution of this metaphorical six dollars (the price of a

of orange juice

glass

at

the Hyatt)

a particularly press-

is

ing matter. There are several refligee camps here in the

southwestern corner of Azerbaijan. As

heavUy

fortified

a result

of the country's devastating war with neighbor-

ing Armenia over the disputed Nagorno-Karabakh

gion (1992-94), which

left

re-

twenty thousand people

dead and the victorious Armenians in control of 20
percent of Azeri territory, there are

now more

than one

milhon refugees, or what the United Nations

calls

IDPs (internally displaced persons), in Azerbaijan. This

amounts

to approximately 13 percent of the total

pop-

Considered by many to be the inevitable legacy of

If

is

"you

so dry

in the shade of it."

is

can't

more than

a mile

even plant

a tree so

The worst of it, he

away and the

you can

says, is

sit

looking

at

the children. According to studies conducted by the

United Nations High Commissioner for Refiigees,

most every child Hving

in the Azeri

some degree of malnutrition.

them

will

It is

camps

al-

from

suffers

unlikely that any of

hve to ninety-six. "They'll be lucky to

last

half that long," Vafa predicts.

Things

are

even bleaker in SaatU, where

hve in a mile-long Hne of railway

reftigees

In summer, tem-

cars.

peratures in the metal carriages can reach 125 degrees.

Smoke from burning dung used

as fuel

in winter has

caused serious outbreaks of asthma. Taped to one

way

alongside torn Bruce Lee

car wall,

rail-

posters,

is

a

the dates

on which they were taken by Armenian

much

the

of their fortune

new entrepreneurs,

waiting to see whether their riches will trickle down.

which

in

1923 estabhshed

a primarily

forces.

ven

cataclysmic scale of Bosnia or engendering

for

much

as

Chechnya, has nonetheless taken

as

its

place in the knockabout moshpit of post-Soviet sectar-

A ceasefire

ian conflicts.

no ongoing

has held since 1994, but there

negotiations.

With

Httle settled, defeat

continues to fester in the Azeri national mind. Worst of
are the refiigee camps:

one

can't drive very far in

Azerbaijan without encountering settlements where

thousands

who

fled the fighting

hve in makeshift

tents,

railway cars, and holes in the ground.

Ninety-six-year-old Vafa hves in one refugee settle-

ment. The children have no

by

his earthen

dugout

young boys playing
ver-eyed, Vafa

"beautifiil" Lachin, a

tain

town,

ftiture here,

he

says, as

shelter, staring at a

his visitors that

he

group of

in a dusty field. Rail-thin

tells

and

back home

sil-

in

now Armenian-occupied mounMany

was nothing to be ninety-six.

it

people survived

weD

past

one hundred. To hve so long

in such a beautiful place was considered a great gift

from God. As
Vafa

calls

the

for being in "this hell,"

our only way back now," declares one

man. Whenever anyone

war

the

Karabakh ("Black Garden"), while not waged on the

Western ink

is

—

former Autonomous Oblast of Mountainous

the

"Death

Armenian en-

of Azerbaijan

clave within the territory

sits

nearest drinking water

Now people watch

for society's greater good.

Leninist divide-and-rule ethnic gerrymandering

all

he wishes he were dead.

says

he were, he wouldn't have to endure being where the

zerbaljan's nineteenth-century oil barons spent

A

man

1992, the old

handwritten hst of towns in Nagorno-Karabakh and

ulation, the highest such ratio in the world.

are

May

earth

they don't?"

One hundred

have lived since the Armenian takeover of Lachin in

which

camp where he and 6,500 other

is

what

refugees

as close to their

dies,

former

he

says, their

home

as

out the drivers being shot, and there

At

a tent

body

is

it is

buried.

camp near windswept Barda, where four

thousand people have been quartered for three
patience has

all

arrive, there are

shakes.

people

but run out. Here,

no welcoming

when

glasses

years,

aid workers

of tea, no hand-

Why hasn't the doctor been to the camp?
Why haven't materials been provided to fix

yell.

torn tents? In the crowd
Ilyas.

dri-

can be done with-

To

man who
who is in his
is

a

gives his

name

—
—exudes anger would be

say that Ilyas

early thirties

has dark pinpoint eyes

the point. Kafkaesque disbehef

is

more hke

it.

as

and

to miss

Before

the war, Ilyas taught chemistry in high school.

married, with two young children.
ans started

bombing

family to Baku.

his

When

town, Agdam,

the

He

Armeni-

Ilyas sent his

never heard from them again. Es-

He

caping the war zone, he searched in vain for

now he

was

beHeves his wife

left

him

a year;

man.

for another

Without home or money, he wound up in the
camp. He says, "For me to end up in such a place

tent

—

something

As

it is

industry in his

often discussed Azerbaijan's oil

classes.

The

"science of petroleum"

was

an important part of the nation's history, he says.

His

own

grandfather was an

oil

worker back in Soviet

times. Listening to the radio in his tent, he's heard

about the
currently

fifth

Caspian Sea Oil and Gas Exhibition

underway

in

Baku, which he describes

as a

gathering of "rich foreigners eating in restaurants."

Considering

his

situation

and

that

of the other

refugees, Ilyas feels only despair. "In the old oil

when

Azeris

became

he points out.

Many

rich, they

of those

boom,

helped other Azeris,"
first

oil

barons, cog-

nizant that oil was "the property of God," spent

of their fortunes for the greater

But what about now? "You

these oil companies here

now

Ameri-

are

can. Americans have never helped Azerbaijan.

We

What might

they

have

lost all trust in the

Americans.

do for us now?"
This seems a reasonable question, one worth pondering a few nights

later at

the American Embassy

Baku. Located in one of the nineteenth-century

boom's most elegant buildings, the embassy

is

in
oil

hosting a

are

good of the

American,"

much

society.

Ilyas says.

keynote speaker

at

partment Under

is

Chnton, Aaron
will

is

country of "singular

a

a

good

place to

the message he will bring President
tells

the assembled

Under Secretary announces.
With this, a cheer rises over

oilies.

And

things

history, the

the embassy's garden.

Product of a well-heeled lobbying program by Armenian-Americans, section 907 of the Freedom Support

Act was passed in 1992 as an outHne of American policy pertaining to the emerging nations of the former

gressor in the

it

Is

manifest in such

in the Old City.

the U.S.

be even better once 907 becomes

Soviet Union;

cosmopolitanism

Secretary of International Trade,

is

and economic importance ...

do business"

post-Soviet

establishments

the party

David Aaron. That Azerbaijan
strategic

Above: Baku's

oil show. The
Commerce De-

garden party in honor of delegates to the

difficult to accept."

a teacher, Ilyas

"Many of

officially

named

Azerbaijan

Nagorno-Karabakh war,

as

the ag-

resulting in full-

as

Mugam,

a club

Opposite: There Is

no shortage of
stylish clubs to

choose from.
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scale U.S. sanctions against the Azeris. Since

baijan hasn't received a
aid

—
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then Azer-

penny of American economic

the only former Soviet republic (including Presi-

dent Alexander Lukashenko's neo-fascist, mafia-prone
Belarus) to be so denied. For the Azeris,
that the entire conflict

pied soO and

who

took place on their

is

galling

how

still-occu-

and incomprehensible.

Standing amid the corporate cheerers
feel

point out

consider themselves staunchly pro-

American, section 907

one can

who

at this gathering,

begun

the ride has

to turn

and on polirical/envLronmental sanctions

on 907,

in general. In

the age of the global market, the global marketeers

make

the rules.

compared

And

it

has not escaped their notice that

to Azerbaijan,

Armenia

hard-scrabble land. Certainly there

is
is

a

no

yields,

but these goals were achieved through the

equally spectacular use of
fertihzers,

cal

quences for

Kur

comes

and dangerous chemi-

with predictably unfortunate conseand water

soil

(or Kura) Ri^'er, the

supply, has

DDT

been

quaho,'.

The

potabUiD,'

of the

main source of Baku's water

seriously

undermined. But

to Azeri eco-nightmares, there

is little

when it
com-

to

pare to Sumgayit, the famously apocalyptic "chemical
city" thirt\' miles north

lowing World War

II.

of the

capital.

thirD,'-plus

In the years fol-

major factories were

constructed here, including those manutacturing
^•arlous chlorinated

compounds, and the

DDT,

toxic gas lin-

dane. There were vers' few en\Tronmental controls; al-

resource-poor,

most aU waste products were dispersed into the

oil there.

dumped

air

or

untreated into the Caspian Sea. Drivers had to

he world's most prized caviar comes from Caspian Sea sturgeons. The

T

fish are disappearing at an alarming rate, chiefly because of overfishing

but also because of pollution and disturbed spawning.
As evidenced by the

doUar

gift to

greatly appreciated nriUion-

Azeri refiigees from the Unocal Corpora-

907 does not preclude contributions from the pri-

tion,

vate sector. Oil philanthropy has tended to be

spott)',

have their headhghts on

murk; women's nylons were
contact with the

at

President Aliyev, accompanied by his

Dolph Lundgren

idents,

look-alike Russian bodyguards, chats with representa-

of Exxon. Asked what was discussed, Exxon execs

tives

say Aliyev
tial

most
a

was keen to hear about the company's poten-

to help Azerbaijan in the "environmental sector,"
specifically

through Exxon's Save the Tiger Fund,

campaign pledging to protect the endangered big

throughout the world.
any

Upon

tigers in Azerbaijan," the

men from Exxon

vigorously, "Well, there used to be."

Caspian

tiger, a

cats

hearing "But there aren't

They

rebut

cite the

leading Eurasian predator ten to twenty

thousand years ago. In Azerbaijan, the Save the Tiger

program would take on "a s^TnboHc meaning," one
ecutive explains, noting that President Aliyev has

keen on Exxon's promotional use of big
bies.

"He took

company

is

cat

e.x-

been

Beanie Ba-

t%vo!" enthuses the exec, noting that the

also offering for sale a Save the

Tiger

kit

containing a National Geographic documentary on the

imperiled animals. Part of the proceeds

may go

to aid

environmental projects in Azerbaijan.
If amfAvhere ever

mental protection,

its

needed investment
Azerbaijan.

The

in en\dron-

country' \vith

the world's oldest petroleunr industry also has the

longest history of hydrocarbon pollution.

Aliyev

may

Heydar

have received an Order of Lenin in 1981

for spectacular increases in Azeri cotton

and grape crop

noon

to see through the

said to disintegrate

upon

Nonetheless, considered a worker's
its

relatively

high wages, Sumgapt

one time had more than four hundred thousand

the previous day.

oil

air.

paradise because of

show

however. After opening the

at

making

the second largest

it

cit\'

Tens of thousands of these people have since
Today, with
shut

all

down and 90

ployed, Sumgayit

Under

is

percent of the population
a quieter, albeit

still

By

unem-

chilling, place.

with birds chirping, one can

tour the section of a local cenreters' that

bles a

left.

but nvo or three of the factories

stark blue skies,

babies and children.

res-

in Azerbaijan.-

the wide beach,

is

reserved for

which resem-

more dystopian Daytona, half-drowned buses

and abandoned

horizon

ships dot the

five

dead

as

seals roll

more than seventy-

in the langviid tide. Nevertheless,

thousand refugees from Nagorno-Karabakh have

moved

Sumgayit in the

to

result,

iest

Some of

past five years.

Baku Bay

oxygen

—

has

—which

become

is all

but totally depleted of

dead zone;

a

Given

advent of the

this tableau, the

\Mth

shuttered factories, carrying buckets and large glass

sub-sea pipelines, and supertanker

coUect discarded chemicals. Secondhand toxins

provide a small-business opportunity here. Refugees

where the shout of

poisons to Baku,

the

take

"Chlor!" means the chlorine bleach peddler
streets again.

It's

door and find

a

not unusual to answer

a

is

knock

in the
at

the

man hawking a foaming
An ad-hoc Drano

mottle-faced

cocktail called "the terrible hquid."

of \\'idely var^'ing composition,

it is

guaranteed to un-

clog Baku's notoriously balky plumbing. Prolonged

contact with pipes

Not everyone

not recommended.

is

unhappy

is

to call

Sumgayit home.

Certainly there are problems here, says sixryish, thick-

rrunked Mustafayev, tending

shadow of
worked

Mustafayev

worked hard

"new"

is

something to be

Honest people

says ruefully.

That

there.

is

this ver)'

of the Soviet Union, to

all

Kazakhstan and the Ukraine." This
of,

where he

from

for twenty-seven years. Glass

factory was shipped "across

proud

garden in the

his small

the now-closed glass factory

what

wrong with

is

Azerbaijan: people are

ashamed of the

Communist

member and

was never

a

party people, but this

Party

how

is

Hfe

is,

and

the

past.

He

distrusted

it is

stupid to

throw away everything. Then Mustafayev reaches

down

to pick

grown

up one of the long purple eggplants

in his garden. If

demands

death, he

out in front of him,

Sumgayit

so

is

awfU, so

he's

of

fiill

know, thrusting the vegetable

to

how

can such healthy plants

come

from the ground?

much

else

environment turns to

oil.

Eventually, as with the discussion of so
in Azerbaijan, talk of the

Walking through Bibi-Eybat, one of the oldest
fields

on

the shore of

Baku

century of largely unregulated
stretch

of

real

estate.

"nodding donkey"
whining

in the

As

oil

wind,

if

see

oil

what

a

driEing can do to a

oil

from

drills,

sriU

one can

Bay,

habit,

their

hundreds of

corroded gears

scavenge the long-exhausted

shoreline reserves, seeking to

pump up one

molecule of hydrocarbon. Derricks, some

as

last stray

many

as

seventy-five years old, rust in the scratchy midafter-

noon
oil:

Hght.

Everywhere there

modern

tar pits

but pieces of discarded
ancient newspapers.

are

huge pools of spiUed

trapping not

wooUy mammoths

fiirniture, children's toys,

Much

and

of the seepage, containing

mercury and other heavy metals

as

well

as

radioactive

material such as radium 226, has penetrated the water
table or

been washed into the adjacent

shoreline.

As

a

one of the

m the world.

these displaced people can be seen skulking around

jars to

it is

major bodies of water

Its

new

hundreds of projected ofishore
traffic,

oil

dirt-

boom,

drilling rigs,

creates a

tentially explosive ecological scenario, especially

po-

given

the uniquely vulnerable nature of the Caspian Sea
self.

As

a river-fed brackish lake (88

percent of the

water comes fi^om the Volga, Europe's longest
the Kur; and the Terek) with

no

it-

river;

outlet to the ocean,

the Caspian has a Hniited abiUt)' to flush contaminants.

A

—

major accident here

demic species offish and
trous biodiversits' loss.

given the hundreds of en-

plants

Added

—could

to that

is

result in disas-

the

sea's

sheer

Below: One of the
Caspian Sea's fast-

disappearing

sturgeons goes on

the market.
Opposite: Visitors
can take tea beside

the "eternalty"
afire

Burning

Hill.
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Norwegian

Tresselt,

geologist

the Azerbaijan International

at

Company

Operating

of foreign

natural history

(AlOC), the leading consortium

producers,

says,

"The Caspian

is

one odd

duck, fUl of unsolved mystery." For instance, no one

is

our crops." Other pages detailing "our waters"

ness of

show

Caspian sea
but

era,

known

pictures of blue whales, not

it is

reprint date

lanes.

no

The

text

As Panahov points

relic.

1997, which

is

to frequent

obviously fi'om the Soviet

is

out, the book's

when it was

is

distributed to

quite sure why, having dropped almost thirty feet be-

Azeri fourth-graders.

tween the 1930s and the mid-1970s, the Caspian's

One Azeri eco-issue that captures the attention of
Moscow bHni-eaters and Manhattan socialites alike is

water

level has risen eight feet since then, resulting in

widespread flooding and property

"mud

are the

These clay-belching

hundred

Also enigmatic

loss.

volcanoes" studding the southern seabed.
calderas,

some of which

—something

growth

are several

of quick, unpredictable

feet high, are capable

to consider

when

laying extensive

undersea pipeUnes and drilling what wiU be some of
the deepest wells in the world.

Beyond

en-

this are the

vironmental hazards involved with land pipehnes.

The

the caviar emergency.

The

of the world's

vast majority

sturgeon population, source of the most fetishized fish

Often

eggs, reside in the Caspian Sea.

spike-snouted sturgeon

fossU, the

venerable species

back

much

as

as

beluga sturgeon,
sevruga, has

on

is

called a

among

Hving

the most

earth. Despite a lineage dating

100 miUion

years, the highly prized

well as the smaller Russian and

as

been disappearing

at

an astonishing

more than 30,000

rate.

As

existing Soviet-buUt conduits, especially those passing

recently as the mid-1980s,

through Georgia, have been subject to incessant leak-

sturgeon were taken by Soviet and Iranian fishermen;

Igh-priced oil Industry newsletters

H

make

It

tons of

plain that if there Isn't

going to be long-term stability in Azerbaijan, headquarters for the

new Caspian

oil

boom can

such

age, often in ecologically sensitive areas

These pipelines

lands.

but accidents are

will

easily be set up elsewhere.
as

wet-

be improved and upgraded,

difficult to prevent.

Recently, however, a ray of hope has arrived in the

form of the UN-sponsored Caspian Environment Project (CEP),

Aubrey,

which promises what coordinator David

Woods Hole Oceano-

a senior scientist at the

graphic Institution in Massachusetts,

The

tainability goals.

whoUy

project includes the bold and

indispensable involvement of neighboring Iran

as a firU partner.

work

calls realistic sus-

closely

Also "realistic"

with the

AIOC

CEP's

is

stated desire to

and other private

oil

pro-

we want to have success in protecting the
region, we have to create a situation everyone

ducers. "If

Caspian

can Uve with," Aubrey

says.

"We

tolerance"

improvement on the Soviet "zero

poUcy of first

setting

up impossible-to-com-

ply-with eco-rules and then collecting bribes
dictates

were broken.

Still, as

for the raising

cal consciousness in Azerbaijan,

tor of

ECORES,

ronmental organizations, despairs.
long way to go

when

it

comes

to

"We

textbook in which an airplane

DDT. The

the

of ecologi-

is

active envi-

have

a

very

any environmental

education," he remarks glumly, holding

with

when

Shahin Panahov, direc-

one of the country's few

up

it

to 3,100 tons.

was not

nine-hundred-pound, sixty-year-old beluga

(they have

been known

to live a century

and weigh two

thousand pounds), the current average weight of a
caught
cline

is

many

around eighty pounds.

the

is

which

damming of

One

Kur River

the

have been

fish

main problem
Soviet Union,

is

in Azerbaijan,

shown dusting

fields

And

poisoned by the giant gas-extrac-

mouth of the Volga River.

overfishing.

strict

fish

reason for the de-

has hindered sturgeon-spawning patterns.

tion plant built at the

quotas

Back

on

Yet the

in the days of the

the sturgeon catch were

enforced by the caviar commissars, but since then, the

market has become

A
Kur

visit

more ad

a bit

hoc.

to the nearly deserted state-owned caviar

mouth of

in Neftechala, seventy-five rrules south of

the

Baku,

underscores the dire prognosis. Just the day before,

1 .3

million sturgeon hatchlings were released from the factory's

spawning pools into the

win enter the Caspian.
factory
eral

and

full

river,

If things

from which they

were "normal," the

manager shouts over the piercing caws of

hundred nesting crows,

hatchlings

would return

a

sev-

goodly portion of these

in about fifteen years,

matured

of caviar. But things are "not normal."

"Very few, very few wiU come back," the manager

a softcover

caption reads "For the natural good-

uncommon

to find a

factory and sturgeon hatchery near the

The AIOC/CEP meld of Big Oil and Big ReHef
a vast

down

catch was

official

Likewise, whereas in the 1970s

won't get anywhere

attempting to ignore the economic imperatives."

cannot but be

by 1995 the

says

with

disgust.

not bear eggs, the

"Some
rest

will

go elsewhere, some

wiU be murdered."

will

"Murder?

I

wouldn't

air

of

a

man

he has been

a caviar

Mostly he goes out
drift nets,

With

charges

murder," says Azad

makeshift hut on the Caspian shore.

burly-chested

else.

call it

in his late twenties,

at

Azad

A

ness.

Two

were

killed in a

years.

jumbo

or

dangerous busi-

caviar mafiosi

police, a clash that included the

story building

and

bombing of

a

nine-

where border guards were housed. The

situation in Azerbaijan isn't that tense, but stiU,

winking,

local

it's

Azad

never a bad idea to keep a couple of

Kalashnikovs under the bed.

—Azad

sells a

kilo

and

a half

caviar for about eight "shirvans," or $20. "In
is

$100 an ounce," he

money like

of black

America

snorts, indicating he'll

it

never see

In

common

with

most Azeris of

that.

To be Azeri

be unlucky, Azad contends, im-

modest means,

parting a portion of his Ufe story. As a teenager from a

workers, below,

dis-

years ago in Dagestan, sixty-seven people

war between

swear on a

will

of Armenian submarines

been torpedoing innocent sturgeons with underwa-

Baku black market
a

—where people

a flotilla

machine guns

into big plastic buckets, ready to be either

It's

market

ter

he scoops out the eggs and

immediately shipped to Moscow.

local

of Korans that

has

which catch sturgeons along with everything

them

stack

squat,

night to set his (outlawed)

large spoons,

At the

he

reveals that

poacher for almost two

processed and packaged for the

says,

as

machete-like blade through the fetid

flicks a five-inch

poor

family,

is

to

he dreamed of going to

University, but then the Soviet

he was sent

that,

to fight in

Union

Moscow
fell

Nagorno-Karabakh. Near

the Iranian border, Azad's unit was routed by

"The Russians supphed them with

ans.

them

into battle with strategy.

ganized.

out

We

alive.

jan,"

he

had no chance."

"Azerbaijan ...

says.

I

State

apart. After

Our

He

Armeni-

everything, led

troops were disor-

was very happy to get

didn't care about Azerbai-

Since then, Azad has

(Please turn to

page 93)

oil

hope for a future

made comfortable
by trickle-down,
prosperity from

the country's latest
oil

boom.
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Suma

with her

month-old male
infant. Forester

^X,
«.*'

Last April, yet another

drama about the

rightful ownership

of children was ployed out by two mothers. Grabbing
babies

is

nothing new for most primates, but this was the

first report

of an orangutan kidnapping.

Story by Meredith

F.

Small

~ Photography by Anup Shah and Manoj Shah

BRINGING BACK BABY
Near the
Gunung

village of Bukit Lawang, in Sumatra's

Leuser National Park, are

a

few buildings and

cages that once served as a rehabilitation center for captive

orangutans being reintroduced to the wild.

Among
two

the animals the center successfully released are

males

known

to park

1997 both gave birth
est,

and both

this

Forester.

as

Suma and

On

time to

a

March
male

it

1,

Suma

1998,

that park

workers

later,

surely, the

off through the trees as if it

baby began

to decline. Edita

could not have been lactating, so Forester was
starving.

used

a

Concerned

Once
her

at risk

of

tor the infant's survival, park staff

banana laced with tranquilizers to lure Edita into

an old cage
she

lap.

left

over from the days of rehabilitation.

became drowsy, they removed

Upon

For four

Forester from

waking, Edita broke out of the cage and

ambled back into the

forest.

days, park staff

Forester to build

up

and volunteers bottle-fed

his strength.

Then, on April

waited \vith the revitalized infant near

by Suma on her daily rounds of the

a trail

forest.

8,

they

frequented

As she came

swinging into view, they quickly placed Forester into
the crook of a

tree.

As soon

as

mother and baby made

eye contact. Forester held up his arms to her, Uke any
infant missing

Mom.

Pursing her

lips

in greeting,

Suma

scooped up Forester and immediately began grooming
him. Reunited, they

moved back

Edita,

a female

who was not

Edita stole

were her own.
Slowly but

Carried off by

lactating. Forester

But four weeks

Suma's infant and carried

fe-

Edita. In

surrounding for-

to infants in the

infants died.

gave birth again,

named

workers

into the forest.

began

to decline.

^ANIMAL

—
BEHAVIOR

Although

Suma, reunited with
tier infant,

swings

natural history

was the

this

3/99

first

time kidnapping had

been reported among wild orangutans, grabbing babies
nothing

new

for

through the trees

is

with the baby

a positive thing.

clinging to her chest.

species

puU

—and

most other primates

Females of

often

many Asian and

of leaf-eating monkeys, for example, routinely

babies from their mothers' chests and pass

around Hke rag

which they
giving

it s

African

call

dolls.

Researchers believe

infant sharing,

them time

this

them

system,

may benefit mothers

off from the

demands of baby

(by

care)

and "aunts" (by giving them mothering experience).
In other primate species, such

boons, and chimpanzees, females

as

macaques, ba-

may develop

relationships with babies that are not their
tives, in particular, are

intense

own. Rela-

Ukely to be in physical proximit\'

to infants

and

to

be tolerated by mothers. In

fact,

or-

phaned primate babies have frequently been adopted by
kin. Nonrelarives are also attracted to

often look, touch, or
its

tr^'

to

puU

Htde ones and

a riny infant

away from

mother.
Primate infants are often the center of attenrion,

and researchers suspect
\ides a social

safet)^

that

being in the spotlight pro-

net for these vulnerable young. But

even experienced females have been kno\\Ti to take infants

from

their

mothers and keep them too long

sometimes for days

—

thereby putting the babies

at risk

of starvation. Sometimes abductions seem purposehil,

meant

to eliminate the competition: high-ranking fe-

male Japanese and rhesus macaques have been observ-ed

newborns from low-ranking troop mates and

taking

holding onto the babies until they are dead.
It

not just females that abuse youngsters. Male

is

Barbary macaques
as

steal infants

they jockey for social

and use them

The

status.

as

pawns

infants are held for

hours and sometimes caught between these lumbering
giants during a fight. In

cluding the

hanuman

many

species of

ably to
again.

kill

them, presum-

end nursing and bring the mothers into

A

rival's

offspring

portunity to spread one's

is

when

their infant

is

estrus

the wild

genes created.

real threats,

most mothers

whisked away. Although no

Forester's kidnapping,

Suma and

more than

a

decade

earlier

They must have known each
relatives

nor

her previous

year's loss.

and had been

Lawang

living

ever since.

other but were neither

friends. Perhaps Edita

Many

was

still

mourning

primates express grief

—female monkeys and

after infant loss

their

probably was

it

Edita had been reintroduced to

rather soHtary Hves around Bukit

apes

may hold

dead infants for days and weeks or haunt other

fe-

males with newborns after losing their own.

While the kidnapping was

thus eHininated, and an op-

own

Because of these very
protest

monkey, in-

langur and chacma baboon, males

routinely grab unrelated babies and

one witnessed
not pleasant.

a desperate

move, Edita

's

behavior reminds us that the roots of longing run deep,

and

that maternal instinct

without maternity.

can be compelling, even

D
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a tropical beauty induce

a fragrance that proves irresistible to the

male euglossine bee. The

diminutive beast to

a

airlii^

bucket

is

not

nor

a nectar,

is it

the

the source of the scent.

The droplets serve a different purpose entirely.
Soon after the orchid blooms, male bees, responding to the scent, start to swarm around the flower in a
state of great agitation. They hover and try to land,

HANSEN

ERIC

of poLlen? Writer

sacs

metaUic green

fluid dripping into

takes us on a behind-the-scenes

seeking a foothold on the mesochile, a tubular section

tour of a bucket orchid.

stem and front of the

that connects the bucket to the

From

flower.

the slippery surface of this erect and

shghtly curving vertical shaft, the excited bees use their
front legs to collect a scented

Many

wax from

just

below

a

orchids have evolved elaborate traps and obstacle

courses to attract and capture their insect pollinators.

The mechanisms withm these
daunting that, upon first glance,

why

ine

insects

would

flowers are often so
it is

difficult to

the flowers once,

visit

let

imag-

bonnet-shaped structure called the hypochile.

The bee

alone

many

For

biologists,

uses the hairs

on

his legs to transfer the

aromatic substance to special pockets on his hind

twice, to complete the process of pollination.

from Charles Darwin onward,

He wiU

Or-

during

the insect/flower relationships within the family

later use this

potion to help him

courtship

his

dance.

legs.

attract females

Different species

of

chidaceae have been prime examples of coevolution.

Coryanthes attract different species of bees, because

They

each male bee needs to have

also

can be seen to exemplify the lighter side of

evolutionary fine-tuning, especially

as it pertains to

the

scent.

rocky road of insect romance. In the case of Coryanthes
speciosa,

and
is

its

one of the

known

species

insect poUinator, the

an ardent

as

perfiime

he ready to

fly

In a

noble quest,

and the eager

insects

engage in

jostUng for position beneath the hypochile. Occasion-

one of the bees either

ally

surface of the shaft and

to another.

Bucket orchids
plants) that sprout

are epiphytes (also

on

trees

known

as

knocked

air

m the wet tropical forests of

grow

in clusters,

and on the front of each

flower are two winghke sepals. Just behind the sepals
small floral "bucket,"

which

gives the plant

its

is

popu-

name. By the time the flower opens (often with an

audible popping sound), two special glands have al-

ready started to secrete a Hquid that drips into the bot-

tom of the

bucket.

The

flowers

now

begin to produce

in

when

his

loses his footing

falls

Once within
Opposite:

A

Coryanthes

speciosa orchid exudes

wings collide with

a droplet

from

a

faucet

freedom. Just

fi-ont
at

the sHck

a

droplet

faucetlike glands.

the fluid of the bucket, the bee has

only one means of escape:

through the

on

into the bucket, or gets

coming from one of the flowers

Mexico, Central America, and South America. The

a

amount

purpose of fooHng an insect into complet-

one blossom

lar

a considerable

of head butting, shoving with their niidlegs, and

is

ing the pollination process by transporting pollen fr-om

flowers

off in search of a mate.

orchestrated by the flower

This entire scenario

tor the sole

very specific sort of

fiime,

intoxicating perflimes, deception, dancing, and adventure.

is

a

male bee has collected enough

after the

mad rush to get at the hmited amount of permany male bees can be attracted to the same
flower. The flowers stay in bloom for only a few days,

bucket orchids,

male euglossine bee, there

suitor, tantaHzing promises, a

Only

narrow tunnel

a

that leads

wall of the flower to daylight and

the entrance to this tunnel,

of the bucket,

a step that the

gland. Occasionally a

side wall

visiting bee, above, is

uses to

swept by a droplet into

He

the orchid's "bucket."

But before he reaches open

chmb out of the

is

fluid

on the

in-

sodden male

and into the passageway.

then slowly squeezes and wiggles
air,

his

the bee

way
must

forward.
pass

be-
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"twin pack" of pollinia

sands of pollen grains

on the

nel,

precise

—

—

3/99

sacs

containing thou-

situated at the roof of the tun-

anther, the male part of the flower.

moment,

lodged on the bee's back

and abdomen

the spot

at

bee—

his

are hinged.

^wet

wings

By

like a small

—

and disoriented

as forty-five

about

procreative duties, he

where he dances and launches
and buzz pattern.

pollinator on a tropical

legs as

World orchid.

flies

A

off to a display

site,

into an intricate flight

heady scent wafts from

his

he performs the fancy footwork. With

this

kind

of action going on, what female bee can possibly

resist

hind

the temptation to land and get better acquainted?

attached be-

is

Once

backpack.
^pauses to

is

own

to join a fellow potential

the time the bee has

out, the

CORYANTHUS SPECIOSA ORCHID

m AND EUGLOSSINE

BEES

dry himself on

may

the flower's lateral sepals. His ordeal

long

a

euglossine bee

where the thorax New

climbed free of the tunnel, the pollen

tween

At

poUen disengages and becomes

the

Above: An incoming

have taken

as

minutes.

In order for Coijanthes speciosa to be pollinated, a
Hypochile

bee carrying poUinia must then be lured to another

blooming orchid of the same

species,

fall

into the

bucket, and negotiate the floral obstacle course a sec-

ond time

(the chances

of

this

happening are remote,

On

and consequently polhnation occurs infrequently).

Lateral

sepal

the bee's visit through the second bucket orchid, a

catch

mechanism on the roof of

grabs the pollen backpack.

dried and diminished in
the

pistil,

is

this time,

so that

pollinated,

the pollen has

it fits

nicely onto

and with luck

a

way
seed

eventually form.

The male bee may

have been duped by the flower,

but he has also collected what he needs
pei-fume. Freed of his backpack

Droplet

the escape tunnel

the flower's female component. In this

the bucket orchid

pod wiU

By

size,

—

the

waxy

and remembering

his

Faucet
glands

Pollinia

D
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LAND: NEW BRUNSWICK

IS

Dune Boi
MOHLENBROCK

BY ROBERT H.

On the east coast of the Canadian maritime province
of New Brunswick Hes Kouchibouguac National Park,
a forty-square-mile preserve encompassing dunes,
salt

marshes,

and an extensive bog. Never

forests,

heavily populated, the landscape

Where
timber

the

—

land was used—

^for

the vegetation has

is

mostly undisturbed.

pasture, farming, or

begun

to

grow back

in

the thirty years since the park was created.

Nearly eight square miles of the park consists of

Bog, which occupies low terrain overlying

Kelly's

deposits of marine clay.
this area

when

the Ice

A forest probably took over

Age ended 10,000

impeded

but because the clay

years ago,

drainage, the

sphagnum,

or peat moss, growing there began to create a thick
deposit of dead organic material.

few

ago,

By

about 4,500 years

could survive in the unstable, boggy

trees

The sphagnum and other vegetation visible
today grows on twenty feet of peat that has built up

soil.

above the water table
is

known

as a

To view

—

domed

the bog,

for this reason, the habitat

bog.
visitors

can park and

cHmb up

an observation tower or foUow a half-mile boardwalk.

The pathway from

the parking lot passes through

boreal forest to a treeless "lagg zone" that encircles the

bog. Trees cannot

grow here because

hes immediately beneath the surface.

zone

rises

the

bog

itself

giant sponge, soaking

larches,

grow

Beyond

Although the peat

the lagg

acts

Uke

up and storing water from

a

rain,

scattering of stunted black spruces

snow, and fog, a

and

the water table

some

a

hundred years

old,

there. Animals fi-equenting the

still

manage

to

bog include

song sparrows and savanna sparrows, yeUow-throated
warblers and palm warblers, voles, lemmings, moose,

and white-tailed

The
Marsh

deer.

park includes other rewarding

Trail

is

a

boardwalk

trails.

that leads inland

The

Salt

through

marsh and into an adjacent forest of red spruce
and balsam fir. Wetland and aquatic plants can be
observed from the Beaver Trail, which circles a pond
and adjacent wetland created by the activity of beavers.
a salt

—
FIELD GUIDE

Another route

Beach

Kelly's

is

.

natural history

boardwalk passing over

a

3/99

which

Trail,

shallow salty

starts

out

as a

gradually leads

inlet,

and then continues over the sand dunes

to a sandy ridge,

upward

that

parallel the shore.

The Pine

Trail features a

number of huge white pine

were spared during the massive lumbering

that

trees that

took place in the

nineteenth century. White pines were used extensively in

New Brunswick coast.

shipbuilding, a major industry along the

But few white pine
disturbed area

is

seedlings can be

becoming

a red

found here now;

spruce—balsam

Lumbering opened the competition

to spruces

this

fir forest.

and

firs,

and old

white pines produce few seeds and in some places form a closed

canopy

that inhibits the

growth of seedlings.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus of plant biology at

Carbondak, explores the

Illinois University,

highlights of United States national forests

For

biological

Soiitlierii

and geological

and other parklands.

visitor information, write:

Superintendent

Kouchibouguac National Park
Kent County

New Brunswick EOA 2A0
Canada
876-2443

(306)

HABITATS
Bog vegetation

accompanied by

The

typified

is

by sphagnum, which
grass

'QUEBEC

pink

<}

-.^y^^y

orchid, purple pitcher plant,

.^

/fe>%

round-leaved sundew,

NEW''^

false

in stabilizing the

''"''"''

because

BRUNSFredericfonV

„

,

.

,

.oS/NOVA,rOHalifax
,'S^

<b'

CJ^TIA

„_ 100 Miles

and the water Hly-like

balsam

and white cedar over

also

number

appear, along with a

of low-growing shrubs, such
as

sweet fern (of the

family),

wax

myrtle

bog rosemary, Labrador

tea,

cloudberry, crowberry,

and

a

low-bush blueberry.

in places

marsh

plants include

marsh cordgrass,
cordgrass,

tall

Gerard's rush.

salt

meadow

cordgrass,

The

salt

and

salty inlet

layer

species of birds that

continued presence.

common tern, which

is

harbors several species of

experiencing competition from

cordgrass as well as

guUs, and the other

salt grass,

is

woody

is

Canada mayflower,

lUy,

interrupted fern,
fern,

and

a

cinnamon

variety of sedges.

the

piping plover, an endangered

Red spruce-balsam

sea rocket, a saltwater plantain,

North American

also contains striped

snapdragon

cattail,

plants include

beach

sweet pea, beach heather,

beach

wormwood, and

the

ubiquitous milfoil, or yarrow.

fir forest

maple,

white birch, hemlock, red

Beaver wetland

Dune

species.

little

blue-flowering plant in the
family.

shrubby

viburnum. In the

shade beneath the

seaside goldem"od, sea lavender,

pickleweed, and bacopa, a

a

of speckled alder and

plants are bunchberry, bluebead

One

along Kelly's Beach Trail

the

red spruce, hemlock,

fir,

raisin tree

managed

by park personnel to ensure

candles

Salt

where no other

nest in the sand are

their

—

Boreal forest consists of

appears in clumps, can often

Two

yellow-flowering bladderwort

black spruce and larch

which

grow

of tiny sedges. Growing in small

spatterdock. Stunted trees

sand dunes

this plant,

vegetation succeeds.

jr&

leaved tearthumb, and blue
joint grass.

Gultof

Solomon's-seal, and a variety

pools of standing water are

of the large marram

extremely important

Saint

WlNEil WICK

snowberry, three-leaved

roots

grass are

is

plants include

pussy willow,
(a

swamp

yellow loosestrife

with candelabra-Hke flower
clusters),
iris,

horehound, blue

white-fringed orchid,

perfoliate boneset, halberd-

maple, and American beech.

Shrubs include red elderberry

and the evergreen spreading
yew.
are

Among

the wildflowers

pink lady's-sHpper orchid,

triUium, twinleaf, wild
sarsapariUa,

and

stai-flower.

—

.

CELESTIAL EVENTS

Moon Math

"once

has to

The full Moon shows up twice in March, on the 2d and the 31st.
Whenever two full Moons appear in a month, the second is
christened a Blue Moon. Because approximately 29.5 days separate

Moon from

fLiU

the next,

all

months

eight chances in 228, or 3.5 percent.
is

in

interval, yet the

frequency

The Moon's

The Blue Moon

our Gregorian

just like

game

—

nineteen years

a

phases recur

rhythm known

into this period are

as

on the same
the

called

Blue

full

not known, but

is

One

meaning "to

belcwe,

states, is belewe

it

hkely explanation

because

betray."

betrays the

it

Moon per month.

that shines

on March 3 1

will probably

look

any other fuU Moon. However, on several occasions,

usually after extensive forest fires or violent volcanic eruptions,

the

Moon

has reportedly taken

violet hue.

dates every

on

lavender, or even

a blue,

Soot particles of a particular

deposited high in

size,

of the red hght

Earth's atmosphere, selectively absorb parts

Metonic Cycle. Packed

235 lunar months (236

theory

this

usual perception of one full

expression "once in a blue

calculated.

is

Moon

do with the Old English word

The Moon,

for a Blue Moon.
moon" suggests an indefinite
of Blue Moons can be precisely

calendar, except February, are fair

The

the second

probably has nothing to do with color.

BY JOE RAO

one

moon"

in a blue

Why

spectrum, accounting for the color change.

Moons) but only

228 calendar months, and thus 8 Blue Moons. So, mathematically.

Joe Rao

is

a lecturer at the

American

Museum—Hayden

Planetarium

THE SKY IN MARCI
Mercury

—

Sun

greatest

month and two hours

earlier at

February, drops

seen again untU

late ne.xt

18.2° east of the

the end of the month.

Look

into the western twihght sky,

month, when

reappears in

following Mercury into

the

arrives at

elongation

—on March
low

visible

its

3. It

wiU be

in the western

hour

twilight sky for about an
after

sundown through March

it

a

for

few degrees to the right of

the

waning gibbous

Moon

the

two

the evening

of the

rise late

on

obscurity.

as

an hour

low

6th.

8 but thereafter wiU fade

Look

after

Jupiter, after

Inferior conjunction

rendezvous with Venus

its

March.

spectacular

for

it

rapidly

It

first

ten days of

on the

then disappears into

of

Venus on the evening of the

•

.

19th.
to gain in

A

dazzling Venus

outshines golden-yellow

in the evening sky.

Saturn,

A brilliant silvery white beacon,

1

/63

as

which appears

a

mere

bright.

progressively later during

it sets

March

—

sunset

by month's end.

a fiiU three

hours

The Moon

after

On the

March 2

evening of the 19th, look to the

quarter
.

of the paler Saturn:

crescent

both

will

pass less than 2.5° to the left
-

right

Sun

after the

and two hours

afterward by the end of the

.*AI(iebaran

the 19th.

prominence

1st

month. The ringed planet

—occurs on

Venus continues

after sunset, setting

about four hours

Mercury passing between the
Sun and Earth

sky.

Saturn can be found in the
western sky

the solar glare and cannot be

late in

morning

it

within

sundown, very

m the western sky,

through the

rapidly into the solar glare.

down

Moon

-

a

Saturn^

hangs below

^

planets.

Venus

is

will first

1:59 A.M.;

at

new Moon

17

1:48 p.m.;

is

on

fiiU
last

on March 10

A.M.;
at

be

at

3:43

on March
quarter

first

comes on March 24

at

5:19

•

in

Mars progresses from very

A.M.

on

The Blue Moon

the 31st

at

occurs

5:49 P.M.

bright to brilliant during

March;

it

" "

doubles in brighmess

as its distance

'^^^1

from Earth

decreases fa-om

on

1st to

the 31st.

10:30 P.M.

62.7 miUion miles

Mars

at

rises at

.-V^

about

the start of the

-t

4^JXJfi/

\

The vernal equinox occurs
8:46 RM. on

March

at

20. Spring

,.

-?9a!&r-' Jk

84 million miles
"

on the

'^^^^^^^1

arrives in the

Northern

Hemisphere, and autumn in
the Southern Hemisphere.

Tlie western sky on

March

19, shortly after sunset

All times ^ii'cii

me

in eastern

ssaudmd

time.
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Water Wings
Soaring through the water

penguins swim

king

about halfway between Tasmania and

Island,

On this typically blustery day,

Antarctica.

photographer Tui

of curious
,

as if in flight,

off the coast of Macquarie

De Roy watched

—

kings:

the second

largest

—

seventeen or so penguin species
boat. Crariing their

as

hundreds

of the

circled her

necks and jumping out of

the water, .some uncharacteristically inquisitive

penguins actually tried to hop aboard.

On the*

leeward side of the subantarctic

where

80,000

pairs

island,

of king penguins hve and breed,

streams of commuting adults continually shutde

between

rookery and the open ocean,

their

where they feed on squid and

awkward on

fish.

Although

land, these flighdess birds are

masterful in the water. Using their flippered
feet as rudders

and

their

wings

as propellers,

penguins swim with the head hunched into the
shoulders and the feet pressed close to the body.

This streamlining minimizes water resistance
and, thus, energy expenditure.

To protect

against the cold, penguins are swaddled in a

blanket of down and a hefty layer of fat.

An

outer layer of overlapping feathers, which they
anoint with secretions from a gland at the base

of the

tail, is

nearly impenetrable to

water. Diving

is

a

wind or

primary means of intercepting

prey; kings often plunge hundreds of feet
:.
•

below

the surface in search of food. But diving by

humans

is

waters, so
birds

on

not permitted in Macquarie's protected

De Roy

captured the beautiful

film by lowering her underwater

camera into the

bay.

—

Rachel Zqffness

Photograph by Tui

De Roy

Minden

Pictures
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I.

Les Mammiferes

2-

Les Oiseaux.

3.

Les Reptiles.

4-

Les Poissons.

5.

Les Mollusques.

6.

Les Cirrhipedes.

7-

Les Annelides.

8.

Les Criistaces,

9-

Les Arachnides.

10.

natural history
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*Animaux

Lamarck now faced the
dilemma of a coherent group
that was higher in some

vertebres.

lAnimaux

Les Insectes.

than those beneath

invertebres.

it

on the ladder.

II. Les. .Vers.

12.

but lower in others,

features,

Les Radiaires.

i3. Les Polypes.
i4-

In the first volume of his Philosophie zoologique, published in

^es Infusoires^

1809, Lamarck

animals

classified

(Continued from page 21) image of a single

mals),

and the other from crocodiles

to

He

ladder (compare the later chart, page 86,

marine mammals (labeled m. amphibies)

to

form of

with the version above, taken from vol-

terrestrial

ume one

the

same

of the

Lamarck begins

1809

the top, contrary to

(at

current convention) with two
labeled

tions

(worms).

vers

serts light dots to

lines,

one

(single-celled animals)

infiisoires

and the other

v/ork).

He

then in-

suggest possible alloca-

of the higher phyla to the two Hnes.

The

logical

has

now been

problem

—

worms

standing below

broke

that

solved

but above in others,

his

for the

some

in

now

he even posited

spirit,

mammals, leading
whales (m.

terrestrial

cetaces),

hoofed animals
nails

Cuvier's observations, had broken his for-

mer system and impelled

far from being simple;

Tlie order

to

constructed of several distinct series.

.

is

Lamarck

explicitly

connected

worms

quences of spontaneous generation

these animals arise by spontaneous

locales.

a

branching

vertebrates at the top:

begins with

open, the tide

at least

among

at

higher

"The animal

two branches;

the

scale

in the

course of its extent, several branches seem
to

end in

generation,

.

.

and

how

he

suggested

also

branching

at

some

substantial

the end of his array.

He

had

all

evolution, the introductory vol-

(1815) of his Histoire naturelle des ani-

maux

sans vertebres.

and announced

summit of

reptiles to birds to

ing

for birds

seemed

rather

than

inferior

mammals,

different
to,

from,

mammals.

Here he transcended

the tentativeness of his 1809 revision

always been bothered by the conventional

just

series, later in origin

his conversion to

branch-

Lamarck's third and

far

his

last

he had progressed both in

new

ing on his

tree

of

monotremes (platypuses,

now

considered

which Lamarck

as separate

from

mam-

the

Note how

the two

branching

series."

major

of separate spontaneous gen-

model

eration

as

the fimdamental pattern of evolu-

that

had shaped

all

his

previous

lines

—one beginning with

clearly

passing from turtles to birds (oiseaux) to

titles

tion. In direct contradiction to the linear

the other with internal

the end of the series, one line

He

of animals, showing two separate and sub-

ambiguity: "Dans sa production des dif-

at

life.

"Presumed order of the formation

chart

work, Lamarck stated simply and without

branched

his

ovwi confidence and in copious branch-

on

that reptiles

chart (page 88,

1815 volume) shows

Lamarck therefore proposed (and drew
his revolutionary chart)

restricted

different places."

book on

ume

worms [now

own

truly form their

reproduced from

new

Tlie most imperfect of

than the one that began with irfusorians.

After the Philosophie zoologique of 1809,

this

.

the

Lamarck wrote one additional major

to other old problems. Therefore,

.

vers intestins, with annelids removed]

to

Lamarck could hardly

scheme

.

be

display a great disparity of

features

bottom and

it is

Tlie animals that belonged to the class of

organization.

following an

avoid the temptation to apply

his revision:

branching (rameux) and even appears

Once he had admitted branching and
all,

explained

inspired by

the two reforms: the admission of two se-

of reform must sweep to other

separation at

worms,

(m.

and primates.
Finally,

new model and

his

the division of

(m.

including carnivores, rodents,

onguicules),

how

to separate Hnes for

and mammals with

ongules),

stiU in

a threefold

branching in the transition to

system

infusorian beginning.

When mental floodgates

and

Finally,

then emphasized the branching

radiaires,

rank in an en-

tirely separate series, directly

new

mammals.

in a fourteen-level hierarchy.

ferents

une

animaux,

serie

unique

la

nature n'a pas execute

et simple. (In

its

produc-

tion of the different animals, nature has

not fashioned

a single

and simple

series.)"

how

marked and

each

infusorians,

worms

separated.

series also divides

—

now

are

Note

within

also

itself,

thus establishing the process of branching
as a

The

key theme

at all scales

of the system.

infi:sorian line branches at the level

.

of polyps

and

of radiates
lusks.

and

(corals

a

jellyfish) into a line

Une terminating

The second

m

mol-

of worms

line

also

branches in two, leading to annelids on

one

and

side

insect

insects

Une then

on

the other.

again

splits

of crustaceans and

vision) into a lineage

and another

(labeled cirrhipedes)

barnacles

of arachnids

(spiders

we must

Finally,

But the

(a tertiary di-

and scorpions)
recognize that these

major changes do not

only the

affect

overt geometry of animal organization.

The conversion from

Linearity to

branch-

—and perhaps even more impor—marks profound

ing also
tantly

in

shitt

a

Lamarck's underlying theory of nature.

He had based
ing

it

forces

defend-

on

a fimda-

vociferously until 1809,

mental

division

—

and work right alongside paleontologists
Hidden Secrets. Up here the fossils stretch
almost as far as your American dollar.
Call toll-free 1-877-237-2273, operator 99NH, for your free
guide to this and other genuine Saskatchewan vacations.
Roll
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a
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and

up your

in the Valley of

draws

hne into byways of

single lineages off the
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local environ-

immediate adaptation to

Canada

Tourism Alliance

A

ments.

set

of philosophical conse-

quences then spring from

this

model: the

predictable and lawlike character ot evo-

and

lution hes patent in the primary force
its

ladder of progress reaching to man,

while accidents of history (leading to
local adaptations) can

then be dismissed

1191A.D.X^

as

:>*'

i

secondary and truly independent from

What is

the overarching order.

But the branching system destroys

this

neat and comforting scheme for two

major reasons.

First

of

all,

the

become intermingled and
the branching
distinguish

itself.

We

two

forces

conflated in

can no longer

two independent and orthog-

onal powers working

at

right angles.

Progress

may occur

be

but the very act of division im-

sure,

!
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doing in
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;
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phes an environmental impetus to spHt
the

main

—and Lamarck had

line

always

advocated a complete and principled distinction

between

a single

Working on his tan.

and inexorable

main hne and the numerous minor deviations that can
raflie

draw

or an eyeless

ofl^ a

(l/iyou can find time between Nisiting Greek temples, Roman

long-necked gi-

mole but can never

t_^^mphitheaters, enjoying outdoor

dis-

frescoes,

rupt or ramify the major designs of

animal

life.

In the

new model,

environment intrudes

at

the

the envy of the Mediterranean, by
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first

con-
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I

struction of basic order

—

natural history

of Lamarck's changing views on the

one group

as

spontaneously in ponds, and an-

arises

3/99

other inside the bodies of other creatures!

counts stop

Moreover, each of the two resulting

with

lines

two

then branches further, and unpredictably,

were

under environmental impetuses

that

not supposed to

force

derail

among major

progress

the

groups, as

insects split into a terrestrial line

and

nids

marme

a

when

line leading to crus-

that

mon
no

now triumphed

over

The

of spontaneous gen-

impression therefore persists

Lamarck never fuUy embraced the

Darwin

as

exemplified by

later

com-

the "tree of hfe," with a

trunk of origin for

main

of growth

line

and

creatures

all

Lamarck had compromised

Secondly, the forces of history and nat-

had

fundamental distinction between

branching model,

taceans and barnacles.

ural coniplexity

at

Lamarck's 1815 revision,

separate lineages

eration.

of

of arach-

its

clas-

of animals. Thus, traditional ac-

sification

thereafter.
his

original

of the resulting

overarching

stress linearity in

each

and does

model

the fundamental order, har-

mony, and predictable good

TABLEAU

of

plans

we may hope

Now

do).

as

a re-

also recognizes

the philosophical implications of his

fiiU

switch by acknowledging a reversal in his

ranking of natural forces

—one of

the

most

interesting (and honorable) intellectual

have ever read.

I

about forces

talks

stiU

of

progress and forces of branching, and he

463

cles

differens

g
p
3

each branch. But branching has

S

controlling theme,

I

now frames

triumphed

primary and

a

as

and Lamarck

his entire discussion

of animal taxonomy in terms of
successive points of division.

Infu.soires.

Vers.

we

Polype.'?.

For example, consider

Radiaires.

ome of vertebrate

this epit-

evolution:

the confusing, par-

and

local,

ticular,

Servant a montrer Vorigme
aniinaux.

to under-

stand because he thinks

branching

of life. Moreover, in

markable passage, Lamarck

whose

a loving deity,

finally arrive at a truly

for a tree

does argue that progress will proceed along

series.

ADDITIONS.

care

the classification of animals,

does pursue his revisionary path fiirther

plan of progress, illustrating

(and perhaps even the expHcit

a

was excited to find that Lamarck

Lamarck

could continue to

natural world

I

conversions

lawHke system. The taxonomy of aniinals

sense of the

on

chapter

and

1820 book, although primarily

on psychology, does include

he

arate origins for living things, but

embody an

his

ladder of progress by advocating two sep-

the scientific ideal of a predictable and

could no longer

But

a treatise

unpre-

Reptiles come necessarily after
In,secte.<!.

dictable forces

of complex en-

vironments held sway, ready
at

Annelides.
Cirrhipedes.
Mollusques.

any time to impose a devia-

Arachnides.,
Grustaces.

fishes. Tliey build a branching

sequence, with one branch

leading from turtles to

upon any group with

tion

enough hubris

platypuses

to suppose that

of

Emerson's forthcoming words

PoissoTis.

then

the

man,

M. Amphibies.

M. Cetaces.

greatest

series,

with one

In previous models, he had

viewed

birds

rung of a

of prey

My Own

M.

his

last

and

treatise

on

the

his

Ongul(fs.

Cette serie d'animaux

commencant par deux

radically,

of spontaneous genera-

tion, has

now

disappeared. In

Lamarck advocates

anatomy of invertebrate or-

its

ganisms, Lamarck published

the same tree of Hfe that

only one other major work:
Analytic

System

of

book

sulted

who

has not

been con-

by previous historians

traced the development

place,

become

later

would

conventional

through the influence of Dar-

Positive

Knowledge of Man (1820). This
rare

top

1815 model, based on two

lines

M. Onguicules.

as the

single avian ladder.

But much more

VI. Lamarck's Epilogue

and

build a richly varied

.

Monbtremes.
all the

ofform.

Following

.

branch ending in birds of prey.

worm

Mounts through
spires

.

branching

Oiseaux.
striving to be

group

toward the mammals. Tlte birds

progress:

And,

to the diverse

while the other .seems

to direct itself via lizards,

Reptiles.

covild describe their inevitable

birds,

win and other

As an

afterthought to volume two of his

appended

this chart

—

of animal groups

diagram that contradicted his

1809

work, Lamarck

ists.

early evolution-

Lamarck now proposes

cominon

a preliminary branching

single

earlier ladder.

animals, called a

ancestor for

a
all

monad. From

^
TE HISTORIC SITE

beginning, infusorians evolve, tol-

this

lowed by poh-ps,

most without

and

arising "directly

But polyps then

a gap."

branch to build the

al-

rest

of life's

"In-

tree.

stead of continuing as a single series, the

polyps appear to di\'ide themselves into
three branches": the radiates,
^^-lthout evolving

which continue

any

fiirther;

which end
the worms,

branch into

to

phyla

all

of segmented animals, including annelids,
arachnids, crustaceans, and bar-

insects,

nacles, each by

event ot diM-

a separate

and the tunicates (now regarded

sion;

as

marine organisms closely related to verte-

which

brates),

lines

form

later split to

several

of mollusks and vertebrates.

found philosophical revision impUed by

a

branching model for nature's fimdamental

He had

any speed or

adjustable to

after

changing

As

his

late

as

model

to

permit extensive branching and two en\d-
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lin-

disturbing and

\\'ith

anomalous exceptions produced by

the

The 8'xl5'

or outdoors.

,

taneous generation, Lamarck continues to

ciKonstances.

fun.

simple

to run,

ronmentally induced sequences of spon-

ear force

ability.

always \'iewed the Unear

force of progress as primary.

1815, even

or exercise

against a smooth current
Ideal for swimming, water aerobics,

Lamarck then acknowledges the pro-

order.

Swim

lateral

I'influence des

MOnOOLIA

key passage in

his

installment of this essay:

Tlie plan followed by nature in producing

animals dearly comprises a predominam

prime
the

cause. Tins

power

to

more complex.
accidental,

endows animal

make
.

and

.

.

.

.

.

Outsmart the Weatherl

therefore mriable cause has

of the

Now

five years later, in his final

ling concept

now

of

book of

his career

and embraces

The

influence

a

branching

model of animal ta.xonomy)

rules the

of circumstances (leading to

paths of evolution. All general laws

—must be

progress or anything else
ser\'ient to the

•

rejects this control-

the opposite conclusion.

immediate
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THIS VIEW OF LIFE
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joker to true lord of

all

(with an empire
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he attended

he would have to spht

worms

of

two

into

recognition

to boot):

a lecture

by Cuvier on the

anatomy of annelids and recognized
his

taxonomic

distinct groups.

—which

handwritten insertion into
lished

for everything done by nature, the only
cause that can lead

to

an understanding of

everything that nature produces.
in effect, a cause

is,

whose power

.

.

Tliis

.

empire embraces

domain.

power

.

.

.

all

whose

last

model

site

—unleashed

book of 1820,

(in

classification

Tliis cause resides in the

ture)

a

destroyed his

and

basic philosophy

slow acknowledgment of

his

and

wUlingness to con-

his

new and

an entirely

contrary expla-

nation, as anything other than a heroic act,

worthy of our
identiftang
tellects in

that

Lamarck

one of the fmest in-

as

the history of biology

he invented for

Two major

me

reasons lead

nently positive hght.

ity

tragic,

this tale as

fiindamentally sad, if not

and would surely note

symbol and irony

aOows

that

a

person to change

a

remarkable

for a literary^ conclusion.

would

I

argue, sec-

must

Cuvier's lecture, and his system began to

teraction

crumble, on the eleventh day of Nivose,

tempts to understand her ways.

his

month of

the winter

adventure in the spring-

ondly, that Lamarck's journey teaches us

But he heard

something truly important about the in-

flowering.

month of snow.

How

to begin with springtime joy

lacies

fitting

and promise,

evolution, dehvered in 1800 during a

and to end in the cold and darkness of win-

month

ter.

that the revolutionary

had auspiciously named
or flowering.
the

government

fitting, in

one distorted sense

and

between nature and our

at-

The

fal-

when we
external

presume

lie

la

lo SLUIE DES A^l^IAlI I5AUTICL"

5

iM3ACI

abstractly beautiful, logically

S

impeccable,

hensively simplified systems

ABTJCCLES.

I
^

any scien-

—

mortals

lifetime

his

lead
far

—

own

ing

us

astray.

exceeded most

his attraction to this

of theoriz-

—

this esprit de systeme

and he therefore

and immediately there-

further

fell

and harder because he

after.

—and not

failed

intellectual

for the reasons

specify today in false hind-

sight (the

false

power

to

probe

his mistakes.

triumph of MendeUsm

over Lamarck's

also

possessed the honesr\' and

But Lamarck's original system

we

always

perilous style

despite the vicissitudes

of his reputation during

and compre-

Lamarck
of us in

of fame or hst of im-

tific hall

buUd

B

sci-

a secure place in

of

these foibles, our

formation dcs Aniinaux, offrant 2 series separ^es, sitbraftwuses.

won

him

Among

persistent attempts to

ORDRE

—an achievement

that

and predictable trouble

try to grasp the complexities

reality.

of evolution in modern
ence

of human thinking lead

foibles

us into systematic

Floreal,

He then developed

comprehensive theory

first

How

data,

damental concept underlying a basic philosophy of nature.

time

pubhc address about

his

but to rethink and reverse the most fun-

extreme diversity of nature's productions

a first

emi-

what can be

First,

Lamarck began

Lamarck's great intellectual journey

view

salutary in science than the flexibil-

character of each of her products. Tire

began with

to
this

under the compulsion of irrefutable

view

also be attributed to this cause.

name

(a

his profession)?

Lamarck's intellectual odyssey in

more

and

greatest admiration

conventional interpretation would

have followed without [the intervention

determine the

of na-

how

but

mind, and to do so not for a minor point,

change continually the laws that she would
ofj

both geometry of animal

do not deny or

I

distress,

of a branching tree of hfe.

A

operations tf nature, to force nature to

to

pub-

and led him to embrace the oppo-

tions

parts of nature's

and

as a

gro^ving cascade of consequences that, by

Lamarck's

we view

can

logical error,
struct

very wrong.

Lamarck's penonal

class

progress versus subsidiary lateral devia-

it

that circumstances have to modify all

these circumstances,

his first

how very,

belittie

original theory of primary ladders of

is

absolute, superior even to nature, since

regulates all nature's acts, a cause

book on evolution

art)

but

This

Lamarck recorded

with excitement (and original
Let us consider the most influential cause

that

Nature, to cite

behef in in-

cliche, always bats

a

modern
last.

She

heritance of acquired characters)

viiH not succimib to the sim-

but from inconsistencies that

phcities

new

mental

information imposed upon

We

can

his

identify- a

moment,

in the

own

a

key

unravehng of

Lamarck's original theory:

when

but she re-

hensible. Evolution follows

lifetime.

tulcrum,

foibles,

mains eminently compre-

the central logic of Lamarck's

system during

of our hopes or

Lamarck's chart in Histoire naturelle
(1815), with

its

des animaux

sans vertebres

radiating evolutionary branching, represents a

profound

shift in his theory

of nature.
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Cosmic
The

from here

distance

to

the edge of the universe

is

—and

13 billion light-years

growing by the minute.
By Neil de Grasse Tyson
Often

when I view

think of being on

the distant universe,

a.

of sight to the aquatic hori-

land, the lines

zon may reach

a

dozen

every di-

iniles in

depending on the height of the

rection,

deck from which you observe. This
with the ship

cle,

I

Far from

ship at sea.

horizon

as

at its

marks

perimeter,

its

cir-

center and the
the

boundary between what you can and
cannot

see.

encloses
just

For

happen

you know, the horizon

all

the water there

all

to

be

at its

is,

and you

center. Experience

proves this wrong. In the open ocean

can

sail

you

and hours and days and

for hours

days and see nothing but water, water,

everywhere.

much, much

An

ocean

of course,

is,

larger than the part that

happens to He within your horizon.
Likewise, the distance from here to our
is

the same in every di-

^we lie at

the center of our ob-

cosmic horizon
rection

—

servable universe.

We might further claim

that the entire universe

within our view.

Not

much, much

is

larger than the part that

happens to

fall

unlike the circle

that traces our oceanic horizon, the cos-

mic horizon

is

—

a sphere

a

round sheU

that surrounds us completely.

The

exact

distance to this "edge" remains uncertain,

but the

latest

and best estimates

are

about

13 billion Ught-years in every direction.

A much smaller horizon,
haps the scariest in town,

rounding

a black

"event horizon." At

hole
this

a black hole's gravity

is

although per-

is

—

the

one sur-

the infamous

billion

Hawking

Stephen

less than a

has

light-years

shown

that indi-

after the big bang,

vidual particles can

and you would never come back. En

the bright galaxy in

spontaneously

the lower right quad-

pear outside a black

rant of the image is

hole's

the most distant yet

zon. These particles,

discovered.

known

route to the center, the rapidly increasing
gravity across your

your

flesh,

body would

atom by atom,

space and time funneled
single

But

as

let

you down

to a

to travel,

The moment you
no path

is

cross

no speed

to take

at

through

and no negotiation with the laws of

physics that

You

fall

would enable you

through

a

event

to escape.

one-way hole from

which nothing emerges, not even
Well, almost nothing.

The

light.

physicist

neled" their
the

many

way

out.

exotic

ap-

hori-

Hawking

as

have "tun-

radiation,

the event horizon, there

space,

the fabric of

us ignore that complication for

the time being.

which

rip apart

geometric point.

foreboding place,

modern theory of gravity),

Formed

swiftly reach the black hole's cen-

would
ter,

warped completely back upon
fell across this horizon, you

you

If

itself.

so strong that ac-

cording to Einstein's general theory of
relativity (the

space has

Tunneling

phenomena

is

one of

predicted

and experimentally verified by the branch
of physics called quantum mechanics,

which primarily
tuitive

addi-esses the

behavior of

molecules. But

if

hole, don't count
as

particles,

you

fall

counterinatoms, and

into a black

on Hawking

an escape mechanism.

The

radiation

process

is

so

"

slow that
for

it

would

few

take a

get out

—one

And

by one.

Art and Marjory Walters

billion years

one body-mass-worth of

particles to

even

you

if

provide for their retirement

could wait that long, you would long
since have

been

have collapsed to

as

By

at their

how-

convention,

expressed by the

is

event horizon, which

its

upon matter

the hole dines
close.

that

The

collapse of a star

say,

twenty times the

was born with,

that

point

a single

ever, a black hole's size

grows

that

celestial objects

center of mass.

wanders too

mass of the Sun (measuring twenty million miles across) leads to a black hole

whose event horizon

Some
at

spans a dozen miles.

Art and Marjory Walters have
been Museum members for as long
as they can remember. "We love the
Museum and the way it is
planning and changing for the
future. It's so much more than just

—we

the exhibits

and

They

are an-

other breed entirely. Birthed along with

that help both children

"weigh in"

at

up

to biOions of times the Sun's mass. Their

would

event horizons
Stars,

clouds coUide

event

frO

as

horizon,

our

solar sys-

and giant gas

star clusters,

stupendous

releasing
in

bands of

all

just before entering the black hole.

light

These

galactic engines are visible across the uni-

verse as energetic quasars or as ordinary

tral
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from measurements taken
If you

in visible light.

took the Sun's measurements using

or infrared

—

band of Hght

a different

—

its

would be

size

ultraviolet

say,

slightly dif-

from

ferent because those photons escape

different depths within the Sun's outer
layers.

And

if you

looked

the

at

Sun

—

3/99

using

time
as a

when the entire universe was as hot
star. And there, as in a star, photons

and unattached electrons bat each other
to

and

Theretofore, the universe was

fro.

and

and we wiU have seen another

there,

spherical sheU of cosmic material that has

undergone the big bang and given birth

The

to galaxies.

whose Hght wiU

galaxies

impenetrable by Ught. As the universe ex-

have taken 14 biUion years to reach us wiU

panded and cooled, the obstructing

come

elec-

trons attached themselves to atomic

nu-

view only

into

after the universe

has reached 14 biUion years of age. Since

only high-energy photons, you could jus-

clei

and formed complete atoms. Photons

the entire universe, including the parts

lying

that

had previously been pummeled sud-

beyond our cosmic horizon, participated

define

tifiably

within

—

as

hot, rarefied, ever-changing

its

corona

outer surface

its

copious emitter of

a

with expansive dimensions

X

rays,

several times

those of the visible Sun.
to "see" the

a special telescope that

did not depend on hght; you

would

the

exits

the

emitted "something"

incident.

That

a

of

conversion

the

hydrogen into helium

—the

teract

with anything and therefore blow
the layers of the Sun, escaping in

all

seconds

at

If

you want

horizon

or near the speed of hght.

its

Like the Sun, the universe has an

edge beyond which

light

cannot freely

this

impenetrable

Evidence for

to us in the

background radiation

form of cosmic

left

over from the

big bang.

Where
tances

did the wall

come from?

travels swiftly,

between us and other

the universe are so vast that

not

as

they are but

millions

when
and

and

as

billions

galaxies in

we

see things

These

of years ago, back

galaxies float in

friU

like geological

they form a time Hne of cosmic

that

other

you look

far

enough away,

to

when

the universe was a mere half-million years
old,

you

will see the

remnant hght from

a

Way
how

this ship

its

side.

if

we were

able to build a precision neutrino tele-

could part the electron curtain

and see the universe

bang

back

at a

itself.

to the

of galaxies

much

time

We

closer

would be

thermonuclear

able

frision
as

call

the Milky

wait (who

knows

long?) and watch for the cosmic

background

no more material
close.

That would be

to disappear.

indication that the universe has

first

No

more

for our horizon to en-

material for us to catch in

And we might

thenceforth sleep confidently, knowing
that aU there

dinary Ught will not do. But

we

a crop

we

of stars

we can

galaxy,

aU there

scope,

in

an ever increasing distance,

the act of big banging.

were previously on

verse

is, is

wathin our horizon, and

Our map of the

isn't, isn't.

would be complete. But

of Hght were suddenly
lose

if the

infinite,

uni-

speed

we would

our abiUty to look back in time, and

aU direct evidence of the hot big bang

would

disappear.

There would be no cos-

mic horizon, and we would
lion-year-old

see 13-bU-

we

ever)'^vhere

galaxies

helium and lithium, which took place

looked, out to the dimmest objects our

minutes

largest telescopes

after the big

The mother of
at

bang.

all

horizons

the edge of the cosmos

—

^is

—

set

by the

could detect.

In the universe we've been dealt,

the one

we

ever,

how-

are indeed afloat, perhaps adrift,

among

hundred biUion other

speed of hght and the age of the universe.

centered

No

matter our technology or technique,

galaxies, brethren in space, ancestors in

we

cannot see farther away than the ob-

ject

whose Hght

has traveled 13

bUhon

years to reach us, because the universe

is

only 13 biUion years old. This cosmic

years,

centered in space and time on

is

whoever

Moving

of 13 biUion Hght-

is

making the observation.

at the speed of Hght, the expand-

time,
ftjU

whose

birth and Hfe

and then

—here

galaxy

—

smaU

played out in

and

to

our Milky

now

—our

sphere of space and time
a

is

From our cosmic horizon

view.

there

a

part,

of

a

is

Way

expanding

just part, Hkely

meta-universe whose

we do not know and whose
ture we cannot imagine.

size

true na-

ing horizon continuously overtakes parts

of the cosmos that were previously on

its

when the
old, we wUl

other side. In a biUion years,

history.
If

continually over-

sphere, with a radius

they once were

view above our heads, and
strata,

the dis-

the universe was smaller, denser,

hotter.

view or-

of hydrogen into hght elements such

thermonuclear core.

On

any farther back

taking parts of the universe

to see

Although Hght

is

at

and there wiU always be

the

to declare the Sun's size to be that of

comes

to "see"

The ever-expanding cosmic

to the big

wall

as

view, albeit

cosmic back-

caught in the act of forming.

in time, ordinary telescopes that

Neutrino vision would thus enable you

travel.

after

cosmology

in

Sun's fa-

vorite pastime. Neutrinos hardly ever in-

past

known

is

the era of recombination.

by-

kinds of nuclear reac-

including

tions,

is

an elusive sub-

is

atomic particle called the neutrino,

many

miUion years

of the fusion and that

site

Sun without

product of

transparent space, half a

opaque and

fur-

ther need to detect something that
at

ground radiation wiU always remain

frision in the Sun's core?

You would need

emitted

in the big bang, then the

the big bang,

But suppose you wanted
thermonuclear

denly traveled freely across the cosmos.

This boundary between

universe

is

14 biUion years

have seen another biUion years of cosmic
evolution

at

every distance between here

Neil de Grasse Tyson,
Frederick P.

nil astrophysicist,

Rose Director of New York

Hayden Planetarium and

is

the

City's

a visiting research

scientist at

Princeton University, where this se-

mester he

teaching introductor)' astrophysics.

is

He heard
men who'd

(Continued Jrom page 61) changed his mind.

mujahideen

that

fighters

from Afghanistan,

thrown the Russians out of their country, had come
Azerbaijan to aid their

Muslim

Christian Armenians but soon

brothers against the

left saying,

"The Azeris

did not want to fight." This embarrassed him. "I

good MusHm,

do not

not

a

was

a dishonor." Slicing his

I

Azad continues. "Soon
time

will

it

be

weapons." Azad

ter

rout the Armenians.

he

pray,"

This time

war

we

With

oil

again,

and

is

Russia and

have simply collapsed through neglect. DrUl towers

Azerbaijan: A

have sunk into the water, with only their crowns

now

Borderland in

above the waves. Recent fluctuations in sea

level

Transition, by

visible

have accentuated the rust-never-sleeps motif convo-

Tadeusz

luted loopmgs of steam-pipe shed orange flakes, and

Swietochowski

air,

this

money would

money, Azerbaijan would

ruined potbeUied separator tanks he

about back in Baku,

to think

A

pos in the noonday sun.

companion

like sleeping

—and
of Lenin—bear

workers

oil

fifteen-foot-high mosaic

permanent water

it

is

difficult to

beheve that

Rocks' causeway design was once considered

(Columbia University
Press,

1995)

a

Encountering the tumble-

stains.

setting today,

hip-

hulking limestone statue

depicting the glorious unity of

down

something

Rocks. Large sections of FURTHER READING

am

be whole again.
This

OUy

on

toll

causeway have been washed away by storms, or they

this

will have the bet-

certain that oil

is

"but

says,

blade through the sea

there will be

different.

to

taken quite a
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OUy

a serious

The Azerbaijani

Power and

Turks:

Identity under

Russian Rule (Studies

driving past Shahidlar Khiyabani, or "Martyr's Lane,"

challenge to the now-standard Western-style detached

of Nationalities), by

where many of the dead from the

platform towers. Oily Rocks appears to be just another

Audrey

Karabakh

are

now

Nagorno-

fighting in

buried, red carnations surrounding

their black marble gravestones.

What might

the Hyatt

loser,

oilmen think of the caviar poacher Azad's vision of

The answer

jihad?

the oil

clear

is

enough from reading one of

industry's several high-priced newsletters: any-

place with a massive refiigee problem, 70 percent un-

employment, and no
is

no shoo-in

clear successor to a

long-term

for

one-man

ruler

Azerbaijan

stabihty. Yes,

ghosts. After

ter the

Caspian

boom. Kazakhstan

oil

the creature comforts of Baku, but

of

When

oil.

and

it

comes

does have plenty

to extracting the world's frxed

big players in the global

finite natural resources, the

economy must assess
ready to move on.

it

doesn't have

the risks and be flexible, ever

THE BURNING HILL

For hundreds of years, mariners

had noted the place called Neft Dashlari, or

—

Rocks

forty miles

the Caspian

from the Absheron shore

became shallow and where

surrounded by

a

OUy

—where

large black rocks,

rainbow sheen, broke the

here, during the 1940s, that the Soviets

surface. It

dug the

was

first off-

trestle

was

built across

—

something about

Without precedent. Oily Rocks con-

tinued to be developed according to no particular master
plan: structures

were added

way pOings fanned out

as

deemed

necessary, road-

in irregular patterns. Eventually

158 wells would be dug here

m

the middle of the

Nearly three thousand

working one-week
evenings

gambhng

at

oil

workers can

still

oil in

be found

shifts here, whihng away their
backgammon in cramped dormi-

tory rooms built in 1961. But time and the sea have

all

most

has the

oil

OH

is

or

us,

It's

at least

stupefying:

—blown

that past

right out

you have to

Azerbaijan,

come

from Baku.

a short distance

1992)

Azerbaijan Diary: A

Rogue Reporter's
Adventures

in

an

It's

to

Thomas Goltz

(M.

not

when the Burning HiU, a forty-footberm rich in surface hydrocarbons,
caught fire; no one can remember when it wasn't burning. During World War II the Red Army, fearfril that
German fliers might use the blaze as a landmark, tried
to bury the hiU under tons of cement. The effort was

Azerbaijan,

Geopolitics, by

—

fiitile

common

the

the hiU continued to burn, giving rise to

belief that

its

enduring flame might be

imbued with some of the magical

E.

Sharpe, 1998)

exactly certain

largely

Oil-

Rich, War-Torn, Post-

high limestone

qualities that the an-

and

Oil,

Cynthia Croissant

(Nova Science
Publishers,

1998)

Azerbaijan
International, a
quarterly publication

cient Zoroastrians attributed to the atesh adran, the

with articles in Azeri

Holy

and

Fire

of Ahura Mazda, the Spirit of Light.

Soon, people
Hill

wiU go

out.

say,

the eternal flame at the Burning

The hydrocarbon

almost used up. Even sacred

But tonight the

seems

fure

fire's

reservoir beneath

be

to

hot enough to

a
sit

roaring glow and watch the shckly dressed,

Azeri lovers
Datsun.

who

have just pulled up in

You might

another sign of progress; six years ago,
ing a

roll

a

of tape was

a

CA 91413.

785-0077.

in

its

young

is

even buy-

major problem, Azerbaijan had

like characters in

an early

movie, the couple play tag with the eternal
flames were waves at the beach.
talk

on

side

of the Burning HiU to make

their ceD

it

late-model

when

Then

Fellini

frre as if its

they pause to

phones before going over to the other
love.

English. P.O.

D

Box

5217, Sherman OaSs,

fmite

think they were yuppies, which

no yuppies. Giggling

Caspian, linked by 120 miles of thoroughfare.

(Hoover Institute

Soviet Republic, by

Burning HiU,

the

substance.

a causeway.

ahve.

Altstadt,

so-called nat-

In the end, though, if you want to understand

is

by

Of the

the exhaust pipe.

More
last

used to be

that natural history

all

the twelve-foot-deep sea to a second group of rocks.

platforms were constructed, each attached to the

Rocks.

the echo of life that has gone before us.

shore well, consisting of a hammocldike platform over a

rock outcrop. Soon a thirty-foot

all, it

cast off

Press,

ural resources vvorth plundering,

could blow up. But there are other places to headquar-

new

an inherently flawed, defeated system,

Communism itself.
An eerie place. Oily

Uke

L

Web

Tel.:

site:

http://azer.com

(818)
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logical research relating to the rise

Hoping
ter,

of the 220-acre

worried about our archaeological work

For the

—

canicula

la

this

driest years

its

The ground was

like

year the

of the urban

record.

who

sector,

where our

unearth the

250 and 100

earliest evi-

dence yet of the

usually start

state in

first

urban

Mesoamerica.

Archaeological research has been going

on

in the

when

Oaxaca

Marshall

curator of

valley since the 1890s,

Saville,

the

can archaeology, excavated

and other

Museum's

first

Mexican and Central Ameri-

sites.

at

Xoxocotlan

Our Museum team now

continues the work, focusing on the evolution of the urban
B.C.

and 700

state.

A.D., the

Mesoamerica's

Between 500

Zapotec developed

urban culture,

first

a state

society with a centralized bureaucracy

and

complex hieroglyphic writing

a

tem.

sys-

The Zapotec empire extended

several

surrounding

valleys. Its capital

the hilltop settlement of

occupied in

its

heyday by

Monte

to

was

Alban,

at least thirty

thousand people.
In the 1970s and 1980s, our colleagues

Kent Flannery and Joyce Marcus, of the
University of Michigan, showed that the
elaborate structures at

Monte Alban and

smaller cities represented the key institutions

of the Zapotec

were

built

The

palaces of the ruling

constructed with

Museum

state

between 100

and

B.C.

that they

and 200

elite,

communal

A.D.

probably

labor,

had

archaeologist Charles Spencer at the

excavation site near San Martin Tilcajete

B.C.

patios.

priests

Multiroom temples were

who performed

other rehgious

interior

staffed

sacrifices

by

and

might quahfy

that these kinds

of buildings did not

exist

before 500 B.C., but by the early 1990s, archaeologists

still

had not pinpointed when

these constructions

the answer

first

appeared. Finding

would be important

for

Mexi-

can archaeology and for general anthropo-

fo-

El Palenque,

as

We

dating to between

excavated part of a

as a

we thought
we suselongated mound

a

true palace, and

nearby
a

multiroom temple. But

the field season was at an end, so after

covering the remains with

and

filling

tantly

rituals.

Flannery and Marcus also established

we

western

very large residence that

pected that

rooms arranged around

site's

survey had turned up

artifacts

might contain
several

locally

initial

many ceramic

—bad news

for us.

known

In Oaxaca, archaeologists

planting their maize fields in late May, and

bad news

In August 1997

state.

cused our attention on the

concrete

Zapotec farmers,

for

on

we

however, were not the elaborate buildings

worldwide El Niiio phenomenon brought

Mexico one of

a high-status residence that

dated to between 500 and 250 B.C. These,

excavated during

But

seasons.

in the

one-room

I

the July-August dry spell be-

tween rainy

we dug

at

five previous field seasons,

Museums team had

the

field sea-

During the 1995,

site.

eastern section, exposing a

temple and

San Martin Tdcajete in Mexico's Oaxaca
valley.

two

first

1996, and 1997 seasons,

re-

M. Redmond and

search associate Elsa

of states.
the mat-

sons (1993 and 1994) to an overall survey

site's

As the summer of 1998 approached,

on

concentrating on the

TUcajete, devoting our

Spencer

S.

we had been

light

prehistoric urban center of San Martin

Palatia
By Charles

some

to shed

the pits with

headed back

plastic sheets

dirt,

we

reluc-

New York.

to

In 1998 the rains finally

came

at

the

end of June. In mid-July our team assembled

at

El Palenque. Four of us from the

Museum (Redmond
paris

and

I,

plus

Luca Cas-

and Andrew Balkansky) were joined

by three graduate students from the University

of Michigan and twenty

men from

.

EVENTS
MARCH
-

MARCH

1

GalapagosQuest, an on-line expedition sponsored by Classroom Connect in partnership
;'
.

L

with the IVluseum,

being launched to allow

is

team for a monthlong exploration of the origin and evolution of
animals and plants in the Galapagos Islands. This
interactive journey can be found on the MuWeb site (www.amnhonline.org/
seum's
students to join a scientific

Oaxacacjtyp"!

Monte

Albcin-;

San Martfn

-A

Tilcajete

NationalCenter/)

A

^axaca-

participant in the "Distinguished Authors

Astronomy" lecture series, Brian Green, of
Columbia University, gives a shde-Ulustrated
talk entitled "The Elegant Universe: Superstrings, Hidden Dimensions, and the Quest for

in

valley

the Ultimate Theory," at 7:30 P.M.

the present-day
jete. In the

town of San Martin

we came up with extraordinary finds. The
large residence we had discovered at the

MARCH
Four

to

7:00

at

P.M.,

ex-

plore topics related to the exhibition "Epi-

talks

The World of

"How

mclude

The

Infectious Disease."

Infectious Disease Works,"

by

rooms surrounding an

and the Fuaire," by
Joshua Lederberg, of The Rockefeller Univer-

interior patio.

It

of preservation,

Rob

vessels

—even

and other

parts

long

to

the palace was

B.C.,

far.

mound proved

momentous: we exposed

a well-

preserved temple consisting of two long

rooms (measuring torty-two
and thirty-two by seven

with a smaller room

We

now

can

at

feet),

each end.

report that both the

palace and the multiroom temple definitely

made

their appearance in

between 250 and 100

B.C.

Oaxaca

—more than

are

now
more

we

counting the weeks to the next

field season

ing

these discoveries,

and the promise of uncover-

finds that will

ancient Zapotec

shed light on the

is

the curator of

and Central American archaeology

with Elsa

Mexican

MuHe has

in the

seum's Department of Anthropology.
recently published,

M. Redmond,

Archaeology of the Canada de Cuicatlan,
Oaxaca,

a

monograph

thropological Papers

in the
series.

and War," by Yvan Hurin,

also

of Doctors Without Borders.

MARCH

6,7, 11, 18,

3,

AND

MARCH 20
A day-long conference, "AIDS

As Global Pan-

demic," offers a series of panel discussions that

The morning and afternoon
on global and local AIDS issues,
respectively, and the evening session addresses
the topic of research and treatments associated

begin

10:30 A.M.

at

sessions focus

strains

of HIV.

Infectious Disease," the Margaret

Mead Film

and documentary
announcements. Discussions with filmmakers and health
speciaUsts foUow the screenings.
musical comedy,

movies,

as

well as

pubhc

Musewn's An-

The

talk,

a series

Cen-

about the carnivores of Madagascar.

beginning at 7:00 PM., is the second in
of five sponsored by Earthwatch, the in-

promoting

ternational nonprofit organization
sustainable conservation

and the preservation of

cultural heritage.

MARCH 29
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" series,
Adam Frank, of the University of Rochester,
gives a shde-iUustrated talk entitled "The Uni-

Supercomputer Simulations

Tackle Problems in Astrophysics,"

fdms and science

silent

fiction,

talks

7:30 P.M.

at

THROUGHOUT MARCH

"Microbes in the

Festival presents

Movies." Included are

ter,

The World of

In conjunction with "Epidemic!

and Video

25

Dollar, of Duke University's Primate

Luke

verse in a Box:

25

service

During

Women's History Month,

International

Education Department

the

is

offering free

weekend programs of fdms, music, dance, and
presentations on topics such as women's health
and

For

art.

a

complete schedule, please

call

(212) 769-5315.

MARCH
gives

two

5

AND

The Membership Department

12

and philosopher William R. Dorsey
talks at 7:00 P.M. in the series "Art and

Physics: Parallel Visions."

The

first

covers

bership programs,

and the so-called New Physics; the
second, art and modern physics.

In four

8,15, 22,

Monday

talks

beginning

—from
— and
its

4.5 billion years ago to the present

about

future.

its

and

Examining

origin

spec-

fossil

and

how

plants

and animals suc-

ceeded one another in ancient environments.
The talks are based on exhibits in the Museum, and a useful textbook on the subject is
available in the

call

Museum Book

Shop.

inside

(212) 769-5304.

IMAX

Elephant Kingdom,

at

geological evidence, participants learn about
hfe's origins

Museum,

The Museum's

plores the history of Earth

ulates

and children,

Africa's
life

and workshops
and outside the

field trips

for adults

AND 29

evening

offering a

(212) 769-5606.

call

For information on

rebellion

MARCH

is

of gallery tours that explore the nature of
religion. For more information on special memseries

artistic

7:00 P.M., Sidney Horenstein, the Museum's
Coordinator of Environmental Programs, ex-

state.

Charles S. Spencer

fectious Disease

Physicist

a

century earlier than had been previously

known. Excited by

ventures Across a Continent.

Availabihty in

Developing Countries," by Tido van Schoen

Our excavation of the

feet

Drug

Deficit:

Angerer, of Doctors Without Borders; and "In-

the earUest discovered in Oaxaca thus

by eight

Past

artifacts stiU

between 250 and 100

rectangular

"The Access

"In-

e.xhibition's curator;

The

of adobe brick walls

remained on stone foundations. Dated

equally

DeSaUe, the

fectious Disease:

sity;

in place

and her husband's years of entomological fieldwork in Africa. The account is based on her
book. All Affair mth Africa: Expeditions and Ad-

MARCH

each beginning

cover 2,755 square feet and to have eight

with ceramic

Alzada CarUsle Kistner, an associate

editor of the journal Sociobiology, talks about her

with variant

AND 23

9,16,

2,

lectures,

demic!

end of the previous season turned out

state

10

P.M.

Tilca-

course of the next few weeks,

was in an excellent

At 7:00

history of the world's

theater

is

featuring

which explores the
largest land mammal,

and Amazon, a portrait of the river and the flora,
fauna, and people along its course. Double features will be shown only on Friday and Saturday
evenings, at 6:00.
Tlie

American

at Central
City.

For

Museum

of Natural History

Park West and 79th Street
tickets

in

and information about

(212) 769-5200. Consuk the
additional information

(littp:

hours and admission fees,

call

is

located

New

York

events, call

Museum Web

site for

/ /unviv.amnh.org). For

(212) 769-5100.

—
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Most

scientists

or

the

effect,

result

is

agree

warming,

that global

But

billion tons

because given

and

forests

the burning of fossil fuels

all

during the past few decades,

there should actuaOy be a lot

the

air

than there

is.

more

CO2 in

Something seems

to

Our

basin alone, intact

of carbon dioxide each

wth

conclusions are in Hne

studies

the

Amazon

could be absorbing over one

primarily a

been puzzled,

researchers have

an additional twenty tons of carbon

dioxide. In the
rainforests

in carbon dioxide in the earth's atmos-

phere.

utilize

greenhouse

of an increase

of two small areas of intact

Amazon

year.

earher

forest in

that also use dramatically in-

Why are

the forests suddenly producing

more and bigger
sibility

is

trees

per acre?

One

that extra plant nutrients,

pos-

such

as

nitrogen and phosphorus, have been raining

each year.

down on

the forests

But more

likely

it

seems that the mystery of the

may be

"missing" carbon dioxide
at least partly.

Working

tered throughout the

at fifiy sites scat-

Central

America, our research team, which includes British ecologists

OHver

Phillips,

of

growth

is

a direct re-

sponse to high levels of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere.
ars,

which they

dioxide.

To grow,

plants

the equivalent of over seventy football

minute. Another fifteen million

fields

a

acres

are

logged each year,

nuded land and

need sug-

synthesize from carbon

A greater quantity of available CO2

ranching

cattle

Our

past thirty years.
that the total

acre

To our

trees

over the

surprise,

we found

mass of hving

of rainforest

at

our

sites

trees in

each

has increased

the greenhouse effect

troublesome

worse in the
that

only

today
future.

large,

—between

would be more

and

But

I

considerably

must emphasize

unbroken

tracts

by an average of 17 metric tons (37,000

est

two thousand and

pounds) since the beginning of our study.

thousand acres

—absorb

Not only
trees

growing

much

are these forests

producing more

per acre, but the existing trees are

To produce

larger faster.

that

extra plant tissue over the course

of

would have had

to

thirty years, each acre

Are

of forfifteen

the extra carbon

dioxide. Forests that have

been burned,

a

common

show

studies

all

land use in

—

a

is

major

warming.

that tropical rain-

more important

even

for

forests

are

human

welfare than had previously been

suspected. Preserving small forest frag-

ments

as

maining
as

is

parks and reserves while the reforest

is

destroyed or degraded

commonly done

ecosystem.

hundred thousand

—

that also contributes to global

profound: without tropical rainforests,

a

of

source of methane, a heat-absorbing gas

compiled studies of more

others, has

a quarter

once-forested areas

these

conservation

than

vast

isolated forest patches.

Such destruction causes

may thus mean more and faster growth.
The implications of this discovery are

and
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In the mid-1980s, the death of three
treatable tuberculosis led Poul

Our

Houses"), then

Recently Farmer

and inmates

in

a

young

medical student, to make the disease

(far left, \\dth

Colony 33)

from

adults in central Haiti

readily

Farmer ("TB Superbugs: The Coming Plague on
his Hfe's

AH

work.

physician Sasha Chapkovskaya, third from right,

been gathering information on the spread of

has

TB m the prisons of the former Soviet Union. Director of the
m Inlectious Disease and Social Change at the Har\'ard Medical School

mulridrug-resistant

Program

and an infectious disease physician
also

works

in Haiti

at

Boston's

and Peru. His most recent book

Modern Pkgnes (University of California
myriad subjects and
pictures: after

work

places, including

war zones. The assignment

spending two months negotiating in

has appeared in such periodicals

Moscow

at

Colony 33 was

Report, Life,

GEO,

New

Hospital, he

Infections Inequalities: Jlie

AnderSOH

is

dra\\Ti to

even before he began to take

he faced

the

is

Press, 1999). ChriS

difficult

for access to the colony,

News and World

3S U.S.

Brigham and Women's

His

fiirther obstacles in Siberia.

and

Yorker, Stern,

Sports Illustrated.

Louise D. Hose ("Cave of the Sulfur Eaters"),

Since exploring her

coordinator of the Environmental Studies Program

pursued speleolog)' for twenty-five years and

at

Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri, became

interested in caves

when

she was an undergraduate

first

cave in Mexico, she has

estimates that she has spent almost a year of her

beneath the

at

earth's surface.

California State University at

bicycle racer, she also enjoys

Los Angeles. She completed

white-water

her M.S. in geology there in

\^'ho

1981 and earned a Ph.D.

documenting

at

Louisiana State University.

Writer

Tom

History

on an

Miller

is

mountain biking and

Photographer Stephen AlVOrez,

rafting.

based in Sewanee, Tennessee, specializes in
scientific expeditions.

appeared in Time,

Life,

and National

His work has
Geographic.

and photographer EmestO BoZOn ("Cuba's All-Stars") previously collaborated for Natural

article

about the Cuban pro\TJice of ViUa Clara ("The Season of Las Parrandas," December

1997-January 1998). In

this issue

they examine the

Tucson, Arizona,

phenomenon of Cuban

baseball. Miller,

left,

who

divides his rime

New York

between

Cit^'

and Cuba,

Grant in Humanistic Photography to continue
collapse of Soviet

lives in

A

the author of six books, most recently Trading with the Enemy:

is

Yankee Travels Through Castro's Cuba (Basic Books, 1996). Bazan, a native of Sicily

his

communism. "Everyone seems

"Before that happens,

I

want

my photographs

won

the 1998

W Eugene Smith

work documenting Cuba's

to

who

beheve that the

new wiH

to affirm the existence of this

"special period," following the
obliterate the old,"

one place

at

he

Nature photographer Mictioel Forsberg

("Daybreak Dancers") grew up in the

with

Appalachian Mountains of Pennsylvania,

site

of

is

the author of more than

books, including Raptors:

is

The

two dozen

latest

he speciahzes in

documenting
migration.

work on

A

sandhill cranes

these birds appears

m his newly published eighteen-

book.

month, year 2000

Migratory Birds (North Point Press, April 1999).

Celebration of Cranes."

setting,

spiritual

on

collection of his

Living on the Wind: Across the Hemisphere with

As a photographer concerned with the

much

time on the Platte River

article in this

adapted from Weidensaul's

lives

A

images of the Great Plains and has spent

and

Tlie Birds of Prey

(Lyons and Burford, 1996).
issue

family in Lincoln, Nebraska.

professional photographer,

North America's most famous raptor migration.

A bird bander who speciahzes in hawks

his

says.

one time."

Natural history writer Scott WeJCiensaul

owls, he

life

A former champion

quahty of nature, William

Neill

("The Natural Moment") Hves

calendar,

"A

in a near-perfect

Yosemite National Park in northern California, where the landscapes and the echoes of Ansel Adams challenge anyone

with a camera. His work has appeared in numerous books, including two special editions pubhshed by the Nature Company:

Rachel Carson's
metal

TJie Sense of

field camera),

Wonder and John Fowles's

many of his images

are

Tlie Tree.

Like

of his native California.

Wildness (Yosemite Association, 1994). Neill 's latest

book

is

this

month's "Natural

A portfolio

Moment"

(taken with a Wista

of his work appears in Yosemite:

Landscapes of the Spirit (Bulfmch Press, 1997).
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April Migrations

herringhke

7\nimal migratory and mating behavior triggered by longer days
and warming spring temperatures extends even into the depths of
seas.

This month, several species of marine

mammals

are

rivers,

to

spawn

easy meal.

en

..seen

en masse north of

.,

Massachusetts or south of

-New jersey. C^pe Cod
some of the

and Florida Bay

Cape Cod Museum of

of the southeastern United

Natural, History, Brewster,

States

and the Gulf of Mexico.

Look

for

call

..

•

MID-ATLANTIC,
SOUTHEAST, AND
GULF COASTS

eighty-five acres of preserved

some

herring typically

up

rivers

of

large

schools to spawn. These runs
are

known

to

be spurred by

which

average about ten inches in

length

at this

Although

to

bottle-

known

is

even comfortably) deep for

for

the

mammals, which average

four to five feet in length.

-site is

near the Gilbert Stuart

Birthplace in

Kingstown,

North

Rhode

Island.

•

and

exceptional smarts, linger

The northern right whale,
named by early whalers

close to shore as they follow

because

one of their

whale

their endearing grin

Massachusetts. Another lively

favorite foods

make

it

was the. "right"

to hunt, also begins to
its

way north

fronl

its

from the

stretch

coast

With less than
right whales

three

left,

hundred

the average

catch a

ghmpse of one of

•

is

them. Altl)0ugh these animals

considered to span an area

from Greenland

month,

nosed dolphins,

the water

when

sufficiently (or

observer will probably not

time of year

their range

feeding

of central Florida to Georgia.

however, often means an
the fish,

early in the

common

a

especially at high ride,

which

A nulder winter,

earlier. run for

them

—

morning

the shores

winter nursing grounds,

the lengthening days of
spring.

inlets that skirt

t

heading

and streams in

Starting this

of Natural

History in Brewster,

species

start

along the barrier islands

time for marine creatures

marshland owned by the Cape

Durirtg April,

Bay

(especially

and

(508) 896-3867.

Sandwich, WeRfleet, and the

NORTHEAST COAST

best places to

A^ril 17, Herring Festipcil

watch these migrations, hke

Cod Museum

The

are near estuaries,

near the mangrove coasts), and

or'nest.

Massachusetts. For details,

boasts

best locations to

them

in bays such as Biscayne

all

Carolina, herring are rarely

spawn,

and channels, looking for an

find

and shores

rivers to

the dolphins lurk near inlets

route to higher latitudes and cooler currents—s.ometimes followed
by predators and sometimes following prey. Instinct drives ^l^er

migrants to return to estuaries,

fish

and

estuaries

the

common,
swim into

the shad. As these

North

are

no longer hunted,

ships

>

continue to decimate their
populations

as

inadvertently

they

ram nursing

females and their calves,

which spend most of their
time

on

at

the surface. Observers

the coast are

more

likely to

see a survey plane attempting
to locate the

Horseshoe crab

ships

whales and warn

of their coordinates, part

of a joint rescue

effort

arranged by various groups.
Closer to the end of the

month, the niid-Adantic
region, particularly from the

Delaware Bay to the
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Chesapeake Bay, becomes the

April 10, Dolfriend

breeding ground for horseshoe

Day

Service's Ust

Dolphin Research

species, they are stiE

crabs as they

come

mate and deposit

ashore to

their eggs in

sandy patches, usually

during high spring

dusk

at

tides.

These animals can be found
far

south

as

as

Mexico, but their

Center,

Pacific gray

U.S. Fish and WildUfe

whale

MM56

safeguarded by the Marine

Grassy Key, Florida,

Mammal Protection Act,

(305)289-1121,

which

New Jersey south to the
A harmless

hundred

www.dolphins.org.

April 3-11, Owls

armored

Virginia

may

Marine Science

horseshoe crab has been

Museum,

roaming the planet for about

Virgmia, (757) 437-4949

is

spiders,

and the long-extinct

trilobites. Its

clots

blood, which

when exposed

common

is

the

American

Littoral Society,

New

www.alsnyc.org.

To

extracted

without harm to the animal

and used

find out about other

coastal ecology events, contact

Jersey (732) 291-0055, or

to

to test the sterUity

right

of

medical equipment and

fluids.

Even though horseshoe

crabs

find out about the

whale tracking program,

see their

Web

site:

vineyard.er.usgs.gov/rwdoc.

Canada

their
first

northward migration

—

often as early

—and mature

February

females

leave with their calves a

weeks

later.

few

The whales swim

overharvested for

and

catfish bait.

eel,

conch,

California

on

the longest

known mammahan

oceanic bird winters

at sea in

skirts

the shore during

its

migration, taking advantage of
the richer food sources found

along the coast. This
sandpiper-Uke seabird

seen from cUffs and bluffi

seen near migrating whales.

along the Pacific shore.
best spots

from which

The

to catch

ghmpse of these marine

morning, before the

heading north to the

mosdy

to nest. This

groups called pods and

in

(or CaUfornia) gray whales

Bering Sea from Baja

its

venture close enough to be

Chesapeake Bay

start

to Alaska

the Southern Hemisphere but

as

viewing time

the crabs are being

makes

and immature females begin

twenty-three thousand Pacific

increasingly troubled waters,

to look for the

and northern

Every spring, an estimated

fisheries enter

want

way

are in rapid dechne: as

natural

also

thousand miles. The males

to fourteen

predators, their populations

known

for

as it

a

WEST COAST

—ten

many West
Coast peninsulas. The best

have no

of them.

red phalarope

migration

Virginia Beach,

Sandy Hook, Highlands,

environmental

bacterial toxins,

To

related

not to crabs but to scorpions,

feet

gray whales, astute observers

Week

Creek

200 million years and

tour boats from

While out scanning

Georgia shore.

invertebrate, the

restricts

getting within about three

229, or

ext.

favorite mating grounds range

ixom

of endangered

giants are the

is

early
sea

Generally

it is

found

huge groups and

is

distinguished by

its

is

often

at sea in

easily

odd

behavior of spinning on the

that the whirling

water. Research has

random but

is

shown
not

rather the

breeze picks up and while the

phalarope's hunting strategy.

ocean surface

By

is still

calm.

Even though gray whales were
removed

m

1994 from the

spinning over

concentrations of plankton,
the small bird creates a

miniature upwelling that

draws prey toward the surface,

where

it is

easily

pecked out

of the water.

April 16-25, Whale Fest:

A Migration

Celebration

Kodiak, Alaska,
(800)

789-4782

For other whale watching
information along the Pacific
coast, contact the

American

Cetacean Society, San Pedro,
Cahfornia, (310) 548-6279, or
v\rvvw.acsonhne.org. Also try

the

Oregon

State Parks

and

Recreation Dept., (541) 5632002, or wu'w.teleport.

com/~mjrivers.
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(Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

Newton,

Locke, Berkeley,

Foucault, Rawls, Levi-Strauss,
Freud, Nietzsche, James, Ayers, Quine, "Wittgenstein, Weber, Habermas, Kuhn, Rorty,
. . .

on

taught by 6 widely acclaimed lecture professors

etc.)

audiocassettes
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Ancient Philosophy and Faith: From Athens to Jerusalem
Introduction to the Problems & Scope of Philosophy; The Old Testament; The

PART

I:

Gospels of

&

Mark

Eliatic Metaphysics;

Matthew;

World; Presocratics: Ionian Speculation
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WHAT

IS

life?
is

is

the essence of justice?

power

to have

Can any of these

To round out

questions

You too must have asked
questions like these

whose

yourself

you would plow through

and find

it

would

require a

and devotion

life,

effort

and concentration.
at last, here

is

and consequence of each

grasp the essence

thinkers greatness, in leisure
in

home

your

That
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now

is
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moments
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The Evolution
of Evolution

Guelph in Canada, and
he has put
say

we

yet

some

Bonner

it

to

good use

to

fascinating things about the rela-

of culture and hard
its

fact in the

mechanisms.

evolution a subject that has always

Is

Tyler

book

in his latest

knowledge

his

of evolution and

histor)'

been

John

some uncertainty

am neither a philosopher nor a historian;
1 am a laboraton- biologist. But we do
overlap in our common interest in evolution. He is a professor at the Universin- of

formulated an objective science of life?
'*"5y

\^'ith

I

tive roles

After centuries of biological theorizing, have

book

started this

because, unlike the author, Michael Ruse,

treated

or has

^^-ith total objecri^•it^".

always been affected by philosophical

and cultural

attitudes prevalent at various

times? If the latter

what has

true,

is

that

influence been? At the risk of ruining the

me

plot, let

say that in the authors \'iew,

the study of evolution has

become

in-

less

fluenced by culture over time, mo\ing increasingly toward an objective "science"
ui

purest form.

its

Ruse begins

journey

his

end of

at the

the eighteenth centur\- ^^^th the physi-

and naturahst Erasmus Dar-

cian, poet,

Darwin's grandfather. Here

Avin, Charles

was

man

a

and for the

been

of strong appetites
ladies)

who

transmutation of species

a

—

that

an evolution of hving organisms

who

looked upon the matter

and, therefore, not in

Ruse

his

a given

as

new

Tlie

as-

ideas,

culturally laden," as

on

points out. Indeed, his treatise

transmutation,

is,

—but

need of carefully

sembled evidence. Despite

he was "thoroughly

food

(for

beheved there had

Temple

Nature,

of

is

written in verse.

Ruse

is

especially

good on the

far

more

complex position of Charles Darwin,
who. not

satisfied

with merely describing

the fact of evolution, sought

the

mechanism of natural

rounded by

its

causes in

selection. Sur-

church-influenced culture

a

during the time he was breaking

ground
ology,

for a

more

new

objective science of bi-

Darwin was understandably cau-

tious about

pubhshing

argues that

artificial

Zoologist

Thomas

his ideas.

selection

Ruse

—

H. Huxley, founder of an

intellectual lineage, with his grandson

Julian Huxley in

1895

also

the careful

—
I

\

J-

breeding ot domestic animals and plants
to

produce

was

new and

a well-established practice in

win's time and helped

From

here,

columnist for Natural History since 1974,

Ruse

numerous books

argues here and in

different varieties

Dar-

evolution acts

on

a hierarchy

that

of levels, in-

cluding whole organisms and groups ot

to shape his views.

Gould

organisms. Dawkins and

takes the leap into

both

are

D

RA

r

:j

T

C

HAVING MOM FOR DINNER
ants, praying mantises, guppies, rats,

:j

Adult

and apes

occasionally eat their young, their siblings, or
adults of the opposite sex.
ever, practice a rarer

Some

spiders,

how-

form of cannibalism: the

who

brOhant writers, and their spirited debates

young may eat

have been influential in the study of evo-

have erdivened the subject of evolution

a half-inch-long spider

for us

woodlands, practices matriphagy. Within

this century, selecting eight scientists

who

lutionary biology and

represent

some of

the schools of thought over the

decades.

The

first is

zoologist

some soUd work

did

Next come two Harvard

who

Thomas H.

Huxley's grandson Juhan Huxley,

who

embryology, be-

in

all.

professors

student of

Dobzhansky

an

is

's,

ber of rimes to lecture, and he packed the

ciahzing in ants and founder of the field

ber Huxley coming to

was compromised by

the idea of progress

—and

spe-

of sociobiology, combines sohd science

and voluminous popular writings.

his belief in

especially in the

"improvement" of mankind— which

Finally,

who

led

Ruse

two

discusses

scientists

Eng-

are currently in midcareer: the

mys-

Hsh sociobiologist Geofiirey Parker, of the

evolutionism of Jesuit paleontologist

University of Liverpool, and the Ameri-

to his regrettable enthusiasm for the
tic

Edward O. Wilson, an entomologist

Ruse sug-

house. Huxley's objectivity.
gests,

I

can paleontologist J. John Sepkoskijr., of

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin.

Like Huxley, Theodosius Dobzhansky

made many of his

University of Chicago.

the

known

scien-

contributions dur-

Mystery of Mysteries: Is Evo-

on

LunoN A Social Construction?

strategies

of the twentieth century.

by Michael Ruse, Harvard Uni-

Dobzhansky was

a Ukrai-

who

$27.50; 320 pp.;

versity Press;

nian American geneticist

ilhis.

emigrated to the

United

States in

1927

to

begin

his career

Thomas Hunt Morgan's famous "fly
room" at Columbia University the laboratory that gave birth to modern genetics. Dobzhansky then went on to do
some of the foundation work connecting
in

—

genetics to evolution.

Ruse

is

that

What

Dobzhansky,

intrigues

deeply reH-

a

gious man, succeeded in keeping his personal convictions separate

from

his

pro-

After

Dobzhansky come

whose

a pair

of biol-

reputations were buUt

which

as

zoologist,

which he argues

winian natural selection

that

Dar-

acts primarily

the genes. Stephen Jay Gould, the

vard paleontologist

Tlie

who

has

on

Har-

been

a

kill

and

summer, the mother spider

sits in close

flies,

contact with her egg sac until eighty to a hun-

he

has

dred spiderlings emerge. She then lays a sec-

based important mathe-

ond batch of eggs, on which the young imme-

matical models of evolu-

diately feed. Three to four days later, the

tionary strategies; Sep-

spiderlings molt. The next day, the mother in-

record.

fossil

From Erasmus Darwin onward,
been

has

ence of culture on the way

and an increase in

the science,"

we do

objectivity.

socially or culmrally

fmd

it

lution,

against the clustered brood. Within half an
hour, they

swarm over her body and begin to

feed. Mothers never attempt to escape or fend
off the fatal attacks. ("Matriphagy in the spi-

pit

"if

it

book.

der Amaurobius ferox: an example of motheroffspring interactions," Ethology 104, 1998)

of expe-

can and should be rejected." To

this

legs,

science,

Ruse concludes,

Lrecommend

drumming with her

"However

convement one may

does not succeed in the fiery
rience,

there

a steady decrease in the influ-

It is

writ-

ICE

AGE IN THE TROPICS

Did the ice

Age cool down the Tropics? According to most
scientists,

no.

But new findings from the

ten with clarity and grace, and both the

21,463-foot summit of Bolivia's Mount Sajama

and the layperson

challenge that long-held view. In 1997 an in-

will find

it

of riches.

ternational team headed by glaciologist Lonnie

had instant

1976 pubUcation of

them to

creases her activity,

full

Oxford University

early

solicits

three weeks in late spring and

jumping around, and pressing intermittently

during the 1970s. Richard Dawkins, an

Gene, in

upon

of dung

her. For

interpreting trends in the

professional

Selfish

reproductive

the

mother spider actively
devour

koski applies mathematical models to

they popularized evolutionary science

success with the

is

anyone interested in the evolution of evo-

fessional science.

ogists

Parker

for his research

ing the second quarter

tific

a

young hatch, according to en-

Universite Henri Poincare in Nancy, France, the

tin, a star

population genetics and Marxist pohtics.

is

European

tomologists Kil-Won Kim and Andre Horel, at

interesting mixture of groundbreaking

for his popular wTitings.

in

played important roles in the 1970s

rememPrinceton a num-

and evolution but

known

after the

Amaurobius ferox,

common

and 1980s. Work by Richard C. Lewon-

most widely-

ha\dor,

week

their mother.

Thompson, of the Byrd Polar Research Center

John

Tyler Bonner, emeritus professor of biol-

ogy at Princeton University,

is

the author of a

number of books, including Life Cycles:
flections

Re-

of an Evolutionary Biologist

(Princeton University Press, 1995).

at Ohio State University, sampled the

moun-

taintop glacier (see 'Thompson's Ice Corps,"
Natural History,

powered

drills,

February 1998). Using solar-

the team extracted two 435-

foot-long ice cores, corroborating the tale of
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A

betan babies, however.

worldwide

tion to the

weight

term

at

born

bies

notable excep-

trend, their birth

the same as that of ba-

is

These high birth

at sea level.

weights are not the result of unique con-

on

ditions

the Tibetan plateau. Chinese

who

mothers

hve in Lhasa throughout

obey the low birth

their pregnancies

weight/high elevation law: they have

do Chinese mothers

smaller babies than

who

go through their pregnancies

at

sea level.

How

do Tibetan mothers manage

nourish their babies so efficiently

To find

heights?

out,

at

to

such

Lorna Moore, of the

University of Colorado, and her coworkers carried

out a

number of important ex-

periments on Tibetan volunteers. Using
as

some Han Chinese who had

controls

spent long periods of time hving in Lhasa,
they found that Tibetan

women

supplying oxygen to their babies
In most people,

Mountain Babes

low

excel at
in utero.

of oxygen

levels

which sup-

cause the pulmonary arteries,

ply blood to the lungs, to constrict. This
turns out to be a reflex, an echo of the

Mark Twain remarked
repeats

even though history never
does tend to rhyme. So does evolution.

itself, it

that

moment of birth. As a
womb, its pulmonary
and

httle

birth,

EXCERPT

fetus

grows in the

arteries are small,

blood flows to the lungs; but

the pulmonary arteries expand.

Selection

for different genes

and

the differences in elevation are relatively
small.

occurred in the two adventurous

meters in elevation, the birth weight of

peoples

who

colonized the Ti-

betan plateau and the

Andean

Although the Andeans

are

altiplano.

well

less

adapted, both groups have acquired the
ability to live

under these extreme condi-

Andean

the

whose
about

contributed to their adaptation. But

born

it is

almost certainly only a matter of time before

some

are found.

weigh

hundred

four

than babies

at sea level.

(For the

challenged,

metrically

this translates into a dif-

Perhaps the most telling indication of
true genetic differences

between the two

ference of a
so.)

Such

a

lose that

dangerous reflex soon

women

pound
low

or

also

large uterine arteries.

Accelerating Pace of

Human

EVOLUnON, by Christopher

Wills.

1998 by Christo-

pher Wills. Reprinted by permission

a

Moore

of the publisher,

Perseus

after birth.

have unusually

These two

traits

mean

that

combined

©

hfe.

an

it is

and her coworkers found that Tibetans

Children of Prometheus: The

Copyright

When

arteries contract,

memory of fetal

physiological

Indians,

babies

less

pulmonary

Tibetan

This pattern turns out to hold true for

grams

have yet to track

by about one

hundred grams.

down

Scientists

average, for every thousand

flill-term babies decreases

any specific genetic changes that have

tions.

On

combinations of genes must have

adult's

at

oxygen rushes into the lungs and

they retain high rates of

blood flow under hypoxic conditions.

Tibetan babies themselves exhibit

other un-

usual adaptations.

Moore

found that shortly

Books.

birth, the babies

birth

after

had 10

weight must contribute to the high infant

percent more oxygen in their arterial

at birth.

Vir-

mortaUty. Babies of acchmatized parents

blood than did babies born to

everywhere in the world, high

alti-

weigh

tude has a strong negative effect on birth

babies

populations comes from an examination

of the weight of their babies
tually

weight, even
term.

The

when

effect

is

babies are carried to
detectable even

when

a little

born

difference

is

at

more than unacchmarized

nese parents

the same elevation, but the

evation,

not much.

This pattern does not hold true for Ti-

and

who had Uved at

Han Chi-

the same el-

that this difference persisted

and actually grew more pronounced
during the

first

weeks of Life.

D
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Thompson had pieced

past global climates that

together from other cores drilled in

Ever Since Adam and Eve: The Evolution of Human Sexuality
By MAolm Pons ami Roger Short (Cambridge University Press, 1999; S74.95 cloth: $29.95 paper;

Peru,

Antarctica, Greenland, and Tibet.
illus)

Sajama's frozen record of past climates—

Physician and population expert Potts and reproductive biologist Short have taken an encyclopedic

human

look

at

such

artists as

sexual and reproductive behaNaor. Photographs and pictures (including paintings by

Vermeer, Hogarth, and Rembrandt) illuminate

many of the

the oldest cores yet recovered from the Tropics

entries.

— begins

with ice formed at least 24,000

years ago, as evidenced by pollen, dust, ni-

From Brains
Edited

b)' Stei'eii

Among

to Consciousness? Essays

Rose (Princeton University

Press.

on

the

1999; S29.95;

New Sciences

of the

Mind

trates,

and even intact insects trapped

phrenia a

volume by fourteen of the world's leading neuroscienrists,
computer modelers, and philosophers are: Is memory a molecular process? Is schizogeneric disorder? Can consciousness be computed?

glaciation, the

as

much

Amazon

rainforest

Darwin's Spectre: Evolutionary Biology in the
Micliael

R. Rose (Princeton University

known

for his experimental

five. to six

Fahrenheit cooler than today's

degrees

— and

even

1998; $27.95)

Press,

work on

Modern World

was perhaps

as 50 percent smaller, and tropical

temperatures were possibly

Best

the

lowest layers. During a period of widespread

the questions addressed in this

psychologists,

By

in

ilhis)

aging,

Rose

has written this

book

for the general reader

lower near the top of the Andes. Thompson's

he outHnes Darwin's main achievements, describes

analyses show that beginning about 15,500

the uses of evolurionar\' thought in such material realms as agriculture and medicine, and explores

years ago, the climate in the Tropics became

"curious about evolution and

its

meaning." In

it,

various Darwinian approaches to understanding

human

evolution and the

human

psyche.

substantially drier and

Evolving Brains
By John Morgan Alhnan

(Scientific

American

Library,

1999; $34.95;

gist

later.

re-

By

9,000 years ago, however, the record shows
that global temperatures were similar to those

ilhis.)

The

warmer but then

versed abruptly a thousand years

evolution and fanction of the htiman brain are neurophysiolo-

of the present. Another

warming trend, begin-

Allman's main focus in a well-illustrated edition that includes the
brain-related fmdings in both molecular genetics and paleo-

latest

ning only about two hundred years ago,

thawing the

anthropology.

glaciers.

Thompson

is

now

feels there is

an urgent need to extract and analyze these

Mapping
By

m

Mind

records of the earth's climatic history before

Rita Carter (University of California

The
portant advances

the

Press,

1998; $29.95;

ilhis.)

recent revolution in medical imaging technology has led to im-

neurophysiolog)'.

With the help of more than 150

illustrations,

medical WTiter

Carter charts recent developments in understanding the complex arrangements within the brain that

they become meltwater. ("A 25,000-year tropical climate history from

Bolivian ice cores,"

Science 282, December 4, 1998)

determine behavior and control experience.

CARNIVOROUS HIPPOS

Lamarck's Signature
Robyn A. Lindlq', and Robert V Blanden (Helix /Perseus Books, 1998; $25; illus.)
Basing their theory (the "soma-to-germline feedback loop") on the latest immune-system research,
molecular biologists Steele, Lindley, and Blanden argue that aspects of acquired immunities developed by parents in their own lifetime can be passed Lamarckian-style to their offspring.
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Although the

is grass,
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ual vegetarian can occasionally turn carnivore.
Field biologist

Joseph

Hwange National
male hippo
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William R. Clark (Oxford University

hippopotamus's usual fare

P.

Dudley, formerly at

Park in Zimbabwe, observed a

killing

an impala ram that had

illus)

Cell biologist Clark dissects the process of human aging, examining

what goes on at a cellular level
by generic disorders (Uke Werner syndrome and Alzheimer's disease)
mimic human senescence. He also pro\ddes explanarions as to why caloric restriction and re-

when
that
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of the amygdala in memory, the flinction of cytokines in the brain and the immune system,
and the cormection between manic depression and creativity are among the subjects covered in this

The

role

collection of essays by eight leaders in neuroscience.

El Nino and the Fate of Civilizations: Floods, Famines,
By Brian Pagan (Basic Books /Perseus Books. 1999; illus)
Blamed for current worldwide cHmaric disruptions. El Nino has, according to
likely influenced

tian civiHzations

developments throughout

history,

such

as the

and Emperors
archaeologist Fagan.

ascendancy of Sumerian and Egyp-

about 3000 B.C. and the Norse abandonment of Greenland in 1500 A.D.
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Later a few of
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them climbed the pond's banks

to wrest another dead impaLa from wild dogs.
"It

seems almost incredible," writes Dudley,

"that carnivorous feeding behavior by hippos,

even

if

of very infrequent occurrence, could

have gone unreported for so long." Perhaps, he
opines, the behavior

may have been

attribut-

able to "nutritional stress caused by severe

drought conditions." Incidentally, according to
Dudley, the powerful and sometimes aggressive

hippos are responsible for more human deaths

than any other large African mammal. ("Reports of carnivory by the

common

hippo Hip-

popotamus amphibius," South African Journal
of Wildhfe Research 28, 1998)
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Experimental studies

have established that birds can perceive gradations of color in the ultraviolet range of the
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Three ancient

Roman

columns

near Naples
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benchmarks of a

new geology
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PartiaUy submerged
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Among

One:

Damping THE Fires of Vesuvius
The two classical scenarios for
strophic

end

to

all

things

—

a

cata-

destruction by

heat and flames or by cold and darkness

—

offer httle fodder for

extended

cussion about preferences, a point

bedded, with

Robert

all

Frost's

the natural

phenomena

poets and scholars have regarded

of the

alds or harbingers

final

place.

Mount

may

Vesuvius

dis-

mere pimple of

em-

the Indonesian explosions of

represent a

compared with

activity

location

a

times, has

promoted

compendium

at interesting

this relatively small

Some

say in

terror.

I hold with those

But

if it

I think I

had

to

of desire

who favor fire.

perish twice,

know enough of hate

To say that for destruction
Is also

And

great

would

suffice.

ice

Given our

traditional

for unpleasant fmahties,

amusement

that the

two most famous

encounters of celebrated
this

dichotomy

note with some

1

archetypal volcano

scientists

—one

in

millennium of modern history

Pliny the Elder (23-79 a.D.) wrote a

divided into thirty-seven

volcano into a primary symbol of natural

ice.

"up in flames"

History,

say the world will end in fire,

I've tasted

first,

prime

Some

From what

out" for the

"lights

for the second.

massive

on the Bay of Naples, coinbined

with numerous eruptions

written in 1923:

In Pozzuoli

in

Tambora

poem

Ice,"

Temple of Serapis,

as the

consumma-

1815 or Krakatau in 1883, but

and

that

known

her-

volcanic eruptions hold pride of

tion,

the beauty of brevity, in

"Fire

as

ruins

(books) treating

and

folkloric,

all

aspects,

of subjects

upon

exerted

both

now

under the rubric of science.
clopedia

Natural

entitled

libri

factual

gathered

Pliny's

ency-

enormous influence

the history of Western thought,

particularly during the Renaissance (Uter-

aUy "rebirth"),

when

rediscovery of clas-

knowledge became the primary goal

with

sical

each

of scholarship. Several editions of PUny's

—have

great

work appeared during

the

first

few

eUcited contrasting comparisons of Vesu-

decades of printmg, following the publi-

vian eruptions with the end of time:

cation of Gutenberg's Bible in 1455.

The JONESES
TTiouGHT They

Had

In August of 79 A.D., while serving

commander of

Roman

the

Bay of Naples, PUny noted
arising

gods; but the greater part imagining that the

as

fleet in the

a great

last

cloud

had come, which was

and

and

commander's

a

sailed

toward the volcano, both

more

closely

and

duty,

PHny

to observe

to render aid.

He went

made

a fatefiil

ashore at a friend's

villa,

decision to abandon the shaking houses

open

tion in the

and died by asphyxia-

fields,

same eruption

that buried the

of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

PUny the Younger (61-113

nephew and adopted
their villa a

ed

Athanasius

his

A.D.),

remained

son,

at

few miles west of the volcano
he

to continue (as

of

his studies

stated)

had

(1601-1680),

Kircher

German Jesuit who Hved
he served

as

an

as a

works of

his

Chinese culture (the Jesuit order had

Tacitus, describing

what he had heard of

tion for later scholars). Kircher

as his

counted

all

own. Pliny the Younger

re-

the horrors of shaking houses,

falling rocks,

and noxious

he

frimes, but

into intellectual

alternative

modern

emphasized the intense darkness produced

(whom
as a

he could compare with only one scenario
for the

end of time

(see

endnote, page 88):

cloudy night, or

when

of a roo)n when

it is

us,

is

shut up and

Vatican)

lights are extinguished.

Nothing then was

to

some wishing
dying,

some

and

the cries

to die from the

lifting

up

their

of men

very fear of

hands

to the

less

replaced

had espoused

in the generation

and that Newton would carry
to foUow.

1664 Kircher pubUshed

his

master-

immense and amazing work en-

Mundus

subterraneus

(The Under-

ground World) and covering aU

aspects

.

.

.

the earth's interior

—from

to fossils in rocks, to

Uzards in caves,

mountain
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been inspired to write

natural history

work

this

in

1637-38 when he witnessed the major
eruptions of Etna and Stromboli. In 1631,

of quiescence.

centuries

after

Mount
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saw

before me,

entirely by fire

lit

Jumes of sulphur.
of divine

.

.

.

Oh,

the

immensity

power and God's wisdom! Hou'

Vesuvius had also erupted, and Kircher

incomprehensible are thy ways!

eagerly awaited the opportunity to

power, such feaful portents of nature

this

most famous volcano on

tive crater,

still

issuing

at

night,

from the ac-

and then lowered himself as

far

If,

in thy

now

punish the duplicity and maliciousness of

men, how

climbed the mountain

guided by flames

as

his return

Rome.

voyage to

He

visit

Rainier over Seattle, for Vesuvius

and

flowing pitch, and enveloped by noxious

shall

be on that last day

it

when

the earth, subjected to thy divine anger,
dissolved by heat into

is

(Author's translation from Kircher's Latin)

When

he published

his

I

Uke to imagine that

great treatise twenty-five years later, the

lines, this greatest

memory

humming,

of his fear and wonder remained

as

he wrote these

of priestly

scientists

was

sotto voce, the haunting Gre-

most

so strong that he prefaced his entire vol-

gorian tune of the "Dies

ume

famous prayer about the Last Judgment:

with a vivid personal

counter vvdth

end of

time.

a

tale

of

his

en-

Frosts alternative scenario of fire:

mountain with great

difficuky,

Dies

which, horrible

to say,

commission on
father, as a

GI

a

neither

city

medal from the global

safe geological siting.

in

lies

sports

recent and fre-

—although

could ever claim

World War

the aftermath of the

last

II,

(My

observed

eruption of Vesu-

vius in 1944.) In Hght of the historical

combined with the

volcano's

continuing and pervasive presence for any
visitor

tain standing

fiti

—

(from the majestic

tall

petrified bread

on

moun-

the horizon to the

and the bathroom

graf-

evidence of ordinary hves suddenly

extinguished one fine day in Pompeii),

how
led

irae, dies ilia

could anyone

fail

to

draw from

PUny and Kircher

to extrapolate

from

Soh'et saeclum infavilla.

a raging local volcano to a globally cata-

(On

strophic

this

day of anger,

end of time:

that the history

of

our planet must be ruled by sudden cataclysms that rupture episodes of quies-

moving
Vesuvius looms over

upward along steep and rugged paths,
crater,

much more

activity

and

Vesuvius the same geological lesson that

the world vidU dissolve into ashes.)

In the middle of the night, I climbed the

toward the

Irae," the

primary symbol for the

But Kircher favored Robert

record of

quent

modern

he dared into the fuming, bubbling vent

the next morning.

a

closer to the city center

testimony,

elements.

its

much

I

even

more

modern Naples

ominously

than

Mount

cence and mark the dawn of a

And

new

order?

yet the most famous geological

in-

a

—and

vocation of volcanism in the Bay of

volcano continued to bubble and steam

to the "travel"

Naples, bolstered by the most celebrated

throughout the

even offered to cover some expenses for

visual

image in the

views of Earth in

—toward

the opposite direction
that

during the long tenure in Naples of

profession's entire his-

tory, propelled scientific

a

British diplomat

Hamilton

ating at characteristically gradual rates,
fiiH

—

Catastrophists

of ardent

level

pageant of planetary

activity

history without any invocation of episodic

only by the tor-

and rather

rid,

multuous planetary change superseded by

public, affair bet-

mamrity of our own

Charles LyeU (1797-1875), the pri-

mary

architect of this "uniformitarian"

view and the most famous name

ween

rime.

in the

.

wife,

his

"grand tour" of European
voyage that nearly

cultural centers, the

every British gentleman undertook

Nelson himself)

How,

an

then,

could LyeU re-

defme Naples
a

source of sup-

port for a theory

the customary stops, from the steaming

so contrary both

vents and

of

his education.

bubbhng pools of

the Phle-

graean Fields to the excavations of
peii

Pom-

and the obligatory ascent of Vesuvius.

(FoUowing

f*?!'

m

its

more

active eruption, the

decided to adopt

first

haff (while greatly delaying the sec-

as a

focus for fulfiEing the

ond) of a famihar proverb: See Naples
die.

wanted

to observe the palpable signs

Pompeii and Herculaneum) and

change

low

occurred

Kircher's path to their

source.

through such

the

site

But most of all,
of LyeU's

I

visual

to fol-

immediate

wanted

to visit

epiphany

—

of Geology (1830—33), perhaps the most

paroxysms as

important
ten,

volcanism,

textbook ever writ-

scientific

and the primary icon for transform-

ing the Vesuvian landscape from a poster

earthquakes,

for catastrophism into a paradoxical

andjloods.

of triumphant gradualism

Roman
and

meaning of the grandest

proof

the

three

columns of the so-called Temple

to the

of Serapis (actually

local

zuoh, near Naples.

When the editor of Natural History asked me to devote this month's essay

sights?

—

a

marketplace)
(I

shall

at

Poz-

document, in

how

the second installment of this

essay,

LyeU used these three piUars

as a "tide
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the

source of the frontispiece for his Principles

rare global

to traditional interpretations

plain

I

question

of Phny's misfortune (the excavations of

as

He made

essential part
all

as

Emma, and

Admiral Horatio

history of anglophone geology, visited

Naples on

Hamilton's

—

this issue

this

I

geological

theme of

an on-site excursion

and

argued that

matched

global paroxysms or early periods of tu-

the staid global

and aficionado of volca-

noes Sir William

theory

currendy observable processes, oper-

could explain the

eighteenth century,

late
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gauge" to record ex-

and gradual

tensive

changes in land and
sea levels during the

two

past

thousand

years

—

ian

antidote

unitormitar-

a

the

to

image of

fiery Vesu-

vius as a

symbol

for

global

catastrophic
endings.)

"yl darkness

overspread
us.

.

.

Nothing

.

then was

be

to

heard but the
shrieks

of

women,

the

saeams of
children, and
the cries of

—

men.
the

^Pliny

Younger

(61-113

The
travel

A.D.)

cliches

of

literature

re-

arduous

an

quire

journey sparked with
tales

of adventure and

But

danger.

strike

I

have

managed

never

up

ventions, and

I

Eruption of Vesuvius in 1872,

to

a friendship

remain

with

styHstic

a city

boy

at

con-

ture than a trip to

heart

Park: Pozzuoli

(and therefore quite unafraid of rather different kinds of dangers). In truth,

got to the top of Vesuvius.
carried

no

tire chains,

and

I

never

My rented car
a sheet

of Jan-

uary ice had closed the road. As for Pozzuoli,

I

can't claim

any more of an adven-

South Ferry or Ozone

is

the

last

stop

But then, why should

intellectual

con-

tent correlate with difficulty of physical

rank

—

a

common

among

the

of

sci-

library shelves

or

greatest discoveries in the history

Neapolitan subway.

access

by Wilhelm Kranz

on the

supposition that must
silliest

of romantic

myths? The material for some of the

ence has stood on

resided, unsuspected for decades, in

seum

drawers.

By

all

mu-

means, take that

dogsled across the frozen wastes if no
ternative exists, but if the

A

al-

Train also

.

goes to the same destination,
join

Duke

why

not

decrease

Ellington for a smoother ride?

To reach the

of Pozzuoh on

specifics

a

sea) tends to

training,

science of geology

his

system

—one might

based

say his brief

the doctrine of gradualism:

now

— on

Mod-

grandiose

or

grain

by

—

—although he
—

catastrophic

est strata

changed

that the average

of truly global paroxysm, marked by the
"usual suspects" of volcamsm, mountain

complexity of

building, earthquakes,

species originate (by crea-

by some unknown natural mecha-

But clams remain

mammals

—from

and flooding. Most

When

and

mam-

we

com-

insights into the sources
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receive
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about Earth's history

origin of the planet

(.As 0/

^

two

flowed logicaUy fi-om

spun off from the Sun (according

Morningstar

^

catastrophists, these

single theory

reforms by explicating the alternative

PAX

had

episodes

calmer present.

sential postulates

often gain our best

causes (erosion, deposition, uplift, and so

of such

contrasting a feisty planetary youth with a

much

For most
proposes such a

a scientist

prehensive system,

his

clams,

intensity

markedly decreased through time, thus

the earliest history

or steady-state earth: Standard geological

1

most geo-

rare episodes

and

a nondirectional

A Socially Responsible Balanced

change occurred in

and new

of Hfe until now.

in

logical

by,

die,

and eruption over millions of years.

either to increase or

steady-state)

Catastrophists argued that

at

opposition

catastrophists also held that the frequency

mals,

Established

mind

his

(in

of graduaUstic

tenets

had remained constant. Old species

nism).

raised

two chief

hfe

mountain

show no trend

trophism or directionaUsm

when he finally concluded that
mammals would not be found in the old-

summation of

geology often called either catas-

to

But

change on an earth in

in numerous increments of earthquake

on)

out.

periences no systematic trend in any sus-

tion or

Second, the claim for

and

to LyeU's

the deep canyon carved

grain, the high

in

the 1850s,

small changes through the immensity of

geological time

move

seas

mountains

the average configuration of the earth ex-

first

observable, can explain

events reaUy occur by a

ceases;

tained direction. LyeU even believed

the fuO spectrum of geological history.

Apparently

ceived adversaries advocated an approach

and erode;

rise

ern causes, operating entirely within the
range of rates

conventionalities. In this case, LyeU's per-

around and around through time.

Change never slows or

two fundamental propositions.
First,

provements or replacements for previous

on both

He

im-

percentages of land and

to cycle

and methodological grounds.

theo-

enter a previous conceptual

remain roughly the same or

belts,

sought to reform the
substantive

New

void; rather, they arise as putative

of LyeU's general theory. LyeU, originally

by

opponents.

the earth (relative temperatures, positions

of climatic

barrister

his

ries rarely

hterary journey, we must follow the path
a

worldview of

general intensity through

in

time. Moreover, even the physical state of

4

stars.
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hypothesis, then favored, of Kant and
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master of persuasive rhetoric,

this

by progressive cooHng.

barrister manque, to

promulgate

cooling proceeded, the outer crust

formitarian doctrine

as

Laplace), followed

As

—

natural history

solidified

while the molten interior con-

tracted continuously.

—

bility

The

caused, almost

resulting insta-

literally,

by an en-

between the soHdified

larging gap

crust

and the contracting molten interior

his

this

his uni-

the centerpiece of

textbook. Principles of Geology. In part,

he chose the substantive route of arguing
that the world, as revealed

by geological

nisms subject to direct observation and
experiment,

—

after all

But on an Earth in
tirely

to resolve the past?

steady-state, built en-

by modern causes acting

current

at

becomes, in an old

intensities, the present

pedagogical cliche, "the key to the past,"

evidence, just happens to operate by

and Earth's

gradual and nondirectional change. But

tific

study.

entire history opens to scien-

Thus, in

a

famous statement of

eventually induced a sudden global read-

justment

the crust fractured and col-

as

upon

lapsed

/ wanted

the contracted molten core.

Thus, directionahsm based on continuous

the site of

visit

coohng linked the catastrophism of occaby

sional readjustment

LyeU's visual

coUapse

crustal

to

with the hypothesis of a pervasive "arrow

epiphany.

He

had used

these

of time" leading from a fiery beginning,
replete with

more frequent and more

intense paroxysms, to our current era of

cakn and

relative

Incidentally,

trophism

as a

pillars as

rarer disruption.

"tide gauge"

account of catas-

this

genuine and interesting

entific alternative to

a

and

sci-

LyeUian uniformity

as a

uniformitarian

disproves the conventional canard, origi-

and

his partisans

but then incorporated

uncritically as the conventional

of the profession. In

this

count, catastrophism represented the

fiay

Vesuvius.

last

modern

of theologically

struggle

the

imagery of

wisdom

Manichaean ac-

stronghold for the enemies of
science:

antidote to the

by LyeU

nally floated as a rhetorical device

tainted dogmatists to preserve both the

time scale of Genesis and the

literal

God

miraculous hand of

history's

as

prime mover by invoking the doctrine of
paroxysm

global

to compress the grand

panoply of geological change into

few thousand

sity

proven

by the 1830s

catastrophists

the

of geological time
fact

as a central

and

of their emerging profession.

Catastrophists upheld a different theory of

change on an equally ancient Earth, and
their views

no more

were no

—and

theologically inspired or influ-

—than

enced
and

less "scientific"

anything touted by LyeU

personal, social, and scientific rea-

sons behind LyeU's
sent a

1830-33

LyeU awarded primacy of place to
methodological claim: only such

a

a

uni-

formitarian approach, he urged, could
free the

from

its

emerging science of geology
previous fetters of

If global
tory,

how

can

we

ever

develop a workable science of geology
for

we

commitments repre-

complex and

fascinating subject

well beyond the scope of this

essay.

we may

chosen by

note the overt

strategy,

But

history,

have not witnessed such events in

and we therefore have no obser-

vational basis for empirical study?

And if a

tumultuous past operated so differently

from
use

a

calmer present, then

modern

—

processes

as a

how

the only

condemns catastrophism

whUe labeUng

doctrine of despair,

uniformitarian reform

his

the path to sci-

as

entific salvation:

Never was

paroxysms forge most of his-

LyeU argued, then

advocacy, LyeU

and

fancifril,

largely armchair, speculation.

the admittedly Umited duration of human

his school.

The

Frontispiece of LyeU's Principles of Geology,

mere

—
and uniformiahke— had accepted
immen-

all scientists

tarians

years. In fact,

a

can

we

mecha-

there a

foster indolence,

of curiosity, than

dogma more

and
this

to

calculated to

blunt the keen edge

assumption of the

discordance between the former

and

the

existing causes of change. It produced a
state

of mind unfavourable in the highest

conceivable degree to the candid reception of
the evidence of those minute, but incessant

mutations, which every part of the earth's
surface

is

undergoing.

.

.

.

The

student,

(Please turn to

page 87)
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DISTINCTIVE

DESTINATIONS
f

your ideal travel experience

blissed-out oblivion while the sun does

may

is sitting

all

poolside

in

the work, then these places

not be for you. Of course, you can find plenty of relaxation,

that's

what

you're after. But the real pleasures of these

spots are unearthed by those
adventurous. Leisure travel
colorful

who

are

was made

more than a

for

if

wondrous

little bit

such brushes with the

and the surprising and the extraordinary. Anyone can take a

vacation.

It's

the true traveler

who

journeys,

who

finds those

destinations that transcend the commonplace.

Australia This brawny and

massive

continent deserves far more tinan a single
trip:

Tiie capital city of

Sydney alone could

captivate for a very long time.

And

for the

seasoned traveler eager

to explore

some

of

the country's more remote corners, there are
a

number

of options that literally lead off the

beaten path. Four-wheel-drive treks allow for

safaris into the bush, while

camels provide

unique vehicles into Victoria's Alps,
Tasmania's Bruny
Cable Beach

in

Island, Alice Springs, or

Broome. Horseback treks are

ADVERTISEMENT
Opposite page: An aboriginal

dance troupe

In far

north

Oueensiand, Australia;

left,

sea lions off South Australian
coast. Right,

A mosaic

and the Swan,

of

Leda

a Cypriot art

treasure.
with

Its

stunning ocean views, splendid

museums

liousing collections of art

and

archeological bounty, and the famed Church

^ Y
also an invigorating

way

to see both the

country's great expanse and

its

subtlety of

detail—from wildlife to aboriginal culture,

1 Canada s"^

Northwest
TERRTTORIES

Australia has also perfected the art of

hiking-they
so

many

call

it

bushwalking-by

virtue of

places to walk, from the Jenolan

Lots of space. Lotsofthingstoseeanddo. Cruises, clay
baths, caribou herds, craft shows, northern cuisine.

Caves and the Eucalyptus Forests near

Scenery as varied as our Dene and Inuvialuit cultures.
Sydney, to the glacial lakes and rain forests of

Tasmania's Cradle Mountain. And
"liquid"

diving

byways you

if

it's

seek, the country

is

more

Graveyard,

among many

summer days.

a

and snorkeling nirvana. Try the Great

Barrier Reef, Jervis Bay, Victoria's

People as warm as our long

Shipwreck

possibilities.

For your free Explorers' Guide

call

1-800-661-0788

-

?.nwttravel.nt.ca

The Republic
OF Cyprus This small but richly
rewarding Mediterranean island has been, as
their tourism slogan
"irresistible for

would have

9.000

it.

years."

The reasons? An impressive topography
that includes everything from inviting

beaches to aromatic orange groves:

a

cultural legacy that marries a variety of

Eastern and Western cultures; and a bastion
of history,

whose

encompass

stories

St. Paul.

and legends

Alexander the Great.

Cleopatra, and the goddess Aphrodite.
Start in the capital, Nicosia,
artifacts

mark the

where

island's roots

neolithic period to present

priceless

Tourism Alliance

from the

day Or Larnaka,

PURENORIH

ADVERTISEMENT
Canada's Northwest

square miles, are mountains, lakes,

Territories

wilderness areas, and

and awesomely

invigorating,

beautiful, the

brawny

Northwest

Territories bring out the adventurer

anyone who

travels there.

varied landscape, covering

rivers,

of the world's

great waterfalls, including Virginia

Falls,

higher than the famed Niagara. For animal

in

Throughout

some

its

some 550,000

lovers, there's
to

an unparalleled opportunity

see beluga whales, glossy seals, polar

bears, wolves, caribou,

and herds

ranging bison. For birders,

it's

whose wetlands, open

paradise,

of free-

a virtual

alpine

tundra, arctic tundra, and boreal forests

homes and temporary flyways

provide

dozens

of species,

to owls, hawks,

for

from swans and grebes

and eagles. And

for fans of

celestial splendor, there's the aurora

borealis,
light

But

which provides

all

to January.

reward the

visitor with

staggering scenery and a chance to

commune
peoples,

exuberant people for

spectacular

seasons glow here. Outdoor

activities

Above: The Cypriots have
been a proud and

its

show from September

with the warm, indigenous

many

of

whom

still

farm and

trap.

Hiking excursions can last hours-or days.

more than 9,000 years.
Right, the Northwest
Territories are

home

The waterways

to a

fish.

range of peoples native to

A

the North.

At bottom, a prospector's
a

reminder of the area's
rich mining history.

reputed burial

site of the

biblical figure raised from tine

Jesus.

In

Limassol,

dead by

where the "Cypriot

Riviera" unfolds, are

luxurious hotels, the

theater at Kourion,

2nd century

still in

B.C.

use, and Kolossi

Castle, a magnificent medieval edifice. In

notable contrast

is

the Troodos region, a

mountainous resort area whose
intoxicating

gateways

bird-watchers.

trails

local

communities

celebrate with carnivals and games,

team and snowmobile

harvests cranberries.

of St, Lazarus,

And, come spring,

including the exhilarating sport of dog

resident

shack serves as

offer extensive

opportunities to canoe, kayak, swim, and

are

for bikers, hikers,

and

races.

ADVERTISEMENT
France one of the best-loved

the myriad joys are eminently worth

destinations on earth, France needs no

discovering or re-exploring: the meandering

who

introduction to the countless visitors

have

talcen

those

it

even

to their hearts. But

who think of the country as

rivers of the

Southwest; the craggy ruins

and stalwart castles

for

of

Languedoc-

Roussillon: the festive villages of Alsace; or

an old

the

wondrous vintages

there's the Loire,

of

Corsica, the Cote d'Azur,

Alps-each with
and

Burgundy And

Normandy,

its

own

and the Rhone-

piquant personality

distinctive attractions.

number

of

ways

Brittany,

There are a

to see the beauties of

France, but whether by car, by bicycle, by
barge, or on foot,

its

attractions are

magnifique.

takes one

It

to

free

which
1

is

a phone

just

away.

The

•

and

excitement

adventure of France
call

love

fall in

romance,

the

All

call

is

France Discovery

Kit.

yours for the asking includes:

00-page French Government

Tourist Office travel planner

At top,
Strasbourg,

a

chateau

in

in

• Exclusive

and

the province of

• Air

France Holidays catalog

of

vacation packages

Alsace; above, Paris' Pont

France Holidays

Air

Neuf

MasterCard'" savings

special offers

packages from 3

at night. Right, Malta's

to

offers

travel

10 days, with

adventures and accommodations

Palace of the Grand Masters.

suit

all

breakfasts to deluxe crty hotels

country

your

.to

budgets, from quaint bed-and-

villas.

vacation

MasterCard

and

And when you book
to

France

with

card, you'll receive free

a
a

Seine River Cruise and a 3-day Paris

museum
friend

The

would do well

to take a

second

forever polishing and refining

new museum,

its

secret.

is

will

Moving out

away almost

Malta

as

into the countryside.

little

more than Hammett's

elusive falcon or a small
hair

or

visit

Kit. call

us on the

web

www.francetourism.com.

Anyone who associates the term

"Maltese" with

magic.

a dazzling exhibit, or

that irresistible cafe tucked
in

1-800-2FRANCE
at

said)

Even the most inveterate Francophile

if

look.

eternal city of Paris ("everyone's

second home," as Josephine Baker

find a

pass.

For your free France Discovery

dog with long white

has a host of surprises

in

store.

Once 1n^
forever in Love.

The

Maltese Islands-Malta, Gozo, Comino-

AIR FRANCE

share a multifaceted past and a tradition of

holidays

Exdusives-

ADVERTISEMENT

fft^'

abundant sunshine,
and

a wealth of

intriguing foll<lore,

outdoor

must

for a long

The

activity.

islands' strategic location

made them

a

of colonizers,

list

including Phoenecians,

Romans,

Byzantines, the French, and the British.

While quiet Comino, the smallest
is little

Wonders

of the

more than

a

square mile

island,

in size

Red Centre,

Great Barrier Reef and Rainforest
(LA or SF

•

Round-trip

•

2-nights Alice Springs

air

-

Australia)

Rock

•

2-nights Ayers

•

4-nights Tropical

•

Outer

^sk. ioic/ir#ojifi

North Queensland

Simply

the Best!

Barrier Reef Excursion with Lunch

(800)682-6016
From:

?Z,oVz

per person

Call toll free for a free brochuriil

Hagar Qim, one of Malta's
megalithic temples

^

Pnce based on double occupancy from Los Angeles or San Francisco and includes

aboveJaxes of approximately $70 per person not

included.

all

airfare,

accommodations, transfers and sightseeing as specified

Other conditions apply CST#: 2001
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huge stones

of

made

fitting

Australian Tourist Commission.

closely together.

Pattern'tO'Fabric'tO'
and known primarily

Buttons Originals

for

swimming and

scuba diving, Malta and Gozo pack a
great deal into their intimate perimeters:

megalithic temples, crafts, outdoor
activities,

and abundantly warm

hospitality

Gozo museums include

those devoted to archeology and
folklore:

Malta boasts one of

antiquities,

and another

Roman

of fine arts.

temperate climate makes

The

hiking, golf,

windsurfing, and water sports ideal yearround.

And

of

all

the annual festivals

celebrating everything from saints' days
to the harvest,

perhaps the most colorful

and joyous are the Regatta (September),

marked by boat

races,

and Carnival

(February) highlighted by an exciting
Casual clothing
in

for

men and women — available

only

parade

in

Malta's capital, Valletta.

our catalog. Superior service. Unconditionally

guaranteed. It comes with the territory. For a free

^ The

copy of our color catalog, call 1-800-686-8171
mention code: 9P10030). Visit our website
at www.territoryahead.com.

Mauritius

such small gems as

(please

Territory

Ahead

Clothes for the Journey

these are too rarely discovered, but well

worth exploring: Mauritius, an island

ADVERTISEMENT
500

miles east of

Indian Ocean,

Madagascar

in

the

a 720-square-mile

is

haven that blends the heritage

of the

French, Indian, African, and Chinese
cultures into an intricate tapestry.

Its

near-perfect beaches, coral reefs

embracing

brilliant,

turquoise lagoons,

and sun-drenched days have entranced
the likes of

Mark Twain, Joseph Conrad,

and Charles Darwin, who wrote, "How
pleasant

it

would be

to pass one's
for the

such quiet abodes." (Not so
plump, clumsy bird

known

life in

as the dodo.

Working on his tan.
I

can find time between visiting Greek temples,

Roman

<_Xamphitl
^amphitheaters, enjojing outdoor activities, admiring Byzantine
frescoes,

meeting the hospitable people, and enjoying a cuisine that

the envy of the Mediterranean, by
Fly to an island that has

<YPRUS
Irresistible for

9000

Two

of the cheerful vendors

selling local wares
in

Mauritius.

means

irresistible for

Call 1-21 2-683-5280 for a full-color
at

years

Cyprus Tourism Organization

been

all

1

3

9000

years.

brochure or visit us

http://www.cyprustourism.org

East 40th St.

New York, NY

1

E-Mail gocyprus@aol.(

001 6 Fax (2 12) 683-5282

Discover Mauritius the exotic
island paradise of the Indian Ocean
r^ Twain claimed was "modeled
lilrs^lfltD

who once

lived here before

being eaten

with miles of sun-drenched beaches,

into extinction.)

Devotees of marine

life

can indulge

themselves with abandon here. There's
deep-sea fishing

coral reefs, colorful markets
-*"

^^-'mlou.

for blue marlin, sharks,

yellow-fin tuna, sailfish.

»'tiU5

and many

others. Skin-diving reveals stunning
coral

gardens and more than 1,000

species of

fish.

On

drier

ground, Le

Vanille Crocodile Park breeds Nile

crocodiles, the

Pamplemousse Gardens

burst with water

lilies,

palm

trees,

and

other indigenous species, and the

Casela Bird Park boasts more than

For our brochure on tours
M;ulai;:isc.-ir,

l<>

~~

Mnnritins,

(he .Seychelles :ukI the islaiuls of the huliaii
or call us at l-80t)-S37-l 182.

Dceaii, use the reader .service carti

2.500

birds

( 1

40

i;

stretch out in the sun!

species), including

AIR MAURITIUS

the rare Mauritian pink pigeon.

Airline to the islaiwls of the Indian

Air IWaoritius

Ocean

560 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood

Cliffs,

NJ 07632

(

201) 871-8381

ADVERTISEMENT

Pristine

& Private Island Getaway

LITTLE
ST.

SIMONS

ISLAND

The Lodge on

Little St. Simons Island

Exclusive 10,000-acre Georgia island paradise, 7-mile shell-strewn
undeveloped beach, recreational activities, gourmet regional cuisine and

accommodations await just 30 guests. Birding, boating, hiking,
horseback riding and interpretive programs offer
unique ways to explore this coastal wilderness. All-inclusive rates are
$325 - $550 per night. Or, enjoy the Island exclusively from $4,400.

gracious

bicycling, canoeing,

888-733-5774 '912-638-7472

•

www.LittleStSimonslsland.com

Exceptional Adventures
in

Mongolia

Educational

Paleontological

natural
History

Expeditions

Programs

Backcountry

Cultural

Fishing
Trips

Explorations

Mountain
Trekking

Birdwatching
Expeditions

Remote
River

Wildlife
Photo Safaris

Journeys
Wilderness
Horse
Treks

Gobi Desert
Camel Treks

Expeditions

ic

-=v^\

-.

p;

Pioneers in Cultural and Educational Explorations.

1-800-998-6634

Ph:.732-329-8887 e-mail: Nomadic@idt.net www.NomadicExp.com

1

ADVERTISEMENT

MALTA*
Good things come

Resources
At

in small packages.

left, a ger,

Air Mauritius

or felt tent,

201-871-8382

desert

home

to

E-mail: alrmkusa@concentric.net

the nomads.

Below,

sample

Australian Tourist Commission

a

1-888-8-KANGAROO

of

E-mail: trades@atc.gov.au

Mongolian
History

warmth.

Cyprus Tourism Organization
212-683-5280

gocvprus@aol.com

E-Mail:

Megalithic

pyramids,

Roman

Phoenician

French Government Tourist Office

the palaces

fortifications of the Knights of

Nomadic Expeditions (Mongolia)

Mongolia remains a

1-800-998-6634

E-mail:

Nomadic@idt.net

Malta National Tourist Office
Fax; 212 695-8229

212 695-9520

mystery

most Western

artifacts,

the

and

as fresh as ever.

singular destination
in

than

remains

John... In Malta, history is
carved in stone, painted on canvas,

E-mail:

info@francetourism.com

shrouded

and

older

St.

212-838-7800

Mongolia

& Heritage

temples

http://www.visitmalta.com

Northwest Territories

for

1-800-661-0788

travelers, in

m

E-mail:

AmMALIA

nwtat@nwttravel.nt.ca

the heart of Central Asia,

the vast nation extends

Malta National Tourist Office

over breathtaking

212-695-9520

Unique and Enriching

TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

E-mail:

mountains, forests of dark
office. us@tourism.org.mt

pine,

seemingly endless

PERU

steppe, and alpine lakes.
Traditions date to the time
of

Ghengis Khan, with one

of the last

world

still

in

the

(high-rise residences
is

Lake Hovsgol, notable for

and a hike through the

deep-blue, pnstine, and

glimpses of

first

surrounding region

1

4,000

feet

and

A camel

can

Altai

yield

Mountains

offer spectacular

hiking opportunities, while the lands

presents an outdoor

Solar Eclipse

days

1

$2,597

below

SOUTH

14 days

AFRICA

$3,764

Country
Lodges

KENYA &
TANZANIA

14 days

$3,297

Costs quoted are land only

home

to the Kazakhs, the predominantly

enthusiast with a wide

are

rangeof options, from

Moslem nomads who

hiking

The

TURKEY

hills,

mountain sheep, and

ibex, yak,

other little-seen species.
crest to

offices).

reveals the site of

Yol Valley

ciays

the

discovery of dinosaur eggs,

the world's

The

and

marked by

Cliffs"

protected park includes

drinkable water.

felt tents),

dunes, and hardy shrubs.

ride to the "Flaming

Mongolia's largest

nomadic

or

The bold Gobi Desert
valleys,

thriving.

,

spiritual (Buddhist monastenes), and the

modern

remaining

nomadic cultures

the ancient (gets

10

$1,854

still

hunt with trained

eagles.

and birding to

Mongolia

horse riding and
canoeing. The capital,

best visited with an

experienced guide. Nomadic Expeditions
offers a

Ulaanbaatar, isa

is

wide variety

of itineraries

Also Uganda, Costa Rica,
Belize, Honduras, Guatemala,
and the Galapagos islands
Guided, Package & Custom
Tours Available

m HOLBROOK
www.holbrooktravel.com

fascinating

amalgam

of

encompassing the

entire country

800-451-71
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Ennching Lives Through Travel For 25 Yeare

'

We Ve

BEEN
EXPLORING THE

WORLD

SINCE

1

869

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL [ISTORY
T

Since

1869,

American

the

Museum of

Natural History

has sponsored thousands of

around

scientific expeditions

the

globe

an

in

effort

to

unravel the world's greatest
mysteries. It

is this

passion

to

discover and to understand
that inspires Discovery Tours,

the

Museum 's

educational

travel program.
I

Participants in the Discovery

Tours travel program have the
I

I

unique opportunity
the

I

world

to explore

Museum

with

AMNH

Anlarclica Expedition Log, 1934

scientists as they continue to

uncover new insights into the
nature of
I

I

1953,

life

on earth. Since

over 12,000

travelers have participated in

Discovery Tours

to

I

I

I

i

Museum

some of the

world's greatest wildlife areas,

archaeological

sites

and

cultural centers.

gSUiiilimiiiii
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New

'l\)Mrs
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Discovcrv

Now, YOU CAN
JOIN US ON A

w

Discovery Tour!

LAND PROCRAMS

CRUISES

FAMILY PROGRAMS

An Amazon Rainforest Workshop
May 1 - 8, 1999

To the Land of Ice Bears
Aboard the Caledonian Star
July 21 -30, 1999

Galapagos Family Adventure
Aboard the M.V. Santa Cruz

From $4,550 - $7,560

From $2,530 - $5,050

Ireland

Alaska's Coastal Wilderness
Aboard the M.V. Sea Lion
July 25 -August 1, 1999

May 12-20,

From $3,230 - $4,720

Alaska Family Adventure
Aboard the Wilderness Adventurer
July 2 -11, 1999
From $2,390 -$4,690

$2,495

Western Turkey and Cappadocia
May 10-27, 1999
$6,690 (Airfare from select

cities included)

1999
$2,950 (Airfere from NYC or Boston included)

Swiss Walking Tour
June 15 -27, 1999
$4,590 (Airfare from

NYC included)

Natural

Wonders

June 26 -July

of Melanesia:

The Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and
Aboard the World Discoverer
September 25 - October 9, 1999
From $6,280 -$11,480

Fiji

Africa's Great Southern Lakes: IVIalawi

Treasures of Arabia: Dubai to

and Zambia Aboard a Privately
Chartered DC-3 Aircraft
June 18 -July

2,

1999

Iceland: The Land of Fire and Ice, with
an optional extension to Greenland
July 19 -28. 1999
cities included)

Family Tuscany:
-31, 1999
$3,390 -$4,990

Family Safari to Kenya and Tanzania
August 11 -25, 1999
$4,290 -$5,990

Bombay

Antarctica 2000: Exploring Antarctica,
South Georgia, and the Falkland
Islands Aboard the Hanseatic
January 31 - Febniary 20, 2000
From $10,475 -$20,375

Himalayan Kii^doms: Tibet, Nep^,& Bhutan
September 27 -October 17, 1999
$7,195

TRAIN TRIPS

Morocco
October 3 -

16,

1999

$3,990

Southern

India:

A

Cultural Pilgrimage

National Parks of the West
Aboard the American Orient Express
June 2 - 10, 1999
From $4,490 -$6,950

October 11 -28, 1999
$6,990

Siam:

A

Naturalist's Paradise

November 6 -

17,

1999

fticeTBA
Millennium Safari in Kenya
20, 1999 - January

December
Estimated

at

Millennium

3,

2000

$7,150
in India

December

27. 1999

Estimated

at

- January

11,

2000

$8,590

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE
CATALOG, CALL DISCOVERY TOURS AT
(212) 769-5700 or (800) 462-8687

MENTION AD CODE NH1 200499

1999

July 23

Aboard the IVI/V Song of Flower
November 6 -21, 1999
From $7,620 - $1 1,020 (Airfare included)

$8,595

$4,425 (Airfare from select

6,

AMNH Egypt Expedition Log,

1907

rfcXl

fl

L
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NATURAL HISTORY
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TB

SUPEREUGS:
THE COMING

PLAGUE

ON ALL

OUR
HOUSES
AT

WHAT COST DOES THE

REST OF THE

WORLD IGNORE THE GROWING EPIDEMIC OF MULTIDRUGtall

is

Sergei
glasses

and

thin,

with black horn-rim

him more

that give

owhsh accountant than

the look of an

His fellow

a felon.

prisoners and their guards are silent

counts his
soft

voice

young

story.
is

that

convicts

The only

of coughing:

who crowd

Sergei seems bored with the

by the hush.

He

thng cough,

raising, as

as

he re-

other sound aside from his
like

him,

all

the cell are sick.
tale; at

the other

At

times,

times, intimidated

punctuates his sentences -with a rata

long pale

Shortly after the breakup of the Soxdet

Union in
a compU-

hand

an afterthought,

mouth.

to his

1991, Sergei explains, he

—something

cated scam

became involved in
to

rested in the Siberian city
pretrial detention for

do with fake checks. Ar-

of Kemerovo, he was held in

more than

a year.

The

dank and crammed with others awaiting

jail

trial.

was

Food

Russian convicts

Sergei pauses, looking at the prison doctor. "He's

ill

with TB are held in

due

overcrowded,

responding to therapy."

unsanitary "colonies,"

where food and
medication are scarce.

mark

Inmates,

left,

time in a

cell at

33, Siberia,

Colony

where

all

these photographs were
taken. Below,

left:

A

prisoner takes his pills

to

be released soon," she

good; providing therapy

resistant

marked enlargement of the

tact,

Hkehhood, Sergei

—

—along with
be sent

will

a

about- thirty other

home

month,

this

car-

rying infectious pulmonary tuberculosis with him.

technologist prepares a

He'll spend the harsh Siberian winter

sputum smear

tiny

testing.

been

cavities in Sergei's right

ready reduced half of that lung to Swiss cheese. But in
all

for

to try to

there has

lung. Spreading inexorably, tubercle baciUi have al-

Vladimir inmates

lab

one of the best

is

and therefore one of the worst ways

cure TB. In recent months, in

observed" therapy.

A

erratically

ways of inducing the tubercle baciUus to become drug-

under "directly

Below, right:

"but he's not

interjects,

The doctor hands me Sergei's
chest X rays, and I place them on a view box. I try not
to wince. Long and erratic treatment has done him no

wooden house with

one thing

that

his wife

might protect

cooped up

and

his family

children.
that they

is

already be infected with latent tuberculosis. For

in a

The
may

TB

is

again epidemic across Russia, especially in the areas

surrounding

its

many

Handing the
couragingly

at

doctor and

I

begin.

What

prisons.

X rays back to the

Sergei and wish
leave the

doctor,

him

crowded

cell,

drugs are Sergei and the

I

smile en-

luck. After the

my

questions

being treated

rest

with? Are you having trouble with drug supply?

rectly observed?

nods

patiently.

managing

Is

each dose di-

there adequate food?

My colleague

Food

is

to scrape by.

underpaid, share their
Sergei

RESISTANT TB IN RUSSIAN PRISONS?

STORY BY PAUL FARMER

is

Do

Is

the prisoners take their medications?

scarce, she allows,

but they're

Some of the guards, although
own food with the prisoners.

now receiving isoniazid,

rifampin, and etham-

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRIS ANDERSON
AURORA AND QUANTA PRODUCnONS

and sanitary conditions were wretched, and soon
Sergei began to

cough and

lose weight. After his

he was diagnosed with tuberculosis

(see

"The

trial,

Fall

and

Rise of Tuberculosis," page 52) and transferred to a socalled

TB

colony, a prison facihty dedicated to the de-

tention and care of convicts

Colony
ous for

33, in the nearby
its

especially

ill

with tuberculosis. Since

—
—was

town of Marunsk

grim conditions

notorialready

overflowing, Sergei was sent instead to a colony at
Vladimir, about sLxty miles east of

Moscow. That was

almost eight years ago.

For about two years
Sergei

felt fine.

after his initial treatment,

Rather than being moved back

to a

regular prison, however, he was offered the chance to
stay

on

derly.

at

Vladimir and finish his sentence

Three years

later,

symptoms returned.

he

recalls in a

low

as

an or-

voice, his

FSPECIAL REPORT natural

history
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the cases, even the drug-resistant ones.

have the resources."

The

the Vladimir colony

thousand

dollars.

Thus,

supply of certain
drugs.

is

it

is

at

two

the equivalent of about

can afford only an irregular

first-line

The colony

But we don't

annual medication budget

drugs and no second-hne

also chronically short

of syringes,

masks, and other suppUes.
If left untreated,
fect a

each

TB

patient can, in turn, in-

dozen or more new contacts every

One

year.

in

every ten (or approximately 110,000) Russian prisonis

prisoners have

First,

so

Bad

as that

strikes against

them.

estimated to have active tuberculosis.

ers
is,

two further

the strains of nonresistant tuberculosis that infect

many of them

are

being transformed into superbugs

through inadequate treatment regimens, and second,

who

prisoners

—

butol

three of the strongest (or so-called first-hne)

The dosage is
him taking the

drugs.

correct,

serve

pills.

and the

staff directly

ob-

Yet each month, his doctor

examination of Sergei's sputum

explains, microscopic

continues to reveal signs of persistent tuberculosis.

My

patients

who

fail

treatment do so because

But

they're not taking their medications.

observed therapy,
is

in directly

respond to powerflil drugs

failure to

often a sign that the tuberculosis organism has be-

come

resistant to

them.

An

infecting strain that

two most powerfiil

tant to at least the

is

resis-

first-hne drugs

is

termed multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB).

TB;

Five first-hne drugs are available for treating

INAPPROPRIATE TREATMENT

eight

But

ond-hne drugs
with

sick

—about two

compares with

more

The

toxic,

Sergei's

who

When patients

effects
it's

such

as

harder to

"Oh

to the drugs.

also

nausea and ab-

manage

patients

them.

doctor think drug resistance might be

problem among the more than nine hundred

in her care?

was

nine months for drug-susceptible

as a result,

are receiving

Does
a

in Peru

powerful second-hne drugs are

with side

dominal pain;

who

one patient

years of a multidrug regimen. This

six to

less

exist

they require longer periods of treat-

ment

strains.

MDR-TB

and most of the sec-

a strain resistant to ten drugs).

MDR-TB,

have

treated

(I

of

strains

that are resistant to aU the first-hne

yes," she rephes.

There

are, as

loose in our jails and prisons.

"Many

you might

patients

are resistant

say,

more than

a quarter

this

way wOl then

culosis are Hkely to

What of
Union?

far,

have

MDR-TB.

prisons elsewhere in the former Soviet

In the past year

Latvia, Azerbaijan,

my

So

infect others.

of the prisoners with active tuber-

fears

I

have examined detainees in

and Kazakhstan. Everywhere

were confirmed: tuberculosis

control throughout the region's

Worse, highly

jails

is

and prisons.

entrenched. Just

resistant strains are

I

out of

as in

the time of Dostoyevsky and Chekhov, tuberculosis has

become

the leading cause of death in

According

to the

Red

percent of deaths in some.
strophe has

many

come

many

prisons.

it

accounts for up to 80

An

epidemiological cata-

Cross,

to pass inside Russia's prisons

and

in

others throughout the former Soviet Union:

drug-resistant disease has resulted

from

ineffective

TRANSFORMING PRISONERS' NONRESISTANT TB STRAINS INTO

IS

or so second-line drugs also have proved effective
against tubercle bacilli.

m

went,

fmal question concerns resistance to drugs.

TB

Most

have developed multidrug-resistant tu-

berculosis

superbugs

We know how to manage

—

5UPERBUGS. THOSE PRISONERS, IN TURN, WILL INFECT MANY OTHERS WITH MDR-TB.
treatment regimens, and since only the susceptible
strains are

being treated

effectively, the

been documented.

true that prisons

York's

and technical

epidemic of drug-resistant disease on

has ever before

MDR-TB

It's

unquestionably
in

New

York

Health has reported that

this

State

able for 1990).

But compare

fifty

where hundreds of detainees with
culosis languish untreated.

epidemic

is

propagated by crowding

effectively

to adequate nutrition.

Opposlte page:

According

to such

human

rights

Retorm International, Russia's federal
(GUIN) is more open to reform

groups

penitentiary system

their first-line drugs.

than in the

But the

however, and dysfunctional court and judicial systems

is

unfold-

facilities exist

drug-resistant tuber-

The Russian

already so widespread that

most

Prisoners line up for

prison colony after

such

is

people into small spaces and then denying them access

milk to wash down

with what

I've visited

—more than

prison colony

control.

Department of

outbreak consisted of

that

its

billion to bring

1,279 cases from 1991 to 1994, with no figures avail-

ing in Russia. There

responsibility for

natural history of tuberculosis teaches us that

the disease

New

epidemic of the early 1990s, which

(the

The

this scale

were an important factor

by some estimates cost more than $1
under control

could ever hope to assume complete financial

collapse,

superbug cases continues to grow.

No

and certainly not one in the midst of economic

try,

proportion of

no

MDR-TB

single

coun-

pills will

be

effective only in

patients

who do not

as

Prison

past.

hamper attempts

Mistreatment of detainees continues,

at

ports that in 1995

reform.

Amnesty

Yury Kalinin, the head of GUIN,

have MDR-TB.

acknowledged the poor

Above: A nurse

ters.

Conditions there, he

observes a prisoner

ture

under international standards;

swallowing his

of sleep,

pills.

air,

International re-

and space."

state

of pretrial detention cen-

said,

"can be

classified as tor-

that

is,

deprivation
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he told

sidiously,

chronic diarrhea.

We

cough.

with

us,

He

lost

urged him

night sweats, and

fevers,

weight and developed

to return

home

There he was diagnosed with tuberculosis and put on
regimen of
dead.

At about the time
a culture

ceived.

of the

resistance to

He

We

at

than our

TB

strain that

had infected him

four of the drugs he had re-

all

had died of MDR-TB.
Partners In Health were faced with

own

grief.

We

dents of the shantytown

must have been
enough,

a

Two weeks later he was
of his funeral, we found out

first-Line drugs.

why:

showed

a

to Boston.

therapy. In a

patients

few

more

to the resi-

where he had worked. There

cases similar to his

when we began

we found 258

had an obhgation

among them.

Sure

looking in the slums of Lima,

who had

failed first-line

families, every adult

—

or had already died from

was

sick

drug

with

refractory tuberculosis.

THERE'S NO CLOSING THE GATES ON THE AIRBORNE FOE. TB CAN BE SPREAD BY ONE COUGH.
Almost one
gion,

from

in ten people

Kemerovo

Oblast,

is

Sergei's

home

detention.

in

re-

Aman

Tuleyev, governor of the region, recently told a group

of

visiting tuberculosis experts that prisons there are

chock-full of a

new

type of detainee: young, poor, and

convicted not of crimes against the

state

against property. In Russia as a whole,

million people out of a population of

Only

million are in prison.
close to 2

miUion,

but of crimes

more than

more than 150

the United States, with

minion prisoners out of a population of 272

rivals that ratio.

prisonment

as

Whatever the

efficacy

certain: better habitats for

is

borne

of im-

a deterrent to nonviolent crime in a

country caught in the grip of economic
thing

1

disease could hardly be

crisis,

epidemics of

one
air-

found than those pro-

vided by Russia's overcrowded prisons. Concerned
about the serious tuberculosis problem,

opened the prisons
tal

in

1996

medical organizations.

Institute

PHRI

(PHRI) was

at

to foreign

GUIN officials

nongovernmen-

The Pubhc Health Research

the forefront of these groups.

had helped bring

New

York

City's

MDR-TB

epidemic to heel, and Alex Goldfarb, a Russian-born
microbiologist on the staff of

PHRI, convinced

nancier and philanthropist George Soros to fund
control efforts in Russia.

I

was called in

as a

fi-

TB

consultant

Partners In Health, the Harvard-afFdiated nonprofit

agency that

I

helped form in 1987, has a particular and

hard- won expertise in the treatment of MDR-TB. In

1992

a

CathoUc

priest

cofounder went to

a

who

Right:

A

cell in

Colony

33, where 1,300

to that project a year ago.

was

a Partners

In Health

fell iU. It

into a facility designed
for 750. Above:

A

prisoner hands over a

as a

sample of his sputum

started in-

to a lab technologist.

sprawling slum in Lima, Peru,

rehef worker. Three years later he

prisoners are crowded

upon

testing the survivors,

them were
ism.

afflicted

with

Having diagnosed

embarked on

a

we

discovered that most of

resistant strains

of the organ-

resistance to first-Une drugs,

we

treatment regimen using second-line

and capreomycin. Similar

drugs, including cycloserine

whose

by other concurrent

—

treatment program
ting

—

for

was compUcated

tuberculosis

disease.

Ours was the

at least in

an impoverished

set-

younger patients with otherwise uncomph-

cated medical histories.

and the United

dred dollars in

States,

PubHc health
as

well

as

officials in

Peru

from the World

But the

failed.

Since mutant strains develop resistance to

some drugs

we

pressed on.

while remaining susceptible to others,

Private donors in the United States (with Partners In

Tom White

Health trustee

providing the

lion's share)

helped us finance the acquisition of the expensive sec-

which

and

first-

drugs had

first-line

tients in treatment.

drugs are up to thirty times more expensive than

was that second-line

crucial point for us

drugs could cure where

ond-line drugs, and soon

require a long course of treatment,

to

tens of thousands of dollars.

not expect

prohibitively costly, they said. Second-line

two hun-

on the other hand, can run

of second-line drugs,

(WHO), warned that we could
good results. And the less powerful second-

would be

as litde as

months. The cost of a long regimen

six

Health Organization

line drugs,

IT

such

first

possible to cure a person

it's

with nonresistant tuberculosis for

treatments had been tried betore elsewhere, but chiefly
in older patients

with which

line drugs,

are

still

we had more

trying to raise the

fifty

money

that

responded excellently to therapy;

at

pafifty

would allow

two hundred more.) Most of the

us to treat at least
fifty

than

(We've since added another

first

the close of

CAN BE TRANSPORTED FROM ONE COUNTRY TO ANOTHER IN A SINGLE PLANE RIDE.
between eighteen and twenty-four months of

treat-

ment, well over 80 percent showed no signs of persisis why doctors from as far afield as
know more about our treatment prowhy I have been visiting TB detention

tent disease. This

Russia wanted to

gram, and

also

centers there, including,
Sergei's

home

last

September, Colony 33 in

region of Kemerovo Oblast.

Colony 33 houses more than

thirteen

hundred

prisoners diagnosed with tuberculosis. Three years ago,

GUIN joined with

the Belgian branch of the relief or-

ganization Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without

Borders) in a treatment program. There was a sense of

excitement

as

they collaborated to treat their

group of patients with

regimen based on

wrong

in

Colony

jargon would have
bacilh

the

still

in their

end of

a standardized, directly observed

first-Une drugs.

33.

Many

a sbc- to

after

cohort of prisoners were de-

—and some of

panned
with

yet to

this failure,

who

out: the prisoners

MDR-TB.

be provided to the

me

—every week,

and that

failed therapy

failing patients

that death rates

The work

in

were

sick

it

—

seemed

a

of Colony 33.

were

stiU

high

couple of young

begin coughing up blood and

were wasting away

MDR-TB

hypotheses were adbut only one of them

Nevertheless, second-line drugs have

Doctors there told

men would

these later developed signs

Many

disease.

vanced to explain

months of therapy. At

eight-month treatment regimen,
first

clared cured

of recrudescent

But something was

prisoners remained, as the

smear-positive, with tubercle

it,

sputum

only about half the

first

die.

Others

slowly.

Peru of Partners In Health shows that

can be treated successfully in settings of

—
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who

overwhelming poverty. Yet those

are influential in

THE FALL AND RISE OF TUBERCULOSIS

shaping international health policy

After the discovery of the antibiotic streptomycin in 1943, the world was

prisoners at Vladimir, at

Colony

Apart from agreeing to

hmited number of trial

resist

the use of the

second-line drugs that might cure Sergei and other

the belief that tuberculosis (TB), an infectious disease of ancient

lulled into

was

origin,

finally beaten. Yet

today the airborne disease, caused by the bac-

terium Mycobacterium tuberculosis,

is

—

for treatment

—hke

a

ours in Peru

and elsewhere.

33,

sites

—some policymakers

"—^

the Leading in-

fectious cause of adult deaths, killing about three million

people last year.

It

most commonly attacks the

lungs but can affect any tissue or organ.

Catching tuberculosis does not require sustained or
intimate contact with an infected person. It merely
quires that you breathe the "wrong"

air,

re-

since droplets

of respiratory secretions containing the pathogen

may

remain aloft for hours. Once contracted, tuberculosis

dormant

usually hes

in

the body for years (or forever),

depending on individual immunity. One-third of the
world's population, 1.7 billion people, have

latent

it in

form; a person infected with the organism has a 10

percent
her

risk

life.

of developing active TB

sometime

in his or

Signs of illness include coughing and the ex-

pectoration of blood, as well as fevers, night sweats,

and weight

loss.

The disease

special studies of

is

generally diagnosed by

sputum and by chest X

A tubercular lung

Lesion

may contain

Under normal circumstances,

bacilli.

rays.

as

many

as 10 billion Mycobacterium

virtually all of these microbes are sus-

ceptible to being killed by certain drugs. But in every population of bacteria,

there are an exceedingly small

number

are not vulnerable to a given drug.

dominant infecting

of naturally occurring mutants that

One of these mutants can become the

strain if a patient is treated with only a single drug in-

stead of the recommended multidrug regimen. That single drug
kill

off

chance

99.99 percent of the bacteria but

— to be resistant to

vantage to the mutant

it.

strain.

to

fail

kill

may very

the few that

well

happen— by

Thus, use of a single drug gives a selective ad-

A resistant

strain can also

become dominant

have

DOTS
trol

spread directly, through the

air,

to other people.

Over the past two decades, those mutant strains have become

a

major

Granted,

should be the cornerstone of tuberculosis con-

MDR-TB

is

Clearly

it

of not

month

after

month,

to others.

would

political will

—

take massive international aid

our

to replicate

overwhelmed

the

result

with persistently

that patients

and drugs they need. They then spread the

mutant orgamsms

m

is

chemotherapy.

short-course

to the tests

bined drugs. Once a patient's lungs have become populated with the mutant

TB

observed

positive smears are denied access,

and

to treat

DOTS — directly

around the world, but one unintended

treating

if

way

to the line that the only

treatment,

the patient receives erratic doses of drugs or an incomplete course of com-

strain, drug-resistant tuberculosis is able to

hewn

with the strategy called

TB

successflil strategy

colomes of Russia, where

politicians recently

reduced the already inadequate

prison funding. As a

result,

exasperated

GUIN officials

have talked about giving amnesty to one hundred

number of whom

threat to global control. A 1997 survey of thirty-five countries by the World

thousand prisoners,

Health Organization and the International Union Against Tuberculosis and

likely to

Lung Disease found mutant strains present

move for now. Wliat will become of those
young men with TB? Some wiU surely die in prison;
those who are stiU alive when their sentences are up,

The study
gentina

listed

Latvia,

in all

but one country surveyed.

Estonia, Russia, the Dominican Republic, and Ar-

among MDR-TB "hot

spots."

In the United States, tuberculosis was a leading cause of death until the

a substantial

blocked that

GUIN

officials

promise, wiU be released

1950s. There was a sudden surge in the number of cases recorded in the late

Like Sergei, they will carry

1980s and early 1990s, largely attributed to the deterioration of the public

strains

health infrastructure, growing homelessness and immigration, and the advent
of AIDS. Furthermore, patients with drug-resistant TB

who were

treated with

the wrong drugs continued to spread these mutant strains. The incidence of
tuberculosis in the United States

new cases

in

is

once again declining, dropping to 19,851

1997, compared with 21,337 in 1996.

are

have active tuberculosis. Lawmakers have

on

schedule.

prison-acquired

of tuberculosis.

Three months

after

turned to Russia. At
officials

both

home

a

my

Colony

visit to

gathering in

Moscow

33,

I

re-

of GUIN

and international advocates of prison retbrm.

sides

agreed that the

must be reduced,

size

of the prison population

that detainees

must be brought to

—

with

trial

much

downward

greater dispatch, and that punishments

other than detention must be attempted. But there was

A

acrimony, too.

prominent

jurist firom

Poland took

GUIN
That

can't

be

many? From

true, they
hungcfi.

weary to suggest
ure,
sis

that

And

is

killing

The
in

country's

young

convicts.

to

the rates

cases reported in

estimated that one in five

new

cases

is

can be spread by one cough;

it

can be

transported from one country to another in a single

Empty

petri dishes,

plane ride.

What might
on

well be termed the globaliza-

White

less

cultures that will tell

House' meeting convened by

First

Public health departments within Russia

the story of illness in

ton in October 1998. But so

far,

individual patients.

has barely noticed, never

When

epidemic of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis. Eventu-

many

parts

civilians.

no

of the former Soviet Union show

The

a

treat tuberculosis

Soviet medical system was able to

keep the disease in check; in the Soviet

their sentences

are up,

many

prisoners

however,

ally,

it

TB

only way to stop

pulmonary TB

only

frequent and nearly universal. Patients were strictly

sometimes

active tuberculosis

managed, often

muttidrug-resistant

produced and

distributed,

in sanitariums.

era,

drugs were

and screening was

Rates of tuberculosis

a

— beyond the

there dropped throughout the twentieth century, lag-

strain

ging behind Western Europe but clearly on the same

prison gates.

way

to kiH

the agenda at a special

mind responded

superbugs

them

is

is

is

The

to treat

—with

resistant to the

clock

is

to,

Russia's

And the
who have

to kiU them.
all

first-line

cious and with second-line drugs
strain

Lady Hillary Clin-

the rest of the world

will have to respond. In the end, the

will carry infectious

centrally

new

WHO,

tion of risk was high

markedly diminished capacity to

among

foe. Tuberculosis

fig-

as well.

prospects outside the prison gates are

unsettling.

and

many of the

Even according

The threat represented by those figures is all too
real. And there's no closing the gates on the airborne

also epideixiic tuberculo-

some of their guards

It is

rates in-

drug-resistant.

few rows back, too

whatever the accuracy of the

estimates.

opposite, await the TB

killing

it's

that

some

doubled, with 111 ,075

1996 alone.

whispered to each other. That

sat quietly, a

I

not hunger alone but

it is

at least

The

looked more confused than defensive.

officials

Between 1990 and 1996 those

the most conservative estimates of the

the prison officials to task "for allowing ten thousand

prisoners to starve to death in the preceding year."

arc.

creased fivefold, by

patients

drugs

when

when

the infecting

effica-

drugs of first resort.

tickine.

D
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Despite poisonous gases and
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town of Tapijulapa,

dents of the nearby
cave s guardian

them

allow

spirits to

—

the small, pale pink cave fish

gods to sustain them until the

a special

rains

—equipped with

—

lights

ask the

and harvest

from

gifi:

new

bring

their

crops.

men, women,

After the ceremony, about a thousand

and children

men

the

to enter

torches, candles,

and

flash-

enter the large front section of the cave, tem-

whose

porarily illuminating a subterranean world

accustomed to

tures are
scatter a

The

total darkness.

powder made from the

crea-

harvesters

root of the barbasco vine

into the milky white stream; the root's natural pesticide

with the

interferes

fishes' respiration,

are taken,

and they

gasp-

rise,

Although thousands of pounds offish

ing, to the surface.

enough remain (and recover from the

toxin) to

replenish the population the following year.

Cueva de

an unusual

Villa Luz's fish are linked to

and extensive food web whose members depend

for

energy not on photosynthesis from sunlight but on an
inorganic chenfrcal process: the oxidation of sulfur

compounds.

When

arowicz

entered Cueva de ViUa Luz in 1987, he

first

was struck by

veteran cave explorer James Pis-

—

strange geochemical features

its

ubiquitous yellow sulfur, clear

gypsum

crystals,

The

multicolored shmes coating the walls.

egg" odor of hydrogen sulfide pervaded the

the

and

"rotten

air.

Hang-

ing from the ceilings were strange rubbery deposits

—

massive colonies of sulfur-

dripped sulfuric acid

that

They looked like stalactites
Pisarowicz dubbed them snottites.

o.xidizing microorganisms.

made of mucus,

so

When he returned with a surveying crew the followthem

ing year, Pisarowicz had difficulty keeping
cave.

"This

is

the

frrst

tune

I

had ever been

in the

in a cave

where the survey crew mutinied because they were

bemg burned by
Burned
clothes

flesh,

made

acid,"

he wrote in

his colleagues

1988

his

report.

and disintegrating

pitted carbide lamps,

understandably

skittish

about

remaining in the cave. But potential revelations about

nassisted by solar energy or green plants,

u

a complex food web has evolved

in

new

life

forms repeatedly lured Pisarowicz back, and in

1996 he invited

Cueva

and explorer,

de

Luz

Villa

in total darkness.

"Mother, Father, may
its

we

enter your cave and take

spring, at the

end of the dry season

in the

southeastern Mexican state of Tabasco, a group of whiteclad

the

Soque

elders

—

descendants of the

ceremony they caU La Pesca de

of the Sardines)

at

I

forms

when

the entrance to

la

—

Maya

^pei-forni

Sardina (Harvesting

Cueva de

Villa Luz, a

by carbonic

eats

in

Villa Luz.

we

air

and

soil.

snow pick up

Slowly

drink in soda pop

Most

compound

acid, the

rainwater and melting

carbon dioxide fi-om the

cracks in the

cave geologist

as a

was unprepared for

the same nfrld acid

bounty?"

Every

to join a reconnaissance expedition.

caves are carved out
that

from

me

Despite decades of experience

—

this acid

trickles into

Umestone and, over long periods of time,

away the rock.

New Mexico's

I

was aware that recent explorations

Carlsbad Caverns National Park had

revealed caves with very different kinds of geochemical
histories.

One

type seems to have been

at least partially

sulfur-spring cave at the edge of the Chiapas highlands.

carved out by chemical reactions in the sulfur-rich

Chanting in a Mayan language and witnessed by

water that

resi-

rises fi-om

beneath the ground. ViUa Luz

—
quickly taught

formed

solely

me

shaped by the densely concentrated

ever; they are also

microbial

life

forms they harbor. These bacteria

which derive aU
reactions

that sulfur-based caves are not

by inorganic chemical processes, ho^v-

their

energy from inorganic chemical

—metabolize

the hydrogen sulfide in the

water and the oxygen in the
ric acid,

The

cave's air to

produce sulfu-

the same acid used in car batteries.
sulfuric acid

then reacts with the adjacent floor

or wall, but rather than completely dissolvmg the rock,
it

converts the limestone (calcium carbonate) bedrock

gypsum (calcium

into

forms deUcate

sulfate).

into the stream,

which

process exposes

more

it

ergy the

way

cave floor. Below:

it

from the

limestone,

it,

too,

cave.
is

this

converted

to expand.

the basis for

break

down

life.

the sulfur

form the base of Cueva de

Other microbes

ingest

compounds. Tiny

particularly midges, graze

and

sul-

them and

invertebrates,

on the slimy colonies of bac-

and hunting spiders wander through the

preying upon the grazers. Microscopic

Cave features

mapped by
explorers include

food web. Oxidizing sulfur for en-

sun, these bacteria use carbon dioxide, water,

teria,

As

plants exploit the radiant energy of the

fiir as

masks, measure

sloughs off the walls and

carries

Sulfur-eating bacteria

gypsum

wearing

helmets and gas

acid levels on the

gypsum, and the cave continues

Villa Luz's extensive

the walls,

left,

and miniature "chan-

crystalline needles

deUers." Highly soluble,

into

On

Microbiologists,

cave,

worms and

the Yellow Roses

Room, whose
"flowers" are

made

of crystalline
sulfur,

and the

Buzzing Passage,
inhabited by

thousands of
midges.

—
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course, constitute the cave's largest occasional preda-

TRAVEL NOTES: Cueva de

Cueva de

Villa Luz (also called

may be

is located inside Kolem Jaa, a regional park. It

trip

la

tors. Skylights in the cave's

Sardlna by locals)

such

visited during a day

one yet knows

from Tabasco's capital, Villahermosa, from which rickety buses and cabs

transport visitors daily to Tapijulapa, a charming colonial town about forty

may

miles south of Villahermosa. You

is

In town are wicker workshops where artisans make furniture, baskets, and
hats. At the zocalo (central plaza),
a

nominal fee and

will direct

the edge of the park. You

young boys offer to act as park guides

you to boats that go

may

a mile upriver to a

river.

From the

Once

in the park,

visit

home

you can see parrots and toucans, enjoy a waterfall,

of a state governor,

swim

in the public

swimming

less, it

It

For

more on Cueva de

Villa Luz

to

life

on them, but

forms were

rare.

the food

Neverthe-

be a sealed cave system, not depen-

At about the same

manian

tinie that Pisarowicz

Cueva de ViUa Luz,
Institute

MovUe Cave

can be contacted from the

researchers

University'

in Villahermosa.

was

ex-

Ro-

Romania,

a sulfirr-based

A

team from the

of Cincinnati, headed by biologist Thomas

Kane and microbiologist Brian Kinkle,

and other lightless sulfur ecosystems, see

first

from the

of Science had begun exploring

in Dabrogea,

cave with an extremely rich fauna.

United States at 011-52-93-14-3194 or by fax at 011-52-93-14-3192. Tours

Maya

seemed

ploring

be seen swimming in the white, sulfur-rich water.

transportation to the area, along with guides.

for their

In the spectacularly beautiful

dent on surJight for energy.

the entrance to Cueva de Villa Luz. Visitors are advised not to wander

also be arranged through the Hotel

and microbiologists began the search

chain was simple and

visit

pool, and

Universo Maya operates an ecotourist camp in Villahermosa and provides

may

deep ocean

at

they found sulfiir-oxidizing bacteria along with a few

beyond the well-ventilated cave entrance, however, where the abundant cave
fish can

worms and

other invertebrates were discovered

species of organisms that fed

dock to the cave is another mile's walk.

the former

ecosystem

LechuguUla Cave, one of the Carlsbad Caverns group,

Luz boat

Villa

cave's

the late 1970s and 1980s, sulfur-based

terrestrial analogues.

dock at

also walk there by crossing a suspension

bridge in town and following a trail along the

independent the

no

ecosystems with various species of tube

vents,

for

how

story;

from the outside world.

Durmg

also drive a rental car to Tapijulapa,

although the last fifteen miles of road are poorly maintained.

roof and visiting mammals

vampire bats comphcate the ViUa Luz

as

identified

forty-eight species of cave-adapted creatures there

Michael Ray Taylor's Dark Life (Scribner, 1999).

mostly insects and spiders. Thirty-three of them are

A

rock, above, is

mites live within the snottites,

covered with

troglophilic spiders.

bacteria and

moUy

midges. Top, left

pink

and

right:

An

(a

A

popular home-aquarium

Poecilia

ishes in the stream

on

a diet

harbor the

fish),

the inch-long

of midges and suHiir-oxi-

Water bugs plunge from the stream

dizing bacteria.

and

banks on fishing forays. Pacas

harvestman.

also

mexicana harvested by the Soques flour-

amblypygid spider
a

which

cave-adapted cousin of the

known

Bottom, right: Cave-

rodents

adapted mollies.

cave, perhaps preying

—

^large, tailless

locally as tepezcuintks

on

fish

—

or crabs.

nocturnal

frequent the

Humans,

ot

found only in Movile, making

the most biologically

it

known. Megan

diverse closed-cave system

food production in Movile

open ocean and

lakes

—

is

one

Porter,

of Kane's graduate students, found that the

level

un-

stardingly high for a world

aided by photosynthesis. As

of

comparable to that of the

discoveries at

Movile Cave

accumulated, Pisarowicz became more determined
than ever to continue

At

his invitation,

I

his explorations

dition for January 1998

team of twenty

new

expe-

and convince an experienced

specialists to

explore the cave with

we hoped

This time, however,

of ViUa Luz.

helped him arrange a

to avoid

some of

us.

the

problems that had plagued previous expeditions. Face

masks with highly

effective acid-gas filters

were essen-

equipment; prolonged hydrogen sulfide exposure,

tial

we had

learned, can bring about neurological damage,

causing loss of balance, slowed reaction time,

measuring hydrogen
even higher

we

memory

and even death. Our gas detectors, intended for

loss,

of

levels

sulfide concentration, revealed

the passageways than

this gas in

had expected. Beeping hke a car alarm whenever

the concentration exceeded the "acceptable" level of

10 ppm,

it

sounded alarmingly

often,

140 ppm. Once, the gas monitor
high carbon monoxide level and

a precipitous

drop in

bubble up from an underground spring that feeds

which erupted

Chicon

in 1982.

mixture of microbes and gypsum forms

down one of these

A

acid

burn on

also "alarming,"

University of

want

colleague

a thick,

who

a

ex-

shpped

slopes received a nasty third-degree

upper

his

shin.

The sHmy

acidic walls are

reported Arthur Palmer, of the State

New York College at Oneonta.

to get too close, because

you

"You

don't

feel they'll digest

you."

As we surveyed and mapped Cueva de ViUa Luz,

we found
all,

that

its

passages braid

the stream has

reconnect

two major,

at several points.

and intertwine. Over-

parallel channels,

One

is

which

generally broad and

high-ceiltnged, aUovidng the visitor to walk through

the stream and avoid contact with the walls.
passage,

The

which Pisarowicz named the Zoo,

one to crawl on hands and knees

(or belly)

other

requires

—some-

thing the local people never attempt. After shthering

through one of the Zoo's sHmy side passages, Pisaro-

wicz rushed out of the cave 'with an itchy rash that
lasted several days.

(He

believes the irritation was

caused by the fungal fdaments that hang from the passageway's ceilings.)
later

which cavers refer to as snottites.

Fungal filaments

hang from the
entrance to "Jim's
Itchy Passage,"

above. At

On the sloping floors above the cave's mUky stream,
tremely acidic beige paste.

F

colonies of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria,

once recording

the stream, possibly leaking from the nearby El

volcano,

and

also alerted us to a

oxygen. Apparently, bursts of the deadly gas occasionally

mm the ceilings hang long strands of fungus

Two members of

the crew and

returned to "Jim's Itchy Passage." Wearing

I

friU-

left, a

large drop of
sulfuric

add hangs

from a bacterial
colony, or snottite,

that
clear

is

attached to

gypsum

crystals.
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we resembled

the cleanup gang

Chernobyl. Crawling along the stream,

noticed the

I

fresh-looking footprints of a paca; seconds

muted cry

siiTiilar

to that

of an annoyed

cat

later,

a

came from

behind. "That's not funny," growled photographer
Steve Alvarez to his assistant,

sound. To our

own

Mars

planet.

a sulfrir-rich

is

and photos show evidence of caves. Some

planet,

sci-

may be more

successfijl

seeking hfe

in Mars's sulfrir-rich caves than

anywhere

else

beheve ^ve

entists

planet.

To escape

surface,

Martian

it

exists,

may be

early hfe

problems of radiation and

similar

on the

the intense radiation and cold of the
Hfe, if

underground world. Indeed,

Right:

denied making the

Luz ecosystem extends beyond

Interest in the Villa

curiosity about our

who

the rodent did not reappear.

relief,

limited to an

on Earth faced

a hostile

atmosphere.

A cave

spider bundles up
a

midge that has

blundered into

its

web. Startled by
the photographer's
flash, bats, far
right, fly

out of the

cave's Bat

Room.

and many researchers

may

now

believe that Hfe

on Earth

have originated with chemoautotrophic bacteria,

possibly living underground.
practical

economic

Other researchers see

from studying such

benefits

tems. Sulfrir-reducing bacteria might be usefril at

dumps

to mitigate acid runoff,

LechuguiUa Cave and other
ing leads for

Recent
sity

new

sites

sys-

mine

and bacteria from

have yielded promis-

cancer treatments.

discoveries have revealed a remarkable diver-

and abundance of microbial Hfe beneath the surface

of the
versity

earth. "Aquifers appear to contain a stunning di-

of Hfe forms,"

says microbial biologist

Boston, of the University of
Uttle

windows on

that world."

New

Penelope

Mexico. "Caves

Research

at

are

ViUa Luz and

other ecosystems sealed against the sun hold promise for

opening those windows

a

Htde wider.

D
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"Baseball
hearts.

Is part

We

By Tom Miller

natural history
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of ourselves,

in our

it's

have an emotional link to
score

The

inning

5 to

is

at

1

it."

bottom of the seventh

in the

Cuba's annual

game

all-star

show

island's best baseball players

as

the

off for a

Sunday afternoon crowd of fifteen thousand.
Today's game, between the Orientales and
the Occidentales, takes place in Ciego de Avila, a city

of eighty thousand in Cuba's midsection that has been

rewarded with

this

honor

for having so greatly

proved game attendance during the past

Ramon

Cepero Stadium has been

morning

for the

im-

year. Jose

since ten in the

fijll

two o'clock game, and latecomers

perch on the outfield wall. Attendance costs one peso
(five cents);

parking your bike in a lot adjoining the

stadium costs the same.

An

energetic

emblazoned on

man

in his late

his red jersey,

with "Cuba"

fifties,

makes

his

through the stands and hops onto the

dugout roof
hiba,

He

and wears a

has

horn-rim

The local team in

Armando, from Havana,

Pinar del Rio, a city

Tin torero

in western Cuba,

crew

(the

a

cameras invariably focus on

over Havana. Each

games

teams across

—^which he never

misses

Co-

This

is

universally as El

day job: heading

him

—

as

a

the

Havana

he waves

his cigar,

at

shouts, toots his whisde, dofis his hat,

the island compete

down, and rouses the crowd

for the national

Tintorero has

championship.

his

team's
a

that irons sheets for tourist hotels. Television

celebrates a victory

winter,

his neck.

man known

laundryman) for

smokes

glasses,

around

silver whistle

way down

home

become such

that the baseball

a part

commission pays

out-of-town events, such

"The only time

jumps up and

home

for the

team. El

of Cuban baseball

his

way

as this all-star

to

important

game.

is when Havana
Armando tells me between
"And when I can't yell, I feel bad. At a
I

don't cheer

teams play each other,"

whisde

blasts.

regular game, people go crazy and everyone screams.

They're happier

when

they participate

Palestinos" (Havana slang for people
part

of the

island

who

knowledges the turbulence
late:

"Many good

the

have taken up residence in the

capital in recent years). Yet

of

—even

from the eastern

even

this

cheerleader ac-

that has tested his passion

players have either left for the

States or only play overseas." In the latter case,

some

Cuba's

stars

Photographs by Ernesto Bazan
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Pinar del Rio's

Capitan San Luis

Stadium, right,

named

%«#

is

for a

revolutionary

who

fought with the
Fidelistas and
later, in Bolivia,

Ji^

alongside Ernesto

"Che" Guevara.
Below, right:

Veteran third

baseman and power
hitter

Omar

"El

Nino" Linares.

players "retired" to play in Latin

Japan, and the

Cuban government

of their foreign
the practice
overseas

pay.

last

America,

Italy,

or

collected 80 percent

Cuba's baseball commission ended

year but

stiU

allows coaches to

work

under the same terms.

For the past few seasons,

Cuban

baseball has

been

battered by previously unheard-of losses in international competition,

by

fans

by players abandoning the country,

abandoning the stadiums, and by accusations of

financial

mismanagement. But heads have roUed

govermnent

sports ministry,

and

a

new crew

has

at

the

been

brought in to straighten things out, bring back the lus-

Cuban

ter to

and get

baseball,

fans

back into the

Cuba's once-invincible international primacy

stands.
is

now

returning.

At the end of each winter baseball season, Cuba's
best players are selected for the national
in

team

that plays

tournaments throughout the Caribbean and the

Americas

as

well

Asia and Europe. Cuba's reputa-

as in

ot the

Pan

American games and, of course, the Olympics.

The

tion

rests,

national

above

team

is

also

dominance

its

scheduled to

come

amateur standouts

States to play the

—but

college all-stars

not they will

on

all,

—

to the

whether or

politics often dictates

show up

(they didn't

United

essentially the

last year).

Virtually aU international competition

is

governed

by the International Baseball Association (IB A), an orgamzation that grew out of
minating only in 1992

Olympic

—

Now

sport.

efforts in the

make

to

1930s

—

cid-

baseball an official

headquartered

m

Switzerland,

the IBA recognizes about one hundred national baseball federations.

which

gress,

These send delegates

votes

on measures

to the

related to

IBA con-

world base-

In 1996, in a significant move, the congress voted

ball.

to allow professionals to represent their countries.

Cuban baseball, the nationally televised eastwest all-star game is a cHmactic event, and the pregame
For

draw on the

festivities

the

game

stars
tests.

thrives on.

compete

talent,

in batting, running,

Orestes Kindelan,

de Cuba, slugs four
cession;

home

youth, and emotions that

To show off for the

hometown

whose home team

balls

is

Santiago

out of the park in rapid suc-

favorite

Roger

to first in 3.58 seconds;

Clara circles the

fans, the all-

and throwing con-

diamond

in 13.95 seconds.

Eriel Sanchez of Sancti Spiritus

imaginary base-stealer, and

Poll sprints

from

Oscar Machado of ViUa

is

&om

Catcher

best at tossing out an

the outfield, speedster

1873 Cuba's Spanish rulers temporarily
banned the American game.

In

The whole Pinar
del Rio team, far
left,

congratulates

Omar

Linares on a

home

run. Left:

Seated In the
dugout, players

watch the progress
of the game.

.

_i._
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Poll throws within eighteen inches of homeplate.

game

There's also a three-inning youth championship

played by nine- and ten-year-olds (look for
basekid Joey L. Perez

team

Ramos

to lead Cuba's national

in ten years). After they've played, the youngsters

stand next to adult players along the base paths.

down and

bends

all-star

up

picks

a

young

him, and affectionately carries him on
the

first

The

field.

dugouts

Cuban

tory of

Baseball,

Tiie Pride of Havana:

A His-

the Yale professor of Spanish

maintains that the sport was "a powerfial force in the

democratization and secularization of

Cuban

culture."

BuUfighting, Spain's most gory and traditional export,

Each

symboHzed

hugs

the United States' most benevolent and pacific export,

athlete,

shoulders off

watch the game from the

the Orientales beat the Occidentales 5 to 2.

as

No

kids get to

his

new book,

savagery." In his

one can accurately pinpoint the day in the

hinted

at

colonial rigidity and obtuseness; baseball,

Cuba's

Cubans

fiiture free

of Spain. Consider the

by the colonial powers

front suffered

gleefiilly

swung

af-

youthful

as

for the outfield fences

and

conspired on double plays. In the eyes of the Spaniards,

Jackie Robinson and other major-leaguers

came

to the island for spn'ng training.
nineteenth century
ran toward

first

when

the

Cuban

first

hit a ball

Sons of the well-to-do

base.

to college in the States (a tradition

untU the

who

and

went

late 1950s)

undoubtedly brought the game back with them. Havana-born Esteban BeUan,
University's baseball
sionally for a

few

who

on Fordham

played

team in 1870—71 and then profes-

seasons,

is

generally credited with in-

game to Cuba, although one account has
U.S. -schooled Cuban carrying it home in the 1860s.
It's also Ukely that Cuban workers in Florida cigar

troducing the
a

came back with the game. And merchant

factories

marines dropping off American goods and picking up

— and

Cuban

sugar probably played ball in front of

—Cuban

with
has

it

dock

dockworkers and others.

One

theory

that during the U.S. Civil War, ships unable to

Southern ports because of the Northern

at

blockade continued south until they dropped anchor
in

Havana and

that there, to entertain themselves, the

crews played baseball. Whatever
land, the

game was

was space

passage to the

its

for a field

on

is-

wherever there

instantly popular

the edge of town.

The

furst

written account shows Havana humiliating Matanzas

51 to 9 on December 27, 1874.

Cubans returning home from the

States

between

these were political acts, and for one year during

1868 and 1898, during the various wars of indepen-

Cuba's struggle for independence, Madrid banned

dence from Spain, saw baseball

baseball

progress," suggests University

Nationality,

coming

fall.

sibility

of

On

Cuban

his-

Becoming Cuban:
this

on the

well.

island.

Hterature and culture

embraced the game

as

Nineteenth-century teams took on the names of

Sunday afternoon competitions were

Italian operas;

"Baseball,"

he writes, "promised the pos-

followed by dinner dances; writers delighted in the

civilization:

harmony among competing

game. Such was the early fervor for baseball that one

orderly competition

ests.

.

.

"paradigm of

and Culture, to be published

classes,
.

a

of North CaroUna

tory professor Louis A. Perez Jr. in
Identity,

as

between conflicting

inter-

Simply by not being Spanish, baseball embod-

ied a critique of the colonial regime."

"Baseball was

exotic

Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria, "diametrically opposed
to Spanish prissiness, hypocrisy,

and

in

(hteraUy) bullish

1,

at

length about Cuba's

frrst

an 1890 game between Havana and Progreso.

the

and decadent," observes

went on

sportswriter

bottom of the tenth inning, the score was

nobody

out,

and

a

man on

ager "called his boys together,

low voice

.

.

.

bimt,
It

tied

was
1

to

The Havana manspeaking to them in a

first.

and laughed with malicious

satisfaction.

Quan] Antigas stepped up to bat, and while everyone

rian Perez,

expected him to swing for the fences, he just touched

to the

the ball

hghtly, hurriedly reaching

first

base, leaving the

After the turn of the century, professional leagues

called for the

bunt was Emilio

Sabourin, a Havanan schooled for a while in Washington, D.C.,

and an enthusiast of both American baseball

usually consisted of three or four teams that played in

the winter

fuse

sentenced to twenty years' incarceration, he died in

players

after

prison.

two

throughout the

came

to keep their

century

Among them

a

of

a bust

later,

island,

Cuba

to

North African Spanish

years in a

Now, more than

months (accommodating the schedule of

U.S. major league players), while amateur teams, pro-

and Cuban independence. Arrested for insurgency and

1897

pitting the occupied against

the occupiers."

Progreso team in a stupor."

The manager who

"what values and meanings were assigned

outcome of games

as

played year-round. U.S.

part of barnstorming tours

up during the northern

skills

were black

who were

athletes,

and

off-season.

not

al-

lowed into the major leagues but were accepted on

Cuban

professional teams.

(Nevertheless, amateur

teams on the island were all-white until the 1950s,
since

most Cuban blacks couldn't

afford to play with-

out being paid.)

ing
his

AdoHb Luque,

this

Cuban

as

is

period. Luque, "the pride of Havana," began

Cuban as

a

it

up twenty-one

Giants. His best years

Cincinnati. Overall, he

years later with the

New

were in the 1920s,

vidth

won

almost two hundred

major league games, with an earned run average of

What made Cubans

particularly

proud of Luque,

however, was that while he starred and

came home

the States, he always

later

coached in

for winter ball. In

all,

about eighty Cubans (more than the citizens of any
other country) played in the major leagues between

1871 and 1959. But

after Fidel

Castro assumed power,

the flow of players began to change dramatically.

Martin Dihigo, often referred to

the best player

as

never to reach the major leagues, began
1922.

He

played in his native

Cuba but

his career in

also in

Mexico,

Venezuela, the Dominican Republic, and the Negro
league in the United States. Although he played

nine positions during his twenty-five-year career,

was

his

pitching and batting that earned

forlorn and uncared for in the backyard of

tion as

one of the

Havana's maternity hospital. As a couple of friends and

When

Dihigo died, Cuba's poet

Sabourin

I

sits

pay our

"It's

teers
triot

good

that

through

and

a

woman

of

His face, ashen (death for black folks)

"He was

a great

and

pa-

a great person."

Cuba, with

a last-minute assist

the United States, rid itself of Spain in 1898.

its

States,

three-year dominion,

the United States outlawed bullfighting and

among

from

But Spain

turned over control of the island to the United

played baseball, both

his eyes closed, chasing

a white ball, this time the last one.

Following three decades of intermittent struggle

not to the Cubans. During

it

reputa-

laureate, Nicolas

someone remembers him," she volunchain-hnk fence.

a

all

this century.

Guillen, vi^rote an elegy to him, concluding:

for independence,

Cuban

truly great players

him

in her seventies walks by.

respects, a

its

rrdlitary

themselves and against

teams. "It can only be imagined," writes histo-

Between

two world wars, Cuban

the

companies such

cigarette

as Billiken issued baseball cards.

Today

these rarities are sought not only by devotees of Cuban
baseball but also

Negro

leaguers

by

collectors looking for cards

who

played in Cuba.

of

Many Negro

Hall of

Famer John Henry

"Pop" Lloyd, never appeared on

cards issued in the

league standouts, such

States.

cold war tensions,

baseball

and wound

3.24.

long before the

played in the major leagues dur-

big-league career with the Boston Braves in 1914

York

the United States

development of

Light-skmned Latin Americans, such
pitcher

Imported from

As

a result, a

as

1924 BiOiken card of Lloyd re-

good

cigar.

now

as
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cendy fetched more than two thousand

Between 1937 and 1959, Cuban

dollars at auction.

fans got to see

on their team.

various major league teams conducting spring training

Top right

on the

island.

Most notable were

the 1947 Brooklyn

A spectator lowers

Dodgers, a team that included three black prospects:

his little girl

Jackie Robinson,

Roy CampaneUa,

and

Don New-

in private

known

as

to avoid the racism

were

1 1

of Florida towns, although the three black athletes

vana,

tells

were housed

in the

a part

of Cuban

baseball;

it

took place in parks,

Wall

where

a sack

stands

Street. "I

go,

behind the third-base

and one row became

remember

a

game between

Aknendares and Cienfiiegos in 1956 where the odds

combe. The team selected Havana

much

in the countryside,

of yuca might be the wager. At Ha-

dugout were the place to

player.

Before the Revolution, open betting was very

a pile

Gran Stadium, the

vana's

to greet a favorite

separately.

homes, and

of beans or

to 8," Ismael Sene, a rabid baseball fan in

air,

me. "One

man waved

and another held up eight thousand.

very intense

at times."

years, betting

With

was outlawed;

Ha-

eleven thousand pesos
It

got

the advent of the Castro
still,

in incidents in

1978

PLAY BALL
Where

to Root in the Caribbean and Mexico

By Milton Jamail While the United

States and Cuba are

still

negotiating

an exchange of exhibition games with the Baltimore Orioles, travelers already
have opportunities to see Cuban baseball. Between mid-October and the end
of April, visitors can attend

home
in

field for

Havana but

games at Havana's Estadio Latinoamericano, the

the two capital-based teams. Games are played five days a week
less often in the fourteen other dties

where teams are located.

Check the government newspaper Granma for schedules. Tickets for tourists
are $3. Cuba's national team, featuring the best players from the winter sea-

son, partidpates in the Pan American Games, which this year will be held in

Winnipeg, Canada, from July 24 through August

2.

The competition

will in-

clude teams from other Latin American countries and the United States.
In the late nineteenth century,

Cubans introduced baseball to the Do-

minican Republic, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Venezuela, and professional
leagues have existed in

all

those nations for more than

gion's best baseball is played during the winter
tive players, such as

fifty years.

The

re-

months because the top na-

Juan Gonzalez from Puerto Rico, the 1998 American

League's Most Valuable Player, and

Sammy

Sosa from the Dominican Republic,

the 1998 National League's Most Valuable Player, both play in the U.S. major
leagues during the spring and

summer months.

Winter league professional baseball

end of January

in

is

played from mid-October to the

the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and

Venezuela. The champions of these four leagues meet in early February each

year for the Caribbean Series. The teams include the best young players from

each nation, supplemented by a few U.S. players. Occasionally players such as

Juan Gonzalez or his Texas Ranger teammate Ivan Rodriguez return home to
play,

although U.S. organizations would like their stars to take the winter

The quality of play

is

off.

very good, and the crowds are enthusiastic.

There are teams in such dties as Santo Domingo and La Romana in the Do-

minican Republic; Mazatlan, Mexico; San Juan, Puerto Rico; and Caracas and
Puerto La Cruz in Venezuela. Tickets are generally inexpensive and readily
available.

Government tourist

offices in these countries can usually supply

competition schedules. Coverage of winter league baseball— including league
standings, statistical leaders, and features on players— can be found in two

publications available in the United States, USA Today Baseball Weekly and

the biweekly Baseball America.

Mexico

is

the only Latin American country where professional baseball

also played during the spring and

is

summer months. The sixteen-team Mexican

League begins play in mid-March, with the championship series in

late

August

or early September. This league has produced players such as Fernando Valenzuela, the star player with the Los Angeles Dodgers during the 1980s, and Col-

orado Rockies third baseman Vinny Castilla. Teams in dties that are popular
tourist destinations include Mexico City (two teams), Monterrey, Cancun,

Villahermosa, and Oaxaca.

Milton Jamail, a lecturer in the department of government at the University of Texas, Austin, covers

winter baseball Jbr Baseball America. His bool< Full Count:

United States

will

An Inside View

of

Cuban Baseball and the

be published by Southern Illinois University Press early next year.
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Fidel Castro himself occasionally took the

mound

at public exhibition games.
and 1982,

of forty-two team members were sus-

a total

pended (and some of them

jailed,

along with some

bookies) for betting on baseball. Havana's best team,

people joked, was

at

Combinado

the

prison just east

was integral

If betting

del Este, the

of Havana.
to

Cuban

baseball, politics

became

so as well in the 1950s, just as

earlier.

Anti-Batista activists from the University of

Havana on occasion carried

had

it

sixty years

their noisy protests to the

games, especially if the country's

number one

fan, Ful-

gencio Batista, was there too. Once, in 1956, students

took to the

field

shouting for freedom for their jailed

comrades, and the police, instead of just clearing them
off,

clubbed them mercilessly.

on

the incident

opinion.

The

The whole country saw

and

television,

this

helped sway public

following year, Havana's mayor, a Batista

sympathizer, was compelled to leave a

game when

booed him.

Sene

"Everyone

was there that

'Long

yelled,

To me, those two

Batista!'

the

"I

day,"

live

Down

Fidel!

fans

recollects.

events at the stadium

with
were

two most important events of the Revolution."
Sene

also recalls the

Cuban minor
against the

1959..

time that the Sugar Kings, a

league team, played a series in Havana

Rochester

Admission

Red Wings

to the July

summer of

in the

25 game was

free for

the country folk and military fiUing the capital to

memorate

all

com-

the Revolution the following day. "There

must have been

thirty-five

thousand people there,"

"More than

them

Sene

says excitedly.

arms.

The game started at nine P.M. and went into
innings. The game was still going on at midnight

extra

when

it

Frank

carried

turned July 26, and everyone took out their

weapons and
ulously

half of

fired

them

no one was

Verdi's plastic

That's not true!"

in the air to celebrate.

hurt."

helmet grazed by

The

Mirac-

But wasn't Rochester coach
a bullet?

"No!

following year, by the way, the

Sugar Kings of Havana, Cuba,

moved

to

New Jersey,

U.S.A., and

count
War,

became the Jersey City Jerseys. (A

appears in the

1982 book

full

ac-

Baseball and the Cold

by Howard Senzel.)

While
baseball

in

high school, Castro himself played decent

and excellent

basketball.

popular mythology has

Washington Senators

—

it,

But he was

not, as

offered a contract by the

or by any other team. So says

Peter C. Bjarkman, author of numerous books
baseball, including

two on Cuban

ing in 1999 and 2000).

On

on

baseball (forthcom-

occasion during his

first

decade in power, Castro would pitch a few innings,

sometimes

when

at

puUic exhibition games and other times

playing within his inner

Castro pitching

—

circle.

especially against

(The image of

Americans

—

lends

well to literary metaphor that

itself so

subject of some imaginative fiction,

has

it

been the

most notably

Max

Apple's short story "Understanding Alvarado." Castro's
Curvehall, a

uses the

new

same

novel by sportswriter

Tim Wendel,

away with contractual professional

1959 Revolution and began

amateur system. "This
icas

where

ity to

one

sports within a

sports

that

is

is

the

time they are fifteen or sixteen.

its

went from being

a

hes twelve miles east of the capital.

few

ing resembles rural schools throughout the country:

vigorous

commercial

Havana school

the

fields,

did

country in the Amer-

first

steady

compete by the

progress, these athletes are ready to

Surrounded by playing

Cuba

and

left-

With watchful coaching and

right-handed.

conceit.)

Influenced by Eastern European models,

years of the

required to practice every position, both

activ-

educational and cultural," Fidel Castro

two

floors

with dormitories,

aU wrapped around

one

Its

and classrooms,

cafeterias,

maze of breezeways.

a

unannounced inspection of one of the
ries,

find

I

and

clean, neat,

it

gymnastic bars take up

The boys

mates' attention.

field,

ing bunting

On this particular day,

the teacher

class,

"We

to

it."

I

mumbles one

kid,

have

waves

it's

lets

me

ask,

I

"We

query her two

fixture in

makes Cubans

since at least the

cultivate

from

it

gusto for the game," says

a

his

our

in

ask

baseball player they

hand and

hearts.

them each

We

name

to

"It's

the active

most admire. "Omar

man who

choosing the

me,

tells

have an emo-

Linares,"
is

perhaps

Cuba's most outstanding all-around player. "Carlos

up

Tabares," pipes

his

neighbor, referring to another

A fellow in the back then names Ken Griffey Jr. At
room

Soon

lights up.

it

becomes

practically

unanimous: the baseball player most admired by Cuba's
future

all-stars

is

Ken

Griffey

of the Seattle

Jr.

home run

Mariners. (This was before the remarkable
drives

by

Sammy

Sosa and

One enormous
made

this

pos-

For years the national team would invariably be

sible."

Mark McGwire.)

kitchen

three meals a day to

boasted. "It was the Revolution that

766

at

the training center feeds

students. Birds fly into the

The steam

kitchen, over the vats, then back out.

has been sent out for repairs, and the

stafli"

table

does not

pictured receiving Castro's congratulations after yet an-

seem

other Olympic or Pan American

the cooks heat up food for Cuba's future international

Games

—kept

The

—

propaganda value of beating America

own game

victory.

the

Hterally at

ministry firmly

sports

its

en-

Each Cuban province has

young

athletes.

These "sports

a

eight

and

train

them

From

girls as

young

as

age

for just about every sport in inter-

national competition,
leyball.

boarding school for

initiation" schools, as

they are called, take in boys and

from kayaking

to

women's vol-

ages eight to eleven, the students play

sports; after that, they speciahze. In baseball

to expect to see

all

they are

it

back anytime soon. As

a result,

competitors using firewood foraged by students from
the nearby woods.

The

trenched and, until recently, almost untouchable.

kids

go

encouraged to

home on weekends, and

visit

be adults too soon,

ble adapting, or

parents are

on Wednesdays. The province

provides for a psychologist to help
are trying to

young

who

also

who

players

are having trou-

whose home problems

are afiecting

their school performance.

The young

baseball hopefuls get

—every two

weeded out

game. Above,

play baseball, a

tactics.

One boy

the

prepares

opposite page:

part of ourselves,

this,

left,

to bat in a street

Young children

classes.

so passionate about baseball?

star.

A Havana teenager,

out

birth," says one.

hnk

grouped

in this dormitory,

dozen fourteen-year-olds. "What,

tional

holds their team-

twelve- and thirteen-year-olds are learn-

In a physics

another.

while

spend half the day on the diamond

sport,

and half in academic

on the

wall,

A chess game between

bunk bed

a

an

Posters of Japanese

airy.

a corner.

two twelve-year-olds on

On

boys' dormito-

and Che Guevara hne one

baseball players

by age and

large build-

—or

promoted

years until, at sixteen or sev-

1870$.

Cuba
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''Sports initiation'' schools train children

from age eight for athletic careers.
enteen, if they

still

they are sent to play on

qualify,

provincial development teams, the squads that feed

Cuba's top teams. Beyond

come more

restricted.

national team, too

on

on

"Rey Ordonez of

the

baseball.

York Mets had been considered only the

The chance

Attending

a

in Havana.

Above,

the

to play

third

was one reason he

defected."

players, right,

game

on

the island," says University of Texas political science

New

warm up before

spots

players are stuck

teacher Milton Jamail, America's leading expert

best shortstop.

league

"With only twenty

many good young

contemporary Cuban

Little

opportunities be-

that, the

left:

Schoolchildren in

Rio,

on

at

a

game

in the western city

Capitan San Luis Stadium,

1

the national team step up to bat.

man Omar

of Pinar del

watch

He

is

a perennial

third base-

"El Nifio" Linares; the crowd stands and

appearance in three weeks,

an ab-

San Luis play ball

cheers his

during a break.

sence due to injury. Play stops while the batter, with a

Above, right:

.373 Hfetime average, reaches over to shake hands with

High-fives follow a
little

league game,

first

home

the

plate umpire.

Then

after

the fifteen-year veteran

shakes hands with the opposing team's catcher. These
civihties

and kindnesses

take

some

getting used

pitcher and grounds out

Pinar del
race

it

are not showboating; they are

of Cuban baseball and, for

characteristic

Rio

is

down

evening of sitting vwth the

every sport.

on
I

the third-base Hne.

in a fight for the national

wiU eventually win.

that cheers

a foreigner,

Finally Linares faces the

to.

title,

have the misfortune

1

city's

a

this

pena, the booster club

the local teams for every

moment of

say "misfortune" because they have a

piercing pump-action horn and an ear-splitting siren,

both of which sound off

Rosendo

at

the shghtest provocation.

Prieto, a retired truck driver

and the penas

vice president, explains between horn blasts that
costs three pesos (about fifteen cents) to join.

the ecstatic, rhythmic
are times late in a

drumming and

game when

it

all

whistles, there

a ballpark feels

a salsa nightclub than a stadium.

With

more Hke

The

pefia siren

Pinar del

when

I

Rio

last

goes off for twenty-five-year-old

pitcher Pedro Luis Lazo. Eight years ago,

saw him, he was

time, he was pointed out to

a

skinny rookie. At that

me

as a fiiture star;

now,

playing against the Metropolitanos of Havana, he

shows

how

accurate that prediction was.

reaches his sixth strikeout, the

them

By

off,

Once Lazo

crowd begins

to

count

beginning the chant each time with "One!"

game's end, the count

The umpires pause

is

up

master of ceremonies appears

at

V^(^'

home

I

Communist

Party

Then

officials.

Tuesday night game

is

and

a

plate to intro-

local

play resumes. This

significant not only because

of

the presence of Linares and Lazo but because the baseball season,

begun amid fan

disgust

and

hints of cor-

ruption, has once again excited the country with
verve, heroics,

Pinar del

and red-hot

Rio wins

the

morning

coffee,

word

its

rivalry.

game 4

time fans throughout the nation

to sixteen.

after the third irming,

duce the 1978 national team and, one by one, the

to 1,

and by the

sip their

Wednesday

has spread of Linares 's return and

the unstoppable Pinar del

Rio

nine.

D

t

verywhere

I

turned, there were sandhill cranes.

runs through Shoemaker Island, which

^B

V

River in central Nebraska. For hours
cranes in the sk}^
fields, their calls

sits
I

was on the

and groups of dozens or hundreds

oft'

single dii|

in a wide, shallow stretch

had watched ragged

fiUing the soft late-March

the cranes that had flown far

I

air.

lines

scattered

of tH

an^S

around

But now; with sunset

into the countryside to feed in harvested

stopover ground

than the

Platte.

was blazed

—

is

The
not

a

is

more important

fabled

a

for migrating cranes heading north in spring

river^highway of the West, along which the Oregon

surging waterway but a series of shallow streams likg^o^^^

braided across the land, each channel finding

From late February

comiiig^

gr^[

pouring back by the thousands fi-om every direction, preparing to spend the night

No

til

until early April,

its

own random

path a^y^^-^H

about a half milHon sandhill craned

Wm.
'0

Dancers

Trail
^^^r^c

Pairs of sandhiU cranes were springing

into the

air—first one partner, then the

other. The vast flock

appeared to seethe.

story by Scott Weidensaul

Photographs by Michael Forsberg
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—along with

Top row: Lifelong

assembly of cranes

mates, sandhill

dangered whooping cranes in

cranes renew their

pair-bonds through
the dance, left and
middle.

A

rash

Interloper is

chased

off, right.

gather

on an eighty-mile

small

late

stretch

numbers of en-

March and

of the river

known

the Big Bend, around the towns of Kearney and

where the

down hke

April,
as

Grand

Most

Canada and the Great Lakes

ened

family.

states

north to the Arctic islands and Alaska; some even

nest in

numbers

cross into Siberia. Smaller

also

breed in the

Rockies, the Great Basin, the Cascades, and the

belt.

Southeast. In winter, most migrate to a fairly small re-

Sandhill cranes are big birds with powerfully built

gion along the western Gulf Coast, through Texas,

Island,

Platte sags

a

weighted

bodies, long legs, muscular necks, and lance-shaped
bills.

Gray with red

caps, they are

but look bigger, an impression that

about four
is

feet

tall

southern

New

Mexico, and Arizona, and down into

Mexico.

strengthened by

For about

Hundreds more were landing every
minute, bugling and calling. The clamor
was almost deafening.
their six-foot wingspans. Estimates for
sandhill cranes in

making

this

North America run up

species the

most abundant of an otherwise

globally

numbers of

threat-

to 700,000,

r~^^

1

weeks each spring, northbound

six

on the

cranes converge

way narrows hke

central Plains,

fore fanning out again across

'

!

Canada and

fat

reserves that will tide

first

hectic

On

them over migration and

By about

dra and bogs of the North.

them now

the

weeks of courtship on the stUl-frozen tun-

sleek

grain

and refueled

left

the third

after

week of

—many

Platte

When

breezes

sets in again,

ing the

fields

a

of

feeding ravenously

in the fields the previous faU

increasingly restless.

central flyway

Alaska.

vidual birds rest and feed for about a month, building

on waste

North American

their fly-

the Platte and other traditional staging grounds, indi-

March, the sandhUl cranes on the

;

where

the pinched waist of an hourglass be-

—grow

period of strong southerly

most of them race north, empty-

;

"^xf

By

and sandbars almost overnight.

luck, I'd hit the

peak of the season.

It

was

late

March, and for weeks the numbers of cranes had been
building.

I

followed Shoemaker

Island's

right-angle turn, and

on my

left

to reveal an old field

maybe

a half

single field

road around

the fencerow

fell

a

away

mile long. Into

this

were crowded tens of thousands of sandhill

cranes, standing in gray ranks like

weathered corn.

scanned the crowd for any whooping cranes

I

—which

stand a head taller than sandhills and have bright white

plumage
'gfm

Principol crane

staging areas

—

but without success.

traordinarily skittish birds,

yards of the car

then ahded to

The

sandhills are ex-

and those within

rowed into

flight as

a landing; closer to the

I

came

main

a

hundred

into view,

flock.

Hun-

chests.

Rather than simply connecting the lungs to the

hundreds of cranes

loops along the breastbone, forming a tube that, if

take to a wet

stretched out,

the voice of a

is

almost

it

which

as

the bird

human resounding through

passes through the coU,

chea,

long

as

the caU of a sandhill crane

is

itself.

Like

metal pipe,

a

deepened and enriched

as

aquatic

the

invertebrates

calls

and adding harmonics. The

impossible to describe precisely,
raise gooseflesh

is

re-

pure magic,

on someone hearing

it

for the first time.

coming

an especially large flock would begin

at a

shallow angle, bugling and calling.
Sandhill cranes are arnong the loudest birds in the

world; their secret

is

coiled Uke a snake inside their

birds sideslipped

and tumbled

leaves, spilhng air firom their wings,

as

Many

its

ap-

the in-

like falling

then straightening

out an instant before thumping down, one
other.

supplement the
birds'

stopover diet

of waste grain. One

wary group, below,
stands at

proach, the clamor was almost deafening,

more were landing every minute, planing down

where

tra-

vibrate during vocalization, amplify-

When

Platte River,

insects and small

make

ing the resonant

guaranteed to

meadow near the

and the bony rings of the

are fused to the breastbone,

whole apparatus

sult,

dreds

At midday,

outside world, an adult crane's trachea, or windpipe,

after

an-

of the cranes on the ground were dancing

in couples, strengthening old pair-bonds in advance of

attention, reacting
to a predator in

the vicinity.
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of the endearing things

about cranes, besides their somewhat

monogamy,

lifetime

play: a rituahzed

is

human

performance of leaps and bows,

ping wings and pumping heads. Dancing

common on
mones

as

movement

their hor-

the time of heaviest

is

many

dusk approached,

springing into the
a

Daybreak

are surging.

were

pairs

one partner, then the

air, first

flap-

especially

is

when

the Platte in March,

dancing, but

and

size

their exuberant courtship dis-

other,

multiplied hundreds of times so that the

The sun had

Now

and the cranes were becoming

set,

the incoming flocks were ghding to a

landing beyond the

trees,

out in the river

where

itself,

they could sleep safe from coyotes and other predators.
Security

is

paramount

do not swim, they

to sandhill cranes. Because they

are unable to use

ducks and geese, nor can they

mammalian

predators

The

with

Platte,

its

deep water,

stay

would be hkely

do

as

The

sandbars, offers the perfect compromise.

the security of the

a foot or so deep,

National Audubon

cleaned of their vegetation by floods. Researchers

fast

is

cranes

moving and only

or on sandbars that have been

by Nebraska Air National Guard

pilots in jets

Society's Lillian

(aided

Annette Rowe

equipped with infrared detectors) have found that the

where the channel

Sanctuary in the

cranes prefer areas

Big Bend region of

yards wide,

the Platte in

narrow, choked with

is

at least

and they avoid places where the

when

trees,

the

ferent watercourse.

Pawnee Hved along

is

the river,

much

Snowmelt and runoff up

headwaters, in the Colorado and

once sent scouring floods

150

river

or near a bridge or road.

the Platte, then almost devoid of trees, was a

down

Wyoming

dif-

in the

Rockies,

the Platte's channel

every spring, ripping away cottonwoods and willows,
rearranging the sandy channels almost from hour to

hour and replenishing them with more sediment. The
floodwater flowed into the spongelike marshes and wet

meadows, then soaked down

to recharge the subter-

ranean aquifer, which kept the

meadows moist even

after the floods subsided.

South
self;

the 1860s, irrigation ditches started

as early as

river,

of dams plugged

its

and between 1909 and 1940

two

tributaries, the

Platte. Today's river

dammed and

century and

now

is

a

dim

a rash

North and the

reflection

of its old

diverted, nearly three-quarters of the

up behind

piles

river able to cleanse itself

sand,

nel

which

—the

reservoirs.

this

Nor is

braids of water

the

and

in the past spread over a mile-wide chan-

empty of

trees, are

sclerotic arteries, their

now

all

but pinched

off,

hke

margins supporting thick stands

of Cottonwood.
the sandhill cranes could spread out

along more than two hundred miles of river, today

most the

horn

entire midcontinental population

itself into relatively

streambeds of the Big

map, page
sites are

76).

hard to find.

al-

must shoe-

small staging areas along the

Bend on

Even within

are protected

roost in places

The

the Platte, crucial to

maintaining sandbars, has dropped by two-thirds in

which

spend the night in

But

amount of sand sweeping down

to find them.

Cranes prepare to

bleeding the

siphoned off long before reaching the Big Bend.

many of the

shallow water and ever shifting

where the water

goes for irrigation or municipal use,

cial to

land,

roosting site.

In the days

now

where

on

The Platte, with its shallow water and
ever shifting sandbars, offers the perfect

Gibbon, Nebraska.

water

Where once

vast flock seethed.

restive.

Platte's

the

North

these zones,

The same

Platte (see

good

roosting

locations are also cru-

world's surviving

whooping

cranes,

by the federal Endangered Species

Act (ESA); they stop on the Big Bend while migrating

from Texas

ESA

costly

Manitoba. In part to avoid lengthy and

to

new

reviews of each

water project on the

1994 the governors of Nebraska, Wyoming,

Platte, in

and Colorado, along with the Department of the Inteagreed to

rior,

the

first

against the needs
lieves the
is

the

recovery program that for

a multistage

time tried to balance the needs of wildhfe

of humans.

agreement goes

first

step

far

WhUe

not everyone be-

enough, proponents say

it

toward restoring habitat for cranes and

other wildhfe along the Platte.

I'd

come up

would think

dry,

and

my

tough

a five-foot-tall

—an

to find

haystack.

moved

On my

eighties,

grit

and dust in

and

last

—

cranes north

a

whooping

One

white bird would stand out
a

whooping

day in Nebraska,

ing along the road

a

warm

fi'ont

rose into the

powerful wind from the south blew
It

also

blew the

sandhill

scraggly lines and overlapping

thousand sandhill cranes in one

the
its

dun

—

be-

if the Platte

Island
still

field

were much

di-

seven or eight

of corn stubble.

River hasn't been sucked

dry, if

legions of sandhills stiU take their annual rest in

shallow waters,

if this

whooping

blessed with

undeserving world

cranes

—someday

I'U

is

stiU

come

D

try again.

Text adapted from Living on

the

Wind: Across

the

Hemisphere with

by Scott Weidensaul (North Point Press, 1999).
Reprinted by permission of Sterling Lord Literistic, Inc.
Migratoiy Birds,

Vs of

TRAVEL NOTES: Planning to join the flock on the

Platte this spring? For

more on the

Platte River, crane natural history, birding events, public lands and wildlife sanctuaries, sperific

viewing

sites,

http://platteriver.unk.edu

and crane watching etiquette, check these

Web

sites:

and http://www.ngpc.state.ne.us/wildlife/migrate/

intro.htm. Or you can phone the visitor center in Kearney at (800) 652-9435 (in
state) or (800)

'mmm0
.

on Shoemaker

minished, although there were

Someday

calls

they went. That evening, the flocks feed-

as

crane can be

The temperature

my eyes aU day.

hind them

crane,

ivory needle in a half-rrdllion-bird

into the state.

low

for a

time was running out.

from the gray crowd, but

the thousands, dropping their clarion

back and

week of searching

Despite a

them by

,,..-£.«***•.-. .<?i«3.3fe-i'i.

227-8340 (out of

state), or in Grand Island at (800)

658-3178.
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i i'^-!k\fifiititflt i

eastern Galifornia's Death; Valley often took like dry

3

millions of small sunbaked tiles. In

|

floors

made of

these realms, pattern and geometry, rather than unruly Jbiology, dominate. But even in such an inani-

mate landscape, n^ture can leave tracks.
Dozens of rocks^craggy lumps of dolomite weighing up to seven Mjiidred pounds— are in the process
of trekking across one of tlie lake beds, how known asl
jtfre Racetrack/ Although vthieir curious trails have%een known for^decades, nO one has ever actually :
taught the rocks in the act (their progress is mp^t
Ukfely both slow and intermittent; or the result of Jjc^
_

,.

;r^wind^Oves;thiejrod<s. But in^I995>

Jtfhn^

;*:his colleagues from IHamRshife Xolfegie iii Ma^
"^etlS calculated frictional forces ahd.cpnclud^d that jet^S";
';more likely explanation involved ieeT A cold 'night f;j5»^
after a rain would create atKin iiM fijetd onjvhichJ:lie:ji^

%pcks

could

nde

in
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Phgtograptrer
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MOHLENBROCK

BY ROBERT H.

In western Mexico, where the Pacific coastal plain gives

way

Madre Occidental,

range of vegetation, from

tropical deciduous forest to the

"weeds"

Recendy

villages.

a

in disturbed areas around rapidly developing

grow

that

visitors

to

encounter

the foothills of the Sierra

I

explored parts of the southwestern

of

states

My

-^

Jahsco and Nayarit, following both coastal and inland roads.
base of operations was Puerto VaEarta, near the mouth of the

X

Ameca. This town, with

its

cobblestone

1850s by families that farmed, raised

Puerto Vallarta

a nearby international airport,

becoming

and purveyed

cattle,

Rio

settled in the
salt

used

that was mined in the mountains. Served today

to refme the silver

by

was

streets,

rapidly

is

popular tourist destination. Tennessee Williams's

a

Tlie

Night of the Iguana, directed by John Huston and starring Richard
Burton, was filmed in the vicinity in 1963.

What

are

commonly

—

they are not wanted

weeds

called

—

plants that

grow where

are generally opportunistic plant species

opened up by human

that are adept at colonizing soils

activity or

Many of those I saw in Mexico, such as
were species I knew from the United States. Typically,

other disturbance.
grasses,

S''L^y.-

weeds germinate from seeds

dormant

lying

usually give

in the

way

soil.

They grow and

to competition

species unless the

Most weeds

habitats; grasses, for

are periodic fires that suppress

spread rapidly but

from other

habitat continues to be disturbed.
particular namral

windblown or have been

that are

woody

plants.

Driving from Puerto Vallarta toward the
foothills,

I

—

had seen on other

I

grown

as

trips to the Tropics.

ornamentals or for their

had "escaped" cultivation and were
species that

I

with native

Had

but the foothills support

sixty miles

I

ventured high

would have encountered pine and oak

place to sample this plant

200

now mixed in

with fewer escaped ornamentals.

Tomadan,

These

or other uses

settlements, the forest consisted primarily of native

into the mountains,
trees,

fruits

were new to me.

Away from
species,

villages in the

noticed that the vegetation along the roads included

tropical plants

species

also persist in

example, thrive where there

a tropical

community

south of Puerto

crosses the river, the ravine can

short way downstream

until the

is

deciduous

forest.

the ravine cut

Vallarta.

One

by Rio

Where Highway

be followed on foot for

a

going gets rough. Tiny spike

moss, maidenhair fern, and larger ferns grow where there are
moist, rocky outcrops.

No
this

up-to-date, comprehensive field guide was available for

region, but

I

could identify some families of plants in

this

on my knowledge of temperate species. Other
strictly tropical. I made detailed notes
were
families, however,
about the plants I saw and looked them up in technical manuals
native forest based

i

after

I

returned home. For wetland

Red-barked gumbo-limbo amid

oil

areas,

palms

my

task

was

easier;

I

,

FIELD GUIDE

natural history

will describe their flora in a future

the wetland and aquatic species

I
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column. Nearly one-third of

encountered in Jalisco and

Or write:
Fideicomiso de Turismo de

Nayarit are found in the United States; others have close

Puerto Vallarta

northern

Local 18 Planta Baja

relatives.

Apparently, these habitats offer consistent

immense geographic

conditions across an

become widely

species to

area,

enabling plant

Carbondale, explores the biological and geological

Vallarta, Jalisco

C.R 48300

Mexico
Tel: Oil 52 (322) 41175

and other parklands.

Fax: Oil 52 (322)

For

visitor

information in the United

E-mail:

States, call:

44-MEXICO

(800)

^yarit'

Zona Commercial
Puerto

highlights of U.S. national forests

40915

pvinfo@

20 Miles

many of which

found in the United

Among

wild petunia

(Ruellia),

and

a

bright yellow-headed cosmos.

are

Deeper

States.

common

these are goose grass,

Egyptian

x<g^/

puerto-vallarta.com

Disturbed sites harbor weedy
species,

u..^,^i

Hotel Continental Plaza

distributed.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus ofplant biology at Southern
Illinois University,

PACIFIC,/'

grass, natal grass,

in the forest, a

tree

is

Lysiloma

member of the pea

divaricata, a

broad-leaved plantain, patience

family;

dock, fdaree, purslane, spotted

pairs

milk spurge, black nightshade,

and small whitish flowers

black medic, and ragweed.

crowded

has six to thirteen

it

of small

per leaf

leaflets

into small spherical

heads. Often

growing with the

Escaped ornamentals include

Lysiloma

such

with a trunk equipped with

fruit trees as

papaya,

mango, guava, and

breadfruit.

Indian almond, with
leathery leaves,
for

its

is

its

Ornamentals with

known

as

wild poinsettia

tuHp

parts
tree,

and

soapberry, roble (Tabebiiia

vine

shrub or

Mexican

as

leaves,

nightshade

and

elderberry.

The shrub

layer includes Tecoma stans,

closely related to the

trumpet

vine of the eastern United

(a

pea family with

States,
a

yellow-flowered

known

trees are

impetiginosa), a small

with velvety

of Jalisco), African

a

inches

as six

beautifiil

orchidhke flowers), lantana,
ixora,

Other

long.

orchid tree

member of the

much

petals as

small tree, actually native in

some

to rose-

its fruits.

flamboyant),
(a

and pink-

colored flowers wnth. five hairy

flowers are royal poinciana
(also

the silk-cotton tree,

stout spines

thick,

grown more

beauty than

is

Allamanda.

and

arul,

or indigo bush,

source of blue dye.

the

many vines

Among

are a purple-

flowered morning glory, an

The Rio Tomatlan canyon, south of Puerto Vallarta

orange-flowered morning
Tropical deciduous forest
plants can

genera Acacia, Pithecellobium

known

roadsides with the escaped

ornamentals.

with

its

several

Gumbo-Hmbo,

peeling red bark,

conspicuous

tree,

is

and there

pod-bearing

latter,

much of the

vegetation.

monkey 's-earrmg,

WOdflowers

that are

and Enterolobium. The

be seen along the

as

colored flowers, climbs over

produces hard,

flat,

circular

include golden-glow

common
(a relative

a

brown pods

that give the plant

of black-eyed Susan and native

are

its

common

name. Coral vine,

as

trees in the

with

clusters

of brilliantly

well to the United States), a

verbena with purple flowers.

glory,

and

a species

of Clematis,

or virgin's bower. WUdflowers
include

a

flower, a

bright red cardinal

handsome purple-

flowered species of Salvia, and
a sprawling,

Eupaloriiim.

pale-blue-flowered

Move

Mars on the
BY RICHARD PANEK
Two years ago, we went to Mars. This year, we return to Mars.
Two years from now, we're going back to Mars. If you think
there's a pattern here, you're right,

—

be readily

On

if not quite reddishly

April 24, Mars will be

at

celestial

phenomena

rocketing off to

Moon, which

is

it

When NASA

—

in the night sky.

enough

one of those

to touch, but

Mars

Mars

is

that

It's

you

go

can't just

not Hke

a trip to the

With Mars, you have

to

come to you, and it will, but only every
more precisely, every 779.94 days.

or,

decided early

of missions to Mars,

it

this

decade to embark on

had to take into account the

if you

want

Sun Hke two horses on

circle the

do

to

hke step outside your door and see

it?

a racetrack.

does indeed lap

it

Mars. Because of their differing orbital shapes, however, the two
planets don't always

meet

at

the same distance from each other.

Earth and Mars both have
nearly circular, and

milhon

its

Earth

is

planets

Mars

is

but Earth's

as opposition),

is

distance

is

very

for Mars.

As

a

between the Sun and Mars
the distance between the

point to the Sun (periheUon),

its

its

orbit. If

distance

if Mars is at its farthest fi-om

35 million miles:

Sun (aphehon), the

is

by only 3

varies

depends on where Mars happens to be in

at its closest

from Earth

from the Sun

situated directly

ahgnment known

(an

two

elliptical orbits,

distance

compared with 25 miUion miles

miles,

when

At

a

geology and atmosphere. But what
really difficult,

Earth and Mars

result,

getting to

its

Earth has the inside track, and every so often

of the

resulting visibility

visit.

always within reach.

twenty-six months

the reason will

exactly rank as

whenever you want.

wait for the target to

series

The

that appear close

The problem with

month

the closest point in one of its

month won't

be close enough to

will

this

—apparent

periodic near-approaches to Earth.
planet throughout the

and

examine

something

the

63 million miles.

month's opposition Mars will be about 54 miUion

this

miles from us, a Httle far

as

these things

go but

still

close

enough

twenty-six-month interval between launch windows. The 1997

for the planet to shine as brightly as Sirius, the brightest star in

lander examined rocks. This year's

the sky.

wiU

drill for

polar

ice. If all

goes well, the series wiU culminate in the coming decade,
probes bring samples of Martian
first

is

back to Earth for the

It

a

twenty-six-month interval

is

fine if all

you want

to

launch high-tech instruments toward Earth's nearest

planetary neighbor to

Artist's rendition of

map

its

topology, monitor

its

weather, and

It

wiU

also

be

rising in the southeast

around

time.

Now,
do

soil

when

visible

night throughout the month,

all

around sunset and setting in the southwest

sunrise.

you hke what you

mind: June

November

13,
7,

see this

month, keep these

dates in

2001; August 28, 2003; and best of all, around

2005,

when Mars wiU

a-half times as bright as

it

does

this

appear more than two-and-

month.

the scheduled December 1999 Mars Polar Lander touchdown. The mission will collect samples of polar

ice.
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You
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NASA does,

don't have to start planning now, but

opposition in 2005 that

this tantalizing

enough not only

to visit but

—

at

long

last,

4/99

and assuming the

mission to bring Martian rocks back to Earth succeeds

enough

and

bring Mars close

vvdil

—

close

to touch.

Richard Panek

the author of Seeing

is

and Believing:

Opened Our Eyes and Minds

Telescope

How the

Heavens

to the

(Viking, 1998).

THE SKY IN APRIL
Mercury

is

Sun

elongation west of the

on April

(28°)

month.

at its greatest

month and

low

quite
is

in the sky,

immersed

the 27th.

is srill

where

it

in bright twiUght.

The Moon
April 8

Venus

shines at least

Moon

two

magnitudes brighter than
either

A.M.;

Mars or Jupiter. This

month it cHmbs higher in the
sky moving from about 34°

—

to 39°,

which

high

as

seen from around

as it gets as

40° north

about

is

latitude.

dazzKng evening

It

Sun by month's end.

Moon on

the evening

a savings of $5 off the cover price. Ottier benefits include a
free one-time admission pass to the

American Museum

Natural History, a discount on a ticket to our IMAX
theater, travel club enrollment

is

of

on the 30th

fiill

10:55

at

A.M. If you look carefiiUy
the crescent

Moon

evening of April 18, you waU

Une

the imaginary'

roughly from the southwest

corner of Wyoming through a
point just south of Denver to

actually pass in front

21st.

verf
less

dawn

month.

than 4° to the

left

It is

of zero-

magnitude Mercur)' on the

and much more...

30th,

when

the

two

a half hour

Aldebaran between

CDT. The

star will

then

disappear behind the

dark

Hmb and

Moon's

will reappear

from behind the illuminated
crescent shver.

are just a

few degrees above the eastern
horizon

Moon

of

roughly 10:00 and 11:00 P.M.

to visibility at

late in the

of

that runs

Aldebaran on the

1

at

on the

the northwest corner of

conjunction \\dth the Sun on

a year of Natural History magazine for only $25,

on the

is

3:01 P.M.; and

(occult)

Box 3030
593-2091

me

Moon

the 16th at 12:22

quarter

Arkansas, you'U see the

April
Send

at

on

new

of the 18th and passes the

Jupiter moves from

Harlan, lA 51

on

first

quarter

at last

bright, orange-red star

NATURAL HISTORY
Associate Services
P.O.

is

is

10:51 P.M.;

close by. If you live north

star sets

appears to pair ofr\\dth the

crescent

22d

at

see the star Aldebaran vers'

This

about three and a half hours
after the

arrives at

conjunction with the Sun on

observers at midnorthern
latitudes, its position

in the Sun's

afterglow for the rest of the

For

16.

It is lost

before

Spring ahead

—

for

much of

Canada and the United

States,

dayhght sa\dng time returns on

sunrise.

Easter Sunday, April 4.

Saturn

increasing difficult))

the west

Remember

visible (with

is

at

during; the

low

m

evening twOight
first

week of this

to set

your clocks

ahead one hour.
Unless othemnse

itidicated, alt times

are given in eastern daylight time.

above

—

(Continued from page 34)

then

of interpreting the enigmas presented
in the earth's structure

prompted
into

.

.

taught
it

.

him

to

now

causes

was affirmed, could never

—

of an exact science

rise to the

the greater

quiescence erase

Why,

memory from

its

its

rank

number of

an unquestioned model for

we

haps

from the same event:

inexplicable.

and

.

.

In our attempt

we

questions,

to

unravel these

shall adopt a different course,

restricting ourselves to the

known

operations of existing causes.

adhere

to this

difficult

plan

.

.

.

.

We shall

.

.

because

or possible

.

.

.

history

just as the

local

means

mountain chain

grain, so does the

tended time. At most, Vesuvius teaches us

of gradualism can be

that the increments

human

—

scale

the lava field versus

—

the eroded sand grain

geologists on the road that leads to truth

global standards. In 1830, at the

suggesting views which, although imperfect

rise

by eruption, over ex-

gradually, eruption

large at

—continued

^while stiU small

volume of

first

(1867)

—even

in closing

Lyell,

tenth edition

his

by purely local standards,

natural catastrophes usually
fleeting influence

upon

impose only

history.

Most

he argued, view Campania

habitants,

a

inas a

land of salubrious tranquility. As for Vesu-

local

canyon deepens grain by

informs us that this method has always put

—

Per-

should draw an opposite lesson

phenomena must forever remain
.

doom?

extrapolation to sudden global

teeth.

Moreover
the

as

Cadmus when he

once, like the soldiers of

sowed the dragon's

the

products ixom the

then, should such a local catastro-

phe serve

Geology,

first.

flirther into insignificance

hundred years of subsequent

landscape.

was

in operation,

despond from the

several

populace and erode

instead of being

undertake laborious inquiries

to

to

—

even

falls

when

instead of being encouraged with the hope

"
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by

end of

a

long chapter entitled "History of the vol-

vius

even the worst natural convul-

itself,

match the

sion cannot

human

of

posed

its

greatest danger to

empire

as

an abode for the

that Vesuvius

Roman

a

LyeU reminds us

striking literary passage,

the

power

destructive

violence and venality. In

armies of Spartacus' slave revolt in 73 B.C.
rather than as a source of lava

ous gases in 79

and poison-

A.D.:

at first, have been found capable of

improvement, until at

last

Geology,

vol. 3, chap.

1,

Lyell

adopted by

of

universal consent. (Principles

recognized

success in easy

and simple

on

their

home

that he

would

have

bring

to

those years of dire

climate," says

""/'
^Plim;\

ground, where su-

Forsyth, "where

Vesuvius

heaven's breath

perior knowledge and forces should have

rendered them invincible.

A new

smelU sweet and

uniformitarian

head

camp

a prisoner but

the Vesuvius of Pliny and Kircher, of

as a

uniformitarian

his

oner but

as a

Hamilton's

camp

—not

proud example.

fire,

productions-a

proud

"''"'•'''

other

example.

attention throughout the three vol-

umes of the

Charles LyeU (1797-1875)

retreat

LyeU centered
for Naples

and

embodied

all

his logical

literary brilliance as geology's greatest

master of argument.

He

first

invoked the

cardinal geological principle of appropriate scale

by pointing out

that a Vesuvian

eruption, while ultimately catastrophic
for the baker or blacksmith

of Pompeii,

not only causes no planetary disruption
its

canic

eruptions in the district around

own moment of maximal

intensity,

at

but

indeed, have enjoyed

.

.

ofgreat men.

Tlie inhabitants,

no immunity from the

calamities which are the lot of mankind; but

his uniformitarian case

and Vesuvius on two proce-

dural themes that

.

Naples," Lyell wrote:

Principles of Geology.

coast

""" "i^e the

and thejavonte

-t

place or subject receives even half so

much

its

J-ryy ofpoets,

into

as a pris-

No

and

unparalleled in

J

recognized that he would have to bring

Emma

vigorous

a

l'*^'*riantnature

not as

on. Lyell understood this principle and

Pompeii and

—

.

,

cases

wooingly

into his

theory

must meet and encompass the hardest and
most apparently contradictor^'

"a

<:'--'iwuision?

skir-

mishes. Adversaries must also be outflanked

the real

Campania during

1833)

Large intellectual struggles cannot be

won by

what was

Yet

condition of

the principal evils which they have suffered

Tlie vast scale

operations in

and

violence of the volcanic

Campania

surrounding Naples]

[the region of Italy

of inferring from analogy that
cone rose in succession
years

and

—and

.

.

.

.

.

.

that

to disastrous events

Instead

inevitable catastrophes

which

each

subterranean agency. Wlien Spartacus

many

—

encamped

his

Campania than

it

rekindhng of its

fires.

to

to

resultfrom

I

isuvius, the

volcano was more justly a subject of terror to

have conjectured that the

seem

man

than

army often thousand gladiators

in the old extinct crater of

whole group sprung up from the ground at

geologists

over which

control, rather

has
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By Robb Walsh

To

make

sopa de guias, the tradi-

Oaxacan squash soup,

tional

you shce some

huiche squash,

then you chop up the small

visit

4/99

few days

after

my

cooking

CuHpan

for archaeologists

of the Oaxacan Re-

gional Center of the

Mexican National

tender leaves of the squash plant, then

Institute

Marcus Winter, one of the

them hke

of the plant and chop

You boil
adding some chepil,

water,

celery.

on

sHces of corn

mustardy

a

herb that grows wild in the

some

these in

all

gives

I

that serves as a research laboratory

you peel the

staUcs

lesson,

an old convent in the village of

of Anthropology and History.

me

a tour

researchers,

of the convent, which

houses thousands of

artifacts collected at

nearby

Monte

americas
capital

Alban. Considered

first real city,

Meso-

the mountaintop

was founded about 500

Zapotecs. Three centuries

B.C.

by the

later,

more

than twenty thousand people lived there

and

in the

surrounding valley of Oaxaca.

As we walk, we

young

pass

room

after

room of

researchers studying pottery shards

unearthed over

many years of excavations.

and

fields,

the cob. After the

mixture has cooked for

a while,

some squash blossoms. The

you add

leaves give

the broth a spinachlike flavor and color,
the stalk retains a httle crunch, and the

and blossoms lend

squash

sweetness.

The soup

astonishing;

you

feel as

a

delicate

delicious as

it is

though you're

eat-

as

is

—and every-

ing the entire squash plant

thing else edible in the surrounding

fields.

"Sometimes the Zapotecs added agave

worms

to their sopa de guias," says Susana

who

TriUing,

My

runs the Seasons of

Heart cooking school on a ranch in rural
Oaxaca. (Most cooks

and

garlic,

also include onions,

spices in their sopa de guias, but

these are recent additions.)

To make
TriUing

who

a

Zapotec

enlists a local

famous

is

dish for the sopa,

side

woman
term

for her tlayudas. This

usually refers to the distinctive oversized

of Oaxaca, but in

tortilla

plies to a

this case

ap-

it

bean-covered variant.

With

her

black-and-gray

shawl

wrapped around her shoulders, the

woman

derly

kneels

leans forward to

on

mash

el-

the floor and

the

cooked black

beans, grinding her handstone, or mano,
against a large

which
paste

sits

on

flat

stone called a metate,

three short legs.

The bean

then spread on toasted

is

and dried in the oven

to

form

tortillas

a crisp,

bean-covered tostada. Although no one

how

can say just

old

recipes for sopa de guias
are,

the

and

traditional

tlayudas really

their ingredients, preparation,

flavor

are

characteristic

Mesoamerican

culture.

In

and

of

ancient

fact,

modern

Zapotec cooking remains so close to

its

roots that archaeologists are studying

in

order to
ing

make

as far

back

it

f

I

\The Unconquerable^

i ostada
Five hundred years after Cortes, Zapotec

sense of pottery shards datas

two thousand

years.

food

still

offers a taste

of antiquity.

—
"We
tery

do

are trying to understand

was used then," Winter

we

that,

Zapotec

are

how

says.

pot-

"And

to

going into contemporary

villages

and documenting what

Zapotec territory

sions into

tools today."

overthrown," says Winter.

The

Aztecs,
at

the rime of the Spanish con-

quest, never really

subdued the Oaxacan

in the fif-

culture persists to a greater extent than the
cultures

america

incur-

"The core of Zapotec

teenth century.

the people do with vessels and cooking

who dominated Meso-

make

people, although they did

of tribes that were conquered and

The

rough,

mountainous countryside of Oaxaca
couraged invasions and

isolation that has allowed

dis-

provides the

srill

Zapotec culture

the collection of gray pottery,

but think of

salsa,

pickled peppers, guacamole, and chopped

condiments that are

Mexican

cooking pots

clay

on hot

set

such

as

common on

still

Some of the larger
Hke cazuelas, the modern

tables today.

look just

vessels

women

Zapotec

that

coals to prepare beans, soups

sopa de giiias, moles,

"What do you

remain largely unaffected by outsiders.

to

can't help

I

the httle bowls of

all

Winter

and

stews.

think they used this

After the conquest, however, Nahuatl, the

tor?"

Aztec tongue, became the administrative

bee-sized platter with a Uttle elevated cup

language of most of Mesoamerica. Za-

about the

size

of a shot

potec names for towns were replaced by

"It looks

hke

a candleholder,

Nahuatl and Spanish names,

they put

some kind of condiment

names of Zapotec

as

were the

foods.

Nonetheless, Zapotec

little
is still

Down

sus

to the

Mexican National Cen-

of 1993, more than one million people

speak an indigenous language, and two-

of that population are Zapotec. But

thirds

the survival of Zapotec identity

not the

is

only explanation for their cooking having

changed so

little

the reason

"This

is

lot

of

Winter.

still

eat

what they grow."

leads

me

to a

people here

Winter

"A

says

room

he wants

me

One

millennia ago.

Monte Alban. He
Monte Alban became

urbanized, between 500 B.C. and 200
B.C.,

simple clay bo'wls and vessels were

replaced by pottery in

and

sizes

—probably

many new

shapes

reflecting a rapid

change in the food people

ate.

Examining

volunteer.

pottery

vessels that first

when

mmal be-

period, the

in households

over the

all

make

this

.

ask

I

technique

me, but

that the comal

tortillas.

or tortilla

masa,

soaked in water with

is

Mesoamerica.
tells

some two

of Oaxaca, possibly to make

In order to

else

frag-

or comal. Early in

tortilla griddle,
's

me

hands

piece of a curved

a

is

Monte Alban urban

(calcium oxide)

that as

I

gave shape to Mexican cooking

dough, corn

me

He

ments from two types of

bowls and

shows

in this

from the bowl room.

to see.

hundreds of reconstructed gray pottery

the earhest layers at

think

I

boxes and comes up with something

valley

of

but

Winter searches through some cardboard

containing

vessels in the distinctive style

the center.

glass in

chUi powder?"

the hall

came common

region of autoproduction

a

is

since antiquity.

economic,"

a fris-

in the middle."

"Maybe

one of the

most widely spoken languages in Mexico.
According

bowl

me, holding out

asks

Winter

if

came

first

Hme

he knows

into use in

No one can say for sure,
came

into widespread use at

about the same time that monumental
chitecture was developing.

used

as plaster in

Monte

ar-

"Lime was

Alban," Winter

me

observes. "It wouldn't surprise

the

he

a curious coincidence

it is

at

aU

whole process of soaking corn

if

in

water with lime to make masa started
right here."

The
a

clay comal

Oaxacan women,

ter; it is identical

above, sell fresh

metal comal that

tortillas

street.

on a village

The circular

metal coma I,

left, is

is flat

curved edge that

make Oaxacan
ing

how

the

in the middle, with

away from the cenand shape to the

in size
is

set

over open

tortillas today.

By

modern-day comal

chaeologists have
shape.

rises

is

fires

to

observ-

used, ar-

deduced the reason

for

Whether now or two thousand

similar to clay

its

versions found at

years ago, the

Monte Alban.

the hot center of the comal; then the

uncooked

tortilla

is

placed in
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up

stand

to

a

Mesoamericans
tribute

was

its

regular tortilla

its

thick

unique

ney of

ancient

most important

its

long shelf

life.

might become moldy

attend

it

tend

them a jour-

tostada

was the

possible to trade with distant
fields

festivals

explains, as

a

to last

The

from Monte

key to mobihty." Portable nonperishable

lands, to

at-

Whereas

several days.

food made

ability to

for

dip,

that people

Alban could pack food

edge

a crisp tostada.

While twentieth-century Americans may
value the tostada for

ESTERN

to the higher

be transformed into

"What

nonperishable foods," says Winter.
this

www.ietravel.com

INTERNATIOML

in Oaxaca, contain

ess

after a

tkyiidas

would last unspoiled for

The

I

I

ate a

away from home, or

of a few

days' duration,

to

he

picture the bean-covered

few days

earlier.

or call loU-free 1-888-875-2233,

use

few

PIN 7737

days, a tostada

weeks.
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tostada was

one of the

me

when Monte Alban

be-

(from the period

first

A

I

S

"The

other vessel Winter shows
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tomato, pepper, and eggplant

of lemon juice in

Many Americans
baked

varieties

—

—

small, often

—have

this recipe.

green

two thousand

years ago.

fruits closely related to

a distinct tartness that

makes up

the

for the lack

Serranos are green, buUet-shaped hot peppers.

have recently switched from fried

tortilla

the same sort of tostadas that originated at

chips to the

Monte

"new"

Alban.
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3

large tomatilhs,

2

large avocados

Yi

Serrano orjalapeno

chili,

minced

A basket of baked

tortilla

chips

husked and washed

.

t
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sit
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tomariUos and turn off heat.

in hot water for five minutes or until well softened.

tomatiUos from water and puree in

i

Add

Boil 4 cups of water in a saucepan.

4 7 3 4.

tii

mrn^

Cut avocados

in half and

chili in a

bowl.

a blender.

remove

Add

chilled

ChUl

AHow

Remove

in refrigerator.

Combine avocado and
tomatOlo puree and mash until well com-

flesh

tortilla chips.

with

a

spoon.

came the

of the

capital

The

cooking.

named

on Mexican
bowl,

Suchilquitongo

Oaxacan

after a

had an

valley)

equally impressive effect

where sev-

village

eral

complete examples were discovered,

a

thick-walled circular bowl, deeper

is

than a comal. Winter points to a fragment

of the bowl that shows

firom the inside

heavy wear. While the metate was used for
heavier grinding,

Suchilquitongo

the

bowls were used for mashing

As with the modern food

foods.

soft

bowl made

processor, the grinding

mash

to

sible

relatively

pos-

it

make

things together to

what were the ingredients?

sauces, but

"We know they had avocados, because
we have found fossilized avocado pits,"
says Winter. "And we assume they had
and

miltomates

chilies."

Residue

the pottery fragments will

more

a

ingredient

exact

Mesoamerican

studies

someday

on

yield

for

list

salsas.

"The innovations that took place at
Monte Alban during the early urban stage
were extraordinary," Winter

Monumental

carved glyphs, and
preparation

all

new methods of food

appear to have originated

by the second century

known

and

B.C.

Monte Alban,

spread from

city in

Mesoamerica, to other

cient Greece to Teotihuacan's
says

to have

the oldest

"Monte Alban was

civilizations.

me.

tells

astronomy,

architecture,

the an-

Rome,"

Winter.

Driving away from Culipan,

I

am

awestruck by the time hne of Mexican

food

history.

attention

The Aztecs

in

any

get

most of the

discussion

of pre-

Columbian cooking, but they

didn't

even arrive in the Valley of Mexico until
the thirteenth century, just a few hun-

The

dred years ahead of the Spanish.

food innovations of the Zapotecs, on the
other hand, date back to before the time

of Christ. But what's even more
tounding

is

you

Oaxaca,

Mesoamerican
after the

as-

that in the isolated villages of

can

fmd

still

flavors five

purely

hundred

years

Conquest.

Culinary adventurer Robb Walsh writes about

food for

the

Austin Chronicle.
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Endurance

By

men who were

two

Caroline Alexander

and infamous
Antarctica

The

the only continent that was

is

strove to capture the novel

ship's

landscapes, wUdHfe, and native peoples in

sketches or watercolors taken

By

from

young

Hfe.

he was the

said

first

McKinley and the
Pole), but

relatively

known

is

notorious

his

man

today

false claims

(he

Mount

to ascend

to reach the

first

as

less

well

known,

were the

pho-

"The Endurance: Shackleton's

his

photographs were taken

Legendary Antarctic Expedi-

tographs of Antarctica.

1820s)

the

vanced

who

enough

by the

used

was adto

be

explorers

tion" will be

Gallery 77

images were of scientific

10

interest (depicting

1 1

were heading south,

intent

on making inroads into the Great

mations),

of the

some were

Belgica's

crew

and various

wild-

ice for-

landscapes or studies
at

work; the

human

—

not

subtleties

easily

its

infinite

captured with

black-and-white photography. Portraiture,

on the other hand, was both

familiar

hand, and so

on

creasingly

This trend

Cook mrned his camera
men around him.

apparent in the next great

is

photographed venture, the British National Antarctic Expedition,

1901

set sail

from England

under the

ery,

Robert Falcon
for audiences
illustrated

Now

it

—

back home

A

of Captain
was possible

the readers of

newspapers and books

catch glimpses of domestic
ship.

midwinter

life

feast, theatrical

—

enter-

tainments, and football games are cap-

of Adrien de Gerlache on an

tion had

Among

the extraordinary crew were

come

desert devoid

to explore.

In a white

of conventional landmarks,

satisfying landscapes

were

difficult to

com-

to

aboard

skis

expedition of discovery in Antarctic wa-

in

in the Discov-

command

Scott.

which

tured along with expeditionary forays

the land the expedi-

in-

the

drama of an expedition could now be
as readily as

and

simple, with suitable subjects always at

recorded

set sail

command

life

ice

from Antwerp under the

In 1897 the Belgica, a refitted whaling

ters.

Although most of the

display in

from April

through October

White Continent.
ship,

on

first

if

first:

first

in

of color, Hght, and shadow on

North

he did achieve one genuine,

science of photog-

raphy (the world's

and an

pay,

and Antarctica's beauty lay in the play

pose,

Roald

mate,

first

Cook

surgeon.

mainly for

the turn of the twentieth century,

however, the technology of the

Norwegian

American, Frederick Cook, signed on

of exploration had included

who

artists

become famous

Amundsen, served without

discovered by the camera. Traditionally,

voyages

—

to

players in polar history.

and

sledges.

on

Names could now be

fixed to faces, undoubtedly contributing
to the
tic

glamour surrounding these Antarc-

explorers of the "heroic era."

During Robert

Ernest

Scott's

F.

1910-12 attempt

had accompanied

on the Dis-

Herbert Ponting

Scott

photographed the

covery,

expedition's ship, Terra

own

left,

led

his

British

Na-

Antarctic

tional

silhouetted

against Antarctica's icy

Expedition

landscape.

the

on

Nimrod

in

Shackle-

1907.

main objective- -Hke

ton's

who

Shackleton,

to

reach the South Pole,

Nova,

Henry

Scott's

—was

to

reach the South Pole, and although he

came within

a

hundred

nautical miles of

A

his quest ultimately failed.

it,

captured

the

defeat:

images

men

ter than

Up

tell

seeking

a

month
on

ished in a bhzzard

the return journey.

Curiously, the image of Scott's beaten

"focus" the landscape, to provide the

team

viewer with

known

a

firamework that organized

and composed the
ageable images
Terra

—

vast desert into

such

as his

man-

vision of the

Nova, improbably ghmpsed through

tragedy of Robert Scott's

pedition overshadowed
raries'

efforts

1911-12

to be

in
first

the

all

of the

and dog

cember

sleds,

his

ex-

fatal

contempo-

historic

race

to arrive at the

Roald Amundsen's

Pole.

become

final,

doomed

had

higher

tographer,

ous Norwegians. Nonetheless, the Nor-

wegian photographs provide

of

South

team,- using skis

reached the Pole on De-

14, 1911; Scott's

team got there

a

scorned by

widow

Scott's

evoke Amundsen's

umph

at

the end of the

ambitious

expedition

A

profile.

—on

—

"faked") that

Also

lost in the

shadow of

Antarctic Expedition,

which

uinely interested

more
any-

Antarctica's

Adare

pitching dramatically; the working

sagas

crew
traits.

Nova

in black

in

1913

among

the

greatest Antarctic

are captured in artful, informal por-

Even

his

(Ironically,

ranks

sail,

in

glory.

solo feat of sur-

modern clarity and
is shown under

Terra

Cape

—not

seeking

vival

denly the images had

of

exploration

on

—than

a geol-

in the scientific

his

to prove far

commercial

the

was gen-

ogist,

pho-

was

on

set sail

Aurora in 1911.

thing that had been done before. Sud-

movement: the

Scott's fail-

ure was Douglas Mawson's Australasian

the camera

professional

Ponting,

work was

—and

as

of

were

ber 1911.

Scott sailed

Nova in 1910

set

moment of triearth in Decem-

eerily

camera had func-

when

vivid

a

record of their historic venture: a

an extension of the

as

Herbert

board, and his

far better

than that of Amundsen's victori-

tinted lantern slides (their colors

an icy grotto.

The

the Pole has

at

Mawson,

sketchbook. But
Terra

but per-

later

out smgular features, Ponting managed to

any words.

to this point, the

south on the

a

By

dramatic light and shadow.

more than

little

the story of their ordeal bet-

tioned principally
artist's

landscape shimmers and broods in

camera

haunted, ravaged faces of Shackleton and
his

tica's

of heroic

On

suffering.)

board the Aurora

and white, Antarc-

was

a

twenty-six-year-old

Australian

Frank Hurley's 1915

photographer named Frank Hurley. The

union

Hurley had

photograph shows the

son of

Endurance, above,

run away from

cutting through the

in the

Sydney dockyards

fallen

under the speU of photography.

pack

ice. Left:

The

a trade

home

official.

and, after

working

for a time,

Mawson

had

about

crew's living quarters

Before he approached

aboard the Terra Nova,

joining the expedition, his professional

had been mainly in the

photographed by

experience

Herbert Ponting.

picture-postcard business. Although
ley

would go on

Hur-

to have a long interna-

tional career in professional photography,

he found in Antarctica the subject that

Iilill
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Spending the

elicited his greatest talent.

winter in Mawson's bleak base camp,
sailed

by constant

adept

at

snatching his images under ex-

treme conditions and managing to de-

them

velop

darkroom.

in a freezing

The Mawson expedition
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5
Association annual award

for nature writing goes to Jan
Witid,

discussed by Arnold Gordon, of the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory. The 7:00 P.M. talk takes
tica, are

The 1998 John Burroughs

pubKshed by Houghton

DeBlieu
Mifflin.

book

for her

For

tickets to

"The

place in conjunction with

Endurance: Shackle-

Legendary Antarctic Expedition."

ton's

the awards luncheon, call (212) 769-5169,

served

APRIL 21

as

what would

Hurley's apprenticeship for
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as-

Hurley became

gales,
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APRIL

6, 13,

20, and 27

Mike

Edwin G. Burrows of

Wallace, coauthor with

A

New

In a Tuesday evening lecture series at 7:00 P.M. pre-

Gothiim:

the photographic

sented in conjunction with the exhibition "Epi-

about the early history of the metropoUs, from the

record of Ernest Shackleton's 1914-17

demic! The World of Infectious Disease," pubUc

time the European explorers arrived.

be

his greatest

work

—

British Imperial Trans-Arctic Expedition

on the Endurance. With the Pole now
claimed, Shackleton's ambitious plan had

—and

on foot

been

to cross Antarctica

great

was the popular appeal of expedi-

tionary photography that he partially

fi-

APRIL

9, 12, 13, 16,

In conjunction with the exhibition

"The

Endurance:

ries

of

talks,

each beginning

at

7:00

P.M., feature the

following speakers: Caroline Alexander, guest curator

Carr, authors of Antarctic Oasis:

all

men

out of the

and Hur-

disaster,

ley turned his to the task of recording the

Under

the Spell of

South Georgia.

the determined crew's ordeal

Elements of ritual, metaphor, and

program

of Exodus

are

festival in

the bibli-

explored in a free daylong

Hurley's genius was manifest, even be-

days of the Endurance expedition

—the

7:00 P.M.

APRIL 22

cal

and contemporary Native American

both the United

States

on

histori-

forms in

art

and Canada.

APRIL 23 and 24

ranging from shamanistic rituals to conventional
Western practices of music therapy.

jects

Jeffrey

The works of Harold Courlander. American
historian, folklorist,

fore disaster struck, in the carefree early

at

APRIL 24
APRIL 13

struggled to survive.

begin

that begins at 10:30 A.M.

they

as

talks

At 7:00 RM. Joseph J. Moreno, of Maryville University in Saint Louis, Missouri, presents two sUde-andsound lectures on music and healing. He covers sub-

APRIL 11
cal story

slow death of the Endurance in the ice and

Both

Tim

of lead-

his energies to the task

Tlie

gives a sHde-illustrated lecture at 7:00 P.M.

Laboratory for Ocean Sciences; and Pauline and

turned

a re-

and author of

University of Rochester art historian Janet Berlo

the En-

ing his

Museum

the

at

the sub-

is

Margaret Wertheim,

of the exhibition; Robert Burton, director of the

ice after

having drifted for ten months, Shackleton

physicist

talks

Shackleton's Legendary Antarctic Expedition," a se-

When

story rights in advance.

1898.

to

Pearly Gates of Cyberspace.

became crushed by pack

fdm and

selling the

by

search associate

and 19

York City

evolving conception of cyberspace

ject of a talk

South Georgia Island Whaling Museum; Geoffi-ey
Selley. Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society;
CoUm S. Roesler, ice-sheet researcher at the Bigelow

nanced the voyage by

durance

so

The

health experts discuss a range of disease-related issues.

History of

and

storyteller, are

Courlander's biographer, Nina
artists.

The

Jaife,

ctiltural

explored by

and other guest

H. Schwartz,

Museum

research associate and

professor of physical anthropology at the University

of Pittsburgh, investigates both

sides

of the evolution-

on whether genes or

ary studies debate

fossils

provide

better clues to understanding the origin of species.

presentations begin at 7:00 P.M.

The

talk

begins

at

2:00 P.M.

pattern of mast and spar against ice floes,

the

frame, the long

pack
his

ice.

obliquely cutting the

APRIL 17

APRIL 29

shadow of mast

"Wildlife Photographer of the Year," featuring the

Archaeologist Charles Adams, of the Arizona State

winning 1998 photographs, is on display in the
Akeley Gallery until September 12. The fifteenth
annual competition is sponsored by BBC Wildlife
and the Natural History Museum of London.

Museum,
Hopi oral

bow

ship's

across

In such images, Hurley displayed

confident mastery of this daunting in-

Unhke

of white space.

finity

Pouting, he

his fifteen years of recording
and researching the ancient Hopi
settiements of the Southwest. The talk, beginning at

7:00 RM.,

talks

about

historj'

is

Earthwatch

the third in a series of five sponsored

by

Institute.

did not require a picturesque focal point
for his best landscapes.

Ultimately, however,

drama

that

it

is

the

APRIL 30, MAY

human

his

men from this

disaster

est

of all the improbable

tic

exploration, and

of history

it

stories

was

that a master

a

versity

of Antarc-

and

species.

Caroline Alexander

is

the author of The

durance: Shackleton's

APRIL 19
En-

Legendary Antarctic

Expedition (Knopf, 1998) and

the co-curator

of the Museum's exhibition. TIte exhibition

made
Joseph

possible by a gift
F.

Cullman

3rd.

is

from Mr. and Mrs.

as

the

and Conservation, the event

brings together scientists, natural resource

like

it.

such topics

Sponsored by the Museum's Center

for Biodiversit)'

agers, conservationists,

Frank Hurley was there to record

at

impact of global climate patterns on ecosystems

kind accident

photographer

Hall

a

Face of Uncertainty," looks

the great-

is

May opening of the

two-day symposium, "Biodiand Climate Change: Conservation in the

of Planet Earth,

tographs unforgettable. Shackleton's rescue

of all

1

In conjunction with the

makes the Endurance pho-

Observatory, gives a sHde-illustrated

Briefer History of Time:

dis-

and strategies. To register, call (212)
769-5520. For information, check the Web site
cuss issues

As part of the "Distinguished Authors in Astronomy"
series, Eric Schulman, of the National Radio Astron-

omy

man-

and policymakers to

The

talk.

(http://research.amnh.org/biodiversity).

"A

History of the Uni-

verse in Sixty Minutes or Less," at 7:30 p.m.

The American Museum of Natural
at

History

Central Park West and 79th Street in

City.

For

tickets

is

located

New

York

and information about events,

call

APRIL 20

(212) 769-5200. Consult the

Discoveries by scientists at Ice Station Weddell, estab-

additional information (http://www.amnh.org). For

hshed by Russians and Americans in 1992 in Antarc-

hours and admission

fees, call

Museum Web

site for

(212) 769-5100.
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We e ds

the

is,

suppose, the "worst" of

I

my

weeds, the most hell-bent on greening the

own

acre over with

its

There came

point of retrenchment in

my

a

society of plants.

when

vegetable growing

from the seed bank

chose

it

came

and foams of annual weeds, then

creeping mats of perennials

—
—spreading
silver\veed,

hedge woundwort

horsetail,

by

new

in the soil, the

seeds blowing in the wind. First
flushes

bare

left a

I

potato patch to assemble what

under the

swift stolons

soil.

Slowly, diversity multiplied and stabi-

together by the grasses, so

lized, stitched

that

no one

weed.
being

plant could righdy

When

much

so

be

called a

natural habitat

world, perhaps

lost to the plant

is

we

should change our ideas of v/hat constitutes

The
in

on

fields

my

west coast are

grass

still

rows

crop

old

—

rocky

County Mayo on

ribbed with

under

the

where people

raised earth beds

grew potatoes and

hillside

Ireland's

oats in the

crowded

times before the Famine. At morning, the

down from

sun glancing

the ridge picks

out the grassy corrugations hke the parallel

wales of corduroy.
It

can also find

a solitary figure
a

me

with

a

hoe

at

the heart of
I

am

cleaning weeds from the vegetable beds

some and

leaving others,

balancing their beauty and right to exist
against any

harm they

to the onions

really, is

offered

by fumitory, wispy "smoke

of the earth," wreathing the stout green
shoots in

its

bells?

Where

dead

nettle,

dehcate lace and pink-tipped
is

the affront in the fleece of

cool and soft to

my

fingers,

more
and

common

vetch twines in

summer

of amethyst and bright blue;
beautiful scrambling

downy

is

among the

cranesbUl should edge

A

weed

—but

For

my

it is

is

on

won't their winter
ears to the

sandy

leaching out

its

the lettuces:

rosettes, clasped tight as
soil,

keep the rain from

nourishment?

pasture a

mere twenty

years ago

and sur-

rounded by thorny hedge banks and grassy
corners

left

to nature, the line

between

weed and wildflower seems more than

wrong

cabins

about

lie

still

tions, the real

weeds were the sturdy

that fought potatoes for their

seaweed manure: docks,
tall,

weed and

the

plants

cow dung

or

nettles,

thistles,

taprooted umbeUifers

—hog-

properly respected

wake of famine and emigration,

In the

is

suddenly

empty

—

vernacular

My

another in

of

a

ers'

a grassland quite

unhke the farm-

"improved" ryegrass sward of

old, true grasses

waist high in June and

ing sorrel

—

a

Cocksfoot
its

today.

my

of the

hillside,

woven with

flower-

rampant, rosy meadow.
is

the stateliest of grasses in

it is

also the

chew, for the sugar stored deep

at

one

to

soft

of timothy, the pink and feathery
fog.

dodge around one
is

part

species,

miliar to

of the plants

many common
in

colonists.

with

ever the

Enghsh

cattle that

are fa-

it is

be-

English

original

the

chickweed,

among them;

seemed

plantain so often

named

readers,

American weeds

Dandelion,

stinging nettle were

the

I've

North American

settled

and

greater

grow wher-

to

and grazed their

the Native Americans called
foot. It

botanical

was

as if

—of
—

invasion

grasses, as well as

weeds

that

it

they sensed
grains

and

would help

to change their landscape forever.

the base

of the stem. Others are for touching:

plumes of Yorkshire

We

flowery continuum that

Enghshman's

spiky panicles smothered in an-

thers of pale purple;

cats' tails

acre

a

bumble-

acre buzzes with

stretching over time as well as continents.

came

but

as a diuretic,

wider ebb and flow of plant

cause

air,

a

pissy-bed.

summer

bees and hoverfties.

reverted

hillside

powers

Dan-

flora.

(pissailit),

straightforwardly echoed in the English

rapidly to grassland in the rruld Adantic

the

French name

its

ori-

were

and plantain

nettle

were part of the regular garden
delion, too:

its

plants

medicinal herbs,

as

dock and bramble,

If many

rest.

responses.

when

and

tribute to the plant's

in

own

plant, after aU, has

gins in the wild,

jagged gables and jutting stone founda-

flower,

In a garden carved from rough, thistly

welcome

this hillside,

crowd the

among

stars

an attitude of mind.

predecessors

whose ruined

pink

a plant in the

also

less

peas? If the

its

into the sea kale, won't they be

there?

any

daring to be un-

existential way,

trusting our

Every garden

panicles

it

of cabbage and broccoli? Suppose the
to seed

garden and respond to such colonizations

tidy

Into the untended corners of

do go

a

and celandines. Above them,

roses, violets,

holding in the moisture between the ranks

daisies

in a

in a

and the

do.

For what competition,

DandeHons grow

hedge bank community along with prim-

place

my acre,

out early on

maze of fuchsia windbreak hedges.

or rather, hoeing

usually pointless.

Michael Viney
Times.
life,

is

a

cohiiiiiiist

A Year's Turning,

with the Irish

his chronicle of country

was published by Bhickstaff Press

in

1996.
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TO THE EDITOR
The Plight of Pluto

To paraphrase Mark Twain,
the reports of Pluto's
a planet are

demise

course, leave Pluto homeless

should have been clearer

against malarial parasites

once

about the distinction between

that those

mass and volume. Since rock

inherit

again.

as

The answer

premature and

to Neil de Grasse

dilemma on the

greatly exaggerated ("Pluto's

Tyson's

Honor," February 1999). The

of Pluto

current debate over

promotion, not demotion.

status

its

cannot be resolved until the

Pluto-Kuiper Express

(to

be

status

who

is

volume

2004) passes close to Pluto

us well, should be given the

Planet.

Roy H. Senn
Rome,

New

C'mon,
little
it!

planethood

hke stripping

States wasn't a

country

the

from

compounds, such

as

those in

broad beans.

Their point deserves

remaimng

expansion:
carried

ice.

on

gene

this

the

is

X
that males

Male Risk,

carrying

high

Female Benefit

whereas their carrier mothers

may

"High-Risk Defenses"

it

are at

benefit

risk,

from the

(February 1999), Paul W.

potential selective advantage

Ewald and Gregory Cochran

against malaria.

make

Robert D. Koler,

the point that having

deficiency (also

via

known

M.D.

E-mail

Natural History 'i E-mail

as

favism) affords protection

George Washington of his
citizenship because the

it

suffer

sensitivity to certain

glucose-6-phosphate

Stripping Pluto of its
is

77 percent

abnormal

one copy of the gene causing

and get on with

in,

as

unlucky enough to

two copies

chromosome, so

In

York

Neil. Grandfather the

guy

—with

55 percent being

awarded an

honorary doctorate for serving

Honorary

dense

be only 44 percent rock by

launched somewhere around

tide

for Pluto to be

as

rock by mass requires that

prominent

Pluto, like a

about three times

ice,

obvious:

is

statesman

is

and

address

is

nhmag@amnh.org.

United

when

In the coining issues of

he was born.
Steve Leece
via

after

on out
data

E-mail

2010 and then continues

on

to obtain additional

the

Neptune

orbit-

Tyson claims

that Pluto

the

is

only planet composed

crossing ice objects in the

primarily of ice and that this

Kuiper

yet another reason that

Julian

belt.

is

it

shouldn't be considered a

Kane

what

Founder and President

planet. Setting aside

Pluto Planetary Protective Society

clearly Tyson's prejudice

is

against icy worlds, the

Neil de Gfu\sse Tyson

statement he makes

From ground-based
observations, we already
know that the Kuiper belt is
composed of many Neptune

wrong.

orbit-crossing ice objects,

percent). Pluto

may have an

icy surface, but

it is

REPLIES:

which

is

how we
Pluto. AH

exactly

might describe

the

Pluto-Kuiper Express can do
for Pluto (other than

more

possibly to

add

cofFm)

nails to its

show

that

is

Kuiper

It
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more than

a

Pluto's rock
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been known

for
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mass fraction
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composed

with one another

that distinguish

Pluto. This

them from

would, of
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Hondas. \bu

see,

committed
''

like,

well,

we've long been

to balancing

desire for fun

your

and

performance

need for better
fuel economy and cleaner
air Which can be just about

with

—

society's

-~
^
as difficult as keeping your
^^
balance on a skateboard. With a briefcase. In a suit.

Thinking.
For

more informadon about Hondas commitment

to the

environment,

call

l-888-CC-HON DA, or visit

us at

www.honda.com. ©1998 American Honda Motor

Co.. (nc
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David Dilcher ("Up Front")
ural Flistoiy, University

in collaboration with

is

Mvueum

of his current paleobotanical research

writes about gardening

the author of Deep

Yvonne Baskin

Much

of Nat-

conducted

is

Sun, of the Nanjing Institute of Geology and Paleontology.

Anne Raver ("Review")
She

5/99

a graduate research professor at the Florida

is

of Florida.

Ge

NATURAL HISTORY

in the

and the environment

An Exploration

Green:

("Abstracts"), a science writer

for the

Nac York

Times.

of Country Pleasures (Vintage, 1996).

and frequent contributor to Natural

History,

is

How the Divasity of Life Sustains Us (Island Press, 1997).
Milner ("Mystery of the Red Rose"), a senior editor of this magazine, wrote The En-

the author of T?;e Work of Nature:

Richard

(Henry Holt, 1993) and has peifonned

q'dopedia of Evolution

William Crepet ("Early Bloomers")

Lost civilizations,
archaeological
mysteries, and the
dazzling cities of

ium

sailing

rovind-trip Fort Lauderdale.

Royal Olympic

offers

the

Curtis's Botanical

Magazine, famous for

Kart Niklas ("What's

He

sity

sity

and

So

professor

and

its

About

Special

has published three

Meredith

and chair of Cornell Univenity's L. H. Bailey

its

a professor

is

a professor

is

a frequent contributor to Natural Histoiy.

her smdents in the

College.

Her

Stalkers")

is

1996).

J.

Ewald

is

clips

visit

Biology (Sinauer Assoc, 1998)

a professor

of biology

1998 Alfred Eisenstaedt Awards for Magazine Photography.
exhibit at the

Fenimore Art

at

Boston University His two

1995) and Essentials (f Conservation

Rob Nicholson ("The

Some of his work is

currently

on

Museum in Coopetstown, New York.

Blackest

Hower in

the World"), conservatory

manager of the Botanic

Garden of Smith College, has gone on some twenty plant-collecting expeditions and written

numerous

articles for

gardening and nature magazines.

Janet Marinelli ("At Risk")

is

director

of publishing

at

the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. She

is

the author o{ Stalking the Wild Amaranth and editor of Tlie Brooklyn Botanic Gardai Gardener's

Desk

Reference,

both published by Henry Holt
Trail

of a Scent"),

a

last year.

former editor

at Natural History,

is

a

producer for

Frido]'.

Claude Nuridsany and Marie Perennou ("The Natural Moment") have combined their skills
as

photographers and their training

as biologists to

produce two books about the natural

world: T?/e Metamorphosis of Flowers (Abrams, 1997) and Miaocosmos: Hie
sects

(Stewart Tabori and

latest

novel

Steven Hopp,

is

is

Tlie

Invisible

World of In-

Chang, 1997).

Barbara Kingsolver ("This Land")

is

the author of eight books, both fiction and nonfiction.

Poisonwood Bible (HarperCollins, 1998).

an adjunct

associate professor in the

Her husband and

coauthor,

Department of Ecology and Evolution-

ary Biology at the University of Arizona, Tucson.

Bailey White ("Endpaper")
Ship of Greek

Amherst

and Japanese. Stephen Myers was one of two runners-up in the Nature category of the

sian,

Her

slightly adventurous.

at

have been translated into English, German, Chinese, Indone-

National Public Radio's Science

For the

is

—

(Special single rates and shorter seg-

O^yaCOCympic Cruises

of biology

www.amherst.edu/~ejtemele/ and

A Primer of Conservation Biology (Sinauer Assoc,

per person, or just $100 per day.

•

the University of Mis-

from the "Multimedia" page.

Annette Heist ("On the

ments are also available.)
Royal Olympic's expertise in
sailing to South America is unrivaled.
So call your travel agent or Royal
Olympic at 1-800-872-6400 today

at

("Fitting the Bill?") are professors

To observe hummingbird-flower interactions,

download the video

Island,

standing of these fabulous sites with
Royal Olympic's extensive on-board
enrichment program of guest lecturers.
Book by July 1 for inaugural
savings up to $2,000 per cabin-for a
56-day cruise rate starting at $5,595

Cornell Univer-

the author of 77;e Evolution of Infeaious Disease (Oxford University Press,

Richard Primack ("Life in Bloom")

And you'll gain a deeper under-

at

Rocky Moimtains.

Temeles and Paul W. Ewald

textbooks

also available.

Cornell Univer-

"Bringing Back Baby" appeared

of biological sciences

a professor

Tierra del Fuego

and the Amazon Delta.
Plus, overnight calls showcase
Buenos Aires, Lima, and Rio. Optional
tours to Quito and Machu Picchu are

at

including Plant Bio-

issue.

highlights range from
District to

Press,

of anthropology

aiticle

Sail aboard the Stella Solaris

Lake

of botany

books with the University of Chicago

Tlte Ewlutionaiy Biolog)' of Plants (1997).

Candace Galen ("Sun

America next winter-all on one,

Cape Horn,
and the Chilean
Costa Rica, Devil's

herbar-

complete collection of

souri-Columbia. She spends June through August of every year conducting fieldwork with

Ethan

departing January 17, 2000. Cruise

The Hortorium's

library holds a

beautifLil iUusti-ations.

Flowers?")

Small ("Horal Arrangements")

F.

Mairh 1999

countless cultural treasures of South
destination-rich voyage of discovery.

is

includes the world's largest collection of palms;

in the

56-day circumnavigation

musical "Charles Darwin:

Hortoriimi, where he directs the paleobotanical research program.

mechanics (1992)

South America all
from just $100 a day.

his

& in Conceit" in the United States, AusQ-alia, and Europe.

Live

is

the author of

Mama Makes Up Her Mind

(Vintage Books,

registry.

Races are per person double occupancy. Port fees are extra.
Air add-ons are available. Restrictions may apply,

www.royaIolympiccruises.com

1994), Sleeping at the
1998).

She

is

Starlite

also a regular

Motel (Vintage, 1996), and Quite a Year for Plums (Alfred A. Knopf,

commentator on National Public Radio's All

Tilings Considered.

—
a

Special half-price

offer!

ENDURANCE.

^^
Shackleton's Incredible Voyag^
January 1915: Ifs impossibly cold.

Now a superb hardcover edition of Endurance can be yours

An endless eerie twilight

envelops the ship. Ice stretches to the horizon.

for only $12.50

With high hopes of making the

first

overland crossing of Antarctica,

Sir

Ernest Shackleton and his crew head

south in their ship Endurance.

approach the frozen
closes in

ship

is

As they

pack

coast,

around them

ice

like a vise.

The

slowly cn:shed, then sinks,

includes a

maps by

—half the usual

on

the shipping

new

introduction

Victor Lazzaro,

historic photographs.

Adventure

And it's available ONLY from The

membership

Incredible

exclusive

from

no hope

of rescue.

to

new

exploration,

buy any

Voyage

—

two

human

to the

been celebrated

and

spirit.

his

It

will entitle

—only

to

its

you

not
to

members

survival.

So order Endurance:

die...

Incredible Voyage,

Shackleton's

and find out why

The New York Times

called

it

"one of

time".

men

The book

Shackleton's

for forty years as

human survival

future volumes.

the greatest adventure stories of all

—Alfred Lansing's Endurance:

^has

to the

collectors' editions of the classics of adventure,

and

years.

fortitude of Shackleton

monument

\

"''***Xw

The Adventure Library but will

review an acclaimed series that offers

to last nearly

the greatest narratives of

in

Sea.

you

So begins the astonishing story of

stand to this day as a

1/

middle of the Weddell

radio, 1200 rrdles

new endpaper

Frank Hurley's

Library.

Ernest Shackleton's escape from the Antarctic, a battle for

that tells their story

Piers Paul Read,

Your half-price purchase of Endurance will introduce you
benefits of

.

handsome vokune

selection of

obligate

The men must save themselves or

The courage, daring and

by

and a

—and we even pay

This

ice floes in the

civilization, there is

which was

price!

this special offer

marooning 28 men on

With no

survival

i/e/iri

among

ever written.

t'tf^ju^ftfuMedyeoMna EnduroKce^. In/putlscd:
np'tUlZ:00 (U.M/. to do
one-

so.

ttU O/phidous bookcuui

that I thoroughly ofyoyed.

hardships fkced oJuC ov&rcome' by Shackleton/ are^
tinheUevtuhU'
be^,

-

ttis everytkity you/ said it

wotdd

oiuL^KOre/.
An- Adventure- LihrMry weudber

THE ADVENTURE LIBRARY

W^.

20

Academy

Street, Norwalk,

CT 06850 800-754-8229

Photos reprinted with permission of Scott Polar Research Institute

Library, 20 Academy Street, Norwalk, CT 06850
YES! Send me Endurance immediately. If I decide not to purchase it, I'll return it
within 21 days and owe you nothing. Or, I may decide to retain my membership
in The Adventure Librar}' by keeping Endurance for or^y $12.50 postpaid
saving of 50% off the regular member's price.

The Adventure

The^ meufy

—

As a member,

1 will be entitled to preview other Adventure Library volumes, always
on a free review basis. Future volumes will be sent to me every sbc weeks. As a
member, I will also be entitled to the special offers and discounts described in the
"Member's Guide" accompanying Endurance. I may cancel at any time. There are no
fees, no minimums, no obligation ... no risk!

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)
ADDRESS

AFT.

CITY

STATE
•NY and CT

ZIP
residents

add applicable

sales tax.

Promo NH599

©1999 The Adventure Library
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Call of the Wildflowers

May: Wildflower Month
The Arboretum at the

Come

Madison, WI, (608) 263-

University of Wisconsin,

May, botanical gardens and backyards burst with

But we shouldn't forget the
deserts, swamps, and prairies

cultivated colors.
seashores,

native

7888, or ww\v.\visc.edu/

blooms of

arboretum

May

PRAIRIES

about 2 percent of the nation's

A broad band of tallgrass

grassland remains,

prairies

—from

Mexico

to

the Gulf of

Canada

—once

divided the eastern and

western United

States.

Only

scattered

now

a

and the

State Park

which

rainfall,

Montana; many

plentifril to

are protected

Denver Botanic Gardens, CO,

Grass height increases with

patchwork ranging

is

the

May

east. Prairie

to

September, with most species

early

late

spring and

Area

BLM,

Wenatchee,

WA,

665-2100

(509)

summer and

June 26-27: Wildflowers
Seminar

fall.

Estabhshed by the former
First

15-June 10: Wildflower

Walks Wenatchee Resource

summer, before the dry

season in late
early

331-4000

(303)

more

bloom occurs from March
flowering in

17-22: Celebrate

Wildflowers

State

Reserve systems.

from Texas to Minnesota and

within the National Forest

and

Kings Canyon National Park,

CA,

Lady, the Lady Bird

565-3759

(559)

Johnson Wildflower Center

(www.

wildflower. org) in

Austin,

TX,

place to get

wildflower

is

an excellent

on

the prairie

trail.

SWAMPS
The bogs of the

The

southeastern

United

States

greatest

number of

house the

organization's hotline, (5 1 2)

carnivorous plant species in

832-4037, provides

the country. These plants trap
insects to obtain the nitrogen

suggestions about the best
areas

around the

vital for their

state tor

growth but

in the soggy acidic

viewing wildflowers.

rare

soil.

Pitcher plants (members of

Custer National Forest
spans twenty counties in

the Nepenthes and Sarracenia

Montana and North and

genera)

South Dakota, and includes

into a reservoir hidden within

three National Grasslands:

the sHppery walls of their

Sheyenne, Grand and Cedar
Rivers, and Little Missouri.

folded leaves.
Its

headquarters are in Billings,

MT,

(406) 657-6361.

drown

An

insects that

Sundews capture

insects in the sticky drops that

coat their surface. Venus 'sflytrap captures

its

prey by

overview of grasslands in the

quickly closing its jawhke

heartland can be found at

leaves

www.gorp.comgorp/resource/

its

us_national_forest/gtplns.html.

The Missouri

Prairie

fall

when

an insect touches

trigger mechanisms.

From

late

April to May,

the flowers of carnivorous

with

Foundation's Lek Trek, a

plants infuse the air

campaign to

smell both musty and sweet,

restore grassland

a

birds within Missouri, runs aU

enticing their pollinator bees

summer and sponsors walks to
raise money for prairie
conservation. Find out more

to visit them.

at

www.moprairie.org.

Small roads

swamps and

wind around

forests all

through

the South, and these are the

—

a

The

—

"

"
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Modem Mind

Birth of the

how these great thinkers shaped the intellectual

Learn

and poUtical revolution of the Enlightenment...
...with brilliant

taped lectures by

Professor Alan Kors of the University

of Pennsylvania, editor-in-chief of
the

Oxford University

Press

Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment

As

Prof Kors leaures not only on these famous and

an educaced person, you're aware that
basic concepts shaping our

many of the

world are "young"

ideas,

made important but

no more than a

few examples. Our society and culture take them
as givens, even while we condnue to debate their
In

all

implications.

you have wondered about

likelihood,

this

conceptual architecture of our modern age. ^•'here

How

come from?

did these clusters of ideas

our problems and dilemmas today?
did they become so prominent so swiftly?

and

before,

How
''Dr.

are

came

they related to one another, to ideas that
to

Kors' presentation

perceptive, informative,

is

and comiste7itly stimulating. Excellefit material
both at an introductory and an advanced level of
study in philosophy and the social sciences.

— Herbert

E.

Gooch, Ph.D. Thousand Oaks,

widely discussed authors, but also on figiues

still

few centuries old. Modern science, technology,
democratic government, natural rights, and even a
general tendeno'^ to be open co innovation are a

meaning and

Locke

Newton

Descartes

Baco-/i

CA

who

often-overlooked contributions.

These include the Anglican bishop and theologian
Joseph Buder, the

Italian legal

"Listening in on these professors

engage in almost daily.

tures apiece, with similarly extensive treatment given

to the imponant religious phenomenon of deism.
As an added benefit, you'll fmd diat each of the
two parts of The Birth of the Modem Mind comes
accompanied b\' an outstanding guidebook. In

addition to a statement describing the entire course,

you

get a precis

lists

of discussion questions, a glossary, an annotated

—

and

a timeline.

video version of this course

illustrated

is

Jeffrey

PARTI

many

key points.

The audio

version also

Councs. McLean,

—

Intellectual History

Introduction

Lecture

2:

Conceptual Change
The Dawn of the 17th Century

Lecture
Lecture
Lecture

3:

In

The Birth of the

Modem

An

Mind:

confidence that you'll gain

fiill

of the 17th and 18th
Centuries, Professor Alan Charles Kors makes clear
that any search for answers to these questions muse

crucial stage in the histor\-

reckon with the revolution of the

theolog)',

intellect that

—

Europe between 1600 and 1800
revolution whose lights and shadows are

seized

around
us still. Shaking the minds of the continent like few
things before or since, it challenged previous ways of
understanding realit\^ and sparked what Professor
Kors

calls

all

fmd

new

insight into a

of European thought and

yourself thinking with greater depth and

than ever before about science,

clarit\'

society, politics,

and more.
By ordering The Birth of the Modem Mind
today, you will join one of America's finest teachers
of history in an intellectual tour deforce. And, as
always, your complete satisfaction

is

4:
5:

Lecture 6:
Lecture 7:
Lecture 8:

guaranteed.

if

not human,

Lecture 11:
Lecture 12:

importantly according

—

customers

Professor Kors

on

has lectured

cenmr)'
courses

to the opiniotis
is

ofour

—

Skepticism and Jansenism Blaise Pascal
Newton's Discovery
The Newtonian Revolution

—

The Revolution in
Knowledge
The Lockean Moment
Skepticism and Calvinism Pierre Bayle

—

on European

him two awards

a proven standout.

of Penns)ivania, where

Intellecmal histor)' have

for distinguished teaching.

His

edited

se\'eral

books on European

intellectual history,

and

currendy the editor-in-chief of the muldvol-

skills,
life

has wrinen and

Universit)^ Press Encyclopedia

With

his

erudiuon and

way you'll

his lecturing

find thoroughly understandable

and enjoyable.
These 24 lectures of a half-hour apiece are
available on audiocassette and videotape. Whichever
you choose, you'll gain an in-depth understanding of
extraordinan' scientific and philosophical
developments involving such giants of thought as
Isaac Newton, Rene Descartes, Blaise Pascal,
Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, David Hume, and
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, to give a partial

C LIFETIME

&

Christianity
Lecture 15: The Conflict Between Deism
the Problem of Relativism
Lecture 16: Montesquieu
Bringing England To France
Lecture 17: Voltaire
God's Providence
Lecture 18: Bishop Joseph Butler

&

—

&

Lecture 19:

The

Skeptical Challenge to

David
Lecture 20:

Optimism

Hume

The Assault upon Philosophical
Optimism Voltaire
The Philosophes The Triumph of the

—

—

order, mail

coupon below or

1-800-TEACH-12

call

our

toll-free

niunbe

(1-800-832-2412)

from [he Philosophy

Priority

& Intelleaual Histot)-

(Refer to priority code 7864)

El qm a^

series...

Code 7864
.\ccouNT Number

of the

he brings intellectually challenging material to

in a

—

Lecture 13: The Modems The Generation of 1680-1715
Lecture 14: Introduction to Deism

Fax: 1-703-912-7756

won

He

Enlightenmerzt.

To

Great Courses
on Tape"

his

equally noteworthy.

ume Oxford

~405 Alban Station Ct, A107
SprmgfieU.VA 22150-2318

He

is

is

The Teaching Company^

5

I

II

—

these topics for nearly a third of a

at the University

scholarship

Sr

and

French Enlightenment
Lecture 22: Beccaria and Enlightened Reform
Lecture 23; Rousseau's Dissent
Lecture 24: Materialism and Naturalism The
Boundaries of the Enlightenment

Superb Teaching by a World-Class Scholar
At The Teaching Company, we evaluate hundreds
of college lecturers and sift through voluminous
smdent survey's. By these measures and most

PART

Lecture 21:

FREE SHIPPING!^

life."

VA

The New Vision of Francis Bacon
The New Astronomy and Cosmology
Descartes's Dream of Perfect Knowledge
The Specter of Thomas Hobbes

Lecture 9:
Lecture 10: John Locke

unconditionally

"perhaps the most profound transforma-

tion [ever] of European,

one

Aristotelian Scholasticism

succeeds admirably. You can order either format in

Intellectual History

offers

experiences

1:

Lecture

with portraits, and also with on-screen quotes
covering

a delight I

THE COURSE CURRICULUM

lecture,

bibliography (including secondai)' readings), capsule

The

is

Your company

.

outside college.

reformer Cesare

and the French Calvinist theologian Pierre
Bayle, one of the most influential minds of the
Enlightenment. You'll cover the enormously influenrial works of Newton, Locke, and Voltaire in two lec-

biographies,

.

of the most unique, mind-enhancing

Beccaria,

and detailed oudine of each

Voltaire

PLEASE SEND
Birth of the

ME

the nvo-part course

Modem Mind,

consisting of 24

leaures (30 minutes/lecture), with complete
lecture outlines, suggested reading

and

list,

N-\.ME (PLEASE PRINT)

protective storage case.

pT»»^

(please chaose desirtdformat)

Q Audio—
Q Video—
(

p iti s SIO

( pt ic

510

SH\f

S 129.95

lo r g h i ppmg, hindifflg

&

u s u r jiic^

i

n s u ran ce )

-

Phone Of we have tpiatiom regardingyour order)

slii^itJing,

h ajidllng 6i

"Note: Virginia [csidcnts please add 4.5''o sales tax.

I

I

)

$199.95

fe i

NUlUNG ADDRESS
^^.
Crrr/STATE/ZiP

t

list.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

The

Check or Money Order enclosed

Q

FREE CATALOG.

Please send

me

a free

copy of your current catalog (no purchase
necessary).

—
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"A benchmark

hour
understanding
of

American

attitudes toward

nature."*

MAPS

FLIGHT

ADVENTURES WITH NATURE
IN MODERN AMERICA

—

—

JENNIFER PRICE
best places to look for the plants.

Good

destinations are Cypress Gardens, (843)

By turns witty and whimsical, urgent

and

ironic,

FLIGHT

IVIAPS

is

a sopfiis-

ticated meditative archaeology of

Americans' desire to make nature

meaningful

553-0515, and Francis

both

Forest,

m South Carolina.

their lives.

.

deeply disturbing

For specific information and maps of

seaside flowers are annuals,
coastlines

national parks,

from

late

of frost. Battered

until the first signs

June 25—27: Salt Marshes, Backshores,

storms, and occasional hurricanes, the

Dunes, and Wetlands Field Trip

North Cascades

seaside denizens survive either as small

growing close

plants
tall

to the

ground or

wispy grasses that bend and flex

as

like

They anchor themselves

DESERTS

A hike

to the edges of a

number of

forests will reveal a

pink-and-

rugosa)

on

(or salt-spray) roses (Rosa

thick prickly bushes,

which

begin blooming in May.

On

"Jennifer Price writes witli keen

and easy grace...

Cronon, University

the

way

FoUy

Island,

of

Wisconsin, author of Nature's Metropolis

tattered road,

which

Guard

roses

locals
station.

Une the

of the

B

Perseus Books Group

cacti

at sunset to

of the Southwest

reduce evaporation.

The musky smeUing blossoms attract
nocturnal bat and moth pollinators.
Clusters of queen-of-the-night (cereus)

bloom

together

on

different nights

leads to the north

with

of the

a thick

sweet firagrance.

Although many other wildflower
species

to see

grow

them

in the desert, don't expect

if there haven't

been winter

"This Land," page 76). Bladder-

point of the island and a magnificent

rains (see

view of Charleston Harbor and the

pod, creosote bush, and jimsonweed,

however, are trusty bloomers, even in dry

Morris Island Lighthouse.

BOOKSTORES EVERYWHERE

summer, the

flower

year, infusing the desert air

SC, ask the

to the old Coast

Thick hedges of beach

a superb bool(."

A Member

Sedro-

www.ncascades.org

In

—beach

Basic Books

Institute in

(360) 856-5700, ext. 209,

in

the shifting sand, stabUizmg dunes and

dunes

AT

WooUey WA,

protecting the coastHne from erosion.

maritime

— *WiLLiAM

go to www.nps.gov/

parklists/TI_maps.htm.

by constant winds, frequent summer

white surprise tucked away behind the

wit,

dunes where

Wright made

University,

author of The Unredeemed Captive

wry

is

an

offers

mammoth

Orville and Wilbur

fishing rods.

modern times."

John Demos, Yale

insight,

and

additional point of interest: just north of

SEASHORES

meditation on the significance of
in

Cape

aviation history.
in

"A stunning debut performance.

Nature

especially impressive

the park He the

May

—

Canaveral, FL.

(www.nps.gov/caha)

5859, also houses bog plants.

blooming on sandy

—and

The

NC

Atlanta Botanical Garden, (404) 876-

Most

A deep

Marion National

CA; and Cape
Hatteras,

Some of

the

weU-managed,

protected National Seashores are

Cod,

MA;

Fire Island,

NY;

federally

Cape

Point Reyes,

years. Cacti will also

bloom without

seasonal drenching because of their
to retain moisture; the saguaro

ability

and organ-

—
Only one
pipe species

show

ofF their

species wears

'

V

:.[i-K

blooms

tnis distinguisning

beginning about mid-April and May.

mark.

the Organ Pipe Cactus
Monument, AZ, and the
Mojave National Preserve, CA, are

Around

this time,

National

Tasco introduces,

rewarding destinations.

Rare Bird

May

1-July 31: Queen-of-the-night

The

the.

Collection'."

1st binoculars designed

One-night events celebrating the
just lor mrclers,

blooming cereus,Tohono Chul Park, AZ,
575-8468

(520)

binoculars

now approved Ly

the iNational

May

and the only

Audubon

i—16:Wildjiower Season
Society. Birders

Ana Botanic Garden,
Claremont, CA, (909) 625-8767

Rancho

know

there

s

Santa

—

no

Barbie Bischof

single "test" binocular

lor every use, so Rare Bird

offers a choice

nature.net

When

it

comes

to flowers, the Internet

is

a diverse bouquet.

At the Missouri Botanical Garden's
site

(www.mobot.org) there

pages

on

activities. If you're

and research
a trip,

be sure to

first visit

(www.botanique.com).

United

States

planning

Botamque
more than

It Usts

and Canada,

providing hnks to their
to

bloom,

hundred gardens and arboretums

sixteen
in the

are extensive

horticulture, plants in

many

sites

home

pages and

of interest to gardeners.

^^^3L>CiZ
And

Rare Bird makes eveiy

Can't get away for a flower
clioice

an excellent one, with

excursion? Take a virtual tour of a
botanical garden from

personal favorite

is

home.

uncompromising optics and

My

a lifetime warranty.

the tour offered by

the Brooklyn Botanic

Garden

Our

site

(www.bbg.org), where you can stroU

goal

is

to keep the skies

alive witk Lirds,

ky creating

through the grounds using your mouse.

Color your
flower

at

own

a

anatomically correct

Celebrating Wildflowers

Coloring Book (www. nps.gov/plants/
color). Just

common

choose

a

flower by

or scientific

rare treasures.

For more
call

1-888-GET-TASCO

name and foUow

site's

on-hne

For more sophisticated

famous

of nature's

information,

its

wT\T\'.rarebird)3vtasco.com

the coloring guide. Afterward, submit

your creation to the

new awareness

—

Rare Bird ky Tasco.

gallery.

—and

From

rare to aware.

botanical artwork, go to

Redoute Roses (www.inmind.com/
people/hughest/roses/redoute.htm).
includes

1

69 rose

illustrations

It

by the

COLLECTION

nineteenth-century French painter
Pierre-Joseph Redoute.
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cultivate

ooks&

their bookshelves as well as

One

their gardens.

writer

lists

her perennial favorites.

3sas!5?

By Anne Raver

two weeks off work one year
irises at their

The

with many books

trouble

about flowers

that they are

is

written for and by gardeners.
Unfortunately, while the information im-

parted

often invaluable, the tone can be

IS

ponderous.

often find mysell wanting to

I

encourage the writer to hghten up. As

mother

my

The

flower books

Kke

I

who

morning

I

stories

tell

write them.

I

sat

there and

to night."

He

never regretted that "day-after-day satu-

why

ration" and couldn't understand

more gardeners
"It

is

curious to

me

that so

many

gar-

deners occupy their leisure making things
neat and

tidy,"

Mitchell writes. "It
of, say,

Anthony Waterer' laden with

and another thing to
at

it

for an hour.

admire

is

place at

miss

Lloyd digs in

garden

gs

this

over the

all

hours."
sorely

I

weekly adventures. But

on

old hounds Hve

his

in his

he paints

down

"the size of a Volkswagen"
the garden path.

Another writer with an

his

observational

tute

mine of

ham

Buddleiafallou'iana 'Alba': "I

gave

earthly point

not

of himself, lugging some agave

bush,

at his butterfly

rails

no

is

if they're

prose, as does the picture

Great Dixter and

at

Hke dogs," he

It is

that there

muddy

Lloyd. In Tlie Adventurous
Gardener,

all

his

Christopher

as

in passing?

Mitchell died in 1993, and

Hke cranks and opinionated V£
such

it

in having them

attar-

scented blooms.

gaze

the point of

is

continues. "They are a sufficient headache

one

'Mrs.

down and

settle

What

a rose in the furst place if you just

growing

and expense

don't do the same.

thing to trot past a fine bush

says, "It's just plants."

about the gardeners

peak, "and

strolled there

to enjoy his

practical advice

Stuart

is

a

Gra-

Thomas, the author

of more than

overpraised shrub a

as-

and

eye

dozen books,

a

shrewd dismissive backward

including two devoted to his

cow-kick some time ago,

paintings.

and that should have setded

Europe's old roses back from

its

hash."

He had just grown it

oblivion during

and

beloved

to fdl a gap in his

to

yank

moment he

decided

out, "the

doomed

it

buddleia chose to excel

Some of
den writers

their

left

hand

stories.

as

valuable advice

is

not so

about growing flowers

as

histories

Mitchell,

Washington

umn

Post's

who

at

Mottisfont

Abbey near Southampton,

tell

and

England,

this

describes

proper companion

much

their

enjoy-

plants,

such

yellow

as

foxglove and the bluish
gray Echinops.

wrote the

But

"Earthman" col-

for twenty-three years, took

of old shrub roses

and cUmbers

ing them. In One Man's Garden,

Henry

of

out the shapes, scents, and

slip

they

Sometimes

on the

dening with Roses, he sorts

in a bit of crucial information

with the

II

National

gardens. In The Art of Gar-

itself."

who

World War
the

of hundreds

restoration

^

the very best garare those

advised

Trust for twenty years

privet hedge, but of course at

the very

Thomas brought

I.

rtUSEUH
PAUL SET"

my bible

for roses

lOS ANGELES

is

The

Graham

Stuart

Above: Watercolor by Georg Hoefnagel (1542-1600). Opposite: "Autumn Flowers" by Eugene-H

looms
which

Tlwinas Rose Book, in
these plants

is

from

ranging

a history

of

entitled Cuttings from

peppered with quotations
Shakespeare

E. A.

to

who

writes that he dis-

remembers "dehghting

tinctly

at

every

rose with

the concrete

both

befitting

details

poet and

a scientist.

I

a

re-

member admiring the
new leaves of a rose I had
planted in a big pot on

by

One

Man's

Garden,

Houghton

Mitchell.

by

Mifflin.

clear-eyed prose,

1992;

makes

Gmlmii

Gmhum

I

went

Sagaprcss /Timber

my

dog-

$49.95;

eared, mud-stained

copy

CurnNGS FROM

of Thomas's Rose Book,

books, by

Sagapress /Timber

cloves

and

fairly

ous in

bloom

tumn."

By

Graham

$39.95;

Flowers and Fruit, by

continuuntil au-

the time the

368 pp;

Note-

1997;

Press,

of

illus.

Phelps,

Colette, edited

translated

1986; 163 pp; out ofprint.

The Autobiography of

My

Mother,

by Jamaica Kincaid. Plume,

1997;

it

is

Thomas

observes,

the

railing,

radiate folded petals."

ninety

novelists

and poets for

that capture the

essence

ot

plants.

Flowers and Fruit,
lette writes

In

Co-

about medi-

Redoute's

cinal

herbs,

roses,

and the wild gar-

dens of her late-nine-

teenth-century

child-

hood in Burgundy:
"What more did our
garden's reputation

an

need

indefatigable

climbing and loosening the iron

from which

is

I

nymph's-thigh rose? From these

three,

produced

to venture outside,

turn to the writings of

eysuckle, than the cascading wistaria and

with cream stamens lighting the center,

Thomas, who

how-

nights,

hundred-year-old hon-

an "intense rich crimson-purple,

recently

wet

than

$10.95; 240pp.

blossom opens to a good
four-and-a-half inches,

by

Mattheu' Ward. Rinar, Straus and
Giroiix,

Some

words

Stuart Tliomas.

de

as

1994;

Press,

My Garden

which opened immedi-

it

Stuart Tlionias.

385 pp;illus.

Robert

the garden.

ever, or days too cold or

downstairs for

by

Heniy

Stuart Tlioims.

Company, 1991; 160 pp.;

(V id

soon produce.

"deliciously redolent of

when one

for the nights

Book, by

caption described

which
reading

perfect

wakes up dreaming of

The Graham Stuart Thomas Rose

The

of
his

The Art of Gardening with Roses,

color and scent of the

roof.

in

SI 1.95; 262 pp

blossom the plant would

my

is

Hemy

out of print.

on

a lack

pretentiousness

vain to recall the exact

I'Hay'

Septem-

in

1998: $16.95; 248pp.;

b}'

'Roseraie

There

ber.

Holt

very

of lilac-blue

monkshoods

Chiistopher Uoyd. Tlie Lyons Press,
ilhis.

his

and the sturdy

reliability

The Adventurous Gardener,

lyn Heights and trying in

the

and scent among

favorite rhododendrons;

my roof garden in Brook-

ately to a watercolor

which ones

are scented or invasive); the differences

the age of

describes

eight,"

of the

shape

intriguing

in color, shape,

in the fra-

grance of the Hybrid Perpetual "Mrs.

John Laing'

Garden Note-

perennial pea flowers (and

Bowles, another venerable British gardener, Stuart,

the

things:

My

which he muses about many

in

books,

this year, has

a collection

of essays

twisting a gutter and creeping

under the

what

is

slate tiles

of a roof,

I

learned

meant by profusion, by cloying

uchois (1850-1911). Both illustrations from Catherine Donzel's Book of Flowers (Paris: Flammarion, 1998).
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;\
perfumes and their

One

of

my

surfeit

writers of recent decades
caid. In

her novel

Mother, in

of sweetness."

favorite flower-inspired

which

Tlie

is

Jamaica Kin-

Autobiography of

My

of the

plants are part

emotional landscape, the narrator describes "that

moment when

the white

flowers from the cedar tree started to
to the

ground with

a silence that

hear, their petals at first
kiss

still

I

fall

could

fresh, a soft

of pink and white, then a day

later.

li

crushed, wilted and brown, a nuisance to

FORTIFIED NECTAR

the eye."

assumed that

All these
that

books have

a surety,

comes from hving with

and day

out.

Sometimes

a

an ease

plants day in

gardener will

describe a flower so vividly that the description has the

A

S T R

T5

C

Scientists have long

butterflies ask of flowers no

than a sugar

fix,

of protein during their larval stage by

ing on greenery.

more

since the insects acquire lots

Now greenhouse

munch-

tests con-

ducted by Andreas Erhardt and Hans-Peter

power of poetry; some-

times a noveUst will capture the essence of
a flower.

The

flowers themselves

and die without Ulumination firom

bloom
either,

but I'm the richer for both.

D

O:^^^
Rusterholz,

of the

Switzerland, have

University

of

Basel

in

shown that female peacock

butterflies (Inachis io) can detect

amino acids

(the building blocks of protein) in nectar and
prefer this naturally fortified offering to plain

sugar rewards. Males showed no preference.
Adult females

may have

a particular

need for

protein because they must produce several

hundred eggs during their short lifetimes, the
researchers say. ("Do peacock butterflies detect

and prefer nectar amino acids and other

ni-

trogenous compounds?" Oecologia 111, 1998)

FADING FLOWER POWER
change color as they age,

some
visit

a

Many flowers

phenomenon that

researchers believe cues pollinators to

younger, more fertile flowers. But

should a plant hang on to fading flowers at

Two new

why
all?

findings support the idea that pollina-

tors are lured by the overall size of a floral dis-

play and then guided by color to its most vi-

— common the
eastern North America — sports nu-

able flowers. Aster vimineus

meadows

of

merous small white (Please

'iv^'i^l^>:>*.-""^.

-^V^^4i5t

Photograph by Edouard Boubat, from Catherine Donzel's Book of Flowers

(Paris:

Flammarion, 1998)

in

turn to

page 22)
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Thanks for helping ns create
The Museum for the New Century.
At the dawn of the new millennium, we thank our Corporate Patrons for helping us bring the
wonders of exploration and scientific discovery from the Earth's interior to the outer reaches
of the cosmos to milhons of visitors each year. With the generous support of the corporate
community, our scientists, researchers, and educators continue to build on a 130-year
tradition of educating the public about the natural world, the diversity and achievements of
human cultures, and the importance of science to the survival of life on Earth. We salute these
major corporate benefactors to the Museum's campaigTi and our annual corporate patrons.
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The Amazing Walk-Behind Brush Cutter!

DR® FIELD and

BRUSH MOWER

CLEARS & MAINTAINS meadows, pastures,

wooded and rough non-lawn areas with

woodlots,
ease.

CUTS tall grass, weeds, brambles, tough brash

and even handwood saplings up to

1" thick.

CHOPS/MULCHES most everything cuts.
Leaves NO TANGLE of brush to pick up like
it

hand-held brushcutters and sicklebar mowers.
Perfect for low-maintenance wildflower
meadows. European-style
woodlots, walking paths,
or any area you only want
to mow once a month
or once a season!

•

•

'

Up

to

•/Wows
up to 1

HP

15

acre

4 Speeds
Power Reverse

per
tiour!

JfOLU
Pend.

Pat.

Please mail this coupon
I

I

I

I

DETAILS

TODAY
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complete

DR® FIELD and BRUSH

of the

FREE

MOWER

including prices, specifications, and "Off-Season"
Savings now in effect. There is no obligation.
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I

j
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I

I
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Clly_

To:

COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTS*, Dept. 5039F
Meigs Road,
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Box

25^Ve_rg_ennes,
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I

VT 05491 J

Arisaema

IsiAND Getaway

sikokianum

FOR Discriminating
Travelers

Desire

Under the Jacks

For My Favorite Plant: Writers and Gardeners on the Plants

They

Love, novelist Jamaica Kincaid has

poems

and

collected essays

that elaborate the gardener's passion.

EXCERPT
I

The Lodge on

Little

St Simons

Island

Georgia

island

10,000-acre

Exclusive

paradise, seven-mile pristine beach, rec-

gourmet regional
and gracious accommodations

reational
cuisine

activities,

await just thirty guests.
rates begin at

All-inclusive

888-733-5774

•

9 2-638-7472
1

vwiw.LittleS6lmonslslafid.com

r
Call

.

,

about our
"Summer Fun for Families"
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ST,

T <CT

do not

spoke

—

the

recall

first

flower

name

I

ever

probably "daisy." But one child-

hood memory of

a plant

is

spring, over four decades ago.

vivid.

It

was

to reveal a tiny

Here was

a

holy

uninitiated plant fanatic.

The

While walk-

flower, or rather the flowering

ing with

my mother in the woods near our

apparatus,

home

New Jersey,

of the genus:

in

ous creature.
plant

My

I

encountered

a curi-

mother introduced the

and whispered, "Jack-in-the-pulpit,"

words I'm sure

I

didn't understand.

Then

she deHcately lifted the flower's flared cowl

man playing peek-a-boo.
man poised to baptize an

a

oi Arisaema

triphylhnn

hooded spathe

typical

(pulpit). Jack's spadix

sports tiny stemless flowers,
is

is

a slender spadix (Jack) inside

and

his spathe

decorated with stripes of hght and dark

green, or even cream and aubergine.

Jack, or

is

—

it Jill?

for in the case

the jack-in- the-pulpit, sexuality

of

enig-

is

matic. Several Arisaeina species have an

extraordinary abiUry to change sex, de-

pending on the conditions of the previous

growing season. In lean

times, the plant

some

bears pollen as a male. In

there

no flower spike

is

pumped up
good

fall,

may grow

phyllum

250

as

may
is

two

feet

Arisaeina species

and

to

a fruiting female.

As many
varieties

But

and favorable tempera-

Hght,

and become

years,

all.

of ample rain-

after a season

A. triphyllum

tures,

at

exist

worldwide, but A.

tri-

natives; the other

the rare A. dracontium,

is

The serpentine alluobvious when you see the plant's

or the green dragon.
sion

is

extension

coiled six-inch-long spadix

Many

darting out from the green spathe.

produce

species

a jutting

"tongue" from

and some spathe

their spadices,

have

tips

outgrowths that prompt their vernacular
classification as

The

whiplash Arisaemas.

spadix of the prized A.

out a

griffithii casts

thirty-inch-long line that most likely
serves as a causeway to
insect poUinators to

its

conduct crawling
flowers.

The hood and whiplash
another
that

common

give rise to

name, cobra
A.

clear firom

is

ringens.

a foot across that

form

a

and

lily,

This species

up

has large, lustrous, three-part leaves

to

bush concealing

firm celadon spathes held like

fists.

The

long-lasting floral stalks have green or

black "Ups" that curve along the spathe

edges and flick

at

The

the base.

lusions are unavoidable.

erotic al-

However, there

more conventionally handsome

are

cies to

tempt even the

faint

spe-

of heart. The

Japanese species A. sikokianum produces

two

leaves that vary

some

with GoldPortfolio® Deposit Accounts

one of North America's two

that are

—from

by individual

soUd green to others with

bright silver zones.

Its

richly

striped

spathe frames a brilliant white spadix

shaped Uke an upended porcelain

The comely

A

.

candidissimum firom

pestle.

China

has a four-inch-tall, pretty pink-and-

white spathe that candidly

flashes

its

translucent spadix.

Species can be found in Tanzania and

North America, but most come from

from

MBNA America.

A

T R

;\

Morgan

This

(Continued from page 18)

Silver Dollar

C

T^

flower heads with

central disks that turn from yellow to red as

they age. Bees and

Once Cost $350.

flies greatly prefer

the yel-

low ones, which contain more (and more
able) pollen. But biologist Richard

and

vi-

Niesenbaum

Muhlenberg College

his colleagues at

in

Allentown, Pennsylvania, have found that the
older flowers

still

help draw pollinators: thin a

patch of asters by pinching off the red-disked

and insect

flowers,

drop.

visits

Other re-

searchers report a similar finding with deer

weed (Lotus scoparius)

California.

in

("Does

flower color change in Aster vimineus cue polli-

nators?" American Midland Naturalist 141,

1999, and "Floral morphological changes and
reproductive success in deer weed," American

Journal of Botany 86, 1999)

Some

FOILED BY SPIDERS

jack-ln-the-puLpits, Including Arisaema rin-

gens, are also

known as cobra

on

The Legendary
1904-0 Morgan Silver Dollar,
Brilliant Uncirculated

1904-O Morgan

In 1962, the
dollar was one of the three costUest
rarities in America's favorite series,
listing for $350 in Uncirculated
quality. Only a few thousand were
known to exist in any condition. It

was

silver

dream of coin connoisseurs to
own a rare 1904-O Morgan BU. Then
the

southwest China. Other Arisaema species

Japan, and one grows

the

predator, but before sitting, it remodels its

as far

host. By tying together

petals to form a bower, the spider

in discovering

new

species,

from

seeds are taken, often

species

to

home
So

tales

be shading
self

of propagation may make

for logging. Ease
all

only a few

areas destined

and cultivated

1

stalk the

sites,

share their cHff-hanging

of expeditions in Asia, and

I

it-

ologist

James Ott

and

his

col-

leagues at South-

hunt the

west Texas State

pages of nursery catalogs and plant-society

peak price. And the legend of the
1904-O Morgan remains. The beautiof our Brilliant Uncirculated
specimens hasn't changed a bit since

under the

ful luster

—

But

my

devotion

nonetheless heartfelt. Ever since

1

spell

of these intriguing

have wanted to

raise as

many

as

I

1

University.

It's

cess to the flow-

sign

is

of arrested development, so be

few things

a

er's

reproductive

organs; failure

it.

one of the

just

as

is

likely

even when the bower doesn't cover carpels and

that last a lifetime.

—

the toll-free
send a check or

handi-

work blocks ac-

changed over the past 35 years. This
same quality sells elsewhere for
$41.75, but our special introductory
price is just $35. Limit 2. Order
#18579. Act now
limited time
offer. Add $2 postage. 30-Day
No-Risk Home Examination:
Money-Back Guarantee. To order

is

spider's

fell

can. If

only their availability and price has

Sex, after aU, Uke gardening,

not because the

is

plants,

never getting over a childhood crush

stamens. Ott says the next question he wants

From "Desire Under the Jacks," by Ken
Druse,

in

My

to answer

FAVORITE PLANT: Wrfters AND

Is

what prevents

pollination: Do pol-

linators learn to avoid flowers with

bowers or

Gardeners on the Plants They Love, edited

do they get eaten before they can deposit any

by Jamaica Kincaid.

Published by Farrar,

pollen? ("The effect of spider-mediated flower

©

alteration on seed production in golden-eye

call

number below. Or
money order to:

Straus

International Coins

62 Ridge

from the sun or concealing

insect prey. Whatever its purpose,

to its

seed exchanges.

by credit card,

phlox

according to bi-

wild jacks vicari-

Web

itself

its

five

may perhaps

chances of getting pollinated and setting seed,

gardeners through nurseries.

far,

from

two of the

the bower significantly reduces the flower's

varieties available

where hunters

over 90 years ago

as

a sit-and-wait

plant hunters are often environmentalists;

government vaults containing pristine
1904-O Morgans. Today no other

their issue

north

is

Russian island of Sakhalin. These days,

hundreds of bags emerged from

compared

golden-eye phlox blossom (Phlox roemeri-

Texas wildflower. The spider

ously by visiting Arisaema

little

a

ana) often spells misfortune for this central

and

releases stunned the collecting world:

series costs so

an

arrival of

originate in the Himalayas, Taiwan,

the last U.S. Treasury silver doOar

BU in the entire Morgan sOver dollar

The

insect-hungry crab spider (Misumenops celer)

lilies.

Street,

Montpelier,

& Currency

and Giroux. Excerpt copyright

1998 by Ken Druse. Reprinted by permis-

phlox,"

Dept. 3876
sion of the author.

VT 05602

1-800-451-4463
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The Writer

The Concise

Flora Britannica:
By

Richard

Mabey

$29.95; 271 pp.;

The

call

1998;

IViiidiis.

—launched
from
—

honeycreeper

som of

1999; $18.95; 265 pp)

Hill.

in 1991

schools,

com-

fifty

ers

—and

gardening writers

—

ornery weeds, the hazards of rare plant collect-

and the tribulations of inclement weather.
"How could such sweet and wholesome
hours/Be reckoned but with herbs and flowers?" wonders seventeenth-century English poet
Andrew MarveU, while Harper's contributing
editor Michael PoUan describes "the extravagant, splendid blooms" of roses, which, "Kke
true aristocrats, never seem to acknowledge the

individuals

"Despite being one of the most industrial-

British nature writer

Mabey,

on

earth," writes

who

organized

the survey, Britain cUngs to "plant rituals and
mystical gestures

whose

roots stretch back into

prehistory."

own

petals

were once mere

Bulletins
By Elizabeth

Claudia Swan (Harry N. Abrams, 1998; $45:

143 pp.;

The Forgotten
By

illiis.)

art was
by the late-sixteenth-century pharmacist Theodorus Clutius. The collection was
much admired and copied in its own day and
used by artists and doctors. The 125 fiill-page
color plates have been selected from among the

Lawrence

Southern Garden,

in the

Tlie Little Bulbs,

friends

and

"books

A

Gardens

in

by her genius for trading
both plants and stories, but this one is particularly enriched by the hvely notices from the MisWinter

are enlivened

biweekly pubhshed by
Department of Agriculture that
advertised everything from hogs to the bulbs
and plants that hard-working farm women
hoped to sell for "mad" money.

Nabhan

(Island Press,

now

—

Her

Market

Bulletin, a

the Mississippi

Stephen L. Buchmann and Gar)' Paul

Nabhan, an ethnobotanist based in Tucson, has
written a number of books about the desert and

roughly 1,800 originals that are

and the voices of her

neighbors into the garden.

sissippi

collected

JagieUon University Library in Crakow.

238 pp)
one of those garden writers who

dirt gardening,

Pollinators

This stunning portfoHo of rare botanical

its

is

bring hterature, philosophy, landscape design,

leaves."

1991; $16.95; 320 pp;

Lawrence; edited by Allen Lacy (Duke

University Press, 1991; $16.95;

Watercolors: Plants and Flowers of
the Renaissance
By

begins to reahze

Gardening for Love: The Market

ing,

plant that supports them, or the fact that their

Clutius Botanical

bird), the reader

the loss of these poUinators can lead to the

topics as

describes

and

nectar from the curved blos-

collapse of whole populations of plants.

writing garden-

on such

share their thoughts

how

sips

Ckrinontia (which cannot be poUinated

by any other

more than

wild plants and their role in local cul-

ized and urbanized countries

The

Garden

In this Deautifully designed volume,

for information

munity groups,
Britain's
ture.

(Chatto and

ilhis.)

Flora Britannica project

with a

in the

Edited by Jane Garntcy (Algonquin Books of Chapel

Edition

illus.)

people. This one, written with entomologist

The books mentioned

Buchmann,

describes the loss of pollinators
from habitat destruction and the unabating use
of pesticides. In learning how a bumblebee visits
a pea flower or how the nearly extinct Hawaiian

in "Natural Selections"

from the Museum Shop of
the American Museum of Natural History,
are usually available

(212) 769-5150.
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for
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THIS VIEW OF LIFE

—

natural history

—
Two

Part
Between 1830 and 1833,

the Scottish barrister-turned-geologist Charles Lyell published his

three-vohime Principles of

Geology

According

to Lyell's

exchanging the pOlars of Poz-

zuoh

a work that would transform the earth sciences.

In

uniformitarian approach, the planet's major geological features were

immense periods of time. Young Charles Danvin read

during his voyage of discovery aboard
that

came "half out of Lyell's

HMS Beagle

brain. " In Part

One

and began
of this

essay, the

author discussed

how

Lyell became fascinated by the evidence of sea-level changes on three partially submerged pillars

of a

Roman

of his

pillars

ruin at Pozznoli, a suburb of Naples. Lyell used the pillars as the frontispiece

classic text,

Gould's

own

making them an

new geology.

Part

Two

and

concerns Stephen Jay

oyster shells on the

famous

convinced him that further inundations had occurred since their depiction in Lyell's early

volumes. Gould's attempts
to

icon of the

recent journey to Naples, during which barnacles

to

understand these more recent incrustations on the pillars lead

musings about how Charles Babbage

coral reefs

—

—

impressed by Danvin's theory on the formation of

wrongly speculated that the lunar

craters

were actually coral

Charles Lyell

atolls.

—

Eds.

choice and

The

as

as

tall

Romans

columns

as well)

—

—

originally

much favored by
now recognized

but

the entranceway to a

place

brilliant

a

the remains of a temple to Ser-

Egyptian deity

apis (an

the

made

the

change,

a legitimate interpretation.

three

viewed

symbol for

of geological

essence

Lyell's Principles

look at the world with ideas

to

for the fires of Vesuvius as

Neapolitan

a

formed, not by sudden catastrophic changes, but by the slow, gradual accumulation of small
forces acting over

.

5/99

^had

been buried

Roman

market-

in later sediment

who

and excavated in 1749. LyeU,

used

these pillars as the frontispiece to his Principles

of Geology (1830-33), noted that the

marble columns, some forty feet

"smooth and uninjured

tall,

are

to the height of

about twelve feet above their pedestals."

He

then

made

his

"Above

this

is

key obser\'ation,

in

the frontispiece:

a zone,

about nine feet in

clearly illustrated

where the marble has been

height,

pierced by a species of marine perforating
Lithodomus."

bivalve

From

this

simple configuration, a

wealth of consequences foUow

—

genial to Lyell's uniformitarian
all

all

con-

view and

produced by the same geological

agents that shaped the pre^'iously reigning

icon of Vesuvius in flames.
obviously,

the

furst

were

built

The columns,

above sea

level in

or second century A.D. But the

entire structure then

became

partially

fiUed by volcanic debris and subsequently-

covered by seawater to
An 1826 view of the "Temple of Serapis"

as Lyell first

saw

it,

with no pillars in the central area

a

height of twenty

(Please turn to

page 81)

PozzuoLi's Pillars
Revisited
Even the best of geological theories can be
pushed to explain too much.
By Stephen Jay Gould
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BYWAYS
Nova

jcotia

Everywhere

in

teems with

Nova Scotia, the landscape

birds, wildlife,

and wildflowers.

In

a

not only a spectacular panorama of tide-carved
coastline

and headlands but also

abundance

a rich

ecosystem

province where hundreds of back roads,

trails,

that supports an

and footpaths lead past peaceful coves,

light-

up along the Fundy shore, the Glooscap

breeze.

noted

Trail

has been

the world's most scenic drives.

Naturally, a place of such majestic beauty

of wildlife. Farther
Trail

No wonder the Cabot

among

has lured explorers and settlers for several

houses, and romantic seaside villages, letting

leads past Five Islands Provincial Park and

centuries. Today, visitors are invited to enjoy

more

yourself go and becoming one with the environ-

along a string of ecological wonders that evoke

than a glimpse into Nova Scotia's rich history.

In

ment

is

as natural as the pull of the

moon on

tides.

Here, a host of naturally magnificent vistas,
historical treasures,

offered up
for

in

the

and

a fascinating culture are

spirit of

warmth and

hospitality

which Nova Scotians are world-renowned. As

remote as

this pristine region feels,

it

is all

easily

ancient mysteries as powerfully

now

to the region's first inhabitants.

Mi'kmag legends

tell

mighty Glooscap, who created Five

of the

leads back through time to

Route

217, also

known as the Digby Neck and

Islands Scenic Drive, follows a

land as

it

juts out

narrow ribbon

between the waters

of

of St.

Mary's Bay and the Bay of Fundy. Fundy's great
tides

-

the highest

in

the world

- have

created

Cape Breton

lies

In

living history

than

the southern region

the fascinating Fortress of

largest historical reconstruction in North America.

it

is

the tide that offers uniquely

magical experiences,

like

walking the ocean floor

and white water rafting upriver on

the world's largest tidal bore.

Trail

of

Canada.

of

Indeed,

Scenic Travelways.

the earliest days of North American settlement.

the province offers more

any other part

Louisbourg National Historical

at low tide

the Evangeline

fact,

Islands and controlled the tides with his magic.

accessible by a carefully mapped-out network of

Traveling north from the seaport of Yarmouth,

as they did

tains rising

Trail

is

its

commanding view

of

Nova

Scotia's

elegant capital city and harbor, the Halifax
Citadel

Along the coast of Cape Breton Island,

The Cabot

And with

Site, the

is

the most popular of

of Canada's

all

national historic sites.

carved into the sides of moun-

above the shimmering waters of the

West of
lies

Halifax, along the

Lighthouse Route,

the lovely town of Lunenburg, settled

Germans and Swiss under

by

plateaus of Cape Breton Highlands National Park.

One

Lookouts offer unforgettable views where the

Sites, this carefully

mountains meet the

missed and never to be forgotten among

offshore,

sea,

pods

of

whales surface

and bald eagles soar on the ocean

of Canada's

visit this

colonial settlement

On the Cover: An

1753

two UNESCO World Heritage
preserved village

is

not to be
all

who

enchanted province, s*

Left: A ride along the Cabot Trail, renowned as one of the

Above: The quintessentially picturesque

in

British patronage.

Gulf of St. Lawrence, ascending to the incredible

most scenic routes

village of Lunenburg, a stunning living

where many Old World cultures blend beautifully

in

one

ideal spot for quiet reflection in Watliins Glen State Park,

natural treasures in the Finger Lakes region of

New York

in

the world.

monument

of

idyllic spot.

one of several

State.

was created by the Natural History Special Sections Department and did not involve the magazine's editorial staff.
design: Mindy Phelps Stanton Sk photography: San Antonio: top left, San Antonio Convention & Visitors Bureau/Tim Thompson;
center, Texas Department of Commerce; top right, SACVB/Doug Wilson; bottom, SACVB/AI Rendon.
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Nast Traveler

readers voted us the most scenic island in the world. Your free

guide paints the picture. The world-famous cabot
legendary french fortress Louisbourg.
the sea.

And

the Celtic spirit

trail.

Cape Breton

The

The golf courses overhanging

whose music and welcoming ways

touch every thread of our living tapestry Call 1-800-565-9464 today
for your

free guide, or visit our website

at:

wwwcbisland.com
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SCENIC

eVWAYS
Seaway

to the historic town of Seneca Falls,

home

of Elizabeth

Many

Cady Stanton

and birthplace of the women's rights movement.

Trail,

the state's designated Scenic

Trail, all of

Byways map out

The Cayuga -Seneca Canal offers lovely pastoral stenery en route

ideal vacation itineraries.

of these routes, including the

Adirondack

Roosevelt-Marcy Memorial Highway, Olympic
Central Adirondack

Trail, Military Trail,

Ranch, and Champlain

Trail,

Trail,

Dude

cross through the

Adirondack region, a paradise for nature lovers

and outdoor sports enthusiasts.
The Adirondack

Park, a six-million-acre

sanctuary of public and private lands, stretches

over nearly a third of

New York

State and stands

today as the largest wilderness preserve outside
Alaska.

Some

mountains

and most picturesque

of the tallest

the eastern United States are

in

situated

in this

region, with

of trails,

many

set

amid

more than 2,000

miles

pristine forests that

reinvent themselves with every

new season.

Recreational activities range from hiking and

camping, to backpacking to cross-country

skiing.

Nearly 2,500 lakes and ponds and over 30,000
miles of rivers and streams invite and inspire
boaters, rafters,

swimmers, and fishermen of

every stripe. For a broader view,

local ski

areas

offer chairlift rides year-round, putting a

bird's-eye view comfortably within reach.

the Thousand Islands-Seaway region, the

In

New YorR jtate

waters of eastern Lake Ontario and the mighty
St.

Whether you
stroll,

New^ York State offers an inviting array of

opportunities for taking

in

the

Year-round and statewide,

ground for people of
every traveler
ideal

or

drive, bike, hike, sail

who

takes on

New York

New

a play-

is

York, there

an

is

many realms
glass,

that

make New York

New

York

family, or simply take in the
in

New

a state that

moment

City so

is

air,

or

an experience

is

wonder

of

each mo-

also a state of mind.

York State's Scenic Byways System

of

the magnificent mountain roads of the

and the lighthouse-dotted highways of the

glacial lakes,

Trail

scenic byway.

In

the

deep gorges, and thundering

waterfalls are as enticing as the award-winning

wines from the lush

vineyards that

hillside

make

up America's largest wine-producing area outside
of California.

cultural,

of

New

York's history, both natural

and

can be traced by traveling on one of

legendary canals. Four waterways

-

its

the Erie,

the Champlain, the Oswego, and the Cayuga-

Seneca Canals

-

carve their way through the

state's heartland, gliding past verdant farmland,
historic battlefields, scenic port
wildlife preserves.

is

more

Finger Lakes region, the crystal clear waters of

Much

one

waiting to be savored. Take pictures, take the

ment

Island,

River,

in

uniquely cosmopolitan. By land, by sea, by

even by the

the most out of each region and every

join forces to create

the famous Seaway

revel in the thrill of a great drive,

exploring award-winning

wineries to joining a historic walking tour
of the

who

Lawrence River

than 200 miles of picturesque coastline along

North America. For

Adirondacks, the rugged highlands of the Hudson

rock clinnbing, camping, or hiking along the
Trail to

travelers

in

the journey. From the coastal shore drives of Long

adventure waiting to be enjoyed, from

Appalachian

the most diverse

these roads offer an unhurried route for getting

sites.

ages and interests. For

all

among

towns and thriving

The 524-mile New York State

Canal System connects with hundreds of miles
of lakes

and

rivers, linking

the Great Lakes with

the Hudson River and the inland waterways of
the Northeast.

Take pictures, take the family, or simply

If

you don't have a pleasure

fully

take

in

the wonder of each

moment

a state that

is

also a state of mind.

your own,
in

ports along the canals. Tour boats also operate on
all

in

craft of

equipped canal boats are available to rent

the Canal System's waterways. For those

prefer to drive,

some

of the canals as they

local

make

magnificent countryside.

who

roads follow the path
their

?*.

way through

'

This

This

N(

New York

is

Prized for

is

its

natural resourcesthe mighty Hudson-gatewa}/

Desired by

all

*

to trade.

empires-Dutch, British and French.

Fought for in over 121 battles

A

This

proud heritage-

documented

in

614

historical

New York

is

nmseums.

4,800 historical markers
stand

1

nis is

tall

in silent tribute.

New York

15 major battlefields reflect the

spirit of

our forefathers

including The Battle of Saratoga-thc turning point
of our country's freedom

and democracy.
This

is

\

New York.

Fought for. Discover

What dM you
/.'4

Ti

is

why

expect.

^

New York.

N..

To
t-

recei\'e

1-800-1

XV«y;ii:i.H

George

your

free travel

guide

call

LOVE NY code i04
Governor
New York

E. Pataki,

State of

999. Ncv\ York btaie Department of Economic Development (NY'bDED).

I^lTYis a

registered

trademark and service mark of NYSDED.
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Left: Sunset at San Antonio's Mission San Jose, a stunning example of Spanisli colonial arcliitecture and

Franciscan devotion. Center: Entering San Jose, known for

its

grandeur and size as "Queen of the Missions."

Right: Mission Concepcion, where the spirit of three centuries thrives amid nature's eternal beauty.

A ntonio

San
In

San Antonio, the welcome

is

as

warm

Battle of the

Alamo

in

1836 inspired the continued

closely follows the

San Antonio

and

River,

as the climate. Special care has been taken

struggle for the independence of Texas. The

an all-weather "dry" route allows convenient

to offer visitors an opportunity to enjoy

Alamo

access for

the remarkable natural, historic, and cultural

frequently photographed facades

horseback or

The pace
area

on

this city by car,

beauty of

in this historic,

romantic, and gracious

more

distinct flavor of

Whether you

transported

missions

you'll taste the

cultures than

magic

will

it

in

amid

just

one.

a

be

will

San Antonio's

five

represent the

the United States. They are

among

flight

below San Antonio's downtown streets,

The River Walk

is

a fascinating world unto itself.

structures
All

in

visitors.

much

very

With the exception of

the missions are active parish
rich religious traditions are

a part of the daily

As abundant as they are

largest concentration of Spanish colonial missions
in

all

churches where
still

Alamo, Concepcion, San Jose, San

-

all

the Alamo,

beautifully

one stop on

the oldest

integrity,

in

cultural

life.

and

historical

the San Antonio missions also offer a

plenitude of natural riches.

All

along the

river,

songbirds, waterfowl, and birds of prey share a

home

with raccoons, opossum, rabbits, and gray

foxes.

The cool

river

largemouth bass and

waters support not only
catfish, but also the majestic

pecan, huisache, and honey mesquite trees and

the U.S.

a

gems

of these historic

are linked by the carefully

mapped-out Mission

thrives.

most

and most important
A

and distinct as the

diverse Texas landscape

which

more ways than

whose

as mysterious,

is

alluring,

in

- the

Juan Capistrano, and Espada

meets the

tour historic sites, join in a fiesta,

cast a spell

city,

it is

of the

the United

Follow San Antonio's Mission Trail and you

enjoy the great outdoors or just kick back, San
Antonio

the heart of the

in

fascinating journey back through time.

and the

yours to discover. Where the Old

possibilities

lies in

landscaped grounds. But

relaxed, the attitude casual,

is

States,

on

bike.

South meets the Wild West,

eye.

foot,

whose chapel boasts one

itself,

rainbow of fragrant Texas wildflowers.
For another perspective on

take

in

life in

San Antonio,

the sites, sounds, and flavors of The

River Walk, a waterside realm of sidewalk cafes,

Trail,

Under

an exceptionally beautiful

seductive shops, and hideaway nightclubs.

("The Clear Water"), a remote

12-mile route that

a

the stars, moon, and cypress trees, colorful river

Payaya Indian camp on

destination

Last

taxis drift past elegant dinner boats en route

Once known as Yanaguana

gentle

given

river,
its

a

San Antonio was

modern name

in

year,

is

in itself.

enhancing access to

1591 by a Spanish explorer

who

bike

the feast day of
In 1718,

St.

Anthony.

the Spanish founded

the Mission San Antonio de

and hiking

trails

of

its

historic treasures with

discovered the spot on

to their next port of call. Stroll along this stretch

San Antonio began

new

and

comprehensive system

of

a

enchantment and follow the rhythms

river,

the

live

music, and the alluring

of the

aroma

of the world's best cuisine.

go

San Antonio, indulge your senses and

in

signage and information.

savor the

A scenic "wet" route

itself,

moments

that are,

like

of

Wherever you

some

the city

unforgettable, s*

Valero (the Alamo) and
colonists flocked here, creating

a

new breed

known as

of settlers

"Texians." Their

At every turn, San Antonio offers

new discoveries and

deligtits

defeat at the hands of Mexico's

forces

in

the unforgettable

that reflect

tfie

most sublime creations of man and nature.

THE OUTSIDE
W^ORLD IS HUSHED.
AS ANCIENT STONE WALLS
ERE,

GIVT SILENT TESTIMONY.
Shh. Tread softly,

gently.

And

listen closely.

To a profound and
reverential silence.

It

speaks eloquently of bygone centuries-as

they had been by here just a

So don't be surprised
Stones whisper.
just our

way

And

if

if

little earlier.

walls talk.

colors sing. This

is

of welcoming you to the

San Antonio of times past-that are not
really past at

living,

in
'.-ii

Because history

a

is

breathing, joyous being in our city.

And you

to

all.

will

come

many ways, many

memorably

face to face with

places. Perhaps

in the shrine to liberty

it

most

known

simply as The Alamo. Or in the shadowed
arches of our Spanish Colonial missio)

1

which are

all

part of Mission Trai

And throughout our
traditions that

historic districts

and

ding to both yesterday

and today with grace and charm.
So come. Explore. Enjoy. Your only regret?
That your

visit

cannot possibly

last

as long as our treasures have.

Pum^iSanAntonio^
800-THE ALAMO
ON a Visitors Bureau Toll Free For a Free Vacation Kit With Valuable Discounts.
P.O.Box 2277 'SAN ANTONIO.TX 78298 •IDD" 2 10-270-8706 •www.SanAntonioCVB.com
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Amid various

lovingly preserved natural landscapes, visitors

learn first-hand

New Jersey
For nature lovers, the Garden

extended getaway on the shore.

routes to the ideal getaway. Visitors

out

New

tfie call of

nature ttirough-

Jersey, from the mountain

vistas of the Skylands

For hikers, this region offers a range of trails

Service's Coastal Heritage Trail,

and

terrain, high

an auto route beginning

hiking stops

in

Perth

heading west to the Delaware

River and the sandy beaches of the

River region.

New Jersey makes the ideal setting for
summer days of swimming, surfing, sailing or

long

simply beachcombing.

A

stunning necklace of pristine

barrier beaches runs from

Sandy Hook's Gateway

National Recreation Area to Cape May. Along this
trail lies

Long Beach

Island, a

escape the hurried pace

of

everyday

life

for

invited to

is

an

True to

Jersey

is

miles of

along this

its

most popular

of the

National Wildlife

Basking Ridge, a sprawling 7,500-acre

marked

trails,

a half-mile boardwalk,

make

and

route reflect five themes: historic

fauna inviting for the whole family.

In

Beemerville,

settlements, relaxation and inspi-

the 100-acre Space Farms

history, wildlife migration

claim to that

trail,

title.

two observation

home

and

the Garden

pick their

own

fruits

Zoo and Museum

of the largest collections of

wildlife in

the world. Other paths

Basking Ridge and Fairview Farms

in

with 150 acres of carefully preserved

to the

in this

New Jersey

in

Bedminster,

wildlife. Visitors

State Botanical Garden

Skylands are invited to explore 96 acres of

at

site.

tNcw^
Jerseyt
(r\/ 'Che/ ^^fyi/l/yx/^'^' Everywhere
turn, the

Garden

State looks

you

Uke the perfect

Whether you're hiking in
on a challenging river,
clear mountain stream, you'll

picture postcard.

the woods, kayaking

or fishing in a
find

New Jersey blossoming

your

eyes.

From

High Point
Learning's

the

For a

right before

mountain

trails

Run and

every point in between,

FREE

Travel

perfect together.

Guide

to plan

your next

vacation, call l-800-'VISIT-NJ, ext.
visit

our

of

to the beautifiil gardens of

New Jersey and you. ..are

or

is

North

Park Commission Environmental Education Center

and vegetables,

most elevated

one

blinds

region lead to the 450-acre Somerset County

name, the Skylands Region of New
to the state's

to

American

The Delaware

a fertile farmland where visitors are

home

One

Swamp

the flora and

its

hand

low.

in

sites

coastal habitats. At the end of the

River region

and

the Great

taking

maritime

State reveals

in

is

nesting ground for a beautiful array of birds. Ten

including blueberries, cherries, apples, and pumpkins.

20-mile long retreat

that's a perennial favorite for vacationers looking

to

ration,

The

Refuge

May and then

verdant banks of the Delaware

beaches,

the

in

fall.

the shore to Cape

With 127 miles of white sandy

1,802 feet above sea

sea can follow the National Park

landscape of the Pinelands to the

Atlantic Coast.

is

State.

spectacular views, especially

level, offering

Amboy, continuing south along

and the lush

known as the Garden

is

High Point State Park

Travelers with a love for the

state offers a variety of scenic

can follow

why New Jersey

Web

site at

9235

www.visimj.org.

TNewlcTr
Jersey^ You
^^ct Together'"
NewJerso' Commerce

& Economic

Grosvth Commission
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Send

for this

free book.

Read
the

by

it

v^rindov^^•

gardens surrounding the 44-room Skylands Manor.
In

Chester, the

Wildwood Arboretum displays more

Tips on fashion,

safety,

energy

efficiency, privacy.

If it

has anything to

than 3,500 varieties of native and exotic plants.

The

wonder

state's largest natural

is

the Pine

Barrens, a uniquely placid refuge extending into

the Delaware River, Greater Atlantic

Shore regions. The largest

tract of

of the Mississippi River, this

1.1

Reserve

is

home

to

many

City,

wide leader

in

it

open space east

and endangered

The sandy

trails

make

PO. Box 308, Mount Olive, NJ, 07828.

Or

call

1

.800.238.3883, ext. 204.

HunterPouglas

life

discover the serenity here

is

and follow the pace

of

rivers

intended while reflecting on

to

canoe

life

hiking this

way

region inviting, and perhaps the best

its

From the world-

window fashions. Send this coupon to: Hunter Douglas,

forms, including the Pine Barrens tree frog and the
curly grass fern.

covered.

and

million-acre Biosphere

rare

do with dressing a window, we've got

Name

WINDOW FASHIONS

.

to

peaceful

Address

City

that nature

some

of her

most

Phone

Zip

State

204

splendid creations.
Bird

watchers

will

discover

birding spots in the country

some

l-low soon will
of the best

you be

starting

your project?

Witlnin 3

months

3-1-

months

amid New Jersey's

wetlands. The Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife

Refuge, based

in

Oceanville near Atlantic

encompasses more than 40,000 acres
wetlands and

is

City,

of coastal

a major stop for several types of

migrating birds. Further south along the coast, the

Cape May

Bird Observatory sponsors educational

horn

their

From season to season, the coastal woods and

green

color, light

marshes

smooth,

and entertaining programs

The

in this

region

for the

whole

teem with over 120

diversity of habitats in

species of

wildlife,

species.

New Jersey makes

the state an inviting place for nearly

500

unique jungle-

family.

vertebrate

weight and

quiet, unobtrusive

operation..,

down

to the

convenient carrying strap,

ranging from black tiears to tree
integral

padded "leg warmers"

frogs. For travelers with a taste for the great

outdoors, the invitation

is

equally compelling,

s*

and matching green 3-way or
fluid
first

800-VISIT-NJ or

For

NEW YORK
Call

from the

the

factory,

field!

more information see your

contact us or

visit

our

web

dealer,

site.

800-CALL-NYS

(from U.S. and Canada) or 518-474-4116 or
visit http://iloveny.state.ny.us

NOVA SCOTIA
Call

right

ready for the

visit http://www.state.nj.us/travel

is

and only tripod system that

comes

NEW JERSEY
Call

head options. Tracker

800-565-0000

TRftCilliPOD
111

W.Lijlx\A.-iii:ili

or

visit http://explore.qov.ns.ca

[£vdai£ii'(j

SAN ANTONIO
Call

800-447-5572 or

Bogen Photo Corp.
565 East Crescent Ave, Ramsey, NJ 07446-0506

(201)818-9500.

visit

http://www.SanAntoniocvb.com

e mail:

Fax:

^

(201)818-9177

info6bogerptioto.com t web: www.bogenptioto.com

..iilit

Explore the World
^ American Museum
Since 1869,

the

American Museum of Natural History has

sponsored thousands of scientific expeditions around the
globe in an effort to unravel the world's greatest mysteries.
It is this

passion to discover and to understand that inspires

Discovery Tours, the Museum's educational travel program.
Participants in the Discovery Tours travel program have the

unique opportunity to explore the world with
as they continue to uncover

on

earth. Since 1953, over

new

12,000 Museum travelers have

wildlife areas, archaeological sites

^Jl

'*

•

f

'

*^T

/.-.

-'.-fill

scientists

insights into the nature of life

participated in Discovery Tours to

"^

Museum

some of the world's

and cultural

greatest

centers.

Discovery
Tours

WITH THE
OR Natural History
LAND

PROGRAMS

FAMILY

PROGRAMS

fll

Swiss Walking Tour
June 15 -27, 1999

Wonders

Millennium Safari

Natural

Melanesia: The

$4,590 (Airfare from

Kenya
December

20,

NYC

January

2000

included)

in

3,

Estimated

The Land
and Ice, with

at

1999-

an optional extension
to Greenland
July 19-28, 1999
$4,425 (Airfare from
select cities included)

Himalayan Kingdoms:
Tibet, Nepal,& Bhutan

Millennium

December

$6,990

January

9,

Estimated

in India

27,

1999-

2000
at

$7,195

From $4,550 - $7,560
-16, 1999

$3,990

Southern

India:

A Cultural
October 11

Pilgrimage
-28, 1999

$6,990

Alaska's Coastal
Wilderness Aboard
the M.V. Sea Lion
July25-August 1,1999

From $3,230 -$4,720
Pacific

Northwest

Aboard the

Siam Revealed
November 6 -17. 1999
$3,990

Discoverer
September 25 October 9, 1999
From $6,280 -$11,480

CRUISES

September 27 October 17, 1999

October 3

Fiji

Aboard the World

$8,590

To the Land of Ice
Bears Aboard the
Caledonian Star
July 21 -30, 1999

Morocco

Islands,

Vanuatu, and

Iceland:
of Fire

Solomon

of

IVI.V.

Sea

Treasures of Arabia:
Dubai to Bombay
Aboard the
M/V Song of Flower
November 6 -21, 1999
From $7,620 -$11,020

Galapagos Family
Adventure Aboard
the IVI.V. Santa Cruz
June 26 - July 6, 1999
From $2,530 -$5,050

(Airfare included)

Alaska Family
Adventure Aboard the
Wilderness Adventurer
July2-ll, 1999
From $2,390 - $4,690

Antarctica 2000:
Exploring Antarctica,
Sduth Georgia, and
the Falkland Islands
Aboard the Hanseatic
January 31February 20, 2000
From 510,475 -$20,375

Family Tuscany:
July 23 -31, 1999

$3,390 -$4,990

Family Safari to Kenya
and Tanzania
August 11 -25, 1999
$4,290 -$5,990

TRAIN
TRIPS
National Parks of the

West Aboard the
American Orient
Express
June 2 -

10.

1999

From $4.490 -$6,950™

Lion
September 8 - 14, 1999
From $1,990 -$3,250

American Museum of
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE CATALOG
CALL DISCOVERY TOURS AT (212) 769-5700 or (800) 462-8687
MENTION AD CODE NH1200599

Natural History
Discovery Toxirs
Central Park West at 79tli Street

New York. NY 10024
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natural history

Rkhard Milner
uring

a brief lull in a

criminal

The

red rose.

The number of

male

parts,

its

a

moment

to smell a

he remarked to

flower,

his

as-

surance of the goodness of Providence
to rest in the flowers," pro-

female

it,

or

parts,

He

characterized

some

—

those that have

species as diandria

with one

("wife")

—and

He

"wives"), and so on.

naeus's

cepted,

But

an

smeU and colour

extra. Its

instance.

beEishment of Hfe, not

a

so

say again

I

we

much

have

are an

extras,

It

the

hope from

first

to follow

of reasoning. In the

that line

seven-

late

named

even

a

Although Lin-

sexual system was widely ac-

some

embarrassed

professors

Darwin.

to his friend Charles

doubted," wrote Darwin's son

years

"whether Robert

later,

more

ever planted a

than in putting such

Darwin

hands."

Museum,

was

amazed, and he began

fruitful

book

a

seed

in such

delighted

and

a research

pro-

gram, based on Sprengel's

ideas, to dis-

cern the fertilization mechanisms of or-

He

chids.

independently concluded

also

that in gathering nectar for their honey,

upon each

bees confer

including

species of plant

with

those

hermaphroditic

Deducing

the purpose

and

to

the flowers."

Holmes was not

others as

the British

at

is

em-

condition of it.

only goodness which gives

is

this rose

a flower

polygamia (one "husband" with multiple

our exis-

first

on

(or "husbands")

pistil

copy

may be

"It

Francis

subgroup, or order.

two stamens

sent a

Brown

"All other things, our powers, our desires,

tence in the

or

which

determined the

claimed the world's greatest detective.

really necessary for

class to

Keeper of Botany

while the number of

pistils,

genus of pea plant Clitoria.

our food, are

classifica-

a plant's stamens,

determined the

Linnaeus assigned

of divine beneficence. "Our highest

me

tion.

("The Adventure of the

friend Dr. Watson, clearly was evidence

seems to

system of botanical

his sexual

Naval Treaty"), Sher-

Holmes took

lock

investigation

5/99

offlowers was anything but
elementary.

teenth century, the English clergymannaturalist

John Ray popularized the ven-

erable school of thought

By

theology.

Ray

known

as

natural

studying plants and animals,

one could find proof of di-

believed,

dubbed

botanical pornography. William

it

who worked on

SmeUie,

Ency-

first

denounced Linnaeus

clopaedia Britannica,

for going "far

the

beyond

decent limits"

all

flowers

—

the great advantage of cross-fer-

own

His

tilization.

would have
completed

his

"Who

magnum

vine beneficence and providential design.

and exceeding the most "obscene ro-

tion.

A century later,

mance-writer."

Darwin's friend

William

Paley,

another parson-naturahst,

Paley's Natural Jlreology:

01;

Evidences of the

Existence and Attributes of the Deity,
lected

from

the

Appearances of Nature,

aspiring naturalists, including the

young

that just as

Darwin

pose in the forms and colors of flowers?"

watch implies the existence of a watch-

later,

in his

long

poem

Tlie Loves of the

a best-seller, but

contemporaries found

it

many of his

confirmed

their theology. Or, as

Holmes

declaimed to Watson about flowers, "Religion

.

.

.

can be built up

as

an exact

sci-

ence by the reasoner."

Why, indeed, do

German
published

flowers exist? In the

German

a

Tlie Secret of
ture

and

cret"

Konrad Sprengel,

schoolteacher

triumphantly

do indeed function

insects that carry

Sadly for Sprengel, his

taxonomist Carolus Linnaeus,

among

—had

come up with

a

shocking

answer: sex. In 1737 Linnaeus published

The

"se-

to attract

and disperse pollen.

botanist

others

book,

in the Struc-

Fertilization of Flowers.

Swedish

—and

botanist,

titled

Nature Revealed

later the

seventeenth century, the

Jacob Camerarius

and

a

he revealed was that blossoms and

fragrances

book was ignored

death,

years

movement on

the

when he

On

the Vari-

British

and For-

published

Which

Orchids Are Fertilised by

Good

the

book

enemy"

teleology, or purposive design.

ous Contrivances by

ther

Insects,

and

Effects of Intercrossing (his first

after the Origin of Species),

Darwin

after

Sprengel's

however, Robert Brown,

First

from happenstance nor design: they

coevolved with the insects that pollinate

them. Insects had, in
scents

effect, selected

and anatomies of

cies after species,

the

flowers. In spe-

the orchid's tubular

bags of nectar and the mouthparts of the

had evolved

pollinating insects

lock-and-key

fit.

"It really

a precise

seems to

incredibly monstrous to look at an

chid

for decades.

Twenty-five

on

demonstrated that flowers resulted nei-

sexual parts.

In 1793 Christian

of eyes, wings, and hands, the natural theologians attempted to prove that biology

required vulgar insects to crawl

among their

is,

In 1862,

On

selves,

studies

that

eign

ing things must be the handiwork of a di-

Through anatomical

"a flank

them-

beautiful blossoms, to perpetuate

artificer.

as

unthinkable that

maker, so the intricate mechanisms of hv-

vine

popu-

Plants (1791). Erasmus's lusty lyric to na-

became

Darwin's orchid book was intended

not only expanded

the Linnaean sexual system but

ture

in ad-

and poet Erasmus

(Charles's grandfather)

it

Thomas Huxley,

miration, "of finding an utilitarian pur-

on

larized

opus on evolu-

has ever dreamed," exclaimed

English

first

many

Charles Darwin. Paley argued

physician

he

the

century

a

Col-

published in 1802, was studied by

a

Half

expanded on Ray's theme.

botanical treatises

to wait, however, until

as

created as

we now

see

it,"

me
Orhe

wrote. "Every part reveals modification

on modification."

So convinced was Darwin
structures

that the

of flowers had coevolved with

insects that

he boldly predicted the

covery of a bizarre
lieved could exist.
Star orchid of

dis-

moth that no one beThe white Christmas

Madagascar sports foot-

long containers that have nectar only
the bottom.

"What can be

at

the use," Dar-

win wondered, "of a nectary of such disproportionate length?" Then, with
Holmesian

logic,

he

concluded,

"In

thropologist,

some entomologists.

Forty years after

had devoted himself to solving the puzzles

moth

posed by Darwin's theories. His books

he wrote those
with

a

."
.

.

lines, a

night-flying

twelve-inch coiled tongue was

indeed found on Madagascar

a

sub-

moth

Xdii-

subspecies

was

species of the African sphinx

thopan

morgani.

The

dubbed X. morgani
that

—

pmedicta

—

the

it

and neighbor John Lubbock

(later

proboscides capable of extension to

helping to establish experimentally
insects

had shaped

Ants,

and Wasps (1882) and The

Bees,

Senses and

of Animals (1888)

Intelligence

demonstrated by careful experiment that

good color

bees have

Lubbock wrote

vision

his

Lord

mentor's lead in

flowers.

A

how

banker, an-

and

olfaction.

in the Joninal of the Lin-

nean Society in 1898 that

remained for Darwin's protege

Avebury) to follow

length of between ten and eleven inches!

moth

was predicted.

But

Madagascar there must be moths with
a

and entomologist, Lubbock

This belief ot mine has been ridiculed by

it is

to insects

"we

owe

the beauty of our gardens, the sweet-

ness

of our

fields.

To them,

flowers are in-

debted for their scent and colour;

and position of the

size,

By

nay, for

[and for] the form,

their very existence

."

petals.

.

.

of color

establishing the existence

vision in bees, Lubbock had paved the

way

for Karl

von Frisch

to pursue his ele-

gant investigations into the dance of the

honeybee. During the middle years of the
twentieth century, von Frisch was able to

show how scout bees communicate

members of

location of flowers to other

was

their hive. Sprengel

vindicated, as

the

and

finally

Darwin had hoped;

fully

scien-

could no longer doubt that nature's

tists

glorious flower

show

is

indeed directed

at

not humans.

insects,

We

read in the later reports of Dr.

Watson

that Sherlock

retired fi'om solving

Holmes

eventually

London's crimes and

devoted himself to beekeeping on the
Sussex Downs. As

all

the insatiably curious

duced
cal

a technical

upon

this

"the fruit of

num

Bow"

treatise

my

apiculture as

leisured ease, the 'mag-

opus' of my latter years!

nights and laborious days

the

little

Queen.

Holmes

(1917),

on

Practi-

Some Ob-

Culture, with

the Segregation of the

In "His Last

described

Hoknes even pro-

monograph, the

Handbook of Bee

servations

Sherlockians know,

working gangs

.

.

pensive

.

when I watched

as

once

I

watched

the criminal world of London."

For such an authoritative work, the
meticulous Holmes would naturally have

consulted Darwin's books on orchids

and insect pollination,
bock's classic works
bees.

on color

Holmes, ponders a rose.

as

for roses.

Lub-

vision in
left

no

whether the great detective

ever changed his views
Brett, television's Sherlock

well

However, the good doctor

clue as to

Jeremy

as

on the reasons
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much of the

streams;

some

to sea, but

arly Bloomers
New Jersey holds

A clay pit in

coastal

richest trove

of fossil flowers. By

the world's

bottom. Within

can harden plant

of a

fire

ing

them impermeable

muck

fied before the

mo-

to enjoy the

ment, for inherent in their seductive

power

we

neither they nor

New Jersey

So well preserved

will last forever.

Re-

that not only petals but also

has offered up

some

—approximately

90 million

time indeed

—and

that

convey

Little in these floral

the Late Cretaceous
a lover's

remains dating from

bouquet, but beauty of another

kind abounds. For the
fossil

suitable for

record,

we

related to such

first

time in the

see a variety of flowers

modern-day

plants as hy-

mangosteen.

are the fossil flowers

poUen

grains

and even tiny ovules can be seen in detaO.
Also in the
silized

New Jersey

deposits are fos-

remains of some of the insects that

Ninety million years ago,
rich area

of

(now

a delta

a

mak-

—pro-

fire

and burn up

they were trapped

in turned to rock or clay, they never flat-

tened out and are

still

perfectly three-

dimensional.

New

The

Jersey site contains fos-

more than two hun-

silized flowers from

dred species of angiosperms, or flowering
plants

—more

known

than in any other

location in the world. Plants with so-

pollinated these flowers.

a different lesson.

would be

pitcher

azaleas,

tropical

that

flowers that have survived a very long

years

and the

knowledge

the

however, an ancient marsh in

cently,
coastal

is

carnations,

drangeas,

plants, oaks,

cell walls,

to water

Because the flowers were charcoah-

first).

Flowers instruct us

today are fos-

"charcoalified" flowers (the intense heat

vided they don't catch

Wi'Uiam Crepet

on the marshy

this debris

trapped in amber and

insects

silized

detritus floated out

settled

sandy clay

this fossil-

pit)

was part

with ponds and crisscrossing

called primitive flowers,

which lacked

adaptations for attracting "advanced" pol-

such

linators

Uved

as bees,

by

side

side

streams leading to the Atlantic Ocean.

with remarkably modern flowers that

Rains washed insect and plant remains

were

including leaves,

fruits,

and flowers

from nearby uplands into the ponds and

clearly adapted to lure highly spe-

—an

ciaHzed insects. These

ent cross section of angiosperm
versity

from

floral di-

when major modern

time

a

appar-

fossils

Hneages were being estabhshed

—can ad-

vance our understanding of the history of
Scanning electron

various floral organs and, with the help of
micrographs of fossil

an exciting

new computer program

cre-

flowers from the Late

Cretaceous. To

show the

at

nell University, the relationships

of both

extinct

and

The

living species.

"primitive" flowers in these de-

posits share certain characteristics

with

several

Hving species, the most famihar of

which

are the

magnoha and

their spirally

arranged

often unfused (see A,

poUen

down

The sediments

also

pollinated

the tuhp tree:

and

left),

with

may

magnolia-like
as

do

relatives

have

plants,

they ate and

gathered the exposed pollen,

hving

narrow

contain fossilized rebeetles that

wandering over them

their

a

their

the middle (see C).

—

these

are

parts

floral

grains are elongate,

furrow running

mains of weevils

reproductive organs,

Cor-

ated by Kevin Nixon, a colleague

much

as

today.

petals and sepals have

been cut away.

Ninety million years ago, resin from the modified
anthers of some flowers

— see

reconstruction, opposite

D, left,

page— were

and

artist's

used by

stingless honeybees for nest construction.

—
Other

fossil

what we con-

flowers are

more advanced. Based on numerous

sider

characteristics

—includmg

of

rosette

a

D) and the

wedge-shaped stigmas

(see

perforated surface of

pollen (see B)

we

its

have identified one of these plants

tropical genus

The

Clusia.

modern

its

plant appears to have offered
a

more

highly evolved,

Both

—

Clusia

that

and these

is,

its

pollinators

fossils are

have modified anthers that open

up to

release resin rather than

pollen.

the

honeybees in

Stingless

Meliponini

tribe

collect

pollen firom the male flowers and

construc-

resin

(for use in nest

tion)

from the females. Some of

the C//(5(a-type

show

fossils also

material

stretching

across the openings

of modified

resinlike

And

anthers.

nearby deposits

in

of about the same age, entomol-

David

ogists

and

Grimaldi

Charles Michener have found
stingless bees

preserved in amber.

Together, the two
ies

fossil

discover-

provide compeUing evidence

that the close relationship be-

tween bees and flowers

is

an old

one, dating back to the days of
the dinosaurs.
Fossil flowers

of other species

—including

found

at this locality

several

distant

of the

relatives

blueberry and rhododendron
support

this view.

flowers (see

Some of these

E) produced a mass

of pollen grains connected by
fine strands (see

material that

F) of the same

made up

The only

walls.

the pollen

living plants that

package their pollen
a

this

—

way

as

unit rather than as separate

grains

—

are

those

that

have

evolved a close relationship with
a

very

dioe-

they bear separate male

the female flowers

species,

reliable pollinator,

such

as

the

age

way and delivering the
to the wrong address.

to

valuable pack-

includes

making
record

specialized

insect

—which

polhnators

their first appearance in the fossil

—

suggests that the plants

and

their

poUinators went through nearly simulta-

neous bursts of speciation and that
a driving force

insects

behind the tremen-

dous diversity of the flowering

am

eager to discover other

Jersey or elsewhere

sites

plants.

—

in

I

New

—

might

that

reveal

even older relationships between flowers

and

insects.

Might new

fossils also tell

about the history of specific

and thus enable us

This rich collection of fossils

were

resin.

and female flowers. In some Clusia

show

ancient

specialized reward

than poUen or even nectar:

cious

fossils

relatives, this

to fly

from one rhododendron flower

another without getting sidetracked along

as a

of species in the modern

close relative

that, like

—

on

the bee that can be counted
straight

past evolution to

floral

to relate patterns

modern

us

organs

of

discoveries in

the developmental genetics of flowers?
Finally,

I

wonder

we

if

angiosperms are even

we may

simply

have failed to recognize them in

earlier

older than

deposits.

and

a

think,

With

and

if

a field pick in

my

hands

computer and scanning electron

microscope back in the

on looking.

lab,

I

plan to keep
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What's So Special
About Flowers?
Fertilization

is

so nice, they do

it

twice.

—
lowers. ^^^
We see
,

day

—

our gardens, homes,

in

A

museums.
and

for poets

By Karl

,

them every
offices,

and

art

perennial source of inspiration
well

artists as

as

fashion designers

and wallpaper manufacturers, flowers nourish the

human

They mark

spirit.

nearly

from birthdays

events in our

lives,

are powerful

symbols of the

all

On

more immediate

a

every day with the

many

of their reproductive
Flowering

flowers feed us

iruits

—and

made

angiosperms,

more than 140

their evo-

and diverse

successful
earth.

contributed to their spectacular

Numerous

rise to

domi-

nance, including the ability to reach reproductive

ering plant

But

at

nutritious seeds

—an

was to prove nearly
global spread of

ma-

the heart of what defines a flow-

way of producing

a special

is

viable,'

evolutionary achievement that
as

human

flo-wer

beings

growing and produces
structures.

a set

Some of these

attract pollinators; the

to protect the

as it

was to the an-

specialized stem stops

a

of highly modified

leaflike

structures (the petals) serve to

function of others (the sepals)

body of the

lection has drafted

is

flower, although natural se-

some of these

into the colorful busi-

ness of attracting poUinators as well. StiU other structures

—no

longer

—

bearing

any resemblance to

—form either the male part of the flower (the

leaf

mens, each consisting of

a

a

sta-

filament and a poUen-

contaimng anther) or the female part
consisting of a stigma,

the

—

own food through
ultimately, its own flowers.

and,

fi:om the cones

its

of pine

new

plant

photosyn-

trees,

which belong

group

to a

known

gym-

as

organs (pines produce two kinds of cones:

plant's sex

one

that

makes poUen and one

addition, both nourish their

which

(the carpels, each

that

makes

embryos

as

seeds). In

they develop

But flowering

plants keep their ovules

completely hidden from view,

safe inside the carpels,

inside the seed.

while the pine ovule must be exposed to the
ceive pollen.

Greek

the

The very word

The

air to re-

from

angiosperm derives

and "seed," v^htmx, gymnosperm

for "vessel"

comes from the Greek

for

"naked" and "seed."

between the angiosperms and

real distinction

the gymnosperms, however, has nothing to do with

whether the seeds

when

forms

to-

Functionally, angiosperm flowers difier not a jot

important to the success and

giosperms themselves.

A

thesis

Then

germinates.

it

of seed-producing plants collectively

seeds

million years ago and

group of plants in the history of the

turity rapidly.

sperm and egg

to bring the

is

develop

cells

"goal" of nearly

nosperms. Both flowers and pine cones house the

went on to become the most

traits

flowering plants

Bud-

labors.

plants, or

lutionary debut

the

c.pel3,„e.

gether to produce an embryo, which then develops in-

can begin making

—from

The

within ovules inside the ovaries.
all

and

develop inside the pollen; egg

side the seed until

spirit

level,

dehcious

cells

and they

red rose of romantic love to the sacred lotus of

dhism.

Sperm

the significant

to funerals,

human

"*= Thebes of.™™

sine

hidden or exposed to view. The

qua non of angiospermy

double

fertilization.

posited by

a

is

a

After landing

—whether blown
—

stigma

tive

are

on

a carpel's

there by the

a grain

pollinator

phenomenon

called

recep-

wind or de-

of pollen sprouts

a

down through the style until it
reaches an ovule. Once inside the ovule, the pollen
tube delivers two sperm cells. One ultimately enters

long tube that grows

the ovule's egg
fuse.

cell,

This fertilized

where the nuclei of the two
cell

cells

then divides repeatedly, pro-

ducing an embryo.

Meanwhile, the second sperm

cell

dehvers

its

nu-

re-

cleus to another cell in the ovule,

ceives the poUen; a thin stalk, or

known as the central cell. Typically
much larger than the egg cell, the

style;

and, at the

an ovary)

.

The

bottom of the
flowers of
all

leaflike structures.

The cherry

a

is

stamens, and carpels

by

all

contrast,

petals,

sepals.

But

all

The

union

is

the production of a tissue that

is

result

of

this

unique to flowering

dosperm, a metabolic go-between
that collects

and

plants: the

early in the

development of the seed and

many

en-

stores nutrients

from the parent plant

to

later

imparts these nutrients to the grow-

other flowering plants lack clearly
defined

which

clearly

have no obvious

while magnolias and

nuclei,

petals,

which don't need

attract pollinators,

two

with the nucleus of the second

sperm.

blos-

Wind-pollinated grass flow-

visible.
ers,

fuse

textbook example of a so-

caUed perfect flower, with
sepals,

central cell has

four types of

giosperms possess

som

style,

some an-

reproductively

ing embryo.

(Some flowering plants

have

the

lost

ability

to

make

functional flowers bear either sta-

endosperm; the seeds of many or-

mens or

chid species, for example, are no

carpels, or both.

i^lose-up of a magnolia blossom
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Origins
of dust and contain

larger than a speck

Precisely when

or no

little

important

endosperm.)

Endosperm, which

rich in

is

and car-

proteins,

fats,

evolved

would have

bohydrates, prepares embryos for germination and
early survival.

has contributed to the abihty of an-

It

giosperms to produce

mind-boggling

a

and to mvade nearly

species

the planet.

Humans

—by

ever\'

the

and wheat before they have had

a

have also been major beneficiaries of the wealth

go through

a

to germinate

when

vital

importance to

world

—permitting

petals

and lose weight, aUowdng them

conditions are tavorable and

human

cultures

—of

and poets dream

most

in the thoughts of gardeners whiling

of,

away

human

civihzation as

not be possible without

we know

ing

angiosperm

is

based on

to be carpels).

record,

fossil

some

angiosperms' presumed closest Hv-

relatives, a strange

group of gymnosperms consist-

flowering plants, delivers two sperm

But the process turns out

ture seed.

cells

to each fu-

to be quite differ-

ent from double fertilization in angiosperms.
Ephedra, both

—

which

sperm

nuclei.

The

though

result

is

enter the same egghke

—

fiises

crucial)

Each

contains two nuclei.

may be two
is

or

more embryos

—

no endosperm.

—

We

of flowers
sex

and

plant,

so, in

But more
of

cycle

the

of

the

chromosomes.

One

a

a way, they are.

precisely,

a

as

organs

life

typical flowering

a

qualih' as plants

kind ot spore develops

poUen waU.

chromosomes. (Gametophytes

Inside this wall,

—

as

opposed

to simply an extra step in the

K. N.

reproductive process

—because

the "male" gametophyte grows

they

and produces two sperm

capable of an independent ex-

cells.

are,

theoretically at least,

embryo, which draws food and

from the nutritious en-

energ\'

dosperm
story

quite

conifers, in

different

ducing gametophyte

Meanwhile, inside the ovule,

istence; the

gametophyte and

tively

of two very different kinds, or

the other kind of spore devel-

sporopyte

generations

The developing pine

generations,

of plants:

the

sporophyte and the gameto-

The former

phyte.

most

is

familiar to us.

it

is

all

to

sporophytes,

—

these

whose job

produce two kinds of

haploid spores. Each of these

plants,

such

as ferns,

and

phyte

is

feeding

Hke
off

a little parasite,
its

mother and

consuming her en-

engage in

dependent in the ancestors ot

tirely.

seed plants.)

(often mistakenly called a pine

sex, for

the union of sperm cell and

egg

completely separate in some

Kving

large.

sporo-

these tiny gametophytes

that actually

is

cells.

quite

rela-

eventually

The

rose

"female" gameto-

speaking,

is,

they were almost certainly in-

It

grows in our lawns

are

a

the plant

bush, the oak tree, the grass
that

ops into

phyte and makes the egg

in

which the egg-pro-

plant involves the alternation

are

The

inside the o\Tjle.

is

cell

creation

is

what

phyte; a new, diploid' individual with a fiiU

The gametophyte

leads to the

of the next sporo-

complement

ot

inside

the o\aile of a flowering plant

is

microscopic. After fertiUzation,
it

dies

and

is

absorbed by the

nut),

When we
we

eat a pine seed

too are eating the ga-

metophyte and, depending on
the developmental stage,

de ofispring.

al-

but (and the dis-

viable

Microscopic Mating Game
spores contains a single set of

In

cell,

with one of the two egg-ceU

only one

typically

tinction

cells

these plants

^in

sperm nucleus then

commonly speak

re-

Wehmtschia. Ephedra poUen, for example, like that of

a

D

it.

fossil

year and identified by

last

ing of only three extant genera; Ephedra, Gnetum, and

would

it

putative

—had no apparent stamens or

fertilization in the

dreary winter day with the colorful pages of a flower
catalog, but

known

oldest

145-million-year-old

a

Lacking evidence from the

may not be the stuff that
and it may never be fore-

artists

—

searchers have looked for clues to the origin of double

comparatively Ughtweight food for long periods of
fertilization

example

identification as an

(its

presumed

the storage of large quantities of

Double

unlikely, in part because

the presence of seeds stiU enclosed in tiny pods that are

around the

time.

is

scientists

very earUest

David Dilcher

botanist

period ot dormancy, during which

their tissues dehydrate

idenrif^' the

Chinese researchers and University of Florida paleo-

of nutrients stored in the endosperm. In addition, most
seeds

and

found in northeast China

—

nate

aUfirst

flowers probably looked ver)^ difl^erent from

first

flower, for

chance to germi-

endosperm

the

modern-day blossoms. The

nook and cranny on

eating the seeds of corn, rice,

its

—

fertilization

not known. To find out,

is

to discover

flowers. Unfortunately, this

of

diversity

—with

double

product,

K. X.

its

Ut-

POLYANDRIA V/ELFMDiaiTf:

iojf.

^

•

or centuries,

botanical Illustrators have

combined

art

and science,

often showing the leaves,
flowers, fruits, and seeds of a

plant accurately and
beautifully in a single work. In
plate 39 of Johannes Gessner's

Tabulae phytographicae

(1795-1804), painter and
engraver Christian Geissler
depicts several species.
Panels, clockwise from top
left:

Liriodendron tulipifera

(tulip tree);

Magnolia glauca

(sweet bay) and M. grandiflora
(southern magnolia); Michelia

champaca (champaca); Unona
concolor; Camellia thea (tea);

Asimina triloba (pawpaw)

and Annona squamosa (custard
apple).

Cla^sisXin.
LiriodcndrumJulpcnBau

fio.

PovfflYNh^.

Coadur.a

Magnolia^ Lorbterlalpen.
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floral Arramements
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By Meredith

F.

Small

Geneticists
are studying the

ABCs

of building

a blossom.

the mid-nineteenth century, the

Augustinian

In

figure out

Men-

how

physical

traits,

to

such

color and height, were passed

as

from generation

to generation.

Mendel

as different pairings of parent

plants resulted in offspring
tail

Gregor

began crossbreeding peas

del

watched

monk

textures.

and seeds of various colors and
These experiments were the

in plant genetics.
stOl test their

Today plant

geneticists

hypotheses by breeding and

crossbreeding plants. But there are
available

first

now

variety of molecular tech-

a

niques that illuminate the evolutionary
relationships

between

the fine details of

species

how

and explain

genes influence

the development of plants.

Barring mutations, each and every

body

cell

in an

organism contains an

or group of cells, only

expressed (that
on").

Much

is,

some genes

are

activated or "turned

on flowers

recent research

on discovering which genes

has focused

Some

flowers In the genus Clermontia have five

petals and five sepals, above right; in others,

become

sepals have

petals, left.

A

single

mutation may have precipitated the change.

influence the development of a blossom

and where

in that

blossom they are nor-

The
is

step

first

toward making

the production of

area of actively

of a stem. The
tiated,

but

as

a floral

growing

a

flower

meristem, an
near the

cells

cells are at first

tip

undifferen-

they divide, they form the

flower's sepals, petals,

poUen-producing

stamens, and egg-bearing carpels. These

whorls around the flower's

parts arise in

center,

with

In a typical flower, sepals appear in the

outer whorl only

mally expressed.

with short or

stems, flowers close to the stem or far-

ther out,

cell

leaflike sepals

outermost and

A and B

expressed.
cells

B

when

C

and

third whorl,

and C, acting alone in the

carpels.

Mutant forms

standard

ABC pattern

common name
Meyerowitz and

the

mouse-ear

little

endearing
cress,

his colleagues at the

fornia Institute of

have different functions: some, for ex-

significant

ample, code for proteins; others regulate

three classes of genes

the activities of other genes. In any given

regulate

breakthrough,

—A,

this

his laboratory,

Meyerowitz has produced thousands of

petals

—some

with

sepals

should be, for example, and

others with carpels in the

wrong

place.

Lab-generated mutants serve to eluci-

Cah-

date the genetics of flower development;

a

identifying

B, and

when

arise

tampered with

Elliot

Technology achieved

identical set of genes. Different genes

is

by nature or by humans. In

where

with

result in petals.

fourth and innermost whorl, produces

working with

Arabidopsis thaliana, a

genes are

genes produce stamens in the

Arabidopsis mutants

relative

A

genes expressed in the

of the second whorl

carpels innermost. In the early 1990s,

mustard

the

C—that

development of the four whorls.

in nature, mutations

lution of

oddity

is

new
a

may

lead to the evo-

flower forms.

One

such

one-inch-high plant growing

in the Selva Lacandona, a rainforest in

—

—

Chiapas, Mexico. Lacking chlorophyll

splashier

and

the Hawaiian archipelago.

ica

—

as

is

as a distant star.

walk by and not notice

easily

But ever

1980s,

and naked

pale

You could
it.

Lacandonia schismat-

leaves, the plant

since

discovery in the late

its

tiny white flowers have

its

taken quite seriously by
sepals

pect

and

them

to be,

which, in

The

but the carpels, which

known

plants,

grow

at

the very heart of the flower) are situated

outside the pollen-bearing stamens.

inner flower
the

ABC

The

inside-out: a challenge to

is

model of floral development.

Mexican

Elena Alvarez-

biologists

Bullya and Francisco Vergara-Silva are at-

tempting to determine
floral

how

such an odd

arrangement came about. Meyero-

witz, a collaborator

of years,

on

tives)

ors

"cabbage on
the

from the

short,

palmhke Cyanea.

tall,

One

Clermontia

is

of partic-

this

Meyerowitz admits, "The jury

B
cated

atics

in

the

of

evolution

emerge early

development of

nobilis), followed

by five

petals around a carpel
(2,

a Pride

Burma flower (Amherstia

mound

with sepals cut away).

Stamen mounds soon appear
between the developing
petals (3). Later (4), pollen-

—the
enlarged stamen tips — arise
bearing anthers

around the seed-containing
carpel. After another six to

eight weeks, the blossom

opens, far right.

ot

Studies at the

nario

the lo-

as

islands.

Evidence for

this sce-

comes from the modern-day

his col-

distri-

Molecular System-

New

York Botanical

lobelias

Kauai,

the

5.1-million-

and most

have the standard arrangement of

and

five sepals

two Clermontia

corolla appears just to the east

lar

species have striking tubu-

flowers that

hang from the stem

like

which formed

"What

curved fmgers, but in two-thirds of these
species, the

second

set

To get

whorl of

sepals

—

of colorful

petals.

look

at this

a closer

the green

metamorphosis,

Albert

become

looked

anatoinical

prepared

thin

and

at them with an electron microThe tissue slices confirmed that

on

the

color and shape of their petal neighbors:

petal tissue.

B

had been transformed into

The

explanation? Ckrmcntias

genes are activated not only inside the

flower

bud

—where they do

five petals;

the double

on Oahu,

3.5 million years ago.

this says

from

a biological

and

evolutionary standpoint," Albert points
out, "is that

major changes in plant shape

can happen quickly, in terms of geologi-

sHces of these "sepals-turned-petals"

stiU out."

another.

and then passed along

behas continued to spread through the

Garden. Like other lobehas, the twenty-

sepal tissue

genes have, however, been impli-

Five sepals (1)
in the

is

and

years ago,

half million

a

oldest

as

stage,

probably about three and

northwesterly of the islands, Clermontia

for

the sepals had not simply taken

at

was precipi-

a single gene,

Cullman Program

stamens to pop out of the innermost
whorl. But other explanations are

by the mutation of

tated

year-old

scope.

(carpel)

Albert believes that the Cknuoinia's
sepals-to-petals conversion

leagues in the Lewis B. and Dorothy

of the female ancestors might have caused

equally plausible

—but

On

a

B-gene mutation in one

and stamens

whorl.

bution of the plants.

and

ular interest to Victor Albert

underbelly of most flowers^has

true of

petals

also in the sepal

Hawaiian

—

genus

sug-

(as is

stocky

genus to

a stick" Brighamia

have

tiny plant s closest living relaa

—ranging

110

and col-

species of wildly differing forms

produce both

native

diversified into

may

male or female flowers

and that

which have

lobelias,

included species in which plants produced
either

the

especially

birds,

of

Over milhons

this project,

gests that Lacandonias ancestors

some of the

plants: the lobeHas

honeycreepers, seeded the islands with

and stigma (and

style,

other

all

been

where one would ex-

petals are

include ovary,

scientists.

group of

their part to

cal time,

can be
very

and

that the genetics involved

vei-y simple."

first

The evolution of the
may have been a

flowers, too,

relatively simple event, genetically speak-

So

ing.

how

or

far,

no one has figured out

why

exactly

flowers appeared, but Albert,

Meyerowitz, and other researchers hope
that as they

work

to unravel the genetics

of hving flowers, they are drawing closer
to

solving

what Darwin

"aboiTunable mystery."

called

the

D

)\n'

1^^

V

'
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Sun Stalkers
Solar- tracking flowers bend from the waist.

Morning
summit of

on

light arrives early

on the high

Rocky Mountains. At

A.M., a climber

on

a

a cheerful

a

By Candace

slopes

of the Colorado

Galen

5:00

westward route to the

butter-

glow of the

sun's early light.

it,

climber once again

and
as

path.

its

from

across the sky

down

as

to the sun's rays,

s;

tosynthesis.

the sun

si

inus consists of specialized extensor

east to west, the buttercups

cells swell

most
Light-sensitive stems

The

satellite

dish-shaped flowers of the snow buttercup, the

poppy, and other heliotropic flowers collect the

arctic

sun's rays so efficiently that they heat up,

much
air

as

fourteen degrees Fahrenheit

own

their

which

when

dead,

is

they are so

familiar

with

on

still

with

a

warm

flowers, as they follow

the sun's movement
across the sky. The

lead to hehotropism in flowers.

In flowers of the

warm

mountain avens (Dryas

Anyone

Integrifolia), opposite

morn-

seem drugged or nearly

dependence on external

even

retreat for basking, foraging,

started

with a simple yet

The

as

few

page.

Photomorphogenesis
to Hght) begins

How

We knew

I

do flow-

cells

of the sun?

(plants'

"motive" for solar tracking, but what of the means? The
mechanisms that leaves use to foUow the sun are much
and alpine conditions provide

a

Movement

in

Hght

that

developmental responses

with photosensitive molecules in the

of certain plant organs. Phototropism (one kind of

photomorphogenesis) orients growing organs toward
Hght source.

The

sunflower,

which

is

a

the plant king-

dom's version of a morning person, shows phototropic

stem growth, with the flower
stem always facing

east.

at

that similar sensory

Anecdote has

it

main

the tip of the

While phototropism does not

exhibit the reversibility seen in heliotropism,

we

rea-

mechanisms might be in-

that in the nineteenth century, a

Frenchman noticed

eight weeks.

than those flowers use.

My colleague Maureen

vital question:

volved in true solar tracking.

helping the plants complete seed maturation in

known

that

Stanton, of the University of Cahfornia, Davis, and

jump-starts the development of newly fertilized ovules,

better

reori-

is

and developmental processes

to reveal the sensory

soned

arctic

As extensor

Experiments with the snow buttercup have begun

considerable heat absorbed by heliotropic flowers also

Harsh

cell).

are enticing

mating. In return, the visitors pollinate their hosts.

as

in the

shrink, the leaf blade

provides plants with information as well as energy.

heat sources. Solar-tracking flowers provide their insect
visitors

cells

ers sense the position

large unable to generate

as to

and flexor

same mechanism may

a flower early in the

insects'

with changes in turgor pressure (deter-

explain solar-tracking

starting the day's activities.

has observed bees

as

that

the

heat and must wait for the sun to

them up before
ing,

by and

are

becoming

warmer than

around them. These miniature saunas

to insects,

who

short.

and flexor ceDs

ented to track the changing position of the sun.

guide snow buttercup

is

pho-

for

plant equivalent of a muscle, the pulv-

mined by the amount of water

and alpine environments, where the

often cool and the growing season

The

swell or shrink

she makes her descent.

pulvi-

leaf^

maximizing Ught interception

%

their bright faces greet the

— the

of the

a

continually orients the leaf surface at a right angle

if,

all

Solar-tracking, or heliotropic, flowers are
in arctic

—

in

defining

of heliotropism. In nasturtiuins, for example,

the

as

It's

the slope,

Then,

nus

—two

reversible

is

specialized organ at the base

yellow umbrellas in

is

can occur rapidly and

welcome from thousands of snow

turn to foUow

air

written about by Charles

features

overnight, a blast of wind blew

common

first

1880 book The Power of Movement

in his

fourteen-thousand-foot peak can count

facing east in the

moves

Darwin
Plants,

cups (Raiumailns adoneus), their dazzling yellow flowers

little

solar-tracking leaves,

that

some

plants situated

behind

botdes of red wine failed to grow toward the surdight.
This early observation suggested that short-wavelength
blue Hght,

known

to

be blocked by red pigment, was

necessary for phototropism. Blue Hght was later

shown

—
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The plant kingdom^
to play a crucial role in

of heliotropic

leaves.

changing turgor

in the pulvinus

sophisticated tack, simply

To determine whether blue hght

also cues solar-tracking in flowers,

cases

we performed our
we had

could accomphsh the task of solar tracking. Inspired by

Queen of Hearts in Alice's Adventures
land, we began with the edict "Oifwith its

the

of cabernet up to

twelve-thousand-foot elevations in the Rockies. Instead,

acryHc

we

In the evening,

filters.

ered that the

plants.

filters

we

placed the cubes over

The next morning, we

stems.

discov-

had completely disabled the

Q^s^

plants'

The confused flowers faced
on average more than thirty degrees

away from the
control plants

mitting

sun's rays.

—

filters

and those simply

much more

tracked the sun

erage, within fifteen degrees

Our experiment with
blue light guides the

But which organs
translate

it

left

in the

many

sunflowers,

old-man-on-the-

on

mountain flowers

av-

of it.

(Rydbergia grandiflora)

acryhc cubes confirmed that

movement of heliotropic

flowers.

actually perceive the light signal

growing on alpine
tundra in Colorado have

and

into the biochemical language of plant

a fixed eastward

phogenesis.

Rebecca

I

took a

:..j^gjWWHBsfe^-»-

':

:»«^

•^i^,-

m

•f
;Oyv-'

II

h\ fi

phenomenon,

\.

/

this result

means

flower stem of a

three regions
that

is

that

housed

stem rather than in the flower.

The

by two

snow buttercup

sets

is

divided into

of bracts (modified

form sheaths around the stem. To study

again took our cue from Dai-win,

leaves)

we

it,

who performed

an

experiment since repeated by countless college botany

shoot.

less

;#•'>'

in the

source

'

" -t^.'f

con-

over the course of

the guidance system for flower hehotropism

When

their shoots

Sherry, formerly a colleague at

the University of Missouri-Columbia, and

move

as

of decapi-

that the stems

the day, along with those of the control plants, aligning

he illuminated young canary grass

seedlings with hght

photomor-

in

we found

tated buttercups continued to

students.

orientation.

growth? Molecular biologists approach such questions

by searching for gene products involved

buttercups, re-

Neighboring buttercups were spared,

ring a paranormal
Like

open

successfully, facing,

Wonder-

the ghosts of flowers past with the rays of the sun. Bar-

Flowers in the two groups of

those surrounded by blue-hght-trans-

in

head!" and

the solitary flowers from their supporting

Surprisingly,

trols.

abihty to locate the sun.

every which way,

number of irmocent snow

decapitated a

moving

constructed lightweight cubes out of red

snow buttercup

removing portions of the

buttercup plant and discerning whether what remained

"buttercup in a wine bottle" experiment. But

no intention of carrying

version ofi

—

from one

side,

Darwin found

that

responded by bending toward the Hght

unless he placed a foil hat over the tip of the

Darwin concluded

that the

upper part of the

morning person, the topmost sunflower blossom always faces the
shoot senses light and

somehow

reports the hght's

at

whereabouts to the lower region of the stem, which
does the bending.

We now know

growth-promotmg hormone

moves away from the hght source and
shaded side of the stem, where

more

gate

rapidly than

on

it

hormone

collects

on the

foil

snow

(opaque correction

that if

buttercups,
fluid) as a

we

we

used Liquid Paper

sunscreen to block

from

sunlight.

when we

painted middle or bottom portions of

the stems with Liquid Paper, the plants continued to

These findings place the guidance

track accurately.

tem

for heHotropism in the

just

below the

sys-

upper portion of the stem,

flower. Yet the

bend needed

for solar

tracking occurs in the middle of the stem, well below
the

site

of Ught reception.

What messenger

coordinates

these activities?

The obvious

G<5S^

results

have revealed

suspect was auxin.

We

collected bent

that,

more

in

mechanistically,

common

with

ing leaves. Leaves, for the most part, must be capable

of orienting independently of the central stem of
plant.

Ivy stems, for example,

a

grow toward shade

("looking" for something to climb on), while ivy
Cultivated

commercially for their
seeds and

oil,

sunflowers (genus
Helianthus) stand tall
in a field in

North

leaves seek the sun. In contrast, solar-tracking flowers, as

extensions of the tip of the central stem,

utilize the

same machinery

that,

may

earlier in a plant's

Going

fur-

ther with our exploration of flower heliotropism

may

served to orient the seecOing shoot.

life,

require that

we

trade our polar fleece for lab coats.

Dakota on an August

Applying the tools of molecular genetics may deter-

morning.

mine whether the same genes control both seedhng
phototropism and flower heliotropism. But
I

buttercup stems to inspect under the microscope back

expected with

seedlings reaching for the sun than with solar-track-

We

blocked only the tops of the butter-

fact,

the shaded side.

Our

dif-

cups' stems, the stems lost their tracking ability. In contrast,

during solar tracking,

fast as

caps were a technique better

ferent portions of the flower stem

found

side, as

auxin-induced growth. In

the surJit side, thus produc-

suited to the English garden than to the breezy alpine

on

longer than those on the sunlit

heliotropic flowers have

Realizing that

cells

the sunht side of a flower stem grows only about half as

causes cells to elon-

ing a bend.

provinces of

the laboratory. In nearly every instance, the

the side of the stem that had been in the shade were

that this involves the

auxin. This

east.

am

air,

to have

begun the search

in the crisp

how

inspired by the spectacular views that greet

buttercups every day.

glad

mountain

snow

D
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By Ethan J.Temeles and Paul
July through September, ruby-throated
From
huinmingbirds
drawn
the
numbers
great

to

are

of golden orange jewelweed blossoms that
brighten roadsides and moist woodlands in eastern

A

North America.
elweed may

visit

single bird

many

as

flowers in fifteen minutes.
are

unremarkable;

at

as

working

a

patch ofjew-

two hundred of these

To the naked

eye, the visits

the most, the observer

may

the flowers jiggling sHghtly as the bird inserts
search of nectar.

notice

its bill

in

more

to the interac-

Portrayals of pollination are often Disneyesque:
visit beautiful,

a

sweet

showy

treat.

flowers and are re-

Returning the

favor, the

^ittim
Some

flies

stiff

enter a dark passage in the flower

guard hairs prevent their escape. After

twenty-four hours, the stamens of the flowers open up

and shower the

flies

wither, and the
prison.

curvaceous

are released

Having learned

from

little

succumb

are likely to

flies

with pollen. The guard

flies

from

hairs

then

their floral

their experience, the

to the stinky allure

come

next dead horse arum flower they

of the

across and, in

the process, dehver then- load of poUen.

Hummingbird
forward

afiair, as

more

pollination seems a

—according

simple

ornithology textbook

tion than meets the eye.

warded with

The

where

staUc,

Slow-motion videos of flowers and

their poDinators, however, reveal

Animals

their eggs.

Ewaid

W.

to

as

—

as

we

one popular

inserting a "straight or curved

we

decided to

really as

uneventful

blade into a scabbard." Seven years ago,

whether

find out for ourselves

straight-

it is

have aU been led to beHeve. But

how

to

foUow

the Bill?

<L^ flowers engage pollinators
closely the

movements of

an arms

in

a creature so small that

weighs barely more than a penny and so
visits

was to bring the

birds into the laboratory

them

at

they fed

we provided

flowers

it

fast that its

Our

to flowers last scarcely a second?

as

race.

solution

and film
for them.

This gave us the luxury of playing back the videos in

slow motion.

Jewelweed was the
Another

not, because

its

sLx feet

finger,

still;

bird's
Its long

curved

bill

visitors carry

poUen on

to the next flower.

But some-

and extensible

times relationships between flowers and their poUina-

tongue enable the

tors

rufous-breasted

Italian

hermit

seem more hke something out of a movie by the
master of the bizarre, Federico FeUini.

Take the dragon orchid of AustraUa.

Its

hummingbird to

mimic

probe deep inside

male thynnid wasp. Male wasps attempting

flowers to lick up

with the

nectar.

chid.

the shape, movements, and

Or

floral

flowers

pheromones of a
to

fe-

mate

succubus unwittingly poUinate the or-

consider the dead horse

arum

(or

arum

lily),

whose

flowers emit the stench of rotting flesh and thus

attract

female carrion

flies

looking for

a place to lay

it

is

touch-me-

an inquisitive

sometimes shooting the seeds

as far as

Our videos showed that
role in its own poUinarion.

plant.

hummingbird, the flower does not stand

glides rhythmically

bm

ofiered the birds.

when poked by

firuits

takes an active

Visited by a

we

jewelweed

when mamre,

from the mother

jewelweed

flower

for

explode

podhke

either naturally or

human

first

common name

and, at the

back and forth along the

end of each gUde

cycle,

rams into

the bird's forehead.

The

explanation for this

movement

lies

in the

jewelweed flower, which

superficially

resembles a miniature horn of plenty but,

upon exam-

structure of the

ination, turns out to

About four

be much more horn than

millimeters wide at

weed "horn" narrows

its

plenty.

opening, the jewel-

abruptly to a one-iTulUmeter-

wide tube and then makes

a hairpin turn,

bending

back toward the front of the flower. At the end of the
tube, the flower oSers a stingy treat: about
liters

two micro-

of nectar, the equivalent of a few grains ot granu-

Photographs by Robert

A.

Tyrrell
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repeated, and pollen

Bees

while jostled
remains

is

and from the

transferred to

by the

a bit

that

insects as they land, the flower

they lap up the nectar (bees crawl

stiU as

bird.

we found

poUinate jewelweed, but

also

inside

the blossom and cling tight with their feet as they

So the jewelweed flower moves rhythiTiicaUy

feed).

when

only

ally benefit

visited

With

a price?

by hummingbirds. But does

ixom the movement? And do the
students

actu-

pay

AUen Hurlbert and Aki Hosoi,

we immobihzed some jewelweed
found

pieces of wire and

it

birds

flowers with small

that while the transfer

of

pollen dropped by half, the birds were able to feed

more

efficiently,

sume

the flower's nectar. As with the dragon orchid

taking 20 percent

time to con-

less

and dead horse arum, jewelweed definitely appears

to

benefit at the expense of its poUinator.
As the relatively

lated sugar.

straight bill of a

fireely.

rubythroat pushes

tar,

But even

Before the

this

bird's

meager amount

tongue

tip

isn't

But jewelweed, with

given up

even gets to the nec-

the pressure of the tongue against the wall of the

movement

horn-of-plenty shape,

its

is

not a typical hummingbird flower.

A

category of hummingbird flower

characterized by a

distinctly

curved

is

more common

tube and prominent upper and

down on the

hairpin tube pushes the flower away. This

"floor" of a curved

occurs because the flower hangs liom an ingeniously

lower "Hps." The long-standmg view has been that

bee balm blossom,

simple mechanism: a stem with just the right flexibiUty

with flowers of this category, bird

pollen-bearing

to translate the tongue's pressure into a springlike

converge in shape because such matches improve feed-

anthers tap the

movement of the flower. When the tongue reaches the
end of the tube, some of the nectar flows into channels
on the sides of the tongue. Then the bird retracts its

ing and poUination efficiency. There

tongue, removing the pressure on the back of the tube.

including bee balm, scarlet

This causes the flower to spring back, rubbing the

paintbrush, and

poUen-bearing reproductive organs, located in the

curved tubes, yet every one of these flowers

"ceiling" of the flower, along the upper part of the

by

bird

on the head.

bird's bill.

With each

additional hck, the process

this

floral

explanation, however.

More

mingbird flowers in the United

birds

We

is

with

many

and

bills

a

is

problem with

than half the

hum-

and Canada

States

monkey

salvias

floral tubes

flower, Indian

and penstemons

—have

is

visited

straight bills.

hypothesized that the curvature of many

hum-

NASTY FLOWERS
Some

flowers cause their pollinators physi-

cal harm. Others can be downright deadly.

L

Anders Nilsson, of Uppsala University

in

Sweden, studied the Madagascar orchid
Cynorkis uniflora,

which has large fragrant

chid.

The shaft remains glued to the eye of

Douglas Morse, of Brown Uni-

Similarly,
versity,

fects the birds is not

would function well as

How

found that the pollinia of the com-

mon milkweed

known, but

hard to

it is

imagine that a tongue studded with pollinia

the unfortunate moth.

of North America stick to the

bumblebee pollinators

a licking

machine.

can flowers get away with such

abuse? Surely, maiming or

killing

pollina-

flowers that attract several species of hawk-

legs of its

moths. As some of these moths feed, the

clinging to the furry legs of a dog.

flowers cement pollen sacs, or pollinia, onto

times the bees become so entangled in the

fits

the insects' eyes. Each pollen sac

flowers that they tear their legs off trying

one possible answer came from Charles Dar-

to escape.

win more than a century ago. After describ-

is

at-

tached to a thin shaft, and the whole structure

is

huge compared with the size of the

moth

human

eye.

may be

Some-

vulnerable to aggres-

tors

is

the goose that

like killing

laid

the

golden egg. Although the costs and beneof fatal attractions need more study,

ing the pollinia-laden tongue of a hawk-

Recently Anton Pauw, of the

moth, he remarked that the moth certainly

When the

University of Capetown in South Africa, dis-

would starve to death. But, he reasoned,

uniflora

moth; picture something as big as
club glued onto a

Birds, too,

like burrs

a

golf

sive flowers.

would have

covered that South African milkweeds ce-

before the moth succumbed,

flower, the pollen sac is deposited onto its

ment

undoubtedly pollinated several orchid flow-

receptive stigma, thus pollinating the or-

sunbirds that pollinate them.

flies off

to feed at another

C.

their pollinia onto the tongues of the

How

this af-

ers.— f.

J.

T.

and

P.

W. E.

it

—
niingbird flowers might manipulate, rather than ac-

commodate, potential
what happens when

We

pollinators.

investigated

curved flower. Bee balm

is

garden plant, bee balm

thickets in July

North

New York southward.

and August. As

Its

shady woods

hummingbird

a

biU into a bee bahn blossom, the

its

Going Around the

popular

native to eastern

scarlet flowers are a striking addition to

serts

A

good example.

a

is

America, firom Michigan and

and

probes a

a straight-billed bird

in-

presses

bfll

downward hump in the "floor" of the
Mounted on a flexible stem, the flower is

against the

flower.

pushed downward, causmg the bird

to get tapped

on

which

are

the head by the flower's anthers and stigma,

located

on the ceihng. Other hummingbird

such

the trumpet honeysuckle, curve

as

downward and have

than

along the flower

floor.

flowers,

upward

rather

and stigma

their anthers

Probing hummingbird

bills

push against the ceiling of these flowers, puUing the
anthers up and transferring pollen to the bird's throat.

Our

experiments

oflier a

new

perspective

ture in bird—flower poDination systems.

hummingbird

all

curved, and

flov^^ers are

on curva-

About

half of

many hum-

mingbirds, especially those in Central and South

America, have curved

A

biUs.

similar pattern holds

with many other nectar-feeding

such

birds,

as

the sun-

of Africa and the honeyeaters of AustraUa.

birds

—

now

suspect that

We

rather than the mutually beneficial

convergence of shape long proposed by researchers
plant and bird have

The

is

deposited.

From

closer the

fit,

conflicting interests.

of bfll and flower:

a mismatch

more curved than

the flower

its

somewhat

from

plant benefits

the

more

bill,

pollen

if
is

the bird's point of view, however, the

the faster and

more

efficiently

it

can get

m and out of the flower.

biU
It's

easy to see

how

this conflict

lutionary arms race. Selection

can lead to an evo-

which then

fa-

(improving feeding

ef-

the floral tube (enhancing polhnation),
vors a curvature of the bird's

bill

ficiency). This, in turn, selects for

curvature, and so on. If this

of

favors a curvature

first

view

is

even greater

floral

correct, the

most

curved flower in any community should be more
curv'ed than the

The

most curved

bfll

of its avian

idea in his

On

book On

who

proposed the

the Various Contrivances by

and Foreign Orchids Are FertiUsed by

the

Good

Effects

of Intercrossing.

We

Which

Insects,

and

have yet to con-

firm whether an arms race really occurs in
birds,

humming-

but our preliminary observations in Puerto Rico

indicate

it

does:

hummingbird

bUls are

more curved

there than in the United States. Significantly, the flowers

hummingbird must

negotiate

the bird's tongue goes

some compHcated floral mechanics. As

around the hairpin turn

at the Jar

idea of flowers and poUinators locked in an

arms race dates back to Darwin,

British

visitors.

To reach the nectar of a jewelweed fiower, the ruby-throated

they pollinate are even

more curved.

D

blossom (middle, cutaway view),

mounted on
bird retracts

as

it

a flexible stem

its

—

it

pushes the

end of the

flower— which

is

out of its normal position. Wlien the

tongue, the flower springs back, leaving behind pollen

scrapes the

upper part of the

bird's bill (bottom).

Q^s^

—

—
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By Richard Primack
ome

s

flowers fade

them

is

as

soon

done. Others

as

may

the

work of making

with their broad,

weeks or even

the environment.

last

'months: individual blossoms of the orchid Gmiii-

where

nine months in

may be

difference in

Much

life

greenhouse. Since

a

purpose

—

all

flowers share a

to attract poUinators

—why such

a

how

the need to keep individual blossoms

enough

to achieve fertihzation

cost of producing
a flower

consumes

—

lose water rapidly to

rates

of photosynthesis are high and moisture

—

in especially short supply

for a plant to

make new

plants

open long

and the considerable

and maintaining flowers. Producing
a significant

portion of the energy a

sects

it

may be cheaper

flowers than to maintain ex-

isting ones. Also, bees, butterflies,

spans?

of the answer can be found in

juggle two important but sometimes conflicting factors:

surfaces

Generally speaking, in warm, sunny places

matophyllum multifiomm retain their freshness for up to

common

flat

and other flying in-

m these places tend to be abundant and active, so

even short-lived flowers are likely to be visited by pollinators.

Cooler, wetter cHmates often support fewer

pollinating insects,

which sometimes must wait

several

hours in the morning before their muscles have

warmed up

sufficiently

when

to

permit

flight.

Cool

plant garners through photosynthesis. Keeping a flower

weather, especiaOy

open

duces the rate of both photosynthesis and water

also requires energy,

and

soft,

deHcate petals

it's

cloudy or

rainy, also reloss.

ndlvidual

blossoms of the
lady-sUpper orchid

Paphiopedilum

hirsudssimum may
Last for a

Life in

month.

E VERY FLOWERING PLANT HA.

—

lowers in

every stage of

development
from bud through
wilt

— appear on a

daylily (genus

HemerocalUs)

,

left,

but each blossom
stays open for just

one day. Opposite
page: Flowers of

the night-blooming
cereus are open
just a couple of

hours before
wilting.

Photographs by Stephen Myers

Bloom
TO KNOW WHEN TO HOLD 'EM AND WHEN TO FOLD

'EM.
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may be more economical under

these

conditions to keep existing flowers open than to

make

however, and

new

it

ones.

New

meadows of

In the cool subalpine

Zealand

and Chile, for example, wildflower blossoms

week on

flowers of nearly

all

moth-poUinated

by dawn. Such

the case of bat- and

or, in

open

species,

and

in the evening

differences can also be seen in

fall

one

of the growing season: flowers in

area over the course

Cumberland Mountains of Virginia,

the

a

and shrubs open in the morn-

trees

ing and wilt by afternoon

apart

last

average, whereas in lowland tropical forests,

for example,

an average of six days in early summer but only two

last

or three in the heat of August.

ONCE IT'S POLLINATED, A FLOIVER FADES FAST
how

But

temperature, moisture, and pollination

activity affect the Ufe

culated in

Passiflora cabrulba

span of a blossom cannot be cal-

simple

a

equation.

Take orchids and

bromeliads, frequently found in the same tropical

both

forests:

are primarily epiphytes, or "air plants,"

which use other plants

grow

for physical support, often

high up in the canopy, and depend on rain for water

and

be widely

nutrients. Individual plants tend to

tered,

which adds

scat-

to the challenge of attracting polli-

nators and ensuring that pollen gets delivered to an-

other flower of the same species.

Many

orchids' strategy

is

produce

to

relatively

few

but long-lived flowers, often of such elaborate design
that pollination can only

be effected by highly

special-

ized pollinators, such as certain bees, wasps, moths, and

hummingbirds. Since these pollinators
often widely dispersed,
last

many

days,

some orchid

BromeHads, in
relatively simple

Aristolochia gigantba

even weeks. Adapted to a long wait,

flowers are sturdy and encased in a

coating, presumably to prevent water

—each

a succession

lasting

The

in a flower cluster.

waxy

loss.

produce

contrast,

blossoms

—

days at most

are themselves

crucial that the blossoms

it is

one

of

to three

generalized con-

struction of these flowers, and the regular production

of

new

birds,

blooms,

attracts a

broad range of

Whether short-Hved or

long-lived,

all

rapidly as soon as they are pollinated,

plant to put

its

energy into

fruit

often encouraging poUinators to

nated flowers on the same plant.

of view, then, the death of
thing.

and

Most gardeners

—^who

—would have

a

flowers age

enabhng the

production and
visit other,

From

a flower

also

unpoUi-

the plant's point

can be

would Hke

plants they have nurtured stay in
sible

insects

guaranteeing quick fertOization.

bloom

hard time agreeing.

as

a

good

to see the

long

as

pos-

D
Dendrobium antennifbrae

Seed pod of Nigeijji
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Between a rutted road and a burned

ern Mexico and Guatemala, where
de muerte, a vernacular

name

that

it is

known

custom of planting the flower around

field in Mexico, scientists find

as lafior

comes from the

local

was

graves. It

described by a botanist in 1831 but has since re-

first

ceived only sporadic study.

my trip

For

in search of this "flower of death,"

re-

I

cruited Melvin Shemluck, an old collecting partner

/leBlackest

and

be

botanist, to

a

Gray Herbarium and
familiarize ourselves

Flower in
the World

second

set

We

of eyes.

began the

project by studying pressed specimens at Harvard's
the Smithsonian Institution to

at

with

Lisianthius's

flowers and to determine

sites,

we

zeroed in on the

southern Mexico.
in

when and where we were
bloom. From

likely to find the plant in

possible

The

hanging tubular

plant

a short

of

list

of Oaxaca in

state

had been collected there

1939 by the (then recently graduated) Harvard

botanist Richard E. Schultes,

whose

work

later

in

Amazonia would make him one of the most important
of this century.

botanists

mounan area known by

In 1938 and 1939, Schultes explored the

By Rob Nicholson

tainous terrain of northern

some

The

rarest

of flower colors, black has always held

a special fascination for

me. Gertrude

Jekyll,

renowned English gardener who revolu-

the

tionized early-twentieth-century gardening with a so-

was acutely

phisticated approach to color dynamics,

as

rooms and

to

a trained colour-eye! Tliere

and

the velvety

my own

eye,

is

the dull

broum black of soot,

brown black of the bean flower's

blotch: to

I have never found anything so entirely black in

a natural product as the patch on the lower petals oflris

iberica. Is
is

it

not

more colour

Ruskin who says of Velasquez,

in his black

than in

many

and near the small

herbs,

Domingo

Santo

he

Latani,

also collected a "striking,

that after fifty years the black Lisianthius

to bring

the same roads and paths.

their

Sissinghurst Castle

home, the Enghsh poet and

novelist Vita Sackville-West

—bled

gardening

—another grande dame of

one of her gardens of color and

planted only white flowers, a
for night viewing.

Being

"moon

I

pigmentation and,

work) for
if possible,

my

of

fiirther study

to garner a

few

clues about this species' pollination biology.

In the city of Oaxaca, a local research station

(Centro Interdisciplinario de Investigacion para

el

on our

toyed with the

black flowers, and

—not

horticultural creations

—

are especially rare.

friend (and retired plant taxonomist)

me about a Uttle-known Mexican

with the blackest flowers he had ever seen, he

planted the seed of

a

Lisianthius nigrescens,

learned,

I

collecting trip in
is

my

mind.

native only to southIllustrations by

Hst

and

as-

signed a first-rate field botanist, Raul Rivera, to ac-

company

us.

We

approached the targeted area from

the low-lying tropical farmland of Veracruz and

headed south into the Sierra de ViUa

mounThe road

Alta, a

tainous landscape inhabited by the Zapotec.

gave the He to the line on the map; instead of the

promised

black tulips or black violets

Richard Weaver told
species

all

I

a Hst.

Truly black species
as

garden" designed

a contrarian,

opposite notion, a garden of

began to compile

So when

still

Our goal was

specimens back to the Botanic Garden of

Smith College (where

collecting this and other species

such

vOlage of

DesarroUo Integral Regional) agreed to collaborate in

whole palette?

At her

hillside

decided to begin our search in the Chinantla,

bloomed along

that there

another painter's

There he

black-flowered" plant, the object of our curiosity.

We
in black alone

in search of powerfU medici-

found and identified various hallucinogenic mush-

hoping
is

—

Oaxaca

—

nal plants alluded to in ancient Aztec herbals.

aware of the nuances of colors:

Wliat a wonderful range of colouring there

the Chinantla

fat

mapmaker
stones,

we had

to navigate a road the

had obviously never traversed

—

a

ribbon of

with large rocks often treacherously positioned

between two
a

red route,

ruts.

Early in the day,

we were

stopped

checkpoint where twenty-five well-armed

were searching for drugs. Raul was
episode, but to us

unlike any

it

we were

James Marsh

had the
used

to.

feel

blase

at

ofiicers

about the

of entering a garden

«»
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Looking out the

rivers.

we were

of black flowers,

for any signs

struck

hummingbirds or

likely

pects

Chinantla had drawn botanical explorers for centuries,

and the

few remaining giant

a

strangler fig trees gave us the

impression of how mighty

its

Now

had once been.

forests

a shortcut to

of the flowers

—

time

to the identity of the plant's

we had

—

to go on. Certain as-

little

of odor,

their tubular shape, lack

blossoms were open in the day-

fact that the

suggested a diurnal pollinator, perhaps a

mingbird or

hum-

long-tongued moth. But might such a

a

dark color Hmit the flower's

not the same

ability to lure pollinators?

would seem

Black

nated with amazingly steep

render the flowers hard to detect against a shade-dap-

on

The degree of

of crops.

disruption

forest

total

standing

vegetation,

while

cultivated under a

is

canopy

of

bumped

along,

we

area has

determined

slope,

it

to

we debump our way down-

share of narcotrafficantes,

to continue

our search for knowl-

edge about the flower of death.

Back

in the

our next move.

calm of Smith College,
First

we pondered

and foremost, we wanted

to learn

he idea of a

dusky-winged moth

plants,

and herbarium speci-

seeking out a black flower

mens. Here and there a bro-

ken

its

occasion-

stopped to collect

seeds,

As the

we

As

trees.

but

as invisible,

cided not to tarry and began to

which needs some

shade,

ally

of

removal

requires

is

pled background of leaves.

depended

the crop: sun-loving corn

coffee,

tree

Hmb

lay next to the

in

the dark of night might

and we would deHght in the beautiful bromeUads

road,

be biologically unlikely, but

and orchids growing on the bark.

On

we

the cusp of our fourth hour of searching,

were rewarded. Spotting

aspem tree

a Sauimiia

(a

ber of the kiwifruit family) along the roadside

remembering

that Schultes

gether with Lisianthius

had reported

iiigrescens,

we

it

mem-

—and

growing to-

redoubled our

scanning the passing vegetation. After only

forts at

of little black

yards, a constellation

from

three feet

my

car

ef-

fifty

bells appeared, just

window. There,

in a

narrow

band of vegetation sandwiched between the road and
burned

grew

field,

mously relieved

a

that

few dozen black
all

and stepped out

Lisianthius.

a

Enor-

our preparation and jostling on

rough roads had not been in
to take

vain,

our

we parked our vehi-

first

close look at the

The

plants themselves

Each was
about

a single, sparsely

five feet high.

were

fairly

branched

black

tallest

more about

The buds looked

hoped

How does a flower
that answering this

question might provide clues to possible poUinators.

Kenneth Markham, an authority on

pigment

floral

chemistry in Lisianthius species and their close
agreed to analyze some fireeze-dried petals for
sent a shipment off to
ited in

New

Zealand.

him

at Industrial

We

also

relatives,

us, so

we

Research Lim-

contacted Peter Kevan,

an expert on insect color vision and poUination biol-

ogy
lab

at

the University of

equipped with

is

a

Guelph

in Ontario. Kevan's

spectrophotometer and

a quartz-

like

detect whether a flower reflects ultraviolet light.

portion of our precious petals went off to

A

flower derives

ghstening drops of
bells

of

lost,

drawn

Puncture holes

were evidence

much of its

him

as

A

weD.

color from pigments,

at

the base of the

that nectar "thieves,"

most

into the pigment; reflected wavelengths are

perceived

as color.

pends on

who

and

brates

there.

We

lengths of hght. Absorbed wavelengths are essentially

open blossoms presented tubular

we were

the unusual coloration.

get to look so black?

blackish purple,

satin.

corolla tubes

a certain Gothic appeal.

substances that either absorb or reflect various wave-

Unfortunately, no insect or bird visited the flowers

while

has

angle at

on the

of an eggplant, or inky black, utterly de-

void of color.
the

the

But the inch-and-a-half-long

which we viewed them, they appeared

oil;

nondescript.

stalk,

flowers were extraordinary: depending

like the skin

it

lensed camera, the sophisticated equipment needed to

object of our quest.

coal

had taken

patches of intact forest alter-

fields

cle

As

thers in the process.

proper poUinator,

by the human disruption of the natural landscape. The

and

bees,

the sweet nectaries, bypassing the poUen-bearing an-

—

vision

is

But which color? The answer dedoing the perceiving. Most verte-

insects, for

that

is,

brates such as

example, have trichromatic color

vision based

on

three colors. For verte-

humans, those three colors

are blue,

green, and red, whereas for most insects the colors are

—
and green.

ultraviolet, blue,

A

flower that reflects only

compares with

petal tissue. This

of about

a level

1

.4

red wavelengths will thus appear red to people and to

percent of the dry weight of a commercially marketed,

hummingbirds (important

purple-petaled near relative

for the plant's chances

being poUinated) but black to most

of

(Some red

insects.

team

also discovered a

flowers, such as poppies, also reflect ultraviolet Hght

thocyanins. This massive

and thus

be absorbing hght

attract insects.)

Floral

pigments are made up ot hundreds of mole-

cules that

and

carotenoids,

betalains. Flavonoids are water-soluble

compounds most

frequently concentrated in the out-

ermost

of fruits and flowers.

cell layers

anthocyanins

—

—

One

type

the

absorbs the yellow part of the dayhght

spectrum while reflecting the red and the blue, and

is

flavonoids

—such

roses, grapes,

and plums. Other

aurones, flavonols, and flavones

as

that unless light

and snapdragons. The fat-soluble carotenoids

roses

responsible for

many

red, orange,

petals

least

common

of the Cahfornia poppy. Betalains
class

floral

tube or from nonpigmented structures (both very unhkely), L. nigrescens appears to be the

docuniented

first

truly black flower.

AH

Its

is

make

to discover

responsible for pollinating this

heavy pigment load

much

a plant invest so

to

now determined

of us are

creature

its

defies logic

what

most unusual

—why would

energy producing pigment only

flowers harder to see?

Is

color perhaps not

and yellow hues

from the orange of carrots to the glowing golden

low

are

Lisianthiiis

His conclusion was

being reflected from inside the

is

to

—making

rate

of a bloom.

petals absorb ultraviolet as well.

plant.

produce the yellow and ivory coloring of some prim-

amount of pigment seems

Kevan had more remarkable news: black

responsible for the red-blue and purple colors of del-

phiniums, geraniums,

the prairie gentian. His

an unprecedented

L. nigrescens a black hole

into three broad classes: flavonoids,

fall

at

—

high ratio of copigments to an-

yel-

are the

of pigments. Water soluble Hke the

flavonoids but alkaloid in nature, they produce

some of

the crimsons and magentas seen in cacti and ice plants

and in the flamboyant bougainvillea.

A flower may
pigments;

some

contain mixtures of several different

cultivars

of sweet peas, for example,

have eighteen. Other factors also influence flower

Pigment concentration

color:

ment

And

of pig-

(the percentage

in a petal's dry weight) can affect color intensity.

compounds

certain

nins, flavones,

(or copigments)

and flavonols

—work

—such

as tan-

in conjunction

with anthocyanin pigments to increase the intensity

and blueness of a

flower's hue.

So what about the black
to hear back

Lisianthius'.

While waiting

from Ken Markham and Peter Kevan,

my

conducted more modest experiments on

When

I

I

own.

placed a diced black flower in hot water and

inserted a

wick of filter paper,

upward onto the
experiment with

paper.
oil,

violet

When

I

pigment

diflilised

performed the same

no pigments came

no

out, so

carotenoids seemed to be at play, only flavonoids or betalains.

I

also

croscope.
again,

It

viewed

a pressed

specimen under the mi-

looked to be a highly saturated

when

I

added water

to the petals

violet,

on

and

the sUde,

even a factor in

its

pollination?

instead absorb the sun's heat

sensed target? Perhaps

its

Could

the black flower

and present

a

thermally

scent wafts out only at night,

drawing in nocturnal moths to

sip at

its

tubular throat.

violet appeared. Interesting, but not conclusive.

The

Weeks later, Markham's report arrived to provide
more precise information. He identified two antho-

flower in the dark of night might be biologically un-

cyanin pigments

at

work and

a significant level

of

copigments. According to his analysis, done with the
aid

of absorption spectroscopy, anthocyanins make up

an extraordinary 23 percent of the dry weight of the

idea of a dusky- winged

hkely but
has long

it

moth seeking out

has a certain Gothic appeal.

been

my

returned with a

At any

a

black

rate, as

experience with field collecting,

new

set

we

of theories to ponder and

questions to answer. Melvin and

I

are already talking to

Raul about going on another bumpy

ride.
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RISK
is

one of seven hundred

Department of Fish and Wildlife

the U.S.

lists

offlowering plants that

species

as endangered or threatened.

By Janet
1910 Stewardson Brown wrote

Inpublication

in Bartonia, the

of the Philadelphia Botanical Club:

"Few of our

more

early spring flowers are

than the

swamp

.

.

Many

.

who

enthusiasts,

feel

of its fragrant flowers, even
with wet

scratches,

note that those

wUd "do

their

Street, for

it is

feet

who

thrown

got

lata)

my

first

State biologist Larry

when

Torok

legal,

joined

for a day

through the swamps of southern

of this threatened

I

of slogging

New Jersey

plant. Collecting

in search

swamp pink

but protection came only

after

all

on
HIGHLANDS SCRUB

New Jersey

HYPERICUM
(Hypericum cumulicota)
Historic range: FL

Status: endangered

no

is

of draining,

fiHing, timbering,

suitable habitat,

we

first

malls,

urban

ment

and roadway mazes
fringe.
frill

As we pulled up

as

and corkscrews

—

at

blouse, white

and high-tops, and grabbed an extra pair of rub-

ber boots from the back of his truck.

The temperature

on by

a thread

and Maryland and in

a

supports

more than

half of

leaves, often

its

low-

hidden under

brown and hugs

the ground.

flower head, a small oval about an inch and a half
scarcely visible tucked inside the leaf clump. In

is

winter

—

as

sunshine pours through the bare tree

—

a stout

hoUow

stem, called a scape, begins to

from the center of the clump, eventually reaching

eighteen inches or

long

cluster,

more

in height.

At the top of the

head quickly lengthens into an ob-

or inflorescence, of forty to sixty tiny

flowers with a hyacinth-Hke fragrance.

housing develop-

my sleeveless

The

scape, the flower

the

the starting point for our hike

Staten Island to the

During the cold winter months,

leaf Htter, turns reddish

the soU

strip

of shrubs pruned into lollipops, pom-poms,

Larry took another look
pants,

to a

known

New Jersey

growing clump of straphke

rise

had to make our way

collectively

New York's

currently hanging

branches of New Jersey's red maple swamps and warms

and clearing have

through the procession of carbon-copy suburbs,

acidic soils.

late

decimated the wedand haunts of this native wildflower.

To reach

It is

known swamp pink populations, most of which are
privately owned land in the Delaware River valley.
The swamp pink grows in infertile, saturated,

long,

decades of

removal from the wild had taken their toU. In addition,
years

ranged from

It

Southern

ans.

among

(Helonias bid-

wooded

few scattered populations in the southern Appalachi-

to

New Jersey"

gHmpse of swamp pink

aheady sunk shin-

I'd

seeking once grew in

in the coastal plains of Delaware

hunting along the curbs of Market

almost certain to be found there

we were

plant

Georgia border.

have never seen the plant in the

in the wild last year,

longer

shrubs.

some

Brown went on

in."

matter that

wetlands, shaded by the tangled canopies of trees and

few heads

if the getting entailed

the variety of wild flowers brought from
I

a

with mud. Thanks to the boots, how-

much

didn't

it

The

it

each spring

visits

amply repaid by

splattered

deep in the muck.

of the more accessible

of our region are sure of

locaUties

from

pink.

and
ever,

attrac-

who know

or universally sought after by those

tive

Marinelli

PnCHER'S THISTLE

possesses six bright pink tepals (the

(Cirsium pitcheri)

there

Historic range: IL, IN,

MI, WI, Ontario

Status: threatened

no

is

distinction

between

petals

Each flower

term used when

and

sepals).

Pro-

truding from the tepals are six stamens topped by vivid

poUen-bearing anthers shaped hke

blue,

beans.

By

early spring, flowering

Httle coffee

swamp pink

is

the

as

jewel of the wetland, the dazzling pink-and-blue

we tramped by a Une ofjuniper pom-poms, past a concrete headwall designed to slow down the subdivision's

flower clusters on their blue-green scapes punctuating

storm-water

runofi",

shghtly cooler

soared into the mid-nineties

and into

a

—though only

shady

—red maple swamp. Within minutes,

was drenched in sweat, covered by catbrier

I

scratches.

the brilliant greens of young

unfolding their leaves on the

Once

sedges

the flowers are past their prime, the inflores-

—now pink

cence

swamp grasses and
damp forest floor.

suffused with green

—continues

to

SWAMP PINK
lengthen and bears papery three-lobed
bling tiny inverted hearts.

Each

fruits

inflorescence produces a lot of seeds

one

—

huddled

swamp pink

MD, NC, NJ, NY, SC, VA

each one has

nearly 2,500

by

Status: threatened

small hermaphroditic flowers

together, facilitating pollen transfer,
tall

poUen-shedding male

parts that

this pretty picture

of fertility

is

is

a rare sight:

bloom

swamp pink does bloom,

no more than 6

in a given year.
its

And when

flowers tend to poUinate

For more on

endangered plants:
www.fws.gov/r9endspp/
Isppinfo.html

and

tower

over the shorter female organ, the carpel, with

poUen-receptive stigma. Such self-pollination

in flower

percent of the plants

The many

are

that even in relatively healthy Helonias populations, a

swamp pink

themselves.

Historic range: DE, GA,

calculation.

The problem with

a

(Helonias buUata)

about 50

fruit contains

long slender seeds; altogether, the average

resem-

its

may be

convenient but, unlike cross-poUination of flowers

from

different plants, does not

promote

a

healthy

reshufihng of genes with each generation.

What's more, swamp pink tends to reproduce asexually,

producing

new clumps

—

clones of the parent

Photographs by Susan Middleton and David Liittschwager
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that arise

from the

natural history

Asexual reproduction

roots.

has advantages for a population that

adapted to
ture's

environment: in

effect,

version of the adage "If it

The

it."

its

5/99

is

already well

it's

Mother Na-

broke, don't fix

ain't

of genetic diversity that accom-

relative lack

panies self-fertilization and asexual reproduction,

however, especially in rare and narrowly distributed

swamp

species such as

when

become

pink, can

a liabihty

habitat conditions change. Recently,

swamp

pink has been found to have unexpectedly low

of genetic variation, further clouding
long-term

its

levels

prospects for

survival.

As Larry and

hopped from exposed root

I

downed branch and

to

avoid sinking into the

hummock to hummock to
muck, we saw all too clearly the

challenges facing the

swamp

fi-om

—
washed away—

of storm water and

later

Rocks

pink.

mouths of headwaUs

piled at the

littered the

swamp, along with spackle buckets,
bags, a sled,

and

originally

to reduce the ravages

a child's plastic

bottles, plastic

wagon.

When we

fi-

came upon some swamp pink plants, many
showed signs of having been pummeled by raging
nally

TENNESSEE PURPLE

CONEFLOWER
(Echinacea
tennesseensis)
Historic range:

TN

Status: endangered

storm water flowing into the swamp from roads and
roofi.

In

Others were in worse shape, buried in sediment.

some

places

where Larry had found Hebnias

torrents of water

vegetation.

And

the mossy

hummocks

be, there

which

is

far

between

of the rampaging water.

As beleaguered

may

all

often preferred

by swamp pink seedlings were few and
also victims

before,

had scoured the stream banks of

is

as

swamp

still

pink's

at least a

more than can be

New Jersey habitat

chance of saving

said for the estimated

it,

116
NA'U, or

million acres of wetiand in the contiguous United
States that

HAWAIIAN

GARDENIA

have already been destroyed. Degradation
(Gardenia brighamii)

of remaining weriands threatens the survival of

a diHistoric range: HI

verse group of plants, including Texas wild rice, sevStatus: endangered

eral species

of pitcher

plant,

and Robin's beUflower.

Wedand

plants are

supremely adapted to their harsh

habitats.

They can

tolerate stresses

tile

and constantly saturated

the death of most plants.

soils

What

—extremely
— would
that

inferspell

the species apparentiy

carmot tolerate are the kinds of sudden, violent trau-

mas caused by human
scape.

alterations

of the natural land-

Barring stronger regulations and vigilant en-

forcement to protect these battered
traumas are inevitably in

store.

habitats,

more

D

-FROZEN ASS ETSCenter for Plant Conservation (CPC)

Thetwenty-nine

is a

network of

botanical gardens and arboretums in

tiie

United States that work to maintain and propagate

some 550 species

of imperiled

plants— approximately one-

quarter of the 2,000 plant species native to the United
States that the CPC considers to be at risk of extinction.

(Worldwide, 33,418 species, or 13.8 percent, of

all

vascular

plants are imperiled, according to the 1997 lUCN Red List
of Threatened Plants, compiled by the World Conservation

MACFARLANE'S

Union; as species-rich tropical areas are studied more sys-

FOUR-O'CLOCK

number

tematically, the
(Mirabitis macfarlanei)

Historic range: ID,

OR

cally, a

reclassified as

threatened in 1996

expected to

rise.)

mens, as rooted cuttings, and, increasingly,- as seeds. Typi-

Status: formerly

endangered,

is

CPC member gardens safeguard plants as whole speci-

seed consists of an embryo (the miniature plant), en-

dosperm (the embryo's food reserve), and

a

protective

covering called the seed coat. The earliest agriculturists-

eager to save seed both for eating and for future planting-

soon learned that some seeds survive storage better than
others. The harder and more

impermeable the seed coat,

example, the longer a seed may

last.

for

(The longest-lived seed

on record was a lotus seed from Manchuria, believed to be

about seven hundred years

old.)

Conservationists are

now

benefiting from decades of agricultural research on maintain-

ing seeds so that their germ plasm remains viable.

A decade

ago, the CPC joined forces with the National Seed Storage

Laboratory (NSSL) in Fort Collins, Colorado, and today more

than 15 million seeds of imperiled native plants are stored at
Fort; Collins

as well as in

CPC gardens. For many plant species,

such seed banking has become the last line of defense
against extinction.

Adapted to

a period of cold weather,

the seeds of most

temperate plants are amenable to seed banking. As Christina

LARGE-FRUITED SAND

VERBENA
(Abronia macrocarpa)
Historic range: TX

Status: endangered

Walters, an

NSSL plant physiologist, explains, maturing seeds

conare able to "switch off" their metabolism; their water
tent decreases, and they

become dormant. The seed

is

then

at
dried, sealed in moisture-proof containers, and stored

-18° C (-0.4°

F).

A newer method— cryopreservation

uid nitrogen tanks at about

in liq-

-160° C (-256° F)— slows me-

tabolism down to a state of suspended animation, allowing
seeds to be banked almost indefinitely.
Unfortiunately, as researchers have found,

some

so-called

recalcitrant seeds continue to metabolize as they mature,

and begin germinating as soon as they are shed by the plant.
Recent studies suggest that different species display different
degrees of recalcitrance. Meanwhile, work on ways to cryopreserve these seeds continues. "The cryopreservation principles are the

same

as those used for animal

embryos," says Walters, "but our problem
cult because there are fewer researchers

semen and human
is a bit

more

and research

and because our seeds are relatively

diffi-

dollars,

huge— 7,500,000

cells— compared with semen and embryos, which have fewer
than 100 cells."— J. M.
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(kynthe
Trail of
a Scent

^iJ^A
\K.

'

One

scientist's discoveries

.

.

about

may become

a flower's fragrance
another's

Obsession.

.

,%

By Annette Heist

Flowers

use scent in the same

perfume: to

sort

attract.

tended

is

an

of visitor

is

lured

insect,
in.

Most

way humans

den.

Mori

often the flower's in-

but occasionally a different

"Anything

I

can smell, I'm

New York Botanical

the

at

^'^-^Sn--

use

interested in," says Scott Mori, director of the Institute

of Systematic Botany

-^j^

studies differences in the scents

"^'--^i:;,

Gar-

of closely

related plants as part of his investigations into the evo-

lutionary relationships of plants and their poUinators.

Since 1976
central

Mori

has

French Guiana to

made twenty-one
collect,

catalog,

trips to

and learn

everything he can about each and every plant growing

On

there.

one recent

Kenneth Purzycki, the

trip,

he was accompanied by

director of firagrance science at

Givaudan Roure, an international perfume house. But
while Mori

him about

is

its

interested in

what

a plant's scent can tell

poUinators, Purzycki

is

searching for the

next Obsession.

One

of the

vaudan Roure

largest perflimeries in the world,

creates fragrances for

Gi-

hundreds of

—

cHents

putting the scent in everything firom Michael

Jordan cologne to Herbal Essences shampoo. Chances
are that the smell

nated in

Its

of something in your house origi-

laboratories.

J?."^"'
^•?..

i

—

Purzycki's job

ones

—

is

to dissect odors

—mosdy

pleasant

so they can be

components

into their chemical

re-created synthetically. PiiU apart your favorite eau de

and

toilette,

of

citrus

from

a

comes down

to molecules.

That hint

probably a combination of hmonene, de-

is

and

canal,

it all

The musk

of octanal.

traces

note

may be

chemical called thibetohde. Put the ingredients

back together in the right
our (think Chanel No.
thing greater than the

throw in

ratios,

a little

glam-

and you've created some-

5),

sum of its

parts.

Perfiime has been around a lot longer than the

technology Kenneth Purzycki uses to create
chemistry didn't matter so

much when

it;

organic

perfiimes were

created by distilling vats of jasmine or tuberose. This

d":^
^*-<%

:\

y
Perfume ingredients

traditional process releases tiny scent-fdled oil droplets

are sought worldwide

from specialized glands

and not just from

usually found on the surface of the petals; a single
droplet can contain up to four hundred different

flowers. Above:

Thomas

McGee, of Givaudan

chemical compounds

Roure, sniffs the

But

aromatic bark of a tree

fragrances.

in French Guiana. Left:

ingredients

"Nature

Distilled,"

page 72).

have become too costly for use in most

Now

perfrimes generally contain synthetic

—chemicals produced

in the lab to

mimic

a rope to bring fragrant

"noses"

frangipani blossoms

cules

within reach. Above, far

scents artificially.

He

from Ethiopia

Amazonia, amassing

The sweet-

smelling flowers of
Gustavia augusta are

'':i^

(see

osmophors, which are

Costa Rica's IN Bio uses

left:

%->^-.>- ^

real flowers

called

aromatic compounds found in nature. Purzycki supthe creative
plies Givaudan Roure's perfumers

Alvaro Fernandez of

i^^-

J

pollinated by bees.

—

—

who

blend and

sniff

and tweak the mole-

^with the chemical palette they

to

need

to

make

has traveled around the world,
thirty

thousand

chemical "notes" from which the perfumers can
choose. But he stiU isn't satisfied.

"I'm always looking for
Purzycki confesses, which

sprmg

in

Saiil,

a tiny

town

surrounded by tropical

thirty

is

why

thousand and one,"

he joined Mori

in central French

forest.

last

Guiana

"In a place Hke

Ne-

braska, you can drive for ten hours and you won't see

—
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Once collected, plant
specimens must be
sorted, left, and

labeled. Right: The

fragrance of Couroupita

guianensfs flowers

—the

sweetest in the entire
Lecythidaceae family
is

being tested as a

possible perfume
ingredient. Below:

Young "noses-inthe diversity change

at all,"

he

says.

French Guiana, you can be in

"But in

new

a

a place

Kke

ecosystem every

scents at their source, the

two

scientists

use a technology developed by beer brewers to

mea-

sure gas levels in the space above the head, or foam, of

when

the beer and thus determine

fermentation

is

complete. This "head space" equipment consists of

two

large glass

bowls that

together to form a

fit

a flower or other fragrant object.

around

side the globe (containing the

pulled through a

Once

Tenax.
sealed,

and

The

globe
air in-

molecules of scent)

is

cyhnder of adsorbent material called
filled

it's

this olfactory

oped. Back in the

lab,

with scent, the cyhnder
snapshot

Purzycki

is

is

ready to be devel-

first

runs the sample

through a gas chromatograph, which separates the
molecules by size. A mass spectrometer then bombards
the molecules with electrons,

The

color

apart. Since

causing them

to

fall

molecules of a given type always break

same way, the fragments form a sort of
fingerprint by which to identify them. (The most unusual object Purzycki ever collected scent from?
Michael Jordan's baseball glove, during the developsignature cologne.)

While Purzycki
the scent,

mean

Mori

is

uses this information to re-create
interested in

to pollinators.

what the molecules

For example, he looked

chemical components of the

floral fragrances

at

the

of twelve

members of Lecythidaceae, the family that includes the
Brazil nut tree. With the exception of two species

known

to

be bat pollinated,

it

was long thought

that

the plants in this family were pollinated by bees.

Mori found something unusual about
of the species he looked

at:

all

But

the scent of one

flowers of trees in the genus

Grias have a fatty-acid derivative usually
ers

discriminate thousands
of subtle smells called

notes. Far right:

found in flow-

pollinated by beetles. Sure enough, subsequent

field

A

flower's fragrance is

closely correlated with

what pollinates

it.

Bats

are attracted to the

musky odor

of Lecythis

poiteaui, top, while the

sweet fragrance of
Gustavia hexapetala,

bottom

— described by

researchers as

"heavenly"

— draws

bees.

and shape of a flower,

apart in the

ment of his

Roure's school of

perfumery learn to

twenty minutes."

To capture

training" at Givaudan

as well as

when

it

blooms, frequently

makes the pollinator keep coming back.

nectar) that

Nectar

is

metabolically expensive for plants to pro-

duce, however, so flowers are usually shaped in such a

way

must come

that the visitor

in contact

with the

pollen to get the sweet reward. Moth-poUinated flowers often

have

narrow tube with nectar

a long,

bottom. Fluttering above the flower, the moth
Its

proboscis into the tube to drink and

which

flower.

Sometimes flowers and

carries

is

the

dusted with

away and deposits on the next

pollen,

it

at

inserts

moth

their

pollinators

have coevolved to the point that the nectar tubes are

custom

fit

for a single

sure both that the

moth

moth wiU move on

same species and, since the guest
nectar

is

addition,

hkely to

many

still

be

Hst

with each scent

own

individual and

as

which

identifiable as the flower species in

their

Hmited, that

is

suspects that, in

flowers have evolved scents to attract

specific poUinators,

Doing

to a flower of the

Mori

there.

a

This helps to in-

species.

it

originates.

cruising in the forests of central

French Guiana, Mori and Purzycki spot

a

good candi-

date high in the canopy: the white, trumpet-shaped,

member of

the family

coffee, quinine,

and garde-

night-blooming flowers of a

Rubiaceae (which gives us
nias).

Mori

up

uses spikes to climb seventy-five feet

nearby

tree.

He

clips off a

a

piece

of the vine holding the flowers

and lowers
zycki,

who

down

it

to Pur-

then captures their

scent with his glass bowls.

Back

at

the Givaudan

Route

headquarters in Teaneck,
Jersey,

provide clues about

its

smell.

ple

the
research turned

up

a beetle pollinator.

Most

by beedes and

evolutionary

this

the scent.

both Purzycki and Mori to decide

flowers to collect; for example, the scents that

attract

moths

are usually pleasant to

by looking

tip

him

as

off.

humans. "And

at a flower," says

going to smell good."

blossoms,

The

Mori, "that

Imagine

a giant

the forest for a meal.

Any

well to

is

it is

moth out

at night.

more

it

sweet,

spicy,

what

cruising

Being Ught-

moths

it is

usually

few

offices away,

KAX0071 becomes Evening
Its

easily spotted doesn't

the meal (for

A

marketing department,

Glory.

flower hoping to attract a

bloom

colored or white so you are

hurt either. But

sphinx

in the

I

color and shape of the

well as their time of flowering, are

moth would do

it

of these are needed to re-create

which

just

learns that

decides that only thirty-seven

it

tell

gas

genus on the Brazil nut

Understanding the natural history of poUination

can

He

trometer.

that Grias

makes

is

the

Mori

knowing

tree.

easier for

(his label for

through

made up of more than sixty
components. The perfumer

so

flies,

possesses such an ancient characteristic helped

determine where to place

KAX0071

plant)

chromatograph and mass spec-

botanists

think that the earHest flowering plants were probably
pollinated

of

New

Purzycki runs the sam-

Glass bowls that

fit

hints

of jasmine and

scent

rose. Details

of

is

and
its

described
fruity,

exotic prove-

together to form a

nance and adventure-fJled collection are recorded.

globe capture a flower's

few

scent, which can then

ket for a

be sent for laboratory
analysis,

vials

as

with

A

of it are prepared to give to cUents in the mar-

new

At the

scent.

New

York Botanical Garden,

identified as Guettarda spmceana.

plant has ever

been collected

in

It is

the

KAX0071
first

is

time the

French Guiana. Mori

wBIX^'y

sets
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portion of the

about comparing the chemistry of its scent to that

of similar flowers collected during the

hopes to identify
other than a

its

One

—although

poUinator

moth would be

Mori hopes

trip.

day,

he

there.

many forests

with

scientists

Scienrifique

(which

still

from the

pour

le

goes by

tabhsh this area as

a

it

that way,

Mori

Institut Francais

is

is

tries

old acronym,

park with limited uses, such

on

feel-

have

in

some coun-

it.

not comfortable with putting

is

a price tag

Hke these help regulate atmos-

nature. "Forests

have an aesthetic value

eco-

sis,"

he

says.

money, and

charge a fee for natural products

A

come back

I

—including

their

aromas

account for in any economic analy-

that's difficult to

—Costa

(including scents) collected within their borders.

can't afford

mixed

says fees

has

He

work

difficult for botanists to

—many simply

help protect the

Mori

pheric gases and protect watersheds, and they also

to es-

as

it

Mori

Developpement en Cooperation

its

—

largely

de Recherche

tourism. Other biologically rich countries
Rica, for example

made

working

ORSTOM)

Of course, more money would

ings about the fee collection practice.

in Central and South America, the

undismrbed. To help keep

biodiversity. Currently,

country's biological treasures, but

that fiimre scent-coUecting trips will

extraordinarily diverse area surrounding Saiil

goes toward programs that track

French Guiana does not charge for products collected

anything

unlikely.

benefit not only the scientists but the forest as well.

UrJike

money

and help protect the country's

undeniably worth

"But biodiversity

is

would hke

some of

to see

that

money

D

to protect this place."

ature Distilled
Creating natural perfumes from flowers

is

more

like

cooking than

chemistry. To

make perfume, one must extract the fragrant

plant, just as

one must steep tea leaves to extract their

plants, such as
oils

flavor.

from the

Many

geraniums and marigolds, have high concentrations of

that are relatively easy to extract. These

steam

oils

distillation:

A vat

is filled

with plants, and steam

through the vat. The steam volatilizes the
plant surfaces. Then, once the steam

condense, the essential

oil is

oils are usually collected

is

oils,

freeing

is

by

forced

them from the

collected and allowed to

separated from the water.

Solvents are used to extract oils that are not as easily volatilized.

The fragrant plant parts

— such as rose petals — are placed

mixed with a solvent, and heated. The solvent

what

is

known

concrete

is

is

then removed, leaving

as a concrete: a solid ball of plant fats

and waxes. The

dissolved in ethyl alcohol to create an essential oil

as an absolute. Six hundred bushels of rose petals yield

pound

in a vat,

known

about one

of absolute.

Regardless of the extraction method, the oils are then diluted
in alcohol;

the higher the concentration, the stronger and more

expensive the fragrance. Perfume
toilette is

at least 19 percent oils, eau de

anywhere from 11 to 18 percent, and cologne

and 10 percent.—/4.

A woman gathers

is

H.

Q,^^©
rose petals In Bulgaria.

is

between 5

5/99
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Desert
By Barbara Kingsolver and Steven Hopp

THIS LAND
The

comet of desert wildflower

spring of 1998 was the Halley's

While nearly everyone

years.

else

on

the planet cursed the soggy

consequences of El Nino's downpours, here in southern Arizona

we cheered

the show: desert

hills

valleys colorized in eye-

and

popping schemes of maroon, mdigo, tangerine, and some hues
Crayola hasn't

named

yet.

—

Abandoned cotton

sahnized ground long since

left

dead

for

—

fields

flat,

rose again, wearing

Highway medians crowded with lupines and poppies
looked hke seed packet promises come true.
The first warm days of March always appear to call out a kind

brocade.

of miracle: the explosion of as

many

the

begins subtly,

call

much

earher,

gradually climbing temperatures.

outcome

as

half our desert's flowering

and death. Actually, though,

species into a brief cycle of bloom

with winter

The

from one spring to the next

varies

obvious to anyone

who

—

and

rains

of the

intensity

that

floral

much

is

ventures outdoors at the right time of

year and pays attention. But even couch potatoes could not have

missed that 1998 was a special year: full-color wildflower photos

made

the front pages of every major newspaper in the Southwest.

Our friends from other climes couldn't quite make out what
the fiiss was about. Many people aren't aware that the desert
blooms at all, even in a normal year, or of how much effort we
devote to prognosticating. "Is

on Groundhog

Phil

this

something

"Something Hke

that.

Or

the

fall

colors

Here, the experts take measurements and

through the

vvdnter.

like

Punxsutawney

New York.
of New England.

Day?" asked a friend from

make

forecasts

This year they predicted gold, but

all

it's

way

past platinum. In a spot where you'd expect a hundred flowers,

there are a thousand.

seen

More

kinds than anybody ahve has ever

once."

at

"But these

are annual flowers?"

"Right."
"Well, then

.

.

."

Our

nonbiologist friend struggled to frame

her question. "If they weren't here

then

who

"God

We

last year,

and

this

year they

planted them?"

planted them!"

glanced

at

each other nervously.

A picturesque

indeed, from scientifically trained types like ourselves.

response,

And yet

seemed more compelling than any pedestrian lecture on
cycles

are,

and latency periods. Where

did they

all

it

life

come from? Had

seeds just been lying around in the dirt for decades?

And how

Lupines and Mexican poppies, Picacho Peak State Park, Arizona

is it

'M

yi$'
?^'?
i'

y

^S*!/

m^s

—
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Sand verbena amid creosote bushes. Gran
Desierto del Pinacate National Park, Mexico

that

when

power than

came

a

by

called to attention

calendars,

all at

a higher

once there

crowd?

The answer

complex

as

is

as a

Beethoven symphony. You could look
lot

of sheet music and

at a

be knocked out

still

by the concert. The magic

in the

is

—and

timing, the combinations

the extent

of the preparations.
For the

means

plants, a

flower

about seeds, and the object

through

which

hell or

just the

is

The performance

to an end.

of

^both

of the Sonoran Desert.

are features

In winter, while

aU

persistence,

is

—

high water

is

snow

falls

on much of

North America, we

get slow, drizzly rains

that can last for days

and soak the whole

region to

its

The Navajo

core.

call this

female

rain, as

summer: rowdy thunderstorms

the male rains of late

opposed to

that briefly

disrupt the hot afi:ernoons, drenching a small plot of ground

while the next

hill

affect flowering,

over remains parched.

and in some

into spring. In others, after a
dries

up

for

It's

the female rains that

in the soil

dormancy. This seed bank

promising rain followed by drought.

died before setting seeds, the species would perish.

a

promise, the weather

to

come

to terms with their inconstant mother.

through growth and flowering,

its

seeds wait

for a longer

with many separate

Larry Venable and his colleagues

Some

lie

coping \vith

cHmate

a

observation

the University of Arizona

at

that refijses to reveal

—

predictable cycles.

1998, desert natives do

more than

Even

seize the

—

^in

the span of

in years as

wet

moment. They

stash

away

of competitive

a range

strategy

made

possible

as

also

—

Desert wlldflowers can be found at several locations around Tucson as well
as farther afield. Especially rich in flowers, the Buenos Aires National

pronghom

in

ftitures.

ephemerals, they've learned, use a surprising variety of strategies

human

Wildlife Refuge is also a quail and

and

If every seed sprouted

have spent years examining the intricacies of seed banks. Desert

for

Travel Notes

permit

the plant's protection against a

is

years, the benefaction trails steadily

wait, loading the soil

a plant rushes

programmed

species' seeds don't germinate; they're

Challenging conditions, these, but desert wUdflowers have

Once

just until the next time conditions

Hck and

good.

had millennia

—not

germination but often longer. In any one year, a subset of a

possibilities for the fiiture

by genetic variation (both among and

preserve. Thirty-five miles

within species) in their schedules for germination, flowering, and
north of Tucson lies Picacho Peak State Park, another well-known flower-

setting seeds.

watching

site.

Some

species even van,' seed size: larger seeds

make

The desert blooms beneath a volcano's shadow at Gran

more

resilient sprouts,

while smaller ones are

less

cosdy to

Desierto del Pinacate National Park, just across the Mexican border. For

produce. As a consequence of all these adaptations, native desert
more information on when and where the desert blooms,

visit

flowers can hold their

own

against invaders

from greener, more

www.desertusa.com.

predictable pastures.

The term used

50 Miles

to describe these remarkable plants

—

ephemeral annuals
Picaeho Peak
State park

and

suggests

poppy

as fragile as a

along with the notion of this
Arizona-Sonora
Desert Museum -.^•:

Buenos Aires

/

National

^v
f
i

Gran Desierto
"-

-

del Pinacate

National Park

/Wildlife

Refuge

/

Organ

)

Cactus National

—

don't

as a

That

thing

floral

we

is

our misapprehension,

—now you

magic show

what we

neat annual packages, a blazing field of blues and golds

beginning nor an end.

It's

a

see

it,

can predict and possess, like a

garden. In spite of our determination to contain

a

(

bUnk

in the

is

see in

neither

long Hfe of a species,

Pip'

Monument
Gulf of California

now you

something captive to the calendar

petal.

whose blueprint
books.

^^Ramsey Canyon greserye

The

for perseverance

flowers

that ticks so slowly

\\'ill

we

must outdistance our record

go on mystifsdng

can't

us,

answering to

hve long enough to hear

it.

a

clock

D

—
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BY RICHARD PANEK

CELESTIAL EVENTS

ihc night sky
try?

dome?

is

(fill

in the blank): canvas? tapes-

All are acceptable answers,

tional answers,

flat siirfiice (or, in

like a

and

the case of a

dome,

two-tiimensional surface nonetheless).

a

all

are tradi-

incomplete an-

technically,

all are,

curved surface, but

When

a

depth

—he

realized

he needed to arrive

knew was there
at a new metaphor.

for instance,

resolvable kind,"

meaning

doubt would see more

if

Herschel accompanied

this

Ring

the

He

the eighteenth-

century astronomer William Herschel tried to invest the
night sky with the third dimension he

Ring Nebula,

as a sort

he wrote

light,"

T"

Some
Some of those

I

I

stars.

star clusters lie

blooming,

germination.

foliage,

fecundity, fad-

ing, withering,

and corruption of

than

1

I

whether

specimens,

selected

k-

*

^-^

1

death), vast star systems that, as

I

'^~- -*-^^-*-

k-'

Herschel once speculated, "out-vie

^ T^i
Garden
g

/-\

I

_^„^

r"^

1

I

1

our Milky

Wiy

many of

Herschel's

ena such

as

passes in the course

be brought

A

at

garden

once
is

the

two-dimensional surface.

involving

others

curved surfaces, however,

own

garden
in

exists

time.

It

not just
grows;

his

The

circular structure

eyes

Radier dian waiting
lestial
its

flat

sentially the

or

as

a

right,

too.

nebulae are es-

same was mistaken,

and dierefore so was the

life

that he mapped out for

a

growing into

but

stars,

cycle

typical

a

loose collection of

a

and eventually coalescing into

dense

star cluster.

principle

-'^

—

But

guiding

his

to regard the night sky

as a naturalist

would

garden

a

—

has

proven to be sound. AstR)iiomers

might

Herschel

now

Mebula
The Ring
Ri
Nebula

compare examples

routinely

of die same kinds of stars or galax-

himself eventually realized, millions

of years),

all

nebula: starting as a gaseous cloud,

'

that a

for a single ce-

or,

layers.

But Herschel was

changes.

(an unfolding that

thousands

outer

its

His premise that

object to run the course of

life

take

wrong.
actually

is

that has shed

in space
it

—were

with

plant

much a
The ad-

is

Ring

the stars in the

gaseous, the leftovers of a single star

vantage of Herschel's simile over

most

—of phenom-

every

our view?"

prett)'

still

persuasively

Nebula, which he thought he saw

a

of its existence,
to

Even

in grandeur."

specific observations

number of

from

which

through

stage

a vast

call

century after Herschel's

a

_

plant, or

now

within what.we

our galaxy; others are extragalacdc nebulae (the original term

"*

n^'|

-4-^^ -*-

-*-

live successively

the

witness

to

belong to the same ce-

all

lestial species.

C
>
1^
Herschels

I

not almost the same

whether we

thing,

sketch rendering

are gaseous; others are agglomeradons of

"W"

have borrowed from the vegetable
is it

a

galaxies back when Edwin
Hubble discovered them, more

in

1789. "For, to continue the simile

kingdom,

notation with

for

heavens seems to throw diem into

kind of

and no

stars

instruments were stronger.

his

was wrong. Nebulae do not

"This method of viewing the

new

he saw some

that

only

of the

is

of poindllistic doughnut.

His answer: "a luxuriant garden."

a

he found that the "light

sky watcher would do better to observe different

specimens of the same "species" and then hazard

a

reasonable

ies to

figure out their complete

Ring Nebula,

the

life

cycles.

When

they look at

for instance, they see the fate that awaits

own Sun in about 5 billion years.
What astronomers and historians of

our

One

species in pardcular intrigued Herschel: nebulae.

These were the

faint,

fuzzy patches (die

word

uclmla

is

Latin

for "cloud") in the night sky that even Herschels telescopes,

equipped with the

largest mirrors in liistory

up

to that time,

had trouble making out. Herschel naturally assumed they

were

all

members of

die same species.

could disdnsiuish individual

stars in

He

also

thought he

some of them,

hi the

most about William Herschel
of Uranus

in

I7HI)

nipil cidiisira"

He

is

(e\'eii

that, as his

science today value

more than

his

(He broke through the barrier of the heavens).

taught us the necessity of seeing the night sky in

mensions,

a lesson

two centuries

discovery

epitaph reads: "(AH'lorimi pcr-

were

still

later. Atrain,

struggling to absorb

take the

tliree di-

more than

Ring Nebula. Although

^
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the ring has long been the object of intense scrutiny, thanks to

its

reaches a position directly overhead by dawn.

relative

proximity (merely two thousand

through most backyard telescopes

light-years away), only in recent

months have observations by the

the frfth-brightest

distinctive structure

and

Hubble Space Telescope revealed the nebula
just
It's

happen
a ring

to be a

to be seeing straight on, as if sighting
right,

all

cyhnder

down

but one that extends into space like

its

we

barrel.

sion,

star.

If

you find

one requiring not only

—

nation to overcome

as

just

it,

rest

that

of the night

the very

April 1999). You'D easily
it

where

when

yeUow-orange

arrives at a close

The

conjunction with Jupiter.

Richard Panek

scope

is

the author of Seeing

Opened Our Eyes and Minds

it

a

formidable

sight.

passes close to the

each other on the mornings of

consteEation Virgo's brightest
star (the bluish

they

of the east-northeast

rise

at

out

about

5:00 A.M. Thereafter, Mercury
shps deep into the
twilight

and

morning

practically

is

remainder of

invisible for the

north of Mars during

the night of May 25.

How

and BeHeving:

Heavens

to the

white Spica)

visible

(Viking, 1998).

Pisces, gradually

the eastern

dawn

during May.

Mercury

at

It

emerges from
twilight

hes close to

the beginning of

will actually continue

to brighten during June, but

the blazing evening star
its

highest point in the

western sky during the

latter

gradually frees

as it

itself from

t\ATlight.

morning

the bright

By

the end of the

month, look for

as a

it

moderately conspicuous,
yellowish white "star" rising

toward month's end, appearing

the month, and by month's

out of the east-northeast

some seven times

end

around 4 A.M.

brighter

A waxing

than the

star.

gibbous

Moon

will

be sUding

it

rises at

about 3:00 A.M.

On May 13 the crescent
Moon hangs below Jupiter.

The Moon

May

May

at last

is

quarter

on May 15

furst

22

at

8:05

quarter comes on
1:34 A.M.; and

at

(closest to Earth)

on May 15

Because

occurs

11:45 P.M. As

than three hours after the

approaches

its

planet's overall

Moon, look

image in

a

at

11 A.M., a distance of 222,000
rrdles.

it

full

Moon is May 30 at 2:40 a.m.
The Moon will be at perigee

part of May, not setting until

greatest elongation, the

on

new

8 at 1:28 P.M.;

A.M.;

reaches

during the second half

Moon is

the month.

Venus

the Tele-

Saturn wiU slowly become

of May
Jupiter, in the constellation

luster,

the 1st and 2d

as

to the

shines with a distinct

it

making
Mars

from

fmd

in the southeast at dusk,

beginning of the month,

planets are less than 2°

illu-

By Joe Rao

Mercury can be seen, although

it

an

sky.

THE SKY IN MAY

difFiculty, at

it's

but the power of imagi-

a tube.

You can see the Ring for yourself in the constellation Lyra,
which during May rises in the northeast at about sunset and

with

discernible

It's

halo near Vega,

remember

a telescope

hke the

smoky

the

this

less

new

for unusually

high and low

tides for a

few

telescope appears to be getting

days before and after this date.

bigger while

Finally, the

diminishes.

its

The

Moon passes

phase
crescent

by Venus during

the evenings of the 17th and
18th,

and on

May 30

appears a httle

more

Venus

than 4°

Moon ^viU

appear

to occult (hide) the bright star

Regulus, in Leo, during the

evening hours of May 21. This

phenomenon
across

vrSl

be

visible

much of North

degrees fi:om PoUux, the

America, except over parts of

brightest star in Gemini.

the southwestern United

Mars

behind the dark,

States.
is

stiU brilliant

to fade as

it

starts

recedes farther

fi-om Earth after the
that date,

but

it is

1st.

On

the closest to

Earth (53.7 million miles) that
it

has

1988

The

star will

disappear

urJit

portion of the lunar disk and

win reappear about an
hour

later

bright

from behind the

Umb.

been since November
(see "Celestial Events,"

AH

liwcs gireii are hi eastern daylight time.

I

(Continued from page 24)

but skipped the Kaaba.

above the bases of the columns.

feet

made by marine clams

nine feet of holes
(the

same animals

that,

under the mis-

nomer shipworms, burrow
and

moorings,
\\'orld)

into piers,

throughout

hulls

underwater to

this

level

these clams cannot live above the
tide hne,

for

low-

measurable tide in any

little

These nine

feet

by twelve

umn, imply

of clam borings, un-

feet

columns

that an infill ot volcanic sedi-

—

LyeU enormously
writer, but

for these clams

parts

Uve only

Now,

have never been

I

admire

I

thinker and

as a great

a partisan

views (my very

his unitormitarian
scientific paper,

pubhshed

tified a logical

confusion

my own

of

first

in 1965, iden-

among

LyeD's

various definitions of uniformity).

But

recent observations of the pillars

and

gradual

character

change during

of geological

—

noted

a

had brought only the

I

(1830-33) of Lyell's

edition

first

Principles

with

me

to

m

tatively, to

just

two

be

sure)

discrete

all

zone extending two

up from the marble
by

changes in level to

zone, barnacles and oyster shells re-

cemented

the

to

—

so the distinct

higher zone of clam bor-

stiE

of marine incursion. This lower, but

more prominent, zone of shells must
nify a later depression

stand at sea level, so this twenty-foot im-

where marine clams could bore

which includes the

mersion must have been reversed by

Italian

(redrafted

pubhcation of 1820),
bases of the large

a rais-

marble piUars) with "earthquakes which

columns, depicts no evidence ot

ing of land nearly to the level of the origi-

proceeded the [1198] eruption of the Sol-

zone.

Did he

nal construction. Thus, in a geological

fatara," a

nacles

and

moment

Pozzuoh. "The pumice and other matter

years, this structure

experienced

at least

two major movements of the surrounding

—

countryside

subsidence of

a

To

Lyell,

twenty

feet,

more than

volcanic field

from

ejected

the outskirts of

might have

that volcano

heavy showers into the

fallen in

would

on

sea,

sig-

of land. But when?

Lyell's original frontispiece

from an

of fewer than two thousand

and

bricks

hne on top must

ings does not represent the only episode

correlates the initial subsidence (to a level

into the

to three feet

and terminated

represent a previous high-water mark.

He

and rapid events.

floor

of demarcation. Within

a sharp line

this

Thus, the

historical times.

of

sides

structures surrounding the quadrangle

columns

the extent

middle of the market,

and even the brick walls and

main

on

conclusions

his

Naples. In this text, LyeU attributes (ten-

But the bases of the columns now

circular area in the

and extend

of

clear water.

of stiU smaller columns surrounding a

ries

of Pozzuoh only seemed to strengthen

of uninjured col-

ments had protected the lower
the

—

and the Mediterranean Sea ex-

periences

derlain

the

prove that the columns then stood

entirely

case.

The
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just

this

to note the bar-

fail

period of

oysters, or did this

marine flooding occur

after

1830?

I

scoured some antiquarian bookstores in

and

Naples and found several early-nine-

up

teenth-century prints of the columns

thus immediately have covered

were an icon for the slow, steady causes of
geological change
^which can still be observed today.

rable

the

followed by a

magnimde.

If

pillars

—

rise

can be done in so short a time,

anyone deny the

efficacy

in rendering the

fiall

history

of compa-

such geological work

how

could

of modern causes

panoply ot geological

m the hundreds of millions of years

And how could anyone
argue that the earth has now become quiescent, after a more fiery youth, if so much
activity can occupy the mere moment of
actually available?

the lower part of the columns." LyeU then

of the piUars

ascribes the subsequent rise
to a general

sweUing and

uplift

of land

culminated in the formation of

that

Monte Nuovo

(a

volcamc

mound

near

the

at

site, I

observed with some

surprise that the evidence for changing

of land seemed more extensive and

levels

complex.

I

noticed the high zone of clam

historical time?

Thus, Lyell presented the

borings on the three columns, but evi-

three pillars of

Pozzuoh

dence

as a

triumphant

icon for both key postulates of his uniformitarian system: the efficacy of
causes

and the

relative

modern

constancy of their

strength through time.

The notion of

a geologist

touring

Naples but omitting nearby Pozzuoh

makes about
pilgrim to

as

much

Mecca who

sense as a tale of a
visited the

Casbah

—

—

not mentioned by LyeU

for an-

other discrete episode of marine incursion struck

me

antiquities,

cations).

as far

more obvious and

wondered why

not from

None showed

scientific

pubH-

the lower zone of

barnacles and oysters. But

did learn

I

something interesting from these

None

Pozzuoh) in 1538.

But

(from travel Hterature about landscapes

and

prints.

now

depicted the minor columns

standing both in the circular area at the
center and around the edge of the quad-

—although

rangle
in

some

bric-a-brac.

But

shows columns
area.

I

these locations appear

prints as flat areas strewn
a later print

in the

central circular

must therefore assume

cavators

of Pozzuoli

with

of 1848

that the ex-

re-erected

the

I

had

smaUer columns of the quadrangle and

never read or heard anything about

this

central circle

prominent, and

Not only on

event.

columns but
plex

I

—

the three major

in every part

the minor columns

of the com-

at

of the quadrangular market

the corners

area, the se-

sometime near the middle

of the nineteenth century

know

that Lyell's three

—

^while

we

major columns

had stood upright since their

first

discov-

ery during excavations in 1749. (A fourth

—

THIS VIEW OF LIFE

major column

still lies

—

natural history

on

in several pieces

Mr. Babbage,

the marble floor of the complex.)

The minor columns of

conclusion.

and quadrangle

central circle

after carefully

several incrustations

All these facts point to a coherent

marks of ancient

the

also feature

—

5/99

.

.

.

during Sir William Hamilton's long

examining

as also the distinct

of water-level, visible

lines

tenure

a British

as

during the

below the zone of lithophagous perforations

after

Picks of boring clams, in plain English],

Lyell

more than

diplomat in Naples

eighteenth century

late

century of quiescence.

a

assumed that the general subsi-

the lower zone of barnacles and oysters.

has come

These small columns were not re-erected

proved, that the subsidence of the building

sent an adjustment to the loss of so

was not sudden, or

underground material from the volcano's

before

mid-nineteenth

the

and other prints from

Lyell's frontispiece,

earlier in the century,

show

nacles

and

this later

few

1840s

—

above modern

feet

levels)

I

Lyell

visited

first

high-water

Pozzuoh

in

its

far as

history, has

we

been

subsiding."

In any case,

virtually

level

anything of

I

assume that the promi-

nent layer of incrustation by marine bar-

and complex

early prints, including Lyell's frontispiece,

nacles

within the geological eye blink of

show minor puddling and flooding of the

and undepictfd in

few

a

complex. Later

days,

thought

I

minor discovery

at least a

until

the

more

and has been

active vent,

matched the marble pavement. (Most

historical times.

For

When

2.

1828,

wrote: "Vesuvius once

most

a

time the area of the temple, so

know

the

much

ever since, and during the same lapse of

have occurred at

also

He

vent.

became

of the depressed

different periods.

must

after

thus adding further evidence for

LyeU's claim of substantial
activity

may

only,

subsidence of land (or rise of sea

culminated sometime

have

that

dence of surrounding land must repre-

think,

successive movements.

to the re-elevation

tract,

oysters at the base. Therefore,

one period

at

and by

but gradual,

As

the three

columns without encrusting bar-

large

to a

century.

and I

to the conclusion,

home

returned

consulted

I

Pozzuoh

at

(and to

later editions

book

that

Principles, a

became

of

his

his

Lyell's

prints, including

an 1836

version from Babbage that LyeU adopted
as

and

reality)

some

and changing child (and

had made

replacement for

a

his

tispiece in later editions

original fron-

of the

Principles,

tend to depict deeper water.) In 1838

of

mod-

growing

Lyell read a precise account

lifelong

ern episode of renewed subsidence and

source of income), reaching a twelfth edi-

then monitored

this

this

most recent change

and

oysters,

unmentioned by LyeU

my

all

teenth-century sources

early-nine-

—but

the most

obvious sign of former geological activity at

Pozzuoh

today,

and

far

more

strik-

ing, in a purely visual sense, than the

higher zone of clam borings

during

this later

even more

—occurred

period of higher

recently. Again,

we

seas,

or

can only

vindicate LyeU's conviction about the

^ung Darwin's colleagues thought that his most important
and

original theory

tion by the time of his death. In

documented
creasing

two major

in

PozzuoU had enriched
view from

his

how

pillars

1

.

of

of two

quick and discrete changes toward

alterations

in-

uniformitarian

his initial hypothesis

nario of more gradual and

LyeU

fact,

stages

knowledge about the

was on the origin of coral reefi.

a sce-

more frequent

In the early

1

830s Charles Babbage,

and one of the most in-

teresting inteUectuals

(more of him

later),

made an

extensive

cluded that both the major faU of land

(to

the level of the clam borings) and the
rise

had occurred in

plex and protracted
eral substages,

a

com-

manner through

not aU

at

once,

as

sev-

LyeU had

originally believed. Lyell wrote in his
SLxth edition

wrote that NiccoUni, "a learned

ar-

of 1840:

continuing eflicacy of current geological
processes.

Conventional

chitect [who] visited the ruins frequently

the

for

recorded

sake
a

until 1838,

of making

drawings,"

two-foot sinking of the com-

plex from his

first

when

observations in 1807

"fish

were caught every

graphic

in

essays

mode would end

the hagio-

here,

with LyeU

triumphant even beyond the grave and
his

own

mity,

Uke

its

But

strict

unifor-

older alternative of

uncom-

observations.

promising catastrophism, cannot capture

1807, there was never a drop of water in

aU the complexity of a rich and flexible

cahn weather."

world.

LyeU continued to inquire about

of Victorian Britain

study of the PozzuoU columns and con-

subsequent

He

Principles.

day on that part of the pavement where in

of level:

LyeU's coUeague

of the

in subsequent editions

active subsidence

league
ItaUan
his

—from an English

named Smith
named Scacchi

own

this

col-

in 1847,

from an

in 1852,

and from

observations

on

a last trip

in

Uniformity provided an important
alternative

and corrective

to strict cata-

strophism, but not the complete truth.

Much

of nature does proceed in LyeU's

slow and nondirectional manner, but

1858. LyeU acknowledged several feet of

genuine global catastrophes have

recent sinking and decided to blame the

shaped our planet's history

old icon Vesuvius.

been

The volcano had

active for nearly a

hundred years

including some spectacular eruptions

again in the ascendant,

—an

also

idea

given virtual

proof for the triggering of the Late Cretaceous mass extinction (an event that re-

.

some 50

dinosaurs along with

moved

percent of

all

marine

species)

by the im-

A

pact of an extraterrestrial body.

of

city

many

intellectual possibilities includes

mansions, and restriction to one great

much

house will keep us walled off from
of nature's truth.

As

a closing

example, therefore,

let

us return to Lyell's fascinating colleague

Charles Babbage (1791-1871), Lucasian

Cambridge

professor of mathematics at

and inventor of early calculating machines that presaged the

modern

computer. The Encyclopedia Britannica
ends

article

its

on

the

lishing
in

"He
modern

assisted in estab-

system

postal

England and compiled the

He

able actuarial tables.

also

first reli-

invented

of speedometer and the locomo-

a type

why

cowcatcher." So

tive

genius

this versatile

with these words:

not geology

as well!

Babbage presented
1834 but

in

until

of Poz-

to the Geological Society of

zuoH

don

his studies

pubhsh

didn't

1847 because,

as

he

We
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stated in a pref-

ace written in the third person, "other

obhged him

avocations

to lay

(primarily that cowcatcher,

Babbage had pursued

aside"

it

no doubt).

his studies to affirm

LyeU's key uniformitarian postulate, as
clearly indicated in the
his

ample

subtitle

he
of
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attempt
elevation

earth

's

to
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and depression of large portions of the

surface in remote periods,

and
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prove

that those causes continue in action at the

present time.

forces that have shaped the

tary on the state of the
dition."

A

collection of

the "Worlds
in later editions of his Principles of Geology.

Babbage discussed the observations of
as

reported to the

Geological Society of London:

"Mr.

Smith found the floor of the temple dry
at
at

high water in 1819, and 18 inches on

high water in 1845." To reach

eral

his

latest data
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uniformitarian conclusions, Babbage

then integrated these
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con-

to describe

the recent subsidence also noted by Lyell

NiccoUni and Smith
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In his long-delayed 1847 publication,

Babbage added an appendix

modern

commen-
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must be subsiding, thus

previous observations on earlier changes

and original contribution. Darwin,

in historical times:

ing his explanation

as

ory of coral

reefs,

explained the circular

tent

atolls as a

consequence of subsi-

Therefore, the fluctuations recorded on

Tlie joint action of certain existing

form of

and

label-

the subsidence the-

admitted causes must necessarily produce on

dence on the surrounding

the earth's surface a continual but usually

begin by growing around the periphery

slow change in the

and water Large

relative levels oj the

tracts

of oceanic

land

of its surface must

be slowly subsiding through the ages, whilst

islands. If the islands

Reefs

then sub-

ing that other regions of comparable ex-

must be

phenomenon but

the central island finally disappears

of the most fundamental principles of

tary behavior.

covery that coral

the

atolls exist

nomena
other

from
of

side

where volcanoes

cates that large tracts

flourish in

of the

earth's crust,

not merely local pinpoints, must be subsiding or rising in concert

phe-

different

in re-

eruption. This mutual avoidance indi-

work of a young naturaHst, based on entirely

his dis-

form only

atolls

gions without active volcanoes, while no

conclu-

cited

other imphca-

all

Darwin had emphasized

tions,

ongoing

and

nondirectionalist,

gradualist,

In fact, and above

this

Babbage then

a

one

uniformitarian mechanics of basic plane-

various

sion,

also illustrate

the

eventually fonning a ring

as

Neapolitan

do not only represent

Pozzuoli's pillars
local

same time.

rising at the

grow upward,

below the waves.

To generahze

imply-

also

side slowly, the corals can continue to

other portions must be rising irregularly at
rates.

sea floor.

crust

as

the

volcanoes

as signs

atolls

of uplift.

Babbage wrote

globe: the coral atoUs

—with

primary expressions of subsidence and

the

to praise the

young

of the tropical Pacific

Darwin but

Ocean. This young

had reached the same uniformitarian

man had not
come the

yet be-

conclusions independently, during his

Charles

studies

An 1848 view of the

which the central

ruins, in

pillars

have been re-erected

also to assert that

he himself

of Pozzuoli:

Darwin had discovered that coral reefi form only in regions
without active volcanoes, where the seafloor is slowly sinking.
Darwin we

revere today (pubHcation of

the Origin of Species stiU lay twelve years in

This
rect

brilliant

— explanation

— and

largely

cor-

included two impli-

and

Mr. Darwin, whose voyages and
extended from

1826

Beagle voyage

lasted from

to

1836

travels

[sic: the

1831

cations

most favorable

evolutionary suspicions to only a few

fellow

uniformitarians,

close confidants, not including Babbage).

warm embrace

Therefore, Babbage and the scientific

league.

community of Britain knew Charles Dar-

provided an excellent illustration for

lagoon islands, as well as

who

the efficacy and continuity of gradual

changes of level of land and water In

the

and Darwin had revealed

fiiture,

win only

as

a

had undertaken
the world;

book on

promising naturalist
a five-year

his

voyage around

who had pubHshed a charming

his adventures

technical volumes

on

more

and

three,

the

geology of

South America and the formation of
coral atolls;

and

who now

midst of a comprehensive

would
the

his

their

younger col-

the subsidence theory

for corals could not maintain

upward growth unless the central
(Reef corals, fiUed

islands sank slowly.

with symbiotic photosynthetic
cannot

live

below the

level

algae,

of penetra-

1836],

ivas gradually

to

accumulating and

arranging an immense collection offacts
relating to the formation

of coral and
to

the relative

1838 Mr. Darwin pubUshed

his views

on

those subjects, from which, amongst
several other very important inferences,

resulted that he had,

from

it

a large

induction offacts, arrived at exactly the
as that which

tion by sunlight into oceanic waters, so

same conclusion

which

any rapid subsidence would extinguish

been the chief object oJ this

the living reefs.)

account for, from the action of known and

treatise,

eventually run to four volumes,

this

their

—

for this

hence

stood in the

on

taxonomy of barnacles.

Of

change

First,

to Lyell

interesting work, Darwin's

Second

—and

more

work of Babbage and

crucial to the

it

paper

has
to

existing causes.

Lyell at Pozzuoli

theory on the origin of coral atoUs surely

the large geographic extent of atolls

struck colleagues as his most important

proves that major regions of the earth's

—

and so fair and so
far, so good
But Babbage then went further

So
just.

isto
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one of the most ludicrously over-

into

extended hypotheses ever advanced in
the

name of uniformitarian

He appended

"supplement"

a

1847 publication on the

to his

of Poz-

pillars

entitled "Conjectures

zuoli,

geology.

concern-

ing the physical condition of the sur-

moon." In Babbage's

face of the

most
as

volcanic cones, a catastrophic expla-

He

nation that he wished to challenge.

region of lunar craters

a

would look very much

like a field

earthly coral atolls standing in the

of a vanished

of

bed

sea:

Tlie penisal of Mr. Danvin's explanation

of the formation of coral
islands led

me

to

reefs

and of lagoon

compare these islands

with those conical crater-shaped mountains

which cover the moon's surface; and
appears

to

me

that no

more

Tlie preceding remarks are proposed entirely

whose

as speculations,
that

we

cliiefuse

is to

it

suitable place

from which we may reason on
of the

theory

not the only one by which the

is

phenomena

irKonstanq'.

But we

only underscore

what may be the

the irony of

also

know

that

no good deed

goes unpunished and that any fine prin-

could be explained.

later discoveries

the sea as the image of

volcanic

ciple can

But

greatest

Lyell

ass.

mrn around and bite you in
had used this maxim about

power of false

the
the

theories to note that con-

overextension of uniformitarian prefer-

ventional preferences for catastrophism

ences ever proposed by a major

had been erroneously nurtured by the

Babbage suggested
be coral

atolls

scientist.

that lunar craters

might

because he wished to conflite

differential presen"ation

of such e\ddence

our imperfect geological records. But

in

—

their catastrophic interpretation as volcanic

Georges

vents and mountains. Indeed, lunar craters

league, geologs^'s leading catastrophist,

They

are not volcanoes.

are

formed by the

Cuvier

could match

nism of meteoritic impact!

s kills

Comprehensive world\dews hke uni-

French

Lyell's

and perhaps the only contemporar\-

even more sudden and catastrophic mecha-

—

Lyell's Hterary^

who

and persuasive

^had issued the ultimate

central passage of the

col-

touche in a

most celebrated de-

formitarianism or catastrophism provide

fense for geological catastrophism: his

both joys and sorrows to their

Discours preliminaire

to reasoning

Jollowing conjectures, than the close of a

—

firmness

the physical

moon, and that the

structure

emblem of

to select the rock as the

are not entirely without principles

scientific

supporters: the great benefits of

could be found for throwing out the

impressions which induced the poets of old

show

day,

scientists interpreted lunar craters

noted that

5/99

and observation,

of 1812.

guide

Here, Cu\der urges an opposite con-

a potential

clusion from the same vahd araximent

a

In an excess of zeal for Lyell's principles, Babbage proposed
that the craters
paper
that

in

on the moon were

which I have endeavoured

known and

show,

to

and

Mr

Danvin has

recorded.

.

.

.

so well observed

If we imagine a sea

islands to be laid dry, the appearance

would

to

a spectator at the

moon

craters

of various

May

sizes.

much of the apparently

aspect of the

moon

arise from

—ineluctably

some cause

suppositions.

We

marked, by the

are misled, Lyell

vier held, au contraire, that

bhnd

us to contrars' phe-

standing right before our unsee-

ing eyes. Lyell himself emphasized
crucial point,

erary

flair,

with

this

his characteristic ht-

in the closing paragraph to his

this case, to

of PozzuoH —

combat the prejudice

landmasses must be rock

stable,

-in

that

with

all

equally

bHnded by the humdrum charac-

Cu\der argues, feature no
deaths and certainly

no

So we do not properly
tial

local wars or

global cataclysms.

credit these

forces as agents of history,

even though

years (and therefore rarely, if ever, observ-

human

able in a

of the

pageant of Hfe on earth. Cu\der

Babbage became bolder near the end
of his commentary,

as

he explicidy won-

dered "if those craters are indeed the re-

mains of coral lagoon

islands."

To be

fair,

Babbage recognized the highly conjectural nature

of his hypothesis:

A false

theory

us blind

it is

to facts,

prepossessions, or
true

well

known may

which are opposed

may

render

to

our

conceal from us their

impon when we behold them. But

time that the geologist should in some
degree overcome those first

and natural

it is

poten-

one global parox\'sm every few million

ocean on

surface?

of

of daily experience. Most moments,

ter

changes of level ascribed to movements
sea:

re-

Cuwe become

which has laid dry the bottom of a former
its

had

differential preser\"ation

present danger of biases and false assur-

discussion of the pillars

not

volcanic

com-

catastrophes in the geological record.

ances that can

strongly resemble that of a country

therefore

records

about the bUnding force of ordinary pre-

bined, however, with the inevitable, ever

nomena

it

thickly studded with volcanic mountains,

having

beacon through the tangled complexities

historical

containing a multitude of such lagoon

would present

atolls.

and fragmentary character of nature's

existing causes lead

necessarily to results analogous to those

which

coral

Wlien the
plains

and

courses,

lifetime)

can shape the

traveler voyages overfertile

tranquil waters that, in their

flow by abundant vegetation, and

where the land, inhabited by
is

^^Tites:

many people,

dotted with flourishing villages

cities filled

and

with proud moinimetiis, he

rich
is

Advertiseiiieiil

TECHNOLOGY UPDATE
never troubled by the ravages of war or by

tempted

therefore not

He

men.

the oppression of powerful

to believe

is

that nature

undergoes her internal wars, and that the
surface of the globe has been overturned by

(Authors translation)

now leave

must

I

these

two

of reason to

different theory
lars.

largest

Roman

earth's particu-

Poz-

pillars ot

preserved amphitheater of the

world (where

PozzuoH

variety of helpfid features.

On

a recent camping
mine brought along

he'd received as a

the road from the thn-d

we may

warriors for a closing image).
ited

own
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down

zuoli, just

same ex-

battle for his

return then to the

I

Rangers did"

great geo-

logical gladiators, each using the
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before the Park

and various

successive revolutions
catastrophes.
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storm was coming

When
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those

site

I

noticed, at

I

vis-

of the pre-

one

friend of

trip, a
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a portable radio
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Park Ranger
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an

cabin. Later that
night, tornadoes hit

be

the area in

entrance to the park that contains the

modern

three famous pillars, a small,

—

monument

a

chipped and neglected
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with
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graffiti
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all
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that the

people, lose the instincts

and
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with alarm
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com-

ambient tempera-
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American
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and

and

Museum
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in Invertebrates at the
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Goldilocks

and the Three Planets
By Neil de

Once upon—

a

years ago
solar

plete.

the

four billion

system was nearly com-

Venus had formed

Sun

—

time

the formation of the

close

enough

face

be

Mars formed

its

water

enough away

a Liquid,

would become

just-right region

for the intense solar energy to va-

porize what might have been

known

and whose sur-

haven for

Hfe.

The

around the Sun came to

(star

of another

"just right," too.

fairy tale)

One

bed was too

The

third

slept in

It.

When

of the

Baby

Bear's bed.

ends, but if I

cottage was too hot. Another was too

nivorous and

Earth,

whose

was only one planet,

distance was "just right" for

cold.
it.

The

third

was just

soft.

GoldUocks

the Three Bears

came

right, so she ate

Also in the Three Bears' cottage, one

chain

—

The

I

(I

—

forget

fast asleep

how

in

the story

—om-

were the Three Bears

bowls of porridge in the Three Bears'

this fairy tale, there

right, so

porridge, but Goldilocks

for

far

Another was too

hard.

was just

home, they discovered not only missing

the habitable zone.

as

Goldilocks

Uked things

a

water supply to be forever frozen. In

supply.
its

to

water to remain

Grasse Tyson

at

the

top of the food

would have eaten

relative

Goldilocks.)

habitability

of Venus,

—
Walk
Visit

Into the Stone

Age

people who've never heard of television.
Call for free travel catalog

Earth, and

Mars would no doubt

Goldilocks, but the actual story of these
planets

somewhat more complicated

is

But wait once more.

intrigue

stellar

evolution

us that four billion

tell

when

years ago,

All theories of

than the relative edibility of three bowls

Earth, the

Sun was only two-thirds

of porridge. Four billion years ago,

minous

It

left-

over water-rich comets and mineral-rich

had already been pelting the

asteroids

this

same of cosmic

is

today,

below

further

—

period of heavy bombardplanets

had migrated

in-

ward, while others had been kicked

outward to larger

orbits.

And among

the

that's

why

it

was hab-

EXPEDITIONS"<c

itable.

But we know of no mechanism

(after the

period of heavy bombardment)

that could have shifted stable orbits

and forth within the

back

solar system. Perhaps

or Jupiter, while others were ejected

IS

from the

a sufficient

were

R

n

i ii

s

f

We

don't know.

that to

be

a

planet to harbor

zone

is

neither

necessary condition for a
life.

The famous Drake

"just right" to survive billions

;?i h b° A

t li?J *_eUolj
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past.

that

d

new balance

emergence of life.

(on unstable orbits) crashed into the Sun

end, the few that remained had orbits

ii

www.ietravel.com

the greenhouse efiect was stronger in the

system altogether. In the

n

Perhaps Earth was closer to the Sun in

dozens of planets that had formed, some

solar

Asia Transpacific Journeys.

BELIZE TIKAL

Sun may not be a
fector in what makes a planet or moon

known as the
ment some

//fre
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Distance from the

'just right" for the

Si Asia

as lu-

which would have

freezing.

the distant past, and

biUiards

into

800-642-2742

placed Earth's average temperature even

planetary surfaces for 600 miUion years.

Durine

as

Nobody gets you

was forming on

life

equation, invoked
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of years.
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the search for extraterrestrial intelh-

Earth settled into an orbit with an aver-

gence, provides a simple estimate for the

age distance of 93 milHon miles from the
a

number of civilizations one might expect
to find m the Milky Way galaxy. Wlien

en-

the equation was conceived in the 1960s

ergy radiated by the Sun. If you assume

by the American astrophysicist Frank

Sun. At

this distance.

Earth intercepts

measly one two-biUionth of the

amount,

that Earth absorbs this entire

then our
ture

home

to

Fahrenheit), falling
ter

tempera-

planet's average

comes out

total

280° Kelvin (50°

midway between win-

and summer averages. At normal

mospheric

pressures,

Kelvin and boUs

at

water freezes

373°, so

we

at-

273°

at

are fairly

well positioned for nearly aU of Earth's

water to remain

Not

so

fast.

m a happily hquid state.

Sometimes

in science

you

Can get the right answer for the wrong
reasons. Earth actually absorbs only
thirds

of the energy that reaches

the Sun.

The

rest

is

reflected

it

Drake, the concept of

zone

did not extend beyond the idea that there

would be some
distance

from

A version of

the Drake equation reads: Start with the

number of stars

in the galaxy (hundreds

bilhons). Multiply this large

of

number by

the fraction of stars with planets. Multiply

what remains by the

fraction
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re-

Galapagos
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what

Multiply what remains by

from

the fraction that have evolved intelligent
hfe.

hfe.

Multiply what remains by the

tion that

the clouds. If reflectivity

ogy with which

the equations, then the average tempera-
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of planets in

the habitable zone. Multiply

two-
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space by Earth's surface and, especially, by
is

a habitable
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you get the number of ad-

habitable zone of the Sun. Yet the surface

forces of Jupiter's gravitational field. Like

out there

of Mars displays countless meandering

a racquet ball that heats

civilizations that are

our phone

now, possibly waiting for

dry riverbeds,

call.

and floodplains,

deltas,

tinuous

up from the con-

of getting

stress

heat from the

hit,

Small, cool, low-luminosity stars hve

its

of

for running water in the Martian past.

puUing more strongly on one

How about Venus,

the other.

(and possibly trilhons)

for billions

to allow plenty of

which ought

years,

time for the planets around them to
evolve a

life

form or two. But

cases, the habitable

zones

in these

very close to

fall

It falls

Earth s "sister" planet?

smack dab within the Sun's habitSo why

able zone.

Because

suffers

it

Hvable place?

isn't it a

from

monstrous green-

a

when

zone,

and theoretical evidence sug-

below Europa's kUometer-thick

gests that

surface ice

an ocean of hquid water,

is

Given the

in Earth's oceans,

of Europa

it is

tantahzing to think

the Hkehest place for

as

Another recent breakthrough in our
concept of a habitable zone has come

the host

A

star.

will swiftly

become

Moon

al-

highest reflectivity of any planet in the

cold. (If there

thick atmosphere of car-

always shows the same

solar system.

Its

bon dioxide

traps nearly

ance in planetary heating

on

the planet's "near" side

rate
its

—

from the

"far" side

Hved

there,

heat,

while

would

would evapo-

all

the water

freeze. If

we would

the water

all

on

Goldilocks

find her eating her

oatmeal while turning

(hke a rotisserie

chicken) right on the border between
eternal sunlight

and eternal darkness. An-

amount of radiation

the small
its

surface.

that reaches

At 750° Kelvin (900° Fahren-

Venus

heit),

100 percent of

the hottest planet in the

is

solar system, yet

its

orbit

is

nearly twice

If

Earth has sustained the continuous

feedback mechanism that

known

as

the Gaia hypothesis, was ad-

vanced by

chemist James E. Lovelock and

dom

orbit

is

a planet in a ran-

unlikely to find itself at the

Conversely, large, hot, luminous

stars

have enormous habitable zones in which

might be found. Unfortunately,

planets

these stars hve for only a

and then explode, so

poor

candidates

course,

some

for

few miUion years
their planets are
life

—

unless,

of

rapid evolution occurred

upon them. But

creatures that

can do ad-

vanced calculus were probably not the
first

things to sUther out of the primordial

"We might think of the Drake equation

—

Goldilocks mathematics

a

method

for

exploring the chances of getting things
"just right."

But the Drake equation

originally conceived

would not have

as

in-

cluded Mars, which Hes well beyond the

notion,

in the 1970s.

moment

Ac-

influen-

this controversial yet

mix of species on Earth

theory, the

any

This

acts as a collective

at

room temperature

Among

tremophUe.)

com-

are the heat-loving thermophiles

monly found

at

ex-

as

the extremophiles

midocean

the

ridges,

well beyond

to

normal boiling point,

its

at

organism

basin.

(The conditions

hke those within
the high pressure

duty pot with
is

are not

un-

a pressure cooker,

where

supphed by

heavy-

is

a lockable

Hd and

a

the water

heated above 212° Fahrenheit but does

not boil away).
Dissolved minerals instantly precipitate

out from these hot-water vents and form
giant porous chimneys

up

to a

dozen

These "black smokers"

are

sto-

hot

at

that continuously (although unwittingly)

ries

tunes Earth's atmosphere and climate to

the core and cooler

promote the conditions favorable

they are in direct contact with the cold

—

hfe

for

and, by imphcation, the presence of

liquid water.

The

the darhng of the
intrigues

me. But

idea

—^which

I'd

The

bOhon

some

bet there are

vanced the same theory about
planet a

became

New Age movement

dead Martians and Venusians

sHme.

as

cording to
tial

water.

Lynn Marguhs

biologist

"just right" distance.

thrived

classify

normal, and any hfe that

as

ocean

it-

liquid

—

themselves

of storm and drama, then perhaps Hfe

maintains

narrow

extremophHes, they would surely

the

spews out of Earth's crust into the cold

self provides a

are extremely

among

biologists

evolution of life through bUhons of years

around these long-hved

they

were

where pressurized water, superheated

Mercury's distance from the Sun.

other problem with the habitable zones
stars is that

exist

star

face to Earth), creating an extreme imbal-

the

classified

extremophQes: bacteria that not only

but thrive in chmatic extremes of hot and

ways show the same face toward the
(just as

a

thick canopy of clouds, Venus has the

locked and

tidally

Covered completely by

effect.

life

And no

with the discovery of the newly

house

of hfe

diversity

sunhght would be necessary.

source to liquefy water.
planet that forms there

on

side than

elsewhere in the solar system.

broadened, simply requires an energy

gets

The consequence? Current ob-

servational

possibly slush.

The concept of a habitable

stress

Europa

induced by Jupiter's

which constitute in-your-face evidence

who
their

ad-

own

concept of a habitable zone,

when

broadened, simply requires an energy

moons,

icy Europa,

is

ocean water. Along

One

of Jupiter's

heated by the

tidal

at

this

the edge, where

temperature gra-

dient hve countless hfe forms that have

never seen the Sun and couldn't care
if it

were

there.

This zoo of

critters

on the energy supplied by
mophihc bacteria.
Earth's heat derives

years ago.

source to hquefy water.

tall.

bination of what

from

is left

the

a hardy

less

hves
ther-

com-

over from Earth's

formation and what continuously leaches
into Earth's crust

from the radioactive

decay of naturally occurring isotopes of

Among them

familiar chemical elemients.

uranium 238, thorium 232, and

are

potassium 40, which are concentrated in
the crust and

On

last

bilUons of years.

be the most

What

if a

jumbo

may

have what

ecosystem on Earth.

stable

slammed

asteroid

Earth and rendered

The

we

the ocean floor

all

into

surface Ufe extinct?

oceanic thermophiles would surely

They might even

continue undaunted.

evolve to repopulate Earth's surface after

And what

such an extinction episode.

if

Earth were mysteriously plucked from the
center of the solar system and sent adrift
into space? This event

would

surely not

merit attention in the thermophQe press.

But when the Sun becomes
from now,

billion years

it

expand

vidH

to

the inner solar system. Earth's oceans

fill

win
ize.

If

down

be news

that will

on

crust as well as

question

arises:

the seafloor, a profound

Could

there also be Hfe

deep within the rogue planets that were

from the

ejected

during

solar system

children around the world.

under.

thermophiles abound deep in Earth's

its
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A Rosy Repast
By Robb Walsh
young woman

so gently, the

Ever
gasped

as

set the platter

I

the table.

down on

was a few days before

It

and for dinner

Valentine's Day,

had

I

made quail in rose-petal sauce. The dish
was made famous in the novel Like Water
for Chocolate, by

Mexican writer Laura Es-

quivel. (Tita, the

woman in

who

the story

cooks dishes that express her emotions,

makes the sauce from

roses given to her

by Pedro, her forbidden
this recipe together,
I

were preparing

I

Putting

lover.)

though

felt a httle as

—and

potion

a witch's

most magical of the ingredients

that the

were the red

roses.

Flowers really aren't unusual in cook-

Bouil-

ing; in fact, they are often essential.

wouldn't be bouillabaisse without

labaisse

the intoxicating

aroma of safiiron threads

the orange-yellow stigmas of the purple-

flowered saffron crocus.

Hot-and-sour

soup wouldn't

without dried

taste right

known in China as golden neeAnd in New Orleans, no self-respectmg bartender would dare serve a Ramos
day

lilies,

dles.

gin tizz without a splash of orange-flower
water.

But

dishes can

soms

in

none of these flower-flavored

you

such.

as

Don Eat
't

actually recognize the blos-

As Jean

Kerr's

book

Please

blossoms are

the Daisies suggests,

eaten only by unsocialized toddlers.

Roses in

with

particular,

all

their ro-

mantic connotations, look odd on
ingredients. After

woman
her to

a

dozen

make

roses have

salad

Roman

sprinkled

on

On a magical

evening,
a bouquet becomes a banquet.

a

man

list

out of them. But in

fact,

since ancient times.

feasts,

hall.

were

rose petals

petals

—

well

as

still

cuisines.

all

—

Rose

crystallized

Middle Eastern

of

sends a

he doesn't expect

water and rose syrup, are
in

a

the food, the table, and

over the banquet

and

when

roses,

been eaten

At some

dried,

all,

fresh,

as

rose

widely used

The

pastry-

and-nut dessert baklava, for example,
often served with a drizzle of rose syrup.

is

But while

eat

we Americans

shops,

florists'

—which

them

modern

is

good

a

hardly ever

thing, because

made

The

our

roses are a staple in

makes
is

it,

her

vated varieties highly toxic. According to

pulsing through her Hmbs." Dripping with

Cathy Wilkinson Barash, author of

rose-scented sweat, Gertrudis goes to the

Flowers: From Garden

to Palate,

could eat today's cultivated

even

if

you

you'd

roses,

shower

in the backyard to wash.

stall

body was giving

probably be disappointed. '"Queen Eliza-

wooden

beth' has very litde flavor; 'Tropicana' has

flame."

none

Gertrudis stands

she reports.

at all,"

Barash grows flowers organically so
that she

And

can cook with them.

she

has eaten dozens of roses in her quest for

"My

good-tasting varieties.
ing rose

favorite eat-

the beach rose, Rosa nigosa,

is

which grows wild along much of the At-

walls

Having

much

off so

began
set

I

"Her

on

stall

Villa's

men

"Without slowing
waste a

his gallop, so as

arm around her

and

waist,

own

love

added more

I

I

lady

fire,

my

who

closely,

only did

as called

also garnished the dish

ate the

with

The young

me

quaO with

did not

If you're

grow

it

good

tastes as

looking for

kept a pitcher of water

nearby just in

case),

but the striking beauty

certainly

made her cheeks

all

those roses

flush.

over, put his

lifted

Culinary adventurer Robb Walsh writes about

her onto

the horse in front of him, face to face, and

food for

the

Austin Chronicle.

as it smells."

in Rose-Petal

Sauce

organically in your garden, Barash

recommends the David Austin
throwbacks
"

Quail

cooking rose to

a

to

varieties,

garden

old

roses.

is my pick of his cultiAmong the hybrids, she

Adapted from Like Water for
Romances, and

Chocolate:

A

Novel

in

Monthly

Installments, with Recipes,

Home Remedies

'Gertrude Jekyll'

vars," she says.

deep red

finds 'Mr. Lincoln' (a velvety,

and 'Tiffany'

rose)

the

tastiest.

pink hybrid)

(a light

Carrot slaw on

'Tiffany' rose petals

is

a

bed of pink

one of Barash's

fa-

My local

Middle Eastern grocery has plenty of rose water on hand.

edible roses

from Heart of Texas Produce,

Tita's recipe also calls for pitaya,

a specialty

of

a delicious type

"Prickly Paradox," Natural History, June 1996), but
tuted a dark red prickly-pear puree. You can

it

I

ordered the

food company in Austin.

Stenocerens cactus fruit (see

was out of season, so

I

substi-

also use frozen raspberries.

vorite salad recipes.

whole quail

Flowers are also popular these days

with innovative and romantic young cooks
like Danielle Custer, the executive

tablespoons butter

chef of

salt

and pepper

Laurels Restaurant in Dallas. "I use a rose

cup dry sherry

petal—infiased oil for salads," she says. "I

petals of

also serve

my

petals sprinkled

can thank the

clothe garlic

for the return

cup pitaya or red prickly-pear fruit puree or raspberries

cide-free

cooking

American

chefs

cialty

cuisine.

air fi^eight

teaspoon ground anise seed
teaspoon ground cinnamon

gardeners in

them

to spe-

4 'A

tablespoons rose water

food suppliers around the country.
fifty

So what does

a

good

eating rose taste

hke? "I don't think roses really

much of

is

—

hke

an aroma and a tex-

and an association with

peal that

taste

anything on the palate," says

Custer, "but there

makes them very

^what's the

word?

—

Rinse the quail and pat

their eye ap-

sensual, al-

aphrodisiacal."

the heat; cover and

minutes.

dry. In a large frying

brown

butter and lightly

fresh thumbnail-sized blossoms.

most

tablespoon honey

pesti-

used by most

roses

come from

who

The

Chefs pay about seventeen dollars for

ture

red roses

We

top."

of edible flowers to our

California,

6 fresh, organic

movement

on

organic farming

to taste

peeled chestnuts (boiled, roasted, or canned)

lobster bisque with rose

Remove

the birds

on

pan over medium-high

all sides.

Add

simmer 15 minutes. Turn the

sherry,

quail;

salt,

heat, melt the

and pepper. Lower

cover and cook another 10

the quail, reserving the pan juices. Rinse the rose petals in cold

water. Place half the petals in the blender, adding the remaining ingredients

pan juices. Puree
just seasoning

until

set

fire (I

lantic coast," she says. "It has a great

aroma, and

I

for

house on

and the deep perfiime of

not to

Cook

risk.

Not

roses.

at a firU

moral:

an extra dozen tiny red buds.

on horseback.

moment, he leaned

your

The

followed Tita's recipe pretty

in the recipe,

her backyard, burning

charges in

make

use rose petals and rose water,

hot and smeUing of roses, until one of Pan-

cho

eat flowers at

except

heat that the

the shower

m

and

and burst into

to split

soldier

gallop as they ride away.

sister

Gertrudis "began to feel an intense heat

Edible

and the crazed

in Like Water for Chocolate certainly

an aphrodisiac. After eating

the culti-

pesticides have

earned her away." The naked Gertrudis

quail in rose-petal sauce that Tita

smooth. Transfer to

with more

salt,

a

and the

saucepan and simmer 5 minutes. Ad-

pepper, and/or honey. Pour sauce over quail and

sprinkle with the remaining rose petals.
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EVENTS

Great Cordials

May

1

Beginning at 7:00 P.M., Norwegian polar explorer
Borge Ousland discusses his 1995 solo crossing of
Antarctica in conjunction with "The Endurance:

By Micheiie Anastasia
and Rachel Booth

Shackletons Legendary Antarctic Expedition."

May 3-16

The

As part of Asian

Museum of Natural

American

wide spectrum

History displays

a

of plants in

dioramas,

its

American Heritage Month,

Pacific

four Polynesian artisans from Easter Island (Rapa

Nui) will demonstrate their work in the Theodore

A series of talks, workand performances accompany the event. For
specific dates and times, call (212) 769-5315.
Roosevelt Memorial Hall.

which

shops,

on

contain ILfeHke reproductions based

specimens gathered during

many of

Yet

tions.

the

expedi-

field

Mays

Museum's most

The 1918

important and

beautifiil botanical repre-

can be found in the pages of

sentations

the library's rare books.

of the

fifiy

six

American

thousand rare books in the

these efforts at describing

May

many of

stein,

and catalogu-

12, 19, and 26
the

HorenMuseum's coordinator of enviroimiental

Compkat
thor,

WOliam Salmon's
The au-

is

mountebank, expounds upon "the
ulars

of which medicines

composed and made
able to the
sativus,

Two

whole

from neurologist Oliver

"The Mind

communication: and
disease.

of physick." Croads

The

is

cures asthmas, and

is

and

.

.

.

a singular antidote
all

of poyson."

sorts

Pictures of flowering plants

abound

Figures of the most beautiful, useful

plants

and un-

two-volume,

a

(1809),

botanist Phihp Miller,
all

known

who

attempted to

genera of English

(1691-1771) was hired to

—

tend Chelsea Garden

the nucleus of the

Royal Botanic Gardens,
cian and naturalist

Kew

Hans

—by

cus {Crocus sativus 'Cashmirianus 'J appears
in

J.

Forbes Royle's

botany,

will the

flora of

Sloane.

his natural history collections

form the

By

basis

(Later,

would

the natural his-

named

cultivation.

He

Himalayan Mountains, and of the

Cashmere (1839). Royle (1799-

of Pluto:

Status

also the first to

con-

Is It

Really

discussion with experts such as

a Planet?"

—
—

a panel

David Levy

takes

place at 7:30 rm.

1858) joined the East India Company's

medical

stafli^

a

garden

May 27
Thomas McGrath, of Corning Community

employed

collec-

discusses the devastation

and superintended

He

in northern India.

and medicines and

tors to gather plants

recommended cinchona

The

of quinine to

rare

beginning

books were origi-

nally intended for scientific study

documentation, but
to

many

have also

and

come

be appreciated for their exquisite

artistry. Visitors

collections

may

at

7:00 RM.,

is

reefs.

the fourth in a se-

of five sponsored by Earthwatch.

Throughout May

treat malaria.

The Museum's

talk,

College,

of the Bahamas' coral

plants as a source

peruse the library's

IMAX

Amazon, a
and people;
Elephant Kingdom. Double features will be

The Museum's
and

Africa's

shown only on

by appointment.

theater

and

is

featuring

flora, fauna,

its

Friday and Saturday evenings at 6:00.

For information about

and workshops,

call

field trips,

walking tours,

(212) 769-5304. For

Planetarium's catalog,

membership programs,

thousand species under

was

be given, nor

May 24

bitions,

five

World Hall between

appraisals will

identify gemstones.

portrait of the river

of the British Museum.)

the time Miller died, he had

more than

Museum

No

of the

Illustrations

and other branches of

tory of the

physi-

Sloane would head the Royal Society,

and

Guam

identification day. This event will

take place in the Birds of the

ries

plants. Miller

on

hi Poison In Paradise,

presentations begin at 6:30 RM.

Museum's annual

A Himalayan variant of the saflxon cro-

"The
in

three-hundred-plate book by Scottish

catalog

Museum:

and the nature ot

Visitors are invited to bring natural objects to the

deemed

good against fainting and swooning fits.

common

deafiiess

May 22

Royle's Crocus sativus 'Cashmirianus'

greatest cordials in the world,

against the plague,

on

In Search of Lucy Doe,

partic-

Sacks's television

Traveller" premier at the

1:00 and 4:30 P.M.

It

New

Harlem

Kill,

... as they are applic-

art

or saf&on, for example,

"one of the

films

series

day are

at this

the geological history of

May 18 and 25

English Physician (1693).

physician and something of a

a

at

York waterways such as the Arthur
River, and Newtown Creek.

gems.

such book

of Texas.

studies at the University

programs, looks

One

the subject of a

is

In a series of three talks at 7:00 P.M., Sidney

ing botanical specimens are visual and
historical

which claimed more

worldwide,

lives

7:00 p.m. by Alfred W. Crosby, professor of

talk at

While only about

collection are devoted to plants,

influenza epidemic,

than 25 milhon

call

theHayden

212-769-5900;

special

(212) 769-5606; events, exhi-

and hours, (212) 769-5100. For

tickets, call

(212) 769-5200.

Michelle Anastasia and Rachel Booth are

duct experiments showing that insects aid

search librarians at the

in flower pollination.

Natural History.
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reTlic
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Visit the
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is
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.
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the exhibits
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the education

way

It's

so

it

Museum
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planning and

much more than
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adults gain greater interest in science.
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Museum
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Here

person with

a
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$10,000

rates

is
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I

Museum
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will.
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Museum
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Deep

the

In

South, the fragrances of

flowers guide us through the year

rehably

as

printed calendar. In Feb-

as a

ruary the yellow CaroHna jessamine

bloom

begins to

woods.

in the

It is

still

wintertime, and the jessamine doesn't give

much,
scent

just

—

bloom,

azaleas

a

and

and

a lavender, a purple,

handed them

to

a

me, an

She stood back expec-

lilacs.

waiting.

my

plunged

It

—

with her hands clasped, smiling

tantly

first

dehcate pink and white

—and

armful of

powdery

little

Then, in low places, the sweet wild

it.

three bushes

white

your nose right on

delicate

a

^you have to get

yy baiiey White

5/99

I

them

gathered

face in,

and breathed in

ing more.

I

a

.

long

year,

tried again. "It's nice,"

I

said,

some long ago May

federate jasmine

on

on

day, a glass jar

One whifFof Con-

a

a

row of beds

full

strawberry

and there

sleeping porch, a

a

moon,

.

and

free evenings,

windowsiU with the morning sun shin-

ing through the water.
pleasant, but noth-

smell of

evocation of the end

a joyful

of the school
fi'om

The

the leaves.

not just a sweet and cloying

is

perfume but

my

."

"but.

among

gardenias

up,

draught of lilac.

was indeed very

snuffhng

is

martin pole in the pasture, and

somebody singing "Good-

in the gray of the late- winter

May

i

night Irene." Tuberoses and

nearly every yard has a garde-

i

ginger

bloom, and

°

swing chains,

ragged columns of Confeder-

g

that never gets turned off.

white with bios-

s

Sasanquas and Indian pipes: a

up

|

new box of Ticonderoga pen-

the trunks of pine trees and

g

swamp. At the end of

nia bush in fuU

ate jasmine,

soms, scramble

feet

cils,

up whole towns. In

smell

summer
of

yards

and

a

new

flannel

nightgown.
Smelling

fragrances in the

flowers

neglect to thin their gin-

it

up

as

you go

hke

is

You

learning a language.

gardeners

careless

Seabreeze fan

a

black tree branches in a

silver mist,

there can be a ca-

cophony of

who

fifty

the squeak of

lilies:

pick

along, and

ger Hlies and allow the angel's

through years of talking and

trumpet to reseed ainong the

listening

tuberoses.

Sensitive

grows

and \vheeze

visitors stagger

and

richer

deeper.

Smelling Hlacs for the

from the sweltering heat and
the heady fragrances, and put

at

on

ping on

and fan themselves,

hats

and reading, your un-

derstanding of that language

garden

age

fifty

a

is

first

time

like eavesdrop-

conversation in a

dodging the rampaging hum-

language you do not speak.

mingbird moths. Then,

You enjoy

days draw

in

sinks lower

cool

off,

the

as

and the

and the evenings

oddly

autumn

pleasing

sweet

strange clicks and

—an

breath

and

of leaves. Throughout the winter

piles

the

warm

spells are

scented with tea ohve,

the most elegant and elusive scent of

wafting through whole weeks

Having spent
and

a

a lifetime

all,

at a time.

among such

Later,

I

figured out

what was missing

Hlac:

an accumulation of memories. For

out the tea oHve.

of yellow jessamine, that

smile expectantly,

longtime
first

sniffers

hght scent of the

new

of

year brings
late-

deep-rooted appreciation for flower

winter blue skies and pine woods.

The

fragrances

had

a well-trained floral

when,

at

age

fifty, I

smelled

my

back

first lilac.

"Come to Massachusetts and smell the
lilacs!" my friend urged that cool day in
May and I did. She led me out to her

—

backyard and picked

early

lilac

branches from

silver

March whiff of wild
fifty

azalea brings

years of creek banks in gray

and

swamps, the songs of peepers, and

beloved old azalea-sniffing companions.

Even

bits

of conversation come back from

thirty years ago,

and old long-gone dogs

little

and by
puffs

of

don't under-

word they

during one of those

that long-awaited first smelling

back remembrances of dozens of

I

in-

are saying.

Someday my Massachusetts
friend will visit me on a sunny winter day,

from

nose

flowers,

—but you

stand a

musty smell of damp earth
and

are

pairings of consonants

with their more restrained
of

you

trigued by the odd-sounding

the sasanquas edge in

fragrance

the novelty of the

gutturals,

soft

light

memories

warm spells

that bring

will stand

back and

I

my

head

frill

of

all

the

that delightful fragrance brings

up: hundreds of short, bright winter after-

noons just Hke
that has

this

one and everything

—high blue

gone with them

skies,

Dai'id Copperfield, a curl of wood smoke, a

gold locket.

"WeU?" rU
She
nice.

.

say

will close her eyes
.

."

She'll sniff again:

and

sniff.

"But ..."

"It's

D

1

.
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to THE EDITOR
Totopos and Tostadas

known

Robb

and

"The

Walsh's

as a zuqii in

Zapotec

a comixcal in Spanish.

attributable to drug-resistant

the

forms of this old and

trials,

Unconquerable Tostada" ("A

Nonperishable and

Matter of Taste," April 1999)

Hghnveight, totopos are

one never

was interesting and

exported in large quantities to

articles,

informative.

would only add

I

terrifying disease.

One word
is vaccine.

BCG

What became of the

other regions of Mexico.

but development of an

may

effective vaccine

sees in these

however,

phases of cHnical

first

CaLmette-Guerin)

as

long

is

unlikely that any

twenty

as

well take

and

years,

it

TB

vaccine will be 100 percent

that the tostada variants

Beverly N. Chinas

(Bacillus

pictured in your photograph

Chico, California

vaccine that was developed in

complexities of this disease.

the 1920s? Given the success

Therefore,

new

What About

science has had with vaccines

diagnostics

must be developed

are

known

specialty

as totopos, a

of Zapotecs living in

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in

I

eastern Oaxaca. Like the

"TB

tostada

made

Oaxaca, the

It is

baked not in

and seen

a comal

The Coming
Our Houses"

Superbugs:

(April 1999),

totopo certainly

quahfies as a pre-Columbian

food.

have just read Paul Farmer's

Plague on All

in the valley of

a Vaccine?

stories

a

on

and

I

have read

number of other
the burgeoning

mm
coming

issues

and bacterial

why

we

are

diseases,

The Nocturnal Rainforest

tuberculosis?

In "Gala's Lungs"

Paetow

F.

New Jersey

Somerset,

of

Paul Farmer replies:

how

Ultimately, vaccine

tracts

offers

our best

But the

is

up

not consistently

works

It

BCG also

be conflised with

actual infection. Thus,

shower the ground with

to gorge

and reproduce.

Now fires threaten the very

existence of the dipterocarp forests.

Gift

and LoUta played

a significant role in

entomological history. At the centenary of his birth, Natural
History pays

homage

to this literary master of Lepidoptera.

cacti.

Many

CO9

at

orchids absorb

night by the process
as

crassulacean acid

metabolism, and

many

cacti

metabolism.

States,

This means that the

that

is still

low.

evidence also

rainforest
exists

BCG vaccination reduces

multidrug-resistant

of TB;

it is

canopy has

a

twenty-four-hour-per-day
absorption potential that

(MDR)

cleared areas,

absorb

therefore
in

COt

where

plants

only in the

presence of sunlight.

health-care workers and others

Margaret J. Basile

who

Broward County, Florida

are in close contact

is

absent in grasslands and

the risk of contracting

under consideration for use

The author of TIjc

among

and certain

but not in the United

strains

NABOKOV'S BUTTERFLIES

are orchids

do the same through C4

Some

every few years, allowing forest birds and other animals

rainforest also

with a high incidence of TB

tuberculosis

Indonesia's giant dipterocarp trees

which

known

it is

countries

where the prevalence of

finiit

trees

epiphytes, or air plants,

TB, because

many

of the

contains a large biomass of

ehcits a positive response

widely used in

helpflil effects

canopy of intact

confounds use of the

that can

by soaking

amount of the

themselves. Interestingly, the

tuberculin skin test as a

it

effect

a significant

atmosphere.

best in preventing disease in

screening tool for

of intact rainforest have

Laurance reports on the

tuberculosis in adults.

children.

unbroken

large,

extra carbon dioxide in the

effective in preventing

young

only

1999),

Laurance explains

greenhouse

Bacillus

Cahnette-Guerin (BCG)
vaccine

F.

the capacity to soften the

TB

chances for improving
control.

March

("Endpaper,"

William

development

PULSE OF THE FOREST

hand with new

in

of

antibiotics for the treatment

Paul

hand

drugs and

on

so focused

numbers of cases and deaths

but in a concave-sided oven

In the

for viral

given the

effective,

with

MDR-TB patients.
A number of new vaccine
candidates are

now

entering
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Peter Tyson ("Neptune's Furnace") witnessed the dramatic retrieval of black smoker chimneys

from the

Pacific seafloor while

NOK4. A

North Slope

Alaska's

"Onhne Adventure" segment

producing an

senior editor for Earthimtch magazine and,

as a

more

recently,

among

in the Atlantic Monthly and the Neiif York Times,

work on

book about Madagascar,

a

Tom Norton

sriU

his father

also the

is

column

when he went

left, is a

Island in

1996). Based in

of New Mexico, Chip

valley

photographer whose work

been featured in advertising and on music
as

well

as in

magazines. His

him

United

across the

and abroad, and he has lectured and

conducted workshops about

An

his craft at various

universities.

Seeley ("Born to Dance") became an avid beekeeper while

delighted to discover

Rio Grande

States

which won the John

Burroughs Medal for nature writing, and

D.

the

Memoir of Smith

W. Norton,

assignments have taken

the bay, including Bay Country (Johns Hopkins

Thomas

Chesapeake (W.

album covers

to the Baltimore

A

Out of Time:

the

has

author of five books about

University Press, 1987),

currently at

Simons,

its

weekly

a

is

Island

spends a lot of time

Horton contributes

environmental-issues

Sun and

He

Avon Books.

around

paddling his kayak on the Chesapeake and
tributaries.

other publications.

to be published next year by

("Classroom Earth!") grew up

and hunting with

Chesapeake Bay and

to college that

biologist. In the early 1980s, Seeley, pictured here

studies

completed

Egypt and Cocos Island (Costa Rica) for "Onhne Adventure." Tyson's work has appeared

trips to

fishing

for public television's

science writer for the past sixteen years, Tyson traveled from Peru to Madagascar and

of honeybees in the jungles of Thailand.

he could pursue

with

Now

his

still

in

high school and was

his fascination

by becoming

a

daughter Saren, conducted ecological

a professor

of biology

at

Cornell University, he

conducts most of his fieldwork in the Adirondack Mountains and on islands along the coast of Maine.
His

book The Wisdom

of the Hive: Tlie Social Physiology of Honey Bee Colonies (Harvard University Press,

1995) summarizes fifteen years of research on

how

to studying bees, Seeley enjoys building things
a

wooden box

designed to

attract

a

honeybee colony

honeybees in search of a

new home.

Doranne Jacobson ("A Reverence
thirty years.

fiinctions as a unit. In addition

out of wood, including bridges, boats, barns, and the occasional bait hive

An

Cows") has conducted research

for

anthropologist, writer, photographer, and lecturer, Jacobson,

Springfield, Ilhnois.

She

is

ed., 1999). Lori

Grinker, a

S.

Wadley, of Women

New York

Tliread:

WU). Grinker won the 1998

there.

A

American

Two

in India:

many ways

She collaborated with writer Diana Bletter on

Portrait ofJewish
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Perspectives
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City-based photographer viith Contact Press

Images, has traveled the Indian subcontinent to record the

honored

left,

the author-photographer of India, Land of Dreams and Fantasy (W. H.

Smith, 1992) and coauthor, with Susan

Books, 4th

in India for the past

Women (The Jewish

catde are celebrated and

Tlic Invisible

Publication

W

Eugene Smith Fellowship Grant for her project documenting
Her previous work for Natural History includes stories on a bhnd women's orchestra in
Cairo (November 1995) and on Jamaa el-Fna, the great public square in Marrakech (May 1996).
Society,

1

veterans of war.

Frequent contributors to Natural

Michael

History, photographers

and Patrida Fogden ("The
Natural

Moment") have

their time

years

divided

during the past few

between England, South

Africa,

and

their

Rica. Their

photographs

home

latest
is

in

Costa

book of

Costa Rica: Wildlife

of the National Parks and Reserves,

and they

are at

work on

illustrations for Tlie Herpetofauna of

Costa Rica, by Jay Savage. Michael

Fogden coauthored

a scientific

paper on global climate change
that appeared in the April 15, 1999,
issue

of the British journal Nature.
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in this
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PESTS

Junes Bugs

Summers would seem too
bothersome

easy without the

bumps brought on by biting

The warm summer days are filled with buzzing insects. After a long
winter, many have only a few weeks, days, or hours to mate, and
the longer, warmer days put them in the mood.

and stinging bugs. Although

some
as a

species of mosquito act

conduit for spreading

diseases, in

developed nations

they are mostly just an

DRAGON FLIES

shoreline vegetation and pier

In the early days of June, near

posts.

The migratory one-

to

marshes and ponds

five-inch green darner (Aiiax

throughout North America,

Junius)

their aquatic

to crawl out

of

homes, envelop

themselves in cocoons, and
eventually emerge as flying
insects.

Look

for their

empty

brown cocoon husks on

found

all

North America.

dragonfly and damselfly

nymphs begin

is

over

Its

large

compound

eyes

head allow

virtually a

field

and rotary
360°

agile flyers have

been clocked

annoyance

mammals. However, these

to

engineers and bioengineers

insects play

ahke. Darners are mostly

in the health of the ecosystems

iridescent green, with a faint

they inhabit: As wriggly

an important role

gold shimmer on their wings;
the males'

abdomens

are

metaUic blue, and the females'

of view.

These

—mainly

efficient design has captured

the interest of aeronautical

at thirty-six

miles an hour, and their

violet. Since these creatures

mate

in flight,

to see a

common

it is

tandem couple

buzzing around, the male
holding on to the female \vith
a special set
letting

days

—

of claspers and not

go —sometimes
in order to

for

keep other

aquatic larvae, they are an

males from mating with her.

important source of food for

The female

often seen

fish.

As

surface of the

vital

food for dragonflies and

is

skimming the

water, touching

it

from time

mosquitoes are

adults,

damselflies

and

are a favorite

to rime as she scatters her

meal for birds

eggs. Dragonflies actually

Mosquito wngs beat

catch their prey

mosquitoes

—mainly

—with

their legs

and then transfer the food to
their

as well.

hundred times

six

a second,

generating that familiar high-

pitched whine. At night, only
the female goes in search of a

mouths.

Check out

the Texas

blood meal, which she needs

produce her

eggs. First she

Agricultural Experimental

to

Station's Digital Dragonflies

looks for large dark objects

Web

that

site at

WAVwdragonflies.

org to view scanned images of
diflierent t^rpes

and

of dragonflies

move. Should she notice

that the object

is

gi\dng

ofi"

heat and carbon dioxide, as

all

mammals do, she'll stay.
The American and black

damselflies.

July 8-11: Dragonfly Society of

horseflies are abuzz in the

the Americas Annual

Meeting

summer months.

Together,

Paul Smiths College,

NY, or

these large biting

flies

inhabit

niche

wT.\'\v.afn.org/~ iori/dsaintro.

ever^' possible ecological

htmJ. For other dragonfly

in

and damselfly information,

grassland to saltwater marsh,

go to the Odonata

sparing only parts of southern

Information Network (www.

California.

afh.org/~iori).

a

North America,

The

painfU bite

as

fi-om

females

open

inflict

they quickly

slice

wings to make cUcking

with bladelike mouthparts and

their

then feed on the blood.

and snappmg sounds. Each

Because their

saliva contains

wound

anticoagulant, the

an

can

of cicada has

species

own song and
particular time

Don't worry about looking for

which

sure to

come looking
will

be hosting bug

throughout the summer,

often including cockroach
races.

These hardy household

scavengers,

would

it

been

has

said,

survive a nuclear war.

Recent research has shown
they actually are
resistant to

much more

harmful radiation

than are other living things.

CICADAS

signal a

in

fiill

force

it.

homed in, and mating takes
The female of the genus
Photuris, a large eastern U.S.

seventeen years, use

species,

teamwork, and the males form

the firefly world.. She

a

of the Rockies in gardens,

over a period of about two

east

weeks, the chorus will have

orchards,

a significant

synchronized male

wiU sound hke

number of

one of the few

of crops

month.
at

(especially

insects

no morphological or

loud buzz

as it takes to

search of food.

The

cell this

heard

is

fruit, especially

peaches.

Look

high-pitched chittering of the

suppose that hatching en

vegetation, especially in sandy

masse works

soils.

on

its

abdomen;

muscle-

this

controUed, drumhead-like
structure vibrates

up

to

390

rimes per second. Female
cicadas

do not have

rimbals.

as a

kind of

June beetle appears

from the miUions of emerging

same time.

and leave the

remaining individuals alone,

a

cicadas, contact the University

on

Although

its

it

Zoology, Insect Division,

Fireflies,

Arbor,

MI

are beetles

Ann

48109, or go to

insects.ummz.lsa.umich.edu.

animal on the planet

is

of

a

The group comprises
about 40 percent of known
diversity'

earth.

Minibeast

with the most

of any animals on

by

spiracles

is all

bark

Until June 6: Backyard

else.

Monsters Exhibit

or lightning bugs,

Lawrence Hall of Science,

The

producing organ

University of Cahfornia,

Hghtis

Berkeley (510) 642-5132, or

in the

abdomen and

visit

contains

When

oxygen comes

in

contact with luciferin,

it

www.lhs.berkeley.edu/

Exhibitsbackyard.html.

Ongoing
reacts

chemically to release energy in

The eggs,
and pupae of members

larvae,

Portland,

as well.

S.E.

Society,

Hawthorne

Blvd.,

OR,

(503) 232-6639, or see

Around

dusk, the male takes to the

common sight

The Xerces
4828

of this family are often

Insect Surveys

Aquatic Monitoring Program,

the form of Ught.

—

a

or see members. aol.

sounds serious,

luminous

June beetle

details,

for

com/YESsales/MScamp.html.

iridescent green

The

the

a substance called luciferin.

beetle.

insect species,

Spring,

the

from the family

Lampyridae.

beetle's

BEETLES
One in every four species

MS, sponsored by
Zooseum and

the

abdomen.

the beetles defense

Museum of
Ave.,

at

on

Camp

Wall Doxey State Park, Holly

MI. Call (517) 886-0630

through

and nothing

1109Geddes

June 6-10: Mississippi

Education Center, Lansing,

located

of Michigan

education/insect_zoo.

in leafy

disturbed, hisses

forcing air

more about

Parsons Insect Zoo,

when

predator satiation.
find out

of

roots of woody plants and,

passive tactic referred to as

To

feeds

It

Museum

v^'ww.lam.mus.ca.lus/

Entomology

predators quickly eat their tiU

cicadas

Natural History

at

In the West, the ten-lined

species sur\dval strategy:

information, contact the

M.

ripening

it

mating but for

adult

predation, but scientists

for

diSerent

for

Los Angeles County, Ralph

on pollen and

beetle thrives

many

the air in

behavioral defense against

made by an

is

For more beetle

its

August in other regions. The

a timbal, located

of

fatale

munching.

—emerges from

Its

dusk

lures in

males — not

open woods, and

underground earthen

a single shrill

Mating occurs during

are also

fields

tobacco)

and

calls

femme

code of other species and thus

attracting chorus. Usually,

drawn

the

is

capable of mimicking the flash

huge, deafening, female-

the South and during July and

is

later

place.

cicadas,

that have

organ called

few seconds

exchanges, the male wiH have

during the hot days ofJune in

male cicada

vegetation,

After five to ten signal

this time. Periodical cicadas

come out

on

with Ufe cycles of thirteen or

voice.

Cicadas

species-

its

female,

responds by mimicking the

of day in

own, but periodical

Zoos

The

usually perched

its

western cicadas sing on their

for you.

fests

to sing

over and around

specific code.

Dog-day and grand

be

flies

vegetation, flashing

prefers a

bleed for several minutes.

these biting bugs: they'll

and

although they sometimes use

the skin of their victims

www

xerces.org/Proj/aquatics/
air

about.htm.

iiiS

Tne Sanctuary
Tnat^^s Saved.
Over 140

feet

down, the ocean

floor in the

Gulf of Mexico looks Uke a desert. Offering marine

Hfe few places with ample shelter

food. But sanctuary

surprising source: oil platforms.

become

comes from

a

Over time, they

thriving habitats for entire populations

of sea creatures.

retired,

and

So when certain platforms are

people carefully clean, then place them.

Maintaining an extraordinary oasis, and an ideal

place for nature to call home.

www.peopledo. com
Chevron

People Do.
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Meat and Pdeht
The

and eating of other species are timehonored human practices, but for a growing number
of people, carnivory is murder.
killing

REVIEW

By Steven

Civilizarion arose by slavery
and

is

that,

perpetuated by mass

and murder,

torture

mals.

For her, virtually
as

compHcit

all

did any of the extant great apes.

of each ape species and
cal history

of unimagin-

about

who is

a noveUst,

is

cage,

to

medical experimentation; and rear

and

them by the

them; subject

brains.

should possess the same

rights

humans. To

is

eat a steak

we

Such

much

later,

of our

our large

a hypothesis replaces the pre-

viously prevaiUng notion that attributes

our humanity to the mental

animals

her world,

In

the time,

to the evolution

upright posture and,

millions expressly for these

purposes.

vile

eat

—from

when we and
produced modern chim-

common ancestor,

way
them

the

we

kill,

of humans

traces the biologi-

panzees and bonobos diverged from our

obsessed

—

with our treatment of animals

de-

six million years ago,

the hne that

able magnitude.

Costello,

He

scribes the distinctive social organization

humans can be

in crimes

hunted

actively

—meat than

zee's provocative novella Tlie Lives of Ani-

seen

humans more

cestral

Coet-

of J.M.

available evidence, an-

and more eagerly consumed

asserts

Elizabeth Costello, protagonist

from the best

Austad

N.

nothing other

prey.

Today

it is

more

abilities re-

down and

quired for males to track

accord

slay

politically palatable

and biologically sensible to reframe the

than homicidal cannibahsm.

However, without the domestication

question in a

way

that doesn't exclude

of large animals (enslavement, Costello

from the evolutionary picture the female

would

half of our species.

call it),

which provided

food supply and helped us to

a constant

till

other plausible hypotheses

the recal-

could

have arisen.
ture

It is

not

agricul-

liberated

that

us

firom fuU-time foraging,

giving

thereby

us

the

The Lives of Animals, by

J.

M.

Given

THE Origins of

Human

may

may

not merely have

civilization.

Craig B. Stanit

have created humankind, in that the

sharing

meat

may

(i.e.,

murdered animal)

represent "the essential recipe

for the expansion

of the

human

brain."

lucidly outhnes the history of

eating

among

meat

the great apes, pointing out

and

own

selfish

ends has

gion scholar, an animal rights philoso-

how serishould we take the

pher, and a biological anthropologist. Yet

history,

tial

illus.

attitude

that killing

such a long and influen-

ously

The Hunting Apes, argues that

pohtics of

He

$24.95; 262pp.;

arts.

helped create
ford, in

our

Behavior, by

sity Press;

com-

using other species for

The HumiNG Apes: Meat Eating and

sophisticated technology,

eating

for example,

longed care of children.

$19.95; 127 pp.

Craig B. Stanford. Primeton Univer-

Meat

—

demands of pro-

plex

Coetzee. Princeton University Press;

leisure to invent writing,

and the

doubtless

those invoking the

citrant earth, large-scale

agriculture

And there are

of Coetzee's Elizabeth Costello?

Instead of delivering the 1997—98 Tan-

ner Lectures

at

Princeton University,

as

he had been asked to do, the famously
elusive

Coetzee presented

a

fictional

work about a novelist giving invited lectures. The work was later published with
commentaries by

five

other authors:

a

political scientist, a literary critic, a reH-

some of

these responses are frustratingly

indirect:

philosopher Peter Singer

ics

Coetzee by constructing

his

mimown fic-

tionalized response, and literary critic

Maijorie Garber opines that the
ject at

novehsts.
in

real

sub-

hand might be our treatment of
It's

hard to

tell

whose tongue

is

whose cheek.
Coetzee does

issue

raise

the very important

of whether animals deserve the same

;\
mals

—

such

qualities

self-awareness and

as

form deep emotional

the abihty to

we draw

tachments. But where do

among animals? Ants

lines

at-

such

routinely sacri-

fice their lives for their relatives.

Is

this

not a sign of deep emotional attachment?

But

heard of no

I've

move-

ants' rights

ments. Honeybees communicate symbol-

not

ically. Is this

Are we

ity?

to

a sign

make

judgments based on

unknowable

tally

of linguistic capacthese strong moral

fundamen-

issues as

what goes on

as

in the

minds of other species?
This

STORM

IN THE

win believed

Charles Dar-

that natural selection

works

gradually and imperceptibly over millions

of

nessed

taking

selection

overnight.
at

and Mary

years, but biologists Charles

Brown, of the University of

The Browns

Tulsa, wit-

almost

place

study chff swallows

where they

the Platte River in Nebraska,

have banded more than 100,000 birds over
the

last

May

eighteen years. In

1996, dur-

ing a six-day spell of cold weather and
freezing rain,

some 30,000

percent of the total

reasons to eschew

For one thing,

vegetables and

good

SWALLOWS

birds died

—53

population of 58,000

not to say that there are not

is

some good
ing.

ACTS

5 T R

fi

meat

diets rich in fruits

low

in animal fat

eat-

and

make

sense medically. For another, people

might reasonably object

meth-

to specific

ods for the mass rearing and mass slaugh-

of animals. But these objections

ter

of condemning

short

altogether

fall

the

kiUing or exploitation of other species,

and

this position

often leads us

down

Do we
Do we

slippery slope toward hypocrisy.
refuse to

wear leather or wool?

Cliff

The Browns

collected

and beaks.

When

legs,

immunized with vaccines developed by

measured

experimentation on rodents?

Browns found them

major reason

a

I

feel

no

more than 1,800

of the dead birds and measured their wings,

allow our children to die rather than be

Probably

swallows

the

about

they captured and

1,000
to

the

survivors,

be about 5 percent

and to have more symmetrical bodies

larger

compunctions about the human use of

than those that had perished. Subsequent

other species

studies

I

take

seriously.

I

keenly aware of the ubiquity of preda-

and parasitism

tion

Life lives

Hfe

that, as a biologist,

between species

distinctions

am

is

is

on

life,

in the natural world.

and whether or not that

photosynthetic strikes

cious distinction. Are

me

as a

some animal

capri-

species

the
cal

of survivors' offspring showed that

traits

of larger

and more symmetri-

size

body shape were passed on

to the next

on

generation. ("Intense natural selection

body
cliff

size

and wing and

tail

asymmetry

in

swallows during severe weather," Evo-

hition

52

[5],

1998)

morally inferior to others because their
digestive systems process

humans.

rights as

ment

seriously,

line? If a
rights,
ster,

If

we

take that argu-

where do we draw the

chimpanzee should have such

what about

mouse,

a dog, a

a flea, a flatworm, or a

a lob-

sponge? This

argument has more than philosophical
impHcations

now

extremists

have

threaten

The

some

that a

few animal

begun

to

justify

As Craig

my

killing

ancestors have been

and eating meat for

million years.
it

my

tradition.

book makes abun-

Stanford's

dantly clear,

PLAYFUL OCTOPUSES

meat?

meat eating by

What

more than

5

kind of egotist would

take to break a tradition like that?

Steven N. Anstad
the

of extrem-

much to do with the mental qualwe supposedly share with the ani-

sign of intelligence

is

a professor of zoology at

University of Idaho and the author of

Why We Age: What

ism has

ing

ities

Life

About

Science

Is

Discover-

the Body's Journey

Qohn Wiley and

Sons, 1997).

Through

and

Play
is

is

considered a

usually associated

with vertebrates. Jennifer A. Mather, of the

and

University of Lethbridge, Alberta,

Roland C. Anderson, of the
ium, wondered

how

boneless moUusks,
tle partially

rights

physically

researchers.

rationale for this kind

I

Seattle

octopuses,

would

Aquar-

which

are

react to a piU bot-

fiUed with water to

make

it

hover in the tanks.

At

first,

the octopuses brought the bot-

de to their mouths. Later some blew the
bottle

water,

away with deliberately aimed jets of

making the object

circle the

tank

CHNATURAL selections
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nagged

"terrible waters"

Most

nature.

They had

at his

to be put to

restless

some pro-

ductive purpose:

/ cannot beheve that modern science will be

Spectacular Splash

content to leave these mighty forces

untamed, unused, or that regions of

and unequalled fertility,

inexhaustible

capable of supplying all sorts of things that
civilised industry'

needs in greater quantity

—
—

every year, will not be brought

and

their insects

their climate

in spite

of

into

cultivated subjection.

Of course,

the

dam would have covered up

forever the very

falls

he had praised

of the great wonders in

all

one

as

Africa.

easy for a late-twentieth-century

It is

condemn

observer to
insistence

Churchill's boorish

on conquering nature to

serve

the needs of "civiHsed industry." Yet there
is

no denying

basic sense

—

knowledge

that technology in

its

to

most

human

the application of

the natural world

—

has

been inseparable from human progress

From

since time inuiiemorial.

ment our
the

first

stone tool

first

its

where the Nile

Falls,

takes a plunge

journey to the Mediterranean,

4, 160-niile

on

tricably

Hnked

mo-

some 2

million years

to the creation of tech-

nologies that give us

writer

a

the

ancestor picked up

of our species has been inex-

ago, the fate

At Murchison

human

more

means

efficient

of extracting food, water, and other

meditates on nature and technology.

sentials

es-

from the physical environment.

Eastern Africa was a particularly fitting

EXCERPT

place to explore this history, for

here that the

ven from

E

a

Murchison

some

to

kilometer

Falls

forward that the foamy
green water got ahead of

and leaped exuber-

THE

upward

Environmental

Thirty-

My

how, just above the

falls,

are not six yards apart,

single jet

they
this

from the nozzle of

down

feet."

till

and through

whole tremendous

dred and sixty

de-

the banks

of the Nile "contract suddenly

strangling portal, as

in his

African Journey,

river

is

a

shot

an abyss of a hun-

World

ing an invisible escalator.

Mark

The

©

spray, the noise, the

irresistible force

ume

and vol-

of the water were

overwhelming
senses as the

to

as

the

in

Falls,

to build a

known

Search of Our
by

Future,

dam

gaze of a
in

kill,

Hon
the

—

fresh

a

en-

Hertsgaard.

Hke the Dinka and Masai,

publisher,

by

Broadway Books,

vision of Random

a di-

whose

daily hves closely

resemble those of their
Stone Age ancestors.

House.

Africa taught

at

from

stoic

Mark

1998

Churchill
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the

in

and languid
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knowledge

Astonishingly

planet

bloody

one

life

Hertsgaard.

of its distant destination was to the mind.

wanted

sense the deep past of
this

antly

as if ascend-

stiU

From Earth Odyssey: Around

itself

Winston Churchill,

could

was

it

stone tool had been

used. Moreover, in eastern Africa

approach,

our boat could not

1908 account

one

its

to sprint so impatiently

ing cascade of white fury

three-year-old

in

kilometer of

last

seemed

fear-

advance against the current.

hose, the

In the

the Nile

a glisten-

was

—

behold

that carried such force

scribes

down-

raw energy of

the

river,

first

Falls. Its

me

that

gazing a few thousand years into the past

was not enough. To grasp the trajectory of

human
back

life

on

earth,

to the very birth

one needed
of the

species.

to

go
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T
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and return

c
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to the animals.

T^

Some main-

tained an interest in seizing the bottle and

Watching,
By

From

the

then pushing

Edge of Extinction

more

Beverly Peterson Steams and Stephen C. Stearns (Yale University Press,

—

it

away

for fifteen minutes or

^behavior characterized

by the

re-

1999; $30; 288pp.;ilbis.)

Of the

approximately 7 million species on Earth, between seventy and seven hundred

become

extinct each year. Journalist Beverly Stearns

and University of Basel zoologist

Stephen Stearns write with urgency and passion about the
planet.

Chronicled are a marine

biologist's efforts to save

the disastrous effect of species introductions

on

of biodiversity on the

loss

Mediterranean

monk

seals

and

East Africa's Lake Victoria.

Cartography in the Traditional African,
American, Arctic, AustraUan, and
Pacific Societies, vol. 2, bk. 3 of
The History of Cartography
Edited by David Woodward and G. Malcolm

Lewis (University of Chicago

660 pp.;

Press,

1998; $150;
searchers as an underwater version of play-

ilhis.)

Whether painted on rock

walls in

fashioned from pakn fronds and
Islands, the

ing with a

South Africa or

shells in

the Marshall

book

("Exploration, play, and ha-

Comparative Psychology, in press; and,

maps, diagrams, and ceremonial objects

in this copiously illustrated

ball.

bituation in Octopus Dofleini," Journal of

on

the

Web, "What behavior can we expect of oc-

in the History of

The Cephalopod Page, 1998,
ca/~ceph/TCP /behavior)

topuses?"

Cartography series illuminate the material culture,
cognitive systems, and social motivations of the

Celestial

indigenous peoples of the world.

map on Koryak

is.

dal.

dancing coat

GRIZZLY GARDENERS Grizzly

bears serve

when

they forage

Melting the Earth: The Evolution of Ideas About Volcanic Eruptions

as

By Haraldur

for the bulbs of glacier Ulies in subalpine

Sigurdsson (Oxford University Press, 1999; $27.50;

272 pp;

ilhis.)

This century's discoveries in thermodynamics, petrology, geochemistry, and especially
plate tectonics have led to a quantitative leap
his inclusive history

forward in knowledge about volcanoes. In

inadvertent gardeners

meadows.

A

tional Park,

recent study in Glacier

Montana, by Sandra

Na-

E. Tardiff

of attempts to understand "the heat below" and the "chimneys of

and Jack A. Stanford, of the Flathead Lake

6200

Biological Station, University of Montana,

heU," volcanologist Sigurdsson begins as far back as

B.C.,

with

a visual representa-

has demonstrated that the bears' activities

tion of a volcano found in the ancient settlement of (^atal Hiiyiik.

help to spread the plants and enrich the ni-

The

Sun, the

Genome, and

By Freeman J. Dyson (Oxford
In his seventh book, based
retical physicist

Dyson

the Internet: Tools of Scientific Revolutions

University Press, 1999; $22;

on

lectures at the

New

168 pp.)

York Public Library

in 1997, theo-

argues that solar energy, genetic engineering, and worldwide

communications can be used

in the service

of

social justice.

He

envisions

how

these

technologies could narrow the gap between rich and poor, benefiting societies on the
village level as well as

trogen content of the
grizzlies

turning the

days; in

1824

fields in a

less

Accounts of

go back to pioneer

on horseback were

what looked hke plowed

remote area of Idaho.

ting to the spot,"

no

paving the way for deep-space exploration.

travelers

surprised to find

soil.

soil

than nine

"On

get-

one wrote, "we observed
.

.

.

grizzly bears at work,

rooting away." Measuring internal nitrogen

Time, Love, Memory: A Great Biologist and His Quest for
the Origins of Behavior
By Jonathan Weiner

(Alfred

A. Knopf 1999; $27.50; 300 pp;

illus.)

Pioneer molecular biologist Seymour Benzer, whose work with Drosophila began the
process of cracking the genetic code,

is

profiled in a sweeping narrative

Prize winner Jonathan Weiner. In chronicling breakthroughs over the
years,

Weiner describes the stOl-unfolding

relationship

by

last

Pulitzer

hundred

between genes and behavior.

The books mentioned

in "Natural Selections" are usually available

Shop of the American

Museum of Natural History,

from the

(212) 769-5150.

Museum

iNATURAL SELECTIONS

T K

;\

in plants, the University

6/99

T^

C

;\

natural history

of Montana team

Photography

I

found that Hly bulbs growing where grizzUes had raked the land had high levels of

nitrogen and water-soluble carbohy-

tissue

—and produced

drates
as

twice

as

many seeds

did those in neighboring, undisturbed

meadows. "Grizzly
"must be added
that

cies

act

bears," they conclude,

to the

growing

list

on sub-

("Grizzly bear digging; effects
alpine

meadow

nitrogen

eral

of spe-

ecosystem engineers."

as

plants in relation to

availability," Ecology

min-

79

[7],

1998)

Bumbling

When

in the Dark

making

a

beeHne for

flowers, bees steer

their favorite

by landmarks, discrimi-

nate floral colors, and even note the position of the sun.

spend

good

a

—

dark

social bees

underground burrows or

in

cavities.

However, most

part of their Uves in the
tree

Lars Chittka, based at the Univer-

nature.net

By Robert Anderson

Wiirzburg in Germany, kept colonies

sitat

of worker bumblebees (Bumbus

impatiens)

in a dark basement laboratory.

To the

researchers' surprise, the bees

iinj39.C LS,

Real and Imagined

spontaneously explored their surroundings

and foraged for food in complete dark-

—on

Interest in

earthbound comets may have

of waging war on incoming objects from

Even more unexpectedly,

peaked with Hollywood's spate of im-

outer space

experimenters showed that bees can sense

pact-related thrillers, but with the millen-

Defense: Catastrophic Health Insurance

the distance they've walked in total dark-

nium approaching and

for Planet Earth" (\vww.au.af.mil:80/au/

ness

foot.

Using

ness.

infrared video, they

the bees' walking

from the

trails

mapped

to feeders six feet

nest. Individuals left

odor marks

along their paths, but, unlike ants, did not

trust

it

will

I

remain strong. The Internet

is

riddled with impact

exacdy the same route twice.

When scien-

impact/comet),

eliminated the odor cues, the bees did

not become disoriented.

without

vision:

("Navigation

bumblebee orientation in

complete darkness," Proceedings of the Royal
Society of

[1414],

London, Biological Sciences 266

1999)—Richard M/ner

Begin

at

Sandia

Comet Impact

(sherpa.sandia.gov/planet-

Simulations

tists

for

sites.

National Laboratories'

never walked

them

Leonid

November,

closely; the bees

track

a possible

meteor storm predicted

would happen

which

if a

struck the ocean.

kilometer- wide comet

To view the

—
—check out

actual impact

what

models

results

of an

a rrule-wide hole in the

Arizona desert

the Barringer

Meteorite Crater (www.barringercrater.
com).

A

3-D game

you

allows

to select

At Asteroid and Comet Impact Haz-

which

(impact.arc.nasa.gov),

maintained by

NASA Ames

is

Space Sci-

contained in "Planetary

2025/volume3/chapl6/v3cl6-l.htm).
Planetologist/artist

mann

has re-created an explosion that oc-

edu/projects/siberia/siberia.html).

he describes the damage that

research,

even

a small asteroid

larger collisions can

and Planetary
pact Craters

site

Just to

Peekskill Meteorite
in 1993.

Some

a

and the

threat.

Don't

Lunar

Im-

(cass.jsc.nasa.gov/pub/

and comets
the

remind yourself

that asteroids

are really out there,

check out

Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous

page from the Johns Hopkins University

ernment

which has

at the

publications/shdesets/impacts.html).

edu/index.htnil).

doing about the

can do. Evidence of

be found

Institute's Terrestrial

AppHed

is

Com-

bining eyewitness accounts with recent

ence Division, you can see what the gov-

miss the gallery,

William K. Hart-

curred in 1908 over Siberia (w^vw.psi.

the target city of an incoming space rock.

ards

is

Physics Laboratory (near.jhuapl.

movie of the
car that

it

hit

idea of the complexities

Robert Anderson

Los Angeles.

is

a freelance science writer in

—

.

Natural Science from Princeton
Cradle
of Life

the
Balance

The Discovery of

Humanity and the

Earth's Eariiest Fossils

Biodiversity Crisis

J.William Schopf

Niles Eldredge

Life in

In this book, William

Schopf tells the
and earli-

fascinating story of the origins
est evolution of life

that story has

on Earth and how

been unearthed.

"Schopf engages the reader with the
magic of storytelling as he writes about
such matters as the fables and foibles of
scientists, the
.

.

.

the

demands

of discovery

tempo of evolution.

and

of a latter-day prophet.

The

text

as

the story in

if

— Publishers Weekly
36

Cloth $24.95

line illustrations.

1

^CRISIS

all its intri-

bursting to get out."

is

Octopus's Garden: Hydrothermal Vents
68

in the

— David Bellamy, New Scientist

and Other Mysteries of the Deep Sea
halftones,

'

been bottled

"The most important science book of the

.

— Cindy Lee Van Dover, author of
80

—

J

HUMANITY «WrAc
BIODIVERSITY

.

a delight, written

is

cate detail has

up and

.

1

BALANCE

"A natural history of the

world seen through the eyes

."
.

'1

year.'

line illustrations.

color plates.

Cloth $29.95

The Hunting Apes
Meat Eating and the Origins of Human Behavior

Craig B. Stanford
What makes humans unique? What accounts for
our success as a species? In this intriguing book,
Craig Stanford presents a controversial

new look at what made people

provocative

"[A]

so smart.

.

.

.

This

is

new thesis.

a fascinating book, written for

the nonspecialist."

Booklist

Cloth $24.95

Available at
Shakespeare

&

Co.

Harvard

all fine

Coop

212-529-1330

1400 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA
61 7-499-2000

Madison Avenue Bookshop
833 Madison Avenue

Brown Bookstore
244 Thayer Street

New

Providence,

71

6 Broacjway

New

York,

NY

bookstores. Featured at the stores listed below.
Iowa State University Book Store
Memorial Union
Ames, lA
515-294-5684

A Clean
for

Well-lighted Place

Books

601 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA

The

Elliot

101

S.

Seattle,

Bay Book Co.

Main

WA

206-624-6600

415-441-6670

York,

NY

Bank Books
399 North Euclid

University of Alberta

Left

Rl

St. Louis,

MO

Stanford Bookstore
Stanford,

CA

Bookstore at

Hub

8915 - 112th Street
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
403-492-1403

212-535-6130

401-863-2336

Harvard Book Store
1256 Massachusetts Avenue

Princeton University Store

University of Missouri Bookstore

University Press Books

36 University Place

T.A.

Brady Commons
Columbia, MO
573-882-7611

800-676-8722

Queen's University

Powell's Books

613-533-2955

Cambridge, MA
617-661-0494

Princeton, N)

609-921-8500

314-367-6731

800-533-2670

2430 Bancroft Way
Berkeley,

CA

Clark Hall

800-827-8447
Brookline Booksmith

279 Harvard

Street

Micawber Books
110 Nassau Street

UMKC

Princeton, N)

5000

617-566-6660

609-921-8454

Kansas

MIT Coop
3 Cambridge Center

Politics

Brookline,

MA

Bookstore

Rockhill
City,

Road

MO

Kingston, Ontario,

8725

Cambridge, MA
61 7-499-3200

Prose Bookstore

5015 Connecticut Ave.
Washington, DC

NW

Beaverton,

OR

University of Toronto Bookstore

800-466-7323

214 College

202-364-1919

Santa Cruz,

CA

895

E.

Eugene,

OR

St

Noble

at Boston

University

660 Beacon
Boston,
61

Street

MA

7-267-8484

Prairie Lights

15 South Dubuque Street
Iowa City, lA
319-337-2681

University Bookstore

Vroman's Bookstore
695 East Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena,

CA

4326

University

Seattle,

Way NE

WA

800-335-READ

626-449-5320

Princeton University Press
http://PUP.PRINCETON.EDU

416-978-7907
Indigo Books
55 Bloor Street W.

541-346-4331

408-423-0900
Barnes

Street

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Oregon Bookstore
Thirteenth Avenue

University of

Bookshop Santa Cruz
1 520 Pacific Avenue

Canada

SW Cascade

816-235-1404

&

Campus Bookstore

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

416-925-3536
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A survey of breeding birds finds some summer surprises
in Central Park, Manhattans 840-acre backyard.
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By Paul KertingeMf^^
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a flying bird's-eye view,

From

Cen-

Manhat-

tral

Park, in the middle of

tan,

must look Uke an inviting green

canyon surrounded by
granite, brick,

and

cHfFs

of concrete,

In spring, migrat-

glass.

number of
hardly
sity,

and

trees

and the small bodies of

grass

and they descend

and feed

to rest

before continuing their journey to

more

species nesting in the park

synonymous with

it's

finest places in

North Amer-

pursue warblers, vireos, thrushes,

ica to

kinglets,
is

population, the 840-acre park

and other migrant songbirds. But

more than

the park no

avian travelers?

Do

—
and pigeons—
urban husders

From

official

its

others from the

seum of Natural

in

the 1920s through the

History,

and opt to nest and

raise their

young

York City

more than

recruited

volunteers to take part in

The

mer's survey.

entire park

sum-

last

was divided

into twenty tracts of about forty acres

Mu-

each, and the volunteers

who

simply had

to

count and

map

worked

birds in their assigned tracts.

Museum to

eight visits

arrive at the migrant-rich en-

from

in teams

the location of nesting

to cross the street firom their offices in the

May

late

On

at least

to early July, the

would spend from one

birders

to four

hours systematically noting the location

and behavior of individual

m

was confirmed
teers

1998 survey revealed that Central

Park does indeed host

fifty

New

York and the

Gris-

the green heart of the city?

A

with the help of the Linnaean Society

New

Ludlow

mid-May

past

has nearly tripled.

York City Audubon Soci-

American

1940s, ornithologists hke

com and

opening

house sparrows,

around

number

New

Urban Park Rangers,

kept records of which species inhab-

any birds besides the

starlings,

stay

a pit stop for

that

The

who

the 1870s.

human

Today

num-

and

about a dozen species nested.

of

by

one of the

when

nesting,

left

This number re-

constant through the mid-

fairly

1940s,

ety,

metropolitan setting and
the

mained

eight.

cause of generations of dedicated birders

ited the park since

is

century.

twenty-two species were

by 1924, only

bers of nesting birds in Central Park be-

its

intense use

last

about changes in the

northerly nesting grounds. Despite
its

and a bigger

any time since the

at

We know

is

biological diver-

a respectable roster

one than

ing songbirds apparently see the swaths of

water,

While the

in the park's southeast corner.

found

A

birds.

bird

as a

nester if the volun-

a nest,

observed nestlings,

witnessed a parent bird feeding young, or

saw an adult bird carrying food to

a respectable collec-

a site.

tion of nesting birds. Thirty-one species

Other

were confirmed

territory or repeatedly singing near a spe-

page).
eties

to

Most of the

be nesting

(see

next

birds are backyard vari-

often found in suburbia, such as

robins,

mourning

doves, and blue jays;

others, such as Baltimore orioles, great

crested flycatchers,

and

wood thrushes,

treasures that defy logic
city

home. In addition

nesters, twelve species

confirmed

were present, some

of them possibly nesting, such

as

An

jays, above. Inset:

the pair

suggested that a bird was prob-

Several species that spend winter in

aerial view of

tropical

Central Park, facing south.

including

forests,

the

virons of the

Ramble and

the lake, noted

the birds they observed. In a 1925 article
for Natural History,

Griscom celebrated

the abundance of spring migrants.

But he

The

Central Park in 1998.

hawks
nested

on

red-tailed

few years had

that for the previous

building ledge above Fifth

a

Avenue, just across the

street

from the

of belted kingfishers that spent the sum-

lamented that nesting birds were disap-

park, chose,

mer around

pearing and wrote that the "decrease was

keeping there. With Central Park

the enclosed nature sanctuary

wood

thrush and the Baltimore oriole, nested in

are

by making the

to the

cific site,

bird defending a

as a

ably nesting within park boundaries.

City slickers: northern flickers, opposite,

and blue

such

clues,

inevitable

and was to have been ex-

pected." Geoffrey Carleton, of the Lin-

naean Society of

New

the tradition, writing
tral

Park," a

York, continued

"The

Museum

Birds of Cen-

science guide, in

1947 and "The Birds of Central and
Prospect Parks" for the Linnaean Society
Proceedings in

The 1998
findings of
birders,

some

is

1958 (updating
survey,

in 1970).

compared with the

Griscom and other old-time
showing

species.

forest, sixty to

us the resihency

of

In the 1870s and 1880s,

when Manhattan

stUl

had some

vestiges

seventy species were

to nest in Central Park.
forests

it

had been

By

cleared,

of

known

once

again, to set

up houseas their

hunting ground, the adults were sometimes seen taking prey and carrying

rats,

pigeons, and an occasional squirrel to
their nest (their story

is

told in

Winn's 1998 book Red-Tails

Among

Marie

in Love).

the species that disappeared

before 1930 and have since recolonized

Central Park
cardinal,

the northern

eastern kingbird, great crested

flycatcher,
vireo,

as nesters are

titmouse,

tufted

warbling

house wren, Baltimore oriole,

American crow, gray

catbird,

and mourn-

ing dove. Fortunately for birds hke the

wood

thrush, the parasitic

1908, after the

cowbird

—which

eighteen to

of other

birds

and

lays
is

its

brown-headed

eggs in the nests

blamed

in part for the

NATURALIST AT LARGE

of some forest-nesting song-

decline
birds

—

is

Some

enough

to

do much damage.

for

absence

their

These include the

1998

6/99

Central Park Breeding Bird Census
northern rough-winged

Confirmed nesting:
American crow

species, given the suitable habi-

notable

are

nesters.

num-

not found in the park in

bers large

tat,

natural history

as

northern

swallow

often nest in the suburbs, raised their

young

American robin

song sparrow

Baltimore oriole

tufted titmouse

blue jay

warbling vireo

brown thrasher

wood thrush

Their

in the park until the 1960s.

may be due

to

secondary

poisoning from rodent control

baits (they

disappearance

prey on mice) or to the removal of dead

and dying

whose

in

trees,

they

cavities

mockingbird, black-capped chickadee,

cedar waxwing

nested.

To speed up colonization, the

and eastern screech owl, which may fmd

common
common

City of

New

the suburbs of

land

more

New Jersey

to their liking.

potential colomzers.

and Long

Still

Is-

others are

One wandering wild

1998 but quickly vanished. (Turkeys nest
in the Bronx,

and

this bird

led by urban ecologist

European starling*

released

two dozen screech owls

park

summer. DeCandido

crow

great crested
flycatcher

Present but not

house finch*

Park.)

house wren

than a thousand pairs of black-

crowned night herons now

among
wooded is-

nest

abandoned buildings on the

in the

now

leads

night walks in search of survivors. His

house sparrow*

More

last

gray catbird

down

over the Harlem River and right

Bob DeCandido,

eastern kingbird

probably flew

Broadway before finding Central

York Department of Parks

and Recreation's Urban Park Rangers,

downy woodpecker

fish

turkey briefly appeared in the park in

grackle

yellowthroat

team has located some of these owls

some of

confirmed nesting:

well as

barn swallow

nighthfe) and

belted kingfisher

mallard

tive birds

New

York's seamier

eager to see the diminu-

is

of prey

settle in as nesters.

black-billed cuckoo

mourning dove

Might the return of

black-capped

mute swan*

to

chickadee

(as

so

many

species

urban environments indicate that some

northern cardinal

lands in

New York City harbor,

brown-headed cowbird

and some

chimney swift

might be expected to eventually nest in

eastern

They now

have been adapting to city habitats over

While

the past few generations?

wood pewee

may

this

more

forage at the

gadwall

be wishful

edges of ponds and marshes, only a few

killdeer

changes probably have a lot to do with

northern mockingbird

the comebacks.

Central Park.

feet

away from roUer-bladers, joggers, and

red-eyed vireo

strolling lovers.

managed

to rear

(A pair of green herons

young on the southern

shore of the lake

—
—

popularly

the rowboat lake
crested

white-breasted

in

known

nest

for

Harlem Meer, and

it's

probably just

a

matter of time before they adopt the area
nesting ground.

Screech owls, adaptable birds that

bfrd-friendly than

it

optimism about the

of nesters
fiiture

is

cause

of birds in

woodpecker

red-bellied
red-tailed

Paul Kerlinger

hawk

a principal in the wind-power

is

consulting firm of Curry

& Kerlinger,

L.L.C.,

rock dove (pigeon)*

and author of How Birds Migrate (Stackpole

* non-native bird
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Bacon,
Brought Home
The father of modern

By Stephen Jay Gould
of a movement

science recognized that internal

would become mod-

that

ern science. Bacon rejected both the

psychological barriers to understanding nature were as

scholastic

view

equated knowledge

that

with conservation and the Renaissance re-

constraining as sensory iLmitations.

form

that sought to recapture a long-lost

perfection. Natural knowledge,

he pro-

claimed, must be reconceptuaUzed as a cu-

mulative process of discovery, propelled by
processing sensory data about the external

world through the reasoning powers of the

human brain.
on

Aristotle's writings

logic

compendium

gathered into a

Organon (Tool). Bacon, with
flair,

called the
his usual

second book of

entitled the

Magna (Great

stauratio

had been

Novum Orgamim,

new

or

ing,

because the

ideal

—knowledge

tool of reason-

such a different

shift to

as

his In-

Instauration) the

and

cumulative

rooted in an increasing understanding of
external reahty
logic

Bacon
A

shift in

paradigms was necessary before scientists could view these "male and female vulva

—

demanded

also

of reasoning

itself

acquisition of accurate

We

the empirical world.
usually depict the

Rebirth)

bling

scholasticism.
this great

of novelty

dam of rigidified

But most participants

as

in

their motive. Renaissance

thinkers and doers, as the

movement
as

name of

their

I

doubt that anyone ever

Bacon (1561-1626)
theless,

modest man. None-

even the muse of ambition must

have smiled

when

a

called Francis

this

at

such an audacious gesture

most important

British philoso-

of England

had

the

human

common

logical

classi-

of

fallacies

reasoning, while everyone recog-

nized the external Emits of missing data

cities

declared "all knowledge" as his "province"

their

a

Rome

fied

fmancial improprieties),

as

and

novel insight. Aristotle himself had

with Galileo's newfangled telescope) or

in 1347, this chancellor

(until his fall for

Great Instauration (defmed by Webster's

Athens

existence of such barriers required no

ham

and announced that he would write

that

knowledge about

Acknowledging the

stars

they sought to rediscover and

supposed perfection of in-

Or-

our

to

pher since the death of William of Ock-

implied, looked backward, not

reinstitute the
tellect

bub-

fennent cited the opposite of

innovation

forward,

the

(literally,

as a clear,

river

that broke the medieval

Re-

Novum

therefore began the

ganum by analyzing impediments

stones" as internal casts of brachiopod shells from Devonian seas.

naissance

that the

be reexamined.

"restoration after decay, lapse, or dilapidation"),

both to codify the

achieved and a degraded Western culture

reason and to summarize

had then forgotten.

As

fruitfijl rules

of

all usefiil results.

a procedural starting point, at the

dawn

too

far

away to study in

detail (even

too long gone to leave any trace of

former existence.

But Bacon presented
original analysis

a brilliant

and

by concentrating instead

on psychological

barriers to

about the natural world.

He

knowledge

had, after

envisioned the study of nature

all,

as a flin-

neling of sensory data through mental

—
processors,

and he recognized

—
of the marketplace, perhaps Bacon's most

that inter-

nal barriers at the second, or cerebral,

original concept, designate Hmits

stage could stand as high as the external

by language

impediments of sensory
also

—

He

limitations.

even formulate,

understood that the realm of concep-

tual

hang-ups extended

cool, abstract logic

in

beyond the

far

how

a

work and may

Hmits of mental machinery. Bacon there-

less struggles

human

of the

tions

constitution of

this tale

ture

of the greatest Arabic com-

what we

vastness of the universe

terns in the only realm

(of the

idola fori

the theater), and idola

idola

theatri

alized, in

(of

Idols

general, idols

panic

Some of

when we

ism

us

see a mathematical for-

mula; others, for reasons of childhood

upon

that

one hen of a time trying

of the cave define the pecu-

of each individual.

direct experience

on older systems of thought.

Proceeding from the particular to the

liarities

Averroes 's culture.)

of the theater identify the most

obvious category of impediments, based

the tribej.

tribus (of

if

we

We will have

to grasp

Darwin-

to

a

make

Uve for

that

few

feet

ferences fi-om hmited and biased observa-

ignoring evident sources of data

tions,

cites

the lovely example of a culture con-

might challenge estabUshed

six days

PAX
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WORLD

Balanced

a deity ex nihilo

vinced that the Sea

or-

wrecked

of twenty-four hours each. Fi-

men who

God

saves

pray for his

cause rescued sailors so

(Bacon

senses.

A

testify.
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funds (top

Established

tall

universal in-

Genesis literaUsm, with an Earth no more
all

FUND

domain of objects

do not impact our

and in

orders. Idols

familiar pat-

that

ganisms created by

tempera-

by

tioned fealty to the "old-time religion" of

than a few thousand years old and

basic

the

and our propensity

maintain absolute and unques-

ment, dare not formulate thoughts that

suppression grafted

is,

all

and temporal

we know from the
of our own bodies

few decades and stand

a

na-

tribal idols in

in the spatial

"tragedy" and "comedy," for such notions

(of the cave),

human

call

examples: our tendency to explain

his

phenomena

could not be expressed, or even conceptu-

forum, or marketplace),

of the

itself.

recognized four major categories
specus

and

and opera-

Idols

brain.

Bacon emphasized two

of

our tribe

is,

other words, he deep within the

tribe, in

designated such impediments as idols and

idoh

that

of our diverse cultures and re-

culiarities

the fruit-

the master's key concepts

translate

—

specify those foibles

flect the inherited structures

mentator on Aristotle to understand and

to

He

these psychological barriers.

written

well

—

of thinking that transcend the pe-

errors

—who loved Bacon's
have
—imagined

to illustrate the idols

classify

express, or

concept that no words

Jorge Luis Borges

fears,

metaphor

we

our language can specify? (For example,

hopes, needs, feelings, and the structural

fore developed a celebrated

can

of the tribe

of Homo sapiens

in his brilliant story "Averroes' Search,"

of Aristotelian reason

and into our interior world of

for

nally, idols

imposed

TimTHIS view of life

presented with

evidence, was asked

this

now

"whether he did not

confess the di-

of Neptune and returned

vinity

this

way of answer:

counterquestion by

'Yea,

but where are they painted, that are

And

drowned?'

of

there

the same reason

is

suchhke superstitions,

all

as

in astrol-

ogy, dreams, divinations, and the

in Latin

and

translated

by

by Gilbert

Wats in 1694), Bacon defines the
his characteristically

ing
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idols in

pungent prose:

of us]

all

we

then

is

the measure of all things,"

should not be surprised to find

our bodily fingerprints in nearly every
even

sessment,

(or

especially)

words for abstractions

—

as-

our

in

the strength

as in

of virihty (from the Latin

an adult

vir,

male), the immaturity of puerihty (from
a boy),

puer,

rest.")

In the Great Instauration (written

Bacon

—

natural history

or the madness of hysteria

(originally defined as

I

of "proof"

a staple

and ahen-abduction crowd.)

mechanism

suspect that the neural

for fa-

recognition becomes activated by the

cial

of two equal and adjacent

abstract pattern
circles

with

—

Une below

a

encovmtered in

many

a configuration

places,

not only in

real faces.

In this "deeper" category of tribal

an inherently femi-

idols,

womb). However,

apphcation, or engenders greater trouble

in our proper objec-

tion to such sexual stereotyping,

we may

m a general rule

wry comfort

at

doubt

I

that

any rule enjoys wider

the same time, than our propensity for

ordering nature by making dichotomous

two

Idob are the profoundest fallacies of the

of most Indo-European languages (not

divisions

mind of man. Nor do

including EngUsh) that assign genders to

(Claude Levi-Strauss and the French

nouns naming inanimate

structuraUsts have based an entire theory

particulars [that

world]

.

.

.

they deceive in

objects in the external

is,

which doth, as

were, wrest

it

and

nations

mind of man

like

.

.

.

a smooth, equal,

For

so far from being

is

and

might sincerely take and

clear glass,

reflect the

which

beams of

things, according to their true incidence; that
it is

rather like

an enchanted glass, full of

superstitions, apparitions,

and

impostures.

that ever

and

cian

was

at a

man, happily the

so the nobiUty of (manly) virtue

learned'st

in France, while

la vertu

T
We

he mind of man

also appreciated

and impostures."
I

believe, dig to an

even

level in identifying tribal idols that

—

of neural wiring

the most

and inherent substrate of "human

basic

nature"

the embryonic field of modern science

and much abused term has any meaning

accumulating knowledge about the empirical

world, obtained by passing sensory

data through the biased processing

ma-

Some

aU).

seem

iU-defmed, overused,

itself (if that

so general, so

common

reasonable, at least as a
sis.

first

that ever joyn'd ratio-

and experimental philosophy

nal

ular correspondence,

in a reg-

which before was

either a subtilty of words, or a confiision

of matter."

view

reflects

of

on

the
.

He

then epitomized Bacon's

in a striking image:
us,

is

a

as it

congruent conformity

intellect

when

"For Truth,

to

the

object

the intellectual globe, and the

globe of the world, intermix their beams

and

irradiations, in a direct

tion, to the generation

If our

primary

hne of projec-

of sciences.")

tribal idol resides in the

ancient Greek proverb that

"man [mean-

to

at

thinking

all

people,

such an evolutionary encoding seems

that

chinery of the brain. Wats described
"the

human

properties of

Bacon

as

says they're right,

even

from

if a bit

on

working hypothe-

For example, neurologists have identi-

fied areas

of the brain apparently dedicated

to the perception of faces.

(One can

overex-

a propensity,

but

we must

also recog-

nize that these inherent biases of perception can strongly distort our

judgment

—Bacon's

other circumstances

the

—

as

when we

random

pitting

think

of

jump

about alien civihzations.

making

this story up,

as

see a face in

a large

block on Mars and then
sions

we

in

reason for

designating such mental preferences
idols

few

a

basic divisions

we

of male

sandstone
to concluI

Bacon

versus female and night versus day,

then

am

not

by the way: the

we

and

extend these concrete examples

into greater generaUties

culture ("the

of nature versus

raw and the cooked," in

Levi-Strauss 's terminology), spirit versus

matter (philosophical duahsm), and the
beautifril versus the

subhme

(in

Burke's

theory of aesthetics), and thence (and

now

often tragically) into ethical behefs,

anathematization, and sometimes warfare

and genocide
the godly

(the

good

who must

versus the bad,

prevail versus the di-

abolical, ripe for burning).

Again, one can speculate about the

easily

speculate about the evolutionary value of

such

with

this

corner

this

an enchanted

Francis

Bacon's distinctive approach to defining
as

bits

of superstitions, apparitions,

glass, foil

can,

deeper

like

is

structures

high pitch." Wats

social history

premise

start

virilite.

probably He in the evolved and inherited

learning

—and two

groups.

also cross-dresses as la

Roman

when

of human nature and

opposite

tended in their apphcation.) Thus,

Hved since the decay of the Greempires,

into

an even more distinctively manly virihty

(Wats, Bacon's translator, called his subject "a learned

—

presents herself as

infect all

the anticipations of the understanding.
the

objects. Abstract

concepts usually receive feminine desig-

but from a corrupt and

crookedly-set predisposition of the mind;

.

UFO

nine disease, from the Greek word for

at least take

.

Martian face remains
for the

evolutionary

basis

of such

propensity. In this case,

that

I

a

strong

rather suspect

dichotomization represents some

baggage from an evolutionary past of

much

simpler brains built only to reach

those quick decisions

—

fight or flight,

sleep or wake, mate or wait
all

—

that

make

the difference in a Darwinian world.

Perhaps

we

have never been able to tran-

scend the mechanics of a machinery built
to generate simple twofold divisions

and

.

.
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have had to construct our greater com-

upon such

plexities

quate substrate

—

and inade-

a biased

perhaps the most limit-

ing tribal idol of all.
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not published until the nineteenth

ever,

seems to portray,

the

development. Essen-

field's later

then, the

tially,

modern

history of paleon-

tology began in the mid-sLxteenth cen-

general discussion of our mental limitations

tury with the pubhcation of two great

because

this

first

framework,

We

believe, so well

I

to explain the

universe in terms

own bodies, which

of our

on

treatises

German

stand a

1546 by the

physician and mining engineer

of the author's death in an

Conrad Gesner.

compendium of Latinized
to identify

fossils,

folk

hope) enhancing the intended intellectual

theme by providing the true nature of

and

flat

cfr-

components of crinoid stems were
wheel

molds of rounded

stones; the inter-

of clamshells

pairs

A

(and

if

testi-

three were joined to-

became

triorchites, or "three

were

sea urchin tests

from the sky

brontia,

prormnent group of

—

problem in the

and

attention,

itself

and

test case

my

his-

fancy

both for unusual intrigue in

for providing such an excellent

of an important general pattern in

the growth of scientific knowledge.
Classical authors, particularly
his Natural History,

about

fossils,

spoke in

a

PHny

limited

in various ver-

womb

stones,

name

in this essay)

.

The basis

for this

the

1665.
side

A

prominent median

(sometimes both) of

rounded and

a

flattened object can hardly

dum

figura exprimat"

to suggest

fail

the anatomical comparison

Worm's own words, "quod

—

or,

make

o

groups

ur propensity to
order nature into

two opposing

may be baggage fix)m

an evolutionary
flight, sleep

past: fight

or

or wake, mate

or wait.

hterature

all

womb

illustrated by Olaeus

"female" side

stones, were first

Worm

is at left,

in

1665. The

the "male" at right.

to cite

(Unless

sphere, with the degree of flattening speci-

translations

on hysteroUths

Hysteroliths, or

object will look roughly like a flattened

made

how-

if you

an internal mold by pouring plaster of

paris into the closed shell, the resulting

1500s),

ontological observations that were,

along their edges. Therefore,

form

—"because

otherwise noted,

extensive and brilliant pale-

hinge

imdiebre puden-

imitates the female genitalia."

early

on one

sht

Leicester

the

a

drawing

—by

Codex

in

made of

taxonomic

first

Worm in

some com-

shells

open on

root as "hysteria," an example cited earlier

Danish natural historian Olaeus

au-

grow

valves that

derived from the same

ments, while Leonardo da Vinci, in the
(written

stones,

way

thors (particularly Albert the Great in the

thirteenth century) added

woman

shall

stones, or vulva stones (with the

scholarly

clams, but they also

two convex

called

of hysteroliths ever published

found on mountain-

A few medieval

was

in

tops to a subsequent elevation of land

from ancient seabeds.

mother

known,

we

(as

consensus stands out in the

usually (and correctly) at-

tributing the shells

naculars, as

also

in this

fossils

to early paleontologists,

hysteroliths

tory of paleontology that caught

in lightning storms.

old taxonomy, and a puzzle
see)

clamshells).

by bringing the two valves together aU

and

fell

molds of certain

Brachiopods are not closely related to

well-rounded concretions of the

or thunder stones, because they supposedly

are internal

above,

located at one end of the shell and close

gether, they
balls");

front. Hysteroliths are the

molds of certain brachiopod

(see fig-

cle stones

illuminates a particular

up

shells (just as bucardites, discussed

Thus, the

(I

most

or a presumed and legend-

mode of origin.

il-

mys-

as a

spoil nothing, while

phenomenon

appropriate size were enorchites, or

1665.

not structured

internal

ure, left);

in

I

hysteroliths

were bucardites, or buUs' hearts

Worm

is

appearance to some natural or cultural

nal

published by Olaeus

This essay
tery yarn, so

designations noted either a similarity in

called rrochites, or

— actually the
Internal mold of paired clamshells — as

an

a titillating object (especially in

age that provided few opportunities for

epidemic of plague in Zurich) by the

cular

(bull's heart)

could hardly have failed to emphasize
such

approved and legitimate discussion and

ary

A bucardlte

(at right,

The men who wrote the founding treatises of modern paleontology

lustration of such intimate subjects).

(the year

names then used

few feet tall.

of the male counterpart

below).

1565

Swiss polymath

few decades and

figure

hysteroliths

all)

albeit less obviously, a

Georgius Agricola, and the second in

In the

live for a

by two remarkable

fossils

scholars: the first published in

have a tendency

of some (but not

side

on

part of this essay to a

devoted the

I

second figure (below) shows, the opposite

century and therefore had no influence

the

from the

are mine,

Latin originals.) Interestingly,

as

from

Worm's

fied

by the conve.xity of the

convex
cal

shells

molds

(as

shell.

Highly

can produce nearly spheriin the fat clamshells that

make
ity

of lower convex-

bucardites). Shells

—

including most brachiopods and

make

the groups that

more

hysteroHths

—

all

^yield

Since molds are negative impressions

of surrounding shapes, the suggestive
of hysteroHths record features on the

interior

of

The

that suggested a vulva

slit

brachiopod

a

hysteroHths their

shell in reverse.

name marks

and gave

—caUed

ridge

runs right

chiopod sheU

—

median septum

the

down

that houses part

half.

(For a clarifying

The

and

pronounced

less

side

of some

of the feeding skeleton

(detached from the sheU

itself

and

rarely

some groups of brachiopods.

the mid-eighteenth century, pale-

had reached

They knew

ternal

a

correct consen-

that hysteroHths

were in-

molds of brachiopods, and they had

also identified the particular kinds

chiopods that

of bra-

such impressions on

left

They

their molds.

recognized, of

also

course, that the admittedly striking similarity

with

human

genitaha recorded a

sheer, if curious, accident,

with no causal

meaning or connection whatsoever.

We

therefore obtain, in the story of

hysteroHths, a clean, clear,

and lovely ex-

ample of science operating admirably by
following the canonical definition of

very being and distinctiveness

—

a

its

proce-

dure dedicated to the sweetest of
goals:

all

the construction of an accurate

piece of natural knowledge. This odyssey

through two centuries and several interesting stages progresses

from the puzzled

agnosticism of Agricola's

first

mention

in

1546 to Linnaeus's unchallenged conclusion of 1753.
I

certainly

Hne of

this

do not deny the broad out-

story.

Agricola and Gesner

possessed few clues for choosing from a

wide range of alternatives
rect

their lack

of accufail-

ures or barriers. In this sense, these six-

human ailments of the genital organs.
The correct answer may not have fiilfiLled
aU human hopes and uses, but hysteroHths

Hshed by what they couldn't

reaUy are brachiopod molds, and science

have since learned by Hving several cen-

suppHed the

turies later

I

do,

tools for

proper resolution.

however, question the usual

reading of such genuine scientific progress
as a

simple exercise in factual accumula-

teenth-century scholars might
in miniature,

vancing

weU be

know but we

and enjoying the

scientific

fruits

of ad-

we
men

knowledge. But

should not so diminish such brOHant

and such

us

with the diminution estab-

interesting times.

Gesner and

than we; they were only difierent from us

cyHndrical groove on the sheU interior

sus.

alleviate

from

by the objective principles of reasoning

"male" features on the other

By

might even cure or

arises

knowledge, not from any mental

interiors, effectively divid-

hysteroHths record, in positive reHef, a

ontologists

that

meaningfril

Agricola cannot be judged

a cut.)

fossiHzed) in

rate

a

tion through accurate observation, guided

analogy, think of the ridge as a knife
as

and Gesner

as

the middle of many bra-

ing the valve in

the sHt

that

fanuHar model, the naivete of Agricola

various ancient animals

the negative

impression of a raised and narrow linear

plastic forces cir-

culating through rocks, to generation by

symbol

flattened molds.

parts

an inorganic origin by

—from

the cor-

answer that eventuaUy prevailed, to

known

as

the scientific method. In this

as Jess

worthy

(Please turn to page 12)
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the grand tally of cosmic con-

In

typi-

counted. Last time

get

cally

what

galaxies are

stituents,

I

checked, the universe contained

a

hundred biUion of them. Bright
and beautiful and packed with stars,
galaxies decorate the void of space Hke
cities

just

empty

The
may
ters.

But

across the landscape at night.

how

voidy

is

the void of space?

the countryside between

is

Between

(How
cities?)

in-your-face splendor of galaxies

persuade you that nothing

But the universe

else

mat-

teeming with

is

may be more
more important to the

hard-to-detect things that
interesting, or

evolution of the universe, than the galaxies

themselves.

Our own
Milky Way,

is

spiral-shaped galaxy, the

named

for

its

spilled-milk

appearance across Earth's nighttime sky.

Our two

160,000 hght-years away
irregularly shaped.

his ship's

—

and

are small

They were

by Ferdinand Magellan
during

—only

nearest neighbor galaxies

identified

in his captain s log

famous round-the-world

voyage of 1519. Called the Large and
Small Magellanic Clouds,
cloudlike features

is

this

pair of

visible primarily

from

the Southern Hemisphere. The nearest
galaxy larger than our

own

is

2.2 miUion

hght-years away, parked beyond the

stars

of the constellation Andromeda. This
galaxy,

historically

Nebula

in

dubbed the Great
is a somewhat

Andromeda,

more massive and luminous

fraternal

twin

of the Milky Way. Notice that the name
for each system lacks reference to the existence of stars.

MUky

Way. Magellanic

Clouds. Great Nebula. All three were

named

before optical telescopes revealed

were more than just

that they

distant

frizzy objects.

Without the benefit of telescopes
sensitive to every part

we might

between the
aided by
theories,

of the spectrum,

unwittingly declare the space
galaxies to be empty.

modern

we

detectors and

have probed our cosmic

countryside and revealed
hard-to-detect things:

caped

stars,

But

modern

escaped

all

manner of

dwarf galaxies,
stars

es-

that explode,

X-ray-einitting miUion-degree gas, dark

By Neil de

Grasse Tyson

matter, faint blue galaxies, ubiquitous gas

ting ripped apart

clouds, super-high-energy charged par-

main

and the mysterious vacuum en-

ticles,

With

ergy.

argue that

a list like
all

one could

that,

the fun in the universe

dulged in

baUsm
a

and then eaten by the

The Milky Way

galaxy.

one such

at least

in the

bUhon

last

has in-

act ot canni-

consuming

years,

dwarf galaxy whose remains can be

themselves to smithereens and, in the
process, temporarily increased their lumi-

making them

nosity a biHionfold,

your

typical galaxy, for every star that ex-

happens between the galaxies rather than

seen in orbit around the galactic center,

plodes

within them.

beyond the

so isolated supernovae

volume of

In our local

outnumber

galaxies

My

more than ten

to one.

the

published

universe,

dwarf

space,

by

galaxies

large

the

in

on

essay

first

The system is called the
Dwarf but should probably
have been named Lunch.

the

its

warped beyond

of

newly formed

dwarf

local

galaxies has risen to nearly

two dozen. (Good thing

book with

the same

While fiaU-blooded

them

a

as

few

didn't write a

I

stars,

dwarf

a million,

as

supreme challenge to

wonder they

are

srill

hun-

No

galaxies, per-

stars

can look like

boring smudges. Those dwarfs that

three things

against their detection:
are easily passed over

Being

when

small, they

many

They

below

And

prespecified brightness level.

are

surveys of

galaxies that exclude everything

light

lot.

working

seductive spi-

vie for our attention.

dim, and thus missed in

a

they

low density of stars, so they show

up poorly

induced by the vio-

against the

glow of background

from Earth's nighttime atmosphere

and other sources.

participants

the

in

About 10 percent of all large
show evidence of gravitational
ies.

find

galaxies, in orbit

dozen su-

elude discovery, because

most supernova searches

conducted

are

through the systematic monitoring of

known

galaxies

and not the systematic

monitoring of "empty" space.

There

more

is

to clusters than their

wayward

constituent galaxies and their

Measurements made with X-ray-

stars.

sensitive telescopes reveal a space-fiUing,

of

intracluster gas at a temperature

Hons of degrees. This
it

gas

rrul-

so hot that

is

glows strongly in the X-ray part of

the spectrum.

intergalactic space contains

gas,

things

—escaped

all

dwarf

stars,

hyper-energetic particles,

dark matter, and an ocean of vacuum energy.
ment by some other

may be

that rate

large galaxy

five times

around them

like satel-

two Magellanic Clouds,

are sateUites

—and

among

higher

With
junk

is

mayhem, how much

this

all

floating in intergalactic space, es-

pecially within clusters?

for sure.

Making

see individually.

Nobody knows

the measurement

because the

ficult,

stars are

We

must

is

dif-

too dim to

rely

on

detect-

ing the faint glow produced by light

from

all

stars as

the stars combined.

of clusters

as

Recent ob-

have

detected

glow

to sug-

many homeless

there are stars within the galaxies

for in-

themselves.

of the Milky Way.

Adding

The very movement of
galaxies (such as spirals

through

galaxies in clusters.

servations

to the discussion,

we

to

much

as a factor

far

away from the nearest
stars

that have

The

total

of

ten.

Not

component of
—"dark
matter" —

another
mass

mass of

only

as

that,

intracluster

contains

up

to

another factor of ten times the mass of
everything

Dark matter (whose

else.

presence was

first

identity

inferred in 1936 but

remains

a

mystery)

emits no light of any wavelength.

gravity

Supernovae are

stars.

mass of all the galaxies in a cluster by

know

exploded

and

heated intracluster gas can exceed the

about a dozen isolated supernovae that

dwarfs get-

medium eventually strips
own gas, frirther con-

their

make new

have found (without looking for them)

results in the hapless

gas-rich

irregulars)

tributing to the intracluster supply

be quite

galaxies can

and

forcing galaxies to forfeit their capacity

whose

ammo

this

them of

Most computer models of
show a slow decay that ulti-

But the hves of such

mately

harass-

superheated

galaxies,

may be

their orbits

galaxies

The "emptiness" of

intergalactic

hazardous.

gas

hke (and may be) dwarf galax-

enough of an

stance,

Some

crash.

gest that there

the

fro,

having freshly escaped the gravity of the

most of the known

lites;

and

stars scattered to

dwarf galaxies hanging out near bigger

You wiU

many more may

of gas clouds, and hundreds

of millions of

A

stars.

have irregular shapes and

Dwarf galaxies have

a

members of entire populations

pernovae may not seem Hke much, but

normal

is

quite frankly, a sorry-looking

have

stars

manner of hard-to-detect

longer manufacture

ral galaxies

recognition, bursts of

that look

Images of dwarf galaxies that no

stars

all

making

needs revision.

are,

lent collision

spiral structures'

clouds collide and stick, forming blobs

detect.

haps our definition of what

do form

a titanic mess:

galaxies

and leave

the

because dwarfs

outnumber "normal"

tiny,

common

galaxies

being discovered in

And

front of our noses.
far

the essay.)

as

title

galaxies contain

dreds of billions of

can have

tally

where

In regions of space
cluster, collisions are

thousand do not,

may simply be

of undetected homeless

Way and

nearby family. Since then, the

at least a

"loudest"

behind

members of

way,

Sagittarius

Seven Dwarfs," referring to the Milky
the diminutive

this

Sagittarius.

early

"The Galaxy and

1980s, was titled

of the constellation

stars

visible

across the universe for several weeks. In

it's

there

We

from the action of

on the speed of the

its

cluster's res-

galaxy.

ident galaxies. In other words, if our

blown

telescopes observed mass rather than

.
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"Every mammalogist

must have [these
books], and those
vKho profess a broad
interest

the cherished galaxies in galaxy

light,

would appear

clusters

them

—Natural History

blips

amid

as insignificant

blob of mass.

a giant

Outside the clusters resides a popula-

Remember that we

long ago.

verse not as

mic

OF THE WORLD

but

it is

Ronald M. niowak
From aardwolves and bandicoots
Ernest

P.

Walker's

to

guide

is

—

the

\s

—

of

no matter where

more

(hundreds, in the

class

of intergalactic object,

fied in the early 1980s.

the cosmos

search.

is

analogous to looking across

strata,

where time

out in

view.

When

fill]

itself

is

laid

the universe was

of

distant cases)

These hydrogen clouds

space.

be

geological

in the

such clouds scattered across time and

or even bilhons of years. Looking out into

The Milky Way
nibaHsm in the

dwarf galaxy

25

predecessor

its

once was. Cos-

quasar,

found, has passed through dozens

it is

new

identi-

They continue

to

of active astrophysical re-

a subject

Where

How much
Where

are a

first

did they

mass

do

come from?

they

contain?

now?

are they

of

mammal

historical time, the sixth edition is

percent longer than

it

known
sky

time for light to reach us can be millions

better than ever Providing a

complete account of every genus
in all

see the fingerprints of hy-

drogen gas clouds. The Hght from every

yapoks

Mammals

most comprehensive the
pre-eminent
reference work on mammals.
Now, completely revised and updated, this
the World

as

see the uni-

distances are so vast that the travel

Sixth Edition

zorillas,

formed and faded

tion of galaxies that

WALKER'S

and

we

spectrum,

the fauna of

in

the world will want

one

has indulged in at least

consumed a nearby
Sagittarius Dwarf ^whose

last billion years. It

—known

the

as

of can-

act

—

remains can be seen in orbit around the galactic center.

Try online edition at www.press.jliu.edu.

on Bool(s, epublisliing

Clicl(

half

illustrations, 2,160 pages
$99.95 hardcover, two volumes

1,550

OF THE

MID-ATLANTIC COAST
,*h Field Guide

Revised Edition

•

6eneM.SiMorn
This acclaimed
1

field

guide to the plants

^- found

along the coast from Long Island

Sound

to North Carolina's barrier islands

t

^1

is

of intermediate-sized galaxy

The

thrived.

COMMON PLANTS

newly revised and updated.

The hght of

current age, a very blue and very

its

faint species

blue comes from the glow

of freshly formed, short-hved, very hot,
massive luminous

stars.

These galaxies

within them
that

is

low. Like the dinosaurs

came and went,

only surviving

leaving birds as their

the faint blue

relatives,

no longer

galaxies

stars

but presumably

exist

have descendants in todays universe. Yet

known

quasar

fall

along

the line of sight. As expected, the farther

away the

quasar, the

more cloud fmger-

we find in its spectrum.
Some of the hydrogen clouds

prints

are faint not only because they are distant

but because the density of luminous

every

skewers hydrogen clouds that

than

may

percent)

1

contained in an ordinary
lar

galaxy that

of

rest

unmistakable

mic

is

spiral

too distant to

hydrogen

the

as a

(less

simply be the gas
or irregu-

see.

But the

clouds

are

unique species of cos-

object.

$16.95 paperback

none have been

blue galaxies burn out?

THE 108 ANGELES

come

RIVER

by

Death, and Possible Rebirth

larger galaxies?

Read

Cliapter

One

at

is

www.press.jliu.edu

now

all

is

We

they

all

eaten

do not know, but
of cosmic

his-

scure our

between the

large

view of what
problem

lies

ob-

beyond. This

our sight Hnes to

storm sewer.
But, as Blake Gumprecht argues in
this landmark history, its resurrection

could be

may become

the universe. Quasars are superluminous

just a concrete

the unifying civic

crusade of the next decade."

among

galaxy cores

— Mike Davis, author of City of

lions

'Gu^:fz and Ecology ot Fear

S39.95 hardcover

quasars,

a

quasars pass through

the most distant objects in

has traveled bil-

of years across space before reaching

of sight to

lines

warped regions of

space with large deposits of matter. These
deposits

may be

ordinary matter that

is

simply too distant or dim to detect, or
they

may be
fdls

dark matter, such

as that

galaxy clusters. In either case,

where there

is

mass, there

Where

is

gravity, there

there

is
is

gravity.

warped

space (according to Einstein's general the-

ory of relativity)

Warped

space mimics the action of an

ordinary glass lens because

it

alters

the

pathways of light. Depending on the mass

of the "gravitational lens"

itself

and the

y_

.''^
1

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
•

for

whose Ught

our telescopes. They make ideal guinea

geometry of the hne of sight, the lensing

pigs for detecting intervening junk.

action can magnify, distort, or even spht

When we
1-800-53/'-5487

Meanwhile, some

which

this stuff

we might expect some of it to

of the city's

landscape, the Los Angeles River

Or were

certain.

With
galaxies,

"Once the very soul

the

Have they be-

their place in the timeline

tory

Blake Gumprecht

all

strewn through-

invisible corpses

out the universe?

its Life,

Did

identified.

www.press.jhu.edu

into

its

separate a quasar's light

component

colors,

reveahng

a

the background source of hght into multiple

images.

One

of the most

discovered

not

is

whose

galaxy

upon

telescopes" to peer

been mag-

by the action of

We may

gravitational lens.
to rely

but an ordinary

feeble light has

nified significantly

need

distant objects yet

a quasar

a

henceforth

these "intergalactic

where (and when) or-

dinary telescopes cannot reach, and thus
to reveal the future holders

of the cosmic

distance record.
Intergalactic space

But

you

is

indeed fan {died.

can be hazardous to your health

it

visit

it.

ing cold and the unpleasant absence of at-

mosphere. These are ordinary dangers.

From the department of exotic happenings come cosmic rays. Intergalactic space
is

regularly pierced

by these super-duper-

high-energy charged subatomic

The most
wards of

energetic

a

among them

We

particles.

have up-

hundred miUion times the en-

P.O.P. Campesino Hat looks great
truly protects you against sunburn,
premature aging and even skin cancer. Worn in
Costa Rica by ranchers who have to ride all day

Our
as

il

long in the harsh tropical sun, this casual style
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atoms), and they are whizzing through

99.99999999999999999999 per-

space at

cent of the speed of hght. Remarkably, a
single

one of these subatomic

particles

carries

enough energy

knock

a golf ball

from anywhere on

to

a putting green into

the cup.

Perhaps the most exotic

between (and within)

phenomenon

galaxies

is

the

seething ocean of matter and antimatter
pairs

popping in and out of existence.

This pecuUar prediction of quantum

which

chanics,

uum

has

Language on
Your Own!

and

thrives in the

absence of matter. Indeed, the recent

fmding

that the universe

ating, rather

may be

may be

than just simply expanding,

traceable to the action of this

mysterious

vacuum

_

is

is

where the

and wtH forever be.

Neil de Gmsse Tyson, an astrophysicist,
Frederick

P.

Rose Director of New York

Hayden Planetarium and
scientist at

is

the

City's

a visiting research

Princeton University.
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America

South

and

neighboring

were

continents

Fire,

cut.

From then

until

about 3 mil-

lion

years

when

the Central

ago,

American isthmus
forged a connec-

North America, South America

tion to

was

Ice,

much

isolated

as Australia

This lengthy separation

South Amer-

left

ecosystems to evolve with minimal

ica's

The

outside influence.

mammals were

continent's early

every bit

unusual

as

Born of lava

those of present-day Austraha.

and

summer-resort village

We
shifting earth,

Fossils

the glacier-topped

Andes hold

to a continent's past.

as

began our fieldwork near the small

which hes along

Flaco,

of Termas

del

Chile's west-flow-

ing Tinguiririca River and deep vwthin
the

Andean main

clues
a dirt

By Andre Wyss, John Flynn,
and Reynaldo Charrier

today.

is

range.

The

existence of

road to the town (providing rare ac-

and

cess in this high-altitude region)

a

145-miUion-year-old dinosaur trackway
preserved

on

a

nearby limestone

Ever since Charles Darwin crossed the

milhons of years, and continuing today, a

drew our attention

Andes by mule

giant slab of ocean crust has

tracks,

1835 and then pub-

in

lished his pioneering geological study

of

deep into the earths

been sHding

interior,

below the

the region, the mountain chain has been

western margin of South America. As

one of the most

slab gradually melts,

it

magma

ooze and melt their

the world.

Even

prises there.

tional

Ten

years ago, our interna-

team of investigators discovered the

of a

series

of new

fossil

in the rugged terrain

Andes. To date

mens
cies,

we

mammal

sites

of the Chilean

forms huge pods of

way upward, some reaching
volcanoes.

Budding of

the surface

margin has hfted the Andes into
tence,

up

as

the continental
e.xis-

and subsequent volcanic eruptions,

to the present day, have

added

a six-

raries

might He buried there

Earth

scientists

Termas del Flaco
gories:

provide clues

deciphering

vital to

key gap in the

fdl a

record, a 20-

fossil

million-year period during

America, separated from

other land-

all

—and

shaped South America
tionary history of
tectonics

its

—

are plate

and volcanism. The Andes

part of the

Ring of

Fire,

zone of seismic and volcanic
borders

the evolu-

animals

much of

are

an immense

that

inundated val-

wildlife, the

The Andes were
siderably less lofty,
that

major, and related, forces that

mudflows

and buried

remains of

which we have been excavating

which South

masses, was a great island continent.

Two

catastrophic
leys

nent

made up

and Australia

as fossils.

young, and con-

when

the landmasses

the southern superconti-

of Gondwana

Africa, India, the

1

still

—South

Middle

—began

America,

East, Antarctica,

to separate

some

into

two age

cate-

and others

than

less

intermediate age. Because these formations

Often these eruptions generated

that

about 2 million years old, vcdth none of

accurately,

scenery.

fell

years old or older

counting for the region's spectacular

These

had long thought

some were roughly 100 million

mile-thick layer of rock and debris, ac-

to science.

contempo-

as well.

the rock formations in the vicinity of

have collected speci-

the geological history of this vast range

and

that slowly

reasoned that the bones of

dinosaurs or their vertebrate

representing dozens of mammal spe-

most of them new

fossils

and paleon-

continue to encounter major sur-

tologists

first

intensively researched in
so, geologists

this

we

slab first

Given the

to this area.

were notoriously

difficult to date

and no age-diagnostic

fossils

had yet been found, dating had been
based on interpolation and estimates of
the rate at

which volcanic sediments were

deposited. So, in 1988 our team was

completely surprised to find
first

just teeth

teristic

fossils

and pieces ofjaws

of manmials

million years ago.

—

—

that

Hved about 35

Our

colleague Carl

Swisher analyzed the argon gas trapped
within the mineral crystals (using

a

new

80 million years ago. As the Andes grew,

Gondwana continued

to break apart,

and

at

charac-

Opposite: Andean peaks near Santiago,

activity that

by some 70 to 80 million years ago, the

Chile.

the Pacific Ocean. For

major dry-land connections between

mammal from

Above: Fossil jaws and teeth of a small
the Chilean Andes.
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one of many active volcanoes near Termas del

and extremely precise method of radioactive dating)

and verified

that the fossils,

and the rock formation they were found
in,

faulted,

Known

as

the Abanico Formation

(from the Spanish for "fan"),

this

rock

reflects the west-to-east,

it

mammals from

Fossil
at

this

time period,

OHgo-

the juncture of the Eocene and

cene epochs, had never before been reported from South America.

of the Andes. Folded and

guiririca

animals,

Fauna,

The Tin-

we named

as

the

Somehow,"

known

earliest

South American rodents

these

an early

includes marsupials,

armadillos,

sloth,

"Out of

(see

opposite), and the

AbanicoX

Africa,

Formatioit^

earhest record of several groups of noto-

20

higher altitudes, the rocks

feet; at

are too steep to prospect or are covered

central spine

Miles

,000

year-round by snow or

hundreds of miles along the

Fossilsttes

1 1

continental crust.

layer runs for

I

accor-

dion-like compression of the shifting

were between 37 and 31 million years

old.

Flaco.

ungulates.

A

diverse

large,

group of

overhead for hours, unused to the sight of

hammering rocks. During
summer field seasons, from

large bipeds

our

austral

January' to

March, we

are prepared for

Some 35

million years ago, by contrast,

the global cUmate was relatively mild, and

what

is

now

the area around Termas del

Flaco was probably at
elevation, the

a

considerably lower

Andes not yet having been

hoofed herbivores endemic to South

uphfted to their

nity of plant eaters lived

to fdl a variety
their

home

gulates

and over time evolved

of ecological niches on

continent.

became

The

last

notoun-

extinct less than a

miUion

The

ancient environment inhabited by

frdl

height.

The commu-

on the

plains

material)

which occasional

mudflows (and

tastrophic

came

to

rest.

Most of these

grassy, as indicated

of animals with

ver}^

high crowned teeth,

Tinguiririca was far different from the

abrasive.

sparsely vegetated, unrelentingly steep ter-

ica are the earliest

where we search

have uncovered

for bones today.

fossils at

elevations

We

up

to

anywhere

areas

by the abundance

a specialization for eating grass,

The

ca-

other, volcanic

the notoungulates and other creatures of

rain

and

in lushly vegetated valleys surrounding the

volcanoes, basins in

were

years ago.

any

weather, from heat waves to bhzzards.

America, notoungulates ranged from rabbit- to hippo-sized

Our most

glaciers.

frequent visitors are condors, which circle

which

is

notoungulates of Tingukir-

known mammals from

in the

adapted for grazing.

world to have teeth

—
new localities

In 1991, in

few miles to

a

the west of our Tinguiririca

covered

completely

a

semblage of

we un-

site,

older as-

distinct,

mammals. They

fossil

re-

Out of Africa, Somehow
The

rodents

Tinguiririca

cavio-

are

morphs, a group whose ancestors origi-

South

vealed another, unexpected aspect of the

nated in Africa,

complex geology of this part of the Andes.

America, and flowered into an indige-

A stack

nous array that today includes

of sediments,

posited,

bottom

pizza: the

when

originally de-

something Hke the

is

layer

of

layers

of crust

is

a

put in

place before the subsequent layers of sauce

and cheese and toppings. But fold
and part of the

pizza in half

overlie the sauce

oldest,

and cheese. In the case of

bottom

rocks, the

layers are usually the

with younger

on

deposited

that

crust will

having been

layers

top. In the

Andes, however,

migrated to

chinchillas,

guinea pigs, capybaras, and porcupines.

And we

one of our 1994

believe that

monkey

fmds, the 20-milhon-year-old

New

Chikcebus, as well as other

monkeys,

World

and

closely akin to fossil

is

liv-

ing primates from Africa. (A minority of
researchers,

however, believe modern

South American monkeys to be
to

North American

fossil

related

primates.)

tectonic "ramping" and folding has shifted

Both Chikcebus and the Tinguiririca

rock layers so that sediments containing

rodents appear in the South American

older fossUs are thrust

on top of sediments

fossil

record with no clue

containing younger ones. Significantly

ancestors arrived

older than the Tinguiririca Fauna, the an-

land continent.

imals

from our 1991 season

miUion years ago and

lived

40

are the first

to

50

of their

age found outside Argentina. These noto-

numerous but belong

ungulates, too, are

to fimdamentally different

and more

ar-

chaic subgroups than those from Tinguiririca.

For example, they lacked teeth

had

specialized for grazing, as grasslands

not yet appeared on the earth.

Neither

at this site

have

we found any

tors.

While predators

nor

fossils

how

as to

When

America were both

ago

years

huge

—when

caviomorphs inhabited what

about 35
the

is

early

now

the

southern Andes, and before Chikcebus

—Gondwana was

long gone,

appeared

having broken up into the separate landmasses

we know

The

today.

animals

remnant land bridge. Our best guess

is

and were thus

restrial birds,

nia

fossil

bones

Or

predators were large ter-

known from

ancient Patago-

and other South American

fragile

sites,

whose

are less often preserved in the

past

few summers,

we

have

broadened our search beyond the Tinguiririca valley
at a half dozen

the

fossils

and have discovered

new

sites.

more

fossils

After extricating

from the extremely hard

ments entombing them,
fied

20 million and 50 million years in

One

of our most exciting finds

ceptionally well preserved

This
the

fossil,

first

New

just 1,000 grams, or

we

sedi-

have identi-

rodents, marsupials,

and noto-

ungulates from deposits varying between

and fed on

On

age.

an exskuU.

Chikcebus,

is

complete skuU of an anthropoid

primate fr-om the

trees

is

monkey

which we named

foot,

fruit

World. Weighing

about

quart of milk, Chikcebus

record.

During the

might have been

way

these migrants

available as

stations. StiU, just

made

New

biogeographical puzzle.

the crossing

World remains

a

A. W.

hunters. Perhaps the

the margins of the basins

largely able to escape en-

mam

lantic islands

to encounter at least

trapment in floods of lava and mud.
perhaps the

today; the currents

as it is

and landed in the

we

is

westward; and a couple of mid-At-

travel

how

abundant than prey in any ecosystem,

on

wide

half as

stepping-stones or

a

on

would have been only about

Atlantic

could not have traveled directly over-

are always

water, perhaps

within the realm of possibility: the South

land, taken a southerly connecting route

through Antarctica, or slipped across

predators lived

came over

that they

floating masses of vegetation. This idea

Tinguiririca

at

less

some evidence of

South America

of large preda-

much

would have expected

The monkey Chilecebus, an early settler in

mammals

And by

had not yet evolved.

is-

Africa and South
part of the

landmass of Gondwana, such

million

their

on what was then an

may

and

as

much

as a

tion

one of South America's great archives of

mammalian evolution. Given Darwin's
unmatched powers of observation, we
he

are grateful

someone

Andre Wyss

is

versity

Flynn

mation paraUehng the

ogy at the Field

of the south-

ern Andes. Over the past decade,

we

have learned that land once considered
barren of

fossils

this

discovery for

actually yields prolific

an associate professor

in

the

Department of Geological Sciences at the Uni-

are continuing to ex-

crest

left

else.

plore the long swath of the Abanico For-

via helicopter,

The Abanico Forma-

showing every promise of being

is

have hved in

leaves.

by mule, and most recently

we

quantities of them.

of CaUfornia at Santa Barbara. John
is

a curator in the Department of Geol-

in Chicago,

Museum

of Natural History

and Reynaldo Charrier

fessor in the

is

a pro-

Department of Geology

at the

University of Chile in Santiago.

An expedition to hot springs on the ocean
brings

home samples

of

life

floor

at the extremes.

By Peter Tyson

Beginning this spring,
three black smoker

chimneys raised from the
Pacific will
in

the

be on display

'•V
t: «
ir-.Jy

Gottesman Hall

of Planet Earth at the

American Museum of

I

Natural History. The first

^J^

component of the Rose
Center for Eari:h and
Space to open, the hall

was

built with the

generous suppori: of
'

ark, hot, mineral-

David

5.

>^^

and Ruth L
,

rich

water shoots

Gottesman.

^

through a black smoker

%'i

chimney, right.

Chemicals in the hot
springs nourish

chimney-dwelling
microbes, clumps of
sulfide

worms and tube

worms, and scavengers
such as scale worms,
above, and crabs.

nSOPpS/nSHER/JUNIPER

m^

m

—
t

10:50 A.M. on July

about

Guard

in the
.sion

in

We were

the, fantail or

ship Jo//j;/i'n(//)'

northeastern Pacific, feeling the ten-

Another

rise.

iiiompson. floated in
stern.

srood with

I

other people on

t\vent\-

the Canadian, Coast
^

1998.

5,

the

ship,

nimbus of mist

a

Thonids- .G.

;

mile off the

a

about two hundred miles west ot

Seattle,

Canadian waters, high above the Juan de Fuca Ridge,

one arm of the

46,00()-inile ntidocean ridge system that

winds around the globe.

Wc

had been

from the

crust

is

as sulfide

components, they

their chief mineral

drothermal vents

known

Also

seafloor.

midocean

at

pulled apart and

at

rise

site

for

chimneys, for

above the hy-

w-here the ocean

rifts,

new

the

smoker chimneys

seven days, attempting to harvest black

planetary crust

These conelike structures build up

when

born.

is

minerals,

leached from magma-heated rock beneath Earths sur-

35° F seawater.

face, precipitate into the cold,

The name

"black smoker" comes from the dark water that erupts
like

smoke from

where

the hottest of these chimneys,

temperatures approach

6()l )°

F

The previous day, a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) working at a deptlr of 7,200 feet, where thi
pressure

is

more than

inch, had placed

a

three thousand

metal cage over

pounds per square

connected the cage to

sturdy yellow 8,000-foot line

two-story A-frame leaning out over the
then to

a large

Away Deep Ocean

or FADOSS, which kept the line
the ship bounced on the waves.

tion,

Olson, the engineer

watched intendy

as

monitored tension on the
sand pounds.
for

all it

77///)' s

stern,

a

and

green machine mounted on the deck

the U.S. Navy's Fly

LeRoy

A

chimney.

a target

A winch

in

thou-

was pulling

chimney

to the seafloor a

opera-

fifteen

FADOSS

pull the

this

gauge, which

climbed to

next to the

would we be anchored

charge of

FADOSS

the
line,

was worth. Would we

Salvage System,

perfectly taut even as

free?

mile and

Or

a halt

down?
This expedition was the
series of investigations that

heathlike tubes
'tube

worms

made

latest

and boldest step in

a

began more than twenty

of chitin and proteins remain after

perish.
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^
1977 geologists aboard the submersible

years ago. In

Alvin, hovering over hydrothermal vents near the

Galapagos Islands, came upon

—

never before seen

a

red shrimp, thickets of gangly tube worms. (In time, 95

new

percent of these vent creatures would be declared
to science.) Scientists

were astonished

mals could take the crushing pressure,

and alternately

frigid

that these ani-

extreme

toxicity,

and scalding temperatures

at

hy-

drothermal vents. But they were even more amazed to

m

find that

this

Ughdess world, the microbes rely not

on photosynthesis but on chemosynthesis

—

that

is,

they draw energy not from the sun but from chemicals

L.

opening

Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth, which

teachers,

the

and crew watched

their

UW's

Applied Physics Laboratory,

shouted over the roar of the winch:
ing.

Right now, we're attached

He meant

the wide base

Celtic mythology' that

given to the chimney
eral years,

we were

that

time, planetary sci-

dream of having
complete

structure to study

but

time,

ROV
for

Ocean

Sci-

attempting to

it

was connected by

a

fiber-optic cable,

ROPOS

smoker
chimneys from

meticulously

graph

Museum,

a

History

sponsor the exploration of this

John Delaney, and

included

scientists

researchers

Edmond

from the

Mathez, chairman

reconnaissance team aboard the vessel

maps of the

site

graphic and sonar data gathered by the

from Woods Hole Oceanographic
sachusetts.

the

site

using photo-

ROV Jason,

Institution in

Mas-

Those maps had led the 1998 team back

and

to specific

chimneys that looked

for retrieval. If this expedition
entists

first

had been taken in the summer of

Atlantis created detailed

would have

was

to

suitable

ftilly successfiil, sci-

sections of the sulfide structures

and

samples of their wildlife to study, and the chimneys

would be

\^'ith
still

Then

slip

the

it

cage

over the chimney and,
using

led by geologist

when

first

photo-

chimney

cameras.

and curator of Earth and Planetary Sciences. The

1997,

would

both video and

would

The assembled team

step in this quest

a

the

which

Tlwnipson, to

from the University of Washington (UW), led by marine geologist

aboard

pilot

a

geological frontier and the attempt to raise several

black smokers.

for

ence. Manipulated by

harvest black

The American Museum of Natural

New York agreed to

new

Re-

form

the seafloor.

the

called

Plat-

led to the 1998 ex-

in

effort

motely Operated

and the plans

pedition.

whole

this

ROPOS,

became

dreams
plans,

took

It

past sev-

two
hundred miles
from Seattle,

a

sulfide

up.

Over the

using an

could only

entists

close

after.

Olson had engineered

Tully,

draped with wildat

a

name from

UW geologist Deborah KeDey,

aboard the

were

But

—

thing."

the expedition's chief scientist aboard the Tully, had

We were

Like the vents, the

life.

not break-

whole

the sulfide chimneys

in the early 1980s.

chimneys

"It's just

to the

of Roane

saw

chimneys

smoker

gauge

down to the last detail.
The Tully would hft

black

first

FADOSS

the

as

itself.

Scientists

engineers,

scientists,

reached eighteen thousand pounds. Vern MiUer,
Olson's associate at

displayed in the

Museum's new David

S.

and

secure

it

with

cables.

The

its

robotic hand,

ROV would then use an un-

derwater chain saw to cut partvvay into the chimney,
just as a forester does with a tree

ROPOS

nally

would

the slack and then pull until the

this

its

about to

fell.

floated to the

to secure

chimney ever

Phang, the

collected.

we had

first

used just

near-complete

With Roane, however,

Delaney had decided to forgo the chain saw and
tr\'

to

Fi-

down

chimney broke loose

moorings. Three days earher,

method

sulfide

is

and fed into the winch, which would take up

surface

from

he

attach the line, brought

by the ROV. The Hne would be

earlier

yank

it

free,

just

betting that natural fractures in the

chimney would provide planes of weakness.

Phang had been dead:
changes on the seafloor,

that

jets

is,

because of natural

of mineral-rich hot water

no longer shot through the chimney and nourished Hfe
there.

Roane, however, was

imaging camera,

we had

Chimneys

rise

above

hydrothermal vents

Tully,

originating within

Earth

is

of 1999.

in late spring

Now, on board

menagerie of animals

willowy anemones, bright-

crabs,

Ruth

alive.

Through ROPOS's.

seen shimmering waves ot hot

water rippHng up the sides of Roane. This chimney,

if

at the expedition site,
left,

below. Photos

tal<en during the

1997

reconnaissance trip

were combined via

computer to create
mosaic images of the
structures in their
entirety. Right:

The

expedition crew
gathers around FADOSS

we

could get

would provide

it,

aboard the Tully with
lyze

its

the microbiologists

good chance

and ana-

to find

cargo of microbes.

Just as plankton

the foundation of other ocean

is

form the

these microbes

lite,

a

of vent

basis

The mi-

life.

croorganisms found within black smokers include
thermophilic (heat-loving) bacteria and

branch of

known

life

distinct

a

Archaea. Based on gene se-

as

quences, scientists have determined that the Archaea

among the most primitive organisms on Earth.
One classification holds that Archaea are genetically as
are

different

from bacteria

as

from

bacteria are

Like the

us.

vent bacteria, Archaea thrive in heat, and they convert

hydrogen

John

P. Tully.

spewing from

sulfide arid other chemicals

the chimneys into food that sustains tube

on the deck of the

A vehicle

crabs,

and aU the

larger vent organisms.

much of the

worms,

But

despite

called ROPOS, left-

twenty years of

equipped with

hydrothermal vents remains a mystery. Almost nothing

still

and

study,

known about

the Hfe that exists in the dense, soHd

video cameras, sonar,

is

robotic limbs, and a

rock of chimney

chain saw

— served as

walls. Scientists

eyes and hands. Below:

cycles ot just a handful

ROPOS's protective

visible to the

We

lowered from

the Thompson.

know

with chimneys, and they

in association

Is

have cultured only

a

few hundred of the many thousands of mcrobes found

the team's underwater

frame

natural history of

naked

the

life

of the three hundred species

eye.

continued to wait and watch. At 11 A.M. the

FADOSS

gauge ticked past twenty thousand pounds,

and Olson ushered Delaney into the

relative quiet

of

could slack

ofi"

He

the

Tiilly's

and

reload, hold tension for a while longer, or cut the

hne.

lab to discuss options.

Then Vern

nounced

Miller burst into the

something was coming

that

We raced

falling fast.

was palpable. But

we began

as

to reach the surface,
ally patting

a

long wait for the cage

Olson paced the deck, occasion-

the incoming hne Hke a trainer pats his fa-

vorite horse.

end of the

possible we'll have nothing

"It's

lack the soHdity of dead chimneys,

Roane might have crumbled away when
of the seabed.

free

If the cables

structure together, the fiery water within
to

steam

when

the

potentially causing

held together,

it

An

hour

line

spHt horizontally

and

it

to shatter.
still

And

might

even

Roane

flash

if

the

Tally's larger

companion

vessel, the Thompson.

Roane

rushed forward and thrust

a

Roane's stUl-steaming central

temperature probe into
"flue," a fist-sized

open-

ing that glittered with black crystals (Mathez later told
reared out of the ocean

and was Hfted

solid as a

safely aboard. It
its

on
had

top portion, but

redwood and festooned

with drinking-straw-Uke tube worms. Seconds

had touched down on the

by cables, the three-ton chimney Roane, broken

into two pieces, reaches the surface. In the distance is

sea,

be tricky hoisting the be-

and was missing

what we had was

Hoisted

held the

Tully.

later,

end of the

the

was

it

chimney was hfted out of the

would

hemoth onto the
the

on

he explained. Live chimneys, being

line,"

more porous,
wrenched

an-

The gauge read fifteen thousand
The relief across the fantail

outside.

pounds and was

room and

up.

fantail,

after

it

Delaney and Kelley

me

two zinc-

the crystals were wurtzite and sphalerite,

iron sulfide minerals).

and

that

hand

A

was

after

read 194°

an hour in 35° F seawater.

into the hole;

short time

The temperature

it

later,

felt

I

stuck

F,

my

Hke a sauna.

in the Tully's lab,

John

Baross, a

University of Washington microbiologist and one of

liNATURAL HISTORY
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phate minerals in rocks from Greenland, dates to about

by the chunk of Roane

3.8 billion years ago. Hydrothermal activity at that

the foremost scientists working
question, was clearly excited

box

that rested in a
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at his feet.

on

Baross and his team of

time was probably

much

greater than at present. Siz-

with the planet,

graduate students had immediately started culturing

able meteorites periodically coUided

the "bugs," as he affectionately dubs his microbes, try-

evaporating ocean water and destroying any habitats

ing to find out

if

they Hved only along the flue or

throughout the sulfide structure. Later he would use

a

determine whether

have been the subsurface.

they were Archaea or bacteria, and

DNA probes to fig-

there.

known

ure out what family or even species they belonged
Finally,

—

structures

the range of conditions, including temper-

ature, mineralogy, porosity,
late

to.

he would aim to identify gradients within the

—and

and so on

isms.

Through

a

mile

Park's
ity

to corre-

those gradients with the presence of microorgan-

down

in soHd rock

Scientists

know

that led to Hfe

would
about.

is

ot

1

—

the acid-

what the precursory

in theory

how

steps

others,

those steps

came

work of the German

intrigued by the

the-

Giinter Wachtershauser and the U.S.

chemist Everett Shock,

the expedi

pH

must have been. Baross, among

dearly Hke to explain

He

orist

If

can survive

it

and in YeHowstone National

hot springs, which register a
acid.

stumbhng upon the

We know

a toe-

planet might

Microorganisms have been found more than half

of battery

these kinds of studies, Baross feels,

microbiologists have a chance of

on the

hold. For early Hfe, the safest place

as lipid analysis to

process

may have gained

near Earth's surface where Hfe

who

have argued inde-

pendently that the conditions within hydrothermal vents and sulfide chimneys could

tion proved

have provided the right template on which the

successful, sd-

precursors of Hfe were fashioned.

The

entists

would

abiHty of

life

to thrive in

realms bears significantly

on

such heUish

the question ot

conditions on

have sections
of chimneys
and samples of

whether

their attendant

ocean beneath

wildlife to

might harbor

study.

found in hydrothermal vents on Earth. The

life

exists in similar

other planets. Planetary geologists interpreting
the Voyager

moon
exist

1

and

Galileo

of Jupiter, beHeve
its

images of Europa, a
it

may have

a

Hquid

icy surface or, if hot springs

on the sub-ice
life

seafloor of Europa,

it

just

forms resembling those

microbes might not have the same molecular

possibly single set of condi-

How to capture a
black smoker: In

tions that led to the advent of
life

on our

a mosaic image,

planet.

The idea that Hfe on Earth
may have begun in an envi-

Roane, far

ronment resembling

caged and dnched

today's

left, still

on the seafloor,

is

hydrothermal vents and then

with wire before the

migrated upward to populate

ascent. Immediate

the world

is

one of

current theories of
got

its start.

The

first

several

how

Hfe

evidence

of life, in the form of organic
carbon associated with phos-

left:

The quarry on

board.

structure

on

those

as

conditions relate to biology

One

Earth, but Baross beheves

they

would be

sustained

by the same

metabohc

at

was

how

chimneys re-formed over the

fast

of

seafloor vents. After the top of

processes;

in

removed, Finn regrew

would

and

six

chimney had been

its

a half feet in just five

The new portion was of a powdery consistency;
some time to sohdify.

days.

derive energy from hy-

fresh growth, apparently, takes

drothermal vent sources

Evidence from other chimneys suggests

same way. "Given

in the

those conditions," Baross

"the

notes,

that there

likelihood

kind of microbial Hfe

new

in the

making the young chimney

worms and
About

that

microbes

material fairly rapidly,

tube

a hospitable place for

other macroorganisms.

three

weeks

after

we had

set out, the ships

is

returned to port, and the chimneys took up temporary

the fmal three

Baross has discovered that sulfide chimneys harbor vast

we

microbial communities of ten thousand to a hundred

two more chim-

thousand microorganisms per gram of rock, both out-

residence at the University of Washington. Since then,

very, very high."

Over

days of the expedition,
collected

up residence

take

would be some

sites.

of the most surprising discoveries in those

final days

kinds

other words, they

black smoker

neys (using the chain saw,
incidentally). First

came

side

and inside the

structure. Baross's lab

the

is

first

to

some

study the samples, but within the next year,

twenty investigators

around the country

Black smoker

will

De-

to examine. In

chimneys are
draped with

cember 1998, the
Canadian govern-

ment declared

that

life

have sections

Endeavour

thrives in a

ment

sunless envi-

the Juan

the

Seg-

of

(the part

de Fuca

Ridge where

ronment of

'we

gathered the chim-

crushing pres-

neys)

extreme
toxidty, and
scalding tem-

Protected

sure,

And

a

Marine
Area.

in late spring

1999, Roane, Finn,

and

Gwenen

will

be on exhibit in

peratures.

their

new home

in

New York.
Deborah

Kelley,

above, checks

Fmn, whose biUowing plumes of nuneral-laden water

ROPOS

Roane's temperature:

When

194°

on

F after

an hour

had measured

at a scalding

572° F in

the chimney breached the surface,

itself,

collapsed in

sending a slab or two back to the icy depths.

in frigid waters.

But the

Right, above:

pyrite, a copper-iron sulfide mineral that

Finn,

it

situ.

the highest-temperature chimneys.

with the mineral

was Gwenen, which bore

chalcopyrite, is

its

sides,

readied for display at

In

all,

The

fourth chimney

with

chimneys: dead, half-dead,

fauna. This broad range of samples will help scientists

History.

determine

how

Na-

Extreme Environ-

imaging the chimneys and outfitting selected

fme assortment of
and

plans to submit a proposal to the

tional Science Foundation's Life in
initiative to

Museum

alive,

wiU forge ahead

the Juan de Fuca chimneys.

study,

the American
of Natural

John Delaney

work on

ments

including a garden of translucent tube worms.

the expedition had secured a

scientific

of chalco-

zoo of creatures on

a veritable

with

scientists

forms only in

collapse revealed a gHttering interior

its interior glittering

Marine and planetary

bristling

thermal, chemical, and mineralogical

undertake

a

comprehensive, in

situ

ones with probes to register changes. Deborah KeUey
is

furthering plans to drUl into the ocean floor

study

its

itself to

geology and biology and the Hnks between

the two. In the next century, scientists will be searching
for answers to

how

Hfe might arise in the universe,

finding clues not only
seafloor

of Earth.

on

distant

moons but

also

on

the
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Classroom Earth!
story by Tom Horton

A

good

place to learn

my

That was

when

I

is

muck and

in the

experience during the

the

ran a residential education center

mud.

rrdles in six states.

on Smith

lay

three-hundred-year-old community of

Island, a

My

employer, the Chesapeake Bay

Foundation, sent small groups of pubhc school chil-

two

this natural paradise,

own

took

nights. It

where

seafood dinners, to

its

And

may have seemed quaint.
by displaying a map of the Chesa-

gaging, even if their dialect and culture
I

would often wrap up

peake's

York

trips

immense watershed, which

New

from central

stretches

through southern Virginia, draining 64,000 square

State

Hollywood Elementary School
The adoption of environment
as

an integrating force in the

learners

some

and

bring in

curriculum of Maryland's

state to

Hollywood Elementary

Tom

School began with a small

Maryland poet,

project in

which

students

stream.

The

original goal

Wisner,

storyteller,

investigated their school yard

was

from the

artists

who

is

such

as

a

singer,

and environmental

And

educator.

She got

leaders."

small grants

she supported

and hired such teachers

as

simply to increase the kids'

Betty Brady, who, until her

awareness of the 64,000-

retirement

square-mile watershed of the

recruit

Chesapeake Bay, to which

volunteers a week, from local

their stream belonged.

crabbers to high-tech workers

Projects at

Hollywood have

at

included planting butterfly

up

last year,

to

would

twenty

nearby Patuxent Naval Air

Station.

gardens, turning a storm-

water collection pond into

a

wetland, recycling,

composting, and monitoring

water quahty.

One

key to Hollywood's

success has

been the

leadership of principal Kathy
Glaser,

"defme

who
a

sought to

community of

Students

at Hollywood

Elementary School In Maryland,
right, analyze

which habitat

better for wildlife: a

planted or a

student

is

mowed

is

meadow they

field. Top:

used in composting cafeteria
garbage.

A

comfortable with worms

I

(wherever that

a healthy nat-

conclude?

may be) and

a

few students missed

that

mud,

the

made

to the island.

ever

cosmic lesson,

theme of virtually every

You

nail

spot.

doubt that any forgot getting covered in

we

Re-

act irrespon-

cofFm of this unique and irreplaceable

tening black
trip

boatload of Httle suburbanites found the islanders themselves en-

we

should

toward your environment, and you put a

Maybe

every

dependent on

What

home

but

only hours for

magic.

totally

sibly

in the

kids could catch their

work

of rice on

larger than grains

turn

dren, grades seven through twelve, to the island for
three days and

downstream,

ural environment.

crabbers and oystermen in the middle of Chesa-

peake Bay.

No

the big watershed map. Smith Island's three villages

1980s,

late

got

glis-

field

muddy be-

cause the island's waters, like most of the Chesapeake, are shallow.

The whole

tidal estuary

—about two hundred

miles long between

Baltimore and Norfolk and up to twenty miles wide
only twenty-one feet deep.
than three feet of water.

Huge

—

averages

portions are covered by

less

Photographs by Chip Simons

In

a storm-water collection

pond

on school grounds, at left and

bottom, Hollywood Elementary
students plant wetland vegetation,
creating a study site that also

helps prevent erosion. Funding for

the plants came from the

Chesapeake Bay Foundation, and
the project was supervised at no
charge by Rich Mason, of the U.S.
Fish

and Wildlife Service, shown

bottom center. Above: Former
state senator Bernie Fowler and

teacher Betty Brady join
schoolchildren at the annual

Patuxent River "Wade In" to check

water turbidity.

tL0L06Y
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muddiness, kids could be guided to make myriad

this

connections, beginning with the dominance of

salt

marshes and

meadows of aquatic grasses. These in turn nurture the blue
whose capture during the soft-shell season consumes the islanders as the wheat harvest occupies Kansas. From the bay's bottom muck being so close to the water's surface came the shoal

erupted in

a crazy

dragonflies,

firogs.

quOt of marsh plants and creatures

The

—

cattails,

kids just naturally gravitated there at recess,

vast

and fourth-grade teacher Suzanne Wells began incorporating the

crabs,

patch into their science lessons.

of the

draft designs

The winter

skifEs.

and swans

area's traditional oyster

boats and crabbing

presence of more than a miUion ducks, geese,

that have

found sustenance in the shallows spawned the

Chesapeake's custom of waterfowhng, whose practitioners find

"mud

food for table and soul in the hunt. The

on

to include spectacular nesting colonies

Bay's extreme vulnerability to polluted runoff,

Kids would often

and perhaps

Hves,

aDy did

tell

me

this vivid

—

for a few.

Then

but

Island

too rare exposure to nature re-

far

whom

a year).

available closer to

home.

year,

But

plenty'

mowing. Thus

screaming in panic, thinking mistakenly that

they heard

garded

unique place such

as

of other opportunities were

m

a

corner of the yard

rural eastern

reprieved, a

little

at

Greens-

Maryland too soggy

for

patch (amid acres of turf)

acres revert

gritty streets

of

with

Washington, D.C., may not

seem conducive

to fostering

students' appreciation

of their

environment. But that didn't
hinder former principal

Nancy

Berry,

who

was

the

school around.

And

Students monitor water

help of volunteers
so

Environmental Studies was
its

churches, foundations, and

pubHc programs.

Anacostia River, and with the

Kramer Middle School of

born,

from

quality in the nearby

looking for a way to turn a
failing

assistance

individuals, businesses,

curriculum initiated

WiUiam

"Chip" Reynolds and Howell
Crim, the kids

also learn

boatbuilding (so far they have

made

three twelve-foot

closing in

on the pocket wetland they

own. (Now the school

from farmed

fields to

form

is

re-

letting a fiiU eighteen

a nature education

com-

plex of wetlands, woods, and wOdflower meadows.)

This kind of environmental education, which
need, has

little

to

we

desperately

do with showing more classroom nature videos,

more "green"

electives, or raising fiinds for

computers so

kids can "net-surf" for environmental Hnks to Antarctica or the
Tropics.

It entails

—and

routinely expelling classes

the natural world around

them

to learn directly

teachers

from

its

—

into

workings

and dysfunctions. Although most school curricula nowadays

make

at least a

nod

to the

perhaps 5 percent of

all

environment, "at the very

maximum,

our schools are doing anything substan-

researcher Gerald A. Lieberman,

program director of

the State Education and Environment Roundtable, a group of

educators from twelve

states

working

to

promote an environ-

ment-centered, hands-on approach to schooling. Lieberman

Kramer Middle School of Environmf
The

class,

mowers

as their

tive," says

wet weather made

boro Elementary School
routine

a

was out ot reach (we could accommodate maybe a

thousand students

One

their

got a promise from the

bolted from

offering

changed

were the other 98 percent or so of

Maryland's school population, for

Smith

and more.

that the experience

there

birds, the

class

let it be.

connections" go

of wading

The

Wells remembers the day her students

groundskeepers to

is

coauthor of a report that appeared

Learning."

last July,

"Closing the Achieve-

Enwonment As an Integrating Context tor
The report details how forty cutting-edge schools in

ment Gap: Using

the

from math

to social studies, art,

table's lingo, is

The EIC
ricula

as

Through
report shows

how EIC

and language. This,

Washington

State's

round-

report documents that by refocusing traditional curlens, schools

record significant across-the-

board gains in academic achievement
thusiasm, interpersonal

skills,

and

as

m

vceU as

ability to solve

when we began it would be

children's en-

problems.

academic

as their students'

its

examination of

successfril

Bagley Elementary School students studied

principles of probabihty

and measurement so

culate the return of native

salmon

to

school. Tenth-graders at Little Falls

applied

statistics

school programs, the

works. For example, in their math lessons,

to analyze data

"We

on

that they could cal-

spawning streams near the

High School

Mirmesota

in

Mississippi River water qual-

ity;

found

in so doing, they

easy to demonstrate the ben-

that the quality varied signifi-

of environment to education in general, but the hard data

cantly during the year because

thought
efits

in the

even

achievement improved."

major outdoor

EIC, Enviromnent As an Integrating Context.

through nature's

their costs decreased significandy,

the basis for teaching everything

thirteen states are using the local environment as a

extension of the school and

textbooks or curriculum materials, some study schools found that

weren't there," says Lieberman.

with 5900,000 from the
"It bears repeating,"

Pew

CompHing

of waste runoff upstream from

the report, financed

Charitable Trusts, took four years.

Lieberman

says, "that

EIC

is

their

site.

Students

County High School

not about

at

Clay

in

Ken-

subverting traditional schooUng with environmental studies, or

tucky combined math, anthro-

turning out classes of environmental

activists.

about

pology, and health studies to

teaching the traditional curriculum

more

using the

determine whether their re-

connectedness that

is

Rather,

efiectively,

it is

the very essence of natural systems to forge

gion's

meaningfiil Hnks in students' learning." Lieberman points out an-

other noteworthy feature of these programs: "Since

EIC

on

on

the study of schools' natural surroundings, not

is

Native

prehistoric

Americans could have gleaned

based

the

of

equivalent

modern

e.xpensive

diet

a

from

healthy

local

Left: A student examines

re-

a

water sample from the
Anacostia River, a backyard
laboratory for the Kramer Middle

School of Environmental Studies in

wooden

own

rowboats). In their

neighborhoods,

Washington, D.C.

model of the

Left,

river

centen A

and the school

students have undertaken a

neighborhood. Student-built

project to label storm drains

rowboats, below, provide river

in an effort to

remind

their

neighbors that what they put
in their sewers winds

up

their river.

Heist

—Annette

in

access. Far left: Students stendl

messages to warn of the
consequences of dumping
toxic wastes.

ECOLOGY

sources.

And

NATURAL HISTORY
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students traced high bacteria levels in the local creek to a leaky

sewer

line.

They not only

alerted the

ernments to the problem but

community and

gov-

local

thousand doUars to

also raised a

town

build a pollution-filtering wetland. Subsequently the

has re-

ceived federal and state grants to clean up the creek. Students recently addressed a

could

as

town meeting

well have spoken

as

experts

as

experts

Hollywood Elementary School
hundred students and teachers in

when

adult periodical cicadas

in

quality.

They

Maryland involved three
mystery one year

a science

emerged

seventeen-year

on water

on how democracy works.

These cicadas have

a

their eggs in trees,

and the larvae then

all

over their school yard.

cycle.

life

They mate and

to the ground,

fall

ren of

trees. Classes

cycle.

brings us

fiiU circle

came

that

Environment As an Integrating Context

back to the

outdoor recreation, and

science,

such

as

across the country.

many of whom went

students,

on

to

become

leaders in taking

the schools. Unfortunately, the

movement

fell

into

decHne by

the 1920s and was supplanted

what

by

has

evolved

into

today's traditional science cur-

riculum, consisting of separate

forest

had been growing there seventeen years earher but had

been cleared

to

make way

courses in biology, chemistry,
physics,

for the school.

and so on.

Huntingdon Area Middle School
An

award-winning program

called

Teams

STREAMS
in

for Aquatic

Studies) got
at

(Science

Rural Environments

Management
its

start in

1991

Huntingdon Area Middle

gets support

from

government

agencies,

local

businesses, service

organizations,

and

colleges,

while parents help by

chaperoning

field trips.

A

School in rural south-central

$250,000

Pennsylvania. Looking for a

replace local sewage lines

new theme

came

to incorporate

state grant to

as a result

of

into their interdisciphnary

Huntingdon's

curriculum, sixth-grade

thousand copies of the

activities.

Four

teacher Fred Wilson and

STREAMS

other instructors chose an

been distributed

existing water studies

Pennsylvania alone, and the

program in science teacher

program

Timjuhan's

school's

The

class.

STREAMS

program

is

curriculum have
in

featured

Web

site

psu.edu/HAMS).

on the

(www.ems.

Great naturalist writers
best-selling authors

of

"Take your text from brooks, not from the

booksellers," Agassiz told his

cicada ex-

pictures of cicadas,

movement

their day; scientist and educator Louis Agassiz taught teachers from

Searching out old maps and aerial photos, they found that a

drew

wildlife.

John Burroughs were among the

perts.

told cicada stories,

study"

That movement grew out of an increasing public fascination with

the nature study approach into

discussed insect anatomy, read cicada books,

earlier "nature

vogue toward the end of the nineteenth century.

into

lay

But Hollywood's grounds were bar-

became

a surprising extent.

where

they dig themselves in and feed on roots until they are ready to

emerge and renew the

To

Huntingdon Area Middle School

in Pennsylvania,

Above:

To determine the water

quality at a local creek,

students from Huntingdon Area

Middle School in Pennsylvania

examine

a

sample of the stream

bottom for macroinvertebrates.
Left:

Students monitor water

depth in a wetland at the back of
the school yard. Right: Members of
the environmental club take a

break from serious work, which
includes organizing a community
tree-planting program.

Earth Day
—and
1970— environmental education

Since the 1960s
ebration in April
fering has
centers

grown

and

especially since the

first

as a

increasingly

private, nonprofit

common. So have
ecology camps, such

cel-

course ot-

nature study
as

those run

And now

ject.

ETC

the 1998

study

tells

how

awareness but also

As

write these Hnes,

am

goals.

frsing to travel halfway around the

world

school instruction in environmental science: "magnet" schools,

tion of coastal waters. Meanwhile,

for example, cater to students

who want

what kinds of

such programs can be designed to meet

the broad spectrum of educational

by the National Audubon Society and the Chesapeake Bay Foundation. The last decade or so has also seen more in-depth pubhc
to speciahze in the sub-

us not only

nature-oriented programs are effective in teaching environmental

live,

on

I

I

the authorities have closed

all

m

five

about building

a

a cleaner

up these bodies of water,

Bay You have

globe firdm our

Thanks

to

own

to

wonder about

Classroom Earth, the kids

A flag displayed at

which

lesson: "In the end,

we

talk

at

we

it

ultimately

-

Litde Falls High, Clay
rest

would know

Hollywood Elementary, quoting from a

1968 speech by Senegalese ecologist Baba Dioum, sums up

love only

I

lobbying for

us,

neglected backyard.

County High, Huntingdon Middle, and the
better.

where

pubUc swimming beaches

municipal svranming pool than about what

take to clean

feed Chesapeake

the rural county

news has ehcited more

the local rivers and ponds. This

would

Sun on the global pollu-

to write a series for the Baltimore

will conserve only

what we understand. And we

what we

love.

a vital

We will

will understand only

what

^

are taught."

Further Reading

The conceptual framework of EIC, research results, and detailed
descriptions of most of the schools portrayed in this article can be found
in

"Closing the Achievement Gap: Using the Environment As an

Integrating Context for Learning," by Gerald A. Lieberman and Linda

L.

Hoody. For information on obtaining copies, contact the State Education

and Environment Roundtable, 16486 Bernardo Center Drive, Suite 328,
San Diego, CA 92128, (619) 676-0272, or visit their

Web

site

(wwnv.seer.org).

Educational Resources at the
The American Museum

Museum

of Natural History offers

services for both students and teachers.

When

numerous programs and

the new Hall of Biodiversity

was inaugurated, for example, the Education Department,

in conjunction

with the Museum's Center for Biodiversity and Conservation, sponsored a
three-day teacher institute. Biodiversity Counts— an ongoing middle-school

science program that takes place in the field, in the classroom, and on-

tine— is run by the National Center
Technology, established at the

for Science Literacy, Education, and

Museum

in

1997. And naturalist Oay Holmes,

from the Museum's Education Department, has developed after-school
workshops

in science, a

student-run ecology club, and YouthCaN (Youth

Communicating and Networking)— a youth-directed conference, held each
spring, that explores environmental issues and

makes use of computer

telecommunications to sustain relationships between students throughout
the world. Information about these and other

Museum programs may be

obtained by accessing the Museum's Web site (www.amnh.org) or by
contacting the Department of Education at (212) 769-5181.
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natural

Most

histc VY

dormant

out in their
as

temperate regions

in winter: carpenter ants hide

nests;

praying mantises survive the

But not honeybees

frost-proof eggs.

Pressing together to

lifera).

3

insects that live in cold

are

winter
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form

(Apis mel-

a well-insulated cluster

the size of a voUeyball, and exercising their powerful
flight

warm

muscles to generate heat, the bees maintain a

microhabitat inside their hive.

Even on winter

nights

with subzero temperatures, the outermost bees in the

below 50° F, and those

cluster rarely cool

in the center

of

the cluster experience downright balmy temperatures of

80° F or more.
process

is

And
consists

the

The

for this winter-long heating

ftiel

honey they

stockpile inside their hives.

An

they need a lot of it.

of approximately

and consumes energy

at

fifteen

overwintering colony

thousand honeybees

about the same

rate as a forty-

watt incandescent lamp. This translates into one or two

pounds of honey per week, or
pounds from October

to

a total

of some

sixty

May.

Forager and receiver bees are the yin and

yang of honey production. To survive the
winter, they must communicate.
The

source of all

this

honey, of course,

nectar.

is

To

the casual observer of honeybees over the spring and

summer months,

gathering nectar

may

appear to be a

steady business. Unfortunately for the bees, however,

nature does not provide

them with

dependable sup-

a

ply of it. Instead, a colony must deal with a

boom-and-

—what bee-

bust food supply, as times of profuse nectar

keepers
Their fast-moving

scarcity.

bodies a

York

blur,

call

honeyflows

Where

State, for

I

with times of

hve and keep bees in central

New

day (enough to make about

pounds of nectar

perform the waggle

pounds of honey) on

dance for their

June,

attentive

Then comes

hivemates, right.

sumac

a

warm

days in late

May

and

five

early

the black locust trees are in fuU bloom.
a lull that lasts until the raspberry

and

plants begin to flower in late June.

To cope with

The orientation of

alternate

example, a colony can gather up to ten

forager bees

when

—

these

wide swings

colony maintains about

in the nectar supply,

thousand foragers (mostiy

a dancer's body

a

and the vibrations

sterile

of her wings and

Hzed by means of the famous "waggle dance," deci-

abdomen

phered in the 1940s by the great Austrian zoologist Karl

indicate

five

daughters of the queen) that can be swdftly mobi-

When

the direction and

von

distance to a

flower patch, she loads up with the food,

flower patch.

performs dances inside the hive to advertise her find.

Frisch.

The dance

a forager discovers a nectar-rich

home, and

involves running through a small figure-eight

pattern: a relatively straight

which

flies

"waggle run" (the angle of

indicates the direction to the flower patch), fol-

lowed by

a turn to the right as the

bee

circles

back to the

another waggle run, followed by a

starting point,

to the

and so on. Vibrations of the dancer's wings

left,

and body

tell

her at-

(some of whom follow along behind

she dances)

as

of her abdomen)

(especially the tip

tentive spectators

her

circle

how

far

away the food

is.

Her

smell,

imbued with the odor

of the flowers, helps her fellow

home

the right patch. Within hours,

foragers

on

in

dozens of bees have made their

own way

there.

more bees needed

to

handle the freshly collected nectar inside the hive.

A

More

bees foraging means

returning bee regurgitates her load of nectar to
uses her tongue to suck

which

ceiver bee,

forager's mouthparts.

between the

it

a re-

up from

Foragers and re-

ceivers are distinct labor groups, differing in age as well
as in

function: the former are the colony's oldest bees,

and breezy world outside the hive

toiling in the bright

for the last third of their lives (usually about ten days);

work

the middle-aged receiver bees

crowded

interior

of the

where

in the beeswax

it

wiU gradually

it

is

to carry the

honeycombs

fresh nectar to the

and deposit

and

in the dark

Their job

hive.

cells,

lose water

through evaporation and "ripen"

honey within

into

few

a

days.

Receivers and foragers are the
yin and yang of honey production.

Each group must perform
the colony

honey

develop.

at

or a bottleneck will

for example, a colony

If,

dramatically boost the

to

number of bees out
without

a

collecting nec-

corresponding

number of

the

More-

two groups must work

the same rate,

tar

task if

enough

to survive winter.

over, the

were

its

to acquire

is

receivers,

rise in

each re-

turning forager would experience
a

long, wasteful delay and thus

spend

time working industri-

less

ously out in the

eybees use
dance, to

The
by von

fields.

Recently

second dance,

a

call for

discovered that honas

the tremble

who

first

A honeybee
prepares to land on
a crocus blossom,

additional help.

tremble dance was

Frisch,

I

known

described in the 1920s

above, where
will gather

wrote:

It

more

pollen to pack onto

At

times one sees a strange behavior by bees that have

returned
is

home from

as if they

had suddenly acquired

Vitus' dance.
irregular
result

a sugar-water feeder or other goal. It
the disease Saint

While they run about

the

manner and with a slow tempo,

of quivering movements of the

legs,

combs

in

an

their bodies, as a

constantly

make

trembling movements forward and backward, and right

its

hind legs.
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and
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During

left.

with the

legs,
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move about on

they

this process

four

themselves trembling and shaking,

forelegs,

held aloft approximately in the position in which a
begging dog holds itsforepaws.

Unable

concluded

that

on other bees

a

in the hive,

von

Frisch

gave other bees no information, that

it

they paid no attention to

merely

of the tremble dance or to

to identify the cause

detect any effect

and

it,

that perhaps

was

it

kind of bee neurosis arising from adverse ex-

periences outside the hive.

some unanticipated

Several years ago,

experiment made

me

When

have been mistaken.

from

ceiver bees

the foragers,

—

found

I

removed most of the

I

colony and observed the

a

as

my ideas

that the returning

I call

—

surprise

dance

as

on

—

also noticed

I

to

av-

my

about the tremble dance in

the dense woods of
Park, a place

on

—

expected

erage) to find a receiver bee, but

tested

re-

effects

bees searched extensively (about forty seconds,

I

of an

results

von Frisch might

suspect that

New York's Adirondack

''honeybee hell/'
many of them performed

that

a tremble

they searched. Furthermore, after about two

hours, the dancing had abated and foragers found a re-

on

ceiver bee in only ten seconds,

the receivers that

other bees inside the hive, called

—by

posed
I

Returning to the
hive, forager

mto

service

—

I

pro-

the tremble dance.

tested this idea at the

Station, in

average. Evidently

had removed had been replaced by

I

Cranberry Lake Biological

New York's Adirondack Park,

where

con-

I

duct experiments on various aspects of honeybee be-

bees

The miles of dense forest surrounding the stamean that there are few summer flowers and thus

havior.

sometimes do a
tremble dance to

tion

almost no natural sources of food for bees.

call for help

as

unloading nectar,
top

left.

A

"honeybee

nectar by placing

hives that

I

introduce, and these bees feed at sugar-

water feeders that

just

hold

a

and
set

finishes feeding

into the bag.)

and

We

starts

I

provide. For

at a
as

my

up two feeders and

visiting bees that

Ziploc bag over a bee

right. Relieved of

her load, the

we

back to the hive. (Catching bees

forager's

forager goes back

assistants

number of

controlled the

mouthparts, top

my

tremble dance experiments,

her tongue

between the

think of it

I

Indeed, no colonies of honeybees

Hve here, except those in the glass-sided observation

receiver

bee sucks up the

hell."

feeder

she feeds;

to fly away, she

found that when

we

made

it

easy.

We

when

she

is

flies

right

up

allowed 30 or

to

to work, bottom.

nectar,

and

receiver bees to reheve

virtually

all

them of their

of them performed waggle

dances to encourage other bees to head out to the
feeders.

But when we

let

the

number of foragers

at

the

feeders rise to 120, they took nearly five times as long

a receiver;

under these conditions, they per-

So much for the cause of the tremble dance, but

fewer foragers to return to the hive, they quickly

matched up with

fmd

formed tremble, not waggle, dances.
what of

its

effect? In the

regulated the rate at
hive,

but

this

time

next experiment,

which

we

we counted

the

number of receiver

bees on consecutive days of low and high forager
fic.

(To count receiver bees,

again

foragers returned to the

we

traf-

replaced the glass

on

—
every minute and more than 15 tremble dances were

going on simultaneously within the hive,

more than 2,000
My work on

we counted

different receiver bees.

the tremble dance has deepened

already considerable admiration for

honeybee

my

society.

We humans may not be able to dance for better service
at

grocery

stores,

banks, and other businesses where

customers often have to endure

a

long and frustrating

wait before being helped. But perhaps these places

could adopt a system more

when

long

like that

of the bees, so that

customers can request addi-

lines develop,

hope

tional servers rather than just quietly

more

that

D

will appear eventually.

HOUSE HUNTING
Honeybees

also use dances to

summer, when

fmd

a

new home.

In late spring and early

hives are bursting with bees, colonies

process that beekeepers

swarming.

call

undergo

worker bees (about ten thousand) leave the parental hive
colony, while a daughter

The swarm

half the

to establish a

queen and the remaining workers

perpetuate the old colony.

a fissioning

The mother queen and
stay

new

behind

to

bees leave en masse, quickly form-

ing a buzzing cloud just outside the parental hive

—

coalescing, within

about ten minutes, into a beardlike cluster on a nearby tree branch, from

which they
Several

house hunting.

stage their

hundred scout bees

and other potential nest

ties

fly

from the

cluster to search for tree cavi-

A scout that discovers a suitable

sites.

dweUing

performed on the surface of the

fmd by means of waggle dances
swarm. Scouts that fail to fmd a potential

homesite also soon return to the

cluster.

place returns to the cluster and reports her

After resting and refriehng (drink-

ing nectar regurgitated by a swarm-mate), they observe the dances of their

teUow

scouts, fly to

tually return to the

with the

—

site

they

one of the

swarm

being advertised, inspect

sites

cluster,

where

—

if

may begin waggling for it

Usually a dozen or so acceptable

homes

it,

and even-

they were sufficiendy taken
as well.

are discovered

by

a

swarm's

and somehow the scouts reach an agreement. Recendy, Cornell

scouts,

undergraduate student Susannah

Buhrman and

I

videotaped

all

the dances

performed by the scouts of a particular swarm (marking each bee vwth
distinguishing dab of paint)

and then undertook the

crucial (if

a

somewhat

mind-ntmibing) task of determining which dance was advertising which
site.

We

found

that within a

dancing for the same
the bees agree

one

side

of the hive with

used to make tutus for

we daubed

small holes,

tulle

—

the

stiff

ballet dancers.

paint

on

nylon mesh

Through

the

the back of each bee

The results were
example, when just 3 foragers

seen unloading nectar from a forager.)
clear.

On July

19, for

per minute entered the hive and no tremble dances

were performed, 550 bees flinctioned
the next day,

when more

as receivers.

On

than 25 bees entered the hive

on

is

site.

day or two of searching,

all

the scouts were

Additional experiments indicated that the

likely to

be the best one:

when

experimental nest boxes, only one of which

site

given a choice of five

satisfies all their real-estate

preferences (cavity not too small, entrance high off the ground, aperture

not too

large), the

perform

a

bees go for the first-rate box.

clustered bees to stimulate the other
flight.

On moving day,

the scouts

"buzz run," buzzing their wings while burrowing through the

Then, by means

of flying bees over
to the colony's

that

forests

and

new home.

members of the swarm

remain mysterious, they deftly
fields,
T. S.

to launch into

steer this

cloud

houses and yards, highways and roads,
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A REVERENCE FOR COWS
Story by Doranne Jacobson ~ Photographs by Lori Grinker

who mur-

"In America, what do they do to someone

cow?" Some

ders a

thirty years ago, as

of Nimkhera, in central India,

gist visiting the village

faced

this

loaded question.

with

a stick to drive

died shortly thereafter.

calf.

He

had whacked

out of his granary, and

it

A

I

A local farmer, Sidha Singh,

stood accused of murdering his
it

an anthropolo-

had

it

council of village elders had

convened to consider the

my

case. Fortunately,

inter-

Hindu youth, knew nothing of the

rogator, an earnest

ham-

flagrant U.S. trade in

burgers and T-bone steaks.

"Oh,"

I

my country,

"in

said,

murderers are sent to

jail."

My young friend nodded approvingly.

Thus

evaded discovery,

I

but Sidha Singh did not.

The

council found

him

cow murder

gao hatya

guilty

significant sin within

duism.

of

—

Hin-

They sentenced him
fme and

to pay a substantial

host a banquet for
lagers.

obhgations, Sidha Singh and his family

In Varanasi

(Banaras), above,

cluded from

pilgrims worship at

would consider allowing

a statue of the bull

man of modest

Nandl,

mount

of

all

would be ex-

their children to

marry

means, he surely intended
his

misfortune meant

a

period of religious and social purgatory,

Right: During the

vere economic strain for himself and his family.

The

case of the

celebrating the

local youngsters the

Throughout

murdered

calf

well.

and dewlapped animals {Bos

are honored with

erners as zebu cattle) and refrain from

special foods.

People love their
special foods,

lengthy

home

to

cattle

Hindus revere these humped

rice harvest, cattle

cattle,

A

well as se-

brought

in southern India

them

as

importance of treating their

India,

his.

his valuable

the god Shiva.

Pongal festival

the vil-

and no parents

local social events,

animal no harm, but

all

Until he met these

indicus,

give

known

to

West-

harming them.

them pet names, feed

adorn them for

festivals,

\

and wor-

K'

For milLennia, cattle have supplied South Asians with milk, animal power, and

and fuel. Tractors, petrochemicals, and nuclear power seem
unlikely to dethrone these animals from their special place in Indian society.

dung

for fertilizer

Jl^
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Hindu farmer stood accused of murdering
a stick to move it, and shortly thereafter

A

them in rituals. The finest feasts include dishes
made with milk and ghee (clarified butter), cooked
over fires fiieled by cakes of dried cow dung. For observant Hindus, eating beef is anathema,

ing dog meat

of the
A woman

in

to

is

five

products of the

ghee, urine, and

much

as eat-

most Europeans and North Ameri-

However, by consuming

cans.

dung

few drops of a mixture

a

—

cow

—

nulk, curd (yogurt).

ritual purity

can be enhanced.

Mathura carries

And

dried cow-dung

to a small area of the floor to purify a sacred space be-

cakes, an essential

fore the deities are invited to provide their blessings.

household fuel.

Mathura

He had whacked

it

with

had died. After hearing the
case, the village elders sentenced him to pay a fine and host a banquet.
ship

Below:

his caLf.

is

revered

for rituals in the

To Western
seem

illogical.

home, cow-dung

paste

observers, this reverence for

Why

as the birthplace

mutton burgers

is

applied

cows may

should McDonald's have to serve

in India,

when

beefburgers

sell

by the

Why are those scrawny creatures al-

of the god Krishna,

biUions elsewhere?

the divine

lowed

cowherd, whose

motorcycles? As milk producers, they can hardly

images (opposite

pete with Wisconsin's hefty beasts.

to

roam

and impede

trucks, cars,

And

and

com-

think about

all

beefsteak going to waste. Meanwhile, environ-

page, top) adorn a

that

shop that

mentalists

sells

city streets

ponder whether or not

—one-quarter of

India's

200 mUlion

the world population

—

sweets made from

cattle

milk.

environmental degradation through overgrazing.

cause

it

The

place of the sacred

cow

in Indian culture

and

among
husbandry experts. Some

ecology has been intensely debated for decades
social scientists

argue that
irrational

and animal

Hindu

practices regarding cattle are largely

and have led to excessive numbers of animals.

Anthropologist Marvin Harris has strongly challenged
this view,

demonstrating that religious prohibitions

against killing

and eating

benefit in India.

cattle are

of crucial material

Such taboos, he points

out, help pre-

serve essential draft and milk animals, not only

m times

of plenty but also in times
of famine
Wars,

and

(see Cou's, Pigs,

Witches:

The

Riddles of Ctdturc, Vintage

Books, 1990) Zebu catdc

M—i

r^

t

Young men vie to
wrest a cash
prize from the

head of a
left,

bull,

during the

Mattu Pongal
festivities at

Alanganallur, in

southern India.

The exuberant
event celebrates

human and
bovine vitality

and cooperation.
Above: In
Varanasi, two

cows walk up
from the banks
of the Ganges,

one of the sacred
rivers with

which

cows have been
identified since

ancient times.
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The

often appear scrawny, but these animals are extremely
disease-resistant

and hardy. In harsh conditions, they

can survive on surprisingly
scrub vegetation.

When

little,

fodder

including garbage and
is

more

plentiful, they

cattle

demographics

reflect

tween ideology, ecology,

essary to feeding India's multitudes.

and land usage

been important

prehistoric times.
aniinals in

Humped

Cattle bones at a

The

pohtics, population levels,

"The Great

Cow Explosion

by Carol Henderson, in Advances

cattle

appear with other

torical Ecology,

edited by William L. Balee;

in Pakistan

sites

and central India suggest the keeping and possible do-

ago.

and fluctuating
interactions be-

in Rajasthan,"

few archaeological

mestication of cattle

rights (see

attitudes

complex

South Asians since

hunting scenes on the walls of central Indian

more than seven thousand

years

great Indus valley civihzation (sometimes

Re-

remains Hvely.

to

rock-shelters, probably painted in the Late Stone Age.

z

Hindu

others suggests that

regain their robust condition, puUing the plows so nec-

Cattle have

cow

debate on the Indian

cent research by anthropologist Carol Henderson and

University Press, 1998). Today,

and cooking

for fertihzer

His-

millermia, In-

as in past

dian cattle continue to provide rrulk, as well

dung

in

Columbia

the traditional dried cakes or, increasingly,

cow

as

form of

fuel (in the

bio-gas

as

generated from composted dung). Even in a nation
that

is

building nuclear capability, cattle remain a cru-

ebu cattle are very hardy. In harsh conditions, they can survive on
surprisingly little; when fodder is more plentiful, they regain their robust
condition, pulling the plows so necessary to feeding India's multitudes.
source of power for drawing plows and

cial

And

carts.

crowded
garbage

as

browse on

animals

the

city streets, their ability to recycle

phenomenal.

is

Although Hindu ideology

is

uncompro-

mising, Indians are practical people. Cattle

population figures vary according to local
historical

and ecological conditions, hinting

at a quiet culling.

United

States

wanted Indian

Even

as stray

somehow

dogs in the

un-

disappear,

cattie also vanish.

Some

are

allowed to roam free until they die naturally,

meat consumed by dogs and vultures

their

and their hides claimed by low-status

Hindu

leatherworkers. Other surplus cattle

are sold to

Muslim

who

traders,

Muslims and Christians and
and

Sikhs,

As
ilies

which flourished from

called the

in Varanasi, a

approximately 2600 to 1900 B.C. in an area

culture),

now part

of

Hindu pilgrim

both India and Pakistan, depended heavily on domesti-

reverently touches

cated animals

her forehead to a

on wheat and

cow's

tail,

an act

yoked

—predominantly zebu

cattle to

barley.

—

cattle

well

as

Indus valley farmers and traders

plows and

carts

and transported cargo

Carved stone

believed to

in long caravans of pack oxen.

liberate the

that time

worshipper from

cred bulls

impurity.

of Nandi, the bull ridden by the god Shiva.

prominently feature

—

as

beautifril

seals

from

images of

sa-

precursors to today's widely found statues

those

who

a

not

Indian

few Hindus,

Parsis occasionally eat beef.

India's

population grows, more fam-

need animals. At the same time, more

tractors

Harappan

Guided by a priest

are

Some

averse to slaughtering them.

and trucks

are

being purchased by

many

can afford them, and

farmers are giv-

ing up their bullocks. Pasture lands are shrinking

as ir-

rigated agriculture takes over previously uncultivated
areas,

making

cities, too,

traffic

harder to maintain large arumals. In

flowing smoothly,

cattle

To keep

have been banished

streets

of Mumbai (formerly Bombay).

New Delhi, home

of pohticians sensitive to conser-

from the main
In

it

the situation continues to evolve.

vative backlash, municipal
stray cattle

cow

from downtown

catchers gently kidnap

areas to save

them from

traffic

a

from

accidents and

plasric bags.

The

killing themselves

by earing

revered bovines are then dehvered to

comfortable suburban refuge to

live

out their days.

Thirty years have passed since Sidha Singh was

sentenced for

cow

lage of Nimkhera,

new

murder.
I

powered

fertilizers,

from Green Revolution crops,

and

electric- or

diesel-pump-

irrigation. Several local farmers

had pur-

chased tractors with which to plow their

worked

until recently

informed
ing the

me

that they

number of

his vil-

met Hindu farmers proud of their

prosperity, gained

chemical

On a recent visit to

fields,

by teams of oxen. The farmers

had increased

cattle

profits

they owned. In

and other settlements throughout

by reduc-

Nimkhera

India, prosperous

farmers and dairymen

now

increasingly favor water

buffalo over zebu catde as miUc animals. Buffaloes
cost

more

—and

greater quanriries of richer milk
I

learned that

to save

up enough

his neighbors.

to pay his fine

had

proper marriages for
his cattle

with
tions.

his

also

and

feast

hundreds of

succeeded in arranging

son and daughter.

seemed healthy and

rinsel,

greater profits.

took Sidha Singh nearly a decade

it

He

do

and maintain, but they yield

to purchase

that their

I

noted that

horns sparkled

remnants of their Diwah hohday decora-

But when Sidha

name happened to
group of women, one

Singh's

come up in conversation with a
of them turned to me. "You remember him,"
"He was the one who murdered his calf."

she said.

D

Above: A marble
statue of Lord
Krishna, for sale In
Jaipur. Below:
Festival colors

brighten a bullock

beside a stack of
rice straw.
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Chinatown

in

in order to create

needed low-income housing. The

for

was

of Honolulu elected to condemn and

city fathers

Inraze an old building

L-shaped

a two-story,

building. Built in 1906,

it

aifair

known

was the

downtown

structure in the

6/99

area.

as

THIS LAND

room

target for

demohtion

the H. Y.

Wong

remaining wood-frame

last

Before any construction could

begin, however, state and federal historic preservation mandates

had

to

be

satisfied,

my

and

firm was hired to carry out an

archaeological investigation of the

showed

site.

A

check of land records

upon which

that the twenty-thousand-square-foot lot

the H. Y.

Wong building stood

grass houses,

and

later

had encompassed open

space,

buUdings without foundations or

basements that would have disturbed underground deposits.

was therefore
a

modern urban

even showed

It

a rare opportunity for archaeological exploration in
setting.

An

a prehistoric

1852 document with

fishpond on the

site.

map

simple

a

This must have

been fiUed in by 1879, when another map showed two
European-type structures on the same piece of real

estate.

After examining historical documents and maps, five of us

had the unsetthng experience of inspecting the premises, which

now

served mainly as a haven for drug users.

street-level storefronts

on the property were

and cockroaches. Conditions

were not much

better,

The abandoned

infested with rats

in the forsaken upstairs apartments

although there was

stiU a hint

they must have looked Uke in the 1920s and 1930s,

of what

when

ordinary working people hved there, and in the period between
,jisei:Vi^

1940 and 1980, when

this

neighborhood gained

Honolulu's premier red-hght

district.

Soon

after

a reputation as

our

visit

the

buUding was razed, and our archaeological work began.

Most of what

is

now downtown Honolulu

geologically recent reef formation. In

no more than three

feet

below the

sits

most places

surface,

'-7?

atop a
this

imposing

a

rock hes

hmit on

archaeological investigation. Here, however, the soils proved to

be about twelve

Nuuanu

feet deep.

This was thanks to the action of

Stream, a meandering watercourse that discharges into

the harbor.

The stream had

worn away

estabhshed corals within

estuary

interfered with reef formation
its

where soUs accumulated. The

reach, creating a

site

and

swampy

was not only a favored

—who

habitation of the early Polynesian settlers of Oahu

arrived

Digging Beneath Honolulu's
—
more than

a

thousand years ago

landing place of the

The

task

in the soil

A watercolor

(circa

but was

also, in

Westerners on the

of excavation

what had become
found

first

a rather

fell

to a

team

1792, the

island.

that

worked very hard

in

unsavory urban location. Artifacts

ranged from bone fishhooks and stone adzes in

1826) by Richard Brydges Beechey, above, shows

Nuuanu Stream, possibly with the fishpond wall recently excavated by
archaeologists. Left:

Nuuanu Stream

in

the early 1900s.

Ihinatown
the lowest layers to pocket calculators and

«w„...

hypodermic needles

Kennedy
the

site

was a shallow, saltwater-to-somewhat-brackish lagoon,

near the surface. In between, the excavators gathered thousands

the result of a five-foot rise in sea level that had occurred

of pieces of decorated pottery, hundreds of nineteenth-century

thousand years

bottles,

and clumps of glass that had been fused and commingled

earlier.

By

about 200

present level and the shore

as

with other items, no doubt during the firestorms associated with

shape. Pollen samples trapped

major Chinatown blazes in 1886 and 1900.

open

clayey soil confirmed the presence

The

earliest

Sticky,

compacted,

of the former fishpond.

human
ago, when

excavated layers dated to a time before

occupation, roughly between 3,400 and 2,200 years

forest

dominated

The

B.C., the sea

we now know

it

this section

of the

by the emergent land show

loam

that

its

that an

forest species

island.

evidence of human occupation

thin layer of clay

two

fallen to

began to take

of loulii pakns and other dry-to-moist

earliest

had

was deposited

at

our

site

was

a

in standing water. This

a
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Shallow pools for manufacturing salt from seawater stretch into the distance in an 1838 drawing of Honolulu by French artist Auguste Borget.

layer represented the base level

of the fishpond,

had been partly enclosed with

area that

a two-and-a-half-foot-

high wall made of basalt. Fishponds such

as this

The lower

a low, spring-fed

in a

game

down long

could continue the practice offish-farming. Extending into the

with

ocean

—or

built inland,

sometimes

ne.xt to streams

—

the ponds
reefs

A.D. 890,

Hawaii.

which would make

By

the time the

its

days.

Apparently

of the Hawaiian

this

Islands,

this

the earhest

known

buUt, the loulu

fishpond in

palm

had

forest

a result

of the

human

which had probably begun

colonization
at least

three

or four centuries earher. Although native Hawaiians recognized a
spiritual tie

between humans and

their environment,

and

protected certain plants and animals by imposing seasonal

on

restrictions

their exploitation, archaeological excavations

historical accounts

show

and faunal

by causing runaway

eaten

habitats

some

and

that they also dramatically altered floral
fires,

stowaway on the great voyaging

and they may have

—

And the Polynesian rat
canoes may well have done

bird species to extinction.

even more damage.

hole in

—

its

more

grisly purpose.

crafted rock disks

We

center,

ruHng

class

also

found

were

rolled

wooden handle
at first

might

meat hook. Subsequent research revealed

A very similar item archived in

Museum

is

identified as a piece that secures

A prerogative

was to carry out executions and

asphyxiation was one

a

which we thought

one end of a strangulation cord.

wall was constructed about

pond was
was

a small

Honolulu's Bishop

of the indigenous

sacrifices,

and

of the favored methods.

Following Western contact in the

disappeared, and the native shorebirds of the area were in their
last

grass or dirt lanes.

be the grip portion of a
of

their ancestral homelands.

Carbon dating indicated the

These

called maika.

Hawaii's Polynesian settlers and their descendants so that they

provided a substitute for the famihar lagoons and fringing

of the pond sediment contained several

Hawaiian items, the most numerous being stones used

traditional

were created by

levels

late

eighteenth century, the

archaeological record begins to reflect trends detailed in the
history books, as objects of European

began

to replace native

the

mix

the

first

already

after

Hawaiian

and American manufacture

artifacts.

Chinese goods joined

1852 and Japanese products arrived

after 1868,

with

waves of contract laborers firom East Asia. Then, as we
knew ftom documents, sometime between 1852 and

1879 the pond was fdled
The pond fill, about five

in,

probably in a

single,

feet deep, yielded tens

planned

effort.

of thousands of

artifacts

representing the ethnic diversity of Hawaii's early historic

period.

Among these

was

a

sword handle of the type used by

British artillery ofiicers, a gold finger ring with the Chinese

characters for "rare deer" inscribed

on the

inside,

Cutty) that could be matched to archival records to establish their

American-

of manufacture. The nineteenth century was

made shoes, Russian coins, Japanese buttons, and trade beads

dates

from around the world.

of many well-documented technological advances in

Certain

pond was

common

artifacts

actually filled in.

making, and

helped us pinpoint the date the

Tobacco pipes from America,

fifteen

Scodand, England, and Germany, for example, had distinguishing

names embossed on

their

bowls (Tom Thumb, Bent Harp,

this

allowed

a rather precise dating

hundred excavated pieces of bottles

sauces, medicines,

and

toiletries.

than 1867, and of bottles

made

H.Y.

soil deposits

Wong

owned by Hawaiians when

many

Some

common

of the

the

later

than 1864, pretty well

period

a four-year

time window

pond was

fJled.

is

was

significant because, according to property records, this land

building, right,

were unusually deep for
Honolulu. Below:

of the nearly

The absence of pipes made

earlier

between 1864 and 1867. The capturing of this

beneath the

period

glass bottle

for wine, spirits,

narrowed down the time of the ftUing-in to
The

also a

Contrary to

a

assumption, these native people participated in the

urbanization of early Honolulu.

artifacts uncovered.

Midway through

the project, a rather remarkable event

occurred. Seeds that had been buried in soUs undisturbed since
the mid- 1800s began to germinate in the piles of earth

of the excavation.

to the sides

appreciative

dumped

the end of our fieldwork, an

crew was marking the progress of a developing

tobacco plant and, in
enjoying the

By

taste

Joseph Kennedy

is

a case

of truly being nourished by the

of small, fresh tomatoes

at

past,

lunch.

senior archaeologist for Archaeological Consultants of

the Pacific, Haleiwa, Hawaii.

For

visitor information, write:

Kauai

O

Hawaii Visitors and

Convention Bureau

Oahu

NllHAU
Honolulu

Suite 801

-

Lanai

2270 Kalakaua Avenue

Kahoouwe

Honolulu, HI 96815
Hawaii'

(808)923-1811

100 Miles

www.gohawaii.com

MUSEUMS AND
Bishop

Museum

SITES

A place

in

Honolulu, island of Oahu,
the

state's

is

most complete

buUt sometime

where people in

trouble could seek sanctuary,
it

Hawaii and the

1500 for

after

chief Pi'ilani.

It

may

largest prehistoric stone

from

Pu'u

Mahuka Heiau

is

the largest early stone heiau
(temple)

in

on Oahu, perhaps

Pu'ulcohala Heiau

is

Kawaihae, island of Hawaii.

contains an eclectic collection

organizers recently took over

Kamehameha

the Great

of historical and

its

temple for

war god. This

archaeological curios from

walls

around the

to restore the

of Hawaii,

state.

stewardship, stabilizing the

and clearing vegetation

commanding

is

local

at

flew the

flag before falling to a

rebeUion in 1817.

'lolani Palace in Honolulu,

of Oahu, was buUt in

island

the

1

879

as a

Hawaiian

a

Pi'ilanihale Heiau in

Honaunau,

district, island

of Hawaii.

I, it

Hana

of Maui, was

The Russian Fort
island

in

of Kauai, was

Fort

consort of

as a

chief consolidated the

Hawaiian Kingdom

Russian

named

after the

residence for
royalty.

The

restored

Western-style structure

National Historical Park in
island

his

It

close of the 1700s.

view of the shore.

Pu'uhonua o Honaunau

American Company,

Tsar Alexander

National Historical Site in

was buUt in 1791 by

island

part of an ill-fated

EHzabeth,

a

dating from the 1500s. Local

Waimea,

as

Alaska. Originally

in

Pupukea, island of Oahu,

1816

venture of the Russian

headquartered in Sitka,

structure in the Pacific.

Pacific.

Kamuela Museum

Maui

be the

was buUt about 1500.

repository of cultural and
natural history items

the

Waimea,
built in

is

the

only true palace in the United
States.

:
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Venusian Testimony
The

moves in its orbit between Earth and the Sun provided
the evidence he needed to refute the long-held beliefs of his day.

phases of Venus

Galileo v^ith

When

as it

obsendng the night

Galileo began

1609 and early 1610, using one of the

sk\'
first

In

in late
telescopes,

that.

he found nothing to confirm the Copernican model

that

he knew would forever remove

a

Earth from the center of the cosmos: the phases of Venus, a
celestial

drama

that returns to the heavens this

Certainly Galileo's
suspicion that the old

no longer

Moon

do.

The

initial

portentously, the discovery around Jupiter of "four
stars,

known

as a

was

it

also

Then

in early

<d

In a matter of weeks, Venus had gone from

(rounded) to half fLiU, aU the while growing in

wandering

planet lay

on the

the planet

would now begin

h

\>

far side

of the Sun.

had always

all,

It

who

if

it

lie

on

body

the

That December,

as

evening

it

Venus became
more,

crescent diminished, the

overall size

of the planet

—

continued to grow
it

right,

a celestial

"sickle-shaped." What's
as its

should

to Earth,

around Earth.

GaMeo

was

of the Sun.

did.

after evening,

rested:

if,

it

as it

was

exactly as

drew nearer
also in front

the Sun.

could show

that a planet revolves

Clearly the

orbit,

its

wth

Galileo watched

moons revolved around Jupiter
didn't mean that Jupiter itself
But what

few

to gibbous

fiiU

size.

had come to

;;t'i7rside

view

just because four

didn't revolve

a

to appear less than half frill as

J

right at the center of creation.

After

Technically this

around

observation didn't prove the

the Sun?

e.xistence
Galileo's sketches of

as

that "the

If Gahleo's guess

that

wanted Earth to remain just
it

exacdy

size,

Venus approached

as

consistent

(

"in

weeks, Venus

days she was reduced to a semicircle."

of the cosmos or to the

where

December,

Even more

a

When it
He found it

appeared to increase in

progressed in

center of rotation.

religious authorities

it.

from the Sun, Galileo wrote

host of

threat to the geocentric

from Earth.

to the

out from behind the Sun and dra^^•ing

and, therefore, as a

But none of this posed

to see

small." In the following

circling

greatest distance

do just

get his chance to

roundness of her eastern part began to diminish, and in

or observed by no one before us," proved that Earth

wasn't unique

moons

its

than are visible

the naked eye rattled the celestial vault of old.

if it

nearer to Earth.

would

shook the ancient belief m the physical perfection of
stars

should

would

Venus had been in proximit^'

Galileo was waiting for

round shape, and very

it

presence of mountains and valleys on the

heavenly bodies, while the sight of far more

wth

the heavens

m October,

remained round, but

month.

observation strengthened his

way of thinking about

Galileo

year,

Sun and therefore impossible
emerged

of a Sun-centered universe. Instead he had to wait nearly a year to

wimess the phenomenon

December 1610,

For most of the

Venus as

it

approaches western elongation

of a Sun-centered

of

THE SKY IN JUNE
Mercury

two

By Joe Rao

Look

year.

for

low

it

Moon

waxing gibbous

one of its

displays

best apparitions of the

will

have passed well north of

Mars

in the

west-northwest, well below

darkness faUs on the

as

night of June 22.

and to the right of Venus, up
minutes

to ninety

after sunset

constellation of Pisces, rises

left

It

didn't even necessarily disprove an Earth-centered

universe. After

doesn't

Such

mean

just because

all,

that the

Sun

Venus revolves around the Sun
revolve around Earth.

itself doesn't

a contortionistic interpretation

it

allegiance to Earth's central position in
letter

it.

And

Sun just

as

do

the

all

This month, anyone with a good pair of binoculars or

a small

telescope can relive Galileo's triumph and see the evidence that

—and

On June

reHgious authorities.

dominant starUke presence
reach eastern elongation,

Sun. At that point,

it

—

Venus

—

in the southwestern sky at dusk

its

\vill

^wiU

from the

greatest apparent distance

will appear to

weeks to come, the planet

the overwhelmingly

embark on those

historically

decisive crescent phases.

But the show doesn't end

there.

On July

after eastern elongation, the planet's

reaches

its

between Earth and Sun

becomes impossible

morning

When

to observe.

"star" in the southeast.

it

reemerges,

growing to

greatest radiance five

(on September 26), and attaining

weeks

after

half-frill status

as a

—

—

precise

circuit

1 1

.

Yet

its

a

year from now,

on May

31,

2000.

altitude at sunset appears to

diminish during the month,
it sets

nearly

Saturn spends the

two minutes

on June

P.M.

by month's end.

and

1

at

a telescope,

first

30,

Venus

a

it's

"star"

bright yellowish

rismg out of the eastabout 2:30 A.M.,

northeast

around the time of its greatest

local daylight time.

rides high

Moon

itself

morning twihght. By June

10:55

appears roughly halt ht

It

half of

slowly freeing

StiU

from the glow of the

earher each night, at 11:45
P.M.

June

it

on

at

it's

at

Look

dawn on June

11,

for

when

the brightest object near

the crescent

Moon.

Mors can be found near the
dusk

The Moon

at last

is

and disappears below the

new Moon

western horizon

Jupiter

3:03 P.M.,

continues

on June 20

conjunction

rises in

the

to fade as

Earth;

be

ever mistake Venus for the center of the

it is

as

east. It

at

June 7

recedes from

it

compared with June

full
1,

at

quarter

12:20 A.M.

thin

behind the Sun.

universe (except perhaps a Venusian), but

— 15° from

southern meridian

the planet winds up right back at eastern elongation.

Nobody would

approach conjunction almost

greatest

goes

(western

after the cycle starts, to

During

10.

month, the separation

and

elongation) five weeks afrer that.

Then Venus begins its long
EvenmaUy eighry-Uvo weeks

morning ofJune

between Jupiter and Saturn

the evening of June 16.

as a

it's

Then Venus once more

through the crescent phases, only in reverse, starting
sickle,

Venus

(inferior conjunction)

its

above the crescent

thinning crescent

A crescent

be nearby on the

diminishes shghtly, from 16°

—on June

elongation.

14, nearly five

greatest radiance. After another five weeks,

passes directly

Sun

Through

be half frill; then, in the

Moon wiU
this

invisible.

eastern elongation

and

of

attracted the attention

11,

it's

and two hours

to 14°, as the planets slowly

the

shattered the old universe

of

the 28th.

rapidly fades

it

Venus .reaches

other planets."

weeks

until

on

(26°)

1

by June 30.

earlier

so GaHleo, in a

published in 1613, declared with virtually absolute

certainty that "Venus revolves around the

Sun

approximately 3:30 A.M.

at

on June

The

5.

planet arrives at

little

Thereafter

other than an undying

1

greatest elongation east

the

of the cosmos, however,

had absolutely nothing to recommend

speedy
its

the

of Mercury on the

evening of June
universe.

dim

"star" against the

A slender crescent
Moon sits considerably to
28th.

By Richard Panek

Jupiter, a brilliant silver

between the 13th and the

is

on June 13

first

at

on

The

quarter

at

comes

2:13 P.M., and

Moon is on June

28

at

5:37 P.M.

only half as bright by

month's end, although even

The June Solstice occurs

then

3:49 P.M. on June 21.

it

stiU

appears distinctly

at

The

marks the beginning

brighter than the similarly

solstice

the center of the controversy that determined, once and for aU,

red-hued

of summer in the Northern

how we

During the

it ^vill

always endure as

conceive of our place in the cosmos.

Mars
Richard Panek

Telescope

is

the author

ofSeeing and BeUeving:

Opened Our Eyes and Minds

(Viking, 1998).

to the

How

Heavens

the

blue

be

star

Arcturus.

first

half of June,

will he within 2° of the
star Spica;

closest to

Hemisphere and winter

in

the Southern Hemisphere.

the two will

each other on

the night of June 8-9.

A

Unless othenfise noted,
eastern daylight time.

all times are in
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body posture
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support the
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must be decomposed and reconstructed

(and probably a lot smarter than the vast

before

majority of us) in viewing the world from

accommodate such information. And

of view that

entirely divergent points

would be

fascinating for us to grasp

and

understand.
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until,
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enough

fossils

and

the Three Dichotomies.

sexes."

The

hysterohth

history of paleontology can venture
as

deeply
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and

one can probe into the most

pervasive and general of tribal idols, our

propensity to dichotomize.
Elder, the great
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in the eruption of

A.D. 79,

natural
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Roman statesman and
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Mount

Vesuvius in
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world
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first
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books printed before 1500
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cradle.")

Agricola and Gesner,
scholars
cient

as
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committed to the recovery of an-
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all

to assign
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in his Natural History. In an alphabetical
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book of
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WEATHERSTATIONS
great treatise, Pliny included a notable

for the

one-liner under the letter "D": "Diphyes

plied the

mas

duplex, Candida ac nigra,

ac

femina"

—

"having the character of both sexes,
white and black, male and female."

PHny s

contained no pictures,

treatise

we cannot know what

so

meant

with such

to designate

am

I

de-

a sparse

name

found near the

A

generation

some

diphyes to

in his

later,

De

fascinated that the

iiim

(On

first

connected PHny's name and Agri-

of 1565, Gesner

fossil objects)

first

tribal

that

men-

sils

would then denote

group of fos-

this

human

body, and

classification

by

di-

we

should not undervalue the achieve-

own

two of the most fundamental

itly cites

di-

chotomies: male and female, and white

and

commentators assumed

black. (Later

men

expressed aims. As

modwisdom

Natural and

Renaissance, they wished to unite

ern observations with

classical

and the application of

Pliny's forgotten

and undocumented name to a

Unnatural History
JAN

BONOESON, H.D.

"Bondeson presents
clear catetales

of

amazing

gory of appropriate objects seemed, to

mals. ...

looked male on one side and female on

them, an achievement worth celebrating.

strates

with

hysteroliths.)

should also note the

implicit inclusion of a third great di-

—top

chotomy

and bottom

—

in Pliny's

definition, for hysteroliths are built
distinct

and opposite

halves:

a

of two

stunning

representation, literally set in stone, of our
strongest mental idol, expressed
rically.

Moreover,

all

geomet-

three dichotomies

carry great emotional weight, both in
their archetypal ideological status
their

and

in

embodiment of conventional rank-

ings (by

worth and moral

archical

note Gesner's

placement of hysteroHths within

we

Moreover,

when we

Moreover,

identification

their

status) in a hier-

and xenophobic

society: male,

taxonomy of

eral

through

window

this

intellectual

fossils,

we

his

into the different

to

as

Gesner established

fifteen categories

resemblances to more famiHar parts of na-

and descending

ture

thiness

in decreasing

from the most

and ethereal

wor-

regular, heavenly,

to the roughest

first

and lowest.

category included geometric

(fossils

of circular or spherical

classification.

bodies (including the star-shaped ele-

(the

term

ject

found

"fossil"

—

ground

its

of the Latin verb

work

then designated any ob-

in the

consistent with

this

of 1546, the

treated

on paleontology

a

broad usage

status as past participle

fodere, "to dig
all
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up"

—

now

exclusively called

of rocks and

fossils).
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'^^
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blances in essential properties) pervaded

—

the three kingdoms of nature
vegetable,

hair.

and mineral

animal,

—

they remained stymied by the logically
prior and

much more

important question

placing any ob-

"Are hysterohths remains of organisms or

one kingdom into meaningful

products of the mineral kingdom?" This

Century: Animal or Mineral, Useful Symbol

correspondence with counterparts in

framework then impHed another primary

or Meaningless Accident? If classic tribal

each of the other two realms. If we could

question

of the Theater in the Seventeenth

2. Idols

founding role in setting the

idols played a

name

very

and

—

their designation for

ticularly

salient

anatomy and
himself,

might hold the key to

some

par-

tion and meaning.

their description,

feinale

by Phny

of three basic di-

terms

in

hys-

of

features

and understand

specify

of

definition

teroliths

ject of

Within

this

this

network,

posed

also

as a

dichotomy (and

thus illustrating the continuing intrusion

of tribal idols

as well)

—among

supporters

of an inorganic origin for hysterohths:

Neoplatonic framework,

resemblance between

a close

we

nature's construc-

—

"fish" enclosed within a rock

a petrified

and

a trout

If

vulva stones originate within the mineral

kingdom, does

their resemblance to fe-

male genitaha reveal

deep harmony in

a

chotomies that build the firamework of

our mental

architecture

—then

constraints

imposed by

cience prospers

some

equally important theatrical idols (that

is,

older, traditional

systems of thought) defined the central

s

as

much by retuning,

or by

demolishing and rebuilding, mental machiaery

by

as

the accumulation of new factual information.

debate that estabhshed the course of sev-

enteenth-century paleontology but then

pervaded the century:

What

are fossils?

swimming

in a stream does

not identify

cident and therefore

ganism of flesh and blood but suggests in-

ing, a

stead that plastic forces within the mineral

time called

question without any ambiguity: Fossils

kingdom can generate

of nature"?

look Uke organisms in
details,

all

and we find them

formed

in

their

environments where modern

of these creatures

relatives

Therefore,

complex

in rocks that

fossils are

organisms. This

now

live.

remains of ancient

commonsense view had

developed in ancient Greek times and
never

lost status as

an

available hypothesis.

But the domain of seventeenth-century
thought

—

the world that

Bacon

chal-

lenged and that modern science would
eventually supplant
ternatives that

that

—included

may seem

made eminent

risible

other

al-

today but

sense under other

called these alternative

world

views idols of the theater, or impedi-

ments

set

thought.

by outmoded systems

Among

of

the theatrical idols of

seventeenth-century hfe, none was held
in higher esteem
sils

among

rock just

a

as

organic forces

porting the

maximal sympathy with

representation of hysterohths in 1665), al-

own

the sources of our

animate being.

Moreover, according to a theory of med-

now

regarded

kooky and magical

as

platonic framework, if

we

could identify

to his first pictorial

though he attributed the opinion to

someone

else,

perhaps to allay any suspi-

cion of partisanship:

me

Tliese specimens were sent to

by the

most learned Dr. J. D. Horst, the archiater

human

[chief physician] to the

cures

we might

organs, then

derive

by potentiating our aiUng animal

most

Landgrave of Darmstadt.
states the following

.

.

illustrious
.

Dr. Horst

about the strength of

other realms, for every part in the micro-

these objects: these stones are, without

cosm of the human body must

doubt, useful in treating any loosening or

harmony with
in the

a

designated counterpart

macrocosm of

body of the

vibrate in

Earth, the central

universe. If the ingested

pow-

der of a pulverized "foot stone" could

might

The

wisdom and harmonious order of creating forces and that humans might exploit

view, based

availability

on

of

this

constriction

think

it

alternative

the theatrical idol of Neo-

not

of the

womb

refers

in females.

And

silly to believe, especially

the form of these objects

p assume

here to hysterohths that resemble

other], that, if worn

around the neck, they

suspended

will give strength to

people experiencing problems with

virility,

either through fear or weakness, thus

net-

seventeenth-century discussions about

promoting the

relationships (not direct

hysterohths. Scholars could hardly ask

sexes

causal connections but

A

symbohc resem-

"What animal molds

these fossils?"

when

given

that he

platonism, set the primary context for

spiritual benefit.

I

female parts on one side and male features
on the

also alleviate sexual disorders.

bolic correspondences that reveal the

and

commentary

the vegetable and mineral counterparts of

soothe the pains of gout, then hysterohths

work of formal

tural

Neo-

but once perfectly respectable in a

students of fos-

for medical

sup-

meaningfril correspondence (in the tex-

that resonate in

icine

Worm,

opinion, spoke of a

first

human body, then
we can identify the mineral forces

look Uke parts of the
perhaps

sport

two views from

In examples of these

from an egg.

Similarly, if various stones

of the

game or

lusus naturae, "a

an unfamiliar age, Olaeus

than the Neoplatonic construction of

nature as a static and eternal set of sym-

that scholars

of another kingdom can grow a trout

versions with the proper sympathies of

constructions of natural reahty.

Bacon

form within

archetypal

embody no mean-

mode of origin

The view of mechanism and causality
that we call modern science answers this

this

by ac-

nature, or does the similarity arise

the stony version as a genuine former or-

interests

of Venus

in both

(Venerem in utroque sexu

promovere)

—
But Worm's enthusiasm did not generate universal approbation

among

schol-

only be accidental

who

considered an origin for hys-

gued, a

teroliths

within the mmeral kingdom.

many mechanical

ars

Anselm de Boot,
translation

on

of

fossils (in

his

in the

1644 French

ter

popular

compendium

lowed

the broad sense of anything

found underground), writes

laconically,

ar-

historians

arise

by

olution)

Kundmann

that these fossils

al-

might be internal

some examples described by

("They have no use

ganic origin for his

By

who

the time that

J.

know").

C.

wrote in vernacular

Kundmann
German and

lived in Bratislava, relatively isolated

from

the "happening" centers of European intellectual Hfe

—

presented the

last

serious

defense for the inorganic theory of fossils
in 1737, the comfortable

rug of Neopla-

tonism had already been snatched away

rounding

Kircher had written the

last

major

shell material

argument

excellent

ured stones that

neuvering

room beyond

a

ma-

statement that

when

that these stones have

lapides sui generis"

arise

by

their

ation: a signature phase used
ers

of an inorganic origin for

own

die

teenth Century: Reordering the

lost

As
its

to

(fig-

most

and when deep

by support-

we draw

where people gather

scientific styles

even

biases

idols

of

human

na-

be recognized

still

be impeded

use and the pictures

of the marketplace,
to converse. Indeed,

accepted language of description and the

Language of

An-

traditional

schemes of classification (often

passively passed

on from

a

former Neo-

when

the

platonic heritage without recognition

triumph

of

of the biases thus imposed) estabhshed

best potential rationale

modern

that

in eighteenth-century paleontology, the

Eigh-

stated above, the inorganic theory

late-seventeenth-century

—

we

fossils).

Potentiate the Correct

insightful ar-

old theories (idols of the theater)

by the language

gener-

3. Idols of the Marketplace in the

swer.

therefore enjoyed httle intellectual

— "an

in his

had recognized

aU,

and discounted, we may

in 1664, in his Miindus subterranciis, or

Kundmann

But Bacon,

gument of

ture (idols of the tribe) can

Classification

World.")

proper interpretation of

a

be considered

as

victorious

fossils

path should have

clear

a

nothing to do with clamshells, and must

defense of Neoplatonism in paleontology

"Underground

generation that
the scientific rev-

hysteroHths.

specimens be-

or form

default,

opened toward

cause he finds no evidence of any sur-

by time. (The great Jesuit scholar Athanasius

own

by

others might

be so formed. But he defends an inor-

I

the organic theory of

and even admitted that

shells

of science caU

doomed Neoplatonism as an
acceptable mode of explanation. In this
new eighteenth-century context, with

long chap-

routes. In a

devoted to hysteroHths,

molds of

he

for after aU,

round rock can

in a

slit

—

"Elks n'ont aiicone usage que je sgache"
that

movement of Newton's

the resemblances to female genitalia could

of thinking

major and

(the

final barriers to solving the

old
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natural history

problem of the nature of
mains of organisms had
rated as a category

But when

hysteroliths.

At the most fundamental

from other "things

subjects of the vegetable

rocks" that happened to look Hke parts or

kingdom. But

newly

found

word

"fossil" stiU

restricted cate-

do

—

for example, caUing organic re-

entered the mineral

fossils"

because they

kingdom from other

Even when oldand
theories die

biases

language of description

itself

may form a final barrier to
understandiug nature.

Even

now

till

more

The

retention of older categories of

imposed an even greater

classification

For example, so

linguistic restriction.

long

as

some

paleontologists continued

(a

its

cian in his day job, and the
his

name

(a

physi-

man who

gave

to Parkinson's disease), recog-

—

C.N.

ample,

dying on the

terohths as fossUized sea

cross,

two

to cite

actual

widely discussed by eighteenth-

and

And

absent such a sep-

a clear assignment

of hys-

kingdom, why

the animal

when

the very
a

name

primary

resi-

coral

phylum

grow with

a large sht

no one had ever argued

main

shafts in

adulthood. But

now

even conceptualized:

operated within a con-

leontologists

sensus that recognized hysterohths as re-

a pictorial example, consider the

He

slits

tantly,

to

look Hke

testicles.

draws

his

we

the animals in this case)? Third, are hys-

more impor-

stalactite (1) that

a penis

as accidental.

this

But

major contenders in each kingdom

in rocks that arose for

happens

with two appended

Now we know that the

recognize

as

of animals, with nuts and clams

(with a quick and decisive victory for

stalactite

originated from dripping calcite in a cave,
so

Second, are hysteroliths the molds of
plants or

left)

other reasons (B and 3) and,

beneath a

mains of organisms.

in a

if

unusual resemblance
hysterohths really be-

teroliths the internal

should

we

regard

When these idols
nally receded,

them

as

formed

of the marketplace

in

now,

at

and hysteroHths joined other

is

a

debate that

the very end of the story, really

could be solved by something close to

pure observation, for consensus had
nally

ask

fi-

been reached on what questions

and

how

to

they might be answered.
interiors of

brachiopod

had been examined (not so

because almost
fi-

molds of clams or

of brachiopods? This

any fundamentally different way?

names could not be properly explained or

pa-

tached parts of female bodies.

pediment, arguing that

without

with the

at least

could be actual fossilized remains of de-

Once enough

classes

pubhca-

(femora and humeri) in juvenile verte-

shells

of the

he called

cunnulites (as

brates, before these termini frise

that hysterohths

do

M. Bar-

end pieces of the long bones

tion) as

why

idols

top), or

suitable for citation in a family

long in the same taxonomic category,

power of Bacon's

on

them, with an obvious etymology not

marketplace, deplored this linguistic im-

nizing the

anemones of the

(colonies of some species

1746 on

rere's in

1708 on hys-

Lang's in

dence in the category of accidents— for

right next to

paleontologist James Parkinson

hysterohths molds of an or-

color banding a rough picture of Jesus

true hysteroHth (A in the figure at

amateur

eventually

that

Some proposals in the second
now seem far-fetched for ex-

category

rian Dezallier d'Argenville.

British

a

and convergence.

First, are

or wholes?

hysteroliths along with a phallic stalactite.

the

by answering

all

ganism, or are they actual petrified parts

example, or an agate displaying in

In 1755, Dezallier d'Argenville pictured

1804

as

right track,

— dichotomously
again —

once

framed,

on the

a solution

of questions

series

concretion recalling an owl's head, for

1755 treatise by the French natural histo-

In

moved toward

remains would never be properly distin-

As

developed during the eighteenth cen-

finally

restriction

taxonomic placement of hysterohths

tury.

now

scientists,

idiomorphoi (figured stones), true organic

"vulva stone" suggested

sus

once but developed

reached the correct solution by successive

should anyone favor the hypothesis of

no consen-

all at

slowly and through several stages,

to use such general categories as lapides

brachiopod molds,

^but

objects

then, the correct consensus did

not burst forth

teroliths to

erals as "intrinsic fossils"

mode of

these

for potential resolution.

aration,

—

—

faded from use

origin,

possessing a sign to represent that idea,

cases

and min-

as a

of a different view that emphasized

could be seen and judged in a proper Ught

century scholars).

realms, while designating rocks

—and

itself,

considerable difficulty arose; language not

guished from accidental resemblances

are discounted, the

"hysterohth"

accidental resemblance over actual

appropriate terms, a

so until the early nineteenth cen-

mains "extraneous

name

the

vestige

and, whilst

to find

category of organic remains

sive

when

conceived.

tury). Scholars proposed several solu-

tions

remains of plants and animals in an exclu-

that

and animal

which the mind of man had not

covered everythmg

found underground (and would continue
to

insufficient;

endeavouring

gory received no recognized name, for
the

was made,

kingdoms, these modes of expression were

in

products of the animal and vegetable
this

the discovery

most of these figured stones were remains of

level, re-

been sepa-

finally

4/99

all

brachiopod

pose the outside of the
living brachiopods

shell,

easy,

fossils

whUe

exfev/

had been discovered.

for they live mostly in

deep waters or in

dark crevices within shallower

the

seas),

both

(for

happy

close this

tri-

words and pictures

citing

from two of the most celebrated

intellec-

of the eighteenth century. In 1773

tuals

EUe Bertrand published

of

a classification

commissioned by

fossils

as a

of virtue

and knowledge

sexes)

umphant by

tale

preface, addressed to Voltaire, defends

of origin

the best criterion for a

as

—

proper classification

theme of

the central

a

harm

and perilous paths

ture.

Idols of the tribe

within the structure of
but

we should

also

at least in

to

mands. But

may lie deep
human nature,

thank our evolution-

ary constitution for another ineradicable
trait

of mind that will keep us going and

questioning until

we

break

the terms that

us

through

Let

we cannot

me

close

prompt our de-

stop asking.

by tying the sequential

themes of this essay together with
that unites
part)

(the

a story

anchor of the

first

with PHny (the progenitor of the
part) in their

common commit-

to this liberating

compulsion to ask

second

ment

Bacon

and know. Phny died because he could

Voltaire himself

guide for arranging collections. His

mode

difficult

the accurate, factual knowledge of na-

answer could not be long delayed.

We may

Bacon's idols can help or

along these

good epitome

this essay.

for

Turning

T

he same process of scientific debate and discovery
that turned a vulva stone into a

brachiopod

also

stretched our under-standing out to distant galaxies.

Bertrand ad-

specifically to hysterohths,
vises his patron:

Tliere

almost no

is

shell,

which does not

intenuil molds, sometimes with

form

the shell

still

covering the mold, but often

with only the mold preserved, though
this

mold

will display all the interior

marks of the
Tliis

shell that has been destroyed.

the situation encountered in

is

hysterohths, for example,

whose

origin has

been debated for so long. Tliey are the
internal molds of

.

.

.

terehratulids [a

group

ofbrachiopods]. (Author's translation)

But

good

if a

picture can balance

thousands of words, consider the elegant

made by Linnaeus himself

statement

in

the catalog of Count C. G. Tessm's collection,

published in 1753.

(2,

male

A—D),

molds

female

A

do not resemble human geniand B)

overall category

rather than

—

thus establishing the

by zoological

affinity

by external appearance. In

numbers 3—6,

Linnaeus

drawing the fossihzed
chiopods

resemblances

stand next to other brachiopod

that

talia (1,

and

hysteroliths

depicted with both

(see figure, right),

their

The

—two

seals his case

shells

pictures to guide

tablish a transition

by

of related bra-

from the

lost

and

Linnaeus itlustrated hysteroliths along with other brachiopods in 1753.

es-

and su-

these constraining idols

perseded world of DezaUier d'ArgenviUe's

ask and to know.

theory of meaning by accidental resem-

sky and not

blance to distant objects of other do-

We

mains, to Linnaeus's

modern

classification

by physical origin rather than
appearance.

superficial

We

—our

drive to

cannot look

wonder why we

at

see blue.

cannot observe that lightning

good and bad people
manding

to

know

alike

why.

the

kills

without de-

The

first

ques-

tion can be answered; the second cannot,

not forego

a

unique opportunity to learn

—

something about the natural world

as

he ventured too close to the noxious
fumes of Vesuvius

when

he needed to ob-

serve a volcanic eruption

Bacon

more

closely.

died, albeit less dramatically, in the

same noble cause and manner when he

a

devised an experiment one cold day to

determine whether snow could retard
putrefaction.

He

stopped

hen from

bought

a

stuffed

it

his carriage,

poultryman, and

a

with snow. The experiment

worked, but the doctor died (not the pa-

hen had expired

tient this time, for the

before the procedure began!),

Bacon

as

developed a cold that progressed to bron-

pneumonia, and death.

chitis,

touching
note to

month's

last

He wrote

a

quoted in a foot-

last letter (also

essay) that estabhshes

an exphcit connection with Pliny:

was

"I

hkely to have the fortune of Caius PHnius

who

the elder,

by trying an

lost his life

experiment about the burning of the

mountain Vesuvius:
to try an

for

was

I

also desirous

experiment or two, touching on

the conversion and induration of bodies.

As

for the

experiment

excellendy well, but
Tribal idols

itself, it

.

may surround

obsessively stubborn tribal

and know can

we foUow
make

will

member
swer

also

Jesus'

us free.

succeeded

."
.

but our

us,

need

to ask

push us through,

dictum

But we must

Pilate's question:

also re-

dechned

that Jesus then

as

that the truth

"What

to an-

truth?"

is

Perhaps he understood that the idols
conspire within us to convert this apparently simple inquiry into the
cult

most

diffi-

of all questions. But, then, Jesus

knew, from the core of his being

also

(in the

conventional Christian interpretation),
that

human

nature features an indivisible

of

mixture

earthy

and

constraint

(metaphorically, at least) heavenly possibilities

for liberation

by knowledge

—

paradox that virtually defines both the
fascination
istence.

We

and

of human ex-

frustration

needed two hundred years of

debate and discovery to turn

a

vulva

stone into a brachiopod, but the same

process has also stretched our understanding out to distant galaxies and back
to the big bang.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches

and

the history of science at

sity.

He

Curator

is

biology, geology,

Harvard Univer-

also the Frederick P.

in Invertebrates at the

seum of Natural

History.
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(800) 707-5275

Fax (51-94) 252533 P.O. Box 446
Iquitos - Peru
Visitor Information 1-800:667

littp://\wvvv.exploraina.com

EUROPE $228 r/t
A/n COURIER

& So. America S220
S699 ALL ROUNDTRIP!

Chino/Asio S375, Central

•^

India, Afiica, Australia

1-800-822-0888
ASSOOAnotP

8

om

-

6

pm

Mt. time

(303-215-9000) www.01rcourier.or9

PALMS OF THE AMAZON
Join the

New York

Botanical Garden's

Palms of the Amazon, a botanical tour

by Amazon
Call

river boat,

718 817 8628

2-13 August 1999
for information.

One of the Marine
Wonders of the Worid

http://tourism.city.thunile

E-mail: ainazoii@exploraina.coin

1

Step into histor\- with
a visit to magnificent

South Georgia Island,

A

{

^

home

to penguins, fur

sf;ils,

and the resting

place of Sir

Emesc

Cyprus

&

One-Of-A-Kina Joiinicus
To One-Of-A-KlnJ Place:

Shackleton.
•

Featuring Caroline
Alexander, author of

•

Custom Escorted Tours" "^"^i^.
Special MiUennium ToiSl's'.^^

The Endurance.

ZEGRXHM

•

Culinary and other
Special Interest Tours

•

Independent Vacations

EXPEDITIONS
.Slill-6:S-S747

Mwv.zeco.com

CALL:

SHACKLETON
CIRCUMNAVIGATION
of

1-800-742 -4591

AMELIA TOIJRS
The Connoisseurs' Mediterranean.

SOUTH GEORGIA

www.nybg.org/bsci/palm_tour_1999.html

Athena Review
Journal ofArchaeology, History, and Exploration

VIKING SHIPS AND BURIALS

IkJco/ NaiuvoA
Explore coastlines, remote villages and
Unique, non-profit company
All proceeds protect nature

Manu and Tambopata

Ireland, Scotland

Reser\'es

See the world's most ptiotogerric clay
and Cock-of-the-Rock display

We

spectacular wildlife sanctuaries

licks

also offer: The Condors of Colca C

Vilaya

and Kuetap and much mote!

&

V>/ales

in

aboard the

comfortable expedition vessel Explorer.

May 26-June 8, 2000
Save $400 if you sign up by 1 1 /30/99

call toll-free:

888-287-7186

(800} 368-0077
wwrw.travelv/ild.com

f^^k

1S^W=

^1

m^^mm»n9i m mr^mj^m
Also: Romans on the Danube, I: SHes in Bulgaria
For a free trial issue on South America or Roman Britain, write
or fax us today. 4 issues'yr SI 6 (US) S25 (Can) $36 (overseas).

TravelWild Expeditions
www.inkanatura.com • e-mail:'inaturl@ibm.net

PODPeveNeJ

England,

Fax: (941) 594-2163

nh41

See our website

at

www.athenapiib.com

Athena PubHcations, Box 10904, Nicies, FL 34101

For free information from the advertisers listed below,
circle

the corresponding numbers on the attached

postage-paid card and drop

it in

any US mailbox or

fex it to (609) 786-4415. If the card

is

missing, mail

your request to Natural History Members' Market,
P.O.

Box 11591 Riverton, NJ 08076-1591.

S|iiiiiiBi|p Miifpi»fp
i

Mauritius/Madagascar. Fascinating.

memorable and

ver^' affordable tours to

FREE copv of GREAT CANADIAN
ADVENTURJES Travel Guide. Hiking,

Mauritius, Madagascar, The Seychelles
and the other exotic islands of the
Indian Ocean. Free Air Mauritius

canoeing, cycHng, \\-ildlLfe \-ie\\ing and
more. Detailed tour operator/outfitter

folder.

1

2.

Sardinia,

AMNH

and Cyprus. 1-800-742-4591.

Discovery Tours

Since 1953, the American Museum of
Natural History has been leading tours
to the world's greatest wUdHfe areas, archaeological sites and cultural centers
with Museum Scientists and expert

For a free catalog of tours
(800)462-8687.

lecturers.

call

1-877-CANADA, Op.

visit.

\^-\\"w.canadatourism.com/adventure/n

15. Holbrook Travel

atural

Natural Histon.- tours to Latin America
and Africa. Travel independendy or in
small groups escorted ox an educational
leader. Holbrook Traver800-45 1-7 111.

in\ates

send for more information and

FREE Guide to Cape
Breton Island - Nova Scotia's
Masterpiece. Voted "Best Island Scenery'
in the World" bv Conde' Nast Traveler
Readers. Call 1-800-565-9464 operator # 010 or ^^A\-w.cbisland.com

to
a free

\\-ith

for a free

32

-

page

aU the details for choosing

the perfect ^^dndow fashions.

Costa Rica

is

unique in ha^'ing more of

protected in national parks,
biological reserves, and ^^dldlife refugees
than any other nation on earth. With all
the right ingredients, a trip to Costa
its

territory'

is

sure to suit

vour

tastes.

J

17. Inka Natura

Inka Natura ofters customized itiner-

m

Peru tor both mdi^'iduals and
groups. With over 20 years experience
designing ecotourism in the Peru\-ian

aries

Amazon.
11. Cyprus Tourism Organlzatii^

IST^amaica"™

Come
vour

''""•""'^^"^^^^^^^

to laniaica

and

teel

free travel kit. caU

aU right! For

1-800-JA-

Maica.
rainforest

is only 2
hours from the USA. Belize. Mother
Natures best kept secret. Free informa-

800-624-0686

6. Bogen Photo Corporation
Exclusive U.S. distributor of ultra-Hght
Gitzo Mountaineer carbon fiber
tripods and Manfrotto Tracker-Series,
the only tripod system that comes right
from the factor^' ready for the field.
CaU (201)818-9500 or \isit ^^^^-^v.bo-

for info.

12.Davis Instruments

Da\-is Instruments - Professional -qual-

19. Lands'

electronic weather stations starting
at SI 95. Monitor temperature, barometric pressure, humidit}', \Aind speed
and direction, dew point and more.

Shopping oiUine beats standing in

ity-

(21)

Canada Northwest Tem'tory

Canada's Northwest Territories cruises, clay baths, cultural events, craft

shows, northern cuisine. CaU today for

1-800-661-0788.

End®

Direct Merchants

line.

Visit us at \\'\\">.v.landsend.com. or caU

for a free catalos

800-303-4486

1-800-678-3669.

13. French

Government Tourist

Offic

Order your free France Discovers' Kit,
which includes 100-page travel planner. Mastercard™ sa\"ings and special offers, and Air France HoHdavs brochure.

CaU 1-800-2FRANCE.

free explorer's guide.

800-937-STYLE

you

resort to barrier reef. Belize

7.

If it has anything to do ^^^th dressing
\^indows. weVe got it covered. CaU 1-

10. Costa Ric|

Board

genphoto.com

16. Hunter Dougli

booklet

Cyprus - Irresistible for 9,000 years!
For a free color brochure call 212-6835280.

Catch the Adventure! From

tion package.

Cape Breton

ot archaeolog\'.

issue.

5. Belize Tourist

9.

Rica

Athena Publications, Inc.

Athena Review.journal
historj; and exploration.

m

the Galapagos Islands aboard a 20-passenger motor-yacht or 48-passenger
expedition ship.

Recei\'e your

holidays to SicUv. Malta, Tunisia,

4.

5 or

Amelia Tours

Amelia Tours offers a unique collection
of escorted, independent, and culinar\-

3.

director)'. Call

Disco\'er an exhilararing ad\'enrure

20. Lodge on Little St. Simons Island
J
Exclusive IiJ.UUU-acre Georgia island
paradise, private 7 rrdle pristine beach,
natural histon," tours, birding and recre-

ational activities galore, gourmet regional cuisine and gracious accommodations await just 30 guests.

21. Malta

29. Nova Scotia

36. Subaru of America

English-speaking, hospitable, safe...
Mediterranean jewel offering 6,000
years of civihzation, the highest concentration of landmarks per square mile
unique experience.
in the world.

Come share our world by the sea. Get
your Free 384 page Nova Scotia Doers'
and Dreamers' Guide. Call 1-800-5650000 op.338 now.

Only Subaru

A

gives

3

you the superior

of ftill-time Ail-Wheel Drive.
Subaru. The Beauty of All- Wheel
Drive. For more information, call 1traction

800-WANT-AWD

212-695-9520 www.visitmalta.com

or

visit

www.sub-

aru.com.
30. Outer Banks of North Carolina

22. Maryland Vacations

Beaches, mountains, big cities, small
towns. Maryland has so many things to
do, so close together. Call for your free
Maryland Travel Kit today! 800-984-

North Carohna's Outer Banks. Pristine
Beaches, History, Fishing. For a free
Vacation Guide - call toll free 1-877BY-THE-SEA (1-877-298-4373).
www. outerbanks. orCT.

37.

TASCO

TASCO

IS

one of the world's

largest

distributors of quahty optical products
for sports and recreational activities.

Check here

for a brochure.

9502.
31. Pax World Funds

The Pax World Fund

23.

Meade Instruments

This compact takes vou out ot this
world! New technology in Meade's
- 90EC Astro Telescope makes
stargazing fun and easy for everyone.
Free brochurel-800-62-MEADE.

ETX

38. The Territory

25

The Territory Ahead.

years.

32. Quebec City Region

A
24. Netscape.com

25.

New Brunswick Bay

One

ot the

visit

us at

of Fundy

Marine Wonders of the

World! See the world's highest tides
and more kinds of whales more often
than anywhere else! For a free Fundy
Vacation Information Kit, call 1-800561-0123.

26.

New

superb cm-

America

For more information,
www.netscape.com

Jersey Commercel

New Jersey & You. ..Perfect Together.
Experience 127 miles of white sand
beaches, charming Victorian Cape May,

Ahead

Family, a socially
responsible fund group, has offered investors the opportunity to achieve
"performance with principles" for over

- oldest

comes with the territory. Original
designs from pattern to fabric to buttons - and available only in our catalog!
It

Free.

39. Thunder Bay

m North

For \-our free guide to adventure
(800)667-8386.

call

above the St.Lawrence
in an enchanting blend of past and present. A vast natural playground where
outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy cychng,
hiking, horseback riding, canoeing and
much more. Ask for your travel Htature
today Call l-800-363-7777ext.638.

40.

www.quebecregion.com

0147.

33. Royal Olympic Cruises|

41. Tourism Saskatchewan

South America circumnavigation in
January showcases dazzhng cities like
Buenos Aires, Lima and Rio, plus natural wonders and archaeological mysteries. For free brochure call 800-872-

Saskatchewan -Western Canada.
Receive the official 1 60-page travel
guide FI\£E. Packed with great vacation escapes and planning information.
ToU-free 1-877-2ESCAPE, Operator

6400.

99NH. www.2escape.com

- rising

nAA-CREF

Financial services especially for people
in education and research. For your free
personal investing kit call 1-800-226-

amusement

parks, historic sites, or ghttering casino nightUfe of Atlantic City.
For a FREE Travel Guide, call 1-800-

VISITNJ,ext.9714.

34. San Antonio

SAN ANTONIO. Discover

42. Washington, D.C.: The American Experience,

the River

Walk, Alamo, Spanish Colonial missions. Sea World San Antonio and Fiesta
Texas theme parks. Free vacation
800 THE ALAMO, Ext. 305.

From the natural beaut)' of our state
parks to Niagara Falls - come explore
the wonders of
York State. Call 1-

New

800-1

LOVE NY

code 104 for

a

FREE

Travel Guide.

28.

Nomadic Expeditions

Discover MongoHa's cultural and natural wonders including the Gobi
Desert and one of the world's last re-

maining horse-based, nomadic cultures.
For color brochure, call 1-800-9986634.

kit:

1-

Historv', romance, culture, charming
neighborhoods, great Hotel rates.Visit
www.washington.org or for a free visitor's guide call 1-800-422-8644.

ivest

35. St. Lawrence Cruise Lines

Spend 4, 5 or 6-nights on board an elegant riverboat exploring the scenic St.
Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers.
Kingston, Ottawa, Montreal and
Quebec City departures. 1-800-2677868 www.stlawTencecruiselines.com

VirgimaTounsm

Get your free West Virginia Travel
Guide and discover why some say
Almost Heaven.Visit us at
www.state.wv.us/tourism or

800-CALL-WVA.

call

it's

1-

American Museum
Exploring the World
Discovery
m
Tours

Discovery Tour East Africa - 1997

Since 1869, the American
Museum

of Natural History

has sponsored thousands of scientific expeditions

around

the

globe in an effort to unravel the
world's greatest mysteries. It

passion

this

to

and

discover

is

to

understand that inspires
Discovery Tours, the Museum's
educational travel program.
Participants in the Discovery

Tours travel program have the

unique opportunity
the world with

to explore

Museum

AMNH East Africa Expedition -

1909

scienDiscovery Tour India - 1996

uncover

tists

as they continue

new

insights into the nature of

life

to

on earth. Since 1953, over

12,000 Museum travelers have
participated in Discovery Tours
to

some of the

world's greatest

wildlife areas, archaeological
sites

and

cultural centers.
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Natural History
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LAND PROGRAMS
Iceland: The Land
of Fire and Ice. with
an optional extension to

IVIillennium Safari
in

Kenya
20,

January

2000

3,

Estimated

Greenland

1999 -

December

at

$6,990

July 19 -28, 1999

S4,425 (Airfare from
select cities included)

IVIillennium in India

1999-

December

27,

January

2000

9,

Estimated

September 8 -21

CRUISES

$7,495

Himalayan Kingloms:
Tibet,

Nepal,&Bhutan

September 27 October 17. 1999

of

Vanuatu, and Fiji
Aboard the Worid
Discoverer
September 25 October

$8,590

To the Land of Ice
Bears Aboard the
Caledonian Star
July 21 -30, 1999

9,

Morocco
October 3-16, 1999

Treasures of Arabia:
Dubai to Bombay
Aboard the
IVI/V Song of Fiower
November 6 -21, 1999
From $7,620 -$11,020
(Airfare included)

$3,990

Alaska's Coastal
Wilderness Aboard the
M.V. Sea Lion
July 25

Southern India:

-August 1,1999
From $3,230 -$4,72

Cultural Pilgrimage

October 11 -28, 1999
$6,990

Pacific

Northwest

Aboard the

IVI.V.

Sea

Lion

Slam Revealed: The
Natural and Cultural

September 8 - 14, 1999
From $1,990 -$3,250

Treasures of Thialand
November 6 -

17,

1999

$3,990

American Musetun of
Natural History
Discovery Tbiirs
Central Park West at 79th Street

NewYork,

NY 10024

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE CATALOG
CALL DISCOVERY TOURS AT:
(212) 769-5700 or (800) 462-8687
MENTION AD CODE NH1200799

FAMILY

PROGRAMS
Galapagos Family
Adventure Aboard
the M.V. Santa Cruz
June 26 -July

6,

1999

From $2,530 - $5,050

1999

From $4,550 - $7,560

$7,195

A

Wonders

From $6,280 -$11,480

Endan^red Africa

at

Natural

IVIelanesia: The
Solomon Islands,

Antarctica 2000:
Exploring Antarctica,
South Georgia, and
the Falkland Islands
Aboard the Hanseatic
January 3 1 -

February 20, 2000
From $10,475 -$20,375

Alaska Family
Adventure Aboard
the Wilderness
Adventurer
July 2- 11, 1999
From $2,390 - $4,690

Family Tuscany:
July 23 -31, 1999

$3,390 -$4,990

Family Safari to
Kenya and Tanzania
August 11 -25, 1999
$4,290 -$5,990
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natural history
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his

1803 eulogy of Scottish geol-

superincumbent ocean.

ogist

James Hutton (1726-97),

more remote presented

In

mathematician John Playfair recalled the clear

when

of 1788

James Hall

sailed

day in the

summer

he, Hutton,

and

Sir

south along the Ber-

most ancient of these

An

epocha

itself,

time.

still

when even

rocks, instead

the

standing upright in vertical beds, lay in

They were

horizontal planes at the bottom of the sea,

lain

and was

at

not yet disturbed by that

immeasurable force which has burst asunder

in search of evidence concerning the age

the solid

of Earth. They rounded Siccar Point and

mind seemed

at

the base of what was to

one of the most famous

sites

become

in the his-

tory of geology. Before them, nearly ver-

of gray

tical layers

slate rose

pavement of the globe.

.

.

.

of time.

Vpt.

vol.

Ill,

180S)

Now known

as

Hutton's Unconfor-

formation reveals

missing

chapter in what Hutton referred to

the

annals of the Earth."

we

slowly planed away and over-

a horizontal layer

that

constructive

such

as

a

as

"the

Hutton recognized

geological processes,

volcanism and mountain building,

of sand deposited

now- vanished

Geolo-

sea.

estimate that roughly 80 million years

elapsed between the deposition of the

Lower

Silurian gray slate

and the Upper

Devonian Old Red Sandstone.
Independently wealthy, an enthusiaschemist, an innovative farmer, and a

skilled mineralogist,

red sandstone.

the schistus on which

by

gists

tic

up from the

ourselves necessarily carried back to

marine sediments that over

the edge of a

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

mity,

when

so

(Transactions

abruptly against gently dipping beds of

the time

Tlie

grow giddy by looking

to

far into the abyss

sea in a sheer cHfF face, only to terminate

We felt

gray vertical beds were origi-

eons hardened and were turned on end.

of

wickshire coast in southeastern Scotland

landed

The

nally flat-lying

man of

the

Hutton was

a true

He

Enlightenment.

was

trained as a doctor but chose to forego a
career in medicine in order to pursue his

own
tem

Gradually his interests

research.

from the human circulatory

shifted

to geology

sys-

and the "blood of the

created strata of rock and sediment and

earth."

when

that breaks, or "unconformities," in the

look "with anxious curiosity into every

chronology were caused by erosion or an

pit,

absence of deposition over long periods of

pubhshed on

the sandstone before us

beginning

to

was only

be deposited, in the shape of

sand or mud, from the waters of a

According to

he began to

stood was yet at the bottom of the sea, and

or ditch, or bed of a river." Hutton

cluding
orology,

Hutton's^
Bv Maraaret

W.

Carruthers

^

a

artillery,

and

wide array of

topics, in-

botany, linguistics, mete-

—more than

sixty years

be-

fore Charles

Darwin and Alfred Russel

—on

organic evolution. In 1785,

Wallace

Unconiomnty

Playfair,

before the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

he presented

his principle

of uniformity:

the idea that the processes

we

shaping Earth today are the same
that

For

shaped

it

those

in the past.

James Hutton, the formation at

Point, left,

observe
as

Siccar

was key evidence for the

overwhelming length of geological time. Over
eons, gray slate was turned on end and
overlain by red sandstone. Above: Geologists

make

a latex

mold of a section of the

unconformity for the new Hall of Planet Earth.

—
Theologians and natural philoso-

few read

that

his

book.

phers in Hutton's time believed that

legacy to his friend

Earth was

1802

than six thousand years

less

old, based

on the Anglo-Irish

prelate

James Ussher's mid-seventeenth-century

Geology was

calculations.

influ-

also

enced by the charismatic German mineralogist

Abraham Werner, who con-

Illustrations

made

the Earth

appealing.

when

however,

Hutton's

whose

Playfair,

Siccar Point

from the

sion

the ideas accessible and

geologists

until the

1830s,

Charles Lyell published

were

Principles of Geology, that geologists

generally ready to accept and

implement

move from

now

is

(SNH)

tional Heritage

of the Huttonian Tlieory of

was not

It

We owe

John

SNH

and

Graham

NaWith permis-

a Scottish

site.

Museum

others,

Stewart and Heather

crew from Research Casting

Sloan, and a

International in Ontario, Canada, spent

days

sixteen

summer making

last

a

roughly fifteen-by-twenty-foot mold of

tended that most rocks were sediments

Hutton's approach and to

deposited during the biblical Flood, and

Heal interpretations of Earth's physiogra-

constructing rigging, and painting a sec-

who

phy

on observation, exper-

tion of the north-facing cUff with latex.

dismissed active processes like river

erosion and volcanism as recent and in-

regarded Earth

as

remaining

Hutton saw

the next divine catastrophe,

dynamic, preferring to consult

as

it

static until

"God's books"

—

the rocks themselves

After two hundred years, Hutton's
principle of uniformity

is still

at

the heart

of geology. Scientists recently observed,
for example,

copper sulfide and zinc

It

involved surveying,

cast in fiberglass

and painted and

textured to simulate the outcrop,

is

it

a

new

philosophical centerpiece of the

Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth.

sul-

being deposited on the seafloor by

fide

the unconformity.

Now

imentation, and reasoning.

phenomena. While Werner

significant

to those based

bib-

Margaret W. Carruthers

is

a geologist in the

rather than the Bible for insights into the

scalding fluids jetting out of hydrothermal

Museum's Department of Earth and Planetary

history of the planet.

vents (see "Neptune's Furnace," page 42).

Sciences.

Hutton's theory of the earth was pub-

hshed

as a

paper by the Royal Society in

This find led to a reinterpretation of the
2.8-bLllion-year-old copper

and zinc ores

Society First Field
Minerals

of TimiTuns, Ontario, and Unked them to

working on a

Unfortunately, he was such a poor

ancient seafloor processes.

raphies ofgeologists.

JUNE

JUNE

3

Scott Weidensaul discusses the migratory patterns of

The talk begins
new book, Liwing

birds in the Americas.

and

drawn from

is

his

at

7:00 p.m.

on the Wind:

Across the Hemisphere with Migratory Birds.

Three

16, 23, and 30
on Antarctic

lectures

glaciology

—

—

are scheduled in a series being held in

Borg, from the National

physics Office of Polar Programs;

National Park Service anthropologist, archaeologist,

and author Robert

S.

Griimet discusses the

effects

of

on North American peoples prior to colocontact. His second lecture focuses on the im-

disease
nial

pact of infection

on

Both

7:00 p.m.

talks

begin

at

tribal

groups, post-contact.

Ralph

P.

Harvey,

from the Antarctic Search for Meteorites Project and
the Department of Geological Sciences, Case Western
Reserve University; and Paul A. Mayewski, from the
Climate Change and Research Center, University of

New

Hampshire. The

talks

begin

at

some of

the extraordinary fmds in the sauropod di-

Mu-

nosaur nesting ground discovered during the

The

seum's 1997 expedition to Patagonia.
at

talk

begins

smok-

metal deposits

and regulating the chemistry of seawater.

sity,

The

behavior of

social

puchin monkeys

a

troop of wedge-capped ca-

Hato

in

Pinero, Venezuela,

subject of a talk by primatoiogist

Lynne

University of California at San Diego.

beginning

at

7:00 pm.,

is

the

last

Miller,

The

is

the

of the

lecture,

in a series sponsored

by Earthwatch.

W. J.T

gives a slide-illustrated history

City police

at

7:00 RM.

He

of the

New

will then lead a

York

walking

tour from the World Trade Center to the East Village,
visiting

JUNE 24

JUNE 26

Anthropologist Brian Ferguson, of Rutgers Univer-

Vertebrate paleontologist Lowell Dingus discusses

as creating

7:00 P.M.

JUNE 17

JUNES

such earth processes

ers in

conjunction with the Shackieton exhibition. Speakers
are (respecdvely): Scott G.

3 and 10

currently

is

of brief biog-

children's collection

cusing specifically on the importance of black
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Parallels

pastureland.

harm they

the

sulfiir,

soybeans compared with that

consumption despite growing
awareness of the

also

To oxidize

cave bacteria need

produced by an acre of

might

What kind of egotist
his own patterns of

We

amount of usable protein

of kiUing and eating

other animals.

our oceans are becoming

empty.

5-million-year-old

a

We know

process."

a sulfiir-based

via

oxidized materials there."

Cereus Mistake

In "Life in

E-mail

cannot rule out

the presence of oxygen or

A

on Mars.

John H. McClendon

we

Bloom" (May

1999), the photographs of

may be doing the planet? We
know the threat to global

species' early

but today our relationship to

Louise Hose replies: John

upside

chmate caused by the

our planet requires a

McClendon

sequence. Cereus blooms hang

rethinking of basics.

that

sacrifice

of rainforests for short-term

meat production.

We

Julianjackson

are

aware of the huge

Brooklyn,

night-blooming cereus were

development,

New

York

environmental problems
created by the waste products

Oxygen Dependence

of animals on factory farms.

I

We

beheve Louise Hose, in

correctly notes

Cueva de

Villa

Luz

expansion, the blossom
provides a visiting bat vnth a

create atypical microhabitats

suitable landing platform. If a

may throw

on

case

Luz cave ecosystem depends

face ethical issues

surrounding cloning and
genetic manipulation.

We

for

energy "not on

light

biospheres. Exobiologist

bat were to approach the
.

and

some ViUa Luz

photosynthesis from surJight

instance, that

but on an inorganic chemical

cave organisms use nitrates

oxygen

ultimate electron acceptors
that nitrates have

long

many of the
microorganisms that we

In addition,
cave

are studying are anaerobic.

anaerobic subsurface biosphere

J-ylVlQg v^OiOrS

Fishes display an astonishing range

of shapes and hues. Jeff Rotmans
underwater close-ups

series

of spectacular

illustrate specialized

adaptations to

life

sea.

HUMAN CULTURE

Tarahumara

Style

a game of

played by Native Americans in Mexico, can
as

thereby

fail

to poDinate this

fascinating creation.

Robert D. Bergad

White Bear Lake, Minnesota

Several readers pointed out

our mistake. The corrected
sequence, right side up,
reprinted below.

—

is

Editors

Boston hypothesizes "an

PHOTO ESSAY

many

multibranched stigmas, and

to be present

on Mars.

ra'chuela,

was shown in your

would make contact

only with the anthers, not

been suspected

involve as

it

with the protruding,

and

Hardball,

as it

Boston points out, for

as

beneath the

flower

photo,

ViUa Luz researcher Penelope

rather than molecular

In

bloom

greatest

even aerobic microorganisms

engendered by the use of

and hormones in

its

of possible Martian biota. But

that

We

wrong

which begin

approaches. At

potential extraterrestrial

antibiotics

their stalks,

to curve as the fiiU

(April 1999), overstates the

animals.

from

aerobic system and thus not a

"Cave of the Sulfur Eaters"

by saying that the ViUa

an

in the

perfect analogue for the study

bacteriological hazards

hear of biological and

is

down and

two hundred

two months of Sundays.

players

and

last

for

up

to

that

depends neither on

Natural History^ E-mail address
is

iihmag@amnh.org.

Sure, there are cleaner vehicles than a

But

If

Honda.
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the idea of sitting in bumper-to-skateboard

traffic

we have
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J^-

a better idea. Actually, several.

The
vehicles

and fuel-efficient
from Honda. Our lowclean

and ultra-low-emission Accords
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'^
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we

in

sell

America.

And

GX and electric EV PLUS are

our natural-gas Civic

remarkably clean alternative-fuel vehicles.
Best of

all,

these cars perform

^ Hondas. \bu

like,

see,

committed

well,

we've long been

to balancing your

desire for fun

and

performance

need for better
fuel economy and cleaner
air. Which can be just about

with

society's

as difficult as

balance

on a

keeping your

skateboard. With a briefcase. In a

Thinking.
For more information about
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to the environment, call
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suit.

CONTRIBUTORS

Art Blundell ("Flowering of the Forest"),
ecology

He

Dartmouth College.

at

7/99-8/99

natural history

left,

recently completed a Ph.D. in

took four extended

trips to

Gunung Palung

site

trees,

but he has also worked in northerly chmes, studying flammulated owls in

British

in

Columbia (where he grew up) and snowshoe

Blundell

is

(his

Borneo) in the course of his research on the ecology of dipterocarp

study

hares in the

Yukon. This year

an American Association for the Advancement of Science fellow

at

Environmental Protection Agency in Washington,

Tim Laman,

right, a

Boston-based

field biologist

the

DC.

and

photographer, has studied (and taken pictures of)

Borneo's rainforests since 1987.
associate

He

is

with the Arnold Arboretum

"Unnatural Disaster")

is

now
at

a research

Harvard University. Emily Harwell ("Indonesian Inferno" and

a Ph.D. candidate at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies

and has studied ethnicity and environment in Borneo since 1994.

on

she consulted

the social impact of the

John A.

Professor of zoology at the University of Idaho,

Byers

("Play's the

Thing")

fures for

Wildlife Refrige.

from an experiment he performed with

rats to test

the 1997-98

fures

broke out,

Development Program.

When not watching animals at play,
He is the author oi American

Byers writes about them.

currently analyzing data

is

When

the United Nations

Pronghorn: Social Adaptations and the Ghosts of Predators

the

of Chicago

and coeditor,

idea that play influences the development of the

Past (University

cerebellum. His long-term research on pronghorns

with Marc Bekoff, of Animal Play: Evohitionary,

continues

at

the National Bison

Yellowstone National Park, and

Range

Montana,

in

New Mexico's

Brian Boyd ("Nabokov, Scientist"), right,

the author of Vladimir Nabokov: Tlie Russian Years and Vladimir

is

New Zealand, Boyd has

published

on

this year)

He

conclusions).

Kurt Johnson,

Pale Fire

also

written a

also

former research associate

InprjUH
t-

.Mt-MsM

in

entomology

Israel,

Roy Larick, Russell

L.

Butterflies

at the

American

from Africa

butterflies that

Larick

(left),

by

is

is

local

when
owls,

Zaim,

that smelled "fresh

and

sagey."

both, using a

Nikon N90s and

a

a

and chair of anthropology

book on

has

nations,

the

at

erectus.

the Institute of

well

the

interested in photography while

Wyoming, where

investigations his geological expertise as

as his cultural

on

and professional roots

a safari in Africa

she shoots "a lot of moose, elk,

Stopping her car to photograph

at

a

about 7:00 A.M. on

a

June

pronghorn antelope, she

song on the other side of the road. She managed to capture them

300

at

who

the migrations of Homo

sedimentologist

a

ongoing

and swans." Her photograph of the western meadowlark was taken

heard the meadowlark belting out

coauthor of the

Technology, Bandung, brings to the team's

she was in high school. Rice lives in Jackson,

morning

is

(center), a paleoanthropologist

professor

writing a

fossils.

Windland Rice ("The Natural Moment") became

he

University of Iowa. Larick and Ciochon are

currently a visiting

work on

past decade

done fieldwork in many Southeast Asian

scholar at the University of Iowa. His previous
research includes ethnographic

During the

(Zoland Books, 1999).

Ciochon

an archaeologist from the University

of Massachusetts, Amherst,

butterflies.

A

currently at the

Maasai blacksmiths and warriors of Kenya.

of fieldwork in

farmers and entrepreneurs in discovering

sort.

—and

was pioneered by Nabokov. Johnson

erectus

Java, they explored the critical role played

Coauthor

Press, 2000).

of Natural History

Blues: Tlie Scientific Odyssey of a Literary Genius

Ciochon, and Yahdi Zaim

to Asia. In the course

be

(to

with lepidopterists Zsolt BaHnt of Hungary and Dubi Benyamini of

completing work on tropical blue

evidence for the dispersal of Homo

(Beacon

Museum

("FossU Farming in Java") joined forces to seek

new

the

book on Nabokov's novel Ada and another

—-Johnson has pubHshed widely on

scientific articles

forthcoming Nabokov's

at

an expert on Nabokoviana, although of the lepidopterological

Florida State Collection of Arthropods

coauthored numerous

A professor of EngHsh

(whose butterfly references allow him to reach startUng

coedited the forthcoming Nabokov's

left, is

(Cambridge

Comparative, and Ecological Perspectives

University Press, 1998).

SeviUeta

Nabokov: Tlie American Years (Princeton University Press, 1990 and 1991).
University of Auckland,

Press, 1997)

mm lens for the meadowlark.

in Java.
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1
of ivory-winged oyster mushrooms

Midsummer's Madness
mushrooms quickly

Seekers of wild

learn that to succeed

they must stray from the straight and narrow.
IN THE FIELD

and beech; and

When, among
first

est

June

in

perused mulch
Stropharia.

the beeches by the side of

spy the inflorescence of the

I

black trumpet,

—

rain willing

with the

I

wine-cap

for signs of

piles

a stream,

By Bruce Stutz

that

sprout from the trunks of dying poplar

fruits

(without fungi,

that the for-

about to come

is

of

know

I

—

its

alive

prime decomposers

the

would be

forest

stacked high with deadwood). Spreading

beneath the soU or lodged in the trunks of

—

body

rotting trees, the fungal

filamentous
synthesizing

web
its

called the

a

kind of

mycelium

—

is

food from the surround-

ing organic matter, gaining the energy

When

needs to reproduce.

it

the mycelia

are ready (and for every fleshy fimgus,

there

is

they produce their own,

a season),

speciahzed fruiting bodies: mushrooms.

Then each week seems

to bring

on an-

other species, from July's beech-forest
black trumpets through October's oakloving hen of the woods.

Hikes take on

one detours

a circuitous character as

to get a

look

at

those red caps

burgeoning over here or the clumps of

on
midsummer's
Often myself
prone on
a

find

floor,

view of the
I'm looking

day,

I

the forest

taking in a worm's-eye

leaf duff.

Soon

for: a cluster

what

I'U spot

of

small, gray-

brown, vase-shaped mushrooms

rising

musk of the flared trumpet
coming mad summer and

—

herald of the

fall

harvests of

the mycophagists.
Till

now, pickings in the spectacularly

green woods of the Northeast have been

shm.

I've

found scattered crops of volup-

out of the clutter of fallen leaves. If they

tuous morels on the calcareous slope by

are within arm's reach,

the waterfalls outside

I

will lie

where

am, pick up the nearest one, bring

my

nose,

it

I

to

and imbibe the winey, earthy

around the

S.

(my

secret)

and

trees in old apple orchards

nearby. I've gathered the late-May clusters

who-knows-what on
(One

field

vice:

"Walk not

the tree over there.

guide ofiers
erect,

this

succinct ad-

nor in

a straight

Hne, but rather, stay low and wander aimlessly in circles.") Chanterelles, the

relatives

golden

of the black trumpet, cluster in

pine needles, smeUing faintly of apricot.

Hygrophorous
grophoroides),

milkies

which

I

(Lactarius

may look

hy-

for but

only ever find by chance, seem to appear

—
^

r;

;\
wherever they Hke, white latex dripping

from

hke paint from

their ivory- gills

wood

house beam. Stout

on

cluster

blue,

blewits, purple-

wood

of

piles

meaty, yellovv-orange slabs of
(Laetiponis sulphureus)

dred yards

ofi".

a

chips;

sulfiar

shelf

can be seen a hun-

Russulas, pink- and green-

capped, sprout everyT.vhere.

Of

the seventy thousand species of

higher fungi that have been identified

worldwide, ten thousand or so are mush-

rooms found

North America. They

in

can be frustrating to

so the col-

identify',

T

J-

LEAF-WRAPPING BATS
from Australia and Papua

CT

\

li

^

Flute-nosed bats

New Guinea

are almost

impossible to find. Sometimes they hide in clus-

lector looks for very specific keys:

when

ters of

and where they're found; the shape,

color,

scrub wrens. Martin Schulz, of the School of Re-

and

source Science and Management at Australia's

of the gUls or pores; and

Southern Cross University, recently discovered

texture,

and

size

base; the design

of the

cap,

stalk,

dead Leaves or

in the enclosed nests of

the color of the spores. (To determine

another method of concealment: the

spore color, cut off the stem and place the

wrap themselves

down on

cap giU-side

Cover

paper.

it

with

couple of hours.
the spores
will
a

of white

a piece

a glass

When

you

and wait
lift

a

the cap,

—

be lying on the paper, sometimes

in

wonderftJ pattern.)

such

some
as

their spores
in

overnight.

between

their

spongy pores, and some,

the trumpets, bear their spores

the outside.

When

gins to die off, the spores of

the right tree.

fmd

most

air,

on

body be-

the fruiting

fungi are dispersed into the
ing whenever they

When SchuLz

the tree leaves.

released several bats in a northeastern Queens-

land forest, they immediately flew into trees,

and each bat chose

a

leaf as its

wraparound

tioned themselves on a leafs underside, grasped

an edge with hind foot and thumb, and pulled

Mushrooms can crop up
giUs,

bats

blanket. Hanging upside down, the bats posi-

yellow-white, purple, black

Some hold

in

little

fleshy

the leaf around their bodies

— effectively hiding

from predaceous birds. Once wrapped up, the

move

bats did not

for the rest of the day.

bers of a related group

known

as tent-making

bats cut and score larger leaves, then roost inside the folded "tents." ("Leaf-wrapping behav-

germinat-

the right soil or

Next year

Mem-

Flute-nosed bat

£^-.

you're likely to

e

:.:;:• fih

^WK^^^

When in Doubt
Only

North American mushroom

known

^&wt

dozen of the huge number of

a

species are

to have caused fatalities.

'^B

^^^^.,(H '*"^!^|^^^^^|

Amanita
'-'

^\.:C'^':^

(destroying angel) and A. phalloides

virosa

(death cap) are most often impKcated.

ior in the flute-nosed bat

They

Research News 40 [1], 1999)

contain powerfril toxins that can

reparabiy

damage

fr-

and kidneys.

the liver

UV-B, Bluebells, and Bees

mushrooms can

Lesser toxins in other

Murina florium," Bat

if deple-

cause disturbances ranging from upset

tion of the stratospheric ozone layer allows

stomach to hallucinations.

more ultraviolet-B (UV-B) radiation to reach

There

no simple way

is

sonous mushrooms, such

as

ver coin into the water in

rooms

are

boiling,

mushrooms

that

to detect poi-

throwing a

sil-

among

even
tor

is

When

The

takes time.

the

cardinal rule

most experienced

in doubt,

best

way

one

who knows them

to learn

is

throw

to search

it

collec-

out.

with some-

well or to go

mycological-sociery field

The

trip.

My

on

a

try to

add

a single

native ground-nesting bees that rely on

new

species

of mush-

room each year to my list of edible

Opposite: The black trumpet

mushroom

ture researchers Blair

is a

fragrant and flavorful chanterelle species

grew bluebells under

easily overlooked in the leaf duff. Inset: The

ties in a

gills of

latex.

are

the Lactarius mushroom ooze a sticky

Two other chanterelle species,

this page,

more readily seen and collected than

is

the

species.

them

in the

same

spot.

At

least try

looking there again before you begin

your aimless summer wanderings.

D

UV-B intensi-

greenhouse. More intense ultraviolet

delayed the onset of blooming, shortened the
flowering period, and reduced the number of
flowers produced. In nature, bees could emerge

for their larvae.

fmd them

Sampson and James Cane

five different

in spring to find little to eat

black trumpet.

own,

admittedly modest ambition has been to

as

could be disrupted. U.S. Department of Agricul-

or collecting only

grow on wood. Develop-

between plants such

the desert bluebell (Phacelia campanularia) and

which mush-

ing an eye for finding and identiRdng

mushrooms

Earth, the relationship

let-B

radiation

and few provisions

("Impact of enhanced ultravio-

on flower, pollen, and nectar

production," American Journal of Botany 85,

1999)— Richard

Milner
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Night of the Giant Ammonites
Why did ancient, tire-sized shellfish congregate and then perish
A paleontologist and an artist imagine a romantic scenario.

en masse?

THIS LAND: COLORADO

A noONLIT NIGHT SO/^EWHERE NEAR THE TOWN

I

—
By Kirk

the
During
necked

Cretaceous, long-

plesiosaurs, carnivorous

marine

reptiles

known

as

mosasaurs, and giant fish and turtles plied
the waters of a seaway that covered

much

of western North America. Stretching
from what is now Utah to Missouri and

from the

Gulf of Mexico

to the Arctic

Ocean, the Western Interior Sea was

also

home

to

ammonites. These mobile,

predatory cephalopods

—whose modern

relatives include the squid, octopus,
cuttlefish,

and chambered nautilus

ranged from

less

more than two
filled a variety

their

than a quarter inch to

yards in diameter.

They

of marine niches until

demise 65 million years ago. Their

fossils are,

to

my

mind, every

bit as

R.

Johnson ~ Art by Ray

exciting

as

Troii

those of their vertebrate

contemporaries.

Today evidence of a mass death of
ammonites lies on a gentle
sagebrush slope a few miles outside the
giant

small

town of Kremmling

Colorado Rockies.

It

takes

most

in

the

visitors

more than a few moments to
what they are looking at as they

to the site

realize

REnMUNG,COL0RAD0 5EVENTY THREE niLLION YEARS

AGO

ALMANAC

wander

NATURAL HISTORY

across a field strewn

hundred-pound rocks
fossil

rocks, left

however,

from

Ray

ammonites.

paleontologist

To understand the concretions, you
of the inland

not

when

sea,

comprises the

hills

near

level. In this

ancient sea, thousands of armnonites
their

end and drifted

Museum

to the

met

The

site

shoreline that

bottom,

mouths

sifted

from nearby

over the

buried them.

A

chemical

fossils

the Denver

we probed the
until we heard

a

modified metal rake,

soil

of the

the

knoll

We

would spend

about fifteen minutes digging and
brushing

before

concretion

a

lay

exposed, like a huge egg, at the bottom

river

and rapidly

shells

at

a

an

of Natural History. Using

buried concretions.

was close enough to the

mud

me on

characteristic clink of the shallowly

where scavengers fed on the unexpected
bounty.

artist

Evanoff, and

and display

for research

now

Kremmling was

hundreds of feet below sea

Emmett

expedition to recover ammonite

the Rockies did

and the shale that

exist

for

University of Colorado

Troll,

crew of volunteers joined

time

to the

fossils,

collected

August 1998,

scientific study. In

concretions that once enclosed fossilized

need to wind the clock back

been

have

been known

has

site

few of the

for years; only a

empty halves of

are the

digs,

The Kremmling

with four-

that look like

mushrooms. These

giant

7/99 - 8/99

"The

last

of the hole. Fortunately for

view for many a Cretaceous fish"

us,

the

freeze-and-thaw cycles of the Colorado

reaction

precipitated calcium carbonate in the

invertebrates

from being crushed by the

Rockies had already cracked most of the

mud

thousands of feet of sediment that were

concretions along the plane of weakness

the

subsequently deposited on top of them.

defined by the giant

shell.

soft

Eventually, erosion caused

tap of a crowbar,

we could

around the

forming the

shells,

rock-hard

concretions,

surrounding

mud

shale,

while

was flattened into

and the ammonites

concretions served

as

fossilized.

The

heavy stone tombs

that saved the fossils of the forty-pound

the

by the

rise

Rocky Mountains removed

overlying shale and

left a

of

the

grassy slope

with the concretion-encased

fossils.

fingers

With

a gentle

get our

under the cracked rock and

off the top half as

manhole

cover.

By

you would

lift

lift

a

systematically testing

HABITATS

AMMONITE

LIFE

AND TIMES Ammonites

tentacles to

hunt

fish

prey in the open,

about 400 milhon years ago. Their

ability'

preserve the

fossils,

were designated

and other swimming

swim allowed them to exploit an array
of marine habitats. Many kinds of

Their

ammonites evolved and becaine extinct

as

used their mobility, sharp vision, and

salty sea.

shells,

to

before the

were divided into

the catastrophe that

chambers.

last

well

It is

marked the end of

the Cretaceous.

SUBMARINE ROCKIES The
sediments

Shale,

Site

which

belong

dates

to the Pierre

from about 81

milhon years ago. The

muddy

geological

Kremmling Cretaceous

the

at

fossils are

to 69

found in

sandstone that built up near the

shores of an ancient sea. In addition to

ammonites, the

site is

rich in fossil crabs,

lobsters, nautiloids, clams,

open

to the general public

TAKE ONLY PICTURES, LEAVE ONLY
FOOTPRINTS Because vehicle access is

and

snails.

and the

site

has no visitors

center, fossil lovers should contact the

BLM

Kremmling

office in

map of the

locale

for a detailed

and for information on

road conditions and on where to park.
Visitors are not permitted to
fossils.

The pedestrian

trail

combined with

Bureau of Land Management

the ability to jet water through siphons,

miles north of Kremmling, Colorado,

P.O.

inade these arumals something Uke nimble

and

resulting buoyancy,

submarines.

Ammonites

first

appeared

is

administered by the Bureau of

Land Management (BLM). To help

remove
to

the

ammonite ground provides scenic vistas
of Wolford Mountain and Wolford
Mountain Reservoir.

GUARDING THE AMMONITE GRAVEYARD
The ammonite site is about thirteen

The

site

as to scientists.

restricted

Ammonite

197 acres of the

Research Natural Area

of their kind vanished in

hke that of the chambered nautilus today,
gas-filled

in 1983.

a

For information, contact:

Box 68

Kremmhng,
(970)

CO

724-3437

Life, art,

and paleontology at the Kretnmling

Bottom photograph:

site.

Little

Beth Kaminsky

with diminutive male ammonite and big Ray
Troll

We

with giant female.

the ground, we were able to locate and
map dozens of ammonites, and by

large

belonged to

spawning salmon, many living squid

following the layer of concretions along

female ammonites, sometimes just several

reproduce just once and then perish,

the ridge top,

we could

see that

it

of the two

feet apart.

of the

extended for several miles.

Like humans, ammonite males and

sexes.

smooth

found many of the

shells that

But we uncovered only

much

few

Our

mapping allowed

us to

observations and

females had physical differences, but

envision the Cretaceous scene: a

ammonite females were much

sea

the larger

a

smaller inale shells.

muddy

bottom strewn with thousands of

places

them

closer

sometimes en masse.
Perhaps the

hill

of giant

Phases of the

moon cued

fulfilled their role,

to

come

together and then expire.

we had found
females, we would
If

environmental
sudden changes

mix of males and
have looked for some
a

catastrophe.
in

Storms,

water chemistry, or a

rapid depletion of oxygen can

all

cause

and the muffled

clatter

moon

of thousands of

release the next generation in the

form

of clouds of planktonic embryonic
ammonites. Then, with their

life

cycle

complete, they shudder, sink to the

and begin their

trip into the

record.

females

suggested that these cephalopods had

Kirk R. Johnson

gathered for a reason.

the

While it is tempting to compare
ammonites with modern chambered

Denver, Colorado. Artist

nautiluses (they bear a resemblance
shells), scientific

the scene.

they

fossil

both have

left

shellfish as

these disasters are not sexually selective.

many

they

forty-pound female

seafloor,

so

the anmionites

Imagine the sea by the hght of the

mass death in marine environments, but

The presence of

in

of a

congregate; after the males had

to

them

site

Cretaceous night of mass spawning.

dead and dying steel-belted-radial-sized

many of

fossil shells

the Colorado Rockies was the

female ammonites. This forced the
question of what had caused so

Like

squid.

to

and

consensus

is

curator of paleontology at

Denver Museum of Natural History

Ray

in

Troll lives in

Ketchikan, Alaska.

Ammonite
Denver

fossils

Museum

and

art are

on display

at

of Natural History through July

the
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Colorado, and his team of ecologists,

meadows

species-rich forests and

five

in

Why
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nature.net

By Robert Anderson

these particular lo-

cales? Because their soils are rich in carbon and

My

nitrogen, and exotics prefer the same, highly

discovered the Internet. Looking for

among

areas that foster high diversity

fertile

Sites

the

Colorado Rockies were recently invaded and col-

onized by exotic plants.

son, Aaron, no^v almost three, has

he might hke,

I

started

headed

sites

straight for dino-

with Dino Russ's Lair

native species. The researchers predict that "ex-

saurs.

otic plant species will eventually cause a decline

(www.isgs.uiuc.edu/dinos/dinos_home

in native plant species

and ecosystem diversity"

I

.html),

by crowding out the long-established plants.

cobson

("Exotic Plant Species Invade Hot Spots of Na-

Survey.

tive Plant Diversity," Ecological
[1],
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from dictionary
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Monographs 69
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DEAF-MUTE CRICKETS
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tory and Science, check out

page

I

the

seeking mates are part of summer's symphony in

I

(www.nmmnh-abq.mus.nm.

places. In western Australia, however, an

E

us/nmmnh/parasound.html),

— both

J

where Aaron and

most

Chirping crickets

entire genus of bushcrickets is silent

and

T.

whose

Western

heard the

this

dinosaur

(left),

elaborate crest acted as

an acoustic resonator.

Lebel, a botanist from Oregon

On

State University. Females of this sticklike insect
are almost twice the size of males,

of

ing

formis, has recently been studied by entomolo-

Australia,

I

computer-generated trumpet-

deaf and mute. One species, Phasmodes ranatri-

gist W. J. Bailey, of the University of

Parasaurolophus

the Dinosaur Inter-

planetary Gazette's Sort of Of-

and both

State

Dinosaur

Page

sexes feed on pollen and nectar. During their re-

ficial

productive season in early spring, bushcrickets

(www.users.interport.net/~

do not actively seek mates by chirping and sig-

dinosaur/statedino. htm)

naling movements, but both are attracted to the

discovered that

nectar of the kangaroo

Once

a

paw

only their

plant.

and other

compete

for the right to copulate by jousting

user-friendly Index of Questions has a vast

Females may mate again

amount of information on everything

gin)

from "dino monsters" to

particular species

and many

Then,

depending on

within twenty-four hours

—

if

silent" type should discover

ing biology of

another "strong

them. ("The mat-

Phasmodes ranatriformis

[Or-

and taxonomy.

whether you

are three or ninety-three,

thoptera: Tettigoniidae: Phasmodinae], a mute

you can work your way into more ad-

genus of bushcricket from Western Australia,"

vanced information. Another good place

Journal of the Royal Society of Western Australia

for dinosaur frindamentals

81

sponsored ZoomDinosaurs.com

[3],

1998)

is

the Disney-

(www

have not

also dinosaurs

fossils.

Florida, and (because of

rivals.

Washington,
volcanic ori-

its

Hawaii have had no dinosaur fmds,
states

have only a designated

ficial fossil, like Virginia's

Chesapecten jeffersonius.

Paper Dinosaurs, 1824—1969

.htm)

is

an on-line exhibition catalog from

the Linda Hall Library in Kansas City.

nosaur Dictionary and find write-ups of

history of dinosaur discovery

Minmi

as

the small anky-

paravertebra or the birdlike

Paleo

these sites are part of the

Ring

It

on the

and includes

136 fabulous images. I'm sure that by the
time

my

son

is

surfmg the

Web

with

his

three-year-old, he'H smile indulgently over

UnenJagia comahuensis.

Many of

(www

.Uil.lib.mo.us/pubserv/hos/dino/welcome

reviews 84 landmark publications

obscure species such

o^

extinct scallop

.zoomdinosaurs.com/). CUck on the Di-

losaur

we

official birds, trees,

and flowers but

male has practically stumbled over a

female in his search for nectar, he may have to

with nearby

states

,

what

I
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as

up-to-date renderings.

(www.pitt.edu/~mattf/

PaleoRing.html), an evolving collection

of more than two hundred

Web
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to his research, Jansky transferred to an-

Heavenly Hiss
Twice

this century, scientists

search center
that

made

other Bell Labs

took pubhc and

the same re-

at

entirely serendipitous discoveries

changed astronomy

wasn't until after

World War

II

that

Jansky had opened

how
new window
now see all the

we

universe:

a vital

could

wavelengths along the electromagnetic

spectrum that

By Richard Panek

band

to

sensitive.

the early 1930s, Karl G. Jansky, a
Bell Labs radio engineer,

about

astronomers began to understand

on the

forever.

CELESTIAL EVENTS

Inyoung

and apparently

radio astronomy with him.
It

working

facility

scientific curiosity

went

to

complete one revolution in the heav-

ens).

This peak signal seemed to be ema-

with

outside the narrow

happen

eyes

And, urdike

optical

working

fall

which our

scientists

be

to

working

astronomers

telescopes,

in infrared, ultraviolet,

gamma,

X rays can retrieve data whenever they

searching for the source of interfer-

nating from the vicinity of the constella-

or

ence that had been plaguing transatlantic

tion Sagittarius, toward the center of the

want. Over the past half-century those

New

MiUcy Way

wavelengths have revealed a universe of

aerial

The

telephone service. At the Hohndel,
Jersey, facUity

he constructed an

antenna array that measured thirteen feet

stars,

galaxy.

source, Jansky concluded, was the

which would explain why the noise

previously unimaginable violence: pulsars,

quasars, black holes, and, just re-

hypernovas (single bursts that pack

cently,
as

much

energy into one explosion

as

ten

thousand suns release in their entire hfetimes).

In the early 1960s, history repeated

Holmdel when

self in

radio engineers

horn antenna

explain.

Robert Wilson

it-

of Bell Labs

working on a twenty-foot

for the

tions sateUite picked

couldn't

a pair

tried

Echo communicaup some noise they

Arno

Penzias

ehminating

all

and
possi-

for the disturbances, including

bilities

scrubbing the antenna clean of something
they termed "a white dielectric substance"

(a.k.a.

pigeon droppings), but the

hiss persisted.

A

colorized

image of the sky as seen through

a radio telescope (at

Meanwhile, researchers from nearby

73 cm wavelength). The red

Princeton University had begun to make

band represents the dense ribbon of stars in the Milky Way.

some
high and one hundred feet long, attached
it

to four wheels

mounted on

from

a

Model

a circular track,

and

T

Ford

never went away: the

stars

themselves

never really go away.

This was the

set the

first

time ever that

a

"telescope" had picked up radio signals

entire contraption rotating.

Jansky could easUy attribute two types

from

space,

and Jansky 's discovery made

New

of noise to local and distant weather pat-

the front page of the

The source of a third, however,
proved more elusive. From charts that

National Broadcasting Corporation

terns.

translated the noise into ink graphs,

he

invited

him

to

hook up

from Hohndel to

a

The
(NBC)

York Times.

a

connection

Manhattan radio

stu-

concluded that the heaviest concentration

dio and broadcast his "star noise" to the

of "weak, hiss-type

nation, an act of celestial eavesdropping

circuit

static" traveled a

flill

of the sky in twenty-three hours,

fift)'-six

—

minutes

or precisely the length

of a sidereal day (the time

it

takes the stars

he soon repeated for
the
tory.

American
But

a lecture audience at

Museum

of Natural His-

after that first burst

of attention

predictions about the Big Bang,

at

that time stUl a highly controversial hy-

pothesis.

If the

happen,

they

would

still

Big Bang actually did
reasoned,

the

universe

be resonating with energy

at

the lowest extreme of the electromagnetic spectrum.

When

the Princeton

crew found out what was happening
Bell Labs, they rushed over

at

and con-

firmed that the radio measurements cor-

responded to their predictions.
Jansky's

antenna array disappeared

long ago, but Penzias and Wilson's horn
antenna (the two

scientists

shared a

Nobel

Prize in physics for their discovery) re-
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mains, apparently in working order.

ing a recent

the shed that used to serve

and commented

station

ment

that the equip-

"Now,"

"all this

could be done with

a

couple of PCs."
Last year Bell Labs

unveUed

a sculp-

approximate shape and

ture, in the

approximate location of Jansky's merry-

go-round
of

Holmdel
is

on what

array,

The

facility.

aligned

as

now

is

parking lot

grass near the

at

of September 1932,

at

on

mile away,

a

Crawford HiU

facUity, a

the horn antenna

as a

Landmark "confirming

"saw,"

the

at

BeU Labs

the Big

Bang

the-

So,

the bright spot Jansky "saw"

Milky Way, locate

Sagittarius, the

archer (or the teapot). In the northern
latitudes

the tenth

7:10 P.M.— the

ward ever

ever changing the science of cosmology."

summer

a

it's

about 9

at

P.M.

midnight in

by

hug-

constellation,

ging the southern horizon.

due south

wiU appear

(It

early July

and

at

August.)

late

anything.

.

It

something in the

since,

then the Big Bang

arrives at inferior

26.

It

reaches

conjunction on July

of the Sun on August 14 and

is

visible

minutes before sunrise from August 7

and to the

to 28, well above

VENUS

reaches

its

greatest

left

of Venus.

brUhance on

July 14 and makes an eye-catching con-

junction with the crescent

lowing evening.

triangle

with

this

Venus's

veal

Leo's

Moon

wherever you

any time of the

are, at

day or night, you can take

a

star,

compact

duo. Binoculars can re-

changing

crescent

Richard Panek
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How
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look around

the author of

Seeing and

the Telescope
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the

Opened

the Heavens

to

Boston; 46 percent from
just 14 percent

rises at

about midnight during

August.

It IS

well worth getting a look

at

Saturn with a telescope: the rings are
tilted

about 20° from horizontal

month

—

will

the most since 1991.

New

York; and

from Washington, D.C.

this

be nearby on July 8 and August

THE MOON
6

at

12

in July

7:57 A.M.

at last

5.

quarter on July

The new Moon

10:24 RM.,

at

is

first

can be ghmpsed again

dawn, very low in the

as

east-

THE MOON
August 4

in

on August

August

is

at last

at

on August 26

quarter

9:47 RM., and
at

IS

is

on July

quarter comes

Moon

is

its

7:48 RM.

anate from the vicinity of the constella-

With no moonlight

on

tion Perseus.

on

fere this year,

to inter-

an observer watching under

sky might count a hundred

farthest

point from the Sun (94,509,838 miles),

7:00 P.M. on July

at

AU

times are in eastern dayhght time.

6.

northeast.

A PARHAL ECLIPSE of the Moon,

MARS moves away from

the star Spica

during July and into Libra from Virgo

month. During July and August

later that
it is

at

low

in the southwest at dusk, setting

about midnight.

By most

standards

quite bright, fading only slightly

it is

only to those

nary Une that runs from Nipigon,
tario, to

curs

July. It

Look

enters the Earth's

crescent

it

about midnight during

together with Saturn and the

Moon on

the

at

sunset.

umbra

at

The Moon

6:22 A.M.

A TOTAL ECLIPSE of the Sun

high in the eastern sky by dawn.

is

for

On-

Southport, North Carohna, oc-

on July 28

August
rises at

visible

hve west of an imagi-

from

zero magnitude by the end of August.

JUPITER

who

morning ofJuly

8.

pean

Although

occurs

a primarily

on

Euro-

spectacle, a partial eclipse at sunrise

wlU be
rising

11.

visible in the

United

fiiU

THE PERSEID METEOR SHOWER will
reach its peak on the night of August
12—13. Bright, swift streaks appear to em-

a cloudless

AT APHELION,

is

quarter

first

"shooting stars" per hour.

EARTH

on

The new Moon

11 at 7:08 A.M.,

comes on August 18

Moon

is

1:27 p.m.

at

The Moon

between Earth

passes

is

SATURN

July and just a few hours after sunset by

July 28 at 7:25 A.M.

lost in the Sun's glare.

rises at

on

passes Jupiter

4th.

On

and the Sun and

it

Moon

July 20 at 5:00 a.m., and fuU

August 20, Venus

it

In August the

morning of the

(see

"Venusian Testimony," June 1999).

By August 28

a

and know: you're doing astronomy.

(Viking, 1998).

the fol-

brightest

wOl complete

bluish Regulus,

in a

greatest elongation west

its

very low in the east-northeast about fortyfive

is,

By Joe Rao

leaves the evening sky in July

and

every-

evident everywhere aU the time.
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National Historic
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And
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The Mystery of the Mermaid^s
The egg

case of the

ocean washes some pretty

The

strange-looking

from time
of a horseshoe

tail

jellyfish bell, the

pod

with four

ashore

things

to time

—

the dagger

crab, the gray aspic

of a

snapped plunger of a hos-

Among the

pital syringe.

leathery

hedgehog

strangest

is

a

sHm

a few inches long, tipped

gracefiil horns. If

ready

know what

hours

may

it

is,

you don't

staring at

it

actually a

It is

of

fish in

rays

and

—with

fish

package for a

question
sharks.

is

—Hve

environment.

a safe

1

ocean waters world-

in

wide, feeding on bottom-dwelling mol-

mate and

which
(or

pecuhar egg capsules,

lay their

are

sometimes called mermaids'

on

purses,

sailors')

seafloor.

There

the

are well

for

dred species

of

and shrimp. They

crustaceans,

lusks,

over two hun-

chih pepper? Failed art-school project?

The

of the head

al-

bring you no answer. Mutant

more than

skate provides

skate,

and in

fish egg.

a skate, a relative

These flattened

their large

toral

"wings" that

meet

at

pec

Koob

the

and

front

his

colleagues have

been studying the
htde, or hedgehog, skate

(Raja erinacea), a species that lives

off the Atlantic coast of

most,

female

the

produces the egg capsules in pairs,

with

a single

em-

bryo developing inside each one. After

anywhere from
years,

EGG CASE

AS WATER PUMP
Water, flowing over the top

the

several

young

months

a

side

its

fibers

body by producing collagenUke

from

productive

a

row of glands

fishes, a skate's

horned capsule may seem

pressure (purple) around the tips of the

travagance.

But

recent

downstream horns. Water moves from areas of

Thomas Koob, of

higher pressure into the capsule, via slits in

in

the upstream horns, and, through

College; and

Tampa,

like

pure ex-

research

fibers are

arranged into thirty-five distinct
held together by

layers.

one

the

layer oriented

from those

That the

sub-

at

in neigh-

fibers are at differ-

ent angles makes the capsule tough and
resOient in the

same way pl^^vood

able to resist forces in

The tough

is

any direction.

capsule helps protect the

developing skate from predators but also

John Long, of

poses a dilemma;

Adam Summers,

downstream horns, out to areas of lower

University of Massachusetts, has

pressure. The result is a fresh supply of

that the

oxygenated water every half hour.

things in nature

—

—

fibers in

at angles different

a gluelike

extruded

stance. All the layers are

the Shriners Hospital

Florida;

capsule

by

inside her re-

has found that the

layers, all

boring

the spherical jelly-

Koob

tract.

then eventually wash ashore.

Compared with

North America.

httle skate creates a capsule in-

same rime, the

coated eggs laid by most

the

open

skate breaks

turbulence at the rear of the capsule and low

slits in

two

mother

weak seam between two of the horns and
swims free of the capsule, which may

and bottom of a hedgehog skate's
egg capsule, gains speed, creating

to

A

is

like

many

Vassar

it

makes breathing

embryos need

of the

cult. All fish

shown

ply of oxygen to grow.

beautiful

an exquisite piece of

easily

ture

diffi-

a steady sup-

The

gas difitises

through the loose molecular struc-

of the

jelly that coats a typical fish

engineering, one on which the skate's

egg but hardly any sUps through the tight

survival depends.

weave of a

skate's capsule.

—

Purse
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capsule's

horns and

—about

one-minute

Skates

don't

their

down

of BernouUi's

which decrees
lower

faster a fluid flows, the

the

that

pressure,

its

flows, the higher

it

its

—

the waves

—and

on

if

as

tail

more water into
ers to replace

A

—and

more water

As the months go
squirms around inside
its

at different

speeds

at different pressures.

—and

Water

at

therefore

high pres-

sure enters the capsule through

and,

moving toward

surrounded by water
essentially

a part

one

slit

of the pod

em-

tail

can with

an embryo

by,

its

capsule and

into different horns, beating

the while.
skate's

sHts

pumping.

outer edge of each of its horns.

moves

the oth-

oxygen

valuable

its

passing through the capsule via shts in the

water around the four corners of the pod

slit.

draws

bryo can bring about a hundred times

means

In the turbulent flow of the ocean,

slit

tail-beating skate

their passive

skate,

conveyor

a

pod through

the

it.

move toward

which, in the case of the

the

carried

is

The flow of water out one

through the capsule than the

of low pressure,

undu-

down

pushed out through the

pressure. Fluids at high pressure naturally

areas

tail

travel

curves of the oscillating

belt

pumps

waves that

in

length of the horn. Water trapped in the'

egg capsules are

that take advantage

and the slower

creates

focate, because

actually httle water

principle,

suf-

lates,

furi-

few mo-

a

between. As the

rest in

it

minute

with only

bursts,

ments'
it

beating

starts

forty times per

ously

It's

huge

a

slips
it

metaboHsm 40 percent above

resting rate.

Why work

shark solution

may not

when

so hard

but they

tails,

can survive only where there

its

the

embryos

so easy? Shark

is

have to beat their

aU

raising the

effort,

is

a steady

is

current of water. Shark mothers typically

sucked back out. This internal

take great care to place their egg capsules

at

lower pressure,

new

current fiUs the capsule with a

sup-

up off the

seafioor, attaching

them

to sea-

em-

ply of oxygen-rich water about every

weed,

half hour.

bryos have to thrash madly inside their

a nice trick, but biologists have

It's

discovered that horns aren't necessary for

puUing

it off.

Some

shark species also lay a

leathery egg capsule, but theirs
gular

and

is

and hornless. SUts run along
flush

Who

it

rectanits

sides

clean every five minutes.

needs horns then? Skate embryos

do, because, as

ment the

it

passive

turns out, they supple-

pump

capsules with active

action of their egg

pumping of

their

coral,

eggs, but

and other

by making

objects. Skate

their

own

flow, they

Adult females appear to take advantage of

slit,

this

independence by laying their eggs

over huge swaths of the

sea:

biologists

have found the capsules in the shallow waters

of estuaries and

at

midocean depths

greater than three thousand feet. Their

horns don't simply give skates a certain
beauty; they

may

give

them

the world.

of muscle

end of

which

disappears

Carl

a third

of the way

Edge: Macroevolution and the Transfor-

when

it

through

its

hatches.
its

tail,

About

development, an embryo

snakes this appendage into one of the

Zimmer

is

mation of Life,
by Touchstone

the author of At the Water's

to

this

be

pubUshed

September.

in

paperback

embryonic

tail

appendage

in

skate can speed up the pumping action. As

the undulating

a string

the

its

can survive even in slow-moving water.

own. The embryo has
at

By beating

one

of the four horns of its capsule, a developing

water

is

tail

pushes water out one

drawn in through the others.

—
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The Great

Physiologist

Heidelber
Tiedemann

Early in the nineteenth century, Friedrich

used science to demonstrate

racial equality.

By Stephen Jay Gould
you suspend both reason and knowl-

Ifedge and then gaze upon the ruins of
the medieval castle

and

softly at night

on

visible

you

in the city below; if

the

hill,

Ht so

from aU points
recall the lively

religious

and pohtical wars of the seven-

teenth century.

when

but

Heidelberg
ter to

purposely

image of Heidelberg

ticism and carefree

charm might

But when you

muster.

(and

sights),

become

all

this equally evocative

mode), and

their

reality

mythology

to explain the local

and

ument written
sity,

frrst

a gritty

geography

appears in a doc-

in 1196, while

ruins),

as

its

still

univer-

Germany's

stand (while the castle Hes in

because the city suffered the archi-

tectural

equivalent

—"deof genocide

our all-too-human tendencies to-

If

our ancient inclinations toward

xenophobia.

During the heyday of European colonialism in the nineteenth century, scarcely

any Western
tions

scientist

—

of worth

denied such grada-

either as ordained

by

di-

Queen

ing decades of

differences can place such

Black Africans of the sub-Sahara received

and ethnically similar people on paths of

especially short shrift in these racist classi-

destruction,

total

what hope can we

Victoria's reign.

fications.

Such opinions flowed with

particular

people of more different appearance and

ease fi-om basically conservative scientists,

A sad chapter in the

including the great French anatomist

cultural

background?

history of science

must chronicle the sup-

favored

ments

for the designation

classes

people

as inferior beings.

fair,

of different

ent gradation in worth, with the promul-

diate

top and his

enemies and more

strict

divisions

back home. Cuvier wrote in 1817:

Science, to be

did not invent the concept of inher-

own group on

who also
among social

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832),

port provided by supposedly factual argu-

(Lamentations 4:11)

several disastrous

in the

explanations that triumphed in the clos-

closely allied

gator's

^in

status

has buUt a powerful but-

ward xenophobia and anathematization of

voured [unto] the foundations thereof"

—

tress for

—

moral

or

intellectual

oped by the workings of evolution,

of fire in 1693.

disaster

fic-

But only one or two medieval

oldest.

French armies destroyed

maintain for tolerance or decency toward

founded in 1386, ranks

buildings

to the territory.

in

among peoples

before Darwin's discoveries, or as devel-

Heidelberg boasts an ancient pedigree,

name

out heir in 1685, and Louis then laid claim

ences

remnants then succumbed to the natural

architecture.

for the town's

for the elector's son died with-

(and therefore ineradicable) differ-

ical

of

emerges from gentle

historical

king, Louis XIV, he only courted frirther

But the doctrine of

the claim for intrinsically biolog-

pass

potency in

tion (while retaining

daugh-

—

racism

vine or natural law, in the versions favored

trace the tales

the visions

his

for conquest below.

Heidelberg in 1689, and the few standing

internecine destruction that created these
sites

married

as capital)

the brother of France's CathoHc

trouble

primary symbol of European roman-

as a

the Protestant elector

—

scarring their faces in frivolous duels
well, then, the usual

War

of the Rhenish Palatinate (with

(ruler)

The Student Prince and conjure up an

men

Thirty Years'

(1618-48) had wrought enough destruction,

drinking songs from Sigmund Romberg's

image of dashing young

The

imme-

distant prospects

Hie Negro
soutli

race

is

confined

to

the area

of the Atlas Mountains. With

small cranium,

its

flattened nose,

protruding jaw, and

its

large

lips,

its

its

this race

belonging

to it

ence, stoutly defended intellectual equal-

monkeys. Tlie people

clearly resembles the

have always remained

ity

while never doubting gradations in in-

herent beauty, with his

barbarians.

race

But even
bent

of more egalitarian

scientists

home, including such passionate

at

Darwin, did not

abolitionists as Charles

on

(still

Mount

most

the comehest

Man, 1871), Darwin argues

between two

closely related

that a gap

Uving species

does not disprove evolution, because the
intermediary stages

common

to a

The

—hnking both forms
— now

ancestor

grow even wider

will

—

itself attracts

as

the best of

I

inspires

admiration. But

treated the single

ment
cause

largely

its

yond

this

every eye, however httle

status

of

have, over the years in these essays.

by

I

have never

most remarkable docu-

in this small tradition, probably be-

"which always

observant."

(at least

most people's preferences today) always

extended

writes,

because iconoclasm always at-

and moral rectitude

most beautiful

"really the

form of skuU," he
of

Caucasus

me

unknown

author never

his anthropological research

lone foray into
races)

and

a

a

be-

subject (the

language (English)

otherwise absent from his extensive and
highly valued work.

separates the

Darwin

highest ape and the lowest man,
asserts,

for the white races

ans, if only
tracts

extinct.

are

now

large gap that

Blu-

of Europe because he regarded the people
living near

of

all.

devised the term "Caucasian"

employed today)

challenge the general consensus. In his
striking statement (from Tlie Descent

Caucasian

pinnacle obvious to

a

menbach

own

written about most of these few egaUtari-

as

extinc-

tions continue:

Tlie civilised races of man will almost
certainly exterminate

and

replace

throughout the world the savage

same time

the
.

.

.

the

races.

anthropomorphous apes

no doubt be exterminated. Tlie

will

break will then be rendered wider, for
intervene between
state, as

At

we may

man

in

it

will

a more civilised

hope, than the

Caucasian, and some ape as low as a
baboon, instead of at present between the
negro or Australian

The few
times
tists

the gorilla.

of these

"egalitarians"

—defined

who

and

in this context as scien-

denied inherent differences in

intellect or morality

among

—

races

^lim-

views to abstract potentials and

ited their

did not challenge conventional opinions

about gradation in actual achievement.
Alfred

Russel

Wallace,

for

example,

strongly supported inherent equality (or
at least

minimal difference) but did not

doubt that EngHsh society had reached

a

pinnacle of reahzation while African savages languished in barbarity: "Savage lan-

guages," he wrote, "contain
abstract conceptions.

savages

is

a

more

.

or

no words

for

The singing of
less monotonous

.

.

howUng."

Even

J.

F.

Blumenbach (1752-1840),

the great ErJightenment thinker

who

de-

vised the classification of races that be-

came standard

in nineteenth-century sci-

_Li
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Perhaps Friedrich Tiedemann (17811861) had learned

his

about the

a sad lesson

of xenophobia from the history of

fruits

own

adopted

for "the great phys-

city,

of Heidelberg" (an accolade for

iologist

Tiedemann from

the

pen of England's

Owen)

Richard

greatest

anatomist,

served

professor of anatomy, physiol-

ogy,

as

and zoology

1816

where

until his retirement in 1849),

the ruined

human

perched on

castle,

stood

his lecture hall,

to

the university (from

at

folly

Following

as

a hOl

above

mute testimony

and venahty.

common

a

among

the intellectual ehte of his generation (his

Greek and

Tiedemann wandered

among many European

"general" worth),

universities to

from

Schelling in Wiirzburg, anatomy from

life

^that

stages

of the

brain structure in
establish a

who

as

his first

discoveries about

my

essay,

dis-

on

article

the

race,

he quotes both Soem-

not only the stomach

cess,

(as

previously

believed); that digestion involves chemical

a strong critique

transformation (the conversion of starch
into glucose, for example), not merely

Blumenbach. Tiedemann

Gall and

dedicated his 1816

book on

document

also

the compara-

anatomy and embryology of

tive

brains,

mann remembered

the lessons of his

youth and then developed

his

own

cri-

and preferences. What more could

tiques

a teacher desire?)

with

track,

a

a fast

textbook on zoology and

anatomical dissertations on

hearts

fish

of his
coincide with

great discovery

human fetus

—

and mammals
races,

^to

powerful agent of digestion in

as a

the stomach.

Tiedemann pubhshed

In 1836

ning

article in

EngHsh

—"On

compared with

the Negro,

a stun-

the Brain of

of the

that

European and the Orang-Outang"

—

in

the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of

Tiedemann's career began on

and that hydrochloric acid

dissolution;

works

discussed in this

Blumenbach. Obviously Tiede-

essay, to

London, Britain's most presti-

gious scientific journal (then and now).

Why such a shift in focus

of research, and

why such a foray into a language not his
own and never before used to express his
research? I do not know the full answer to
these intriguing questions, for biographical materials

on Tiedemann

least, sparse.

But

are, to say

a consideration

the

of his Hfe

and work, combined with an exegesis of

although

two leading pubHcations, provides

his

other

—

and other organs participate in the pro-

sequence of human
all

digestion

the opening page but later praises both

fish, reptiles,

virtually

human

job in 1807. (Interestingly, in

merring and Cuvier in

on

Tiedemann collaborated
GmeHn on a series of remarkable

his career,

covering, for example, that the intestines

Tiedemann's 1836
focus of

of

with

landed Tiedemann

Soemmerring,

Tiedemaim never extended the

—

ranking

racial

Cuvier and the medical anatoinist S.T

study with the greatest teachers of his
time. Thus, he learned philosophy

well as with such

as

eminent supporters of

the second

pattern

father served as a professor of
classical Hterature),

7/99-8/99
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scientists did.

a

satisfactory beginning.

Tiedemann's unusual paper of 1836
Franz-Joseph

Gall

founder

(the

of

phrenology) in Marburg, zoology from

Cuvier

in Paris,

Blumenbach

and anthropology from

in Gottingen.

did not pubUsh his

work on human

until 1836, near the

reer in science,

the core

of

Although he

end of his

races

active ca-

he must have internalized

this

debate during these

menbach and

sciousness and

who

on

1816 from the

des Sciences in Paris for a trea-

the

anatomy of echinoderms.

then turned

two major

his attention to the first

of

—

He

does follow Blumenbach in accepting

European

norms

—

a

definitions as universal aesthetic

mod-

claim that can strike our

ern sensibihties only

as

almost naively hu-

a re-

morous. But, unlike Blumenbach, he

pubHshed in 1816, on the

then holds that Africans measure up to

projects in his career

study,

He

about

ands, or huts

i/s,

Of

Caucasian

Africans Hving freely, untouched by slav-

conceived

con-

intelli-

of multiple organs,

bumps and other

features

cranial architecture, largely because

of

each

person would excel in some specific faculty,

tise

a prize in

—with no

inferior culture or suboptimal beauty.

pared with the anatomy of adult brains

(who used phrenology

as a collection

expressed in

Academie

throughout the Vertebrata.

When Tiedemann

the leading egahtarians BluGall

winning

simple

but he studied

to advocate the material basis of

gence

either,

did not neglect invertebrates

the egaUtarian argument pure and

embryology of the human brain com-

his

with the most prominent scholars of both

—

He

of birds.

states

pro-

Tiedemann may have chosen
fessors for other reasons,

and 1817),

and the lymphatic and respiratory organs

markable

youthful Wanderjahren.

persuasions

(1809), large reptiles (1811

while no measure could then rank

people or groups in a linear order of

ery,

took up

his posi-

standards

of

beauty.

in the continent's interior,

mann

Tiede-

writes:

tion as professor in Heidelberg, his interests

switched to physiology, largely be-

he met the remarkable young

cause

Tlieir skin

is

not so black as that of the

Negroes on the coast of Guinea, and

their

chemist Leopold Gmelin, and the two

black hair

is

men

and

Tliey have neitherflat noses,

recognized that a combination of

anatomical and chemical expertise could
resolve

some outstanding

issues in the

mechanics and functioning of human organs. Thus, in the

second major project

silky.

thick

lips,

not so woolly, but long,

soft,

nor prominent cheekbones;

sloping contracted forehead, nor a skull

compressed from both

sides,

which most

naturalists consider as the universal

1

characteristics

of a Negro. Most of them

have well formed

handsome, even
thin

lips,

and

skulls,

Roman

as the

and

spiritually lowered

people, bodily

or aquiline noses,

degraded by slavery and

men, and

exception of their

The

color,

are,

as

with the

handsome

nineteenth century's firmest egalitarian

never doubts the greater beauty

of hght

skin, straight hair, thin Hps,

and

even of "Roman or aquiline noses"!)

Tiede-

conclusion of no structural difference but

new

findings.

reach the same conclusion.
his

He

tinctions

among

impression of African ugHness arose from

tural differences

ent races and sexes.

coast:

He

the

human

African blacks the smallest.

largest

races

understood the complexity of this subject

and the consequent need for

statistical

brain or

two could not decide the

Negro

of the European."

He

and

Tiedemann

gence, and concludes: "In 'the internal

that

tribes;

among

arguing

the

He

not observe any difference between

most demoralised of all the Negro

better,"

analysis.

Negroes living on the

and

is

cerebrum, the traditional "seat" of intelli-

arose from [the study] of a few skulls of

who, according

ranking on the vener-

"more

Caucasians possessed

brains

begins with the

structure of the brain of the

notion of these naturalists

to credible travellers, are the lowest

that

And he finds no strucamong humans of differ-

hmited

racial

able criterion of

the brains of Caucasians

and orangutans.

coasts,

had defended

uses

first

anatomical expertise to search for dis-

(both males and females), black Africans,

of people suppressed by

to a sec-

develops two sources of data to

false

argues that the

Tiedemann then moves on

ond and clinching argument based on
size, for some colleagues had accepted the

the data hold up to scrutiny and with-

mann

scientist

the different size of the body."

long

scientific reasoning, so

stand the hght of

the

as

spinal

pean, except the difference arising from

—an

logic to an equally firm conclusion

as

(This remarkable statement illustrates the

The mistaken

difference

mann's paper follows a clear and simple

exemplar of

and hving on the continent's

no remarkable

is

cord of the Negro and that of the Euro-

vintage of conventional prejudice,

Tiedemann then

there

technical argument of Tiede-

as

slavery

"Hence

treatment.

between the meduUa oblongata and

European women.

studies

ill

whites. Again he finds no distinction:

and

agreeable features. Tlte

Negresses of these nations are as finely

formed

claim that blacks have thicker nerves than

the miserable remains of an enslaved

long faces,

recognized that weighing

a

issue,

I

did

because brains grow in correlation with

it

and

bodies, and larger bodies therefore house

then studies

all

bigger brains, quite independently of any

other parts used by scientific colleagues to

hypothetical differences caused by racial

rank

assert differences in

—

particularly the

(Please turn to

page 62)
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Above

Borneo's

the

rainforest,

equatorial sun slowly dissipates

morning

the

my

mist. Outside

hut, the forest floor looks freshly

A

tilled.

and the thin

mushrooms and

are tough.

zon, there

would be

It is

and therefore

free

of knots, the

veneer and plywood.

trees

Many

are

turned into the disposable plywood forms used to

mold concrete

at

Japanese and Korean construction

sites.

Dipterocarp lumber, called meranti by Indone-

sians,

comes

in a variety

of hght colors and

for building

homes and

frirniture;

soil in

Poor

fruit.

But food

pig. If this

more

a lot

search of grubs and
scarce,

is

were the

Ama-

run of famine. Over the past

few of its

five years,

trees

have fruited, and consequently, few of its arumals have

But

just survive.

all

that

is

about to

demand

creased greatly after Indonesia gained

its

far

is

popular

for

it

in-

independence

from the Netherlands following World War

1930 timber exports were

food.

1997, and this Southeast Asian forest has seen a

done more than

feet

are easily processed for

camp, turning over the leaf htter

the occasional

and times

one hundred

must have come through the

of organic

layer

hungry bearded pig

ural gas), bringing in $8 billion last year. Limbless to

II.

Before

exceeded by rattan

(wicker) and by dipterocarp resins (benzoin, damar,

and camphor, which

are

used in products such

as

var-

fluid).

Eu-

nish, medicines, incense,

and embalming

rope

extracted from dipterocarp

still

imports the

fat

change. Thousands of miles away, weather patterns

seeds (70 percent of the seed's weight), which, because

have shifted, and here in Borneo, nighttime tempera-

of its high melting point,

tures dip temporarily. This

been waiting

Empty

for.

and then drip with

the cue the forest has

is

crowns wiU soon flower

tree

How can a rainforest remain unreproductive for up
to five years at a time

and then suddenly teem with

useful in the manufacture

Dipterocarps do not depend on animals or the

wind

rainbow of fruit.

a

is

of cosmetics and chocolate.

to disperse their seeds. Flanked

sepals,

by two winghke

the seeds are heavy and gyrate to the ground

close to the parent tree.

Mature

trees

may not

repro-

and Ama-

duce for three to ten years and then suddenly blanket

zonia but not in Southeast Asia, where a single family

the forest floor with their pea- to walnut-sized seeds.

Such an extreme

life?

of towering

trees

—

cycle

rare in Africa

is

the dipterocarps

—

doing

so,

they

set the

bounty

dictate

or scarcity to the creatures that depend

on them. By

reproductive rhythm for the en-

tire forest.

Although

in the

as

and cotton, the dipterocarps

hibiscus,

late,

same order (Malvales)

coined from the Greek for two-winged
resemblance to their shrubby

relatives.

choco-

(a

name

bear no

fruit)

Massive flower-

ing evergreens, they grow up to 230 feet

and

tall

are

supported by huge buttresses that make the trunks look
like

are

Saturn

found

V

rockets

in Africa

on

the launch pad. Dipterocarps

and on the Indian subcontinent

and one genus was recently identified in South Amer-

—but they

ica

are

most abundant

in Southeast Asia, es-

pecially in the aseasonal lowlands

where the

In Borneo,

of Indonesia's

islands.

biologically diverse forests

contain upward of three thousand tree species, dipterocarps nonetheless account for

canopy

giants.

ence, poking
stalks

They

up through the

rest

of the canopy

like

of overgrown broccoH. Their spreading limbs

provide platforms and runways
feet in the
eat,

one of every two

are a ubiquitous rainforest pres-

sleep,

air,

enabling

many

more than

a

hundred

kinds of animals to

and give birth without ever descending

to the ground.

Dipterocarps' abundance and size
valuable resource. Their

most

wood

is

make them

a

one of Indonesia's

lucrative exports (surpassed only

by

oil

and nat-

Nothing compares with the
sudden, simultaneous fruiting of

Southeast Asia's rainforests.

'/-

"-m:

ymn

This cyclical

Masting

ing.

mode
is

of reproduction

is

as

mast-

not unique to dipterocarps, however.

Temperate-zone oaks, for instance,
acorns in rough synchrony and

meager years. But nothing

what

known
also

may have

in the

drop their

productive or

world compares with

takes place in Southeast Asia: a long hiatus in re-

orangutans, and

nonmasting
parakeets,

many

years. In

other species rarely breed

Borneo some animals

and orangutans

pigs,

—even

durmg

—such

as

migrate in

search of masting forests.
I

stand

have been studying sapHngs in Borneo to under-

why

dipterocarps dominate

its

rainforest. Several

production throughout the forest canopy, followed by a

attributes provide a competitive edge. Researchers

sudden and simultaneous

have found that these trees have chemical defenses

fructifying.

Southeast Asia's hundreds of species of dipterocarps

flower over the same
tional

months

ants that

period; four addi-

seedhngs

are required for their fruits to mature.

Then, within four

Once on

two-month

to five weeks,

all

the fruits drop.

the forest floor, they immediately begin to

germinate; whatever has not sprouted or been de-

voured wiU

rot within a

month. The sudden bounty of

dipterocarp seeds overwhelms the diverse array of
eager,

hungry animals:

against pathogens

AH

represent thirteen of the worlds sixteen genera.

weevils, long-tailed parakeets,

and

are

home

to various species of

defend them against herbivores.
as

such ants

well

as adult trees,

—nurtured by
—

ducing glands

Other

On

some

have seen colonies of

I

the plant's special sugar-pro-

chasing av/ay leaf-eating insects.

life-history strategies are also

important to

as flying fo.xes. Pigs, tree

shrews, hornbills,

Opposite: "Winged"

long sepals, are

trees,

newly germinated dipterocarp

seedlings immediately begin

height.

Among

the

species

competing

to achieve

studied,

successful

I

mycorrhizae, that help them absorb nutrients. Dip-

known

dipterocarp fruits.

by other young

and the fruit-earing

bats

feasts on

fruits, sporting

seedlings quickly acquire symbiotic root fimgi, called

rats, squirrels,

top,

dipterocarps' success. In order to avoid being shaded

pigeons, pheasants, hornbiUs, bearded pigs, tree shrews,

orangutans, gibbons,

An orangutan,

terocarp mycorrhizae (and those of

many

other mast-

two

characteristic of

dipterocarps.

Above: A bearded
pig forages on the
forest floor.
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ing species) form sheaths around a

making them
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possibly

tree's roots,

better able to exploit nutrient-poor trop-

ical soils.

Once

established, the sapHngs are tenacious.

one experiment,

I

removed half of each

leaf

Shorea qiiadrineivis saplings without seeing any

on

ate effect
grov^^th

The main

Each

it.

of an inch in the gloom of the

forest floor, despite

and heavy year-round

our study

(sixteen feet at

site).

rous animals, and they are sometimes
faUing branches. Defoliation

young

rainfall

Furthermore, leaves of

seedlings in the understory are often eaten

sapling, so a

but one

all

sapUngs grow only about a

year,

tropical temperatures

immedi-

obstacle to their

lack of sunHght: adult trees block

is

percent of
third

survival.)

(In

from

means

by herbivo-

knocked off by

certain death for a

dipterocarp's lost leaves are

con-

Seeds that are not devoured will
germinate immediately and
begin competing for sunlight.
Over

stantly replaced.

in

my

a year's time, the typical sapling

study area lost six leaves but grew six

expending

The

all its

energy just to preserve the

death of an adult

tree,

new

ones,

status quo.

however, opens

a

gap in

the canopy and creates an opportunity for a growth
spurt.

At

a third

of an inch per

would

year, a seedling

take about three thousand years to reach the canopy,

but

when

the

young

bathed in sunlight,

trees are

growth speeds up and the race

is on
which madly photosynthesizing sapUng

canopy
inate,

first.

it

to

determine

will reach the

As one young dipterocarp begins

to

cuts off the Hght in the surrounding

Sumatra

w5|, noon

e's

I

dom-

under-

a'

Java

Until about

two hundred years ago,

virtually all of Southeast

Asia was covered in dipterocarp forest. The
diptfirocarps'

remaining strongholds.

map shows

the

I

-

"
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set— burn wide
swaths through the

Jaman

osop— "the

1997-98 when

Bornean rainforest.

era of

smoke"— is what

Indonesians

smog

a thick layer of yellow

call

the ten months in

settled over Borneo and Sumatra.

and waPeople fainted and wheezed and coughed up black phlegm. Eyes burned
Without watches and
tered; soot accumulated in nostrils, ears, and the corners of eyes.
unable to

tell

time by the sun, traditional agriculturists returned early from their

fearing to be caught far from

home

and buses crashed. Businesses, schools, and

airporiis closed for

fields,

many planes

after nightfall. With visibility near zero,

months on end. During

only as an ominous,
the four worst months, the sun rarely showed itself— and then

blood-red apparition.
In July 1997, coinciding with an extended El Nino-associated drought,

fire

began to

Kalimantan (the Indonesian
tear through Indonesia's tinder-dry forests. Sumatra and
portion of Borneo) were particularly hard

hit.

The rains returned to most of Indonesia's

continued and the
island provinces by November, but in eastern Kalimantan the drought
burning raged on into May.

The human and economic costs of these conflagrations are
feverishly debated, but

all

still

being calculated and

estimates show an unequivocal catastrophe.

Some 12.5

mil-

(one of two states in the
lion people were exposed to hazardous pollution. In Sarawak
in September
Malaysian portiion of Borneo), the standardized Air Pollution Index hit 849

1997, and in East Kalimantan

100

is

it hit

an astonishing 1,000 in April 1998 (any rating over

considered harmful to health). More than five hundred

fire-

and smoke-related

medical
deaths are on record, but because most Indonesians have limited access to

care,

unreported. The
most acute health problems, such as respiratory illnesses, probably went

long-term effects on health

The crippling
for

may never be known.

estimates
loss of rural livelihoods is also incalculable, but conservative

1997 alone place Indonesia's macroeconomic losses between U.S. $1.1 and $4.4

lion (the latter figure includes

^««C

bil-

the projected value of timber losses). Estimates of forest

Ministry of
range widely— between 1,000 square miles (Indonesia's

damage

also

Forestry)

and 17,600 square miles (the National University of Singapore's Centre

for Re-

mote Imaging, Sensing, and Processing).

Why were
are not

these

fires

so severe?

new to Indonesia, even

in

;feM**^

pari:

of the answer. Drought and fire

From the late 1960s until being forced from power

last year, then-president Suhariio forcefully

-5?5^-i-.l

only

the rainforest. But recent political and social policies

the ecological picture.

have changed

El Niiio is

promoted Indonesia's modernization through

swaths of forest were selecextraction of natural resources, particularly timber. Great
tively logged for dipterocarps

forest that were drier

and other commercially valuable

trees, producing tracts of

and more flammable than mature stands. Short leases and weakly

coupled with high subsidies
enforced reforestation requirementsfortimber concessions—
for large-scale

.^M

agriculture— made logged-over areas attractive for conversion to

oil

palm

way to clear unsalable
plantations. Plantation owners burn their lands as the cheapest
since 1995.
prohibited
wood from their concessions, but this practice has been legally
schemes also contributed to the disaster. In 1997 Suharto
Government resettlement

Kalimantan for resettling resiallocated nearly four thousand square miles of forest in

As the newcomers began
dents from the overcrowded islands of Java, Madura, and Bali.
producing an especially thick
to clear the forest, the fires they set ignited the peat soils,

and noxious smoke. Some of these underground

fires

may yet be smoldering.

fire has also
Sadly, in the struggle over Indonesia's valuable forests,

come

to be used

settle old scores. Deep resentby both concessionaires and villagers to stake claims and

ment among

to
villagers at the loss of their livelihoods has contributed

waves of vio-

dimensions of forest manlence in post-Suharto Indonesia, suggesting that the social

agement have yet to be

i,^^^S#?^

fully

acknowledged.— fm//y Hamell

UiSLUVtKt

Story,

causing

slow growth

Masting
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-

competitors to return to their former

its

rates.

most conspicuous

the dipterocarps'

is

sur-

mals that

The Hmited number of seed-eating animanage to survive the lean years cannot come

close to

consuming the

vival strategy.

thus

combined bounty, and

trees'

successfully germinate. If one dip-

many seeds wiH

terocarp species (or any other kind of tree in the forest)
gets out

will

of sync and

fruits

on

its

own

schedule,

seeds

its

immediately be consumed by the waiting, famtrees

About ninety feet

tend to synchronize their reproduction with that of the

above the ground,

ished animals.

dipterocarps.

Every

Even legumes and other unrelated

But what

five years or so,

complex sequence of

a

relatively cool

weather changes brings

a researcher begins

mast cycles?

triggers the

dry

air to

Bor-

neo from Thailand's Khorat Plateau. As nighttime
temperatures dip, the dipterocarps begin to bud.

Some

coohng may switch on genes

scientists believe this

that

cause the buds to produce flowers instead of the usual
leaves: for a time, millions
fJl the forest

of tiny star-shaped flowers

with a cloying orangy scent. Next the

—

bees, beetles, wasps, moths, but-

pollinators appear
terflies,

but mostly (on the tree species

studied) the

I

tiny flylike insects called thrips.

Thrips are found
a

all

over the world (there are almost

thousand species in North America alone), and some

For a time, millions of tiny star-

shaped flowers

fill

the forest

with a cloying orangy scent.
Most have

are considered agricultural pests.

feathery

wings and sucking mouthparts with which they feed on
plants, pollen, or

tossed about

by

land in droves

Among

mushrooms. These minute
air currents, yet

on

they

stiU

insects are

manage

to

their favorite dipterocarp flowers.

the world's smallest pollinators, thrips pollinate

some of

During nonmasting

the world's largest trees.

years, they visit a

few understory

species

and

are rarely

observed, but once a mast begins, they are everywhere:
if you place a

mast,

it is

piece of paper

on the

soon covered with

forest floor

Although aU dipterocarps drop
same rime, flowering

is

staggered

a genus, a strategy that

during

a

thrips.

their

among

firuit

at

the

the species of

may have evolved because

it

eliminated competition for the services of the same
pollinators. Fruits

flower ripen

at

on

the trees of the

first

few

species to

the slowest rate.

Dipterocarp masting

may

have developed millions

to descend from

the dipterocarp
canopy. Below:

Seedlings sprout at

the base of a
parent tree.
Opposite: Dayak
villagers celebrate

the durian harvest.

—

of years ago,

when

the trees

first

spread to Southeast

UNNATURAL DISASTER

Asia from the Indian subcontinent. In India the trees

probably flowered during the cold nights of the dry
season,

which may have insured

would coincide with
season.

that seed

But Southeast Asia has no

their

relatively

new

real seasons.

region's infrequent episodes of

The

a layer of ashes

from his woven rattan mat, a Benuaq Dayak elder folds

beneath him. His granddaughter serves us sweet tea, an expensive

scarce.

No

rain has fallen in

out of control

all

almost a year. Rice harvests have failed, and forest

'
gifc,ijfet-„ 'ij i*',

^i

cessionaires to log
acres annually,

management

right).

has

come

sponsored

(see

research

project to assess the

impact of the

on

ties.

The elder nods

and reminds

Ashton, the father of dipterocarp biology, correctly
as

cash crops and

fires

on rural communi-

decade ago. Harvard ecologist Peter

predicted that using rainforest trees

Nations-

United

a

unstable overseas markets.

A

explain that I

I

and the na-

to rely heavily

and

eyes

have come as part of

Indigenous peo-

ples are losing their forested land,

economy

now

allows con-

encouraging aU-out exploita-

"Unnatural Disaster,"

our

lungs.

hundreds of thousands of

tion rather than sustainable

rage

fires

of the house, sting-

=j|

tempo of Hfe

The government

offer-

staples

over East Kalimantan. Thick smoke slips through the cracks in the walls

ing

in Indonesia's forests, the dipterocarps are

in grave danger.

made

ing in this remote village in Indonesian Borneo. Hard times have

cool weather.

After millennia of setting the

tional

his legs

the start of the Hfe-givmg rainy

dipterocarps then had to take their reproductive cues

from

Brushing

production

have
droughts in my

and

life,

my

in

ried her

own

When my

grandfather's time, too.

one drought lasted seven years,

a period

we

call Kore Ogok.

"We

us,

many

had

grandfather was a boy,

Ogok was

a

woman who

mar-

son, which is forbidden. Her offense caused the rains to stop and brought

unbearable heat for seven years. Only when the two of them were

as

killed,

is

dictated

by our law, was there rain."

The indigenous Dayaks of Kalimantan have survived

tribal

years have left

many

villagers

and international wars, as
crises of the last

two

wondering what human misdeeds have brought on this

lat-

economic

well as climatic disasters. But the drought, fires, and

est adversity. For the Dayaks, there

is

no such thing as

a "natural" disaster.

Like other Dayaks, the people in this village survive by growing rice

durians, latex, and rattan from their carefully tended orchards

and gathering

and gardens, which to an

outsider seem indistinguishable from the surrounding forest. The Dayak

mode of

life

(which depends on reciprocal social networks for planting, harvesting, and assistance in
times of misfortune) has sustained the people for countless generations. But the establishment of an

oil

palm plantati'on in the area

in

1996 undermined the foundations of

the villagers' existence. Under pressure to sell their lands to developers, residents here

put up a unified resistance. Members of a nearby settlement sold their holdings and be-

came

laborers on the plantation. During Indonesia's economic collapse in late 1997,

however, these laborers were

laid off;

now, without farmland of their own, they have no

means of support.
During the drought of 1997-98,

many

plantation managers seized the oppori:unity

to clear large areas of forest. The fires they set spread into village gardens, destroying
plants and trees that had been cultivated by the

same

families for generations. Village

gardens are more than food sources— they embody memories of ancestors and deep
to living kin.

And because

locals hold

no

official land ti'tles, their

ties

gardens are their only

recognized claim to such property.

By April 1998, when

Soon nothing would be

I

left

visited the area, seed rice

and memorable events, would be

lost.

of

in

rice,

often

Many Dayaks were trading

owners: one and a half acres for a month's ration of

Dayak villagers

was already being used

to plant. Special varieties of

named

their land to plantation

rice.

Kalimantan believe that this environmental disaster

human misdeeds. And

in

many ways, they

for food.

for ancestors

are right.

Emily Harwell

is

the result

—
uiauuvcni

—
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establishing oil

palm plantations would

of palm oU and

a loss

idbber.

Most of the

Indonesia and

on

Iirtferiio/'

fires

page 35).

a glut

fruit,

and

that have recently devastated

smoke and

cities

and

were dehberately

ash,

pahn concessions

oil

S/99

m

result

of income from timber,

neighbors, choking both

its

countryside with
tc clear land

-

set

"Indonesian

(see

Ironically, the International

Mone-

Towering dipterocarps— like
gigantic stalks of broccoli

dominate the rainforest canopy.
tary

Fund continues

to subsidize

such plantations, thus

funding further destruction of the

indi.iCtly

rainforest.

Enjcuraging the kind of reduced-impact logging
been practiced by thousands of

that has long

mimtain Indonesian

co'jIu help

operations

do not

trees.

:oil.

Trees are hauled out of the

by hand along iOUgh

forest

made

tracks

firom smsJl.r

This selective logging, by creating small opemngs

:Lc "cit.

111

and use no heavy machin-

clear-cut

ery that compacts fhe

villagers

These small

forests.

,

uay

simulate the natural treefaH gaps nec-

essary for dipterocarp regeneration.

Dipterocarps are

more than

an ecosystem that sustains vast

tmiber.

people and helps provide clean
the millions

who

They

are

key to

numbers of animals and
air,

hve beyond the

water,

forest's

and food

borders.

for

D

TRAVEL AND READING
For

most

travelers, Borneo's dipterocarp forest is

easily seen in
in Sarawak,

Gunung Mulu National Park

perhaps most

or Niah National Park

one of the two Malaysian states on the island. In-

donesia's parks are less well developed: Bukit Baka-Bukit Raya

National Park, on the border of East and Central Kalimantan, and

Tangkoko Batuangas Nature Reserve on Sulawesi are good destinations

— but only for the hardy and self-suffirient.

For fascinating natural history, read Alfred Russel Wallace's

1877

classic.

The Malay Archipelago, and the Earl of Cran-

brook's anthology Wonders of Nature in South-East Asia (Oxford University Press, 1996).

An excellent contemporary

intro-

duction to rainforest biology is Tropical Rain Forests of the Far
East, by T. C.

Whitmore (Clarendon

Nine Dayak Nights, by William
Press,

1985)

is a

R.

Press, 1984).

Geddes (Oxford University

very good basic ethnography, and People of

the Weeping Forest: Tradition and Change in Borneo, by 3. B.

Ave and
1986),

is

V. T.

King (Leiden: National

Museum

of Ethnology,

an informative introduction to the region's contem-

porary cultures.

A. B.

and

E.

H.

...^>M

Morning mist

rises

over the lowland
dipterocarp
rainforest at

Gunung Palung on
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Some young animals spend hours

THIN

running,

leaping, boxing, and wrestling, while others

seem

to have

much

less fun. Could It

case of mind over metabolism?
By John

A. Byers

i

Hi

be a
fl

r#

Playful sparring with its

makes up

mother

a fair proportion of a

young

l<angaroo's, or joey's, out-of-pouch

experience and prepares
serious fighting later on.

it

for

more

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

my

never forget

was spending

I'll

koala brain.

at a

-

—

8/99

the metabolic rates of marsupials are about 70 percent

I

and

those of placental

of the animals died,
attend the necropsy.

loosely defined as vigorous, frequently

When one
me to

firiends invited

lifted off the

The smooth

top of the koala's skull,

that the brain did not

cerebral hemispheres

fiJl

—were

so small that they did not

ange

ments

hne, and

when

placed

on

it

the veterinarian

at the

mid-

Montana,

removed the brain and

back to

why

But

did

diet.

is

skull,

poor eucalyptus
bolic rate

and

it

happen

Koalas eat
leaves,

away from and then

—

and the current mis-

at all?

little

The

rolling

ferocity,

—they

instantly stop

"fighting" and give chase.

was

answer, most

In most species, the rate of play drops to near zero
at

about the time of weaning, although some animals

never seem to go through

slothlike habits appropriate for animals

it

koalas exist.

fossil

one another,

kits stalk

their attention diverted

perhaps to a passing butterfly

other than nutrient-

Very few

of moves

their mothers, practicing the sorts

over and over in the dirt until

and they have the low meta-

a leaf-eating hfestyle.

have studied for years in

pouncing and biting with apparent

suggests that the reduction in brain size

probably,

I

sprint in long loops

needed to escape predators. Fox

species' evolution, the koala
its

Young

have counterparts in serious adult behavior.

apart, revealing the midbrain.

brain undoubtedly fdled

complex move-

performed (often repeatedly) for no ap-

pronghorn antelopes, which

the table, the feeble hemispheres flopped

At one point in the

that are

parent reason or immediate benefit and that generally

the space

—each about

meet

had come to Australia

I

to

large and thick as the peel from a quarter of an or-

with

its

fmd out which marsupial species, if any, play. The
young of many animals engage in playful behavior

was amazed to see

rapid.

mass.)

Handasyde, and Roger Martin had radio-

As the veterinarian

match

mammals of the same body

My primary interest in the koala's brain was not

northwest of

site

dietary connection, however.

my biologist

as

look

7/99

Melbourne, where colleagues Tony Lee, Kath

collared several koalas..

I

first

a sabbatical year in Australia

the time was visiting a study

at

inside.

natural history

emerges from

a playful period.

egg, a

its

young

miniature adult, feeding

acts like a

As soon

itself

as

example,

lizard, for

and finding

Tasmanian devils, tag-playing
numbats, and boxing joeys could be
restling

own

directing their
and defending
in

why some

in

1985

a territory.

Having long been

animals play and others do not,

a large

come

time had

that the

—

supials

brain assembly.
interested
I

decided

to take a look at

mar-

and diverse group of mammals includ-

ing kangaroos, wombats, and koalas and characterized

by the young completing
pouch.

ternal

My own

their

been pretty much limited

and next to nothing
tures

came

be

to

is

known about how

strict leaf eaters,

that their ancestors

must have had

organ to maintain

but biologists agree
a

—
—may have been

Reduction of the brain

a

these crea-

more

diverse diet.

metabolically expensive
part of the koala's

—

adaptation to a low-energy diet. (Metabohc rate
rate at

which an animal breaks down glucose

—

able energy

is

into us-

measured by the volume of oxygen

consumed per gram of tissue per hour. Across
it

declines predictably as

body

size increases: a

has a relatively high rate, an elephant has a
rate,

and

the

a deer has

one

that

is

species,

mouse

much lower

in between. In general,

to the sole

opossum, and

Play fighting helps

species, the

young Tasmanian devils

excuse to head

Down

development in an ex-

exposure to marsupials had

I

North American

was delighted

Under, which

I

to have

an

did in 1986 and

develop the skills these

then again for a sabbatical in 1993-94.

scavengers will need

was interested in the relationship between degree of

to defend carrion later

playfulness, brain size,

and metaboUc

Specifically,

I

rate.

Generally low, the metabohc rates of marsupials are

in life.

also

what

scientists

are close to

term

invariant,

meaning

that they

what one would predict based on body

mass (the larger the body, the lower the

rate).

Though

brain size follows a generally similar pattern (the
greater the

body

mass, the larger the brain),

to predict in marsupials.
stance,

mass.

is

larger than

It fiUs

The wombat's

it is

harder

brain, for in-

would be expected from

its

body

the skuU, and the surfaces of the cerebral

hemispheres are strongly folded. (Folding occurs in the

A
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countless rivers,
lakes and estuaries,

unique and abundant

and cultural

sites:

wildlife,

thou-

sands of historic
these are just a few of

the attractions "Undiscovered Florida"
has to

offer.

There's the tranquility of tree-

I

canopied crystalline springs. The
excitement of historically accurate

War

Civil

battlefield reenactments. Magnifi-

cent mansions and hotels from the turn
of the century.

No matter where you go

Exploring Florida's Treasures

in Florida, there are fascinating locales,

stunning natural beautj' and those

off-

the-beaten-path experiences that
linger as lifetime memories. This guide
will help

you discover them

for yourself

lorida's

as you plan your Florida adventure.

From museums to manatees,

art

deco to

modern city skylines.
Our treasures reach way back to a time when
Florida's first people used tools to hunt mastodons, whose preserved bones have been found in clear springs. They embrace a
dazzling attractions and

anhingas, lighthouses to legends and
pelicans to planetariums, you'll find this

guide packed with places to go and
things to see and do.

There's lots

more information avail-

land that, by virtue of its trnique geography, serves as a bridge

able about Florida and your special

between the tropics and temperate North America, and is thus
endowed with a diversity of landscapes and flora and fatina. Florida's
riches draw from the many peoples who have made this their home, from
the Native Americans to the Etiropean explorers to Caribbean immigrants
to others the world over, all tossing their own culture into the stew, giving

interest. Please refer to the resource

hstings in this guide for
tion

and

call

more informa-

1-888-7-FU

USA for your

free Official Florida Vacation Guide, or
visit

our website at www.flausa.com to

learn what's

new to

abundance goes far beyond

palm-fringed beaches and balmy weather,

discover in Florida

Florida a flavor

We look forward to your visit.

all its

own.

This guide takes you

to the

Sincerely,

A friendly reminder:
L.

Mott,

III

to treat our local

evolution and adaptation. Please help
protect Florida's natural, historical and

\^SIT FLORIDA

CONTENTS

We hope you

develop an under-

cultural resources so they will be just as

standing of our natural systems and

beautiful for your cfiildren and grandchil-

cultures in the context of our history,

dren as they are for you today. Thank you.

respect.

President and Chief Executive Officer,

remember

observe, but please do not disturb.

resources, landscape and wildlife with

Please

Austm

Undiscovered Florida to explore the preser-

vation of ottr past, the plenty of otrr present, and the promise for otir future.

Undiscovered Florida

is

produced by Worth Custom Publishing, a division of Worth International Communications Corporation, with distribution in
33014
Natural History.Wor^ International Communicati'ons Corporation, 5979 N.W. 151 St, Suite 120, Miami Lakes,
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Florida State Parks
Unique Adventures Await
Florida's
over

Visitors to

The Real Florida"

state park system, covering

animals and plants found nowhere else in

boating; see re-enactments of Florida

a million acres, offers a vari-

the world; go canoeing, kayaking, tubing or

history; or simply

lialf

ety of outdoor

swim-

adventures and

ming

in

fun in some of

salt

or

the finest, most

fresh

authentic natu-

water;

beachcomb and

Florida's 151 state parks

have

relax.

it all!

For free information call (850) 488-9872,

ral areas in Flori-

enjoy

or write Florida Park Service,
3900 Commonwealth Blvd., MS 535,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-3000.

You can see

hiking,

Internet: www.dep.state.fl.us/parks/

da.

many

species of

cycling,

and endan-

camp-

gered birds.

ing and

rare

Exploring Florida's Heritage
From

Art Deco to Mediterranean

Revival, fi'om ancient Indian

to the

mounds

reenactments, historic

rent and back issues,

seaports, opulent hotels

photos, and information

in the

pages of Florida Heritage

Magnificent photography and fascinating articles offer practical travel ideas for
trips,

vacations.

built by railroad

about how to subscribe

mag-

over the

nates, turn-of-the-cen-

magazine.

weekend excursions and longer
The calendar of events provides

the family can enjoy together
In Florida Heritage, you'll explore forts

and mansions, archaeological

sites

and

music

ecognized by state and federal governin 1957, the

Semmoles

descendants of Native Americans
lived in southeastern North

are the

who have

America

for

12,000 years. For almost half a century (181358), they fought

remove them

to

US

soldiers

Oklahoma

who

For

antique shops and sidewalk cafes.

or

by calling

number.

Florida Heritage

is

more information,

toll free: (800|

available by

or write Florida Heritage,

Department

years, or $34.95 for three.

Historical Resources, 500 South

For a look at places

weVe

been,

website: www.flheritage.com

visit

our

call

847-7278

subscription for $12.95 a year, $23.95 for two

The Seminole Tribe
Iment

and
downtowns brimming with

web

toll-free

festivals,

restored

his-

communities, Spanish galleons and

our

turj' resorts, traditional

great ideas for fun and educational places

\

excerpts from the cur-

wealth of fascinating historic places

can be found

toric

Here you'll find

museums. Travel
\'isit Civil War

launch pads of Cape Canaveral,

Florida's

day

eclectic

with us as we

Bronough

of State, Division of

Street, Tallahassee,

FL 32399-0250, or www.flheritage.com

of Florida

offering two unique tour pack-

ages on the Big Cypress Seminole

Indian Reservation that will allow

you

to discover the

Everglades

SEMINOLE INDIAN ST\XE!

tried to

Territory. Finally,

continued on page 8

they found refuge in the steamy,

treacherous and magnificent
Everglades of South Florida. Now,

they invite you to visit them there;
It's

Above: See Seminole culture

Museum
swamp buggy

at the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki

Native Florida!

The Seminole Tribe
da with headquarters in

Left:

Airboat and

of Flori-

Ft.

at

Billie

Swamp

Safari

Laud-

erdale, and five reservations

throughout the

state, is

now
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Hutchinson island
lart

[pst

Palm Beach
Beach

lim

John Pennekamp

,'

Coral Reef Park

)

Duck

="'"''*

Kev^„„g Key

BKej.

Focus
or

all its

big-city bustle,

Southeast Florida pr^

A

I
I

sents

unmatched natural and historical attractions.

The Everglades, the nation's largest subtropical wilder-

Of

from Lake Okeechobee
south. Nearly one and a half million acres of this unique river of grass
is Everglades National Park, made up of sawgrass, mangroves and
hammocks that provide habitat to a remarkable array of flora and fauna.
At the southern tip of the state, just off the string of islands called the Flori'"
da Keys, fragile coral reefs are protected in Biscayne National Park and
Pennekamp
Coral
Reef
State
Park.
Here,
visitors
can
John
see brilliant fishes,
lobsters, sponges and other marine wildlife, and explorable shipwrecks in nearby
waters. The Keys are also home to National Wildlife Refuges that protect the
region's unique wildlife and habitats, including the critically endangered key deer,
great white herons and roseate spoonbills, and endangered American crocodiles.
There are other places to enjoy the region's subtropical wonders. Blowing
Rocks Preserve in Hobe Sound is a unique coastal strand with fragile dune
vegetation and a nesting area for turtles. Fairchild Tropical Garden in suburban
Miami is 83 acres of subtropical flora, including flowering trees, cycads and rare
palms and a new Keys Coastal Habitat, home to anhinga, tricolored herons and
cattie egrets. John D. MacArthur Beach State Park in
North Palm Beach is a barrier island that supports more
than 2,000 sea turtle nests each summer At the Big
Cypress Seminole Indian Reservation west of Greater
Fort Lauderdale, visitors can tour wild sawgrass prairies
and swamps and get a taste of Native American culture.
Even in this urbanized area, there are remains of
ness, dominates the inland region

"^

prehistoric times.

Most recentiy, a 38-foot circle,

believed

be a key part of a Tequesta village 2,000 years ago, was
discovered at the mouth of the Miami Riven The Tequesta
also inhabited land at south Miami-Dade County's 420-acre
Deering Estate at Cutler, recentiy reopened after extensive
renovations following Hurricane Andrew. FossU bones
fi-om as far back as 50,000 years and human remains carbon-dated to 10,000 years
ago have been found here. The estate includes globally endangered pine rockland
forests, tropical hardwood hammocks, a variety of wildlife, and historic buildings,
including the rebuilt 1890s Richmond Cottage and 1922 Stone House.
Historical structures here include the restored lighthouse at Bill Baggs
Cape Florida State Recreation Area at the tip of Key Biscayne and the Jupiter
Inlet Lighthouse in Palm Beach County; the Victorian-style Stranahan House in
Fort Lauderdale; the Fort Zachary Taylor Historic Site in Key West; and Fort
Jefferson in Dry Tortugas, accessible by boat, ferry and seaplane.
to
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Cultural Melting Pot

all

Southeast Florida's

most noteworthy may be

its

The Hispanic

tural diversity.

majority of

many attributes,

whom

its

remarkable culpopulation, the

are Cuban, also includes

Nicaraguans, Puerto Ricans, Colombians,

Dominicans and others from South and Central

America.

Among

the black community

are Jamaicans, Bahamians, Haitians and

newcomers from Tiinidad and Tobago. The
second-largest Jewish community in the U.S.
lives in Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm
Beach counties. Emigres from Asian countries live here.

So do Miccosukee and Semi-

nole Native Americans, "crackers"

been part
tions

and the

Visitors

by touring
cial

who have

of the rural Southeast for generacolorful "conchs" of the Keys.

can get a taste of this melting pot

its

neighborhoods, attending spe-

events and visiting the

many institutions

that celebrate Southeast Florida's multicultural

A good starting point is the
Museum of Southern Florida in

abundance.

Historical

Miami-Dade, home to ongoing exhibits commemorating regional folklore. Other mustsees: the Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum and
Seminole Okalee Indian Village and

Museum
ford
in

in Fort Lauderdale; the San-

L. Ziff

Jewish

Miami Beach;

Museum of Florida
Little Havana in

Miami; the Morikami Museum and
Japanese Gardens in Palm Beach
County; and the Caribbean Marketplace in Miami's Little Haiti. Historic

Downtown
Maritime

Stuart and Key West's Mel Fisher

Museum

paint pictures of long ago

characters who-like so

many others-came to

Southeast Florida from somewhere

else,

bringing their customs and leaving their

unmistakable footprints.

.

Events
In

June and

head sea

July,

turtles

Advertising

search for nesting logger-

on a

'Rirtle

Walk at John

D.

MacArthur Beach State Park. (561) 6246952... In July, the Miccosukee tribe of
South Florida hosts its annual Freedom
Fest, a day-long festival of Native American

;
,

DISCO\/ER

music, crafts, food and culture. (305) 2238380... Every November, the

Fair International draws

Miami Book

visitors

from

all

Bonnet House

Fort Lauderdale

house museum-a 35-acre estate

Historic

where two

over the country for eight days of literary

located on the ocean

From January
through June, take the Trapper Nelson
Tour and travel three miles up the Loxa-

Frederic and Evelyn Bartlett, had their

activities.

(305) 237-3258...

hatchee River, Florida's only federally-desig-

nated Wild

&

Scenic River in Jonathan

winter residence.
1

Open

artists,

Wed.-Fri. 10am-

;30pm; Sat-Sun. noon-2:30pm.

Admission $9.

Visit

our website at

www.bonnethouse.com. 900

N. Birch Rd.,

Fort Lauderdale. (954) 563-5393.

Dickinson State Park. (561) 546-2771... In

Miami Beach, Art Deco Weekend, Jan.
17, is

a colorful three-day festival

15-

commemo-

City of

Hollywood, DepL of Parks,

Recreation

& Cultural Arts

rating the unique architecture of the Art

Presents special events, dancing under

Deco Historic

the stars and festivals at the beach,

District.

(305) 672-2014...

Sistrunk Historical Festival, a celebration

parks, cultural centers

of black culture, takes place throughout Fort

arts

Lauderdale every February. (954) 3577514... The nation's largest Hispanic festi-

For information call (954) 921-3404

val,

Camaval Miami,

culminates in the
huge Calle Ocho block
party every March.

in city

and the downtown

and entertainment district

or visit www.hollywoodfl.org.

Everglades Holiday Park
Airboat rides with narrated tour of Florida
Everglades. Visit a Seminole Indian village

showcasing alligator handling.
Camping and fishing guides available.
Open year round. 21 940 Griffin Rd.,
replica

(305)

644-8888...

Every. spring at Red-

&

land Fruit
Park

in

Spice

south Miami-

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33332. (954) 434-81

,

!

1 1

www.introweb.com/everglades.

•

Dade County, the
Asian Arts Festival
showcases culture,
dance and foods of
various Asian groups.

(305)

247-5727...

a Walk
Through Time March

Take

21 in celebration of

'}

Fairchild Tropical Garden
A living museum where the exhibit

M

changes every day. Tropical

Si

Conservatory, Gate House
Rainforest,

#|

plants,

Museum,

Garden Shop, Cafe, narrated

tram tours. Open

daily 9:30-4:30pm.

^*i

M^

10901 Old Cutler Rd., Coral Gables.
(305) 667-1651; fax (305) 661-8953.

vwvw.ftg.org.

Florida Archaeological

Month

at

John Pennekamp Coral

Reef State Park and Key Largo Ham-

mocks State Botanical
1202.

..

At the Norton

Site.

(305) 451-

Museum

of Art in

West Palm Beach, Scale Matters: Mega
Mini continues through October 10,

vs.

1999. (561) 832-5196...

The Barnacle

State Historic Site in Coconut Grove

Florida

Keys Marine Sanctuary

Florida Keys Dive Center
Don't miss the adventure! Snorkel or dive

the coral reefs of the Florida Keys Marine

Sanctuary. 1/2 day charters

daily,

one day

discover scuba courses. Ocean view
1

and 2-bedroom condos available

at

an

affordable price. RO. Box391,Tavernier,

hosts a periodic after-hours series called

FL 33070; (800) 433-8946; (305) 852-4599.

Barnacle by Moonlight. Call

Scuba@floridakeysdivectrcom

(305) 448-9445.

for dates.

Historical
of

Museum

Southern Florida

Explore 10,000 years of South
Florida history, including the

amazing Tequesta Indians,
through the

last

50 years,

in

which South Rorida saw more
changes than any other time.
101
Top to bottom: Historic Art Deco District

Miami Beach:

in

Fort Jefferson in the Keys: interior

of the Barnacle State Historic Site

in

Coconut

W.Flagler

St.,

Miami, FL 33130.

(305)375-1492;

fax (305) 375-1609; 222.

www.historical-museum.org

Grove: the Florida Philharmonic: Morikami

Museum and Japanese

Gardens

Opposite page, top: Seminole

in

in

Oelray Beach.

dugout canoe;

bottom: Miami Beach Art Deco hotel

WWW.FLAUSA.COM US
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vacation in the
Florida
is

& Key West

Keys

more than

beaches and
umbrella drinksli^||L \
Like the amber and gold sunsets that paint the

known

as Settlers Park. Also in Tavernier, the

evening skies from Key Largo

Florida

Keys Wild Bird Center

Florida

Keys and

unique.

The

its

some

of the

to

Key West,

the

people are compelling and

islands' natural

found on land or at

wonders can be

most beautiful

reefs, casting for

ing cultural history This 2,800 squai'e mile National

Marine Sanctuary may well be the most diverse

m the world.

both migratory and endangered

of the World.

When

Islama^^o

be much more than rods and

aHUP

known

pineapple, lime and

melon crops

ocean's harvest. Aside from what

many

consider the best dive and snorkel place in the
world, in

Key Largo you can

ing the famed "African

drink where

named

find yourself board-

Queen" or sipping

Humphrey Bogart

after this Key.

they get here, they discover

Botanical Site. Indian

once a thriving port

its

a cool

filmed the movie

The Maritime Museum

of

Key

built

marine attractions

The Theater

tional exhibits

^" ^^ Southern end

of the key, Tavernier
of the century

town

of the oldest

_^

'^^

on marine habitats but

the dolphins, seals and sea lions steal

the show. For a journey back to the
pioneer days

when

windmills provid-

collected into cisterns, tour the

^^^|:#atur©s the preserved, turn

One

of the Sea, has educa-

and

underwater archaeological

State Recreation Park,

in the counfry.

ed power and

"'^^

reels.

by Capt Jacob Houseman,

only accessible by boat.

the Florida Keys exhibits shipwreck treasures
artifacts fi'om

to

fry and catch a frophy in the Sportsfishing Capital

is

for

infor-

People come from every corner of the world

Well into the 19th century, Key Largo was better

its

For more

call 1-800-822-1088.

Endan^^ native hardwood trees are sprawled
out over 2^ acres in Lignum Vitae Key State

Key Largo
than

a rehabilitation

Islamorada

life,

ing ancient shipwrecks, and absorbing the thriv-

S.;-t<

mation

is

hours

distinguishing the great variety of trees, explor-

vacation spot

facility for

species, including Bald Eagles.

sea. Possibilities include diving

on end, tracking bountiful animal

":

-7^'

House,

fi-esh

water was

built in 1919.

rainfall

Matheson

For more

information call 1-800-FAB-KEYS.

/
\

\

V

.

the longer the nesting birds have been "married''.

Marathon

For more information cah 1-800-USA-ESCAPE.

Marking the mid-point of the Florida Keys,
Marathon was named by

railroad

workers who

thought the job of building the Overseas Railroad

would never end. Crane Point

Hammock

enhance your knowledge of indigenous

will

wildlife

and offers close up views of raccoon, small
gators, various butterfly species

On

Pigeon Key

you'll

and rare

alli-

Ijirds.

see conch houses that

date well back into history, as well as the pool
for Flipper's original

Crane Point

lies

TV show

of the 50s. Within

the amazing Adderley House,

Key West
The

best

rich in
Its

known

American

famous

is

Casa Iguana, home

lizard-like Iguanas.

to those

history, folklore,

cultiire.

pastel "Carpenter Gothic" ginger-

ed novelists, poets, playwrights, painters, even
presidents.

ings in

Among

Key West

the 2,500 historical build-

are

The Ernest Hemingway

House, The Audubon House, and the

Little

White

House Museum,

neon

dedicated to
President Harry

The Dolphin Research Center

Truman's tenure,
accomplished

worldwide education on dolphins for over 30
lalion

and

is

bread houses and Victorian mansions have host-

on nearby Grassy Key has been the focal point
for

Key West

of the Florida Keys,

constructed entirely of crushed shell mortar.

Close by

;

caU 1^800-2-MARATHON.

West

their

home,

,,v displaying their

work

the Lower Keys.
One

theater fans there's the

Red

Barn Theater, the Waterfront
of the world's top ten

Playhouse and the Tennessee
*"^aches stretches across

Big Pine Key'inMRfa Honda State Park. The

Williams Playhouse. You'll
also

park

is

marvel

at the

Bahamian

beachcombing, or

ideal for snorkeling,

ViUage and majestic sunsets
scanning the skies for migratory Red Shouldered

and Red Tailed Hawks who make the hammocks
their winter

home. While camping or picnicking

from Mallory Square. And

all

the denizens of the sea are

]

gathered under one big roof
in the park, enjoy spectacular

Honda

Bridge, or venture to

views of the Bahia

MM30.5

called the

glimpse of the endangered miniature Key Deer,
a subspecies of Virginia White-Tailed Deer.

For the

slightly

Key West Aquaiium.^

to catch a

more daring

some

By

the way, save

gy

for the exciting, colorful

night
city.

life

ener-,

of this unique island

For more information

.

'

there's the Blue Hole, a natural
call

fresh water sink hole inhabited by
turtles, birds,

and a few

1-800-IAST

Kl^fe^

alligators.

For more information about
(There's an observation post to

ensure the safety of the visitor and

^e

As you

drive

from

check atop the

tele-

visited.)

any of the Florida Keys,

call

1-800-FLA-I^YS or

our

visit

website at www.fla-keys.com
site to site,
V

phone poles

for Great \\Tiite

Heron

The

nests.

larger the nest,

•

in

some

of the

?

,

Seminole Tribe

continued from page 3

Big Cypress Day Package
• Just west ofFt.

Lauderdale

(1-75 exit 14)

tour the Seminole Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki

Museum,

(954) 792-0745, to learn the unique history

and culture

of the

• Visit BilUe

Unconquered Seminoles.

Swamp

6101, check in at the

Safari, (800) 949-

welcome center and

enjoy lunch (optional) at the

Swamp Water

Immerse yourself in culture
From world-class theater and musical
events to top-notch

Indian breads and more.) Relax in a rockuig
chair overlooking the Everglades.

Swamp Buggy eco-tour. Your

guide will point out rare tropical foliage and
wildlife.

See animals from around the world

that share this wildlife preserve. Later enjoy

a high-speed airboat ride and tour of the
Billie

Swamp Safari Park and see alligators,

crocodiles, rare birds

and more.

ties

Other key events: the

Las Olas Arts Festival, the Fort Laud-

erdale International Film

For
best of

Handsome

the

modern

and

Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum.

culture,

include Bon-

the
Lauderdale Museum of Art and

net House, a

there's

1926 estate,

Fort

and Stranahan House, a

nearby
Museum of Dis-

call

(800) 617-7516 or (305) 257-3737 or visit

www.floridaeco-tours.com and

pioneer

home

that once

was a

the

Seminole Indian
The Old

IMAX

Theater.

The

trading post.

African-American heritage and the

for the Per-

forming Arts hosts performances from opera

and

ballet to

Museum showcases

Dillard

river-

Broward Center

symphonies and touring Broad-

way shows. Greater Fort Lauderdale's
Seminole Tourism information,

homes

historic

covery and Science,

Safari

and the Semi-

Festival

nole Tribal Fair.

show, campfire storytelling, chickee cabin

www.seminoletribe.CQm.

district along the pic-

River.

and venues.

front

tour, visit to

New

wealth of cultural activi-

with a Blockbuster 3-D

Swamp

and science

arts

turesque

Lauderdale offers visitors a

Big Cypress Overnight Package
• Day and night swamp buggy tours, wildlife
(sleeps two) at Billie

museums and multi-

cultural heritage sites. Greater Fort

Cafe. (Everglades specialties; catfish, gator,

• Experience a

Advertising

Greater Fort Lauderdale

Seminole Okalee Indian Village focus on
tribal culture.

third

—Beethoven
Beach, with conductor James Judd
—
Philharmonic

more information, contact the

annual cultural extravaganza

For

by the

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention

and the Florida

Orchestra

is

a celebration held July 6-17 throughout the

Bureau at
www.sunny.org.

Visitors

(800)

22-SUNNy

&

or

Outdoors
Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge

US

Hsh and

Wildlife Seivice.

Freshwater maishes and

10216 Lee

swamps mad<

fld

,

73W303.

Boynton Beach. 15611

this wilderness,

known

as the northern

NWR-

Everglades Also administers Kobe Sound

Bahia Honda State Park
Route

1

.

Box 782. Big Pine Kev. (3051 872-2353. Founded on a

Bill

rairal reef,

Bahia Honda

mangroves and submerged marine habrtats and abundant

offers beach, dune,

birdlife.

Baggs Cape Rorida State Recreation Area

1200 S Crandon

Blvd.,

Key Biscayne, 0051 361-5811,

Restored lighthouse overlooks beautiful beaches on Key Biscayne.

Biscayne National Park
P.O.

Box 1270, Homestead. (305) 230-1 100.

Mostly undenwater park encompassing coral

reefs,

mangroves and wetlands.

Blowing Rocks Preserve
574 S Beach Rd

,

Hobe Sound

1407) 747-3113,

Coastal strand with fragile dune vegetation and nesting area for turtles.

Dry Tortugas National Parli/Fort Jefferson
PO Box

6208, Key

West

fortification in the

(3051

242-7700

1846-66 to protect the Fforida

Fort Jefferson, built

Straits, is

the largest all-masonry

Western world. Boat and seaplane serve the

patf<

from Key

West

Everglades National Park
40001 State Rd 9336, Homestead, (305) 242-7701, Nearly a million and a half aaes
of unique wilderness,

tall

sawgrass and hammxks, with abundant

wildlife,

Garden

Fairchild Tropical

10901 Old Cutler Bd,. Miami (305) 667-1651, One of the world's preeminent botanical
gardens, with 83 acres of tare tropical plants, palms, cycads, flowering trees and
vines, rainforest exhibit, keys coastal habitat

Keys National Wildlife Refuges

Florida

Headguarters: PO, Box 430510, Big Pine Key, 1305) 872-2239,

Key Deer

NWR

on Big Pine Key protects

Great White Heron

NWR

and Key West

tlie

critically-endangered small deer

NWR

protect migratory and nesting birds.

Crocodile lake fvlWR on North Key Largo protects endangered American crocodiles,

Hugh Taylor Birch
3109

E,

State Recreation Area

Sunrise Blvd, Fort Lauderdale (954) 564-4521

180-acre park with four distinct biological communities,

Indian Key State Historic Site
c/o Lignumvitae Key State Botanical

Site,

One-time wrecking town bumed to the

RO, Box 1052. Islamorada, (305) 664^1815,

gmund

the Second Seminole

in

War

flanger-guided tours

John
10900

D.

SB

MacArthur Beach State Park
703 lAlA), North Palm Beach, (561) 624-6950,

Barrier island features subtropical coastal habitat

abundant shore and wading

birds,

John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park

MM

102,5,

Ttie first

PO Box

487,

Key Largo,

underwater state

(305) 451-1202,

parts in the

mangrove swamps, Glassbottom boat

counuv, witfi coral iBefs, seagrass beds and
tours, canoeing, nature walks.

continued on page 2^
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Palm Beach County
Discover the Nature

With
and
ty

has plenty

more than 30 ecotourism sites
attractions, Palm Beach Coun-

to offer visitors.

adventures, for example.
River canoe

trail,

Take wilderness

The Loxahatchee

on Florida's only nationally-

Palm

Beach

American and Native American
heritage, and Historic Delray,

County

including a historic railway station.

is

the

also

home

of

Dickinson State Park, offers canoeing and
kayaking along a forested riven The Corbett

Florida History Center

Wildlife

Management Area & Dupuis

Reserve,

60 acres of natural wet pine flatwoods, fea-

more information on Palm
Beach County nature-based
tourism attractions, contact the Palm
Beach County Convention and Visitors
Bureau at (561) 471-3995 or visit their
website at www.palmbeachfl.com.
For

cultural
heritage and

designated Wild and Scenic River at Jonathan

historic sites, including the

& Museum, Lighthouse
& Pioneer Home in Jupiter; the Lawrence Will
Museum highlighting local history, African-

tures a boardwalk through pinelands, cypress

swamp and
alligators

sawgrass. Nature lovers can see

and

birdlife

on an airboat tour

from Loxahatchee Airboat Rides. And

can watch

fruit

being harvested, processed

and packed on a tour of one of the

Greater Miami

visitors

area's

A

Celebration of Cultural Diversity

many

citrus groves.

|ver since

Palm Beach County's attractions
include outstanding beaches and offshore
attractions.

Scuba divers can see

sponges and tropical

fish at

coral,

Juno Ledge, a

its

beginnings, Greater

Miami

has attracted a diverse group of seekers.

came

First

the Tequesta people 10,000 years

ago, followed

by the Spanish explorers of the

16th century. In the 1800s, enterprising

natural reef south of Jupiter Inlet, and at

Bahamians came

Delray Ledges, offshore from Delray Public

ended up

staying.

to salvage shipwrecks

From the

and

north, Seminole

Beach. John D. MacArthur Beach State Park,

and Miccosukee Indians

750 acres of barrier island ecology, features a

glades with a group of runaway African-Amer-

with exhibits and aquariums.

ican slaves. Coconut Grove attracted a

visitors center

Live sea turtles and other marine

settled in the Ever-

are on

mixture of people including Europeans,

& Marine Life Cen-

Northerners and Black Bahamians. Other

ter Jupiter Outdoor Center offers a variety of

immigrants arrived from Jamaica, Trinidad

eco-tourism activities at one centralized

and Tobago, Barbados and other Caribbean

hand

at

Loggerhead Park

life

location in Jupiter.

countries. During the Depres-

sion,

a

--r.-

dominantly Jewish

—

pre-

group came

Miami Beach
and built the
sleek hotels
and apartment
to

Teater Miami
Beaches'

& The

ATneTlcan/
Catlbbean

Afticat)

Greater Miami's cultural diversity at
the following

now make up
Art

Deco

Historical

District.

Florida,

the
and
1970s more

Ziff

In

than half a mil-

Cuban

exiles

came

Miami

new

For a detailed listing of

Nicaraguans,

Colombians,
Dominicans, Puerto Ricans and others.
in Miami over

About 30,000 Haitians settled

the past 18 years, settling in an area
Palm Beacii County waters

known

Southern

multicultural offerings, get a

fol-

Hispanics-

diving off

of

375-1492; Little

(305) 223-8380.

lowed by other

Scuba

Museum

(305)

to

to start a
life,

Black Archives,

Havana/Calle Ocho; Sanford L.
Jewish Museum of Florida,
(305) 672-5044; and Miccosukee
Indian Village and Airboat Rides,

1960s

lion

sites;

&

Research Foundation of
South Florida, (305) 636-2390;
History

buildings that

the

Visitors can delve deeper into

Resource €unie

as Little Haiti.

now

copy of the Greater Miami &
The Beaches' Multicultural
Guide and Greater Miami &
The Beaches' AfricanAmerican/Caribbean Resource Guide.
Call the Greater Miami Convention &
Visitors Bureau at (800) 283-2707 or
visit www.miamiandbeaches.com.
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GULF
OF

MEXICO
Marco

Islam
Evergli

1; ith

more than one million acres of

-.,-

nature sanctuaries, the Southwest
region is dedicated to the preservation of the
fragile ecological assets within its borders.

Focus

^

A Wonderland

"^.^

To

for Wildlife

the

west are barrier islands like Captiva and Sanibel, while in the east
the river of grass and bald cypress swamps that make up the Everglades extends across most of Florida's southern peninsula. Some of
this vast natural beauty is visible from the Tamiami Trail, designated a
scenic highway between Miami and Naples. The region made up of
Charlotte, Collier, Glades, Hendry and Lee counties
is also home to
much of Florida's agricultural industry, including citrus, sugar cane, beef catde,
fruits and commercial fishing. Archaeological evidence of a pre-Columbian Calusa
Indian past and a colorful Seminole
and Miccosukee present provides a
I
rich tapestry of Native American
cultures. Great rivers mix with
the Gulf of Mexico's salt to provide
a nursery for sport fishing and
top-notch shell collecting. Lake

—

—

Okeechobee hosts world-class largemouth bass fishing tournaments.

Many of the islands that make
up the Lee Island Coast are
sanctuaries.

natural

The J.N. "Ding"

Darling

National Wildlife Refuge on Sanibel

a migratory bird sanctuary
and maze of mangrove islands and shallow lagoons. A five-mile Wildlife Drive
offers some of the best birding in the state, with a chance to spot some of the
nearly 300 species. Sanibel Island is considered the top seashelling spot in
Florida and perhaps the entire hemisphere. Enthusiasts turn out to collect up
to 200 varieties of shells, including clam, cockle, and fighting conch, that wash
up on the 17 miles of gulf beaches on Sanibel and Captiva.
Lying in a chain of barrier islands that shelters Charlotte Harbor and Pine
Island Sound, Cayo Costa State Park is covered with pine woods and palmetto,
and is a favorite area for camping.
The 125-acre Mound Key State Archaeological Site is dense with shells
deposited by the Calusa Indians, who once dominated most of the southern
half of the peninsula. Here ancient artifacts are left undisturbed in the ground.
An historic overview is available at The Calusa Nature Center and Planetarium
north of Fort Myers.
Island

is

—

Enlightened natural lands protection and

management have made the South-

wildlife

west a haven

for

a variety of endangered and

protected species. Visitors can paddle Pine
Island

Sound with dolphins and

two thirds

U10 VISIT FLORIDA

"Dmg" Darling

of Sanibel Island,

National Wildlife Refuge offers annual sight-

The Babcock/Webb Wildlife Management Area
ings of almost 300 bird species.

recently opened to day use and

is

home

to

nesting colonies of red-cockaded woodpeckers.

Babcock Ranch

is \'isited

by whooping

cranes, part of the world's second-largest population, and a re-introduction success stoiy.
American bald eagle, crested carcara and
snail kite

maybe seen

along inland roads.

Many endangered

or

threatened

species, including roseate spoonbills (often

mistaken

wood

for flamingos),

manatees and

storks are seen at the

Commodore

Creek Canoe Trail, a one and a half-mile
waterway passing through lush mangrove
forests.

Swamp

The heavily wooded Corkscrew
Sanctuary contains the largest

vir-

gin bald cypress forest in the world and

America's largest colony of rare nesting

wood

storks.

Immokalee's Lake IVafford boasts Florida's
densest population of Merican alligator

Spring and

fall,

on land and water, many

of Florida's 3,500 wildflower species bring

out the butterflies in the Southwest. Brazil-

ian free-tail bats can be found living in
bridges and palms, Endangered loggerhead

sea turtles nest on beaches, and gopher tortoises share inland

continued on page 12

float the

Caloosahatchee with manatees. Comprising

diamondback

burrows with eastern

rattlers.

1

Events

Advertising

Sanibel Island is home to the International
Hemingway Festival held each June, which
includes cultural and sporting events for the
family. (800) 916-9727... At Cayo

whole

Costa State Park, Turtle Walks, with sightings and education on nesting habits, are
available

on July 17 and August 21. (941)
The Old llymeHoMay Festival

964-0375...
at

Koreshan State Historic Site everj^ Novemartists, food, music and an Indi-

ber features

an \'iUage. (941) 992-0311. Coast along the
Blackwater River in Collier-Seminole State
.

.

Park throughout December with the Gviided
Canoe Program through the mangroves.
Ortona's Cane Grinding
(941) 394-3397.
.

.

Festival, held the first weekend in February,
recalls early days of grinding sugar

cane by

hand. (941) 946-0440... Go hungry to
Everglades City's Seafood Festival, the first

^

Swamp Cabbage
settler staple.

It's

Festival honors an early

held the last

fiiU

weekend

in

in February. (941) 675-0125... In Fort

February (941)
695-3941... Com-

Myers, the Edison Festival of Ligiit is celebrated each February. (941) 332-3624. The

pare sour orange

annual Sanibel Shell Fair, held the first
weekend in March, praises all things shellrelated, with exhibitions, competitions, and

full

5 .^.^i^iiiWI^EP

Sour Orange Festival, the second weekend
in February (941) 946-0440... LaBelle's

weekend

pie to Key

Lime

at

Moore Haven's

.

.

demonstrations of shellcraft. (941) 4722155... ChaloNitka celebrates largemouth
bass in Moore Haven the

first full

weekend in

March. (941) 946-0440... Every March, the
annual Koreshan Archaeology Fair offers a

chance to investigate the

art, religion

and

technology of the Calusa Indians at the Kore-

shan State Historic

Site.

(941) 992-0311...

Clewiston's Sugar
Festival
third

is

held the

weekend

of April.

(941) 983-7070.

Top to bottom: Fishing in the Gulf of Mexico: banyan tree on the

grounds of Thomas Edison's winter home, and his laboratory:
Captlva/Sanibel Island: bougainvillea in bloom: a Florida panther
Opposite page, top: Southwest's shells: bottom: the Rod and

Gun

Club, Everglades City
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Southwest continued from page
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Everglades City stands at the
entrance of the western approach to the
Everglades and has a visitor center for
those entering Everglades National
Park, the largest subtropical wilderness

the United States. Here, too, is the
Big Cypress Swamp, which protects the
state's largest population of the endangered Florida panther and is the start-

Visual Arts Center, with national juried

Outdoors

art shows; Fort Myers' Alliance of

Big Cypress National Presenre

the Arts, a public art gallery where
concerts, theater and recitals are
also offered;

and the

Museum of the

Islands on Pine Island, featuring
exhibitions on the Calusa Indians
artifacts

from Old

1 1

Satinwood Dr Ochopce. 1941

0,

,

69M1

1

1 1

.

Cypress coveis about a

PO Box

60023. 3450

Ave

Ortiz

visitors

RO Box

Boca Grande. (941

50.

1 1

Accessible only by boat or

)

20200

features include miles of

swgmps and abundant

birdlife.

E.

Tamiami

Trail..

Naples (941) 394-3397.

hammock

is

many tiireatened

liome to

NATURE'S PUYGROUND

CAPTIVA
ISLAND

Swamp

Corkscrew
375 Sanctuaiy

Sanctuary

Rd.. fJaples 1941

otd-grovytti bald cypress

)

348-91 51

protected

is

Tbe

,

nation's largest remaining stand of

10.000-acre wilderness.

in tills

Delnor-Wiggins Pass State Recreation Area
1

1 1

00 Gulf Shore Drive

This narrow
tidal

bamer

Nortii. (Naples. (941

island

597-61 96.

1

separated from

is

trie

swamps and

mainland by mangrove

creeks and features mangroves and sea grapes

Don Pedro

Island State Recreation Area
PO Box

c/o Barrier Islands GEOpark.

1 1

50.

Boca Grande. (941 ) 964^)375.

Accessible only by private boat, this barrier island offers

and nature

sjielling

study.

Fakahatchee Strand State Preserve
PO Box

attractions

548. Copeland. (941)

—

This strand

in the region

6954593.

swamp

an elongated

forest-contains

tiie largest

palms and largest concentiation of epiphytic on:hids

in Nortit

stand of native royal

America.

Florida Panther National Wildlife Refuge

include the

3860 Tollgate Blvd
acx:ess

winter estates
of inventor

tiie

353*142. The refuge

Suite 300. Naples (941)

.

and use. but

its

swamp

office displays including a

scene

is

closed to public

a mounted

wrtfl

and animals, and a short tape message on

cougar, characteristic plants

1890s.

endangered

or

animal species, including bald eagles and panthers.

Noteworthy

home to a religious sect in the

Colonial).

Florida's

smSiK.

ferry, tills island's natural

This park's tropical hardwood

Scenic Trail.

Historic Site in the Bonita Springs area,

on a tour of

Collier-Seminole State Park

Florida Nation-

TTiomas
Edison and automobile magnate Henry
Ford in Fort Myers; the Smallwood
Store Museum, an old trading post in
Chokoloskee; and the Koreshan State

and

(intersection of Ortiz. Six l^ile Cypress,

275-3435 Rustic tMardwalks lead

Fort fvlyers 1941)

beaches, pine forest mangrove

historical

Lighthouse, Sanibel/Captiva

tliird

728.000 acres: two scenic drives provide leisurely v^ldlife viewing.

park's

Cayo Costa State Park

and

Florida.

ing point of the
al

iliis

Calusa Nature Center And Planetarium

native environment, including an Audutxin aviary.

in

"^

S.R Box
of

pantiier Also administered under this

NWR:

Ten Thousand Islands

tiie

biology of

WJH.

J.N. "Ding" Darling National Wildlife Refuge

An

Island beach

& bay

surrounded by sand,

1

resort

Wildlife Or, Sanibel. (941)472-1100 6.300-acre refuge

tiail.
life,

shells,

birds, fish, manatees, dolphins,
uninhabited barrier islands.

&

a car route, and canoe
including

Island

Bay

more

NWH.

tiian

tiails

to allow visitors

200 species of

NWR.

Calooshatchee

birds.

on Sanibel Island

a closer look

at te plant

Also administered under

Pine Island

NWB. Matiacha

featijres

a

and animal

NWR:
NWR.

tills

Pass

Lovers Key State Park
8700 Estero

700 acres of

Blvd. Fort tvfyers (941) 463-4588.

natural habitat, while

sand beaches and

barrier islands.

Six Mile Cypress Slough Preserve

&

Unwind
Escape
800-223-5865

7751 Penzance Crossing, Fort Ivlyers (941) 432-2004,

Journey through a 2.000-acre wetland ecosystem on a mile-long boardwalk exploring
the region's diverse plant and v^ldlife.

Southwest Florida's cultural
offerings include Charlotte County's

website: tween-waters.com

OF ALL THINGS TO DisCOVCT IN CHARLOTTE HARBOR,
THE BEST ONE MAY BE Your Old Self
You remember you,

don't you?

Happy-go-lucky? Stress-free? If not,

Harbor

visit

Charlotte

& the Gulf Islands. Just south of Tampa,

Charlotte Harbor

is

what Florida used

to be

-

unspoiled and unhurried.

Discover uncrowded beaches. Pristine

rivers.

Spectacular wilderness areas. Waterfront shopping

and dining. World-class

fishing.

And, just

maybe, a side of yourself you didn't

know was
You
it.

still

there.

really

have to see

to believe

it

For your free Vacation Planner,

1-888-4PIIR-FLA. or

fax

your

request to 941-743-2245.

It's

PURE Florida.

Punta Gorda • Engleviood Beach •Port Charlotte • Gasparilla Island • Placida

Don Pedro Island •Boca Grande •Manasota Key
U12 ViSIT FLORIDA

AiJvertising

• Palm Island • Cape

Haze Peninsula

call

,

Historical

and Cultural

Bailey-Matthews Shell

Museum

3075 Sanibcl-Captra Rd
The only museum

the

in

,

Sanibel Island. (941

U S devoled

Lake Trafford Marina/Air Boat Adventure
6001 Lake Trafford

1

enlirBly 10 the shells of the world.

First St.,

Built in 1901.

1

;

&

Egrets, Inc. (Nature tours)

238 Silverado Dr, Naples (941) 352-8586, fax (941 352-8598
)

RO Box 2217. Fort Myers. (9411 332-6125.
the home is significant for its age and Georgian

& Preserve

Pepper Ranch

Revival architecture

6315 Pepper Rd

which was unusual

1

& Everglades Excursions

100 Sixth Ave, S. Suite 227A, Naples (9411 262-7300; fax (3411 262-6967

Orchids

The Burroughs Home
2505

Immokalee, (941 657-2401 fax (941 658-2401

Rd,,

Naples Trolley Tours

395-2233.

1

Immokalee (941) 657-6517

,

the area.

in

Royal Palm Tours

The

Children's Science Center
2915 N E. Pine Island Rd Cape £m\. (3411 997-0012.

PO, Box 60079, Fort Myers, (941) 368-0760 fax (941) 368-7141

,

Features hands-on exhibits on

electricity, optical illusions, inventions,

magnets,

holograms, dinosaurs and more.

Museum

Collier County
3301 Tamiami

Trail East,

laboratory, a restored

& Ford

homes

Tours of the winter

Fort

Myers

2300 Peck St,

A

Fort fi/lyeis (941

,

Swamp

and

RO Box

Wodd Wars &
I

Ford.

visit

105

Professional

1450 Memphis Ave

Everglades

Blvd.,

695-0008.

S

1919, this 52-acre tropical site includes

1600 Tamiami

pop concerts, dance, opera,

children's theate,

and more

(941) 695-2989. Old Indian trading

(941) 332-0709; fax (941)

post

332-0703

80

Marco

Everglades Bicycle Tours

& The

1

1

)

455-721

1

,

fax (941

1

455-72)

1102

1

djurt.

Cape

(iiral.

1341)

King Fisher Cruise Lines,
Fishemien's Village Marina, 1200
(941

1

63M963;

fax (941

1

5404884; fax

(941|

Two swamp

N

wildlife

540-7514

Myers,

Fort

Island Area

& Convention

a 33901

Chamber

1941

;

of

Everglades Convention

Collier Boulevard,

Marco

Island,

1

and tour of the

Swamp

storytelling,
Billie

Swamp

Safari

new Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum.

Bureau

338-3580

Commerce/Marco

&

Lee Tiger

Island

& Visitors Bureau

Associates, Inc.

information and reservations

a 34145; (941) 394-7549
Phone;

Water Management

305-257-2134

•

Fax:305-257-2137

a 34102; (Mil 43O-O60O x229
mailing address

District

12261 Southwest 25

Southwest Ronda; (352) 796-7211

Retta Esplanade, Punta Gorda.

Billie

buggy tours (day and night)

show, campfire,

chickee cabin (sleeps two) at

a 33935; (341) 675D125

1400 Gulf Shore Boulevard N, #218, Naples,

Inc.

West

tour and airboat ride at

and tour the new Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum.

Overnight package

a 34139 (3411 695-3941

Visit Naples, Inc.

Island Personal Watercraft Rental
5317 Bayside

Safari

Moore Haven,

W Hrst Street

RO. Box 580, Captiva Island (941 472-5300 fax (941 472-6405

(941

City,

Lee Island Coast Visitor
21

Captiva Cruises

6003 Green Boulevard, Naples

Everglades

PO, Box 456, laBellB,

4634166

1

Swamp buggy

a 33948; (941) 7ei300

)

of Commerce
a 33471, (8001 267-3182
Greater LaBelle Chamber of Commerce
490,

l-Ji at exit 14

Day package

Gulf Islands Visitors Bureau

Suite 100, Pott Chariotte,

Trail,

Wert of Fort Lauderdale,

Glades County Chamber

Captain Tony's Fishing Adventures Ahoard Fish'n Xpress
(941

just

275, Clemston,

Calusa Coast Outfitters Educational Tours

Myers

and animals.

trails

a 33440; (941 983-7979
Everglades Area Chamber of Commerce
PO Box

PO Box

Fort

Island,

Clewiston Chamber of Commerce

PO Box 130

Way

& the

Charlotte Harbor

597-1 900

1

in

Recreation and Tours
Myers

ManM

Resources

Smallwood Store Museum

Fort

Naples and near

in

1530 Goodlette Rd. N, Naples. (941) 262-5409.

Founded

Cit(. (941)

Naples, (941

360 Maimie St, Chokoloskee.

BIG CYPRESS
SENINOLE INDIANS

Naples (941) 262-0304

,

Caribbean Gardens

Philharmonic Center For The Arts

730 Dean

Broadway productions and dinner each season.

Nahjre centers with tours

Everglades

Broadway musicals, symphonic

2668 Shnver Or,

1

Swamp,

II.

Explore the colorful saga of the Everglades

5833 Pelican Bay

)

treks through the Telegraph Cypress

Conservancy of Southwest Florida

the remains of an unusual pioneer settlement on the Estero RKrer

of the

W. Broadway,

Punta Gorda (800) 500-5583; (941 637-461

1380 Colonial Boulevard, at Royal Palm Square, Fort Myecs. (941) 277-4422,

Museum

(941 1992-0311

7, Estero,

can

Museum

,

Myers. (941) 332-5955

Fort

Koreshan State Historic Site
\^srtors

31

buggy nahjre

Broadway Palm Dinner Theatre

restored 1924 railroad depot houses exhibits about the Calusa Indians, Spanish

explorers,

1

334-3614

1

American inventors Tliomas Edison and Henry

of

Historical

1

Babcock Wilderness Adventures
8000 State Rd,

Winter Estates

2350 IvlcGregor Blvd

472-8900; fax (341 335-2772

(941

swamp

buggy and a steam logging locomotive,

Edison

Inc.

900 Taroon Bay Rd, Sanibel

Attractions

Naples (941) 695fl)08.

an operating archaeological

Historical pari( featuring

Tarpon Bay Recreation,

1

Street Miaini, FL

33032

637-1 054

1

ne Lee Islaiicl (joast

Sure, you coula escape to the worla

Cypress Slough Preserve

on

s rniest

beacnes,

It

W

s not just anotiier day at tne Deacn.

tnere's so

a hoardwaUj to view suhtropical plants

mucn more
and

to see

wildlife.

ana

do.

Tour the Six Mile

See the gentle Manatees in a

special

"eco-tourium" viewing park. Travel through the nationally renowned 6300-acre J.N. "Ding" Darling National
Wildlife Rehige. Visit the Bailey-Matthews Shell
at the Edison/Ford

the Imaginarium

probahly

come

iniormation

Museum,

the only sea shell

Hands-On Museum

000-^:^0 i -4 1 OO

or

all

the

visit

LEE

om- wehsite at www.LeeIslandCoast.com.

& Captica Islands

And

ReHve history

lor the hids there's

mn. For hee vacation

Edison/Ford Estates

Sanibel

in the country.

lahorator)'.

J.N. "Ding

Darling

National Wildlife Refuge

plus the Children's Science Center. So, wliile you'll

lor the sun... you'll also discover

call

museum

Winter Estates reaturing Edison's personal

W^^

ISLANDS COAST
Floriaas Tropical Islana Gebawcy

Fort

Myers Beach

Fort Myers

Cape Coral

Bonita Springs

Advertising

North Fort Myers

Pine Island

& Boca Grande

Lehigh Acres
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t^illDA
the heart of Florida,

In

is

many residents contin-

make

a living off the land, whether it
citrus farming, raising cattle or breeding horses.

ue

to

But the dominant feature of the region is water, from Marion
County's springs to the shores of Lake Okeechobee, with

Focus
Central Florida's
Architectural Heritage
Orlando has long been associated with new,

more than 1,000 lakes in between.
The Ocala National Forest is home to four major springs and the

high-tech theme parks, but a little-known

seven-mile SL Francis canoe

rounding small-town suburbs that retain a

trail.

Silver Springs, the largest natural

is the centerpiece of a 350-acre wildlife theme park.
Nearby, the Silver River State Park includes the Silver River Museum
and Environmental Education Center and a pioneer village. Notable as a winter
home for manatees seeking refuge from the colder waters of the St Johns River,
Blue Spring State Park allows visitors to observe the limibering mammals from a
deck. The park also features several shell mounds left by the Timucuan hidians.
Wekiwa Springs State Park, one of the largest in the state, is an
excellent canoeing site with waters winding through hardwood
hammocks and sand pine scrub, and animal residents that include
the Southern black bear and bald eagle. Pontoon boat cruises on
the northerly flovraig St Johns River, canoeing on the pristine
Wekiva River, or airboat cruises on Lake Jesup in Seminole Coimty
offer views of hundreds of bird species and alligator habitats.
Kissimmee was once the center of the state's cattle industry, and
Polk County's Lake Kissimmee State Park pays homage to the "cow
hunters" of early Florida with a working 1800s replica cow ranch and
a natural resource conservancy. Visitors can tour a working catfle
ranch at St Cloud's Forever Florida, for a taste of the "cracker" lifestyle. Tlie more
genteel Florida of yesteryear is exemplified by Mount Dora, a cozy community of
Victorian mansions and ancient live oaks that is a mecca for the state's antiquers.
Highlands Hammock State Park in Sebring, with cypress swamps and
hardwood hammocks, is home to alligators, bald eagles and endangered scrub
jays. Kissimmee Prairie State Preserve in Okeechobee is rich in flora and fauna.
Avid birders should visit the Florida Audubon Center for Birds of Prey's Audubon
House in Maitland for a close-up view of eagles, owls, hawks and vultures.
Cultural highlights in Central Florida include Winter Park's Charles Hosmer
Morse Museum of American Art with the world's most comprehensive collection
of Tiffany stained glass and his 1893 Chapel; Ocala's Appleton Museum of Art
the Polk Museum of Art and the Orlando Museum of Art In Lake Wales, the
Bok Tower Gardens features lush gardens and a carillon. Dade Batdefield State

spring in Florida,

Sumter County commemorates Florida's turbulent early history.
Central Florida's well-known theme parks provide educational programs
for wildlife lovers, including SeaWorld Orlando's manatee exhibit and Disne/s
AriLmal Kingdom's Conservation Station.
Historic Site in

U14 VISIT FLORIDA

aspect of this tourist

boomtown

is

the sur-

link with the area's historic past.

Eatonville, just north of the city,

is

America's oldest African-American municipality,

and was the home of Zora Neale

Hurston, the celebrated author and chronicler of African-American culture. Every Jan-

uary a

festival

honors Hurston with lectures

and performances by some
finest scholars

and

of the nation's

artists

and a \1brant

street festival.

The three-story Bradlee-Mclntyre
House in Longwood, built around
last sur\'iving period cottage in

Seminole Counties and

typifies

1885,

is

the

Orange and
the flamboy-

ant architecture of the Victorian period. In

Lakeland, the campus of Florida Souther

College contains buildings designed by

Frank Lloyd Wright. Historic Sanford features quaint antique shops and the Henrj'
Sanford Museum. Late Victorian-era design
is

reflected in the restored Historic Water-

house Residence and Carpentry Shop Muse-

ums in

um

Maitland, built in 1884.

The Withers-Maguire House and Musein Ocoee was the first home in the area

to feature concealed wiring

room with

living

and features

a

original furnishings, period

kitchens, a Pioneer Family

Museum, and

a

School History Museum.
In Kissimmee, the Osceola County Pio-

neer

Museum

has three historic buildings:

the 1895 Lanier House, 1880 Tyson
place,

and a wood shed

built with

from a 1900 citrus grove barn.

Homelumber

Events
The

Silver

Advertising

Spurs Rodeo

DISCOVER

Central

of

is

Florida" with

held each February and

the Antique

October and

Extravaganza at Ren-

in

Kissimmee-St. Cloud

is

highlight-

ed by a quadrille dance on

horseback. (800) 8311844... Visit the

n

Lake

n g e

i

ter

ber

r

'

s

Spring State Park.

state parks. Activities include clogging, folk

American Festival

music, and

up Native American

animal displays. (941) 386is

is

An

interpretive

Lake Wales.

On November

program

20-21, the Native

in Silver Springs serves

food, art

Gatorland
See the "Real"

Florida.

alligators, birds

and animals. Many

tribute to the

Equine Resort

Blossom

turn-of-the-

Carriage Festival on December

century citrus

ebrate the romance of the horse-drawn era.

and cattle
farmers who

Scottish Highland

tamed the

selberry the third weekend in January. (800)

region. (407)

800-7832... Celebrate Florida

396-8644...
Mount Dora

Now

at the

cements
title

its

as "An-

tique Capital

in Weirsdale, holds its

Uth

of Florida; Jungle

Crocs of the World. 14501

annual

Trail,

S.

Orange

Orlando. (408) 855-5496.

to cel-

(352) 750-5500... The Central Florida

Games

of

Gator Wrestling: Cracker Style; Gator

Jumparoo; Snakes

Day

Thousands

and educational shows:

exciting

and dancing.

(352) 236-5401... The Austin Carriage
Museum, found within the Continental Acres

Pioneer

Osceola County Pioneer Museum, paying

Blvd.,

(941) 676-1408.

www.boktower.org.

offered three times daily. (904) 775-

3663...

tower on peninsular

center 1151 Tower

visitor

(352)

15.

Hammock State Park on
November 6th celebrates the 1930s and '40s
men who helped clear the way for Florida's

val at Highland

7

carillon bell

Florida's highest point. Cafe, gift shop,

on Novem-

383-2165...
View the manatees in mid-November at Blue

November

preserve, Mediterranean estate

overlooking citrus groves, 205-foot

(800) 800-7832... The
Civilian Conservation Corps Festi-

Annual

6094...

National Historic Landmark, meditative

200-acre woodland Garden, wildlife

Antique Cen-

Mary/Heathrow Festival
of the Arts in October.

live

Bok Tower Gardens

are held in Cas-

Then and

Wekiwa Springs State Park the last
weekend in March as living history portrayers depict the times of the Timucuan Indians, Spanish explorers, cow hunters and
at

British plantation owners. (407) 884-2

Outdoors
Bok Tower Gardens
1151 Tower Bl»d

A

,

Lake Wales 19411 676-1408.

majestic 57-bell carillon tower and Ijsh sorounding gardens.

General James A. Van Fleet State

Trail

12549 Stale Padc Or, Clemiom, 1352] 334-2280,

Once a

railroad track,

bicvclists, hikers,

Harry
N

1920

P.

trail

,

14071

meandehng

Hammock

is

popular with

Hammock Rd,

246-2620

pattis.

and the Leu House Museum.

State Park

Sebring 1941

1

386-6094,

swamp and hardwood

of Florida's first parks, this pristine cypress

several nature

Lake

swamp

through the green

joggers and horseback ndes

Ave Orlando,

forest

Highlands
One

29-miie

Leu Gardens

Nearly 50 acres of

5931

ttiis

forest features

through vanous habitats, including a boardwalk through wetlands

trails

Griffin State

Recreation Area

103 Hwy. 441/27, Fmitland Pad<, 13521 360-3760

Bass

fishing,

camping, boating, canoeing and nature study are top

activities at this parte

Lake KIsslmmee State Park
14248 Camp
Located

(vlack fld„

in cattle

pad< features a

Lake Wales, (9411 696-1 1 12,

country on the shores of Lakes Kissimmee, Tiger and Rosalie, this

living history

demonstration of an 1876

cow camp.

Lake Louisa State Park
12549 State Park Or, Clermont. 13521 394-3969.
Tliis 1

,790-acre

the Green

pat1< is

Swamp;

located on the shores of Lake Louisa

wildlife includes red fox

irr

the northeast corner of

and bobcat

Lower Wekiva River State Reserve
8300 West S.R

46, Sanford. (407| 884-2009.

T^is 4636-acre preserves unique system of blackwater streams and wetlands
provides a superb habitat for black bears, otters, and alligators

Ocala National Forest
10863 E

Hwy

The

National Forest east of the Mississippi at 383,000 acres, with a wealttl of

first

40„ Silver Springs (352) 625-7470

water-oriented activities, including canoeing and boating.

Rainbow Springs

State Park

19158 S,W, 81st Place Rd„ Dunnellon, (3521 489-8503 The springs basin of the

RainlMW River the azalea gardens,

river

wetlands and sandhill pine forest here are

home

to

abundant

swimming and

wildlife

and great

tubing.

Rock Springs Run State Reserve
1800 Wekiwa

Sand pine

Apopka

Circle,

(407) 884-2009,

scrub, pine flatwoods,

and swamps

on Rock Springs Run and the Wekiva River
characterize this reserve,

which allows

backpacking and horseback

riding.

Silver River State Park
1425 N E, 58 Ave,, Ocala (352) 236-1827,
Silver River flows through this patlt, wilich

includes springs

Top to bottom: Cattle

trails.

The

Silver River

and pioneer center are located here,

ranch: orange grove:

Tosohatchee State Reserve

bluegrass entertainers

3365

at the Florida Bluegrass
Festival:

and

fvluseum and Enviranmental Education Center

Taylor Creek

Rd,

Ctiristmas, (407) 568-5893,

28,000 acres of marshes,

swamps and

hammocks, and 19 miles of frontage on the

Ocala horse

Sl Johns River

farm, beautiful flowers
in

Harry Leu Gardens.

Opposite page, top: lake fishing:

Wekiwa

Springs State Park

1800 Wekiwa
Tire

Tliis large state

bottom: cypress trees

Apopka, (4071 881-2009,

Circle,

headwater of the
park

Wekva

is

River the springs flow 15 miles into the

SL Johns.

the southern range for Southern black bears.

Withlacoochee State

Trail

12549 State Park Or, Clermont (352) 394-2280.
Part of Flonda's Rails-to-Ttgils prugram, this 46-mile

trail

passes tfirough the

Withlacoochee State Forest and parallels die Withlacoochee Rwer

WWW.FLJVUSA.COM UIS

'

vacation in

Central Florida

more

is

'f-JA^P^'"

than theme parks

and man-made
wonders.
Central Florida's Polk County, Naturally
mass than the

Substantially larger in land

state of

Rliode Island, Central Florida's Polk County

is

located directly between Orlando's world-famous

County 100 years ago. Today,

the forest excellent for camping, the holes

challenging for

attractions and the beautiful Gulf Coast be,

While

its

Gardens,

golf,
)rite

the dude ranches and

—Cypress

Bok Tower

Fishermen, campers
^*^'''

'^''1^%;

,,^

Gardens and Fantasy,.
'
•

those of neighbors to
the east and west, Polk

of pace

where you can

open spaces. More than
600 freshwater lakes,

numerous

^^;

.

^-'ji:.,

"""^

municipal and county

.'
'

parks, plus two state

--'-^

^^

'

vou want, including
nothing at

'Ji^^''

S-

all.

Acres of pine

forest,

lands,

,

,-

drful orange groves, -?:v,;:,

lured settlers to Polk

its

picturesque countryside.

^

.-

For more informa-

I'

please contact

the Central Florida

;|

.<

w:i

Visitors

&

.'

Bureau

toll

\^
^-

':.

tion,

/^'i

><,

bountiful lakes and col-

.

parks landscape

*

-

rolling hills, rich cattle-

grazmg pasture

and

.^

%

_

do just about anything

.

rivers

streams, several

change

offers a

llS\.\;^

%'

"^

»:

I

enthusiasts marvel at

Polk County's unspoiled

'=^;-^-

..
,

t

«sj

;^

J

^j,^

—are not unlike

County

and other nature

,,,

Flight

j

bass fishing destination.

major touris*—*-""" '-*«

attractions

visitors find

.'

•.^

.,,

s-^"

.

..y'

V'M'k

W:

Convention
free at

1-800-828-POLK.

'

I

?^^

Orlando Area/Eatonville
Take the time

the

first

Orlando area's many

to discover the

unique cultural offerings.

golf courses, world-class water

In Historic Eatonville,

incorporated municipalit>" founded

African Americans, and

hometown

ski schools,

of

;

and fishing on one

more than

1.000 lakes.

,

'

V'

For a free Lake County

by-

of charismatic

brochure,

nventieth century writer, folklorist. and

^\

guide and Loop Tours

v^acation

m.J
^^j^ ^;^,^.^.^
'

,

798-1071 or

call (800)

%«'

.

^

'

-

visit the,
;

anthropologist Zora Neale Hurston,

Museum

Zora Xeale Hurston National
to

view the creative work of

visit

the

our website

Wild About Seminole County
Seminole Count\^ with over 2.000 freshwater

at

lakes and clear-running rivers,

\\^\^v.cs.ucf.edu/~zora or call (407) 647-3307.
Inquisitive folks of

all

ages

will love

exploring

the Orlando Science Center,

home

of interactive activities in

10 pemianent

exhibits. Visitors

.

hundreds

lift

planets.

Images

.'/'/'I

visitors

on the eight-story

'

CineDome

:'

also

vacation spot for excitement and adventure in

and scenic

surround

County has miles of
and horseback

,-,-

i:a

riding.

Count>', "on the countryside of Orlando," is

some

of Florida's best fishing.

choose from a

hour from Central Florida's

and

attractions. Wildlife

and scenic

looking for the

"unspoiled" Florida and hours of outdoor fim.

—the Central
—include: Lake
State

Lake Count}''s 10 driving tours
Florida

Loop Tours

Griffin

variet\' of natural

attracdons

own

"do-it-yourself'

can be arranged for them.

Accommodations range

'
.

fi'om

r'V

-

,

traditional hotels and motels,

charming bed and breakfast

bass fishing: Dora Canal, offering wildlife viewing

for the

winding waterway: Alexander Springs

inns.

and rough camping

more adventurous.

Seininole Count\'

is

;:

,'

'

easily

downtown Orlando,

Recreation Ai-ea. which features a mammotli

accessible to

spring that pours 80 million gallons of water daily;

area attractions and Atlantic Coast

--

y ^l>f

r,

,5

""

and Fiddlers Green Ranch,

.<-

---

.

offering

trail

rides on

horseback through the
Ocala, National Forest.

They can

adventure, or a customized package

RV camping

pristine

their vacation as

activities to create their

Recreation Area, with camping, canoe rentals and

on a

make

exciting or relaxing as they please.

an off-the-beaten-path destination less than one

dri\-ing tours attract visitors

Many unique

eco-adventures are available, from guided nature

Travelers can

ti-ails

i

hiking, bildng

trails for

3.500 year-old Cypress tree.

tours to

preserves, state parks, nature

and Seminole

dine on a riverboat in the moonlight and see

(407) 514-2000.

Lake

of

Visitors can glimpse an alligator in the wild,

domed

theater and planetarium.

wedands provide some

Florida's best birdwatching,

Screen, the

world's largest

river excursions await the nature

enthusiast. Natural

a car and journey to distant

r^'-?^i7 flj

the "natural"

is

the great outdoors. Canoeing, airboat rides,

can peer into a sinkhole, use

simple machines to
;

its

to

at ww^v.lakecountyfl.com.

of Fine .^"ts

artists of African

descent. For information visit

homepage

count\'''s

Beaches. Visitors
to breathtaking
sets, a

'

will

be treated

?«^
'

scenery and sun-

•

'

For more information,

~

call

^=3''

'

Lake Count\^ also
features' award-winnijie

800-800-7832 or

visit

our

web

at w'w^v.co, Seminole. tl.us/visit

site

-,

.

*",

-._,.

.

.

Appleton
4333 N.t

Museum

decor^t'r/e arts.

101 S.

A

painting, sculpture,

full

of artifacts, memorabilia

1-4071

Bill's

3234450
among over 400

Discover and explore a v/orld of nature

native

and exotic animals.

Hying tigers Warbird Air
A

,

Museum

Kissimmee. 1407) 933-1942,

museum speclalmng
of WWII aircraft.

fiying/wodting

restoration

in

Charles Hosmer Morse
Museum of American Art
of the

works

blown glass

pottery.

Museum

PO. Box 707, Mulbeny. 1941) 425-2823.
Examine Horida's pretiistoric past through exhibits of petrified
Central Florida

bones found

in

Orlando

Museum

of Art

Ave., Ortando 1407)

art,

Americas and African art

as well as art of the Ancient

77

E.

Princeton

St.,

domed

Featuring the worid's largest

and hundreds of

interactive

SW

Dragonfly Waterspotts

See innovations

Green

Polk
BOO

E.

Museum

Sanford (407) 628-1482: fax (407) 322-6766

Changing

pre-Ckilijmbian amfacts in

Lorida. (941) 6554)1

Pari(

&

433

Farm

19

940s-style Great Lakes steamer excursions.

70O7 SeaWorid
Marine theme

1

NE

1

E. Silver

Run

PRCA

,

(941)

national rodeo is held here in

Titanic,
8445

Febmary and October.

Ship of Dreams

International

Dr.,

Park. (407)

27, Groveland,

Rare artifacts and

of Commerce
E Silver Springs Bouleratd, Ocala,
629^51

Chamber
1 1

a 34470:

(352)

Oriando/Orange County
Convention & Visitors Bureau

ftjil-scale

(407)354-5503

Preserve the Eatonville Community

recreations of the ship's aspects.

E.

Kennedy

Blvd., Eatonville,

a 3Z751: (4071 647-3307

Seminole County
Convention & Visitors Bureau
1

Suite 202, Ortando, (407) 248-1166.

439-5898

Trophy Bass Only Guide Service
692 Gladwin Ave.. Fern

& Visitors Bureau

a 34736: (352) 423-3673
Lake Wales Area Chamber of Commerce
PO Box 191, lake Wales, a 338594)191: (941) 676-3445

227

Rodeo

PO. Box 421909, Kissimmee (407)847-4052.

34th Place, Salt Springs. (3521 685-2255

fl 34742-2007: (4071 847-5000

Lake County Convention

6700 Forum Dnve, Surte 100, Ortando, R. 32821-8017:

Springs Blvd,, Silver Springs (800) 234-7468.

Silver Spurs

5000 Fairmont Rd Lake Wales.

Central florida.

Oriando. (407) 363-2251

Dr.,

park.

World's largest fomiation of clear artesian springs.

Southland Scenic Water Tours

in

Oriando

Silver Springs

Salt Springs
2571

Pari<

2364606:

fax (407) 363-0033

PO Box 422007, Kissimmee,

Dcala/Marion County

Romance

N. Palmetto Ave., Sanford. (407) 321-5091.

5656

a 33871: 1941) 46M331

& Visitors Bureau

20763 US Highway

SeaWorid Adventure

Canoe Outpost

PL, Fort IvlcCoy (352)

2001, Sebring,

Kissimmee/St Cloud

trail rides.

10142 Culpepper Court, Oriando. (407) 3634)009:

exhibrt of

one of the largest museums

Petting

animals.

Poinciana Boulevard, Kissimmee. (407) 8474343.

S.

Guided

1

Camp

Fish

Peacock Bass South

of Art
and a pemianent

Meadows

Poinciana Boulevard, Kissimmee. (407) 846-0770

S.

Rivership

Vine St, Kissimmee (407) 933-5080: lax (407) 9330921

E.

3508 Godvnn Road,

Palmetto St, Lakeland (941) 688-7743.
visual art exhibits

3705

Wekiva River Landing

Katie's Cove,

Freshwater Frontier

Convention

Horse World Riding Stables

post:

available.

Oriando. (407) 855-5496.

PC. Box 877, Chrismias. (407) 568-1354: fax (407) 568^)038

exhibits interpreting the native

and nature study are also

1368

Trail,

More than 200 fami

190

984-3500

of alligators.

Jungle Adventures

18x1352)2364)667

and tading

City, (941)

RO Box

Free Flight Air Sports
fax 1352) 748-1279

Polk

Gatoriand-' Alligator Capital of the Worid'
14501 S. Orange Blossom

ItMSS:

Florida's

PO. Box 1196, Scbring, a33871: (941)385ffil5

SE

ext 221 Worid's largest private collection of vintage aircraft

Thousands

Box 600, Coleman. (352)

Bureau

,

drag racing.

Highlands County
Convention & Visitor's Bureau

3323 S.E Second St, Ocala. (352) 624-1878

Ocklawaha RV

exhibrts,

at tlie fort

Cloud. (4071 957-9794

Kayak Fishing

Paynes Creek State Historic Site

picnicking, fisliing,

St

& Convention

RD. Box 61 Cypress Gardens, FL 33884: (941 ) 298-7565

16th Ave.. Ocala. (3521 245-8661.
in

Honda

Visitors

Fantasy of Flight

Forever Florida

RO. Box 547. Bowling Green. 19411 3754717

Seminole Indians and events

Ave., Dunnellon. (352) 48^-3046:

Central

Museum

1400 Broadway Boulevard

15260 N.E 152

A visitor center contains

& Scenic Tours

13700

Bd.,

Resources

Winter Haven. (341)324-2111.

1,

Gariits'

Mossy Cove

theater and planetarium

ndes and

Box

Lush botanical gardens and exhibits.

Don

4755 N. Kenansville

Central Florida

in

animals.

923 Beard Ave,, Wrnter Park (407) 645-5462

406

Orlando. 1407) 514-2105

More than 400

P.O.

Katie's

Canoeing: popular

PO. Box 470303, Lake Monroe. (407) 3234450.

36M305

Cypress Gardens

P.O.

(941) 638-1508.

Central Florida Zoological Park
(407) 977-3214: fax (407)

Kissimmee Professional Dive Center

Orlando Science Center
& John Young Planetarium

Passion Play

Boggy Creek Airboat Rides

8964231.

American
Features an outstanding pemianent collection of

Hills

Babson Park R. 33827.

85,

3702 Big Bass Rd., Kissimmee. (407)344-9550:
fax (4071 348-0107

Florida

Mulberry Phosphate Fossil

Box

staged annually from early Febnjary through mid-April.

fax (352) 489-3047

of Louis Tiffany, including leaded glass windov/s,

2416 N. Mills

(407) 365-8885:

Airboat Adventures, Inc.

2075 Palm Ave, Oviedo.

20336 E Pennsylvania

445 Park Ave N, Winter Park. (4071 645-5311.
The worid's most comprehenswe representation
and

PO

Religious production depicting the last seven days of Christ

Captain Dana's Fishing

the display and

orchids from around the globe.

The Black

Big Oaks Ranch
fax 1407) 384-3433

Box 470309, Lake Monroe.

of Orchids

Old Lake Wilson Rd., Kissimmee. 1407) 396-1887.

N

2501

Rowenng

615 Grand Chenier Cove, Oviedo.

Central Florida Zoological Park

231 N. Hoagland Blvd

Sanlord (407) 323-6714: fax (407) 321-3272

2795 Holiday Woods Or, Kissimmee. 1407) 9734549

and a restored caboose.

P.O.

Attractions
A Worid

Aquatic Wonders Boat Trips

Museum

Boyd Si, Winter Garden. M07| B5M749.

restored 1913 railroad station,

.

322-5914

(4071 322-1848: fax (407)

& Snorkeling with the Manatees
614 Laurel Ave

Lake Mary.

(v)arv Blvd., Su'rte 104,

Longwood.

17-92, Suite 110,

Scuba Diving

All Florida

collections of European,

and pre-Columbian

Central Florida Railroad

Highway

S.

(4071 331-0991: fax (4071 331-6963

Silver Springs Blvd., Cicala. 1352) 236-7100.

African, Asian, Islamic,

and

1250

3005 N Lake

in Florida

Adventures

of Art

arc museum housing pemianent

Fine

Wet-N-FIa Scuba

Recreation

Historical
and Cultural

05 Intemahonal

Paricway, Heathrow,

a 32746;

(407)328-5770

Sumter County Chamber
PO. Box 550, BushneU,

of

Commerce

a 33513: (352) 793-3099

831-8512

x-wsa^- 7?afias»!'-^^*^^^^

Florida^ Original Cruise Lines
Cruise the jungles of century-old cypress.
sufiifjiu'j^v.vj I

n

1

11

n

-^'^'

t*f5JBW>l

gathered along die magnificent Silver River.
Experience the crystal-pure water &:om the

^

on world-famous
Glass Bottom Boats. For information,

mighty
-

artesian caverns

^-.

call

(800) 234-7458.

^*.le

iX
*t.:)

SPRINGS
River cf Oisoovery

Located north of Orlando, off I-"5. east
of -Ocala. on S.R. 40. \\?\'v'\v.siIversprings.com

%s
U1S VISIT

EF^LORIDA

Advertising

n^u

!
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Explore

Florida'ii

Wild Side.
Discover Orlando's best vacation value! Affordable family accommodations

surrounded by natural and theme-park attractions. See bald eagles, egrets,

blue herons and American alligators from a guided boat tour. Or, for a
tamer look at nature, visit the area's many parks that feature lush vegetation,
towering trees and exotic flowers.
In

addition to experiencing Florida's natural beauty, you can also see

life

was

like

before tourism. Participate

in

watch a rodeo, where cowboys perform
roping. Best of

all,

a ^vorking cattle
bull riding

whether your vacation plans include

nature and historical tours or day trips
to theme parks like the WALT DISNEY
WORLD® Resort, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
ESCAPE^*^ or Sea World® Orlando, you'll

be close

to

it

all.

To

start

your vacation

adventure, call us today!

For reservations
call

800 333 KISS

For a FREE Vacation
call

and

Guide

800 327 9159

Arlvfirtisinn

calf

farm

what

or
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Worth the Dn^/e Tours

Florida's

The Lighthouse Tour of Florida s East Coast

African American Heritage Trail
Cuban Heritage Trail
Native American Heritage Trail

Museum

^^

Tour

Lighthouse Tour
Off-the-beaten-path adventures in
Florida Jiave taken a new turn with
the development of VISIT

the

Drive,"

itineraries.

themed

FLORIDAs "Worth
driving

four-day

A seven-feature

Drive" itineraries will take

series,

"Worth the

\'isitors

to the nat-

and cultural side of Florida.
The following is a brief overview of each
itinerary and a sampling of the sites that are
ural, historical

romance

H

North Florida Outdoor
Adventure Trail
Birding in Northeast Florida
Florida Art

portrays the

Gulf Coast

Florida, dating

nation's second-tallest light.

Heritage Trail

offering a

weaves along the

lighthouse includes a mariner's

Museum

visit sites

sonville to Eatonville, the

Completed

Cape

Key Biscayne,

the

and entrepreneurship.

Adventures Unlimited

Coldwater

in

River.

The trail

contin-

ues to highlight some of the

visitors the option to

canoe through the

a sneak preview of

the upcoming Great

and Southeast

Florida Birding Trail,

Once the

a planned 2,000-mile

highway

trail

1

00

state's

itinerary

is

These seven themes are the
annual series of

of

Jose Marti's
famous inde-

communities and special eco-systems along the

and the architec-

and Social Clubs,

while Miami's Historical

Museum

Southem

Florida

of

and

their guided walking

tours

of

Little

Havana showcase
the Florida-Cuban

connection, which
is

older than our

statehood.

be able to
sites,

first of

an

"Worth the

Upcoming themes may

include Biking, Art

& Architecture,

Heritage, Auto

&

Colonial

Car Racing, Literary

&

Flori-

Space, Agricultural

Tours, Gardens, Shopping,

Back

to Nature,

& Wildlife.
avail-

visit

a variety

The Florida Art Museum Tour is a special
tour featuring
art

ALL

of the

museums around the
From the new Tal-

state.

lahassee

Museum

of Art

to the established

& Mable
um

Ringling

John

Muse-

of Art in Sarasota to

the Norton

Museum

—
few—

Palm Beach
light just

truly

Advertising

five Official

which highlight

Let AVIS help
tour of

is

U20 ViSiT FLORIDA

stand-

Drive" itineraries.

Northeast and Central East Coast.
Libre"

Official Florida

themes are available at our
Florida Welcome Centers.

ers

"Cuba

still

Also, the printed brochures for all seven

City highlights

turally majestic cigar factories

it's

ing proud.

"Worth the Drive" itineraries are

through-

all abilities will

and

able on our website: www.flausa.com.

Tampa's Ybor

of

and

Hurricane Andrew,

Hiking and Alligators

out Florida. Birdwatch-

prominent birding

has

it

struction

da, Antiquing, Air

Birding in Nordieast Florida

built

First

1836,

Milton,

freshwater springs of the original Florida and gives

West

World,"

oldest struc-

nole attack, recon-

Flori-

north of Pensacola, along the

journey around

"Cigar Capital of

is

endured a Semi-

streams within the Northwest

undiscovered regions.

The Cuban Heritage Trail offers a flavorful

in

coastal lakes, rivers, springs and

Jack-

in

at

Florida,

the southem tip of

ture.

of author Zora

odyssey of African American achievement

magnifi-

several

ty's

Historical

an

restored

Seminole Indian villages of the Everglades.

the 88-acre wilderness resort of

is

museum,

cent fresnel lenses.

Visitors are also directed to

da. Drivers begin their journey at

hometown

the

is

887 and

keeper's house and

who were the first on the

Kingsley Plantation

in

1

panoramic view of the Atlantic coast, the

along your

Central Florida, from

&

in

Miami-Dade Coun-

Florida's

Neale Hurston, just north of Orlando. This

rallies of

of Daytona Beach,

of the lost tribes of

and North Central area of

Preserve

pendence

few miles south

Florida. Visit Crystal River

East Coast and into

logical

the

American

back at least 13,000 years. They

Southwest shores.

and the Timucuan Eco-

Florida.

located a

Florida Outdoor Adventure Trail
highlights the many inland and
winds along

Central

Inlet,

The Native

explore the rich history of the Miccosukee and

The African American Heritage Trail

sciences, athletics

Leon

include the mighty Calusa,

truly worth the drive:

arts,

these

beacons.
Ponce de

down to South

south on 1-75 to

history

of

benevolent

State Archaeological Site and

way

and

a

in

to highFlorida

a state of the arts!

you

on your driving

"UNDISCOVERED FLORIDA".

Avis has convenient locations at

major

airports, special

all

LOW RATES,

UNUMITED MILEAGE and NO DROPOFF FEES in Florida. For reservations.
cain -800-331 -121
and be sure to
mention your
Avis Worldwide

Discount (AWD)
number K301 900

1

.

,

Southeast continued from page 8

12450 S

W

Railroad

museum

152nd St. Miami (3051 253-0061

& Natural
U. Lloyd Beach
State Recreation Area

John

South

Ounes and coastal hammock park, with felling, surf
canoeing, natute study and twating opportunities

Hvw

16450 S E Federal

',

casting,

Little

15611 548-2771.

Park includes sand pine scnjb and the Loxahatchee

Honda's only designated national wild and scenic

St

President's vacation

1

The Henry M.

Flagler

1

MM 78.5, P.O. Box 1052,

1902 estate of magnate Henry Flagler

Islamorada. 130516644815.

280-acre island with Indian middens.

Museum

Hibel

Long Key State Recreation Area

150

MM 67

fax (561 1848-9640

PO. Box 776, Long Key. (3051 6644815.
swamps and marine habitats.

Shoreline with mangrove

124CflSW 152nd

Miami. (3051 251-0400.

St.,

animals

ol exotic

290 acres

in their

3400 N.E

163rti Si.

Mangrove

forests

glimpses of wildlife

Palm Beach Zoo

Artifacts,

1301 Summit

kids

Redland

Fruit

& Spice Park

nuts anri spices

fnilt,

San Pedro Underwater
Archaeological Preserve
Box 776.

San

Pedro, whicti sailed

in

Sound. (5611 744-7603.

,

boat Rich

Atlantic barrier island accessible only by private

manne

,

Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki
(1-75 to exit

Rare

1

artifacts

4,

then

1 1

141

in

Segovia, Spain,

rt

was

brought to Miami

205 Whnehead

St.,

& Tropical

Gardens

Key West. (305) 294-21

Barnacle

Miami-Dade County on

Bass Museum
2121

Pari< Ave.,

is

its

W

Museum

Art

Flagler St.

W-

Hagler St. Miami.

Museum

European

563-5393. Picturesiiue

Eve^

Bartlett's

artwork

Broward Center for the Performing Arts
468-3335
201 SW fifth Ave,, Fort Lauderdale 1954)
Venue

of the Arts

.

fcatores Japanese cutore. gardens, bonsai.

listed

exhibit

S. Olive Ave..

have been found from as

some

East Martello

Museum and

Blvd..

Key

West

by Union soldiers during the

Elliott

Museum

825

Ocean

N.E.

Civil

War

)

N.

Trail

West

Ernest

Hemingway Home

907 Whitehead St, Key

West

National Historic landmark

Elliott

home

Vizcaya

of the prize-winning writer.

West

Historic Landmart< dating to Civil

Bar House

301 S.E. MacAlthur Blvd

.

of Reftige

Stoart. (561) 225-1875.

1875-built haven for shipwrecked sailors.

50. bayside).

to Ivluseum of Natoral

historic

3251 S Miami Ave., Miami. (305) 250-9133. Italian
Renaissance-style villa and lomial gardens set in a natwe

(305)

hardwood hammock on Biscayne Bay

Weeks

Air

Miami Beach

(305) 940-2628;

Game

Way. West Palm Beach.

(561)

841-7800

& Gardens

SW 57th Ave..

000

Miami, (3051 668-7834

bird sanctuary, wildlife habitat

and botanical gardens.

84721 Overseas Hwy..

MM 84.5. Islamorada. (3051 664-2431.
in

the world.

Keys Dive Center

(305) 292-7737. fax (3051 292-7737

West

Resources
Florida
P.O.

III

Keys

& Key West
West

Box 866. Key

H- 33041; (305) 296-1552

Florida Seminole Tourism

(3051 451-9788

W

85 Ter.

a 33324; (954) 370-3900

R)rt Lauderdale,

2461 S

Greater Fort Lauderdale
Convention & Visitors Bureau

fax (3051 743-81 68

1850

482. Islamorada (3051 664-3483; fax (305)

6644145

Filer Dr.

Ste 303. Rirt Lauderdale,

2944086

43 North Krame Ave Homestead,
.

COC
a 33030; (305) 247-2332

Greater Miami Convention
(3051 453-9881;

4514350

& Visitors
701

Brickell

Bureau

Ave Ste 2700, Miami,
.

a 13131; (305) 539-3000

COC

Jonathan Dickinson State Park

Miami Beach

River Tours

Tourist Hospitality Center

16450 S.E Federal Highway. Hobe Sound. (561) 746-1466;

235 Uncoln Rd

fax 1561 1743-4263

Palm Beach County

.

Latin

Miami Beach,

Convention

1555 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd

West Palm

Keys Diver Snorkel Tours

Stuart/Martin County

1

.

Key Largo. (305) 461-1 177;

Beach. a33401-2301; (561) 471-3995

Chamber

of

fax (305) 451-6389

1650

Keys Wind Sport

(561)287-1088

Old

Town

PO, Box

Advertising

Jensen Beach. (5611 286-1800

Trolley Tours of

Key West

S.

a 33139; 13051 674-1414

& Visitor Bureau

Beach.
Haulover Marina. 10800 Collins Ave.. Miami
(305) 946-3801. fax (305) 757-2870

River Dr.

a 33316;

(954)7654466

Greater Homestead/Florida City
296-1754; fax (3051

a Dive Watersports

2225 N.E Indian

aircraft

1 1

lush tropical jungle.

in

Second oldest marine animal faciMy

Lady Stuart

Kcndall-Tamlami Executive Airport, 14710 S.W. 128th St,

14805 S.W 216 St. Miami (305) 235-1611.

Theater of the Sea

Fishing Charter

PO. Box 2016. Islamorada. (3051 6644830

Museum

Miami. (305) 233-5197. Preseryation and restoration of
from the beginning of flight to the end of WWII.

.

99696 Overseas Highway. Un*

Museum And Gardens

Monkey Jungle
[vlonkeys ron free

Kelley Fishing Fleet

s'rte.

Blvd., Coral Gables.

War

era.

Blvd

free

1994 Overseas Highway. Marathon. (305) 743-5929;

city's

of Crane Point

museum and

22

Unique

Elpine

fax (305)

Home

1

Parrot Jungle

103800 Overseas Highway Key Largo

home, once the

Unusual swimming pool created from a cock quarry.

Zachary Taylor State Historic Site

Gilbert's

Marathon. (305) 743-9100.

2701 DeSoto

136

Isles

loxahalchea |561) 793-1084.

Halls Diving Center

It's

tf ctorian-siyle

248-1

6954155

261 Front St. Key

Venetian Pool

& Museum

(305) 294-1

PO. Box 6560 (West end of Southard StI, Key

292-6711 National

5244736. Restored

City. 1305)

Safari Rd..

where animals mn

Wildlife presen/e

4400 Rickenbacker Causeway. Miami (305) 36&-2519.
See marine mammal shows, manatee exhibrts.

& Eco Adventures

Island Watersports
West (305)

shows. South Florida Aquarium.

Key West (305) 292-8990.
museum tells history of Key West.

237.

Miami Seaquarium

Everglades International Canoe
& Hostel Outpost

PO Box

Palm Beach. (561) 832-1988.

1

Lion Country Safari

Holiday Isle Dive Shop

Museum

5550 Overseas Hwy. (Mile Mad<cr

225-1 961

Mako

Box

2003 Lion Country

Inc.

PO. Box 2682. Key largo

District

of sealife specimens, touch tenk.

Multi-media

Horida Keys Scuba Association

Beach, (561) 833-3709;

Tropical Shell & Gift Inc.
PO. Box 1237. Key West (3051 296-2051

P.O.

.

Box 500130. Marathon (305) 289-0025; fax (305) 289-1942.

Histor/. children's

Blvd.. Stuart (561

102

Gulfstream

West Palm

Museums
Hammock

displays artifacts.

Company

PO. Box 391 Tavemler 13051 8524599; fax (3051 852-1293

and 20th century European and

Tropical

Tower

fax (3051 292-8993

Lane. Jupiter (561) 744-5931; fax (561) 744-5585

PO. Box 4851. Key

S. Olive Ave..

(9541

;

Miami. (305) 947-6025;

Isles Blvd..

Florida
(561) 832-5196.

Fort Lauderdale (954) 566-5533.

.

Key West Shipwreck Historeum/
Treasures of the Florida Keys

5190

of Art
West Palm Beach

Sunrise Blvd

Hundreds

Florida Big

traveling exhibit

1

Discovery Glass Bottom Boat

100 Sunny

trading post

Art Gallery

(305) 296-3913.

Dedicated to American inventor Steriing

Fort

bones

13051 294-51 61

fax (3051 940-1086

Las Olas Blvd. at S.E. 6th Ave.. Fort Lauderdale.
fossil

of South Rorida's eariiest buildings dating from 1896

3501 S. Roosevelt
built

areas where

back as 50.000 years, and of

far

&

woriis

4801 Dreher

Ave.. Miami. (305) 235-1668.

West

Fantasy Watersports

Museum

Stranahan House

site includes lush natural

and

art

an IMAX 3-D theater

Exhibits, planetarium

S.W 72

of

Cnjises stop at an Indian village and tropical island

451-1427
PO. Box 1560. Key Largo. 13051 451-1621; (ax (305)

fax (941)

traveling exhibitions.

area and one dynamic

Deering Estate at Cutler
16701

One

Key West Aquarium/

Train, Inc.

237. Key

107 Camellia St. Everglades City (9411 695-3299.

William Glackens

collections, including

National Register of Historic Places.

420-acre

1

Everglades Rentals

fort Lauderdale, (954) 525-5500.

.

Collection includes 19lh

P.O.

Box

20 S.W. Second Ave.. Ronda

of Art

pemianent

Amencan

Key Largo. (305) 8524707; fax (305) 4514095

Eco Experience,

Delray Beach. (561) 4^5^)233.

South Florida Science
on the

(3051 247-2628.

2455

.

Diving Locker

Restored railroad village on five-acre island

Coral Gables (3051 460-5361.

Boyhood home of Coral Gables' founder

Museum.

fax (5611 833-8294

bouse shops.

Coral Gables Merrick House

Way

Art

and Miami-Dade

Pigeon Key National Historic

Did Dixie Hwy., Goulds. Historic buildings

907 Coral

to

Pad< Rd

DIas Blvd

themed

415

arts.
for theatrical productions, concerts, ballet,

Homestead

Caribbean Watersports

251 Margate St. Key West. (3051 293-0099

Miami

of

Ave..

Dedicated to sportfishing and conservation of aquatic habitats.

Coral Reef Park

Palm Beach Opera

Cauley Square Village Shops
22400

E Us

1451

Rd., Fort Lauderdale. (954)

35-acre estate housing collection of

Home

of Southern Rorida

& Dive Center

fax (3051 947-2236

part<

Norton

Bonnet House

and

rock.

Jungle Queen Riverboat

P.O.

Box 717. Key West 13051 294-4406

plus

an

from tons of coral

fax (3061 289-1374

233 Sunny

4000 Monkami

Six

Permanent

(305) 248-6344. Building

man

Everglades Alligator Farm

11833 Overseas Highway Marathon. (305) 7412444;

Conch Tour

Miami. (3051 8544247. Wlldlite Center

.

Outfitters of Florida, Inc.

PO. Box 781

401 S.W. Second St. Fort Lauderdale 1954) 467-6637.

(305) 673-7530.

collection of !4tli- through 20th-centuty

900 N. Birch

(305) 375-3000.

Miami

of Discovery and Science
Blockbuster IMAX 3D Theater

of Art

Miami Beach.

Hw/. Homestead.

S. Dixie

outdoor tomitore created by one

Captain Hook's Marina

Museum
in

original location.

Fishing Marina

628. Islamorada 1305)664-2461. fax (305) 644-5592

Canoe

(3051 234-2633.

and CoBrA. plus contemporary

the oldest residence

Coral Castle

Museum

Home

State Historic Site

aviaries.
acres of lush rainforest with exotic butterflies and

28655

& Mary's

Pompano

Rd..

Beach (954| 977-4434. Three

and

Museum

3485 Main Hwy.. Coconut Grave. (3051 448-9445.

3600 W. Sample
North Miami Beach. (305) 9444531;

.

activities.

World

Mel

6.

1

Restored 19th century tiome and tropical garden.

Built in 1891, the

and

Butterfly

IGFA World Fishing Center
300 Gulf Stream Way Dania Beach. (954) 9244310.

1

The Barnacle

collection

glades Wilderness experience with jungle safaris,

S.W 192nd

200-acre

Audubon House

own

its

Morikami Museum and Japanese Gardens

dismantled and

Ave

Safari

Hendr/ County 61-Box 46. Clewiston. (561) 750-1621. Ever-

tours.
Florida's oldest wort<lng alligator famis. airtioat

P.O.

1

4624272;

Swamp

Billie

South

Monroe Council

W.

Lauderdale. (9541

Attractions

40351

Ancient Spanish Monastery
Rrst erected in

Collins

PD Box

Public Ubraiv.

Dixie Hwy., North Miami Beach. (3051 945-1461.

294-6543
5903. Key West. (305) 294-7009; fax (305|

16346 106th Tenace N. Jupiter (5611748-7053;

Historical

and exciting exhibits depict the history and

National Park Ferry

fax (561)744-5169

101

902-1

1

2924768;

Fisher Maritime Heritage Society

culture of Florida's Seminole Indians.

16711

Bud

Miami-Dade Cultural Center

833, Clewiston. (941

Blvd.. Fort

fax (3051 947-2236

Gables 1305) 284-3535.

Planetarium, and ever-changing hands-on exhibits.

Museum
N on

2744289

1

10800

Museum,
Miami

Art

3280 S Miami Ave

Restored theater features plays.

Sunrise

Blue Waters Charter Boats

Miami Museum of Science
& Space Transit Planetarium

Coral Gables. (305) 444-9293.

E

938 Whitehead St. Key West. (305) 294-0012.
Onginal 1847 lighthouse and artifacts

Dedicated to the display of large-scale exhib'«ions.

Actor's Playhouse at the Miracle Theatre
280 Miracle Mile

2025

Key West Lighthouse Museum

101

Historical
Cultural

1305)

Yankee Fleet/Dry Tortugas
PO Box

Adventure

Sunrise Watersports Rental

Bill's

fax (561 499-0285

Miami

and

Singer

8263-B S.W- 107th Ave.. Miami.

Treasures from shipwrecks

boardwalk through mangrove forests to sandy beaches.

.

842-6832

(3051 270-0219. fax (305)

ago

200 Greene St. Key West

presen/e has a

birds, the

seagtasses and wading

life,

in

852-2265

862-7234
888. Islamorada. (305) 664-5222: fax (3051

PD Box

Blvd

Tours

activities for

other institutions

Padt,

Hwy Hobe

16450 S E Federal

(ax (5611

Frequently changing exhibits from

Preserve

c/o Jonathan Dickinson State

hands-on

1301 Stanford Drive. Coral

1733.

Inlet State

St Lucie

fax 1305)

fax 13051 292-7788

Island (561)848-7827;

University of

Long Key (305) 664-4815 Site contains remains of the ship

Resort

852-5M9;

(3051

Strikefighter

Cruises, Inc.
900 L Blue Heron

Indlantown Rd.. Jupiter

E.

Lowe

c/o Long Key State Recreation Area, PO.

Key largo

85,

1

328 Simonton St. Key West

Key Largo (877) 451-0037;

Atlantic Coastal

and exhibitions tracing South

1001

Unique 30-acre botanical garden features hundreds of
varieties of

Dr..

fax (3051 451-9291

Jupiter Dance Theatre

Homestead. (3051 247-5727.

,

522 Caribbean

All Florida

Rorida from, 10.000 years

23-acre tropical zoological garden

24801 S.W. 187th Ave

American Diving Headquarters

(305)375-1492.

at Dreher Park
BW., West Palm Beach. 1561) 547-WILD.

PO.

W.Hagler St. Miami

101

and recreational opportunities.

& Dive

Seafarer Fish

Sebago Catamarans

of Southern Florida

offer

6644196; fax (305) 664-8313

fax (954) 389-9425

Museum

Historical

North Miami Beach. (3051 919-1846.

and surrounding aquatic areas

86. Islamorada. (3051

PO. Box 291620. fort Lauderdale 19541 389-0202;

North Palm Beach (561) 881-7218;

Blvd..

theater, general store.

Oleta River State Recreation Area

S&WSl

Islamorada

of

Sawgrass Recreation Park
(3051 743-2126;

fax 1561 1884-1 154

(5611 833-6870;

Ave.. Ste 505. fort laudcnJale.

Andrews

Robbies
RD Box

521 Northlake

Palm Beach

S.

1954) 463-3372; fax 1954)

Abyss Dive Center

(561) 286-2848. Restored buildings.

natural habitats.

305

852-5423
RO. Box 1289. Islamorada. (800) 4264854; (305)

Historic Downtown Stuart
161 S.W Bagler Ave.. Stuart

Miami Metrozoo

Riverfront Cruises

Adventure Times Kayaks

of Art

Royal Poinclana Plaza.

(305) 743-2450

4590 Overseas Highway, Marathon.

fax (3051 743-7081

(561) 655-2833.

Whtehall Way. Box 969. Palm Beach

)

Rick's Watercraft Rentals, Inc.

13175 Overseas Highway. Marathon.

Museum

Lignumvitae Key State Botanical Site

5,

home with

onginal furnishings

river.

18487 S.E Federal Highway. Tequeste, (561 744-5001;

and Tackle Company

A.C. Charters

Truman Annex. (PO Box 6443).

(3051 294-991

Key West

R'n/er,

the

in

Red Reefer Sightseeing Boat

(305) 294-1589.

74 Ft Schooner WOLFThe Flagship of the Conch Republic
PO. Box. Key West (3051 298-9653; fax (3051 294«88

White House Museum

Front

1 1 1

West

Key West sea captain and "Wrecker"

of a

Recreation

Danla. 19541 925-7770.

Hwy.

archaeology and geology, with collections from

Florida

829 home

(305) 451-0105. fax (305) 451-9671

PO. Box 659 Key Largo

fax (561) 744-5001

Harry S Truman

Parl(

Hobe Sound.

1

Cenual and South America and Egypt

6503 N. Ocean Drive, Daraa 19541 923-2833.

Jonathan Dickinson State

322 Duval St. Key

and steam locomotives.

Archaeology

of

History

S. Federal

481

featuring dlesel

Museum

Graves

Quicksilver Catamaran

Wrecker's Museum/
Oldest House in South Florida

Museum

Gold Coast Railroad

Commerce

Kanner Highway. Stuart R. 34994-7199;

Tropical Everglades Visitor Association
245-9180
160 US Highway 1. Rorida City, a 33034; (305)

Water Management
South

Florida; (561

1

District

686-8800

292-8939
1237, Key West. (305) 29fr668a; fax (3051
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iiytona

DeLand

""'•»«
he Central East can be divided roughly
into two "coasts" that demonstrate the dual
nature of this rapidly growing but ecologically

^
"^^

Beach

^w Smyrna Beach

•

Focus
Birding
According to a recent survey by the U.S. Fish

—

sensitive region.

dominated by
NASA's high-tech buildings, with the Kennedy Space Center launch

Hie Space Coast is a 72-niile

facility its

centerpiece.

It's

stretch of shoreline

adjacent to the Merritt Island National

and the second-largest refuge in the
state with over 500 species of wildlife. The Archie Carr National Wildlife
Refuge, located on a barrier island between Indian River and Brevard
counties, is one of the nation's most significant land

Wildlife Refiige, a birder's paradise

acquisition efforts to protect the world's population

of marine turfles. Canaveral National Seashore's

24 miles of white sand beach are backed by high
barrier dunes that provide a deserted site equally
suited for viewing indigenous wildlife or shuttie
.
,

_,~j_

^I^^ttiib

launches. Indian

mounds are

also located here.

The Treasure Coast concentrates on
preservation, both natural and historical. In the

cooler months, the area

is

home to the endangered

West Indian Manatee, seen near shore and in the inland waterways. At Sebastian
Inlet State Recreation Area in Melbourne Beach, the McLarty Treasure
Museum spotlights the history of the 1715 Treasure Fleet The Manatee
Observation and Education Center in Fort Pierce is an excellent way to meet
and learn about this gentie mammal. Pelican Island National WUdlife Refuge,
National Wildlife Refuge, protects thousands of pelicans and other
wading birds. St Lucie County has spectacular barrier reefs with centuries-old
shipwrecks, reachable from the beaches of Fort Pierce and Hutchinson Island.
St Lucie Inlet State Preserve, accessible by private watercraft, includes an
the

and Wildlife Service, birdwatching

—

ing

is

or bird-

the fastest-growing outdoor activity

Over 50 miUion Americans

in the country.

take part in the hobby, and as
third greatest

number

home

to the

of bird species of

state in the nation, Florida

is

any

a primary des-

tination for enthusiasts.

The Merritt Island National
Refuge

is

Wildlife

considered one of the state's prime

birding sites, with 330
species, including Florida

scrub jays, roseate spoon-

^

snail kites, reddish

bills,

egrets

and cinnamon

teals.

The refuge has 14 species
which are threatened or
endangered and also protects the greatest

number

of threatened or

endan-

gered animal species of any
wildlife refuge in the Unit-

ed States. The Blackpoint

first

important nesting area for loggerhead, green and leafherback turties.
In Daytona Beach, perhaps best known for its racing and beaches, the
Halifax Historical Society Museum exhibits artifacts from prehistoric times to
present times. The Museum of Arts and Sciences showcases area history and
fine arts. Other noteworthy Daytona Beach sites: the historic Mary McLeod
Bethune Foundation, the Bulow Plantation Ruins State Historic Site, and the
Southeast Museum of Photography Nearby, the 175-foot Ponce de Leon Inlet
Lighthouse Museum offers a spectacular view of the area. Western Volusia was
once populated by the Timucuan Indians, whose burial mounds are still evident
in Hontoon Island State Park. A replica Seminole Indian encampment is on
display at the St Lucie County Historical Museum. The Indian River Historical

McKee Botanical Garden and the
home of poet Laura Riding Jackson.

Society offers tours that include the
historic

U22 Vgsn- FLORIDA

Wildlife Drive

is

a six-mile

driving loop that lets visi-

tors

get up

close with

waterfowl, wading birds,
shorebirds, gulls

and

terns.

The Space Coast Flyway Festival, held each
November in Brevard
County at Merritt Island
and Canaveral National
Seashore, celebrates birds

and midlife on a grand
of the four-day event

birding contest,

been known

scale.
is

The

highlight

the international

where winning teams have

to spot over 150 different

species in the course of a single day

Events

DISCOVER

Join park rangers for an informative

strains
the

Institution, Inc.

program on sea turtles and ttieir nesting
habits on a Sea Turtle Walk at Sebastian

ocean research organization
offering two types of daily tours:

Inlet State Recreation

Harbor Branch Oceanographic
Private

Florida

marine

and research
5600 U.S.

1

wildlife

facility

boat tour

tour

Gift

Shop.

North, Ft Pierce. For

information call (800) 333-4264 exL 517

www.hboi.edu

month
11 to

Area througtiout the

of July. (407) 984-4852.

October

25,

the

*»^^'

Advertising

Museum

.

From

.

of Arts

&

July
Sci-

ences in Daytona Beach features the Splen-

dor of Imperial Russian Icons

exhibition,

displaying various forms of traditional icons

that adorned churches from the mid-1 7th

century to the 20th century.

.

.

The

dignified

of

London

Symphony
Orchestra

can

be

heard July
23 through
August 8 at
the Peabody
Auditorium
in

Daytona

Beach.
(904) 2583169...
lively

The

Semi-

nole Indian and Florida Pioneer Festival

is

held in October in Cocoa, include Indian
dancing, folklore and Seminole foods. (800)

USA-1969...The

FaU Country Jamboree

runs from November 6-7 at the Pioneer Set-

tlement for the Creative Arts, a folk

museum

The 37th
annual Halifax Arts Festival on Beach
in Barberville. (904) 749-2959...

Street in Daytona displays everything from

watercolors to ceramics to jewelry and runs

November
''^***

-^,

.^^ih«.-ri

6

and

7.

(904) 255-0285...

The

Third Annual Space Coast Flyway Festival
extols the virtues of birdwatching with seminars, field trips, animal exhibits,

--^1?«

hay rides

and an international birding contest. The
event will be held November 11-14 in Brevard County. (407) 267-3036... February

signals

the

Grant Seafood
Festival, a pop-

ular local event
at

which atten-

dees can toast

(and sample)
the pleasures
of the Indian

River Lagoon.
(407) 723-8687...

The Florida
Indian Hobbyist

Association

Pow Wow

at

Top to bottom: red-shouldered hawk: Hutchinson Island:
Kennedy Space Center: the pier at Sebastian Inlet: Daytona Tower:
surfing off New Smyrna Beach. Opposite page, top: blue heron;
bottom: fisherman and friend
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Outdoors

9(6 Shorawnds

Biue Spring State Parii

and coastal hammock includes

2100 W. Frendi
Well

bitjv\Ti

Are,,

Orange

Fort Pierce Inlet State Recreation Area
Dr., fort Pierts, (561 468-39S, Wrs 348-acre

City, |904|

as a wnter hoira

775-3663,

1

the

part:

features

more than

2309

Km Rrdge Rd. DeLand.

Brevard Zoo

pioneer homestead.

More than 400 animals from
Frefr-flight aviarv,

3351 Old Dixie
part

is tite

Bulow
PO Box

native Rorida.

animal rontact

Bulow Creek

73 on

1-951 (4071

254-WlLD,

yartl. tiain ride, snacit bar. gift

Hv/^'

,

Ormond Beach,

(904) 676-4040,

old Fairr:hild li\« oak.

The dominant

a monument

A 1 ILWnile tiail

featijre of this

to tiie vitality of the

land

Visitors

Julia St.

Trtiisville,

(4071

Part of a barrier isiarid wttii

destioyed during the Second Seminole Indian War,

of

with panoramic viB\w of

can walk on

CunBntfy under

267-1110

24 miles

also a dry carte ranch

tiie lake,

marshes, watethtrds and

natijJE tiails tiinjugh pine

(904)

restijration. tiirs public

originallv

public tours schedule.

undereloged beach and vjsHand

erryirtjnmerrt,

IVIerritt

Island National Wildlife Refuge

fish

One

of Forida's premier wildl'rfe viewirig areas, tile refuge featijres

State Recreation Area
De Leon

Blvd.

Springs (9041

dai^

and

Wildlife Service. PO.

Box 6504.

uplands suirountling Indian River and

985421

Springs defrvers millions of gallons of vvater

swimming, canoeing, or a

I

founded in IKZ. Call fcr

US

De Leon

in thrs

Ponce de Leon Lighthouse
was

ganten

De Leon Springs
De Leon

witdTrfB.

9E4673,

and haniwood tixests

the park offers sanctijary for more than 1.000 spedes of plants and 300 species of birds-

601 Ponce

and

feriy,

IVIcKee Botanical Gardens
350 US. Hwy. 1, Vera Beach. (561) 734«01.

Canaveral National Seashore
308

was

19,00(>acre refuge,

655, Bunnell, (904! 517-2084,
mill,

island

Trail

Lake Woodruff National Wildlife Refuge
US fish and Wildlife Serace. PO Box 488. Delecn Springs.

Plantation Ruins State Historic Site

Ruins of a cnquina sugar

tii'rs

by private boat or

1800)871-4403.

shop,

State Park

800-\^r

Now accessible

Lake Okeechobee Scenic

Amarica and Austtalia

Lati"n

park of beach, dunes

fa\l)rite witit bittiwatchets,

(9041 736-5309.

Once inhabited by Tlmucuan Indans.

(Exit

a

Island,

Hontoon Island State Park

fw endangered manatees,

a dozen distinct biological communities,

8225 N Wickham Road, Meltnume

Jack

neartiy

visitors

can explore

NWR: Pelican
Wales Ridge NWR.

Metritt Island

try

Lake

natiire tiaiL

Island

Trtiisville.

f\1osquitt]

Sebastian Inlet State Recreation Area

14071 861-0667.

97m S AlA. Me:bojne Beach (4071 9844ffiZ
Trsssv.c-e-'^?'^: ;':r :' is ato site of a Spanish

marches and

saJvofs'

Lagoon. Admihetered under

NWR, St Johns NWR,

Archie

Can

r:e

Es'. '.::.= -~e':=\:

i:.ad off this area's fish-filled lagoons.

Turkey Creek Sanctuaiy
1502 Port Malahar BhtJ.. Nt Palm Bay. (4071 E-3433.

New Smyrna

Beach

SmjTna Beach's temperate climate,

Mound,

flora

and fauna provide unique

appeal to

all

who mit

lights include

built

by the Tlmucuan Indians, sensed

enemies and

approaching storms. An elevated

j0<s

waltovay

here. High-

commands

a spectacular

view of the Atlantic Ocean and

Canaveral National

Seashore Park, a 57,000-acre

Mosquito Lagoon, known for top-

resent that is home

notch

to blue heron,

pelican, water turkey, ibis,

fishing.

also create

The brackish waters

an ideal eraoronment

for

Seashore, 24 miles of unspoiled coastline,

home

shows and

.'

'

is

to nesting loggerhead turtles. Turtle

r zr ~ =

more information call (800) 541-9621 or
visit www.newsmyrnabeachonline.coni

-r

tjl-'^l ;:^:ai

&

of Ait

exhibits.

natnenaBs.

Science

1463 Highland Aie.. MelborimE. (407| 242-0737.

eMxts

Hands-on chrWren's

on physics, ciranistiv and mechanics.

The Casements
25 Riverside

Onnond Beach.

Dr..

Restored wnter

home

John

of

(9041 676-3216.

D. Roctefellec Art gallefy.

Center for the Fine Arts
i:c =.;::;=3' : ,;: Beach.
'-;-:;-";

(5611231-0707. lajestajftualadsfacffily

"jss.re l23si National, intemational

Museum

DeLaniJ

For

& Science

of History

':::i

Museum

Brevarii

handson displays.

m(7/ies. oteervatDry. telescopes,

Museum

Brevard
22'.'

art exhibitions.

of Aft

/.-.:;r: = .4.DaLand-|904l7344371.

SD:-,

waterfowl and shore birds. Canaveral

Planetarium

1519 Cleaiteke Road. Cocoa. 1407) 634-3732.
Star

c"

clams, shrimp and oysters.

snowy egret, great egret and countless

alkM visiuns to

and Culture

Historical

as a lookout point for

magnificent ocean scenery, an(i

Boaitdralks

see sand pine sa\ti, hardMicd hamnnci: and wet hanfMxx] forest

BCCs Astronaut Memorial

Iew

encampment

Tamoka State Park
ZSi\ E;i:-;i :-r: Seadi (90416764050.

NWR

C"£^: -c c'X ct scr.ti^'e

e-.'er,'

Halifax Historical

Museum

eight v.-eelc

S56376. Museun

252 S Bsacii St. Davtcne Bs^c^- i9J!|
r :-.':

":.:":"::::";:"

'".:'.

oleics a-c

-=-:-=:

:

:

.-.a'

displays a timeline of

menrorabifia, models,

aid

portraits.

Museum

Indian River Citrus
2':~:'-r-.z .^'; BeEr

55'
:

''5-

r—"

2263

.'.-

Teii? the stoiY

and presents

5S'3: s-ej tfe co<jit/s

:

artifacts,

dtms 'ndusdy

Mary McLeod Bethune Foundation
BethuneBW :s.:rs

640 Ntey Mcleod

5;;:- i904| 255-1401.

Nestiedamidtf»BBethun&tiM''j-;- :. r:E :i~:.o.thishistixichome'ispresen«j
as

Vi-as

"^

w-hen Bethune

Maxwell

C.

C:t-a :e

r:.'.; £-:

e'.

Museum

r:

h=-r

ffffid

;r;- ^xievelt\Tsited.

:

King Center for the Performing Aits
cs: :e-:^£rrcss

are presented here.

and Sciences

of Arts

:-:'.:;-- 5,; Zz-ziia:?a-: -; E-; :?— S'e-: ec ; r:

r-^mms

".:-

;-

s: e-:= s'c" '-'rz-^ coJIecJions.

Pioneer Settlement for the Creative Arts
£- =£- =""£'" :e; s"^:

Fc .

Ponce De Leon
"=' '3

4931 S Fe'

Dr..

C''^^evng locai

Q''.;'75i-^R?l

Museum

Historical

RaTa 1561) 462-17K.

Fort

Spansh Treasure Reel a

history.

Lighthouse

1^--.-=-=-

'^'

St Lucie County
414 Se3\-.3v

tc

Inlet

restored 1919

fire

bjiibits

indudethe lossof the 1715

engine, and a Seminole

encampment

UDT/SEAL Museum
3300 N. A1A. HutEhnson

Island. Fort Pienx. (561

Features the origin and wartsne triumphs of the

Valiant Air
Gr£

Command

'::=:;; S=5;5:e-:r

555:

c'

\W1

r£ '£!:£

r?,',=5:

^

Aviation

)

595-584a

UDT at^

:Er, 2.

the SEALS.

Museum

;-:- ":„?.
=i:" "^£_-£

B'e:.:. J

£

.W)268-19S1.

-£ L^'ng artifacts from

thmugh Desert Stomi

Recreation
You'll be captivated by the natural beautj' of

740)

Indian River Countj', Florida...
•

Our Indian River Lagoon

is

home

species of plants, fish, animals

loggerhead

turtles,

Pelican island

Experience

-

&

of Hearts

Ranch

Bridal Paiii lane. Cocoa. !407)

63M104:

fax (407)

63M104

Back Country Charter Service
to

thousands of

birds • Manatees,

bottlenose dolphin

our nation's

Ace

•

1st wildlife

Home

of

refuge

•

Florida... Naturally!

270

Greerr.'.TOd Circle. Orniond

Beach

1904) 672-ffl29: fax (904)

SJiWB

Discover Diving Dive Center
92 Dunte'.lon Ai^. Dsfsre teach. (904) 760-3483: fax (9041 7604348

Dockside-Haiboriight Inn Resort
1160 Sea\'.ay

Dr..

Fen Rerce. K1)468-S55:fax(561)465«09

Florida Ranch Tours
FC =: ';=': =:--£•££ Sll467-2001:fax(561)461-5334

Funday Discovery Tours

»3E

Call today for an exciting brochure!
(800)338-2678.

ext.

17802-

-=,£r l.E

'.'eoDume |407)72M796:lax(407)72W)736

Holly Bluff Marina
225:-:-.:;-=: 5££-:

(561)567-3491

SJDl 237-5105: fax (904)

822«7B

Honest John's Fish Camp

Internet: wu'w.vero-

750

beach.fl.us/chamber.

Indian River County

E-mail: chamber(avero-beach.fl.us
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',?,,

Grasshopper Aiiboat Rides
3530 Canai-aal Groves BM. Cocoa. 1407) 631-2990

chamber of Commerce

AiJvertising

l.'j iei

Kayaks,
1410 19th

Creek Rd,

Melboume Beadl

(407) 727-2923

Etc.

Place. Vera Beach. (561)

794-9900 fax

(5611 794-9911

Advertising

Daytona Beach

A Unique Fusion of History and Nature
home many
The Daytona Beach
and
came
area is

to

points of interest that provide

its visi-

unique fusion of history and

tors with a

intracoastal waterway. Before

explorers

colonists

to the area, the

land belonged

Timucua, an aboriginal

nature. Visitors can explore an extraordinary

to the

mix

of botanical gardens, historic ruins, state

group that settled along the

waterways, and nationally recognized

banks of the Halifax. The 16th

paries,

landmarks that serve as bridges

to the area's

century began a succession of

occupants including the French, Spanish,

colorful past.

The Daytona Beach area surrounds the
beautiful, subtropical Halifax River, a tidal

British,

finally

Minorcan, African, Seminole, and

American. Today, their history

is

of the second-tallest lighthouse in the U.S., a

known through

scenic cruise along the Halifax River, a pen-

the landmarks

sive

and artifacts

energetic trek over Indian middens or a

they left for us to

leisurely stroll through the

and

explore

uncover amidst
the

and coastal

Above

right:

Okeechobee Guide Assoc.

Nix's Fishing Headquaiteis/Lake

Ocean Lady Charters
2000 Newfound Hartor

Osprey

Dr.,

DeLand

Menilt Island |407| 452-2564

OutTitters

flora

Sunrise

on the Halifax
left:

walk through sugar plantation

toric district,

ruins,

an

downtovm

his-

Daytona Beach has many

dis-

coveries for nature lovers and history buffs.

same water-

ways, roadways

3235 Highway 441 SE, Okeechobee 13411763-2248: faj (941)763-2248

and fauna our predecessors enjoyed.
Whether it is a 203-step climb to the top

River:

Sugar Mill Ruins

To receive more information about
the Daytona Beach area including

accommodations, attractions, and
ecological, historical and cultural
tourism, contact the Daytona Beach
Area Convention and Visitors
Bureau at (800) 854-1234 or visit
the bureau's official

Web

site at

www.daytonabeach.com.

& West Volusia

County

Experience Florida's Natural Wonder

132 S Dixie Ave TituMlle (4071 267-3S35
,

Safari River Tours, Inc.
1

905 Hontoon Rd

DeUnd (904) 740^)333;

,

fax (904) 740-7577

the DeLand-West Volusia County VacaIntion
Area, enjoy spectacular beauty along

Sea Venture Charter Boats
380 Pine Boulevard.

Merritt Island (407)

453-6764

Attractions
Brevard Zoo
N Wicktiam

8225

More than 400

the legendary

own

fort Pierce (561

to explore

ttie

)

Institution

mysteries of

Eartfi's

largemouth bass. Relax

oceans, estuaries, and coastal waters.

Mail Code: DNPS, Kennedy Space Center (4071 452-2121: fax (407)
Shuttle launch pads. Apollo/Satum

V

44M344.

Center, rockets.

Old Spanish Sugar Mill
P.O.

Box 691. Oe leon Spnngs.

Visitors

can make

ttieir

US Astronaut

own pancakes

at the table.

Fame

T«usville (407)

26M1()0.

largest collection of U.S. astronaut artifacts

and memorabilia.

Resources
& Visitor's Bureau

Cocoa Beach Area COC, Convention
400 Fpftenbeny Road

Island

WIertitt

a 32952:

(407)

Daytona Beach Area Convention
P.O

459-2200

& Visitors Bureau

Visitors

Bureau

R 32720: (904) 734-4331

Rorida's Space Coast Office of Tourism
8810 Astronaut Boulevard, Suite

102,

1216 21st Street, Veto Beach,

15 Canal St,

Cape Canaveral,

R 32920: |407l 888-1 126

Chamber of Commerce
R 32960: (561 567-3491

Indian River County

1

Beach Area

New Smyrna

S.

Beach,

R 32168: (800) 541-9621

Panot Avenue. Okeechobee,

R 34974: (941) 763-3959

St Lucie County Tourist Development Council
2300

Virginia

Avenue, Fort Pierce,

Drive,

Su te

1 1

waters of

ty,

campus

Gemini Springs, DeLeon Springs or Blue

Stroll

of Stetson Universi-

Florida's oldest private university.

treasure hunting in our

many

Do some

antique and

specialty shops. Get a taste of

remember
some of our great restaurants. The beaches of Daytona Beach and New Smyrna
Beach are nearby and Orlando is just a short drive away
Truly you're just "minutes
away but a world apart"!
Florida you'll long

5,

Get the whole story
on our web site at
vvvvw.naturalflorida.org or
call

Daytona Beach,

us at 1-800-749-4350.

West Volusia County.
No congestion.
No lines. No hassle.

R 34982: 1561) 462-1535

Volusia County Economic Resources
700 Catalina

in the cool

the picturesque

1

Okeechobee County Tourist Development Council
55

Lake Helen, Cassadaga and DeLand.

R 321 1M910: (904) 25HI415

Box 910, Daytona Beach,

DeLand/West Volusia

336 N Woodland BoulevanJ, Defend,

New Smyrna

or

Relive

in

1904) 985-5644.

Hall of

6225 Vectorspace Boulevard,

Wodd's

—

trails.

Florida's past in our five Historic Districts in

465-2400

Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex
See Space

rental houseboat or pontoon boat

take a narrated river eco-tour Tangle with a

Harbor Branch Oceanographic
RDunded

Johns River aboard your

Melbourne. 14071 25+-9453.

Rd..

animals, aviary, train ride.

5600 US One N,

St.

Sprmg, winter home of the Florida Manatee.

Take a hike along our nature

It

doesn't get any better!

R 321 14; (904) 24M073

WVVW.FI.AUSA.COM
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I

art of what

makes

Central

Focus

West Florida

A

so appealing is its blend of natural beauty in
the midst of its most urbanized areas. The serene
Hillsborough River, surrounded by the pristine
*

Peace Riven Farther north, the more rural areas of the Nature
Coast are characterized by lazy rivers, natural springs, a winding Gulf
shoreline and lush rolling hills. All along the Central West coast, dazzling
sunsets, warm Gulf beaches and lots of wildlife enchant visitors.
Some of the country's best beaches are here, including Fort De Soto County
Park and Caladesi Island State Park, one of the few remaining large undeveloped
barrier islands on the Gulf Coast The region is also home to Tarpon Springs, a
Greek sponging village with museums, exhibits and shops filled with natural
sponges. At Honeymoon Island State Recreation Area, visitors will see osprey
nests, a wide variety of shorebirds and virgin slash pine stands. Myakka River
State Park, home to whitetaU deer, river otters and gopher tortoises, includes
12 miles of the Wild and Scenic Myakka River and 39 miles of the Florida National
Scenic Trail, one of eight
such trails designated by
Congress. Eight miles of
tranquil

nature

trails at

Hillsborough

River State Park allow visitors

wander through hammocks

palms
and magnolias. In Manatee
and Sarasota counties, the
Gulf Coast Heritage Trail is
of live oaks, sabal

Such an impressive array of cultural venues
make up Florida's Central West Coast that
arts-minded visitors may not know where to
start.

The epicenter

is

home
Museum

Sarasota,

the John and Mable Ringling

to

of

complex that includes the Art Museum, noted for its 17th century Baroque

Art, a

paintings;

Ca D'Zan, the 1920s Ringling

mansion; and the

Museum of the

Circus, all

surrounded by beautifully landscaped
grounds overlooking Sarasota Bay The
city's unique circus heritage has been
recently enhanced by the new National Circus School of Performing Arts. Sarasota's

landmark Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall
hosts popular and classical musical and
dance performances and touring Broadway
shows, while the Sarasota Visual Art Center
includes exhibitions of local living
St.

artists.

museums include
Museum, featuring a

Petersburg's unique

the Salvador Dali

comprehensive collection of permanent
of the Spanish surrealist, and the

works

Florida Holocaust

Museum, with

tions of Holocaust art; other

Museum

collec-

museums

of Fine Arts

and the

a series of scenic auto tour

include the

routes that highlight the
environmental, cultural and

popular Florida International Museum.
The Tampa Museum of Art offers changing

historical

gems of the area.

Inthel54,000-acre
Withlacoochee State Forest,
sites of early homesteads and
pioneer development fi-om
the 1890s can still be found.
Adjacent to tlie forest in Hernando County is a trail-head of the Withlacoochee
State Trail, a former train route that runs 46 miles fi^om Citrus to Pasco County.
Foxes, king snakes and bald eagles have been spotted along the trail, which
meanders along hills, forests and pastures.
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Cultural

Concentration

16,000-acre Wilderness Park, is only minutes from downtown
Tampa. Weedon Island is a 1,500-acre nature preserve in St. Petersburg. In DeSoto County, canoe lovers head to Arcadia to explore the

to

Crystal River^

exhibitions that range from contemporary
to classic,

and a renowned permanent

col-

Greek and Roman antiquities.
Other Central West cultural hotspots: the
lection of

National Historic Landmark District of

Ybor City once the cigar capital of the
world; the Dunedin Fine Arts Center, the
Pasco Arts Center, the Gulf Coast

Museum

of Art, the Gulfport Art Village

and the

Tarpon Springs Cultural Center

.

Events

Advertising

Described as the most popular urban bird-

the Florida scrub-jay, the only bird species

re-enactm.ents,

watching

unique to Florida. (727) 464-7200... The
20th Anniversary of Clearwater Jazz

the Brooksville

Holiday takes place Oct.

each

festival in the nation, the

Birding Festival

is

Florida

slated for Sept. 30-Oct. 3

in St. Petersburg/Clearwater. It includes
field trips, seminars,

and opportunities to see

unusual bird species such as the reddish
egret, the rarest

heron

in

North America, and

9-17.

(888)
seafood and

4CLEARWATER. Sample local
art each November at the annual Ruskin
Seafood and Arts Festival in the historic
.

.

January.

799Ybor

(352)
0129...

Fiesta

City's

town of Ruskin on the eastern shore

Day, a multicul-

Tampa Bay (800) 44 TAMPA.
From Florida's Cultural Coast
comes Sarasota Arts Day each Jan-

val, part of

of
-T^-^

Raid Festival

.

uary,

an annual celebration of jazz,

ballet, folk

ture

dance, paintings, sculp-

and chamber music and more.

tural street festi-

parilla Festivi-

248-3712.

(941) 365-5118... Visit authentic

at the
last

one of Florida's largest

Civil

War

Tampa each

in

ties

campsites, dance the Virginia reel
at

the

month-long Gas-

.

life

(813)

at a frontier fort

annual Fort Foster Rendezvous the

weekend

River

February.

Learn about

.

of February at Hillsborough

State

Park.

(813)

987-6771...

DISCOVER
Clearwater Marine Aquarium
Discover Florida's marine environment
with marine biologists! Bring your

swim

suit,

snorkeling gear and

shoes. This

isn't

hands-on tour.
For

.

.

this

more information

(888) 239-941 4

swim

your average
is

an adventure!

call U.S. toll free

ext 31 or visit

www.CIVIAquarium.org.

The Florida Strawberry
back

to 1930, is

Festival, dating

an 11-day event celebrating

the area's bountiful harvest of strawberries,

Top to bottom: cigar rolling

in

Tampa: Atlantic

Myaklo River: Sarasota's
Museum: Henry Plant Museum; hibiscus.

bottle-nose dolphin; the
Ringling

in the

end

March

at the festival

of

February and beginning of
grounds

(813) 752-9194... Visit

in Plant City.

Gamble Plantation

State Historic Site, the only remaining ante-

Opposite page, top: Ca D'Zan, Sarasota;

bellum mansion

bottom: a manatee

annual Open House in March

in

South Florida, during

its

for a look at

period costumes, music and folk demonstrations at the 1844 site. (941) 723-4536...

Each spring Hernando County hosts theWlll

McLean Music

Festival in tribute to Flori-

premier folk song writer. (352) 4657208... Explore detailed replicas of
Withlacoochee Native American villages and
da's

experience song, dance and art at the annual

Mother's

Pow Wow

Day

Native American Indian

Withlacoochee River Park.
(352) 929-1260... Celebrate watermelon
mania each May at the annual Watermelon
Festival in DeSoto County. (941) 494-5131.
at
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Outdoors
c/o Caladcsi Island State

An 1887

Pa*.

1

Causeway

Blvd.. Duneifin. (B13I

lighttiouse ;\gtches over southern tip of

1

Causeway

B^ti

.

469-5918,

island, accessible only

ttiis

1502 S,E Kings Bay Df, Ciystal

wood

River, 13521

81

hanjwood hammock, nature

trails

1

Causeway

Blvd

Gulf beaches,

Jay

563-2088 Protects West Indian manatees.

(3521

B. Starkey

tidal flats

Area
home

New

Pre-Columbian Native American ceremonial burial

Pine flatwoods and sand pine scrub, with boating, fishing

64, Bradenton, (9411

wildlife.

in

the lake.

refuge provides haliitat for brawn pelicans and other migratory binfs.

Park offers camping, canoeing and fishing, with 10 miles of nding uails for equestrians.

litis

was a camp

Manatee River State Recreation Area
18131 671-5005.

for captured Seminoles.

rt

includes

only,

Egmont Key rjWR.

7530

N

Florida

Bhid.,

Km which
trails.

Honda scmb-jays and

of threatened

other wildlife.

Lake State Recreation Area
754^777,

Brooksville. (3521
fishing, trails,

adjacem

to

Withlacoodiee State

Trail,

Weekiwachee Preserve
habitats. lEcteafon.

and

Cultural

Asolo Theatre Company
5555 N Tamiami

Sarasota. (941) 351-9010; fax (3411 351-5796.

Trail,

Live professional theater perfomiing classics, comedy, drama,

(8131 248-3000 Historic Ybor

,

Tampa, (8131 93S«52,

Vistt

Asia Domain, a free-flight aviaiy:

WIdlife Center Manatee and Aquatic Center

Dade

WORLD

Cky restaurant

Battlefield State Historic Site

7200 County Rd, 603 S

Battlefield Dr, Bushnell,

Site of beginning of the

Second Seminole War with nature

De Soto

DINOSAUR

new works.

Columbia Restaurant
2025 E 7th Ave Tampa,

Lowry Park Zoo

4801 37th St South, St Petersburg, (7271 893-2627. Accessible by boat

island

for Die fvlyakka

nature studies and hiking

Osprey (9411 483-5956.

Trail,

populauons

for its

Historical
and swimming

Litde

Slip 656,

Named

pari: offers wildlife,

741-3028

215 Ughtfoot

Egmont Key State Park

12 miles, the

2379 Broad St, Brooksville 1800) 423-1476, 6,000-acre vretland

1502 S.E Kings Bay Dr. Crystal Rmet (3521 563-2088 This 35^acfe barrier island

Wimauma.

Tamiami

S,

Silver

15013 Broad St.

and

Egmont Key National Wildlife Refuge

Rd.,

it

Port Richey, (8131 834-3247, Hiking trails, bike path.

Lake Manatee State Recreation Area

site.

to shorebinJs

Wilderness Park

10500 Wildemess Park Rd„

72, Sarasota (941) 361-651 1,
for

Noted

Crystal River State Archaeological Site
3400 N Museum Poinle. Ciystal Rivet 13521 795-3817.

20007 State Rd

13207 State Rd.

Camping, boating,
are

,

flows through

1843

628-5343

Dunedin. (7271 469-5942.

mangrove swamps and

1

River State Park

Oscar Scherer State Recreation Area

programs, manatee rehabilitation and more.

Island State Recreation
.

pari< features

Fort iiDster Historic Site,

State Wildlife Park

Homosassa

trails, alligator

Honeymoon
swamps

bear

,

and

1

Myakka

trails.

Thonotosassa (8131 387-6771 This 3.738-aae

BW

Boat tops, natural

Crystal River National Wildlife Refuge
River, 13521

N.,

4150 S Suncoast

563-2088,

stoiVs, Rorida black

1502 S,L Kings Bay Dt, Ciysial

301

Homosassa Springs

swimming.

Wildlife Refuge

Saltwater bays, estuaries, brackish marshes with hantwood
Habitat for bald eagles,

US

15402

camping, canoeing, nature

islands, with nature trails, boating, fishing,

ChassahowHzka National

Marie Selby Botanical Gardens
S Patn Ave, Sarasota 1941 366-5731 Gardens mdude tropical plants and cpipfiyles.

Old Roral City Rd.. Inverness. (3521 7260315.

Hillsborough River State Park
b^ boat

Dunedin (727) 469-591 8, One of the few remaining la^e

undeveloped Gulf Coast bamer

S.

Park includes spring-fed lake,

Caladesi Island State Park
No.

Cooper State Park

Fort
3100

Anclote Key State Preserve

PO, Box

1

(352)7934781,

and

trail

center

visitors

National Memorial

5390, Bradenton, (341 1 792-0458, Memorial commemorating Spanish explorer

Hernando de Soto,

who

landed on the southwest Rorida coast

100 Second St N, St Petersburg. (7271 822-3693: fax (7271
Rorida's premier

Gamble
3708 Patten

museum

in

1539

Museum

Florida International

89M248.

of inlemational blockbuster exhibitions.

Plantation State Historic Site
Ave,, Ellenton (9411 7234536 Surviving antebellum mansion

Golden Apple Dinner Theatre
25 N, Pineapple Ave

Sarasota, (9411 366-2646: fax (941

,

Great Explorations, The Hands On
1 1

20 Fourth St

Henry
401

St

Souttl,

364-9100

Petersburg, (727) 821 -8885, Interactive exhibte for a».

Museum

B. Plant

W Kenned/

)

Museum

Bhrd,,

Tampa, (813) 254-1891,

Tampa Bay Hotel,

National Historic Landmark inthefomter 1891

Historic Spanish Point

N

337

Tamiami

Osprey, (9411966-5214

Trail IU,S, 41),

Enviranmental, archaeological and tiistonc 30-aCTe

Box 5442. Sarasota. Each

P

Festival

Europe and America meet

spring, musicians from

House

Sarasota's historic Opera

site.

Chamber Music

La Musica International

in

for concerts,

L'Unione Haliana

THE WORLD'S

E

1731

7 Ave,, Tampa. (8131 248-3316. 1894 building

Manatee

chumh, [vlanatee County's

Historical

Museum

LARGEST

5500

N

to soc'bI

dub, events.

Museum

of

Museum
E

of

courthouse, other buildings.

first

Sarasota, 1941 ) 3556228, Music machines: classic, antique cars.

Trail,

Rne

Arts
(727) 836-2667

255 Beach Dr N,E, St Petersburg

4801

20

Science

Fowler Ave, Tampa,

Largest science center

in

galleries.

& Industry (MOSI)

(81 31

987-6300.

the southeastem U.S

with planetanum. butterfly ganjea

,

Pinellas County Historical Museum-Heritage Village
11909 125th St North, largo, (727) 582-2123

15602 Pioneer Ivluseum Rd„

RO Box

335,

on

Collection of Rorida pioneer artifacts

& Mable

John

5401 Bay Shore

Historical buildings,

museum,

archives-

Museum

Pioneer Florida

ATniAaiON!

home

and Music of Yesterday

of Cars

Tamiami

Palladian-style building with

DINOSAUR

is

Village Historical Park

604 15th St East Bradenton. (9411 749-7165,

Ringling

Dade Cny

Rd,, Sarasota, (341

)

(3521

567-026Z

display, including house, church

Museum

and school,

of Art

353-58ffi Legacy of circus magnate John Ringling,

Museum

Salvador Dali

1000 3rd St S„ St Petersburg, (727) 823-3767. Comprehensive Dali

Sarasota Visual Art Center
707 N Tamiami Trail, Sarasota, (941 365-203Z
1

collection.'

Exhibitions of contemporary art

South Rorida Museum, Bishop Planetarium
and Parker Manatee Aquarium

Exit 10 on 1-4

201

1

Olh

St West Bradenton,

and home

of

1341

St Petersburg Museum

Between
Disney World

on Rorida histo^. planetarium,

of History

Tampa Museum

of Art

600 N Ashley Dr, Tampa,

(8131

274^130: fax

274«73Z Changing exhibitions
Roman antiquities,

(813)

ranging from contemporary to classic:colIection of Greek and

1818

City State

Stti

Ave.,

Museum

Tampa. (813) 247-6323, Exhibits

tell

story of Ybor's cigar

making

Recreation
Angling Adventures
Port flichey, (7271 869-3872: fax (727) 869-9552

Birds Underwater, Inc.
Highway 19, Crystal Km.
320 N

W

*-

Exhibits

Four gallenes with more flian 55 exhib'rts and thousands of artifacts,

7234 Ashvyood Dt,

1*

7464132.

335 Second Ave N.E, St Petersburg,"(7271 834-1052,

Ybor

and
Busch Gardens

1

Snooty the manatee

(3521

563-2763

Canoe Escape
3335

E

Fowter Ave,, Thonotosassa, (813) 386-2067: fax (352) 588-3666

Canoe Outpost-Fort DeSoto
18001

US Highway

Wimauma

301 S,

(8131 634-2228: fax (813)

634-2228

Canoe Outpost-Peace River

5145 Harvey Tew Road, Plant City,

FL 33565

281 6

NW,

County Rd 661 Arcadia (941 494-1215: fax (941) 4944391
)

,

Canoe Safari-Peace River
3020

NW,

County Rd 661 Arcadia (941 434-7865: fax (941 ) 494-5562
1

,

Captain Memo's Pirate Cruise

813) 717-9865

•

www.dinoworld.net

25 Causeway Boulevard, #3, Clearwater (7271 448-2587: fax (727) 447-3033

Captain Mike's Lazy R'wer Cruises
E Wemer Court Hemando (352) 637-2726

6515

Charter Boat 'ReeHreedom'

issaasaaaoBmai

U28 V8S8T F9.0RIDA

9141 Midnight Pass Rd

Advertising

,

Sarasota 1941

)

925-1871

history.

J

.

1

Advertising

CNR

40081 US Higlnvay 19 N. Tarpon Springs. 17271 337-3533;

faji

(7271 938-3903

Cortez Heet
4330

127ttl

Bm

581, Cortez. 1941) 795-2700: fax 1941)

E

Ave, Suiie

EighS-,

Tampa

3.

795-7377

& Events

Customized Historic Tours
1320

& Florida's

Gulf Island

Beaches

St W, CortK 1941) 794-1223: fax 1941) 795-2221

Cortez Parasail, Inc.
P.O.

Bradenton

Watercraft Rentals

(8131 247-6692: fax (813) 247-3233

Mae Rshing Company

Daisy

Unspoiled Beauty

(727) 442-1502

2293 Beverly lane. Clearwater.

^^^^^MS pi^""HP' ^^^

Dolphin Encounter Cruise
PO Box

Don

3563, Cteaavater f727) 442-7433: 1800)

&

radenton and

4444814

Mike's Boat Rental

482C Blackburn

Rd, Osprey. 1941)

Point

96W000

of

Enterprise Charter Sailing Adventures
2

Manna Pto,

Sarasota, 1941) 951-1K33

&

Far Horizons Sport

Deep Sea

Anna Maria and

known

Florida Discount Water Sports
PO Box 284, CoJtei 1941) 798-3721

breathtaking natural

290, Venice 1941

1

Our Nature,

h's

)

beauty

488-1 808: fax 1941

48M471

1

their

for

—27

Horida-EcoTourism.Com

miles of

uncrowded white

Inc.

929 Bay Esplanada. Cleanmter 18881 535-7448: fax P27) 442-8559

^H

\% i^^^i^H

^^^H

^
^ 1

^-^^.^-

a host of cultural

920-7686

54, Odessa. 1813] 920-5288: fax (813)

Key Sailing
1

21

P.O.

activities

histori-

Box 17159. Tampa. (800) 9356233: (813) 936-1418

Cleararater. (727)

(727) 584-2453

4430566: fax

832-1700

(813) 831-1944: fax (813)

Canoe Hideaway

Ray's

247 Hagle Park Ri. Bradenton.

13411

St N. Surte 905 Pinellas

46ttl

Park. (727) 520-1555: fax (727)

520^765

Sanibel Bike Tours
14949 Tamiami

North Port (800) 906-2596

Trail.

Key Shuttle

Shell

1360 K Lakewood Club

&

Dt. S,

Sunset Cniise
St Petersburg.

tee River, the histor-

river city of

ical

Bradenton
to

many

and

is

ciiltural sites,

including the

ble

home

historical

Gam-

Mansion, the

only remaining

home

broad sweeps of white sand beaches. In many

Florida; the

places the tropical Gulf of Mexico waters are

Snooty the Manatee; and the DeSoto Nation-

sku-ted by rolling dunes dotted with sea oats

al

and shelling

DeSoto's 1539 landing.

is

abundant. For nature lovers,

in peninsular

South Florida Museum, home of

12774. St Petersburg. (727) 88W)668: fax (7271

Manna. 343 Causeway Boulevanl. Dunedin

906«)85

(727)

Memorial, a park commemorating

full of

can spot the endangered

manatee at a number of places, including
Leffis Key and Emerson Point on Snead

Sunshine Skyway State Fishing Piers

1

southern

shore of the Mana-

antebellum plantation

wildlife. Visitors

VIP Boat Ciuh
Marker

Inland, perched

on the

36O«06

1599, Zephyrtiills. (813) 783-9399: fax (813) 782-0593

PO Box

aboard Manatee
Airboat Tours.

Island, unspoiled views are found in the

the islands and inland estuaries are

(727) 380-1348. fax (727)

Skydive City
PO Box

the barrier islands

747-3909

Royal Yacht Charters/Lady Xanadu/Princess Xanadu
6553

V

On Longboat Key
and Anna Maria

Phalanx Outdoor Adventures, #2
4310 Ounbarton Ave., Tampa.

K^^Br^^^i

cal sites.

in Florida, Inc.

Parasail City
1715 S Missam Ave.,

1

and

9 Souttiport Dr. Sarasota. (941 ) 346-7245: fax (341) 346*195

Made

-

V.^

sand beaches, plus

J.B. Starkeys Flatwoods Adventures
12959 State Rd.

^J

Key are

Longboat

Fishing Charters

10 Island Dt, Treasure Island (7271 367-7252

PO Box

^^'

its Gulf Islands

734-5363

Island,

and learn about the marine ecology of

For more information contact

tlie

Bradenton Area Convention & Visitors
Bureau at (941) 729-9177 or visit our
website at: floridaislandbeaches.org

A'ttractions

Hernando

Busch Gardens Tampa Bay
Bused

BM. S

Theme

4ADV0«IJRE

40 St, Tampa, (8001

park Includes African wildlife,

Clearwater Marine Aquarium
249 WindwanJ Passage. Clearwater,
Dedicated to

22

(727) 441 -1790 ext

rescue, rehabilrtation

tfie

and release of

fax (727) 442-3466

injured marine animals.

County.

1—3

.

Dinosaur Worid
5145 Harecy Tew Rd

Florida

,

Plant City, (813) 717-9865. Explore fascinating dinosaurs.

Aquarium

701 Ctennelside

Tampa. (813) 27J4062: fax (813) 224-9583. \A/orid<lass aquarium.

0;..

Mote Marine Aquarium

Where Taking It Easy
Is Only Natural

1600 Ken Tliompson Paritway. Sarasota. (941) 3884441: fax (941)3884312
Highlights include sea turtle exhibit, shark tank

Pier

and touch

aji

tank.

Journey

Aquarium

800 Second Ave

NE

St Petersburg.

through
Hernando Coun-

Marine science museum.

(727) 895-7437:

Sarasota Jungle Gardens
3701 Baysriore

Rd.,

Gardens, nature

Sarasota. (341) 355-1

trails

and animal

12: fax (941

1

1

3551222

Ted Williams

Museum &

2455 N. Citms

Boulevard. Hernando, (352) 527-6566: fax (352)

Museum

Hills

honoring baseball and

ty,

from the

Fame

Hitters Hall of

5274163

of the eastern

and cen-

tral regions

with

forests

Resources

salt

Bradenton Area Convention
PO. Box 1000, Bradenton.

& Visitors

Bureau

R 34206, (3411 729-3177

Citrus County Tourist

Development Council

R 34461, (352) 527-5223

DeSoto County Chamber of Commerce

R 34266: 1941) 4944033

16 S Volusia Avenue, Aradia.

Rorida's Nature Coast Coalition
(Pasco, Hernando, Ctous, Levy, Dixie Taylor, Jefferson, V\/akulla and Cily of Dunnellon)

801

its

heroes.

ils

3600 W, Sovereign 1^*, Leranto.

OJ

rolling hills

exhibits.

St US Hwy 19, Crystal R«er, R 34429: (800) 587-6667
Beaches of Tampa Bay Chamber of Commerce

and

lakes, to the

waters of the Gulf of

Mexico teeming with worldclass sport fishing. In the east, flowing

through the Withlacoochee State Forest, the

famous Withlacoochee River

among

is

o

o

a favorite

Florida's river connoisseurs. Its beau-

tiful reflections

are a sight to behold as the

Gulf

501 150th Avenue, Madeira Beach,

R 33708 (727) 391-7373

Hernando County Tourist Development Council
161 10 Aviation Loop Dnve, Spring

Pasco County
9403 US. Highway

Hill,

&

Visitors

R 34603 (3521 754-4405

Convention Bureau

19, Surte 433, Port Richey.

R 34668: (727) 849-3733

Sl Petersburg/Clearwater Convention
14450 46lh Street N, CleanMter,

& Visitors Bureau

Sarasota Convention
655 N, Tamrami

Trail,

& Visitors Bureau

R 33762. (727) 464-7200

Sarasota,

R 34236: (941) 9550991

river mirrors towering cypress trees

and wild

More than 100 miles of off-road, hiking,
biking and equestrian trails and 14 miles of
fauna.

paved multi-use trail wait to be explored. Your
visit to

Hernando County

is

an adventure

to

be experienced again and again.

Sarasota County Arts Council
1351 FnJnvilleRoad,Sa^asota,R3423&4909:(341)355^)3^1

Tampa/Hillsborough Convention
400 N Tampa

Ybor
1800

E

City

Streel,

R

Tampa,

Chamber

of

Ninth Avenue. Tampa,

& Visitors Association

33602, 18131 223-1

1

1

Commerce

For your FREE guide, call (800) 601-4580
or www.co.hernando.fl.us/tourdev

a 33605: (813) 248-3712

WWW.FLAUSA.COM U29

Resources
Here

a selected list of sources for

is

more

information about Florida ecological, historical

and cultural tourism and available publications.

State Agencies
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services

Florida

Mayo

Building,

Horse

Florida

Room

32399W00;

416, Tallahassee, h.

(850) 488-9682

Directory

Ttdll

Department of Environmental Protection-

Florida

&

Division of Recreation
Paries
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, MS 535,

A

Tallahassee,

a 32339;

488-9872 www.flheritage.com

18501

Guide to Florida State f^rks: Festivals

S Events

Marine Resoun:es

Fishing Lines: Angler's Guide to Flonda

Rorida Department of State-Div. of Cultural Aifairs
The Flonda Arts

DeSoto Park

Council, 1001

Dr.,

Tallahassee,

(850) 487-2980. www.dos.sl3te.fl.us/dca/index.htiiil.
cultural organizations

and

local arts agencies,

a 32301:

Website provides

links to

Rorida Artists Hall of Fame.

Rorida Department of State-Div. of Historical Resources

a 32339-0250: 18501 488-1480:

500 S Bronough St, Tallahassee,

847-PAST www.flheritage.com

(800)

Rorida Heritage magazine. Their website provides informat'on on archaeological

and underwater preserves,

sites

historic preseival'on, Florida folklife

and more.

Rorida Division of Forestry

p

i/ou

warn

to explore the

Tampa few others

will

mankind and white beaches shimmer without

3125 Conner

a

Rm. 252, Tallahassee,

Blvd.,

a 32399-1650; (850) 48M180

Your Guide to Florida's State Forests: Florida State Forests Trailwalker F^ram

ever see.

we 7/

rake i/ou ro a place that gets to the

high-rise in sight.

So come. Explore the

possibilities

Rorida Rsh
620

real heart of Florida.

Where

the egrets

of a vacation where having fun

dance

is

only

& Wildlife Conservation Commission

www.statefl.us/gfc/

Resources Handbook Regional Fishing Guides;

Florida Wildlife: Wildlife

and the ancient cypress

trees dress in

natural. To

book

a vacation

package

Official Lists

Spanish moss. Then cross the

that's

environmentally and econo-

where mangroves

exist

untouched 6y

micalli/ friendly, call

i-8oo-s6-TAMPA.

Blair

C^noe

listed

on

Stone Rd

Trail

,

Trails

a 32399-2400: (850) 488-3701

Tallahassee,

Maps: Canoe

in

their welisite

Greenways and

Florida
2600

bat/

of Endangered and Potentially Endangered Fauna and Flora

and others

Florida:

veils of

a 32399-1600; (850) 488-4676;

Mendian St, Tallahassee,

S.

and

Liveries

Outfitters Directory:

and Canoe Resources

Federal Agencies

The Heart (ScSol'lo/Florida

National Parte Service
450 Auburn Ave. NE,

www.got^mp^.com

GA

Atlanta,

30312; (404) 331-5190:

www.nps.gov/parklists/fl.htnil

Infonnation on national parks, including Big Cypress National Preserve,

Biscayne National

parks
The Real Florida™

swinuning, di\'ing and snorkeling, camping,
hiking, bicycling, canoeing

and birding. Or just

beachcomb and unwind on some

because our state park

relax,

system includes over

.America's best beaches.

of

most authentic

For a free Florida State Parks Guide,

natural areas, preserved for-

call (850) 488-9872, write us at Florida

ever for enjoyment by our residents and
tors.

Our greatest wealth

is

our

wildlife,

visi-

our

wilderness areas and Florida's unique cultural heritage. You'll find

every kind of recreation

State Parks, 3900

Commonwealth

Blvd., Tallahassee, FL 32399-3000,

or visit our

website

Guide to your Rorida National Scenic

at

http://wvvw.dep.state.fl.us/parks/

Through Many Eyes

U.S.

Rsh and

Wildlife Service-Southeast Region

1875 Century BW., Atianta,

GA 30345

and the legacy of

Florida
6300

Rd

.

Fort Lauderdale,

Miccosukee Tribe
PO Box

of Indians of Rorida

Rorida Association of Dive Operators,
RO Box

12393, Tallahassee,

1340 Vickers

Museums

a 32302-3674: (850) 222-6028

Rd.. Tallahassee

& Campgrounds

a 32303-3041; (8501 562-7151

Rorida Attractions Association
its

people.

Americans hunted, fished and

in the country, Florida cele-

PO

farmed

brates

(800)874-BIRD

Rorida Bed
PO Box

its history.

&

Breakfast Inns

6187, Palm Hartjor,

a 34684; (281) 499-1374

& Motel Association
Box 1529, Tallahassee, a 32302: (850) 224-2883

Rorida Professional Paddlesports Association
RO. Box 1764, Arcadia,

have included

a 32302-2295; (850) 222-2885

Rorida Audubon Society

Florida Hotel

U30 VISIT FLORIDA

Inc.

a 32317; (850) 386-5245

Rorida Association of RV Paries

African American municipality

festivals reflecting Florida's rich heritage

a 33144; (305) 223«80

Other Resources

mosaic. For thousands of years

name a few.
Throughout the state, you'll find
museums, landmarks, neighborhoods and

Fish Hatchery

a 33024; (954) 967-3416;

440021, Tamiami Station, Miami,

before Europeans landed, Native

Spanish, French, Africans, Cubans, Greeks,

including:

Island, National

wviw.seminoletribB.com

City to Eatonville, the oldest

Asians, just to

Memtt

Seminole Tourism

Stirling

From Tampa's vibrant Ybor

Florida's pioneers

6734000: viww.fws.gov/r4eao

Key Deer, St Mart(s and St Vincent Welaka National

)een a multi-cultural

this land. Fi'om the 1500s,

(404)

Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee, J.N. "Ding" Darting.

RO. Box 10295, Tallahassee,

histoiy has always

a 32303; (850) 942-9300

and The Sunsliine Connect'orr,

Website has infomiation on Honda's National Wildlife Refuges,

RO. Box 10951, Tallahassee,

Forida's

Trail

brochures on Florida's three national forests

Rorida Association of

Florida

Parte,

Native American Tribes

one-half million acres of
Florida's

Everglades National

National Forests in Florida

in Florida's state parks, including fishing,

call Florida's

Monument

325 John Knox Road, Suite F-100. Tallahassee,

A

state

National

Gulf Islands National Seashore and Timucuan Ecological and Historic Preserve.

The Real Florida'^

We

Canaveral National Seashore, Castillo de San Marcos

Pari<,

Monument DeSoto

National

a 34265: www.paddlefl3usa.com

Rorida Superior Small Lodging

To learn more about Florida's heritage
and historic places, call the Florida
Division of Historical Resources,
(800) 847-7278, or visit our website at
www.flheritage.com
Advertising

926 Elysium

Rorida

Blvd.,

Trail

Mount

Dora,

a 32757: (3521 73H635

Association

RO. Box 13708, Gainesville,

a 32604:

(800)

343-1882

National Speleological Society-Cave Diving Section
RO. Box 350. Branford,

Tlie
222

a 32008ffl50

Nature Conservancy

S.

Westmont

Dr.

Suite 300, Altamonte Springs.

R 32714; (407) 682-3664
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North Central Florida possesses an unspoiled natural beauty that remains this
region's most sought-after commodity. More
than 100 freshwater springs here have created an underground cave
system that is known worldwide among cave divers. One of the
longest underwater cave systems in the United States can be found at
Peacock Springs State Recreation Area. Ichetucknee Springs River is
world-famous for tubing, diving and canoeing. At Manatee Springs State
springs,

settlers

Americans were working

the land of the Tallahassee area.

Museum

The

of Florida History in Tallahas-

see displays arrowheads, native pottery

and dugout canoes. Other stops include
the Lake Jackson

Mounds

State Archae-

Apalachee Indians; the San Luis Archae-

National Wildlife Refuge,

and Historic Site, the capital of
Spanish mission system in
Apalachee Province; De Soto State
Archaeological Site, an encampment

of birds

during the 1539-40 winter for the Span-

wet lowland containing cypress, oaks and magnolias,
azaleas that bloom each spring. The numerous

dogwood and

and
red cockaded woodpeckrivers, lakes

sinkholes are a habitat for black bears, Florida alligators,
ers, indigo snakes and southern bald eagles. The Osceola National Forest con-

Big Gum Swamp, which connects to the Okefenokee Swamp, headwaters of
Suwannee River, memorialized in that famous song.
As the stage for Civil War battles. North Central Florida preserves its history in

tains

and reenactments. One of those

sites is the Natural Bridge
near Tallahassee. Another, the Olustee Battlefield
State Historic Site, holds the largest Civil War re-enactment in Florida every
February.
charming site providing a glimpse into old Florida is the Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings State Historic Site in Cross Creek,
sites

arrived, Native

manatees frequent the waters of this 2,000 acre
preserve. At Wakulla Springs State Park, glass
bottom boats provide visitors with a look at
fossilized mastodon bones. Nearby, at SL Marks

much of which
and home to magnificent

a wealth of historic

Long before the European

ological Site, a ceremonial center for the

Apalachicola National Forest,

the

Trail

Park, another popular dive destination, gentle

more than 300 species
have been recorded.
The western part of this region includes the

is

The Native

Battlefield State Historic Site

A

which includes the ferm and home of the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of The Yearling. In White Springs, the
renowned Stephen Foster Folk Cultural Center, with a
historic Carillon Tower, crafts village and museum, is
located on the banks on the Suwannee River. Peacefiil
fishing villages such as Steinhatchee and Cedar Key offer
visitors the chance to relax in blissful solitude. Havana,
north of Tallahassee, is a haven for antique lovers.

ological

the

ish explorer
St.

and his 600

soldiers;

and Old

Augustine Road, a designated canopy

road formerly known as the Royal Road,
dating back to the 1600s.

Columbia County'

also has a rich

Native American heritage. The Timu-

cuan Indians established an important
named Santa Fe,
about eight miles north of what is now

mission in the 1600s
Gainesville.

Another mission

site

remains today at Santa Catalina, located
near the head of the Ichetucknee River
at

what

is

now known

as Fig Springs.

Lake

City,

originally

named "Alligator: in the

1800s,

was

the site of a
large Semi-

nole Indian
\illage.

Top to bottom: Ichetucknee Springs:
Battle of Olustee re-enactment:

Paynes

Prairie

WWW.FLAUSA.COM U31

—
um. (352) 466-3200.

MB&omn:
Poe Springs Park
A beautiful 202-acre park located
the scenic Santa Fe River.
in

on

Swim and

the largest natural spring

and traditions

food and games.
serve

con-

hire.

home

to a variety of

Prairie State Pre-

animal

life

such as

and

otter,

visit

(352) 466-3397... The three-day

1000.

.

Havana

Enjoy homemade root beer as

.

3540 "Riomasvtlie Rd, Tallahassee.
viewing High bicMming season

story-

Lake

City, originally
its

with

crafts,

in

Santa Fe River

named

"Alligator,"

remem-

Native American heritage and history

bers

food and entertainment every year

mid-October at the Alligator Festival. (904)

719-9887,

,

November

Rural Folklife Days, celebrated in

.

at the

yarns about

Stephen Foster Center,

fea-

tures master craftsmen, soap making, canning

and whip making. (850) 487-2333. Micanopy
an Old South treasure in Alachua County, cele.

brates each year's harvest in

.

November

at the

at

life

in the 1800s

on the

Leno Heritage Days, the

annual festival celebrated the second weekend
in

March

1853.

.

.

at

O'Leno State Park. (904) 454-

Spring

lahassee

Farm Days in April

Museum

at the Tal-

3852

of History

and Natural

brate Florida's

many traditions, every Memorial

Day weekend the Florida Folk Festival is held
at the
ter,

Stephen Foster State Folk Culture Cen-

with

crafts,

music and dance representing

tours of Micanopy's historic district are con-

ducted by the Micanopy Historic Society Muse-

crafts, tours

brown

'

'^tunitle^t':|

Antiquing J. GArtoeifig

Dining •Historical Sites

Florida's

.

.

•

Lake

City,

4732 Millhopper Rd

www.OriginalFlorida.org

.

Gainesville (3521 955-2008. Sinkhole with bowl-shaped cavity.

Ecofina River State Park
Rt

1

.

Box 255, Lament. (8501 584-21 35.

some

of the varied landscapes at this scenic park.

Gainesville-Hawthorne State
Rt

2.

Trail

Box 41, Micanopy 1352) 466-3397.
1

7 miles from Gainesville's Boulware Springs Parit threugh the Paynes

Praine Slate Preserve and Lockloosa Wildlife

Management

Area.

Ginnie Springs
7300

Ginnie Springs Rd., High Springs. (9041 454-2202.

IM.E.

Outdoor recreation

in

nine cvstal-clear spnnns, noted for outstanding cave dwing,

Ichetucknee Springs State Park
Box 5355,

Rte. 2,

Fort

White. 19041 4974690,

recreation area providing tubing, canoeing,

swimming and nature

trails.

Kanapaha Botanical Gardens
4700 S.W
62-acre

58tti Dr, Gainesville. (3521

site includes butterfly, heit,

3724981.

bamboo and sunken

gardens.

Lake Jackson Mounds State Archaeological Site
1022 OeSoto

Tallahassee. 18501 322-6007

Parti Dr,

Srte contains six earthen temple

mounds and one

possible burial mound.

Lower Suwannee National Wildlife Refuge
Rsh and

Wildlife Scnnce,

18450

N.W

31 PI, Chiefland,

Provides habitat for wading birds, shore birds, bald eagle,

wood

storit

and manatee.

Manatee Springs State Park
Box 617, Chiefland.

2,

flow thraugh a

swamp

13521

433-6072 Millions of gallons of

crystal clear

water

of cypress, gum, ash and maple tree inhabited by manatees,

O'Leno State Park
Box 101

flte. 2,

through this

High Springs. (904) 454-1 853. Part of the Santa Fe River tuns

pari;,

which includes sinkholes,

PO. Box

river

swamps and hardwood hammocks,

5

Sopchoppy. (850) 362-2771. This riverside park features grass ponds and

pine flatwoods, providing a diverse habitat for deer, bobcat and

birdlife.

Osceola National Forest
U.S.

Hwy. 90 E, (3041 752-2577. National forest 3-mi.-wide ocean pond.

Paynes Prairie State Preserve
41, Micanopy. (352) 466-3397.

Box

Rte. 2,

More than 20,000 acres

huge basin with natural overiooks, and the yyachua

18081-185th

Rd., Live

Oak

|904) 776-2194.

the continental U.S.

in

a city graced with deep-

springs;

canopy
roads of ancient moss-draped oaks and
charming Southern-style hospitality
a Florida few expect to find. Uniquely situated 14 miles south of Georgia between
Jacksonville and Pensacola, Tallahassee
has proven to be an ideal location for
travelers. The present day capital city
offers diverse historic and natural
attractions including the Old Capitol;
one of the world's deepest freshwater

enchanting

Tallahassee

is

rooted history, rolling

FL 32056

(904) 758-IS55

and comioranl

that includes a

Sink.

is

located

One

of the longest undenratet cave

in this parte

Tallahassee Area

Located
Box 1300

egret, bald eagle, osprey

Peacock Springs State Recreation Area

and music. (850) 925-6216.

hills,

Suwannee
P.O.

snowy

pelican, great blue heron,

Devil's Millhopper State Geological Site

systems

AtHiwuiPmi'
-Heritage ^

sites.

Chiefland. 1352] 493J1238. Nesting species include wfiite ibis,

PI.,

Ochlockonee River State Park

many cultures, (904) 397-2733. In
May visitors welcome the Wakulla River manatee herd at the Humanatee Festival with

Micanopy Fall Harvest Festival. (352) 4663121. On the second Saturday of each month,

for public

to April 10.

172 Ct, Willislon (3521 528-5770. Sunken geologic, aichaeologicsl

N.E.

16450 N.W. 31st

Rte

1880s farmstead. (850) 576-1636... To cele-

1

Cedar Keys National Wildlife Refuge

U.S.

Science offer an authentic portrayal of life on an

48741 15. Ornamental garden

(850)

from Jan

is

Blue Grotto/Devil's Den

Day use

tellers spin

Events

Maclay State Gardens

Alfred B.

Stretching

Music Festival in March features jazz, blues,
reggae, gospel and big band sounds. (850) 875-

gatornet/~ncfymca

Outdoors

Pine flatlands and salt marsh are

many of which can be viewed from the observation tower located near the visitors center

28800 N.W. 182 Ave., High Springs. For
information call (904) 454-1992 or

is

The Paynes

sandhill cranes, hawks, alligators

Softball field, children's play area,

cession building and canoes for

at the

the festival features demonstrations, crafts,

in

pavilions, three volleyball courts,

site at

Discover the art of knap-

Paynes Prairie
State Preserve Knai>-In and ftiniitive Arts
Festival. Held the last weekend in February,

Alachua County. Several covered

our web

.

ping or arrowhead making and other primitive
skills

snorkel

.

in

Valley Region consists of

Columbia, Hamilton and Suwannee counties.

This
ation

is

Florida's

site, vsdth

';

gardens; a
5 2

-

a c r e

wildlife habitat;
history, science

and

art

museums; sprawling

plantations and nearby beaches.

For more information, contact the

Tallahassee Area Convention and
Visitors Bureau at (800) 628-2866 or
visit

vwvw.tallahassee.com

Valley Region

North Central Florida, the

Suwannee

;j

premier freshwater recre100 springs, highlighted by

world-famous Ichetucknee Springs State
Park, cave diving at Ginnie Springs and

m the Florida Folk Festival in

White Springs,

the Olustee Battle Festival,

in

the Alligator Fest

Lake

City,

and a

variety of music events at the Spirit of the

Suwanee Music Park near Live Oak.

Peacock Springs, and canoeing the pristine

Suwannee and Santa Fe

Hikers and

For

more information contact

Lake City/Columbia Co. TDC,

emerging

Jasper Chamber, (904) 792-1300; and
Suwannee Chamber, (904) 362-3071.

The

U32 VISIT F^LORIDA

rivers.

bikers can use the Florida Trail and several
rails to trails projects.

region's rich heritage is

Advertising

showcased

(904) 758-1312;

2B800 N

W

parit

182 Are

,

RO. Box 1945, Ouincy. (850) 87S4866.

High Springs 19041 454-1992.

with largest natural spring

Alachua County.

in

Venue

for exhibits in this diverse arts

River Bluff State Picnic Site

Governor's Mansion

1022 DeSoto Park Or, Tallahassee. 18501 922-6007.

700

Rolling

hills,

N Adams

Tours available

thick forests provirje wildlife habitat

San Felasco Haniniocl< State Preserve

Historic

c/o Devil's fvlillhopper State Geological Site,

302 N.E-

4732

(vflillhopper Rtl., Gainesville

(352)462-7905 A6,500-acre

preserve with fine examples of climax mesic hammocks.

State l4istoric Site
and pottery unearthed near the

original fort

St Marl<s National Wildlife Refuge
Rsh and Wildlife

U.S.

refuge

Sereice,

300 species of

made up

RO Box

68.

Si

Rte

3,

1352] 466-3672.

and ponds.

dunng the

one of the wodd's

endangered

wooded

islands.

largest

Home

and deepest freshwater springs

Historical
and Cultural
Cedar Key State

Civil

War

,

shell collecrion

Fossil

Dr.,

Museum

tours.

Samuel

P.

of Art

Rd., Gainesville (352)

museums

in

392-9826.
the southeast

Rd..

Tallahassee (8501 487-371

Site

1

a 32621; 1352) 486-6806

Monticello/Jefferson County

Chamber

Camp Marina

of

Commerce

420 W. Washington Si, Monticello

9256226

The

Shell Point Resort Marina
Shell Point (850)

a 32344; (850) 997-5552

Original Florida

(Madison, Hamilton, Columbia, Taylor Lafayette, Suwannee,

926-7185

Union, Bradford, Dixie, Gilchrist and Alachua)

Steinhatchee Landing Resort

PO. Box 1300, Lake

PO Box

wrwworiginalfloridaorg

789. Steinhatchee. (352) 498-3513; fax (352) 438-2346

Oat

(81X1)

(904) 792-1300

Levy County Tourism Development Assoc.
PO. Box 1112, Bronson,

.

a

792-2926

City,

a 32056-1300 904) 758-1555;

Peny-Taylor County Chamber of
RO. Box 892. Peny.

4284147

Commerce

a 32348; (850) 584-5366

Oak

(904)

town

Collection of an:hery artifacts datihg back to the Stone Age.

3550 Mahan Or, Tallahassee.

PO Box 60 503 US

PO. Box 576. Stad<e,

27. Branford

Chamber

(904) 335-9239

209

E.

of

Commerce
a 32091, (304) 964-5278

Suwannee County

Tours With a Southern Accent

Tourist

Development Council

Brevard St. Tallahassee (850) 513-lOOft

RO Drawer

C, Live

Oak,

a 32064; (304) 362-3071

Tallahassee Area
Convention & Visitors Bureau

a 32302-1369; (850) 413-9200
of Commerce
PO Box 598, Crawfordville, a 32326; (8501 926-1848
Water Management Districts
RO- Box 1369, Tallahassee,

Florida Sports Hall Of

famous composer on the Suwannee River

Tallahassee Antique Car

Starke Bradford County

Attractions

364-1683 Cultural events.

1-75 at Archer Rd., Gairiesville. (352)376-2411.

Expeditions
Canoe and Kayak Rentals/Sales

Site of a

Suwannee Music Park

95ttl Or, Lrve

flare cars dating

&

(850)

Wakulla

Hv<y. 19, Crystal Rwer,

Tourist Development Council
207 NE 1st Street, Room 106, Jasper, a 32052;

Suite 0300, Gainesville. (352) 372-2633:

Si Marks

US

Hamilton County

& Suwannee Houseboats

Box 280, Suwannee. (352) 542-3200

fax (850) 224-5689

17th-centuiv Spanish mission and Apalachee Indian

Ivlemorial to

Museum

5,

Citnts, Levy, Dixie, Taylor Jefferson,

of Ounnellon) 801 S.E.

Gadsden County Chamber of Commerce
PO. Box 383. Qumcy. a 32353; (850) 627-9231

Suwannee

Stephen Foster State Folk Culture Comer
US 41 North, RO Drawer G, White Springs. (904) 397-2733.

584-3227

1 1

Hemando,

and City

34429; (800) 587-6667

Suwannee Canoe Outpost

of ttie largest universrty art

3076

Museum

(Pasco,

92M412

32399-0250, (850) 487-2980

Nature Coast Coalition

St and Apalacfiee Pkwy, Tallahassee.

Ham Museum

Spirit of the

PO. Box

2461 95th Dr. Live

of S. fvlonroe

Crly, a 32056-1847; 19M) 758-1397
Chamber of Commerce
Cross Cit;, a 32628, 1352) 498-5454

includes Rorida art

487-1902 Tour newly-restored building

(8501

NW 91st St,

1541 Shell Point Rd

museum

(850)

RO. Box 592. High Springs 1904) 454-2050

Odyssey Science Center
and Museum of Art

2020 W. Mission

University of Florida, Gainesville.

Perry. (850)

govemment room

San Luis Archaeological and Historic

Celebrates the timber that built Florida.

Fred Bear

Marine

Shell Island Fish

Tallahassee.(850) 413-9200. Gallerv,

One

Columbia County.

Study Center and limestone cave.

Forest Capital State
204 Forest Pad< Or,

under Union control.

Capitol

S.W. 34th St and Hull

of Natural History

fvluseum Rd. and Newell

fall

Old Capitol

St, Lake City 1904) 755-9096.

Museum

Rorida

(3521 392-1721

New

a 32625; (352) 543-5600

Capitol, Tallahassee, FL

Florida's

Box 1576, 0'Bnen (904) 497-2150

1,

Miller's

(352) 542-3200, PO.

Tallahassee Area Visitor Infomiation Center, PO. Box 1369,

Comer

Columbia County Historical
artifacts specific to

east of the fvlississippi to never

;

Florida Division of Cultural Affairs

397-1309

Ichetucknee Family Grocery
and Campsites
Route

(850) 488-1484

from prehistonc times to tbe present

features interactive exhibits,

12231 S W. 166th Ct, Cedar Key. (352) 543-5350 Exhibits

Hemando

997-5552 Buildings, restored opera house.

of Florida History
500 S Bronough Si Room G-2, Tallahassee

350 S Duval St, Tallahassee. (850) 51M700. Science center

Museum

from before, during and after the

War

420 W. Washington St,

Santa Fe Canoe Outpost

550 Wakulla Pad< Dr. Wakulla Springs 18501 322-3632

S.

of C,

fax (352) 378-3931

to

(904)

TNT Hideaway

Trips at

6527 Coastal Highway, Crawfordville.

1022 DeSoto Pad( Or, Tallahassee. (850) 922-6007

species on 30,000 acres of salt marsli and

105

Canoe

trails.

Battle left Tallahassee standing as the only ConfederBte capital

Home

Key

610, Csdar

Bureau

a 32601 (352) 374-5260
of Commerce

Dixie County

County Rd. 137. VWlite Spnngs (904) 397-1389

3700

Wakulla Springs, Edward Ball State Park

Civil

of author of Jtie Yearling.

RealSouth Tours

PO. Box 187, Cedar Key (3521 543-5567.

& Convention

Columbia County
Tourist Development Council

Bienville Plantation

Cross Creek)

State Historic Site

Waccasassa Bay State Preserve/
Cedar Key Scrub State Reserve

to

Home

in

Natural Bridge Battlefield

|904| 362-2746. Site of earthworks

trail, ttiis

RO. Box 547,

V*ite Spnngs.

Blvd.,

Lwe Oak.

by {^nfedetate troops.

recreation

railroad in Rorida.

The

C

Visitor

University Avenue, Gainesville,

American Canoe Adventures

Florida history

War

Now a

Recreation

River State PaTl<
Civil

E

PO Box

Trail

Tallahassee

Paric Or,

1984 the oldest operating

10315 SE 141st

Monticcllo-Jefferson County

Museum

until

30

Cedar Key Area Chamber

Historic District

Monticello Historic District
fvlonticello (850)

on the Gulf and Steinhatchee Rwer

Rte 8, Box 297,

922-2459. Antebellum

Avenue

featuring fanri yard, grave and nature

tylarks

was

binj watching,

RO. Box 1847. lake

Pad<

city's

Box 92, (located on S CR 325

RO. Box 789, Steinhatchee. I35ZI 49S-3513. Relaxing Soutfiem

built

the

State Historic Site
Hawthorne

birds recorded at this wildlife

of salt marshes, forests, lakes

Suwannee

in

an 1880s fano, one-room schoolhouse,

1022 DeSoto

Part< Ave., Tallahassee. (850)

Steinhatchee
fishing village

legislative session.

Thomas Center

Alachua County

Or, Tallahassee. (8501 576-1636. Native

Tallahassee-St Marks
Historic Railroad State

Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
Museum

1022 DeSoto Park Or, Tallahassee 18501 922-6007.

(850) 925-6121

wildlife,

Sixth Ave-. Gainesville 13521 334-2197. Art galleries.

mansion located

Museum

3945

4884661.

Tallahassee. (850)

dunng

community.

House Museum

Knott
301 East

San Marcos De Apalache

(fispiays tools

St.,

Resources

Tallahassee Museum of History
& Natural Science

Gadsden Arts Center

Poe Springs Paik
202-acfe

Fame

Wakulla County Chamber

& Museum of Florida Sports History
PO. Box 1630 Lake City (904) 758-1310

Exfiibits

on

Florida

sports history

Museum

Gulf

(850) 942-0137.

North Ronda; (850) 539-5999 Suwannee River (904) 362-1001

Specimen Marine Laboratory

RO- Box 428, Panacea. (850) 984-5204. Marine

life

aguanum.

back to 1915

Alachua County
Outdoor Adventureland

Within the

quiet, lush

beauty of North

Central Florida, Alachua County

is

of the

shimmering

lakes.

Hike and

world renowned for outdoor adventures.

birdwatch in deep,

When William Bartram,

chronicled his famous travels in Alachua

verdant forests.
Camp under ancient

County in the 18th century, he described a

oaks, stately palms

ist,

Philadelphia natural-

breathtaking untamed land inhabited by
fierce,

smoke-breathing alUgators. Of course,

and starry night
Run or cycle

skies.

he exaggerated about the smoke-breathing
alligators, but he was right about the enchant-

along miles of back-

ment and allure of Alachua County that draws

trails

outdoor adventurers from around the globe.

through the scenic

A lot

has changed since Bartram's day,

roads and shaded

that wind

kfog.g«..f

^<

'

^,i^^,.,J^£:^l..Ai:i^>....T......

countryside. Observe wild herds of horses

Help tend livestock

still

and American Bison on Paynes Prairie State

year-old Living History Farm. Or choose from

famous for unspoiled outdoor adventure.
Paddle your canoe along
wild and protected rivers.

Preserve, a 20,000-acre wildlife sanctuary.

other exciting adventures that await you!

but one thing has

not.

Alachua County is

For more information on your visit to
Atachua County, stop at our Welcome
Center at Exit 77 on 1-75, contact the
Alachua County Visitors and
Convention Bureau at 30 East

Swim with an otter in a crystal
clear spring. Fill your frying

pan with

fish

you catch

in

at Morningside, a 100-

one

University Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32601,

phone
Above

right:

Marjorie Kinnan

Rawlings house at Cross Creek:
right:

(352) 374-5231 or visit

vwvw.co.alachua.fl.us/~acvacb.
E-mail: acvacb@ns1.co.alachua.fl.us

Canoeing on the Santa Fe

River in High Springs

Advertising
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.

Advaituies Unlimited Outdoor

& Conference Center

U34

Alachua County Visitors and Convention Bureau

U33

Avis Rent-a<;ar

U20

W

Bonnet House

& Vistors Bureau

Bradenton Convention

Canoe

U34

& Conventon

& the

Hol^vmod

U16
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Sales
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Workshops

recommended.

8900 West Indiantown Road
Jupiter, FL 33478

561-746-7053

Reservations

888-272-1257

www.canoes-kayaks-florida.com

The Lodge

at

Poe Springs Park

The perfect place for gatherings.

904-454- 1992
Adventures Unlimited

How wet

Outdoor and Conference Center

do you
wcmt to get?

Canoe, Kayak or tube
clear springfed

streams

with white sandy beaches

This
=

your normal aqucoiiun!

isn't

a working
rescue/reliab aquarium

in

iTCp,

•

visit

•

Marine Ecolog} Tours

Snorkeling

•

hiking,

Sightseeing

pet stingrays
xl'

eco/sigLitseeing cniises

'

pio-active snorkeling

research aciventures
3

hours

to 4

days long

\il^.g1ZIfl

U3'I

ViSliT

249 Windward Passage
Clearwater, FL 33767
(888) 239-3414

Aquarium.org

f^i.cmmA

ing.

Challenge course,

Bed

&

Breakfast Family

and explore the

MM

84.5
Islamorada. FL 33036
(305) 664-2431
Fax (305) 664-8162

Camping, cabins,
swimming, bird-

Resort. Relax, refresh

@iFT

&

Northwest Rorida

forests.

last

frontier of Rorida.

1-800-239-6864 or 850-623-6197
www.adventuresunlimited.com
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Advertising

iernandina Beach
letia

Island

Flagler

cenic Northeast Florida has attracted
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^^&^

hundreds of years. Founded
k55 years before the Pngrims landed on
Plymouth Rock, SL Augustine is heralded as the
oldest continuously occupied European settlement in
the U.S. Its history is preserved in such places as Castillo de San
Marcos, the oldest masonry fort in the continental U.S.; the historic
downtown district, lined with antique shops, cafes and boutiques
housed in renovated 19th century Spanish Colonial structures; the
St Augustine lighthouse and the city's Spanish Quarter Village. Amelia
Island has flown eight flags in the past 400 years, more flags than any other
U.S. location. Named for Princess Amelia, the daughter of George II, the island
is home to magnificent churches and Amelia Island State Recreation Area, with
more than 200 acres of undeveloped sea island, pristine beaches, salt marshes
and coastal maritime forests. One of Florida's oldest state parks. Fort Clinch State
Park in Fernandina Beach, is a Civil War Fort with monthly re-enactments.
settlers for

I

In Jacksonville, the

African American
Heritage Trail
The African American Heritage
tells

from 1565, when Spain
slaves to the

New

and by 1670, runaways were baptized
into the Catholic faith and gladly
received into the labor and military
forces of Spain's territory. In 1693, as a

reward

for their bravery, all Catholic

converts were given their freedom by

Spain. This led
to the first set-

tlement of free

prehistoric sites. Located here

blacks,

is

the

right:

Gracia

Real de Santa

hammock forest,

Teresa de Mose

wildlife

and evidence of the Timucuan
people who once inhabited the area;

or Fort Mose.

Kingsley Plantation, the oldest remaining plantation house in Florida; and
the Fort Caroline National Memorial,

on the trail

by French

settlers in the 16th century.

Natural beauty and abundant wildlife flourish in Northeast Florida. Birders
can spot sandpipers, kites and brown pelicans along the beaches, and osprey,
wood storks, herons and egrets along the rivers. Kayak tours are a good way to
see dolphins, manatees and otters. Anastasia State Recreation Area and Guana
River State Park are top birding parks. Along the northerly-flowing St Johns River
are the charming small towns of Green Cove Springs,
Welaka and Palatka, home to Ravine Gardens State
Park. In Putnam County-considered the bass capital
of the world-prized largemouth black bass abound in
the St Johns and Oklawaha rivers.
San Marcos; above

left:

the Flagler

slave guarters at the Kingsley Plantation;

blacksmith at Amelia Island

King of

the
is

natural resources, and historic and

includes a maritime

right:

brought

the slaves from the English plantations

Theodore Roosevelt Area, which

Museum; above

first

World. Spanish-

controlled Florida offered asylum to

a 53,000-acre preserve that protects

Top: a turret at Castillo de

Trail

the story of the region's heritage

Timucuan

Ecological and Historic Preserve

featuring a replica of the fort built

Beach

Important

sites

include Ameri-

Beach,

can

established in the 1930s, a thriving

Americans

resort area for African

excluded from segregated beaches and
resorts; Centennial Hall at

Waters College, Florida's
for African

tion;

first

Edward
college

Americans; Kingsley Planta-

Olustee Battlefield State

Historical Site, a

memorial

to Florida's

War battle where African
Americans made up 30 percent of the
largest Civil

Union's soldiers and re-enacted every

February; and the Bethel Baptist
Institutional Church, listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
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Events

Outdoors

DISCOVER

Amelia Island State Recreation Area
c/o

Fiesta Playera Dia de San Juan Bautista

Museum

on June 19 celebrates the culture and customs of Puerto Rico. (904) 249-3972...

"Currents of Time." Explore marine

variety of artists. (904) 389-2449... Old

mammal

Haunts in the Old City in October features a
visit to the Oldest Wooden School House and
a ride

on the

& History

10,000 years of Jacksonville history in

Sept. 11-12 at Riverside Parl^, showcases a

Wax Museum and

Science

Jacksonville (MOSH)
Hands-on museum. Travel through

Riverside Arts and Music Festival, held

Potter's

of

science

in "Atlantic Tails."

& simulator ride in

Only Planetarium

Museum

Northeast Florida! 1025
St.

Circle, Jacksonville. (904) 396-7062.

Augustine Sightseeing Train. (904) 471-

1340-A

Augustine Alligator Farm
Experience the real Florida among
St.

War Battle of Horse Landing each November in Palatlca, (904) 329-0839... Caribe

beautiful nature trails filled with native

Carnival, held Nov. 6-7 on the Riverwalk, fea-

wildlife.

22 species of crocodilians,

tures Caribbean culture. (904) 260-3843...

among

other birds and animals from

Grand Dlundnation

is

an elaborate living

around the world,

history event in St. Augustine, Dec. 3-5.

tings.

(904) 794-7682... In February, the Ameri-

Group rates

all in

natural set-

A nature photographer's dream.
available.

Open every day.

AlA

For information call toll-free

PARK (966-7275)

1-877-ZOO

and food. (904) 826-4131... The Isle of

orvisitwww.alligatorfarm.com

S.,

St Augustine

21

57

Hacicsctief Dr., Jacksonvilfe (9041 251-2324.

marahes and coasts! marine forest

1904) 461-2033. Waterepoits, boatinj, saiTing. biltCng.

12084 Houston Are.. Big Talbot

Island. 19041 251-2473.

Care center for injured

llirds.

Big Taltaot Island State Park
Heckscte

c/o Litde Taltot Island State Partt 12157
Undistuttjed

Jadcsonvilte. 19041 251-2320.

Dr..

sa^ marsties, beaches, forests and vegetated dunes.

Faver-Dykes State Park
1000 faver-Oytes

Rd..

St Augustine (9041 7940997.

Creek near St Augustine

^vith

Fort Clinch State

Park

1

Mi^ae pa* along

30 family campsites with

electric

Pellirer

hookups.

2601 AUaniic Ave., Femandina Beadi. (904) 277-7274. Occupied by both the
Confederate and Union soldieis during the

Fort

Castillo Dr..

St

Augustine. 19041

829^06.

Gamble Rogers Memorial
3100 South AlA. Hagler Beach.

Guana River

trails.

174fc as defense

Built in

Sea

for the city.

Area

State Recreation

(9041 517-2086.

turtles lay their

eggs here.

State Park

2690 S Ponte Vedia BW., Ponte Vedra Beach.
of

War. Nature

Civil

Matanzas National Monument

Ponce de Leon's fir^ landing,

this park is

(9041 825-5071

home to seven

.

Believed to be the site

plant tanmunrties.

Jacksonville Zoological Gardens
8605 Zoo P2rkv\ay. Jackson^He
Little
c/o

(9041 398-2338.

Talbot Island State Padt 12157 Heckscher

little

More than

five miles of beaches, salt

tower

5I10

animals and exhibits.

21, Keystone He.'Ohis

State Park

!35Z!47J4701(vlaishes.

Hsh Hatchery

Welaka

Jacksonville. (9041 251-2320.

Dr..

marsh and vegetated dunes.

Mike Roess Gold Head Branch
6239SR

Cfl 309.

Home to

Talbot Island State Park

National

can Indian Festival in St. Augustine celebrates Native American art, crafts, music

1

BEAKS-Sird Emergency Aid and Kare Sanctuary

S

9010... Visit the re-enactment of the Civil

LMe Talbot Island State PaiK

2(Xl.3cres of pristine teaches, salt

Anastasia State Recreation Area

lakes,

sen* and sanJiills.

& Aquarium

1904) 467-2374, freshviater fish aquarium, wildlife obsavation

hiking trails, guided tours.

Osceola National Forest
USHiv-i' 90, PO Box 70 Olustec. Hardwood swamps, lake.

bWrfe and wildftowets.

Ravine State Gardens

Eight Flags Shrimp Festival each spring in

P,0 Box 1096, Patetka (9041 329-3721. Steep ravine OEated by water flowing from

Amelia

Island's historic

do^vntown Fernand-

ina features art, crafts, antiques and
seafood. (904) 261-3248...

The

St.

Johns

River Catfish Festival celebrates Florida
Cracker heritage in April in Crescent
(904) 467-2002... The

City.

Annual Riverside/

beneath the ridges along the shore of the St Johns

Avondale Tour of Historic Homes and Gardens

in April looks inside this historic dis-

homes. (904) 389-2449... The Blue
Crab Festival is held Memorial Day weekend in Palatka. (904) 325-4406.
trict's

Timucuan Ecological and
13165

Mt

Reasant

Rd., Jacksonville. (9041

acres v/ith historic and prehistoric

river.

Historic Preserve

sites,

641-7155. Oceanfront preserw on 53.000

nahjre

trails,

ponds, dimes.

Washington Oak State Gardens
6400 N. Ocean Shore BW, Palm Coast (9041 446OT0.

Beadi.

tidal pools,

gardens.

continued on page 39

Augustine, Ponte Vedra

St.

& The

Beaches

Welcoming Guests Since 1565
ore than 400 years after St. Augus-

and

spinning and wordworking.

is

internationally

known

for recreation

I

I

ers, this beautiful stretch of

and

Florida coastline

who come to experience the

.attracts travelers

history

hospitality of America's oldest,

continuously occupied European settlement.

From

Nearby

tine was foun(ied by Spanish explor-

17th century Spanish forts to 21st

Fame commemorates the
of

Outdoor recreation includes kayak-

ical

St.

Augustine,

world culture via horse-

drawTi carriages, open air trolleys, sightsee-

ing trains and cruises. Sights include

San Marcos, the oldest masonry
where visitors can watch or take part in historically accurate re-enactments. The
Castillo de

established in 1928.

with memorabilia

day explorers. In downtown

and luxury. This seaside community is also
home to the Ponte
Vedra Inn & Spa.

history of golf

modern-

visitors tour old

World Golf Village, the

World Golf Hall

century interactive exhibits, the region
offers enriching experiences for

at the

and

ing,

histor-

Ponte Vedra

canoeing and

charter boat tours

artifacts.

along the natural

is

waterways. The

home of the
PGA TOUR and
The Players
Championship
the

Johns

River,

St.

Matan-

zas Bay and Intra-

coastal

waterway
eco-

fort in the continental U.S.,

offer pristine

historic dowT\to\vn district is filled with

systems teeming
with indigenous
plant and animal
wildlife.

18th century Spanish Colonial houses,
fully restored as

bed

Sj

Other attractions include the
in the

U36 VISIT PLORIDA

For

more information about these

historical experiences or to receive a

Spanish Quarter

where re-enactors in 1740s-st5'le
costumes demonstrate blacksmithing,

Village,

Three public

St.

.\ugustine lighthouse and the living

museum

offer organized

trails.

piers provide offshore fishing.

breakfast inns.

historv'

Three state parks

hikes and meandering

quaint boutiques and

Exploring the Spanish Quarter Village
Castillo

de San Marcos

Advertising

and

free travel planner, call 1-800-OLD-CITY

or visit vwvw.oldcity.com.

Advertising

Panama

City

GULF
OF
MEXICO
'

ome to the some of world's most

Focus

exquisite and unspoiled beaches, Northwest

St. Andre\A/s

State
Recreational Area

Florida combines pristine natural beauty with
centuries-old history.

Many of the region's beaches,

characterized by remarkable sugar white sand and clear emerald

Some

waters, are preserved at the Gulf Islands National Seashore, Grayton

Northwest Florida are found

Beach

State Recreation

among others.

Area and St Joseph Peninsula State Park,

Inland, Blackwater River State Park is a favorite of nature

:^

^

many of whom choose to canoe the
Blackwater River, considered to be one of the purest sand bottom rivers
in the world. Also in Northwest Florida are miles of pure spring-fed springs and
caves to explore, as places such as MOton, known as the Canoe Capital of Florida,
and Florida Caverns State Park in Marianna, with limestone stalactites and stalagmites and other intriguing formations. The area is home to abundant wildlife,
including endangered and threatened species such as American alligators,
loggerhead turties and the southeastern kestrel.
lovers and outdoor enthusiasts,

There are plenty of places to explore the
region's rich history, starting with Pensacola,

which celebrated

300th anniversary in 1998.
includes early
19th century houses and the TT. Wentworth Jn
State Museum. The city's National Museum of
Naval Aviation, featuring the Blue Angels, is one
of the largest air and space museums in the world. In Fort Walton Beach, the Indian Temple Mound Museum depicts 10,000 years of life on the Choctawhatchee
Bay. Unique museums in the area include the Air Force Armament Museum outside Eglin Air Force Base, featuring a B-17 WWII bomber and an F4 Phantom
Jet; the Museum of Man in the Sea in Panama City, the only museum in the world
dedicated to the history of diving, with treasures salvaged from shipwrecks; and
the Junior Museum of Bay County in Panama City, featuring a pioneer farmstead.
Worth a visit the town of Apalachicola, famous for its oysters and antiquing.
Culture thrives here. DeFuniak Springs, a charming Victorian village, is
home to the annual Chautauqua Assembly, focusing on art, entertainment and
education. Pensacola is home to the Pensacola Museum of Art and the annual
SpringFest Music Festival, and Panama City's
Visual Arts Center of Nortiiwest Florida provides art exhibitions in two galleries. The town
its

The Historic Pensacola Village

of Seaside features award-winning architecture.

Top

to

bottom: historic buildings

wooded walk
of

St.

in

in

Old Pensacola;

APALACHICOLA
NATIONAL
FOREST

of the

many beautiful beaches

of

at St.

Andrews State Recreation Area, a
diverse park made up of dunes, marshes
and woodlands teeming with wildlife.
The area contains the reconstruction of
a Cracker turpentine
ings

still,

with draw-

and exhibits that explain the func-

tion of this relic. There

is

a true estuary

with abundant sealife for divers to
explore.

The

shoreline and rock jetties

provide an excellent opportunity to
study marine

life

and visitors might spot
manta rays and

bottle-nosed dolphin,

horseshoe crabs. Nature

trails

through

the dunes and the woodland areas provide an excellent opportunity for
tors to

view alligators,

wading
to see

deer,

birds. Birders will

visi-

raccoon and

be delighted

sand darters, egrets, great blue

herons, and

brown pelicans. Visitors can

explore Shell Island, accessible by ferry.

Audubon
ground

Island, a nesting

for the

located near

St.

brown

and breeding

pelican,

is

also

Andrews.

Events
In June, the Fiesta of Five Flags cele-

brates Pensacola's remarkable history.
It is

the oldest and largest celebration

of its kind featuring re-enactments, a

sand sculpture contest and parade.
(850) 433-6512... The "Luckiest Fishing Village in the World" holds its
annual Destin Seafood Festival

Apalachicola; the white sand beaches

Joseph Peninsula State

Park.

continued on page 38
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.

the

first

weekend

in October.

The

,

Outdoors

festival

features live musical entertainment, arts
crafts and, of course, delicious seafood.

(800) 322-3319.

.

.

Summer Seafood
10 at

571

Festival, held October
in

Panama

8-

ttie

Ociilockonee Rr/er and

Blackwater River State Forest
650 Munson Hwy„ Milton,

13-14 at the

St.

989.

Wewahnchka

historical arts

On January

and

1,

visitors

Society for the

Bird Count

crafts.

(800)

Falling

PCBEACH.

can join the Audubon

.

(8501 482-1228 Connected caves,

calotte fomiations,

and nature

drills,

alive in

from diverse genres

Pristine barrier island with

Hwy„

Pensacola, (8501 492-

wbrte sandy beaches and sea oats, good birding.

Box 1528, Ponce de Leon

18501

8364281 68tiegree

Mound Museum

Pkwy, RO, Box 4009,

historic landmari< depicts

4607 State Park Lane, Panama

Fort

Waton

Beach, (8501 833-9595, National

10,000 years of Gulf Coast

araund Choctawhatchee Bay,

life

1900

E

Gulf

Bay County

of

Panama

The Museum

City, (8501

Man

of

1

Children's science, history

2354101,

City Beach, (8501

museum.

Exhib'Bs

on

days of underwater exploration and the latest technology to explore inner space.

Museum

750 Radfoni

One

Drnie,

Naval Aviation

of

Naval Air Station, Pensacola (850) 453-2389,

of the worid's largest air

and space museums

in

the

wotid

wildlife.

682-3949 More than 250 animals to

407
visit,

Museum

S, Jefferson,

of Art

Pensacola (8501 432-6247 Located

Sand dunes with pine

Wentworth

T.T.

18501 469-1069, ThreeKiay

Florida State

islands

Commeite, fvluseum

music

area

May.

Includes historical homes, f^fluseum of

and "Discovery," a hands-on

of Industrv,

festival held in

Museum/

Historic Pensacola Village
120 E Church SL, Pensacola (8501 595-5985,

Island State Park

Beach Or, St George Island (850) 927-2111, Gulf Coast bamier

in old city jail in historic

Spring Fest Music Festival
226 S Palafox St, Pensacola

City Beach, (850) 233-5140,

769-6128

the Sea

in

17314 Panama City Beach Peikway Panama

National

natural springs.

flatwoods and marshes and waterfront camping,

St George

Museum

Pensacola

Drive, Creslview (850)

children's exhibit

with abundant birdife and loggerhead turile nesting grounds,

The 1840 House

St Joseph Peninsula State Park
8839 Cape San Bias Rd,

art,

Ivliracle Strip

early

St Andrews State Recreation Area

weekend in May
food and live music.

Festival, held the third

features fine

39

1731 Jenks Ave,,

Sasquatch Zoo

SpringFest Music Festival. (850) 4691069... Also in Destin, the Mayfest Music

within walking distance and tells of story of Pensacola's five flags.

Junior

4281 Hwy, 20, Niceville (8501 833-9144, Pine flatwoods, sand pine scrubs,

May when musicians
come together for the

museums

Perdido Key State Recreation Area

5262 Deer Spnngs

town comes

Links

17000 Emerald Coast Rkwy, Destin, |850| 837-7550, White sugar beaches, magnolias

Rte, 2,

war. (850) 231-4214... Pensacola's down-

TBWS.

Henderson Beach State Recreation Area

Ponce De Leon Springs State Recreation Area

period cooking and

(Museum

(8501

State Constitution Convention,

first

PO, Box 267, Apalachicola (850) 653-9347, Displays John Gottie's achievements.

1595

demonstrations wdth period implements of

Collection of airaaft, missiles, guns.

John Gorrie State Museum

trails.

Rooky Bayou State Recreation Area

featuring military

882406Z

DeFuniak Springs, (8501 892-4300, Culhiial event held eadi Feb.

Historic Pensacola Village

1

c/o Big Lagoon State Recreation Area, 12301 Gulf Beach

of the Soldier, a living history presentation

to rare species

and Culture

AFB, (8501

Eglin

S,

Indian Temple

dunes with sea oats are found here.

the seashore includes offshore islands, beaches, historic forts

.

here.

120 Church St, Pensacola 1850) 595-5985

1801 Gulf Breeze Rkwy,, Gulf Breeze, (8501 934-2600. From Rorida to Mississippi,

DeFuniak Springs. (850)
892-4300.
In February, Eden State Gardens
in Port Washington hosts the Annual School

Home

Breeze. (8501 932-2229,

Constitution Convention State
Site for Florida's

Gulf Islands National Seashore

in

981, Gulf

graws

of which are involved in breeding pragrams.

200 Allen Memonal Way, Port St Joe,

Florida's only waterfall,

357 Main Rark Road, Santa Rosa Beach, (850) 2314210, Fine sand beaches and

(850) 492-1595... Chautauqua
Assembly, an annual cultural event, is held

above the Apalachicola

Armament Museum

2760 US H»v, 331

Grayton Beach State Recreation Area

Area.

bluffs rise

Chautauqua Assembly

23M214.

periods.

Florida Caverns State Park

and Big Lagoon State Recreation

each February

many

Waters State Recreation Area

3345 Caverns Road, fylananna

Perdido Key State Recre-

many

birds,

lOO tvluseum Or™,

furnished from

1130 State Pad( Road, Chipley 1850) 638^130, Site of

barrier

ation Area

Air Force

alligators,

.

Annual Winter Migration

at the

home

and

Unusual high

for a rare species of torreya tree that only

by longleaf pines,

RO, Box 26 (north of U,S. 98 on C,R, 3951, Roint Washington, (8501
Restored Gulf Coast

named

parit,

Historical

(8501 639-2702, Covered mainly

such wildlife as foxes, beavers, turtles and

Eden State Gardens

Andrews State

70, Bristol, (8501 643-2674,

5701 Gulf Breeze Pkv/y, |Hv^
of animals

Dead Lakes State Recreation Area
RO Box

and the Chattahoochee,

(8501 957-4590, Pines, wildflowers. major clear streams.

this area includes

Recreation Area features environmental and

Box

2,

Rnier at this

(800) PCBEACH... The Natures Gallery

Nov

HC

The Zoo

Beach, highlights fresh seafood and music.

Festival

spring-fed Sih/er Lake,

ttie

12301 Gulf Beach Hwy,, Pensacola. 18501 492-1595,

1 1

hilly terrain

Torreya State Park

Big Lagoon State Recreation Area
700-acre area includes fragile sand pine scrub and more ttian 100 species of birds.

City

Box ISA, Sneads (8501482-9006 Scenic

1,

Rint and Apalachicola rivers distinguish this area,

643-2283- Half a million acres of forest including pinelands

Bristol, 18501

and hardwood swamps,

The 20th Annual Indian

Aaron Bessant Park

Rte.

Apalachicola National Forest
RO. Box

and

Three Rivers State Recreation Area

this

244 W, Lafayette St, Ivlarianna

Port St. Joe, (8501 227-1327, Binieis

2,500 acre pad( surrounded by

ttie

Gulf of

Mexico and

St,

and fishemien enjoy

Joseph Bay.

Visual Arts Center of Northwest Rorida
1

St Vincent National Wildlife Refuge
US,

fish

and Wildlife Sendee,

PO Box

447, Apalachicola, 1850) 653-8808, Barrier

island encloses Apalachicola Bay, with scrub

(800) 322-3319.

oak

(8501 482-5624. Aniiriue shop.

ridges, magriolia

hammocks.

9

E,

Fourth St,

Panama

City, (8501

769-4451 Pertnanent temporan/ art exhibitions.
,

Recreation and Tours
Adventures Unlimited,
8974 Tomahawk Landing Rd

,

Inc.
(8501

Ivlilton,

623^197: fax

(8501

626-3124

Paw Canoe Trails

Bear

2100 Bear Paw Lane, Mananna,

(8501 482-4948: fax (850) 482-3141

Blackwater Canoe Rental

Our

coast

clear

is

1

0274 Pond

Rd,,

tvflilton,

(8501 623-0235; fax (850)

623-3973

Blue Dolphin Kayak Tours
Post Office Box 5132, Navarre (8501 939-7734

Broke-A-Toe's Sea Kayak

& Canoe Rentals/Trips

Post Office Box 486, Port St Joe, 18501 229-9283; fax (8501

22M991

Charter Boat Silver Lining
641

Pompano Ave,

Fort

Walton Beach

(8501 243-7304; fax (850) 243-5529

Dolphin Cruises, Inc.
Post Office Box 1713, Destin. (8501 837-7741; fax (8501 837-6641

Econfina Creek Canoe Livery
5641 -A Porter Pond

fld

Youngstown, (8501 722-9032

,

Lo-Baby Boat Charters
38 Highpoint Onve, Gulf Breeze,

(8501

934-5285

Miss Marti Charter Fishing
31 14

Thomas

Drive,

Panama

(8501 234-7490; fax 1850)

City.

2334982

Attractions
Beach Wedding Chapel
681 5

Thomas

Drive,

Panama Chy Beach,

Gulf

World Marine Park

15412

Rom Beach

Rd„ Panama

(8501 234-3001

;

fax 1850) 237-3801

City Beach, (850) 234-5271, Ivlarine

peifotmances

Resources
Apalachicola Bay Chamber of Commerce
99

Apalachicola

lylad<et Street Suite 100,

Bay County Chamber
RO, Box 1850, Panama

.

.

.and

cleaBrly

the perfect place for the perfect

family vacation. Perdido
are surrounded

emerald Gulf waters.
anytime of the year For

a free Pensacola

calendar of events, please

Area

w>vw. visitpensacola.com

&

U38 VISST FLORIDA

Visttor Information

Center 1401

guide and a

mmu

visitor

Pensacola'PensacolaBeacIrPerdicIo Key

E

Gregory St Pensacola, FL 32501

Advertising

fl 32402-1850; (8501 785-5206

DeFuniak Springs Visitors Bureau
1

162 Circle

Dm«, DeFuniak

Springs,

•

850-434-1234

a 32433: (8501 892-2566

Emerald Coast Convention
RO, Box 609, Foil Walton Beach,

Gulf County

Chamber

& Visitors Bureau

a 32549-0609;

of

1850) 651-7131

Commerce

a 32456; (877) 435-2872

PO, Box 964, Port Saint Joe,

jlorida
^^B^^^%i^^^^>^^^%i^

call:

1-800-608-3479
Pensacola Convention

of sugar white sand and

nv

call

For relocation infonnation

rrules

A fantastic family vacation

1-800-874-1234
ft

by

Key and Pensacola Beach

City,

a 32320; (850) 653-9419

Commerce

of

Jackson County Development Council,
RO Box 920

Panama

(Mananna,

City

Beach Convention

RO, Box 9473, Panama

Inc.

a 32447, (8501 5264005

City,

& Visitors Bureau

a 32417-9473; (8501 233-5070

Pensacola Convention

& Visitor Information

1401 E Gre8or\' Street, Pensacola,

Center

a 32501; (8501 434-1234

South Santa Rosa County Tourist Development Council
PO, Box 5337, Navane,

a 32566, (8501 939-2691

South Walton Tourism Development Council
PO Box

1248, Santa Rosa Beach,

Water Management
North Florida; (8501 539-5999

a 32459-1248; (8501 267-1216

District

1

Northeast continued from page U36
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Museum

the

Jail,

museum

of History

Beacti- 19041 261 -7378.

and

offers tours

Foimedy the Nassau

architectural

and

historical lectures,

de San Marcos National Monument

Castillo
1

femandina

Third St„

S,

County

Y)ur Adventure Begins

and Cultural

Historical
Amelia Island

Castillo Drive

S„

Augustine 19041 829-6506

St.

Cummer Museum

600s,

1

and Gardens

of Art

823 Bwerside A»e„ Jacksonwllc,

from

tvlasonry fort

Mibits

19041 356-6857,

of

Westem

art

Museum

Florida Heritage

167 San Marco Ave,, Si Augustine 19041 829-3800, Story of Henry

Flagler,

Florida Theatre
128

E.

Forsyth

Jacksonville, (9041 355-2787. Performance venue.

St

Memorial
atTimucuan Ecological & Historic Preserve
Fort Caroline National
12713

Fort
c/o

with replica of

Fort Caroline Road, Jacksonville, (9041 641-7156, Park

Huguenots, the

fort buift by French

first

Protestant colony

North America,

in

George Island State Cultural Site

Little

Talbot Island State Park ,12157 Heckscher Dr„ Jacksonville.

(9041 251-2324 Part of the Talbot Island complex.

Government House Museum
48 King

Street,

St Augustine. 1304) 825-5033,

Artifacts recount city history.

Historic Centre Street
RO, Box 472, Femandina Beach, 1904) 277-0717,

Jacksonville

Museum

4160 Boulevard Center Dr„ Jacksonville,

19041

Karpeles Manuscript Library
101

W,

First

fi^ain street of historic area,

Contemporary Art

of

Modem

398-8336

art galleries,

Museum

St„ Jacksonville, I904| 356-2992, Collection of historical papers,

Kingsley Plamation
11676 Palmetto Ave,. Jacksonville, (9041 251-3537, Rorida's oldest standing
plantation house,

Lightner

Museum

75 King St, St August'ne, 1904) 824-2874 Antiques, 19th century

Museum
1025

of

Museum

artifacts.

Science and Histoiy (MOSH)

Circle, Jacksonville. 1904)

and anthropological

scientific, historical

396-7062 Begional
galleries

and marine

Our Commitment

museum with
mammal exhibit

While you're roaring down a roller coaster,
soaring above the Arctic, whirUng on a water

Old Jail
167 San l^arcos Ave,, St Augustine, (9041 823-3800, Victorian

style

jail.

Oldest House

ride or discovering other sensational adventures

271 Charlotte St, St Augustine, (904) 824-2872, National Historic landmadt

Oldest Store
4 Ardllery

Lane,

Museum

at

More than 100,000 items from

(904) 823-9729.

St Augustine.

Busch Gardens

parks, we're

adventures behind the scenes.

Wooden School House

Anheuser-Busch Adventure Parks have been

14 St George St, St Augustine, (8881 OLD-SCHOOL Animated schoolmaster

and students demonstrate what school was

like in

the

1

900s,

committed

Olustee Battlefield State Historic Site
Florida's only

RO, Box 40, Olustee, 19041 758^)400,

major

War

Civil

environment for 40

Spanish Military Hospital
3 Aviles St, St Augustine, (904)

82^830,

24 hours

Reconstructed 1791 hospital,

Spanish Quarter Village
Post Office Drawer 210, St Augustine, 1904)

82K830,

Living history

794-9990

(904) 797-5604: fax (3041

rescues, rehabilitates

,

2701 Le Sabre Place, Femandina Beach, (904) 321-0697: fax (904) 261-7591

1625 Emerson St, Jacksonville, (904) 333-9031 fax (904) 399-2883

(904) 757-4463,

St Augustine Alligator Farm

700

birds, reptiles

& Zoological

999 Anastasia Blvd, St Augustine, (904) 824-3337,

Ave St Augustine,
,,

Caring for endangered

continents,

(904) 829-0745, Scenic

1

species

habitats

on

all

and

seven

and we

are the caretakers

of more

65-foot tower,

than 60,000 animals, including 40 threatened

(904) 824-1806. Scenic historic cruises

and endangered

St Augustine Sightseeing Trains
St Augustine (9041 82M545, Popular narrated tours

Resources

We

species.

A whole new kind of classroom

support the Center for Marine

Conservation's International Coastal Cleanup, the largest in the world.

Amelia Island Tourist Development Council
RO. Box 472, Femandina Beach, FL 32035#)72: (904) 277-0717

of

Commerce

20 W, IvIacClenny Ave,, Ivlacclenny R. 32063: (904) 259-6433

Clay County Chamber of

the California

Alligators, reptiles, birds,

St Augustine Scenic Cruise

Baker County Chamber

to sustain wildlife

mammals,

Park

& Museum

4125 Coastal Highway St Augustine,

Ivlarco Ave.,

releases

and SeaWorld help

Jacksonville Zoological Gardens

St Augustine Lighthouse

and

Busch Gardens

Attractions
8605 Zoo Pkwy,, Jacksonville,

a year,

coast.

Outdoor Adventures

Commerce

1734 Kingsley Avenue. Orange Park,

a 32073: 13041 264-2651

Flagler County Tourist Developmem Commission
1200 E Moody Boulevard, #1, Bunnell, a 32110: (904) 437-7400

& Visitors

365 days

named J.J. orphaned along

Kayak Amelia

Jacksonville

and preserving the

more marine animals than any organization
in the world, among them a baby gray whale

Recreation

81 Lighthouse

years,

a day.

SeaWorld

museum

Ancient City Tours
424 Shamrock Road, St Augustine

to protecting

battle took

place here. Re-enactments are held every Febmaiy,

170 San

the SeaWorld and

working on

the 1800s on display taken from the attic of the warehouse.

Oldest

Continues

Our

educational programs like "Sleep with the Sharks" and

Zoo Camps

encourage everyone to learn about our fragile and wonderful world.
So enjoy the thrills and adventure of our parks. We'U continue

working behind the scenes on adventures

that

mean

the world to

all

of us.

& the Beaches Convention

Bureau

201 E

Adams

The

Original Florida

Street Jacksonville. FL 32202: (904) 798-31 00 ext 20

(Madison, Hamilton, Columbia, Taylor, Lofayetle, Suwrannee, Ljnion, Bradfortj.
Dixie, Gilchrist

and Alachua), 20O3 N,W, 67

PI, Suite

A Gainesville, a 32653-

1603: (352) 955-2200: vyww,onginalflorida,or5

of Commerce
a 32178^)550: (904) 328-1503

Putnam County Chamber
RO, Box 550, Palatka,

Saint Johns County Visitors
88

Riberia Street Suite 250,

Water Management
St Johns River

(904)

a 32084: (904) 829-171

ADVENTURE PARKS

SeaWorld
ADVENTURE PARKS

Ga^^NS
^JT^l

\pi^I-» ^>J..

District

3294377

Advertising

& Convemion Bureau

St Augustine,

©

1999 Buscfi Entertainment Corporation.

All rigtits

reserved.
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many mammals,

brains of

way

including humans, and

to increase the surtace area

pack in additional nerve

boHc

and variable brain

rate

—

ing in midair

—running,
up

uses

an animal's metaboHc

is

soned,

it

wrestling, leaping, twist-

would

of energy, and the lower

closure in

the

rate,

morning, and

more of its

my wife

usually finished

my

m

the

returned to the cabin, one whiff

I

if

I

about two o'clock

had been standing near the en-

I

which the monkeyHke,

were housed. Then,

energy

total

teU

when

at

equal deHght, platy-

6:00 A.M.,

at

arboreal cuscuses

I'd

dodge the emu

at

ost young marsupials do not play

M
supply

a lot

nighttime observations

me

had brought

size that

to Australia. Play

my

our young children, and, to

puses appeared in the creek.

cells.)

combination ot low, invariant meta-

just this

It \¥as

heads through open windows, to the excited glee of

a

is

of the brain and thus

but engage in a kind of fidgeting
that never amounts to much.

consumed by

Below

play.

a certain rate,

might not make metaboHc sense to

animal might need

all

energy to

its

rea-

I

play:

an

satisfy life's basic

needs, such as finding food and shelter. If

metaboHc

was of prime importance in the evolution of play,

rate

then

all

marsupials

—should

—with

their invariant rates

same amount.

play (or not play) about the

But brain

might

size

also

be relevant, in part be-

Biologist Tony Friend

cause species with larger brains require a longer period

studies numbats in

of postnatal

Western Australia,

for marsupials, out-of-pouch) brain

(or,

—

development

consisting primarily of the formation

where these nimble

the front door and set off through the dripping forest

watch one of the sanctuary's many kangaroo

and, significantly, the eHminarion of connections be-

marsupials feed on

to

tween nerve

termites and ants.

As the sun

ceUs. In the

cerebeHum

(the part

of the

brain that controls motion), for example, there

an overproduction of connections

tially

Then, over

some of these con-

a relatively brief period,

nections are removed.

perience-dependent

The pruning

—

that

is,

ini-

is

after birth.

is

selective

the types of

and ex-

movements

young animal performs determine which connections wiU be spared and which cut. For some mama

mals, intriguingly, the ages at

cerebeUum

the

is

which juveniles play and

remodeled coincide. Perhaps,

ulated, larger-bramed marsupials

would

play

I

spec-

more than

smaller-brained ones.

So

I

set

marsupials

as possible.

tions in the wild

and

with captive animals,

one new

species a

as

many

different kinds

Observing them

visiting zoos
I

at

various loca-

and research

eluded

me

stations

to study or

ob-

about juvenile animals in twelve of

AustraHa's fourteen famiHes of marsupials.
that

of

was introduced, on average, to

week and managed

tain reHable reports

the silvery

was always jolted

(The two

were the Petauridae, which includes

gHders, and the Notoryctidae, represented

by

a single

calls

from the shade of

endangerment of the

bird

species.

I

search Institute and in

Hved in

a rustic

amidst towering eucalyptus

cabin set by a small creek
trees.

Emus poked

their

of surdight; the
have ever seen.

Springs, at the center of

the Arid

at

much larger
many deep

Simpson's Gap, one of the
in the area's ancient

son's

Gap,

omous

me

so

mountain

bUbies are nocturnal.
as

six-foot-long king
I

could avoid stepping on

I

rock gorges cut

most mar-

dark night

brown snake

At the Atherton Plateau
Cairns,

enclosures near

ranges. Like

One

are

Zone Re-

at

Simp-

crept through a bilby enclosure, a ven-

I

kindly hissed at

it.

in

Queensland, near

observed several species of gHders in the wild.

These animals,

one perch

also

caUed flying possums, volplane from

to another. In this diverse region,

mix with patches of

patches of dry forest

where

rainforest,

hooting kookaburras and screeching cockatoos signaled

sundown and

I

AHce

I

watched young bHbies, which

kept in room-sized enclosures

Much

family and

I

I

superb blue wren hopped out

a fern into a patch

also traveled to

AustraHa, where

animal that eludes everyone.)

my

a

the most intensely blue thing

species, the marsupial "mole," a subterranean desert

At the HealesviUe Sanctuary near Melbourne,

when

contributed to the

supials,

out to 'watch

of beUbirds rang in the growing Hght.

Clearing forests for
agriculture has

is

species.

of fog dispersed and

hit the tree tops, coils

of the

the beginning of the gHders' workday.

activity

I

saw centered on sap oozing out

of incisions that yeHow-beUied, or
in the eucalyptus trees.

Moths

snapped up by

watched

bats.

I

fluffy,

gHders had cut

attracted to the sap

were

tiny feathertail gHders

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

sites,

which were

by human
I

soon became

my

with

clear

my

And most

visit.

when

much

a lot

as

enjoyed

I

my

of the young marsupials

observed elsewhere either did not play

young wombat eager

to play charges into

another juvenile, often butting with

and then runs away to

ing,

wombat may

running, the

at all

I

or engaged

might be the

in a kind of fidgeting that looked as if it

For some species,

of nega-

saw no juveniles

I

A

plug.

its

head or

solicit a chase.

bit-

While

indulge in shoulder

rolls

and somersaults.

foot.

was amassing

I

nighttime forays watching gliders,

during

8/99

by the

in turn ejected

voices, these animals did flee, however,

information. Unfortunately,

tive

-

owners. Undisturbed by red light or

carelessly scuffed leaves
It

7/99

only to be displaced by the

feeding at the sap
larger sugar gliders,
stiU larger rightful

—

natural history

beginning of play but never amounted to much.

relied

I

Tony Friend

other biologists.

on

the observations of

has studied numbats in

the state of Western Australia.

Young numbats

uniquely pouchless marsupials that grow up to be
about the

of a small cat and feed on termites

size

chase one another over and around logs in their dry

Tasmanian

forest habitat.

devil juveniles, described

w

by Griff Ewer, wrestle and

play. Picture a frolicking fireplug.

one day use when fighting

^vhich

to defend a carcass.

observed to play

Koalas, for example, spend

and feed

tree

getting a

stiff

at night.

I

much of the

spent

of nocturnal hours

a lot

rarely,

as

trees at ani-

my

spothght.

mother and her chnging juvenile

a

awakened, did the youngster clamber around for a few

One

minutes in an apparently purposeless way.
mother's

lap,

Then

into the tree trunk.

left its

down

climbed over her head and

back, and backed along the branch until

bumped

its

Fortunately,

some of

saw

Then

it

head

its

as if

displays.

and

my

Every time

I

ef-

ob-

away from and back

I

or joey, begins to play by

takes several rapid sideways

to

hop

to her.

hops away from

its

in an elliptical pattern

During these

runs, a joey

executes quick changes of direction and often leaps off
the ground, kicking out

This play

its

big hind feet in midair.

strikingly similar to that of pronghorns

is

other ungulates

I

have watched, which

is

and

perhaps not

surprising, since these animals are ecological equivalents:

both

ever

on the

wallabies

I

are browsers

of open country and must be

alert to flee.

saw

also

Many young

boxed or

sparred,

kangaroos and

mimicking adult

higher

the

about brain

Macropodidae

what

So

rates.

find out,

the

I

Potoroidae

Are mar-

size?

first

playful of all the marsupials

were the wombats. They were

also the

I

observed

most amus-

it

brain

and com-

Dasyuridae

with the actual

mass,

using

(below 100 grams

Peramehdae
Thylacomyidae

data

compiled by John Nelson,

Phascolarctidae

Monash University.
Then I combined the re-

Pseudocheiridae

of

which

I

Phalangeridae

on

Burramyidae

had information

Tarsipedidae

sults for all

the species

in each family and calculated the average.

A

com-

parison of these averages reveals a strong and significant
pattern: families

with

a "positive" average (that

brain mass than expected) contain far

than do those with

family,

devil), larger species play

The

a

more

is,

more

playfiil

spe-

"negative" average. In one

Dasyuridae (which includes the Tasmanian

correlation

playfiilness

is

and smaller ones do not.

between brain

one of

a

size

and degree of

number of converging hnes of

development. Head-butting wombats, boxing joeys,

and wrestUng Tasmanian

ing to watch, probably because their shape seems

or practicing for

incompatible with

likely,

play.

Picture a frolicking fire-

a

to play

calculated

expected brain mass

for each species

cies

i

Vombatidae

relatively

evidence that point to the importance of play in brain

patterns of fighting.

The most

with

(above 100 grams

Myrmecobiidae

play limited to spe-

is

cies

Dasyuridae

play.

which young do not

trying to shake a fly out of its ear.

mother and proceeds

Nor

pared

A young kangaroo,

play.

do not preclude

Marsupial families in

served a group of kangaroos or wallabies with young,

jerking

metabolic rates of marsupi-

than those that do not? To

to grasp her,

the animals rewarded

with more energetic

low

Clearly, the overall

als

young have bee

bottom

dropped on top of her head.

forts

Marsupial families in

will

supials that play brainier

the httle adventurer

down

kittens,

moves they

testing

her

crept out along a different branch (one that angled

above the mother), reached

pounce much Hke

day asleep in a

neck while looking up into

mals dimly illuminated by the red of

Only

A Ros

ombats are amusing to watch because
their shape seems incompatible with

more

devils are

not just having

serious, adult matters.

they are directing their

own

fiin

Most

brain assembly.

D

r

iass)

Tasmanian

devil, quoll, kovvari

Nurtibat

Wombat
Kangaroo, wallaby, quokka
Potoroo, bettong

Common

names

of some
representative species

5s)

Antechinus, dunnart

Bandicoot

BUby
Koala
Ring-tailed possum
Brush-tailed possum, cuscus

Pygmy possum
Honey possum

1

Pygmy possum

,^,i

Ir

^

1

K%^

^%

1
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On the occasion of Vladimir Nabokov's
centenary, the writer's legacy in

being celebrated and a

lepidopterology

is

new generation

of entomologists

is

completing the studies he began.

Nabokov

r

By Brian Boyd and Kurt Johnson

One

hundred years ago, on April 23, 1899,

Vladimir

bassy row.
ulated,

Nabokov was born

home in the heart of Saint Petersburg's emHad there been no revolution, he later spec-

he might have become the curator of

doptera in

behind not only the

estate

the

Nabokov had

he had inherited

classic

at

to

age

—

works

novels hke Lolita and Pale

is

being celebrated around the world. But
transform the image of Nabokov

also

Since

first

collecting butterflies at the age

Nabokov had dreamed of

discovering

One

Ufe,

on

this

year into his

the rim of the

American

he fLdfiUed

Grand Canyon, with the

He

and books. With

two decades

—

in England,

Germany, and France

—

the

of seven,
species.

this

dream

butterfly he

over the country, especially in the Rockies,

dorothea.

year will

new

named Neonympha

he fled west. For the next

continued to collect aU

where the

and fauna reminded him of the countryside

flora

stupendous wealth and ease of his early years would be

around Saint Petersburg. Soon Nabokov wrote to

replaced by impoverishment and uncertainty.

sister

It

during these precarious years that he wrote what
think

is

was

many

the greatest Russian novel of the century. Tire

Gift.

In 1940, escaping this time from advancing Ger-

man

tanks,

Nabokov

sailed to the

United

States.

Here,

switching to EngUsh, he wrote a succession of

now

his

as lepidopterist.

sixteen but also his treasured collections of butterflies
his fairdly,

and

Fire,

autobiography. Speak, Memory. During 1999 the writer

lepi-

some obscure Russian museum. But

revolution did come, and in 1917
leave

at his parents'

tive

Elena that

his collecting

mania. During aU these

moving from motel
tails

to motel,

for the hilarious

bert and Lolita

summer
he was

trips,

Lolita.

his

a posi-

endlessly

also netting

and haunting journey

would make

most famous novel,

had turned into

that

de-

Hum-

across the continent in his

Yet

Nabokov was more than

a

superb collector.

Shortly after arriving in the United States, he volunteered as a researcher at the

American Museum of Nat-

where he learned

ural History,

to dissect butterflies.

Then, for most of the 1940s, he served
tor

of lepidoptera

as

de facto cura-

Museum

Harvard University's

at

of

Comparative Zoology and became the authority on the
Htde-srudied blue butterflies (Polyommatini) of

He

and South America.

was

also a

North

pioneer in the study

ica,

where, for the most

studied,

nearly

all

laid the

gions

—

the time sriU relied

on

anatomical examination was so

Nabokov had
structures as

to invent

his

that

for previously unstudied

he went along. Found

ical glossaries,

now

m

entomolog-

terms for genital structures ranged

from the demurely

scientific

tum") to the Hltingly
In 1945

names

known

little

("rosteUum" and "men-

alliterative ("alida"

Nabokov took

and "buUula").

the bold step of extending

his research to the vast tropical

regions of Latin

Amer-

on

the origin of

the higher reaches of the

Andes Mountains and

—whose

and

left,

hunted butterflies
... as a pretty boy
in knickerbockers

the

traditional view, persistent since the time

Darwin and

Alfi-ed

Andean and Patagonian

grated from

plants

North America

of

Russel Wallace, was that

and animals had mi-

in a colder era, during an

event called the Great American Interchange. Fossil
records of

some mammals

2 to 3 miUion years ago.

had come

suggest such an occurrence

By

the 1970s,

when

biologists

had moved, additional

and

sailor cap; as a

lanky cosmopolitan
expatriate in
flannel bags and
beret; as a fat

hatless old

man

in

shorts." Below:

con-

American Museum

possibilities

of Natural History

to recognize that over the millennia the

tinents themselves

presented themselves and entomologists wondered

blue butterfly

what Nabokov's blue

specimens, labeled

butterflies

of the Andes and

Patagonia would reveal on the matter.

Had

cientis
Lyt

plants

Nabokov,

wrote: "I have

the tropical lowlands.

Charles

at

that region. This

for later research

the southern reaches of Patagonia

erwise almost identical blues by diflerences in their gen-

Most taxonomists

groundwork

known from

animals differ dramatically from their counterparts in

The

ital parts.

the blues then

had not yet been

a seminal classification for

the plants and animals of South America's colder re-

of butterflies' microscopic anatomy, distinguishing oth-

vwng-scale patterning to differentiate species, and

part, blues

and he pubhshed

these crea-

by Nabokov.
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Nabokov recognized

that

both found

and

(his Itylos

Paralycaeides,

northern Andes) showed

in the

blues (typically central

a relation-

North America. His other

ship to any of the blues of

Andean and Patagonian) ap-

peared to be distinctively South American, some related to tropical lowland blues, others with relatives as

away

far

American

In the end, his South

as Africa.

by

blues buttressed evidence already suggested

at least

one other group of temperate South American butter-

Andean and Patagonian

(the

flies

terflies

the but-

elfins) that

of highland and southern South America have

multiple origins,

some

so early they predate the Great

American Interchange.

A

many of Nabo-

note to the non-lepidopterist:

American blues

kov's Latin

are

more orange

in color

than blue. This fact led eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century taxonomists to

them

classify

coppers. (The

as

comAmermon
ica.) The orange hue in some of Nabokov's blues may
have evolved to mimic other species' color-coded
coppers are
in the

a

group of small orangish

butterflies

Old World but nonexistent

warnings to predators: "Keep away:

in Latin

this butterfly

The best-known mimic of this

noxious."

type

is

America's orange-colored viceroy, whose model
toxic bright-orange

ous substances in

In honor of Nabokov's contributions, species
of South American and Antillean blues have

been named

Humbert, vera, and

lolita,

acta.

diminutive and often dull by tropical standards,

invaded from the north?

Or had

they diverged slowly

Andes Moun-

Above: Hungarian

from

lepidopterist Zsolt

tains gradually

Balint (right) and

suggested they might have evolved from an even

Kurt Johnson

ancient fauna from the primordial southern supercon-

examine specimens

tropical

tinent

known

New

they donated this

lowland ancestors
upHfted?

as

The

boldest biogeographers

more

scientific research

on Nabokov's blues began

in earnest in the late 1980s.

American Museum

ing: his classification

of Natural History.

far

diverse than

The

embraced

lepidoptera,

new

ing research, scientists

complete

after characters in his life

were surpris-

results

the score. In tribute to the writer's pioneer-

named many of

eventually recruited prominent

Latin American

suggest

blues.

vokoban
images),

these species

and works, an

Nabokov's work on

(a

Nabokov

effort that

scholars to

names. Thus were born species names hke

reversal

vera, lolita,

The most
investigations

mon and widespread species
ange, lazy
clusively

flier

on

named

of them

chilensis

a toxic plant

all

—

scientists

known

definitive species

of

com-

the large, or-

("of Chile")

—

feeds ex-

for sickening

American Uvestock. Nabokov designated

South

chilensis as

the

Today

re-

his Pseudolucia genus.

that

it is

the

model

The uncanny

for a diverse

—

of "Nabokov"
humbert, ada,

significant result

—he

loved mirror

new

^was, for

a

theme

or between hving and inani-

Nabokov,
to

only in his scientific writing but also in
verse. In Tlie Gift the

feet

of

his

father,

a

young

scientific

was that only two of the seven genera

source of

a perennial

which he often

alluded, not

his fiction

hero, Fyodor,

sits

at

and
the

famous Russian entomologist,

savoring the "sweetness of the lessons" of lepidopterol-

me

ogy:

"He

icry;

about the enormous moth which in a

told

about these magic masks of

pose assumes the image of a

and zembla.
of the

—

wonder and

group of mimics.

resemblances between certain unre-

mate things

researchers to

That idea

when

studying Nabokov's blues learned that the most

New spe-

cies

which seldom

lepidopterists.

credence in 1995,

anyone had imagined.

a

of South American and Antillean blues were

new

many

suggested mimicry to

lated species in nature

named by

prevalence of

unrelated groups of

orange elsewhere in their ranges, had historically

butterflies

the principal

The

Andean and Patagonian

group of

They were among

the

searchers studying the toxicology of the species beheve

Gondwana.

year to the

more

the

as

larval stage.

among

was given
tures,

is

monarch, which feeds on poison-

its

bright orange coloration

show

is

North

snake looking

state
at

mimof re-

you;

.

.

.

about the curious harem of that famous Afi'ican swallowtail,

whose variously

disguised females copy in

Above, Lysandra
cormion, the only

European butterfly

named by Nabokov.
Similarities

many

between

blues, far left,

led the writer to

study the details of
their anatomy.

Pseudoluda
left,

vera,

perhaps the

smallest butterfly in

the world, was

named

for

Nabokov's wife.
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prehensive study of all blues, he had to take a position
teaching courses in Russian hterature and European

Cornell University in order to pay his son's

fiction at

way through Harvard. While
bought

'^ycjiE

at

Cornell, the

Nabokovs

and traveled most summers to the West,

a car

especially to the Rockies, in search

of butterflies. But

Nabokov's research energies were redirected firom the
microscope to the Hbrary, firom blues to

his translation

of and commentary on Alexander Pushkin's masterpiece, Eugene Onegin. In

Lolita shot to the top

Hsts.

firom Cornell

and traveled to Europe.

have been a short

visit

however, once

his

rope was put to

flight

From 1961

7?g

1958

Within months, Nabokov

the best-seller

in

became

a

What was

to

permanent move,

disenchantment with postwar Eu-

by

butterfly hunting in the Alps.

until his death in 1977,

he hved in

Montreux, Switzerland, writing new

a hotel

novels, trans-

and planning volumes such

lating old ones,

of

retired

as Butterflies

of Europe to compensate for the Butterflies of North

America he had proposed to his fellow lepidopterists in
the late 1940s but had found

Both the

own

his

the f

of

occasion

his i

centenary.

One new 1

volume,

Nabokov's \
offers

Butterflies,

of

being

are

on

marked

entomological exploration."

to write.

significant role in the history

entomology

"Few things," wrote Nabokov, "could surpass
in richness and strength the excitement of

no time

of entomology in Nabokov's Hfe and

role

a

1

massive collection of £
his hterary,

scientific,

and personal writings
color, shape,
cies."

and even

Nabokov

flight half a

—working

at

dozen

different spe-

Harvard and having

—

published a paper on Latin American blues

Elena in

November 1 945

haps foretold his
Zsolt Balint, right,

ogy." After

puts an Itylos

American

own

that in Tlie Gift

just

^wrote to

he had per-

destiny: a "retreat into

entomol-

completing a major monograph on North

blues,

and before he could undertake

a

com-

on

the

subject

Blues,

reappraises his legacy in

hght of the recent work of

from

lepidopterists

continents

perspective.

Latin

An excellent

his

Nabokov included

page 53).

morphosis,"

Another, Nabokov's

titicaca into

illustrator,

(see

"Nabokov on Meta-

who

America

four

crisscrossed

to

complete

most far-reaching scien-

tific

inquiries.

flies is a

Vera's Butter-

catalog of the multi-

—some

his drawing of the

colored

wing-scale

plausible,

patterning of

all

Lycaeides

vented and drew for his wife on

argyrognomon

copies of his books.

sublivens in his

butterflies

some

—

exquisite

preposterous,

that

Never again

Nabokov

will

it

in-

be possible

1949 study

to peddle the

of blues, above.

the writer merely dabbled in butterflies.

misconception that

D

—

—

Novel Butterflies
two Russian immigrants staying at the New England summer £

In Vladimir Nabokov's novel Pnin,

home

of a friend watch a "score of small butterfties, all of one kind" settle "on a

sand, their wings erect

damp patch

of

A

and closed, showing their pale undersides with dark dots and tiny orange-

rimmed peacock spots along the hind-wing margins."
"Pity Vladimir Vladimirovich

is

not here," one says. "He would have told us

all

about these en-

chanting insects." The other, Pnin, the hero of the novel, replies, "I have always had the im-

was merely

pression that his entomology
Far from

a pose."

As Vladimir Vladimirovich Nabokov wrote

it.

"Few things indeed have

I

autobiography. Speak, Memory,

in his

known in the way of emotion or appetite, ambition or achievement,

that could surpass in richness and strength the excitement of entomological exploration."

And he could certainly have told
his friend notice are

Ket,;

about those enchanting insects: the butterflies Pnin and

all

specimens of the Karner blue, which

1944 Nabokov had named

in

^^^'-"^

Ly-

caeides metissa samueiis and which has since become, partly through his support, the icon
of endangered butterflies in the northeastern United States.
Butterflies,

real

and invented, obvious and obscure,

flit

through

six

decades of

Nabokov's fiction. In the story "Christmas" (1924), a young boy with a passion for butterfties dies.

On

a winter visit to the family

cently lost his wife, decides that

life is

summer home,

no longer worth

back into a heated wing of the building

a biscuit tin

his father,

in a sign of hope,

also re-

/97il

with the pupa of an Atlas moth

that his son had hoped to hatch. Just when

heat causes the moth to crack open

who has

he has just brought

living. Yet

its

all

seems hopeless, the

cocoon and

its

huge wings dilate"~

even of resurrection. In "The Aurelian," written

-

•

six years later,

-,

the owner of a Berlin butterfly store, having sold his prize collection, dreams of
escaping his arid domestic

life

I

In the novel Paie Fire (1952), a Vanessa atalanta, described perhaps

ishingly than any other insect has ever been, plays a
first

|

to go collecting in Spain and beyond.

much

more

5

rav-

larger part than it at

g

appears to, and people and places such as Disa and Embla, in the "distant i

northern land" of Zembla, will be recognized by some as names of butterfty species (in this case, the Arctic

and Lapland

the skewed mirror-world of our terra that
ine

is a

passionate naturalist for

ringlets, respectively).
is

On

iot^na-

Antiterra,

l/i'i.aJi-

described in Ada (1969), the hero-

whom Nabokov

invents plausible

new

species

of orchids and butterfties in genuine terrestrial genera.

Nabokov's lifelong devotion to lepidoptera did more for his fiction than offer
bit parts to butterflies. In

deepening certain inclinations

in his

mind,

it

also

helped shape his literary style and strategies. Nabokov had an unmatched eye

detail— a gesture,

for

a trick of light, a

shade of

color,

any kind of natural ob-

ject ("rusty, greenish hydrangeas," to take one example

and an unmatched sense of design, especially

>l
^

XK«^

in

among thousands)

the complex interlacements

i

of recurring details that surely reflect the training in the particular (and in

the intricacies of natural relationships) that he needed in the
collecting

I

and

in

field

when

the laboratory when dissecting. He drew scenes of extra-

ordinary vividness and invited us to observe with an alertness far different

I

I

^

-^-trr-ji--'?"™'"''''^'^

from the way so many take the world for granted. His writing shows that attention to
volving a mere passive recording of what

we

Although the surface of Nabokov's prose

is

detail, far

see, instead requires the

most active imagination.

what

more

dazzling,

lies

beneath

is still

from in-

exciting. Interlocking

details eventually converge to suggest relationships quite unforeseen; a chain reaction of astonishing dis-

coveries evokes an ever deeper sense of wonder at the unsuspected and inexhaustible

our world
as

—

if

we attend

Nabokov often

onomist,

to

its

particulars— is a

still

neither

how

rich

our world

is

the worlds he creates. He felt that

more inexhaustible source of the rewards of discovery. The particulars of the

stressed, are actually at risk of dying out if

we know

life in

nor what

we overlook them. He was

we need

to protect in

it.

all

B. B.

Mlxing fact and
fantasy,

real world,

Nabokov

often drew
butterflies on

copies of

Ms

work,

above and (efL

too conscious that without the efforts of the tax-

Most of these were

and

for his wife, V£ra.

K. J.

SCIENCE AND ART

In

1945 the 120

specimens of South
American blues
available to

Nabolcov for study

represented only a

few

localities in

Ecuador, Peru, and
Chile.

Today

scientists

recognize almost

seventy species
distributed

throughout the

Andes mountain
chain.
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Nabokov on Metamorphosis
and

To introduce tales of transformation, such as the case of Dr. Jekyll

Nabokov described for

Though

his Cornell students

pupa to butterfly

is

not a particularly pleasant proc-

comes

ess for the subject involved. There

moment when

a difficult

what transformation might feel

wonderful to watch, transformation from larva to pupa

or from

sense of discomfort.

for every caterpillar

he begins to feel pervaded by an odd

feeling— here about the neck and

It is a tight

elsewhere, and then an unbearable itch. Of course he has moulted
a

few times before, but that

is

nothing

in

comparison to the

tickle

and urge that he feels now. He must shed that tight dry skin, or
As you have guessed, under that skin, the armor of a pupa

die.

and how uncomfortable to wear one's skin over one's armor— is
ready forming:

am

I

especially concerned at the

moment

which hang from some surface

Well, the caterpillar

feeling.

in

the open

with

must do something about that horrible

He walks about looking

for a suitable place.

He finds

silk

little

on the underside of that perch. He hangs himself by the
from the

his tail or last legs,

wards

in

question

silk

patch, so as to dangle head

wriggle— and
gets out of

it,

get

rid

now

of his skin.

the skin bursts

zip,

down the

One

ting out of a sausage dress. Then

comes the most

critical

legs,

and the problem now

is

to shed the whole skin

skin of those last legs by which

we hang

tip of

downis

a

moment.

last pair of

— even

the.

— but how to accomplish

this without falling?

who

is

animal

already partly disrobed? Very carefully he starts working out

his hind legs, dislodging
is

little

dangling, head

them from the patch of

down— and

silk

from which he

in

the

transformation (In

very

This pupal stage lasts from a few days to a few years.

I

remember

as a boy keeping a hawkmoth's pupa in a box for something like

seven years, so that

actually finished high school while the thing

I

was asleep, and then

finally it

all

hatched— unfortunately

—

a nice case of

it

happened

misjudgment, after

those years. But to come back to our butterfly pupa.
After, say,

two

or three

weeks something begins to happen. The

pupa hangs quite motionless, but you notice one day that through

— which

are

the future perfect insect

many times

— you

gin,

a

smaller than the wings of

notice that through the hornlike

rudimentary eyespot. Another day or two

— and

the final

transformation occurs. The pupa splits as the caterpillar had

split— it
out

is

— and

really a last glorified moult,

handsome

at

and the butterfly creeps

hangs down from the twig to

in turn
first.

She

is

very

damp and

dry.

She

she

is

ready to

pupa an

it,

fly.

harden— and

in

a she.

You

ing of hatching? Oh, no doubt, there

will ask

is a

not

dry, dis-

twenty minutes or so

You have noticed that the caterpillar

and the butterfly

is

bedraggled. But those

limp implements of hers that she has disengaged gradually
tend, the veins branch and

— what

is a he,
is

the

the feel-

rush of panic to the head,

and strange sensation, but then the eyes

see, in a flow of sunshine, the butterfly sees the world, the large

and awful face of the gaping entomologist.
Let us

now

the process of the same jerk-and-twist jump,

turn to the transformation of Jekyll into Hyde.

he attaches himself anew by means of a hook that was under the

Reprinted from Nabokov's Butterflies: Unpublished and Uncollected Writings,

this case, by a

monarch) from
caterpillar to

pupa

to butterfly is not,

Nabokov wrote, "a
particularly

pleasant process
for the subject

then with an admirable twist and

jerk he sort of jumps off the silk pad, sheds the last shred of hose,

and immediately

is

a

Above: The

beautiful chrysalis with golden knobs and plate-armor wing cases.

a thrill of breathlessness

So what does he do, this courageous and stubborn

—

off,

the future wing, the lovely flush of the ground-color, a dark mar-

person get-

You understand that we are hanging head down by our

come

texture of each wing case you can see in miniature the pattern of

wriggle, another

like a

the skin has

He

it.

back, and he gradually

working with shoulders and hips

all

within.

pad of

the position of an inverted question mark, and there

— how to

Now

from

pupa, a swathed-baby-like thing hanging from that twig

the wing cases

air.

crawls up a wall or a tree trunk. He makes for himself a

shed skin on the tip of his body.

like

thank God, and the bared surface, now hard and glistening,

during a journey on the train
al-

those butterflies that have carved golden pupa, called also
chrysalis,

Hyde, Vladimir

Mr.

by Vladimir Nabokov. Edited by Brian Boyd and Robert Michael

Pyle.

Copyright ® 2000 by Vladimir Nabokov. By permission of Beacon Press.
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Farming in Java

Fossil

Indonesian cultivators play a crucial role in the search for
By Roy

Larick, Russell

human

origins.

Ciochon,

L.

and Yahdi Zaim
1998
November
look
ning

was begin-

like the

to

wrong

time to search for ancestral

human

fossils

in Java.

As we

waited in the city of Bandung, ready to

our base of operations in central

travel to

monsoon

Java, the

were

rains

relentless,

and there was ominous news of turmoil
might engulf the

that

were

run

just

a

villages in

New

work. The

to

which we

York Times

front-page story

on the

had

vigi-

murders of nearly two hundred

lante

people in central and eastern Java.

The

victims, accused of being "ninja sorcer-

were suspected of being somehow

ers,"

responsible for the assassinations of a

number of Mushm

poHtical leaders.

The

of rural violence, according to the

scale

Times,

was

"difiicult to

comprehend." In

the end, however, our expedition was
fairly peacefiil.

and our

less,

amid the

The

turned cloud-

skies

village contacts received us

member of

fray.

Local residents have long been essen-

mans and

to paleoanthropological research in

in Africa

tial

The population of

Java.

island

is

this

Indonesian

large and densely settled.

The

majority of people are small-scale farmers,

and

as

they

work

This

homimd

(a

the group that mcludes hu-

their close relatives) originated

and may have given

rise to

mod-

dence that some populations of H.
migrated to East Asia

Their

arrival

an early

1

the most complete single skull of

Homo

discovered to date in Asia. The bone

unusually thick, which

may

is

erectus

is

help account for

good preservation.

its

erectus

ently offered an attractive refiige for

date.

was once thought to

have occurred about

new

at

With much of the face intact, Sanglran 17

milhon years

minids wandering

east.

Seeking to learn more about what the

ago,

may

ho-

we

early island habitats

were

closer connection with the region's

have been closer to 2 milhon. At that

ceeded to the

of Sangiran, legend-

beds than professional paleoanthro-

time, continental drift was reshaping isth-

ary

spect a great quantity of earth.

have a

pologists could ever

they recover

human

hope

They

to have

thus

—and

more evidence concerning

evolution than do the experts. In-

evitably,

our research drew us into the

long-standing arrangement by which fossils

erectus.

ern humans there. Java holds key evi-

their plots, planting

seeds or weeding, they collectively in-

fossil

Homo

belong to

pass

from resourceful

local inhabitants

fossils that

thropologists

we and

evidence suggests that

muses and

straits

around the globe, and

the island ofJava was
sea because

it

itself rising

from the

of a combination of uphft and

volcanic accretion. As a result, various
tropical
early

African

hominids

mammals

—were

—

including

able to disperse

through the Arabian Peninsula and across

into the hands of scientists.

The

but

other paleoan-

most eagerly pursue

in Java

southern Asia.

The emerging Indonesian

archipelago, with

its

warm

chmate, appar-

it

among

village

like,

paleoanthropologists because

smack in the middle of

lies

square-mile zone rich in H.

The sedimentary beds
area's fitfril

show

were preserved

a ten-

erectus fossils.

there record the

emergence from the

that the earUest

swamp.

pro-

sea

and

hominid specimens

in a large, brackish coastal

Fast-flowing

streams

beds contain

later fossils

swamp about

1.5

—

—whose

replaced the

miUion years

ago.

The

wisdom

conventional

swamp nor
habitats for

is

that neither this

were good

minid

Ukely,

ran's first

these stream banks

H.

More

erecttis.

it

thought, these early hominids lived

swamp and

the edge of the

in the Sangiran area

death did

some of

why

been taken to be the reason
H.

up

eredus fossils have turned

sedimentary beds,

ran's

wich

of

has

in Sangi-

sand-

and

clay

interleaved with layers

all

of volcanic ash and pumice. The volcanic
levels are

amenable

to radiometric dating,

and the most current

H.

erectus lived in

analysis suggests that

or near Sangiran for

nearly 2 million years.

piece.

Toward the end of

locahzed volcanic pressure began to uphft
the rock sandwich

at

Sangiran.

The

resul-

depression,

whose

hummocks

nal

is

now

steep flanks

in Java

and

erectus.

presence of early hominid
first

scientific

came

world

inter-

many mammal

yield

bones, including those of H.

The

actually a

fossils

to the attention of the

in 1893,

when

the

Dutch

surgeon and geologist Eugene Dubois reported

his excavation

and thighbone of H.
site

east

paid for finds by the

But he soon found he was receiving

fossils.

He

also

excavate at discovery

moved

sites

for

quickly to

to retrieve natu-

fragmented specimens, and he em-

rally

ployed a few middlemen to procure dis-

from around the

coveries

cultivation. In the fertile but

giran

area.

By 1942

prisoned von K, ending

his enterprise),

Dubois

Sangiran

He

On

Ralph

—
Koenigswald "von K,"
afliectionately

isolated teeth,

and middlemen had
as

burgeoning fossU

in a

trade.

von

Collecting almost ceased with
departure:

came

to

rate

estab-

entrepreneurial agents

only two significant

K's

fossils

Hght between 1942 and 1960.

of discovery began to

cUmb

now

ing the 1960s, however, and

dur-

scien-

can expect, on average, two signifi-

cant finds each year.

One

reason

that

is

by

region.

Von Ks own

—Teuku Jacob and
—had taken over
the late

terms, provided Tani with the
attract a

growing

new

finds. In addition, Java's

rural population

had turned

past thirty years scores
tourists

residents

who found

and dental

fossils

fossils.

have beaten

buru Balung
his

to

of

scientists

and

path to his farm,

a

(also a

his finds to local

or directly to tourists.

larly

pseudonym), aug-

income by digging

He

CJ

net

easier to dig.

is

from

fossils

a

number of

returns regu-

during the wet season,
earth

for fossils

entrepreneurs

has a

which he

secret locales to

when
His

the

efforts

wide range of

animals: buffalo, elephant, rhino,

hippo, crocodile, and
cause profit

is

turtle.

Be-

motive, Balung

his

but the larger, more

rejects all

marketable fragments. If he dis-

covered

would

is

vealing

in the

bounty to

means

Another farmer we looked up, Pem-

m

a

hominid

try to sell

where

it

fossil,

he

without re-

was

it

Balung was happy
his collection

found.

to let us inspect

of several hundred

choice pieces but allowed no

he tried an indirect ap-

proach, offering a

The

hoping to see something new.

Sangiran also proved disappointing, so

his land

farm. His fame spread, and during the

and selhng

and to amass

aU

1969

spouse and revitalize the family

von

to reestabhsh the old collection networks

on

terraces

a

purchase price, though small in Western

ments

work, competing with each other

erectus skull in

his discovery in

new

Sastrohamijoyo Sartono
K"s

as

17, the

skull over to Sartono.

fol-

surveys

a farmer,

who

and turned the

the early 1960s, two Indonesian paleoanthropologists

H.

early

He made

of Asia.

the

he

as

we met

while creating

von

remembered

trip

pseudonym),

(a

most complete

lowed in the 1930s by the paleoanthropologist

our recent

Bocah Tani

mficant hominid

hshed themselves

a

fragment of thighbone.

young man had found Sangiran

and about ninety

same

few teeth and

years have yielded only a

Sangiran farmers had collected eight sigfossils

cranial

number

1963. In contrast, planned scientific exca-

dome).

was

hominid

a smaller

vations at "hot spots" during these

also searched in Sangiran,

but without success.

largely as a result,

additional

of isolated teeth have turned up since

of Trinil (about forty miles

of the

and

flanks,

rice-

hum-

onto the region's

terraces

mocks and

of a skullcap
erectus at

rugged San-

dome, farmers have extended

paddy

(when the Japanese occupied Java and im-

tists

dome

in 1936.

and thus began advertising premiums

and stream flow outpacing the
Consequently the

—

and jaw fragments and

The

uplift.

initially

a jaw

some seventy

"dome" has been vulnerable to erosion in this humid environment, with rain
tant

—

fossil

nearly the entire island over to intensive

the broken fi^agments of larger specimens

period, about 120,000 years ago, very

this

hominid

K

Von

ho-

for distinguishing

Cultivators found Sangi-

species.

complete

many

so

a soft-rock

swamp-bottom

streambed sand,

after

area.

accumulation

haphazard

on

bones wash

their

downstream into the low-lying
This

is

rarely set foot

and only

itself,

most information

photographs; with

local

this large,

Skull

were the most

legal risks.

a

collection

he was running serious

The Indonesian CulLaw states that all

tural Protection

prized during these early days of

paleoanthropology, because they

As they work the land, Java's army of cultivators uncover more

were considered to provide the

fossils

than do the few sdentific excavators.

vertebrate

fossils,

including ho-

minids, are the property of the
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"Extraordinary tales

from an amazing vet.

the

pliglit

must be given

Museum

At the

of

our Earth's wildlife."
—Jack Hanna,

ported,

re-

relied

more on

over,

drawn

into the cash

must be

discoveries

all

materials

all

and nothing may leave the country.

A fascinating inside
loolc into

government:

Sangiran

village,

across

local

a

cash

one

is

likely to

come

income-producing commodities. Already,

or

entrepreneur,

director emeritus,

the kinds of

He

buys

institutions at

is

one such

like Tani.

agent.

Pedagang and others

up

are allowed to set

Who

retail

him

like

kiosks

on the

were once able

sils

to

sell

and other geological specimens. Peda-

gang employs an

him

kiosk, leaving

"human

lucrative

assistant to

free to

guide the more

boy

when

government excavated an

national

tion canal in the region.
his

his interest in

in the late 1970s,

home

the

irriga-

The digging

near

brought to Ught two important

hominid skuU fragments. Pedagang got

know

number of the

a

fessionals

and

now

research
for his

students and pro-

attracted to the

they keep

him informed about

knowledge of fossil

in

work

we

only dream of going. This

compromised by

is

trades in hard evidence

even ethical to pay
life."

exchange

the discoverers,

fossils:

government?
To

the

most troublesome aspect of

us, the

trade

fossil

is

that

it

professional interests.
nia, jaws,

reflects 1930s-style

Von

K

"William Karesh spends his

bones

different goals.

are at least as

for understanding
ever,

a system that

For example, body

important

human

rest of us try to

squeeze into two weeks of
an exotic vacation. He dares,
he cares, and he makes a
profound difference."

— Lynn Sherr, ABC News' 20/20,
Blondes:

A Book About Giraffes

NEW HARDCOVER

Q

the skuU

How-

of the roughly eighty hominid

fossils

found to date in Sangiran (not counting
the scores of isolated teeth), only

—

body bone
by

a

not

one

Franco-Indonesian team in 1992.

hominid body bones

fossilize as

well

is

a

fragment excavated

a thigh

as teeth

It is

usually

do

and jaws do,

but a significant reason for the imbalance

it is

appears to be that the

collectors

and

lective.

been

how-

a small price

Can

fossil

trade itself is se-

the old collecting patterns

Sangiran evolve to serve the
ized studies of the

pay for research in

mens would otherwise
suffer in

such a heavily

farmed

landscape.

greater concern
Indonesia's
political

alter

WARNER BOOKS
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buyer-seller

entation
levels

Of
how

economic and

reformation

tionships.

ety.

is

A

may
rela-

market ori-

now

permeates

of Javanese soci-

Farmers

who

once

In the

1930s Ralph von Koenigswald offered

inhabitants a bounty for fossils.

more

local

at

special-

new millennium?

Sangiran, especially con-

all

A

as

origins.

sidering the fate speci-

days (and nights) doing

Tall

craexis-

(and his rewards). But paleoanthropology

now has

and whether

fossil

ever, the fossil trade has

to

author of

needed

and teeth just to prove the

Local collectors responded to his needs

true that
scientific

agents for specimens. Realistically,

—Jane Alexander

what the

by step-

is

a wonderful bool^ about an

extraordinary

site,

finds.

Some may wonder whether

takes us to places

to

who were

on human evolution

assist

tence of ancient hominids in Sangiran.

evolution tours."

Pedagang developed
fossils as a

operate his

now

programs must

entific

of fos-

a selection

becoming too

cost are

ping in with their greater resources.

has the right to Indonesia's

museum grounds

low

Indonesian scien-

to purchase for their

expensive for tight budgets. Western sci-

traders, collectors, scientists, or

"It

fossils that

tists

from Balung and keeps track of cultivators

CoiumbusZoo

always scarce. Fossils can be ex-

is

shall

Pedagang

yet

pected to become ever more important

"commercial man." Someone we
call

—and

economy

m

of Paleontology

fossil

barter are increasingly

—

Our

recent expedition had three sci-

entific highlights.

we examined

First,

a

^^^^ Ml ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

Ml

III

ill

III

crinses

III

^I^^H Ml ^^^^

III

or loiriiers

nearly complete H. erecUis skull that had

worked

way through

its

One

network.

preparing the

—

we recovered

Second,

fragments of paleosols

currently

is

report about

first scientific

specimen.

this

the collecting

of our students

—

fossilized

ground

swamp and stream

surfaces

in the old

deposits.

These paleosols mark the

when

episodes

enough

The West Indies,

rare

the wetlands dried out

to create habitats hkely to attract

Antarctica, South Georgia £ The Falklands, on The Explorer

hominid groups. During the nearly 2
milLion years that H. erectus lived on Java,

may

the Sangiran area

able for fewer than a

Third,

we made

January 22-February

have been habit-

The Bering Sea,

on

progress

gion, early H. erectus

2000

May 26-June

13,

2000

on The

Eclipse-.

August 13-20, 2000

this re-

The Amazon, on The

are rarely

Explorer-. April

u-20, 200i

Re-

tools.

Kildo Choi

cently, paleoanthropologist

The Galapagos,

a frustrat-

m

fossils

found together with stone
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Photos,
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and archaeologist Dubel Driwantoro have

left

to right:

©

Steve Hilty;
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on some

detected stone-tool cut marks

mammal

on The Discoverer:

9,

dozen short periods.

ing archaeological problem;

large

on The Sea Cloud

December 4-ii, i999 and December M-23, 2000

bones found in Sangiran

sure signs of ancient butchery.

To

identify

the closest sources of stone suitable for

making

tools,

i^r?'T^r'WSsr

we

'-^r-

inventoried the out-

crops of volcanic debris bordering the old

We

Sangiran swamp.

H.

erectus

few stone

a

site

(containing,

FRING

some butchered mammal bones

perhaps

and

suspect that an early

archaeological

found wthin

tools)

a paleosol

a stone outcrop.

We

are

will

not

one day be

far

now

your

from such

family.

And your

preparing to

survey these fossilized landscapes.

One may ask who

has the greater right

imagination.

to Java's valuable paleoanthropological

material

—

controls

study
it,

it

it,

the government that officially

it,

the scientists

the agents

who

No

BETTER PLACE

wish to

TO LET THEM

who want to profit by
who seek to acquire

or the individuals

RUN

for private coUecrions? In reality, the In-

FREE.

donesian government does not have the

means

to enforce

its strict

regulations, so

the trade arrangements that have prevailed

over the past seventy years can be ex-

pected to continue. Paleoanthropologists

who hope

to

comprehend

hfic fossil record

Sangiran's pro-

must therefore under-

stand and appreciate the role of the
trade both in filtering the evidence

making

scientific

work

possible.

fossil
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About Eve

Drawing on

the latest scientific findings, Natalie
Angier surveys the politically charged field of female
biology.

The

result

is

a

well-balanced, entertaining,

An Intimate

In

Woman:

ist

Natalie Angier provides a road

Geography, journal-

map of

female biology. FuU of revelatory personal
anecdotes and

on

focuses

wry humor.

of the species (menstruation,

on cross-gender

The

such

topics,

coverage

well

as

orgasm,

as

and mate choice.

aggression, strength,

and unfailingly provocative book.

birth, breasts,

menopause) and touches

estrogen,

book

Angler's

biological markers of females

extensive and bal-

is

anced. Take, for example, Margie Profet's

REVIEW

By Meredith

F.

Small

weU-pubHcized hypothesis
tion evolved because

that menstrua-

had an adaptive

it

value in carrying bacteria out of the fe-

male reproductive

Angier gives

tract.

equal time to the

known work of
who has pointed out

less

Beverly Strassmann,

no

that in populations using
birth control,

women

artificial

rarely menstruate,

because they are usually pregnant or lac-

These

tating.

—and presum—could not have bene-

women

ably our ancestors

also

from the hypothesized route of

fited

protection. Instead, Strassmann argues,

monthly sloughing off of the uterine

the

hning

after ovulation

may

simply have

—

evolved to conserve calories

that

is, it is

energetically cheaper to menstruate than
to maintain a thick uterine wall

when no

pregnancy has occurred.

More

often than not, Angier

into the fray
to the

—and

jumps

what adds

is

spice

mix of ideas. In

the chapter about

("The

Well-Tempered

cHtoris

the

this

Clavier"), she accurately describes

two

opposing views about the evolution of

Some

the cHtoral climax.
toris

ples

believe the cli-

simply a vestigial penis

is

on

ture of

a

man, the

—

like nip-

faint, atavistic

"signa-

what might have been but no

longer really needs to be." Others maintain that the cHtoris

to encourage

women to

male orgasm, the
evolved to urge
eral

developed specifically

latter

have sex.

The

fe-

group proposes,

women to

mate with sev-

males and thereby confuse paternity

so that babies

might receive care from

several fathers or
ticide.

be protected from infan-

But Angier suggests

a third possi-

bihty: that the cHtoris (and the female or-

gasm)
The Broken Column. 1944, by Frida Kahlo (1907-54)

is

the ultimate expression of female

choice, an adaptation "designed to en-

courage

its

sexuality.

ates at

bearer to take control

... In

peak performance

feels

athunder with

Even

if the

ment

is

when
and

life

a

reader doesn't agree, her argu-

fme job describing

a

biological

systems

—the

body's

abundant hormones, for example. She
follows such

testosterone

hormones
from

estrogen and

as

and

how

crude these chemical

Combining
torical,

tion to their target

Xiitalie

tis-

and nicely explains

sentation of menopause, for example, she

intended audience

makes the

case for

and against hormone

replacement therapy. Such therapy
for

women

at risk for

b]'

is

good

heart disease and

loss,

med-

but the

ication also

comes with

the risk of various cancers.

She

also

cites

research

as

con-

to

menopausal symptoms vary from culture

power of hormones, Angier

to culture. In countries

once more

at

tissue,

or

cracks, leaving us

how

PHOTOGRAPHY

potent,

how

slip

agog

exqui-

book most of all. "Learn

to play the

that

diet

is

drummers. The world needs

girl

That's

and brings up evidence showing

between the

adolescence

your wild, pounding, drumming heart."

she cautions against overestimating the

in

at

drums," writes Angier. "The world needs

cated in sexuality and sex roles. While

through firom blood into

And young

are notorious for relin-

they watch their bodies change, need

this

to

where the

friends.

quishing their self-esteem

tribute to the Hves of their grandchildren,

way

about their female

too, can learn

and

But the

not just women.

more

is

women to

is

on

one

allowing

grounded firmly in the

relatives, lovers,

women, who

telling

in-

hunter-gatherers that suggests menopause
a natural state,

Men,

that

"about rap-

the beauties of the body."

triguing

clearly ad-

is

a rapture

$25; 432 pp.

mires their ability to "ramrod their

book

ture,

Angia: Houghton Mifflin;

and estrogen does not

the reader that this

flesh,

Intimate Geography,

female, but both are impli-

risks

can have practical applications. In her pre-

not do). Testosterone does not make
aggressive,

same cancer

the

face elsewhere.

Angier provides a multifaceted view that

what they do (and do

make one

face

Angier celebrates the female,

evolutionary, medical, his-

and cross-cultural perspectives,

bone
Woman: An

not

women

emissaries can be."

the

organs of their produc-

sues

site,

woman

strength."

compelling.

Angier does
basic

her

ot"

truth, the clitoris oper-

why

I'll

be giving

a

copy of Woman

my eighteen-year-old niece as
my female friends turning fifty.

Meredith

F.

Small

is

a writer

and

well

as

a professor of

high in phytoestrogens (found in such

anthropology at Cornell University. She writes

women

frequently for Natural History, and her latest

plants as soybeans

don't have

responses

and yams),

many of the "normal"

—such

as

hot flashes

physical

—and may

book

is

Our

Doubleday

Babies, Ourselves (Bantam

Dell, 1999).
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The body and

Chinese.

The Beauty

ciated with Turks

the

first

millennium

B.C., frfteen

hundred

woman Hved. But

the local

good reason to
think of these mummies as among their
ancestors, for a noticeable number of the

inhabitants

ofLoulan

do have

a

non-Chinese people Uving

deep round eye sockets,

their high-bridged noses,

and fair hair, the ancient mummies found in the Tarim
Basin in central Asia bear httle resemblance to the
Turkic or Mongol residents of the region today.

reddish hair, a legacy of old intermarriages

with the ancient early

who

the west,

—but not

tural

genetic

us

the

first

case

museum at

gallery in the

of the

state in

mummy

Uriimchi, capital

of the remote Chinese-administered

known

gion

as

re-

Xinjiang and some sixteen

hundred miles west of Beijing. She

is

bun-

dled up in a

brown woolen wrap with

nerary

surrounding her. Buried be-

gifts

tween 2000 and 1800

B.C.

fu-

(the era

of

Abraham and

the patriarchs), she

the

mummies exhumed from

earliest

is

one of

from

and cul-

—

identity a thou-

sand years ago in the rising tide of people

The
from Qawrighul (Gu-

arrivals

lost their Hnguistic

entering from the north and

mugou, in Chinese) Hes in

in Xinjiang

today have blue eyes and light brown or

EXCERPT

The woman

forms asso-

appear in the Tarim cemeteries only in

years after this

With

facial

and Mongols began to

around

artifacts

east.

this

woman

teU

much. Her crude, ankle-high moc-

on

China's Tarim Basin, toward the eastern

casins consist

end of the egg-shaped Takhmakan Desert

the outside, while her midi-length skirt

between Mongolia

in the north

how

A

is

and hauntingly

and constructed with extra weft. Thou-

by

painting

hair,

her

a local artist

when

she probably looked

CD

of

alive

covers of

recordings by local Turkic musicians.
is

warmth.

nicknamed the Beauty

adorns wall posters and the

She

has the fur turned inward for

flir

Her knee-length overwrap, secured with
a wooden pin, is woven of sheep's wool

face looks so peaceful
beautifril that she

of Loulan.

and Tibet

Framed by auburn

in the south.

of leather with the

scarcely closer to Turkic in her

anthropological type than she

is

to

Han

sands of long loops

on

the surface frirther

insulate the wearer.

The hoodlike woolen cap alone tells
many tales. To make it, the woman started
by

blond wool over two pieces of

felting

dark

We know

the

Mark Catesby (1682-1749)

sig-

brown woven

cloth.

BOOKSHELF
The Orchid Thief

By Susan
282 pp.)

On a trip
ist

Oiicaii

(Random House, 1999; S25;

four

—

men

book

and

nificandy influenced the development of art

oUna
to Florida in the niid-1990s, journal-

—

Orlean now a staff writer for the New
happened on a newspaper account of

Yorker

Catesb/s Birds of Colonial America
Edited by Alan Feduccia (University of North Car-

arrested for steaUng rare orchids.

Her

and weaves a
vivid tale of Seminole Indians, groves of carnivorous plants, strip malls, and theme parks
"toasting together under the same sunny vault
of Florida sky."
investigates the incident

The Rose's Kiss: A Natural History
OF Flowers
By Peter Bernhardt (Island Press. 1999; $24.95;
250 pp.: iUus.)
Flowering plants evolved 145 milHon years ago
and since then have developed a panoply of colors, scents, and intriguing mechanisms to attract poUinators
from cockroaches, flies, and
moths to parrots, hummingbirds, and bats.

—

Botanist Bernhardt explores the natural history

of the "Uving factory" of the blossom.

1999; $24.95; 208 pp;

Press.

Empire's Nature:

and natural history

'ilhis.)

WAinNG

Edited by

Amy

Pritchard

(University of North

R. W. Meyers and Margaret Beck
Carolina

$24.95 paper; 293 pp;

cloth;

Mark Catesby's
Brown Viper and Arum

^

mS

Press,

illns.)

.

America.

FOR Aphrodite: Journeys into the

Time Before Bones

By Sue Huhbell (Houghton
242 pp; illus.)

Mifflin,

1999; $24;

In her sixth book, Hubbell gives equal time to

the exploration of

Itt

9^W\

SflUHHlHUBgi

in

Mark Catesb/s New

World Vision

1999; $60

illustrator

^

'^ii^MtOB

In the course of two journeys to Britain's
American and West Indian colonies during the
the early eighteenth century, EngUsh naturahst

millipedes)

tion of

things" (sea slugs,
as the

evolu-

on the planet. The author also
more personal developments in her

life

chronicles

own

"littie

and such broad topics

Ufe and in the Kves of other naturalists.

The Hidden Foresi: The Biography
OF AN Ecosystem
By Jon R. Euoma (Henry Hoh. 1999; $22;
228 pp.)
Science and nature writer Luoma examines the
web of life in the H.J. Andrews Experimental
Forest, a largely

untouched, sixteen-thousand-

acre old-growth parcel within Oregon's vast

Willamette National Forest.

The Andrews

for-

—

cloth

the

came from two
same

in the

on

sources, because

both warp and weft

left side,

where

threads in the right-hand cloth are spun

The

the opposite way.

she and her people already

dye wool. She finished

The woman also has a
neatly woven wheat

Copyright

Wayland

soft,

wmnowing

basket and a

hke

which,

Wayland

©

1999

her

ton

and Company,

WW. Nor-

these

Together they show

that

the migration of these westerners must
later

than 4000 B.C., by which

that ring the

cultivat-

area

around Qawrighul

is

first

of its kind.

Woman
By

in

Margaret D. Lowinan (Yale University

1999; $27.50: 232
Botanist

not intended to do pio-

above the ground. Seeking answers to

She writes about the

challenges of being not just an "arbornaut" but

and

Its

water

trees

Marco Polo knew
zone

lake in the northern

and

no

ot

in 1273, only, as

"the desert of Lop, in

voices of ghosts speaking

and out of whose depth there seemed to

The Turkic name

Quruk-Tagh,

says

it

well:

it

He

come

ot the

him

means

howling of the sandstorms."

an informative personal account of "walks and talks with some of
the volcanoes that I have studied, visited,
also gives

his

more

field.

Green Alaska: Dreams from the Far Coast
By Nancy Lord (Counterpoint, 1999; $22; 170
ilhis.)

pp.;

One hundred

years ago, the

Expedition assembled

artists,

Harriman Alaska
naturalists, writ-

explore Alaska on a lu.xuri-

ously outfitted 250-foot steamer. Lord,

scientist

its

which he heard

dynamics, however, she started climbing trees

woman

smaller lake far away.

sometimes called the Qum-darya (Sand

ers,

also a

new and

north of an intermittently flowing river

questions for her dissertation about leaf-growth

in an Australian rainforest.

flatlands, strand-

to

the beating of

drums

tirely

through

letters,

—

The

the

D

Smithsonian expedition to survey the
Yellowstone National Park.

—

flora

of

novel, told en-

portrays the country's

and the world's first national park and the
competing interests of scientists, naturalists,
tourists, raUroad barons, Native Americans, and
the U.S. cavalry.

Press,

neering work in forest canopies hundreds of
feet

south across the

it,

than forty years in the

ilhis.)

pp.;

Lowman had

far

ing the bustling city of Loulan and creating

one scholar put

cUmbed, or contemplated" during
Adventures of a
Field Biology

Life in the Treetops:

course

river's

desert, spreading across the terraced hills

volcanology.

the

A.D. 330,

storms and flooding pushed the

other vegetation.

ment, he does introduce us to the parlance of

—

Basin.

But one dreadful day in about

gone, Loulan died, along wdth

range,

the subject of a long-term, multidiscipli-

Tarim

a

or Sandy River).

IS

rivers drained

time the peoples of the Fertile Crescent

Today the

nary study begun in 1970

Konqi. Together

two

were breeding woolly sheep and

ing large-grained varieties of wheat.

est

sometime tribu-

the meltwater from most

Inc.

western origins of these early Central

come

its

of the mountain ranges

casian features, demonstrate yet again the

have

amounts of water

tary the

woolen clothing and Cau-

Asian cultures.

vast

and

by Elizabeth

sion of the publisher,

low

lake that received

from the Tarim River

Barber.

With permis-

Barber.

Roman

of a large shal-

Station, sat near the shore

hy Elizabeth

in

Road across
known as Loulan

central Asia. This city,

to

some-

hnk

area, a vital

the so-called Silk

From The Mummies of Urumchi,

a

large straight feather into

tray,

—

ofi^

her headgear by sticking

it.

knew how

Loulan

in the

Empire

our one and only indicator that

gives us

a city thrived

the trade route from China to the

edging, a cord

hat's

of red and probably blue yarns,

plaited

into

Investigations

thousand years ago,

whereas half the

direction,

mountains."

"dry

recorded Chinese history show that two

spun

are

and

lives

scientists to

and

fishes in

southern coastal Alaska, re-

traces the ship's route, juxtaposing present-day

scenes with those recorded

a single parent.

members
Out of the Crater: Chronicles

who

as

by such expedition
John Muir and

conservationist

Appointment at the Ends of the World:
Memoirs of a Wildlife Veterinarian

By

William B. Karesh (Warner Books, 1999; $27;

378pp.;

ilhis.)

Karesh, founding director of the Wildlife

Con-

servation Society's international Field Veterinary

Program,

is

a firnd

and human.

of stories

—

animal, vegetable,

He

can be found treating a
wounded okapi in the Congo, collecting blood
samples from peccaries in Bolivia, or perform-

on orangutans

photographer Edward Curtis.

ing skin biopsies

Lehers from Yellowstone
By Diane Smith (I'iking, 1999; $23.95; 240pp.)

The books mentioned

in

Borneo.

of a volcanologist

By

Richard V. Fisher (Princeton University

1999: $24.95; 179 pp;

Although

Fisher, a professor emeritus

ogy, assures us his

book

Press,

ilhis.)

is

of geol-

not a scientific docu-

In the spring of 1898, a medical student (and

passionate plant hunter) wangles her

way

into a

in "Natural Selections"

from the Museum Shop of
the American Museum of Natural History,
(212) 769-5150.

are usually available
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lenged consensus in the opposite direc-

(Continued from page 29)

Tiedemann understood,

inequalities.

7/99-8/99

natural history

for

—Tiedemann

been

writes:

tion

example, that small brains of women only

—and

reflected their smaller bodies

body size
might put women ahead of men. He
therefore writes, controverting the great-

female brain
male,

it is

is

Malayan
is

absolutely smaller than the

European and

as large as that of the
.

.

.

Many

larger brains

slavery

and hard

corrupted

West

there to a perpetual

labor.

.

.

.

Tlie original

Negro

character of the

the Western

have

naturalists

their native country

carried into the

and doomed

who

on

tribes

Coast of Africa has been

and mined by

the horrors of the

slave trade, since they have unfortunately

Europeans have

become acquainted with Europeans.

than Negroes.

nevertheless not relatively smaller

in general lighter than that

is

most part on poor and

Indies,

and good

of the Negro

races, that the brain

incorrectly asserted that

that the

male. Tlie female brain

is

of the

for the most part

Tiedemann

Finally,

compared unth the body; for the female
body

men of the

Caucasian, Mongolian, American, and

other nations.

Although Aristotle has remarked

and families, and

can also prove, by measuring the cavity

of the skull in Negroes and the

and most ancient authority of all:

est

the

have been torn from

We

that

corrections for

appropriate

made for

unfortunate Negroes in the Colonies,

chnch

circle to

his

closes the logical

argument by invoking

the materiahst belief of his teacher

F.

J.

engenders thought, and

have

I

an

now done my

ordinary duty

of the admirable Tiedemann with
cient detail,

as

have told the forgotten story

essayist: I

and

in his

own words,

suffi-

to ren-

even larger than the male, compared with

Gall: brain stuff

the size of the body.

brain size must therefore correlate at least

der the flavor of his concerns, the

roughly with intellectual capacity. If the

pelling logic of his argument, and the

Tiedemann

also recognizes that brain

among

size varies greatly

of any in-

adults

dividual race. Therefore, a prejudiced observer can tout any desired

view merely

by choosing

fit

ences,

a single skull to

his prefer-

no matter now unrepresentative

brains of all races are equal in size

we

careful

biological basis for diflierences in intel-

ing satisfaction for a job adequately done,

lect

between groups and must, on the
embrace the opposite hypothesis

contrary,

of equality unless some

valid

argument,

I

am

on

a

left

an entire group. Thus, Tiedemann notes,

vanced

many

materialists like

surrogate for

anthropologists simply chose the

smallest-brained and biggest-jawed Afi-i-

(an unlikely prospect for scientific

Tiedemann

Tiedemann and

Gall).

writes:

a single

every

"knew"

drawing

as

"proot " of what

(Caucasian)

observer

in any case!

Tiedemarm

already
therefore

Tlie brain

mind.
desire,

.

.

is

.

and

undoubtedly the organ of the

we

In this organ
will.

instrument by which

tion of data ever assembled, with

intellectual are carried on.

based entirely on

of skuUs for

all

his

own

races.

items

measurements

(He followed the

all

is

the

the operations called
.

.

.

An

intimate

connection between the structure of the brain

and

which we have advanced plainly prove that

expressing the capacity of the brain case as

the weight of the skuU filled with seed

minus the weight of the empty

From

his extensive tables

skuU.)

(38 male

African and 101 male Caucasian
for
his

—

example

see

my

methods and

later

results),

Tiedemann

concludes that no difierences in size can
distinguish

human

races.

In one of the

most important conclusions of nineteenth-century anthropology

ment, based on extensive
placed a brake

—

a

there are

no well-marked and

differences

and

the facts

the European,

we

to exist

upon an otherwise unchal-

thus

toward behef in

of races.

the, equality

state explicitly that

evi-

predisposi-

refer,

I

in

and

claim, not to the logic

data so well presented in his published

work

discussed above) but to evi-

(as

dence, based on idiosyncrasies of presen-

and gaps in stated arguments, that

his

1836

article

with

the research for

his

mind

already set

—

must conclude that no

innate difference in the intellectual faculties

can be admitted

—

chance to

of equahty. Such preferences

between the brain of the Negro

for

especially

judgments generally regarded
honorable — might

morally

deemed

between them.

as

so

be

not

surprising, except that the ethos

of science, both then and now, discourClaims for African inferiority have

al-

most always been based on prejudiced
observation of people degraded by the
European imposition of

mann

slavery.

Tiede-

continues:

ages such a priori convictions as barriers
to objectivity.
that to err

is

An

old proverb teaches

human. To have strong

Very

little

researches,

value can be attached

when we

to

those

consider that they have

pref-

erences before a study

may be

human, but

supposed to

scientists are

regard any biases they

state-

data, that at least

of science

essay a fighting

(or at least strongly inchned) to a verdict

essential

skulls,

comments on

this

should

but

fully resolve

Tiedemann undertook

the skuU, then filhng the cavity with "dry
finally

I

tation

the intellectualfaculties in the animal

kingdom cannot be doubted. As

weighing again, and

cannot

intellectual practice

stating this

crude but consistent method of weighing

rrullet-seed,"

I

an interesting issue in the social

move beyond the conventional.
The paradox arises from internal
tion

think, reason,

In short, the brain

labored to produce the largest compilaall

feeHng of paradox, based

dence of Tiedemann's strong

can skuU they could find and then pub-

Hshed

a

puzzle that

giving

as a

with

that raises

and

may be

his empirical

research. But, curiously, rather than feel-

can

not based on size or structure, can be ad-

such a specimen

documentation of

assert

distinguishable in anatomy,

no

and in-

com-

manage

equally
dis-

to recog-

nize or be so unconscious of their sway
that a heartfelt

and genuine behef in ob-

"

"

of contrary

jectivity persists in the face

government and strongly opposed popular uprisings.

practice.

But Tiedemann's preferences
equality did not arise

from

for racial

either

of the

army

Three of

officers,

his sons served as

and the

eldest

was exe-

cuted under martial law imposed by

a

ordinary sources for such a predisposition:

temporarily successful revolt during the

social or political attitudes, or his scien-

revolutions of 1848.

judgment based on hard

tific

own

data of his

These preferences,

research.

an

in

When

peace and

behavior of careful and meticulous docu-

mentation combined with extreme caution in expressing beliefs that could not

be validated by copious

Britannica (1910-11), in

couraged Tiedemann retired from the

sole assessment

been based on prejudiced observation of people
degraded by the European imposition of slavery

"He

and

tient

of

university

stronger for not originating in an obvious

(largely

manner

so poor)

easily

that

life's

circumstances might

I

could find no evidence that

Tiedemann's pohtical or
in

social beliefs led

any expected "liberal" or "radical" di-

rection toward an

egahtarianism.

ative family.

uncommon

belief in

Tiedemann grew up

intellectually ehte

He

because his

beyond

a

little

entitled Tlie History of Tobacco and Other

have altered.

First,

more
eyesight had become
final book (in 1854)

and published

and

in

an

culturally conserv-

particularly valued stable

Why do
people have

Means of Enjoyment.

Similar

Second, some

this

his basic scientific ap-

maintained the claims of pa-

anatomical

sober

research

against the prevalent speculations of the

school of Lorenz Oken, whose foremost

antagomst he was long reckoned." (Oken
led the oracular

the

all

single, short

its

paragraph on Tiedemann, includes

proach:

become

defini-

conventional order returned, the dis-

Claims for African inferiority have almost always

ironic sense, therefore

The

data.

eleventh edition of the Encyclopaedia

tive

Naturphilosopbie.

tihero in
togeny,

movement known

He

served

my first book.

pubhshed

in

as a sort

Ontogeny and Phy-

1977

—

so

long acquaintance, entirely
mann's

scientists do. incline to-

I

favor,

with

his

have a

I

in

Tiede-

primary adversary.)

have found, in each of Tiedemann's

ward boldly hypothetical pronouncement

two major publications, one on brains

and exposure of exciting ideas before ad-

and the other on human

equate documentation can affirm their

indication

veracity.

But Tiedemann

built a well-

earned reputation for exactly the opposite

use, or

in

races, a striking

what he does

does not present

illogical

Adam and

Ever Since

—rooted

(for surprising

absences often speak

Eve

The Evolution of Human Sexuality
Malcolm Potts and Roger Short

is

—

love,

marriage, sexual intercourse, pregnancy, birth, puberty, parenting, menopause,

and

Eminent doctors Malcolm
death

— and

Potts

and Roger Short examine

life's

milestones

describe the biological and cultural influences behind the richness of

our sexual behavior.
"With abundant

of the
wit

details

and numerous sidebars illuminating seemingly allfacets
and sex. Potts and Short present their topic with

interplay between behavior

and insight.

—Publishers Weekly
"...an attractive, readable,

informative book that ranges broadly, both geographically

and chronologically, over a variety of cultures and through a similar variety of books
and artwork... This is one of those rare coffee-table books that exerts tremendous
intellectual appeal.

— Booklist
"Fascinating

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

and often

"

brilliant.

— London Times
1999

368 pp.

Paperback

$29.95

New York, NY 10011-4211. Call toll-free 800-872-7423
http://www.cup.org MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.

40 West 20th Street,

Web site:

0-521-64404-6

not

or

more loudly

Why are some people unfaithful?
Why do some parents harm their children?
How different human sexual behavior from that of other animals?

Available in bookstores or from

as

of an-

—
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than vociferous assertions)

—of

his predis-

position toward racial equahty.

then refraining

the usual interpretation:

from

By

Tiedemann's masterpiece of 1816.

customary

criteria

of

new

the

discovery, co-

pious documentation, and profound theoretical overview,

Tiedemann's 1816

tise

brain

as

contrasted with adult brains in

vertebrates (fish to

been judged

all

mammals) has always

his masterpiece. Scientists

Tiedemann's generation yearned to

of

know

the answer to a central question in pre-

Darwinian biology:

foUow

Do

all

unwind along

a thread

the path so that he could

way out after his noble deed of
bovicide. The "thread of Ariadne" thus
find his

became

metaphor

a standard

for a path to

anatomy

human

Tiedemann's

documented

densely

announced

a positive

outcome

for

grand hope of unification: the two

this

sequences of

human

development

fetal

and comparative anatomy of brains from
fish to

races as well

mammals

He

coincide perfectly.

law of progressive development.

versal

Even the

mann's hnear sequence of progress

ample,

as

and

the lowest

Two

the [liimian] fetus.

study: the

growth of organs

in the

embry-

ology of "higher" animals, and the se-

quence of

structural

advance

(in

created

.

.

.

anatomy of the

and

did not observe any difference between
the European."
order, not

in a

of animals from "lowest" to

classification

"highest" along the chain of being.

rough

In

both

terms,

sequences

move from small, simple, and
homogeneous beginnings to larger, more
complex, and more differentiated endseemed

to

and

mammals,
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data indicate the prob-

able correlation of

his

head mount. In addition, museum quality gems,

size in as-

information in just such a manner. (Did
calculate these

of

taxidermy specimens, most notably an excellent elephant

the positive

and body

Museum

Natural History, which includes an assortment of

differences in

reflects

Francisco,

tos Angeles

in

Featuring the Collection of the Fillmore

among

Moreover, the small variation

ferences do not challenge Tiedemann's

Tiedemann

signifi-
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his

at

en-

below the Ethiopian

ounces.

But data can be "massaged"

to ad-

vance almost any desired point, even

when nothing
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«

mars the presentation. For example, the
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trivial

when

properly scaled against

the large ranges of each sample.
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scale (above, left),

But

if

I
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the European and Asian Caucasians into

I
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ifexpeaitions to

^ft#ie country's

differences in Tiedemann's data
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"

.
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mean
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nineteenth-century
distinctions can

natural history

the

racial rankings,

be made to seem quite

might well conclude

that significant dif-

many

lectual capacity, then

arguments for slavery would

Modern

and an unsophisticated observer

large,

7/99

upon

insist

and

conventional

lously,

fall.

cording to Marx's motto "the

scientific journals generally

the exclusion of overt moral

histor^r often repeats itself ac-

second

tragedy, the

as farce"),

time

first

as

had

Britain

abolished the West Indian slave trade in

ferences in intrinsic mental capacity had

arguments from ostensibly factual ac-

1807 but had not freed those already en-

been documented.

counts of natural phenomena. But the

slaved. Full

Tiedemann

more

abolition, did not occur

of racial

nary character of Tiedemann's time per-

great event in

conclusion,

In

approached

clearly

since

his study

dif-

fered

from nearly

all

and since he

his scientific

leagues in promoting this result,

mitted far more hcense, even in leading

mann

scientific journals like the

fiil

col-

Transactions

we must

nal since

equality largely outside the persuasive

teenth

of

data.

his

Indeed

(and

scarcely surprising for an issue so salient

name used by

literally

"up front"

—

troubling and tragic ever since), he based

scientific

and

judgment on

he well understood, empirical data

a

moral question

that,

might illuminate but could never
solve: the social evils
ticularly

this

jour-

Tiedemann

century).

his article

as

now

could

for the

para-

first

devise in his role as a

by writing

promote

article to

a true

a techni-

argument

he hoped, would do some moral

that,

good

as well.

Tiedemann's opening para-

cited

I

graph to praise

vwse mixture of factual

his

information and moral concern and to

motives and also

resolve the puzzle of his composition in a

can only end with his

foreign tongue.

write in Enghsh:

closing paragraph, an even

I

more

forceful

statement of the moral theme and a

re-

I take the

of slavery.

liberty

ofpresenting

Royal

to the

Society a paper on a subject which appears

that scientific

to

data about facts of nature could not vali-

me

to

—

chose to celebrate in the most use-

professional scientist:
cal

untH 1833

history that Tiede-

resolves the puzzle of his decision to

of racism, and par-

Tiedemann recognized

human

his

announces both

his ethical

manumission, with complete

manner he could

therefore state his extrascientific reasons

graph of

his

if

foundation in the seven-

its

and so continually

in Tiedemann's time

Philosophical

appropriate,

(an

slightly archaic,

seek the source for his beliefs in racial

character

interdiscipli-

dif-

ferences with a predisposition toward
egalitarian conclusions,

and

literary standards

who

history has forgotten but

testi-

whom

most admirable man,

to a

did his

portion of good with the tools that his

be ofgreat importance in the

and physiology of

natural history, anatomy,

mony

values, his intellectual gifts,

and

his sense

of purpose had provided:

Can the adults of lo^^^er animals be compared to
transitory stages in the

embryology of higher

creatures?

The principal
brain of the

result

Negro

of my researches on the
that neither

is,

anatomy

nor physiology can justify our placing them

Man;

date moral judgments about the evils of

—

slavery

for conquerors could always in-

naturalists

people judged equal to themselves in

race inferior to the

many

abolitionists

dom

all

the

more

Were

.

look

and

it

proved

would occupy a

kindness toward those not so well suited

But Tiedemann

.

upon

European

from

that

him by

also appreci-

to

the

Monkey.

having
.

.

.

lately

given

Government.

most supporters of slavery promoted
riority as

an argument for tolerating an

institution that

to justify

infe-

would otherwise be hard

under the rubric of supposedly

Christian values: if "they" are not hke
"us,"

and

if

"they" are too benighted to

govern themselves within the complexities

of modern Uving, then "we" gain the

right of conquest
entific facts

and subjugation.

If sci-

pointed to equahty of intel-

as

it

would have been

Caesar

to

in

Enghsh

Tiedemann wrote

his

paper

honor and commemorate

to

the aboHtion of the slave trade in Great
Britain.

The

process had been long and

tortuous (also torturous).

Under

the vig-

is it

possible,

race

is just

is

as false

in the time offulius

and Batavians

incapable of civilisation. Tlie slave trade was
the proximate

civilisation

In short,

How

have considered the Germans,

innumerable

ated a social reality that blurred the logical
separation of facts and morals. In practice,

point of view.

deny that the Ethiopian

Britons, Helvetians,

different situation in society

which has been so

then, to

capable of civilisation? This

in

be correct, the Negro

the noble British

beneath the Europeans in a moral or
intellectual

the Negroes as a

intellectual powers,

much resemblance with

strongly for free-

because decency requires special

for success.

.

organisation

accepted the inferiority of black Africans

but argued

^

point of view. Celebrated

vent other justifications for enslaving

mental might, while

and

interesting also in a political

legislative

and remote reason of the

evils

which retarded the

of the African

tribes.

Britain has achieved a noble
act

Great

and splendid

of national justice in abolishing the slave

trade. Tlxe

dust,

chain which bound Africa to the

and prevented

effort that

was made

the success of every
to raise her, is

broken.

orous prodding of such passionate abolitionists

son.
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William Wilberforce (whose

Bishop

Wilberforce,
ate

Samuel

anti-Darwinian

'round admirably can

—

Sam"

and

the history of science at
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for
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Reading, Writing, and Rocks
The second annual American Museum of Natural History Young Naturalists Awards,
administered by the Alliance for Young Artists and Writers, this year invited students
in grades seven through twelve to investigate

and write about

nomena. The winning entries, excerpted below, are
on-line at www.amnh.org/youngnaturaHstawards.
My Fish-Shaped Home
I

on

live

118-mile-long island sticking

a

out from.

New York.

and

Island,

it is

name

Its

shaped

my home

but

hardly ever think about

landforms

Long

sandstone, found in the oldest rock layer,

Tashina Graves, Grade 7

indicates that a

Woodland Middle School

a relatively

New

which

my

affect

life.

.

.

.

Rocks of Roane County

the

Most

Hidden between two hiUtops

landforms were created by the most

County, West Virginia,

recent glacier, Wisconsin, because

natural bridge carved

changed most of the
previous glaciers.

Sound,

Island

efiects

it

from

stream,

was in

a great place for sailing,

swimming, and even kayaking. Before
that,

it

had only been

at

that

with

a valley fdled

There was land

water.

lies a

in

both ends. The

1

which created
this area

based

rocks that

I

my

was

by the hands of

this

collection of rocks.

which

is

is

Red

shale.

a delta

.

.

.

Over hundreds of

It

The

from
in the

and the whole area of western West
Virginia

became

a plateau because

The mountains and
from which

I

valleys in the area

collected

my rock

samples

Glenshaw Formation of the

were formed by the erosion from
and streams.

ConnelsviUe sandstone, which

falling,

into the

Long

North and South

Dan

come

Island has

lump of clay
Fagin,

.

.

.

long way, "like

a

forever being reshaped," says

who

about Long

\\T:ites

Island for Newsday.

ago, the land that
actually part

a

Forks.

is

Only

0.5 bOlion years

now Long

Island

was

of a chain of volcanic

islands. Millions

side

of North America was facing south.

The

future

tropics. It

Island

The

volcanic rocks

were pushed deep underground and

of bedrock. Later

surface

it

a

.

.

.

The fertile plains caused by the glacier
made part of Long Island grassland. Most
of Long Island was grass when Europeans
it.

rivers

Saltsburg sandstone

formed the bridge was stronger and

Casselman Formation of the

more

Pennsylvanian System. Saltsburg

sandstone that was beneath

resistant to erosion

bridge was found

at

than the shaley
it.

The

approximately one

above sea

and the

thousand

feet

guUy

was formed by the water

that

level,

formed the bridge eventually ran

that

to a

meandering stream.

Herbert Hoover High School

Clendenin, West

I'irginia

The plams

\A'ere

Cornwall Iron
Cornwall Iron Furnace

is

a

weU-kno\\'n

one

that

harks back to the century of coal and
iron barons. Built in 1742, the Cornwall

rose to the

and became our bedrock.

Urst explored

The

.

historical site in Pennsylvania,

hardened by heat and pressure to form
layer

that

.

was in the

coUided with North America

450 million years ago.

in the

.

Alison Moore, Grade 9

of years ago, the eastern

Long

is

of

North America and Africa coUiding.

Pennsylvanian System, to Lower

The same

.

millions of years after the Pennsylvanian

melted, creating bays, mostly those on

melting ice cubes spHt the eastern end

.

because of an inland sea

m size.

big ice cubes that broke off fell and

the northern shore.

Beds,
.

Period, the sediments turned to rock,

work of art.

collected ranged

the next layer up,

is

increasing

beautiful

around the natural bridge

Saltsburg sandstone,

this site for

These rocks indicate where there once

Roane

Nature. Nearby runs a meandering

formed Long

It also

beach was on

long time while these rocks

were forming. The Pittsburgh

York

for almost twelve years,

how

and

available in a print catalog

for farming, especially for potatoes.

East Meadow,

like a fish. It has

been
I

is

phe-

local geological

used

iron

mine closed

in 1972, after

appro.ximately 220 years of continuous
operation.

About 106 million

tons of iron were

natural net

mined during

its

operation. Corm\all"s rich supply of iron

I

ore pro\"ided

cannon and shot

beach.

for the

was cold: the wind was hitting

It

my

Continental Congress during the

my

Revolutionarv- War. This historic ore

walked along the picturesque beach

and making

face

cheeks

tingle.

deposit lasted until only a couple of

the sun was setting to the west of me.

decades ago, but even then the

The waves

importance of this

there were whitecaps as far as the eye

did not end.

site

made

Besides being

could

into a national

dumps

landmark, the extensive

ot waste

rock from the mines are open to
collectors.

.

.

Limestone

.

two major rock masses
Cornwall

and

site,

is

that

is

saw

1

upon

over,

looked

I

a couple

put them into the bag

formed the

along.

many

as well.

1

By

the time

rocks that

out

laid

all

fiUed

I

at

had so

it, I

up the

on

from the

looked

rocky

knew and

I

had brought

I

knew

the rocks

table as the fire

next to me.

I

I

at the

of rocks

one of the

present

the beach, and

With my head down and my

see.

back hunched
sand.

\\-here there's

hmestone, dolomite

crashed

I

as

entire bag!

the kitchen

Predicted intensities from an

fireplace blazed

each one

examining each one's unique

carefially,

features.

banks, leaving small boats sitting helpless

discovered that you don't need

I

book

to read a long, tedious

about the

histors'

Each rock

of Earth. Rocks and

.

In the region

where

sedimentar)'

is

I

and overflowing the banks. ...
hypothesized that

.

.

has

continents were

rocks,

superconrinent called Pangaea. Rifts

Most dolomite
Corn\vall, but
crystal

form.

.

mixed

is

into the rocks at

some can be tound
.

.

The

Conglomerate rock found in

in

other major

constituent of the Corn\^all area

is

area

.

.

.

Long

ice.

it is

my sample

Island

is

a

museum and

Studying the rocks

a

laboratory'.

which

watching a dramatic documentan,- of the

is

a variety

of gabbro. ... At

Cornwall, the feldspar in the diabase

is

a

Hght pink color. That characteristic made
it

ver\'

hard to

through

all

my

until, luckily,

1

identify.

I

had to go

a

matching

like

Cold Spring Harbor,

New

To

Scliool

York

the Methodist population of the

Prairie, Missouri, the earthquakes

Reading the Rocks
shpped into my ski jacket and stuffed
some gloves deep into my pockets. My
I

and

ran out, locking the door behind me.

The ride was only about five minutes. As
we approached, I could smell the salt air
car,

and

I

warm

car.

Mom

ran toward the

.

The Reelfoot

there

Bdft, as

because

a failed rift

—

it

otherwise

would be an ocean where

there

is

presendy the Mississippi River. Instead, a
rift

developed.
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the

thirty feet

high that sometimes traveled horizontally

on one bank and then on

opposite bank.

.

.

.

the

Some rivermen

of the Mississippi receding from

its

fault

hne and

New

that this

earthquake would be major and could

a rusty

to beat

man

Little

— powerful
neighbor of both towns — turned
brown and developed waves

in the first grade, a

m California predicted that there

would be an earthquake along the

of

demonstration of the wTath of God.
Mississippi River

Disaster Strikes
was

1

little
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The

When
When
Hvdng

western towTis of New Madrid and

Palmyra, Pennsylvania

even from inside the

magma
form new crust

formed,

did not completely spht

I

Palmyra Area Higli

parked the

.

is

Verona, Wisconsin

picture.

car,

.
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Mississippi Rifts

I

called,

physical histors' of Long Island.

Brandon Aldinger, Grade 10

mother honked the horn of the

rifts

Cold Spring Harbor High School

rock and mineral books

found

now

narrow sunken

dark-colored igneous rock called diabase,

is

part of one large

continued to well up to

between them.

example of a sedimentary

a perfect

is

rock.

a

and where those

been sculpted, broken up, and

transported by wind, water, or

all

developed in the Pangaea supercontinent,

a

earth that

is

It is

a very

long rime ago, the world's seven separate

Depositing sediment forms

sedimentarv' rock; sediment

one time,

my

although there are some igneous rocks,
too.

at

of

collected

a great variety

and metamorphic

sand, then rising into a wall of

then crashing dowTi, crushing the boats

much of Earth's history.
had its own story to tell.

samples, there

on the

water fifteen to nvent^' feet straight up,

to learn

provide

fossils

8.5 magnitude earthquake

told

any time in the near

occur

at

Many

people livdng in

fiiture.

my town

remembered or had heard

stories

from

their relatives about the three

earthquakes that hit the Mississippi Valley
in the winter of 181 1-12.

The

fear

of

the accuracy of the prediction and the
possible consequences of such an

earthquake led our school

district to
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Layers of Helena
The

rocks and

fossils

composing Helena's

800 234 5252

Call this
number
to give the gift of

membership

in the

i

'

|

paleontologicaUy crucial to the

Monument

development and existence of Helena,

Mile Creek shimmers down in the valley

Montana. The samples chosen

below, sHcing

Helena area or

for this

The main

a short distance away.

Museum

of Natural History

.

Mount

Helena, rising 1,400 feet above

the valley.

.

topographical feature of the

valley

the ever-so-formidable

is

Mount Helena

exhibits

its

different layers.

made Helena
was not

its

.

.

.

The gold

in Last

a

making Helena

after a

is

this

forest

of

portion of a massive granite form. This
Pikes Peak.

.

.

.

Living in the shadow
I've gradually

their habitats
soil

eroding

from Pikes Peak and rounded boulder
outcroppings that pattern the landscape

.

.

complex

of the overlaying impressions

.

as a

left

long succession of geologic events.

Deciphering and sorting out the
impressions in the proper order

The nearby

ponderosa pine shrouds the lower

and seasons, but the granite

abundance,

a miner's paradise.

The geology of Montana
result

in

surrounding them.

become acquainted with

that ran

most prized mineral.
found

path through the fossU-

of these mountains,

Chance Gulch

boomtown; however,

its

and the ancient volcanic deposits

is

strata like a layer cake boasting seven

from the veins

in central Colorado. Four-

rich shales of prehistoric Lake Florissant
.

Helena

Sapphires were also

American

Sandstone Formation

geologic history were HthologicaUy and

project were located in the immediate

1

fish

scales from the Harding

different

is

an

remind

me

character

an epic

is

that the land's present

only the most recent facet of

saga.

Looking now

at

the

rugged, ice-sculpted northern shoulder

of Pikes Peak,

I

sense the vast scale

on

which events took place during the
mountain's existence. For Pikes Peak,

my human

life

represents but a single

For all who are

changing pageant

instant in the eternally

fascinated by the mystery

of geologic time.
Sarah E. Druinmond, Grade 12

Home

of the Moon...

School Program

Florissant, Colorado

Rocks with Character
Washington County has

interesting

landforms. These landforms did not

happen by accident; there was

Two

a reason.

of the main factors controlling the

my

shape of the land in
stratigraphy

and

county

lithology.

.

.

.

are

Because

the rocks are dipping slightly to the west,
the oldest rock outcroppings in

Washington County

are

found in the

eastern part of the county, and the

/-—\

youngest rocks are found in the west.

Washington County's rocks

more

lot
.

.

interesting than

Many

.

it

of the rocks have

.

.

are really a

might sound.
fossils

phases

when

found

are

here.

regarding this limited

The ocean was

warm,
It

was

the most accurate

Moon- each crescent appearing
is

at:

first

more

in

lapis blue.

integrated into

hand-crafted Swiss watch. For

website

apparently very

of the

extraordinary display

the area was covered by

a shallow ocean.

is

pure white on a background of deep

of

animals and plants that Hved millions of
years ago,
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K::i^ l/iy and beautiful lunar timepiece ever
created. The entire face of the MoonWatch waxes
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.

This

an elegant,

information

edition please visit our

www.moonwatch.com

MoonWatch, 532 L^Guardia

PI.
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#349, NY,

NY

at:

10012

since coral fossils
also shallow,

because there are fossihzed pieces of
algae.

The

relatively

fossils

when
dumped into

there was httle sand being

the ocean.
to
is

American Museum of Natural History

were formed during

calm and quiet periods,

The

grow on the

soft

'

ocean bottom. ...

hard to beheve that

a

It

community of

organisms Uke those that grow in tropical
seas

today once inhabited

Bartlesville,

Treasures of Arabia:

Dubai to Bombay

Aboard

this area.

tlie IVI.S.

Song of Flower

Katie Crabtree, Grade 10
Bartlesville

DISCOVERY TOURS

and algae had time

coral

Mid-High School

November 6-21, 1999 _„

Oklahoma

Rock Bands
The rock specimens
found

I

collected were

along a fifteen-mile stretch of road

north of Huntington, Oregon, on the

western side of the Snake River.

While conducting

my rock

hunt,

.

.

.

I

repeatedly observed a series of quartz

bands running through the exposed

Huntington Formation

basalts.

Extracting one, though, was impossible.
finally

I

succeeded in finding one

weathered enough to remove. The bands

FOR MORE INFORMATION
AND A FREE CATALOG,
CALL DISCOVERY TOURS
AT:(212) 769-5700 or
(800) 462-8687

MENTION CODE NHA799

1
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natural history

are a post-arrival addition to the basalts.

They

hydrothermal and formed

are

slowly the water moved, the smaller the

when

superheated water, saturated with

size

silica,

flowed through the cracks in the

Water

and

basalts

rhyolites caused

of the

particles

could

it

carry.

larger particles,

which

geologic bhnk that lasted approximately

Nor«^\ pWj,e

.

now

are

When

the colored bands of sandstone.

in a

.

.

was moving more quickly

that

dropped

by the

regional metamorphism. Then,

The more

these settled to the bottom.

FAULTS

iron settled into the accumulating

ten to twenty thousand years, the

sediments,

western coast of North America

red or reddish-brown color. If the iron

expanded

far

farther

moved

The

would have been
none of these

had been

siUca that

collecting in the veins finally hardened

into

what

it

became

of

a part

green, but there are

at this site.

Laurel Fletcher, Grade

i 1

West Salem High School

today.

it is

chance to mix with

a

oxygen, the bands

and farther out, and the water

quit flowing.

colored the rock, creating a

had not gotten

enough, the subducting

plate feeding the hot water

it

Matthew Anderson, Grade

1
fTX,\*!T

West Salem, Wisconsin

Zore

Eagle High School
Eagle, Idaho

residents

all

over the country. That

why women

As India's Plates Collide
country in southern

India, a beautiful

Asia,

is

activities,

the heart of its continent. Filled

soU,

And

suffering, India, a

the hidden boundaries of your

would

imagination, India has certainly

and

that a heart
adversity.

.

.

[the people]

.

But

known

It is

Indian earthquake zone, and
force that

is

enough

strong

very heart of India.

earthquake zone (and
plates pile

up

which

earthquake.
this pressure

many

others),

up

a lot

two

and

question

of heat and

is.

When

occur?

two

was

Why does

any two

known

home

many

to

down.

which were

York

has

It
I

been about

collected the rocks
It

I

my

Devonian the microcontinent

in this

America. This coDision produced the

Acadian Mountains, which rose in

lost

present-day

then

forces

after the coUision, erosion gradually

stripped sediment from the Acadian

within the earth that are causing the
plates to shift

won't

together for long.

let

them

When

stick

extreme pressure builds up within the
ground, the plates

with

a

breaks,

point

move

in an instant,

sudden jerking motion.

Rock

shock waves shoot out from the

at

which the

earthquake begins.

plate moves,
.

.

.

hope have always been

God,

and the

love,

and

part of Indian

—Hke

we found

the

much

greater variety of color in the rock bands.
.

enough of this

decided to take a walk in the

South Dakota badlands, but with

.

.

The

rocks are

though there

is

a

mosdy

good

freshwater shale,

deal of sandstone

and one band of durable

slate.

These

were formed when water carrying sand
grains

and smaller

particles

possibly in a river delta or

flowed into the

began to

slow,

sea.

it

slowed down,

when

it

and the

Canadian maritime provinces. During

and

somewhere

New England,

incredible landscape

friction, the plates

During

of Avalon coUided with proto— North

As

But the massive

.

family

a mistaken attempt at a

we became

.

my

grandparents living in western

Montana. In

.

wiU describe

was summertime, and

was driving from our home in Wisconsin
to visit

clams and scallops.

the Early

time

six years since the

and pelecypods,

huge

of this

This

shelled organisms similar to

Mountains. Streams and

a result

.

sharklike fish.

We

stick together.

.

especially coral, along

Hves on, and

Makoshika Badlands Rocks

shortcut,

rub

.

species of brachiopods

New

still

between North Dakota and Montana.

plates,

the Catskill

invertebrates,

against each other, they create firiction.

objects, such as these

as

New York State.

Woodland Middle School
East Meadow,

paper.

eventually can trigger an

The

sea

modern

rumble the

against each other,

their contact builds

pressure,

to

thought

has a

For the Indian

.

.

.

it

the

all

sea,

warm,

Rikesh Parikh, Grade 7

will probably never die

as

shallow inland

a

with many jawless,
The corals in the Catskill
Sea built many reefs in different areas.
Along with corals there were many

than

cannot control, has damaged

India for centuries.

million years ago, during the

Middle Devonian Period,

Sea, covered

die in the presence of these

monstrous earthquakes,

a natural force, a force

we

country

shown

a will are stronger

sizes stiU

despite centuries of

vwth cultures and languages that go past

The Catskill Sea
About 390

camels stamp over the dusty

and people of all ages and

perish.

is

carry out daily

stiU

had

When the water

could no longer carry

the heavier particles of rock (quartz), and

rivers carried

of sediment westward to

quantities

the Catskill Sea.

.

.

.

This deposition

continued throughout the Middle and

By

Late Devonian.

the

Devonian Period, the
was in western

end of the

sea's

New York.

eastern shore

This great

deposit of sediment formed the layers of

sedimentary rock presentiy seen in

New

York

I

State. It

found the

is

fossils

in these layers that

for this project.

David Blood, Grade 12
Southwestern Central High

Jamestown,

New

York
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shall never

natural history

forget the day I

first

7/99-8/99

heard the glorious song of the

western meadowlark; the impression of
mind, though
chronicler of avian

volume of
offers a

life

it

it is still

my

clear in

was May 30, 1901!" So recalled the great

Arthur Cleveland Bent some forty years

of North American Birds. Bent

his classic series Life Histories

banquet of commentary from

later, in a

his forerunners

and contemporaries

that reveals a rich and unabashed admiration for the song of this grassland
bird.

Some

try to capture the song's qualities: "I

combination of the tones of the Boehm flute and

might represent
westerner

is

it

a

have thought that a
good, glass dulcimer

pretty accurately" (1881). "It seems to

something of

a

yodeler

.

.

.

its

song has

quality" (no date). Others note persistence: "The males

their wild songs for hours together" (1868);

.

me

this

a very pleasing
.

.

daily warbled

"One boisterous

spirit

.

.

.

insisted on shouting, hour after hour, and day after day, 'Hip! Hip! Hurrah!

boys; three cheers!' " (1909). The song was compared favorably with that
of the eastern meadowlark: "louder
liquid, mellower,

Bent says of

on

a

and

far

his

own

and

wilder,

and at the same time more

sweeter" (1868).
first

observation: "I saw the plump bird perched

telegraph pole, facing the sun, his yellow breast and black cravat

gleaming

in

the clear prairie sunlight." On a misty June morning almost a

hundred years

later,,

another western meadowlark, perched on sagebrush

the flats near Jackson Hole, Wyoming, proclaims itself sovereign of
territory.

—Judy Rice

in
its

"*""»»..

^V

»•

v\:'*

.-''i^-S-.j?!-

iV'

^'"

Photograph by Windland Rice;
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natural history

(Cynipidae)

wasps

By Michael Yudell

—

tiny

plant-eating

members of the order Hymenoptera. Al-

Of

the nearly

1

insects in the

8 million

Museum's

entomological
tions,

hon

more than

are gall

collec5 mil-

wasps that

though

at

most only eight millimeters

size

if

ready to head

coarse bodies are

groundbreaking

looking wings.

(commonly

Gall wasps

known
in

as

sexuality

the Kinsey reports),

pubhshed

1948 and 1953. But prior to becoming

the doyen of American sexologists, Alfred

Kinsey had

a distinguished career as

an

After receiving his Ph.D. in biology

from Harvard in 1919, Kinsey quickly
tablished himself as

es-

one of the leading en-

tomologists of his time, specializing in gall

ofi"

tiny hairHke

and they have four deHcate-

distinguished from
galls

they create,

Think of them

as

you would

female

gall

is

wasp deposits her egg

onto the leaf or stem of a host plant

tory,

a

created

(see

Lookin' for a Home," Natural His-

September 1998).

action

A

biochemical re-

between the egg and the host pro-

also

galls

on

just a

Some of them

few milHmeters in length

and look Hke dots on the

Others

blackberries

vary in shape and

species to species.

are larger

growing up
are

chicken's egg, except that a gall
a

from

measure

leaves

and more

of oaks.

elaborate,

to several centimeters in di-

ameter and having a
surface. StUl others

frizzy,

almost hairhke

have a spiked surface.

Approximately three thousand species

are in effect external reproductive

structures.

"Just

as

into battle. Their

Hned with

other wasp species by the

which

when

entomologist.

and oaks (but

microscope, plated with natural armor

remember Kinsey

human

Found mainly on

roses

and goldenrods),

structures,

studies in

which the grow-

gall,

long, gall wasps look threatening under a

were collected by Alfred C. Kinsey. Most
for his

inside of

ing larvae are nourished.

duces the

of

gall

wasps are found worldwide, but

Kinsey worked with only the

five

hun-

dred or so North American and Central

American

species.

Kinsey was an avid,

not an obsessive, collector. During

if

a year-

long postdoctoral fellowship beginning in
1919, he traversed

some

thirty-six states

inseys O^/zer Report

more than

and, in the process, logged

18,000 miles (2,500 of them on foot).
Later in his career, Kinsey even modified
a half-ton truck

to facilitate his

—

collecting trips

a

back-road

kind of one-man trav-

eling show. His graduate students play-

and

death,

Kinsey's

was

valued

at

WiDiam Morton Wheeler,

$250,000.

EVENTS

a

renowned Harvard entomologist who

JULY 7

was Kinsey's mentor during

The last
Modern

may

student days,
for

graduate-

have been responsible

Museum

his

his

since

association,

"Answers

lecture in the series

Antarctic Research Explorers

in the Ice:

Unlock Clues
of Ufe

to Earth's Past History" addresses the subject

the South Pole.

The

at

7:00 P.M. talk will be given by

Helleary Everist, of the National Science Foundation.

fully referred to the truck as

Kinsey s jug-

where he

In his laboratory,

gernaut.

reared the majority of his specimens

(which had been brought into the
unhatched, in their

Wheeler was

research

lab,

a

his

death, in 1937.

JULY 8
At 5:00 and again

7:00

at

Sidney Horenstein,

P.M.,

ments for each wasp. Individuals were

sexuality.

glued to a tag attached to a pinhead.

in

tiny tag

grams, leads a tour through the Gottesman Hall of

work on

Kinsey's

groundwork

on each

until

associate

coordinator of the Museum's environmental pro-

corded twenty-eight different measure-

Painstakingly mscribed

Department

of Entomology from 1903 to 1908 and

Museum

Kinsey re-

galls),

a curator in the

gall

wasps

for his later studies

laid the

of human

Planet Earth to look

at

examples of rock deformation

and metamorphic minerals such

as schist.

will then take participants to Central

Stephen Jay Gould pointed out

"Of Wasps and WASPs"

("This

JULY 10,

17,

AND 24

In conjunction with the opening of the

were the species name and the date and

that "the special

location of collection.

work

As

1922, the twenty-eight-

early as

year-old Kinsey, looking to secure his re-

Museum

with the American

lationship

of

Natural History (which had already pub-

.

.

.

Hall of Planet Earth, scientists from the Department

flowed directly firom the taxo-

of Earth and Planetary Sciences are offering hands-on

As

fected as an entomologist."

a

taxono-

Kinsey was concerned with studying

and quantifying variety in nature, and
approach meant that

were

large

and

this

his

samples

diverse.

Kinsey

on

geological workshops

topics related to Earth's

and gems, and meEach program runs from 10:30 A.M. to 3:00
and mciudes a box lunch.

rocks, the carbon cycle, minerals
teorites.

P.M.

JULY 11
Museum docents Robert
lecito lead a "planet

model of the

solar

Campanile and Phil Bol-

walk" through

peppercorn and the Sun

wasps varied from [evolution-

vised in 1969 by astronomer

Guy

meets on the Museum's front

steps.

tree to tree, classes, sexes,

and generations might

Kinsey's collection, after

it

that

of

deserves.

Liu

—

specialist

Zhiwei

Entomology who

is

now work-

way through Kinsey's
enormous and invaluable col-

ing his

Klnsey's collection of galls, above,

amounted

he turned his attention to sexology

—

lection

the

is

Thanks

promised the
tion.

The

his

Museum

first

doctoral

work),

his entire collec-

donation came that same

and

—

those that raid

gall

Liu's

species.

Museum's preservation

skills,

hard work, Kinsey's wasps have,

of dormancy, come to

after years

life

new

their galls.

For

species of gall wasps
this

and

Kinsey was paid ap-

proximately $400 and

made

a Ufe

mem-

JULY 18
plores the history and role of the city's ethnic and jazz

communities. The tour, from 1:30 until 3:30

at

at

96th Street and

Central Park West.

JULY 24
At 1:00 and 3:00 RM., artist and former director of
the Museum's fossil reproduction department Pamela
Popeson gives a workshop for children on how to recreate a dinosaur's nest

and

eggs.

AUGUST 21
From 10:00 A.M. until noon, Lisa Breslof, from the
Museum's Department of Education, conducts a
on

the history of the eleven-square -block district that

was once

a thriving East

River port.

THROUGHOUT JULY AND AUGUST
IMAX theater featuring

The Museum's

is

Everest,

about the dramatic 1996 ascent of the world's highest
flora, fauna,

the

is

a Ph.D. candidate in history

Graduate Center,

York.

He

is

City University of

also a research fellow in the

Saturday evenings

at

6:00 P.M.

The American Museum of Natural History
at

Central Park West and 79th Street in

is

located

New

Museum. The bulk of the

lection arrived in 1958,

two

col-

years after

Molecular Systematics Laboratory at the American

Museum

of Natural History.

call

York

For Ustings of events, exhibitions, and hours,
(212) 769-5100. For tickets, call (212) 769-5200.

City.

ber of the

p.m.,

begins on Riverside Drive at 106th Street (Duke

a portrait of the river and the
and people along its course to the sea.
Double features will be shown only on Friday and

again.

Michael Yudell

New

tour

Central Park West

mountain, and Amazon,

once

year and contained, by Kinsey 's account,
sixty-six

The

a

de-

walking tour of the South Street Seaport that focuses

wasp

to the collection's extraordinary

scope, the

of

to study the

particularly inter-

produced by other

a field trip in Mexico.

parts

is

ested in inquiline species

in the

galls

lished

first scientist

wasps in depth. Liu

early 1930s. Opposite: Kinsey sorting galls on

ball)

postdoctoral fellow in

a

Museum's Department of

the

Ottewell.

of

size

Street, at 1:00 p.m.

Ellington Boulevard) and ends

wasp

Gall

bowhng

a

Cultural historian and raconteur Arthur Marks exall

finally getting the

is

attention

careful

thousand-yard

differ

widely in their sexual behavior."

these years,

and 79th

a

system (with Earth the

could therefore conclude "as

ary]

to more than 2 million specimens by the time

Gottesman

character of Kinsey's

nomic approach he had learned and per-

mist,

at

these formations in situ.

View

December 1982)

of Life," Natural History,

Horenstein

Park to look

Visit the

Museum's

Web

site at

www.amnh.org.
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Among
cators

remote

of deteriorating en-

Zealand, and Nepal. Closer to home, a

their ability to interbreed.

new

of slender salamander, genus

taxonomists instead favor a historical ap-

mrned up

San

proach that emphasizes the independent

than thirty miles

evolution of particular populations. This

vironments worldwide

is

the well-documented decline in the

phibians

—

firogs

and newts, and

number of am-

and toads, salamanders

To understand

the

fiiU

localities in

species

Batyachoseps,

Mexico,

Gabriel Mountains,

in

less

Brazil,

1997

in the

from downtown Los Angeles.
with the help of molecular tech-

lab,

concept, defining species according to

certain potentially (or even actually) inter-

breeding populations

need to

niques. Analyzing geographic variation in

long

determine not only

DNA and proteins, biologists have identi-

sumed)

declining but also

how many species are
how many living am-

fied

scope of the problem,

scientists

phibian species there are in the

The

latter task is

first

place.

complicated by the re-

cent reahzarion that this

number

is

much

many

cases of wide-ranging "species"

be

that turned out to

several identical-

looking but genetically distinct species,
each with

its

own

restricted distribution.

The mountain dusky salamander

higher than previously thought.

Today many

approach allows taxonomists to regard

Others have been uncovered in the

their legless, worrrJike

kin, the caeciUans.

New

the worrisome indi-

(Desmog-

as

as separate species, as

can be shown (or safely pre-

It

wiH remain

that the populations

evolutionarUy independent. Amphibians
are especially likely to diversify this way,

their

whole

and to have

lives

how many

than a

less

Given enough time, these in-

rrule away.

dependently evolving populations may

become

separate species.

Regardless of

As amphibians

do

httie to

with individuals from other populations,

sometimes even those hving

4,780 and Countini

home

because they tend to remain near

disappear, scientists race to discover

cies,

species are out there.

how one

defmes a spe-

amphibian taxonomy can be any-

The

thing but straightforward.

Ensatina

salamanders of the Pacific coast of North

By James Hanken

America
tifiil

are

an extreme

These beau-

case.

amphibians vary widely in coloration

(often strikingly blotched with black or

orange) and habitat (some Hving in

damp

others in nearly dry canyons),

fir forests,

but because their overall distribution

is

more or less continuous, and because
many distinct types appear to interbreed,
they have been regarded

as a single species,

Ensatina eschscholtzii. In response to

ongo-

ing genetic and morphological studies,

now

however, opinions

how many species
number

high

as

there are.

nent of biological

The

number of known, named

total

cchwphaeiis),

nathits

which

lives

along

amphibian species grew by nearly 20 per-

streams in the Appalachian Mountains

cent (firom 4,003 to 4,780) between 1985

from

New York

split

into four species

and 1995

—an

cially for

such a weU-Kked and well-stud-

astonishing increase, espe-

ied group. Moreover, the count

is

likely to

There

One

is

are several reasons for this surge.

that species continue to

be discov-

ered in the traditional way: by people

keep their eyes and
field.

frogs

ears

searchers beHeve that

open while

In just the past year, several

new

and salamanders were reported from

more

in

subtle

some

divisions
differ

re-

may
from

but important

a

the

is

a critical

compo-

every species

diversity;

unique experiment in evolution, often

going back miUions of years. As biologists
discover

new

remind us
life

species

how

just

our planet

is.

of amphibians, they

richly

endowed with

Unfortunately, their

findings underscore the magnitude of the

current global

crisis in biodiversity.

—

ways

in their behavior, reproductive bi-

ology, physiology,

who

in the

—and

be in order. Such species often

one another

exceed 5,000 by the year 2000.

Alabama, was recently

to

is

Some put

as eleven.

number

Species

Allegheny mountain dusky salamander, Desmognathus ochrophaeus

range widely on

Some new
of

a

use.

change in the working definition of

species. Until a
gists

and habitat

classifications are the result

few

years ago,

most biolo-

accepted the "biological species"

Starting this
fessor in

the

fall,

James Hanken

will be a pro-

Department of Organismic and

Evolutionary Biology at Harvard University

and

curator of herpetology at Harvard's

seum of Comparative Zoology.

Mu-

The
Natural History haslBeeh

Exploring the World since
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Since

1869, the

American

Museum

the unique opportunity to explore

of Natural History has sponsored
thousands of scientific expeditions
around the globe in an effort to
unravel the world's greatest mysteries.
It is this passion to discover and to
understand that inspires Discovery
Tours, the Museum's educational
travel program. Participants in the
Discovery Tours travel program have

Contact the Discovery Tours

office for

the world with

Museum

scientists as

they continue to uncover new insights
into the nature of life on earth. Since
1953, over 12,000 Museum travelers
have participated in Discovery Tours
to some of the world's greatest
wildlife areas, archaeological sites,
cultural centers.

more

exciting than ever.

a complete listing of our 1999/2000 tours

(800) 462-8687 or (212)769-5700 • Fax: (212)769-5755 • email:
Please mention

code#G2000

American

Museum of
Natural

I'^'IH EListorj'
Discovery Tours

and

Our 2000 schedule

at:

discovery@amnh.org

is

—

-

i

American Museum of Natm-al History
i

NOW YOU CAN
MILLENNIUM TOURS

i

The Gardens and Treasures
of China and Japan

Voyage Around India
Aboard the Clelia II with

May 2-16,

2000

Elephant Walk:
Zimbabwe, Zambia,

The Amazon:
anfi

Its

|

MUleimium Celebration
at the Taj Mahal
a

September 13-28, 2000

'

March 11-19,
March 25-April

'

$8,590

Northern Ireland and
[the Republic:
!

December

15,

January

2000

3,

1999-

.

CRUISES

'

Myths, Monuments,
and Majestic Landscapes
May 12-24, 2000

,

$12,095 to $18,995

MiUenniiun Safari in Kenya
December 20, 1999I

$7,390

In the Footsteps of

\

the Clelia

March

St.

Paul:

to Israel,

and Turkey Aboard

Greece,

|

Mongolia: Laiid ofNomadd
Monks, and Geyighis Khan
iJune 4-20, 2000 -

2000

A Pilgrim's Journey

1

$4,690

2000

3,

2,

5,

$3,098

Costa Rica and Panama:
Exploring Nature 's
Treasures Aboard the
M/V Temptress Explorer
January 8-18, 2000

i

January

Discovering
Natural Wonders Aboard

La Amalita
February 26 -March

Botswaria

i

$6,490

JOIN Ug

II

31- April 12, 2000

$4,980 to $7,280

$6,695 to $13,695

The Galapagos Islands
Aboard the Isabella II

Mediterranean Civilizations

-

LAND PROGRAMS

$6,690

I
I

Inside Saudi Arabia:
Interpreting the Islamic

Northern Australia:

World

February 10, 2000
Estimated at $7475
(Airfare

from

January 16-26 and
January 30 -February

In Quest of Rock Art and
Natural Treasures

January 27-

$4,995

June 23- July 7 2000^
$7990 (Airfare from L.A. indud^)

N.Y. included)

Brazil: Exploring the

Mexico: Maya RUins and

Pantanal, Iguagu Falls, and

Exquisite Haciendas

$5,470

-—

Indochina Unveiled:
> Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos
February 18 -March 4, 2000
$5,890

Th6 Tfeasures of India:
Exploring Rajasthan, Delhi,
Agra, and Mumbai
5,

$6,690

Remote

Kalahari:

Africa's Last Frontier

April 16-30, 200Q

$7990

:

the Chapada Diamantina
:-AugusL5=18; 2000
$4,690

[__.

2000

Halcyon

and the Falkland Islands
Aboard the Hanseatic
January 31-February 20, 2000

Aboard

Life

the Delta Queen
April 15-22, 2000
Estimated at $4,490

'

From

The

$10,475 to $20,375

Isles of Britain

Ireland

Southeast Asian Odyssey
Aboard the Seabourn Spirit

Caledonia Star
June 13-25, 2000

Estimated at $6,690
(Airfare from LA, iriGluded)-

February

$6,540 to $11,460,

Great Whales:
Baja California and the
Sea ofCortez Aboard the
M/V Sea Lion
February 5-13, 2000-

September 25
October 13, 2000
-

|

$2,990

i

tt)

.

All prices, dates,

and

Chicago

$3,690 to $5,190

$4,430

$3,775 to $5,225

limited to 15-25 travelers.

all tours.

to

Aboard Le Levant
June 30 -July 8, 2000

Patagonia:
Exploring the Chilean Fjords
Aboard the Terra Australis
February 24 -March 6, 2000

'

on

Great Lakes:
Toronto

Voyage

Exploring the Prehistoric
Caves and Medieval Castles
of Southern France
September 13-25, 2000

rates availajble

,

!

Among the

Bhutan, Ladakh, and Sikkim

TBA

2000

North America's

The Enduring Spirit of
Tibetan Buddhism:

Price

7-20,

$10,995

;

and

Aboard the

China and the Yangtze River
September 6-24, 2000

$4,890

on double occupancy. Single

the

April 8-18, 2000
$5,795 to $6,495

on the Mississippi:
Memphis to Nezv Orleans

*Most of our land progratns are

Prices based

2000

"Antarctica 2000: Exploring'
Antarctica, South Georgia,

I

19 -March

Aboard
9,

i

February 11-23, 2000

February

Sicily: Crossroads of

itineraries are subject to change.

„;_

Aboard

to the

North Pole:

the Icebreaker

Sovetski Soyuz
July 23 -August 6, 2000
$16,950 to $22,950
^

-^

,

"TST"

i^SL

Discovery Tours-2000 Program List

sBSw

N A DISCOVEEY TOUR
Journey to the Top of the
World: From the Nt, tlnuest
Passage to Greer 'nna Aboard
the Clipper Advcaturer
Augustus •2''. 2000

December

$4,380- $7,920

$5,995 to $12,995

Magnificent Passage:

TRAIN TEIPS

Splendors of Antiquity: Egypt,
Cypnis, and
Lebanon Aboard the Clelia li
November 30Israel, Syria,

2000

13,

Ancient Crossroads oy
Privatfc Jet. Loiulon, i^etrn,
}e\i:h, '^nmasais, Palmvra,

Pagan, Aiigkor Wat
Borobudur, Mongclia,
Silk Road Oasis and Ir"n

Rr.r.gjo::,

October 31-

A Journey of Discovery from
Paris

to

Rome Aboard

M/S Cezanne
August 29-

the

11

From

from

Early

Man to

Dordogne

Civilization:

Valley, the Iberian

Aboard

the

TEAy-ELEE.

Central Asia

Grass" and Enchantment
January 29 -February 7, 2000
$2,995

FIaAME:

TBIFS

South America by Private

$4,475 to $6,275

Jet:

Mediterranean:
Sicily to

Journei/

An

Southern Spain Aboard

Sea Cloud
October 14-27, 2000
Estimated at $7,650

and Ancient Mysteries
January 20 -February

2000

8,

$27,950

the

M/S

Sovereign

October 15-29, 2000
Price

TBA

Circumnavigating South
Georgia and the Falkland
Islands Aboard the

M/S Explorer
November 20December

9, 2000
$7 990- $12,890

(Airfare

the Clelia II

from L.A. included)

$1,995 to $9,095

A Sununer Family
Adventiu'e in Tuscany

Costa Rica:

A Family Rainforest Adventure

High Adventure

August

in

18-27,

2000

$2,690 to $3,460

Central Asia

April 8-23, 2000

Nepal: Trekking Through

Wildlife Sites

October 27-

February 24 -March

2000

24,

$19,500

the

Annapurna

November
$6,790

New Zealand

by Private DC-3
February 20 -March
$7670

5,

2000

Museum of
Natural
l>SS'il History

9,

(Airfare

American

Foothills

2000

Discoverv Tours

from N.Y.C. included)

Journey Through Rajasthan:
A Camel Trek and the
Exotic Pushkar Fair
November 2-17, 2000

Contact the Discovery Tours
office for

more information:

(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
Fax: (212) 769-5755
email:

$5,690

discovery@amnh.org

Please mention code
Discovery Tours
to assist private

more

is

pleased

groups of 10 or

travelers in designing

fascinating and enriching tours
to diverse destinations

the world.

\

July24-August5, 2000

Untying the Pamir Knot:

Global Wildlife Odyssey:
UNESCO's World Heritage

Discover

Ancient Mediterranean

Aboard

$6,590

the

Egypt and the Nile Aboard

$6,695

Family Alaska Aboard the
Seas Navigator
June 15-27, 2000
$2,995 to $7375

July 2000
$3,390 to $4,990

March 14-30, 2000

Exploration of Latin
America's Natural Wonders

From

& Sea:

Snorkeling in Paradise

September 21October 4, 2000

Under Sail in the Western

"Sea of

Micronesia Land

M/S Explorer

July Ml. 2000
$2,780 to $5,560

to the

The Everglades:

$8,990

Galapagos Family Adventure
Abcaid the S;;;;tn ^nc

Voyage to the Lands of Gods
and Heroes: A Family Voyage

Through China and

From

Peninsula, and Bilbao

FOE THE MOEE

Silk Route:

September 15October 7, 2000

PEOGEAMB

M/S Seven

mA^MkmMi

$3,490

The Ancient

N.Y. included)

Contemporary

Rail

June 21-29, 2000

From

2000

21,

$29,950

Last Best Place:

Montana by Private

Septeniber 12, 2000
$5,995 -$7,995
(Airfare

The

November

WAMIIJI

around

Submarine

Safari 2000:

In Search of the Sixgill Sharks

July 10-14 and
July 12-16, 2000
$3,890

Discovery Tours, the educational travel department of the American

Museum
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Museum

tt

G2000
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Before beginning fieldwork on Bicknell's thrush ("Sky Island Songbirds"), Chris Ritnmer had worked

on

in tropical Behze,

the coast of Canada's James Bay, and in Antarctica.

None

of these venues

prepared him, or coauthor Kent McFarland, for the mountain chmbing, bushwhacking, stormy
weather, and need for sheer doggedness involved in studying the secretive

brown

Rimmer,

thrushes.

Institute

right, the director

of research

at

of Natural Science since 1986, and McFarland,

Vermont

the

a senior

left,

I"?

work on this Htde-known
Adds Rimmer: "If I don't kill
crazy bird, I hope to spend many

research biologist at the Institute, see their

species as a long-term challenge but also a project of real significance.

on

or otherwise incapacitate myself by conducting research

more

years in

field biologist

its

my

lofty habitats. I'U devote

Tim Laman

(not shown)

this

a research associate at Harvard's

is

Arnold Arboretum. His

?

images of Borneo's rainforest appeared in the July-August 1999

issue

Photographer Jeff Rotman ("In Living Colors"),

much of his

photography

—everything from

n^^
m

7

retirement to saltwater fly-fishing." Photographer and

left,

has spent

fish portraits to seascapes.

and

Stern,

several

nightfall to take

He

specializes in

His work, which has been pubhshed in

won

a

feet

'^

Life,

marine

National Geographic, Time,

number of awards. Rotman

photographs of coral reef fishes. "Since water

is

much

waits for

denser than

to shoot through, the less clear the picture will be,"

of darkness allows you to get a

two hundred

hfe underwater.

books and calendars, has

more of it you have

"

of Natural History.

he

says.

air,

Shooting anywhere from three

lot closer to the fish."

the

"The cover
feet to

below the surface, he uses strobes, motorized Nikon cameras, a 55-

millimeter micro-Nikkor lens, and a 105-millimeter micro-Nikkor lens inside aquatic cast

aluminum
Ph.D. from Harvard University, where
the university level and

now

is

who

TV series

on evolution

that

Albino Mares ("Hit and Run"),

Raramuri game

ofra'chuela, a

left,

worked with Rotman

He

He also
now in production

is

introducing his five-year-old son (who just asked for his

first

m fishes.
works

writes biology textbooks and trade books.

currently serving as science editor for a
these days

housings. Joe Levine, right,

he studied the evolution of color vision

as a

has taught

in 1976, received his

marme

science courses at

consultant for pubHc television and

at

WGBH

is

in Boston. His main dehght

tank) to the beauties of nature.

first fish

learned to play his native

form of field hockey, while

growing up in Mexico. Texas-born Don Burgess's exposure

Raramuri ways began in 1954, when he accompanied

to

his

photojournaUst father on an assignment to cover the
construction of the railroad that runs through the group's
territory. Later

he returned to study the native language and help

write books in

it,

collaborating with

Raramuri animal

who

has

worked

Chihuahua

stories
as a

State's

and foods,

Mares on such

as

well

topics as

as ra'chuela.

native-language broadcaster,

is

Mares,

now

writing Raramuri schoolbooks tor

department of education, while Burgess,

right,

whose permanent home

Catahna, Arizona, currently works under the auspices of the Universidad

Luiz Claudio Marigo ("Nose Wings") was born in

Rio de Janiero, where he

earned degrees in both philosophy and cinematography.

photographer for the past twenty
books, including

Butteiflies:

years, his

work

A professional nature

appears in

Beauty and Behavior ofBraziUan

many photographic
Species,

vwth text by

Luiz Soledade Otero (Marigo Comunicacao Visual, 1990), and in Bromeliads
the

Visual, 1993). In addition to his

the

Amazonian

India,

he

rainforest,

Marigo has photographed wUdhfe

Europe, and the United

says, "just as

primitive

States. "I

man once

the happiness and excitement
his

in

Ekon M.C. Leme (Marigo Comunicacao
extensive work on the plants and animals of

Brazihan Wilderness, with text by

I

earn

did."

my hving working with

Marigo wants

feel in these

in Antarctica,

his

work

to

nature,"

"convey

wild environments" and hopes that

photographs do not simply "turn into documents of a vanished

past."

is

in

Autonoma de Chihuahua.
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TO THE EDITO
More Than a Nuisance

larger,

mosquito control agency,

In

I

summer
be true

list

of

pests ("June's Bugs,"

that in

fact,

diets.

by consuming

mosquito predators such

wasn't surprised to see

June 1999). Although

nutritious insects

form the bulk of avian

As superintendent of a

mosquitoes on your

more

it

may

developed

dragonflies,

some

mosquitoes

a favor.

V Ninivaggi

Yaphank,

New

York

months

its

great

community

bloomed

has concluded

1977 estimate of the

Bowhead Quotas
"The Open Lead"

bowhead whale population
(600-1,800),

Mosquitoes could become

0une

as

danger here, too;

we

many

a

Ifiupiaq

whale hunters

when the International
Whahng Commission (IWC)

virus that causes eastern
encephalitis, for

Emit of 12 landed

example. Control programs

ordered

help keep death from this

bowhead whales

devastating disease a rarity in

season.

the United States.

the

By
not

the way, mosquitoes are

a favorite

meal for

a

Not mentioned

IWC

is

that

was prompted to

when

take action

struck and

birds;

1978

for the

lost

hunters

73 bowheads

that the

had asserted that

numbered

the population

many

IWC

low

wrong and

who

Ifiupiaq,

felt

on the

it

late that night! It

and sweet.

so fragrant

was

was

I

happy to learn from "Life in

which was used

the basis for the

Umit, was

frustration that Alaska's

species

control are vectors of the

equme

1999) expresses the

noticed a

1

my shock when

Imagine

its

it

of one of the pieces.

side

credit, the scientific

that

because of

later,

replanted

strange protuberance

Bill Hess's

that's

we were

in several containers. Six

Levinson

Homer, Alaska

vigorous monitormg.

annoyance,

we

Dan

Bill Hess replies: To

nations they're primarily an

broke apart while
unpacking, so

do the

birds

Dominick

as

Only 26 whales were

in 1977.

brought ashore.

Bloom" (May 1999)
beautiful cactus

blooming

that this

a night-

cereus.

Hay

Vicki
via

is

E-mail

thousands, were right.

In recent years,

more

IWC's

the

as

reasonable quotas (327

Water Skating

The

skate's

egg capsule

landed bowheads over the

discussed in "Mystery of the

seven-year period 1992-98,

Mermaid's Purse" Quly-

compared with 12

August 1999)

for 1978)

have eased tensions, the ratio

leading

of landed-to-struck whales has

front

consistently hovered

around

me

and

is

asymmetrical,

to beUeve

a back.

it

has a

Would water
one

therefore flow in only

direction across the purse,

75 percent.

and

could the developing skate

Cheek by Beak

inside the

After reading Paul Kerlinger's

tail

"Nesting in Gotham" Qune
1999),

must

I

refreshing

say

it is

how

to see the bird

beast are learning to

Uve together in
places

York

—

last,

—of

hope

New

this

DISCOVERY

Swamp Apes
gorillas

Elusive forest dwellers, lowland

were once thought

observation post in a

new insights

to

shun water.

swampy Congo

and

is

yielding

social behavior.

of the world's

'k:

?.

pend on plant stems and

scientist tunes in

on some

RESEARCHER THOMAS KOOB
REPLIES: The egg capsules of
skates

and sharks

are

But

shorter horns at the front.

the

Redding, Connecticut

determine the position of the

A Late Bloomer

Whether

asymmetry per

se

does not

capsule in a current of water.

Recently

my

husband and

I

New Jersey

Eavesdropping on insects that

and brought along the

leaves to transmit acoustic signals,

his

sophisticated conversations.

Kenner, Louisiana

Norman A.Jensen

Cahfornia from

(.TOod Vibrations

Villere

endangered ecosystems.

relocated to sunny southern

?:fMDIN.GS

Gerard

up the

action?

indeed asymmetrical, with

Now an

clearing

into the apes' personalities

all

pumping

most

capacity for coexistence
spreads to

and the opposite way in the

all

the middle of

City. Let's

its

in the front horns

rear horns to speed

population growing. At

man and

egg case rotate

one way

mother had tended

twenty

had ever

upstream or downstream,
water

is

"pumped" by

the

outside currents into the

cacti

upstream horns and out the

for

downstream horns. And since

None of these
flowered. One cactus

years.

the front end faces

the skate

embryo can

rotate

180 degrees in the horizontal

—

plane,

—

can insert

it

its tail

appendage into any of the
four horns to

move water

through the capsule.

Point of Order

"Nabokov,

Scientist" (July-

August 1999)

IS

a timely

man

illustration

of how one

was able to

interrelate his

passions for nature,
Hterature.

art,

One minor

however: two of the

and

error,

six

photographs depicting the
monarch's metamorphosis are
out of sequence. In

photograph 5 the butterfly

If

is

whereas in photograph 4
beginning to emerge

like

to see Jack Daniel's birthday

it is

—an

\vhose

name

This

the

impossible progression.

Gary Noel Ross
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

The

a glass to the

in a series of molts, the

molt

in

air.

What

it

its

we still use

prescribed a

today.

And after

that

a sip,

final

casts ofi"

is

an exoskeleton, not a

cocoon.

vv^hen

\ve believe you'll understand w^hy.

individual crawls out of the

water and undergoes

man who

method of mellov/ing v/hiskey

as stated in "June's

Bugs" (June 1999). Just before
last

has graced our bottle for 133 years.

no one knov/s exactly

do not

envelop themselves in

the

line.

Mr. Jack came into the vuorld. (Folks weren't
too good about record-keeping back then.)
But that doesn't stop us from raising

Eds.

Several readers pointed out

cocoons,

a national holiday, drop us a

month v/e celebrate Jack Daniel's
The day might change from year

to year, for

is

Erratum:

that dragonflies

is

birthday.

corrected sequence

reprinted above.

become

EACH SEPTEMBER, we salute the man

completely encased,

still

you'd

SMOOTH

Eds.
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THIS LAND: CANADA

A Yukon landscape

features glaciers

the most recent period of
During
from
continental
glaciation,

about forty thousand to twelve
thousand years ago, the southern and
eastern portions of what

Yukon
ice.

Great glacial

deep

stiU

now

Canada's

fields as

like the

Glacier, flow

regions.

much

as a

The

of the

territory.

forty-mile-long Lowell

down

to surrounding

Saint EHas range

including 19,545-foot

Mount

second highest peak on the continent
is

the centerpiece of Kluane (pronounced

X^'.
:n-.'

kilometer 202. After passing through a

Reserve. In addition to glaciers and

thicket of vegetation, the

associated geological features, visitors to

a

this

wilderness can see vast tracts of

spectacular

No

into hazardous

mountain meadows.

vegetation.

on any

on

hike,

it is

wise to check in

at

in

at

the

Haines Junction

the Visitor Centre near the base of

Sheep Mountain.)

One

traU, less

than a

mile long, leads from a parking area on
the west side of Haines

Iw!

Road

boggy

The

trail

places with fragile

then follows an easy

dominated by quaking aspen

foot. (Before setting out

main reception center

near

turns into

several

ascent through spruce forest and

roads penetrate the park, so

exploration must be done almost
exclusively

trail

boardwalk that passes over

streams and keeps hikers from stepping

boreal forest and, in summertime,

or

Logan, the

and mountain meadows.

kloo-WAH-nee) National Park and

mile

he in the Saint Ehas Mountains

in the southwest corner

Some,

is

Territory were largely covered by

A

IcC

Fliaht to the

—

reaches a rock glacier

a

woods

until

it

huge sHde of

rocks and boulders that was created by
the action of ice.

This feature,

a

type of ground

moraine, was formed some eight

thousand years ago,
lay higher

when

a small glacier

up the mountain. Freezing

By Robert
and thawing fractured the underlying

mountain

sedimentary rocks, and the fragments,

who would

lubricated by meltwater, were carried

like

down the mountain by

them, so

core of glacial

ice.

a

slow-moving

the

trail

ends today.

A steep,
which

is

covered by

While preparing
I

for an

we opted

to

August

my

trip to

that runs

custom

tours.

Making

who

several wildflower books.

1

brought

We

at

took

698 of the Alaska Highway, near the
far

Lowell Glacier,

Glacier,

bottom

Doug

Hladun.

over the mountains, the views were

We

ghmpse of the
Kaskawulsh

soon got

front range

ice field.

a

good

of the

At one point we

saw nine pure-white Dall sheep walking

huge

narrow animal

Suddenly

a

below

us,

nestled in the mountains;

within

it

sunlight.

a small

Doug

pond

set the

glistened in the

hehcopter

pond, and

down

after

out to explore, he took ofi"and

headed back

We

trail.

oval basin appeared

in a flat area near the
letting us

below, and Kaskawulsh

was

pilot

As the hehcopter cHmbed southward

in a line along a very
ofl"

kilometer

south end of Kluane Lake and not

Our

Centre.

breathtaking.

the trip

from the Sheep Mountain Visitor

meadows found on some of the

wife,

felt

go by Trans

from the helicopter pad

read about the wildflower

nor

Helicopters, a charter air service

her mother, Carole,
a

variety of colorful Hchens.

the Yukon,

I

with us were guide Sian Williams and

rock-strewn

stairway takes the hiker over this rough,

treacherous terrain,

Neither

be accompanying me,

hiking several days in Kluane to see

North

Eventually the ice

melted, and the rock flow stopped where

slopes.

Mohlenbrock

H.

to the helicopter base.

found ourselves surrounded by

a

continuous cover of grasses and mosses,

punctuated by colorful wildflowers and

low

shrubs.

At

growing season
long,
at

this
is

high

less

altitude, the

than three months

and many wUdflowers

the same time.

are in

bloom

White and yellow

blossoms predominated, with

a
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Cruise
sprinkling of red, pink, blue, and purple

Canary Isles

ones.

We

decided to hike north to

mountain saddle flanked by higher rocky

bm ^1498 ind. airfare

9 Days

points.

On the
we

the plants
LaiKarotB-

»-^

ii

From

y

„

Tenenfe-

Gbmera-'

way we made

a list

of aU

the saddle

we had

a

marvelous

cheeses,

moose

ry'e

the

last

bread,

smoked salmon, homemade

sausage, grapes, plums, cold

trulHe disappeared,

staccato clap-clapping

which hes just

the Yukon's largest,

HierroSraJl^anaria

gourmet picnic

spring water, and chocolate

saw.

view north overlooking Kluane Lake,

_^uertei/enlura

the pond, enjoying the

Sian had prepared: a nutt\'

a

As

truffles.

we

heard the

of our hehcopter

returning to pick us up.

outside park territory. ("Kluane" derives
Discover the enchanting Canary Islands, famous
for their perfect climate, dazzling

ety of their landscape
Sail

beauty and vari-

and quaint colonial towns.

alward an intimate

80-passenger ship and

1

enjoy the attention and yacht-like ambiance

which bigger ships can not provide.

A perfect,

excursions are included.

All

and

most enjoyable holiday Fabulous value.

Weekly departures Oct 21 1999
,

to

meaning

a

few clumps of grasses and

nearby rocks chirped

Within

a

its

warning

",1

centre:

KLUANE NATIONAL-.-^
PARK AND RESERVE '

Httle

A

hfount Logon

in

"AZ/^j^

marsh hawk

pond below.

HABITATS
is

includes gray alder, the tiny dwarf birch,

dominated by black

spruce, white spruce, larch (tamarack),

lr.m^3S98

white

ind. airfare

kinds of poplar. Thick mats of moss
carpet

A spectacular

Visitor

few hours we were back near

Boreal forest

19 Days

^

m.
Sheep Hountoln

A pika hidden in some

ghded over the

South America

sedges;

the habitat was too harsh for

reaction to our intrusion.

Cruise Around

On the

fish.")

saddle, the only vegetation

wildflowers.

Apr 20, 2000.

many

"lake with

mountain
was

shore

relaxing

f% ^^liaskQ Hiqhvmy^

from the Southern Tutchone name

fir,

lodgepole pine, birch, and two

much of the

several species

of aaoUow, cotton grasses

(which are actually sedges), and marsh
horsetail.

ground.

voy-

Spruce forest contains an ample variety

age from Buenos

Low thicket

plants

found near the head

of low shrubs. Labrador tea and Lapland

Aires to Santiago,

through a region of

Chilean

breathtaking beau-

Fjords

ty,

rich with glaci-

of the

trail

Darwin.
ful

Visit

dr\',

inedible

while

Magellan
Tierra del

e

Horn

yarrow and the pink-and-white-flowered

common

Alsike clover, introduced through the

More

palatable are the shiny,

black

fruits

history

disturbance caused by hikers.

from Magellan to

-

Among

the

bearberrs' has mealy red

Ixuits

world-famous glaciers of Tierra del Fuego.
the

cranberry.

Another

Chilean Fjords and experience the beauty of
Sail

of

lowbush

fabled Beagle Channel. See the awe-inspiring

Chilean lakes and mountains.

purpHsh

bright red

Santiago. See Patagonia's dramatic coast and

Cape Horn and through

fruits.

of black crowberry and the

elegant Buenos Aires and delight-

Cruise around

fruits,

Strait of

ers, fjords, wildlife

and exploration

rosebay have

to the rock glacier include

common

aboard a

beautiful 400-passenger

bush,

ship and enjoy extra spa-

shrubby

cious cabins and a small
ship ambiance. All shore

excursions are included,

cinquefoil,

\

has five-part

,

-*-»

including three full-day

^

vrA

leaves

overland tours with lunch. Super value.
Departures:

1999 Nov

2000

,

Jan

1

1

28, Feb

1

3, 19,
5,

Mar

Dec

11, 24.

3, 21

,

and

bright

Apr 7

yellow
flowers.

Call

800-298-0324

llillW#RLD
Tfte

Common

today for your free color brochure

Choice for the Seasoned Traveler
www.uniworldcruises.com
$1 MIIUON

CONSUMER PROTECTION

native plants are gray alder, rattleweed.

and

a type

of wild rosebush. Here and

\\Lldtlo\\ ers are

Parnassus,

red banebern; grass-of-

dwarf cornel,

t^^dnleaf,

pink-

there a balsam poplar rises above the

flowering wintergreen, arctic lupine,

thicket veKtation. Streamside vegetation

monkshood, and

tall

larkspur.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus of
plant biology at Southern

Illinois University,

Carbondale, explores the biological

and

RING

geological highlights of U.S. national forests

and other parklands.

your

For visitor information, write:

And your

Tourism Yukon
P.

O.

Box 2703

Whitehorse, Yukon

family.

imagination.

YIA 2C6

No

Canada

BETTER PLACE

P;

667-5390

(867)

TO

or

LET

~

THEM

Kluane Narional Park and Reserve

RUN

PO. Box 5495

YOB

Haines Juncrion, Yukon

FREE.

ILO

Canada
634-7250

(867)

v\^v\v.harbour.com/parkscan/kluane

Aspen woods shrubs

are buffalo berr)'

and northern comandra (neither

PureI^iSanAntonio^

is

palatable to humans, but wild creatures

Call the

SanAntbliiB^onvention

& Visitors

Bureau

toll

free for a free vacation kit with valuable discounts.

1-800-THE ALAIVIO(ext.305), v/ww.SanAntonioCVB.com

consume them). Wildflowers found here
are death camas, bluebells (\vith blossoms

smaller than those of the
bluebells

common

of the eastern United

States),

northern bedstraw, and a small gentian

with four bluish purple

petals.

Mountain meadow vegetation

A

YOU

is

dominated by mosses and wildflowers,

may

also

be seen.

Wildflowers with white blossoms are
alpine bistort, a small-flowered

TO

FILTER THE

HELP

SUN,

THE ELEMENTS AND
THE NEIGHBORS.

but various wUIows and other manybranched, wiry shrubs

FREE GUIDE

anemone,

grass-of-Parnassus, dotted saxifirage,
tufted saxifirage,

mountain

avens.

and two kinds of

Want more

Yellow flowers include

Or

spider plant, milk vetch, heart-leaved
arnica,

privacy? Looking to control your

want to

learn about

our free idea book. Send

and tundra groundsel. Pink or

reddish flowers include

just

308,

common bistort,

Mount

this

window
coupon

Olive, NJ, 07828.

moss cainpion, alpine cranesbHl, dwarf

smallest blue flowers

belong to

natural light?

1

It's all in

Hunter Douglas. PO. Box

.800.238.3883, ext. 217.

HunterPou glas

willow herb, and alpine wormwood.

The

to:

Or call

home's

fashion options?

WINDOW FASHIONS

a

wild forget-me-not and an alpine
speedwell. Bluebells and Jacob's ladder

both have bell-shaped blue flowers,
while

a small

gentian and Siberian aster

have purple flowers.

Name

.

-City

Address
State

„...

How soon will

217

Phone

Zip

you be

starting

your project?

Within 3 months

— 3 + months
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Ne^v Worlds

Stranee
CELESTIAL EVENTS

we
Aremoment

By Richard Panek
other Earths, with other civilizations, and

alone? Forget for the
the question of

More

other planets.

life

on

to the point,

are there other planets like the ones in

our

own
The

solar system?

we might have

idea that

common with

something in

been

not alone,

belonging to

humans have

as

of stars

able to conceive

individual suns.
are

long

for as

Earth) could the idea that Earth was a
planet advance from fanciful speculation

had made roughly the same argument,

to

eventually dying at the stake for his

Bernard Le Bovier de FonteneUe wrote

"heretical" theories a decade before the

m

invention of the telescope. But only after

Sun hath

sound foundation. As the young
1686

in

A

Plurality of Worlds,

planets that

"Our

he enlightens, for

Astronomers are finding more and

more

as

But now we know we

at least

Giordano Bruno

the

multitude of stars in the night sky has

been around

in the sixteenth century

m terms of

Jupiter-class planets orbiting
astonishingly close to stars.

a solar system.

Future historians of astronomy no

doubt wiU

1990s

recall the

as

the

beginning of a golden age of planet

m

detection, starting

1995 with the

discovery of a planet orbiting the Sun-

By

51 Pegasi.

like star

year, the discovery

the following

of extrasolar planets

had become so commonplace
Astronomy magazine ran an
the

that

article

with

memorable headline "Ho, Hum,

More New
But

Planets."

this past April,

planet detection to a

astronomers took

new

level

with the

discovery of three planets orbiting

Upsilon Andromedae. That's two more

known

than in any other

planetary

system, with the exception of our own.
In trying to place this news in a
historical context,

member

it

help to re-

iTiight

that the indisputable identifica-

tion of Earth itself as a planet dates only
to Gahleo's day.
(firom the

The word

Greek

"planet"

for "wanderer") referred

to objects in the night sky that

moved

against the

backdrop of the so-called

frxed

While we now

stars.

associate the

Copernican revolution primarily with

The newly discovered solar system Upsilon Andromedae,

in

the constellation Andromeda

the displacement of Earth firom the

center of the universe,

it's

worth

remembering where Earth wound
It,

too,

became

More

a

Gahleo had looked through one of the
up.

optic tubes

and seen

bore the shape of disks

wanderer.

than a thousand years

first

earlier,

Epicurus had posited the existence of

Moon) and

that the

mountains and

that the planets

(just like

Moon's

valleys (just

the

surface

hke the

why

therefore should not each fLxed star

have planets that he enlightens?"
StiU,

had

it's

one thing

to assume,

however reasonably, the existence of
other planets.

It's

quite another to

And

you do

you

prove

it.

really

be certain that we're not

somehow

until

an anomaly.

so,

When

can't

only

Michael

and Didier Queloz, of the

JVlayor

example of a planet outside

our solar system, what they found in

1995

According to

it

was

roughly half the miass of Jupiter, yet

was traveling in

own

it

pattern that, within

a

would

—

were those the

around

first

is

up

for grabs.

(or

Almach).
see the orbiting planets

themselves, of course; even astronomers

definition of

working with the most powerful

As premier

instruments can detect them only

W. Marcy and

through their gravitational influence on

R. Paul Butler pointed out
article

Gamma

stars

Beta (or Mirach) and

2:

You won't

other than the Sun?

planet-hunters Geof&ey

an

Andromedae about
midway between two Andromeda
find Upsilon

"real" planetary system

first

a star

"planet"

photograph (opposite page), you can

of magnitude

"real"

Did PSR 1257+12

extrasolar planets?

host the

hardly a Sun-like

Even our own ancient

planet.

their calculations,

of matter that rotated every

6.2 milliseconds

around 51 Pegasi)

(in orbit

matched no known model of a

a piece

object. Yet

Geneva Observatory, went searching
for a tlrst

supernova and coUapsed, leaving behind

last

year in

published in the Annual Review

the host star. But the sight of Upsilon
Andromedae may inspire you to ask the

of Astronomy and Astrophysics, "it seems

same questions Marcy did during the

an orbit between Mercury and the

dangerous to lump Mercury

press conference heralding the detection

Sun. That violated the current model

mass] and Jupiter

not only of what

class

our

what

solar system,

a solar

a

planet

system

place

it in,

but of

is

and more Jupiter-class planets

rate,

we

those Sun-Hke
at least

stars,

skywatchers can

they have begun rethinking such basic

stars that

somewhat

like

other planetary systems?

we know

a

magnitude of 4.1, meaning that

has a

neutron

had detected three

iiee

star

PSR

giant sun that at

1257+12,

former

a

of light pollution,

naked

eye. In

Andromeda

constellation

some point had gone

it's

are

visible to the

September the

With

northeast sky.

is

Richard Panck

is tlic

How

how

author

t)f

to the

is

much

too close to the Sun
It

reaches

superior conjunction on September

three degrees to the north of this star

its

inner orbit around the

September

it

morning

rises at

at

September

A.M.
1

about 5:15 A.M. out of the

northeast, but

up

On

sky.

by the 30th

3:30 A.M.

It

reaches

coming

it is

maximum

on

the

Moon

in the vicinity of Venus

morning of the

above and to the

of the

left

Moon

late

at

is

a briUiant silvery

of the

east at

THE MOON

beacon

Moon

is

at last

IS

September 2

about 9:30

the beginning of September and

at

on September

quarter comes on

first

appears to ride high above and to the

PM., and the harvest

of the waning gibbous

Moon

lett

during the

above and to the right of the

Moon

full

quarter

6:17 P.M.

two hours earher by month's end. Jupiter

Moon

—

at

9 at 6:02 P.M.,

the 17th at 4:06

full

Moon

—

the

occurring closest to the

autumnal equinox
the

on

The new

is

on September 25

6:51 A.M.

following evening.

THE AUTUMNAL EQUINOX

7th.

SATURN

appears to follow Jupiter across

at

7:31 A.M.

on September

23.

occurs

The Sun,

MARS

manages to keep pace with the

the sky during September. Rising out of

travehng along the ecHptic, reaches the

Sun

month,

the east about half an hour after Jupiter,

point

the yellow-white planet brightens to

the Southern Hemisphere.

after

all

setting

sundown. As

increases firom

its

about three hours

from Earth

distance

110 rrdUion to 126 iTulHon

miles in September,

it

fades

from 0.3

0.6 magnitude. Nonetheless,

glow nearly twice

as

bright

the ruddy star Antares.

it

to

appears to

as its "rival,"

Mars

on

the evening of the 27th.

evening hours of the 26th, and high

brUUance on the 26th. Note the slender
crescent

on

17.

that rises out

Sun, puUs ahead of Earth and bounds
into the

Opened

Heavens

8.

JUPITER
in

Seeing and

By Joe Rao

to be seen during September.

VENUS,

Earth

(Viking, 1998).

THE SKY IN SEPTEMBER

MERCURY

own

unalone

the Telescope

Our Eyes and Minds

the help of the

solar

a

we?

Believing:

in the

own

Is it

our

Is

In other words, just

for an observer in a place sufficiently

companions around the

our

Is

cominon type of planet?"

Upsilon Andromedae, for example,

the discovery of the planet orbiting 51

terrestrial

cosmic quirk of nature?

are

our own.

this star:

does our solar system compare to

system unusual in some way?

definitions. In 1991, four years before

Pegasi, researchers

of the planetary system around

"How

content ourselves with singling out

in

astonishingly close proxiinity to

one

gas giant] into

of astrophysical object."

At any

is.

As astronomers have found more

[a

[a terrestrial

passes just

magnitude -0.3 this
stars,

month.

Among

rank brighter. Yet

when compared with

dazzhng Jupiter, Saturn shines only
tenth

the

only Sirius and Canopus would

as bright.

Look

for

it

at

which

it

crosses the equator into

Autumn

begins for the Northern Hemisphere,

while spring begins in the Southern

Hemisphere.

a

hovering well

All times are given

in eastern daylight time.
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flow toward the equator, where they

Forecasting hurricanes takes

meet and

combination of talent,

a

powerfld number-crunching
computers,

and

of physics,

a lot

ocean's

By

touch of luck.

a

eventually rise to the surface.

For reasons probably related to the
content, the conveyor belt

salt

circulation

is

becoming

up and thus

shallower, causing

studying past storms and the

it

environmental variables associated with

temperatures of Adantic waters and

them, William Gray, a professor of

setting the stage for

atmospheric science

warming

Colorado State

at

includes

method, which

year

this

statistical probabilities

IS

fifteen years.

Gray has issued

last

a report for

each hurricane season (from June

more

is

on or

mark.

surface

80 degrees

summer and

early fall in the Tropics,

surface waters can reach 85 degrees.

heat alone

are

Ocean

at least

Fahrenheit to feed a storm, and during
the

the roster for this season: fourteen

mne of which

it

the peak of the storm season because

temperatures must be

storms,

form

not the hottest month,

absorb the summer's heat.

named

is

But

not enough. Something

wind

expected to be hurricanes. Four of these

called "vertical

storms are expected to be

category 3 or

wind

on the

atmosphere) must be minimal along the

higher (out of a possible

Simpson

many

scale. It

is

a

5)

Saffir-

shear" (changes in

direction at different heights in the

any fledgling

tropical belt; otherwise,

quite rare to see so

storm win be torn

hurricanes in one season,

apart.

Also crucial are

according to Christopher Landsea, a

the weather disturbances that develop in

research meteorologist wath the National

the tropical Adantic from

Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration

(NOAA)

May

through

October, driven mainly by the extreme
temperature differences between

Hurricane

Research Division in Miami. In the past

air

masses over the Sahara and those over

half century, only seven storm seasons

cooler, forested coastal region to the

have produced nine or more hurricanes.

south.

"From

Africa, they get the typical tropical

the 1970s through 1994, Atlantic

waters cooled off a

bit,

which worked

to

Landsea, "but we're thinking we've

late

to the

warm Atlantic

now

of the

1920s to mid-1960s, which means a

very busy storm period again."

The system
is

that meteorologists think

is

circulation.
as

and

Unlike ocean currents such

which

layers

of

the ocean, the conveyor belt system
circulates

water

vertically.

tongues of water sink

at

Cold, dense

the Poles to

depths that vary mostly according to
their temperature

and

sahnity.

will

soon brew up

Before World
in the Tropics

swirUng. If other

They then

J*^ P-l

Hur?icane Hugo
2:44 p.m.

a powerfiil storm.

War

II,

scattered stations.

the

GOES

September

weather systems

were monitored by only

few

Now satellites like

Satellites)

on nearing

known

as

keep a constant
storms.

Once

a

1989

IN THE FIELD

flights to

expected within two to four days

anywhere on the U.S.

Hurricane Center in Miami gives

jet

it,

around the storm

During the

and punching through

pound

to the eye in their

With each

on wind

if landfall

NOAA

flights,

at least

once

a day.

twenty to thirty one-

sensing instruments, called

dropsondes, are released from altitudes of

run, they

strength and

atmospheric pressure. Then,

Vfrgin

the go-ahead to fly thefr Gulfstream IV

penetrating the wall of thunderstorms

aircraft.

coast, the

Islands, or Puerto Rico, the National

the Hurricane

Hunters makes daily

collect data

21,

a

longitude, the Air Force Reserve

WC-130

^

EDT

(Geostationary Operational

watchftil eye

squadron

transport

water mostly within the upper

.

waves roU off

hurricane moves west of 55 degrees

the Atlantic conveyor belt

the Gulf Stream,

easterly

summer thunderstorms

Environmental

responsible for these periodic

fluctuations in hurricane frequency
intensity

When these

conditions are right, the wide Adantic

suppress hurricane activity," explains

gone back

a

increase, yet heat

exception of 1989, 1993, 1997, and

On

keep

too slight to take any

through November 30), and with the

close to the

residents have learned to

of the time needed for the water to

1

1998, Gray's predictions have been

may have ba

hurricane. Although

fiiel a

September
is

Hurricane experts

storms. Global

the basic ingredient needed to

and

of

hurricane landfall by region. For the

is still

raising the average

blame for the predicted

University, has developed a hurricane

forecasting

to speed

Ocean

thirty
is

thousand to

fort^'

thousand

feet.

Slowed by small parachutes, they record

^

—
Hurricanes

Tantrums

To

•

detail,

see

go

WiUiam

Home

at

Gray's forecasts in

to tropical.atmos.colostate.

edu/forecasts/index.html.
abreast

ews for the densely populated Adantic coast, where
ye on the open ocean during the storm season.

To keep

of looming hurricanes and

storms and to view the Saffir-Simpson
hurricane

scale,

check out the

National Hurricane Center's Tropical

Web

Prediction Center

site at

\\w^v. nhc. noaa .gov.

When

•

com

an Atlantic storm threatens

check out

landfall,

w^\'-vv.hurricanecity.

for radio feeds

and weather

advisories in affected cities.

For a detailed overview of hurricanes,

•

typhoons, and tropical cyclones, see the

NOAA Hurricane Research Division at
wwAV.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/tcfaq.
•

Clemson University and

the South

Carolina Sea Grant Consortium have

summary of home-construction

released a

recommendations

damage

to help mitigate

storm

to low-rise structures. Call (843)

727-2078

for details.

•

For advice on coastal hazards, go to

the

HazNet Web

site at

www.csc.noaa.

gov/haznet.

The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
•

recently set

up Project Impact,

has
a

community-based program designed

to

develop preventive measures to better

weather the storms. Call (202) 646-4600
for details. Also see

Storm Watch

at

FEMA's

Tropical

www.fema.gov/hu98/

hurinfo.htm.
•

To

get an idea of what

through

a hurricane,

Hurricane Hunter's

By Barbie Bischof
and transmit

\vind, temperature,

humidity, and pressure data.

Using the dropsonde
try to predict

where the hurricane may

haves

much

Kkened

like a fluid, a

storm may be

to a cork drifting in a river; the

currents near the cork

order to foretell where

must be known
it

may

in

go. In the

Site at

B. B.

\\n.\'-w.hurricanehunters.com.

Charleston, South Carolina,

The

relative position of

which

circulate

knowing where

which

as tricky as

circulate counterclockwise, are the

controls.

As Hurricane Hugo

it

had

a

the storm will go

where

a

still

storm wiU make

and winds in the troposphere

south. These pressure systems funneled

its

is

just

only guess

landfall.

high pressure system to

north and a low pressure system to

state

predicting the daily weather,

hurricane experts can

neared the southeast coast in 1989, for

example,

the night

,

clockwise, and low-pressure systems,

main

on

of September 2 1 leaving part ot the

underwater and in utter chaos. Because

its

lower

Web

the category 4 storm right into

for hurricane experts to predict

same way, near-storm pressure systems
(the

like to fly

known

high-pressure systems,

be heading. Since our atmosphere be-

it's

to the

region of Earth's atmosphere) must be

the storm's path.

data, scientists

go

Barbie Bischof is the research editor at

Natural History.
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Hydrology and Climate Center's home
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to wait for the
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all

ghcc_home.html) explains

of satellite imagery, go to science, msfc.
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nasa.gov/newhome/virtualtour.htm and

tell us,
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South America
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to
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watch current weather patterns
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"near

me

I

to a series
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Magellan
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forecasting stretches well

e

Horn
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Current Image of Earth's Aurora (updated

ultraviolet

(which are powered by charged

are

updated every thirty

looking

I

down on

selected a
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view
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and

world-famous glaciers of Tierra del Fuego.
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Cape Horn and through

in

on Cahfornia.
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I

also

I

could see

my way

(Los

atmosphere by Earth's magnetic

field) as

The bureau also provides the latest on
NASA's w\^^.v.sunspotcycle.

sunspots at

com. Sunspots

—

relatively

cool areas on

the Sun's surface, created by twisting

examined the

atmosphere in infrared and the global

the

the

Sun

radio communications

and

magnetic

NOAA's

Chilean Fjords and experience the beauty of
Sail

lights
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8 satellite and
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Chilean lakes and mountains.
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when the satellite is
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every seven minutes

some of which

zoomed

ers, fjords, wildlife

beyond the

in

Fjords

history

used
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orbiting weather sateUites. These images,

a short "movie."
Chilean

Tierra del

Visit

is

(www.SpaceWeather.com) weather

rich with glaci-

Darwin.

research

development.

of thumbnail images of Earth fi:om four
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how cUmate
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voy-

age from Buenos
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incl. airfare
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Earth's

you
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on
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field,
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The Alzheimer
The female hormone
estrogen and a previously

unheralded protein

may

help protect the

endangered brain.

The

changes begin imper-

A

ceptibly.

pointment

ap-

doctor's

your mind.

slips

you

Uncharacteristically,

make some

mistakes bal-

You lose the
You tell yourself

ancing your checkbook.
thread of a movie's plot.

okay

it's

—you've

But then
driving

been

tired,

distracted.

become

day you

there's the

home. You've forgotten the

even your address; the
incomprehensible.

street signs

Maybe

a

lost

route,

seem

moment later,

the confiision clears.

The

disorientation

worsens.

awake in the middle of the

tated, certain that this place couldn't
sibly

a

be your home;

later you're

And

happening to your personal-

something

is

ity as well.

You're becoming

you

pos-

found in

nearby park, wearing pajamas.

plosive.

You

night, agi-

One

ex-

irritable,

day, in an inexplicable rage,

strike the

beloved person you've

slept

beside for half a century.

let

They won't let you work, they won't
you drive, you aren't trusted with

money anymore.
idea

Eventually you have no

where you

conversation,

are, you can't follow a
you don't recognize your

loved ones, and everyone
for

you

is

just waiting

to die because of the crushing

burden you've become.
Alzheimer's disease (now also called

Alzheimer
medical

disease)

fears.

paralyze us,
us,

but

this

is

one of our

greatest

may

True, other diseases

wrack
one

us

with pain, even

steals

who we

part of the terror of Alzheimer's

parent randomness.

With some

are.

kill

And

is its

ap-

diseases

^s

Lottery

i

—

^

;\

r li

A

C
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ISMAILTHE BLOODTHIRSTY According
to the Guinness Book of World Records, the most
prolific father in history

Sapobky and Caleb

By Robert M.

Finch

E.

thirsty,

the Sharifian emperor of Morocco from

888

children, Is-

mail's productivity is often cited to

demonstrate

1672 to 1727. With

we

can discern a smidgen of causality. Ig-

was Ismail the Blood-

a tally of

that a man's reproductive capacity

is

virtually

nore the Surgeon General's warning and

unlimited. Not so, says Dorothy Einon, a psy-

know

chologist at University College London. Reexam-

smoke, and you

you're gambling
a

Uferime on

cholesterol,

and you're

with your lungs. Gorge for
saturated

and

fats

just daring cardiovascular disease to get

you. But Alzheimer's

some neurological
son's,

may

is

different.

While

unlikely to have fathered

all

is

the children attrib-

uted to him, even with a rolling tally of five hundred young

women

in his

harem.

diseases, like Parkin-

Einon believes that female reproductive bi-

from environmen-

ology constrains the number of children one

arise in part

causes, Alzheimer's probably does not.

tal

ining the case of Ismail, she concludes that he

man can

sire,

even with unlimited opportunity.

(A concern voiced some years ago that
the disease might be brought

on by expo-

aluminum turned out

sure to

Except for

herruig.)

be

a

red

certain' rare heredi-

forms of the disease that

tary

to

strike their

victims at an early age, Alzheimer's usually

is

what

researchers call sporadic, strik-

ing unpredictably

Some

at

more advanced

recent findings, however, sug-

gest that sporadic Alzheimer's

^o

random

tors

to

after

all.

may not be

Several major risk fac-

have been identified, offering clues

who

Even

is

more

reduce

that

have
the

come
risk

across

of Alz-

and an understanding of

heimer's,

as

likely to get the disease.

better, scientists

factors

these protective factors
ally

ages.

how

work may eventu-

lead to cures or to preventive treat-

Some of these

ments.

findings

may even

help explain the evolutionary background

Because women are

of this dread

days in their monthly cycle, Ismail would have

The
gists,

disease.

story begins with neuropatholo-

the folks

who

peer through micro-

scopes at thin shces of brain

\ou examine

tissue

tissue.

When

from an Alzheuner's

bram, you find two main hallmarks ot disease. First, scattered

are

sist

Known

nervous
tings,

nerve

tissue.

In

gles are the

women

in

any group (10 percent), miscarriages

and other perinatal

difficulties (15 to

20 per-

cent), and the generally low incidence of con-

ception (between 15 and 40 percent). Consider-

plaques, they con-

normally present in

some experimental

set-

A-beta amyloid has proved toxic to
cells.

in-

ing also that a man's sperm count decreases

as senile

a protein

needed impeccable timing. Other obstacles

clude the significant percentage of infertile

ma-

of A-beta amyloid, an aggregated

form of

only four or five

throughout the brain

microscopic deposits of a pecuhar

terial.

fertile for

with increasing sexual activity,
ble that at least

some

it

seems plausi-

of Ismail's children were

not his biological offspring. To father 888 children in the face of these obstacles, Ismail would

have had to perform the unlikely feat of mating

women

every day for four decades

Loads of neurofibrillary tan-

with 4.8

second marker. These

and to have produced fertile sperm each time. If

are ab-

normal modifications of threadhke struc-

one were to ignore

all

these realities of female

FINDINGS
;\

A

R

r

:j

cycles and infertility,

T

C

however, the 4.8 daily

within the nerve

tures

the nerve cell

than 70,000 children.

died,

Although an individual man can have more

woman,

Einon's re-

of variation between the sexes' productivity

to

quite small. Even in polygamous societies, famconstrained.

is

Mormons who

practice

is

overrun with them, especially in

regions

memory.
gles

teen. Moreover, most

men

have been outbred by one
Island in the Pacific,

polygamous unions

in

woman from

who gave

birth to

twenty

Einon thus concludes that unless a

children.

man can maintain
manager who

a

huge harem, as well as

correctly chooses the

women on any

given day, "it

is

most

a

fertile

unlikely that the

extreme range of male and female reproductive
success

is

can one

very different." ("How

man have?"

many

Evolution and

children

Human

Be-

Until recently,
nortihern

scientists

waters

could

produce

only

small

humans

proceed

may develop

also

memory

may begin

twelve years,

nearly

life

span,

to

copies of genes.
this

the

is

An

—

its

on

in passing

important measure of

number of an

individual's off-

spring that reach maturity. For a primate,

reaching maturity

an especially long

is

process.

Most

tested tool kit of instincts

fish are

born

and don't need

Mada-

show Alzhei-

we

(we

which Uve

still

be more

can't

have

may

much

to

in their

be

to

is

turning out

hot thing in

a

about

to learn

neurology:

-women

given postmenopausal

be-

precise,

and humans,

years,

who

tend to get by

estrogen therapy for a

few

years have a better

chance of escaping

These kinds of pat-

help us understand

when

radic Alzheimer's strikes

deficiencies

third

Estrogen

spared until age

is

may show symptoms

sLxty,

some eighty

tion

why
it

Alzheimer's later in

life.

spo-

does.

emerge during the

of the hfe span, and in the case

mother's nursing and nurturing, few infants are as vulnerable at birth as those

of

of humans and the rhesus monkey, species

primates. Typically, primates require a

documented, we

long period of development, which in-

for

which menopause

can add that they

of

if

is

come

after the cessation

is

not out of place, because

you're going to think about the evolu-

tion of aging in the primate brain,

mostly

a

female

story.

it's

Male apes and

monkeys

generally

do not Uve nearly

long

females,

whether

as

as

captive

in

colonies or (especially) in the wild. Males
are

cludes a great deal of learning.

Focusing attention on the fe-

fertiHty.

male Hfe cycle

pertusa, a species that can live without the mi-

success in reproduction

own ability and good fortune. Even
among mammals, which require a

degeneration by age eight,

these elusive creatures),

last

was produced by Lophelia

an

on

time for

lemur, a

twenty-five. Orangutans,

The

It

that

organism's Darwinian fitness rests

die young, those that reach

terns suggest that a look at primate evolu-

1,640 feet wide.

know

years.

Students of evolution

maturity do so mainly because of their

coral reef in the northeastern Atlantic. Located

about 33 to 115 feet high, and up to

in

In-

rate.

until at least seventy.

long, from

them

many may

constant

many's Bremen University, has described a huge

more than eight miles

to aid

primates, these deat a

live

is

golden

and friends

mothers ever again. Although

of geologists led by Andre Freiwald, from Ger-

gian shelf, the reef

their

relatives

to see their

The mouse

each species.

cause

on the Sula Ridge, a

fewer

gascan primate with a Hfe span of about

the Celtic Sea, the Norwegian fjords, and the

feature of the mid-Norwe-

and emigrate

world of strangers, and therefore have

to a

problems. In both

stead, they hit at a characteristic

later years

team

the males that leave

ready to take on the world with a well-

humans and other

patches of slow-growing corals, such as those in

Scottish shelf. However, an international

is

surprisingly, aging primates

other than

five-year

thought that cold

it

and precarious

while the rhesus monkey, with a thirty-

NORWAY'S GREAT CORAL REEF

species,

their natal troops at puberty

neuropathologists.)

learning and

clines don't

plaques or tan-

tissue qualifies as

often the subject of hot de-

is

among
Not so

bate

mer's-like

havior 19 [6], 1998)

how many

(Just

per unit of brain

Alzheimer's

Pitcairn

with learning and

associated

polygamy, for instance, generally have no more

wives usually father between seven and four-

While any aged

it).

degree, the typical Alzheimer's

than twenty children, and African men with

five

some neu-

most

brain contains plaques and tangles

some

brain

"ghost" tan-

a

is

tangle, as

term

ropathologists

human

is

tombstone

gle (or

Sometimes

cell.

the abnormality has

vi^ith

and aU that remains

search shows that in most societies, the range

ily size

9/99
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matings could theoretically have produced more

children than an individual
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more disease-prone and accumulate

more wounds and

croscopic algae that are symbionts of most trop-

do not take

ical reef-building corals.

more vulnerable

a direct toU,

even

if

they

make them

ever

scars that,

to predators.

And

in

This

is

no time

for

Mom's memory

to

start failing, for

her to forget what plants

are safe to eat,

or where the predators

lurk,

or what the rules are for getting

along in her particular social group. Thus
it

is

quite adaptive that female primates

remain cognitively
the age

when

intact until they're past

they're

done with the bear-

ing and rearing of children. (In

and some other primate
time

when

pletely

humans

species, there

ovulatory cycles cease

and reproduction grinds

is

a

com-

to a halt;
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in other primates, the decline in fertility

Using isotope analysis, sonar scans, and

manned submersibles, the team discovered that

is

not complete but

So

the corals began growing some 8,000 years ago,

still

quite dramatic.)

in the hopes of heading off this

now under

horrible afHiction are

(Some men who

explanation of the tmring

this

far,

women

are reading this

way.

may

be scratching their heads, wondering

aided by fine-grain sediment and seafloor furrows

of Alzheimer's amounts to nothing more

created by icebergs during the last ice age, and

than ajust-so

have been nurtured by plankton-rich Atlantic

of the recently identified discoveries

them.

about sporadic Alzheimer's disease: the

gen, by reputation a female hormone, es-

currents ever since. Despite the long, dark winters

and cold temperatures, the Norwegian reef

has an impressive growth rate

—from

same

to 10 feet every 1,000 years, almost the

as

But now consider one

of estrogen in delaying the onset.

effect

about 6.5

story.

women

According

to three recent studies,

who

on postmenopausal estrogen

are

there

if

any potential good news here for

is

Few men might want
fmd out

pecially if they

breast development.

quite yet

—

to take estro-

could lead to

it

But do not despair

turns out that our wise old

it

for coral reefs in the Tropics. ("Grounding Pleis-

therapy for just a few years reduce their

male brains have an enzyme, aromatase,

tocene icebergs shape recent deep-water coral

chances of getting sporadic Alzheimer's

that converts the

reefs,"

i

Sedimentary Geology 125, 1999)

by 30

to

50 percent.

come down with

«

SCRAPING FOR A LIVING
Galapagos woodpecker

known to cut

finches are

and shape twigs and thorns, which they use to

some drugs

the effectiveness of

that are

increasingly used in treatment.

Estrogen

turning out to be one of

is

terone into estrogen. Maybe, after

male brains

able to

The
may be

step further. If

Related species, such as mangrove and

variety of salutary effects in the endan-

free

warbler finches, use leaf petioles and flower

stems to dislodge larvae from crevices.

Now

an-

Mark Mattson of

protects neurons

toolbox. William Greenhood, from the Florida

from the toxic

of Natural History, and Robert

Santa

from

Gainesville,

Nor-

Community College

Fe

Florida,

L

report that

in

some wood-

We

trogen

gen induces brain
of a protein

lands of Santa Cruz Island in the Galapagos

which

of A-beta amyloid.

some other
cells to

known

produce more

needed

make

to

synapses in the brain, while Sapolsky

from some of the toxic

It

neurons

that estrogen protects
effects

makes sense

known

disease

is

that

the very

levels

signal

knows

all

one of the most

ef-

fertility.

No

one

the details of how estrogen pro-

women in

how

effects; certainly

no

estrogen therapy for

odds

their fifties decreases their

of getting Alzheimer's several decades

size of a

wedge

of bark or

plectrum, or guitar pick.

later.

But there

are a

have to do with the

few

hints,

ability

and these

of estrogen to

beak, the bird me-

stimulate the

growth of connections be-

thodically strips moss off branches to search for

tween nerve

cells

Holding the scraper in

insects beneath

it.

its

While the scientists don't

know exactly what these finches
have coined a term for the
picking:

plectrostelgy.

are after, they

birds' style of nit-

("Novel feeding tech-

nique of the woodpecker finch," Journal of Field
Ornithology 70 [1],

1999)— Richard

Milner

and to

highly reactive molecules
radicals.

enhances neuron growth,

comes in three varieties,
two of which reduce the
risk

a

Your Apo E"
take at home.

test

mop up
known

those
as free

Whatever the explanation, the

bearing and rearing their

will

they can

do not begin
gen wanes

so strong that the

which estrogen

is

first

chnical

trials

intentionally given to

—

to

emerge

children.

women

soon

as

in the early fifties

teen to twenty years

later.

as estro-

—

^but fif-

And many

remain mentally robust into their

eighties, nineties, or longer.

This suggests

to us another just-so story.

As already noted,
lutionary thinking
ness consists

is

own

tlieir

key point in evo-

that

Darwinian

fit-

this

by maximizing

reproduction, you can also do

by helping close

of

a

of passing on copies of genes.

While you can do

it

dis-

own

In most cases, Alzheimer's-like changes

your

in

No

"Find Out

soon demand

and the delayed onset of Alzheimer's
is

of Alzheimer's.

doubt consumers

linkage between postmenopausal estrogen

ease

E, a protein that

hormone whose high

female

one understands

wood the

they are done

after

preventers of Alzheimer's

duces these beneficial

scrape branches with a thin

it is

remain

of the

virus.

fective

Apo

apolipoprotein E,

as

transports lipids

shown

AIDS

of the disease long

humans,

at

typically

of es-

effects

Finch has found that estro-

as well:

pecker finches (Geospiza pallida) in the high-

has

we look

women

Uni-

the

in petri dishes)

(at least

effects

are studying

new

can be taken a

of Kentucky finds that estrogen

versity

other implement has been spotted in the finch

Museum

too.)

tied to evolution

apparent that

gered brain.

the

all,

idea that the onset of Alzheimer's

the hottest things in neurology, having a

fly

testos-

benefits of estrogen replacement are avail-

from tree to

hold on to these tools as they

ton,

does

estrogen therapy also appears to improve

pry insects from holes in trees. Frequently they

tree.

And if a woman

the disease, a history of

male hormone

genes.

relatives pass

on

copies

Such "kin selection" helps

explain the evolution of sterile worker
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social insects as well as pat-

of cooperation and altruism

terns

J.

B.

down my

S.

Haldane;
for

life

two

Kin

Long

selection

is

very relevant to Dar-

aging

fitness in

woman

after a

human

females.

has stopped child-

bearing, even after her children have
tured, she can

Just ask

with

to have

is

a bagful

tional

of groceries.

And

human cultures, this
Grandma helps

the kids so that the

more

in tradi-

assistance

is

take care of

young mother can

Grandma herself
Grandma gives ad-

effectively;

forages for the family;

vice about

how

Grandma show up

substantial.

forage

their kids.

any couple with a newborn
it

ma-

add to her reproductive

by helping her kids with

success

handy

still

where

to find food during a

once-in-a-generation drought. As a result,

the grandchildren are

and

to

more hkely

to

—

mother

their

ished, thanks to

better nour-

Grandma's help

—

is

able

reproduce again sooner.

Anthropologist Kristine Hawkes of

of Utah

University

the

studied

has

hunter-gatherers in East Africa and docu-

mented

brothers or eight cousins."

winian

survive,

in a quip credited to

British-born geneticist
gladly lay

among

The concept

social animals in general.

was best summarized

"I'll

9/99

that

women

aged

young

cantly enhance their
in

cess

can

relatives'

suc-

The grand-

children.

raising

signifi-

more foraging than

m^others actually did

the mothers did, and weight gain in infants

how much

could be predicted by

foraging help was provided by a grand-

mother. In

fact,

ries

Allen Roses

one

calo-

In sum, aging

possessed

females

some mechanism

University and

biochemist Judes

by

McGill University

at

to

who

—were

postpone

proteins that transport cholesterol and
lipids in the

bloodstream.

Among them

brain deterioration well beyond

meno-

was apolipoprotein E (or apo E, for

pause would enjoy

advan-

short), the

tage.

Now

vance of

About

a

a

selective

consider the possible rele-

second biochemical discovery.

five

years

ago,

two research

same molecule

neuron growth. In

fact,

that enhances

there turned

out to be three main variants of apo
in

human

two of

E

populations, namely apo E2,

E3, and E4.

A

person can have

most

at

having inherited

these,

a differ-

ent one from each parent.

Same store,
different

Duke

neurologist

studying apolipoproteins, a family of

men.

human

at

directed

Poirier

by

headed

that forag-

than another, more vaunted means of

sustenance; hunting by

— one

more

Hawkes found

ing by grandmothers provided

teams

Until the early 1990s, apo

much

earned

address

ered a minor player

to

among

do things

it

was

The

first

facilitates

the

in the brain.

was that apo E4

surprise

not

the apolipo-

Then, unexpectedly,

proteins.

found

E had

attention, being consid-

formation of plaques (and possibly tan-

Next came a bigger surE2 and E3 do not promote these

gles as well).
prise:

bad

effects and, in fact,

appear to protect

been shown in

against them. This has

the test tube and also
real

documented

world. If you are one of the

in the

humans

unfortunate enough to have genes only
for apo

E4, you have

a

50 percent

chance of getting sporadic Alzheimer's

by the age of

From catalog
to the Web,

E

the apo

percent.

the store

is

eighty,

whereas

if

you

in-

herited at least one of the other types of

yours

gene, your risk

Alzheimer's

www.landsend.com/l-800-303-4486
@1999 Latids' End,

Inc.

is

less

than 15

(Note, however, that sporadic
is

not

a

genetically pro-

grammed disorder; it's just that the apo
E4 variant creates a greater predisposition to

it.)

Considering that estrogen in-

duces the brain to make more apo E,

a

appeared, they were selected for because

they played

m

a part

larger brains,

the evolution of

and were then further

se-

more prone

are

It's

E but

The

E4

carry only the

guess

gene, but

we would

finding will be a breakthrough capable of

that

The timing of

modern humans

populations in the

humans

the disease in

good apo

E's

—the

E2's

These include men, of course,

ancestors'

and

E3's.

who

have

penchant for grandmothering.

relatives,

the chimpanzees, in

for a "Find

But

effects

after

all,

show up

chimpanzee

females disperse from their natal troops

at

and

With

the

doubt there will soon be

you can do

a

Out Your Apo E"
at

He

a professor of biological
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is

National

the author of
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Biology
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California's

test that

tology

home.

is

a research associate at the Institute of

demand

at

the

Human
1998).

this research.

The impor-

Caleb E. Finch

and WiUiam Kieschnick
University of Southern

Leonard Davis School of Geron-

and Department of

Biological Sciences.

(University of Chicago Press,

1994}

Genome
is

his recent books.

puberty, and as a result, an adult female

with an infant does not

live in

the same

troop as Grandma. (In theory, a chimp

own

grandmother could perpetuate her
genes by helping her male offspring
their infants;

sure

however, paternity

enough thing

infants

would

opping online Deats
standing in line.

to guarantee that the

really

be her descendants.)

Not only is grandmothering
among chimpanzees, so too is a
menopause,

raise

not a

is

suggesting

that

absent
distinct

the

two

evolved together in humans. (For a some-

what

different take

on

"Why Menopause?"

these issues, see

Natural

History,

July/ August 1998.)

Like humans, chimpanzees and other
primates have apolipoproteins, including

apo E. But based on research conducted
so

far,

they appear to have only apo E4,

the one that predisposes people to Alzheimer's-like changes in the aging brain.
If

confirmed,

this bit

would support our
that

apo E4

is

of biochemistry

scenario, suggesting

the ancestral primate

romcaiai
to the
the store

..

is

y

gene, while the protective variants (E2

and E3) are the evolutionary avantgarde,

when

specific

to

humans.

(Perhaps

these variant forms of apo

E

first

on the

Predicament

Longevity, Senescence, and the

Just-so stories aside, a useflil lesson can

be drawn from

SnpoJsky

and neuroscience

Primate Research,

80 percent of people have one or both of

No

which Alzheimer's-Hke

sity

Kenya.

timing in our closest

quickly.

variants in

among

M.

Robert
sciences

world. In the United States, perhaps 60 to

its

contrasts with

primate

E

differ

defeating the scourge.

rather that

benefited genetically from their female

does not.

it

more

whether

is

women who

may

it,

degen-

much

pattern of distribution of the dif-

ferent apo

more

can bring to bear on

the greater the Hkelihood that the next

to brain

not so

we

why some

they lack the new, improved genes.

estrogen therapy benefits

much by
we can

perspectives

they have "bad" apo

major unanswered question

details

learn about this disease, and the

eration than others.

left, is

The more such

chance.

in Alzhei-

pretty

evolution of grandmothering.) This per-

humans

atrophied compared with a normal brain, right.

upon

lected for because of their role in the

spective helps us understand

The brain of an Alzheimer's victim,

E

tance of estrogen and apo
mer's was stumbled
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Tough As
How a horse's hoof stops
Pictxire

horse in

a

trils flare, its

fhl] gallop. Its

muscles surge,

A

flaps like a flag.

thundermg hooves
starts to

its

a

crack

nos-

mane

sound track

human
on

Without those

job

to hit the

to a walk.

their

It's

ground hard enough

to

generate a force that can propel the horse
forward.

On

hoof seems

the face of

like just

about the worst piece

of equipment for the
ends in what

however, a

it,

task.

is literally a

A

horse

s

descend from an ancestor that had
digits,

which evolution

to only one),
nail that has

has stripped

and the hoof is
evolved into

wrapping around the

As a crack spreads,

leg

giant toe (horses

foot.

it

five

down

a giant toe-

a thick wall
It's

made of

nails,

We

and

on

nails,

So

how

in

can

it

certainly wouldn't try to

cracks.

can horses

has to do with the nature

Scientists

can cause so

have spent

a lot

much damage, whether

in Earth's crust during a

of

they

quake or in

the jet engine of an airplane thirty thou-

sand feet in the

have found

is

air.

One

thing researchers

that cracks,

even those that

lead to catastrophic damage, don't
large force to get started.

how much force per
wise known as stress
is

What

need

matters

—

square inch

—

area. If the stress

Once

a

is

apphed

a
is

other-

to a small

great enough,

it

can

quendy applied

spHt,

promoting

If a material

one way,

it's

its

than to hack

Crack

passing through several tubes, most cracks die out, often

coming to a stop at one of the tubes.

\vi\i

all

it

in half
are

run

tend to

why

along the grain

-

among

the most

namral

—^about twenrs' times tougher than

world
bonfi.

A

horse's hfe

winds around the tube at a different angle,

and

a

of the

gro\\-ing

buOt of fibers that

Horse hooves

through the tube's many sleeves. Each sleeve

according to the orientation of the ropelike keratin

is

crack-resistant substances in the

way

fibers inside. After switching directions repeatedly

A

expansion.

easier to spHt a log

interior.

make

its

tip

spread in that direction too. That's

away

the crack must

on the

stress

for example, cracks

tubes that cut through the hoof from top to

Now

wiU put

to the object

crack follows the Unes of least resistance.

Soon the crack reaches one of the many

bottom.

tends to

it

spHt can turn into a

little

huge amount of

moves

from the hoof's vulnerable

crack gets started,

grow. Even a

parallel to sheets of keratin

fibers running at an angle

-'^^

in the material.

fiiU-fledged crack, since any force subse-

time learning about cracks because they

form

spHt apart loose bonds between molecules

walk

theirs?

The answer
of

our

like

overgroA\Ti toenails.

gallop

hooves, the horse in this mental movie

would quickly slow

same kind of protein found

keratin, the

crack.

ground

striking the

play in your head.

Nails

belgins

AT SITE OF

IMPACT
AT BOTTOM
OF HOOF

TUBE

demands

this sort

of

Story by Cad

toughness. As the animal runs hard and

over rough ground,

fast

damaging

Any

needs to avoid

hooves, v^'hich, hke finger-

dead

nails, are

selves.

its

it

tissue

and

can't heal

them-

crack that reaches into the

Hving

tissue inside the

come

a

prime

site

hoof would be-

for potentially life-

In recent years. University of British

Columbia

zoologists

John Goshne and
investigated what

makes horse hooves so tough. They
looked

at

hoof

tissue

through high-pow-

ered microscopes and put strips of

machines that squeeze and
tear,

pull,

aU the while measuring

it

into

bend and

how

the

tis-

sue responds to the various forces. Along
the way, they've

a

shown

that the material

human

toe-

manufacture filaments of ker-

nails, cells

atin that are braided together like the

strands

ropes

of

a

and in each

rope,

run

all

hooves, the

stance,

and

same

in the

all

there's

cells

with

direction.

usu-

do

Imagine, for example, that

horse cuts the bottom of a hoof on a

sharp stone. As a crack begins to spread

up the hoof,

moves

it

parallel to the sheets

glueHke sub-

the plane of weakness that exists between

the keratin in the sheets

them. Because of the orientation of these

same

sheets,

a

direction.

more

to

hoof

structure

The hoof is punctuated
hoUow tubes, and the

thin,

are

somewhat

of insulation wrapped around

a telephone wire.

There can be up

eight sleeves surrounding a tube, each

wound

In

much damage.
a

is

to stop cracks before they

by

forming the tube walls

like sleeves

these

enough

of keratin-fdled

than glued sheets.
vertically

cell,

This forest of tubes and fibers
ally

arranged in sheets

cells are

also runs in the

But

Illustrations by Sally J. Bensusen

hoof is enormously complex.

In both horse hooves and

that are held together

threatening infections.

Mario Kasapi have

making up

Zimmer ~

at a different angle.

to

one

which

taking advantage of

cells,

generally run at an angle of

about 55 degrees from the tubes, the
crack soon veers off until

moving

it is

di-

agonally across the hoof, away ffom the

vulnerable interior. As

encounters

it

the crack

travels,

tube and the complex net-

a

work of sleeves surrounding that tube.
Now, continuing to take the path of least
resistance,

it

switches direction repeatedly,

When

losing energy in the process.

the

crack reaches the innermost sleeve,

it

spreads out across the entire circumfer-

ence of the tube, dissipating even more
energy.

INTINUES

WARD
AND OUTV,

through

IP

CRACK STALLS
HERE.

SLEEVE-S

As the crack makes

its

way

energy-draining maze,

this

it

down and may even come to a stop.
From time to time, however, a crack
may pass completely through the hoof,
slows

creating a fuU-fledged fracture.

may

then break

off,

but

this

A

chip

need not be

a

big problem. As the horse gaJIops across a
plain or racetrack,

smooth

CRACK

ENTERS
TUBE
H^RE.

hoof
tage.

rubs

it

The

again.

its

hoof margin

structure of a horse's

thus seems to use cracks to advan-

Like our

nails, a

hoof is always grow-

ing (in the horse's case, about a centimeter
a

month), and the horse continually needs

to get rid

manages

of the old

to turn

threatening

keratin.

wound into

Carl Ziiniiier

is

And

what could be
a sort

so

it

a Hfe-

of pedicure.

the author of At the Water's

Edge: Fish With Fingers, Whales With
Legs, and

How

Then Went Back

Life

Came Ashore

(Touchstone, 1999).

but

—
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A Darwinian
Gendeman at
Marx's Funeral
The odd

friendship of an

and

evolutionist

a revolutionist

By Stephen Jay Gould

on

the shores of Lake

Tanganyika in 1899.

What

could possibly be deemed incon-

gruous on

brac, the ultimate

miscellany?

anglophone symbol for

What,

on

principle

—

same

to Olustrate the

a larger scale,

seem out of place

Cemetery

of Victorian bric-a-

a shelf

could possibly

in London's Highgate

the world's most fantastic fu-

nerary park of overgrown vegetation and

overblown

once described

statuary,

as

a

"Victorian Valhalla ... a maze of rising
terraces,

winding

combs ...

a

paths,

monument

tombs and

cata-

to the Victorian

age and to the Victorian attitude to death
.

.

containing

.

—and

brated

some of

most

the

often most eccentric

cele-

—

fu-

But

monu-

one

ment

Highgate

in

Cemetery might seem
conspicuously out of
place,

least

at

people

who

gotten

an

from

odd

fact

high school

their

course

to

have for-

European

in

The grave of
Marx stands al-

history.

Karl

most adjacent

tomb of

to the

his rival

and

an arch opponent of
all

intervention

state

nerary architecture to be found any-

(even for streetlights

Darwinian biologist

where" (from Highgate

and sewers), Herbert

Museum

by

Cemetery,

Felix

The

Barker and John Gay, published in 1984

Spencer.

by John Murray

anomaly only becomes exacerbated by

in

London, the same

score

one

capped by an outsize

for British continuity!)?

Highgate holds an unparalleled variety of mortal remains
era

—from

eminent

Michael Faraday

from

Victoria's

scientists

to hterary figures

George EHot, premier pundits

hke

not find the

Tom

Sayers (one of the

champi-

last

ons of bare-knuckle boxing),

poignancy of ordinary

who

folks

too young, like the Hampstead

was burned to death

to

when

girl

the

died

"who

her dress

caught fire" or "Little Jack," described
"a boy missionary,"

who

died

at

as

age seven

site,

monument,
(Marx had

in an inconspicu-

monument may be

out of scale,

but his presence could not be more appropriate.

Marx hved most of

London, following

his hfe in

from Belgium,

exile

Gerinany, and France for his activity in

could

the Revolutions of 1848 (and for general

so in 1954, with frinds

pohrical troublemaking: he and Friedrich

a

complained

visitors

raised

bust.

Marx's

humble marker,

ous spot adorned by
but

bert Spencer, and idols of popular culture

hke

been buried

like

Her-

like

originally

Ray Lankester (1847-1929) at the British

apparent

the maximal height of Marx's

firm that printed Darwin's major books

E.

(Natural History), circa 1907

that they

by the British Communist

Party,

Engels had just published the Communist

He

London

Marx's bones reached higher and more

Manifesto).

conspicuous ground.) To highhght the

gust 1848, at age thirty-one, and

pecuharity of his presence,

ment, until the past few years

this

monu-

at least, at-

tracted a constant stream of dour, identically suited

pilgrims,

groups of Russian or Chinese

all

snapping their cameras or

laying their "fraternal" wreaths.

arrived in

there until his death in 1883.
all

his

mature works

as

an

research base for

Let

Museum

Das

Auhved

Marx wrote
e.xpatriate in

England, where the great (and
brary of the British

in

free)

h-

served as his

Kapital.

me now introduce

another

anom-

.

aly,

Marx

the death of Karl

item,

about

easily resolved this time,

not so

in

in

ranks

fact,

London. This

my

as

all-time

incongruity from

favorite, niggling little

the history of my profession of evolutionary biology.

bothersome
and

have been living with

I

fact for twenty-five years,

pledged long ago to offer some

I

this

res-

olution before ending this series of essays
at

the millennium.

now have
moment too

think that

I

the basic answer, and not a

1

soon. Let us, then, return to Highgate

Cemetery and

March

to Karl Marx's burial

on

Engels 's Enghsh oration,
in French

financial

his

(also

"angel,"

thanks to a textile business in Manches-

described the short and modest pro-

ceedings (see Philip
Karl

Marx

by Longuet, and the reading of

rwo telegrams from workers'

parties in

Foner, editor,

S.

Rciiietfibered:

Comments

at the

Cologne communist

member of the Communist
Manchester but

istry in

"an old

as

League"; and

chem-

professor of

a

the

of 1852; G.

trial

Lochner, described by Engels

Carl Schorlemmer,

at

an old com-

also

munist associate of Marx's and Engels 's

and

Baden

a fighter at

in the

last

uprising

But the ninth and
to

fit

about

as

gave

a

brief speech in

Engels himself

Enghsh

comment:

"Just as

Darwin discovered

the law of evolution in organic nature, so

Marx
human

discovered the law of evolution in

Contemporary

history."

reports

vary somewhat, but the most generous

count places only nine mourners
graveside

—

diate notice

a

only, perhaps,

pauper's grave

later influence

exceeded

by Mozart's burial in

round hole: E. Ray
time

at that

al-

ready a prominent young British evolu-

state

power and

therefore officially de-

nied any funerary

The

hst,

executed by

not even a minyan in extent,

makes sense (with one exception) Engels
:

himself;

Marx's daughter Eleanor

(his

wife and another daughter had died recently, thus increasing

Marx's depression

and probably hastening

his death); his

French

socialist

two

Charles

sons-in-law,

conservative

exemplar of British
the fiineral of a person
as

"the best hated

man

of his times"?

on March

demokrat of Zurich

first

zoology

Ray

eral

man of his

the

Professor

both members

a

and

associate,

As

in

rionary biologist and a leading disciple of
as Profes-

Ray Lankester, K. C.B. (Knight
Commander, Order of the Bath), M.A.
(the

"earned" degree of Oxford or

bridge), D.Sc.

doctor of science),

Royal

F.

R.

British

honorary acad-

science) —

most celebrated, and the

as

(Fellow of the

S.

Society, the leading

emy of

Cam-

honorary degree

(a later

-just

about the

stuffiest,

of con-

Marx and impeccable sociahst and activist
credentials
Wilhelm Liebknecht, a
founder and leader of the German Social-

mic ladder from exemplary beginnings

Democratic Party (who gave

College London, then

a finale

ing

Lankester

moved up

the acadeto

of unmatched prominence, serv-

as professor

of zoology
as

sor of physiology at the

at

University

FuUerian profes-

Royal

Yes,

but

a hfe-

a political ally.

meet Marx

be called

Lan-

1880 and

until

a political

supporter or

I

Institution,

a

very gen-

human improvement

shared behef in

essay,

—

of the

countryman,

through education and

times"?

become

22, 1883,

represented by two celebrities of the

tion,

hated and most

later to

the

report

by writing: "The natural sciences were

even a sympathizer (beyond

Darwin, but

sense

to

official

could not, by any stretch of the imagina-

"the best

calumniated

the fu-

of the funeral, pubUshed in Der Sozial-

kester did not

scientists.

speech in German, which, together with

his graveside oration, as

long

respectability present at

described

at

person described by Engels, in

Schorlemmer was

nonrelatives with longstanding ties to

rousing

a

Royal Society of London."

ventional and socially prominent British

a

of

scientist,

group of old (and

a

mostly German) communists
neral

ex-

this basi-

scientist's

hanging out with

Schorlemmer,

this

Longuet and Paul Lafargue; and four

—

conservative

cally

in his

this

Lankester and the chemistry Professor

name,

in heaven's

sor Sir E.

rites)

emplar of British respectabUity,

rank,

was

name, was

in heaven's

anomaly, for he ended his

mous men hke Giordano Bruno and Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier,

Why,

that proverbial

a

exclude, of course, fa-

(I

field.

as

Lankester (1847-1929),

Why,

(Natural History), the

Even Engels seemed

the

imme-

disconnect between

and

at

Museum

most powerfiil and prestigious post

mourner seems

snowball in hell or that square peg trying

University.

director (from 1898 to 1907) of the

and most calummated

that in-

cluded the following widely quoted

as

last

well

to squeeze into a

Oxford

at

Lankester then capped his career by serving

sentenced to three years in prison

anatomy

parative

British

the burial); Friedrich Lessner,

of com-

finally as Linacre professor

France and Spain, built the entire pro-

Time of His Death, San Francisco: Synthesis Publications, 1983).

and

gram of

Engels, Marx's hfelong friend and col-

ter),

statement

of the 1848 Revolutions.

17, 1883.

laborator

a short

social progress).

shall discuss in detail later in this

Marx

first

sought Lankester's advice

recommending

a doctor for his ailing

wife and daughter, and later for himself

This professional connection evidently

developed into

a

firm friendship. But

what could have drawn these maximally
disparate people together?

We

certainly cannot seek the

cause for

warm sympathy

primary

in any radical

cast to Lankester's biological

work

that

might have matched the tenor of Marx's
efforts in poHtical science.

rank

as

gist in

the

first

may

morpholo-

generation following Dar-

win's epochal discovery. T.

came

Lankester

the best evolutionary

H. Hirxley be-

Lankester's guide and mentor, while

Darwin

certainly

search,

writing to

thought well of
Lankester
(Please turn to

his re-

(then

a

page 56)
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Mansfield,

clouds drape the upper slopes

beeps. These are relayed from radio trans-

between the two

mitters weighing just one-thirtieth of an

month breeding season, the birds will
leave Vermont for the Caribbean in

of

a

Mount

Mansfield in Ver-

mont, saturating the dense
forest

of stunted

firs.

The

ounce and attached

to the

of one

tails

fe-

male and three male Bicknell's thrushes.

plaintive songs of white-throated spar-

On

rows are just beginning to fade, but

ing within small, discrete areas, often vo-

and

strange chorus of nasal peeers

cascading song continues
is

the witching

full

a

wUd

force in the

hour of

Bicknell's

thrush. The song resounds for another
five

minutes

as

darkness

settles.

A last solo

erupts above the treetops, and

a

small,

barely visible shape traces three circles in

the sky and peels off to the

aU

is

east.

By

9:30,

quiet.

For the past ninety minutes, three biologists

have been eavesdropping on the

birds in their
to the songs

mountain haunts, listemng

and

pinpoint each
fifty-yard

Unk

Hstens intently to a series of high-pitched

At
fog. It

established a direct

mid-June evening,

dusk on

also using

technology to

bird's position.

intervals

Huddling

at

on one of Mount

this night,

cally challenging

giving

down

its

one

another.

final flight-song

several

The

bird

had touched

hundred yards away. The

fe-

male had not moved; she was incubating

a

These thrushes had arrived
earlier,

less

than

a

returning to their north-

ern breeding grounds

scientific

after

completing

a

miles away, in the broad-

leaved forests of the Caribbean.

on her

nest

The

fe-

most hkely

spent the winter in the mountains of the

of

a

In 1995 the re-

male Bicknell's thrush,
with an identifying leg

Mansfield's thirty-four ski slopes, each re-

caught and

searcher holds a six-pronged antenna and

band the previous summer on Mount

fitted

New York

discovered
in

the

but received scant

1995

attention. Until

nearly

are

human
late

led

covery

first

Mountain

it

was

northern and widely distributed gray-

some 1,500

Dominican Republic.

was

Slide

considered a subspecies of the more

let

sitting tight

on

1881

CatskiUs of

migratory journey that began in April

male

to late September.

Bicknell's thrush

in

After a four-

areas.

cheeked thrush. While these thrushes

clutch of four eggs.

month

mid-

the males had been forag-

first

indistinguishable

eye, a study

to

the

conducted by the

Canadian ornithologist Henri Ouelrevealed
to

thrush

the

many

subtle differences that

recognition

of Bicknell's

as a separate species.

With such

a

little-known songbird nesting in our

own

backyard

of
—along
—our group from
the spine

Green Mountains

Vermont

Institute

(VINS) decided
1992.

We

to

the
the

of Natural Science
begin fieldwork in

were not only curious about

the natural history and ecology of Bicknell's

scaled

thrush but were also concerned

332 peaks of more

mountamtop

than 2,500 feet in

about

its

on

survival

"sky islands" where

One

of our

first

it

the

steps

breeding range

some Bicknells
coastal forest

(see

was to document

map, page

38).

its

While

thrushes nest in isolated

and regenerating

northeastern

the

nests.

the distribution of this species within

in

who

birders

forest stands

Canada, the great majority breed

at el-

United

and

States

found the

birds

on

234 mountaintops.

While the

species

was encouragingly
widespread within
patchy range,

we

confirm

the

During the summers of 1992 and 1993,

disappearance

of

we

some

evations greater than 3,000 feet in forests

dominated by balsam

fir

and red spruce.

coordinated an army of volunteer

An army of volunteers
scaled 332 northeastern
U.S. peaks of more

its

did

populations

On the slopes of Vermont's Stratton Mountain,

on the periphery of

patches of

com-

the range by

paring our data with the few historic doc-

uments

Many

available.

peaks

smaller

appeared to support only a few pairs of

than 2,500 feet In
Blcknell's thrushes

A

BickneU's thrushes.

elevation and found

on

234 of them.

New

Mansfield,

handful

—appeared

—Mount
Mount

Hampshire's

Mount

Washington, and Maine's
din

Katah-

capable of supporting hun-

hi the process of gathering our data,

we

To reach

thicket.

Regarding

thrush,

m

of

vegetation

the

1939 study of BickneU's

his

remarked

"only

that

a freak or-

would think of leaving the

more than

a

few

factors

trails

feet [because of] the

The

discouragingly dense tangle."
tional

our way

Mansfield, ornithologist George

nithologist
for

beat

also

cover of nearly impenetrable

a

Wallace,

addi-

of unpredictably severe

mountaintop weather, clouds of insatiable

and the

blackflies,

ture have

lenge

species'

Sheer perseverance

beg for a meal as a

ical

own

elusive na-

made our fieldwork

—and sometimes

tactic for

left,

dred nests of blackpoU and myrtle warblers,

white-throated sparrows, and

slate-

colored juncos, in seven summers

we

thrush nests. However, the information

a

field starts

A typ-

about 4:00 A.M.

In addition to radio tracking,

we

set

is

critical to

our under-

estimate the total worldwide pop-

ulation of BickneU's thrushes to be be-

tween twenty thousand and

fifty

thou-

sand birds. In the short term, the species
appears to be reproducing successfully

enough

to replenish

though nesting success

varies

to year, the overaU rate

one: in an average year,
fi-om 63 percent

nests

are

is

from year

a respectable

young wiU

nests.

fledge

While some

simply abandoned and bad

weather takes
fail

of

numbers. Al-

its

a toU,

most of the

nests that

Red

squirrels

are lost to predators.

appear to be the primary raiders of eggs

and chicks.

We

have found that the

squirrel populations closely correspond

our group's main

studying BickneU's thrush.

day in the

chal-

almost a crusade.
is

We

breeding

lofty

its

not only had to scale steep,

through

Mount

Four-day-otd chicks,

have discovered more than two hun-

standing of the species' ecology.

rugged slopes but

in the bush: Chris

we

gained from each

we

Although

are extremely difficult to find.

long-standing scientific neglect of Bick-

sites,

and

be located in dense conifer thickets and

quickly discovered one reason for the

neU's thrush.

Birds in the hand

only five feet above ground, nests tend to

have located only fifty-seven BickneU's

dreds of pairs.

Rimmer, above, removes a bird from a mist net.

ski trails alternate with

and spruce favored by nesting BickneU's thrushes.

fir

up

to

the annual production of

fir

and

More cones mean
and, we believe, fewer

spruce cone crops.

more red

squirrels

newly fledged BickneU's thrushes.

nylon mist nests to capture thrushes for

Despite the relative inaccessibility and

new nests, and we
known nests. We

remoteness of the mountain peaks used

we

parent picks up a fecal sac. By eating or

banding,

discarding the waste, parents help keep

check the contents of

predators, such as red squirrels, from detecting

also

the nest.

Although bulky, and

search for

videotape the activity

at

some

nests.

situated an average

of

by nesting thrushes, these

aerial islands

predispose the species to certain

Some

threats, like global

risks.

cUmate change,

—
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But of immediate concern
affect the vitality

are factors that

of the spruce-fir

and could thus lead
ulations.
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to losses

forest

of local pop-

While the decHne of red spruce

and balsam

—
—shows

1970s

since the

fir

largely

blamed on acid precipitation

of slowing or even reversing, sensi-

signs

tive high-elevation forests

have

become

venues for telecommunications towers,
year-round

mountain biking,

ski resorts,

ferences in thrush habitat use or nesting

between

success

developed
ally

BickneU's thrushes actu-

plots.

appear to favor the dense regenerating

growth
of

that often characterizes the edges

and mountain

ski slopes

human

We have video footage

traffic.

Mount

Mansfield

toll

road that shows

female brooding placicOy

as cars

mountains higher than three thousand

headed cowbirds, which

From

now

a distance,

to ski resorts.

nests

some of these mountains

such

look hke downward-sloping braided

with pockets of wooded habitat in

rivers,

between

To

whether human

in particular, the construction

mer

use of ski

neU's

thrushes,

many

trails

—

our

is

which

One of these

The

and tenacity of the bird

been

Hes in an undis-

moun-

the adaptabUity

may be

itself,

the

conservation plan depends
a species'

ecology and

and our fieldwork

un-

lifts,

Our mist-

Stratton

roads.

Mountain

ski trails,

Two

ski

in southern

and times of BickneD's thrushes.

netting operation shows that both male

Vermont,

and female BickneU's thrushes appear to
high rate of survival and are

serve as repUcates to reinforce the validity

have

of our

to their breeding sites

To

data.

date,

our telemetry and other

studies have not revealed

is

on

similar plots,

field

any striking

dif-

a

the next.

One

faithfiil

from one summer

female,

first

banded

breeding distributor)

CANADA

^ •' r?

sr
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season-long
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MASSACHUSETTS

telemetry

studies

from both Mount Mansfield and Stratton

Mountain

indicate

BickneU's

that

each male thrush's

average,
is

overlapped by those of four

minimum home
much larger
songbird. Our video-

other males, and the
range

size

is

almost ten acres,

than expected for

a

tapes reveal that nearly aU nests are at-

tended by two males.

On both

Mansfield

by

Stratton, nesthngs are typicaUy fed

primary and a secondary

a

male (determined by the frequency of
their nest visits)

.

Some

males attend more

than one nest. At two adjacent nests on

Mount Mansfield,

the same

two males fed

nestHngs, but most nests have a unique

male pair in attendance.

Using microsateUite

DNA analysis, our

coUeague James Goetz determined the
paternity of chicks in four nests and

in

found

that within each nest, the chicks

did indeed have different fathers. This

phenomenon

suggests

ways within a hun-

thrush females

may be

dred-yard radius of

true,

her original capture

tend to continue to monitor the species

site.

Some

birds are

one

found

al-

year,

elude us the next,

NEW

YORK ;

mountain peaks.

Our

to

1995, has been present and accounted for

each year since,
U.S.

lated

what we caU

covering some surprising aspects of the Hfe

and

may maintain a healthy exchange of
genes among BickneU's thrushes on iso-

This

On

in a

developed area with

and colo-

nize other suiTuiiits in the species' range.

range

on Mount Mansfield;
buildings,

mountain where they

birds strike out

home

natural histoiy,

is

to

suspect that rather than

to the

young

hatched,

in the short term.

Any sound

known

tion.

and

turbed, permanently protected watershed
the second

coming back

and

on knowledge of

We

have returned.

saving grace for BickneU's thrush, at least

on two

banded on

have

thrushes have an unusual social organiza-

of these com-

scarcity

we

that

Mansfield, only six are

parasitize the

cats, snakes,

combined with

eighty-four

Mount

and predators

patrol forest edges at lower

and sum-

has

brown-

elevations, are largely absent firom

petitors,

affecting Bick-

group

songbirds,

a

and noisy

Fortunately,

raccoons, house

as

crows,

her.

activity

tracking radio-tagged thrushes
study plots.

of

by

tain forests.

ski trails.

find out

of a

thrush nest just five feet off the busy

hikers pass

home

and

roads,

they seem capable of tolerating moderate

and hiking. In Vermont alone, nineteen

feet in elevation are

and the un-

the ski areas

appear

but

again

what

is

to find out.

thickets

BickneU's

happening to them?

We

The answer may Ue not in

of balsam

fir

in the tropical forests

By

that

in short supply. If

in

in-

the

New England but

of the Caribbean.

the end of August, the BickneU's

the

foUowing

sea-

thrushes have completed the task of nest-

son.

We know

that

ing and rearing the year's young, and

300 miles

overaU more than

have finished another

50 percent of males

come down from

and up

tire

to

75 per-

to the lab

field season.

the mountains and re-

hard numerical sense of our

turn to nest at the

ings. In a

site

mer

to

from sum-

summer.

to

make

latest

find-

and our computers

cent of females re-

same

we

We

in a much
we might be meeting up

few more months,

different setting,

with, possibly even holding in our hands,

we

banded

Juvenile

birds

are

some of

another

story.

Of

here in the mountains of Vermont.

the same birds

first

D
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THE CARIBBEAN CONNECTION
Like all long-distance migrants, Bicknell's thrushes inhabit

So, to an extent, do the researchers

who study them. The

the winter months in the Greater Antilles

birds

spend

The species' stronghold ap-

.

pears to be the montane broad-leaved forests of the Dominican Repub-

the only place where surveys have found them to be abundant (see

lic,

map, opposite page). A very few of the

birds

We threw

two worlds.

have been located

in Cuba,

ourselves into the work, setting up mist nets and recap-

turing a few of our old friends. But
Bicknell's thrushes,

we were

able to radio-track only five

which lived up to their reputation, at least among

our group, as the most difficult organisms on earth to study. The birds
are maddeningly wise to mist nets

and biologists, especially

in winter.

While the numbers of Bicknell's thrushes appeared to be roughly the

Jamaica, and Puerto Rico, and none in the Lesser Antilles. Haiti, which

same

shares the island of Hispaniola with the Dominican Republic,

of resident birds were low.

We saw almost no

a real signature species in

these forests. Hispaniolan parakeets, usually

may

deforested but

still

is

severely

support some populations.

Each winter, our group from the Vermont Institute of Natural Sci-

ence (VINS) travels to the southwestern Dominican Republic. Our main
study site

seven thousand feet up in the Sierra de Bahoruco, a moun-

is

tain range that

may be the

world's

most important refuge

Bicknell's thrushes. In a country that is estimated to

percent of

its original forest cover. Sierra

for wintering

have lost

all

but 13

de Bahoruco National Park,

as on our three previous

omnipresent

in

large

November

visits to

the

the numbers

site,

rufous-throated solitaires,

noisy flocks, were scarce. Trogons, Hispaniolan

emerald hummingbirds, euphonias, and flycatchers were fewer too,

and we missed the flocks of golden swallows we had previously seen

ovenbird, and Bicknell's thrush seemed to have fared better. Al-

bler,

though our study areas were not badly damaged

physically. Hurricane

Georges must have

near the border with

some adverse

pro-

g

had

tected, thanks to an

I

impact

system

s

on

Haiti,

well

is

established

tions

man settlement and

fruiting

and

cutting

burning of trees.

We

popula-

on

tree

— that

de-

populations.

bird

Because

the Sierra de Neiba,

mountain

or

pressed the resident

have also worked in

a

— possibly

insect

that discourages hu-

the

fly-

ing overhead daily. However, migrants like the black-throated blue war-

in winter

the sexes of Bick-

range

nell's

thrushes can-

about thirty miles to

not be readily dis-

the north. While also

tinguished,

designated

a

na-

blood samples from

tional park,

it

a

twelve of the birds.

preserve

and

only,

name

in
its

is

rapidly disappearing.

1998

female. This prelimi-

November

visit to

the

Prime winter quarters: healthy forest of the Sierra de Bahoruco in the Dominican Republic

trip

finding

sug-

gests that wintering

The mountain roads are an adventure

undertook this

nary

re-

gion proved to be far and away the most arduous of our seven excursions
there.

showed

that only one was

extensive forests are

Our

laboratory

Later

analyses

formerly

we took

knowing that the

killer

in the best of times,

and we

winds and rains of Hurricane

Georges had swept through the island just six weeks

earlier. Still,

we

fig-

male and female

Bicknell's thrushes

may segregate by

habitat, with

males laying claim to high-elevation mature forests, such as that of the
Sierra

de Bahoruco.

We suspect that these

are optimal areas, with

ample

food and cover. Females (and possibly younger birds) may be relegated

ured that toppled trees were likely to be our greatest obstacle on the

to regenerating cutover forests and human-altered woodlands. They

way

from our destination, a

thus be in relatively poor condition when they undertake migration.

completely impassable section of road,

This could explain the apparent scarcity of females on the breeding

to Sierra de Bahoruco.

camp

at Pueblo Viejo,

About

we met

a

five miles

with gouged-out trenches a couple of yards wide and deep that could

grounds up north.

have swallowed our two trucks. Ten of us spent the better part of the

range,

next twenty-four hours repairing the road. Without a chain saw,

might

still

be there.

gaping ditches,
nally

We packed

filled

holes with limestone boulders of

managed to squeeze the trucks through.

spots paled in comparison, and

and exhausted but

full

we

lengths of Caribbean pine trunks into the

we rumbled

all sizes,

and

fi-

it

If our finding holds true

may

throughout the wintering

has great bearing on conservation plans for Bicknell's thrush.

On the conservation

front,

we can

report encouraging news from the

Dominican Republic. Our work has helped catalyze

a rescue plan for the

beleaguered Sierra de Neiba park. In addition, VINS

is

joining forces with

subsequent trouble

several Dominican and North American groups to develop an alliance for

into Pueblo Viejo sweaty

avian conservation throughout the southwestern Dominican Republic.

All

of brash confidence, even after losing an entire

day of the twelve we had allotted for fieldwork.

These efforts are a vital

first

step in preserving the natural riches of this

region, including, of course, Bicknell's thrush.

C.

C.

R.

and

K. P.

M.
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V I N G

the message among
coral reef fishes. Their vivid colors
and extraordinary shapes tell a

The

thousand

is

tales.

Photographs by Jeff Rotman
Story by' Joe Levine
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Most rainbow-hued reef fishes are
busiest in bright tight. Diurnal spe-

cies—such as the bullethead parrotfish

(Red Sea),

left,

and the

royal angelfish, above, and saddled
butterflyfish,

below (both of the

Great Barrier Reef in Australia)—

have acute color vision, which enables

them

to see

one another's

complex color patterns.

The colors of coral reef fishes have
evolved to create signals of maxi-

mum

visibility in the reef environ-

ment. Reef fishes rely more heavily
on blues and bright yellows than on
the greens and orangy reds of

many

freshwater species, and they also
use black and white.

—
MARINE BIOLOGY
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enraptured by the

naturalist,

colors of coral reef fishes (but less constrained
jectivity than his

them

scribed
scales

as

modern

by ob-

counterparts), once de-

hving jewels adorned with "polished

of gold, encrusting

lapis lazuli, rubies, sapphires,

emeralds, and amethysts." Ever since Charles Darwin's time, scientists

have been treating those colors with

trying to determine

how

a

more

analytical eye,

they are produced and whether they re-

late to specific functions.

The nineteenth-century

British naturalist

Abbot Thayer

sisted that virtually every animal's color pattern

plained

as

in-

could be ex-

camouflage. Thayer proved to be correct about

many

such patterns, but camouflage explains only some ot those found
in reef fishes.

Lorenz

In the early 1960s, Austrian ethologist

—convinced

that

many

Konrad

coral reef fishes use their bodies as

living billboards to advertise their presence, identity, or sex

coined the term plakatfarben (poster
target for at least

angelfishes

and

some

colors).

Lorenz was right on

reef fishes, including several species of

butterflyfishes.

Most rainbow-hued reef fishes are
active only during the day, when the
reef is awash in bright tight.
Some
neon

fishes

do

their advertising in the

octopuses to chameleons, numerous

body

manner of

signs rather than static bOlboards. Like

colors

when

many

electronic

from

animals,

reef fishes can alter their

they are ready to mate, eager to fight, fright-

ened, or otherwise in need of camouflage. Rapid color changes
are

sometimes brought about by the nervous system, slower color

changes by hormones.

Underwater color seems
reef where the

to have reached

uncommonly

clear

luminated by strong sunlight to

a

its

peak on the

tropical

and dazzlingly blue waters

depth of at

least

are

one hundred

The

clarity

sual

communication, involving the kinds of eyes

il-

teet.

and brightness have two important consequences for vi-

have evolved and the color patterns they

display.

that reef fishes

Many reef

fishes use camouflage to

hide from both predators and prey.

The eye of the lunartail grouper
(Red Sea),

left,

works this way.

Groupers are active at dawn and
dusk, unlike the bigeye (Red Sea),
below, and the red bigeye

(Great

Barrier Reef), opposite page, bot-

tom. Bigeyes are nocturnal; their
eyes have adaptations, including
oversized pupils, to get the most

out of low light.

The mouths of the coral grouper
(Red Sea), above, and the dothead
rock grouper (Great Barrier Reef),

opposite page, top, have evolved

beyond the simple open-and-shut

mouth of old-timers
eye. The grouper's

like

the big-

upper "lip"

movable bone that helps turn

mouth into

a

is a

its

tube to suck in prey.

^m
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work under

All eyes

need

eras do: they

images.

the reef

the same functional constraints that

—

These diurnal

them

acute

is

around
all

as

our own. Their eyes are generally

color vision at

inside in

small,

and behind

&om

of melanin that prevents Hght

a thick layer

parrot-

species

—have

fishes, angelfishes, wrasses, butterflyfishes
least as

cam-

reef fishes are active only during the

brightly ht.

is

9/99

of Hght to form sharp, detailed, fiiU-color

Most rainbow-hued

when

day,

lots

natural history

bouncing

ways that would degrade the visual image. But not

reef fishes are diurnal. Some, such as the formerly diurnal squir-

and bigeyes,

relfishes

were forced (by comover

petition

time)

shadows,

the

into

where they now spend
their days lurking in

and venturing

caves

out only under cover

of darkness. Like most

mammals,

nocturnal

these fishes see only
in black,

white, and

Fishes generate a rainbow of colors
somewhat as artists do, by combining

three primary pigments

—

red, yellow,

and blue — plus black or white.

shades of gray. Nocturnal eyes are quite large in proportion to

body

size

and

class

of

fishes,

backed by

are

ability to detect

what

mostly predators such

are active only at

dawn and

somewhere between

The exceUent

as

groupers and barracudas,

The

dusk.

eyes of these fishes faU

on

the tropical reef

communicate using body

makes

colors

in ways that aren't possible in turbid streams or

And

possible

murky swamps.

pigments

way

that

human

—

red, yellow,

artists

the

and blue

rainbow of colors in somewhat
do:

—

by combining three primary

reflects

produced in

Hght Hke

fish skin

nielanins,

and carotenoids.

common organic compounds in nature,

Guanine, one of the most
manifests itself in pure

They do

plus black or white.

by the ingenious use of guanine,

which

on

of specific colors and color combinations.

Intriguingly, fishes generate a

the same

so

it

and patterns

the strong hue of the reef water has profound effects

visibiHty

their

A third

diurnal and nocturnal forms.

visibiHty

for animals there to

maximizes

a reflective layer that

Hght enters their oversize pupils.

little

form
a

as tiny flattened crystals,

microscopic mirror.

by these

crystals

The

depends on

each of

visual effect

how

they are

deployed. If guanine crystals are set up in paraUel arrays, they reflect

the Hght of most wavelengths in aU directions, creating a bril-

liant

white. Set the same crystals in different arrays

particular angle to the skin surface

—and they

from one another

set

up

—

oriented

at a

and spaced the right distance
optical interference

phenom-

ena.

The

result

is

a

range of colors that even our best painters can't

quite dupHcate: the

shimmering

violets

and iridescent blues that

dance across the bodies of minnows, tarpon, and marHn.

To make
Fishes rely

brown

black,

human

artists

once used soot and lampblack.

on melanins. These compounds, ranging

to black, are

somes; these granules

produced in tiny granules

move around within

large

in color

called

branching

caUed melanophores. Using melanins and guanine alone,
fishes create striking

from

melanocells

many

black-on-white patterns. Furthermore, in

^.^:

the time

it

takes a

to disperse or

human

to blush, a fish can cause

melanosomes

bunch together within melanophores, lightening or

darkening the areas they cover.

their hues

artists

browns by using vegetable dyes

from plant compounds

collect carotenoids,

human

which they

made

reds,

their bodies as

billboards to advertise their identity, sex,

Until the age of synthetic pigments,
oranges, yellows, and

Many reef fishes use

or weaponry.

vertisers are the

Two such ad-

queen angelfish

right through a

wet

suit, is sur-

rounded by a strongly contrasting
color.

Opposite page: The ornate
can

surgeonfish

graze

without

that derived

(Caribbean), right, top and bottom,

scraping its head on the reef. Its

called carotenoids. Fishes, too,

and the ornate surgeonfish (Great

mouth can adjust

Barrier Reef), left, top and bottom.

faces,

The surgeonfish's conspicuous

enough to snip off algae close to

take

from

their

food and

frinnel

into pigment cells in their skin. Because of the

way

absorb hght, different concentrations of various

compounds can

carotenoids

base knife (top

left),

tail-

which can cut

and

its

the substrate.

to differing sur-

teeth

are

sharp

MARINE BIOLOGY
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hues

produce

ranging

from

bright yellow and fluorescent

orange to deep red.

As for shapes, coral reef
fishes

have evolved some that

are bizarre

and diverse enough

to inspire characters for a Star

Wars prequel

—

the

grouper's

movable "lip" bone, for example, which can instantly re-

shape

its

mouth into a tube that
a vacuum cleaner.

works Uke

Over evolutionary
size

In the time

it

takes a

and

design

human

time, the

of movable

to blush,

metanosomes to
disperse or bunch together, lightening
a fish con cause

or darkening the areas they cover.
mouthparts have changed in ways that enable
species to exploit a

small but

many

wide range of specific foods.

smrdy jaws and teeth

fiised into a

beak

different reet

ie

hogfish (Caribbean), to^

Parrotfishes use
to chip

away

[

the ornate butterfly-

fSat Barrier Reef), above

at

serve

as

a

warning to

algae-encrusted coralline rock; angelfishes and butterflyfishes use

ECTt,

projectable jaws to nibble on sponges and small crustaceans; surgeonfishes and tangs have protruding mouths with sharp teeth that

predators. Parrotfishes— inclu

allow

them

to graze

on

the reef without scraping their heads.

the bicolor parrotfish (R
),

Dehghtmg the eye, the variety of colors and body forms
among reef fishes speaks volumes about the roles their bearers play
in the Ufe of the coral metropohs.

~

D

background— are one

few

groups of fishes
ure blue pigments.

tf

^
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Joyous
By Annette Heist

/

:i

—

In nineteenth-centxin'

Amer-

,

women

ica,

t^

<«=«'

were limited to

the fringes of scientific investigation.

Largely

excluded

from university science pro-

^^y

grams and professional organizations, unable to gain ac-

w^-l

^r^

M

cess to

museum

women

most

collections,

were

to

left

Companion mosses

pursue their

and plants were often

formal ways. Spurred on by

Included in Banning's

the popular concept of nat-

watercolors.

ural

interests in less

theolosA'.

Detail of a conifer-assodated

which held

A

spedes now named

Gomphus floccosus

cluster of

honey mushrooms (Armillaria

four spores (right). Top: The

that

one became

ations,

closer to

many women

God by

studying his cre-

satisfied their scientific appetites

by chronicling the natural world around them in
dra\vings
press.

and

One

^vritings for children

and

—Mary Ehzabeth
—was born

such natural historian

Banning, an amateur mycologist and
in

for the popular

artist

1822 on Maryland's Eastern Shore.
Information on Banning's early hfe

was the youngest of her
nine children.

Her

socially

father's death,

tion

and

scant.

prominent

She

family's

when Banning was

twenty-three, forced the family to leave their planta-

and relocate
a sister

had

Laccaria laccata.

to Baltimore.

fallen iU,

By 1860

her mother

and Banning was relegated

to the role of caretaker of her faihng family.

she began

thereafi:er,

countr\'side to
later years,

and
is

rnellea), above, with a detail of

common mushroom

girls

stools.' "

making

trips to the

immerse herself

in,

"coloring and describing

are taught to dread

Over

as
.

Soon

surrounding

she wTote in
.

.

what boys

and to name 'toad-

the course of rsventv" years, she chroni-

cled her frequent collecting trips in held notes and

them into
"The Fungi of Mar\-land."

watercolors and assembled
entitled

a

manuscript

Mushrooms
IS.

4-

%V^°t\^-

Indigo milk cap

The poisonous common earth-ball (Scleroderma aurantium), which can be

Boletellus russellii

(Lactarius indigo)

mistaken for an edible puffball

with parasites

Banning

In the preface to her manuscript.

writes:

work

My first

idea of drminng

Maryland had

for

mission school.

.

.

its

.

and painting

Fungi of

I confess to a smile at

my

choice of

had stepped from

Yet Ifeel satisfied with

to the ridiculous.

a

the

my

undertaking, believing that the study of Natural Science
in

any of its departments has a

when used

in its truest highest sense

appointed means
the

refining iifiuence

minds and

it is

—

that

the Divinely

oj teaching faith as well as cultivating

Charles H. Peck, a mycologist
in Albany,

thirty years

book

to

with

at

whom

New

York

Peck and promised

seum. In 1890, crippled with

note: "In parting

from

it

to deposit

—and

book

it

in the

I

to

have spent

me to

mu-

and with her eyePeck with

put

it

many

this

of a

pleasant

in a safe place."

describes
paintings

mushrooms, resplendent with pigment,
ftiU

in form,

rounded by

and sura tableau

grasses,

and

Red potypore

tiny flowers fixed in

The hardwood-loving

(Pycnoporus

precise detail."

Pholiota adiposa

dnnabarinus)

her

manu-

Banning described 175

were new
since then,

to science.

species, including

most of her descriptions can

field identification.

23 that

While some names have changed
still

be used for

In addition to her (unpubHshed)

manuscript. Banning wrote six brief

articles that

ap-

peared in semipopular journals. She died in a boarding-

house in Virginia in 1903. Ninety years
elected to the

later,

she was

Maryland Women's Hall of Fame.

—

the letters to Peck

lay in a

drawer until they caught the attention of the museum's
present mycologist, John Haines.

as

exhibit.

being of "joyous

In

feel like taking leave

I

whom

hours. Circumstances impel

The manuscript

as

script,

arthritis

sight failing, she shipped the

beloved friend with

Haines
Banning's

State

but never met. In 1889 she dedicated her

well

as

travehng

she corresponded tor

the

museum

the

of mosses,

morals.

For taxononiic confirmation, Banning rehed on

Museum

at

1981,

in

object educational training in a

a subject, feeling that for once I

sublime

the

of Banning's

bition

He

organized an exhi-

Annette Heist

is

the producer

National Public Radio.

of Science Friday on

HUMAN CULTURE

natural history
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Hit and
Story by Albino Mares
Translation and photographs by
Don Burgess
Before 1900, traditionalforms offield hockey, or shinny, were

among

games played by Native American

the most popular

Mex-

groups in the western United States and northwestern

Today they are seldom played except among some Rara-

ico.

muri

known

(also

as the Tarahumara)

and Gnarojio who

southwestern Chihuahua State, Mexico.

in

known

version,

as ra'chuela,

hundred players and
Sundays. Only

eral

is

in

many

involve as

men

participate (they say that if a

man).

Women

which they throw a hoop with a

recorded a

In the

1890s

have their

own

their athletic

Lumholtz

anthropologist Carl

Raramuri man making

woman

stick.

Raramuri runners have long been known for
endurance.

as two

sometimes played over the course of sev-

plays, she will start acting like a

game,

may

live

Raramuri

Tlie

on foot

a round-trip

to the

city

of Chihuahua and back in five days, a distance of about

six

hundred

miles.

Because the Raramuri

live scattered

over

rugged mountain-and-canyon homeland, ra'chuela and

their

long-distance races, along with fiestas

and communal work,

important opportunities for social interaction.

offer

Tlie author of the account below, Albino Mares,

muri who grew up

in

an

We

the nearest road.

fiom

isolated area about

is

a Rara-

two days' walk

met more than twenty-five years

during the Easter wrestling matches (another popular

ago,

event),

when we were on

opposite sides

other Shortly afterward,

we began

to

and had

to wrestle

local

each

work together writing

books in the Raramuri language about Albino's native culture.

He

is still

an excellent player of ra'chuela.

We

for

one of our

wooden
Such

player

who

our endurance in long
races,

ball,

are

races. In

each of two teams has a

which the runners

races can cover

more than twenty

last

^D.B.

Raramuri of Chihuahua, Mexico,

known

their feet.

—

toss

with

one hundred miles and

hours. For a team to win, the

takes the ball over the finish line

must have

covered the entire distance himself, but other players
help
I

boy

him by

tossing the ball along the way.

thought about running

My

parents

when

I

was just

a

small

would wake me when the sun was

about to come over the mountains so that

I

could run

At a dirt airstrip

around the house three times, tossing

crowded with

with

spectators, above,

give

The

ra'chuela players battle

sport

enjoy most

I

to scoop up and hit a

Spanish,

wooden

western part of our

ball.

wooden

a

ball

my feet, then face the rising sun to ask God to
me the desire and strength to be a good runner.
palillo.

It is

called ra'chuela, or, in

is

played only

with a spoordike end to scoop

and

When

my

ra'chuela stick everywhere

rocks and hitting

Ra'chuela

and requires

a

is

them

I

wooden

a

air

it.

as far as

I

I

I

in the

use a stick
ball

up

into

used to carry

went, scooping up

could.

played with a large

good

You

was young,

the

hit

among groups

tribe's territory.

number of people

deal of preparation.

One

person

f

•'^^

Skulls at a burial cave,
left,

may be

called

upon to hex opponents.
Right: Playing sticks

lined up before a game.
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may suggest a game to another, who replies, "Let's do
it! Can you give me what you are going to bet?" These

men

be the captains. Both of them offer an item

will

—

they want to bet

whom

matches

with something of

it

—such

—

cow
how we

is

them

several players can

invite players to

the bet, although a

order to

Other

play.

game

the time the

team-

to his potential

equal value. If the bet has great value

or a

each

other's bets; rather,

back

takes his opponent's bet

mates, one of

The two

a peso, a kerchief, a mirror.

do not match each

captains

as a

goat

pool their resources. This

be on our

by showing

side,

player does not have to bet in

bets are

added and matched, up to

begins.

As a small boy, I would face the n'sing sun
to ask God to give me the desire and
strength to be a good runner.
Ra'chuela

They

is

played from late September to May.

say that playing

in the rainy season (July

it

through mid-September) wOl cause

must be on

a

Sunday. That

is

hail to

Games

fall.

the day of rest.

Before the game, each player must prepare some

good

sticks,

two or three of them, so

he can quickly grab another

(his extra sticks will

who

carried along by a supporter

game).

that if one breaks

We prefer the wood of a tree we

one we

call usd;

both

same wood can be used
round and about the

call

which

for the ball,

cause

will

it

ball

to

is

preferred because

it

travels far

when

and

ball,

make several balls, in case one breaks
Anyone can play, even if he was not

The

sticks are

where the game

A stick from one side

placed touching a stick from the other

under the
are

The
as a

is lost.

invited to join

placed in the middle of the

will begin.

must have an opponent. Also, the

who

dirt, just

place

ball

is

side.

may

continue to make bets.

where the game

is

played can be

mile or two long, with a goal
a waterfall, a fence,

how

at

each end;

players determine

play

win be stopped. Sometimes the game

until the ball crosses

if

a

as

much
a goal

or any other landmark.

The

game ends when

Each

buried a httle

barely covered. Meanwhile, people

not playing

might be

even

We have

He takes his stick to whichever side he wants to

team.

play on.
field,

or

heavy

a

team wiU win and when

one of the

goals.

is

played

Sometimes the

the shade reaches a certain place,

neither goal has been crossed.

below, fight over the

covered with dirt at the

light ball

hit.

the two team captains,

very

game goes through a creek, benot sink. If the game is going to be played

in a very dry place, this does not matter,

is

A

of a chicken egg.

size

is

To launch the game,

The

better in case the

is

a

imbia or of

Ught and will not spHt.

are

be

watching the

is

which has been

center of the course.

Once

the sticks are

game can

done, the

up and the betting

lined

all

Each player picks up

begin.

is

his

and the two captains begin fighting for the

stick,

buried

At any time during the game, there

ball.

are

usually several players fighting over the ball, perhaps

seven or eight, while the others stay back watching
until the ball

and the

A

and

good

hit

When

toward the

it

player

on

players are

while they are

often can get the
it.

one

many

When

watch from
it

a

major-

good game.

a

because

a distance,

the

at

someone can

ball,

if

With
get

can be hit in the head and lose a

A leg bone

of blood.

gets dark

can be very dangerous.

being swung

hit very hard. Players

it

one team has

you cannot have

gets too close,

sticks

game may go

the

and sometimes

spot,

players,

number of

sure that an equal

there.

spectators

someone

lot

up with

goal.

on each team. Then

still

of the good

The
so

it

group of players and advance

a

make

for hours in just

ity

by himself

is

easily toss

the sticks are being given out before the game,

the captains must

good

he

for if

who most

one

is

among

out from

bail

own,

his

him, he could

ball reaches

his stick

A player wUl not

hit in their direction.

is

an opponent be on

let

can get broken, or an eye

hit,

or a tooth broken, or a finger.

When some

mad, they

another player. If some-

one does

hit the ball right at

people get

the captain must reprimand him. If

that,

it

happens again, that player must be put out of the game.

Another can take
then

his place,

but

from the other

a player

the teams remain even. [The

game

hibited the

and

with

killed
If the

a goal

will

game

and

a stick.
is

no

substitute,

local

it

was being used
actually struck

areas

where

—

D. B.]

supposed to end

when

the ball crosses

does not happen before dark, the

this

that

government has pro-

game

be continued the following Sunday, beginning

where

left

it

Occasionally

off.

wiH continue over

it

game ends when

three Sundays. Often, however, the
gets late or dark. Victory

which

team's goal

To help

a

closest

is

team win,

a

is

when

play

ceremony

purify, the players.

Hves,

the game.

The person in

who
prayers. He
liome,

is

charge

is

a healer called the gi-

asks the god Riosi to help

who

may come from
word Onomgame
D. B.]

A

This takes place

sermons or

gives speeches that are like

god

cross

them with
as

the

the sun, oth-

The name
The more native

created the universe.

the Spanish
(the
is

may

the Saturday night before

game. [Some Raramuri think of Riosi
ers as the

halted.

called a giholi

where the captain

on

it

then declared based on

be held to cure, or

—

is

must drop out so

one person was

some

in

to take out grievances;

if there

side

one

dios.

who

is

father)

set up, next to

is

also used.

which the

players

place the sticks, the balls, and the items they have bet.
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along with special medicines. Musicians play the guitar

and

and incense

violin,

to eat the

smoke of the

is

burned.

the gihonie also smokes tobacco,

know what

A

lot

the healer

The god

Riosi

said

is

incense. Besides giving speeches,

on

which

the other side

enables
is

him

to

doing.

of corn beer must be prepared for the cere-

mony. The gihome and the musicians drink through-

^I Region where ra'chuela
1-1-++

said that the

skuE

buried where the game

is

The gihome can
out Saturday night, but the players themselves drink
very

Little.

Sunday

with their

cross

at

dawn

sticks.

the players stand near the

The gihome

gives a speech to

ask Riosi's help, then sprinkles the players with water
in

which

certain plants have

sickness sent

been soaked. These med-

from being struck by some

icines protect the players

by the healer on the other

side.

The

gi-

wants, and

be unable

played.

does

as

he

asks. It causes the

and

to hit the ball

being used,

which

it

When

so the skull

up, the captain invites
a

is

all

also

goes around

all

day during the game, think-

ing and smoking and drinking corn beer so that the
players will not get lazy or sleepy,

happen

to

when

talks to

to carry

gihome

will use a

human skuU

it

also offers

this

is

not generally

a

gihome

it

as if it

is

were

to the place
it

going to invite a skull to help,
alive so that

where

it

will

it

will allow

him

be used, and he

food or drink, especially corn beer.

It is

gihome

helping them win.
tranquiUity,

on

several

when

dawn

left

for

Incense

it.

is

the bets have been divided

house

—and even
is

if

is

to eat

given for

they did not

ready and must be drunk.

also advises

them aU

to drink in

they drink.

is

made

for people to

if

warm

themselves.

to get drunk, the musicians begin

there

is

bascola.

enough corn

This can go

beer. Usually

households prepare corn beer for the players,

and when
they

is

and one person dances the

until

from

gives a speech to thank Riosi for

He

When people begin
to play

to the place

without fighting, since some of the youths

A large fire

or

how he
known. Some men say

hex the opponents, although exactly

goes about
that

a

the

get angry

to the opponents.

Sometimes

bone

and so bad things wiU

first

no longer

is

type of payment that

helping to win the game

But

and to gain

the skuU

his players to his

win, because the corn beer

home

while en-

wiU be happy, without bad feehngs.

game ends and

and drink. This

lazy,

thanked for having helped so

It is

and food or drink

After the

become

must be returned

it

was taken.

beautifully,

to

opponents to

side never to miss

strength and thus win.

bets have

been divided up, the captain Invites all his
players to his house to eat and dnnk.

it

do whatever he

ask the skuU to

abhng the gihome's

burned

game ends and the

After the

he

is

Railroad

all

move on

the beer

at

one house has been drunk,

to another one.

When

the corn beer in

Travel and Reading
The lowland Raramuri play ra'chuela on irregular dates

from

late

September to May. For information on

Raramuri festivals and athletic events, write:

Instituto Nacional Indigenista

Coronado 1413, Cotonia Centro

Because many players

Calle

converge on the

Chihuahua, Chihuahua 31000

left,

the

ball,

game can be

Mexico

hotly contested for

hours without much
progress

made toward

either goal. Map, far
left:

Ra'chuela

is

played by the lowland

From the

city of

Chihuahua, a railroad line and paved

roads traverse the Raramuri region but do not go

all

way through the mountains. Good accommodations

the

are

available along or near the train line at Creel, Oivisadero,

and Cerocahui. Tourist information can be obtained from:

Raramuri and some of
their Guarojio

Secretaria de Desarrollo

neighbors.

Palacio de Gobierno
Calles

Comerdal y

Turistico

Aldama y Carranza

Chihuahua, Chihuahua 31000
Mexico
Telephone/fax: Oil 52 (14) 29-34-21, 29-33-20, or

10-10-77
E-mail: cturismo@bu2on.chihuahua.gob.mx

Web
all

the houses has

own homes.
This is how
play the

been drunk, people return

site:

www.chihuahua.gob.mx

to their

Games of the North American
the

Raramuri who Hve

in this

world

D

game of ra'chuela.

Indians, by Stewart Culin

(Dover, 1975)

Tarahumara of the Sierra Madre: Survivors on the Canyon's
Edge, by John G. Kennedy (Asilomar Press, 1996)

M

long with the ruggedness of their traditional hoine-

M\

#
and

I

lay outside the

major trade

by Peter Nabokov (Ancient City Press, 1987)

Raramuri preserve

their sports

American Indian Lacrosse:

land, the fact that
routes helped the

it

With

their stamina.

the

somewhat

contact with the wider world
schools,

logging,

roads,

habits are changing for

of their

athletics

Raramuri

hangs

—

—

and tourism

many

a year,

(those

who

recent advent

and work

diet

of the people, and the future
encourage

in the balance. Efforts to

usually in

May,

live in the tribe's

the last

the lowland

few

years.

Raramuri

western territotj) gather

perform traditional dances and

sports.

and

and Rardnmri

athletes

territory,

to places

Mexico City and

Raramuri runners were taken
hundred-mile race

in Colorado,

to

outside their

Tucson. In

the Leadville

where they won

ond, and fifth places. Since then, they have
races,

including the

1998

in

dancers, irmsicians, craftsmen,

have also traveled

including

to

Mexico's Institute

Nacional Indigenista has been arranging sports events
the region,

of

through the railroad,

sports have increased in

Once

Indian Running: Native American History and Tradition,

twelfth

1993
Trail

first,

won

sec-

other

annual Angeles Crest

hundred-mile race near Los Angeles.

—D.

B.

Thomas Vennun

3r.

Little Brother

of War, by

(Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994)
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(Continued Jmn page 33)

might

young man of

15,

misfortune of residing in an "in between"

different forms.

did at

generation that had imbibed Darwin's in-

international reputation as a biologist, but

1872:

Naples

on April

twenty-five)

"What grand work you

the marine research station]!

[at

I

say that Lankester experienced the

sights for reformulating

relationships that might exist between

biology but did

his

—an un-

name

.

.

Lankester gained an

.

largely forgotten today.

is

He

can clearly see that you will some day be-

not yet possess the primary tool

came onto

come our

derstanding of the mechanism of inheri-

involved in the great Danvinian debate,

But

first star

in Natural History."

Lankester's studies

now

read

as little

more than an exempUfication and

appli-

cation of Darwin's insights to several specific

groups of organisms

—

a "filling in"

that often follows a great theoretical ad-

tance

—

so vitally

needed

great theoretical step.
their

own

by then
turity,

for the next

and

But people make

was over

his creative period

before the

great revolutions of the early twentieth

opportunities, and Lankester,

century associated with the advent of

grumpily conservative ma-

in his

the scene just too late to be

Mendelian

professed httle use for Mendel's in-

He

genetics.

belonged

to a

generation whose work has been largely
dismissed as derivative, a mere filling in of
the basic details of how

evolved.

life

Lankester's conservative stance deep-

ened with the passing
ing the anomaly of

years, thus increas-

his early friendship

with Karl Marx. His imposing figure only

enhanced

his aura

of

staid respectability

(Lankester stood well over six feet

and he became quite

stout, in the

men

then favored by

of high

tall,

manner

He

station).

spent his years of retirement writing pop-

on

ular articles

natural history for

them

papers and collecting

But few of these

successful volumes.

up well

pieces hold

news-

into several

today, for his writing

lacked both the spark and the depth of
the great British essayists in natural hisKarl Marx's

memorial

in London's

Highgate Cemetery

tory:

T.H. Huxley,

Huxley, and

upon

vance and that seems, in retrospect, not

sights

overly blessed with originality.

twentieth century.

As

his

most enduring contribution,

Lankester proved that the ecologically

group,

form

now

a

and horseshoe

coherent

evolutionary

write

the

Chelicerata,

called

within the arthropod phylum. Lankester's

research ranged widely

zoans to mammals.

He

from proto-

systematized the

first

pubHshed
vided

diverse spiders, scorpions,

crabs

In the

B.S. Haldane, J.S.

and

stuffy

and

more

with enough information to

opposed the vote

for

period of

editing and additional material

Bowler, assessed his career in a

way

(E.

terminology and evolutionary under-

Making of

standing of embryology, and he wrote an

for the History

Ray

by Peter

fair

and ju-

Lankester and the

British Biology, British

Society

increasingly

wary of democracy and mass

its

"Germany

cannot guide
its

itself,

.

.

.

The crowd

cannot help

bhnd impotence." He

cubism

did

admirable educational sys-

tem by popular demand.

"modern"

of Science, 1995):

important paper on degeneration, show-

gracious past.

action, writing in 1900:

not acquire

romanti-

He
women and became

cized vision of a

this essay after a gestation

isolated in his

fealty to a

that finally pro-

document

twenty-five years!), Joseph Lester, with

dicious

ehtist attitudes

J.

Medawar.

wore on, Lankester be-

years

came ever more

biography of Lankester ever

(the

me

As the

their rediscovery in the early

B.

P.

trends in the

itself in

excoriated
arts,

all

especially

and self-expression

in painting

ing that Darwin's mechanism of natural

Evolutionary morphology was one of the

(rather than old-fashioned storyteUing) in

selection led only to local adaptation,

great scientific enterprises of the late

Hterature.

not to general progress, and that such

nineteenth century.

immediate improvement will often be

experiences gained by their predecessors in

satisfied

the light of the theory of evolution,

magazines and novels

gained

(in

many

parasites, for

example)

by morphological simplification and

loss

of organs.
In a fair and generous spirit,

on the nature of organic

created

1919, he stated:

transmuting the

morphologists such as Lankester threw
light

one

By

structures

an overview of the evolutionary

to H.G. Wells in
"The rubbish and self-

Writing

bosh which pours out

new

authors are so set

and

'analytical,'

ally

mere

is

now

astonishing.

upon being

in

The

'clever,'

and 'up-to-date,' and are re-

prattling infants."

—

——

—

"

The

of the cosmos...

secrets

the wonders of galaxies...

and

clearly explained

^
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beautifully illustrated

Understanding the Universe: An Introduction to Astronomy, a magnificent new
course on videotape from The Teaching Company®, home of The Great Courses on Tape™
...in

Astronomy— the science of the universe

—

when you watch

it

The Teaching Company

came close to capturing it when he
"The most incomprehensible thing about

better suited to lead

said

the

Whether

that

is

it's

comprehensible."

you're a seasoned student of

astronomy or a newcomer to its marvels,
course can give you fresh insight into the

this

may

never be able to explain precisely

why something as vast and as old as the cosmos
works according to knowable laws. Yet what
those laws are and how they operate have seldom been explained more clearly and accessibly
than in this new Teaching Company course by
UC-Berkeley professor Alex Filippenko.

A course
"/

so

read a

for the adept
lot

and the beginner:

already. Well,

I was wrong.

is

newcomers

already fallen in love with

—

Jere

Cummins,

Arlington.

Perhaps you've been searching for a scientific

sive,

to the

won-

is

more
Or maybe you

love to learn more. Either way, respond

subject.

It

science of the heavens. ..made unforgettably

Unlocking the Secrets of the Heavens
A Grand Tour ot the Cosmos. ..Journey Through Space &
Time. ..Light The Supreme Informant. ..The Fingerprints

—

The

II:

&

needlessly obscure, never

The

&

Earth

Planetary

Moon. ..Paradise

Lost

—

&

Behemoths

^Jupiter

iiL* Teaching

S
^

—Venus &

Mars...

Saturn.. .Distant

Worlds

&

& Catastrophic Collisions

and quantum physics, planets and
moons, asteroids and comets, black holes and
nebulae, and exploding stars that emit as much

Company®

To

7405 Alban Station Ct.AlOy
Springfield, VA 22150-2318

from the Science

your personal guide to the fascinating world of

light as a small galaxy.

your understand-

ing at every turn. You'll range over the history

OflFer

own

galaxies,

to the

PART

III:

The

Stars

and Their Lives

—

Binaries

&

Clusters. ..Nature's
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natural history

Lankester kept his earlier relationship

with Marx

safely hidden.

to his dearest friend
rary,

H. G.

He

confessed

munist

J.

But

whom

Haldane,

S.

When, upon

he be-

the fiftieth anniversary of

the Highgate burial, the Marx-Engels Institute

Moscow

of

niscences from

tried to obtain remi-

who had known

those

all

each

had known Karl

friended late in Hfe and admired greatly.

or personahty than ap-

pearances would indicate, or

rect

Wells, that he

B.

ilarity in belief

and near contempo-

Marx, but he never told the young com-
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man hoped
and
I

to gain

something

from the

practical

do not think

at least that

Lankester maintained a

ways, almost secretive personaUt)'

of establishment

his aura

offer

he had no

and would

letters

neither the fate of the

say,

later

have regarded

independence of

spirit,

kind of

a

dumb

fair expectation

No

capital.

["thou also"

offighting,
hypotheses, are

—

that

use to

may

.

.

he done

m quoque

you did

is,

.

of ripe vigorfor

it

yourself]

me. Under the circumstances of the time,

my

waifare has been

To

the folly of

as

his share

battles, like

be multiplied beyond necessity.

with that

at all to

youth. But Lankester did manifest a fierce

no personal comments.

Needless to

might

on

an old

let

twenty years; just think what

beneath

respectabiht^'.

But he displayed no tendencies

to

You have a

some important

highly complex and, in

rienced no Marxist phase in what he

curtly that

remind you that
not

sure,

you would

man, who has had

possibly prevail in

this case.

To be

\\TOte to Lankester

1888:

Seriously, I wish

that this ordinary

form of argument can

radicalism in pohtics, and he surely expe-

fiineral,

6,

di-

rephed

of Marx's

Huxley

December

relationship.

Karl Marx, Lankester, by then the only
living \\'itness

revolution.

business

and

duty.

two most pubhc examples

cite the

of Lankester's dogged defense of science

and skepticism, Lankester unmasked the

world nor the continued progress of evo-

American medium Henry Slade

lutionary biology depend

tember 1876. Slade specialized in seances

upon

perceptible degree

a resolution

between two such

this strange affinity

ferent people.

to the sHghtest

of

dif-

But htde puzzles gnaw

at

"Just as

Darwin

(at

discovered the law of

small problems sometimes lead to larger
insights rooted in the principles utilized
I

have de-

veloped a solution, satisfactory

(at least)

for explanation.

believe that

I

for the dissolution

of my

own former puz-

zlement. But, surprisingly to me, no deci-

emerged from the

sive fact

which

I

finally

nature, so

Marx

spirits

discovered the law of

evolution in

human

the recent Lankester

on

the relationship of Marx

1883

Friedrich Engels,

courage in the great indi\dduahstic British

of "I'O do

as

I

see

fit,

you or the consequences"

and bugger

—an

attitude

manner of

that inevitably attracted

Lankester and Karl Marx," by Lewis

personal trouble but that also might have

Feuer (Journal of the History of Ideas 40,

led Lankester to seek interesting friend-

note,"

by Diane B. Paul

13, 1983). Rather,

my

(Socialist

Review

proposed solution

ships that

colleagues

The

slate

already contained

higher realm of being.

a

frauding his cHents, and a judge sentenced

all

months

to three

appealed and

Ray

1979) and "Marx's Darwinism: a historical

kester then

at

hard labor. Slade

won on a technicality. Lanfded a new summons, but

Slade decided to pack up and

more

gullible

remrn

footaote in the history of evolurionars'
theory, the spirituahsrically inclined Alfred

Russel Wallace

testified

on

Slade's behalf,

more timid or opportunistic
would have shunned.

while Darwin, on the opposite side of ra-

conservative

frmds for Lankester's efforts in prosecution

Despite

his

basically

tional

skepticism,

quietly

contributed

disap-

views in matters of biological theory,

[see

pointing and entirely uninteresting

at first

Lankester was a scrappy fighter by nature,

and Associates, Ghostbusters,"

worth

an indomitable contrarian

may embody

but that

a generality

discussing, particularly for the analysis
historical

sequences

inquiry in both

—

a

common form

all

I

had been

of

human biography and

evolutionary biology. In short,
alized

of

I

fmaUy

re-

asking the wrong question

along.

A conventional solution would try to
dissolve the

Marx and

anomaly by arguing

Lankester shared far

that

more sim-

who

professional debate and never

his

mentor

T.

reHshed

Richard Milner, "Charles Dar\\dn
Scientific

American, October 1996].)

shunned

Three years

later,

in the

sunmier of

remarkable

1879, Lankester visited the laboraton.- ot

H. Huxley, perhaps

the great French physician and neurolo-

acrimonious controversy. In
letter,

to a

America. (As an interesting

may seem

invokes a principle that

slate

just before the

should have begun their ghostly

composition.

him

tradition

Lankester, recognizing

operandi, grabbed the

Lankester then charged Slade wdth de-

and Lankester: "The friendship of Edwin

S.

modus

mission from

literature in

—

to write this essay

featuring spirits that Avrote
slate.

the messages supposedly set for later trans-

history."

—

fees),

from the medium's hands

found enough information

biography mentioned above and two excellent articles

Slade 's

evolution in organic

the soul of any scholar, and answers to

high

messages on a

in Sep-

a

Jean-Martin Charcot. To

the most famous contrarian in the history

gist

of British biology, warned

ories

his

protege

on the

role

of

test his

electricit)'

the-

and mag-

about the dangers of sapping time and

netism in anesthesia, Charcot induced

strength in unnecessary conflict, particu-

insensitivity

larly in the

scended

calmer times that had de-

after the

triumph of Darwin's

by teUing

a patient to

hold an

electromagnet, energized by a bichromate
batterv, in

her hand. Charcot then thrust
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large carpet needles into the patient's af-

arm and hand,

fected

apparently without

causing any pain.

The

skeptical Lankester

—no

remembering the similar and
procedures of Franz

—

before

fallacious

century

a

suspected psychological sugges-

tion, rather than

magnetism,

When

Mesmer

doubt

any physical

of

effect

the cause of anesthesia.

as

Charcot

left

9/99

none of these

Still,

may underscore

factors,

while they

Lankester's general will-

He

lems and the consequent need for pohti-

special propensity for friendship

man hke

dox Marxists have always taken
view of personal,
syncrasy

with

a

Karl Marx. (In particular, orthoa

particularly sexual, idio-

self-centered diversion

as a

dim
from

—with

friU anesthesia!

grabbed

his

One

ing

we

so Htde affmity for

we

should try

after

torious,

debunk-

we

persistent mythology,

can fmd

basis for their friendship.

The mythology

upon

centers

understandable,

if

a

no-

scholarly

more affinity between Marx and Darwin (or at
least a one-way hero worshiping of Darerror that once suggested far

a close friendship

as

some

no evident

and more conjec-

additional,

showed

company. Again,

Lankester's

ex-

hand and exclaimed, "Well

matter must be aired

'shamefaced

a

as

intellectual or philosophical reason to seek

then developed between the two men.

tural,

the agnostics, the followers

the opposite route and ask if Marx had any

great French scientist

done, monsieur," and

among

of Thomas Henry Huxley, whose stand-

If Lankester

Lankester promptly con-

But the

firmly

Lankester; "Philo-

moreover, Lankester stood

Marx's worldview, perhaps

pected to be booted out of Charcot's lab
tout de suite.

on Marx and

sophically,

fluid

fially

revolution. As Feuer states in his

article

materiahsm.'

the same result of

what he had done and

fessed

cal

point Engels derided

then urged Charcot to repeat

the experiment

decent-minded

for

lacked the courage to grap-

ple with the true depth of social prob-

with ordinary water, thus disabhng the
device.

escape

who

conventional behavior, can explain any

the room, Lankester

from the battery and replaced the

people

ingness to engage in contentious and un-

emptied the chemicals

surreptitiously

bourgeois

win by Marx) than corrected evidence

try to

Marx

did admire Darwin,

grasp the extent of Lankester's personal

can validate.

unconventionaHties (despite his conserv-

and he did send an autographed copy of

Das Kapital

of biological

ative stance in questions

norms of his

ingness to ignore the social
time.

The

on

this issue,

but the

pattern seems unmistakable. Lankester

remained

tween the two men, sent

existing hterature maintains a

wall of total silence

a bachelor,

wrote about

for family hfe.

He

Caricature of

E.

Ray Lankester with hornbills

and horseshoe crab. Vanity

and

his desire

the social goal of revolution.) Lankester

was twice

slated for

did

rail

against the social conservatives

his day, particularly against

engagements for mysterious and unstated

preachers

He

took long European vaca-

tions nearly every year, nearly always to

where he maintained

Paris,

a clear dis-

tance from his professional colleagues.
Late in hfe, Lankester

became an intimate

platonic friend and admirer of the great
ballerina

Anna

Pavlova.

I

can offer no

proof, but if these events don't point to-

ward the love

that

may now be

freely dis-

cussed but then dared not speak

its

name

paraphrase the one great line written

basically contentless letter

We

do know

of

hidebound

much

professed httle in-

time with Marx's

All but the

first

105 pages in Darwin's

uncut

and Darwin, contrary to

standard curriculum of Latin and Greek

when

newfangled study of

But

upon

his

spirit

centered only

the advance of science

cial attitudes, insofar as

—and

his so-

he discussed such

issues at aU,

never transcended the vague

argument

that

knowledge must

does the table of contents),

(as

marginal annotations. In

increasing
liberate

scientific

the

human

that

custom

his

made no
we have

reading books carefully,

no evidence

reforming

opus.

copy of Marx's 822-page book remain

who opposed evolution and
who demanded the

natural science.

never spent

magnum

university professors

in preference to any

of thanks.

Darwin (who read

that

terest in political science)

marriage, but both fiancees broke their

reasons.

Dar-

pohte,

a short,

and

German poorly and

1905

Fair,

although he often

his loneliness

to the great naturalist;

win, in the only recorded contact be-

theory) for potential insight into his will-

fact,

Darwin ever read

word of Das Kapital.
The legend of greater

a

contact began

with one of the few errors ever made by

one of the

finest scholars

other, century

—

of

this,

or any

Isaiah Beriin, in his

biography of Marx. Based on

a

1939

dubious

thus leading to pohtical reform and

inference from Darwin's short letter of

by Oscar Wilde's paramour, Lord Alfred

equality of opportunity. Again, this fa-

thanks to Marx, Berhn concluded that

Douglas), well then, Professor Lankester

nuhar stance of rational

Marx had

(to

spirit,

scientific skepti-

was more mysterious and secretive than

cism evoked only the disdain of orthodox

even

Marxists,

I

can imagine.

who viewed

this position as a

Kapital to

offered to dedicate

Darwin and

poHtely refused.

that

volume 2 of

Darwin had

V

GOTT&SMAN

1

American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79t]i Street

www.amnh.org
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This

For all who are

tale

of Marx's proffered dedica-

when

tion then gained credence

fascinated by the mystery

ond

of the Moon...

from Darwin

ostensibly

letter,

Marx

a sec-

but addressed only to "Dear

among

turned up

to

Sir,"

Marx's papers in the

International Institute of Social History

Amsterdam. This

in

October

letter,

does politely decline

13, 1880,

a suggested dedication:

the Part or

me

written on

Shd. prefer

"I

Volume not be dedicated to
I thank you for the in-

(though

tended honor)
extent

my

implies to a certain

as it

approval of the general publi-

natural history

and

and

his (that

is
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ever
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more
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edition please visit our

stance

meaning (published

understood

Avehng's opportunism and cared

little

for his antireligious militancy, refused

with

customary poHteness but with

his

no lack of firmness. Darvwn ended

Das

Aveling (and not to Marx,
as a

his

who

primary subject

by writing:

Kapital)

deepened v^th the

which

effect

know

(To

thought

nothing."

a

as

I

reminder of

repeated the

how

the advance of science. It has,

myself to

tale in

one of

Nonetheless, despite

Marx might
a

sought the company of

in the reprinted version of

my book

rendered more

long

story,

two

scholars,

must

ously in the mid-1970s, discovered the

far

almost comical basis of the error (see

than

"Did Marx

offer to

dedicate Capital to Darwin?" Journal of
the History of Ideas 39,

1978, and Lewis

S.

be

also

more

But

—

by

plausible

fijnerary oration.

working independently and simultane-

Fay,

key Darwinian

a

younger generation

mous comparison (quoted

Ever Since Darwin.)

a position

Engels's fa-

earlier) in his

this interpretation

rejected. Engels

maintained

interest in the natural sciences

Marx

ever did

(as

best expressed in

two books, Anti-DUhring and
Nature).

correction,

Darwin and might have

in the

Margaret A.

this

have regarded himself as

still

disciple of

corrected

a

object to avoid

and I have confined

science.

—subsequently

To shorten

my

been always

therefore,

long

columns ["Darwin's Delay," De-

cember 1974]

the gradual

embarrass-

these essays have been running in Natural History,

promoted by

best

is

writing on religion,

to seal Isaiah

my

on the public; and freedom of

illumination of men's minds whichfollows

and the story achieved

case,

general currency.

ment, and

I

fmd seemed

and theism produce hardly any

Christianity

from
cation, about

(whether rightly or

iwongly) that direct arguments against

anomaly of
his early friendship with
Karl Marx.

This second

me

appears to

It

increasing the

my first

The Stu-

as

who

Darwin,

thought).

passing years, thus

Berlin's

1881

of Science and Free-

Library

tional
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broader social

its

in

Darwin, volume 2 in the Interna-

dent's

website

(Available) In silver or steel, small or large.

official

Avehng's, not necessarily

view of

Darwin's)

in

'/(y and

is,

did not treat rehgion

Lankester s conservative
//// 00-^^ rVa-icn

sought Darwin's

status as dedicatee, for a

volume he had edited on Darwin's work

letter to

)

He

cal atheists.

approval,
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Marx,

as stated

admired Darwin

as a

Dialectics of

above, certainly

Hberator of knowl-

Based on the Discovery Channel's threepart series, John Sparks' revealing book.
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The Natural History of Sex,
brings the topic of sex in the animal

kingdom to stimulating

life.

Feuer, "Is the

'Darwin-Marx correspon-

dence' authentic?" Annals of Science 32,
1975). Marx's daughter Eleanor
the

common-law

cialist

became

wife of the British so-

Edward AveHng. The couple

guarded Marx's papers for several

safe-

years,

edge from
ally, at

social prejudice

least

by analogy. In

and
a

as a usefiil

famous

letter

of 1869, Marx wrote to Engels about
Darwin's Origin of Species: "Although

developed in the crude EngUsh
is

the

book which

it is

style, this

contains the basis in

Available wherever books are sold.

m

and the 1880

Books

Books

Darwin

to

letter,

Avehng

strayed into the

evidently sent by

himself,

Marxian

must have

collection.

to watch.

Aveling belonged to
www.tvbooks.com
Distributed by HarperCollins Publishers

a

group of radi-

natural history for our view."

But Marx

also criticized the social

biases in Darwin's formulation, again

writing to Engels, and with keen insight:
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This view of life

how Darwin

remarkable

It is

among

and plants

beasts

society with

its

natural history

never read

recognizes

his English

for

existence.' It

omnium
against

omnes

contra

An

war

a

complex

clearly

committed evoluDar-

diminished through the years.

think that Margaret Fay

I

speaks for a consensus

her previously cited

when

she writes

Marx

.

.

though he was

.

initially excited

by the publication of Darwin's Origin
.

.

.

much more

developed a

critical

stance

toward Danvinism, and in his private
correspondence of the

fun

at

Darwin's ideological

biases.

1879—81,

which Darwin

in

to his earlier

is

and

facts

cite

We must therefore
Marxism and

no

sympathy for

Our

conflision only deepens:

What brought these disparate men together? What kind of bond could have
nurtured their friendship?

of this

The

first

ques-

may

can be answered, and

route toward resolving the

a

—

the central

conundrum

enthusiasm

more

(until the

savvy Engels set

letters

from Lankester

re-

papers. (Mai-x prob-

no

faced.)

These

Marx's great

Marx

first

scientifically

medical advice in the treatment of his

him

straight) for a

book, published in 1865 by the
deservedly)

unknown French
I'homme

Marx

miration for

this

then dampened
ing: "I

there

his friend's
at

nothing to

it

sober Engels

Marx's urging, but

at

have arrived

is

man and

Darwin" (an advance

The more

bought the book

et

professed ardent ad-

work, proclaiming

"einen Fortschritt tiber

over Darwin).

Origine

et des autres etres

(Origin and transformation of
other beings).

(and

explorer and

ethnologist Pierre Tremaux,
transformations de

curious

now

ardor by writ-

theory

if for

no

letters clearly indicate that

approached Lankester for

who

wife,

was

and

slowly

dying,

painiuUy, of breast cancer. Lankester sug-

gested that

Marx

consult his dear friend

Lankester's ad-

vice and proclaimed himself well satisfied

with the

result, as

described

as

Donkin,

In

my young

when

days,

I was

little

more

than a boy, about 1877, the eminent

Russian

legal

and

political writer

Professor Kovalevsky,

one of

.

me

introduced

parties in

.

.

had met

I

G.H. Lewes and George

Sunday afternoon

in

whom

at

Eliot's

London, had

Karl Marx, then living

to

Hampstead. I had seen very much of

this founder

as ivell as

of modern

theoretic socialism,

of his most refined wife; and,

persuading

me

to

adopt

often discussed the

socialist views,

most varied

politics, science, literature,

and

topics
art.

Besides learning

much from

man, who was

mine of deep and

accurate

a

knowledge

learnt to hold

him

of his big heart.

much

this great

I

in every sphere,

in high respect

love the purity, gentleness,

He

we

of

and

to

and refinement

seemed

to find so

pleasure in the mere freshness of my

The

both

veahng.

for Marx's wife

sensitivity,

and then for Marx him-

do not

and Lankester

know
first

for sure

how Marx

met, but Lewis Feuer

may

welfare, that

last comment is particularly reModern EngHsh has lost its previ-

identification ("thou" versus "you"),

a difference that

—

tant

a

remains crucially impor-

matter not to be taken Ughtly

—

in

most European languages. In German,

—

one,

Dutz-freunde address each other with the

finally lead us to

un-

intimate Du, rather than the formal Sie

in his previously cited article

moreover, that

and

ous distinction between intimate and for-

mal

self in their final illnesses.

We

life

become Dutz-freunde.

"a bright and intelligent

man," cared, with great

my own

one day he proposed that we should

whom Marx

esis

literary historical criticism."

name of

interest in

H.B. Donkin. Marx took

derstands geology nor

most ordinary

but portentously altered

youthful enthusiasm and took so great an

incidents), the physician

develops an eminently plausible hypoth-

capable of the

eminence and respectabihty under the
slightly

(and co-conspirator in both the Slade

other reason than because he neither unis

work

in an autobiographical

and the Charcot

the conclusion that

his

Wald-

friend of Karl

though he had never succeeded in

essay.

ably wrote to Lankester as well, but

arly literature frequently cites

became an intimate

conclude that Lan-

secret

Marx sought no Dar-

that

Four short

one fmal anecdote, the schol-

they both lived in

the late 1870s.

Sir Charles Walston):

evidence of such reciprocity has sur-

To

London during

Marx, an experience he remembered

that such

ideas.

main among Marx's

enthusiasm.

when

beheved

power of Darwin's

kester harbored

cited only

no evidence that he reverted

once, provide

at

kester well

stein

could not have properly understood or
appreciated the

second puzzle

circa

Cambridge, knew Lan-

archaeology

warmly

even suggest

Marx's

Ethnological Notebooks, compiled

Waldstein,

professor of classical

as

written in 1917 (when he had attained

tion, at least,

1860s poked gentle

served

in later geological

winian inspiration in courting Lankester's

article):

later

Origin of Species in importance, then he

friendship.

Marx

really

German Jewish immigrant.

who

unsupported nonsense could exceed the

extensive scholarly literature treats this

and

formed

soils

periods. If

of all

his interest in

that

higher civilizations tend to arise on more

'struggle

all].

of course, but

subject,

(in

[the

deter-

soil

mines national characteristics and

Hobbes's bellum

is

Marx remained
tionist,

win

Malthusian

the

Tremaux
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thesis.

argues that the nature of the

division of labor,

and

more absurd or more poorly

a

documented

competition, opening up of new markets,
'invention,'
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means

had long been curious about Tre-

derstand the basis of this maximally in-

(just as

maux and sought a copy of his book for
many years. I fmally purchased one a few

congruous pairing. The intermediary

literally to

may

well have been Charles Waldstein,

the formal vous). In both nations, espe-

born

in

I

years ago

—and

I

must say

that

I

have

New

York in 1856, the son of a

the verb

tutoyer,

in French,

use the intimate

cially in the far

more

tu

rather than

conservative social

MOriQOLIA
modes of nineteenth-century

per-

life,

mission to switch from formal to intimate
address

marked

God,

and precious privi-

a rare

only for one's family, one's

lege, reserved

and one's absolutely

one's pets,

and estabHshed

dearest friends. If an older
intellectual

hke Marx suggested such

change of address to

a

young man

he must have

early twenties,

felt

a

in his

especially

close to Charles Waldstein.

Lankester's

ten

frrst letter

on September

to

Marx, writ-

1880, mentions

19,

Waldstein, thus supporting Feuer's con-

lurtll

be very glad to see you.

jecture: "I shall
I

had been intending

to return to

.

.
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natural history

enced by events yet to occur.

how

ask

When we

a basically conservative biologist

Hke Lankester could have respected and

company of an aging

valued the

agitator
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ject of Lankester's highest admiration?

we

retrospect, that these

organisms spawned

all

choose to blame Marx, in

in

not

higher in the scale of

know, but only in

shadow of death than

solace in the

mistic

part, for

fishes as

more

human
catastrophes perpetrated in his name by
leaders from Stahn to Pol Pot. Even if we
the lens of later

vonian

being and destined for success because

the

Marx through

De-

marginal lineage of pond-dweUing

Karl Marx, what could have brought

Hke Karl Marx, we can hardly help viewing

As

and severely depressed

for the iU, aging,

company of bright,
young men

intellectual

enthusiastic, opti-

in the flower of their

And we

development?

Waldstein's

memories

clearly capture,

an evocative and moving way,

this as-

overly

honor

African primate

modern

terrestrial

our exalted

vertebrates, including

selves.

a peculiar species

of

the forward

as central to

thrust of evolution because our

unique

foreseeing these possible consequences of

pect of Marx's persona in his final days.

brand of consciousness

own doctrines, we must still allow that
when he died in 1883, these tragedies

Many

gent good fortune, from such a precarious

his

unknowable

resided only in an

man who met

future.

emphasized

scholars have

ture of Marx's later hfe.

example,

states that

Diane

this fea-

Paul, for

"Marx had

a

number

1880 must not be confused with Karl

much younger fi-iends.
Marx became increasingly

Marx

personal relationships, easily offended and

Karl

Marx

human

the worst crimes in

We

tory.

Lankester in

posthumous standard-bearer

the

some of

the

err

when we

for

his-

Ray

pose E.

of

.

.

.

The

difficult in his

by the behavior of old

irritated

aging

friends,

but he was a gracious mentor to younger

And

stock.

as

by contin-

arose,

we Northerners once reas a traitor, we now

Robert E. Lee

viled

tend to view him, in
benevolent Hght,

as a

a

more

man

distant

and

of principle and

—although

a great military leader

neither

extreme position can match or explain
this fascinating

man

in his

own

time.

Lankester, the stout and imposing reHc of

colleagues

and

A Httle humility toward the luck of our

Victorian and Edwardian biology, with

support." Seen in the appropriate light of

present circumstances might serve us well.

Karl Marx, viewed

their

nale for StaHn's

as

—and

how two

then wonder

the supposed ratio-

murderous career

could inhabit the same room,

warm

feel

of friendship.

ties

In 1880 Lankester was a

with

gist

men
much less

such different

young biolo-

broad view of life and

a

intellect,

and an independent streak that cared not
fig for

own

whatever

his

own

basically

conservative convictions. Lankester,

ing a rare range of interests

among

sional scientists, also loved art

particularly

profes-

and

and had developed fluency

German and

show-

and

time,

his advice

not

that

we

in

both

the

"Although

Oxford and

Cambridge, the object of Lankester's
greatest scorn

Why

and

Species] is

joyed, even cherished, the attention of

such a remarkable
was, whatever you
trines

intellect

may

(for that

think of his doc-

and their consequences)

Marx? What could

he

as

Karl

possibly have de-

hghted Lankester more than the friendship

of such

knew

art,

a brOliant older

man,

who

philosophy, and the classics so

well and

who

German

intellectual excellence, the

represented the epitome of

ob-

only

fascination for past reahties,

from judgment by outcomes

we

this

is

the

borrow

developed in

the crude English

who

may

can know,

that

help us under-

style,

Marx

Karl

stiU a stranger in a

at least

who

a loyal friend

did not shun the fimeral of such an un-

popular and rejected expatriate.

our

History reveals patterns and regularities

to

that

enhance our potential for understand-

ing.

But history

dictable foibles

Friedrich Engeh,

we might
man

broken

—
—but who

hke E. Ray Lankester,

views."

—

died in sorrow

a

enjoyed the solace of young companions

book which

natural history for

famous Hne from

a

strange land, in 1883

contains the basis in

1869

rance,

also expresses the

of

human

unpre-

passion, igno-

and dreams of transcendence.

We

can only understand the meaning of past

know, Marx and Lankester seem
suited,

warm

fi-ustration.

should Lankester not have en-

more

little

freed

our present condition. Perhaps

[Origin of

of innovation, especially in contrast with
the hidebound classicism of

A

stand our history, the primary source for

admired the German system of

proud model

with

can't escape but that they couldn't

litera-

French. Moreover, Lankester

university education, then a

sought

anachronistic distortion of later events

conventional notions of political re-

spectabihty,

ture

a

who

All

friendship that actually developed.
studies

historical

human biography

^potentially suffer

this "presentist" fallacy.

know

folded

as

of

Modern

from

chroni-

the outcomes that actually un-

events in their

own

terms and circum-

however legitimately we may

stances,

choose to judge the motives and intentions
of our forebears. Karl Marx began

famous

historical treatise,

Napoleon

Ill's

"Men make
not

make

it

rise to

their

his

his

most

study of

power, by writing:

own history,

but they do

just as they please."

unpredictable consequences of

—and

past events

appropriately,
tions

—whether

or of evolutionary lin-

—

eages in biology

clers

ideally

indeed almost destined, for the

and in-

historians often,

judge the motives and ac-

of their subjects in terms of

unknowable

at

fiitures

the time. Thus, and far too

frequendy, evolutionists view a small and
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Natures Last Bastions
"Sustainable use" of our tropical forests

may be

little

more than wishful
By

wasn't enthusiastic about

I

Imtully
reading Requiem for Nature.
from

just returned

serve in Belize
ago,

wildlife

Assam

I

set

Having

a jaguar pre-

up

fifteen years

and preparing to embark on
along

survey

border, the

last

Myanmar-

the

thing

a

wanted

I

to

think about was a frmeral mass for nature.
After
I

as

had been formally desig-

parkland by the

lUCN

(World

Conservation Union). Yet Terborgh presents a bleak picture

of downsized and de-

graded tropical parks, depleted of fauna

"empty

what win happen

to this biodiversity as

the population doubles by the middle of
the twenty-first century.

Nature, according to Terborgh,

is

dynamic web of constantly changing

a

in-

and animals.

only too well that wildlife and

Citing estimates that 40 percent of Earth's

inevitable result

a

But

beating.

was drawn into

1

this

after a

beauti-

book by John Terborgh, co-

Duke

Center for

University's

marveled

I

empathized with

and applauded

his

at his

his frustration,

courage in speaking

out about the mistakes of the conserva-

movement.

The book

takes us into

one of the

Manu Na-

world's great wild areas, Peru's
tional Park.

Terborgh has been conduct-

ing fieldwork in
park for the

last

this

3.7-million-acre

twenty-five years. Lo-

cated in southeastern Peru,

of the upper

Amazon

on

the fringe

basin, the park

epicenter of global biodiversity.

It

is

an

boasts

more than

almost 1,000 species of birds,

200 species of mammals (including 13
primate species, jaguars,
tacled bears),

tapirs,

and spec-

between 150 and 200 spe-

of trees, and, in just one lowland

more than 1,300 documented
But nature

reserves such as

deep trouble, Terborgh

site,

butterfly

Manu

asserts,

be-

cause of the misguided conventional wis-

dom

nated

has already

distorted, the

Tropical Conservation.

are in

Earth's land area

life

teractions involving plants

director of

species.

been usurped by humans, he wonders

learn that as of 1996, 3.7 percent of

When these interactions are

fidly written

cies

annual growth of plant

We

syndrome") and occu-

few pages,

tion

tween conservation and development.

pied by increasing numbers of people.

wildlands are taking

insights,

Rabinowitz

in the field,

more than two decades

know

Man

thinking.

of conservation organizations and

fimding agencies.

From

the beginning,

however, the author makes clear that the
book's purpose

is

not simply to criticize

but to offer solutions.

Terborgh draws on a store of facts and
anecdotes to portray the push-pull be-

(the

forest

is

species loss.

So

how

—
large

must

a nature reserve

be to maintain

such

as

Amazon

Terborgh points out that the
top predators

basin's

mals such

as

Manu

biological richness?

its

—magnificent

ani-

jaguars and harpy eagles,

which

are often in direct conflict \\-ith

human

activities

enough

—must have an

we

m

see

also dismisses

concept

key aspects of the popular

of sustainable

development.

Given the expanding human population,
the

competitive nature of the global

economy, and our

collective obsession

Terborgh

less. I

Through such exam-

conservation will

The most problematic
conserving wilcUands,

states

fail if

we

is

Man d

"If the

world does not soon experience

he writes, "the

Terborgh, are

primary

forest will probably fall

and governments, conser\'ation or-

fia-

234 pp.

to

conservation

temporary

much conpolitical

and

conservation rhetoric

inevitable.

forests,"

corrup-

for the

advocate a

also

contrary to

Press /Shearu'a-

Books; $24. 95;

ter

challenges to

social (overpopulation, poverty,

would

I

nature

by John

and the further degradation of parkland

of

top-down approach

a sea

change in pubhc policy regarding tropical

first.

agree with the author's emphasis on

Like him,

ture.

Terborgh.

unattainable

to

not hope-

all is

namre and represent our hope

warns, sustainable develis

was surprised

I

us that

inviolate, as these are the last bastions

And when

opment

tell

the necessity of keeping protected areas

Requiem for Nature,

do not get the science right

tion),

the demise of nature,

nomic growth, Terborgh

he makes the point that everything

attempt

are

He

with maximizing eco-

predators disappear, natural systems are altered dramatically.

a

hundred breed-

netic diversity wall diminish.

ples,

doing

species, or their ge-

to support three

ing females of each

area large

and funding agencies

poor job of addressing them.

ganizations,

last

tree

of the

because in most countries

tected areas, that ultimately decides the
fate

sometime

before 2045."
After reading page after page about

the gov-

it is

ernment, not the people around the pro-

of forests and wildhfe.
In the closing chapters,

what the author

believes

is

we

discover

the heart of

the problem: "Restraint in the use of re-

newable resources will not spring up from
the bottom." Biodiversity conservation

doomed

when

to failure

bottom-up processes

that

it

is

is

based on

depend on vol-

untary comphance. Sustainable develop-

ment

—

natural forest

example, which

is

management,

touted

native to the continued
forests

mining of virgin

—may sound good but

more than wishful
When people come first and

represents

thinking."

"little

there

is

opment
ture or

tion

that requires the existence

of biodiversity.

organizations

Terborgh,

on

nature

last,

nothing about sustainable devel-

sustainable use

is

for

as a viable alter-

"it

is

of

"When

of na-

conserva-

begin to advocate

tropical forests," writes

a signal that conservation

the run."

What

needs to be done? Terborgh's

suggestions include national conservation
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I

natural history

^

his ideas are

I

the natural resources of undeveloped nations;

out

carried

protection,

by

tions;

and

The book not

only succeeds in portraying the reahties

specially

behind our

efforts to save natural areas

but

Na-

provides a blueprint for changes in think-

Nature Corps, similar to the

ing and behavior that must be undertaken

body such
a

from impossible.

far

Bravo, John Terborgh!

trained forces under the control of an international

but

relatively radical

the internationalization of nature

Peace Corps, that

as

the United

acts as a global

watch-

if

we want

wildlands to survive.
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Finally

—a "cure"

misdiagnosed, but a dentist's research has led to
TheraBreath™, a dramatic treatment system that
works naturally and effectively.

Myanmar

in

estimated that over 80

million people

suffer from

no surviving members of

worldwide

bad breath,

a local

or halitosis. In the past,

form of red colobus monkey and began

treatment has consisted of

to think

it

might be

masking the odor with
mouthwashes or mints,

extinct.

In 1990, after suffering
neglect,

many

Nini-Suhien and Bia

years of
that

(at

time Ghana's only national ramforest

began

parks)

trom

to receive attention

foreign conservationists. In the spirit of

the

new international

conser\'ation pohcy,

flooding the

mouth with alcohol-based

rinses,

or the latest craze, popping pills that claim to

cure the problem in the stomach. None of
these treatments work, because halitosis is
caused by bacteria on the back of the tongue
and upper throat that produce sulfurous
gases. The way to stop bad breath is to stop
this process, and this is the secret behind the

planning began for the Protected Areas

revolutionary TheraBreath'^" system.

Development Programme, which would

You're the last to know. Because halitosis
originates in the mouth, it is virtually undetectable by your own sense of smell. You may
notice a bitter, sour taste in your mouth or a
whitish coating on the back of your tongue,
but you generally find out there's a problem
when a family member, friend or co-worker
brings it to your attention. At that point, you
need an effective, long-lasting and easy-to-use
method of eliminating the problem. Without
proper treatment, chronic bad breath can lead
to a loss of confidence and self-esteem, and it
can even result in depression. The problem
can adversely affect your marriage, social life,
career and relationships with family members.
What's needed is a quick and effective treatment that works naturally with no side effects.

be supported by European
aid. Its

aim was to

Union

foreign

of

foster conservation

designated reserves by integrating park

management with

economic devel-

the

opment of the surrounding conmiumties.
These plans ignored the

hunt-

fact that

ing in Nini-Suhien and Bia was carried

on not by

by

traditional landholders but

recent migrants to the area

who

had no

long-term commitment to the land.
Furthermore, the plans paid

heed

little

encouraging de-

to the possibility that

velopment near the parks could draw
even more people to

settle

along the

parks' boundaries.

As European Union bureaucrats explored from afar the possibilities for

munity development,
be hunted

in

wildlife

com-

continued to

both parks, and few

new

re-

sources were allocated to park protection.

By

the time the project got under

1997,

way

no red colobus monkeys were
and other

either area,

extremely

rare.

left

large animals

in
in

were

Conservation went awry

because of a grandiose strategy that relied

on

large

amounts of foreign development

money. Neglected were simpler measures
that

might have maintained

a pristine

park

ecosystem and better protected wildlife

from human

exploitation.

bad breath!

For years, the cause of chronic had breath has been

It is

find

for

D

A

scientific solution. As a dentist with a
degree in bacteriology. Dr. Harold Katz has
been keenly aware of the widespread nature of
this problem. It was not until his daughter
came to him about her halitosis, however, that
he began to research the problem in earnest.
His studies led him to an amazing discovery
about the source of bad breath: it does not

and the food
on your breath.

originate in the digestive system,

you

eat has

no

direct effect

Certain foods, however, contribute to the
production of sulfurous gases in the back of
the mouth. Acids in coffee and proteins in
dairy products exacerbate the problem. Mints
and mouthwashes intended to mask or prevent bad breath actually worsen the condition
because sugar and alcohol dry out the mouth.
Many common medications for everything
from high blood pressure to depression have
the same drying effect, resulting in the formation of odorous gases. Mucous from post-nasal
drip contains dense proteins that are full of
sulfur. Some treatments for halitosis contain

Sodium Lauryl

Sulfate,

which can cause

canker sores. The only effective means of eliminating the sulfur gas production

duce oxygen

to the bacteria,

is

to intro-

causing them

to

produce

tasteless, odorless sulfates.

Effective, safe and natural. At

his

California Breath CUnic, Dr. Katz has perfect-

ed a five-step program for treating halitosis.
By using these products on a regular basis,
chronic halitosis sufferers can end their problem. The TheraBreath system eliminates the
problem of bitter or sour taste in the mouth,
improves general periodontal health and will
even whiten teeth. Unlike mouthwashes that
are flavored heavily or designed to taste like
medicine, TheraBreath has a mild spearmint
flavor that tastes great

neutral breath.

It

and creates pleasant,

contains no SLS compounds,

so you will not suffer from an increase in
canker sores or any other side effects. These
products are all-natural and simply introduce
a greater

amount

of

oxygen into the mouth's

chemistry.

Try

it

risk-free. The TheraBreath System

is

an effective, safe and easy-to-use solution to a
troubling problem, but don't just take our
word for it. Try this product for yourself with
our risk-free home trial. If you are not fully
satisfied, just return it within 30 days for a full
refund.

TheraBreath™

$39.95

se

s&h

Please mention promotional code 3304-16547.

For fastest service,

call toll-free

24 hours a day

800-992-2966
\^mi

comtrad
indust;ries
2820 Waterford Lake

Dr., Suite 102
Midlothian, Virginia 23112
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Sand: Can the Irrigation MiraLast? by Siiiidra Pastel (Fini: Norton/
WorldWatch Books, 1999; $13.95; 313 pp.)
In her new book covering the subject of Earth's
freshwater, Worldwatch Institute senior fellow
Postel focuses on the role played by irrigation in
Pillar of

cle

the rise (and

of

fall)

civilizations

and explores

The Wiley Encyclopedia of Environmental Pollution and Cleanup, edited by
Robert A. Meyers and Diane Kender Dittrick Qohu

Wiley and Sons, 1999; $295; 1,890 pp;

This two-volume reference

work

illus.)

(with contri-

butions firom nearly four hundred experts)

tended for the general public but

is

in-

impact of conflicts between pubHc poUcy, con-

ics as

acid rain, environmental law, waste treat-

ment

technologies, and pesticides.

of Fury: Weather Weirdness
Around the World, by Patricia Barnes-Smrney

Skies

and Tlwnias Svariiey
$12; 224pp.;

(Fireside /Touchstone,

1999;

illus.)

The Lost Civilizations of the Stone Age,
by Richard Rndglcy (Free
pp.;

For the 90 percent of people

who

cite

weather

Press,

1999; $26; 320

The

impressive achievements of our prehistoric

—

landmasses, their precisely sized tools, their do-

The

carved signs and symbols of their protowrit-

authors discuss strange

hafgerdingar effect

(a

phenomena

like the

spiky mirage), cloudbows

ancestors

ing

—

fire for

are detailed

Oxford

the Ulusion of three Suns in the sky), as well

tural

as

their discovery

mestication of

(white rainbows), and sundogs (halos that create

servation,

of the world's major

heat and Ught, and the

by anthropologist Rudgley, of
and Cul-

University's Institute of Social

Anthropology.

and private construction

interests.

Generations At Risk: Reproductive
Health and the Environment, by Ted
Gina Solomon, Maria

Schettler,

nette

ilhis.)

most important part of the day's
news, here is an easy-to-read sui"vey of meteorological facts, explanations, and anecdotes.
reports as the

investigates the natural forces that have

such top-

reading.

articles address

Dean

shaped America's shorehnes. She discusses the

the interconnected issues of population growth,

up-to-date

deadly hurricane in 1900, science reporter

easy

isn't

sustainable agriculture, and water scarcity.

Its

Against the Tide: The Battle for America's Beaches, by Comelm Dean (Columbia
University Press, 1999; $24.95; 336 pp; illus.)
Opening the book with a look at Galveston's

Huddle (MIT

Valenti,

and An-

1999; $29.95; 417pp.)

Press,

Collaborating with pubHc health experts, the

authors

compelling

present

human exposure
which

there are

evidence

that

to synthetic chemicals

—

more than 75,000

— of

can have

Hfelong and even transgenerational effects on

human
cluded

reproduction and development. Inis

a guide to

government regulations

as

well as resources for action.

temperature, humidity, and viands.

A
Isaac's Storm:

A Man,

a Time,

and the

Deadliest Hurricane in History, by Erik
(Ovum PubUsliers. 1999; $25; 320 pp.)

Little Corner of Freedom: Russian
Nature Protection from Stalin to Gorbachev, by Douglas R. Weiner (University of

1999; $55; 570 pp;

Thoreau's Country: Journey Through a
Transformed Landscape, by David R. Foster
(Harvard University Press, 1999; $27.95; 288

Larson

California Press,

This page-turner describes the hurricane that

University of Arizona historian Weiner 's find-

"What need

8,

ings in Russian archives record the surprising

equal to the clouds in the sunset sky," wrote

at

story of an independent, scientist-led citizens'

Henry David Thoreau

movement

forester

on September
tragedy, which killed

devastated Galveston, Texas,

1900.

To

least six

chronicle the

thousand people, journaUst Larson uses

both eyewitness accounts and the newspaper reports of one of the

first

weathermen
Weather Bureau.

professional

employed by the new U.S.

illus)

for nature protection that survived

not only the StaHnist era but the succeeding
years

of Soviet repression, and became

forum

a

unique

for unsupervised political discussion.

pp.;

to travel?

from Harvard,

There
in

are

1852.

skillfully

no

sierras

Foster,

a

weaves together

Thoreau's observations of the roUing

New Eng-

land farmland and small woodlots around

Con-

cord (carved out of primeval wilderness) and
his

lOTOGRAPHY

illus.)

own ecologically informed look
now largely reverted to forest.

at

the same

land,

The American Eagle:
A Photographic Portrait,
by John Pezzenti,Jr (Viking Studio/

Penguin Putnam, 1999; $35;

176 pp.;

illus.)

The Los Angeles River: Its Life, Death,
and Possible Rebirth, by Blake Cumprecln
Qohns Hopkins University

355 pp.;

Press,

1999; $39.95;

illus)

Geographer Gumprecht writes on the eventfiil
now neglected Los Angeles
River, which has been key in the development
of southern California.
history of the
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from the Museum Shop of
the American Museum of Natural History,
(212) 769-5150.
are usually available
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Art and Marjory Walters
provide for their retirement
and for the American Museum of
.

.

Natural History.
Art and Marjory Walters have been

Museum
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love the Museum and the way it is planning and
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the exhibits
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found
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as a

skunks, says Buttery.
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overwhelming,

so
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a gag reaction

as I

suppress

I
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here in the

feel a little foolish sitting

room of Prabhadpong

formal living

Vejja-

common

in the fruit break

sulfrir-containing

methionine and
bisulfides that

To

find out

position,

a

call

acids,

and

very intense aroma.

more about

I

amino

cystine, into sulfides

have

Ron

its

chemical com-

Buttery, a research

Department of Agri-

at

finance. His palatial house, located in the

culture's

Western Research Center in Al-

middle of a durian plantation in the

bany, California. Buttery begins

Thailand's former deputy minister of

growing area of Chanthaburi,

fruit-

named

is

Barn Kradum Tong, or Golden Button

Home. Golden Button

the

is

name of an

the U.S.

plaining that
to
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the smell of

many common

a

tiny

most

for

instance,

proved especially profitable for the former

potent odorant known.

government

American

Fruit I
The news

minister.

having

is

Someone

make my

is

a small

Dutch

Indies, the durian

become

epicures.

to

is

is

at first repulsive

and

some

highly desirable to

amusement

of a durian

for

many
made

case,

my

hubris

nier.

As

a veteran

is

a great source

Asians.

And

of

in this

the scene even fun-

who

food writer

likes

overripe cheeses and brutally hot chili pep-

and has eaten bugs, barnacles, and goat

brains in the line
light the

my

of duty,

crowd by

first sitting.

I

eating a

To

my

expected to de-

whole durian

chagrin,

I

couldn't

Durio zibethiuus doesn't look (or smell)
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I

can think

ger than a man's head.
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Americans will soon
Spend $10 million to

eat

are big-

covering of

looks something like

Southeast Asia's stinkiest
fruit,

Sim-

disulfide.

employed by

are

durian, thought to have origi-

nated in Borneo or Sumatra, became an

important trade item about four hundred
years ago in
at

Burma, where

it

was

a favorite

the royal palace. There are hundreds of

cultivars

of the

commercial

fruit,

varieties are the early-matur-

ing Golden Button

(var.

kradumthong),

Golden POlow

the midseason
nee),

but the three major

cha-

(var.

and the late-maturing Matong

monthong),

(var.

being the favorite of

this last

connoisseurs.

Today most of the world's durians

grown

in Thailand

are

and South Vietaam. To
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at

even eat two small sections.

Rummaging in his

^fe^i

colonists

one of those

Watching Westerners experience

thefr first bite

pers

E
Bj

feeble attempt to eat the smff.

distinctive foods that

yet has

crowd

snapping photos while

Called stinkvrucht by the

of the East

encounter

his first

vwth durians has caused

an

that

have

fruits.

thio alpha-tepineol, the

Grapefruits,

amount of

The

by ex-

compounds contribute

early-maturing variety of durian that has

The

down two

chemist

I

compounds

burger cheese, and some spicy sort of resin.

sulfur

in durians.

dialkyl disulfides,

and diethyl

in garHc;

the sweetest, creamiest, smelliest

rotten eggs

gather.

found in onions;

ilar

of the custardy segments, but the smell of

jiva,

compounds

from pink

the large seeds are

bedded. Field botanist Otis W. Barrett has

Enzymes

Naf

and A. Velluz that notes the presence of

decayed onion, turpentine, garHc, Lim-

fruit I've ever tasted. I've already

I
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Buttery finds a 1996 paper by R.
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of
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the durian.

the chagrin of Thai fruit farmers such as

Prabhadpong

however, buyers

Vejjajiva,

throughout Asia are beginning to ask for
"Singapore durians."
tion of Singapore

is

The

tiny island na-

famously adept

at fill-

ing orders promptly, meeting shipping
deadlines,

and promoting

the rest of the

campaign

world—

products to

its

^which

is

why

its

to sell "Singapore durians" to

customers in Japan and elsewhere has met

with such success. But
protests Vejjajiva:

"They

there's a catch,

don't

grow any

durians in Singapore!"

To

say that the durian

in Southeast Asia

is

Thailand and Malaysia,

of

fruits.

and other

Every
parts

is

very popular

an understatement. In
it is

called the

year, tourists

king

from Japan

of Asia come to the Malay

Peninsula's fruit-growing regions during

the harvest season to participate in durian
tours and durian

festivals. I

was overzealous

tourists,

the

malodorous

prompted

fruits

imagine that

it

breaking open
midflight,

that

several regional airlines to insti-

—
who

specializes in biocultural psychol-

policies.

duced but have never gained acceptance.

nia

Signs forbidding durians in hotel rooms

In Southeast Asia, the stinky ones are sim-

ogy, particularly in people's

and on public transportation have sprung

ply preferred. In fact, Singaporeans and

tute their

up

famous "no durian"

over Singapore.

all

We
public

durian

—

States

much

haven't had

eating

But

^yet.

resistance to

the

in

stinkvrucht

may

United

ing to figures provided by the Thai

De-

Promotion,

the

partment

United

of Export
is

currently the world's

largest purchaser

of frozen durian from

States

Thailand. In 1996 Americans spent about

$6.9 million to

buy

Last year that figure

it.

rose to $8.8 million.

The

fi'ozen

product

is

sold primarily in Asian groceries in major

American

but

cities

considered a poor

is

substitute for the fresh fruit.

it

is

$1.89 a pound. So

My Thanh

my hometown

Oriental Market in
Austin, Texas,

At

rotten smell,

form of durians

humans," Rozin

the

My own
involuntary,

tive

disgust

no

there's

who

was completely
getting over

lives in

phenomenon

by comparing

my

it.

the United

into perspec-

reaction to durians

to his reaction to cheese.

As

a child in

Thailand, he never had dairy foods, he
says.

ble,

To him, the smell of cheese
and

as

much

as

is

horri-

he can

just

culture

come

people from a particular

to love

one smelly food and

find another disgusting?
a professor at

I

ask Paul

that

I

"But

says.

fr-om a universally acquired aversion

process." Infants play

show no

animals

toilet training

with their

process,

particular aversion to

we

blue cheese and durian

flesh,

because the

required

fruit

does not survive the

quarantine process well.

Asian-Americans

who

up hope; they may

ans shouldn't give

be cultivated in the United

mand

But

long for fresh duriyet

States if de-

they are also

in texture.

that

in

many

cultures,

Rozm,

the University of Pennsylva-

foods.
fish

University of Hawaii plant biologist

Surmusk Salakpetch, who works

at

Cheese

fermented

for Europeans,

and rotted whale meat for the

What

into this category.

Inuit

ter,

reports that she has seen thriving

durian trees in Hawaii. According to
Salakpetch, several
tations there are

former sugarcane plan-

being considered

for durian orchards.

I

wonder

will plant the extremely

if

as sites

growers

pungent variety of

the fruit that true durian fanciers prefer or
a less

aromatic cultivar that Americans

might find more
vars

of the

fruit

palatable.

Odorless culti-

have already been pro-

all fall

pungent

these

common
much

is

bet-

than they smell: the

ter

i

food doesn't necessarily

s

have the spoiled quality
aronra

the

that

And we
body

from

which our

us no, but our

tells

mind

signals.

get pleasure

situations in

us

tells

it's

which Rozin

body

okay

"mind

calls

experiences," a

form of thrill

seeking.

But of course

the

Chanthaburi Horticultural Research Cen-

is

few rotten-

a

sauce and durians for Southeast Asians,

over

continues to grow.

like

if,

Yet the curious thing, says Rozin,

£
failed

by

learn to feel disgusted

things that smell rotten, especially

mushy

and

feces,

he observes. In the socialization

theirs,

that they taste

Nose

is

believe the disgust reaction

probably taught in the

is

aversion

this

a

most

offensive to

is

foods have in

V[y

habits.

smeUing substances become highly favored

never get them past his nose.

how do

comes

he may wish he could

eat foods that contain cheese,

currently selling for

durians to the United States have largely

and

Thai friend

Just

to bring fresh

not innate.

My

States puts the

ot

far, efforts

even smellier than

reaction to durians surprised

me, however.

A

is

fi'esh variety.

turn up in

your neighborhood any day now. Accord-

which

Malaysians are veiy fond of a preserved
that

food

"Durians and blue cheese both have

I

want

know why. Rozin

to

doesn't

quite provide a reason but

me

tells

again,

and

time

that

humans develop

a

strong liking for things
that

are

putting

off-

initially

—

riding

like

on

roUer coasters, going to
sad

movies,

and eating

blue cheese and durians.

"We're
les.

crazy,"

"What

else

he chuck-

can

I

say?"

Japanese tourists, opposite page, buy fresh
durians from a vendor at the floating market in

Kanchanaburi, Thailand. Right:

A slrced-open

durian at a Bangkok fruit market.

Culinary adventurer Rohb

Walsh mites about food for
the

Austin Chronicle.
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Size Does Matter
By Neil de Grasse Tyson
telescopes are better than

Big

small telescopes.

other variables

When

—such

all

as cli-

mate, location, quahty of
the optics, or talent of the

observer

ways

—

are equal, this statement

Big telescopes collect more

here.

is

al-

Nothing mysterious or macho

true.

than small telescopes, just

as

light

big buckets

coUect more rain than small buckets.

When

you want

jects, ever

to see ever

dimmer ob-

bigger telescopes matter greatly.

While some controversy remains, the
credit for the invention

of the telescope

generally given to the

Dutch

maker Hans Lippershey.
shey inserted

a lens at

enabhng the viewer

From
Keck

is

spectacle-

In 1608 Lipper-

each end of a tube,

to see faraway things

Galileo's spyglass to the
telescope

theoretical

Mauna Kea,

on

advances in optics

have driven the creation of
ever larger telescopes.
as

though they were

close by.

entertaining invention
ple optical devices

it

were

What an

pense,

I

teenth-century northern Europe or

the Latin

became

name

don't

how

their curtains, but

for Lippershey's device

perspicilli,

commonly

translated as

look

first

with

ingfijl

at

I

progressed so far that

I

constructed

person to do anything mean-

a spyglass and, in particular, to

non-earthly heavenly bodies was

appear about a thou-

more than

sand times larger and
times closer than

when

within months of having heard

about the device via the Netherlands-

originals, so

you

will

natural faculty only."

though only

a

thirty

brightest

moons of Jupiter,

craters

sci-

of the moon.

The images

which

is

more of a problem when

make

when

mockery of church dogma, which,

without regard for experiment or observa-

embody

If you

want

divine

to pretend

you

knowledge

are

home one

GaUleo

of those

cheap refracting telescopes you see in the

pro-

duced, however, will be upside down,

peering into someone's

for the night, just take

the phases of

Venus, and the mountains, valleys, and

al-

couple of inches in diameter,

claimed to

did

Gahleo's best,

ence of astronomy and simultaneously
a

as

observed with the

of the ways and means of the heavens.

1609, Galileo built several world-class spy-

of Galileo s

Gahleo, the rings of Saturn, the four

it

tronomer Gahleo

glasses

to those

things seen through

tion,

Beginning in

store.

be handily equipped to discover,

the Italian mathematician, physicist, and asGalilei.

window of your local camera
The scope will have optics superior

display

for myself an instrument so excellent that

was powerful enough to blow open the

"spyglass."

The

Galileo

relatively easy to

about the windows of seven-

wide open people kept

Of his best spyglass,

wrote; "Finally, sparing no labor or ex-

make, and everybody wanted one.

know much

Italy grapevine.

was! These sim-

than

you're looking into space.

In 1611, just
first

you're

window

two

looked up with

years after

Gahleo

his spyglass,

he was

invited to join the exclusive

Roman Ac-

cademia dei Lincei (Academy of the
Lynxes).

The academy was

exclusive that

it

had onlv

five

so

new and

members

at

the time Galileo was inducted, but

would

become an

later

promoting an empirical approach

During

ence.

the

we

tele-

obviously derive

wrong, in

—such

nated

under

with magnifying an

principle,

When

image.

things are brightly illumi-

specimens seen

as biological

a light-fed

microscope or a beach

—mag-

scene viewed through binoculars

how

tant universe,

however, everything

want

dim.

making

and mirror-

coupled with

expertise,

his ad-

vanced theories on the behavior of

him

enabled

mirror,

about

how much

object

it

pointless to talk

It's

it.

Using

concave

a

certain distortions

lenses,

Newton

fashioned a

mirror. This secondary

flat

come of age only

have

tury. First

we had

to figure out that other

we had

bands existed. Next

how

and focus

to collect

Then we had

to figure out

The name

—

band

ray,

inherent reflector-telescope problem of

familiar household, societal,

the observer's head getting in the way.

trial

construction and design of larger and
larger telescopes.

To

this

telescope

day,

technology has continued to advance
the amateur

and

combination of

typically involves a

It

mirrors and lenses supported by high-

is,

by

advertised size for any telescope

tradition, the

diameter of the largest

optical element. Visit any

tronomers'

star

amateur

as-

party or telescope conven-

and conversations

tion,

v/ill

reek with

aperture envy: "I have a six-inch refractor;

how

big

is

yours?"

"My

ten-inch gets

deeper into the universe than your
inch."

—now

ray

me
six-

This seemingly X-rated banter

conveys an important message: the pur-

radio

X-

resonates with

The

glass

was designed

as a

on Mauna Kea

mirror

is

so big that

matrix of thirty-six

whose exact

thin hexagonal segments

duce the best possible image. In
scopes, as in pizza pies,
is

not the diameter but the

famous formula

you can show

generation of

inch pizza.

By

area.

for the area

more than twice

own

tele-

what matters most

(A=jcr2),

its

that

0-meter-diameter

pizza has

Using the

of

that a

a circle

10-inch

the area of a 7-

similar reasoning,

we

learn

and engineers on the

that a 30-inch telescope has not three but

of nineteenth- and twentieth-

nine times the collecting area of a 10-inch

century physics.

telescope.

For hundreds of years, the

was the only
business

in Hawaii.

1

telescope

and indus-

creative scientists

frontiers

the

Keck

but each wavelength technol-

human

eye

light-sensitive detector at the

end of

a telescope.

vention of photography and

But the
its

in-

we

Continuing these

Keck 10-meter

see that the

collects forty

calculations,

telescope

thousand times the hght of

Galileo's original telescope.

While

apphca-

significant advances in tele-

possible

scope size came episodically during the

long exposures of the heavens over wide

ascent fi-om Galileo to Keck, telescope di-

rion to optical astronomy

tech structural hardware.

The

uses,

for each

ogy was hatched by

(for

well as the professional),

as

gamma

is

(400-inch)

It

world

largest telescope in the

sees visible light

to ensure that the telescope optics pro-

to detect

wave, microwave, infrared, ultraviolet,

and

their telescopes tracked objects

as

across the sky.

how

to figure out

the photons without the benefit of our

in the tube, thereby elegandy solving the

the

night

alignment and curvature can be adjusted

sideways and then focused through a hole

to

tech-

their photons.

eyes.

been indispensable

fdm and camera

astronomers.

The

in the last half cen-

mirror enabled the image to be reflected

Theories of reflective and refractive

pass before

nology could serve the research needs of

can't detect in the first place.

Telescopes that detect invisible bands

telescope that reflected hght back toward

optics have

an

a telescope enlarges

of hght in the electromagnetic spectrum

of color and shape that limited the success

an angled,

is

light,

which removed

of ordinary

to see

to build a telescope superior

those preceding

all

would

the

half century

tronomers to take several pictures in one

"telescope."

Galileo died. Newton's lens-

A

image become blurred.

lest

we

a usefril reference for

is

Newton,

was born in 1642, the year

during the exposure

tionless

big the object will appear. In the dis-

power

word

the brilliant English

mo-

dayhght everybody had to remain

Only then were photographic emulsions fast enough for as-

nification

Isaac
physicist,

to

ban-

was formally named

from which

sccpiuiii.

to sci-

Galileo's induction

quet, his spyglass

it

influential force in

fields

of view,

made

exceeding the

far

eye's ca-

ameters doubled, on average, every

fifty

corresponding

pacity to register an image. Perhaps the

years, with, in effect, a

most important

doubling of the collecting area every

phy was
as

that

it

feature

of astrophotogra-

removed the human mind

the image processor.

needed

to rely

upon

the

You no longer
artistic talents

of

rwenty-five. This
ter

we

have been able to discover

new

objects that

drawing what they thought they

ones

we could

saw through the telescope's eyepiece.

that every quar-

century since the invention of the

telescope,

sleepy astronomers in the middle of the
night,

means

were half as bright

as

the

already detect.

Because Hght dims in proportion to the

telescopes, size matters for

square of the distance to the object being

image but to see dim objects by collecting

detectors, but so does light sensitivity.

viewed, the frfty-year interval more accu-

why

Photography was invented shordy before

rately represents the average

big apertures are better than small aper-

the U.S. Civil War, and the conflict was

discoveries

pose of telescopes

as

many photons

tures.

is

as possible,

This distinction

on camera

store

not to magnify an

is

which

is

occasionally lost

merchants and unscrupu-

lous telescope marketers

who

tout the

As with

heavily

documented by photographers.

But there

body

is

are

no action

pictures; every-

always serenely seated or standing.

"magnification power" of small telescopes

The photographic

with

so insensitive to Hght that even in broad

this

or that eyepiece. There's nothing

plates

of the day were

away

time between

were twice

as far

in the universe as the previously

most

of objects

that

distant objects. This far-reaching pattern

when we ran
The cosmic microwave

continued until the 1960s,
out of universe.

background radiation was then discov-

—

UNIVERSE

—

ered
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of the big bang and

a signature

its

attendant limits of time and space.

Nearly every increase in mirror

m

required an associated advance

size

struc-

engineering to support, move, and

tural

aim the

Of

you

can't control

the

many

big

a

is

where

it

universe"

"island

this

went on

hypothesis and

to discover the redshift-distance

law that showed

we

live in

an expanding

Only then did cosmology

universe.

above the level of armchair

rise

Thirty years after the 100-inch tele-

deserve special mention. In

48-inch telescope, then the

More

the world.

his previous

largest

m

than twice the diameter
18.8-inch instrument of

similar design, this

one required an elabo-

rate supporting truss,

with multiple pul-

leys that adjusted the angle

of the

tele-

Mount

Palomar, outside San Diego, Cali-

fornia,

was completed. Conceived well

War

before World

some of the

but benefiting from

II

war's technological spin-ofls,

the 200-inch telescope remains in use to

With nary

this day.

the 200-inch

is

engineering

I

m view,

a competitor

the most impressive feat of

have ever seen.

am

I

not only expanding but that the

is

expansion

is

by these

accelerating. Fueled

abound

successes, plans

new

for a

tion of outsize optical telescopes.

genera-

A Euro-

pean consortium has even murmured
about building a 100-meter telescope. Past

assertions.

scope was buHt, the 200-inch telescope on

1789 WUliam Herschel finished building

of

universe

record-breaking

turies, several

his

also supplied recent data that suggest the

100-inch telescope, Hubble confirmed

and designs over the past four cen-

points?
sizes

What good

telescope.

telescope if

philosopher Immanuel Kant. With the

not

performance, in
rate predictor

As described

mous

may be an

this case,

accu-

of fijture returns.

one of the more

in

fa-

optics equations, the longer the

wavelength of

the bigger the tele-

light,

scope must be for

to successftdly focus

it

the waves. For this reason, radio telescopes

on

are,

average, bigger than

telescopes.

And microwave

microwave

telescopes are

The

bigger than optical telescopes.

largest

on

alone in this assessment. Several books

telescope in the world

tracks that controlled the telescope's az-

have been published about the making of

Arecibo Radio Telescope near Arecibo,

scope above the horizon, and

rollers

imuth along the horizon. For the

the challenges of creating

good

optics.

Despite these handicaps, Herschel

Messier Catalog of nebulous objects from

And

to

more than two thousand.

having previously discovered the

planet Uranus, he then discovered

Tlie purpose of telescopes
is

not

magnify hut

to

man-

aged to extend the widely referenced

one hundred

Puerto Rico. Three hundred and

first

time, the engineering challenges rivaled

telescopes

—

pies

—

In

as in

pizza

gamma

area, not diameter.

as a

flattened

we are embedded.
The 100-inch telescope at the Mount

system in which

on

the

life

—

tion

science,

1918 and

media.

use after a long-needed

refurbishment in the early 1990s. Within

only a dozen years of
telescope

its

dedication, this

(under the able control of

American astronomer Edwin Hubble and
others), along

ory of

with Einstein's general the-

relativity

and the discovery of

quantum mechanics, transformed descriptive astronomy into modern astrophysics.

For example, Herschel's telescope

could just barely detect individual

stars

in

the outer reaches of spiral-shaped nebu-

achievements,

cycles

the

stellar

although

The

unheralded by

through extreme

redshifts in spectra, the

existence of quasars that, as a

known

class,

The Keck 10-meter
opened

telescope,

ily

by the

With

size
all

is

back

—

the universe runs out of galaxies

in

hmited primar-

of their launch vehicles.

the professional telescopes in

and on the ground, capturing

orbit

as

time to the big bang.

of these extremely

Milky

Way

reach us, the

From

tion

on

the sky,

I

am

pubHc has

that the

a

heartened to learn

growing

Keck can probe

of years to

the chemical
It

interest in

cosmic discovery. Perhaps the best evithis

trend

New

comes from
its

light-pol-

skyscraper-fiUed skies, the per-

luted,

capita ownership of telescopes

is

Or

is

Maybe

one of
ever\'-

trying be like Galileo.

then again, maybe not.

keeping

my

I'll

be

curtains closed, just in case.

the

distant galaxies,

composition of the early universe.

all

bands of Hght and looking in every direc-

the highest in the nation.

light has taken biUions

German

than that of telescopes used

ally smaller

for longer wavelengths,

body

you peer more than 95 percent of the way

which

the size of the telescopes, although gener-

obtain spectra of galaxies farther away than

spectra

galaxy, isolated in the uni-

which

or

X-ray,

in these short wavelengths re-

the 200-inch telescope but not twice as far

away

expected,

quires space-based platforms for

dence for

for business in the early 1990s, can

whose

idea traceable to the

ultraviolet.

York City where, despite

biUions of light-years away.

systems were analogous to our

—an

are the

objects in the universe

Herschel went on to suggest that

verse

the

telescope further identified,

these

lae.

a

evolu-

cornerstone of twentieth-century

a

farthest

Mount

critical data

of stars, which led to

coherent understanding of

Angeles, California) was completed in
stiU in

its

Ronald

Machine.

Perfect

Palomar telescope acquired

Wilson Observatory (located near Los

is

The

entitled

as

rays penetrate Earth's atmosphere.

To observe

Among

data-inspired de-

Way

Hardly any

is

and he provided the

first

namral crater in

other radio telescope in the world can.

what matta's most

Florence

me-

can see dimmer radio sources than any

the telescope, including one by

Milky

a

the landscape, this telescope,

collect photons.

moons (Titania and Oberon) and two
moons of Saturn (Mimas and Enceladus),
scription of the

and embedded in

fields)

to

five

diameter (more than three football

ters in

two of

its

the nonsteerable

is

has

Neil de Gimsc Tysoii, an
Frederick

Hayden

P

Plaiictarimn

scientist at

astrophysicist,

Rose Director of New York
and

is

the

City's

a visiting research

Princeton University.

,
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Stealth antenna hides under
gutters but performs like big

ugly antennas
The new

way

to

GE

brand

Max Antenna

is

the loiu-profile, high-gain

get flawless reception of broadcast signals without

expensive installation.
&y Hope Chapman

Electronic engineers agree
yoiir television

as the signal

is

nal,

it

and the features

available.

Both cable and satellite television systems have spent a
great deal to improve the qual-

ity of their transmission,

The GE brand

Max

Antenna

antenna

but

they aren't available in

at the

broadcast source.

Clear alternative. The GE brand Max
Antenna series uses a revolutionary
electromagnetic design to maximize

they can be extremely expensive,

for the privilege of receiving a sig-

your options have been limited,
and your picture was likely to be distorted. You could always mount a huge
antenna on your roof, but that's not
even allowed in some neighborhoods.
Then there's the problem of aiming the

receives.
Unfortunately, antenna design
has not kept pace with improvements in tele\ision qual-

nity

you'd rather not pay a hefty monthly

If

sum

only as good

all

advent of digital broadcast
television is about to change
television, and in the near future,

and yield longer
range reception of off-air VHP and
UHF signals. Unlike a conventional
dipole anterma, the Max Antenna can
receive signals in both vertical and horizontal planes with minimum cross-

broadcasters will begin transmission of these

polarization loss. This design allows

high definition signals. This will mean that
you won't need to pay outrageous cable bills

for the first low-profile

is

the ultimate

TV antenna
system.

the face of

or subscribe to satellite

programming

tion that provides

to get

and pulled

What

of the latest electromagnetic technology

although rabbit ears

viding high gain and

will provide reception of over-the-air signals,

around
greatest

performance without making your family
room look like something out of the fifties.
Fuzzy outlook.

If

of

the antennas

bility. First,

— pro-

channel coverage as

amount

well as the greatest

they are just as ugly and just as difficult to
adjust as ever. Luckily, there is a new GE
brand antenna that will provide breakthrough

full

mounting

flexi-

were designed

wide band element to achieve the
amount of gain in a relatively small

a

space. Next, an amplifier

and matching

net-

work was designed to enhance the reception
of weak signals. This amplifier also adds very

you subscribe to cable, you
on most charmels, as

receive a quality picture

little

distortion to the strong signals, giving

it

balanced amount of gain. A filter on the
amplifier board will allow for good matching
caused by the signal bouncing off buildings
between the antenna and amplifier. Special
and other large objects, known as multiattention was paid to design an antennapathing, often results in "ghosting" or "snow."
amplifier combination that would be completely compatible
Super MAX
The range that's right
with the new digital
long as storms or other factors don't disrupt
your service. Unfortunately, the interference

Six-feet

it.

one that you can

textured surface that

mount horizontally
or vertically.

mounts easily and can
be painted to match
any decor. You can mount it vertically on your
chimney or horizontally under the eaves of
your rooftop. If it weren't for the improved
picture on your television, you would never
know it was there.
Risk-free reception. The Max Anterma is the
perfect way to get a perfect picture. It comes
with Comtrad's exclusive risk-free home trial.
If you are not completely satisfied, return it
within 90 days for a full "No Questions

Asked" refund.

a

for you...

transmission format.

Reception

With the

up to 60

UHF/VHF

miles

than the cable broadcast of

right

the

up

It

better

stations:

60

reception for

miles.

• The Mid-range

MAX

Antenna

low amount

The

of noise.

scientists

designed

it

and a

who

followed

Max Antenna

40-miie range

$69.95

$9.95

Super Max Antenna
$99.95
Please mention promotional code

For fastest service,

S&H

eo-miie range

S&H

5735-16210.

call toll-free

800-992-2966

$11.95

24 hours a day

H^^E

To order by mail, send check or money order for the total

ples to give the anten-

amount including S&H. Or charge it to your credit card by
enclosing your account number and expiration date.

MAX

and horizontal plane.

Indoor/Outdoor
Antenna is two-feet in length,
can be used indoors and out,
and has a reception range up
to 20 miles.

$49.95 $7.95 S&H

Mid-range

certain optical princi-

nas good sensitivity
in both the vertical

three-feet

2o-miie range

has been designed

and provides
reception up to 40 miles.
is

Max Indoor/Outdoor Antenna

for strong signal distortion rejection

MAX

maximum
to

is

Antenna is
long and provides

• The Super
six-feet

antenna,

reception

network

local

•

forget

reception with

ioned" unsightly

installa-

during use. You simply install it, set it and

Attractive design.
This antenna has been
designed with your
living space in mind.
It features a durable

antenna tower or
get even better

antenna solu-

numerous

never see.

Would you rattier
have the "old-fash-

Superior components. The key to the
superiority of this antenna is its ingenious use

to the attic

their old rabbit ears out of storage.

they'll find is that

you'll

tion options.

the perfect picture.

So people have headed back up

The best antenna

installation flexibility

may not provide
access to local TV stations. The
areas and

It is

omnidirectional

and requires no
adjustments, orient-

ing or fine tuning

—please add 4.5% sales tax.

Virginia residents only

comtrad
industries
2820 Waterford Lake Dr., Suite 102
Midlothian, Virginia 23112

THE NATURAL MOMENT

natural history

9/99

—

Appearing to

smile with delight

as a butterfly lands

upon

its

move

snout, a caiman makes no

to harm the insect. Actually,

the two creatures are simply catering to
their

own

respective physiological needs.

Drifting in a

canoe down

Negro do Pantanal,

Mato Grosso do

Sul,

in

Brazil's Rio

the swampland of

photographer Luiz

Claudio Marigo spotted

many caimans

basking along the sunny banks. Their

mouths were

slightly agape,

which

is

method of releasing excess

reptile's

the

heat.

The individual Marigo photographed was
an adult slightly under six feet long.

A

pierid butteriTy, Dryadula phaetusa,

flitted

about the crocodilian's head. Just

prior to their

mating season, males of

this species congregate by the

hundreds

on patches of moist soil that contain
mineral

salts.

When they cannot

find

such deposits, the insects visit various

animals to drink salty secretions from
their skin

and

nostrils.

The butterfly

fluttered from the caiman's teeth to
its

eyes and snout without eliciting

anything more than indifference.

As the Amazon afternoon wore on,
the caiman continued to store solar

energy while the butterfly flew off to
continue

its

foraging.

Richard Mitner

WINGS
Photograph by LUIZ CLAUDIO MARIGO

MUSEUM

AT THE

natural history

9/99

By Peter Siegel

Inside

the

American Museum of

History are more than 32

Natural

rrulHon specimens and

any given moment,

at

percent of the material
rest
it

artifacts,

on

is

but

than 3

less

The

display.

remains in storage, and until recently

was

available only to speciahsts. Fifteen

years ago, however, the Division of

An-

thropology took on the task of creating
digital collection

(CMS)

that

but

also

provide

com-

puter access to items not on exhibit.

Currently the CMS's Digital Imaging

Program contains more than 260,000
images from the collections, and both researchers

and the general public can ac-

90,000 of them

cess

—

as

than 100,000 catalog entries
the division's
org).

Web

The system

is

—through

(anthro.amnh.

site

possibly

largest virtual collections

more

well as

one of the

of anthropolog-

material in the world.

ical

The

benefits of the Digital

Program

seum

Imaging

way Mu-

are exemplified in the

trustee Errdly Fisher's recent gift

handled. Fisher donated
a series

tangkas

modern

was

copies of

of seventy-nine Tibetan Buddhist
(religious

paintings)

conmiissioned in 1687 by the

that

were

fifth

Dalai

Lama's regent, Sangye Gyamtso.
the paintings

done

He

to elucidate his

mentary on the "Four Tantras"

—

had

com-

eighth-

century Tantric Buddhist texts that form
the foundation of Tibetan medicine and

cover physiology, pathology, diagnosis,

and

cure.

With such

depictions,

the

Tantric Buddhist system of heaUng could,

according to Gyamtso, be "perceived by
everybody, from the scholar to the child,
as clearly as

[the

one would

see a

myrobalan

foremost healing plant in the Tibetan

The main branches of the Tree of Physiology,
right, depict

human physiology and

certain

pathological transformations. The upper panel

shows the lineage of medical teachers from

Buddha to the hermit sages.

Artifects

a

management system

would not only organize the

division's holdings

Virtual
Thanks

to digitalization,

treasures

many

from the Museum's

anthropology collections can be
seen and enjoyed on-Hne.

tails

a

that normally cannot

Museum

itself

on

visitor

be seen even by

looking

at

the tangka

These e.xtraordinary pic-

display.

For the past eight
the Division

everyone

archive for the

"from scholar to child"

Gyamtso

tional

-just as

had intended more than three hundred
years ago

when he commissioned them.

of

program, has been creating an on-line visual

tures act as a virtual bridge for

—

years, Peter Siegel, director

of Anthropology's digitaUzation

New

Museum, funded by

Endowment

the

Na-

for the Humanities,

the

York State Council on the Arts, the

An-

drew W. Mellon Foundation, and other donors.

EVENTS
SEPTEMBER

7, 14, 21,

The autumn

AND 28

migration of birds can be

observed in September and October

during a

series

SEPTEMBER 25

Park with Stephen C. Quinn, from

From

The

walks

from

start

anatomy. The

grid, a feature

unique to Tibetan

medical illustration, provides

a

template for the

as

Department of Education's

Central Park that includes the flowers

led

and

—

well

WiUiam

8:30 to 11:00 A.M.

Schiller, the

of

Street. Similar series

walks occur on other days

human

event and

lecturer in botany, conducts a tour of

the northeast corner of Central Park

of twenty-three tangkas devoted to

this catastrophic

the massive diaspora that resulted.

of eight Tuesday-

7:00 to 9:00 A.M.

Above: Detail oi Images of Impermanence, one

evidence for

morning nature walks through Central

West and 77th

and Hnguistic

archaeological, genetic,

trees

of Shakespeare Garden,

on Wednesdays by Joseph DiCostanzo,
on Thursdays by Harold Feinberg, and

Hernshead, and Strawberry

on Saturdays (from 9:00

SEPTEMBER 29

to 11:00 a.m.)

At 7:00

by Chris Vogel.

P.M.

editor of the

physician to use in determining the precise

Fields.

Cornelia Dean, science

New

York Times, outhnes

management,

locations at which pathogenic fluids can be

SEPTEMBER 9

the global

extracted from the body.

A teachers'

focusing on the beaches of the United

tradition] held in the

The

palm of one's hand."

original set of these

tangkas,

workshop, held from 4:00

States

curricular resources and activities

published book. Against the Tide.

associated with AsiaQuest, the third

on-

hne expedition sponsored by Classroom

the Chinese military in 1959, but this re-

Connect

cent series of copies, based on three sur-

Museum. This

sets,

was painted over the course of

seven years by Nepalese
Shrestha,
artistic

who

Romio

artist

followed rehgious and

conventions in copying the seven-

Shrestha's paintings
are filled

on

cloth,

which

with astonishing renditions of a

variety of physical conditions and
nesses,

Anthropology's image database.

now

nine images
healing/.

easily
at

browse

dramatic 1996 ascent of the highest

for a five-week exploration of the Silk

mountain

Road, beginning October 4
and crossing

central Asia.

China

programs to Africa
at

www.amnh.org/ncslet/.

a portrait

and Amazon,

in the world,

of the river and the

fauna, and people along

its

flora,

course to

the sea. Double features wiU be
shown only at 6:00 RM. on Friday

and Saturday.

SEPTEMBER 14

Tlie

Can

is

the biblical story of Noah's flood

be traced to

a massive

seventy-

what

digitalization,

in

AsiaQuest and

and the Galapagos can be found

years ago in

anthro.amnh.org/ribetan_

Through

IMAX theater is

featuring Everest, the story of the

allows students to join a scientific team

The pub-

all

journey

ill-

have been digitally photographed

and incorporated into the Division of
Uc can

interactive

THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER

The Museum's

in partnership with the

similar expedition

teenth-century originals.

and drawing on her recently

to 7:00 P.M., introduces educators to the

which was kept in Lhasa, was destroyed by

viving

crisis in coastal

any part

of a picture can be enlarged to show de-

is

inundation 7,600

today the Black

Sea? At 7:00 P.M. Walter Pitman, a
researcher at the

Lamont-Doherty

Earth Observatory, discusses the

American

Museum

located at Central

Street in

Neiv York

events, exhibitions,

of Natural History

Park West and 79th
City.

and

For

listings

hours, call

(212) 769-

169-5100. For

tickets, call

5200.

Museum's Web

Visit the

wwu'.amnh.org.

of

(212)

site at

—
OPAPER
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when
Once,
sounded, my
I

raced into French

it

has

left

committed

the bell

"can you get on a

train

the station?" In a country house in Kent,

Eng-

land, there lives a talented
is

class just after

punctilious professor refused nie admit-

he

tance. "Monsieur,"
after

9/99

said,

and obsessed man, Errol

one of evolution's departed

to chasing

On June

great auk, or garefowl.

1844,

3,

on

who

Fuller,
trains

—

the

the remote Ice-

landic island of Eldey, three infamous sailors killed the

last

pair

newspaper

and even

clippings,

—an

Gathering in great numbers on the remote, windswept rocks
they used

were easy to catch and

rookeries, great auks

as

Mariners would

up camp

set

at

Funk

them

and

for their fat

there simply were

But

By

no more

after that June

morning

of an entire species

finales

Anywhere. Ever.

great auks.

the end of the nineteenth century, preserved remains of

newspaper account, mounted auks

attainable

spectacled old

"stir

the pinnacle of desire."

is

auk

stuffed

with

obsession with

all

vanished species of birds.

in 1844

the birds began to fetch fancy prices. According to an old

this

an

poor

me

up

whom the

to

un-

Fuller discovered a

had

make

to

be able to touch

he

it,"

contact

says. "It's

bundle of feathers did ac-

this sad

to create the

men

had been kept since

it

spot. "I just

thing, to

little

whole

project."

on garefowl proved

FuUer's fixation

By Richard Miiner

on the

it

of course, but

illusion,

tually fire

When

French chateau, where

at a

1858, he purchased

A naturalist pursues his

and render

skin the carcasses,

alive,

still

oil.

frenzy and inspire awe in the bosoms of those to

of Auks Past

kill

Island, off Newfoundland,

herd thousands of the trusting birds together, throw them into
boiling cauldrons while

one of the most well documented

Remembrance

Auk

of Great

a rare, battered tin

extinct English brand.

cigarettes

expensive.

He

spent

about $15,000 travehng to museums and private collections, another $30,000 for photography and rights to illustrations, $8,000

on books and pamphlets, and $45,000
specimen.

He

also paid for publication

auk book himself

Fuller reckons his great

back about $200,000 and

amount of money

Some

of

"not quite sure

is

a hvely,

how

Fuller's

up the

own

of Kfe,"

battle until

Tlie Fighting Temeraire

Up,

m
Errol Fuller,

that

paintings deal with the auk's extinc-

little

couple

says Fuller,
it is

last

two

bfrds

—dwarfed by an

enor-

their last day

a

"the idea that

truly over.

Being Tugged

which always makes

was destroyed just

A Last Stand, by

him

on

jauntiness of the birds as they face eternity repre-

sents the spirit

give

I

honestly."

somewhat comical

"The

set

came by

auk mania

mous, cosmic sunset on the evening before
earth.

edition of his

first

His Evening ofJune 2nd, 1844, depicts the

tion.

own mounted

for his

of the

me

to

I

we

can never

was inspired by Turner's

Her Last Berth

to

Be Broken

think of great auks because the ship

few years before they were."

The mystery of extinction has haunted Fuller since he was a
"The death of any individual has always seemed a desper-

1997

child.

ately

of these

flightless,

puffins) that

penguirdike birds

of the murres and

once ranged the North Adantic. Fuller

that the auk's departure

from

this

world was

ocable, yet for years he has tried to

painter and pugihst

brings a

(relatives

scientist's

as

well

is

definitive

well aware

an early age the story of the

and

intrigue

tenacity to his impossible quest.

irrev-

somehow encounter them.

as a self-taught ornithologist.

knowledge, an

artist's

He

passion,

profound thing to me, and the death of the

of a species greatly magnifies the sense of loss," he

and

A

Fuller

a boxer's

has visited scores of muse-

grew over many

last

two

auks,

last

individual

says. "I

years into a ftiU-blown obsession."

Perhaps the American naturahst William Beebe said

"When

the

last

read at

and the longing and

it

best:

individual of a race of living things breathes

no

more, another heaven and another earth must pass away before
such a one can be again." Fuller will next pursue the dodo.

ums, private collections, and archives, seeking every sketch and
painting and every

known egg and mounted specimen

(seventy-

eight stiU exist). Fuller has built a passionate, idiosyncratic

around these and other

relics,

including bones, beaks,

book

letters.

Richard Mihier
the author

(1995).

is

a senior editor at

Natural History. Errol Fuller

of Extinct Birds (1987) and

The

Great

Auk

The

will be published in

is

Lost Birds of Paradise

November by Abrams.
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DISCOVERY TOURS-2000
The Enduring Spirit
Tibetan Buddhism

Inside Saudi Arabia:

Bhutan, Ladakh and Sikkim
September 2^-October 1^,2000

Interpreting the Islamic

World

January 27-

Febmary

10,

of

TBA

$Price
N.Y. included)

CRUISES

Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos
February 18 -March 4, 2000

$5,890

The Treasures of India:
Exploring Rajasthan, Delhi,
Agra, and Mumbai
2000

$6,690

Remote

_

$7,990

The Gardens and Treasures
of China and Japan

May 2-16,

Foothills

November

9,

2000

$6,790 (Airfare from N.Y.C.

$3,490

included)

FAMILY PROGRAMS

Silk Route:

Costa Rica and Panama:

Central Asia

Exploring Nature's

September 15October 7, 2000

Aboard the
M/V Temptress Explorer
January 8-18, 2000

2000

$6,490

From

Galapagos Family Adventure
Aboard the Santa Cruz
July 1-11, 2000
:

$8,990

$2,780 to $5,560j

PLANE TRIPS

$4,980 to $7,280

___j,l

Family Alaska Aboard the

9,

MIS Seven Seas Navigator

South America by Private

The Galapagos Islands
Aboard the Isabella II
January 16-26 and
January 30- February

Kalahari:

Africa's Last Frontier

April 16-30, 2000

Annapurna

October 27-

June 21-29, 2000

The Ancient

Treasures

5,

the

Last Best Place:
Montana by Private Rail

Through China and

Indochina Unveiled:

February 19 -March

Nepal: Trekking Through

The

From

2000

$7,220 (Airfare from

^

TRAIN TRIPS

LAND PKOGEAMS'

2000
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most of the

Wildlife biologist Richard Parnell ("Gorilla Expose"), a native of Sussex, England, has spent
past decade

on

the

trail

of lowland

Gabon and

gorillas, first in

currently in the Republic of Congo. After

years of following the apes through dense forest, he describes his current research

above a clearing

known

—

Mbeli Bai

as

home

"retirement

as a

site

for gorilla trackers."

—perched on

A research fellow with

the Wildhfe Conservation Society, Parnell beheves that gorillas have been "underestimated

dim

salad crunchers." Parnell

a doctoral

is

For her

first

candidate

as

nice but rather

University in Scotland.

at Sterling

project involving ethnobotany Patricia Shanley ("To Market, to Market") spent ten years

working with underprivileged youth
been involved with

has

tower

a

rural

in central

New Jersey.

For most of the past decade, however, she

communities in the Brazilian Amazon, where she has been researching

While completing

the changing use, ecology, and value of forest fruit and medicinals.
dissertation for the Durrell Institute

of Conservation and Ecology

a doctoral

the

at

University of Kent, Canterbury, Shanley has also been developing ways to

M^
J?^

make

her findings available to the Amazonians themselves so that they can reach
better-informed decisions about

how

native of Nebraska,

photographer with National Geographic, for

is

a contract

which he covers land-use
Tlic

Coinpany

We

Keep: America's Endangered

Species,

issues

to allocate their resources. Joel Sartore, a

and wUdHfe. His photographs were featured in

by Douglas H. Chadwick (National Geographic
l^m-.,

Society, 1996). Sartore 's

work

Sports Illustrated, as well as in

has also appeared in such magazines as Audubon,

TroU Communications'

A Day in

accepted

to

book

Thornbug")

comes from

in animals

His current research goal

is

is

known,

a continual stretch

social structure

of his work

is

seems almost

on treehoppers.

and ecology. Cocroft s enjoyment of the

matched by an "irreducible appreciation of the

humans

that trying to understand their

of the imagination." Because there are so many species of insects and

says Cocroft, "the research frontier

recently

how communication between individuals in
means of cooperation or conflict and how their interactions

animals themselves, which are so different from

world

He

Division of Biological Sciences at the

to understand

these insect groups serves as a

determined by their

"""^^

suspects that part of his interest in acoustic

years spent studying music in college.

a position as assistant professor in the

intellectual challenges

^

series.

University of IVlissouri-Columbia, where he plans to continue working

are

.

Time, Newsweek, and
\t

the Life

Rex Cocroft ("Thornbug

communication

Life,

limitless," full

many of them

are so

little

of wonderful surprises and opportunities to address

questions about the function and evolution of animal behavior.

David Freedberg ("The Paper Museum"), a professor of art history

York

City,

is

at

Columbia University

pubhshed by Harvey MOler Publishers under the auspices of the Royal Library
result

of the fortunate accident described in

only a patron of the visual

known book

is

T\ie

Press, 1989). Tlie

GaHleo and

New

in

editor of the multivolume catalog of Cassiano dal Pozzo's natural history drawings being

arts

his article, the

Windsor

Castle.

As

a

but also a passionate investigator of the natural world. Freedberg s best-

Power of Images: Studies

Eye of the Lynx,

in the

History and Theory of Response (University of Chicago

forthcoming book from the same pubhsher, examines the

his

his associates (including Cassiano) in creating the

As

at

author discovered that Cassiano was not

a diver

modern

field

of natural

role of

history.

and nature photographer, Dan Welsh-Bon ("The Natural Moment") has long been

interested in ocean hfe.

More

recently,

while working on his master's degree in marine and

environmental science, Welsh-Bon began to study fluorescence and symbiosis in sea animals.

photographed the shining creatures featured in the larger image

60mm
Bon

macro
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program

lens

worked
at

and used

as a

a

as

well

as

at

the

Monterey Bay Aquarium and

Institute in California.

outdoor, hands-on science

direcdy to the classroom

as a

month with

a

He

Nikon N-90 and

Leica epifluorescence microscope for the smaller one. In the past, Welsh-

volunteer diver

CataHna Island Marine

photography
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He
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director of a photography

has taught scuba diving and underwater

classes. Starting this fall,

science teacher in Santa Cruz, California.
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The Coffee-Table Book That Could Save

/orld Wildlife Fund
Wo,

is

the World.

proud to announce the publication of

Living Planet: Preserving Edens of the Earth. This powerful book
is a visual journey highlighting the 237 terrestrial, freshwater and
marine ecoregions- known as the Global 200 -that must be saved

to preser\'e the Earth's

With

web of

life.

a foreword by Walter Cronkite,

and stunning

full-color

photographs by acclaimed nature photographers Frans Lanting,
Galen Rowell, and David Doubilet, this 256-page book will inspire
readers to share in

World Wildlife Fund's determina-

tion to leave our children a living planet.

To quote Newsweek, "The images in Living Planet
serve as a call to arms to save what is left of the
natural world. It is also an arresting reminder of what
will be lost

if

we

don't."

of nature and help save it at the same
time. Available at your local bookstore, or on the web

Give the

gift

for forty dollars.

www.worldwildlife .org/bookstore

A portion of the proceeds from Living Planet will help
support NX/WF's efforts to preserve the wild spaces and
species of the Global 200.
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Bountiful Barrens
An array of unique plants thrive where outcrops of hard,
shaley rock create clearings within a
THIS LAND wlff

botanist

steeper the slope, the

John

southeastern West

in

and only

dry

a

he found

forest,

few scraggly

a

flat

trees rose

a distance, the

of a barrens

istic

yellow

soil,

it

usu-

of scattered

before.

was about one foot

and herbs.

Most of

It

south of the resort

town of

White Sulphur

Springs,

now

tall,

Moun-

Kate's

3,200-foot ridge

a

tain,

falls

inside Greenbrier

A

State Forest.

cloverhke

narrow,

expanse of brownish

trees, shrubs,

he

a plant

had never seen

is its

distinctive character-

interrupted only by a mixture

wildflowers. His attention

was drawn to

most

of

patches

small

leaflets

barrens

B. Piatt, another botanist, noted that from

pieces of shaley rock. Vegetation was

with

more

while slopes of less than twenty

ally has,

for a local pioneer heroine).

himself on a steep slope covered with

above

Mohlenbrock

H.

degrees are most often forested. Robert

Emerging from

sparse,

forest.

Mountain

Kate's

exploring

Virginia

(named

By Robert

IrgTnia

During the spring of 1892,
Kunkel Small was

mountain

road run-

and round white

ning north-south through

more than an

the western margins of this

flower heads

Two

eight-square-mile preserve

years later. Small formally

provides access to a picnic

inch

diameter.

in

described this

new

Trifolium virginicum,

became known
Mountain

area

species,

and

Along

it

Hart's

clover.

Kate's

Counties,

as

Mountain clover

Edward

noted that the

and Pennsylvania.

Wherry
where

soil

described

hard, shaley

is

on

steep

strewn with

away.

The

shale barrens are scattered

through the dry
to look for

forest,

them

an overlook not

is

far

the

Rocky Ridge

(mosdy of quartz

this

overlook

clay minerals), creep

sparse

down

under the influence of wind and
Shale barrens appear

frost.

Run. The Rocky Ridge trail goes
through dry forest up to the summit of
Kate's Mountain, more than two miles

Hart's

that

is

the loose flakes of rock

exposure,

trail (a

and Morgan

and the ground

twenty

The Mabel Dowdy

to Mineral

well as in adjacent areas of

fragments created by the action of

least

followed here.

hemlock and white pine forest, a moist
deciduous forest, an open meadow, and

habitats are

rocks of Devonian age outcrop

and

of

from Mercer

botanist Edgar T.

hillsides

it.

trails

Virginia,

These

shale barrens as places

He

Several hiking

round-trip of two rmles) samples the

Virginia, Maryland,

The

a crystal-clear

found

West

County north

Run,

varying diSiculty may be

the term introduced by botanist

in eastern

a forest

is

stream, flows through

a shale barrens, to use

Steele in 1911.

route

this

of hemlock and white pine.

as Kate's

The steep, rocky slope
on which the plant grew
was

and other amenities.

on

and

the slope

of

at

degrees that have a southern

which makes them

drier.

The

barrens,

known

to

Three were

good

place

from the high point of
For nonhikers,

trail.

also accessible

West Virginia botanists

shale

a

slopes northeast of

cies that are confined,

rain.

slopes

is

on

and

list

by

road.

fifteen spe-

or endemic, to

fourteen of which are

grow on
originally

Kate's

Mountain.

found here.

One of

i^

\„

•";.

,^*

•^^

'*^^
.i-i

.'3a

>

t

Shale barrens,

left,

are found on steep

forested slopes. Plants that grow only there

•

*

include white-haired clematis, above;
shale barrens buckwheat, below; and shale

barrens bindweed, bottom.

.^-s:

^
.ukK;.>j ik. >:'-'Mii}iiiA'~
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For

visitor information, write:

Greenbrier State Forest

HC

30,

Box 154

Caldwell, West Virginia 24925

536-1944

(304)

OHIO

Y

WNNSYLVANIi

50 Mils

)

WEST VIRGINIA

these
is

is

Kate's

Mountain

clover.

Another

white-haired clematis, an upright spe-

with undivided,

cies

and

leaves

coarsely veined

nodding flowers

sohtary,

that

lack true petals but have four or five very
thick, purple sepals.

Hemlock and white pine forest
cludes

American

beech,

mountain magnolia, and
tergreen-flavored

New

twigs

also in-

red

—with
—sweet

maple,
vvdn-

its

birch.

Upland forest

apart than in the moist

ample sunlight to
tat

spaced farther

trees are

woods, allowing
This dry habi-

filter in.

contains scarlet oak, black oak, chin-

York fern grows

in dense colonies

quapin oak, pignut hickory, white

across the forest floor.

Wild Hly-of-the-

and black gum. Chinquapin oak

valley, hepatica,

monly bloom

and coltsfoot ginger com-

in the spring. In July

one

resemble chestnut leaves;

known

a true

ash,

leaves

chestnut

mint

a small

in the axil
rod,

and Harris' golden-

as early as

flowers

on

vwth

its

for the robust black cohosh,

spireHke clusters of white flowers.

barrens bindweed, a sprawl-

ing

During the

glory—hke

plant

morning

with

by

a

wide

tulip poplar, sugar maple,

shale

barrens

and thimble-

plant

with

are

shaded

are in full

bloom.

cucumber mag-

ragwort,

bright-yeOow

pussytoes, with soft, white

Shale barrens harbor fourteen endemic

flower heads; and sword-leaf

wildflowers, including Kate's

Mountain

phlox, with pink flowers.

Red-bud and flowering dogwood

clover, white-haired clematis,

mountain

Other wildflowers

abundant in the midcanopy

layer.

—along with such

Solomons-seal,

wildflowers

common

as false

Solomons-seal,

golden bellwort, wild ginger, and wild
larkspur

—

and there

grow on

are large

wild hydrangea.

the forest floor.

Here

clumps of the shrubby

a

flower heads; shale barrens

among them

Maidenhair fern and marginal shield
fern

weed

flowers;

maple, basswood, and white

nolia, striped

oak.

are well

variety of trees,

white

summer, rough-leaved sunflower, whorled
coreopsis, starry campion,

Moist deciduous woods

pimpernel, and shale barrens buckwheat.

clude

Others are shale barrens whidovirwort,

creeping phlox

wiry

member of

a

the chickweed family

with minute flowers; shale barrens rockcress,

a slender

member of

the mustard

cally as

butterfly

weed,

known

moss pink,

a

ina

lo-

highly

branched bellflower with
tiny bell-shaped blue flow-

sedum

family with four-petaled white flowers;

ers,

shale evening primrose,

(or stonecrop),

the hairy-

leaved Green's

hawkweed.

wide yellow

with four-inch-

flowers; shale barrens skullcap.

the

list

the
are

long, drooping stalks; shale

\

may look

May on

nodding onion, with bell-shaped white

scattered in the shrub zone.

is

leaf;

Rounding out

shale barrens.

found here,

chinquapin

sil-

two inches long.

that bears a blue-purple flower

of each

which blooms

also

as

seeds have a

Its

very, silky taU nearlv

a fleshy-leaved

i

This plant was recorded in July

1

877 by

the explorer Gustav Guttenberg, but half
a

century went by before Edgar

formally

named

found on Kate's

third plant originally

Mountain

mountain pimpernel,

the

is

Wherry
The

Ch'Diaris cilhicoma.

it

discovered by Kermeth K. Mackenzie in

August 1903.

It

smooth

has

three to five parts

and bears

breUalike clusters of tiny

When

1

visited

July day,

I

came upon

with

circles

yeUow

um-

flowers.

Kates Mountain one

of three to

topped by tiny

leaves of

several

a foot-tall plant
five

wooUy

leaves

of yellow flowers.

clusters

This was shale barrens buckwheat. While
the rest of the barrens plants are closely
related to other nearby species, this

wheat's nearest relatives are

western half of the United

all

buckin

the

States.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus of
plant bioloi^y at Southern IlUnois Unipersity,

Carbondak, explores
ical highlights

the biological

and geolog-

of United States national forests

and other parklands.
Do you have a good

story to

tell

over a glass of Jack Daniel's'

If

so, we'd like to fiear

it.

HALLOWEEN IN LYNCHBURG, Tennessee
Appalachian beard-tongue
stenion),

and summer

(a

bluets.

type of pen-

The

support few trees and they are usually
short. Virginia pine

known
bear oak
most common.
(also

and the shrublike
as

v/hen the nights get a

is

little

colder and the

barrens

scrub oak) are the

tales get a little taller.

Folks in Tennessee have a knack for storytelling,
especially this time of year. And there's no
better Halloween yarn than that of the

Wyooter, a mythical beast as big as a
barn \vho roams our hills at night.True,
no one's ever seen the critter, but the
tale still inspires shivers in

hear

those

who

Fortunately, v/e have just the

it.

thing here in Jack Daniel's country

^varm up an October

to

SMOOTH

chill.

SIPPIN'

TENNESSEE WHISKEY
Your friends atjack Daniels remind you

Tennessee Whiskey

Lem Motlow,

•

4043%

to

drink responsibly.

alcohol by volume (80-86 proof) • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery,

Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop. 361),

Tennessee 37352« www.iackdaniel5.com

Placed in the National Register of Historic Pkuies by the United States Government.
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Ready Cache
IN THE FIELD

By Peter

Traipsing through a stand of aspen and

sured one

lodgepole pine in Colorado's Arapaho

of mixed wheat and buckwheat seeds,

National Forest one October day,
across

downed

neath a

neat Utde piles of twenty to

I

fifty

area perhaps
to

my
and

Succumbing

within the next two hours

thousand cones

of a red

cones

started counting,

feet in diameter.

quantitative urges,

a

the

m plain sight, the

AH

tree.

were concentrated within an

over

at

carefidly arranged be-

and

bases of trees

150

came

I

dozens of cone caches heaped

—

talhed well

I

work

the diligent

October

is

harvest time, and

when

and the storage organs of

(approximately half a cup)
a

quarts)

or

more Alaskan

third the size

known

and

seeds,

of acorns.

No

peck

a

(eight

less impressively, sis

each only

taiga voles,

a

of a chipmunk, have been

to cooperate in putting

up

thirty-

six quarts

of fireweed and horsetail rhi-

zomes

one season.

in

A

dozen Brandt's

Mongolia have been credited

voles in

with caching seventy pounds of dried

pair

and roots for the winter.

A

of adult beavers can stockpile enough

woody

shrubs and tree branches under-

few

water (up to 1,100 pounds of usable for-

hoarding food. Chick-

age) to provide for their kits through a

adees and nuthatches hide seeds under

long winter of isolation locked beneath

plants are

plump with

animals can

flakes

resist

of bark and

lichens. If

carefully, you'll see that

parent foraging

carbohydrates,

may

you watch

some of their apactually

caching. Deer mice and flying

the ice.
real

And

a single red squirrel in a

bo-

spruce forest can stash upwards of

be food

15,000 cones and hundreds of mush-

squirrels

rooms before the snow

The

leave stashes of food in tree cavities or

bury them shallowly under leaf Htter. The

Marchand

quart of hazelnuts, two quarts of unmixed

buckwheat

leaves, stems,

squirrel.

fruits are ripe

gill

3.

reasons for

are mostly (but

falls.

autumn food caching

not always) obvious. Voles

For birds and mamnials that don't migrate
to escape winter s cold, greed is a virtue.
squirrels also

branch

wedge

nuts into cracks and

forks. Pikas increase their

activities,

"haying"

gathering and drying leafy vege-

tation beneath overhanging rocks (and

fending

ofl^

any pika neighbors that might

attempt a cache robbery). Even in the arid

Southwest, kangaroo

using

their

rats

external

and pocket mice,
fur-lined

pouches, gather the faU seed crop

ance against

What
activity

is

is

as

(mouse-sized animals that are

mid- and northern
beneath the snow

communal food

latitudes)
all

common

at

remain active

winter. Their use of

stores reduces the

amount

of energy expended in foraging and keeps

more bodies

in the nest for longer periods,

thus conserving heat.

But when male

cheek

Richardson's ground squirrels cache food,

insur-

it is

to gain a reproductive advantage in the

spring rather than to ensure survival. Pro-

later shortages.

most impressive about

all this

the remarkable quantity of food

found hibernators, these animals
cumulate

sufficient

body

fat to

easily ac-

get through

cached by some individuals. John James

winter in the western U.S. mountains

Audubon once uncovered

without supplemental food

stores

the

autumn

of an eastern chipmunk and mea-

stores.

The

fe-

male does not hoard, but the male Rich-

ardson's often puts
ties

of seed in

its

away

substantial quanti-

burrow. Why

this differ-

ence? Males require several days after

awakening

to regain sexual

for spring mating. Those that

competence
emerge

early

Food hoarding, clockwise from

left:

A

Clark's

covery of another's food stores

nutcracker in Yellowstone National Park,
a pine

cone cache, and a red squirrel caught

is

possible

but inconsequential.

By far

in the act

the greatest challenge with scat-

ter-hoarding Hes in relocating caches at a

without

human

drawbacks. In nature,

its

society,

as

in

accumulated wealth must

nutcracker and the pinyon
in western

involving either the concentration of

in the soil each

food in

tions.

a central, easily

defended larder

small caches

is

enough

one or

a

unhkely to lead to the

is

of food shortage caused by

risk

late

snow.

While hoarding may be the
hedge against

fiiture shortages, it is

best

not

The

Cones

are buried

its

whole and

dismantled for their seeds, leaving

One
is

scales

—

the

advantage of the red

squirrel's

easy defense of the food store.

gray squirrel, by contrast,

torial

is

which

memory

it

turns out that a

good memory

better than a sensitive nose).
as

their recall

is,

is

as
is

As remarkable

however, jays and nut-

area.

Where home

for the season ahead.
All this

autumn

activity

of course,

is,

potenriaDy counterproductive for plants

depend on wide

that

—of

vival

dispersal

seeds to colonize

—and

sur-

new sites. With

scatter-hoarders, however, incomplete re-

covery leaves

many

seeds already "planted"

in locations favorable for germination,

making

this

form of food caching a good

deal for the plant as well as the animal.

less terri-

and caches food by "scatter-hoard-

ing" items singly or in small clumps over a

wdde

smell,

but on

stashing about twice their caloric needs

midden^into which, generation after
generation, thousands more cones are

thereby avoiding any

on

birds,

a conifer seed specialist that tends

huge mounds of discarded

fall,

thousands of loca-

crackers stiU hedge their bets, generally

territory.

energy needs with stores accu-

fall at

they recover the nuts in

red squirrel, for ex-

tered conifer trees near the center of

strategy

When

spring, they rely not

foxes,

often at the bases of large or densely clus-

buried.

live

(even for food-caching carnivores such

to cache food in conspicuous middens,

later

which

dis-

qiuckly reveals which of these strategies an

ample,

jay,

North America, bury pine nuts

poorly developed in

Observing food hoarders in autumn

The

masked

few

covery of all.

animal employs.

has

hke the Clark's

to various hoarding strategies, generally

or the scattering of food widely

mulated in the

snow

their whereabouts. Birds

be protected. The threat of theft has led

so that the discovery of

satisfy their

later date, often after

ranges of neigh-

boring gray squirrels overlap, chance dis-

Peter J.

Marchand

zona. His

Change

latest

is

an

book,

ccologist

Autumn:

(University Press of

slated to appear next

summer

based in Ari-

A

Season of

New England),

is
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Pinpointin
Pluto How

to find the

planet that caused a big

little

stir

—r—rr-

CELESTIAL EVENTS
Most of the

discussion about Pluto this

year has focused
categorize

Or

By Richard Panek

on how

a planet?

Is it

it.

exactly to

An

between them.

and Serpens Cauda

Caput

(the

(the head)

tail)

low

are

in

object? (See "Pluto's Honor," February

and

nightfall,

if

you can

The

find these two.

Ophiuchus

see the bell-shaped

first

step in finding Pluto

locate the 2.6

magnitude

Ophiuchus, the middle

the west-southwest sky just after

trans-Neptunian

a

you can

Serpens appears to wrap around him.
In October, Serpens

asteroid?

perhaps that recent addition to the

astronomy lexicon,

serpents. Indeed, the constellation

the Serpent Holder.

star

is

to

Zeta

star in

the base of

During October,

1999.) For sky watchers, however, this

THE SKY IN OCTOBER

controversy has prompted a different
question:

The

Can we

answer, as

is

last

Mercury

often the case with

Pluto, involves quahfication: yes,

we

can,

its

of the Sun (24°) on October 24.

hangs low in the west-southwest

best chance to see Pluto for

some

setting less than an

—

come that is, for anyone with
detailed star map and at least an eight-

a

For about 20 years of its 248-year
orbit, Pluto cuts across the

Neptune

to

become

from the Sun,
this past

a position

February 11,

eastern standard time.

at

it

occupied until

11:29 A.M.

Now Pluto

is

once

again the ninth planet, heading away

from the Sun and from

us. Pluto's

position at aphelion

farthest distance

from the Sun)

is

(its

considerable: 4.6 billion

compared with 2.8

perihehon

(its

billion miles at

approach to the

closest

Sun). For earthbound observers, the slow

outward movement of Pluto
noticeable from one

month

is

hardly

to the next,

or even from one year to the next. But

with every decrease in magnitude

—

13.7 to 13.9 this year

—from

the object leaves

some sky watchers behind.
Fortunately, Pluto

still

resides in the

vicinity of an easily identifiable frame

of reference, a

Ophiuchus.

star in the constellation

Known

in English as the

Serpent Holder, Ophiuchus
represent the Greek
Asclepius,

who

is

is

said to

god of medicine,

identified

with

is

October

path of

after sunset

and

Regulus

in Leo.

Venus

western elongation

(its

will achieve

greatest

separation from the Sun)

on October

Mars wiU continue to fade

A.M.

"morning lantern"

a

northeast

the eighth planet

hour

It

sky,

30.

hardly visible to the naked eye.

Venus

inch reflecting telescope.

stand 3° south of the bluish white star

greatest elongation

offers

difficulty. StiU, this

time to

miles,

east

attains

month

but with
the

By Joe Rao

actually see Pluto?

dawn
it

sky.

Through

appears to rise

On the

at

morning of the

in the eastall

of

8th,

it

from Earth increases from 126
nrillion miles in the course

about 3:30
will

as its

Mars appears

distance

to 141

of the month.

to set in the west-southwest

between 9:30 and 10:00

P.M. this

month.

—

"

"

Experience the Power and

Beauty of English...
and history of the language you share with

In a course that explains the origins

\^^^^^'

Geoffrey Chaucer, William Shakespeare, the King James Bible, Samuel Johnson,

and Abraham Lincoln.. .taught on your choice of audio- or videocassettes

Do

you love language

in all

rhythms and textures of

to tlie variegated

everyday speech?

Do you

wonder

and wish

of words,

more about

why we speak and

often-fascinating reasons

the

write

way we do? If so. you'll be utterly enthralled by
The History of the English Language, a new

tlie

The Great Courses on Tape'"

addition to

series

developed?

we do

Why we
why

(and

Why we

accents

we

in giving

Change and Variation

PART

character of American English, and the intriguing

Lecture 13:

The Return

which new words have been invented and
older words have changed. As he makes clear, each
of these issues still charged with meaning today

Lecture 14:

How We

Lecture 15:

Modem Engiish
What We Say: The Expanding English
The Shape of Modem English: Changes

ways

in

—

come

books and

Lecture 16:

view or

why

you

listen to this course,

will

Lecture 18:

Professor Lerer's teaching

—as well
forces— have

we know

us English as

it

won

many

so

accolades.

He

defines concepts

with copious examples, and

illustrates

dazzle you with his
it

be

as

known

gift for

poet

He

clarity.

will

(tlie eariiest-

Professor Seth Lerer of Stanford University will give

Mark Twain's Hucklebeny

you a thorough understanding of our common
through the
its

and

cultural

distant past, but also

achievements of

1500-year span to the state of American speech

today,

when

English has

become

Finn!

Come

articles.

Language,

books and more than forty scholarly
His many awards for scholarship and

classroom lecturing

Hoagland Prize

Part

—

evaluations that are compiled about teachers

on

many campuses.
for

English Language. You

I -

about

how

tell

changing according

of Shakespeare (1):

Vocabulary
in

& Grammar

Syntax

Drama, Grammar, and

still

New

Lecture 23:

SemanUc Change: DicUonaries and
and Words

in the 19lh

the Histories of

Words

and 20th Centuries

English in America and Beyond

Lecture 25:

The Beginnings
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Reptiles and amphibians

w
paltry feat

other

hen we humans
tongues,

stick

show

out our

we lengthen them

by about 25 percent. That's

a

compared with what some

mammals can

do.

Anteaters and

pangohns, for instance, can double the

there

with

a

is

more than one way
one inch.

radius of only

Now

squeeze both tongues so that each radius

The

to stick out

length of their bodies.

the back

end

the front

is

by 75 percent; that of the chunky tongue

cartilage

shaped

an inch.

shrinks by less

than

area of the slender

half.

And

since the

The tongues of

these animals are attached in

tongue's cross section shrinks drastically,

loses half

your tongue.

two

anchored to the

is

places:

pelvis,

Surrounded by

like a

rings

two-tined fork.

of muscle, the

length of their tongues to snap up insects;

volume does not change, the tongues

much of their

compensate for the smaller diameters by

back into the body. Stephen Deban,

comes from having

tongues that are both long (the pangoHn's

tongue
It's

is

a

anchored

and

slender.

simple matter of geometry: the

volume of a tongue
its

at its hips)

is

cross section times

a radius

One

Uttle

chunky tongue

to a

over fourteen inches and the slender

But no mammal can compete with the

length. Consider

abihty of some reptiles and amphibians to

its

of them

of two inches.

is

The

extend their tongues

far

and

fast.

Some

a bi-

ologist at the University

of Bremen, Ger-

many, has discovered that

when these prodown on the

tractor muscles

to an impressive thirty-two inches.

equal to the area of

two hypothetical tongues, both eight
inches long.

stretching out, the

as

tines

they extend

of cartilage taper to a point

success

and

connected to a lon^ piece of

cartilage,

shoots entirely out of the sala-

it

mander's body.
as

squeeze

The

principle

is

the same

pinching a watermelon seed to make
across the

room: force appHed

it

to the

chunky, with

species of salamander can, in irdUiseconds,

sail

other

shoot their tongues out more than half the

tapered end of an object wiU cause the ob-

is

thin,

Fork-shaped cartilage
Protractor muscles

Retractor muscles

Pelvis

Protractor muscles surround

the long, fork-shaped cartilage
In the salamander's throat.

When

these muscles squeeze down, the cartilage
shoots forward, straightening out and taking

the tongue with

missed)

It.

Once the salamander has

Its target, retractor

hit (or

muscles attached to

Its

pelvis pull the tongue back In.

To see movies of salamanders feeding, go to Stephen Deban's

Salamander

Web

site:

socrates.berkeley.edu/~deban

—

Zimmer ~

story by Cad

move away from

ject to

pressure.

As

the source of the

the cartilage shoots foi-ward,

the tongue along with

pxills

Illustrations by Sally J. Bensusen

Inertia (the

it.

tendency of an object in motion to
motion) does the
der has hit

its

Once

rest.

target,

it

it

stay in

the salaman-

reels

its

tongue

back in by contracting the retractor muscles attached to

pelvis.

its

Chameleons can hurl

their tongues

even farther than salamanders, shooting

them twice

They do

of reverse watermelon-seed

sort

In their case, the "seed"

is

with

this

a shaft

a

I

cartilage,

points

tail.

is

ta-

tip

its

toward

When

the

the rings of

gives the

u^i^^

The tongue whizzes out of the toad's
mouth at about nine feet a second, and the

whip.

toad, Kke the

chameleon and the salaman-

der, lets mertia take over.

Kiisa Nishikawa, a

Northern Arizona

on

frog tongues, has

University expert

studying a variant of this technique

opens

its

gently
a

jaw with only enough energy

flip

marine toad did

fall

hmp

working with

Carolina, and

North

Kathleen Smith, of

tongue would

But Nishikawa,

Duke

frog has a sheet of muscle sandinside

tongue

flips

can't

move.

Instead,

mus-

pushes the muscles themselves out of

the chameleon's mouth.

you push

(It's

like a

push-

against the floor,

you

its

tongue.

Once

bhng

its

length. (You

might think

fold

and

when

forward, these fibers un-

flies

stretch out.

the chameleon's

As the tongue

mouth,

it

leaves

unfiirls at a rate

of about twenty feet a second.

Rings of muscle

aren't

mandatoiy

sticking out a tongue, however, as

by many

strated

species of frogs

for

demon-

and

toads,

including the much-studied marine toad
(Bufo

luariinis).

tongue

lies

mouth, the
a bug,

it

At

rest,

the marine toad's

flopped upside
tip

jerks

down

pointing backward.
its

jaw down with

a

in

its

To catch
tremen-

is

make

the tongue wider

as well,

IS

is

folded over inside the toad's mouth, top.

very different tongues of the pig-

nosed frog and the marine toad

are suited

for different styles of eating.

The quick

snap of a marine toad's tongue

is

good

force, middle, causing the

flip

over and forward and to

shoot out of the toad's mouth, bottom.

a

length

the only dimension that can change.)

The

tongue to

but be-

tissue,

the tongue of the marine toad

jaw with great

that

encased in

rest,

To catch its prey, the toad snaps open its

contracting the sheet of muscle could

tough sheath of connective

tongue;

At

dou-

usual height and, relatively slowly,

the salamander, the chameleon has a lot of
its

the

the sheet, squeezing the tongue to half its

cause the frog's tongue

loose muscle fibers in

Marine toad

^.SSfs^

forward, the frog contracts

go up; the floor doesn't go down.) Like

the tongue

University,

around the bone, they

it

to

William Kier, of

biologists

the University of

wiched

When

this, its

to the ground.

has discovered that the pig-nosed

anchored,

^5233^

the tongue out of its mouth. If

create a force that wants to

is

tongue even more

energy, just as the flick of a wrist can crack a

tongue muscle contract

;'.

the force generated by the squeezing

up.

den rotation

push the bone back. But because the

bone

cles

of Its tongue over and forward. This sud-

tip

in the African pig-nosed frog. This frog

mouth, not toward the

-^^^--i

tji^'-^/

but

its

the

been

of the tongue. This bone

•

flips

of bone

pered, like the salamander's

igue pad

mouth, where the force of the jerk

strategy.

reaching up from the throat and lodging
in the core

of gravity

thirty times that

puUs the tongue to the edge of

that

the length of their bodies in

than a second.

less

—

dous force

tor

it

At

contracts the sheet of muscle inside.

the

same time,
right,

left,

it

can guide the tongue

down by

contracting

of the muscle

at different

up, or

different parts

The remarkable tongues of the

rates.

nosed

fi^og

and the marine toad,

as

pig-

well

as

how

catching fast-flying insects, but this speed

those of other species, demonstrate

comes with

evolution can exploit physics in wildly di-

a price: the

toad

only a third of the time.
rate

IS

which

hits

its

target

Far more accu-

the tongue of the pig-nosed
feeds

their nests

on

and

fr'og,

termites, breaking into

carefully picking

of its

ture,

the

it

turns out, has

Na-

more tongues than

Tower of Babel.

them up

one by one. This frog controls the speed
tongue by varying the rate

verse ways, even in a single organ.

at

which

Carl Zimmer, a journalist and hook author,
cannot touch his nose with his tongue.
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Fossils

Youn:

Outmoded classification

order

—

came

systems persistfor long

is,

the 10:15 for Chicago

ble. First,

after the

10:10 for Adanta (and

a

that

twenty other

periods before being rapidly

flights also

leaving at 10:10),

caprice.

with the 10:05 for Chicago hsted just

ity

above both, in the middle of another pack

replaced by something

and dandy

—

for the

same

more sensible.

long

you knew your exact departure

By Stephen Jay Gould

long

as

time. Fine

inaugural address, in 1861,

first

Abraham Lincoln

expressed

some

strong

more

sentiments that later guardians of stable

tween two

governments would

by

"This country, with
stated,

to

hesitate
its

recall.

he

institutions,"

"belongs to the people

who

large flocks

of flights separated

few minutes that

a

experienced

all

travelers recognize as fictional in

A

inhabit

any

case.

few years ago, some enlightened

grow weary of

soul experienced a flash of insight that

the existing government, they can exercise

should have occurred to myriads of trav-

it.

.

.

.

Whenever

they shall

mere

of rational-

by simple incumbency in

A

B

DA

i>

suspect that

(I

A Anarach Medicus

jTTl Arabs.
Lonicerus.
Adamus
Magnus.

Albertus
than the distinction be-

salient

memory

A

the difference between Chicago and Atlanta

arose for

might help explain the great advan-

a

same moment. But most of us surely find
In his

modahty

the time, not- by

hngering

tages afforded

of different places sharing the

list

A

at

both pohtics and ideology.

so

time and didn't mind searching through

the outdated

good reason

Alexander

MafTari^j,

Amatus

Lufitanws.

Ambrofius.

J^acjeus.

.

Andreas
Andreas
Andreas
Andreas
AndKjas
Andreas
Andreas
Androraachus

AIpagiusBeJilaMfis.
Baccius.
Csefalpinns,

Dorerus.

'

their constitutional right

of amending

it,

or their revolutionary right to dismember
or overthrow

it."

Compared with

these

departure

forms that make hfe just a tad better may

each

would

I

alleviate the
forestall

weariness of existence and to

any consequent movement to-

ward Lincoln's more

solutions.

drastic

Thus, while acknowledging their hmits,

do applaud, without cynicism, the

I

intro-

duction of workable air-conditioning in
the subways of

New

York

City, croissants

in our bakeries, goat cheese in our markets

(how did we once

and Velveeta?), and

survive

on cheddar
in

supertitles

our

Into this category of minuscule but

unambiguous improvements

would

I

place a small change that has crept

from

—and then

use temporal order

city?

Then

travelers

all

much

shorter and far

of temporal

less

alternatives. Listing

destination has

now virtually

this

recent reform,

lists

tures invariably followed strict

temporal

city

of

old criterion of departure time at our nation's

airports.

The

transition,

ports,

took only

a

few years

become
The innovator of this

however

among

piecemeal, both within and

—and

air-

hfe has

just a bit less stressful as a result.
brilliant, if tiny,

im-

provement deserves the "voice of the

tur-

medal

tle"

for easing hfe's httle pains (see

Song of Solomon

for a fuU Hst of the

small blessings that lead us to "rise

and come away"
I

up

.

.

suspect that

change lead

outmoded

and inconvenient systems, followed by
rapid transition to something

more

Libauius.

Theuems.
«

Anshelmus

Boetius.

Antonius
Antonius

Fornefius.

Antoniiis

Gmfnmm.

AntoDJus
Antonius
Antonius
Aatonius

Mizaldus,
Muf^Braifauola?.

Fumanellus.

Portus.
.

Sehneberseriis,'
-

Ariftoteles,

Arnoldiis

Manliiis,

Arnoldus
Auenzoar

.ViUanouanuSf
Arabs,

Auerrocs.

p. Auguftinus,,
Auicenna.

-

•

;
1

1

Caspar Bauhin's 1613 treatise on bezoar stones
referenced authors by their

listing

two important and
cultural

"-3_acuna.

first

names.

.

to better places).

to long persistence of truly

Until

by

replaced the

Hnked properties of

of depar-

its

confusing array

uUng boards of our

airports.

fhghts to

need only scan

innovation to near ubiquity on the schednation's

by

flights

an alphabetical Hst to find Chicago and

the

opera houses.

not Ust

secondary criterion for

as a

not disparage their cumulative power to

why

of destination rather than times of

cities

grand (and just) precepts, the tiny Htde re-

pale into risible insignificance, but

decades ago:

elers

sensi-

sense

by time of departure made evident

when

the train, or the stagecoach in

earlier times, passed

through town along

the only road, and aU travelers

one way or
stage, did

t'other:

you

say,

went

either

"The southbound

sir?

Do

you want

to

take the 10:30, the 3:00, or the 5:15?")

The

worked

old way, having

so well

and naairal historians of therr time. Bezoars
are

rounded and layered stones found

for so long, will persist {ante de inieux until

internal

makes the world

kidneys

oozing change

finally

sufficiently different

ter at essentially

and some bright soul

We

gets inspired to say.

no

can do

much

cost or bother.

mammals,

primarily sheep and goats. In the Bauhins'

mythology

The

tributed magical and curative powers to

of the change and the obvious charof the improvement then induce the

once

comedy

ing his promotion to fde clerk from

would seek an appropriate

I

only

unworkable

as

in the concept

of infection, not

I

mention

this

phenomenon

because,

Agricola..
loannes
loan.Antonius Sarraccnus.
Arculanus.
loan.

nal trouble for his overly literal

Montanus.

lo. Baptifta.

his

former job in the sewers, gets into termi-

loan.Baptift.

SyluatiGUSj

loan*:

BauhinUSi
Bodinus.
Caluinus*

loan';

method of

he places "the Smith

fding:

loan.

under

I-baii.-

to follow a

][oarij

slightly greater utility

"'loan^

affair"

Bauhin seems

procedure of only

in an accident potentiated by browsing

in alphabetizing his sources by their

through old books

names. Note

]

pleasure that

preserve
sible

—

—

we must somehow
more

or,

in the

grand and useful

accurately,

learn to

keep pos-

forthcoming world of elec-

tronic source materials rather than pri-

ter
a

few

classical

1540

authors by first

referenced

name

i

last

name became

700,

listing

only.

them by
universal

encountered a re-

I

markably similar example, with an entirely sensible

But

by

a

oari.

Ragofus.

]

:oan.Georgius Agricola.

3

oan Georgius SGhenckiusV

]

oart-.

]

oan.

HugodLtnfcotteri*

toa:rt;

Kentroiailnusi

I

loait

Ma«hKHs.

IpStti

Mefues.

Iban*
loan;

Porta.

Mr. Magnus).

a

long

list

of Andreases to find

favorite contemporaries

when

first

loan.

Sehenckius.

Weckerus,

;

Wittichius,

loan.-,

and

stabilized in

increasing problem in listing by first name.

How

When we

Caesalpinus.

lengthy

list

of Johns

—

name both then and now

first

common

—

the sys-

tem's utihry suffers serious deterioration.

I

common
more

dered? Alphabetically, of course (and "al-

honor (and

phabetical order" already had a long pedi-

Even worse, how

particularly, since

names

people

brother bears

greatest

this

name

if

will

I

ever find the

of all sixteenth-century geologists,

Georgius Agricola

Consider the example that

first

inspired

—

and puzzlement

the bibliog-

raphy irom Caspar Bauhin's 1613 volume
the bezoar stone. (The Swdss brothers

for even if

I

know

the system and realize that he

wiU not ap-

pear under his distinctive

name,

stiU strike

the

first

out

name

Caspar (1560-1624) and Jean (1541-1613)

lications.

Bauhin ranked among the

knew)

greatest botanists

wish to

consult) the family hneage.

—

have more than one name?

I

I

that

if

I

that

search

last

I

will

under Georgius,

he always used in pub-

have to remember

(if I

ever

he had been christened Jo-

first

names, whereas their

distinctive last

last

the

book shows the

far

names should be pre-

ferred as primary labels for bibliographers.

shall

in Bauhin's

list

encounter the

the most

own

on

RenodKus.

loan/'

of Bauhins

the system of

names had already been

my

have to remember that Caspar Bauhin's

interest

•

'

student term paper that

of authors in scholarly bibliographies be or-

my

Manardus<

"-

The "Johns"

of flights ordered by time, and

how

Langius.

loaii.

and the anatomist (and geologist) Andreas

ending with a resolution by 1650 that has

gree), but

Heurriius<

loaiiw*

in 1546, followed

troublesome middle period resem-

persisted ever since.

;

Gorrxus,
Guinterus Aiidef-

loa.n*

don't relish the need to search

(from a time
last

(although

|

Fernelius*

"nacus.

his

I

through

CratO.

^.art..

Europe), the chemist Andreas Libavius

at

bling our difficulty in searching through
large flocks

as

name

||

Coftasus,

the birth of

beginning

modern paleontology

him

a

last

is

Golierus.

,

loan.

(Albertus

enough, since Magnus

once received

two

mary documents),

scientific

Great

Albert the

honorific, not his

hsted

By

the single-named

greatest

Magnus), the teacher of Thomas Aquinas,

thefounding

on geology

the

philosophers of early Islam, Avicenna and

also fares well

treatise

—

authors

and

Averroes.

In

his imtial entries for the let-

A. The system works well enough for

Aristotle

•

first
]

(a

be-

in actual practice,

cause most Europeans share just a few

(played by Art Carney), follow-

the letter T.

evolution.

dis-

absurd in abstract principle, but

]

metaphor

must therefore

I

of the Johns.

name cannot be

first

as

Ed

Honeymooners,

Tlie

classic,

human

transition,

by

(Filing

list

missed

In an episode of my favorite television

Norton

analogy to express the speed of such a

at-

—and

consult the biggest

these stones.)

thought breaks through the thick wall ot
stodginess. In seeking a biological

hannes Georgius

bladder,

gall

time, both medical and lay

ease

rapidity,

—stomach,

large herbivorous

bet-

acter

second feature of great

organs

—of

in the

As an

interesting

modern

names can be quite

countries. Therefore, people

one of the more

common

analog,

scarce in Latin

who

monikers

bear

—

the

Hernandezes or the Guzmans, for ex-

—

ample

name

usually add their mother's

last

—

as in

to their father's primary label

Gonzalez y

—not

Ramon

political correctness

for reasons

of

but rather for greater

distinction in identification.)
I

would have been

less

puzzled by

obviously suboptimal system for 1613

this
if

I

'

THIS VIEW OF LIFE

had bothered to ask myself

natural history

why

strategy had probably developed
sible

option in the

first

place.

such

a

sen-

as a

Instead

I

found the answer, again by chance, while

10/99

ered by people

now living

names), the old
listing

people of European extraction but (obvi-

(and, in another

culmral innovation, identified by their

method of

ously) retaining the old system for single-

last

named

bibliographic

—

ordering by the very

first letter

of

ancients

—

gained quick acceptance

and became universal by the cenmry's end.

browsing through the great foundational
the 1546 trea-

work of modern geology:
tise

by Bauhin's greatest invisible "John,"

the aforementioned Georgius Agricola.

Scrip TOS.ESJ
S

QUORUM INVENTIS USUS
U S SUM, AT QJ1|J
;

The extensive bibUography of Agricola's De Natiira Fossiliwn, the first major
treatise on geology under Gutenberg's
regime for producing books, uses

names

Homer

in the ninth

Magnus

century B.C. to Albertus

HI, QJJI NON EXTANT>
ANT , A B ALUS
rerum > de quibus fcribuht > autOres draft tur.

IPSIS

DionyGusAfer

thirteenth century A.D.) and traditions

(from the Greek dramatist Aeschylus to

Euripides

at

the very

The

bibliographic system once

Fl.

\^opifcus

Pfcllus

Galen. PergamenuS

Graccus ignotus

D.Ambrofius
Antiphon
Apion Pliftoniccs

originalfirst-name

Pindarus
Plutarchus
Pofidonius

Fabius PitSof

res Lyciacas

beginning of each name makes perfect

Phocion gratnatiQtt^^

tinus

Alexander Aphrodi-

and Avicenna.

But here the system of starting

Philoxenus

Eratofthenes

AleKander Cornelius
Alexander qui fcripfit

Bauhin's ancient A's take their rightful
places: Aristotle, Averroes,

Philoftratus

Empedocles Agrigeh-

Albertus
fienfis

the Persian philosopher Zoroaster). All of

Philemon

Diofcorides

AedusAmidenus

in the

fcripfitiDe

%

UT

,

^lius Lampridius
Alius Spartianus
^fcRylus

first

wide

for ordering and spans a

range of time (from

EX

qui

admiran-

dis auditionibus.

Ptolomaeus
Pytheas
Quadrigarius
Satyrus
Seneca

Archelaus

Htrniogenes
Herodotus

Arifteas iProconnefius

Hefychius.

Scx.PompejusFi

Ariftophanes

D. Hieronymus

Solinus

Serapio

Ariftoteles

Hierocles

Sophocles

Hippocrates

cited authors from antiquity

AfUrabas
Averroes

used only one name.

D.Auguftinus

Horus

AulusGellius

jacchus

Avicenna
Bocchus

Ifmeftias

Sotacus
Stephanus
Strabo
Sudincs
Suetonius

juba

Thcognides

C. Plinius Secundus (e-

M. Varro

Theophraftus

Martialis

Theomenes
Theopompus

worked

well, because the

sense, because

all

of Agricola 's sources

ther bear only one

word of

a

name

or use the

compound moniker

as

ei-

first

their

nior

Agricola, after
list

all,

begins the chrono-

of scholarship in

therefore devotes his

He

his time.

bibliography only to

—both because no

sources from antiquity

and

field

especially because scholars

naissance

(literally

Cornelius Celfus

Mithridates

Valerius Maximus

Cornelius Nepos

Mnefias

Verrius

Cornelius Tacitus

Mutianus
Nicanor

Vitruvius

Ctefias

two-named contemporary had pubUshed
anything of note in the

Golumella

Megafthcncs
Mctrodorus

Cafsiodorus

distinctive identification.

logical

Honierus

Diemachus
Democritus qui

of geology,
of the Re-

"rebirth") beUeved

fcri-

pfitDelapidibus

that

Demoftratus

Timseus

Virgilius

Nicias

Xenocrates

Oribafius

Xcnophon

Ovidius

Zenothemis

Paulus..^gincta

Zoroaftres

knowledge had deteriorated following the
golden ages of Greece and

Rome

and

that

There were so few sdentists in 1546 that Agricola's listing of them by

first

name

still

made

sense.

their noble task required the rediscovery

and emulation of

a lost perfection that

could not, in principle, be superseded.

But

as

scholarship exploded, and the

assimrptions of the Renaissance gave
to a notion (especially in science) that

uinely

new knowledge

way
gen-

could be discov-

each name, no matter which part of

compound name

distinctiveness of an individual

make

sense.

a

expressed the personal

Almost

—

ceased to

inevitably, the

modern

system of hsting by the most salient

marker

—

nearly always the "last"

name

for

In the accompanying bibliography from an

important chemical

treatise

Experimentum Chymicum
Becher), our

of 1671 (the

Novum of J.J.

"modern" system

prevailed. Agricola

now joins

has already

Aristode and

(Please turn to page 70)
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for reed warblers,

martins, and

little

woodchat

A

crakes.

shrikes,

Vasilias Nikoklis Inn offers generous balconies

Cyprus coast near Baths
of Aphrodite; inset: taking

in

in nature's serenity;

sightings of Cyprus pied wheatear,

bottom: the Kalopanayiotis

Dam. On the

sand

stay at the nearby

some rooms,

ideal

perches from which to enjoy

marsh

harriers,

goshawks, scoops owls and black francolin.

cover: a Great
In

blue heron.

the easternmost region of Cyprus

Ayia

Ijes

Napa, a popular holiday resort that offers another
excellent base for bird-watching excursions.

The rocky headlands and beach area here

offer

views of plentiful saker, cattle egrets, sparrow

hawks, gull-billed terns, kingfishers, and blue
rock thrush. At Cap Greco, a nearby seaside
public park, chukar,

egrets, purple herons,

little

turtle doves, Spanish sparrows,

and Cyprus

wheatear play along an extensive limestone
cycling

trail.

The Cyprus Ornithological Society runs a
Bird Information Centre at the Apollo Hotel,

Kato Paphos, from 10 am-12 noon, as well as
Birdline-Cyprus, an inexpensive
s inviting

and memorable as

exotic and ancient,

Cyprus

it is

offers

Cyprus Checklist, available at the Apollo and

-an array of dramatic landscapes
tiiat liave

some

attracted

of the world's

elsewhere

most

on the

discriminating travelers, both with and without
feathers, for

many

phone service

(06-233707). They also publish a useful Birds of

in

the country. For more information

internet, contact Jeff

at j.gordondicytanet.com.cy

millennia.

monthly round-up of Cyprus

Fortuitously located at the crossroads of the

Gordon
and

COS

of the

to request his

birds,

posted

year-round to the EuroBirdNet mailing

list.

three major flora zones of Europe, Asia, and
Africa, this fascinating eastern

island attracts

endangered

Mediterranean

hundreds of notable, rare and

bird species. Visitors to

Cyprus

be treated to many once-in-a-lifetime sights

and sounds, perhaps even the song
Cyprus warbler,

enchanted

this

Land
and

let

Home

a species

Cyprus attract a wide variety of the
reed beds and historic harbors include Cyprus
warblers, great spotted cuckoos, collard

isle.

at the international airport in

your birding adventure take

amidst mimosa-covered

Paphos

flight.

and

to an array of comfortable inns

resorts,

for exploration

carob trees, and

hills,

the scattered ruins of various ancient civilizations.

amidst the area's

coastlines, natural harbors

many

and

WORLD'S MOST NOTABLE BIRDS.

historic attractions

fly-

catchers, purple heron, and great white egrets.

The Altamas Peninsula, northwest

of Paphos,

In

addition to a good pair of binoculars

and a handy camera, be sure to pack
choice

field

a trip to Cyprus, f/je Birds of Cyprus:

of small villages set in the lush countryside.

Union by Peter

Picturesque hikes begin at the famous Baths of

offers a useful description of the island,

Aphrodite and continue along marked

avifauna and top birding

looking dramatic seaside

cliffs.

trails

Common

over-

sightings

include Cyprus and northern

Birds of Europe

R. Flint

is

and Peter Stewart

specific site guides, try

cretzschmar's buntings and masked shrike.

to the Birds

.

staff,

AsproKremos Dam

Pool

is

a scenic playground

/I

Birdwatchers Guide

of Cyprus, by Oddie

& Moore and Finding
by Dave Gosney.

Birds in Cyprus

^z

was created by the Natural History Special Sections Department and did not involve the
writer: Kathryn Brennan design: Mindy Phelps Stanton photocraphy: Cover: Tom Vezo; Cyprus coast, Sara Matthews.

This special editorial/advertising supplement

magazine's editorial

A bird-watcher's paradise nearby Paphos, the

its

Lars Jonsson's

an indispensible guide cov-

wheatears, house martins, collared flycatchers,

trails

sites.

ering most species found here. For

natural soundtrack provided by black francolin,

pools.

An

Annotated CtieMst of Britisfi Ornithologists

and a picturesgue lighthouse, and enjoy the

dam

few

offers an ideal setting for hiking amidst a variety

along these

kingfisher and nightingales. Other notable

a

guides especially appropriate for

and landmarks including ancient mosaics, ruins

sightings amidst the area's natural

on

lush countryside

of the

found only here on

Paphos sets a spectacular scene

Stroll

The DRAMATIC

will

^

UYPRaS

mi.

.^fe.

t^

f&<i--,J.

J

IWlU'S

Discover the ancient secrets of Cyprus, an enchanted island

where
ed

historic ruins stand

cities.

amid

lush landscapes

and

sophisticat-

Visit an early Christian basilica or the mythical

birthplace of Aphrodite.

Smell the fragrant lemon and orange

blossoms, explore the pine-clad mountains, join in the revelry of

an island

and

festival

picturesque island

relax

where

on

a beautiful beach.

Hellenic heritage

rich

Qreek, Venetian and Near East cultures
travel destination for

anyone

make

-

interested in

-

Visit this

influenced
it

a

art, history,

by

renowned
food and

wine, culture and relaxation.

Call 1-212-683-5280 for a

full

color brochure or visit us at

h ttp ://www. cyprustourism org
,

Cyprus Tourism Organization
13 East 40th

street,

New York, NY 10016

Fax: (212) 683-5282, e-mail:

gocyprus@aoLcom
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over 150 miles of spectacular

shor
shoreline
and a breathtaking

span of wetlands,

forest and fields, Charles County,
truly a naturalist's

TAKE

TO THE LIMn!

IT

for

an

Gixza

ideal birding adventure.

many

owl and
fall

Carbon Fiber Tripods

Mattawoman Creek, the

Myrtle Grove set the scene

pristine acres of

forest along the

and

Mattawoman

The mature

is

provide

strength, durability, precision

tiie rocl<-solid

winter, three forest areas

known as

"greentree" reservoirs are intentionally flooded

and other waterfowl.

breeding

than their

On

aluminum-alloy equivalents;

now home

to

more than 1,300 nests

Maryland's lower eastern shore

lies

in size.

Worcester

County, where over 350 species of birds have

been sighted. Pelicans and pewees, kingbirds and

center column for a positive

column

site,

and soon to expand two- and even three-fold

feature a new, grooved, rapid

vertical/horizontal

Nanjemoy

nearly 2,500 of the elegant species to their 273-acre

The new-generation Mountaineers
lighter

wood ducks

mid-February, the

Creek Great Blue Heron Sanctuary welcomes

photography to extremes.

30%

In

?

demanded by those who take outdoor

are up to

barred

vibrantly colored songbirds. In the

support,

and all-important ultra-lightweight

riparian

home to the

while the trees are dormant, attracting

Only Mountaineer can

lock;

-^^^^

ijH^Bk'^-^-

^

.-r

cuckoos, herons, harriers and eagles flock to the

rubber leg-lock grips; and a

county's most scenic spots, from the Atlantic

convenient,

coastline across the

For

built-in, stainless

weight hook.

steel

more

the lovely

information,

visit

our

web

most breeding range

site.

unigue bird habitats

UP to $105 ON
'MSITZO HEADS!
Bogen Photo
Fax:

Pocomoke

Forest and

of several

in

-

Corp.,

(201)818-9177 • e

565 East Crescent Avenue, Ramsey, NJ 07446-0506

mail:

info@bogenphoto.coni • web: wvm.bogenptioto.com

-

and

the northern-

southern

birds.

make many

including barrier islands,

cypress swamps, centuries-old forests and

wetlands

down

River. Its coastal habitat

Worcester's state and national parks

NOW SAVE

(201)813-9500 •

Pocomoke

temperate climate put Worcester

see your dealer, contact
us or

is

dreamscape. Nestled within the

forested bottomlands of

900

rolling hills,

Maryland

tidal

easily accessible nearly year-round, -y
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fascinating birds,

with those

it

birding adventures in
idyllic,

exotic,

makes sense

only

who know them

Holbrook Travel

years,

On the Atlantic

you want to follow the world's most

f

'^r~

best. For

Inc. has

some

to

fly

most

VA and Cape

Holbrook

May, NJ. View warblers,

specializes in natural-history expeditions to

Costa Rica, the Galapagos, and Kenya, their

shorebirds, waterfowl,
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Into the
shown

Researchers have

Wild
can
be worried?

that bioengineered genes

farmers' crops to other plants.

Should

we

travel

from

By Yvonne Baskin

As

cornstalks dry in the

sun, squash

farm

low

is

coming

home

glory in

fields:

into

its

gardens and

green acorns, yel-

warty

crooknecks,

autumn

ornamental

gourds, orange pumpkins, and seemingly
zucchinis.

ubiquitous

harvest

plentiful

have

familiar,

a

al-

most old-fashioned
But

feel.

this fall, at

of the

2,000

least

of yel-

52,000 acres

low squash and zucplanted

chini

commercial
the

United

carry

some-

across
States

in

fields

new

thing very
their

in

genes

cells:

from

transferred
viruses.

These so-

called

transgenes,

which

are a

of the
field

product

burgeoning

of biotechnol-

ogy, in effect

immu-

the

nize

plants

against viral diseases

that

damage

can

their leaves

duce

and

re-

fruit yield.

On

the

market

two

for barely

years,

transgenic squash

is

be

expected

to

widely

planted

within the not-toodistant

future,

a

prospect that troubles

many

ecologists

(whose primary in-

Such scenes of

terest

is

in the relation of Hving organisms

to their environment). In

weedy
near
trees,

fields

areas,

grow very

of crop squash, clambering up

sprawHng along water\vays, and in-

vading

The

many

vines of wild squash

fields

of

soy,

cotton, and corn.

bees that dehver gene-laden pollen

from male

move

to

female squash blossoms

indiscriminately

between the

low flowers of domesticated

plants

those of wild squash plants a mile or

yel-

and

more

away. Ecologists are concerned that such
pollinators

provide

a

means

for viral

transgenes to cross into wild populations.

B 5 T

;\
And

do just

transgenes

that,

according

soon to be pubhshed

to a three-year study

the debate. Squash

fied

Dennis Gonsalves and colleague Marc

wild

who

helped develop the virus-

resistant squash.

Gonsalves has shown that

crop squash growing in the field readily

known

pollinates a wild relative

Texas gourd, producing

hybrids

fertile

on

that pass the protective transgenes
their

produce more flowers and

than wild varieties without the gene.

Over the

armed with molecular

is

Nearly

relatives

abound. (A few,

like the

gourd, are native, but most,
jority of crops themselves,

Norman

duced.) Geneticist

Texas

—

products of the Americas

all

New

World crops

formed the world's

A&M

Texas

Hugh

jority of the world's thirty

of

ma-

most important

by way of wind or

insects.

WUson, who

any life-form into
plant tissue.
U.S. crops, not just squash but

also canola, rice,
ers fi^eely

Few

sorghum,

and oth-

oats,

hybridize with wild varieties.

scientists, therefore,

by Gonsalves s

were

startled

findings, but ecologists are

allowed

firustrated that federal regulators

bioengineered squash on the market

that transgenes

into the wild?

example,
tive,

raises:

it

seem

WUl

Does

it

matter

of the

young hatch out as

Baptistotte and two University of Toronto col-

leagues were intrigued by the fact that on most

States,

in

begin to be widely sold to farmers

Mexico and

where the

Andes

the

—

He

plants originated.

the

areas

envisions

almost a reversal of crop evolution taking

when

cated species

these transgenic seeds are

now

have novel genes to pass

some

along, including at least

that could

Loggerhead hatchbngs

potentially turn their wild relatives into
a

of the loggerhead's major nesting beaches in

and the squash decision

northern Brazil, about 90 percent of the hatch-

undesirably fierce competitors. "This
global problem,
sets a terrible

is

precedent," says Wilson.

lings are female.

But are there also cooler beaches that pro-

not new, of course.

is

breeders in search of

duce mostly males? The researchers monitored

offspring with greater hardiness or yields

sand temperatures at the southern end of the

began dusting the poUen of wild

turtles' nesting range,

strains

the part farthest from the

onto the flowers of their crops, nature was

equator. There, at a beach

continually engaging in hybridization ex-

in

its

sterile offspring

own. Most produced

and thus had no impact;

some provided farmers
ful

new

crop

traits;

early

and

a

blesome weeds, such

few led

as

woody-rooted wild beet

on with useto trou-

the inedible,

that has plagued

for

about half the breeding season, tempera-

tures stayed below the level at which hatchlings
are evenly distributed

male" beaches. The researchers warn that

assert that

only

protected, the loggerhead's continued exis-

tence could

be no more trou-

if

one type of beach— the warmer or the cooleris

molecular biologists

between the sexes— sug-

gesting that there are indeed "male" and "fe-

for the past several decades.

Many

as Comboios,

the state of Espirito Santo, they found that

sugar beet growers in northern Europe

their designer crops will

known

still

be threatened. Both types of

nesting beach are needed to maintain a sex
ratio that

can preserve the loggerhead sea turtle
("Male-producing thermal ecology

to inevitably escape

blesome than hybrids that arose naturally

population.

the hybrid squash, for

or were created by traditional crop breed-

of a southern loggerhead turtle nesting beach in

become more hardy and

disrup-

perhaps creating a serious problem

ers.

But

as

Norman

Ellstrand points out,

one aspect of genetic engineering

is

alto-

for agriculture or even fostering havoc in

gether new: crop developers have been

native ecosystems?

released

Transgenic squash

is

certainly not the

only genetically modified plant to spark
that concern, but

warm beaches, most

may hap-

D.

worries even more about what

without more rigorously examining the
obvious questions

nest in beach sand will produce males, while

those that are nearer the surface and receive

ernment's approval of transgenic squash,

periments of

Among

stance, cooler eggs lying near the bottom of a

females. Brazilian sea turtle biologist Cecilia

Long before modern

from virtually

is

opposed the gov-

Crossbreeding

now

and crocodilians

more heat usually produce females. On very

diet after 1492.

University taxonomist

were intro-

crops have exchanged pollen with wild

force genes

that trans-

planted near their wild kin, since domesti-

recently compiled evidence that the

Biologists can

are

Columbian exchange

part of the so-caDed

of Old and

—

place

the University of California, Riverside,

relatives

ers

Hke the ma-

Ellstrand,

determined genetically in most verte-

are incubated. In loggerhead turtles, for in-

already extensively planted in the United

almost inevitable.

is

brates, but the sex of turtles

corn, potatoes, tomatoes, and sunflow-

data have con-

everywhere that crops grow, their weedy

MALE TURTLE BEACH
Sex

decided by the temperature at which their eggs

Squash,

relatives.

pen when transgenic corn and potatoes,

firmed that sex between crops and their

wild kin

its

biologists

decade,

past

near

fields

T5

various beans,

to

progeny and, in the presence of viral

infections,
fruit

the

as

native crop

first

and then planted in

by Cornell University plant pathologist

Fuchs,

the

is

of the Americas to be genetically modi-

c

li ;\

it

has

added

a twist to

tually

get

now

force genes

any Hfe-form into plant

them

to

work

implications for conservation," Animal

sex.

PLANKTON NOT PASSIVE

from

vir-

At the base of the food chain

tissue

and

lakes, sustaining

from the Umits imposed by

Biologists can

Brazil:

Conservation 2, 1999)

alongside parental

fish fry,

in

oceans and

animals as diverse as corals,

and whales, are

billions of microscopic

—

mf I

;\ li

A
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Genetic

of barley yellow dwarf virus

plants, or phytopLankton,

and tiny creatures

genes acquired

known

most abundant ani-

engineers use "antifreeze" genes from

(BYDV),

mals on the planet. A quart of seawater may

flounder, for example, to increase a plant's

of cereal crops, show that

as zoopLankton, the

contain thousands of these creatures,

clude euphausids

many

>

genes are inserted into plant

of ongoing

kinds, and copepods. Scientists have long

assumed that zooplankton are moved around

Human hemoglobin

resistance to cold.

which in-

daphnids, larvae of

(krill),

at fertilization.

part

turn them into

to

efforts

Some

pharmaceutical factories.

in

cells as

genes are

the ocean by the physical action of winds, cur-

coated onto tiny gold or tungsten par-

rents, and waves. However, according to fresh-

ticles

water ecologists Carol
lege,

Folt,

and shot into plant

by "gene

cells

guns." Others are chemically spHced into

of Dartmouth Col-

rings of

and Carolyn Burns, of New Zealand's

DNA

from bacteria with

and tak-

ural talent for invading plant cells

University of Otago, recent research has altered

a nat-

by

nonnative

compete with, or

many endangered naanimals.
For Hugh Wilson
and

may swamp endangered

with

eties

gave
tion

their patches, swarms,

a rain

of pollen, reducing ge-

and

rise to today's crops.

Such

would jeopardize not only

crop breeding but

ture for

its

raw

reduc-

a

traditional

genetic

also, ironically,

engineering, which

by their own behaviors.

—

and wheat have

transgenes.

more

or,
it

likely,

No

must turn to na-

still

up

their

Power

much

studies,

as

but

and Wilson

study done by

to see a

they

Gon"folks

with no axe to grind."

Another disturbing aspect of
genic crops

trans-

may

that transferred genes

is

have multiple and subtle

effects,

making it

hard to predict everything that might

happen when they
setting.

new

are forced into a

In an unanticipated finding

last

evolutionary biologist Joy Bergel-

year,

son, of the University of Chicago, re-

materials.

In any particular case, the actual risk

Male copepods may follow females by track-

when

one yet knows whether

viruses affect wild gourds as

would hke

al-

con-

is

to the market, wild

grasses will pick

and other

oats

vari-

netic variation within the very plants that

aggregations largely

seeds for barley, oats,

salves 's findings are suggestive,

the additional con-

and

Transgenic BYDV-resistant crop

grasses.

tive plants

is

they,

less

producing fewer seeds than unexposed

affect the grasses

transgenes

believed to form

weighing

otherwise threaten

cern that wild plants carrying certain

now

no obvious symptoms, yet

too, definitely suffer,

if

and others, there

that view. Zooplankton are

virus have

make

caused

discolored

as

production. Other grasses exposed to the

these crops

problems

infected,

growth, and reduced seed

leaves, stunted

cerned that

invaders that prey on,

Male (top) and female copepods

such symptoms

display

viral disease

when

(including wild oats)

grasses

worries that transgene-invigo-

rated plants might add to the already se-

vere

some wild

State University ecologist Alli-

Snow

son

common

the most

ready been developed, and Power

ing over their genetic machinery.

Ohio

studies

ported that transgenes for herbicide

resis-

which are diffusely

depends, of course, on whether a given

tance

weedy

little

distributed in the water. They can also change

transgene enables wild hybrids to run

mustard plant that usually polhnates

itself,

swimming speed and turning angles, jump

amok. And

that brings us

twenty times more Hkely to cross-poUi-

and

Dennis

ing their

pheromone

trails,

around, avoid predators, and actively locate food
patches.

Some zooplankton migrate upward

viruses.

Gonsalves, for one,

not worried. While

or

back to squash
is

viral diseases are a se-

problem for crop squash, he beheves

downward, depending on the time of day, and

rious

gather with some regularity. Sometimes a vast

they are not a significant factor in wild

swarm of Antarctic

squash. "If viruses

krill,

stretching for miles near

were severely

affecting

the surface, remains cohesive and does not

wild gourds," he contends, "you would

merge with other swarms; the behavior of mil-

have seen

lions of individuals

it

years ago, because

so obvious."

can counteract the dispersive

He

it

would be

notes that the

made

Arabidopsis,

a

nate a plant belonging to a closely related
species.

And

researchers

spring,

last

demonstrated that some transgenes intended to protect crop plants from herbivores also have the potential to spell death
for "innocent" insects

on unrelated non-

crop plants nearby.

Almost

Asgrow

of the

one-quarter

corn

now carries
known as Bt

Seed Company, with which he collabo-

planted in the United States

much more

rated to develop transgenic squash, sam-

bacterial genes for a toxin

than passive particles has developed only dur-

pled fourteen wild gourd patches one sea-

(an abbreviation for the bacterium Bncilhis

son and reported no signs of viral

thuringiemis)

tendencies of turbulent waters.
This

new view of plankton

ing the past decade, as

as

new technologies

for

was on

this basis that federal regulators

studying them have become available, including

It

high-resolution waterproof videocameras and

in

devices that capture samples at various depths.

first

("Biological drivers of zooplankton

Power, of Cornell University,

^s,"

Trends in Evolution

patchi-

and Ecology (TREE)

ig^,

disease.

1995 approved

sale

of the company's

gene-modified squash. Yet Alison G.

who

studies

viruses in wild grasses, calls such an assess-

sis

ment of

the evidence "ludicrous."

Her

that

,

which

munch on

Working

kills

the

the corn borers

developing cob.

in their laboratories at Cornell

University,

scientists

John Losey and

Linda Rayor took pollen from some of
this

a

Bt corn and dusted

common

it

onto milkweed,

intruder in cornfields but also

T R
monarch

the sole food of

The

pillars.

milkweed

butterfly cater-

on

caterpillars feeding

died.

At

the

that point, the butter-

accomphshed what transgenic squash

fly

never could:

it

catapulted poUen-borne

pines are being tested; Bt cotton and
potatoes are already in the
briar College biologist

pert Lincoln

Brower

Bt toxin

that

Sweet-

field.

and monarch ex-

showing

cites studies

"is a disaster for all

Lepi-

transgenes into mternational headlines

doptera," fi-om swallowtails to luna moths.

and made many people aware tor the

Robert Michael

time that the possible

effects

first

of genetically

specialist,

DEFENDING A DENT
Entomologist Todd

the female fruit

site to study

Honolulu. Beneath the tree were dozens of ripe

mangoes. Most of them had tiny dents and

concerns. Europe, already in an uproar
over the safety of bioengrneered foods, re-

that adult

I've

seen in sixteen years" of involvement

of genetically modified organ-

in the issue

isms, says plant pathologist Jane Rissler,

senior staff scientist for the

Union of Con-

cerned

Scientists. (Recalling

was

"make anybody

to

how

hard

it

care about gene

It is

moths

by

are eaten

Female oriental

bats.

true that better technology might

some concerns about bioengi-

first will

be active

purpose in pollen). Yet the
Bt, butterflies, corn,

issues

no

go be-

and squash.

No

neered to produce
ticals.

And

tial

plastics

for industry,

make

very

as

tempting to adopt

it

risks

In

most cases, the established female

lunges at the newcomer and succeeds in chas-

a

short-term

and benefits of putting

"Any new technology

on

a fast track.

has pluses and

Norman EUstrand

had been about "some dime-

Bt story

making people mindful of long-

moth

term consequences

if the

rather than a charismatic

is

this field

butterfly.")

of Bt corn pollen on migra-

monarch populations remain

to

be

be determined by such

sider."

says,

"and the

that those regulating

haven't had the mind-set to con-

There

are signs

of change

at

the reg-

ulatory level, however. In July, Secretary of

Agriculture

Dan Glickman announced

how far pollen travels on the
how thickly it coats milkweed
and how many monarch larvae feed

plans for an independent scientific review

corn in the vicinity

the establishment of regional centers for

males may try to push each other off the

shedding pollen. Numerous studies are

performing long-term product evalua-

butt heads, or even grapple and wrestle. Both

factors as

wind,
leaves,

on the
IS

her legs and wings.

real

minuses,"

wonders what would have happened

will

fruit,

or pharmaceu-

well

as

genetically modified crops

flow to wild squash in Texas," Rissler

They

second female lands on a

the tremendous profit poten-

view of the

seen.

a

interrupt her egg laying to defend

ening posture, raising her body and extending

pests but serves

engineered plants.

tory

damaged

another female has already cho-

(Bt, for instance, protects

from grazing

pressures for increased food production,

effects

a

if

her dent in the fruit. First she adopts a threat-

term view of the risks and
benefits of genetically

The

(Bactrocera dor-

transgenes

the parts of a plant in

leaves

fruit flies

ecological consequences of plants engi-

tempting to take a short-

results

When

it.

the

will

preferred sites for de-

more strongly attracted to

piece of fruit

sen

which

fly's

one has begun to puzzle out the possible

Tremendous profit
potential makes it

sized gray

saiis) are

by specifying

pollen, for example, or

yond

Bt

which are the

neered plants by creating crops that shed

no

be-

lot in

monarch

Pyle, another

positing her eggs.

eliminate

fly's territorial

notes that butterflies and moths

holes,

The media

Plant

havior: a single mango tree on a vacant

significant food source for songbirds, and

bUtz in the United States was "the hottest

Shelly, of the University

Health Inspection Service, found an ideal field

are poRinators, that their caterpillars are a

acted by boycotting U.S. corn.

E.

of Hawaii and the USDA's Animal and

human

modified foods go beyond purely

T5

;\ C

leaves while the

in the works. Yet the consequences

of Bt

toxin in pollen, like concerns over the potential erosion

of plant

diversity,

go beyond

of

his departaient's process for

bioengineered products and

tions.

questions here are huge, and

need long-term

Corn
the

air

the

is

just

we

that the ac-

the

fruit.

fe-

fruit,

Usually the

Although male
in insects,

territorial conflicts are

com-

defense of sites by females

is

and usually related to competition for food.
is

over resources for the

future larvae. ("Defense of oviposition sites by

A

one of many crops fflhng

Natural History, Yvonne Baskin has been

and

fall off

In this case, the battle

really

trees

may

and

larger female wins.

—and

cost

counting has yet to be done.

studies."

with Bt pollen. Bt poplar

individuals

rare

wiU carry some

more about

sive posturing escalates into a brawl,

mon

Snow: "We'll know

a lot

this harvest season,

ing her away. However, sometimes the aggres-

of genetically engineered crops

bounty

story in a year or two, but the

proposed

should keep in mind that the promised

the fate of a single species. Says Allison

monarch

approving

As we gather up our zucchinis and

bake our pumpkin pies

we

also

science writer

and frequent

contributor to

covering hioengineering since the early 1980s.

female oriental fruit

flies

[Diptera: Tephriti-

dae]," Fiorida Entomoiogist &2 [2], 1999)

—Richard Miiner
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the rainforests of central Africa,

thick vegetation can cut visibility

In

few dozen

to a

floor

is

crisscrossed

many

For

feet,

and the

forest

with shadows.

years, these barriers to

gorilln

beringei

mountain

—from

extinction.

gorillas constitute less

percent of

all

the gorillas

More numerous but

less

on

But

than

1

the planet.

known

are the

eastern lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla

many of the areas in
The western lowland

Htical instability in

which they
goriUa

main

is

range.

classified as vulnerable,

threat to

trade in bush

it

has

and the

been the commercial

—

meat

the kilUng of forest

observation have hampered efforts to

graiieri),

which range from Uganda to the

wUdhfe, including great apes, for food.

of the western low-

eastern

Democratic Republic of Congo

Although

study the social

life

land gorilla. However, researchers in the

Republic of Congo

now beginning to
in (hteraUy) a new

are

see these shy primates

Hght. Studying the animals from an ob-

tower

servation

overlooking

marshy clearing in the
tologists are

Mbeli Bai, the

gloomy

the

gorillas

Fossey,

who

come

a

large

we prima-

no longer compelled

apes through

Dian

forest,

At

to us.

studied mountain

Rwanda from 1967 to 1985,
first human to be tolerated in

their midst, although

watched them from

a

The

cities, it is

remaining 90 percent, about 111,000 individuals, are western
(Gorilla gorilla gorilla),

Nieeria

throush

lowland

gorillas

found from eastern

Cameroon,

Gabon,

RepubUc, and the Republic of Congo.

trekked

The World Conservation Union
sifies

clas-

mountain and eastern lowland go-

into the Karisoke Research Center to see

rillas as

them. Tourist revenues even helped pre-

tremely low numbers, the density of the

—

dustry,
cess

facihtated

in

towns and

by the logging in-

which provides hunters with

and transport into previously

areas

(see

"Road

Kill in

ac-

isolated

Cameroon,"

Natural History, February 1997).

Researchers at Mbeli Bai have found
themselves becoming hopelessly addicted to
the soap opera of the apes' lives.
Equatorial Guinea, the Central African

Fossey 's groups of habituated gorillas be-

serve these apes

driven primarily

cent of the total gorilla population.

short distance away.

visitors

is

by demand from people

George Schaller had

came world famous, and

market

per-

to track

forests.

gorUlas in

was the

this

make up 8—9

(formerly Zaire) and

the subspecies Gorilla

endangered because of their ex-

surrounding

human

populations, and po-

In central Africa, large expanses of

untouched

gorilla habitat

once

vast areas ot

become
What were

have

depressingly difficult to find.

continuous forest have

been broken into small besieged
surrounded by
roads,

a sea

islands

of towns, vUlages,

and logging and mining camps.

see

all

but the youngest individuals sitting

On

dry land, sOverbacks

by

a "sad-

dle" pattern of silver hair) firequendy slap
the

ground with

their massive

hands in an

intimidation display that reUes mostly
the sharp sound for

silverback,

may improve

on

and dependent offspring

that stOl

their mothers' backs.

Having named aU the study animals
visiting

MbeH, we

becom-

find ourselves

of spray toward one another. In addition

preoccupied with questions more Hkely

to creating this impressive visual effect,

to

some males have been seen leaping

Who was the real
father of Misha's baby? Why did Jodie slap
Winona? Whom did HoUy elope with?

into

We

once saw

its

risks,

male jump into

however.

water that was deeper than he expected

a

and become completely submerged. Ap-

plant stalks

ages, ju-

soap opera of their Hves and frequently

Preceding pages: At Mbeli Bai, a young male

mud from

ride

a

sons,

of varying

to 7 adult females

veniles,

group contains

one or more of his older

hand-slap technique to send great plumes

at

attracting females by visiting the bai.

lowland gorilla washes

up

on

Near the

subspecies, a typical

rilla

silverback,

ing hopelessly addicted to the unfolding

edge

and waves. This behavior has

chances of

his

effect.

its

deep water, creating explosive splashes

Above: Curious George, a lone

left.

Group

history.

Mbeli, they use a similar

water's

the forest,

life

with an average of 8.5. As with other go-

lush vegetation. Gorillas also use

(foUy adult males characterized

emerge from

and

ranges between 2 and 14,

on the

their displays.

his group

MbeH

size at

the partially aquatic habitat to enhance

A silverback male and

gorilla social Hfe

waist- or chest-deep in water as they feed

come from daytime

from

field

What

is

television than

primatology:

Vince's real problem with the op-

posite sex?

Overall, the goriUas spend only a small

before eating them. Inset: The author in the

parently chastened by his miscalculation,

proportion of their time visiting

MbeH

observation tower at Mbeli.

he then had to struggle awkwardly to

Bai, so they

may behave somewhat

differ-

reach the stream bank.

ently there than in the forest.

Wildlife populations have

number and

plummeted

and in many

diversity,

in

areas

The
rillas

average population density of go-

in the forest surrounding the bai

is

1

the animals have been pushed out or ex-

individual per square mile, yet during the

terminated. Almost a decade ago, seeking

past four

uncompromised

to protect a relatively

of forest, conservationists led by pri-

tract

matologist Michael Fay, of the Wildlife

Conservation
area in the

tbund

Societ)',

northern

tip

a suitable

of the Republic

of Congo. Through their

efforts,

the

Nouabale-Ndoki National Park was

cre-

ated there in 1993, and in this pristine
forest sanctuary,

we

are finally getting

an

opportunity to observe the western lowland goriUa's social hfe. Within the park
a large clearing,

phants, that has

is

probably created by ele-

become

a favorite

ing place and "salad bar" for

meet-

gorillas, al-

lowing us to observe them in the open for
the

furst

time.

Mbeli Bai

"swampy

(bai is

clearing,"

a

Pygmy word

covers almost twenty-five acres and

is

in aquatic plants of the sedge tamily.
bai

may seem an

rich

The

unlikely place to find

large congregations

of

gorillas; less

fifteen years ago, zoologists believed
rillas

for

pronounced "buy")

avoided contact with water

ever possible. Yet at

than

go-

when-

MbeH, we commonly

and

a half years, researchers

have

observed more than 150 individuals in

this

Some

ap-

one clearing

at

various times.

pear briefly and are not seen again. Some,

however, are regulars, and of these

we

rec-

ognize 103 animals from fifteen social
groups,

as

well as 7 solitary males. These

animals form the basis of our research into

assess

what most induces

such a

site:

food or

a

It is

hard to

group

to visit

social contact.

The

motives probably vary. For instance, lone
males are very frequent visitors to the bai

and may consider

it

a

prime location for

Forest elephants ingest minerals from the bai's

streambeds and feed on

its

sedges. By opening

channels, elephants create ideal habitat for

the aquatic plants prized by gorillas, which can
be seen foraging in the background.
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groups, including Clive 's.
il AFRICAN
-PUBLIC

;ameroon

were struck

ehng with

group led by the silverback

a

Solomon. In February 1997 we observed

behavior toward these females.

her mating \vith him. Then, in April, she

Something deeply threatening about him

suddenly disappeared from her group for

and

this male's aggressiveness

sessive

Nouqbaie-Ndok!

We

pos-

by

his

National Park
• Mbeli Boi

Ndoki River

prompted

^"^

REPUBLIC
,OF

entering the territory

CONGO

now

he

derer,

of Max's

results

as-

were impressive. Presumably

sertiveness

DEMOCRATIC

Ouesso*

name

us (perhaps unfairly) to

him Mad Max. The

°'<'ia Rive}

soUtary

as a

headed a group

wan-

that in-

REPUBLIC

OF

CONGO

became evident

later

we were

that

not the only ones to recognize Max's po-

On

tential for \dolence.

one occasion, two

groups were peacefiilly feeding together in
the bai

when Max

groups. In any case, by getting to

warning

at

many

soon

from

attracting restless females

individuals out in the

visiting

know so
open, we are

able to follow the dynainic nature of gorilla

social Hfe

m

a

way

that

would be

most mipossible in deep
knowledge of CHve

al-

Our

forest.

A

a case in point.

is

mature silverback in pruTie condition,
Clive weighs

most western

350-400 pounds. As

in

of

his

silverbacks, the top

deep chestnut

head

is

arms

are jet black,

are

a

and

red, his

his

shaggy

back and

sides

During the summer of 1996,

silver.

previously assertive male saw his

this

nine-member group shrink

to only five.

appeared without

the edge of the clearing. As

they spotted him,

as

all

eighteen in-

dividuals ran panic-stricken into the forest,

we

a reaction

since.

The

last

never observed before or

time

we saw

spectacu-

this

during one of

larly successfial silverback,

his infrequent visits to the clearing,

raised the
his

number of breeding

group to nine.

Of these,

he had

females in

four were

al-

Other males have not been

A

young

George

silverback

we

so fortu-

caU Curious

been seen with

has

several fe-

males over the course of four years, but

Despite their antagonism in the
forest, silverbacks often feed peacefully
together in the cleanng.
One

adult

and three adolescent females

none wiH

stay

cannot yet fathom, he remains

tained serious injuries to his face and

Most males

shoulder,
If

had become nervous and

we had been

would almost

and even

found,

if the right

group

many group members remain

is

out

of sight in the dense ground vegetation.

At

Mbeh

Bai, however, answers eventu-

October 1996

a silverback

we had

never seen before entered the bai with
several females, aU

nized

as

fully

of

whom we

Solomon,

now

his

ting close to the pair

baby.

from rejecting

far

to

harm her

infant,

doting father, frequently

acts the

and staring

at

sit-

the

Could Solomon have been Misha's

father?

Who

sired the infant

Moss, and

why did Misha return to Solomon's group
when she was already pregnant? We were
as much in the dark about Moss's pater-

now it

Solomon probably

was, but for

appears he has accepted the young-

ster as his

own.

H

./.-''

^^HI

iiByjPPHH^I

ill

^m.

'''^

^3il

recog-

having recently belonged to other

HI
1
^^3

and begin trying to draw females

away from
loners

may

existing groups.

Some of these

never estabhsh lasting groups

of their own, a sad

fate for

an ammal that

has enjoyed the benefits of protective

group Hving

The

aUy began to emerge.
In

yet

Misha or attempting

leave their natal groups be-

wandering, during which they mature

a

mystery. Tracking apes can be extremely
difficult,

was anyone but Solomon,

tween eleven and fourteen years of age

shy.

remained

son.

eight-and-a-half-month gestation period.

And

we

and begin an extended period of solo

certainly have

first

event suggests

group for considerably longer than the

solitary.

Clive 's story

forest,

that the father

this

because Misha had been absent from

^L^kf^lK9.

restricted to trying to

observe groups in the

The timing of

Moss.

MHM w^jp l^^^l

with him, so for reasons

had disappeared, and Chve, having sus-

in his group.

place during her

absence remains unknown, but in Octo-

nity as

ready nursing his ofispring.

nate.

once more took up residence

Most of what had taken

ber 1998 Misha gave birth to her

cluded five females of reproductive age!
It

fourteen months. To our great surprise, in

June 1998 she returned to Solomon and

Mbeh

all its

young

Western lowland

life.

sporadic nature of gorilla

Bai means that

visits to

much of our work

involves trying to piece together seen

unseen events. For instance,

we

and

regularly

saw the eight-year-old female Misha

trav-

gorillas,

such as the

youngster shown above, are the most arboreal
of the three subspecies. Right: Although the

silverback

Mad Max

females from

attracted

Clive's group,

most of the adult

Jodie and Jewel

(seen here with their infants) remained.

Despite such unanswered questions,

we

have been able to learn

about gorOla Hfe

things

from

One

of our

His repeated charges and chest-beating

Mbeli Bai.

at

most startUng discoveries here has been

which groups

the degree to

tolerate

one

another's proximity. SUverbacks in partic-

ular have

when

a

reputation for aggression

they meet

their counterparts firom

other groups in the forest.
however,

it is

not

uncommon

of each other, and

at

caused

who

Duke's three females,

huddled together,

shrieked and

their frightened infants

clinging to their backs.

Bird, an

among

consternation

On

seeing

this,

immature male from Duke's

who

was the same age

group

approached and began attempting

we

believe

it

him

He went

as

Gretsky,
to

can observe the reactions of all the in-

dividuals involved in these encounters,
as a result,

we

are often able to

gauge

the social context of events with great
precision.

An

a boisterous

also

employed

a

body positioning and intermittent eye
contact. After a

good

deal of display and

counterdisplay, Gretsky eventually
off,

and both males went back

Had we

seen

moved

to feeding.

Gretsky threatening

Duke's females in the

forest,

and provocative immature

danger or that Gretsky was making

when researchers can observe all
members of a group at once. An

Had

Gretsky

a real threat to the females or their

young,

Duke would

their aid,

have

meting out

come

swiftly to

a painful lesson to

the antagonist. Instead,

we began

to see

Gretsky's behavior as an almost playful

provocation of the individuals most likely
to react strongly to him; at the

a

real

con-

certed effort to drive the females away

from Duke. But

at

threat.

same time.

MbeH we were

able to

This kind of testing and role-play-

ing between

young

adult males

be important for their

social

and large clearings such
offer

as

is

likely to

development,

MbeH

appear to

an ideal opportunity for them to

test

the limits of their behavior without risk of

major

we might

have surmised that the infants were in

gained

posed

his

consider Gretsky's approach a serious

incident involving Gretsky,

male, illustrates the insights that can be

group protector.

as a

skills

ing the females with a combination of

such superabundant food patches.

between groups. Here

to the encounter, al-

Duke's tolerance showed that he did not

away.

more subtle blend of

certainly facilitates relaxed

way

not react in any

lowing Bird an opportunity to practice

about defend-

force

chest beats and charges at Gretsky but

Mbeli Bai

and

displays

may

social interactions

we

group led by the silverback Duke.

to see rvvo

Ukely that different codes of conduct
apply

a

At Mbeli,

srlverback group leaders feeding within
thirty feet

threatening the infant-bearing females

many

injury.

These and other observations

at

Mbeli

Bai are beginning to give us long-awaited
insights into a

world previously hidden in

shadow. GoriUas, seen by some
dullards in

as social

comparison with other

beginning to emerge

apes,

observe the whole interaction in context.

are

eleven-year-old from a small group led

Duke, the group's

nesse in a social environment of consider-

by the sUverback Bones, Gretsky began

within twenty yards of the females and did

the

"^f^:

patriarch, fed calmly

able depth

and

subtlety.

as

masters of fi-

D

I"^*'

L'^*

aairi are like

chips:

you

just one.

potato

can't eat

When

Clemente was

a kid,

he and

canoe from a neighbor, paddle across the

bank

to reach the forest trees that bore this

his

river,

buddies would swipe

a

and scramble up the oppo-

mango-sized

fi-uit, with its sweet
white pulp. There they downed bacuri by the dozen and toted even more home. But

site

none of the

fruit ever

utary of the

Amazon, Clemente s

The

town was

nearest

reached a market. Located in the Brazilian rainforest on a trib-

village folk never set foot there

Now

a

married

village was,

man with

untU recendy accessible only by boat.

and seventy-five miles away overland; many

across the river

during their Hfetimes.
eight children and another

Clemente surveys the changes wrought by an
land across the river from the village

is

(thousands of trees stand a few head of

logging

trails

sav^TniUs.

influx

burned and badly shaved, and

cattle.

Beyond

pierce the remaining forest, winding their

Cash poor and under heavy pressure from the

of the

river.

One man

gave up

fifty acres

of

traded seven piquia fruit trees (worth $700 as sawed

in place

of

the blackened stumps, rough

way

one of the region s

to

loggers,

ave sold off timber from the twelve-square-mile tract the
side

one well on the way,

of loggers and ranchers. The

some

village leaders

community holds on

trees for a rustic stove;

wood)

for

this

another

one injection

for his

sick son.

Clemente and
cinal plants, fruit,

his

fcDow

number and
diminishing. Could the
deals, the

villagers

diversity
sale

^,

»

im

of

of forest

pro\ading cash while salvaging the
i«

have long harvested and used the vines, medi-

and game oflered by

their forest, but because

trees

fruit benefit

rest

of these desperate

and game animals within then

of the

tract

is

them more than

the sale of trees,

The economic

potential of such

forest?

—
THE HUMAN STRATEGY

natural history

products has been a hot topic
the world over,
ucts,

who

and body

A

forest

prod-

oils

featuring exotic ingredients have already

to appear

on the

shelves of distant shops.

Fed up

to a

middleman who reaches the

their efforts earn

part of a

team of

deforestation,

I

them

Httle.

consumed

three

uxi as well as bacuri

Until now, the villagers' principal marketing expe-

sales potential.

fruit

may encounter and
that

is

reckon with the

failed to

their main agricultural crop through an arduous baking

half of what they produce

ways to slow

locally,

—

and piquia

we

that

identify

hold

real

Distant pohcy makers, however, have

rience has been with cassava flour, a staple created from

more than

As an ethnobotanist and

resources of the village forest. Among the scores of tree

something new.

ready to

boat, but

have been invited to help inventory the

whose

deals, the vOlagers are

by

village

ecologists researching

species

process. They sell

Overleaf:

conservationists

them non-timber

call

with unfavorable timber

is

among

or NTFPs. Juices, preserves, candies, ice creams,

begun

try

10/99

pitfalls this

new

enterprise

to anticipate the practical lessons

must be learned.

piquia

offered for sale

at a market. Inset:

Antonio with his
harvest. Right:

Antonio and Jaime
gather uxi while
Tyanca, below,
collects bacuri.

The

trick to harvesting
in the rainforest is

to find and gather

the ripe fallen
fruit before too

many

birds,

mammals, and
insects have

attacked the feast.

The

vUlagers' marketing venture begins as Cle-

mente s nephew hears the sound of a truck
river

and paddles

He comes home

to the ranch

upstream to

across the

investigate.

with the news that the truck wiU be

going back to town in a few days and that there will be

room in it for people and products.We

are

smack

in the

middle of Amazonia's rainy winter, the season of forest
fruit.

The

villagers see it as a rare opportunity.

following morning,

muddy
where

river,

But the

the pink sun rises over the

as

Clemente

enters

my

hut to

ask,

"So

are the fruit trees?"

Most of the
lage have

large trees that

once stood near the

—trucked

been destroyed

vil-

away or loaded

onto barges by logging companies. Others have been
cut

down

to build canoes or to

make room

for small

Accustomed

agricultural fields.
for their

own

number of

relatively small

fmd more,
chards,

where

do

only

Today they need

trees.

But

fruit.

firuit

have been relying on

a

to

not or-

forests are

of the same species grow conve-

trees

one

cially hunters,

others

with ripe

all

niently in

to gathering

use, local families

place. And while some
know where to find the

They

who

scoop up the

oUy pulp

the
fruit

tightly into sacks that are tied closed

with vines. Clemente unearths

scattered trees,

the

damp

Clemente and

Branco have

his friend

walk two

to

of overgrown

find suitable trees. With increasing

fields, to

disappointment, they inspect one piquia tree after an-

The timing and volume of fruiting

varies enor-

earth and slowly

nub of charcoal from

a

each bag.

initials

some 2,400

pieces of fruit have

been collected by Clemente, Branco, Beca, Curumi,
and

men who

several other village

terprise.

Having heard about

some of

the fruit in boxes.

They

collect thick slabs

home

of any one

rig these together using nails they

producing

fruit in a particular year are

men

enormous piquia
total fruit

count

a piece, this

is

but only three have

trees,

just seven.

is

not

a

have passed twelve

huge

At

fruit;

the

a prospective ten cents

haul.

Beneath piquia number twenty, however, the

tan with a greenish tinge, they He scattered 100 to 130

below the massive winding branches from which

they have

Clemente opens one

fallen.

landed on a log.
the pulp inside

He

He

bright yellow.

that has crash-

sniffs

it:

yes, sweet.

Clemente pounds the

be growing
forest.

and

fr-uit

yields

happen

to

the farthest Umits of the village tract of

at

Pacas (burrowing rodents), parrots, armadillos,

ants have

had

first

shot at these trees. Fortunately,

both bacuri and piquia, because of
survive intact for days

fmd and

collect the

(Eiidopkiira

tichi).

on

their thick skins,

the forest floor. The

egg-shaped

These have

fruit

a fast

is

men

also

of the uxi tree

a fine skin

quick pickup. The grainy flesh

and require

food for

forest

ing their arms and
quickly throw

it

legs,

forest,

into large,

with mosquitoes

men

the

woven

rusty nails into the hard

He dumps fruit into
remaining wood scraps,

and

rainforest,

but who

forest vines. Stars

and

Under

bit-

gather the fruit and
plastic sacks.

Carried

a cuticle

wooden

the

Clementes wife begins her
in

danger of collapse

take his place

cir-

cuitous three-mile return to the river. The heavy sacks

rub against their backs and arms; bruised by pressure,

and bacuri begin

to ooze,

The

are often

irritating skin.

trails

flooded or suffocated by vegetation that has sprung up

the rains have
habit the

rains. The

drawn out

trails,

men move with

a variety

caution;

of snakes, which in-

puddles, and brush.

Reaching the

village at

last,

with thick

get them there?

man, Nego, on the

if

trip to the

to

As

family sleeps in

his

Neginho

Clemente and Branco

arises:

crisis

whole scheme

is

to

market. Beca refuses to

awaken Neginho, known

and

for his cooperative nature
sale.

new

labor. The

someone cannot be found

Clemente decides

go, so

enormous.

a

and accompany Branco and another

his interest in the fruit

hammocks behind him,

and immobile, wanting

stands silent

to re-

spond favorably but pondering, troubled. As Clemente
it

suddenly occurs to him that Neginho

not good with numbers. In vOlages along the
haps

river,

is

per-

more than 70 percent of the population have had

no schoohng.This

—

together with the villagers' general

—

dates.

following the heavy

all

of moon appear, casting

moon,

faint

pounds. Finally Clemente and Branco begin their

and

will

crates are

lack of market experience

staining clothes

it

The shelves of distant shops are ready to
receive the products of the Amazonian

slung over the back, each fdled sack weighs about 175

the thick rinds of the piquia

seals

damp

Ud out

of

walks away,

squirrels.

In the shade of the wet

beg from neighbors

the butt of a machete,

the box, conjures a

This year the piquia (Caryocar inllosum) and bacuri

with high

With

wood.

pale light. The

and Branco quickly gather seventy-nine.

(Platonia insignis) trees

soil.

been smashed, and

thick rind has

Its

is

or scavenge from the

of

construction and

men

spy close to a hundred pieces of fruit. Softball-sized and

feet

caused by trans-

port in sacks, Clemente and Branco decide to package

mously, both between and within species, and the odds
tree

have joined the en-

fruit loss

forest trees previously cut for

not good. After two hours, the

pack of hun-

and rush off to boil

of river water. The remaimng

in a pot

packed

is

fruit to a

treat

villagers, espe-

not.

abandoned

some damaged piquia

toss

gry kids,

After three days,

to three miles, past quiltlike patches

other.

drop the sacks onto the ground outside their homes.

Clemente returns

largest share
profits

of

from the

fruit.

sale

cancels out

to Beca,

who

many

Clemente warns Beca

may

candi-

has collected the
that his

be in jeopardy if he does not

go with them. Finally Beca consents.
Before dawn, Beca and Clemente, bending beneath
loads of fruit, feel their
trail

to the riverbank.

coffmhke

way down

crates into their canoes,

the weight, taking

on

a red-ant-infested

There they pitch the bags and

which rock under

water. Beca's wife, Lucia, de-

scends the sHppery bank, removes a

worn

slipper,

and

,^
^

»»r,(.

^_

^$^
';'^":

iK

'^•'

^V

^?&;--^.rv'';. «o.v,_

.»>\^*tj

^l^-C

^p^
Old-growth trees
that will be sawed
into boards include

species valued for
their fruit or their

medicinal

oils.
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uses

it

The

bailing. The

scoop for

as a

the water

as

men

the

destination

clamber

is
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canoes sink deeper in

in.

two and

the truck,

a half miles

upstream. Swollen by the rains, the river flows swiftly.

But there

no mishaps, and

are

three hours

with

later,

the help of seven

men, the truck has been loaded.

Clemente watches

as

his friends depart; seventy-five

miles of uncertain logging roads He ahead. The winter

brings not only rain and faUing fruit but collapsed

and

bridges, overturned logging trucks,

lost hves.

This day the journey goes well, and the truck

town within four hours. PuUing up

reaches

to the

muddy, rambunctious marketplace, Beca, Nego, and
Branco glance about. MiUing around

Some

poor, hopefril farmers.
fish,

some

fruit.

By now

and the sun

high. Trade began six hours earher as light

competition for space

twelve square miles of village
rades have

had

intense. Free to

is

forest,

Beca and

Most

In the

paramount. The

fruit

or carefully packaged.

while, freeloaders posing

only to

fiU their

is

not the

fruit,

the

One man traded seven

injection for his sick son.
Lumber

as taste-testing

new

insatiable
appetite. Cassava

selected,

Mean-

customers

fields prepared by

the slash-and-burn

visit

method,

fruit samples.

Nonetheless, true customers do appear.

former farmer, accustomed to the

A

as

ing

Sixty?

What

Beca stands guard over

With

put them in? While

their products,

Branco run between makeshift
they go.

we

can

stalls,

Christened, they return and await

At

Nego

a loss
is

when

it

comes

httle help at the

hungry. Beca

lets

him

to prices

booth.

go.

He

some. For eight hours he runs

130-pound

He

more

He

is

as

between

the scant change they carry

them, they purchase twenty-five thin

plastic sacks.

for his efforts,

Nego

young, and

work and finds
hunched over, carrying
from truck to market.

with nothing to show

catches a ride atop a logging truck

fruit to a deposit area.

From

Mosquitoes orbit their sweaty

men

at

surrounds them. Exhausted, they

the

drag their

there they enter a

fall

asleep.
early,

scram-

and move the remaining

fruit to

In the morning, Beca and Branco rise
ble to the deposit area,
their stand.

soon

rot,

Lowering the price

they

sell as

the gutter.

rest into

flour.

and heads home, while Beca and Branco Hnger

unsold

theirs

heads, and the smell of rotting vegetables and urine

large,

market. When evening comes, the two

late-

hang

to

and numbers,

spends his earnings on a meal of rice and beans

day,

comers the previous night, they had
close to the latrine.

with a sHver of meat and a handfiil of cassava

At dawn the following

cement-walled room fdled with hammocks. As

trade.

scouts

sacks of cassava flour

village

Nego and

kicking up dust

some cash

income

hps each winter, approaches the stand, happily requestsixty fruit.

left, yield

sustenance as well

wizened

of uxi on her

taste

mills,

above, have an

was

quality,

than half is spoiled.

stomachs with

an

sell

cassava

sell

was not washed, dried,

More

off their timber rights.

hkely to bruise, break

commotion surrounding

undertaking, the quantity of

Cash-poor villagers are underpressure to
fruit trees to get

families in Clemente's village

rot.

them

settle

locations.

flour, vi^hich travels well. Fruit

open, or

his

roam
com-

brandishing elbows. Their

httle practice

inexperience and heavy loads combine to

away from the best

is

touched

first

cramped market-

the vegetables, dust, and dogs. In the
place,

some

cassava flour,

sell

past midday,

it is

hundreds ot

are

town and

set

net gain?

It is

out for

much

as

to hquidate

They spend one more

home

what

will

they can and throw the
night in

the next day. What

is

their

hard to know. Meals and several nights of

drinking sugar-cane alcohol have eaten into their earnings.

By

the time Beca and Branco, coated with yellow

road dust, have

made

it

back

to the village aboard a log-

for a

community.
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leased the bulk of their weighty harvest.

been eaten by

has not already

The

fruit that

forest creatures

is

burst-

ing open and rotting on the forest floor. Barefoot, the

women

way around

pick their

carefrilly

and putrescent

which

the forest, they recall

trees bear late in the season

and locate them, rescuing the
Antoninho,

a

male

the red ants

Pooling their joint knowledge of

fruit.

of the

last

and

relative

year's yield.

a natural entrepreneur,

accompany them to market.
They have learned from the first sale.

agrees to

lected,

washed, and

wood, with

used for trans-

leave the village at night, arriving in

the city before dawn. They fight their
sales area.

This

of thin

to dry. Small boxes

left

leaves for cushioning, are

women

port. The

Fruits are se-

way

to the

farmers selling forest

now

they

fruit, so

men had

doubling what the

set

prime

no other

late in the season, there are

the price,

asked. Taste testers

who

have no intention of buying are rebufied. An ice-cream

shop owner purchases

As long

as the forest survives, villagers will

collect vines, tap trees for medicinal oils,

of Theodora's bacuri and

all

may

promises to buy any others she

hunt

their

sell

268 pieces of

what they had planned

game, and eat the wild fruit

munity the next

An herbal poultice

purchased with

bring. The

women

go shopping for exactly

fruit,

to buy,

and return to the com-

day.

One month

later,

proudly wearing used clothes

money, members of the mothers'

fruit

accompany me

community

to another river

to

applied to an

club

injured foot,

talk

above, helps

and the findings of my ecological research team.

reduce swelling

sack of fruit,

and prevent

of a sack of cassava flour for

infection. Right:

time and

At a workshop on

return equal to what a logger had ofiered for an entire

about the practical benefits of their forest

we can

efibrt,

of only seven bacuri gave

sale

medicinal plants,

tree. Fruit that certain village

while not placing

how

money

than a tenth of the

less

women

learn

One

brought ten rimes the value

report,

and the

fruit sale

a

famiUes eat regularly,

directly in villagers' pockets,

to a substantial invisible income. Laughter

the forest provides

amounts

remedies for their

rings out as Mangueira, a fiill-beUied fellow, estimates

he and

that

families as well
as marketable

ging truck,

products.

Some

it is

a

flill

four days after their departure.

fruit collectors receive a take

of the

profits,

and

others none.

After this

first sale,

be gained from
villagers

the rural "radio,"

word about

fruit selhng.

as swift as

any

the earnings to

Jeering or jealous,

many

remain skeptical and continue working

steadily in the cassava fields.

women

Village hunters

of many

fruit

electronic network, spreads

But the news

in a neighboring village.

inspires

some

Theodora and her

his family

pieces of forest fruit in
tell

have eaten more than 3,000

one month

forest trees "call" wildlife. In

for example, three villagers

under
of

fruit trees.

fruit,

that

how

it

the time

small oil

lamp

Others mention the medicinal value

chases

away

Theodora

shines light

Unaccustomed

and other

flu

rises to speak,

from

forest together to

look for bacuri, piquia, and

to attention

to the mothers' club

and

re-

a

of laughter and singing under the

impoverishment, of sweating day

A

lace
talks

sale

of gathering the

tells

about the lack of any gain from timber

uxi.

Three months into the season, trees have already

fruit,

dark.

what the

quiedy, timidly. She begins by relating

meant

is

crowd, she

They hope
that with earnings from fruit, they will be able to buy
used clothes and also lye, to make soap. They enter the
their livelihoods.

it

on her blue-and-white

skirt.

and better

sicknessess

costly remedies.

friends are beginning a "mothers' club" to carry out
tasks together

one month,

caught 170 pounds of game

might otherwise require

By

alone.

our team that the flowers and

trees.

sales,

after

She

talks

of continual

day in the pro-

ducrion of cassava flour only to

sell

the product for a pit-

Ininger Village matriarch

have been

time,

was

modest, says Theodora, they have not been cheated. This

sales.

Since then,

time they did not sweat only to be robbed.

similar calamity, I have

tance.

Although

from

their earnings

fruit

Applause breaks out in the darkness. No, these
lagers will not

all

vil-

take fruit to market. They will not

all

have the time, the transport, the means. They will not
all

wear "fruit

off timber
trees.

will

And

all

vines,

is

as

clothes."

But they know now

not the only way
long

as

be able to tap

hunt game, and

that selling

ecological

eat

wild

oils,

collect

fruit.

men

Clemente's

in

for cash during a season of poor

timber rights to

many

crops, sold

trees in their village tract. Tlie scant

radios, bicycles,

and

alcohol but did

little to

ease

help save conununities like theirs from a

worked with women from

who have come

known

cessing

this village

together to share their

Amazonia.
theirforest

to

re-

Mulheres do Mata (Women of

as the

the Forest), travels by foot

proved

medicinal

at the

and economic awareness. Responding

quests, the group,

the forest survives, the villagers
trees for

to

Dona Ana, who was away

She spoke out against any further timber

others in the area

eastern

village, desperate

bought

new

to earn cash from their

Postscript: After this article was written,

profits

and

infuriated.

and canoe

to

conduct workshops in

Villages that have taken part have im-

management through

increased use

and pro-

of forest fruits and medicinals, through negotiating

and by

more advantageous terms with

loggers,

munity

results, songs,

forest reserves.

Research

sented in the workshops have also been incorporated into
trated books,

women's

com-

creating

and posters

pre-

illus-

useful even for nonliterate audiences. The

ivork has garnered attention from organizations else-

where in Latin America and

in

Asia and Africa as

ivell.

D

Jaime, a boy whose
family maintains a
forest reserve,

holds a piquia.
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By Rex Cocroft
From

seem

the outside, plants

of a noisy planet. But

tants

be the

to

this

world of animal

Plants harbor an alien

silent inhabi-

impression

deceptive.

is

signals

vibrational songs transmitted through stems

by

and even some

insects, spiders,

fact,

frogs

—

and

and

eerie

leaves

lizards.

In

many species send messages through plants that
songs may oumumber aU other animal sounds on

so

these

on

Earth. Eavesdropping

many
some

this

insect

mothers and

For the past seven

hidden world

is

revealing

communication between

surprises, including

their offspring.

years,

have been listening to tree-

I

hoppers, often bizarrely shaped insects in the family

One species, the thornbug (Umbonia crascommon in Costa Rica's San Luis Valley, on

Membracidae.
sicomis),

is

where

the western slope of the CordiUera de Tilaran,

mix with abandoned

patches of montane forest
that are gradually

bemg

reclaimed by

trees.

pastures

Young

acacia

The vibrations transmitted through plants by

and lizards may

insects, spiders, frogs,

outnumber all other animal sounds on
and guanacaste

trees rise

out of thigh-high

viding ideal thornbug habitat.
their lives clinging to the

bark near a growing
parts that

With

work

The

insects

stem of a

star grass,

pro-

spend most of

sapling, piercing the

and sucking up sap with mouth-

tip

like a flexible syringe.

a hard shell that resembles a half-inch rose

thorn, adult thornbugs can easily be mistaken for part

of the plant they chng

yond

to.

looks: an elongated

each corner, the
you're not

Up

close,

by

armor. If

picking up a thornbug can feel Hke

an adult thornbug

is

a colorfial sight:

lines radiating

emerged

from

a

Ume

red-tipped

adults are bright yellow).

From

a

distance, though, these treehoppers blend into the

background.

The

For thornbugs

(Umbonia
crasskornis), a

plant stem is not
just a perch but a

communication
channel vibrating

a burr.

green with orange
spine (newly

The spiky simQariry goes bewedge with a sharp point at

shell also serves as protective

careflil,

getting stuck

Earth.

female

with messages

from mates, family

members, and
rivals.

Here a

especially difficult to spot,

female

often hidden beneath a spray of delicate, light green

a male.

leaves or visible as Httle

is

more than

a spiny interruption

on the gradually tapering stem.
Adult males are more
they

fly

from plant

likely to attract attention as

to plant in search

of females. After

(left) faces
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curved rows that look Hke

of parentheses. She

a pair

then begins the parental care that will consume her re-

maining

weeks of Ufe. For the

six

straddles the eggs to protect

first

two weeks, she

them from

parasites. Just

before the eggs hatch, she again inserts her ovipositor
into the stem, this time to create a series of sHts that

around

spiral

When

the

for an inch or so

below the egg mass.

nymphs emerge, each

the size of a sesame

Hne up along these ready-made feeding

seed, they
holes.

it

The mother then takes up

below her

just

cut additional feeding sUts
Right:

Drawn by

cepts any

a position

offspring, poised to

nymph

on

the stem

defend them or to

needed. She also inter-

as

walk away;

that starts to

a

few

strokes

the synchronized

with her foreleg generally cause the wanderer to turn

signals of her

around and return to the group.

With

offspring, a female

a steady

thornbug moves to

main challenge

defend them

month, the time

against a wasp.

weeks of age, they

source of food assured, the nymphs'
to avoid being eaten for the next

is

it

takes to

grow

encircle the

to adulthood.

stem in

a tightly

By two
packed

group with the bumpy, sHghtly prickly texture of
Sonograms,
right:

pineapple.

Nymphs

left to

Alarm signal

they lack the hard

spines

and

nymphs; clucks

made by mother

Mother

Male

behind the head,

as

and black bodies

red, white,

Yet

tastefulness.

Female

well

as

this is

still

one

male mating song;
r
1

1

r

as

big

abdomen

to create a rich,

not enough to discourage

The

call

could perhaps be

imitated by a skilled duo of French horn and snare

A person watching

the male

would notice only

an adult female thornbug and three times

nymph. Once attacked by

nymphs can do

is

call

thornbug's only hope
is

that

its

mother

when attacked

will kick

As

a

wasp

closes in, the nearest

brief vibration that sounds,
ears, like "ch."

This

starts a

of the whole group

legs.

silent,

blurred

phones and

movement of the abdomen, but head-

a vibration

fingernail-sized

microphone (contained

aluminum cube

right onto a stem) can pick

into airborne

calls

with

up the

sound discernible

male receives no answer, he

low

to

flies

again. If a receptive female
a

that can

is

call

be cHpped

ears. If

to another plant

it

when

which

nymphs make

converted for

chain reaction

as

signals

a

human

neighborlegs,

of their own.

spreads in a flash, and the signals

pile

up into one

collective vibra-

as if someone

stations

maximum

has tuned a radio to the sta-

and then

flicked the

volume from

and back again every second or

so.

Alerted that her offspring are in danger, the mother

moves
spray,

to their defense. Lacking bite, sting, or chemical

however, the female has

httle in the

way of of-

Her most potent weapons

the

fensive weaponry.

and

lance and the abihty to deHver a powerfiil kick with

nearby, she responds

vibrational growl, after

between

zero to

in a

and convert

human

sound

eflbrts
tic

a.

indi-

Heard through headphones, these group

tional shout.

predator off the branch with her hind

from the

ing nymphs, sensing the vibration through their

The wave of signahng

the

a wasp, the only

for help

respond immediately with "ch"

by a wasp

all

most dangerous

vidual most invested in their survival: their mother.

bubbling down-sweep of tone and percussion that
courses through the plant.

as

the size of a

thing the
landing, the male vibrates his

A young

to advertise their dis-

Pseudopolyhia compressa, a compact, matte-black

is

wasp

Duration (each interval represents one second)

drum.

of

vi'".!'H,iiitriii!

—

female response

a trio

with bright red eyes

predators. In the San Luis Valley, the

wasp leaves;

a

of adults,

shells

armed with

these pea-sized triceratops are

of a group of

after

Though

the pair en-

gages in a duet while the male locates her.
After mating, the female inserts a hundred or so

cream-colored eggs into the bark, laying them in two

her club-shaped hind

legs.

are vigi-

She walks across the

nymphs' backs, approaches the wasp, and

hfts

her hind

legs off the surface, ready to kick. In response, the
circles
as

wasp

the stem in an erratic orbit, jerking away slightly

the female fans her wings, then returning to a differ-

The

ent part of the cluster of nymphs.

standoff

may

continue for several minutes.

Sometimes the wasp
harassment and

flies off.

discouraged by the mother's

is

But

while the female

ofi;en,

is

one part of the group, the wasp lands in another and

in

grabs a

—

ter

—

nymph

^with

But

a

male moves

stem with

all

of its

six

is

thornbug

to hold
is

legs

knocking

it

slowly, like a tank over

the

family,

of rememibering

may

sib-

its

signals.

The

mother

rough

ar-

wasp

a

terrain. If she

well-aimed kick,

fly off.

species in which

mothers care for
clustered offspring.

After being tended

by

its

mother

new

adult emerges

from

its old skin.

The group of
siblings below

includes both

nymphs (dark

is

perfectly capable

and

is

likely to return.

for

several weeks, a

few

however, the wasp
their location

another treehopper

Unfortunately for the

off the branch. After hovering for a

seconds, the wasp

thornbug

on untU

while

nymph

not built for speed, and the fe-

arrives in time, she gives the

And

the margins of the clus-

at

continue to produce waves of

nymph's only hope
rives.

one

mandibles. As the wasp tugs, the

its

clings to the

lings

usually

Left and below:
Platycotis vittata is

stripes) and
adults,

young

which

may manage,

before the

appear to have

female arrives, to attack and bite a nymph's

legs, flip it

their

onto

the next time, the wasp

its

side,

clutched in

its

and

roll

off the stem with the

front legs.

The wasp then

nymph

returns to

its

own system

vibrational alarm

communication.

of

a

IANIMAL behavior

home
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colony, where, with the assistance of other

workers,

it

chews

wasp

to developing

Whether

prey into smaller pieces to be fed

its

larvae.

or not she succeeds in protecting her

own

young, the female makes her
long

of rapid vibrational ducks

series

wasp has

distinct signals

As she

left.

clucks, the

—

nymphs

only

—

after the

gradually quiet

down. Following an attack, a group often changes
shape, amoeba-Uke, as

leaving

some

nymphs move

to

new

positions,

previously secure individuals exposed

on

the vulnerable edges of the group.

The combination of signaling nymphs and
at

my

San Luis

field site.

shown, communication
pool their

efforts:

But

vigilant

experiments have

as

successfiil

only

if the

but not uncoordinated

Several puzzles remain. For instance,

mother wait

Many

nymphs

him

not by approaching

male frog choosing

does the

for the predator to leave before signaling?

responds to a signaling male

would, for example, a

(as

her own, usually different from and

alien world

her signals

her, using
First,

as a guide.

the sexual signals of Graminella

lowish

brown leafhopper

species vibrates

song

United

States.

abdomen

its

to disperse

female disappears. Also to be determined are

when the

the mecha-

Only females

of

a variety

The male of this
complex

to produce a

drumming with

of many
a

happen

that

on

to be

however, and

signal,

he quickly

reply,

tries again.

Once

on

according to Hunt, begins with a pighke

that,

male gets no

and

a small, yel-

nigrifrons,

that feeds

same plant can pick up the

Perhaps the signaling informs her young of her continued

nymphs have been known

Randy

Hunt, of Indiana University Southeast, has studied

typical

presence;

elaborate than

though, he must interest a female.

Latin rhythm.

of vibrational signals, including hundreds that
have never been heard by human ears.

less

of the male. As the two duet, the male searches for

snort and progresses to repeated

An ordinary backyard harbors an

fe-

but with a signal of

a singing male)

grasses in the eastern

signals.

why

insects use plant-borne vibrations to attract a

Commonly a female

mate.

by predatory

attacks

mothers wiE respond to recordings of

SOS

a synchronized

is

Other Great
that

mother thwarts three out of four
wasps

r

flies

a

the

if the

to another plant

This "call and fly" strategy

is

probably

species.

female answers a male's

calls,

the challenge

of fmding her begins. The southern green stinkbug

named because of

the foul-smeUing scent

it

(so

releases

nisms behind the thornbug's impressive vocabulary.

The degree of sibHng cooperation
is

remarkable, but

ative

behavior

I

among the nymphs of other treehoppers

as well. In Calloconophora pinguis, for
I

in the thornbug

have recently documented cooper-

example,

a species

nymphs

studied in Panama, the chestnut-and-white

(which sport spines hke television
heads) exchange

of rich feeding

cowHke moos

sites

on

aerials

on

their

to signal the presence

their host plant. In this species,

unlike the sedentary thornbug, family groups periodically

move

Even

to better feeding

after years

treehoppers,

I still

sites.

of studying thornbugs and other

fmd

it

entertaining to watch the face

when

disturbed) appears to have an interesting tech-

hear
reehoppers

of someone hearing their sounds for the

sing, visit

cupying unexpected corners of acoustic space, some of

stitute

these sounds could be mistaken for the unearthly songs

stinkbugs

LTo

of

unknown

first

time.

Oc-

whales, while others are strange mixtures

of faUing tones and explosive percussion.
laughs. Treehoppers are just

one

A few

insect family

evoke

among

many that use vibrational channels of communication.
The world of plant-borne sounds is srill so httle explored that

it

would not be

surprising to find an ordi-

nary backyard vibrating with hundreds of sounds that

have never been heard by humans.

D

nique. Andrej

a

Cokl and colleagues

at

the National In-

of Biology in Slovenia placed male and female

on

ivy, a

plant with

many small

male stinkbug searching for

stems.

a female

When

comes

branching point, he positions himself so that one
legs touches

one stem and another

other. This position

may

enable

ences between the t\vo stems

him

(in

time and amplitude of the female's

set

of

touches the

to detect difier-

terms of the arrival
signals)

and thus

determine which direction will take him to her.

v:

to a
set

to

—

\

^Communicators
Some

insects,

crickets that

fill

many of the katydids and
summer night with their familiar

including

the

songs, use both airborne sounds

brations to communicate.

mate,

male

the

tropical

and plant-borne

When

cone-headed

(Copiphora rhinoceros), studied by

vi-

advertising for a

katydid

Glenn Morris, of the

University of Toronto, alternates between high-

versity

of Comiecticut, have used to identify

a

number

of previously unrecognized lacewing species.

The
cially

diversity

of plant-borne sexual

signals

is

espe-

well illustrated in stoneflies. These insects spend

their larval stages in water,

most often

in

rocky

streambeds, where their need for cool, clean, highly

oxygenated water makes them good indicators of
stream quality. After a male stonefly metamorphoses
into adult

form (which

takes place out

of the water),

begins signaling, usually by tapping or rubbing

domen on
cussive

a

its

it

ab-

stem or leaf Studying these simple per-

mechanisms

in different stonefly species,

neth Stewart and colleagues

at the

Ken-

University of North

Texas have discovered a tremendous variety of precise,
intensely rhythinic signals.

R. C.

Newly emerged adult stonefly (Pteronarcys sp/
to its larval skin

pitched airborne chirps and plant-shaking tremulations of

its

entire body. If a female walks

plant (in this species, the female

onto

his

moves toward the

male), he switches from public chirps to the

more

private tremulations, thereby avoiding detection both

by competing males on nearby

plants,

who

might

otherwise interfere with his courtship, and by bats
that

in

home

in

on

acoustic signals.

The delicately beautifijl green lacewing, common
meadows and gardens and along forest edges, signals

3y

tremulating

lequency purr

iome

md

its

abdomen, producing

a

species of lacewing are unusual in that the

female signals are virtually identical.

lU species,
stic that

however, are quite distinctive

Charles

low-

that travels through the plant stem,

Henry and Marta

The

—

male

songs of

a character-

Wells, of the

Uni-
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The

Paper
1985, in a cupboard in

Jn

sor Castle,

I

found

taken

Wind-

had ever

I

seen.

I

famous occasion in 1611 when Galileo

ished by both their quality and their range.

There were drawings of animals,
fungi,

plants,

fishes,

fossils,

magnified animal and plant
as

representations of

explained his use of the telescope to

first

birds,

who, within

the very Jesuits

gems, and

They included drawings

minerals.

had been present on that

Ferrari himself

was aston-

became

that

life

and botany.

ture

moUusks and curious mushrooms. The

ested in his

drawings also showed a few recently dis-

malorum aureomm

World.

I

seemed

On

New

all

of nature. But

By David Freedberg

been done with such extraordinary intensity

and closeness of observation?

What

led

me

Royal Library

at

to that

Windsor

book I was writing about
the name of Giovanni
(1585-1653),

who had

Castle was a

a Jesuit priest

even by the standards of many

members of
of

Rome,

Hebrew

Ferrari

at

—unusual

of the bril-

At

first a

and
pro-

the Jesuit College in

soon gave himself over to

his chief passion: gardening.

made an attempt to

Pozzo

gather a

comprehensive visual record

When Urban

VIII became pope in 1623, Ferrari was

of

.

at

those drawings

I

sciences,

for his prodigious project.

Leonardi completed

ai-tists

Vincenzo

many commissiom for

him, including a watercolor of a
pineapple, right.

for the

found

I

watercol-

every imaginable

day,

On

Castle.

mixed

in with

found an unexpected

on

research

libraries in

patron of the arts and

en-

of natural history watercolors.
the

ing to these works led

Cassiano dal Pozzo, above, aigaged

Its

varieties

—

Windsor

same serendipitous

My

A

a

—

that

in 1646.

went searching

I

citrus fruit in

number

of the natural world.

Rome

more than 150

hundred of them

shape and form

my interest

that enterprising

controversial religious order.
fessor

by

Battista Ferrari

roused

because of his unusual career

liant

century, Cassiano dal

cupboard in the

more than
ors

and

seu de

Golden Ap-

drawings. Eventually

original

Early in the seventeenth

horticul-

(Hesperides, or

cultura

published in

fruit,

on

one

Ferrari's

book, the Hesperides

gravings depicted

of citrus

where had those drawings come from,
who had made them, and why had they

years,

No

particularly inter-

the Cultivation of the

ples),

be in the presence of a

to

vast attempt to catalogue

last

was

I

few

about

detail

or about his lovely books

species, from lowly grasses to puzzling

a

opponents.

his fiercest

had written in any

parts, as well

many unexpected

covered plants and animals from the

would soon form an

Jesuits against Gahleo.

with the

alliance

beautiful natural history drawings

chief horticultural adviser to

as

the same family that

hundred of the most

several

on

the papal family, the Barberini. This was

of

a cache

London,

turned out that

I

documents

me

Paris,

to archives

and

and Rome.

It

had stumbled upon one

part of the Miiseo Cartaceo (Paper

seum), a

relat-

Mu-

huge collection of drawings of

everything under the sun, from ancient

Roman
bizarre

artifacts to

unusual mollusks and

mushrooms, assembled by

a

con-

s

i
s
a

a
E
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by

raised

his father's

He

bishop of

Pisa.

neering investigations into astronomy,

moved

Rome

mathematics, and physics, these water-

with

same time

the

at

color drawings,

later

remained unknown to the
of science and

historians

pio-

made up a sigPaper Museum, have

which

of the

nificant part

as Galileo's

vast majority ot

are absent

from

almost every account of the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century.
collection

is

encyclopedic in terms of size,

comprehensiveness, and accuracy.
the

fantastic

wonders

monsters,

history books

his

and

set

younger brother.

up

a

household

He became

of a cultured and scholarly

part

But

who

was Cassiano dal Pozzo?

Born in Turin in 1588, Cassiano (as he is
known in the world of art history) was

the old Ptolemaic views of the universe.

Cassiano was elected to the academy in

quasparta and founder, in 1603, of the

patron of the

Academy of the

nephew of Pope Urban VIIL

scientific

Lynxes. This

first

modern

academy (described by Stephen

Gould

Jay

circle

and June 1998)

-he Paper

who

served

arts

and sciences and the

played a very active role in the

Museum preserved

paintings,

of everything, from the exotic

images

mundane, such as Leonardi's drawing

Academy

of the Lynxes. In addition to collecting

he conceived the extraordinary

private initiative of

to the

Cassiano,

the cardinal's secretary,

as

View of Life," May
was named after the sharp-

in "This

make

employing

a visual record

artists

to

of the antiquarian

and natural worlds, caUing the project

of a broccoh specimen.

his

Paper Museum.

ner and by Cassiano dal Pozzo's contem-

actually occurred in nature.

group welcomed

that time challenging

1622, a year earlier than his benefactor,

of ear-

Museum

the

who was by

Cardinal Francesco Barberini, a powerful

by Conrad Ges-

specimen included in the Paper

1611

In

Galileo,

around Federico Cesi, the duke of Ac-

and

porary Ulisse Aldrovandi, almost every

ment.

centered

Unhke

prodigies,

that populated the pages

lier natural

The

to

cousin, the arch-

studied law and later

eyed animal that could then
in the forests

of the

still

Umbrian

be found

hiUs.

Cesi

Art historians have long been familiar
with Cassiano in

his roles as a

patron of

with the

Nicolas Poussin, an admirer of Diego

conventionality of the universities of their

Velazquez, and a passionate collector of an-

and

day,

his

companions,

dissatisfied

were intent on studying nature

through direct observation and experi-

tiquities.

But even most

idea of the

full

specialists

had no

extent of the collection of

a

drawings that formed part of his Paper

Mu-

seum, which was housed in the residence
he shared, in the
brother Carlo

Antomo and Carlos

Contemporary
brary of

with

via dei Chiavari,

visitors

some 9,000

his

family.

The bound

my work on

to have

been responsible

for the finest

drawings in Cassiano's collection.) Addi-

of Cassiano's

tional evidence

items: manuscripts,

ornithology are three small

of drawings were

sets

Ferrari's cit-

rus fruit drawings. (Leonardi turned out

described a huge U-

printed books, drawings, and miscellaneous
objects.

connection with

—on

wrote

to

a Jesuit

shelves labeled ad natiimlem bistoriam. Cas-

matian pehcans. There

of letters

an exchange

between Cassiano and the French

make

and instruments but

Leonardo da Vinci's

Academy of

painting.

in Cardi-

nal Barberini's live menagerie.

These included

por-

a gazelle, a

cupine, an oryx, and a civet

There

of the

was dissected in Cas-

own

siano's

cat.

speculation that the

is

civet cat

When

the Lynxes.

on

treatise

draw the wild animals

—

also speci-

earliest days

but also to

missioned Vincenzo Leonardi to

drawings commissioned by

Cesi during the

Museum

At about the same time, Cassiano com-

books

library containing not only

Paper

prepare illustrations for an edition of

after the

duke's untimely death in 1630

of birds and to copy an-

illustrations

tiquities for his

the contents of

Federico Cesi's Hbrary

men

Museum

enhanced the Paper

when he bought

knowledge was

the French painter Poussin not only to

from Canada, and the European and Dal-

siano gready

specimen preservation.

Cassiano's thirst for

he

treatises

him by
also

well as describing ways of sewing the

skins for

such that from the early 1630s he enlisted

kept with the relevant printed books on

is

tat, as

interest in

the bearded vulture, a pair of

hummingbirds sent

the bird's flight, song, behavior, and habi-

laboratory,

which

Cassiano himself died in 1657, he

presumably contributed to the

owned,

approximately

unusual accuracy of the drawing.

7,000 drawings relating to archi-

Cassiano also had a passion

in

aD,

for botany,

tecture, mosaics, ancient sculp-

and natural

ture,

though he
with
poets,

Flora,

antiquarians,

and scholars from

siano,

tains the first

arts

pa-

pod of

fas-

cinated Cassiano. Besides having

and

cal,

fossil

and

live

bearded vulture. As proof of
scientific expertise,

needed

its

is

Uccelliera.

and

for

during
iiovanni Battista Ferrari's

Usted

as

Giovanni Pietro

author's

dents

sons

who, whether

of modesty or perhaps

wanted

to

minimize

for reapolitics,

in

his role to the

pubHc.

for the Uccelliera

Leonardi,

from the

whose name

artist
I

Vincenzo

discovered in

flamingo

He

These were the exquisite waI

came upon

in 1985 at

Windsor Casde.

about the

Perhaps Cassiano's greatest contribu-

the distinction between

tion to science lay in his persistence in

discuss everything

—from

Europeans

Renaissance.

over Italy and France, again

tercolors that

polymath Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc,

Cassiano had commissioned illustrations

all

illustrations.

Leonardi's watercolor of a sweet orange.

which they

the

commissioning Leonardi to produce the

a favorite Cassiano project. It includes

the material was written or assembled by

Cassiano himself,

fruits available to

gathered information from correspon-

Hesperides, a study of citms fruit, was

name
OHna, much of

Although the

with

ant biodiversity of citrus trees

a

his

Cassiano submitted a
the

his Hesperides,

115 plates and 400 foho-sized

pages documenting the exuber-

Academy of the Lynxes,
book about birds,

election into the

illustra-

the next decade, Cas-

and pubhsh

exotic

flamingo and

birds, including a

pubhshed

siano helped Ferrari assemble

a

curiosities at his

he kept

the

the hibiscus, or Chinese

Over

rose.

collection of zoological, botani-

residence,

met

volume con-

microscope: the seeds and seed-

eventually faded into obscurity.

established a laboratory

Cultura

tion of plant parts seen under a

sciences,

Ornithology particularly

who

the Cultivation of

once well known
of the

tron

On

Jesuit priest. This

as a

well have

cardinal,

Florum

were published, and Cas-

and

may

Flowers), that Cassiano

Europe, only a tiny fraction of the
letters

de

sive

(Flora, or

over

all

it

subsidized Ferrari's 1633 book.

had corresponded

scientists,

and

been through the

Al-

history.

of flamingo

continuing the work of Cesi and other

tongue, evidently an exceptional culinary

academy members. Although Cassiano,

males and females to the

delicacy.

taste

Their descriptions cover

details

of

Cesi,

and three colleagues helped Galileo
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made with the aid of a microscope and
show fungi and ferns growing in situ.

century
tents

Museum

most part they stayed away from cosmo-

Fungal growths especially interested Cesi

collections of the rich

and physical theory, focusing on

because they so often seemed to teeter on

bani family in

logical

firsthand observation and experiment and

collecting plants, insects,

mammals,

and

birds,

fossils,

general

The

natural history of the

New World

seemed

members with

presented academy

the

ture's

on

world

plant

the

One

Theophrastus.
est projects

was an

of the academy's

effort to

pubUsh

uscript

of commentary and

tration

on more than

Mexican

a

issue

was

of hybrids in

both Cesi and Cassiano

some of na-

to hold the clue to

deepest secrets.

fossils.

were amalgamated into the Royal Collection, reordered,

Were ammonites,

of

Cesi's

for example,

animal, mineral, or both? Seven years after

devoted friend and fellow

earli-

his death, Cesi's

man-

academy member Francesco

Stelluti

pub-

Windsor

I,

a

perhaps unaware of the

importance of the natural history drawings

from Cassiano's

many of them

to a

bookseller.

illus-

sold

collection,

London secondhand
They were then dis-

now

persed and are only

being

The volumes

tracked down.

Old

the

in

World War

Castie. After

royal librarian,

thousand

a

and rebound. Eventu-

the Royal Collection was stored at
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Museum

volumes from Cassiano's Paper

and animals previ-

plants

unknown
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Aristotle
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that for
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—

illustrations.
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and another
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and powerful Al-

Rome. When
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fungi,
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fishes.
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illustrations,
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imminent.
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Indians,

Animals, and
Other Beings
Did America's native peoples
nature? The debate goes on.
REVIEW

By Colin

More

By

Calvin Martin

wrote

a

little

book

provocative

contrast, Krech, director

Museum

fenreffer

Brown

called

Keepers of the Game,

at

University, served for a decade as

ciety for Ethnohistory.

of animals by Native Ameri-

of the Haf-

of Anthropology

editor of the journal of the

other things, he argued that the

overkilling

Caiioway

G.

thin (fifteen pages of minimal endnotes).

than twenty years

ago,

Among

harmony with

live in

scholarly, the

American So-

His writing

is

arguments are balanced, and

cans in the fur trade was due not to eco-

the evidence he musters in Tlie Ecological
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Indian
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Blaming angry animal
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hunting

book won
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a
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American

weighty (eighty-seven pages of
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a

and History,

to
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out of step

W Norton

pany; $27.95;
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352 pp
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edited
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a
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first
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asserts
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well as his discoveries along the way.
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no question

that in
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tra-
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from hunting codes,
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just as Chris-
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In Tlie Ecological Indian, Shepard Krech
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to
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book
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256 pp.
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which he
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faulty in
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writes,
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The Ecological Indian: Myth

III.

Historical

may be

Arizona and two

in

Eskimo

By

non-Western, mythic imagination.

by Shepard Krech

Navajo reservation
years with Yup'ik
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and

restraints

turned to slaughter.
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dense endnotes).
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maverick historian,
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for writing

Native American
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of the
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Being presents stimulating

conjectural and the scholarly apparatus
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this strange

ever since."

however,

equipped by heritage, modern

are
life,
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crying shame."
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a Living beaver."
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had never
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after
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spending
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case studies

and

substantial evidence, that

degraded their environment.
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employed
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to

fire

found, look to Indian societies (which

new plant growth and attract
game. The ancient Hohokam con-
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keys to living in a better way. Being at
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ir-
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tematic
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sys-
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rupted.
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more than
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I
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mean
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manity's most primitive survival

but

surprisingly sophisticated

people wishing to

not superseded until the

ideal for
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skills,

found the

I

began to replace

Two Web
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(propbuilders.com/wyatt) to be a good

with

articles

fire-making machines,

deadly
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site,

or dart thrower.

it

mean

"does not

quick to
earliest

less intelli-

gent, or less creative, or less inventive."

What

first

brought

curiosity about the

me
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ple device used to hurl
lethal

accuracy.
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this
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point out that "primitive" means
or original;

devoted to
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to the site
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notched
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with
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arrow

device
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knapping,
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a

about 2,000 years ago.
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secrets
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on ancient
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starting place,
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Robert Anderson

Know-How

incongruous to

a httle
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be using the Internet to learn about hu-

medium is

who

century Choctaw

B\/

seemed

whether
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Indian and quotes a twentieth-

less
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wisdom whether

first it

beings") for
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Stone-Age
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fashionable to contrast the ways of native
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At
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sites.
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required to
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on next
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how
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First
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distance of nearly three

Robert Anderson
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a freelance science writer

based in Los Angeles.
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Pink Dolphins. http://w\vw.
explorama.com. 1(800)707-5275.

Travel Guide. Hiking, canoeing,

amazon@explorama.com.

outfitter directory.

cycHng, wildlife viewang and
more. Detailed tour operator/

CaD

1-877-CANADA, Op.
visit

15 or

w"w^v.canadatourism.com/
Discover an exhilarating adventure
in the Galapagos Islands aboard

adventure/natural.

IjAMNH

Discovery Tours

Museum

20-passenger motor-yacht or
48-passenger expedition ship.
a

J

Since 1953, the American Museum
of Natural History has been leading
tours to the world's greatest wildHfe
areas, archaeological sites and cultural
centers with

and
catalog of

Scientists

expert lecturers. For a free
Tours caU (800) 462-8687.

Call 1-800-633-7972.
8. Charles County,

MD

It's for the birckl Take a hike!
Hunt
for fossils, golf fish, shop. Experience
the wild side of the Potomac Avhere
eagles soar, explorecharlescomd.com

800-766-3386.

4.

Trav^
Natural Histoiy tours to Latin
14. HoU)rool<

America and Africa. Travel
independently or in smaU groups
escorted bv an educationarieader.
Holbrook Travel 800-451-7111.

Athena Publications, Inc.

Athena ReMew,journal ot
archaeology, history, and exploration,
invites you to send for more
information and a free issue.

9. Collette Tours

E.xperience the best ot Australia
Zealand including a new
and
escorted tour featuring a 7-night
cruise along the Great Barrier Reef.

New

1-888-427-5402.

|;-

Daytona Beach. Bisj Beach. Big fun.
Experience the realTlorida at Spruce
Creek Preserve. DeLeon Springs and
area museums. Watch Manatees in
Blue Spring Park. CaU 1-800-8541234 w\\^v.daytonabeach.com.

15. Hunter Douglas

anything to do \\Tith dressing
\\indows, we've got it covered. Cau
1-800-937-STYLE for a free 32-page
booklet, with aU the details for choosing the perfect window fashions.
If it has

BlocK Island Tourism Counaf

Island. The pertect getawavfor bird-watchers. Designated "One
of the last great places in the Western

10. Costa Ricai

Hemisphere" by Nature

more of its

Block

Conservancy.

Midweek

packages

from $90. 1-800-383-Blkl,

ext. 53.

Costa Raca

is

unique in having

territon,'

protectea in

national parks, biological reserv-es,
wildlife refriges than any other
nation on earth. XVith all the right

and

ingredients, a trip to Costa
is sure to suit your tastes.

Rjca

16. iDenan

Moto tours "'''''''''"^^HB!
Explore Spam. Portugal & France
by motorcycle. Winding mountain
motorcvcles and
roads.
historical Parador lodgings. Make
IMT Tours the vacation of a Ufetime.
rentals. Also for brochure
1-800-255-7451. ^^-^^^v.imtbike.com.

BMW

BMW

23.
17. Inclinator

"Elcwttc"

-

Company of America
the custom built

residence elevator otfers the ultimate
in

home

Send

luxury and convenience.

for free descriptive literature.

Meade Instrument^

29. The territory

Travel to destinations out of this

with Meade's ETX-90EC
Telescope and Autostar. Journey
to over 14,000 celestial objects.
Easy and fun. Free brochure.
v^^orld

Call

Ahead

comes with the territory. Original
designs from pattern to fabric to
It

buttons and available only in our
catalog! The Territory Ahead. Free.

1-800-62-MEADE.

30. TIAA-CREF

Authori^
TekyU Island, Georgia, offers relaxed
laid-back getaways in an unspoiled
18. Jel^ll Island

Financial services especially for
24.

NEW YORK

STATE

island setting.

Fall 111 love with New York State this
autumn! Experience weekend get-

Vacation Planner call toU-free
877-4JEKYLL (877-453-5955).

aways, cultural activities, scenic tours
and faU festivals. Call 1-800-1
code 233 for a free travel euide.

Nature walks, sea
kayaking and more. For a free

People in education and research.
or your free personal investing kit
caU 1-800-226-0147.

LOVE

NY

iTTTJnaTscovereffTIEniar"^
Florida is a state rich
natura
wonders, historical intrigue and
cultural sights. From the Panhandle
to the Keys, you'll find surprising
vacation diversity.

m

19. Ladatco Tours

Nomadic Expeditions
Discover Mongolia's cultural and
natural wonders including the Gobi
Desert and one of the world's last
remaining horse-based, nomadic
cultures. For color brochure, call
25.

Ladatco Tours! Destination experts
for South and Central America
for more than 35 years...
And now the Falkland Islands also!

www.ladatco.com

1-800-998-6634.
32. Uniworll

America's leader in river cruising.

China andYangtze RJver, take
the Nostalgic Istanbul Orient

Visit
2U. La1TSTfcral"tfiTF&WCTcRant:

From

the catalog troiii the Web, the
yours. Visit us at www.landsend.com, or call for a free catalog
store

is

26. North Carolina's Outer Banks]

North Carolina's Outer Banks.
Pristine Beaches. History. Fishing.
For a free Travel Guide
Outer
Banks Getaway Card good for
seasonal values at over 1 50 businesses,
log on to www.outerbanks.org,

&

800-303-4486.

caS toU-free

&

Express through MongoHa
Siberia or Cruise around South

America. For comp. Brochures
call (800)653-4326.

1-877-BY-THE-SEA

(1-877-298-4373) or e-mail
E.xclusive lO.OOO-acre Georgia
Island paradise, private 7 miTe pristine
beach, natural history tours, bfrding
and recreational activities galore,

gourmet regional cuisine and
fracious accommodations await just
guests.

visitor@outerbanks. org.

birders.

27. Pax World Fund

MBNA

Family, a
socially responsible hand group, has
offered investors the opportunity

America]

MBNA America, sponsor of the

AMNH credit card program, also
offers AMNH supporters exceptional
rates

on

CD

and money market

accounts. To learn more about this
great investment opportunity, call
T-800-900-6653. Be sure to

mention you

800/328-VENT,

512/328-5221, info(gventbird.com,
www.ventbird.com

The Pax World Fund

to achieve "performance with
principles" for over 25 years.
22.

Over 120 birding tours worldwide
with the experts, including
special cruises designed for

are a supporter

of

AMNH to qualify for these rates.

34. West Virginia Tourism

Get your free West Virginia Tia\ el
Guide and discover why some say
it's Almost Heaven. Visit us at
wv^rw.state.wv.us/tourism or

call

1-800-CALL-WVA.
Quebec City Region
t^ucbcc C'lty is the capital oi snow
and a perfect blend ot charm and
adventure. Experience the warmth
of the Quebec winter. Call
1-800-363-7777 operator 690
virww.quebecregion.com.
28.

TOrcestercson^lonmrn^
Maryland's only seaside countv'. Visit
Assateague Island National Seashore.
Kayak, canoe, birdwatch or golf

&

Stay in one of our many Bed
Breakfast Inns. 800-852-0335. skipjack.net/le_shore/visitworcester
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my minor hero

even

if I can't

can

I

finally

Caesalpinus under C,

remember

his nondistinctive

In short, the original bibliographic sys-

tem

in printed scientific

books worked well

1546 because

for Agricola in

his sources

all

book

in 1613, the old system

made

sense,

pracrice

—honoring

knowledge discovered by

combined with
Bauhin

a social

John,

as

folks

new

living people

change in naming,

bibliographic

's

two-named

ern,

system

no longer

because a fiindamental change

scholarly

fdled

intellectual luggage that should

be checked

at the gate

(and truly

on

lost,

purpose for once, by an obhging airhne)

justices

of our foundational documents,

still

list

mod-

Avith

listed

by the old

or Mike. Bauhin, in

Bill,

—

bound

stiE

noon

stage for

London, when

know the

to

Within

afterward.

cities first

a

his readers

bright soul devised the simple reform

emphasize

(list-

(at best)

practice (the relevance

dominance of modern

and

authors).

—

outhve their utihty by persisting
ties

—may

world

strike

most

enough but

triguing

own

oddi-

as

and impediments in an altered
scientists as in-

irrelevant to their

We

professional practices.

all

recog-

ruze that organisms, in their evolution,

may be hampered by such
gage, not easily shed

historical

bag-

from the genetic

and developmental systems of complex

now

or harmfiil

(at

worst)

—form

a

Cseralpinus.

potent category of mental biases that be-

cloud our view of empirical nature and

Bartholinus*

Certaldus.

our moral compass

Bcguiiius.

de

Bcrnhardus*
Boodt.

ChriftinaRegina.

Borellus,

Ciaveus.

Chambrc.

la

Chryfoftomus.

Boyle.

•

seem

species

of blindness because

particularly subject to this

trained to think that
jectively.

Clazomerias.^

My fellow sci-

as well.

entists

We

we

we

have been

see the

world ob-

become

therefore

subject to delusion

specially

by taxonomic schemes

implanted in our minds by cultural tradiIn Becher's lists

tions

from 1671, scientists appear

of learning but

falsely

regarded

To present an example of

women

rection:

can

as

expressing an objective natural reaUty.

according to their surnames.

now

vote,

and an

African American no longer counts

as

But we do not always shed

to reach forward

from

ginnings by imposing

false

power

upon human thought,

—

Bauhins

let

tradition's

arbitrary

me return to the

whom

the brother

this time, to

be-

taxonomies

the burdens of less pernicious irrationaU-

We

amended

have

for

never,

example,

the constitutional provision that

presidents

must have been born within

the geographic confines of Uteral

Ameri-

can territory. If your impeccably patriotic
parents of

had best

published thefirst
illustrations

of a complete

set

offossil specimensfom a

Mayflower descent happened

when you

to be traveling in France

cided to

1598Jean Bauhin

In

make your worldly
find another way to

mark upon

entry,

de-

you

place your

have discussed

first

airhne listings to bibli-

ogy

All the traditions that

—from

ographies and

among his Johns. Strange as
may sound to modern ears, the
half century of modern paleontol-

Caspar hid
this fact

history.

in this essay

single location.

I

constitutional definitions

—from

Agricola's

of 1546 up to 1600

adapted to different envi-

represent taxonomies, or classifications of

no

ronments. Whales cannot jettison their

creatures

as tradi-

be deemed arbitrary

de Caftagnia.

ties.

The common message of these stories
that our traditions may arise for
small and sensible reasons but may then

sensible cri-

Barlxus,

tional census.

new

principle because

this

—based on

%.
Barnaudus.

an old institution (the bibliography) into
a

"true

criterion for ulti-

as a

tions that can only

only three-fifths of a person in our na-

with

we count
shall

but then persisting

teria at first

c.

How

mate leadership?

taxonomies

ing by the most salient name) that brought

line

blue" be defined

classifications:

shall

people for the census?

and the times

few decades, some

How

shall vote?

I

imminent extinc-

ordering by the time of the after-

tion

wanted

for

Who

false

drastic alternative

and

tions about categories

of armed insur-

more

other words, got stuck in a transient intermediary' state

senseless pose arbitrary answers to ques-

thus avoiding the tragedies of Lincoln's

the tune of Bauhin s bezoar

name. But by

tra-

—

one

(authors firom antiquity) used only

in

ditions

We do evenmally amend the worst in-

name, Andreas.

first

.
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stymied by superannuated behefs and

(Continued from page 26)

Avicenna under the ^'s, and
find

—

natural history

illustrations

of

first

printed treatise

—

^included virtually

in published

fossils

related objects into an order that either

sources, although botanical traditions for

suffer

helps us to retrieve information (the basic

illustration

herniations and lower back pains because

utihtarian reason for erecting taxonomies)

tion of several elaborate, lavishly illustrated

upright posture imposes such weight and

or purports to explain the basis of varia-

herbals.

air-breathing lungs, while

stress

humans

upon weak muscles

that,

in our

four-footed ancestors, never needed to

bear such
ciently

a

burden. But

we do

not

suffi-

honor the analogous principle

that scientific ideas, in their history

of

growth and development, may

be

also

tion (the scientist's

more

for devising systems

general rationale

of classification).

My

printed treatise

uity, Pliny's

only

that

now seem

AH

the claims

either cruel or merely

included no

produc-

elegantly

—and

pictures

neither did the great source from antiq-

United

trate this principle well.

to the

Agricola's long and

examples from the Constitution of the
States, discussed just above, illus-

had already led

four

Natural History.

or

five

I

can think of

sixteenth-century

sources that printed any illustrations of
fossils at all,

and only two of these works

—
feature series
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Bauhin's

treatise,

1

on the other hand,

represents a true beginning for an

impor-

tant tradition in science: the depiction

not

1

only of characteristic forms or representaspecimens, but an attempt to present

tive

the

m a partic-

range of variety found

friU

—

aU just

as

"draw 'em

in other words, to

ular fauna

one

sees 'em,"

fiising selection

or mterpretarion. In

Bauhin

tells

show what he

us that

sees

he

will simply

and not enter the

brewing debate about the meaning of fos-

T

'\

fact,

in his very few^ paragraphs of introductory
text,

"™X

without any con-
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For that fascinating but

sils.

(for his

pur-

poses) diversionary activity, readers will

have to consult (he pointedly

tells us)

the

aforementioned scholarly works of Agri-

and Gesner. He, Jean Bauhin, na-

cola
ture's

the

humble

he has found and

fossils

draw
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NATURAL HISTORY

we

should also bear the theme of this essay

in

mind and

10/99

convention did not take

Bauhin's

crucial questions

hold, so

we

about cultural practices:

What conven-

as rather

quaint

Bauhin invent

in creating this

tions did

genre?

Did

ask

some

and customs make

his rules

sense in his day?

Did they then become

impediments

arbitrary

way

increasing

to

knowledge, masquerading

as

an "obvious"

tend to view

—and

his illustrations

the purely arbitrary

character of his decision stands out clearly
to us today.

But suppose

that his practice

had endured. Wouldn't we be wondering
today

why

Bartlett goes

down and

Delicious goes

up? Or, more interesting to

a striking

graphic traditions
trary inventions

we would
works

ners,

we need

rather than

fossils

variation in local pears

and

apples.

—yuck!

teats

bottles ab

may

But we follow

I

initio.)

strike readers as

similarly arbitrary

Anglophone pubUca-

draw

for example, always

snails

fcintillans..

with the apex (the pointy end) on top

in

of

Pyrites turbinatns
'

The

average apple couldn't be confijsed with

from

street kid,

long time that

for a

milk came out of cow's

tions,

Turbo minimus

his discussion

know

really didn't

Honest, grow-

art.

York City

reality all the time.

only consider the chapter

—

New

as a

conventions and mistake them for natural

originate as arbi-

Bauhin's 1598 treatise

from

differently

ing up

siUy.

of idiosyncratic begin-

following the opening section on

never even realize that nature

This example

proof that our icono-

may

dwelling in concrete jungles,

as city folks

to present "objective" facts of nature?

As

hang down from stems. (Or perhaps,

fruits

mar

gnusmuricatus.

and the aperture

through which

(the hole

and

the animal extends

at the

retracts)

Bauhin juxtaposed a fossil snail and inorganic

bottom. This orientation seems^ so obvi-

crystals because both have "turbinate" shapes.

me apex
down. Of course; how else

be? But French publications

elongated apples or for compressed and

we be pondering this
issue at all? Perhaps we would simply be
accepting a printed orientation that we

top-heavy pears. Bauhin therefore in-

had seen throughout

never bothering

opposite

vented the practice of drawing

to question the evident discrepancy with

pointing

the average pear, but so

both

fruits

many forms of

had been developed

in this re-

gion of Germany that extensive overlap
could lead to uncertainties for

ples

stem

down and

all

dumpy and

all

the ap-

the pears stem up!

contemplate, would

nature's

hfe,

obedience to

where both

gravity,

not

know how

why

or

—

began

practice
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as

French and Engwell be Bauhin's

mode

can pos-

be called correct by correspondence

to nature.

Most

snails

crawl horizontally

along the substrate. Both ends
parallel to the sea floor.

beled

as intrinsically

lie basically

Neither can be

some personal embarrassment but

me

taught

me
also

something important about

convention versus nature,
in

la-

up or down.

In another example that caused

one of these

I

once wrote

essays that Earth's

North

Pole pointed up and that our planet rotated counterclockwise around this axis

(viewed,

above)
letter,

.

as

An

by

God

or an astronaut, from

Australian reader wrote

me

a

gently pointing out the absence of

absolute "up" or

timecreations.com

apex

the

But when you learn about the

pears and apples. Neither

beige cotton

it

do

and then allow yourself to con-

quite salutary

absorbent, terry

snail
I

the aperture up. So

denly realize

plush, velour

Made

with

sider the issue for the first time,

sibly

I

—and

miUions of Frenchmen must be wrong,

outer shell
Soft,

could a

always draw snails in the
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magme a super
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up, aperture

the differences in

orientation,
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—

ously natural to

and reminding

"down"

me

convention only

cosmos

that our cartographic
reflects

map-making Europeans
patriotic vantage

in the

where most

live.

From

his

(and accepting an-

—
—

the direction of the rising

other dubious convention that equates

east

"up" with "good"), the Antarctic Pole

occupies the top of the map.

points up, and Earth rotates clockwise

"Orient"

around

this

—meaning

Sun

The word

"East," but

with an

etymology of "rising" in reference

southern standard.

to the

lapsed from political correctness, while

Europeans became Occidentals, or West-

m

erners,

down," or

4^

of the Sun.)

setting,

When we
200

reference to the "falling

Literal

survey Bauhin's

more than

drawings, the largest single

fossil

cache of sixteenth-century paleontological illustrations,

we

conventions

eral

note the origin of sev-

although super-

that,

seded today (and therefore

most modern

scientists),

unknown

to

seriously im-

peded, for nearly two centuries,

a

proper

understanding of the nature of fossils and
the history of

Pyrites phalloides.

Consider just three

life.

of examples,

classes

all

based on the taxo-

nomic conventions of sLxteenth-century

Pyrites oblongus phalloides
glandem annulo cum arma^
tura £nea infibulatus.

The

paleontology.

Bauhin's

of

recognition

illustrations

conventional

as

rather than natural, and their replace-

ment, by the end of the eighteenth cenwith "modern" figures that clearly

tury,

depict fossUs

as

ancient organisms, virtu-

the primary shift in under-

ally defines

standing that led to our greatest gain in

knowledge during the

early history

of

paleontology.

Pyrites phalloides..

1

Conflation of categories. In Bauhin's

.

day, the

word

—
of
up" —

derived firom the

"fossil"

past participle

the Latin verb fodere,

meaning "to dig

object of distinctive

Pyrites aerofus phalloeides.

referred to any

form found within

the Earth, thus placing the remains of ancient organisms in the

gory

as

crystals,

same general cate-

stalactites,

and

a

wide

range of other inorganic objects. Until
organic remains could be recognized
distinctive,

as

placed in a category of their

own, and properly interpreted as the
products of history, modern geology, with

Pyrites

jf rofus

its

phalloides.

distinctive

Pyrites phalloides.

place the reigning paradigm of an Earth

g

only

full

few thousand years old and created

a

pretty
Bauhin presented a

concept of continuous

change through deep time, could not re-

much

as

we

possible exception

page of various stones that he thought resembled male genitalia.

find

it

today,

with the

of changes wrought by

Noah's universal flood.

The

situation

becomes even more

Sun

—gained

the additional and

more

more evidently
ruled by convention, when we consider
the history of cartography. In many me-

symbolic definition of "locating one's po-

drawn under the Ptolemaic

(The Chinese used to be called Orientals

complicated, and even

dieval maps,

notion of a central and nonrotating Earth,

sition,"

because east once occupied

favored top spot

for the

on our

this

standard maps.

same reason, before the term

If fossOs

originated within rocks as

products of the mineral kingdom, just
crystals

grow

in

mines and

stalactites

in caves, then a petrified "shell"

as

form

may

just

denote one kind of inorganic object manufactured in

its

proper place within the min-

THIS VIEW OF LIFE

kingdom. Thus, when Bauhin

eral

his

natural history

drawing of a

to a conical

places

right next

fossil snail shell

mound of crystals because both
and supposed

share a roughly similar shape

mode of inorganic

origin (see page 72), this

10/99

aggregate of crystals with striking sinular-

form

iry in

to the

helmet and head cover-

ing in a suit of armor

page,

(this

does not regard the rocks
sihzed penises and

left).

He

as actual fos-

and he cer-

testicles,

"helmet"

taxonomic convention does not merely

tainly doesn't interpret the

record a neutral "fact" of pure observation,

shrunken trophy from the Battle of Agin-

as

Bauhin claimed. Rather,

tion of two objects

his juxtaposi-

now viewed

as fiinda-

But

court.

as a

taxonomic juxtaposition of

his

with continually enlarging whorls
animal inside increased in

with

ever,

whorl

a final

distinctly smaller

than preceding volutions from a younger
stage

of growth. Reading

aUy,

an observer would conclude that

this error hter-

these shells could not have belonged to

hving and growing organisms.

pected organic remains does lump apples

the most telling example of

and oranges together

drew three belemnites

should

and pears, without

ples

down

say,

I

ap-

a

stem-up-or-

convention to perinit

a fruitfiil sep-

impeding our

aration), thereby strongly

identify

to

ability

modes of

and

causes

distinct

origin for genuine

fossil plants

Drawing

3.

organic fossils with eirors that

preclude insight into

their

Bauhin

origins.

claimed that he drew only what he saw

unencumbered by

\vith his eyes,

about the namre of objects.
plaud

nal shells

but

this ideal,

theories

We may

we must also

Finally, in

Bauhin

all,

(cylindrical inter-

of squidHke animals) in

vertical

orientation, covered \vith a layer of inor-

gamc

on top

crystals

that these objects
stalactites

three

—

grew

implying

clearly

inorganically,

hanging from the roof of a

So long

and animals.

the

how-

presents several of his ammonites,

recognized mineral accidents with sus-

(or,

(as

Bauhin

size).

as later scientists

iconographic

Hke

cave.

followed these

conventions

that

Bauhin developed in 1598, paleontology
could not estabhsh the key principle for
scientific

understanding of

life's

a

history: a

ap-

recognize

the practical impossibility of fiiU realization.
Fortuitous resemblance of a rock to the

What

headdress of a suit of armor

than a variegated rock fiUed with

can be more intricate and complex
fossils

(most in fragmentary condition), mineral
mentally different in origin and meaning
expresses a

theory about the strucmre of

nature and the pattern of history

—

a world-

grains,

and sedimentary

followed by

later

featares

of bedding

cracking and fracturing?

Accurate dravwng requires that an

artist

view, moreover, that stood firmly against

embrace some kind of theory about the na-

one of the

ture

of

great revolutions in the history

the depth oi

scientific understanding:

of these

objects, if

thing coherent enough to draw.

time and the extent of change.
2. Failure to distinguish accidental resem-

Since Bauhin did not properly inter-

many of

blance

from genuine embodiment. Contrary

pret

to a

common

cient organisms that

and

his

that

impression, Jean Bauhin

contemporaries did not claim that

all fossils

must be inorganic

and

in origin

none could represent the

petrified re-

mains of former plants and animals.
Rather, they failed to

nomic

distinction

they did regard

make

a sharp taxo-

between specimens
as

that

organic remains and

other rocks that struck

them

curious or

as

meaningfiil for their resemblance to or-

ganisms or

human

artifacts,

they had presumably formed

even though
as

inorganic

products of the mineral kingdom. Thus,

Bauhin includes an

entire

only to organize

such a jumble of observations into some-

page of

six

his objects as shells

of an-

had grown bigger

Bauhln's impossible clam shell, showing growth
lines as concentric ellipses

during their hfetimes, he drew several
specimens with errors
hteral representations,

cluded their organic

that, if

accepted

as

would have pre-

status.

For example,

he tried to represent the growth hues ot
fossU clam, but

he drew them

concentric circles

growth from

a

as a series

—implying

a

of

impossible

point on the surface ot one

—

taxonomic separation of genuine or-

clear

ganic remains from

together with

overextended
frise

in form,

rather than as a set of ex-

gin, to yield

margins radiating from

tions.

starting point at the

where the two

Bauhin

edge of the

shell

valves hinge together.

also

drew many ammonite

rocks that resemble male genitaha (see

shells fairly accurately,

page 73), while another page features an

relatives

but these extinct

of the chambered nautilus grew

them

into the heteroge-

neous category of "figured stones"

of the valves

a

lumped

ganic objects that had once been

panding

shell

the confiising inor-

all

and

These

of specimens

set

and
any

far

—an

too dif-

far

too disparate in ori-

usefiil

common

early conventions

explana-

of drawing

classification persisted until the late

eighteenth century, thus impeding our understanding about the age of the Earth and
the history of life's changes.
"fossil" did

not achieve

its

Even the word

inodern

restric-

i

diSerent explanation in terms of ge-

tion to organic remains until the early

a

years of the nineteenth centur)'.

nealogical affiliation produced

do not exhume

I

blame Jean Bauhin

to

tradition of

when

for establishing a

of any subsequent attempt to unravel the

may have

Caspar Bauhin

an oumioded system

taining

based on sensible

criteria

form

a potent category of mental
biases that becloud

a

higher

plane of understanding.

shghtly im-

book. Jean Bauhin

serious

may have stymied

manner by

re-

in his bezoar

development of paleontology in

our viau

reestablish,

causes of order.)

peded the progress of bibHography by

False taxonomies initially

memory" and

someday, their former union on

classifi-

cation precedes and transcends the virtue

and had not yet sepa-

chords of

tic

deciding to search for a "natural"

not understand the

fossils

—

between brethren now at war,
who must somehow remember the "myskind

tionary change. But the value of simply

drawing that made sense

naturalists did

meaning of

forgotten story

this

by evolu-

a

the

more

establishing icono-

graphic traditions that soon ceased to

of nature.

make

sense but that later scientists re-

tained for lack of courage or imagination.
rated organic remains

from mineral pro-

But the Bauhin brothers

ductions

—

pro\'ide

an adequate frame\vork; and then

liant

acted

an impediment to more produc-

cal

as

a tradition that

The dead

taxonomies.

tive

soon ceased

to

bear no re-

vastly

these less successfiil eSbrts

work on

the

superseded

with

their bril-

of botani-

fruitfiil basis

taxonomy. Their system, in

fact, fea-

tured a close approach to the practice of

sponsibUity for the failures of the living to

binomial nomenclature,

correct their inevitable errors.

by Linnaeus in mid-eighteenth-century

would

I

rather praise

Bauhm

the

works that

stiU serve as

as later

codified

the basis for

mod-

brothers for their greatest accomplishment

ern taxonomy of both plants and animals.

of their primary joint exper-

Science honored the Bauhin brothers

in the subject

—

tise

botanical taxonomy. Brother Caspar

of the bezoar stone published
work,

tem

Piiiax, in

for the

1623

—

a

his greatest

taxonomic

names of some 6,000

sys-

plants,

representing forty years of his concentrated labor.

Brother Jean of the

fossils

before his greatest work, Historia plantarwn

achieved posthumous pubhca-

tion in 1650, with even
descriptions
tinct kinds

more

elaborate

and synonyms of 5,226

an early Linnaean botanist estab-

lished Bmihinia as the
tropical trees.

name

when he

vided an ultimate accolade

named

a species

of this genus Baubinia

bi-

h^^. ^^^^^Mj^W^

space by the most apparently humble, yet

tional thinking, then the "better angels

our nature"

P"^^^^^%.k^^R^^rV^^''

dis-

of plants.

had simply

listed the

phabetical order).

names of plants

The Bauhin

dedicated themselves to the

taxonomy

based on principles of order intrinsic to
plants themselves.

(They would have in-

terpreted this natural order as a record of

God's creative intentions;

we would

ofier

"Rise up
is

.

.

.

to break a

new

mental logjam.

and come away. For,

past, the rain

is

taxo-

lo,

the

over and gone;

on the earth" (Song of
Solomon 2:10—12) fruits of nature for

the flowers appear

ammonite

Bauhin's depiction of an impossible

—

the Bauhin brothers, and

with a constricted last whorl

ers, to classify

brothers
truly sys-

first

tematic search for a "namral"

in al-

nomic scheme

de-

efiective, intellectual

the development of a

winter

various

(several previous naturalists

vice:

of

memorable Hne)

the realms of conceptual

most markedly

than attempting to determine any natural

forms of plants

(in Lincoln's

may expand

^^^fc^

conventions of human convenience rather

among

taxonomies and to challenge our

v^m^sa.
Y^^^^ii 5s^-Oesr^^p:*'''"^^^^

resemblances

The impediments of outmoded sysmay sow frustration and discord, but
if we force our minds to search for more
tems

fruitfrd

brothers had generally followed capricious

for

they grew like inorganic stalactites

propensity for passive acceptance of tradi-

Botanical taxonomy before the Bauhin

basis

if

for a genus ot

Linnaeus himself then pro-

of

Boll had been dead for thirty-seven years

linii'ersalis,

when

Belemnites (parts of fossil cephalopods) drawn
as

juga,

to

meaning "Bauhins linked

Abraham
the

We

Lincoln's

about

Stephen Jay Gould teaches

and

the histoiy of science at

famous words (from

sity

He

fdial

also

is

biology, geology,

Harvard Univer-

also the Frederick P.

that

opened

Curator

Hnkage of

a larger

seum of Natural

same inaugural address

this essay)

re-

recall

might

their follow-

together,"

honor the joint work of these two

markable men.

all

and rehsh.

in Invertebrates at the

History.

Rose Honorary
American

Mu-

f
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^

—

Writhe
TiTi

Shine
For creatures that are basically carnivorous

anemones have

polyps, sea

a lot of visual

appeal. They can resemble submarine

bouquets

or,

as pictured here, cosmic

emanations. At home in shallow water, sea

anemones

are largely sedentary; they capture

edible bits by flailing tentacles tipped with

stinging cells. But

some anemones,

like

many

cannot thrive without the help of

corals,

symbiotic algae, or zooxanthellae. The onecelled algae lodge within translucent

anemone

tissue (see detail below), safe from hungry

herbivores and from currents that might carry

them to sunless depths.

In turn, they fuel the

anemone with oxygen and sugars
produced by photosynthesis.
While brown to the naked eye, algae— like
all

chlorophyll-bearing plants— fluoresce red

under a

filtered strobe.

The anemone's own

fluorescence creates the bright yellow corona.
This species, just half an inch across and

packed with algal partners,
In the wild,

it lives

is

Aiptasia pallida.

on mangrove roots along

Caribbean and southern U.S. coasts. These

specimens beaming for the camera reside

in a

marine lab at Western Washington University,

where they readily reproduce and avidly feed
on brine shrimp.

Judy Rice

Photographs by

Dan Welsh-Bon
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Holy Wars

By Neil de Grasse Tyson

m

/I

^^^M

/

verse,

I

JLm, sion of
The

subjects

Then come

pre-

is

the sexy topics

have enough time to answer

I

everybody, and if

United

eventually

I

have delivered the

of

States, the subject

comes

up.

I

am

God? Do your

talk

God

typically asked.

Do

beUeve in God?

scientists

lieve in

you be-

studies in astro-

make you more or less

physics

time

succes-

black holes, quasars, and the big

as

bang. If

Do

The

questions relate directly

first

to the lecture.

religious?

Pubhshers have learned that there
lot

my

the uni-

try to reserve

I

dictable.

in the

on

for questions.

.4^

such

one of

nearly every

t

public lectures

of money in

scientist

God when

and the book

title

the author

is

a

is

a

directly juxta-

poses scientific and religious themes. Successfiil

examples include Robert Jastrow's

Unlike
heaps
those

religion, science

greatest praise

its

who smash

on

accepted
/f.GJioiSn\An

paradigms.
God and the Astronomers, Leon LederGod Particle, Frank J. Tipler's

man's

and Paul Davies's

Physics of Immortality,

books God and

Mind

the

New

Physics

world, and the author's

cluded

many

book tour

in-

lectures to Protestant reh-

gious groups.

versity,

and The

This lucrative pubhshing subindustry

by Andrew White,

tendom,

a historian

and one-time president of Cornell Uni-

documents

relationship

a

long and combative

between rehgion and

sci-

of God. Even Stephen Jay Gould

has fiirther blossomed because of efforts

ence.

has joined the parade ^vith his recent

by the mutual-fiind maven John Marks

probably best to keep the dialogue going,

work Rock

Templeton to develop

but the schism did not

of Ages: Science and Religion

in the Fullness

of Life.

Except for Gould,
tologist

and

who

a historian

these authors are

is

a paleon-

of science,

accomphshed

all

physicists

and astronomers, and while the books
are not stricdy rehgious, they

age the reader to bring

do encour-

God into

conver-

a constructive dia-

long

after

you

are

gone from

this

two

together. Great scientific minds,

conferences, the

John Templeton Foun-

dation has singled out several rehgionfriendly scientists to receive

its

huge an-

Let there be no doubt

that, as

they are

common ground. The late-nine-

teenth-century tome

Ptolemy

in the

Newton in

to bring the

second century

it's

for

sides

from

to Isaac

the seventeenth, attempted to

deduce the nature of the universe from
statements and philosophies contained in

nual cash award.

have no

exist

come about

addition to sponsoring workshops and

currently practiced, science and religion

to

hostage negotiations,

want of attempts

of Immortality suggests that the laws of

you and your soul

in

logue between science and rehgion. In

sations about astrophysics. Tipler's Physics

physics could allow

As

A

History of the

Warfare of Science With Theology in Chris-

rehgious writings. Indeed, by the rime of
his

death in 1729,

Newton had penned

more words about God and

religion than

about the laws of physics,

in a

all

fiitile

at-

tempt to use bibhcal chronology to un-

derstand and predict events in the natural

Catholic Church and with the Bible,
described unambigu-

theories that can be spectacularly correct.

Nothing

of

human

as successful at

decod-

wherein Earth,

as

ence and religion today might be one

ously in the

several verses

of Genesis,

thought has been

and the same.

is

created before the Sun, the

Moon, and

ing the ways and means of the universe.

Had

world.

these efforts succeeded, sci-

But they
simple.

and the reason

aren't,

have yet to see

I

is

a successful pre-

diction about the physical world that was
inferred or extrapolated

from the con-

document. Indeed,

tent of any religious

I can make an even stronger statement:
whenever people have used religious
documents to make predictions about

the natural world, they have been fa-

mously wrong.
a

A

scientific prediction

is

the

first

you were created

If

stars.

you must be

Where
the

at

the center of

Sun and the

be smooth

motion.

could you be? Furthermore,

else

Moon were presumed to
Why would a perfect,

orbs.

omniscient deity create anything

of the

invention

Galileo's observations

new

and

telescope

of the heavens. The

optical device revealed aspects

of the

universe

logged

—

phenomena

in the

an event takes place.

before

When

your model predicts something only
after

it

has happened, then

made

stead

are the

you have

backbone of most creation myths

Stories, in

which

fanciful accounts

everyday phenomena explain what

of

however,

Topping the

predictions

about

which have

times, religion's failure to

claims

And

stalled or

We

even reversed the progress of science.

example

my

at

acknowledge

vahd predictions has actually

Galileo (which gets

in the trial

vote for the

of

trial

of the millennium), during which he

showed the universe
different

to

be fundamentally

from the Earth-centered system

recognized by the Catholic Church.
In

all

howstill made a
With a fuU

of sense observationaUy.

complement of

epicycles to explain the

pecuhar motions of the planets against the

background
with

no

this

stars,

known

model

conflicted

even

observations,

though Copernicus had introduced
heliocentric

tury

earlier.

consistent

model of the universe

The

geocentric

a

his

cen-

model was

with the teachings of the

same

this

level

of

normative

also applied to

claims published in research

scientific

Look what happened when

the

ference that they had achieved cold fusion

Fleischmann asserted

down

intellectual

dead

ends,

on

but

it

can also produce

one could

1989

con-

Within days of

was

it

press

no

clear that

two chemists'

replicate the

Their work was widely

finding.

spectacular results.

at a

their laboratory table.

the announcement,

dis-

missed. Similar plot Unes unfold almost

cosmos

that contradicted the notion

of an

verse:

coveries,

daily (irdnus the press conferences) for

He

trial.

arrest.

was found
his

books
to

This punishment seems mild

considers

A

Giordano Bruno.

what happened
few decades

Bruno had been burned

rewards and praises

to

earher,

at the stake for

those

who

create

that Earth

do not mean

tent scientists,

to imply that

compe-

soundly following the

method,

have

not

also

sci-

been

famously wrong. They have. Most scien-

made on

the frontier

wiU

ulti-

mately be disproved, usually with the ar-

of more or better

scientific

ditions

promotes

data.

But the

method, which allows for expe-

down

intellectual

ideas,

all

to under-

famous

own

cal to the

Yet

lifetimes.

the path to success in science

sci-

been

antitheti-

is

path that would normally be

recommended

in other realms, such as

where

None of this

is

unassailable

to say that

I

doc-

have no

reUgious colleagues. In a recent survey of

verse to harbor Hfe.

rival

who

colleagues

new ways

thus praised in their

trine holds sway.

claims

sur-

largest

entists (pick your favorite one) have

which included the suggestion

tific

upon

stand the universe. Nearly

refusing to retract his heretical theories,

entific

we heap our

prised to learn that

that of religion,

I

such strong

some people may be

paradigms. Similar rewards also go to

on

were banned, and he was sentenced

when one

skepticism,

succeed in discovering flaws in accepted

and forced to recant,

house

scientific claim.

phases. For his radical dis-

Galileo was put
guilty

new

scientists exhibiting

which shook Christendom,

might not be the only place in the uni-

fairness to the Inquisition,

ever, the geocentric universe
lot

is

went through

yet proved true.

find a leading

skepticism

perennial

the world will end, none of

or exhibit a dearth

tests

of reUable evidence. But

of religion-based

hst

the

are

when

of human fascination that routinely

With

are

discount astrology, the para-

double-bUnd

nearly every

hardly worth a single successful prediction.

fail

The Moon's surface was bumpy
and rocky. The Sun had spots that moved
across its surface. Jupiter had moons of its
own. And Venus, just hke the Moon,

hundred postdictions

a

entists swiftly

they see sci-

normal, Sasquatch sightings, and other

Earth-centered, bleirdsh-free, divine uni-

al-

is

ready known. In the business of science,

when

accusations

allows for expeditions

Tlte scientific

and, of course, of Rudyard Kipling's Just

So

make such

Utah chemists Stanley Pons and Martin

in-

a "postdiction." Postdictions

occasionally accused of

is

closed-minded enterprise. People

method

statement that should be

a

a

journals.

precise statement about the untested

behavior of objects or

being

areas

else?

Everything changed, of course, with
the

Science

then

first,
all

in the history

else

dead ends,

also

models, and predictive

religious behefs

and science

among

the nation's

professionals,

math

65 percent of

the mathematicians (the highest rate) declared themselves to be religious, as did

22 percent of the

physicists

tronomers (the lowest

rate).

The

was approximately 40 percent,

and

as-

average
a figure

that has remained largely unchanged over

the past century. In surveys of the
at large,

pubhc

90 percent of Americans claim to
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cian Pierre-Simon Laplace laid out a

quesrions are

to science, or studying science

mathematical approach to gravity in

discovery,

less religious.

multivolume

religious, so either nonreligious

drawn

are

makes you

But what of

One

gious?

10/99

scientists

thing

is

reh-

are

for sure. Successful

do not get

researchers

who

people

On the

their reHgious beHefs.

from

their science

other hand,

science has httle or nothing to contribute

—

civilized life

means

all

there

no

is

conflict

When

do so

typically

at

of natural

tier

invoke God, they
the

ings to

and

is

era

wind-

pleasure the

my

the earth with

I

my

fiU

and did not require the hand of a

of ambrosia." Note that

Ptolemy was not weepy about the

ment mercury being Uquid

at

after

When

all.

said to

is

esized a deity, but he often

mentioned

God. In fuU agreement with King Alfonso's frustrations

with the universe,

ground. While he could

understood these phenom-

not have

fully

ena, they

were not seen in

on

his

day

as

being

the frontier of science.

(also

known

as

X

Alfonso the Wise) king of
,

natural world on religious
writings, they

God

"If

"Had

I

been around

at

the creation,

I

would

have given some useful hints for the better

ordering of the universe."
In his 1687 masterpiece.

Hie Mathe-

matical Principles of Natural Philosophy,

Isaac

Newton lamented

that his

new

my mmd, God
first

book

is

the

is

tells

how

not

the heavens

1615

to use observation

ment

answer our

to

make

could not figure out

how

When
or

why

un-

its

hard to sneak

that

I

is

a

look

at

something

ment."

When

shown

to Einstein that, if correct,

have disproved his

new

mo-

mahcious he

is

result

theory of

he commented, "The Lord

is

if

be

to

method. Be-

the Bible had ever been
a rich

source of scientific

answers and understanding,

mining

daily for

it

we would be

cosmic discovery. Yet

strongly overlaps with that of reHgious

cannot beheve for a single
an experimental

shown

in the scientific

my

God's cards. But that he would choose to
play dice with the world ...

me,

a deter-

formahsms of quantum mechanics,
is

was

would
gravity,

subtle,

not." Eventually the

but

Dan-

contemporary

vocabulary of scientific inspiration

enthusiasts. Like Ptolemy,

in the presence of

am on

I

am humbled

our universe.

When

laws of physics with

my

pen, or

when

on

servatory

mountaintop,

a

I

well up

with an admiration for the splendor of
the cosmos.

But

cepting that

if

that horizon,

I

I

do so knowing and ac-

propose

one

who

a

God beyond

graces the valley

of our collective ignorance, the day

come when

remarks and declared that Einstein should

"have no need of that hypothesis."

the hand of

God

stop telling

God what

God when

astro-

possible force that

physicist invoke

long-lived solar

would maintain a
system. Little more than

all

the French mathemati-

was around before the big bang. These

a

century

later,

I

will

to do!

Today one hears the occasional

as a

again

will

our sphere of knowl-

Worried about the long-term

of Earth and the other planets,

I

look upon the endless sky from an ob-

edge wiU have grown so large that

a

I

the cosmic frontier and touch the

of Einstein's, heard one too many of these

Bohr,

And

the healthy skepticism

is

Einstein

ministic universe could require the proba-

"It

questions about

simply go with what works.

embodied

certainly not to

own

allows

and experi-

ish physicist Niels

Newton invoked

on

The second book of

book of nature, which

tee a stable system of orbits for multiple

fate

let-

where humans can

equations for gravity might not guaran-

planets.

how

you

wrote two books. The

the Bible,

humans

I

created the world, his primary

worry was

he mused,

humble

Bible

grand duchess of Tuscany, "In

ter to the

have been

Einstein noted in a letter to a colleague,

bihstic

less

"The

to heaven,

go." Galileo fiirther noted, in a

lieve

was

than Ptolemy, Alfonso once mused,

credited with having said

is

the universe."

famously wrong.

and Leon and an accomphshed

of Ptolemy's epicycles. Being

who

his trial,

what works

Castile

by the complexity

go

God

hosed predictions about the

scholar,

frustrated

resonating in part with those of

values and morals.

Wlienever people have

derstanding easy for us."

In the thirteenth century, Alfonso

personal views are entirely prag-

—

find the answers to their questions

ele-

room tem-

My

to

may not have hypoth-

ideas

pushing back the

thereby

questions,

hypothesis."

Albert Einstein

These

ultimately provide answers to such

during

perature or about a dropped rock falling
straight to the

may

have replied, "I have no need of that

feet.

stand in the presence of Zeus himself

and take

system was indeed

Ptolemy

of the heavenly bodies,

fro

no longer touch
I

my

deity

boundaries of

philosophy,

trace at

I

solar

Galileo,

scientists,

couldn't help expressing religious awe:

"When

our

cosmology and

as inflationary

verse" in his book, Laplace

many

motion was on the fron-

planetary

stable

that

such

string theory, afready exist.

matic

Examples abound. During an

greatest.

showed

Laplace

ours.

as

tran-

and theories can supply. Some promising
ideas,

any reference to an "author of the uni-

knowledge, where our sense of wonder

when

such

systems

tary

of cosmic

scend the answers that our available data

What

ele-

of interest.

scientists

of

applicability

Newton's equations to complex plane-

frontier

moment, they

the

boundaries of our awe.

that for

is

which extended the

at

queried by
Napoleon Bonaparte on the absence of

all vital

concerns of nearly every reHgion.
it

treatise Celestial Mechanics,

on the

and

and central to the

to ethics, morals, or love

ments of

his

asked where

our laws of physics come from or what

Neil de Grasse Tyson, an
Frederick P.

Haydcn Planetarium and
scientist at

astrophysicist,

Rose Director of New York

is

the

City's

a visiting research

Princeton University.

DISCOVERY TOURS TRAVELERS PROVIDE FOR THE
MUSEUM'S FUTURE AND FOR THEIR OWN RETIREMENT
Bob and Marie Bergh
trip

with the

Museum

love to travel. Since their

in the early

first

1980's, they have

participated in eight Discovery Tours, to destinations as

diverse as the British Isles, the Black Sea, Scandinavia,
the Caribbean, Greenland, Antarctica, the North Pole, the

Middle East, India and Southeast Asia.
Exploring the world on Discovery Tours,

Bob and

Marie have become increasingly aware of the significance

Museum's work. This is why they recently decided
provide for the Museum's future through a Charitable

of the
to

Gift Annuity.

"We wanted
of what the

Museum

We wanted

to foster that

and add

When

low-yield stock

to

and

also give something to our-

Museum and

Museum

our income."

a

way

is

used to fund the plan, capital gains tax

to support the

gives to

Museum, especially because
children and young adults.

With a Gift Annuity, we could help the

selves.

A Gift Annuity is

to give to the

provide lifetime income to one or two people.
is

avoided. Marie offers a tip to

Natural History readers: "Wfe learned about the Museum's Gift Annuity program through this magaHere are the sample rates and benefits for one
zine, and we encourage you to find out about it, too!"
person with a

$10,000

gift:

IncomeTax

Age

Rate

65

7.0%

$3,721

$700

70

7.5%

$4,080

$750

75

8.2%

$4,460

$820

80

9.2%

$4,884

$920

85

10.5%

$5,334

$1,050

90

12.0%

$5,807

$1,200

For more information, please

Museum

Annuity Payment

Deduction

call (800)

453-5734 or reply by mail

of Natural History, Central Park West

at

79th Street,

to:

Office of Planned Giving, American

New York, New York

10024-5192

Please send information on:
Gifts that provide lifetime income.

Bequests to the
I

Museum

in

my

will.

have already included a provision for the

Museum

in

my

estate plans.

Name
Address

Phone(Home)

My

(our) birth date(s)

Office
is (are):_

Your reply

is

confidential

and

implies no obligation.
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Analyze This
In the cause of conservation, everything from caviar to rhino

By Meredith

DNA laboratory.

the

grist for

is

Small

F.

cludes blood and muscle from zoo speci-

mens and
Geneticist

Vadim

can of caviar

Birstein

when he

was carrying

arrived at the

a

Mol-

ecular Systematics Laboratories at the

Museum

American

Ah, thought
here's

of Natural History.

his colleague

some

dung

Rob

tiny scrapings

birds in the

Museum's

Together, the

from the

collections

modern

skins represent almost

feet

of

of skins.

material and the

quired to avoid the perils of inbreeding

and the targeting of particular species for
preservation becaue of their great genetic
diversity.

Molecular

ninety different

—an

forms of birds of paradise

array of

three

New

genetics

York City

researchers
institutions

at

—

the

DeSaUe,

done

caviar because we've

such nice work.

But the

caviar,

it

turned out, was

study specimen. Both Birstein and

DNA

SaUe analyze the
tinct animals

tionary

fish-egg delicacy

Their work

would launch

DNA comparisons
gourmet shops

came from,

on the

a series

of caviar purchased

of
at

over Manhattan. Iden-

all

tifying the species

of

eggs

fish that the

the researchers discovered

of the cans were fraudu-

that one-quarter

Not

lently labeled.

as

De-

of living and ex-

m order to illuminate evolu-

history.

fish eggs

a

surprisingly,

cheaper

were sometimes being passed off

beluga sturgeon caviar, a very cosdy

product. In addition, this so-called beluga

came from highly endan-

caviar often

gered species of sturgeon from extremely
fragile

to

—

ecosystems

many

and

DeSalle's
est in

matter of concern

a

conservationists.

sturgeon

theoretical.

Birstein's original inter-

DNA,

They

however, was more

initially

saw

it as

a

Research on the sturgeon family tree led Rob DeSalle to test the

DNA

of various caviars.

way

1

to reconstruct a family tree.

"We

have

specimens unavailable from the ^vild today.

our

tissue

DeSaUe.

on the

face of the Earth in

and genetic database," explains

"We

even have thirty to forty in-

dividuals of some of these species."

Museum

Another

DNA

studies

is

Joel Cracraft, of the

partment of Ornithology.

He

uses

De-

DNA to

evaluate the diversification of birds of paradise in the

mountainous

terrain

of

New

Guinea. Cracraft's population sample in-

of Natural History,

theoretical research inevitably

the

WUdhfe Conservation

the

New

Such

a field

concerned with preserving biodi-

versity in the face
tal

researcher doing

Museum

has impHcations for conservation biology,

representatives of every single species of

living sturgeon

American

of human environmen-

impact. Conservation decisions require

answers to basic biological questions
about the definition of species and
they evolve over time.

DNA

en-

been sharing

lab techniques

subjects,

from the population genetics of

the black rhinoceros to the diversity of

African violets.

A

procedure called poly-

merase chain reaction, or

make

main
lions

of copies of

minimum

population

size re-

and ideas to

address a range of conservation-related

recommendations on such mat-

ters as the

and

—have

research tool:

ables conservation geneticists to
practical

how

analysis

Society,

York Botanical Garden

PCR

PCR,

is

the

can create mil-

DNA from a minuscule

amount of organic

material.

In

PCR,

genetic start and stop signals

are used to isolate a specific portion

DNA strand.

known to be highly vari-

and therefore

By

parisons.

a

Usually the portion or por-

tions selected are

able

of

making com-

usefiil in

subjecting the sample to

chemical and temperature changes, the

DNA

targeted lengths of

again and again

gist at

testing.

genetic sequence of the sample

then compared with those of other

is

known

a senior wildlife biolo-

the Wildlife Conservation Society,

was asked to

test

it.

On another occasion,

customs agents asked him to determine

whether an ardmal head belonged to

a

Other

of

projects provide the kind

baseline information that

bears

on con-

management decisions. Rob
DeSalle, along with Howard Rosenbaum
and Mary Egan, have used the collections
servation

the American

Museum

of Natural His-

tory to compare a northern right whale

Comparisons can be made be-

individuals,

lations,

three

from

with

early in this century

its

living

PCR

Newr York

Mu-

The

Joel Cracraft looks at diversity in

Garden houses an immense collection of
thriving exotic gar-

these organic samples are

New

a conservation geneticist

counterparts.

Today

this species

(Eubal-

aena gladalis) e.xhibits htde genetic variation,

which may

be one reason that,

though now protected,

al-

has not yet

it

Thefr summits and

from

freshly obtained

or stored resources, they are

ism and

usefiil

because

distributed throughout an organis

or Tvhen

not

lost

its cells

Researchers

when

the organism dies

become

detached.

at all three institutions

often play a part in investigating possible

infringements of international law gov-

By document-

in the valleys below.

Lena Struwe and Victor Albert, of

gram
the

was asked to see

New

York Botanical Garden,

variation in the

protection of all the endemic tepui

would be hard

twenty

without some

of comparison, however.

mind, Rosenbaum and

veloped

a

The

DNA of hving animals

difficult to interpret

With

is

basis

this in

his colleagues

technique to extract

de-

DNA

from samples of baleen from earher times.

"We know

the history of the animals

Museum," Rosenbatmi

years,

have been wiped out. "Even

"we now have

to twenty animals per group.

if

we

could

with twelve

At

this

point

they are endangered not because of species-level issues

but because of inherent

problems vwth being in small, inbred
populations."

As part of

their research,

his colleagues Patricia

Victor

Runyoro

Amato and

Moehlman and

tested samples of fecal

customs,

whales that were caught during the nine-

in the

George Amato, the director of conserva-

teenth and twentieth centuries were well

Records showed that

U.S.

the past

George Amato,

a population

was

and baleen of

Over

99 percent of black rhinos

explains.

skeletons

flora.

to imagine a greater

Once, when suspected crocodile meat

"The

are

helping to establish additional groimds for

African black rhinoceros.

if

recovered from earher exploitation.

Cullman Pro-

for Molecular Systematics Studies at

preserved in the

through

that

shrubby gentian with saclike

erning the trade in endangered species.

brought

harbor

grow

stop the poaching," says

is

cUfis

challenge to conservationists than the

was the rare and newly discovered Pseudoorix.

DNA

as

from those

leaves,

Guinea's birds of paradise.

an animal head came through customs,

large or small, or are

known

plants that are quite distinct

It

it

tabletop mountains

carved by erosion from an ancient

the Lewis B. and Dorothy

and in the wild; and the Botanical

When

Strung

of South America, for example, are a

species, a

from animals in cap-

as

whose

are species

conservation-

distributions are re-

ing the genetic imiqueness of one tepui

Society

dried plants as well

ge-

researchers are currendy extending

plateau.

the Wildhfe

Whether

DNA showed that this whale was

tq)uis,

blood, and other mater-

dens.

the

netically very similar to today's animals.

number of

has access to hair, skin,

tivity

partment of Mammalogy. Examination of

coast

tion of animal skins and

ial

Museums De-

bones and baleen for the

between the Amazon and the northern

employ

has a vast collec-

Conservation

1907, and

collected her

stricted to small, isolated habitats.

because they are

skeletons;

New York, in February

Roy Chapman Andrews

ists

great repositories of or-

seum

gansett.

Of particular concern to

ganic matter: the

a square-

their analysis to other historical samples.

popu-

City institutions are especially suited to

was

team's samples

from

Long Island."

had been stranded on the beach ofFAma-

or species.

The

collect material

whales caught or stranded on

One of the

scientists

male northern right whale on record. She

at

DNA.

were even sent to

Museum

ered in Southeast Asia.

netic code, at least for that particular strand

of

and location of capture.

inch scraping of baleen from the largest fe-

samples to identify variations in the ge-

tween

documented, often marked with the date

Pseudoorix, a rare bovid recendy discov-

dupUcated

producing a large sample for

tion),

The

are

process called amplifica-

(a

and

tion genetics

matter from thirteen black rhinos hving

Ngorongoro Crater
this

in Tanzania.

population had

MUSEUM

AT THE

The Joneses
Thought They

Tad
It

not increased in the previous fifteen years,

...Til

poaching.
cells

They

SAW

MY "ELEVETTE"
When
all

the Joneses built their

the annenities.

by deaths and

offset

on epithehal

analysis

from the Hning of the animals' diges-

young

the

in

the

wUd, using hve samples from botani-

cal

garden inventories and dried leaves

collected in

Kenya and Tanzania

to iden-

DNA suitable for mak-

segment of

tify a

ing comparisons. She then looked for the

mountain ranges

male. Such close inbreeding can decrease

diversity

the reproductive rate and raise the risk of

Mountains, she found members of both

spreading

the oldest and the youngest Hneages of

genetic

detrifnental

trait

The Museum houses

that harbor the greatest

of the flowers. In the Nguru

the skeleton of the

northern right whale on record.
Researchers asked for only a tiny sample.

largest female

home, they want-

However, they overlooked

including a residence elevator like

my

custom-

happy now though since
their architect told them one con still be installed.
Tax deductible when doctor recommended.
built "Elevette".

DNA

10/99

the group had been fathered by the same

a

ed

been

births having

tive tracts revealed that all

All

natural history

They're

INCLINATOR
COMPANY OFllAMERICA

through the population. The kind of in-

formation collected by

Amato and

group can

long-term man-

translate into

agement measures (such

establishing

as

between

corridors

habitat

his

isolated

African violets,
cies

from an

well as an endemic spe-

as

entirely different lineage.

Elsewhere Lindqvist found only one or

two

of these

evolutionarily

distinct

groups. Judging by her findings,

groups) that ensure populations wiU ex-

Ngurus would be one of the

change genetic material.

tions for an African violet reserve.

the

best loca-

For free literature:

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-456-1329

Inclinator Co. of America, Dept.

PO Box
Fax:

work
seemingly commonplace

The conservation

or write to:
3

applies to

also

1557, Harrisburg, PA 17105-1557

717-234-0941

and animals. These include the

plants

African violets "discovered" by amateur

MONGOLIA

collectors in the late 1800s

slopes in

what

are

geneticist

surrounded

by laboratory equipment may not look

much

like the

binocular-equipped field

biologist tracking species in the wild,
their goals are

much

the same. As

George

Tanza-

colonial governor of

what was then the Tanga
Africa sent seeds

on limestone

now Kenya and

The German

nia.

Although the

geneticist's

home

district

of East

to his father,

who

and then displayed

cultivated the plants

his treasures to the local botanic garden,

thus introducing the African violet to

Eu-

rope. Today's familiar plants, artificially

bred firom a few original cultivars into

rainbow of hues, constitute

a

multimil-

a

Uon-dollar commercial industry.

Even a bird of paradise can easily spare a tiny

In the wUd, however, African violets
are considered to
tion.

These

fragile plants are

stricted to isolated

cliffs

now

re-

and patches of
and

rivers, safe

only until the next scythe or bulldozer

New

along. In collaboration with the

York Botanical Garden, Charlotte

Lindqvist,

a

graduate

Botanical Institute

Exceptional adventures in Mongolia.

Copenhagen,

has

at

student

at

been

\
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investigating
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and

varieties

testing;

it's

not just field surveys;

just biodiversity surveys.

some

they offer

it's

not

But together

solutions and, even then,

just partial ones."

Meredith

found in

F.

Small

is

a professor of antliropol-

o^Y at Cornell University.

Her most

recent

How Biology and Culture Shape the Way We Parent
book

Lindqvist began by inapping a family
tree for the species

1-800-998-6634

y

Amato aptly puts it, "There isn't just one
method in conservation. It isn't just DNA

the

the University of

African violet gene sequences.
.

saaping for DNA analysis.

be in danger of extinc-

forest close to waterfalls

comes

sl(in

(Dell,

is

Our

Babies, Ourselves:

1999).

OaOBER
John

4

Gizis,

of the University of

Massachusetts, gives a talk at 7:30 P.M.
entitled "Failed Stars,

Brown Dwarfs and

Super-Jupiters."

OaOBER 18 AND 25

photographer John Pezzenti,

At 7:00 PM., anthropologist Peter Gold,

presentation, based

author o( Navajo and Tibetan Sacred
Wisdom, discusses different indigenous
concepts of the sacred and their

American Eagle, begins

on

influence

OaOBER
"The

daily Ufe.

Butterfly Conservatory: Tropical

Winter" reopens
the HaU of Oceanic Birds and runs

Butterflies Alive in

in

through February 2000. This walk-in
vivarium houses several hundred live
butterflies from Central, South, and
North America.

OaOBER

19

throughout history,
such as Galileo's battle with Pope Urban
VIII over Copernican theory, are the
topics in a 7:00 RM.
Scientific clashes

talk

This

at

book,

Tlie

7:00 RM.

DURING OaOBER
Caribbean Heritage Celebration features
weekend performances, fJms, and
discussions about African, Amerindian,
Chinese, East Indian, and Colombian
contributions to Caribbean culture. For a
complete schedule, caD (212) 769-5315.

by Hal HeUman,

author of Great Feuds
Ten of the

in Science:

OaOBER 10

Liveliest Disputes Ever.

Touring for the first time outside Nepal,
members of the Khachoe Ghakyil
in

Jr.

his recent

free

9

Nunnery

on

Katmandu

sacred dances,

present the

harmonic chanting, and

philosophical debating of Tibetan

Buddhism. The program
and again at 4:00 P.M.

is

given

OaOBER 19 AND 26
Museum
entomologist Eric

Quinter leads
at

1

:00

a four-

part series of

seminars,

"The

Wonderfiil World of

OaOBER
At 7:00

13
Peter

Ward

gives a talk entitled "How Rare Is
Animal Life? A Radical New View of
Life's Frequency in the Universe."

OaOBER

13, 20,

and
Moths." The talks,
beginning at 7:00
P.M., cover a range of
Butterflies

P.M., paleontologist

AND 27

Extreme Environments" is the
PM. talks sponsored
by the Department of Earth and
"Life in

subject of four 7:00

Planetary Sciences. October's subjects

"Submarine Hydrothermal Vent
Environments: Key to Understanding
Ancient Life on Earth and Life on Other
are

on
Europa," and "Search for Life on Mars
and Antarctica." Call (212) 769-5176
Solar Bodies," "Prospects for Life

from
taxonomy and
morphology to
subjects,

conservation.

OaOBER

21 AND 28
At 7:00 RM., geologist

The Japanese submersible Shinkai 6500 was built to explore
the ocean floor to depths of more than 20,000 feet. A
quarter-scale model of it is on display at the entrance to the
Museum's Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth from mid-October
through early November.

Sidney Horenstein,
coordinator of
environmental public programs at the
Museum, surveys basic concepts in
geology and talks about how to read

landscapes from a geological perspective.

for details.

epic of

GUgamesh wiU be dramatized

in a

multimedia presentation at 7:00 P.M. by a
company of actors under the direction of
Museum lecturer and docent Robert
Campanile.

OaOBER 18
Fred Adams, of the University of
Michigan, gives a talk entitled "The Five
Ages of the Universe: Inside the Physics
of Eternity" at 7:30 P.M.

OaOBER 23

4,

AsiaQuest, an

www.amnh.org/ncslet, sponsored by
Classroom Connect in partnership with
the

OCTOBER 14, 21, AND 29
William SchiUer, of the Department of
Education, lectures on "Mushrooms
and Conifers, Mosses and Ferns" at
7:00 P.M. The same series wiU be given
Mondays at 2:30 RM. beginning on
October 18.

OaOBER 15 AND 16
The ancient Mesopotamian

Beginning October

interactive on-line expedition at

Museum,

invites students to join a

team for a five-week
exploration of the Silk Road.
Opening October 16 at the
Museum's IMAX theater is Epic Journey:
Migrations, which follows gray whales,
zebras, Christmas Island red crabs, and
scientific

In a day-long

pubhc symposium,

"Biologizing Culture," beginning at
10:00 A.M., scientists debate the question
of whether our genes determine our
behavior. Participants include social
anthropologist and program organizer R.
Brian Ferguson, physical anthropologist
Todd Disotell, cultural anthropologist
Lee Baker, philosopher of science PhiUip
Kitcher, behavioral biologist Zuleyma
Tang-Martinez, and neurobiologist Evan

The meeting is cosponsored by
New York Academy of Sciences and

monarch

butterflies

on

their remarkable

journeys. Everest, the story of the
dramatic 1996 ascent of the highest
mountain in the world, continues.
Double features are shown at 6:00 on

Friday and Saturday evenings.

Balaban.
the

the Columbia Graduate Anthropology
Alumni Association. For details, call
(212) 769-5176.

The American Museum of Natural
History is located at Central Park West
and 79th Street in New York City. For
listings

OaOBER 26

A portfolio

of unprecedented images of the

bald eagle has been put together by

of events, exhibitions, and hours,

(212) 769-5100. For reservations,
call (212) 769-5200. Visit the Museum's
call

Web

site at

www.amnh.org.
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Since the Neolithic period, and especially over the
eral centuries, the

cycling) in the

pable of

last

sev-

age of menarche (the onset of menstrual

human female

has

been

falling. Girls are

becoming pregnant younger than ever before

ca-

—

closer

needed for any children in her
gage in hard work, such

as

women

digging tubers, these young

women

hour than senior

harvest less food per

Even when they en-

social group.

—

^forty

years or

—

older

generally do.

When food is carried back to camp,

to twelve than to twenty. In eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

the hardy

young women

about the age of seventeen,

usually

end up carrying the hghter

and conception would not have been possible for some time

girls in

these societies gravitate toward easier tasks such as berry

Europe,

reached menarche

girls

after that.

at

Yet in the United States today, almost 190,000

girls

aged seventeen and younger have children.
People refer to

this as

the "problem" of teenage pregnancy,

but from a long-term biological perspective, the

problem

real

is

Although caring for other people's children

picking.
atively

hght

Child care

is

a job that her

younger

reprogramming

sort:

may

an adolescent's heart

task,

to undertake. In reality, girls near

another

and storing up resources

as a

sisters

is

also a rel-

not be in her work.

might be more eager

menarche

are hard at

work of

hypothalamus and ovaries

their

down payment on

career they will later undertake.

the reproductive

Without knowing why, they

own precious reproductive enerown fiiture offipring.
gies
In traditional societies, women are usually most fertile in
early adulthood. This is when their pregnancies are most likely
to have a good outcome and when infants are most likely to surmay be

Body Fat and

hesitating to risk their

on anything other than

Birth Control
For most of human

loads. Typically, adolescent

vive.

history, girls in their

early teens simply did not get pregnant.

Female

fertihty peaks

their

between the

and mid-twenties,

early

although for

some West African and Nepah groups

nourishment

is

poor, the peak

is

much

—

later

in

which

^from twenty-six

to twenty-nine years old.

The importance of delayed
humans than

fertihty

may be more

critical for

for other primate mothers (great apes, too, take a

long time to mature to breeding age). In our species, conscious
planning plays an important role in our abihty to cope with par-

enthood. In today's

human

adolescent, the faculties critical for

emotional control and for following through with plans are only

beginning to develop while the ovaries are speeding to maturity.

human

For most of
infertUity

history, late

menarche and the

relative

of adolescents protected young females from a danger-

ous reproductive enterprise unlikely to yield offspring that survived. Ironically, adolescents in today's industrialized societies

can be terribly disadvantaged, lacking essential social and eco-

nomic support,
at

old !Kung girl is

several years

still

on board

that they reach

signal,

teUing

This

is

The amount of fat

undermined

biological safeguards

that evolved against

inopportune conception. Ovulation

hence female

—

fertihty

requires a certain

In foraging societies with

humans, any

body

girl

in her early teens

fat to trigger

minimum

lifestyles similar to

who

—and

of body

fat.

why some

when

in fact

it is

anything

those of prehistoric

has acquired

ductive habitat, surrounded by kin willing to support and pro-

a traditional
starts to

foraging society

gather her

own

fiJl

is

woman in

in her mid-twenties before she

share of food,

much

less

as a case

of "starting

a

behind the wheel." Perhaps

should not be surprised that in the United States today, early

cluldbearing and large numbers of closely spaced births are the
greatest risk factors for

both child abuse and

infanticide.

enough

ovulation must be living in an unusually pro-

vide for her. In Africa and South America, the average

but.

psychiatrists refer to reproductive maturity

car engine without a skilled driver

we

a girl

become a dangerously misleading physiological
this young mammal that it is a good time to go

being reached before mental maturation
that nutritional prosperity has

menarche

has

ahead and reproduce,

away from menarche.

be so well fed

twelve and can conceive by fifteen.

has
Living in the harsh environment of the Kalahari Desert, a fourteen-year-

yet stiU

the surplus
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from Pfizer

American

Museum of Natural Histoiy

Central Park

West

at

79th Street, Manhattan, NY

Learn about our planet and

its

myriad of species

from warthogs to dinosaurs. Discover a world of
biodiversity and explore cultures from around the
globe.

w\\'W.ainnh.or6,
Saturday hours: 10am-8:45pm

Phone: 212.769.5100

Brooklyn Botanic Garden
1000 Washington Avenue,
The Discovery Garden

is

Brooklyn,

view of the world, trek through a
learn about seeds

and

NY

just for kids! Get a bug's

bamboo

forest,

and

plants.

www.bbg^.ora,
Saturday hours:

10am-4:30pm

Phone: 718.623.7200

Bronx Zoo

/ A^lldlife Consen^tion Soci
Boulevard, Bronx, NY

2300 Southern

snow leopards, elephants and baboons - and
more than 4,000 animals, including some of the
world's most endangered species. There is a lot

Visit

to see

and do

at the zoo!

w-ww-wes-ora,
Saturday hours:

10am-5:30pm

Phone: 718.367.1010

liber^v Science Center
Liberty State Park, Jersey City, NJ

Explore hundreds of interactive exhibits focusing

on Invention, Health and the Environment. Play
virtual reality basketball.

Crawl

in

the 100-foot

long touch tunnel.

www.lscore,

Six Seieiice^ites,
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Saturday hours: 9:30am-5:30pm

Phone: 201.200.1000

For Families.
For Free.*

The N«v Yoi-k Botanical Garden
200th Street and Kazlmiroff Boulevard, Bronx, NY
Hunt plants in a tropical rain forest, harvest veggies,
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is
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In
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charge to

We
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with exceptional

In addition to inspiring
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York City and the people of the greater
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New

York

continue to operate

at

open these

institutions free of
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to
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New
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children

who

will lead the

to

way

honor our 150* anniversary than
to

to share

it

Therefore,

we

with you and with the

an even brighter future.

Happy anniversary and thank you
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Scientists
the middle of a cold, rainy night last

In

March,
Philip

Mark DesMeules and
Nothnagle came upon some
scientists

spotted salamanders in the dark Ver-

mont woods. These

creatures, purplish black

with large yellow splotches, are hardly ever
seen during the day.

Both the salamanders and the
were on their way to the same

scientists

place: a vernal

The salamanders were looking for
mates. The scientists were studying the pools.
pool.

WHAT
A

IS

A VERNAL POOL?

vernal pool

a

is

pond

that appears

when

spring comes, and then dries up by early sum-

mer.

Many

salamanders

animals

—

—

especially frogs

and

couldn't survive without them.

WHY IS A VERNAL POOL A GOOD
PLACE FOR

A FROG OR SALAMANDER?
1.

It's

A wood

frog rests

rather safe. Predatory fishes can't live in
on the melting ice of

vernal pools. So the pools are perfect habitats

young

and salamanders,

as well as

for fairy shrimps, fingernail clams,

and water

for

frogs

a vernal pool.

>^, In spring, a vernal

fleas. All

such small creatures

of the larger ones
fishes,

lakes

—and the eggs

—^would end up

but fishes need to

and streams. They

time when the vernal pool

live in

as food for

things.

permanent

3. By

can't survive the
is

dry.

podl Jn Vermont

is filled

with vi^l^ and living

summer,

t

pool has evaporated.'
4.

.

A yellow-spotted

salamandier perches near
its cluster

of eggs.

Siikmmkn
HOW DO VERNAL POOLS FORM?

WHAT HAPPENS

Water from spring rains and melting snow
collects in a low-lying area.

But for a vernal

pool to form, the amount of water must be
just right: too

frogs,

and the salamanders have

nent ponds. Fairy shrimp populations sur-

must be

vive because their eggs are able to resist hot,

all.

And
lot

little

the ground

of clay in

water won't drain away before

it

so the

warm weather

dry weather and freezing cold.
they can survive for

WHY ARE

POOL?

THE POOLS?

Decayed material

need to,

many dry years, hatching

is

nutritious for micro-

and algae. They
on the nutrients from the leaves, twigs,

THE SCIENTISTS STUDYING

Spotted salamanders (and other species, too)

come back

scopic animals, bacteria,

often

thrive

pool year after year.

and other dead

If they

when the pool finally refills.

it.

WHAT DO ANIMALS EAT IN A VERNAL

stuff that gets into the water.

In turn, the newly hatched frogs, salaman-

and shrimps graze on

bacteria.

and can

and

compact and have a

ders,

legs

go into the woods or look for more perma-

won't form at

evaporates

IN SUMMER, WHEN A
VERNAL POOL DRIES UP?
By summer, the tadpoles have grown up into

much and the pool will become

a permanent, year-round pond; too
it

By MAGGIE GROENIMG

all

the algae and

to exactly the
If their

pool

they may not be able to breed at
are

working on

this

same vernal
is filled in,

all.

Scientists

problem by figuring out

where vernal pools are and trying to protect

them from

destruction.

EL:,_
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IT'S

A NOSE!
IT'S A HAND!

m Ikphmt's
Imagine using your nose to pick up a peanut, crack
it open, blow away the shell, and pop the kernel
into your mouth. For elephants, ifs elementary!
Find out what else the biggest creatures on land
can do with their versatile trunks.

%.
VW'!M,i.,^''M&

When

an

Trunks are strong and

elephant

flexible.

needs a shower, or just
wants to
its

play,

it

can use

trunk to spray water

on its back and other
hard-to-reach places.

The trunk can draw
water

in

siphon.

a

like

One thirsty male circus
elephant that weighed

pounds drank

9,800

56 gallons of water in
than

less

five

at a rate of

and

minutes

about two

a half gallons per

trimkful.

DID YOU

KNOW?

make many

Elephants

An

elephant

The

trunk

up to three
hundred pounds. It
has no bones, but is
made up of skin, hair,
weighs

trunk
It

of an elephant's

tip

is

very sensitive.

is

equipped

"feelers,"

and

serve as

that

bristles

with

like

a

sounds by blowing
through their

They can

air

nostrils.

bark, snort,

and "trumpet."

An

cat's

Inside look shows muscles and nostril holes.

fat,

muscles,

nerves.

The nostrils run

=

insects

the length of the trrmk

I

guard against sunburn.

like

whiskers.

Belle, a

zoo elephant in

-

two hoses.

One
[

i

'

When

and

away,

one may touch the

from a concrete

face

of the other with

elephant in a zoo

could pick up a dime

elephants meet,

floor.

its

trunk. Sometimes, two

The Asian elephant has

elephants entwine their

one "finger" sticking

I

'

I

trunks.

This

"trunk

out from the trunk

shake"

may be

a greet-

When

it

thing up,
tip

tip.

picks someit

curls the

aroxmd and luider

the object.

The African

elephant has two "fin-

Oregon, learned to im-

and picks things

Sometimes elephants

up by pinching them

have to practice

someone knocking on

use their trunks to

between the fingers.

how to use their

a door by tapping her

sprinkle dust or grass

elephants

ing, like a

human hand-

to learn

shake.

can also be a

trunks. Sometimes babies

It

gers"

of

Baby

way for elephants to test

step

each other's strength.

mistake.

on

their trunks

by

itate

the

sound

A dust

trunk against her

side.

on

many

visi-

bath can soothe itchy

She fooled
tors

with this

trick.

their bodies.

skin,

keep

biting

Adapted from an

article

byje-

heskel (Hezy) Shoshani, Natural

History,

November 1997

HONEYBEES
COMMUNICATE BY
DANCING
Bees gather nectar from

and turn

flowers

it

honey, which they

They also

into
eat.

collect pollen,

which the bee larvae need
for food.

When a bee

finds a big flower patch

with a
loads

lot

of nectar,

it

up and returns

the hive.

Upon

to

arrival, the

excited bee does a "waggle

dance" to

where
patch

the others

tell

this rich flower

so they can help

is

collect

more

food.

The dancing bee walks
around, making a figure
"8."

The other bees watch

and

since bees have an

excellent sense of

direction, they can teU by
the turns in the figure "8"

dance where to find the
patch.

And the vibrations

of the dancing bee's wings

and body show how far
away the food is.

An American
Thomas

scientist,

Seeley, recentiy

discovered a second
dance.

When the many

forager bees return from

the big flower patch with

food, they sometimes

need extra help unloading
it.

They ask the other

worker bees for help by
performing a "tremble
dance."

By shaking from

side to side, the returning

forager bees

tell

the

others to stop what
they're doing

and

help.

HONEYBEES ARE IMMIGRANTS
European setders brought honeybees to North

America

in the 1600s.

The

settlers

wanted

honeybees in their new homeland so they
could have honey to sweeten their food and to

make mead,

a popular drink.

The

setders also

honeybees because they make the

liked

highest-quality

wax

for candles.

THERE ARE ABOUT 30,000 DIFFERENT
SPECIES OF BEES IN THE WORLD
Honeybees and bumblebees
species that hve

and work

are

two familiar

in colonies. Their

home is called a hive. But most of the world's
bees

live alone.

may dig nests
and holes

The females of these

in the

ground or use

in trees or buildings.

litde tubes

species

crevices

Some build

BEES CAN HEAT UP THEIR BODIES ON
COOL MORNINGS
Bees do not have a constant body temperature

way we

cool and

is

would not be able

to

many

of

THERE ARE
FOSSILS OF

the

BEES

and nuts
Honeybees

fruits, vegetables, grains

that

their

we

enjoy

out of mud and lay their eggs in

them.

the

ithout pollination,

do, so they

warm

must find ways

up. Bees

to keep

warm up by beating

wings without actually taking

off.

Flying

such intense exercise that bees would die

from the heat

if it

weren't for the air flowing

over their bodies.

we

eat every day.

According to

fossil

evidence,

get a lot of credit for pollinating

honeybees

the blossoms on plants and fruit

originated in

But other kinds of bees are
North America's
also good at it.

Africa. Scientists

trees.

blue orchard bee

is

the most

think today's

honeybees are not

effi-

very different from

cient pollinator for the flowers that

their ancestors of

produce apples, almonds, cherries,

thirty million years

and pears.

ago.

I
I
I
^

BEE EGGS CAN

HATCH
WITHOUT BEING
FERTILIZED
In

most

species of

bees, if the female's

eggs are not
fertilized

with

sperm, the young
will hatch as males.

Eggs that are
fertilized

sperm

with

will develop

into females.
rager bee at wor
collecting nectar anc
pollen.

I

FALL MIGRATIONS

By Maggie Groening
you
Have
They make

hawks fly?
They soar
and ghde high above the ground on
wings that seem motionless. And watching
from below, you have no idea how hard their
journeys can be. But some kinds of hawks
ever watched
it

look so

easy.

the equator. These migrations are dangerous,

The main reason is to avoid
hawks eat, from termites and grasshoppers to mice and rabbits,
are hard to find in winter. So the hawks go
away from cold places and then return in
summertime, when there's plenty of C^

and some of the hawks,

prey to feed their young.

make

trips every year that are

They may
mountain ranges,

more than

10,000 miles long!

cross entire

continents,

deserts,

especially

and

young

do they do
starving.

grate.

But

if

a

The

hundred kinds of hawks mi-

the trip

is

so long

and hard, why

creatures

M

ones, die along the way.

More than

it?

The

ability to soar

is

the key to success in

these long trips. Soaring takes

much

less

en-

ergy than flapping wings.

Hawks

soar

on

mals. Thermals are
the

ground

When
it

created as

heated by the sun.

the rising air until

can go. Then

thermal takes

on

warm updrafts

a bird locates a thermal,

upward on
as

is

air currents called ther-

it

glides

it

a mile up, a

for six to fifteen miles

it

it

circles

gets as

onward.

If the

hawk can

toward

its

high

glide

goal.

If the hawks don't find a thermal, they

have to flap their wings. They also flap their

wings to take

off,

land,

and

to ily over bodies

of water, where thermals are rare. That's
Hawks gam

why

hawks avoid flying over the ocean on their
altitude

by riding on warm,
rising air currents.

long migrations.

Some
really

places, like

good

updrafts.

mountain

Many

ridges,

have

kinds of hawks

ii

M.
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HAWK-WATCHING IN
THE NEW YORK AREA
The rangers in Central Park's
Belvedere Castle run a hawk

watch almost every afternoon

from mid-September to midNovember.

0210

for

Call

(212) 772-

more information.

Fort Tryon Park and other

(and eagles and vultures, too) can be seen

places along the Hudson River

;

over these places in autumn. These migrating
flocks can

be small or

large.

Using radio-

are also good places to see the
birds in the fall. To find places

near you, ask your local

tracking equipment, scientists have found
lines

of hawks stretching out for thirty-five

miles, with

more than 50,000

Audubon Sodety chapter or go
on line to www.hmana.org

birds migrat-

ing at a time.

But you don't need radar to find these
beautiful birds of prey. All you need are

binoculars and
tify

maybe

the species. At

show

a bird

guide to iden-

many lookouts,

tip regularly

every year. Fall

the
is

hawks

usually

the best time to see them.

Above: A female
harrier in flight.
Left:

This ftory

is

adapted fwvi "The Rites ofAutumn" by Paul Kerlingei;

Natural Histon', October 1996.

A peregrine

falcon holding
its prey.
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di^in^ the Past
High-tech tools reveal ancient

life styles.

David Hurst Thomas

The

at

the

Marcos, twenty miles south

settled

site

New

Mexico.

pueblo in the

largest ancient Indian

United

of Santa Fe,

States.

about

area

a.d. 1200,

was probably
because

it

was

near the Cerrillos Mountains, the only

New

eighty years

later,

Dave

the Franciscan mission once stood.

He

knows what he's looking for before his

Mexico.

excavation team begins to dig because

of people in the pre-

they use high-tech machines to check

and the past, including those who

tant center of trade. In the 1620s,

out what's below the ground.

derstand the

lived at

lives

San Marcos

at least

is

to un-

800 years

source of turquoise in

Franciscan

a

built

friars

mission

church, which was

abandoned,

along

I

ancient trash heaps called middens.

i

The middens contain pottery and

and

San Marcos

and water content of the

Museum

of Natural

that

called a pueblo. In

it

were

a

Spanish mission, nine plazas, and

twenty-two

blocks

of

flat-roofed

down

carefully

of North

out

how

of

the

archaeologist,
first

into

to ex-

mid-

retrieve

how deep they
He introduced
method, now called

cording to

sto-

this

may be

the

showed us rock foundations and
metal tools,

"We even

and

clay

pots.

chart the rag^veed that

lines

one

old they were ac-

"apartment buildings" were three

pits,

and

ology and in charge

buried objects, and figure

were buried.

San Marcos

is

soil

grows precisely over the buried out-

Museum

adobe rooms. Some of these ancient

ries high.

he

where he

to dig

ment

site,

American Archae-

Nels Nelson, was the

dens,

—techniques

measured changes in the mag-

was

a buried settle-

used magnetom-

netic

in 1915. His technique

is

also

soil resistivity

that

cavate at San Marcos. That

hard to beheve that beneath

We

crew exposed these

American

was

It is

de-

at the

and what they

these dry, grassy hills

very walls.
etry

bones that tell him how people cooked
ate.

is

artifacts.

Another

Ground Penetrating Radar, we

not working at the

world's largest collections of Native

American

"With

starting to dig, the

of

studying what they behind, including

says.

and sure enough, within two hours of

curator

^

chaeology here," Dave

ar-

dian revolt in 1680.

History,

Dave learns about these people by

new kind of

pueblo, after an In-

is

ago.

are doing a

tected the adobe walls of the mission

the

When Dave

g

"We

whole

with

10

More than

has returned to the hillside on which

This made San Marcos a very impor-

His job as an archaeologist

sent

is

of San

archaeological

By Jenny Lawrence

stratigraphy, to America.

Left:

of the entire mission," he adds.
The dig at San Marcos.

Below: Sifting through the evidence.

MUSEUM

AT THE

The American Museum of Natural
History is located at Central Park
West and 79th Street in New York
City.

Featured especially for kids

the Natural Science Center,
which highlights New York City's
are:

wild places; the People Center, with

weekend programs on world cultures ^
the Moveable Museum, a custom-designed Winnebago that brings exhibi
tions to schools and community groups;
and a variety of workshops, field
trips, and travel opportunities. Public hours
are 10:00 a.m.-5:45 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday, and 10:00
A.M.-8:45 P.M., Friday and
Saturday.

Digging trenches that follow the

Dave and

mission's walls,

spend

six

his

team

weeks working to expose the

west end of the church.

When

they

leave, they will cover the excavation

with dirt to protect the ruins. Eventu-

make use of remote-sensing satellites. Then he ^vill be
Dave hopes

ally,

to

able to see things without disturbing

the

Back in the Museum's

site at all.

laboratory in

New

his wife, Lori, also

York

City,

he and

an archaeologist,

will analyze the glittering pieces of

mica rock that people used

as or-

naments, fragments of the mission's beU,

and other

artifacts.

they will return them to
ico's

Then

New Mex-

Maxwell Museum.

Dave

is

training

Native

American and Hispanic students
from the area

as archaeologists.

They wUl help out next summer.
"San Marcos's heritage," he explains, "is very

Mexico

today."

much

alive in

New

,

.

A walk around New York with

Skm Vlatch

Neil DeGrasse Tyson, an astro-
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on Saturday, October 16th

Six Science Sites are free
at Pfizer's

Science Free-for-All.

Can you unscramble the letters to form the words
what you might see at each location?
Hint:

All the

words can be found

for

vciy front of this booklet.
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BIG CITY SCIENCE
AREA

InimsmUut

A GREAT PLACE TO LEARN SCIENCE AND STUDY

NEW YORK
^ NATURE
FIRST-HAND. CHECK OUT THE SCIENCE PROGRAMS FOR KIDS
vIk/THE

IS

AT:

/MiERiCAN Museum of Natural History, 79th Street and Central Park West, Manhattan; -Bronx
^Botanical Garden, 200th Street and Kazimoff Boulevard, Bronx 'Brooklyn Botanic Garden, 1000
Washington Avenue, Brooklyn 'Liberty Science Center, Liberty State Park, Jersey City "New York

Hall of Science, 47-01
j-iON

1

11th Street, Flushing Meadows, Corona Park, Queens 'Wildlife Conserva-

Society/Bronx Zoo, 2300 Southern Boulevard, Bronx

AND GO OUTDOORS TO STUDY NATURE:
IN MANHATTAN: -Inwood

y lakes

(turtles,

Hill: saltmarsh, forest (ducks, geologic features 'Central Park:

hawks, nesting songbirds)

BROOKLYN: -Floyd Bennett Field:

woods,

grassland, tidepools

crabs) 'Marine Park: tidal estuary (horseshoe crabs) 'Green
f (wildflowers, box turdes, hawks, snails,
Wood Cemetery (monk parakeets) BRONX: 'Pelham Bay Park: forest (owls), saltmarsh (fiddler
'Jamaica Bay Wildlife
crabs, shore birds) 'Van Cortlandt Park: forest (pond wildlife) QUEENS:

'Alley Poi
Refuge: shorebirds, pond animals 'Cunningham Park: forest (frogs, ferns, pond wildlife)

woods
swamp,

Park: tidal wetland,

'Greenbelt: forest,

oak-pine forest (birds,

Map

streams,

shorebirds, fiddler crabs,

ponds

turtles, waterUlies)

Much more about wild places
'ichael

(cattails,

in

and around

Illustration by Ingo Fast

A/

mushrooms) STATEN ISLAND:
Ponds State Park:

'Great KillsPajik: seashore (wildflowers, bluefish, clams)

the city can

Crewdson (A Peter Nevraumont Book,

firogs,

(turtles, snakes, frogs, birds) 'Clay Prr

befis^n

Wild New

Crown PublishenTl 997),

York,

the book

by Margaret Mittelbach 6

on which

this

map

is

based
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That's
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J

gs^Es^pt'
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why

it's

such

a

powerful tool for

,^

But gradually, the Internet grew.

More and more

and

computers and linked themselves

everyone

else.

into the network.

How
it

all

did

begin?

Today, the Internet
its

*

'

Is

the Internet?

web

is

of cables that connects

comput-

around the world so they can
If you think of a
computer as one brain cell, then the
ers

share information.

com-

Internet combines the world's

puters into one huge brain.

communiwould

about any kind of science informa-

a

computer

share information at high

speed.

KIDS: Check out Pfizerfunzone.com
Go

to

THE LAB and

learn

use the electron microscope

from

salt to

o

tick;

Pfizer scientists discover medicines;

and get a close-up

and amazing

check these

sites for

information on your family's health.
•

vAvw.pfizer-kids.com
more about Pfizer's

learn

commitment to children's
health and a wide range
of children's health issues
•

of

DISCOVERIES

What is a microbe? EXPLORE

these invisible invaders

PARENTS:

how

www.brightfutures.org

get guidelines on health
care for children and teens

allies.

You can find just

closer to us

survive a disaster.

depend on a central
source of control. That became the
Internet. Computers were rare back
then, and the Internet was used
mainly by a small number of scientists to

be.

Internet has also brought science

to

up with

an enormous

bigger than

would

cate that

system that did not

he Internet

it

way

Department of

Researchers came

What

is far

dreamed

Defense needed a

U.S.

T

creators

More than 150 million people now
use it, and that number is expected
to double by the year 2001. The

In the 1960s, the

*

non-scientists got

scientists

tion online,

all.

from

satellite

photos of

outer space to virtual undersea

expeditions to the newly

unfolding secrets of

DNA.

very moment, researchers in

At

this

all

sorts of fields are

swapping

information online to quicken the

pace of discovery.
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Central Park West at 79th Street
Manhattan. NY
Phone: 2 2'769'5 00 • www.amnh.org
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I

One Adult

Free* with Paying Adult*

Offer

good from 10-17-99 to 2-3 -99. Duplicates not
accepted. Cannot be combined with any other offer
1

1

*Children under 6 are always free. Offer not valid for
admission to the special evening hours of the 1999 BBG
Holiday Show, B/ooming Lights.
1

I

FREE ADMISSION does not include parking,
large screen theatres, special exhibits,
audioguides, laser shows, food services
or gift shops.

I
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2300 Southern
Bronx.

Blvd.

NY

Phone:7l8'367'IOIO"- www.wcs.org

One Child's Free* General Admission
with Paying Adult Offer good from 10-17-99

9
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Cannot be

FREE ADMISSION does not include parking,
large screen theatres, special exhibits,
audioguides, laser shows, food services
or gift shops.
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Liberty Science Center
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Duplicates not accepted. Cannot be
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1

I

1

1

I

FREE ADMISSION does not include parking.
large screen theatres, special exhibits,
audioguides. laser shows, food services
or gift shops.
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The

New York
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Phone: 7 8-8 7-8700 • www.nybg.org
1

One

1

Child Free* with Paying Adult

Offer good from 0-1 7-99 to 11-24-99.
Duplicates not accepted. Cannot be
combined with any other offer
1

FREE ADMISSION does not include parking,
large screen theatres, special exhibits,
audioguides, laser shows, food services
or gift shops.
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By Beth Livermore

scientist explores
says Scott. "I climb, but

the thick jungles of
South America to
search for rare and
fragrant flowers.
Mori doesn't

To make

up

New

the

is

leaf or

York
s'

far

he hasn't

z :

'
,.;5i

^~

t
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/
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1 •/

/

fallen.

Brazil.

est

It's

called the "rainfor-

canopy"
Although only a tiny

land

is

cent, to

bit

be exact

),

this

is

where plant

explorers can find half the world's
plant species. That

fall

|W

(718) 817-8700
see the Garden's

*s%tyiteb site at
"'

sends
the

Scott

way

to

'

^

ryy,nybg,org

I

level as the

monkeys

that inhabit the canopy.

was up there

for three hours,

just looking," says Scott. "After a while,
I

just relax

my exploring."

and do

apart.)

/'

f/m
%
^m^mA

\J
"

.•'.:^r:

and nutty

"

"vC

\fr'

A

e^'

J

*.

all

like

risks involved,

In

almonds.

because this

Not

time to climb. But he

fact,

he and his team have found

more than seventy new
1965.

is

it

anyway.

on many
'*'

to find because

flower blooms only after dark.

it

tell

Tanaecium nocturnum

smells sweet

There are

world a

so they can

good

does

4

name

particularly

Scott's favorite

plant species

different expeditions since

A few years

ago, Scott

lected a

new

family.

Altogether

Mori

col-

species in the chocolate

the

New

York

Botanical Garden's collecting teams

South

have brought back more than 14,000

America.
"Sixty-five

plant specimens for the Garden's huge

per-

cent of all species are

found above the ground,"
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York

Botanical Garden
for more information
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why

is

New

the

••^^^M"
4r

of earth's

covered in rainforest (7 per-

and macaws

them

treetops

are so leafy, they hide the sky like a

huge umbrella.

same

different Latin

The thick jungle there is known
The

a super-high branch.

entists give every plant in the

northeastern border of

as a tropical rainforest.

his feet

sures like Tanaecium nocturnum. (Sci-

Guiana, a small country in South
at the

on

also uses a long pole

Scott scans the area for leafy trea-

Scott hunts for plants in French

America,

feet

Scott has finished his climb,

at the

is

"Once
»

So

shimmy 75

,..'••"•'

'v

he has never seen

he

!

:^"^^

"

dark of night, he climbs huge trees to

before.

He

bloom on

Once

^^

a

Botanical Garden. Sometimes, in the

collect a flower that

easier to

with a cHpper on the end to snip off a

like heights,

tops seven stories high. That's

for

it

called griffs.

because of his job. Scott
explorer

try not

a tree trunk to the jungle canopy,

Scott wears metal claws

Scott
yet he often dangles ft'om treeplant

I

look down."

^M'
,^
''

Scott Mori climbs

high into the trees to
look for

new

flowers.

collection.

Scott collects scents, too.

On

a re-

FACTS

ABOUT SCENTS

•Each person has an individual

"odor identity," which

is

influenced by things like
heredity, diet, medications,

and

stress.

•The odor of Michael Jordan's
baseball glove is an ingredient
in his signature cologne.

•Homesickness can be lessened
by having a familiar scent with

you while you're away.
•It takes

about 3,500 rose

petals to

rose

the formula to clients

cent trip to French Guiana, he took

sell

along Ken Purzycki. Ken

products

is

the direc-

tor of fragrance science at a big per-

ftime company.

around

for

company
called

new

He

is

always sniffing

sweet scents for his

to copy.

Using machines

So

like

there's a

shampoos

make

a single drop of

oil.

who make

or colognes.

good chance

that

some-

thing in your house contains a secret

formula based on an ingredient

dis-

covered in the rainforest.

chromatographs and mass spec-

trometers,

Ken can

figure out

what

make the flower
Then his company can

Right:

A student

at a school of perfumery

A

natural chemicals

sniffs fragrance samples. Above:

smell so good.

rainforest flower from French Guiana

RAINFOREST IN THE BRONX
The New York Botanical Garden

is

located at 200th St. and

Kazimiroff Boulevard, in the Bronx.

A

glass-paned conser-

vatory houses a tropical rainforest display that features
Scott Mori's work. Kids also like the Everett Children's

This flower, called Gustavia, has

Adventure Garden, the plant hunter's guide, and holiday
trains. Public hours are Tuesday through Sunday, plus
Monday holidays, 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., April through Octo-

a heavenly scent.

ber,

and 10:00 a.m.-4:00

p.m.,

November through March.
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Helping the donlbs
Early in her career.

Amy Yedder went to the

Now

to study gorillas.

mountains of Africa

she's helping to save the species.
they

may

some of

destroy

the gorilla

habitat.

To protect the

gorillas, scientists

How many

need information.
there?

are

What kind of food do they need
And how much space? To

to survive?

answer these questions, they census
areas

where

gorillas Uve.

But instead of

who

knocking on doors and asking
lives there,

they slog through

scramble up

hills,

rivers,

and hack through

tangled underbrush.

It's

worth

to

it

find a group of pot-bellied gorillas

napping in the shade.

Amy. "So

"Gorillas are shy," says

much

By Beth Livermore

When

you

visit

Volcanoes National Park. Now, she di-

Amy

Ved-

mountain

Bronx, you might think

Impenetrable Forest, in Uganda.

No

Mountain

gorillas in the

and powerful

are big

ings

animals. In fact,

—

^with gorillas.

a biologist

and director of

Africa programs at the Wildlife

Con-

verbacks, or mature

males, can

servation Society. She oversees 90 pro-

weigh

grams

each. But

in 20 different countries.

goals are to understand

Her

and protect all

kinds of animals, from elephants to
fishes.

But her passion

is gorillas.

Early in her career, she traveled to

the Virunga Mountains in central
Africa to observe a
family.

She

mountain

gorilla

later established a conser-

vation program there in Rwanda's

sil-

400

gorillas

gered.

grow

pounds

are

endan-

Only two small

populations are

and both

live in

tional parks.

many

left,

fresh

relies

are around.

"When you

you often

find dung,

find night nests," she says.

each gorilla builds for
Gorillas are

hard to

track.

shy and

But every

sleeping nests out of
branches. Scientists

study each nest for
clues about

its

what looks

giant bird's nest

like

by

and

sitting

a

fold-

them-over

down on
and

again. Silverbacks

nests

over

make

on the ground,

fe-

males in the brush, and
youngsters up in

occupant.

trees.

Here on these springy

na-

The problem is that
need more land to

into the parkland,

self

it-

ing over tree branches

night, they build

hve on and to grow food. Sometimes

move

on

Amy

Nests? Yes! Every evening at dusk

local people

people

them

signs that the animals

to

mountain

don't see

dung and other

gorillas

way. She goes to important meet-

Amy is

Bwindi

the

we

at all." Instead

another program that focuses on

der at her desk in the

she has a regular job.

20

rects

of the time

and

platforms, they curl

up and

sleep out

of harm's way.

"By counting nests we can

many

see

how

animals are living in this area,"

GORILLA FACTS
•There are three kinds of gorillas:

mountain

gorillas (the rarest),

eastern lowland

gorillas,

and

Amy
nest,

When

says.

researchers find a

they get to work. They record

precise location.

its

Then they examine

western lowland gorillas (the

the contents of each nest, looking for

kind in the Bronx Zoo).

dung and

hair.

They put
and

ples into plastic bags

Western lowland gorillas are

the sam-

all

bottles

and

bring them back to the laboratory

to

considered vulnerable, but not

The DNA in a hair sample can iden-

100,000 of them.
tify

At Mbeli Bai, a
in the

swampy

clearing

Congo, researchers are

learning about western lowland

in

mother and

and

sister,

baby, or not related at

The dung

also tells

all.

what kinds of

that the population

Still,

gorillas.

there's

hope

for the

Bwindi

Amy's research teams found

that the gorillas weren't using. So

the

protected from de-

by humans,

there's

room

for

their population to expand.

"These are
says

really special animals,"

Amy. "I look into

their eyes

and

feel

a connection to the forest. Besides, we're

Body chemicals

reveal

not the only species

male or female.

is

And the bigger the dung heap, the big-

water to enjoy the

and older the

To gather clues about the

gorillas

Impenetrable Forest, a

in

sometimes make big splashes and

dozen teams of workers tracked the

waves to impress each other.

animals for six weeks.

AU in

all,

they

of parkland. Their work
resulted in

some im-

portant information.
They've learned that
the park

is

gorilla

home

to

groups

with about ten
bers each.

on

Earth.

have

mem-

The pop-

ulation seems sta-

THE CONGO GORILLA FOREST
Bronx Zoo/Wildlife Conservation Park is home to nineteen lowland gorillas and to red
river hogs, okapis. Wolf's monkeys, African rock pythons,
electric fish, and giant beetles. The park is in the Bronx
gorilla habitat at the

2300 Southern Boulevard. Hours are 10:00 a.m.-5:00
P.M., Monday through Friday, and 10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
weekends and holidays, April through October; 10:00
A.M.-4:30 P.M. daily, November through March.

They

rights,

too."

gorilla.

"salad bar."

28

if

they've

whether the animal

Bwindi

is

if

and

covered 210 square miles

at

means

struction

Silverbacks at Mbeli Bai

The

It

probably not growing.

gorillas' habitat is

ferent animals are brother

ger

swampy

news.

animals. That's bad

dif-

got parasites.

deep

lots

many young

fin-

Scientists used to think gorillas

at Mbeli Bai like to sit waist-

of adult males and not

so

can also show whether

It

foods gorillas are eating,
hated being wet. But the ones

groups have

each animal as accurately as a

gerprint.

gorillas' social life.

good news. But the

plenty of food and space in the park

be analyzed.
endangered. There are about

ble. That's the

'fNCECENTER
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Live Heart Surgery

By Beth Livermore

probably seen doctors
You've
save
on TV. But have
lives

you ever seen
heart operation?

LSC

—

a

real,

Now

live

at the

the Liberty Science Center in

Jersey City,

—students

New Jersey

you gather twice
tech,

a

month

called

the

in a high-

learning

interactive

like

center

Cardiac Classroom to

watch actual heart surgeons perform
surgery

on

their patients.

The classroom

is

a virtual operat-

ing room, equipped with four video
screens
is

and a portable microphone.

It

wired to an operating room at Mor-

ristown Memorial Hospital, in west-

New

ern

Jersey.

There, three cameras,

mikes and a

several

TV monitor allow
and

the surgical team to see

at

For example, a teacher
scribes the surgery as

it

at

LSC

de-

Thomas,
was

real!"

questions

13,

of Jersey

But

I

Adina

City. "I felt like

had

to

I

so much.

you

easily,

if

you

get queasy

because you wUl see everything

from the

first

incision to the last su-

—plus the connection and

dis-

connection of the heart-lung machine.

The patient is hooked up

to this

room with

machine, which circulates blood and

walk out the

oxygen around the body, so surgeons

time," she admits.

can operate on a non-beating heart.

Most

Yet Adina has been back twice be-

ing
Students learn about the heart in the
Liberty

it

Not bad advice

ture

reports

right in the operating

them
first

so

live broadcast.

go," she says.

At

firom the students.
"It's

performs a heart

"Just don't eat lunch before

places.

progresses.

room answers

III

bypass procedure during a

cause she liked

both

the same time, a surgical nurse in the

operating

John M. Brown

talk with

the kids in the classroom.

There are experts

Dr.

Sdence Center Cardiac Classroom.

kids say that the

moment

is

opened and the

when

most

excit-

the chest

ribs spread apart

device called a retractor.

Then

by

there

is

a
is

Places in the Heart

YOUR HEART

.

.

.

Depleted of oxygen, blood
returns to the heart through

...
fist.

is

the same size as your

Because

it's

the venae cavae.

a muscle, it

can grow bigger and stronger

when
.

.

.

exercised regularly.
The aorta pumps blood from the

beats more slowly as you

heart out to the rest of the body.

grow up. A baby's heart beats
about 120 times per minute, a
seven-year-old's about 90
times, and an adult's about 72.
.

.

.

Blood goes from the

pumps between 2,000 and

heart to the lungs

4,300 gallons of blood per day,
more than enough to fill most

through the pulmonary
arteries.

Jacuzzis.

i

Blood comes back from
the lungs through the

pulmonary veins.

The small branching vessels on
the heart's surface carry blood to the
heart muscle

YOUR AMAZING BODY

itself.

At Liberty Science Center, in
Liberty State Park in Jersey
the hiss of suction tubes clearing away
the blood.
all its

Then the heart

is

revealed in

glory-one great heap of heaving

But that

is

only part of the show.

at the classroom, teachers at

the science center pass

equipment
scissors,

TV

surgical
jobs.

—suction

around

surgical

tubes, sutures,

clamps, sponges. Over the

line,

some

members of

team

about the heart.

But the most important lesson of
the day

is

how

to stay healthy.

talk

the

Brown

III,

is

the

thesiologist,

who

is

devoted

to health sciences. Exhibits in-

human body parts,

you don't

Mor-

heart dis-

killer

of both

in the United

States.

like the heart

and lungs. At the

Medical Imaging Station, you

can look inside the body with

MRI and CT scanning equipment.

Call (201)

200-1000 for

information or to arrange a sesSo foUow Dr. Brown's

sion in the Cardiac Classroom.

prescription for a healthy
heart. "Exercise regularly.

controls

Eat a balanced diet.

And

never, never start smoking,"

monitors the

heart-lung machine. They also

fact,

number one

men and women

pain medications, and a per-

who

if

a cardiac surgeon at

about their

an entire floor

clude real

ristown Memorial. In
ease

City,

"You

take care of yourself," says Dr. John

They include an anes-

fusionist,

facts

could end up on the table

red tissue.

Back

teach you

he

says.

Fall/winter hours: 9:30 a.m. to

5:30

P.M.,

Tuesday-Sunday, ex-

cept Thanksgiving and Christ-

mas. Open Christmas Monday.
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Mahler must
Robertlike
a giant.
feel

After

he tow-

all,

ers over a forest,

can

two evergreens

lift

at

once, and picks apples
that look like marbles in the

palm of his hand. But

he's

no

than an ordinary man.

taller

Robert

is

the curator of the C.V. Starr Bonsai

Museum at

Brooklyn Botanic Garden. Here, in the Steinhardt Conservatory,

life

grows in miniature.

Bonsai (pronounced bone-sigh)
trees

grown

in pots.

is

the

name for dwarfed
is home

one of the best bonsai collections in the United

to

The garden has
on

are

Bonsai (pronounced

The Brooklyn Botanic Garden

bone-sigh)

States.

name for dwarfed

a total of 560 tiny trees, of which about 90

display at

aill

times. So the exhibition

is

trees

always

You might

Or

years old.

an 18-inch-tall oak tree

that's

115

a maple tree of about the

same

size

see

Garden

is

always

on display

It is

Robert grooms these tiny trees

Each spring,

for example,
roots.

its

he

Ufts

It sits

like prize

in a

grow about a

poodles.

For

this,

leaves.

its

year.

He uses his fingernails

these methods, he can keep

down the trees' growth rate to about one-half inch a year.
That

24

is

S-L-O-W!

it is

usually as high as the ceiling of a one-story house.

But keeping the

With

foot a year.

tree is ten years old,

the tree back in

branches about twice a

he uses extra-strong scissors.

new

one

So by the time a normal

original container.

to pinch off

to

In the wUd, most trees

cli-

each one out of its

Then he puts

also trims the itsy-bitsy

home

collections.

mate-controlled glass case on the far right wall.

pot and trims

is

a four-inch spruce,

with a trunk no thicker than a pencil.

He

in pots.

of the best bonsai

only 25 years old. The smallest tree in the col-

lection

grown

The Brooklyn Botanic

different.

that's

the

is

He must

also

trees small

are designed to look as

wind and

rain

vnre, training

is

not Robert's only concern.

maintain their beautiful shapes. Bonsai trees

though they have been shaped by

and snow. Robert

ties certain

them to grow in the

branches with

direction he wants.

"These are living sculptures," he

says.

I

'

Bonsai

no one

is

an ancient

really

knows

art

form that got its

exactly

start in Asia,

but

where and when. In 1972

ar-

chaeologists found evidence that the art of

bonsai

is

more than

1,000 years old.

They found a painting of a bonsai on
the wall of

Zhang

Huai's tomb.

He

was a Chinese prince who died in
,,JVeb site is

Shaanxi province in the year 706.

Some

www.bbg.org

historians

believe

that

may have started the
The monks took naturally

Buddhist monks
bonsai craze.

stunted trees from the mountaintops where they prayed and

kept them as souvenirs in their temples.
In any case, bonsai was eventually brought to Japan

monks, court

by

officials,

and merchants. And
be-

over centuries

it

came

hobby

a favorite

there. In fact, until re-

cently,

most Japanese
had miniature

families
forests

growing some-

where in

their

homes.

Bonsai trees are designed to look as

though they have been shaped by wind,
rain,

and snow.

DISCOVER THE GARDENS
you can see miniature trees change colors at the
Brooklyn Botanic Garden at 1000 Washington Avenue. The
bonsai exhibition is in the Japanese alcove of the SteinThis

fall,

hardt Conservatory. Other highlights for kids include the
Children's Garden, the Discovery Garden, and family tours.

Tuesday through Friday, and 10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m., weekends and holidays, October through March; 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Tuesday through
Public hours are 8:00 a.m.-4:30

Friday,

p.m.,

and 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., weekends and holidays,

April through September.
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Kecipefodife
Have you ever actually taken a look
hold a tiny

I
it is

what looks

see

really

my DNA,

one

else

or the chemical in-

—

is

of almost every

found

in the center

in

your body.

cell

from bacteria

mushrooms

recipe uses words, but

is

rungs. This shape

Each rung
is

the fatty

DNA is a

is

cheek

DNA

nucleotides are on a

ladder,

there are only four kinds of nucleotides.

(It's

though you were

as

stringing a million beads, but

four colors.)

juu

s.t3i!

laifMic

is

abbreviation for

add— a

shaped molecule. DNA

long, spiral-

is a

code for

living thing.
is

DNA found?

different se-

DNA

at

Every living

some point

in its

out the

how many differ-

ent kinds of sequences
in that long

you could

It's

even found in some

own DNA, and

way

to look at

Ingrid Sulston

showed me how. She is a biologist who
runs the Biochemistry Lab

at the

York Hall of Science, in Queens.

viruses.

•When was DNA discovered? The
chemical was

bead chain!)

There's a simple

26

Hail

the different proteins in

your body. (Imagine

your

New York

the development and function of each

had only

spell

New

and adds

it,

it.

liq-

This removes

membranes from around

cells

and the nucleus so

first

discovered in

1869, but in 1953 James Watson and
Francis Crick figured out the double-

stranded spiraling shape of the
molecules.

kind of ethanol

my

test

minutes.

DNA? Ifs an

deoxyribonucleic

development.

make

in the

DNA DICTIONARY

cell contains

all

own DNA

Biochemistry Lab at the

•Where

The many

quences of nucleotides
recipes for

\jijui

of Sdence, in Queens.

•What

Although millions and millions of

tube

the

that the

Ingrid adds an especially strong

in the double helix

called a nucleotide.

test

Now here's the cool part.

many

called a double

the contents

DNA can escape into the fluid.

a set

A DNA molecule looks

a lot like a twisted ladder with

ladder

Then she pours

tube and gently shakes

to elephants.) Like a

DNA

my cheeks into

uid laundry detergent. She caps the

to plants

of directions to buOd a living organism.

chemical code.

The swishing washes

inside of

of the paper cup into a plastic

for deoxyri-

recipe for chocolate cake,

helix.

the water.

in every other living thing,

too. Everything

A

from the

with some saltwater in

nickname

bonucleic acid

to

cells

hut me.

is

in

into a paper cup.

But

make me, only me, and no

DNA—a

(DNA

around

a cloud float-

like

me to swish some water
my mouth and then spit it

She asks

Now I can

light.

ing in the crystal-clear fluid.

structions to

your own DNA?

half the size of

bottle,

a crayon, to the

at

By Beth Livermore

(a

kind of alcohol) to

tube and waits a couple of

Then we watch

for a

clump

of

DNA

to float

saltwater
floating
test

up from the
alcohol

the

into

on top of

it.

In the

tube are billowy, white

clumps of DNA.
Each clump
lions of

is

made of

"Only a fraction of
says Ingrid, "contains

tion to

mil-

DNA molecules.

make

this clump,"

all

the informa-

a complete copy

of yourself."

Now that is pretty cool!

MARVELOUS
MOLECULES
This

month "Marvelous

Molecules: The Secret of
Life" will

open

New York

Hall of Sci-

at the

ence, located at 47-01

111th St. in Flushing
Meadows, Corona Park,
Queens. In the Biochemistry Lab,

funded by the

Pfizer Foundation, you'll be

own DNA,
and see models of many other
molecules that make life on
able to isolate your

earth possible. Public hours
are 9:30 a.m.-2:00

p.m.,

Monday-Wednesday, and
9:30 A.M.-5:00

p.m.,

Thursday-Sunday,
September-June; 9:30
A.M.-2:00

P.M.,

Monday,

and 9:30 a.m.-5:00
Tuesday-Sunday,
July and August.
P.M.,

;
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turns out you

bought
a

lot

more than

just

Environmental coverage

OU

turned a failing factory into a booming- business. You made promises to the

community and

to

your shareholders. And you kept them. Then the government declared

your property a hazardous waste

site.

You

didn't

dump

the chemicals. But

now you own the

you own the problem.

factory, so

This

is

the real world companies Uve

the world becomes

How

an ugly

in.

And if your com.pany

is

not properly covered,

place.

can AIG help? By doing things others

thought about insurance and turning that notion on

can't.

its

By taking what you've always

head.

Who insures

9
you
Take our Environmental coverage. Environmental laws vary country by country,

by

state.

Which means a

detailed understanding of local regulations is essential.

Companies have the largest global network of

offices

state

The AIG

with underwriting authority for

environmental risks. This enables us to provide the type of innovative first-to-market products
that often redefine the industry
Liability Select?

— products like Cleanup Cost Cap and Pollution Legal

Products that help turn unforeseen disasters into manageable situations.

We've built our reputation on fulfilling promises.
is

solidly

And because

that reputation

backed by Triple-A- rated financial strength, you can rest assured that the AIG

Companies

will be there for you.

So no matter what the risk, no matter where the risk, the AIG Companies have the
resoiu'ces

and experience

Call

to custom-tailor

a poUcy that helps protect you from the imexpected.

your broker or e-mail us directly

at

AIGEnvtronmental@aig.com.
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The
canines

social

and adaptable dhole

—hangs on

BY ARUN

in the Nilgiri

—

probably the

least

known of the

world's wild

HiUs of southern India.
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skeleton of
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Views of Life
Stephen Jay Gould, whose twenty-fifth anniversary
celebrate this

month

("This

as a

columnist

View of Stephen Jay Gould," page

we

Th£ magazine of the
American Museum of Natural History

48),

regularly and briUiantly elucidates the often-misunderstood Darwinian
view of life. Evolutionary theory is a difficult subject in every sense of the
word, yet Steve has found a good home for his essays in these pages,
where perspectives on nature are broad and not always centered on
humans. (To read Stephen Jay Gould's first column, visit our Web site at

vwvw.naturalhistory.com.)
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by Paul Alan Cox, W. H. Freeman, 1999).
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In fact,
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6y Peter
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balmy November

maples, aspens, or oaks.

shaken by the abrupt

day,

I

was

of a large

fall

dead aspen on the opposite
a

may be

soil

hillside. In

thunderous collapse, a half century

of accumulated nutrients returned to

amid

the earth

The
seemed

a flurry

of leaves.

me

a

momentous

event in

not a haphazard

is

Were they

later.

would pose

tree's

stand healthy. Yet in the larger

water-scarce season. Evergreen

wood

Httle

releases

sound. Decaying

only

a

modest amount

of nutrients into moist temperate-

—

forest soils

^less

than 10 percent of

The

the total annual input.
it

turns out,

autumn

is

leaves

big noise,

the weight of all freshly fallen leaves in

may exceed one and

deciduous woods

a half tons for every acre. In the
forests

oak

of the southern Appalachians,

three and a half tons of leaf and

flilly

as

well

as

become too

arthropods, often releases

Each

circulatory

go

no easy

is

trees'

annual needs (the

rest

is

suppHed

by precipitation and mineral
weathering in the
Broad-leaved

network

contributors to this

Northern

larch

autumn bounty.

and bald cypress in

southern swamps are standouts
coniferous trees, turning

yellow in

fall as

shedding

as

firs,

only

as

among

bright a

any hardwood and

Even spruces,
good portion of

completely.

and pines drop

a

sense, quite conservative Prior to leaf

that extends

distant tip

of a bent, twisted root

probing the

soil for

moisture and

nutrients. Leaf shedding

to self-amputation

is

tantamount

and must be

accomplished without exposing

water

it

to uncontrolled
fall,

loss.

(which may

commence even

the trees relocate

minerals and

many of the

sugars in their leaves to

the roots and stems for later use. This

may shortchange

before they emerge from buds in

temporary

spring) involves the formation, at the

few fungi and other organisms in the
soU, but a ton and a half of organic

leaf's base,

of two or more

distinct

of cells that lack Ugnin,

perforated lines

on

shift

matter on every acre of ground

a

strengthening material. Like the

soil)

one

without interruption to the most

layers

trees aren't the

autumnal

trees are, in

vital

Preparation for the dropping of

nutrients to satisfy 80 percent of the

their extravagant

trick.

one endpoint of a

leaf is

leaves

enough

surface.

all

be discarded.

to

letting

fungi or opening

nematodes, earthworms, and

For

inefficient at

vascular tissue to harmful bacteria or

broken down by myriad fungi,

cell walls

intercellular spaces, sealing the

conserving adaptations), eventually

the soil each year. This seasonal

when

of the

is

other water-

branch htter per acre are returned to
windfall of organic matter,

infiased into the fabric

and

Gum

formed.

waxy

(they typically have a thick,

coating

But

an ounce.

is

despite their greater

as well,

and have

may weigh only hundredths of
By season's end, however,

floor

needles

dropping to the ground

the forest

separation occurs, a

protection from winter water loss

photosynthesis to pay for their upkeep

A single leaf fluttering to

Once

surface to evaporation during a

the collective rustle ot

year after year.

loss.

common

and thus prevent excessive water

much of the

winter, exposing too

makes rather

walls

a serious liability in

cycles that would keep the remaimng

a tree faUing in the forest

which extend

hues, our deciduous

and

unprotected surface of most broad
leaves

cells,

through perforations in their

exposed

process. Leaves are designed to be

discarded sooner or

with balloonlike projections from

protective layer

the hfe of the forest, fiieHng nutrient

scheme,

of

the sudden toppHng of a

tree, leaf fall

not, the relatively thin

surrender of the old aspen
to

UnHke
dead

that

as significant as

zone may become plugged

neighboring

size,

their annual nutrient donation to the

Colorado's Dolores River one

abscission

a significant

a tear-sheet ot

bounty

decomposers of the

what keeps

us

appetite

abscission zone) are structurally weak.

buried in leaf litter year

Come

autumn,

as

the cement

them together slowly dissolves,
they wUl break from the stem
relatively easily.

Before the break,

however, the conducting

whose

from getting

after year.

that

holds

cells in

Peter J.

Marchand

Autumn;

A Season

(University Press of

the

in press).

the author of

is

is still

for these
forest,

paper, these cells (comprising the

is

a

of Change

New

England,

—
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by water. White water

Around the Bend

much

rarer yellow

some ponds, and

lily

water

and the

lily

aUigators

grow

in

may be

spotted basking along the banks.

Two

preserves along Florida's Gulf Coast provide a

sampling of forests, swamps, ponds, and marshes.

watch out

Just

for the alligators.

Hiking

two

trails

off the road pass through

progressively

(if

only

piney flatwoods and sandhills

dominated by scrub

oaks.

Black bears, bobcats,

THIS LAND: FLORIDA

By Robert

H.

Mohlenbrock

Known
Gulf Coast of

Florida from

Apalachicola to Cedar
largely wilderness,

fishing villages

and the Lower Suwannee National

the Big Bend, the

Key

Wildhfe Refuge in the
is

and very few

Traversed by such rivers

as

taste

roads.

features.

road through the Saint Marks

Hghthouse

at the

mouth of the

Saint

Apalachicola, Ochlockonee, Aucilla,

Marks River. Lined with flooded

Econfma, and Suwannee, much of the

ditches for

swampy and accessible only
But two preserves easily
reached by land the Saint Marks

passes

National Wildlife Refiige in the west

of which are completely surrounded

region

by

is

boat.

Water

lilies

—

and bald cypresses grow

much of its

through

ponds and

a

watery landscape of

in a freshwater

pond

hammocks

in Saint

common

refrige,

smaller

along

mammals.

Birds range from bald eagles, ospreys,

wood

storks,

and

ibises to warblers,

indigo buntings, and hummingbirds.

banks, and at certain times of the year

manatees and sea

length, the road

slightly elevated tracts

moist forest called

with many

Spadefoot toads appear on freshwater

extends to the historic

reftige

the

^provide a

of the Big Bend's natural

One

with only a few

—

east

and

otters,

perhaps even the endangered

jaguarundi inhabit the
as

slightly)

higher and therefore drier habitats

of

—some

turtles

may be

seen

near the shore.
If you

directly

have

Suwannee

Bend

a boat,

you can

from Saint Marks
refiige

travel

to the

Lower

by following the Big

coasthne, but landlubbers have

Marks National Wildlife Refuge.

the gif
i^s?-:r:A

^^
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upland

and soon reaches

forest

hammocks

in

Hve on the

slight elevations

which upland

Americans

species

and

marsh

wetland species inhabit the

As

depressions.

it

aUigators

The
and take U.S.

to return inland

Highway 98 and Alternate 27

and

east

south for about a hundred miles before

heading back to the

coast. Separate

also protects visitors

from

road inside the refiige begins a

followed farther south to Shell

of the refuge. Before reaching the

a small, outlying unit of the

stopped
refuge's

at a

parking area for the

River

Trail,

At the south entrance, the

road rejoins

forest,

which begins

Route

347,

is

refrige

which may be

highlights of the

U.S. national forests and other parklands.

For

visitor information, write:

Mound,

hammock

an extensive midden, or
left

O.

Marks National WildHfe Refiige

Box 68
FL 32355

Saint Marks,
(850)

925-6121

and

Lower Suwannee National WildHfe
Refiige

16450

N.W

Chiefland,
(352)

31st Place

FL 32626

493-0238

Suwannee

Here, within a coastal

heap, of oyster shells

in

trails

for hiking or bicycling penetrate the

refiige.

I

and geological

biological

P.

caused by cypress needles falling into

north vehicle entrance,

Illinois

University, Carbondale, explores the

Route 347 and meanders through an
acid swamp where bald cypress and
pond cypress flourish. The acidity is
the water and decaying. Various

park's

centuries

midden from the

of plant biology at Southern

Saint

area.

site

of brackish

Robert H. Mohlenhrock, professor emeritus

short distance farther south along

which are
divided by the Suwannee River. I
followed State Route 345 from
Chiefland to State Route 347, which
runs south along the eastern boundary
refiige,

separates the

strip

and cottonmouths.

routes lead to the eastern and western

portions of the

used the

narrow

approaches the

edge, allows for all-weather

viewing and
The Saint Marks lighthouse

who
a

waters of the gulf.

Suwannee River, the trail drops down
gently into a swampy river forest. An
elevated boardwalk, which ends at the
river's

Only

ago.

refiase

by Native

To

visit

Web

sites

for these parklands,

go to www.fws.gov/r4eao and cHck

on the

Florida area of the map.

HABITATS

Hammocks
hardwood

are

hammocks on the River Trail of the
Lower Suwannee refiige contain

dominated by

trees,

with basswood, red

maple, and white ash typically in the

upper canopy.
live oak,
as

Swamp

swamp

laurel

chestnut oak,

oak

trees are

sweet gum, green ash,

live

standing water during wet seasons.

American ekn, and red maple.
Except for some grasses and sedges,

Here, bald cypress dominates; other

few nonwoody

oak,

plants

grow

in this area.

known

(also

Piney flatWOOds are dry

diamond-leaf oak), and water

forests

hickory prefer moisture, while pignut

dominated by longleaf and

hickory appears in drier hammocks.

and they usually He between the

Smaller trees include red mulberry,

relatively

wild black cherry, musclewood, and
least three difrerent

hawthorns.

the shrubs are spicebush,
azalea, palmetto,

and the

drier

at

Among

moist

oak

slash pines,

hammocks and

broomsedge, and toothache

common

swamp

the

sandhills. Wiregrass,

grasses. In

grass are

very early spring,

sunbonnets, whose leaves are cotton-

brilliant red-

produce smaU

berried dahoon hoUy. Spring-

white on one

blooming wildflowers

heads of yellow flowers. Blooming in

bittercress,

are Pennsylvania

summer

golden groundsel,

and yellow

orange milkwort, yeUow

milkwort, and a

primrose-leaved violet, Jack-in-thepulpit, green-dragon,

are

side,

St.

John's-wort

(Hypericum tetrapetalum). Several

star-

include clearweed, southern rough

members of the aster family flower in
autumn, among them vanilla plant,

buttonweed, wild senna, giant

slender blazing-star, three kinds of

grass,

while

summer and

fall

flowers

ironweed, and white crown-beard.
Extensive depressions between

Coreopsis,

Longleaf pine

two sunflowers, and an

(Aster concolor).

aster

Swampy

river forest

is

dense with

sweet bay magnolia, Carolina ash,

swamp

sweet gum,

bay,

and

river

and shrubs include

birch. Smaller trees

and myrtle-leaved hoUy. In the marshy

swamp border

cinnamon fern,
netted chainfern, and Virginia chain
fern. A submerged bladderwort forms
are

swamp dogwood, and green

yellow flowers above the water's surface

hawthorn. Several large-headed sedges

in April

grow

and

tussocks of soft rush

large fronds

of royal fern and cinnamon
very wet

areas,

forms dense

fern. In

buttonbush otten

thickets,

and wildflowers

include arrow arum, water parsley, a

white spider

lily

and

a

white swamp

arrowhead, and

lily,

blue

tail.

Yellow spatterdock grows in water

at

and May.

in thick clumps, along with

iris,

lizard's-

Brackish marshes line the coast,
including the area around the
lighthouse

at

Saint Marks.

Characteristic shrubs are three types ot

groundsel

tree, a

shrubby marsh

elder,

and Christmasberry. Ox-eye
sunflower,

two kinds of wild aster,
and sea lavender

seaside goldenrod,

are

usually present. Fleshy or succulent

the edge ot the river.

plants include sea purslane, glasswort,

Add swamps

host bald cypress and the

closely related

pond

distinguished by
branches).

winter.

^

Gulf of Mexico
Shell

its

cypress (the latter

short, erect, leafy

Both shed

The most

their needles in

is

swamp

gum, which often grows

Mound

water.

Two

black

in standing

broad-leaved evergreens are

sweet bay magnoHa, with

its

three-

inch-wide fragrant cream-colored
flowers;

and loblolly

bay, a relative ot

the camellia with equally

Oak sandhills

and

sea rocket.

Several kinds of grasses and sedges,

along with black needle rush, round

out the vegetation.

prevalent broad-

leaved deciduous tree

"e

sea-blite, saltwort,

wide white

Coastal hammocks, which have
sandier soil

much

than inland hammocks,

typically host live oaks, southern red

cedars,

soapwort

toothache)

trees,

trees, prickly

yaupon

(a

ash (or

type ot

hoUy), pahiiettos, and a species ot

cycad

known

as

coontie. Wildflowers

flowers that hold five fringed petals.

include white crown-beard, cardinal

oaks, including sand live oak, bluejack

The numerous

flower,

Lower
Suwannee, Chapman's oak. Other

pepperbush,

have several dwarf

oak, sand post oak, and, at

woody

species include

titi,

saw palmetto,

sand hoUy, deerberry, and the low,

shrubby poison oak. Wildflowers
include prickly pear

cacti,

wild

petunia, green-eyes and yellow buttons

(two
a

members of the

aster family),

couple of yellow^-flowered

worts. Confined to Saint

Chapman's

St.

endemic provmcial

Marks

blazing-star,

and

John's-

blazing-star, the rare

are

and
and

roserush.

Upland forest contains pignut
hickory, white ash, water oak,

maple above
farkleberry,

a layer

and red

of wing-rib sumac,

and wax myrtle.

Two

or

three species of viny greenbriers and
t\vo kinds

of wild grape form dense

entanglements.

shrubs include sweet

Tricolored heron

Virginia sweetspire,

and the rather

uncommon

Leavenworth's goldenrod.

—
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During this particular transit.
Mercury wiU be even more elusive
than usual. For the

—

century

time

first

indeed, for the

this

time

first

since the invention of the telescope

(and not again for
years)

—

experience what

at least

known

is

From some

transit.

Mercury

in

its

will

grazing

as a

vantage points.

wiU enter the

entirety

Sun

disk of the

another 300

on Earth

observers

(if just barely),

from other perspectives, only

while

a part

of

the planet will brush the rim of the

Mercury in Transit

beyond it
Even when Mercury does

Sun's disk or remain
altogether.

tuUy enter the

The

tiny dot

was

first

thought to be

a sunspot.

long

By Richard Pa nek

won't linger

it

barely half an hour for most

North America.

observers in

CELESTIAL EVENTS

disk,

—

For

transit watchers, precise

timing depends on location. Mercury

On

November

much

15,

of the

world, including most of

North America, wiU have an
opportunity to view

a transit

Mercury, an unusual

sight.

The

of

rate far too

high for

(the occasions

on which

month

will

be the fourteenth of the

But

century.

they're always
this year's

and Mercury

is

so small

transit the planet

only with
7,

—

during a

that

can be distinguished

a telescope.

On November

1631, French scientist and

disk for at least another eleven

be

occurring while the Sun

is

was

instead

Sun

—

a

dot

Yioo

a difference

of more than an order of magnitude.

will set before the transit

Anyone

in the

they witnessed the transit of
later

and saw

sunrise)

compared with

must

pass

it

to

be

a sunspot.

at first

Only when

may

optical disturbances

render the

transit imperceptible.

The
to

farther west

New York

and south of

an observer

Sun wiU appear

is,

the higher

in the sky

and

use a telescope, either to project an

the

image of the Sun onto

white sheet

the better chance the observer will

(Never, never

have of viewing

it

a

directly.

solar filter

assumed

through more

atmosphere to reach the viewer,

two decades old) to project the image
of the Sun onto a white sheet in a
dot on the disk of the Sun and

view of the

because light during sunset (and

how

to think small.

a small

transit

west-southwest horizon. Even then,

"entirely paradoxical smallness" only

telescope without using a fuU-aperture

observed

City area

absolutely unobstructed

called Mercury's

telescope (an instrument then barely

He

over.

what one of them

Venus eight years

Sun

should scout out a location with an

remember

darkened room.

is

New York

who's planning to observe the

observe the Sun directly through a

a

barely

the

fact,

Helden has written that astronomers
were able to reconcile themselves to

or to observe

philosopher Pierre Gassendi used

Northeast,

S.

above the horizon; in

Rice University historian Albert Van

what they had expected.
The same lessons apply today.
Anyone hoping to see the transit of
Mercury on November 15 will have

from the disk of the Sun

(or 4:00 P.M.

fuUy within the

lie

therefore, the transit will

complications.
light

Time

won't

minutes. In the U.

small that planet was

The

it

approximately Ms that of the Sun.

promises to offer more than the usual

presents such a blinding backdrop

contact with the

first

an object with a diameter

after

challenging to observe, and

make

21:00 Universal

the diameter of the

hundred years or so. The shortest
interval between successive transits of
Mercury is seven years; the one this

to

EST), but

Sun) are relatively infrequent. Transits

and these occur only every

due

top of the Sun's disk slightly past

sunspot did

Gassendi realize he must be watching

What he found

of Venus come in pairs eight years

is

Mercury.

they appear to cross in front of the

apart,

a

Gassendi, however, was anticipating

planetary transits of Venus

and Mercury

the dot progressed across the disk at a

of either aluminized

aluminized Mylar.)

And

glass

object that at

first

glance might indeed

a sunspot.

—and

or

observers

should prepare themselves to find an

resemble

this transit. Just

to bring a telescope

Richard Panek
Believing:

Our

is tlie

How the

author of Seeing and

Telescope

Opened

Eyes and Minds to the Heavens

(Penguin, 1999).

THE SKY IN NOVEMBER

By Joe Rao

of the so-called Sickle of Leo. At

side

roughly 33-year

Mercury quickly becomes evident
the

morning sky

November

after

it

wiU be shining

magnitude -0.3 and

on

—

as

—but

high

as it gets

southeast at sunup.

high

It rises

hours before the Sun

in the

all

during the

the mornings of the 3d and the 4th.

Mars fades
to
at

1

to

shower

after

planet will He directly

Moon

on

arrives at opposition
6,

when

it

the stars of Aries. This
it

has

is

magnitude +0.9

of as

the brightest

is

at

new

phase on

about 8:30

P.M.

all

It

appears to set

month.

Jupiter has just passed opposition.
shines at a brilliant

It

magnitude of -2.8.

stare at

sky

November 7 at 10:53 P.M. First quarter
IS on November 16 at 4:03 A.M., and
fuU Moon is on November 23 at 2:04
A.M. Last quarter is on November 29
6:18 P.M.

the sky.

view

You can

after

1 1

:00 P.M.

until the first light

dawn. Although the meteor

of

rate in

North America may average a few
dozen per hour, observers across
Europe and Africa might be treated
briefly to a veritable

storm of tens of

thousands of meteors per hour.

The Leonid meteor shower is due to
reach its peak late on the night of
November 17—18. Each November
these ultraswift streaks of light seem
to radiate from a spot near the eastern

a

as possible.

any one place; keep your

moving over

and carry on

from Earth increases from 141

56 miUion miles.

Don't
eyes

dark place with

clear,

much of the

begin your watch soon

at

as its

of thousands per hour, some

Find a

among

been since the mid-1970s.

The Moon

During the

as fireballs.

shines at an

impressive magnitude of -0.2

Leonid

meteor showers of 1833, 1866, and
1966, meteors occasionally fell at the
rate

Saturn

intervals, the

capable of especially

is

fantastic light displays.

on the

more than

month. The waning crescent Moon
can be observed sliding past Venus on

distance

The

soon

above a waxing gibbous

November

latitude.

fairly

in the east

it

night of the 20th.

at

—from magnitude -4

still is

for

nightfall.

By

fades a bit

to -4.2

Look

about 17°

rise to

above the horizon
aU year at 40° north

3V2

transit

15 (see opposite page).

month's end,

Venus

its

in

More

information on the Leonid shower

is

available at web99.arc.nasa.gov/

~leonid.

AU

times are in Eastern Standard Time.
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Mechanics

/
Compared with an
airplane

is

insect,

a pretty

an

simple

study in aerodynamics.

way

air

iiows over

its

wings. Before

passing across the upper surface of a

wing,

plane's

must move over the

air

which

wing's leading edge,
shghtly

most

upward

(less

is

tilted

than 10 degrees in

planes). This air has to travel far-

—and

move

—than

wings but

Relative

to

the

tion

the leading edge.

—toward

difierences in flow velocity above

lar

a

wing

flow of

create a vortex

this

difference in pressure creates an
force,

known

as Hft.

Because a

plane's

wings are

upward

the forces acting
as

it

and

—

air

flies

wings

on them

that goes

fixed,

don't change

But

in a straight Hne.

insect

a figure-eight

not

scientists

an

instant.

and

the

wing

way

The

wing meets
flow

this circular

is

situation

is

far

more complex
flap

through

the air at steep angles (up to 45 de-

In 1996 University of

grees).

Cam-

bridge zoologist Charlie Ellington and
his colleagues

showed

that

during each

stable

new one

is

ning in the opposite direction.

As an

insect flies

lost vortices create

the

through the
wake.

The

wake depends on how
is

flying.

fast

fluctuate

have to con-

forming

firom the animal

sider not just the air flowing straight

lift.

the ani-

wing join

a ring that detaches

when

its

wings reach

bottom of their downstroke. Like a
smoke ring, the vortex ring moves
away through the air. And as the animal
the

new vor-

even higher velocity

above the wing, lower pressure, and
greater

the

In the simplest pattern,

the vortices created by each
together,

air,

shape of

tex develops above each wing.

result:

is

formed, spin-

goes into the next upstroke, a

The

stroke,

over, the old vortex

intense vortex at the leading edge of the

wing.

strokes,

only for

At the end of each
flips

shed, and a

mal

easily predicted.

need be

vortices

moments.

on the wings

and

and the

downstroke, these high angles create an

Thus, in every cycle of flapping, the

drastically,

the

Unlike planes, insects beat their

The

a circu-

slips ofl"

the plane plummets.

pattern but

also rotate at certain crucial

forces acting

—

all

airplane

with insect wings, which

are anything but frxed; they

only trace

angle at

and

wing and

wings back and forth in short

around the wing. Because of the small

stable

less pressure,

air

in the opposite direc-

below

too steep, the vortex essentially

air

below moves

Higher speed means

air

fast-moving

above an airplane's wing, the slower

traveling along the wing's underside.

faster

whirling

the

which the
the oncoming air,

thus

ther

also the air

around them.

The

plane stays aloft thanks to
the

past the

End of Downstroke

This would be risky for an

airplane, because if the

wing

angle gets

MiD-DOWNSTROKE
Red arrows indicate relative
aerodynamic force generated by wings.

Wings have
flipped over

Leading-edge vortex

Wings rotate
upward at end
of downstroke
Direction of
air

spinning

within vortex

Shed vortex
from previous
upstroke

Story by Carl

Zimmer ~

Illustrations by Sally J.

Bensusen

yyy>

/If

This year, two other bug tricks were

samer gas we're familiar with but

elucidated with the help of a mechanical fruit fly built

by

insect physiologist

Michael Dickinson and
at

the

University

Berkeley.

of

The

his colleagues

of California

researchers

made

wings, each shghtly

at

viscous fluid. So Dickinson and
group flapped their mechanical
wings in a tank of mineral oil. They

edge forward. This rotation pushes the
surrounding

air in

the vortex

moving, which

beat the wings through the

the circulation and gives the fly extra

flight,

wings produced.

The

and attached them to motors. At

the scale of a fruit

fly, air isn't

scientists

found

of each stroke, their

the gos-

flies

and they measured the

filmed in
forces the

thick,

oil in pat-

matching those of actual

than

less

wings, bringing the traiUns

its

his

ten inches long and a tenth of an inch

plastic

pivots

more

terns

a pair

a

that at the

fruit fly

end

quickly

intensifies

ing a baseball with spin: the rotation ot
the ball sets

up

providing

and making the

lift

away from

The
inson's

Start of Upstroke

the same direction

analogous to a pitcher's throw-

It's

lift.

is

own

vortex around

a

ball

itself,

curve

a straight line.

other trick discovered by Dick-

group

that the fly harnesses

is

wake. As

it

its

completes one stroke,

sheds a vortex ring, and begins the next
stroke,

wake

its

wings rotate and intercept the

ot the previous stroke,

which

rushing in the opposite direction.

wake speeds up
New

the air

wings, providing even

leading

These

edge vortex
from upstroke

for a

fly's

tricks

may

moving past
more Hft.

also

be responsible

fly

subtly adjusts

the timing of wing rotation

when

For example,
vortex

maneu-

impressive ability to

leagues found that the

Wings begin

the

Years ago, Dickinson and col-

ver.

Shed downstroke

is

The

animal rotates
Siinilar

right

its

as it steers.

turning

left,

wing

the

earlier.

adjustments in the timing of the

upstroke,

mechanical wings altered their aerody-

intercepting wake

namics dramatically. The spectacular

of previous stroke

acrobatics of insects

—which

can

fly

—may

backward and land upside down

come down

to a matter

won't
At mid-downstroke, a vortex

is

created along the leading edge as a fruit

the air at a steep angle. The result

is

increased

wings rotate upward, creating additional
ball hit with backspin.

lift,

a

lift.

fly's

wings meet

As the downstroke continues, the

phenomenon

akin to the rise of a tennis

By the end of the downstroke, the wings have flipped

over. At

the start of the upstroke, as they intercept the wake of the previous stroke, the

even more

lift.

This sequence of wing

enabling the insect to generate

lift

movements

is

fly

gains

repeated during the upstroke,

while flapping both forward and backward.

To learn more about insect flight and to see movies from Michael Dickinson's
lab, go to socrates.berkeley.edu/~flymanmd.

let

down, but

us
it

of timing.

how

Understanding
land

insects

airplanes

fly

upside

could lead to miniature

flying robots that harness the swirUng
air

around them.

One

sects

might dance

Earth

—

day, robotic in-

across the skies

planet. In the process, they

the

of

or perhaps even of another

might make

Wright brothers proud.

Science writer Carl Ziininer wrote last

month about

the physics of tongues.

—
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The Pre-Adam
By Stephen Jay Gould
Winston

famously

Churchill

scribed the Soviet

wrapped

in

enigma."

By

tures only

a

Union

as

mystery

de-

"a riddle

inside

an

contrast, this essay fea-

two

levels

of puzzlement

anonymous author deodd theory that only

the tale of an

fending an

becomes,

immortal words,

in Alice's

curiouser and curiouser

one

as

reads.

In a fractal universe, however, a single

mote can mirror the cosmos, giving a
meaning to Blake's celebrated
image of the "World in a Grain of
Sand and Heaven in a Wild Flower."
Forgotten documents that now seem
ridiculous can ofter us maximal inHteral

struction in

human

foibles

and

of a complex natural world
terprise that

we

in the

make

history of our attempts to

—

sense

the en-

call "science."

book on

In his important

velopment of conventions

the de-

for illustrat-

ing extinct faunas ot the geological

Deep Time, University

past {Scenes from

of Chicago

Press,

1992), the British

historian of geology (and

ontologist) M.J.

duced

a figure

S.

former pale-

Rudwick

from 1860

repro-

that, in his

words, "broke the standard mold by

A

Although

4

Victorian

woman elaborated a theory quite

their authors usually pre-

sented such pictures

as

supposedly un-

biased factual summaries, nearly

unlike Darwin's to account for dinosaurs,

all

complex representations must, whether

mammoths, and prehistoric humans.

consciously or not, express favored
theories about patterns and causes for

my

suggesting a sequence in deep time."

foldout (eight by fourteen inches in

most authors had presented
only one or two reconstructions of

copy) into an ordinary octavo book,

makes no bones (bad pun) about the

shows the history of Ufe in three

didactic character

Previously,

particular past

moments or

intervals

with dinosaurs and their

allies

layers,

on the

the history of life. This author, at

of her

she depicts the

ticular,

least,

chart. In par-

first

two

layers

with Mesozoic dinosaurs and large

bottom, large mammals in the middle

as

Cenozoic mammals already emerging

(including the nearly obligatory giant

ment, even though the basic faunas of

ground sloth, mammoth, and
elk), and modern creatures in

the

as

industry standards.

Few

charts,

however, had attempted

to depict the flow of

change through

But

layer that also affirms a

human

Irish

a top

presence

representing a continuous develop-

two

this

central claim,

this

elaborate

by including the great pyramids of

falsely

version fi'om 1860, inserted

as a large

Egypt

but

successive faunas.

in the

upper

right.

stages differ so profoundly. In a

dramatic middle location, to reinforce

Iguanodon (then

depicted in a crocodOian pose

now

recognized

as a

bipedal duck-

in a Nutshell

:e

Foldout chart from Pre-Adamite Man: The
Story of Our Old Planet and Its
Inhabitants, by Isabella Duncan (1860)

mentalized effusions and versifications
tor children or dilettantes, although
several

of these

professional

women

developed fuUy

and longed for equal

skills

participation with male colleagues.

But

one can usually find some documentation in standard bibhographic listings

or in the scholarship of
nist historians,

who

modern femi-

have taken on the

rehabilitation, or at least the identifica-

women

of these forgotten

tion,

as

a

mission and solemn duty.
Nonetheless,

word about

informative
can.

may

I

and

thing,

assistance

have located nary an

I

Dun-

Isabella

well have missed some-

would be

I

grateful for any

from readers (whose com-

mentaries, expansions, and corrections

me

have given
granted

me

over the years).

other scholars

much pleasure and
much enlightenment

so

so

can

I

who

at least say that

devoted

more

tar

time to the search came up equally

empty-handed. Rudwick himself simply writes,
scure,

but in

"The author is now obits time the book was evi-

dently not:
billed dinosaur) slithers

necting the two

up

a slope

ot

layers.

most

organisms.

had reached

it

fourth

a

The
work on the

edition within a couple of years."

important scholarly

this

layer in stark white, thus estab-

unsuccessful in searching through the

Isabella

been completely severed from
before,

life
all

by an intervening

has
that

lifeless

interval depicted as a forbidding, ice-

covered world.
tensifies the
lifeless

modern

shorter interval

pre-Adamite theory, R. H. Popkin's

layer

of modern

much

followed by the

To state the first conundrum: The
book containing this plate appeared in
1860 under anonymous authorship
and with the title Pre-Adamite Man:
Tlie Story of Our Old Planet and Its Inhabitants. I have never before been so

But the top

came

con-

The

original chart in-

theme by printing

marked

have found absolutely

biography of the movement's founder
{Isaac

La

Peyrere

Work and

[1596-1676]: His

Influence,

gives a short

E.J.

summary of the

but refers to the author only

contents
as

"one

—the

conventional

know

her name, but

Duncan"

way of saying,

Life,

1987),

Brill,

contrast with the

literature,

overprinted

nothing about the Hfe or other works

otherwise zilch, zippo, goose eggs,

soothing yellowish pink. Obviously

of the author beyond her name:

nada, and bugger-all about her."

the author beheved that Ufe's history

abella

lishing a

three

faunas,

all

in

a

but

Duncan.

I

I

Is-

have frequently writ-

"I

Given the barely post-Darwinian

book

ten about the sadness and anger of

date of Duncan's

older period of continuity and at least

women

occasional change, abruptly terminated

They

had appeared the year before,
in 1859), one might assume that

by

the highly restricted formats of senti-

includes

a

two

distinct phases:

a

long

cold and hfeless world and then

naturalists in Victorian times.

often pubhshed

anonymously

in

(the Origin of

Species

Duncan wrote

to introduce lay read-
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and
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who

Cain,

had been "a

of the

tiller

anthropology and to prepare them for

ground," by ordaining that the

assessing (whether pro or con)

having imbibed his brother's blood,

the

onslaught of Darwin's revisions to traditional views about

human

history.

But her motivation arose from an entirely different, and now nearly invisi-

—

the subject of our sec-

ble,

source

ond

riddle: an old theory

produce

again

that

—and

come

a crop

him

for

he must therefore be-

"a fugitive and a vagabond ... in

But Cain begs for mitigaby pleading "every one that fmd-

the earth."
tion

me

eth

God

me." So

shall slay

relents

ment

to

launch the pre-Adamite the-

liberal

Amsterdam and

Men

trouble.

its author a peck of
La Peyrere was arrested and

cepted what

and

1

2.

notion can be

this

some of the

vengeance

shall

And

enfold.

be taken on him sev-

the Lord set a

mark upon

any finding him should

we would

—namely,

forgiven if

described in Genesis

He

severely questioned.

"Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain,

The germs of

pre-Adamite

cism,

repented

and apologized personally

his

VII) early

m

torm amid the millenarian
movements of the mid-seventeenth

But why did
Cain need such a tancy ID if no one
else (except, perhaps, a few unnamed

century and was then kicked around

sibs)

thers,

but the

la-

theory arose in ex-

full

plicit

Cain,

him" (Genesis

such

characters

Spinoza,

as

Napoleon,

and

Goethe)

until geological discoveries

about the

Voltaire,

Earth's great age,

combined with an-

the sons of

(Now,
Adam's

new Darwinian

The problem
called

—

pre-Adamite theory

humans

that

context.

that inspired this so-

that the

existed before

man

the claim

Adam

described in the

and
first

chapters ot Genesis denotes only God's
later creation

lied peoples

anyone
with

of the Jews and other

—must

who

al-

have occurred to

had ever read the Bible

a critical eye. Several passages in

seem

Genesis, if taken at face value,

to

imply the existence of pre-Adainites.

His

a

.

took them wives."
sons

members of

and the daughters of some

other stock, or vice versa? In either
case, the

two

comment seems

distinct lineages,

to designate

one perhaps pre-

Adamic.) Second, the

initial

phrase of

verse 4: "There were giants in the

D

uncan believed the
long before

how

he and the pope had

when

the book, and that the

pope apparently

said,

upon meeting

heretic, "Let us

we wish

we must

assume

to avoid the even

But can we accept such

alternative).

incest at

this

affinity for the

theme within the

some
book

of Genesis)?

In any case.

Uved another twenty
near Paris

as a lay

why

did

God need

mark upon Cain

killed his brother

Abel?

God

after

he

punishes

some kind

years,

and died
of the

pre-Adamite theory, La Peyrere
first

fol-

humans appeared

all life

during the

first

was destroyed.

had rejected

that Galileo

thirty years before.

He

simply stated that the idea held great

made eminent

sense of all the

evidence, but could not be true, be-

cause the church had so decreed.)

La Peyrere proposed

At an opportune time in the midst

La

member of the Ora-

(In his later defenses

torians.

of pre-Adamic stock.

from

his

theory

a millenarian and universahstic

God had

Adam

of the millennial anxieties sweeping

perspective. If

Europe

as

the progenitor ofJewish history, and

if

other races had previously existed,

end of the Thirty
1648, Isaac La Peyrere,

after the

Years' War, in
a

explicitly,

reference to

as a

man who

Peyrere never abandoned his theory,

which

but one can easily read the

comment

our

very roots (although, admittedly, the
story of Lot's daughters indicates

tions,

they read

"dangerous"

this

embrace

before Adam."

is

Adam and Eve,

creation, after

that the

"laughed deHghtedly"

interest,

sister,

in poand Eve

Adam

more repugnant Oedipal

to place a

.

the

Peyrere

goofed in imputing gigantic propor-

unnamed

More

line

.

saw the daughters of

ac-

Peyrere 's

general of the Jesuit order told La

as a single pair,

if

unique creation

(at least if

and

.

are

true,

meeting with Alexander VII:

did their son Cain marry?

may never come up

whom

.

—probably
—about La

lowed the cautious route

subject

company, but

then

.

God

nature of the job stands

tales

earth in those days." The Hebrew
word Nephilim may be ambiguous,
and King James's translators may have

The
lite

mark

interpretation

give to the

the statement in verse 2: "That

First,

men

within a

what

two famously
ambiguous passages of Genesis 6?

human

rekindled the debate

we

should

to

Alexander

1657.

The put-up
out in two

(to

cording to Popkin

then inhabited the Earth?

thropological findings of prehistoric
artifacts,

4:15).

Moreover,

(attracting at least the passing interest

of

lest

all

heresy,

which he did

church

plea bar-

would be
he converted to Cathohthat

the pope,

early

finally ac-

call a

kill

traced to

title

goodly

a

and caused

stir

existed before the creation of

Adam

Adam), created

Before

gain today

that

translated into

English the next year (under the

and places the famous mark upon him:

on the claim

His book, pubhshed in

ory, in 1655.

hu-

exegesis based

mans

of biblical

will never

soil,

French Protestant intellectual in the

employ of the powerful prince of
Conde, joined these traditional
doubts with

a

new

exegetical areu-

then the Jews must lead
final

all

people to a

redemption. La Peyrere focused

on the
a

created

traditional Christian

behef that

Jewish conversion would herald the

,

|

.

blessed millennium. This time must

now be

hand.

at

The Jewish Messiah

appear and, in league with the

would

king of France, would return in

umph

to Jerusalem,

would

reign over a

as a tolerant

Christian world. France,
narion,

tri-

where both men
unified and fuUy

must seek and welcome

a Jew-

ish influx, for if these favored people

could be gathered together without
constraint or persecution, then their
Messiah would surely come.

m

Ironically,

La

stark contrast to

view that all
Peyrere's
people, Adamite and pre-Adamite
alike, would be equally redeemed,
messianic

subsequent

most

nine-

(especially

teenth-century) invocations of pre-

Adamism used
racism

—

the doctrine to support

particularly the "polygenic"

human

theory that each major

race

arose as a separately created species,

with

Adam

the final progenitor of

as

superior white folks (the latest with
the mostest, so to speak), and several

earUer pre- Adams, one for each lower
race (the firstest with the leastest). In

other words, whites are Adamites;
all

other people

pre-

inferior

are

Adamites.

My

interest in the history

Adamism

stems from

radically different

its

way

and history of human
feel

the origin

our

diversity. In

convinced (and

would argue) that the emmethods of science must be em-

rightly so,
pirical

we

—

I

ployed to answer such basically factual
questions (while religion takes legiti-

mate

interest in entirely difterent, spir-

itual questions

about the meaning of

Hfe and in ethical inquiries about the

proper conduct of

Adamism

life).

for

represents,

But pre-

someone

trained in science, a "weirdly differ-

ent" approach

—one

that should

called basically literar)' or

rather

though

than

religious

analysis focuses

you remember your

we'd

like to

hear about

whiskey bottle in 1895.
America ever since.

it.

Just drop us a

line

or e-mail

It's

been part of

be

Mr. Jack wanted a bottle as distinctively
different as his Tennessee Whiskey, but not
too fancy. So the square bottle v/as born.
And, since v/e still use our founder 's
original recipe, v/e've never altered the

original design.

a

reh-

Do

you seek

a truly

oldtime American v/hiskey? Well,
think
ask for Jack Daniel's.

We

you'll appreciate our difference,

square bottle and

all.

SMOOTH

even

se,

upon

drink of Jack Daniel's,

JACK DANIEL CREATED the square

hermeneutic

per

first

such a

to treat a subject

so central to the sciences

secular age,

of pre-

status as

If

SIPPIN'

TENNESSEE WHISKEY

gious text, namely the Bible.

\om friends

at Jack Daniel's remind

you

to

drink resporisthly

(Please turn to page 12)
Tennessee Whiskey

Lem Motlow,

•

40-43%

alcohol by volume (80-86 proof) • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery,

Proprietor, Route 1, Lynctiburg (Pop. 361).

Tennessee 37352' www.jackdaniels.com
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By Maureen Stanton and Truman Young

Few

trees

pitable soil

of East

high

Africa's

plateaus. In the dry season, the

black cotton

—

known

contracts,

minishing

—

as

the soil

clutching

its

wealth

like

watery

is

dia

shrunken miser. With the coining of
rain,

however, the

becoming

soil

soil

slippery

zebra hooves and

One

quickly expands,

and clinging to

tree that thrives

on

whisding thorn acacia

under twelve

feet high,

of central Kenya.

is

acacias,

many

dwell thousands

And

in

habitants.
at

Our

experiments, conducted

Kenya's Mpala Research Centre,

suggest that

have

with

some of

these ant species

truly mutualistic relationship

a

the

against

trees

—providing

herbivorous

animals

defense
in

ex-

—while

tasty

morsels for

tiny steinbok antelopes or stooping giraffes.

ers

is

mon

One

defense against these brows-

suggested by part of the

A

name.

pair

tree's

of thorns

com-

lies at

the

base of every leaf cluster, and every

branch

lined with

is

two types of thorns.

—

The

first

sharp

—

slender, white,

and needle

grows to three inches in length.

the

symbiosis at the expense of their hosts.

their

most

places,

almost

—

periods, when the trees lose
much of their foliage, the branches, with

ninety-eight of every hundred trees are

whistling thorns.

investigating whistUng thorn aca-

and their highly speciahzed ant in-

bright green leaves

others have evolved ways to e.xploit the

dot the savannas

In

cias

have

of

this cycle

(Acacia drepanolo-

MOlions of these

been

we

years,

change tor food and shelter

tire treads alike.

contraction and expansion

biiitn).

For the past several

can tolerate the inhos-

all

upon thousands of ants.

These "cheater"

ants,

altering their

we

have found,

on the trees,
architecture and even

can have profound

effects

basic acacia— ant stor^'

straightforward.

During the

rows of slender thorns, resemble

the backbones of small

mammals.

Intermingled ^vith these pale
tos are pairs

is

fairly

rainy sea-

son, A. drepaiwlohiitm produces feathery,

thorns,

srilet-

of thorns with bulbous,

hollow, blackish bases. These

their abihty to reproduce.

The

During dry

which look

a bit

hoHday baubles, serve

swoUen

Uke macabre

as ant hotels that

can harbor hundreds of ants

—

the

tree's

J-.\

second

Brushing

of defense.

line

and other protein-rich foods,

insects

forth a teeming mass of ants. Streaming

which they bring back to feed the
growing young that occupy nests inside

out of small entry holes in the thorns in

the swollen thorns.

against a branch, even lightly, can call

their effort to reach

and

bite the per-

ceived enemy, whether browsing ante-

lope or researcher, they

swarm onto

the

branch's tender, leafy shoots and pile

onto the

tips

of the longest thorns. As

for the "whistHng" part of ^4. drepatwlo-

common

biiim's

name, these entry holes

turn the thorns into miniature

flutes,

dead

ants,

phosphorus

canopies of ant-occupied

trees,

we found

acacias deprived

of ants

The

with in-

acacia "pays" for

it

on the

does so strategically: nec-

is
high on growing
young
thorns have
where
shoot
not yet hardened, but low on old

tar

comphcated by

is

production
tips,

to

America and into the southern United

Cobey reports,
threatened in

this African "killer bee"
its

own South

is

now

African homeland

by the smaller, gentler Cape honeybee, a darkcolored species from the Cape of Good Hope.

As beekeepers introduce the Cape bee

far-

docile bee has prospered by hijacking the killer
bees' hives.
lay

Some

of its

unmated workers can

eggs that produce viable female offspring—

ants are

all

Through most of East
on whistling

created equal.

thorn

to caU

the shots in their relationship

ants, the story

Afi-ica,

leaves to

ary nectar secreted by glands

but

seem

more

the services of its ant infantry with sug-

leaves,

ants.

acacias

the important fact that not

insect herbivores than did trees
tact ant colonies.

with

aggressive

has recently spread throughout South and Central

than

trees

its

swarms and prodigious reproductive capacity,

ther into the African bee's range, the more

on average,
lost more new

that,

shoots to browsers and

with no

trees

Although the

KILLER BEES' KILLER BEES
The African honeybee, known for

tions of honeybees. But as apiculturist Susan

more nitrogen and
the soil below the

in

:>»

may
Todd

Biologist

tree.

T

c

States, often displacing established popula-

Davis, has found

many of

some

it

i{ ;\

and

nests

Palmer, of the University of California,

and moans.

from

pushed out of the

is

help fertihze the

under

ants

from

refuse

onto the ground below, where

and with every breeze, the trees produce an eerie chorus of faint whistles
Experimentally removing

The

these forays, along with the bodies of

r

:>»

four ant species live

Although

trees.

all

four are likely

be found within any given acre of

com-

black-cotton savanna, they are

of one another, and

pletely intolerant
single tree

is

rarely

a

occupied by more

than one species. Simple experiments

we

have

conducted

demonstrate

how

maintained.

When we

this

Palmer

with

exclusivity

is

together

genetically identical daughters. In addition,

energy so that ants are directed to the

branches of neighboring trees that are

they exude pheromones that deceive African

most vulnerable plant

occupied by different ant

species, skir-

bees into treating them as queens, thus allow-

the point

ing the Cape bee invaders and their clones to

growth.

The

trees

appear to invest their

tissues.

The whistUng thorn tree is stmgy in
other ways as well. Some acacia species
offer their ant colonizers a
diet,

producing nitrogen,

complete

lipids,

and

other nutrients in food packets, often

at

the tips of growing leaves. A. drepanolobitiin

provides

no such

service, forcing

the ants to leave the tree to forage for

tie

mishes immediately begin

at

of contact. Sometimes an uneasy peace,
with each colony in control of

its

own

temporarily established, but

tree,

is

more

often,

dominate the colonies. As
African

a result,

the South

bee industry has been devastated.

("The African bee. Apis meltifera scutellata,

to take

threatened in her South African homeland by

over the other. Pairs of ants locked in

the Cape bee. Apis metlifera capensis," American

one colony attempts

mortal combat

fall

from the

trees

Uke

Bee Journal, June 1999)

drops of rain, and the carnage continues

DEEPEST DIVING
All African acacias are

mammals, may turn out to include the

covered with thorns, a

of

defense against giraffes,

world's

left,

and other browsing

MAMMAL

Beaked whales, one of the least-known groups

champion deep-sea

divers.

One

kind,

the nort;hern bottlenose whale, was monitored

Nova Scotia by Sascha

mammals. The whistling

off the eastern coast of

thorn acacia, opposite page,

Hooker and Robin Baird, of Dalhousie Univer-

hosts several species of

sity

which nest in the

ants,
tree's

bulbous thorns. Some

in

Halifax.

searchers

Using a crossbow, the

attached

suction-cupped

recorders with radio transmitters to

two

of the ants attack all

swimming

intruders; others are

ing data ever gathered for beaked whales.

freeloaders, defending the
tree

little, if

at

all.

re-

data
free-

individuals, producing the first div-

During normal daily foraging, bottlenose

whales regularly dive to more than 2,600 feet.
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other animaLs; on one dive, one

of the whales descended to 4,700 feet.

By

one of the colonies

until

wiped

is

out.

Natural takeovers, conducted by estab-

comparison, sperm whales forage at 1,300-

lished colonies

-2,000 feet and elephant seals at 1,100-2,300

sionist

feet,
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embarking on expan-

campaigns, are equally violent.

The outcomes of

although individual dives may double

these battles are

the tree, because each ant spe-

those distances. Northern bottlenose whales

vital to

can remain submerged for as long as seventy

cies has a different relationship

minutes at a time and are believed to feed

host tree.

The red-and-black

cocktail

black-and-yeUow cocktail ant
ceps) are the

most

one of the

trees,

(C.

iiigri-

militant against her-

Within seconds

bivores.

its

and the

(Crematogaster mimosae)

ant

with

touching

ot

an intruder

attacked

is

by a horde of biting ants. As alarmed
workers race about with abdomens

common

held high (the source of the

name

pheromone
fumes inspire trantic activity on neighboring branches. Soon the entire tree is
a

mainly on certain kinds of squid that

near

the

seafloor

in

live

submarine

on or

canyons.

"cocktail ant"), their

mass of mandibles. For the object of

such an ant attack, the

Linsey

Stapley

Hooker and Baird believe that their depth-

biologist

recorder data, together with previous sonar

showed

soundings, indicate that "these whales may

tempting to browse

make greater use

black-and-yeUow cocktail

of deep portions of the water?

column than any other mammal so

far stud-

ied." ("Deep-diving behavior of the northern

whale,

bottlenose

Hyperoodon

ampuUatus

can be

result

memorable: University of Cambridge
that

recently

goats bitten while
trees

So

ellec-

palachians have uncovered evidence that about

ally

3,000 years ago. Native Americans in the

thorns

re-

A

third

the slender black acacia ant

is

more

armed with
passive,

a

gener-

not attacking unless the swollen

—

fiUed with worker ants, pupae,

winged

—

colonies thrive even in the

thorns;

stumps of dead

on

acacias

opened by

surrounding forest.

researchers.

favor of

ants to

the other.

Analyzing ancient pond sediments near a
cluster of rock shelters in Kentucky's

Cumber-

The primary value ot these
an acacia may He not in defense

are busy gleaning pollen,

found that the deepest layers (about 8,000

sibly fungal spores as well,

years old) contained fossil pollen and other

trees' surfaces.

absence of

fire.

only in the

Layers deposited after about

3,000 years ago, however, show

a

dramatic

change. Early Native Americans— who had lived
in the area as hunters since

Age— had

the end of the Ice

by then settled year-round in rock

disease:

The
nizes

day and night, workers

trees

mutualistic relationship has shifted in

one partner

Making

little

at

the expense of

matters potentially

ant

trees,

the

competitively

ner in battles with other ant species

at all.

sjostedti)

is

from the

The

to

black

pays relatively

attention to herbivores.

horned

cocktail

over possession of a

no good

we

once

dominant, often coming out the win-

fourth species ot ant that colo-

cocktail ant (C.

de-

and very pos-

whistHng thorn acacias appears

do the

then,

see evidence that the balance in a

black

from

— trees that thrive

sjostedti,

worse for the whisthng thorn

land range, paleoecologists Hazel and Paul Del-

and hardwoods

and C.

against herbivores but in protection

court, of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville,

signs of a forest dominated by cedar, hemlock,

forcibly

are

a lax

their part. In the relationship be-

tween

and

monkeys, baboons, or

Thus,

more nesting space for the ants and
may represent an evolved "selfishness"

ately set fires transformed the nature of the

adults

trees.

fense against beetles actually results in

gion became a settled people whose deliber-

patas

hol-

sjostedti nests in

branches rather than in the swollen

herbivores.

nasty sting but

C.

occu-

rarely

Archaeologists working in the southern Ap-

drepauolobiiiut,

low spaces within dead and dying

Society of London B, 1999)

is

colonies of the

.

of C. mi-

nigriceps that trees

(Tetraponera peiizigi),

when we removed

the other ant species that inhabit A.

pied by either of these species are only

species,

whistling thorn acacias grew faster

ants refused

[Cetacea: Ziphiidae]," Proceedings of the Royal

PREHISTORIC FIRE POWER

(in fact,

black cocktail ant) Significantly, unlike

tive are the defensive efforts

damaged by

by

damage on

this ant

defended by

to approach those trees again.

mosae and C.

at-

canopy, mfiictmg extensive
acacias colonized

Long-

tree.

In addition to being soldiers, ants

and engineers. In these
spheres, the evolutionary interests of
ants and trees are often in direct conare farmers

flict.

Both the red-and-black

cocktail

girdle

ant and the black cocktail ant, for ex-

stems and kiU entire sections of the tree

ample, tend scale insects that feed on

beetles,

for example,

—

—

The branches of whistling thorn acacias

r 'A

:j

J-]

and poLlen

shelters. Charcoal

"pruned" by the parasitic black-and-

A
in

C

T u

sediments from

Palace Pond, just above the rock shelters

Cliff

yellow cocktail ant are densely covered

of Cliff Palace Cave, indicate that the inhabi-

with both slender and bulbous thorns,

tants were using

Pruning slows the trees' growth and

left.

often sterilizes them.

to clear the land for culti-

fire

vation of native plants and trees. In the

younger

layers, the researchers

later,

found evidence

of oaks, chestnuts, pines, and sugar maples

minimizing contact with

we

more

other,

competitively dominant ants.

When

stage conflicts by cormecting the

branches of adjacent

colonies of

trees,

all trees

prune

this

species.

these ants

risk,

of a

selectively: the sides

open space or

face

any other

are

tree that

occupied by ants

are

of the same species are not pruned

burned-over

in

soil

— along

with evidence of fruits and seeds of plants that

grow

C. nigriceps are evicted from their trees

more often than
Responding to

that can resprout easily from charred

stumps or seeds

rapidly in

sunny clearings.

A few hundred

miles southeast of the

Cum-

berlands, in the Blue Ridge Mountains, the Del-

courts found a similar pattern for other prehistoric settlements along streams. In spring
fall,

these ancient peoples set

fire

and

to the upper

as

slopes of mountainsides, a practice the Chero-

severely as sides that face trees colo-

kee conti'nued into the late nineteenth century

nized by

(Where

rivals.

it

the only

is

ant species to inhabit the acacias, as in

the

trees'

them

saplike

milking

vascular systems,

honeydew, a

for their

nutritious,

Supporting the "live-

fluid.

the parts of Tanzania

We

away the

Nowhere

the potential conflict

is

between

and

their spe-

whistUng thorn

acacias,

ciahzed ant occupants.

however, than on a whisding thorn tree

ample, are

occupied by C.

than others?

nigriceps,

the black-and-

species careflilly

rissues that

New

tips

ot

shoots, as well as stem

most growing
buds.

remove the

this

contain both leal and flower

branches are "allowed" to

grow mainly

in proximity to swollen

thorns, ensuring that the nectar-rich

glands

on new

leaves are easily accessi-

ble to workers inside the thorns.

rime,

all

this

pruning

Over

affects the tree's

compact and

architecture, creating a

size, as

some

for ex-

Is it

a

question of colony

research by Palmer suggests, or

of the chemical weaponry possessed by

some

ants but not

many such
is

by others? Although

human

Arctic to the
its

a

as oaks and pines have been declining in the

—but

Appalachian highlands— partly as the result of
a fire-suppression policy to encourage the re-

bene-

growth of logged forests. Instead of the ex-

have found on the savan-

pected pines and oaks, however, maple, black

beneficial bacteria

relationships are always mutually

As we

what

is

good

for

one

not necessarily

partner in a symbiosis

colonized bv other ant species. Black-

good

and-yeUow

cocktail ants have thus be-

flicts

of interest

preventing the host tree

ficial

arrangement can evolve into one

might and,

as

as large as it

they

buds, sterilizing

The

results

chew

off

otherwise
its

for the other.

is

And where

exist, a

con-

mutually bene-

of exploiter and exploited.

periments suggest that pruning also
benefits the resident ant colony

by

fire-intolerant trees

and

is

a professor of evolution

ecology at the University of California,

Davis, where

Truman Young

is

an assistant

professor of environmental horticulture.

now domi-

nate the area. The Delcourts suggest that using
fire

selectively

may

restore these forests to

their pre-Columbian composition. ("Prehistoric

human use

of

fire,

the Eastern agricultural com-

and Appalachian oak-chestnut forests:

paleoecology of

Maureen Stanton

it.

gum, and other

plex,

flower

of our most recent ex-

In recent decades, such fire-adapted trees

digestive system,

ent from the spreading canopies of trees

from gro\\ang

ing elk, deer, and buffalo.

a mistake to think that such

many

would be

nas of East Africa,

parasites,

Widely spaced

chestnuts, oaks, and hickories thrived, produc-

is

from the Hchen-covered rocks of the

it

forest.

ing nuts and acorns in abundance and attract-

symbiosis

uitous feature of the natural world

with

open up dense

ubiq-

clear:

and black swollen thorns

come

in order to

questions remain, one thing

abundantly

ficial.

^very differ-

Why,

species better fighters

formidable mass of branching stems

—

all

interactions

between ant and plant more apparent,

yellow cocktail ant. Workers of

Sta-

have yet to fully unravel

complex

the

trees' life fluids.

where Linsey

black-and-yellow

the

cocktail ant dispenses with pruning.)

stock" of these two ant species HteraUy
drains

works,

pley

American

Cliff

Antiquity

Palace Pond, Kentucky,"

63

[2],

1998;

Columbian Native American use of

"Prefire

on

southern Appalachian landscapes," Conservation Biology 11 [4],

1997)— Richard

Milner

'"'J^^^X^iCyV^:',:

ur jeep

amid

-;

bumped

cic^iwfr ;Mi*f-ari
hsOii'-^SX

iiiLi

zsiBV

along the dirt road

elouds of fine red dust. As

tll':^

Ubii pull

had

Kp)^
U.

tjniv^ibii

I

my

as-

peered

^ wjndscreen at the
ihiuuy

cj-ri

r

e eould tell
about an

jre
jjir

reaches of

(ndia in an arid
lleopards, sloth
bi^iixii.,,

ijixlp^d

ii/iiiiL-j

—mid

d.

teles. It

was De-

cember, the denning month for these wild
dogs, and we fervently hoped that the tracks
would lead us to the dhole pack's den. This
time, however, our search was in vain.
Tracking dholes aU over the Nilgiris for
I have come to See them
epitomizing these mountains and their
ecology. The dogs are superbly adapted to the
area's miosaic of vegetation types as well as to
its composition and distribution of prey.

the past seven years,
as
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Dholes

much

are as

a

11/99

home

at

Although

in

the arid scrub of the Nilgiris
as

they

open

are

in

and

grasslands

its

wet,

India's Nilgiri

tea

plantations

Tlie

(foreground)

of the dog

wasn't helped,

large swaths

Kipling's

of natural

portrayal of

landscape. The

with

transformation

canids, the dhole (also

of wilderness

the Asiatic wild dog)

is

such as the

member

The

shola forest (in

male weighs

the distance)

pounds, the female up to

open

also

tropical forests but
plains.

Dhole popula-

everywhere have dimin-

tions

principally because of massive

lurid

—and

a savage killer

as

it

unfair

Among

"no manners."

of

genus.

its

much

as

known

dhole,

the

as

govern-

colonial

British

The

grams.

is

with a paler un-

two fewer molar teeth on

the lower jaw and a thicker muzzle than most other

much of its energy toward preying
mammals (such as deer, boar, and ante-

Wildhfe

Indian

Act ot 1972 brought the dhole a small measure of
rehef by classifying

has

vermin and targeted
other "vermin"
tigers and leopards) by

ment's carnivore-control pro-

thirt^--

tail.

which

In nineteenth-cen-

such

as forty-six

derbelly and a black

their prey.

(along with

adult

threatens the

and the poaching of

sified as

as

Coat color

habitat loss

tury India, these dogs were clas-

the sole

seven pounds.

The

Suma-

ished greatly in recent decades,

variable; a rusty red predominates,

whose

to

imagine, by

I

not only erodes

habitat and prey

terrain,

family. Its reputation

the soil but also

dhole,

uous and

Jungle

have supplanted

mountainous

and covered not only decid-

tra

known members

least

adapt-

its

from Siberia

torically

Books, but the animal remains

one of the

name

scientific

evokes

the dhole's range extended his-

forests.

dhole in

ized the

its

alpinus)

ability to

Rudyard Kipling immortal-

In southern

Hills, right,

relatively

its

evergreen-clotted

(Cuon

it

as a

protected species. But

fewer than 15,000 of the dogs survive in

all

of

with about one-third Hving in the south.

India,

are inexorably

canids, directs

Moreover, while

strict

conservation controls are

declining.

on

enforced in some

areas,

elsewhere the dhole's habi-

large

tat is steadily

being chipped away.

During the month of December, in the 124Mudumalai Wildhfe Sanctuary in

square-mile

KARNATAKA
KERALA

Tamil

Nadu

—my

principal

—dhole

study area

females Utter deep in earthen dens

on the banks of

dry streambeds, where the pups are

from the

safe

nocturnal predations of marauding hyenas and roving leopards. While the mother spends
NILGIRI

MOUNTAINS

'

all

her time

suckling and guarding the pups, the rest of the pack

hunts in a smaller area than usual (ten square miles
TAMIL

rather than thirty), often bringing back

NADU

lactaring mother.

At one month

transferred, usually to a cave.

quendy

leaves

them

older siblings. Pack

lope) but supplements

and rodents. In India
spotted deer.

Among

features

whistle

is

its

its

its

diet

with berries,

major prey

is

insects,

the chital, or

the dhole's most distinctive

—

a

high-pitched

call

appar-

ently used to coordinate cooperative hunting.

The

is made easier by their habit of
communal latrines at frxed places

locating of dholes

defecating in

—

habit also displayed

wild dogs.
visited

last.

One

by wolves,

can therefore

jackals,
tell

and African

when

the pack

seconds.

They

jostling them,

old, the

members

fre-

regurgitate semidi-

which gulp

it

down

in

of pups by

activity that helps prepare the

for their Uves as predators
flexes, alertness,

pups are

of one of their

also participate in the care

an

for the

The mother then

in the care

gested meat for the pups,

meat

by improving

pups

their re-

and muscle tone. The adult dogs

remain on the lookout for danger; a small

from them sends the pups scampering

The pack changes abode

signal

for cover.

often over the next few

months, possibly to prevent predators from detecting the accumulated odors of leftover meat and pup
feces.

By

the end of March, the pups, having

grown

rapidly,

on hunts, waiting in the
make the kills. Six months
ready to join the chase. They kiU

follow the adults

bushes while their elders
later,

the pups are

first time when they are a year and a half old.
The Mudumalai sanctuary is in the northern

for the

foothiUs of the Nilgiris, in

ciduous

forest.

patterns of

The

predominandy

home

range, are intimately linked with the distri-

bution and biolog\' of chital in the sanctuary

though they hunt another
and other herbivores

bar,

Herds ot

absent).

dr\r

de-

patches of grass

dholes' hunting strategies

and

most

movement,

as

well

as

the size ot their

—within

plantations.

F

species
in areas

chital

where

—one-third
1

of

a square mile, at

and inside teak

have counted

each patch serves

home

such

as a

range of one dhole pack;

feeding ground for

seven chital herds, which rarely
Starting at

move

as

many

as

one extremity of its range, the dhole

patches in a fLxed sequence; return
order.

The dogs hunt

to seven days before

visiting the

visits

occur in

in a single spot tj-om

moving

on. After a hunt,

the chital remain in a heightened state of vigilance
for a

few

days,

and

I

In an unusually

public display,

days-old dhole

tar.

pack keeps traveling in one direction,

one

five

ewer than 15,000 dholes survive in all
of India, About one-third of them live in
the south of the subcontinent

patches within the

random

chital are

congregate on small

stands ot native trees

Kethan and

(al-

of deer, the sam-

suspect that the dholes

move

pups,

left,

cavort outside
their den.

Above: Adults
gather before
the day's hunt
begins.

'tKY
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on when the increased

alertness

of the

chital leads

to diminishing hunting success for the dogs.

Mudumalai

In stark contrast to the
are the lush, wet,

southern,

lowland evergreen

windward

side

of the

Nilgiris.

of Silent Valley National Park,

site

sanctuary'

forests

on the

This

is

the

a tiny (thirU'-

five-square-mile) preserve that receives

up

to spread during the

transformed

to

200

The

humans

difficult for

to reach. Birds such as the

half of this century, have

cultivation

of the landscape.

of such vegetables

carrots

as

and

potatoes has also loosened the topsoil. As a result

high

\vith

rainfall

now

Nilgiris

exacerbating the situation

—

the

regularly experience catastrophic

landsHdes and the washing away of tons of topsoil.

inches of rain annually. Surrounded by high ridges,
it is

first

much as 40 percent

as

In 1986, in part to contain the deleterious ef-

of

fects

human

inter\'enrion in this fragile ecosys-

black and orange flycatcher and the white-bellied

tem, the government of India created the 2,000-

blue flycatcher, endemic to the Nilgins, thrive

square-mile Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve,
passing the Nilgiri HiUs

keeps nervous

But because ot the scarcity of prey, not many
dhole packs are drawn to this area. Those that do

watch.

come

Kerala.

A herd

of chital

there.

here tend to relv on ambushes

more than on

Nadu, and

ritory in the states of Karnataka, Tamil

The

encom-

well as surrounding ter-

as

creation of the reser\-e, however, has

not halted the alteration of the Nilgiris. Although
the sudden, large-scale transformation of wilderness that occurred ^^dth the
tions has ceased, the face

Cattle grazing

ing.

and

first

wave of tea planta-

of the hiUs keeps changillegal

logging continue,

and multitudes of people are being drawn

to this

once sparsely populated area to work on such undertakings as the Pykara hydroelectric project, east

of the Mudumalai sanctuary. With the people have

come water

pollution, forest

otic weeds,

and the depletion of timber.

The

fires,

central high plateau has

the spread of ex-

been

transformed, but tigers and leopards

significantly
still

cUmb up from Silent
of mongoose still have a

there, elephants stiH

and three species

Sambar take
then

day,

shelter

move

demic Nilgiri

c

remain

a heightened state of
vigilance for several days after dholes
have been hunting in the vicinity,
hital

m

sent

on the slopes of the plateau. The chital is abon the plateau, where the sambar, a larger ani-

mal,

is

crags

the dhole's chief prey. Because the grasslands

of the high plateau enable prey to

ridge towers over the valley, forming

number compared with seven in, say,
Mudumalai sanctuary) to ensure an adequate
pool ot dogs for long-distance chases. They also
(about ten in

northern and eastern boundaries, then

to a 6,500-foot-high plateau

with

a

levels

oS

temperate

the

need

to reach higher speeds than in the tree-tan-

ecosystem ot "shola forests" (pockets of stunted,

gled Silent Valley.

gnarled evergreen trees) and rolling grasslands dot-

much

ted with

rhododendron bushes. These

grasslands

now

cover only a

Over

softwood pulp

fi-action

time, large swaths

into wattle and blue

grasslands,

un-

hindered by vegetation, dholes need a bigger pack

of vines and

clude swift pursuit.

toric range.

flee quickly,

lianas pre-

chases, because the thickets

its

The en-

an ungulate decimated by indis-

criminate poaching, holds on in the \Adndswept

in

A majestic

niche.

the shola forests during the

into the grasslands at dusk.

tahr,

prowl
Valley,

is

to feed India's

The real scourge of
tea. The climate and the

the
soil

of the Nilgiris are perfect for the cultivation of
high-quality tea.

And

the plantations,

which began

—

below

home

the plateau, dholes have

ranges than they do

sixty square rrdles

twenty or

compared

\\dth

down
about

thirty.

Dholes in Mudumalai harvest more prey than

were converted

gum plantations

industry-.

however,

natural

of their his-

larger

Up on

do

tigers

and leopards, making the canid the top

wonder
how some dhole packs survive there at all. The wet
season lasts fi-om the end of May to the end ot Oc-

predator of the three. Yet

tober; durin^ the

I

occasionally

1994 wet season, Kethan and

I

panic-stricken chital.

A

chital stag

thundered by

with two rufous blurs in hot pursuit and the
the pack following in their wake. Again

we

rest

of

lost the

edge of the sanctuan:

down a game

trail

attempt to cut
the

game

trail

We

but then

them

off,

lost sight

we

drove to a spot where

intersects the road.

the frantic alarm barks of a langur
eating

monkey) and the

of them. In an

shrill,

We

(a

then heard

species

yelping

of leaf-

calls

of a

their prey at a

water hole.

mg

herself and her

several

ftitile

attempts to separate a fawn from

Left:

A sambar

tries to

defend

the herd, they were eventually thwarted, mainly by

fawn against

The dogs then
turned their attention to a young buck. Once again
they came up empty; the buck vaulted down into a

pair of dholes

them from

well-thicketed valley and disappeared.

opposite sides.

the maternal fury of a sambar doe.

on the eastern
watched them trotting

dholes finish off

fmd them half a mile farther down
the road. Crossing the Moyar River, they came
upon a small herd of sambar with two fawns. Makdholes, only to

located a pack hunting at 6:30 a.m.

Above: Hungry

It

was

now

midday, and the dhole pack should

have been resting

after a successfiil

though necessity often
dark, the dhole does

forces

most of

it

its

to

morning. (Al-

hunt well past

hunting by

day.)

By

6:30

This pack, however, had to keep hunting.

a

coming at

8)

I
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they looked exhausted. Suddenly two of them

dashed toward

a

clump

ot

bamboo by

the river.

A

herbivores, such as wild boar, muntjac, black-naped
hare,

and domestic

cattle.

But the dholes'

survival

troop of bonnet macaques roosting there began to

probably depends on

scream in alarm. But the two dholes sped away

turbation of this finely tuned system, whether

as

fast as

they had attacked, and the reason for their

caused by excessive

retreat

soon became

kills

On

clear.

the other bank, in the

cerned two

human

dim

twilight,

we

dis-

shapes lifting something out of

a critical density

human

of prey. Per-

scavenging of dhole

may

lead to crashes

of both prey and dhole populations.

Strict conser-

or by habitat deterioration,

vation controls are enforced in the

Mudumalai

sanctuary to prevent such an outcome. Elsewhere,

he dhole does most of its hunting by
day; necessity often forces it to hunt
well past dark, however.

in contrast, not only

T

its

must the adaptable dhole

place and prey, but
against

humans and

SEX

it

all

must

tailor

rhythm of

existence to the natural shape and
also take

its

chances

might

do.

D

that they

AND SOCIABILITY
holes are remarkably social. They live in

packs of up to twenty-five, dominated by
a so-called alpha

male and alpha female

that pair during mating season, a single week in

September or October. Although each pack has
several adult females, the alpha female does all

the breeding. The alpha male displays the most

frequent sexual interest in the alpha female,
but subordinate males also show interest,

sometimes even mounting

M
The

pair turned out to be

members of

A dhole above

'^he

water.

scouts the

"^he

Jainu Kuruba, an indigenous people skilled in

terrain. At a

collecting

rally, right,

pep

a

honey

(Jainu

means "honey") and

in

tracking dholes. Alerted by the macaques' alarm

hunting to

two men had rushed to the spot where
^^^ dholes had just killed a young chital. They
drove the dholes away from the kill, forcing the

come. A three-

pack to

or four-year-old

vicinity of

pack sets the

mood

for the

male dhole,
opposite page,
top, is in its

prime.

caHs, the

down for the night, fainished. In the
human settlements, dholes lose more
^^an half their kills to human scavengers; one
rnight wonder why the dogs hunt in inhabited
areas at all. The reason is that huge numbers of chital

settle

seek protection against nocturnal predators such

as tigers

ments.

and leopards by congregating near

The

dholes' hunting success there

offsetting the animals' losses to

human

settle-

is

high,

scavengers.

The

balance between dholes and their prey spe-

cies has

not changed appreciably in the Mudumalai

sanctuary within the past decade. This

is

signifi-

cant, given that dholes kill almost every day.

enty percent of their prey are

chital,

with sambar

The reamong other

accounting for approximately 20 percent.

maining 10 percent

are distributed

Sev-

her.

I

have often

wondered whether these matings occur with the
knowledge of the alpha male.

If so, it

would

have implications for the evolution of sociality
in the species.

One

possibility is that the

dominant male allows subordinates to mate

Nilgiri foothills. Several

Getting There

views of the

The best time to observe wildlife in the

quaint government "rest houses," some

Mudumalai

of which offer spectacular armchair

Wildlife Sanctuary (and in

the rest of southern

Biosphere Reserve)

viewing of wildlife, are located within

India's Nilgiri
is

the sanctuary; for these,

from October to

February. Take a bus or taxi from Mysore

make

to the sanctuary's reception center at

Accommodation

Theppakadu, on the road between

resorts

Mysore and Udagamandalam (the

town

is

it's

best to

a reservation in Ooty.
is also available in

and guest houses around

Masinagudi, a small town about four

latter

miles from the sanctuary; international

known as Ooty). Or take the

picturesque train ride from Coimbatore to Ooty, and

guidebooks mention many of these. To learn more

then continue by road to Theppakadu. One road from

about the dhole, go to the Dhole Conservation

Ooty has thirty-six hairpin bends and heart-stopping

Web

site

(www.dcpbase.demon.co.uk/dcp).
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ndertakers
An organic

windfall, the

body of a dead whale

on the seafloor attracts an array of attendants
even years after the flesh
'

•'^isate

is

gone.
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Paintings by Michael

Rothman

MOBILE
SCAVENGER

STAGE—
.Scavengers can

devour the bulk of
a carcass in less

than six months.
Feeding on the

gr-

sai"

Lii^i^^^^n^xA

By Cheryl Lyn Dybas

flesh

and blubber

of a gray whale
are a Pacific

sleeper shark, a

>;

grenadier fish/:

f

it

hundreds of
orifice-invading

hagfish (blue),
large Paralomis
crabs,

and swarms

of amphipods
(inset).
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On an Alvin

five thy father hes;

bones

are coral

made:

above the dark.

found

i^Mwant to show you

^^

K

sea."

a grave,"

"one hidden

entist,

at

Tlie Tempest

intones the sci-

the bottom of the

hke headstones, the white

Sitting

skuU, ribs, and vertebrae are spaced just

mKt

inches apart.

But something of

hne speaks ot a leviathan.
"That skeleton was once

their out-

whale," explains

a

oceanographer Craig Smith, of the Universit)' of

The

Hawaii.
dents

lanky, fort^dsh Smith, graduate stu-

Amy Baco

and Amanda Jones, and

I

are re-

viewing videotape of an undersea journey taken
earHer in the day to the murk\' depths of the San

Diego Trough,

a Pacific

Ocean

basin

some

twent\'

miles off the southern California coast. This
first

evemng of a June 1998

is

the

research cruise aboard

the 274-foot Atlantis, operated by the

Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts. Gathered in the

vessel's

video and computer room,

gently rock to and fro

ENRICHMENT
OPPORTUNIST
STAGE-

whirrs. Atlantis

is

as

we

the videotape player

the mother ship of the deep-div-

ing submersible Alvin, wrhich carries three passengers to depths of almost 15,000 feet.

Ah'ins perfectly round inner sphere,

Bacteria and any

many

made of ti-

switches and gauges that

bits of flesh

tanium, has so

clinging to

looks Hke an airplane cockpit. Three viewing

bones or

ports,

decaying

in

each only tour inches wide,

front curve of the orb.

Covering

it

low on the
Almns white

sit

it is

nearby sediment

huU, topped by a bright orange conning tower, or

sustain

entryway, through

grenadier fish;

crawl to reach the inside of the titanium

Paralomis crabs;

chamber's hull

smaller,

gers

is all

is

a

pUot and

t\vo scientists
ball.

The

that separates the sub's passen-

from the crushing

Alvin

lobsterlike

which

pressures of the deep sea.

about to ferry

scientists

and sub pUots

—one per day—

galatheid crabs;

on

and a dense

graveyards in the Pacific. After each day's dive, the

six

scheduled dives

to

whale

carpet of minute

researchers, especially Smith, the expedition's chief

white polychaete

scientist,

worms. Thirty

yard,

months after the

Ah'ins hull.

"whale

fall"

wiU get a second look at that day's graveprovided by videotape cameras mounted on

More

than a decade ago. Smith

and far-reaching

made

a serendip-

At the bottom of

reaches the

itous

seafloor, only

the Santa CataHna Basin,

the skeleton

the California coast and

remains.

ocean's surface, he found evidence of Hfe after death.

discovery.

which the sub hovered just

bottom,

scientists

aboard sud-

living near deep-sea

hot springs or hydrother-

But here there were no vents.
Near the clam colony was the outline of a huge

mal

Into something rich and strange.

—Shakespeare,

SLlt\r

denly ghmpsed rows of large white clams Hke those

Those are pearls that were his eyes:
Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change

"

dive during

some thirty-five miles oS"
some 4,000 feet beneath the

vents.

creature, barely visible

through the

mud

stirred

up

by Ah'ins approach. As the cloud ot
tled,

brae,

ribs,

and

skull

cetacean. Because ot
It

particles set-

the researchers peered out at the giant verte-

was either

tingly

found

entists since

a

its

of

a

great length.

blue or a tin whale.

a clue to a

Un organkaUy enriched sediments near

seventy-toot-long

Smith believes

He

whale remains, polychaete worms can

had unwit-

mystery puzzHng ocean

sci-

hydrothermal vents were discovered a

reach densities of 2,000 per square foot
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on another

How

Alviii dive:

do the

of animals permanently attached to the vents

spread from one widely separated deep-sea vent

system to another, hundreds of miles away?
possible answer,

Smith learned,

is

"on

decomposing whale bones, which the
use

as

new

stepping-stones to

One

sulfide-rich

might

larvae

life

bacteria feasting
vents,

clams, tube

found in
chilly,

An

sunlit surface waters

but from

on chemicals spewed from the

process called chemoautotrophy.

a

decomwhich in-

discovered,

nearby sediment. Sulfide-rich whale

fdtrate the

bones could thus serve

tween vent and seep

way

as possible

stations

be-

of

habitats, allowing the larvae

chemoautotrophic animals to spread across the

vast

miles apart.

thousands of feet below the

ocean's surface. These creatures derive energy not

from plants growing in

where much of it, he

poses anaerobically to produce sulfides,

ocean floor with the help of remains spaced many

vents."

In 1977 researchers found that hydrothermal
vents support animal

seafloor,

worms, and mussels were

Giant

also later

other, similar habitats: cold seeps,

where

methane-rich or sulfide-rich water emerges

Six years

later.

Smith

hit a jackpot

Navy

a lost Titan missile led the U.S.

of sorts

when

to a site near

southern Cahfornia's San Nicolas Island. Using
sonar in an attempt to locate the missile, the

found the outlines of eight whale

instead

and reported them

Navy

carcasses

to Smith. Recently, in a quest

more bones. Smith got permission to recarcasses of dead whales that wash ashore and

for even
trieve

AMn

photograph
reveals the

jawbone and
six-foot-long
skull of a blue

or a fin whale

some 4,000
feet down in
the Santa
Catalina Basin.

from the

seafloor,

and hydrocarbon

seeps,

where pe-

troleum oozes from sediments. The animals in

chemoautotrophic-based communities

been found

in a

sunken ship

also

that contained cargo

rich in organic materials. "It appears that a
factor in aU these habitats

explains Smith,

—

bacteria

is

have

common

the presence of sulfides,"

"upon which chemoautotrophic

the base of this food

web

—

are feeding."

But these habitats can be ephemeral. According
some may last only ten years, and when
they fade away, the hfe that depends on them also
disappears. Considering the great distances from
one of these deep-sea "islands" to another and the
to Smith,

cold, hghtless

environment in between, researchers

them back out to sea. He hitches them to a
them seaward, attaches ballast to their
tails to make them sink, then cuts them loose above
great depths like those of the San Diego Trough
and Santa Cruz Basin. "Actually, his accomplices
to haul

boat, tows

sometimes do
raphy in La

ues,

found

cold seeps.

at sulfide-rich

A

hydrothermal vents and

dead whale's body sinks to the

a

whale washed up on the

of San Diego. The residents were des-

smeUed

so

bad and was

right outside their front doors. Since

Smith was in

Hawaii, Stokes

to

cies

this

of these adventures, he contin-

perate because the carcass

bones that Alvin had just brought to the

noticed that they were encrusted with several spe-

One

took place "when

Silver Strand

sistant

he

jokes partner-in-crime

CaUfornia, a participant in

Jolla,

week's cruise.

wondered how the larvae of vent and seep creatures moved from one site to another.
In 1987, when Smith inspected the whale
surface,

this part,"

Dale Stokes, of the Scripps Institution of Oceanog-

relates,

out to package

me

"he sent
it

up, so to speak,

out to sea with a chartered boat.
that

it

and another

took us eleven hours to get

It
it

as-

and tow

it

was so heavy

out

far

enough

drop over deep waters."
Expeditions to whale grave

and those

that

have led to

Smith has had

new

speculations

a

sites,

hand

on the

both natural
in creating,

possible

im-

portance of these remains of

On

he and

this cruise,

their ideas

—hypotheses

to local infusions

hope

to test

bones of sunken whales,

falls" as

havens for chemoauto-

way deep-sea animals

trophic creatures, and the

spond

in the deep sea.

about the succession of

creatures that colonize the

the role of "whale

life

his colleagues

re-

of organic material. Whale

little as

tour months and

the

is

cession of species that feast

stage in a suc-

first

on the whale." Once

the scavengers quit the scene, second-stage creatures, like

move

crabs,

in for

months. They dine on fleshy

to thirty

have wafted from the carcass onto the

particles that
seafloor,

worms and

polychaete

some four

and perhaps

also feed

on

Within

bacteria.

bones, Smith maintains, "are the largest natural

three to six feet of

sources of such organic enrichment in the deep.

polychaetes can reach densities of 2,000 per square

How

the fauna there makes use of them

give us insights into

how

it

wiU Ukely
would react to some-

thing like deep-sea relocation of sewage sludge, for

example. This

need

is

the deep ocean

as

disposal site for

we

information

all

is

will increasingly

looked

at as a possible

foot. After this stage, litde

bones contain rich

—then

crew

last

bacteria

On

the second

of which harbor chemoautotrophic bacteria in

sulfide-rich
that live

ous.

With

the help of these bacteria, the

compounds

on the bones

When

both varied and numer-

Amy
fall

Uttle

Baco brought up ver-

off the California coast,

more than one square yard

communities can survive

tom of

Such

of bone.

for years: the assemblage

of creatures Smith discovered in 1987

creatures to spread across the

use of the

they found 5,098 animals, representing 178 species,

on

larvae of chemoautotrophic

make

whale bones. Animals

in

are

Smith and

tebrae from one whale

hydrothermal vents, allowing

bacteria but also

and mussels, some

third-stage creatures are able to

stopovers between

Whale

the cleanup

in the process. This third

Uneup includes not only

their bodies.

x^ould whale bones serve as

—

further decompose, forming sulfides

and other compounds
and

but bones.

is left

oils that

certain species of worms, clams,

kinds of materials."

All kinds of materials, indeed.

whale remains, half-inch-long

bot-

at the

the Santa Catalina Basin was stiU going

strong in 1995.

vast ocean floor?

At 8:00 A.M. on our
ship's

evening of the

cruise,

I

look out to gray

skies

and

third

morning

at sea,

the

positioning thrusters suddenly rev up, an-

nouncing

that Ahnii

is

ready to

come out of

its

grayer waters: the Pacific in June, overcast but with

"hangar" and inch along a cog railway leading to

mercifully calm seas. As Atlantis rocks back and

the ship's stern. At the end of this railway, the sub
wiU be hfted off the ship via a massive pivoting Aframe crane and gently set down on the surface of
the sea. On today's dive are Baco and Frederic Martini, a University of Hawaii expert on hagfishes.

forth,

I

at sea.

wonder what
I

picture

my

would be like to be buried
body at rest, forever undis-

it

turbed in some kind of undersea kingdom.
I

on

voice this notion to Smith, who's walking by

his

way

"Burial
to

to prepare Alvin for the next day's dive.

at sea

is

actually the quickest

way on

earth

be recycled," he cautions. "The undertakers of

the deep

—

food

large
that."

the parade of animals that

falls,

like

show up

—

whale and other bodies

Picturing sharks,

I

shiver.

at

six

weeks ago

coordinates,"

see to

"Sharks are the

least

who's working side by side with Smith on

As we would

when

than 5,000

When

whale bodies

floor, explains

spots

off."

sink to the ocean

Smith, they are reduced to skeletons

by scavengers such
tive,

first

you

as hagfishes,

which

are primi-

eel-Hke fishes of the depths. "That can take

as

carcass,

later see

f%atch

a

slee^

shark at a whale'
carcass. visit

morndepth of more
late

Baco

Finally, off in the distance,

white ropes snaking into darkness

used to tow the whale out to

sea.

—

the Hnes

Undulating in

slow motion just inches from the carcass

is

a

grenadier, a deep-sea "rattail" fish with huge, dark
eyes, the better to see

its

—

prey

—

or a carcass

Jjl5:i:yry .C'JiSi
..

on videotape, Baco and

the sub has reached a
feet.

we may

but

a bit to find the exact site."

Martini don't locate their quarry until
ing,

actually the smaller,

slithering, creeping things that finish

just

Cruz Basin. "From GPS
Baco explains, "we know approxiin the Santa

have to roam around

on

"It's

whale sunk by Smith

mately where to look for the

an array of bone- and sediment-samphng devices
the sub's front end.

they

sub's pilot, Steve Faluotico,

will try to locate a gray

yjyj'j'jjii iij/iii

of the problems," adds Bryce Glaser, Smith's technician,

Along with the

with.

__j.iia6Ba
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muck from

the bottom, and a

constellation of silty particles surrounds the whale,

temporarily obscuring

and

clears,

a

its

form.

Then

the tempest

mass of white blubber appears.

A boon

whale blubber. "That may

view ot

early

drowned

a

Alvin hovers near the whale for several hours as

SULFOPHILIC

the scientists collect blubber and sediment samples.

STAGE-

Then

Fissured bone

climb to the surface.

The whale once

decomposes to

darkness, invisible to

all

produce sulfides

tures

the submersible puUs

away and begins the
again Ues in

eyes but those of the crea-

of the Santa Cruz Basin.

that permeate

Un whale vertebrae from

chemoauto-

one

site.

Smith and Baco

(which thrive on

found 5,098 animals,

inorganic

178

representing

compounds

on

species,

rather than from

sunlight) with

little

more than one square

nourishment for

yard of bone.

years. Here

bones and

limpets (violet,

Back down the sub goes, day after day. On one
Ahnn returns to the burial ground ot a dead
whale released by Smith above the San Diego
Trough in June 1996. The sub nears the grave site,
but there's little left of life except a jumble of
bones or so it seems at first. At dive's end, bone

with white

and surrounding sediment samples

sediment are
crowded with
Idas mussels
(golden);
Cocculina

dive,

—

are

unloaded,

The

carefully carried into the lab,

and

tubes atop the

particles contain a profusion

of living organisms.

shells);

"Several clams and

galatheid crabs;

falls live

hundreds of

rather than

polychaete

worm

live

worms

sifted.

characteristic

dark

of whale

in the enriched sediment near the bones

on the bones themselves,"

explains

and dead

Smith. "Sometimes we're lucky enough to get

vesicomyid

fair

clams; white,

much

as

The

mussels,

miniature fingernails, wUl be pre-

served for later genetic comparison with other
mussels of the same species from different whale-

body, with hagfish protruding from every orifice."

energy from

explains.

fall sites.

comments, "from an

trophic creatures

ing so

elongated bodies attempting to sHther into every

be where the mythical Medusa idea originated," he

providing

Smith

decomposing bones,"
which look like noth-

for Martini, hagfish are everywhere, their twirUng,

possible crevice in the

the seabed,

off sulfides emitted by the

number of them

My

nose leads

a

in a sediment sample."

me

to the ribs

and vertebrae.

hairlike bacterial

Reeking of sulfur and softened by long exposure

mats; and the

water, the bones are catalogued and photographed.

marine snail

I'm soon handed a pair of forceps and put to work

Astyris.

on one of four

to

vertebrae, painstakingly picking oit

hundreds of translucent, quarter-inch-long mussels
called Idas washingtonia. "Idas

third-stage animal

is

a

member of

community, the one

the

that lives

The

mussels share space on the bones with

animals that Smith discovered (and that
his

name): a Hmpet

named

now

bear

Cocculina craigsinithi

and

worm

called

Hannotlwe

Later that night,

when

the sun has nearly set and

a polychaete

craigsmithi.

bone
up several steep flights of
stairs to the bridge. Looking out to sea from behind
a panorama of glass windows, I spot a pod of fm
the scientists have started a second shift of

picking,

my way

make

I

whales off in the distance. Were
the only sounds

would be the

they break the surface.
realize I've

ror about

come

what happens

the ocean,

I

By our

full circle.

now

I

sighs

outside,

I

think,

of the whales

final night at sea,

as
I

Bypassing a certain hor-

to a

body

in the depths of

have the feeHng that burial

at sea

is

maybe not so terrible a way to be recycled.
Beyond providing an understanding of these

ocean oases and determining

how

the denizens of

the depths respond to large windfalls of organic

Smith's research

material.
death,
others.

one creature can
It's

a celebration

documents how,

sustain the Uves ot

of

a sea

whales to hagfishes and crabs, to
lusks,

to

change

in

many

—

fr-om

worms and mol-

chemoautotrophic creatures that will

never see the light ot

day.

D
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This View of

Stephen Jay Gould
A

Celebration of a Quarter Century of Natural

History Columns by America's Evolutionist Laureate
Twenty-five years ago, in January 1974, Harvard

Gould began writing

paleontologist Stephen Jay

View of Life,"

"This
this

of monthly

his series

magazine. In the tradition of

Huxley (who was known

as

Thomas Henry

Darwin's bulldog),

Gould ranged widely over philosophy,
ence,

art,

and

literature

—

essays for

history, sci-

aU from the perspective of

an evolutionary biologist.

Gould took

from the concluding sentence of Charles Dar-

his title

win's Origin of Species.

While others shrank from the idea of an animal

ancestry for humans,

Darwin had trumpeted, "There

this

view of

life."

To

date,

Gould

that rubric

and wiU continue

(January

2001, by

1,

At

this milestone,

to write

a series

them up

Many

to the

of these

millennium

essays

have been

of popular, influential books.

some of Gould's many

leagues offer thoughts about the

grandeur in

has written nearly 300 essays under

his reckoning).

and republished in

collected

is

man and

and col-

friends, fans,

achievements.

his

-^^^5^
EDWIN BARBER

Public Library. There

Vice Chairman and Senior Editorial
Director,

Not long

W.W. Norton & Company

ago, Charles Darwin's evolu-

tionary "view of life" was not so

revered or reviled in America

simply ignored

—trapped

much

as it

was

in science

I

first

came

across

Natural History and read an essay entitled "Size

graphs

in,

clear: in

and Shape." Several parasaw a big principle made

I

prose both elegant and reassur-

ingly down-to-earth,
curiosities as

why

it

explained such

elephants must have

classrooms and technical monographs,

such big bones, and Gothic cathedrals

without

their flying buttresses.

a

messenger to carry

lectual riches to a

its

intel-

wider audience. In

That afternoon,

—

I

books in print?"
wrote

to Steve

later,

giving evolutionary biology an excit-

about the piece

ing voice, Stephen Jay Gould proved

turned out, under the rubric "This

across

that a great audience awaits great writ-

View of Life" and thus a most contingent' event, which proved that although luck may favor the prepared

Harvard's

mind,

case after case

ing about science.
In

1974

I

was

W.W. Norton and
able to

a

new

editor at

blessed by being

spend hours in the

New

York

it is

^his

first

column,

it

nonetheless luck. "What's a

smart fellow Hke you doing with no

I

asked. Several days

we had lunch

in

Cambridge,

Massachusetts, and then walked back

Harvard Yard to

Steve's office, a

cavernous former exhibit space in
Zoology.

Museum

of Comparative

The room was

animal, the

of

filled

trilobites

Bahamian land

with

and "his"

snail

(genus

who

was seated down the

what was

surely the

Gould,

world's largest collection of

embossed

third-base line with his father.

Cerion),

as

well as

plastic airline coffee cups.

also a

photograph of Steve,

Ethan, and Joe DiMaggio

Soon

There was
his

son

at a Little

Tlie

after, I

signed Steve to write

Mismeasure of Man.

years later,

when

Not

until three

Steve had thirty-

League park in San Francisco. DiMag-

three

gio holds a baseball, fouled off his bat

occur to either of us that the Natural

and

History pieces should be gathered be-

at

Yankee Stadium

in the forties

caught by a very young Stephen Jay

columns under

tween hard

covers.

The

his belt,

first

did

it

collection,

Illustration by

A WINDOW

INTO Stephen Jay Gould's

WORLD: Readers may spot a panda's
FACE (a REFERE.NCETO HIS BOOK THE
Panda 's Thumb) as well as Irish elk

Edward Tyson's "pygmie" (a
and GOULD'S BELOVED
YOUNG
Cerion snails. The setting is a palace
iN Jaipur visited by Gould and
Rosamond Purcell.
ANTLERS,

CHIMP),

Rosamond

W. Purcell

and Dennis Purcell

"
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He

of his head.

Some

can

J

and

sense the gist of an important issue

cut to the

m

as

hard

as

he does. That's

now as
when my

true

as

more Norton titles bearing
Steve's name followed, mcluding three
national best-sellers. As millions of

wife and

copies sold around the world, Steve's

lection of trUobites that Steve's prede-

books found

public eager for not

cessor,

more of

Steve's

1976. Ten

a

more of Gould but

science in

all its

between good

variety. If the barrier

writing and a

scientific

audience no longer

lay

also

was back in the

late 1960s,

went up

I

Cambridge

to

to

the Goulds and the fabulous col-

visit

Harry Whittington, had

left in

Dinner over,
the evening getting late, we went to
Harvard

bed, but

as

office.

was dropping

I

off,

heard

I

is

be-

the sound of Steve's

by-now-famous

it

and

manual typewriter

he wrote a re-

exists, it

Gould stepped over
then knocked it down.
cause Steve

it

view

(I

think

it

as

was of a new pubHca-

tion of the letters of Charles Lyell).

Man,

NILES ELDREDGE

guy could put the time

that

Curator of Invertebrate Paleontology,

But

American Museum of Natural History,

ily insight.

and coauthor (with Stephen Jay

proud

Gould) of the theory
of punctuated equilibria

how good

So

is

The guy

you.

his head.

whatever.

He
He

Steve Gould?

has eyes in the
sees stuff

and

than anyone
I've

saw

I

met,
really

a senior

—and

We had

at

an ex-

travaganza of a church cookout and

sight into a

some of the most gorgeous
on Earth. But Steve, at least in

which

show: of the
snail

his

huge

in-

signal

man

head. Here's

were

in

said at the outset

And when

Little

know: Steve and

Rock, Arkansas,
a

I

to

cover the

American Association

We

in

well-publicized

"equal time" creationism
testify,

I

trial,

trial

for

he

to

for the

the

Ad-

Science's magazine Sci-

together for the air-

left

port for our flight back to La Guardia,

doing

a

joint

TV

interview in the car

earliest

pa-

my

usual and order a martini. Steve

sips

water or something.

pers.

that

it is

if it is

he

eyes be-

hap-

sees what's

a

few degoing

sees what's

behind him, he jumps

I

have

who works

Like Reggie Jackson, he

said,

stirs

the

his head.

ALAN DERSHOWITZ

In

all

my

remember dominating
tion (atypically;

years of teaching with Steve,

have never seen

words

him

We talk,

I

do

and

I

the conversa-

no doubt the booze).

flustered or at a

—except

once. In our

"Thinking About
Thinking," he had been presenting a
course

lecture

entitled

on the randomness of nature

and referred

tum

plays dice

with the world."

by walking up
writing,

gued
if

famous dic-

to Einstein's

"I shall never believe that
I

"Gould or God?"

that if

God

the universe

is

God

responded

to the blackboard

with the universe,
the plane, and

I

man's got eyes in the back of

loss for

I

was

is

—

there

pening (sometimes misses

how

on the way.
So we get on

never met a smarter person

Uh-huh. But

hind the head: Steve

I

attending

1981,

I

that

The guy had eyes.
My usual rap on Steve

ident of the United States.

has eyes in the back of his

—one

lying around, he found

one of his

on Madison
Avenue to help Bill decide when he
should make his move to become pres-

Harvard Law School

the only aberrant specimen
to figure in

They're traveling to

here of simple vision, or even of just

ence 81.

Turritella plebeia

to visit a firm

York

Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law,

fossils

thousands of specimens of the

is

major evolutionary

vancement of

eyes, totally stole the

her.)

New

embedded in the fossUized history of
life on Earth.
But I digress. We're not talking

collecting

my

eling with him. (Steve says he doesn't

remember

drink. Always has, always will. Like

graduate

Southern food

introduces the political consultant trav-

in.

the college, eager to hang out

a ball, eating

Bill

notion of contingency in the evo-

that the

glad to be included in the mix.

governor of Arkansas, and

office

nonetheless wUl probably recognize

lutionary process,

to

Chnton, the temporarily out-of-

Bill

ers

intellectual insight.

at

one

me

his

when we

was

pohtical figures. Steve had

of an

of seven or eight second-year students

I

Little

met many

already

ideas,

else I've ever

program in paleontology.

pulpit to

from

flying

—the

on, even

gist

University's

buUy

column

man and woman
behind us. Re-

out of power. So he introduces

tails).

the early spring of 1965. Steve was one

Columbia

his

state's

come back up

found one we hadn't met

fessionally over the years, Steve's read-

went out on a field trip to some
Miocene formations in Maryland in

in

member, we were
Rock, and we had
of the

I

deeply engaged in

is

in the seats directly

justifiably

is

he hasn't used

Steve

the time

conversation with a

push the views he has developed pro-

fossils,

this first

that

the

tell

I'll

worked with some

smart people.

Steve has had plenty of

Although he

By

aisle,

for

first

Whatever.

back of

important issue and cut to the chase
faster

And

in Natural History as a

—

can sense the

hard work, not necessar-

that's

insights.

in.

I get up for a
remembers that
the same reason.)

trip,

the loo. (Steve

he got up

chase faster than anyone else I've ever met.

Ever Since Darwin, was published

only

point in the

visit to

I

and

then ar-

does not play dice
as

Einstein said, and

as

throws of honest dice,

random
as

then there could not be a

as

the

Gould says,
God. Hence,

Gould or God? (Or at the
Gould or Einstein?) Then I

vei-y least,
sat

down.

—
leaving

to Steve to

it

He

lenge.

answer the chal-

stood up and looked

words on the blackboard.
gathered

launched into
liant that

He

then

monthly labor of love
tory magazine
even

.

and Juliette Koepfli Professor

Stephen Jay Gould's first impact on
Smithsonian history inight be reduced

Why

shale.

The

shale?

Smithsonian's
Doolittle

Charles

secretary,

Walcott, presided over the institution

from 1907

known

until 1927. Walcott

for his studies in

was best

pre-Cambrian

Steve's piece

hitter

on the decline of the .400
favorites. Its argu-

been

that

some

gets progressively

it

number

scientists

one, a fact of hfe

and

scientific insti-

tutions find difficult to accept.

been dining out on

his

Shale in western Canada.

not
as

tell

the particular tale of evolution

Walcott read

it,

home
I

record did

Gould claimed, but

first

noon

it

I've

That

for years.

ics. I'd

triumphing over some grand design
as the

bedrock of biological progress.

Frankly, we're thankful that Steve
afraid

isn't

myths, even

topple

to

at the

sonian secretary.
role

on

several

theories

expense of

He

a

and

Smith-

has played a key

Smithsonian boards,

and

Brattle Street in

bridge.

I

me

a history

ers in

us

on

many

fields,

assembled to advise

critical directions for the institu-

tion in the years to come.

Much

of its

for coffee

and

himself

who

survival.

It

was

brightened the

gloom, in an essay memorable for
resolute courage

and

its

nation that the odds didn't
tence of certainty.

He

numbers and won.

its

incisive expla-

mean

a sen-

fought against
I

think

it's

not

much to say that other cancer victims may gain hope from his inspiring
essay as much as from his victory over

the disease.

Steve has a propensity for not let-

of eugen-

already gotten a

of Steve's talent

taste

for explaining things
clearly

from reading
of

his sharp dissection

British

psychologist

Spearman's
Charles
"g" factor and why it

was meaningless

as

a

telligence.

The commission con-

by cancer, one of the worst

Cam-

ture of the Smithsonian during the

twenty-two prominent lead-

heard

was working

measure of general in-

sisted of

We

California that he had

on

including the Commission on the Fu-

years 1993—95.

after-

when he joined my

cake

chocolate

and highly opportunistic prohferation
nature's imperfections

ballpark.

met Steve one autumn

wife, Bettyan,

on

—

is

in 1981,

instead illustrated a nondeterministic

of life-forms

hit

us that Steve

vulnerable.

Steve

fields

harder to be

the

fossil

nature."

maturing

too

The

la

couraged hope for

sufficient reason to join

the Burgess Shale.

un homme.

n'est pas

kinds, with a mortality rate that dis-

essay alone

But Stephen Jay Gould determined
that Walcott had got it aU wrong with

Haldane was once charac-

ment applies to hitters in many worlds
beyond baseball, explaining why in

with other fans in feting Steve here in

record of the Burgess

S.

"Ce

human and
while home in

ogy and had spent years interpreting
fossil

B.

is

and Cambrian geology and paleontolthe rich

I

his inter-

sometimes

I

But nature reminded

Policy, California

one of my

is

J.

C'est une force de

Institute of Technology

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution

fourth

ogist

terized:

Program in Science, Ethics,

and Public

more

thought of him the way the great biol-

of the Humanities; Director,

.

The more

can).

seemed boundless.

ests

J. 0.

whenever he

tions

learned about him, the

DAN KEVLES

MICHAEL HEYMAN

one word:

he indulges by singing in local produc-

his grave.

WiUiam Jennings Bryan

.

to

Gilbert and SuUivan operettas (which

you caused

if

Secretary Walcott several revolutions in

would have been proud. It was then
that I realized what a great lawyer
GouJd would make. As for God
?
I,

for Natural His-

—

defense of God so bril-

a

even

the

hesitated,

and

thoughts,

his

at

surprised

So

I

wasn't

when

asked

him

tion

of "clades"

I

for a defini(at

that time a controversial

organizing prin-

report benefited from Steve's

ciple in evolutionary

highly active pen and, certainly, from

biology) and promptly

An orangutan from Vosmaer's Regnlwi Asluale

his zest for synthesizing disparate fields

received a succinct ex-

of knowledge.

planation of the term.

(1804) shakes the branching tree of life while
Charles Darwin looks on. The Adam-like figure,

Later that year,

SUBJECT of a

final

Congratulations,
twenty-fifth

Steve,

anniversary

on the
of

your

I

dis-

covered Steve's love of

Gould

ess.ay, is

a Pompeiian

IN volcanic ash when Vesuvius

erupted in

man buried
a.d. 79.
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subjects

of

To keep a firin hold
on Latin phrases and
the names of eighteenth-century naturaldeeply

ists

embedded

dependent clauses
within
dependent
in

clauses of

dependent

clauses taxes

even the

Harvard under-

best

Some

graduates.

rehef

from intense concen-

The

fossil fish

Dapedwm,

reclassified by Louls

tration

comes

Agassiz.the great Harvard zoologist, appears in a

form of such

"book of nature" opposite the skulls of a hippo ani:)
a BABIRUSA from THE 1681 CATALOG OF THE ROYAL

as

Society's collection.

Then

the

in

visual aids

cartoons from the

New

Yorker

and Punch.

there are the ar-

guments between the

become

ting intellectual differences

other's lectures,

keep creationisni out of the public

and

schools,

testifying

courtroom

in

Arkansas

an

that the subject

had no

interject critical

each

attend

remarks

what

is

when we

being said on

matters such as species selection or ex-

what

actly

the drugstore in Dayton, Tennessee,

equihbrium."

where the Scopes

perience

began, chatting

I

in the front row,

sit

don't agree with

place in science courses. Yet he sat in

trial

and

Steve

lecturers.

personal ones. In the 1980s he helped

a

ineant by "punctuated

is

The

LYNN MARGULIS

columns.

History

ural

Nat-

Steve's

Distinguished University Professor,

Department of Geosciences,
University of Massachusetts Amherst

remember your cheerful and
commentary at the fascinating
1970 Harvard symposium organized
by Ray Siever on the evolution of the
atmosphere, where we first met. At the
time, you were so intensely focused on
hard-shelled moUusks and their evoluSteve,

I

dazzling

tionary patterns that

could not have

I

predicted the eventual expansion of

your

embrace the

interests to

panoply of

entire

few years

Hfe. Just a

became

fascinated with the

later,

and

biologist Karlene V. Schwartz

I

distin-

guished ecologist R. H. Whittaker's
ideas

on how

to categorize the various

groups or kingdoms of life-forms.

He

had been too modest

his

then-radical "five
a

expand

to

kingdoms" idea into

we

book-length manuscript, so

—

hensive

him
textbook on

(Among

other innovations in

cided to do

it

for

de-

compre-

in a

biodiversity.
classifi-

students get to ex-

cation, Whittaker's respect for fungi

kind of Socratic dialogue in

and other small organisms had led him

amiably with contemporary opponents

of the teaching of evolution, sharing a
cold drink

on

a

hot

'e

day.

sat in the drugstore in

Dayton, Tennessee,

chatting amiably with opponents of evohition,

sharing a cold drink on a hot day.

RICHARD LEWONTIN

''

Alexander Agassiz Research Professor
of Zoology, Harvard University
I

want

to

remark on an aspect of Steve

Gould's creative activity with which

maga-

the readers of Natural History
zine

may not be

versity teaching.

Steve and

I

have

Harvard for about

fifteen years, a

course that was not previously offered, despite the fact that

we

are in

the Department of Organismal and

Evolutionary Biology.
are,

by

The

students

of course, attracted to the lectures
Steve's reputation, but they get

some surprises.
They are treated

which annoys those

think that their tuition

money

to elevate their

taxonomic

status,

with that of algae and other

along

protoctists;

should buy them definitive answers but

molecular

which

borne out the correctness of his analy-

delights others.

Quite aside from the nature of the

sis.)

We

evolution

had hoped

that

would write

17 bears the unmistakable imprint of

book, but in 1980, just

the Gouldian view of evolution,
ironically,

is,

from

which

similar to this passage

Ecclesiastes:

"For the race

strong, neither bread to the wise

nor yet riches to
.

.

is

not

the swift, nor the battle to the

to

.

men

man,

of understanding

but time and chance happeneth to

That

is

a truth that students

of

the

Whittaker

foreword to our
as

ing completion, he died.
there

have

studies

performance, the content of Biology

all."

to sophisticated,

complex verbal essays on
many of the same matters that are the

learned, and

who

acquainted: his uni-

taught the general course in evolution
at

the lecture room,

it

was near-

We

was no other biologist

feared

who had

both the audacity to endorse the

new

views and the authority to help them
gain rapid acceptance.

rescued

us,

You

gallantly

characterizing the five-

kingdoms system and the expansion of
phyla to nearly a hundred as "new and

evolution wiU be hard put to acquire

exciting ways of thinking about organ-

elsewhere and whose acquisition

isms and their evolution." Fate,

weU worth

their tuition.

is

which

figured so largely in your analyses of

"

the uniqueness of the historical course

of

decreed that you should help

life,

give credence and

currency to the in-

novative five-kingdom view of Hfe.

hyperadaptationism of some proponents

who

plexities

sought to whittle the

of the

critique

flective")

down to a
And perhaps

of human behavior

handful of pseudolaws.

most

anyway), his skeptical (here read "re-

com-

warfare

model of science and religion has
shown how and why these non-overlapping magisteria are best

significantly (to this observer.

to

left

MICHAEL SHERMER
Publisher of Skeptic magazine

otild's critique

and author of How We Believe: The
Search for God

in

Five years into the editing and pubhsh-

sought

ing of Skeptic magazine,

behavior

my

embarrassment

once bothered

to

discovered to

that

I

down

had never

to

a handful ofpseudolaws.
flourish along separate phylogenies.

examine the history

Given these contributions

WIty People Believe Weird
its

etymology

Greek

my book

foreword to

his

noted

"thoughtful"

skeptikos, for

from modern

Tilings,

—

far

as

tic").

According to the Oxford English

meaning "cynical" or

movement

more,

out of

left

a

"nihilis-

mark

to

aim

to

knowledge

—on

behah of

movement

skeptical

a

owed

intersect

one of the

to

—

salient

the

Man

—

a frontal attack

doscience of

to inteUigence

—

has

am

I

continually

most popular

debt

watchmen

essayists.

tually endless variety

my

receive

History,

first

I

amazed by

his

He

fore-

covers a vir-

of topics in

his

beautiful, flowing prose, succinctly ex-

on the pseu-

become

I

which have made him one of our

plaining

ranking according

racial

when

people,

industriousness and high standards,

of our community. Gould's Mismeasure
of

many

umn.

taken

hold on the border where science and

pseudoscience

NEWELL

search for Steve Gould's excellent col-

ac-

modest

that has

D.

monthly copy o{ Natural

Taking into account aU these usI

at?

American Museum of Natural History
Like

at."

ages, particularly the final one,

aim

NORMAN

with variations in the ancient Greek,

"watchman" or "mark

of the word:

Curator Emeritus of Invertebrates,

and,

"reflective,"

aU-too-brief re-

this

skeptic in the finest sense

Dictionary, in fact, "skeptical" has also

meant "inquiring,"

many

(and so

counting),

misconceptions of the

word

skeptical

to the

what finer tribute to pay to
Stephen Jay Gould than to call him a

comes from the

(it

complexities

to whittle the

of the word "skeptic" until Stephen Jay

Gould, in

who
of human

a necessary balance to the theories of those

an Age of Science

I

of evolutionary psychology provided

.ind

complex

he influences

scientific principles,

many with

his infec-

tious enthusiasm for science.

a classic

He

in skeptical debunking. Gould's role as

has devoted his professional

life

an expert witness in the "Scopes 11"

to the search for truth in evolutionary

in 1981 aided Judge

biology and has shared his conclusions

creationism

trial

William Overton in
creation science

as

his clarification

through astoundingly

of

nothing more than

ings.

No

prolific writ-

doubt you have

when

all

his father

read of

brought

thinly disguised biblical literalism; his

his rapture

involvement in the amicus curiae briet

him,

presented to the U.S. Supreme Court

seum of Natural History and
duced him to Tyrainiosannis rex.

in the Louisiana creationism trial in

at

age

five, to

the

American

Mu-

introIt

was

and neither Steve

1987 closed the door that had been

BenejYfh an eighteenth-c;entury flsh

love at

opened

painting, antievolutionist

nor the dinosaur would ever be the

to creationists in the original

s.a.muei.

first

sight,

encounter started

Wilb£Rforc:e, bishop of oxford,
stands atop the "ladder of beings."

same

"inquiring") 1970s critiques of socio-

biology and his 1990s critiques of

Nineteenth-century memorabilia

tory of hfe.

line the wall, as well

As teenagers, he and his schoolmate
Richard JMilner (now a senior editor at

1925

Gould's skeptical (here read

trial.

its

descendant, evolutionary psychology,

provided

a

necessary balance to the

OF BuRCHELL'S ZEBRJy,

as a porti^'vit

NOW

EXTINCT.

again. This

Steve on a career devoted to the his-

PORTRAIT OF

SCIENTIST

A

natural history

magazine) frequently visited the

this

and

lating,
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this

per-

is

Museum and came to see me. That
was my first contact with Steve, and
since then, from the time he was my
Ph.D. student at the Museum and at

haps

where

he

has

made

his greatest

con-

Columbia University

iniUions,

day,

until the present

have continued to be stimulated

I

and excited by

One

work.

his

ful

moUusk

before,

suggested that he

I

He

few commercial clams.

home and
him

aid

buy

a

took them

practiced dissecting them,

student laboratory manual to

a

in the identification

of the or-

moved ahead Uke a profeseventually using new details of

gans. Steve
sional,

of

wonder-

this

ROSAMOND W,
PURCELL
Artist, author,

the Neotrigonici for a scientific pubHca-

I

known Stephen

have

the

and

for fifteen years,

we

because

collaborate

on books (Illuminations
and Finders, Keepers)

"Common Ground"

and on

(our col-

umn

for Tlie Sciences),

ilege

of communicating with him on a

wonderfully regular

hen Gould was Jive,
to

-ONES BELONGED TO THE MOA, A GIGANTIC
EXTINCT BIRD FROM NEW ZEALAND FIRST STUDIED BY
British ANATOMIST Richard Owen in 1840. Peering
INTO THE CORNER OF THE BOX IS OPABINIA, ONE OF THE
520-MILLION-YEAR-OLD BURGESS ShALE CREATURES.

photographer

a bivalve

the Fulton fish market and

with

his readers

well his enthusiasm and abih-

he had never dissected

visit

of

world of ours.

him several preserved specimens of a rare Neotrigoiiia bivalve from
the Tasman Sea. When Steve protested
that

awaken-

in

an enthusiasm for the

gave

ties. I

—

ing in thousands, if not

secrets

incident from his student days

illustrates

tribution

I

have the priv-

basis.

Our work

hhn

his father brought

Museum and

introduced

him

is

he has
ideas.

how

Tyrannosaurus rex. Neither Steve nor
dinosaur would ever he the same again.

—

his first,

I

—on

believe

NUes Eldredge and Steve

punctuated equiHbria, which has

greatly influenced scientific

standing

of evolutionary

Gould

Steve

under-

patterns.

has also influenced the

public through his passion for science

and

his rare skill at expressing

He

an

is

human

extraordinarily

done:

easily

do

picture, can't

more
say"

at

on

thing with

know what

often, "I

—

orbit

a

which point he

size

and

proud

scale,

that

the virtuosity with

illuminate

leaving

my

me

is

or

gaping and

aesthetic explorations

by

a natural histo-

when

people do not under-

what he

is

talking about, yet

him answer honest

without condescension.

I

ques-

He

can

He

and

as a

a

historian

reexamining

Stephen works

preinises,

of human motivation, and
feel that

and

I

somehow

I

faUibflity

and

than most of us do.

He

he understands

frailty better

scientific

as a detective

share a love for old books,

the best of times

we

and

at

are caressing old

bindings, sniffing venerable inks, and

reviving our high-school

Latin

to

translate old texts.

order or

me what

to

MICHAEL RUSE
Professor of Philosophy and Zoology,

he's

University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada

unafraid to use an image

In 1981 the state of Arkansas legislated

sees deeply into
is

people and can also be most kind. As

clarify their texts,

whatever

springboard for launching several

interconnected ideas

at

once.

When

I

met him, on a trip to India, I was
mesmerized by his blend of scholarly
first

Whether

joviality

and streetwise erudition.

always stimu-

wiU not

initiate a

strengthen his arguments.

wrong, Steve

do.

shown and

particularly dehghtful about

to

into

vergence, symmetry/asymmetry,

but Steve has never told

which he connects seemingly unre-

right or

blasts

have triggered such profound meta-

Zoology, Harvard University

subjects

could

physical musings

Professor Emeritus of Comparative

lated

I

entropy, fractal analysis, con-

rian. Traditionally, scientists

is

or,

it,"

himself

ERNST MAYR

is

tions

talented

being.

Steve's writing

"

show him my pho-

I

produce "figures" to

What

he manages to be even remotely

have heard

tographs, and he says either, "Nice

published an epochal theoiy that they
called

the

(if that's

be imperious, but he cares about
this as-

tonishing "living fossU."
In 1972

His mental metabolism

patient

to

an observation,

generous with

gleefully

is

what one calls it) is stoked and burning way beyond inost. I often wonder

stand

tion

a revelation or

and he

He

conversation unless

that

if

schoolchildren

were

to

be

taught evolution, then they must also

be taught something called creation

—

science

better

known

Liberties

of us

The American
Union (ACLU)

as biblical literalism.

Civil

to the rest

—

.

mounted
law, on

new

a legal challenge to the

grounds.

constitutional

Its

lawyers marshaled experts to attack the
scientific validity ot claims that

Earth

but a few thousand years old, that

is

all

organisms, including humans, were

God

Among

were
gists,

through the paleontological case for
evolution

own

well as through Gould's

as

social

and

scientific beliefs.

authority and wit

—

^in

With

the courtroom,

of view, anticipating and defusing pos-

a

the expert witnesses

a

—

and one philosopher (me)
to the success ofEi'er Since

melody

by the

stirred

No

sentimentally enthusiastic.

voice was louder and clearer than
Gould's.

But then, no voice

clearer

or

more

ever

is

than

distinctive

Stephen Jay Gould's, which
enriches the Hves of us all.

why he

is

OLIVER SACKS, M.D.
Author of An Anthropologist on Mars

sible assaults.

Those who think

and paleontolo-

including Stephen Jay Gould,

and then,

ironically

lawyer had led Gould

worldwide

several biologists

Thanks

ACLU

decided to destroy

the space of a

most of his creation with
flood.

The

good joke can be worth ten serious
arguments Gould explained his point

created miraculously

week, and that

m

Boy, did they ever get a surprise!

"

.

views must shape

a scientist's social

his finished science,

My

introduction

Gould's

Gould argued, confuse the context of a
discovery with its validity. And, he

I

work came

avidly read

History

(as

in the 1970s,

when

his articles in Natural

all

do

still

I

Stephen Jay

to

today). In 1990,

Darwin, a collection of his Natural
History essays, Gould was already the
best-known evolutionist m America.

Somewhat

paradoxically his appear-

ance seemed to gladden the hearts of
the lawyers for the state.

Gould had
was

a

critical

They knew

Marxist background and

of conventional Darwin-

ism. In fact, he

had argued

(and Niles Eldredge's)

that his

punctuated

A

detective

went on, those

who

and frailty

better

think that a jerky

record throws any doubt on the

truth of evolution are confusing the
fact

of evolution with the putative

record

means or mechanisms. So authoritative
was Gould that when the Arkansas at-

accurately than does Charles

torney general stood up to cross-

Darwin's notion of gradual, imper-

examine, he asked only a few perfunc-

equilibria theory reflects the history

ot

lite

more

as

seen in the

fossil

ceptible change over time. If Gould's

reputation

could

not

be

tainted

drawn

ideology then he could be shown to

sil

be antagonistic toward the very

sci-

ence he was ostensibly defending.

down.

tory questions and then sat

Rather than allowing himself

through a connection with a left-wing

to

Gould himself be-

came something of a gap
cutor's
argument that

in the prose-

Darwinian

the evening of

third
it

day of the

was

clear that

ACLU's

case was

going well; the

state's

defense team was
the run.

—

H. Huxley pafnts a chessboard

fl|

ot

us

on

large

group

lawyers,

wit-

—

nesses,

A

hangers-on

ate at a restaurant to

j^H celebrate, and the wine
J^^i began to flow. Some-

metaphor for
THE LAWS of NATURE. On THE PILLAR IS THE EARLY
Mickey Mouse. A Gould essay tracks his evolution
into a cuter, more paedomorphic rodent.
his

I

was asked by a London news-

name my

paper to

favorite

book,

lected IVoiidetiul Life; this led to

I

my re-

the beginning ot a frequent and volu-

minous correspondence between

Many

been discussed in

hearts have

tirom the place

us.

both our

subjects close to

of contingency

letters:

(in

evo-

lution but also in the often unpredictable reactions ot patients to
nesses

and drugs)

museums
type

(especially the old "cabinet"

—we

both spoke out for the

In 1993

Museum

—

in

roscience

— and

he replied: "I have

long experienced exactly the same
tension, trying to assuage

my delight in
my essays

individual things through

and

my

interest in generality

my more

technical writing.

Burgess Shale

allowed
I

me

work

so

I

through

loved the

much because

often wrote excited letters to

moment

had read

coluinns: in 1995, about his article

in,

at first

Saccttlina,

such

it

to integrate the two."

began to sing
"Amazing Grace." The
joined

my

case, cHnical narratives with neu-

Stephen the

rest

in

wrote of ways of joining

I

particulars with generalities

own

ill-

to our shared love for

one, an angelic junior
clerk,

se-

ceiving a letter from Stephen and to

Philadelphia)

trial,

S ^t

when

other theory."

the

V

than most.

preservation of the Mutter

By

,

premises and as a

evolution was "just an-

the

T.

be

into discussing "gaps in the fos-

record," Steve

scientific

of human motivation, Stephen understands

^fallibility

fossil

reexamining

s a historian

a

I

his

on

meditation on whether

a life-form

could be called degen-

"

PORTRAIT OF
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A

natural history

and in 1996, about some just-

erate;

published research of his

on microevo-

lutionary processes and hybridization
effects.

was especially fascinated by

I

1998

his

from

historical

of

on Buffon's

article

his early Platonic

viewpoint

—

partly because

evolution in

similar

a

trajectory

thinking to a

my own

Stephen
well

as a

almost 300 cantatas and other sacred

now

is

colleague

a

good

—we dine

friend

a

month

perhaps once weekly

Weimar, and

at

Leipzig, he

at

had yet another piece ready

formed

at

sage

—

the Sunday service. As does

mes-

a

sermon, in Bach's

a religious

it is

But there
between

tion

reading
Braille,

which

therefore,

May
though

is j.

becomes

"jbach."

the parallels continue. Steve, alI

what

can't predict

will spring

from the keys of your manual typewriter
as

you write

late into

the night,

you

deUvered

and thought. Let there be more

is

more

these

as art.

to the

connec-

men

than the

two

not?

to

trust

I

—becomes more power-

circumstances

when

A literal

of Gould s Harvard zip code in

forth to 0,

be per-

to

Gould, he understood that

as

together,

Once

pieces.

ful

thinking.
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keep aUve your passion for

—Gouldberg

fact

—^why

variations.

RICHARD MILNER
Senior Editor, Natural History

n one of those delicious coincidences that Gould so
I

I

often notes in his essays, S.J.

Gould and J.

S.

Bach

are linked by a postal code.

as

as

together (only some-

streets

intensely sensitive to architec-

he

ture as

would introduce

is

spandrels

an evolutionary metaphor), celetogether

birthdays

brate

Stephen often exercises

composing

verses

museums and
gether.

He

is

(when

his talent for

on the

spot),

go to

botanical gardens to-

an enchanting compan-

nature of their art and the scope of
their production. In

one

ot those deH-

York,

when we were

the only

Gould so often
Gould and Bach are

and

two geeks

—

particularly in dinosaurs

schoolmates nicknamed

When

We spent many

and Gould

"Fossilface."

Postal Service assigned zip codes to

afternoons

at

every locality in the country in the

Natural History, where such curators

early

a postal code.

1960s,

it

bestowed 02138 on

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Now,

it

so

1

is a,

2

is

b,

and so

the

American Museum of

fanned the flames of our hobby.

We lost
and

I

touch for twenty-five

columns

in Natural History.

At

my

hfe

I reflect on the nearly 300 essays
Gould has pubUshed in Natural
History
more than most of us wlU

that

—

representing

zines.

I

wrote to him,

"You have inherited
Thomas Huxley's man-

only a portion of his prodigious out-

am

struck by the parallels with

in explaining evolu-

another great creator, writing 250

tle

years earher for an audience in a pre-

tion to a

Gould harenormous knowledge and ele-

Darwinian

had
away

wandered
from natural history,
and I was working as an
editor of what used to
be called pulp maga-

When

I

career
far

Professor of Geology,

—

my

and

VERMEia

a lifetime, yet

years,

was deHghted one day to discover

Steve's

University of California, Davis

write in

as

Edwin Colbert and Norman Newell

the rime, both
J,

our

me "Dino"

the U.S.

Unked by

a—j are the same:

GEERAT

decades

In junior high school,

mania.

in his unique essays.

put

in

before the advent of worldwide dino-

notes in his essays,

and both aspects of him come together

well as a major intellectual torce,

as

in the

New

Queens,

cious coincidences that

happens that the BraOle symbols for
the numbers 1-10 and for the letters

ion

met Stephen Jay Gould

sixth grade in

the school interested in natural history

walk the

one

first

tion,"

culture. Just as

and

new
I

genera-

asked

if

he

stemming from the evolu-

remembered me. He
wrote back, "Blood
may be thicker than

tionary perspective,

water, but junior high

Bach appUed

Johann Sebastian
melodic and contra-

school friendships are

nesses

gant prose to enhance the insights and
discoveries

puntal

gifts,

his

thicker than anythiiigr

together with his grasp of

the capacities of voices and instru-

ments, to eHcit deep contemplativeness

and emotion in

his Hsteners. In addi-

tion to secular works.

Bach composed

A HC^iRSEWlTH Sl.XTOES FACES THE AUDU'BON FLAMINGO,
WHOSE UPSIDE-DOWN SMILE IS A FILTER-FEEDING
ADAPTATION. JOE DiMAGGIO, A BOYHOOD HERO,
EPiTc:)MizES

Gould's ideal of grace and excellence.

Steve

me

to

encouraged

return to

the

and take up my
boyhood interests once
fold

Stephen

be:

Gould's

hunchbacked
There

assistant.

I'd be,

wear-

ing a white lab coat

wear

suspect he doesn't

one, but
quire

it

would

I

(I

re-

for myself), an

hump

enormous

(if

fmd

evolutionary ideas and perhaps to
a topic

on which we could write

gether.

My

first

was surely not
to have

him

time for

a suitable

a visitor;

to-

reaction was that this

most of his colleagues

were staying away. His doctors had
given him the slenderest hope of surand he was undergoing

vival,

a brutal

you're going to have a

regimen of chemotherapy. But Steve

hump,

insisted that

screw

don't

protruding

around)

He

with him.

come

I

and work

to stay

was not about to

retreat

my
shoulder blades. And
there's Dr. Gould, my

from

a fossil misidentlfied by j. scheuchzer in 1726 as
Homo delvvii testis ("a man who witnessed the

paleontologist

hero,

days,

during which he hardly ate or

hunkered down over

slept.

In the midst of our theoretical

Flood") is actually a giant salamander. Graffiti
REFER TO THE GOULD-ELDREDGE THEORY OF PUNCTUATED
EQUILIBRIA. The fossil shrimp is embedded in THE FINEGRAINED LIMESTONE FOUND IN SOLNHOFEN, GERMANY.

some fossils, taking
some measurements,
making some notes.

discussions,

between

from

he

"Larson,"

We

and no umbrella

credentials

He

tion?

urged

me

tory of science

make

scholar, to

home

win's

institu-

to pursue the his-

as

a

no

to begin, with

an independent

pilgrimage to Dar-

in England,

and to buy an-

eyes off his work, "fetch
kahilis skull."

room and

age

him
it.

says

books

in the

Habilis,

shops around the British

Museum. He

Yes,

me

letters

my

he encouraged

me

was hired by Natural

and among

my

and

history.

how

gravely iU

"What

better.

.

.

?

duties

is

seeing "This

angered him in some way. But

we both

enjoy, has trans-

After

matter.

Gould's

time, a

assistant.

I've

to retreat

it

does-

the side of one

at

scientists

writings have al-

my own awe

and ap-

preciation for nature and for that

won-

if

he

fires

me,

that cartooning thing to

I

always have

fall

back on.

hadn't stumbled into

my

ing career (and "stumbled"

is

—on Career Day

looking for the cartoon guy),

Professor of Paleontology,

the only

to use here

my

ELISABETH VRBA

cartoon-

a theoretical paper

from his Ufe or admit

I

know

other fantasy job would

a missing

term

He
^'

defeat.

which was

in the science

discussion and debate
I

among

the person

I

saw during those very

troubled days, with his undiminished

deep love of the

and an indomitable will

me

to his

home

keep

to

working, no matter what. Steve has

helped to make paleontology
it is

the
today,

a profession that attracts students
is

respected by the public

Steve's relatives asked

to kick around some

endeavor

intellectual

advance over the days

with cancer, he invited

scientists.

be inspired by

will never cease to

Yale University

Steve's battle

of form,"

to precipitate a great deal of

In 1981, during the worst phase of

in

high school, you don't walk around

what

the end of the two days, we had
roughed out our paper, "Exaptation—

popular and vibrant science

Cartoonist-author of "The Far Side"

word

the

with him.

issues

of our

derful crapshoot of change, evolution.

Fossilface!

GARY LARSON
I

as always,

felt,

sheer deHght of exploring conceptual

mth him on

I'm Stephen

all,

I'm

man whose

ways enhanced

And

If

he was, and simply

History,

Ufe immeasurably for the

Thanks,

.

at

"Halx'fo!

was not about

of the most remarkable

my

the

I come and work

Stephen Jay Gould). My reconnection
with the man, and with the passions
ideas that

looks

I

By

n't

formed

He

he screams.

View of Life" through to press each
month (one does not really edit

and

up once more the threads of connection between seemingly disparate biological processes and phenomena from

uring a brutal regimen of chemotherapy, Steve insisted

Encyclopedia of Evolution,

which he generously contributed a
foreword. Soon after it was pubhshed,
I

each time he came right back to pick

found myself forgetting

another day in which

to

in 1990,

he frequently rushed to
bathroom to be violently iU. And

Unguistics, philosophy,

fool!"

it's

the

of introduction to top

scholars. Eventually

to write

you

and made

argued,

stor-

robustusl"

is

Homo

the

thought,

quickly return, handing

His eyes narrow.

This

me

some dingy

enter

yellowed cranium.

a

tiquarian natural history

gave

I

or admit defeat.

notes almost continuously for two

calmly, not taking his

But where

again.

his Ufe

lously,

"Paleontology

.

—

and

clearly

an

when young
him incredu.

.

fession for a Jewish boy?"

that's a

pro-

D
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WHEN
WE WERE
Yanomami boys ty

VERY

hunt in the
B|azilian

i

rainforest with

1

scaled-down

bows and arrows

YOUNG

that wer@

probably made

by their fathers.

Above: A toy
used by the

Campa

of Peru

the stick

—

j

^

is

'

jerked so that

the dangling

Archaeologists
uncover the traces
of childhood.

turtle skull

swings upward,
to be caught on

stick. Left:

By Samuel M. Wilson

Among

who

left

ture pot

made from

inside

a

Hved

in

southern

lump of clay.

On-

A tiny thumb

in it to create a

or

humming sound.
Bottom left: A

of the pot, leaving the impression of a tiny

clay versions

of smoking

;

pipes, impractical because

—

easily

overlooked in the

small

refiise

of

the past. Just as male scholars were typically once
to the presence

ical record,

of women in the archaeolog-

grown-up

look for children in the

Yanomami' boi[ ^^

have also recovered small

they lack holes. These were children's toys

and ephemeral,

bHnd

Peru, has a hole/^^sg^^,

was a minia-

be a grown-up's, had shaped the

fingernail. Airhaeologists

'

made by the
Amahuaca of

behind by the Iro-

tario in late prehistoric times

finger, too small to

A

fruit-pod top,

the artifacts

quois people

"

the end of the

archaeologists often don't
past.

The inhabitants of Ceren, a Mayan site in western El Salvador, fled in A.D. 595, leaving everything in place
crops in the field, pots of food,

—

most cherished goods. A nearby volcanic
eruption covered the whole setdement with ash.

their

Carefully excavated by archaeologist Payson Sheets

builds a toy

^,,

and

his colleagues, this site gives us a

glimpse of

life

in the

Mayan

Ceren contained

of the houses

at

ventory of the

artifacts

would

sit,

was

a

a diminutive pot

complete in-

life.

and

This statement

One

Next to an
my view) where a kid

of everyday

interior doorway, just (in

remarkable

Classic period.

a scattering

of

the Caribbean,

not

fall

tentative at best

is

my own

In

and

will

remain

so."

North America and
have found odds and ends that did

excavations in
I

into any obvious category: a collection of

colored rocks, a few fossihzed

of the inside of

casts

half-burned lump of clay with a hole in

shellfish, a

made

Not

had

twenty small shards of pottery. Reporting on these

it,

fmds, Christian J. Zier remarks (with due scholarly

children and saw their piles of treasure did the fmds

caution) that they
child

"may be

and could indicate

the playthings of a

that this

is

a child's

room.

poorly

make

start to

Uttle

sense.

arrowheads.

At times

throwing away something
thinking
ogist

it

was

a piece

children

who

have

that

come

I

close to

children prized,

of junk, and

may have done just

I

I

my

until

an archaeol-

as

with the

artifacts

of

Hved long ago.

Various unusual things are relegated to the cate-

gory of "enigmatic fmds" and get stuck
of archaeological reports. Going over

the

at

end

the artifacts

site of Tell Jemmeh, Smithsonian
Gus Van Beek noticed some rounded
disks an inch or two across. They were made from
pieces of broken pottery and had two holes drilled
through them. Earlier archaeologists had taken
them for buttons or had simply described them as
"perforated disks." But Van Beek saw in them a
"buzz," a simple toy he recalled from childhood.
To play, you loop string through the two holes and
hold one end of the loop in each hand. When the
string is wound up and you puU the two ends of

from the IsraeU
archaeologist

the loop apart, the disk in the middle will spin and

make

a

buzzing sound. Van Beek identified archae-

ological examples of this toy at other sites in the

Near

East, as well as in Pakistan,

India,

Japan, and Korea. Buzzes have been found

China,
in the

of Native American peoples in North and
South America, and even in the remains of British
army camps from the Revolutionary War.

sites

Children's toys today include

common

items that are

around the world. Ratdes,

whistles, bull-roarers (a slat

of

a

tops,

many low-tech

of wood tied to the end

thong and whirled around the head), balls,
and buzzes are fun to play with by themselves.

There

are also the pieces

with games.

and markers

The most common

that

go along

kinds of toys,

however, allow children to do things that grownups do, but on a ininiature

scale: small versions

of

hunting and fishing gear, model boats, baskets,
dolls, pots,

and

plates.

In his Lmu's, Plato

make

argued that "the

man who

is

good builder must play at building toy
make a good farmer he must play at
tilling land; and those who are rearing them must
provide each child with toy tools modeled on real
ones" (translation by R. G. Bury). I wonder
to

a

houses, and to

Top:

A

clay doll

made by an
Amahuaca

giii

and

carried to help

her grow. Above:

A

doll

from the

Tikuna of Brazil
represented a girl

during her

puberty rituaU
Below:

A

from a

fifth-

century

figurine

Roman

infant cemetery

was not
necessarily a toy.
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whether Plato ever gave
tional" toy

boy or

a

and then watched

as

girl

temple to Dionysus out of the box
In the dry shelters of the

an "educa-

made

the child

came

it

a

in.

Lower Pecos region on

the Texas—Mexico border, normally perishable artifacts

made of wood,

fiber,

and leather have been

well preserved. Archaeologist

more than

hundred such

a

of digging

child-size versions
snares,

Ken Brown
artifacts,

sticks,

and netted backpack frames.

tools for teaching children

how

studied

identifying

wood and fiber
He sees these as

to behave

and sur-

An enigmatic
artifact, above,

recovered from

the 4,000-yearold site of Tell

Jemmeh
is a

toy

a buzz.

in Israel,

known as
Recent

examples
equipped with
the requisite
string, right, are

from the

Amahuaca,
Campa, and

Wayana peoples
of the Amazonian
rainforest. Above,
right:

A

child in

Nuweiba

el

make

Muzeina in the

vive in the world and, perhaps, even

Egyptian Sinai

contribution to the group's quest for food.

demonstrates how
a buzz is

made

to

whirr. Bottom,
right:

Some

In 1879 a famine

wiped out the

Kukuhk on

Saint

Bering

between Alaska and

Strait

tion of the

site

Lawrence

Island,

a small

village

of

south of the

Siberia.

Excava-

in the 1930s brought to light an ex-

made of wood, bone,

13,000 years ago,

traordinary range of artifacts

a five- or six-

and other

were

dolls,

year-old child left

miniature kayaks, and small carved bears and

seals.

this handprint on

Similarly, the prehistoric

materials.

the ground of the

Greenland

cave of Fontanel

tures

in Ariege, France.

gist

left

of adult

Among the

objects

Thule of Canada and

behind numerous doUs and minia-

artifacts.

In a recent study, archaeolo-

Robert W. Park, of the University of Waterloo,
Ontario, compared these to the traditional toys of

tracking:

the Inuit, the Thule's descendants.

possible dolls.

A

great

many

archaeologists are justifiably

of viewing any given miniature
thing. Miniature versions

have potent

artifact as a play-

of everyday objects can

ritual significance.

Idaho State Historical

wary

Museum

An

exhibit at the

in Boise ("Back-

Ancient Art of Southern Idaho") in-

human figurines identified as
Some Shoshone people who visited

cluded a number of

the exhibit, descendants of makers of the

saw them

as

the powerful representations of the su-

pernatural character

from

a

artifacts,

Nu"-numbi and perhaps taken

shaman's paraphernalia.

Probably the most famous of prehistoric

arti-

facts that are

thought to be toys are the wheeled

dogs and other animals from pre-Conquest tombs
in

Mexico. They have attracted

a lot

of attention

because they show that ancient Mesoaniericans un-

—even though

derstood the principle of the wheel
they put

it

no

to

practical application, perhaps be-

cause they lacked draft animals and Hved in

moun-

tainous terrain. Archaeologist Francisco Javier

Her-

nandez argued

were

in an extensive study that these

ritual objects (of

be used in

now unknown
This

burials.

meaning) made to
Mayoruna

probably also the case

is

with the elaborate dioramas buried with Egyptian
royalty in the third

and fourth millennia

which miniature figures carried
would need in the next world.

the things people

we

identify as toys

The

idea that artifacts

children, left,

play in a dugout

B.C., in

canoe in Peruvian

Amazonia. Top: A
toy dugout and

might once have had deeper meanings connects

paddle from the

with the influential argument put forward by

Karaja of Brazil.

French historian Philippe Aries in

He

Centuries of Childhood.

his

1960

contended

that the

Western conception of childhood as a distmct
stage of human development and as a protected
time of make-believe and play has emerged only
in the past few centuries.

A

child's early years

would indeed have been

different in the past, if only because

and demographics were generally

Roman

society, for instance, infant

have been

as

high

as

one-third of

Left, below:

classic.

mortaHty

rates

mortahty may

and

of French Guiana;

about 23,000 years ago. Such deliberate buiials be-

the miniature

came more common during the Upper PaleoUthic,
and through them, children become more visible

version was

Although Upper PaleoHthic peoples may not
have considered childhood to be

from adulthood and marked the

it

through

recent centuries, parents

showed

relative indiffer-

a carefree

and in-

nocent stage of life, they apparently did distinguish

Some

ritual.

Some of the

transition

painted caves of north-

ern Spain and southwestern France, including the
recently discovered caves of the Ardeche in France,

preserve footprints of young people.

And

the cav-

ern called Gargas, in the Pyrenees, has hundreds of
handprints stenciled onto the walls

by

their size, the hands

These

traces

collected from an

unspecified group

in the archaeological record.

half the population was under the age of twenty.

have argued that in prehistory, and even in

in

Guyana. Below:

Fingernail

impressions made

by a child
decorate a tiny
clay pot

left

southern Ontario.

—some, judging

by young people

An

at

awareness of childhood can contribute to the

inore general effort, current in archaeology, to look
for individuals in prehistory, to trace families

and Hn-

\>^^*^,;:«:ss v^^

eages through time and discover

what motivated

people to behave the way they did. Formerly, ar-

view

ence toward younger children precisely because so

chaeologists tended to

few survived. But

posite of integrated subsystems

of children with grave

goods show that children were cherished

Upper

as early as

PaleoUthic times. At the Russian

Sungir, for example, a

man,

a girl,

and

buried together with ivory spears, stone

a

site

of

boy were

tools, small

focusing

com-

—economy, demog-

raphy, politics, social organization,

and so on.

By

more on individuals and the choices they
we come face to face with the concrete

confronted,

agents of change in

animal carvings, and thousands of beads carved

perhaps

from the tusks of mammoths. The grave dates

among

to

past societies as a

we

shall

human

prehistory. In

doing

so,

even discover that children were

their societies'

most important innovators.

D

a

prehistoric

of adolescents or children.

may have been

from

Iroquois site in

the time of their initiation into adulthood.

burials

A

apron comes

from the Wayana

In

different.

live births,

girl's

V^
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asparagus? Spinach in mussel
Fishy
juice? Chef Dale Nichols and

ers, foragers,

words to de-

seaweed for

I

are trying to find

scribe the flavor of the frilly black veg-

on the

etable

plate in front ot us.

market

cultivators

Sea Parsley, but
strain

of dulse that was found in the

Bay of Fundy by marine
some twenty years ago.
According to

biologists

taste

of

encom-

the seaweed can
pass a

wide range of fla-

vors,

from parsley to
depending on

shellfish,

Nichols

we

and

doing

or attempted to

a variety

been touted

as

sell

of purposes.

a fertihzer

and

It

a

food. Academics and activists have re-

begun

cently

to suggest that massive

seaweed farms would consume quantities

of excess atmospheric carbon and

thus mitigate the greenhouse effect.

ten about 800 B.C. Porphyra, the sea-

weed used
things,

Nova

How researchers

played an important role in

taste testing.

While we

Known

agree

that

a

grows naturally on rocks in shallow
water or intertidal zones, where

in a

was

by

In the 1940s, British phycologist

Drew

leen
the

life

cycle of Por-

making

phyra,

Kath-

discovered

became

its

culti-

"She

saint

a

in

John van

Japan," says

der Meer, director of

By Robb Walsh

research at the Institute

Marine Biosciences

for

of Canada's

National

Research

Council
(NRC). "I've heard

that nori growers have

of

shrines

built

Nori

with

halibut

grilled

it

harvested

vation possible.

also

fillet

was one

available.

England, Porphyra

as laver in

trifle

we

exaggerated,

it

of the very few vegetables

both agree that the company's claims are a

where

the history of Iceland,

Scotia,

Sea Parsley

on your

the nori wrappers

sushi, also

Canadian laboratoryexpanded the market for edible seaweed

are in his kitchen

a Uttle

make, among other

to

Morgan's ExtraSpecial Tasty Dulse

chef at the Delta Halifax
hotel in

of,

coastal populations.

the head

is

and fishermen have gath-

use

once

prepared.

it's

has

made

market-

a

ing brochure, the

how

mutant

actually a

it is

Its

under the name

it

ered,

is

to

her.

a billion-dollar

The

Sea Parsley hollandaise

business in Asia.

makes for some

North American seaweed business
got

ing. Fried,

fine eat-

chopped, and

folded into the sauce,
the

salty,

weed

the

to

hol-

we

describe

deas

our

agar,

which was

required for microbiol-

Off the coast of Japan, a seaweed net drips with Porphyra.

ogy

fishy spinach.

"The term

the begin-

had produced aU of

ese

a

combination of bacon
and

at

ning of the Second
World War. The Japan-

dark green sea-

gives

landaise a flavor

cide

started

cultures, so

when

for substitutes."

profes-

sor of botany at the University of

Supplements containing seaweeds such

gums, in turn, spurred the American

have any taxonomic value,"
Valentine J.

Auckland, in
Tlieir Uses,

writes

Chapman, emeritus
his

"but

is

book Seaweeds and
rather a popular

common

used to describe the

term

large at-

tached (benthic) marine algae found in

Rhodo-

the groups Chlorophyceae,

phyceae, and Phaeophyceae, or green,
red,

and brown

algae, respectively."

Seaweed has always had
thing for nothing"
pealed to economic

charm

"some-

a

that ap-

sensibilities.

Farm-

as spirulina are said to

mune

boost the im-

system. Mainstream nutritionists

war

people went looking

Dozens of kinds of seaweed are eaten
around the world; some of them have
lately been singled out as health foods.

'seaweed' itself does not

the

started,

The
alginate

search

for

and carageenan

discount such claims but note that sea-

deadpan, inspired
phcations

and can

industries,

which, van der Meer informs me,

weeds

are rich in minerals

seaweed-based

we

all

the practical ap-

see today, such as the

contain beta-carotene and vitamin C.

carageenan thickening in McDonald's

They

triple-thick shakes

also

caution that these plants

and the

Uttle red

should be avoided by anyone on a low-

pimientos in your martini oHves.

sodium

obvious from

The

diet.
earliest

records of seaweed as a

food come from Chinese poetry writ-

I've

my

It's

lack of response that

never heard of either of these sea-

weed

uses,

and

I

suspect van der

Meer

slapping

is

on

silently

"My

end of the phone.

martini oHves?"

was too

"It

knee and laughing

his

the other

olive

dulse.

These were

the

name

of normal dulse

plants, small

ing

it

subdivided,
variants

frilly

outgrowths fi-om the normally

I

finally inquire.

frilly

difficult to

coordinate the

plant.

We

flat

pinched some off and have

Van der Meer

now. Because Morgan Hked the dwarf

early,

slurry,

we

variety best,

called

of pimiento and then cutting them

around here."

needed

into strips as

The

to stuff olives.

Seaweed-based gums are

also

used to

and toothpaste.

for

most of our

Uves,

algae

turns out, but un-

it

new

processed seaweeds are relatively

Western

to the

ago in Boston,

table. Just a

few days

noticed that the lob-

I

Legal Seafoods comes garnished

ster at

It

was

dulse

it

it isn't

our occasional munching,"

fifteen years

—

sat

says

our culture collec-

in

Ed Cayer came

until

van

there for

along.

Cayer was taking a tour of the institute
and asked whether anybody was doing
anything with

He

it.

then registered
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Gitzo Mountaineer carbon fiber tripods
and Manfrotto Tracker-Series, the only

C>pius

- Irresistible for

a free color

brochure

9,000 years! For
212-683-5280.

call

tripod system that comes right from
the factory ready for the field.
Call (201) 818-9500 or visit

www.bogenphoto.com

for info.

Professional qualitv' electronic weather
stations starting at $195.

2.

AMNH

Discovery Tours

Suice 1953, the American Museum ot
Natural History has been leading tours
to the world's greatest wildlife areas,
archaeological sites and cultural centers
with Museum Scientists and expert

For a free catalog ofTours
(800)462-8687.

lecturers.

7..Canada Northwest TerritoriesI

Canada's Northwest Territories-cruises,
clay baths, cultural events, craft shows,
northern cuisine. Call today for free
explorer's guide.

1-800-661-0788.
13. Djoser, Inc.

call

"THE
8.

Canadian Tourism Commission

copy of GREAT CANADIAN
ADVENTURES Travel Guide. Hiking,

Athena Publications, InGf

Athena Review, journal of archaeology,
history and exploration, invites you
to send for more information and a

canoeing, cychng, wildlife viewing and
more. Detailed tour operator/outfitter

free issue.

or visit www.canadatourism.com/
adventure/natural

directory.

OTHER WAY TO TRAVEL!"

Travel for small groups to Egypt, Turkey,
Vietnam, Thailand, Venezuela, Costa
Rica, India, Nepal, Tibet, South Africa.

FREE
3.

Monitor

temperature, barometric pressure,
humidity, wind speed and direction, dew
point and more. (21) 1-800-678-3669.

CaU 1-877-CANADA, Op.

14-28 days from $1495-$2995 including
and
air with top airhnes. Call toU-free 1-877356-7376 for 48 page brochure.

land, cornfortable hotels, tour leader

15

.

14. Galapagos Network"

4. Belize Tourist

Board

Catch the Adventure! From

rainforest

resort to barrier reef. Belize

is

2 hours from the

USA.

Belize.

only

Mother

Nature's best kept secret. Free
information package. 800-624-0686.

It's

for the birds!

Take

hike!

a

Hunt

Discover an exliilarating adventure in the
Galapagos Islands aboard a 20-passenger
motor-yacht or 48-passenger expedition
ship. Call 1-800-633-7972.

for fossils, golf, fish, shop. Experience
the wild side of the Potomac where

explorecharlescomd.com
800-766-3386.
eagles soar,

!S7HaUt6(fHS'me''l!!™n?
5.

Block Island Tourism Council

Block

Island.

The

Haute^Home

J

perfect getaway for

m

having more of

bird-watchers. Designated "One of
the last great places in the Western

its

Hemisphere" by Nature Conservancy.
Midweek packages from $90. 1-800383-BIRI, ext. 76.

than any other nation on earth. With all
the right ingredients, a trip to Costa Rica

Costa Rica

is

unique

territory protected in national parks,
biological reserves, and wildlife refriges

is

sure to suit

catalog offers superb

and complete
gourmet dinner packages. Unique gifts
ideas are available for your cookbook!

specialty meats, poultry

10. Costa Rica

your

tastes.

Natural Histor>- tours to Latin America
and Africa. Travel independendy or in
small groups escorted by an educational
leader. Holbrook Travel 800-45 1-7111.

17.
If

Tourote international

HunteFOougte

It

has anything to

do with dressing

windows, we've got

it

1-800-937-STYLE

for a free

covered. Call

32-page
for choosing

booklet, with all the details
the perfect window fashions.

E.^pencnce winter tun

like

nowhere

From spectacular winter festivals
our famous Learn to Ski & Ride
program. New York State has it all.
code 233 for
Call 1-800- 1 LOVE
else!

to

NY

a

FREE

Air inclusive or custom itineraries to
Costa Rica, Guatemala, the Galapagos

and South America. From rainforests
to beach resorts call us for brochure.
800-272-7600.

travel guide.

http://iloveny.state.ny.us.

18. Iberian

30. Undiscovered Florida

Moto Tours

Explore Spam, Portugal

&

France by

motorcycle. Winding mountain roads,
motorcycles and historical
Parador lodgmgs. Make IMT Tours
rentals.
the vacation of a lifetime.
Also for brochure: 1-800-255-7451.

BMW

BMW

www.imtbike.com.

19. Lands

End®

the catalog to the Web. the sttire is
yours^^'. Visit us at www.landsend.coni,
or call for a free catalog 800-303-4486.

20: lodge

on

Little St.

Simons Island

North

Carolina's

^^

Outer Banks. Piistme

a state rich in natural

find surprising vacation diversity.

|l. Uiiiworld

America's leader in river cruising. Visit
China and Yangtze River, take the
Nostalgic Istanbul Orient Express
through MongoUa & Siberia or Cruise
around South America. For comp.
Brochures caU (800)653-4326.

Beaches. History. Fishing. For a tree

Guide & Outer Banks Getaway
Card good for seasonal values at over
150 businesses, log onto www.outer-

Travel

call

toU-free

1-877-BY-THE-

26. Quebec City Region

Over 120 birdmg tours woildwide
with the experts, including special cruises
designed for birders. 800/328-VENT.
512/328-5221, info@ventbird.com,
www.ventbird.com.

is the capital of snow and
blend of charm and adventure.
Experience the warmth of the Quebec

33. West Virginia State Parks

SEA

(1-877-298-4373) or e-mail

visitor@outerbanks.org.

gourmet

regional cuisine and gracious
accommodations await just 30 guests.

is

historical intrigue

Discover MongoHa's cultural and natural
wonders including the Gobi Desert
and one of the world's last remaining
horse-based, nomadic cultures. For
color brochure, caU 1-800-998-6634.

banks.org,

E\clusi\e ln.(.Hj()-aeie Georgia Island
paradise, private 7 nule pristine beach,
natural history tours, birding and
recreational activities galore,

Nomadic Expeditionsj|

25. North Carolina's Outer Banks

Direct Merchants

From

wonders
and cultural sights.
From the Panhandle to the Keys, you'U
Florida

24.

Quebec City

a perfect

winter. Call 1-800-363-7777 operator

690 www.quebecregion.com.

outdoor adventure, historical sites and
more. For more information,

MBNA America, sponsor ot the .AiVlNH
credit card program, also otfers AJVINH
and
supporters exceptional rates on
money market accounts. To learn more
about this great investment opportunity,

much
call

CD

1-800-900-6653. Be sure to
mention you are a supporter of
call

AMNH

1-800-CALL WVA or

34. Worcester County Tourism

Mainland's only seaside county Visit
Assateague Island National Seashore.
Kayak, canoe, birdwatch or golf
Stay in one of our

Meade Instruments

^

Inns.

^

out ot this world
Meade's ETX-yoEC Telescope and
Autostar. Journey to over 14,000 celestial
objects. Easy and fun. Free brochure.
Tra\'el to destinations

w^ith

CaU 1-800-62-MEADE.

us at

Spend 4. 5 or 6-nights on board an
elegant riverboat exploring the sceruc
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Rivers.

www.stlawrencecruiseUnes.com.

22.

visit

www.wvparks.com.

Kingston, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec
City departures. 1-800-267-7868.

to qualify for these rates.

Escape to die mountains at West Virgima
State Parks. Come enjoy scemc splendor,

many Bed

& Breakfast

800-852-0335. skip-

jack. net/le_shore/visitworcester.
28. The Territory

Ahead

comes with the territory. Original
designs from pattern to fabric to
buttons and available only in our
catalog! The Territory Ahead. Free.
It

EXPLORER GUIDE
ASIA

HIMALAYAS!

Treks, tours, wildlife safaris

& overland lourneys m

GALAPAGOS
ANTARCTICA

India, Nepal,

Burma. Vietnam. Cambodfa, Laos, IndoChina. Group & independent programs. Asian

Tibet. Bhutan, Thailand,

nesia.

Louisiana Tour Guide

Borneo

&

adventure travel specialists since

1

978. free color trip catalog.

Travel in a small

/^^/
^^^^

Hr.)

$7PPD

INCA

(510)420-1550

mh

For your

FREE 300-page Louisiana Tour

our celebration of 300 years of

Islands!

French culture, call 1-800-765-9826.
www, louisianatraveLcom

in all

www.perujungle.com

/

Amazon.

the

1-800-262-9669

Spoin Portugal Fronce.

P.O.

m

Luxury Motorcycle Adventures

Weekly departures all year longT
International Wildlife Adventures

available!

Carlson Wagonlit '^^

mammals

diversity of

Galapagos

Guide including information on FrancoFete
'99,

www.evolveFISH.com

gift ideas!!!

incafloats@aol.com

Visit ttie spectacular
Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo Reserve,
sfiown to have the greatest

FISH

Dept 76 Box 26523 Colorado Springs, CO 80936
Credit cards Fax or voice 800-Evolving (386-5846)

More

upscale

active,

AMAZON

5" Emblem or
" Pin (gold or silver)
''SJt^^
<

1

group on

BROCHURE AND VIDEO

FREE

Email: warldadv@netaxjs.com

TURKEY

adventures that combine learning and luxury.

HimAlAv^Avi TrAvel
Phone: 800-225-2380 (24

PERU

•

•

Box 1410, Vashon, WA 98070
(800) 593-8881

Sleep

in

BMW

Parador Castles.

Motorcycle

Iberian Moto Tours
Tel:

800-255-7451

Online Newsletter: http://www.wildlifeadventures.com

Come As You Are. Leave Different."
101999 Louisiana Office- of

Tounsm

Costd Rita 'Belize' Africa -Galapaflos

P.O.

EUROPE $228 r/t
MR COURIER
r\

r^i

^^^
ASSOCIATION'

Criina/Asia S375. Central
li'ii''.

Africa, Australia

8f

aox3656-C15

SONORA. CA 95370

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

or

NATURE

a North America-wide group.

Your Drearm
ofAdventure

Fulfill

aiu

800-667-5179

www.sciconnect.com/

So. America $220.

$699. ALL ROUNDTRIP!

1-800-822-0888
8om-5pmMt

SCIENCE

Into

are meeting through Science Connection.

800 351-5041

T20O75414O

SINGLES

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK

time(303-215-9OC10)wwwoircouner.org

^CosTA Rica

Pentland Press, Inc.
USA ENGLAND SCOTLAND
•

Established publisher can arrange the editing, design,

Explore coastlines, remote villages and
spectacular wildlife sanctuaries
Ireland, Scotland

& Wales

in

England,

aboard the

publication, promotion, warehousing and distribution of
your book. Write to: Pentland Press, DepL NH, 5122 Bur
Oak Circle, Raleigh, NC, 27612 or call: 1-800-94&-2786

comfortable expedition vessel Explorer.

May 26-June 8, 2000
if you sign up by 1 1/30/99

CtH-tvAl A'SiA

•

'fkkis-tAH

•

IvAM.

Save $400

Exotic tours and treks.

Overland journeys

TravelWlId Expeditions

wwwtravelwild.com

in

itineraries.

Pakistan, China, Kyrghyzstan,

Turkmenistan, Iran

(800) 368-0077

Custom

&

the Ancient

Silk

Road.

Group and independent programs.

NH41

^x"p[ov-6 sTowtK

1.800.221.6941

A^i^

'Tourz,

\t\.c.

explorasia@aol.com

Choose to

sail these magical,

volcanic islands aboard our

signature fleet of expedition
vessels; three 20-passenger

motor yachts, M/T

f

Eric,

Flamingo or Lett;, or our 4Spassenger eqiedition ship the

M/V Corinthian.
r^ill

KBil/^^NO

-SOO-633-7972
gpsnet@aol.coiii
e-mail:

www.ecoventnra.com

EXPLORER GUIDE
Bargain Books
30%
I

I

I
I

I

on
America's biggest selection. Save
current books, up to 80% on overstocks.
Nature, Wildlife, Travel, Biography,
History over 60 subject areas.

—

Free Catalog: 1-800-677-3483
Hamilton

6003 Oak.

Falls Village.

CT 06031-5005

i

designed

to get

you out of debt-FREE! Direct refenal

bills

and

call

—

^-

|

to

^s._ amerix

Egypt • Turkey
Thailand • Venezuela • South Africa
Costa Rica India/Nepal
india/Nepal/Tibet • Tibet
;4

28 day

A world

trips

small barrier island.
-Unspoiled maritime
forests, vast marshlands,
'
three of the State of Georgia
Birding TYail viewing sites
^Thues of beaches. Plus
Historic District, nature
|>

y\

<

For a 48 pg color brochure.

Dj/OXSCr)

V

1-877-356-7376

call toll-free:

1-800-570-3021 (43?4)

R^P0W
GALAPAGOS
COSTA RICA
PERU
Our

Touis

15lli

vear

n»i^

InJai'

center, 10 hotels

vacation planner,
.free

Many and Tambopata Reserves

P.O.
also offer: The Condors of Colca ^
Cuscd/Machu Picchu, The jungle ruins
Viiaya a

NY

Box

I4S50

call toll-free:

,

European Beret $10

The

v/orld's greatest gathering of polar

bears occurs each autumn

Manitoba. Join our
the tundra for

in Churchill,

naturalist guides

on

an unforgettable journey

Australia,

Size

Fits All

Grey

Check or Credit Card w/Exp. Date.
Add $2 Shipping Per Order
www.johnhelmer.citysearch.com

John

Helmer • Est. 1921 • (503) 223-4976
969 S.W. Broadway, Dept. T1 1 9 • Portland. OR 97205

New Zealand and 75 other trips.
Call lor free

Tkailaiid

00% Wool • One

Black, Na\/y, Brown, Red, Camel,

888'Z87'7186

Go Walkabout

POLAR BEARS

GA 31527
www.jekyllisland.com

13186, Jekyll Island,

<

1

1-800-633-0299

GmgistsSmiMlslcinil!

^i

See the world's most photogenfc day
and Cock-of-the-Rock display
^

jmaiU inaturl@ibm.net
Ithaca,

call toll

877-4JEKYII,

Unique, non-profit comparty
AIL proceeds protect nature

Voyagers International

Box915,

and

campground. For a free

Natuvcv

We

AFRICA
AUSTRALIA &

of natural

wonders unfolds on our

$ 1,495 - $ 2,995
including Land, Air, Guides!

-

^.^S^^^

today!

locals^

•

A Debt Management system

Non-Profit credit counseling.

Gather your

Slttu.

Vietnam

Lower your monthly payments by up to 50%!
loan. Not bankruptcy.

*.^^'

'

FREE DEBT RELIEF!
Not a

P the

|

|

Gome meet

i

Invel cafa/eg

ladaaesM looi Cambodia

New Gaiaaa

Jtastralia

Nobody gels yao mto

SOO-642-2742

VietiMiii

Bumo

New Zaolead South Pa<if i<

travel Hke Asia liaiapamk Journeys.

•Esl.1987- www.SoutlwastAiio.iom

to

see the Great White Bears!

From $1995,

Oct

& Nov 1999

discover |TTr^

a free brochure:
TravelWild Expeditions
For

(800) 368-0077
wwwtravelwild.com

West Virginia State Parks
An Outstanding Value!
Lodges, cabins, over 800 miles ol hiking

trails

and more.

mu>ii

20%

Athena Review

OFF

Cabins or Lodge

Rooms

Journal ofArchaeology, History, and Exploration

'

November

PAPYRUS WRITINGS IN EGYPT
*'

"

Also: Ancient Lowland
Maya Centers, part 2
For a

free trial issue

on South

America or Roman Britain, write
or fa.\ us today. 4 issue&yr SI6
(US) S25 (Can) 336 (overeeas).

Valid

Sunday

EXPLORAMA

1

999

thru May,21

,

2000.

Thursday, minimum two

night rental,
availability,

must mention 20% discount when making
'

certain restrictions apply, not available in

Reserve your spot today!

httpy/wwui.eKpiorama.com

reservation,
all

areas.

wgf^^^

Wikl ami Woiideiful

Mo^

E-mall: amazon@eKplorania.coin

WestlfirijHfti

10904, Naples,

State Parks &JForests

FL 34101
(941) 594-2163. See our
website at \^-\^-\v.aJheiiapiib.com

,

not valid with other discounts, subject to

with

Athena Publications,
Box

thru

1

Fax:(51 94) 25 2533 P.O.Box 446

Fa.\:

Iquitos

-

Peru

_

www.wvparks.com

1-800-CALL

WVA or 304-558-2764

—
THIS VIEW OF LIFE

(Continued from page 27)

justified their

11/99

arguments by inter-

pretation of Scripture rather than by

appeal to factual information

from the

the inspired
actly

what

word

says.

it

In so doing. La

pret "the law" as referring to Moses's

receipt of God's

major theological movement

teuch.

that has

of religious studies ever

swept the

since, again in parallel

pre-Adamism had no aversion to using
two major sources of empirical data to

using rational Hterary, rather than ratio-

supplement their fundamentally tex-

criticism"

voyages of exploration

"higher

techniques):

empirical,

nal

with science (by

and other exegetical ap-

proaches dedicated to interpreting the

document, cobbled

leading to contact with diverse peoples

Bible

throughout the world, and, second,

together from numerous sources of

the fossU record and the discovery of

varying reHabihty but subject to deeper

deep

time).

I

find the notion of such a

parallel tradition fascinating, primarily

for

what

of

human

mately

reveals

it

others

the start by false

on

understanding

fear)

may

questions

a

The

Adam had sinned,

though

sense the difference and dis-

tance between these
exegetical

human

and

parallel roads

scientific

describe

could

Moses received the divine word
of Adam's

until

that specified the nature
transgression

and the price

that

sub-

all

sequent people must pay (the doctrine

of original

Nonetheless,

sin).

Mosaic people had to
result

who

—

of Adam's

including those

sin

God

disobeyed

Moses and
understand

As we
lar,

pre-

all

suffer death as a

had Hved righteously and never
in "the similitude

Adam's transgression"

approaches to

when we

prehistory

of

his sin

not be "officially" imputed to people

—even

therefore could not fliUy

why

they must

say in the

die.

modern vernacu-

no problem with

"I got

of

though
received the law from

they had not yet

We

in the Penta-

passage then states that al-

But

that."

assump-

entirely different initial

methods of argument, and standards of proof. The two approaches
also span roughly the same period, for

saac

tions,

La Peyrere's founding document appeared

all

and no dogmas need be obeyed

priori.

working

when

be asked (and answers sought without

ulti-

to difficult

parallel tracks,

as a fallible

from

problems. Pre-Adamism and

science run

by

—some
doomed
premises —

approaches

fruitful,

common

about the diversity

word

Peyrere helped open the floodgates to a

field

Traditional

(and probably accurate) readings inter-

and geology (although supporters of

first,

here's the rub:

God, means ex-

of

burgeoning sciences of anthropology

tual thesis:

Now,

the conviction that the Bible, as

rife):

Pre -Adamite theorists tormulated

and

—

natural history

dawn of Newton's genertraditional origin for mod-

La Peyrere agreed

to convert to

Catholicism, repent his pre-Adamite heresy,

I and

apologize personally to the pope.

at the

ation, the

ern science

dominant worldview,

as a

La Peyrere

the foundation of La Peyrere's thesis
a

claim that scientists might read

as al-

and for

did,

a definite (if

La

reason.

idiosyncratic)

entirely

while the triumph of an evolutionary

most laughably arcane and

irrelevant to

Peyrere insisted that Paul's invocation

account by the end of the nineteenth

any "real" inquiry about

human

of "the law" referred to God's instruc-

century removed the underpinnings of

gins but that played an important role

tions to

in this different hermeneurical tradi-

to

pre-Adamism

exegetical

as

a

theory

about actual datings and timings for
the origin of various

Thus,

we must

human

kooky

of literary

La

interpretation.

Peyrere cited the usual arguments from

groups.

La

understand

Peyrere's theory not as a

tion

ori-

exercise

Genesis,

as

noted above, but he cen-

on

tered his theory

a novel, ff pecuHar,

in biblical apologetics but as a coura-

interpretation of a single passage in

geous and radical claim within the

Saint Paul's Epistle to the

conventional theology of his day

(5:12-14):

both CathoUc and Protestant

(in

first five

Moses

attributed to

books, traditionally
as sole

and divinely

—described

inspired author
local history

only the

of the Jewish people and

not the entire chronology of

all

hu-

mans. La Peyrere challenged a precept
that almost

no scholar had ever dared

Wlierefore, as by one
into the world,

so deatli passed
hai'e sinned.

upon

For

there

is

no

all

sin entered

is

sin,

men,

until the

in the world; but sin

when

man

and death by

law

and

for all

sin

was

not imputed

law. Nevertheless,

death reigned from

Adam

to

Moses,

even over them that had not sinned

to question in public (although private

after the similitude

doubts and thoughts had always been

transgression.

of Adam's

to his dispensation

if "sin

world" before the law and
self received the law,

could

sin,

and

was

in the

Adam him-

if only

people

and

well, then, ipso facto

Q.E.D., people must have existed before the creation

of Adam. Most

today, scientists

and theologians

would consider

this reading,

how

circles).

For by arguing that the Pentateuch
the Bible's

Romans

Adam, not

Moses. Now,

vaguely plausible,

a

folks
alike,

no matter

woefliUy thin

foundation for such a radical theory of

human

history.

But so be

it;

temps, autres moeurs (other times,

customs),

as

autres

other

they say in La Peyrere's

country.

We

need

this

background and

this

concept of science and hterary exegesis as

parallel tracks in the exploration

of human prehistory to understand
abella

Is-

Duncan's book and theory with

a

any sympathy, for her ideas sound

as

kooky even beyond La

of the patriarchs and kings, cannot be

Peyrere's vi-

sion about the king of France

buddy-buddy with
in a blissful

a

all

Jewish Messiah

world to come. Yet when

we understand

her argument

that

emerges not from science but from
tradition

a

of biblical exegesis trying to

inferred firom bibhcal chronologies

made easy! Da\is' uireWeather Monitor II® and
Weather Wizard IIP stations use our

new

this

arguments on

tionist

SensorLink'" to transmit

data to the display console up
to 400' away!

Each station
comes completely pre-assembled and includes sensors, a
radiation shield, a weather-

this crucial topic.

tight shelter,

harmonize

itself

mode of

her

with science, then

becomes

reasoning

the "gap" theory argues that

First,

—
geology
—

an unspecified amount of time

portant point in writing of Duncan's

tervened between verse

book: "Such
bizarre, but

ishing

may now seem

theory

a

belongs ... to

it

a

flour-

Anglo-American subculture of

cient

with powerful

and

social

Duncan, facing the new Darwinian
world of 1860, should not be comstrictly

with La Peyrere,

plunged into the miUenarian fervors of

but that

—

1

"day"

may

Hebrew word

Third,

represent

as

long a pe-

geological discovery

as

"only local"

the

only the particular origin of the Jewish

evi-

Bible

of

as

God

the truthfiil and inspired

but also

insist that

word

the factual

of science must be re-

discoveries

spected. Since truth and inspiration
don't require a hteral reading, the bibHeal text

may be

interpreted, but never

chronology of

earthly time.

all

children therefore

and Noah's flood may be read
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a local
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sensible analysis
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tions that begin

riod of time

a tradition

suffi-

the earth") and the particular descrip-

mid-seventeenth-century Europe. But

cal interpretation larger

anything that

fit

God

ginning

right

racial implications."

pared too
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might discover about
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natural history

mans 5. Almost all previous versions of
pre-Adamism had invoked the theory
to explain our current racial diversity,

usually to the detriment of people out-

European

side the

the theory

itself.

cultural context

of

But Duncan em-

ployed the Uterary and exegetical tradi-

of pre-Adamism to explain the

tions

11/99

planet: "And the Lord God
formed man of the dust of the ground,
and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of hfe; and man became a Uving
lifeless

God

In short,

entirely distinct

argues for two

and separate

both featuring humans.

created

he then destroyed

first

all

hfe

before unleashing a second creation,
this

time beginning with Adam, the

progenitor of

pre-Adamites

all

living

left

humans. Thus,

human

late geological sediments,

artifacts

but

all

in

mod-

not good that the

is

first

man

Adam

But

beyond

his per-

—
thought—
Genesis

a strikingly

novel analysis

him"

from one of

"And

God

.

.

.

his ribs:

took one of

YHWH.

the alphabet of Latin, the

Hebrew

text:

God

Since

common

tongue of early Christian writers, includes neither

Y

nor W, the necessary

(2:20)

the Lord

and

his ribs,

The Pentateuch

yielded "Jehovah.")

cannot, therefore, represent Moses'

unique composition

dictated di-

as

by God. The contradictions

rectly

closed up the flesh instead thereof;

within Genesis and other books

And

from the amalgamation of inevitably

which

the rib,

God had

the Lord

made he

taken from man,

a

woman,

And

and brought her unto the man.

Adam

This

said.

I

Woman"

suspect that

now bone

is

be caUed

But Duncan's interpretation of the first two chapters of

tra-

uses

in the

God

remains lonely, so
for

La Peyrere's reading of Romans
basis

as

substitutions, plus the inferred vowels,

makes "an help meet

ond

sonal idiosyncrasy.

Hebrew

(Written

ditions.

man

the privilege of as-

bones, and flesh of

could claim no

latter

"Jehovah" in European Christian

then

Adam,

the animals before

all

ern humans are Adamites of the seccreation.

God

first

signing their names.

creations,

God

pre-Adamites near the end of the
creation, but

brings

giving his

Duncan

conventionally transliterated

maton, or four-lettered name of

should be alone" (2:18).

a single

title

Yahweh, with the

mals, to assuage the isolation of his

then places

of Eden and sub-

in the garden

Earth while affirming the unity of

and recent Adam.

versus

sequently creates plants, and then ani-

Adam

creature: "It

Hving people by descent from

of God in the two sources

him

no expUcit vowels, so early Christians had to
make inferences from the tetragram-

soul" (Genesis 2:7).

geological antiquity of humans on
all

—Elo-

tions

my

of

my

she shall

flesh;

different

Bible

belief

The

not, in any case, a factual trea-

is

about natural

tise

But

generally forget

religious

should be threatened thereby.

(2:21-23).

we

No

texts.

arise

within

Isabella

history.

Duncan

did not

this scholarly tradition.

work

In her

we

conventional piety, she stuck rigidly to

cobble the two stories together into

the old belief in an inerrant and coher-

combined vernacular version that
pleases us most. We borrow the six-day

ent text

these striking differences because

the

—

subject to interpretation, of

course, but necessarily true at face

within the history of pre-Adamite

oine pre-Adainists used the doctrine to

represents a false solution to

a genuine insight.

I

have often been

how few people,
creationists who swear that
amazed

must be read

hteraUy, even

that the creation stories

and 2
read

at face value.

remember

of Genesis

Genesis

1

1

when

presents

the traditional sequence of creation in
six days,

proceeding from Earth

to light,

moon,
ries

to plants,

to

itself,

the sun and

to animals in an ascending se-

from

on the

fish to

mammals, and

sixth day, to

human

finally,

beings

with male and female created together:

"So

God

created

man

in his

own

image, in the image of God created he

him;

human race

arose as a separately created species.

the Bible

entirely different tales

tell

support racism, arguing that each

including

at

male and female created he

them" (Genesis 1:27).
But the tale of Genesis 2 could
hardly be more different. God makes
Adam at the outset, a single male on a

sequence from Genesis

1,

but

we

love

value.

In her reconciHationist respect

new

the stories of Eve's manufacture from

for

Adam's

beUeved

rib

in Eden, so

and of the

we

initial situation

graft these plot devices

from Genesis 2 onto the
lution of Genesis

1

different reso-

(simultaneous cre-

now

attends the ob-

vious and well-documented explanation;

of these discrepancies. The two

stories differ

because they derive from

two prominent

texts

among

the

many

separate sources that ancient compilers

used to construct the Bible.
critics call these texts

uments

the

when

properly read, could not contradict any

genuine

empirical

Her

discovery.

unique version of pre-Adamism arose

The two

scholarly debate or serious the-

ological objection

that this inerrant text,

from these twinned convictions.

ation of male and female).

No

discoveries of science, she also

Modern

E and J

doc-

to note the different designa-

creation stories, she ac-

knowledges, must be read
different in content.

text

must

also

But

as

genuinely

if the biblical

be inerrant, what can

and disparate tales
mean? Duncan must solve her problem
these successive

by exegetical

analysis,

not by empirical

—and

evidence from science

do

so,

according to her

she must

own

lights,

"with unshaken submission to the

tes-

,

,

Cruisi
.^

how

timony of Scripture." But

can

this

double reconcihation (of Genesis
with Genesis

and of the

2,

account with

cal

be accompHshed

1

entire bibli-

two

the

if

creation

begins her

book by expos-

may be metaphor-

that the bibhcal text

but not factually

be no irreconcilable

shall

.

.

.

differ-

ence between them."

Duncan then

devises the ingenious

texts are true, but they tell

on

life

two

(The Hebrew

Earth.

as

generic

name of a
may
progenitors.) Dun-

rather than as the proper

particular fellow, so the stories

find two distinct

accounts of the Creation of Man,

designate different

materially differing from each other, yet

can then summarizes her entire

thesis:

mind,

and

She then locates the main problem

two

tales

different position within the

—

refection [note

no reference

to the empirical data

of science],
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A spectacular
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To

into existence on the fifth day,

explain the long duration that

voy-

age from Buenos
Aires to Santiago,

and

therefore before

man

is

man,

made and placed

the creation of these

God, intended

to

Eden

in

humble

which were formed by a

geology and paleontology indicate for

in the other,

before

to

a

first

cihation: "I

of

hope ...

rehgious scholars to reconcile the two

consonant accounts of the

God may

now

fact six ages,

separate

The
of Adam,

or cycles of ages."

and second creation

the progenitor of

living people,

all

through a region of
breathtaking beauty,

rich with glaci-

surely choose

then suffers no challenge from the ge-

Hterary strategy! "I do

ological discovery of deep time, for

Chilean
Fjords

Tierra del

ers, fjords, wildlife

and exploration

so

days of creation were in

that the six

same event, for

of recon-

to give sufficient

generally received by thinking persons,

She then summarizes attempts by

as

adopts the

reasons for adopting the behef

felt

necessity of his newly-created child.

texts

Duncan

creation,

traditional "day- age" theory

races,

special act

minister

the

Darwin.
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But Duncan's model of sequential cre-

textual evidence, discussed just above,

ations then leads us to ask a difficult

2000

of a contradictory sequence between

question about the once extensive but

two stories: "If we are to look
upon the second chapter as standing in

Where

second account of the same transaction."

But she cannot escape the

the

this relation to

telling
least

the

first

of the same event]

[as
,

a

second

we must

at

expect that they will not be found

So

now

far,

so

extinct race

dence had,

after

established the

human

of pre-Adamites.

are they? Archaeological evi-

artifacts

much

debate, finally

contemporaneity of
with the bones of large
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natural history

mammals (mammoths,

extinct

cave

woolly rhinos), indubitably

bears,

signable

Duncan's

to

as-

or pre-

first,

human

my

bones of
silizable

bones,

of

flesh

bodies

—

the

not the unfos-

it

my

flesh

—had

yet

been recovered (and none would be
located

when Eugene

1891,

until

bones

—an

search

for

fialfiUed

within thirty years of Duncan's

.

To complete her argument, Dunthis last puzzle. A wayward

expectation

can resolves

group of pre-Adamites rebelled against

pubHcation.

Duncan followed

Adamite, creation. But no unambiguous evidence of

—
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the logic of her

God, and the

had

to

exegesis instead. If the Bible promises

suffer for their transgression.

As

for

eventual bodily resurrection to

these miscreants, they remain

among

of

Adam

sons

all

second creation, then

in the

entire creation

us as the fallen angels

—

Satan and his

at the catastrophic

termination of the

devil host. Moreover, in destroying the

God

probably redeemed

Earth (and leaving signs for us to rec-

first

creation,

pre-Adam

Dubois discovered the remains of

the offspring of

Homo

arrowheads

hence, only tools, but no bones, for

discovered in the 1830s by the great

to a pre-Adamite
no pre-Adamite bodies

pre-Adamites. But where, then, did

Swiss naturalist Louis Agassiz), and

the resurrected pre-Adamites go?

then resurrecting the bad with the

and axes

make

record,

if

testify

existence, but

ever

So

erectus in Java).

their

way

what happened

how

he was, or

what was

to the physical

to indicate

what

he spent his time, or

his character? Tlie birds

and fruits have

distinct traces in every

left

part of the world.

survived of man?

Have none

Wliere are his remains?

We

.

.

the

resurrected pre-Adamites

now

be the angels of our legends and

must

of their

Bible

to

suggest that the

—whose

whose

Only at this point does Duncan fall
what scientists might label a realm
of folly wrought by overcommitment
to a theory but one that she no doubt

close,

into

Angel

visits to

origin

relations to

is

yet so unexplained

pure and

.

.

.

long as they kept their

—

ear,

must then

also

confirm will spur

good enough

become

to

why

dence, whereas positive disproof will

their resurrection,

always scotch a theory. If this failure

minate them in the

hope

reasonable

for future affirmation, then

of

course the theory must be dropped. In
the case of
sturdy

human

flint tools

evolution,

where

greatly exceed fragile

dooming

all

other,

mon

.

.

.

comes forth in His Majesty

to

shake

terribly the earth.

understand that

constructed her

chart

Duncan
the

for

full

pageant of life through time (discussed

God

exter-

in the introduction to this essay) not as

place, while

a scientific innovation but as a theolog-

did

first

We now

and
were

and presumably in-

com-

grave (with no subsequent resur-

ical

scenario for Earth's history in the

pre-Adamite tradition of textual analysis.

The key white strip of Agassiz icemay be validated by ge's

rection for these lower unfortunates)?

covered world

The

ological science, but this catastrophe

instigating event

must have been

something truly awful to contemplate;

what could have

the geological record, evidence of arti-

ally that global

without bodies only spurred the

left

rebels.

on our globe, everywhere, the

angels after

nocent, plants and animals to a

bones in capacity for preservation in

facts

less willingly, to his

be encompassed within

a logic already severely stressed

a

His

able.

men, who yielding an

stupendous power he wields when he

stretched. If these pre-Adamites

beyond

Pre-Adamite

unmistakable evidence of the

dence of absence." In the early and ex-

the theory develops, and

more or

God

so

first estate.

ploratory days of a theory, failure to

finally persists

proud and

involved the ruin of the

Maker

genders other, collateral problems that

search for evi-

they

same condemnation. The divine anger

were in

venerable scientific motto proclaims

a

if

falsehoods, subjected themselves to the

are so

But one hypothetical solution en-

not evi-

the tempter, a

victims too were

pre-Adamite

like their

was

enterprising,

so obscure

Adam's family

their original this very
race, holy,

our

simple extension of the

is

come

and followed Satan:

of mortal mould, ambitious,

A

as

transgressed

visitations:

world are so often recorded in the

Pre-Adamites?

continues

should fear the wrath to

Lucifer

where are those of the

of evidence

gave two warnings to his

subsequent Adamites that they too

that

have the

logic in a developing argument.

God

good,

conundrum, Duncan proposes

purported

.

a

In a stunning solution to her great-

Host, whose mysterious

in the rocks

that "absence

the recent Ice Age,

est

abundance

as a

as

W:
I venture

regarded

event

must understand La Peyrere s theory as
courageous and radical claim within the
conventional theology of his day.

bones of the loiver animals in

respective eras;

this

'e

and

and

beasts of these ages, their plants
trees, their flowers

ognize

well

into the fossil

evidence?

Does nothing remain

as

his

pissed

God

off so roy-

destruction represented

only reasonable option?

Duncan, the agency of
God's wrath after the Satanic group of

represents, for

pre-Adamites
great

plough"

fell

(as

—

firom grace

"God's

Agassiz himself de-

Nabokov's Blues

—

scribed the glacial age, albeit for differ-

her time

ent purposes and intentions) that swept

overly narrow focus.

the planet, destroying the
first

work of the

creation and preparing a fiirrow to

welcome

the

new

own puny

our

race of Adamites,

humbled

to a

selves,

What,

ultimately, can

we

say for Is-

Duncan's theory beyond noting

an entertainment value

far in excess

of

most incorrect proposals about human

A

prehistory?

might

scientist

tempted simply to dismiss her view

why

she accept

book does

ate)

she Uft the veil ot her

and allow her readers

peek beneath. She needs

to refute a

God

resurrected the pre-Adamites as

These people must have in-

angels.

as a

Hterature mentions only male angels.

So where did the female pre-Adamites

Duncan answers

go?

that they also be-

came

bones, were preserved in the geologi-

cause our Hterary biases place

record

— and

couldn't have

she

been more wrong, because we have
found bones aplenty.
But if we dig a bit deeper and ask

since

why

she developed such

yond

we need

consider the
striction.

more

We

general

to

our

them be-

social biases

women

a similar fate:

truths

been

many

theme of re-

might be questioned were

it

allowed

children.

the cognitive

skills

we

rarely develop

needed

yond our presuppositions
of course,

why many

false

dubitable past geniuses

to see be-

document

herself to

dence

rate.

Such

a

to

there are long ages during

IsiAND Getaway

FOR Discriminating

said, in

the

same scene

(the reason,

cludes his sardonic sohloquy

piece of work

seem

Travelers

Or as

is

a

s^..

that in-

"What

a

man":

so strange

the lim-

of Hterary exegesis for

that she did not
as

and

not evidence of absence.

is

Hamlet

O

view

it,

views of in-

Duncan operated within
a

ww'u'.coltmjbooles.cotn

In other words, absence of evi-

to us today).

ited procedures

{starred revieiv)

always view

the natural world within a bHnkered

mental compass, and

Publishers Weekly

be necessary that the Bible should

may

more

book."

—

ZOLAND BOOKS

the earth during centuries,

which we have no notice of little

we

Stephen Jay Gould

^^

Tlie very existence of

silent.

assert

for

—

as a naturalist."

other indubitable

cause her blazingly obvious restrictions

—

written a line ot

he would have an honored reputation

"Readers with a taste for science and

important from Isabella Duncan, behelp us to analyze our own,

Nabokov had never

fiction,

on which for ages the Bible has

women on

can then learn something

subtle Hmitations

"If

literature will love this

Tliere are

but a bit odd even for most the-

ologians of her time), then

notice, just as

and children to

planation (bizarre to a scientist, to be
sure,

angels, but invisible angels, be-

often relegate contemporary

peculiar ex-

a

a brief

potential objection to her claim that

historic artifacts, but not prehistoric

cal

& Steve Coates

one passage of her oth-

cluded both males and females, but our

pre-

Kurt Johnson

erwise impersonal (however passion-

be

disproven conjecture: she invented an
elaborate theory to explain

Did

or did she long to

lot,

rebel? In only

frustration

planet.

abella

her limited

The Scientific Odyssey
of a Literary Gettius

contributed to her

also

God,

shell

I could be

space, were

permit

bounded

nut

in a

and count myself a king of infinite
it

not that I have bad

dreams.

potentially inaccu-

I'm

conviction does not leave

much maneuvering room

the

for

we
if we

afraid that

we must
we

price in scary thoughts if

broad range of hypotheses that

fracture the confines

must allow ourselves

to entertain

comfort.

wish to resolve truly

difficult questions

pay the
wish to

of our mental

The Lodge on
Exclusive

Little St.

10,000-acre

tive inevitably leads us to ask

whether

reational activities,

more obvious Umitation imposed
upon Isabella Duncan the peripheral
the

—

space granted to intellectual

women

in

Stephen Jay Gould teaches

and

biology, geology,

the history of science at

versity.

He

is

Harvard Uni-

also Frederick P.

Rose Hon-

orary Curator in Invertebrates at the
ican

Island
island

paradise, seven-mile pristine beach, rec-

cuisine and gracious

about the natural world. This perspec-

Simons

Georgia

Museum

Amer-

gourmet regional
accommodations

await just thirty guests.
All-inclusive

rates begin at

\^

x-

888-733-5774 '912-638-7472
v*ww.LittleS6imonslsland.com

of Natural History.
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$325 per night

about our
"Summer Fun for Families"
Call
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SIMONS
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Swan's Way
Swans have something of an image to maintain.
The famih'ar mute swan, native to Europe, is a
staple of Western h'terature and art and a symbol
of beauty, elegance, grace, and even

monogamy.

But keeping up appearances takes
ethereal glide across a lake

effort:

an

propelled by those

is

enormous black clown feet pumping beneath the
surface, and spotless bright white plumage
requires an intense grooming regimen.
On

a

summer afternoon, photographer Mark

Hamblin captured
on a lake

in

a

male mute swan as

Clumber Park

in

it

bathed

Nottinghamshire,

England. For about five minutes the bird splashed

water over
preen

its

its

wings; then

it retired

to the bank to

feathers for another five to ten minutes.

Finally, it rose

up and gave

its

wings a good flap

before launchng itself out onto the water again.
All birds

bathe— whether

in water, dust, or

sunlight— and usually follow up with drying,
shaking or scratching, feather-smoothing, and
using the

bill

to massage oil from a preen gland

through the feathers. Characterized by deliberate

movements, bathing and preening are avian

rituals

swan
managed to make a

essential to the health of plumage. In true

fashion, this bird

bath a thing of beauty.

Judy Rice

Photograph by Mark Hamblin
OXFORD SCIENnnC HLMS
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The Human

have

design 'd figures of men birds or

ill

dogs, the

Z

figure

women

fmgures and

Canvas

Perhaps

more
By Pravina Shukla

a

generaly have this

simply on ever joint of their
toes."

nowhere was tattooing

elaborate than in the Marquesas,

group of volcanic

on

as

second world voy-

his

men were

he noted that the

age,

some

to

When Captain Cook

French Polynesia.
visited there

South

islands in the

known

region

Pacific

"Marked from head

to foot like a coat

ofMail."
Indeed, Marquesans were covered

with motifs of such diversity that subsequent European

visitors

beUeved they

discerned therein the rudiments of a

form of writing. The

common patterns

were geometric, pricked into the skin

Body

Art:

Marks of Identity

will

be on display in the newly opened

Temporary Exhibition Gallery and
from November 20,

in Gallery 3

1999, through

May

29, 2000.

a small-toothed, combHke implement hit by a mallet. The dye was
made from burned candlenut. Ritual

with

tattooing was integral to

and indicated beauty
the

rate,

more

Marquesan Hfe

(the

aesthetic),

more

elabo-

courage (since

the person tattooed had to submit to

the pain without flinching), and wealth

(because the tattoo

had

to

spent

artist,

be fed and paid well for the time

completing the decorations).

Marquesan men often had
decoration

their entire

among women

bodies tattooed, while

such

or tuhuna,

was

restricted

to

hands, Hps, shoulders, ankles, and the
area

behind the

ears.

In 1804 Captain

Adam John von

Krusenstern, leader of a Russian expedition that for four years circumnavigated

The

word

"tattoo" (from the

Polynesian

tataii,

fr"om

ta,

meaning "to strike or collide
with") became part of the
English vocabulary in

James

Cook

1769,

when

visited the Pacific island

of

Tahiti

on

voyage around the

his first

world. "Both sexes," he wrote, "paint
their

bodys Tattow

language, this

is

as it is called

done by inlaying the

Colour of black under
such a manner

in their

as to

their skins in

be indeUble.

Some

the globe, called at the Marquesas.

helm Gottlieb

German

Tilesius

physician, naturalist,

and one of three

von Krusenstern
ings

and

scientists traveling

—made

of Marquesan

WU-

Von Tilenau

detailed

—

artist

with

draw-

birds, landscapes, ar-

ADVERTISEMENT

and tattooed people. These were

tifacts,

NATU RAL
H STORY

subsequently published in widely circu-

of the expedition.

lated accounts

1842 the

In

were annexed

islands

by France, and by

1

884, under pressure

from Cathohc missionaries, the French

I

colonial administrators had outlawed
tattooing. In

1897 German ethnologist

von den Steinen spent nine
months in the Marquesas; more than
Karl

twenty years

later,

he pubhshed an en-

cyclopedic three-volume work on
Marquesan art, including one volume
that was devoted solely to the art of

BeUeving

tattooing.

that the practice

would

die out completely, he repro-

duced

a large

from many

number of

IS
A place tofind out more about the world we live in.

illustrations

most of
von Krusen-

sources, including

the engravings from the
stern expedition.

Since the mid-1970s, tattooing has
resurfaced

nesian
artists

as part

cultural

of a widespread Polyrenaissance.

Tattoo

have abandoned the traditional

combs and

mallets in favor of battery-

operated devices, but they derive their

from the motifs recorded in
von den Steinen's volume. The tatdesigns

tooed Marquesan warrior

who

appears

today in tourist brochures, T-shirt designs,

ample,

and barkcloth paintings, for exis

based on a von Krusenstern

expedition engraving.
Polynesian tattooing

is

only one

as-

pect of "Body Art: Marks of Identity,"
a

new Museum

exhibition that shows

which humans have
on the unique canvas of the

the various ways in
created art

body. As the exhibition shows, every
culture has practiced painting, piercing,
tattooing, reshaping, adorning, or sim-

ply wrapping parts of the body. These
alterations signal civiUzation, individuaUty,

and

From Natural Moments and Natural

Selections,

to our editors' favorite pick

from the past, check
History has on the web for

Natural
And don't forget to ask us questions to let us
know how we're doing. We want to hear from you.
out what

you.

social identity.

Pravina Shiikla, a researcher in the

Mu-

seum's Dhnsion of Anthropology, wrote her

Ph.D.

dissertation

women

in India

Check

us out at

on the self-adornment of

and has airated two exhibi-

tions of photographs

of Brazilian Carnaval

www.naturQlhistory.com

body decoration.
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EVENTS
NOVEMBER

Giant Squid, reports at 7:00 RM. on the

1

As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics"
series, Michael Shara, of the Museum's
Department of Astrophysics, gives a talk
From A
History of

lite

Natural
SonoTan Desert

Archipelago
Jlie Islands of Indonesia

From

and Reefs

to the

of

Fate of Forests

Century

in the Twenty-First

by Gavan Daws & Marty Fujita
Prologue by Edward O. Wilson
Epilogue by John C. Sawhill
This magnificent account sweeps fi:om
Wallace's 19th-century discoveries in

biogeography to the looming biodiver-

life

Published

and natural

in cooperation

hfe.

Con-

with Tlie Nature

servancy, a portion of the proceeds from this
unit go

toward conservation

$45.00 hardcover, 211

efforts in

full

book

Indonesia,

color illustrations

The CaUfornia
by Mary Hill

Story

cluding the specimen on display in the

HaU of Biodiversity.

NOVEMBER

and Stones Presentation, playwright Bara
Caseley Swain, assisted by guest artist LUy

in

3

final talk in the

7:00 P.M. series "Life

Extreme Environments"

is

"Strategies

Beyond Earth: Can

in the Search for Life

We

Plan to Make Major Discoveries?"
given by University of Washington
oceanographer John R. Delaney.

The mid-November Leonid meteor
shower should be spectacular this year
and is the subject of a 7:00 P.M. talk by
Hayden Planetarium lecturer Joe Rao.

dinator of environmental programs

Museum,

"Hill's first-rate narrative

She

skillfully

is

a remarkable

romance of the

gold story in a lively and informative

—Martin Ridge,

style."

$45.00 hardcover, 7

Huntington Library
color & 138 b/w

illustrations

at

the

survey "Geology for Travelers."

NOVEMBER

5

John Burroughs (1837-1921), one of
America's foremost nature writers and

pioneer conservationist,
slide-illustrated talk at

photographer

History of

the Sonoran Desert
by the Arizona-Sonora
Desert

and Love, gives a talk

a

the subject of a

naturalist

Tlie

Edward

World of John Bur-

roughs. The John Burroughs Association,
which has met at the Museum since 1924,

gives annual awards for nature writing.

Patterns in Evolution:

"This fine book offers one-stop shopall

your

Sonoran Desert."

—-John Alcock, author of
Sonoran Desert Spnng
Published in collaboration

Arizona-Sonora Desert
Press,

ivith the

Museum

$24.95 paperback, $55.00

hardcover, 35 color

&

475

illustrations

b/w

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

12,

THROUGH

Now

in

its

twenty-third year, this

Hie

New

pendent documentaries from around the
world. This year's program includes such
highlights as Married Couple, the famous
1969 cinema verite fdm by Canadian director Allan King; Wouhi Cheri, a look at
homosexuality in West Africa; and Tlie
Cow Jumped Over the Moon, a documentary about the environmental impact of
NASA technology on nomadic traditions
m Mali. For a complete program guide
and ticket information, call (212) 7695200 or visit www.amnh. ore/mead.

Molecular

about the revolutionary impact
of molecular genetics.
View, talks

NOVEMBER

"How
Stephen

6

Has
J.

the

Evolved?"

Earth

by

Mojzsis, of the University of

California, Los Angeles,

is

the

first

of five

monthly 1:30 P.M. discussions by geologists and chmatologists on the issues explored in the new Gottesman Hall of

bookstores or order

t-SOO-822-6657

NOVEMBER

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA PRESS

Richard

www.ucpress.edu

From Battu's Bioscope, directed by

9

EUis, author

of

Tlie Search for the

festival

the nation's largest showcase for inde-

Planet Earth.
At

7:30

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20

questions about a most wonderfiil
place, the

at

new book.

At 7:00 RM., Roger Lewin, author of

Museum

ping for authoritative answers to

is

7:00 P.M. by wildlife

and

Kanze, author of

A Natural

about her

THE 1999 MARGARET MEAD FILM &
VIDEO FESnVAL:

gives the final slide lecture in his

weaves together

the geology, history, and

Sticks

lecturer,

is

synthesis.

A

NOVEMBER 22
As part of the "Distinguished Authors in
Astronomy" lecture series, Dava Sobel,
author of Longitude and, most recently,
Galileo's Daughter: A Historical Memoir of
P.M.

of Education's botany
William Schiller, gives the last of
his Thursday talks at 7:00 P.M. on mushrooms, conifers, mosses, and ferns. The
same talk will be given on Monday, No-

Graces:

Rusek, portrays a fortune-teller, a young
mother, and a variety of other women
characters dealing with today's world.

Science, Faith,

NOVEMBER 4
The Department

vember 8, at 2:30 P.M.
At 7:00 RM., Sidney Horenstein, coor-

Gold

lat-

cephalopod, in-

NOVEMBER 19
At 7:00 RM., in Amazing

portraying the intricate connections of

human

this

7:30 P.M. entitled "Stellar Collisions

of the 21st century, powerfijlly

sity crisis

about

and the Evolution of Globular Clusters."

The

the Nineteenth- Century Discoveries

Alfred Russel Wallace

at

est discoveries

Andrzej Fidyk

W.W.

NORTON SALUTES THE WORK OF

STEPHEN JAY GOULD
NOVEMBER 27
In conjunction with the
bition

on body

of Bryn

Mawr

The Panda's Thumb

Museum's exhi-

historian Jane Caplan,

art,

College, talks

at

Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes

7:00 P.M.

about the history of tattooing in Eu-

—

rope
ries

the

The Flamingo's Smile

lecture in the Saturday se-

first

"Body Art With

a Difference."

The Urchin in
the Storm

NOVEMBER 30
Enid SchUdkrout, chair of the Museum's
Division of Anthropology and curator of
the exhibition "Body Art: Marks of Idengives the

tity,"

first talk

on

cultural practices

in

body decoration.

Wonderful

Bully for

in a 7:00 P.M. series

and individual

Life

Brontosaurus

artistry

Eight Little Piggies
DURING NOVEMBER
The Caribbean Heritage

The Book of

Celebration,

presented by the Department of Education, continues through the first weekend
in November. Highlighted are the arts,
traditions, and customs of the Amerindian, Indo-Caribbean, Chinese Caribbean, Garifiina, and Colombian communities that hve in the area. For a schedule,
call
(212) 769-5315. The Leonhardt
People Center also features an exhibit
from the Caribbean community.
Workshops, walking tours, and field
trips inside and outside the Museum are
being offered by the Department of Education. For a complete schedule, call
(212) 769-5304.

The Membership Department

is

of-

fering a series of gallery tours of the

Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth. For
more information, call (212) 769-5606.
For a listing of Hayden Planetarium
courses on such subjects as astronomy,
navigation, meteorology, and aviation,

caU (212) 769-5900.

The Museum's

IMAX

theater

turing Epic Journey: Migrations,

fea-

is

which

fol-

lows gray whales, zebras, Christmas Island
red crabs, and

monarch

butterflies

remarkable journeys, and

on

their

Everest, the story

of the dramatic 1996 ascent of the highest

mountain
are

in the world.

Double

features

shown only on Friday and Saturday

evenings

at

6:00 P.M.

The American Museum of Natural History

is

located

at

Central Park West and

79th Street in New York City. For Ustings of events, exhibitions, and hours,
call (212) 769-5100. For tickets, call
(212) 769-5200. Visit the Museum's

Web

site at

www.amnh.org.

with

Rosamond W.

Life

Purcell

Finders, Keepers

Illuminations

TXl

"

NORTON

www.wwnorton.com
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Learn Another

Language on
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your own pace with what are considered the finest in-depth courses available. Many
were developed by the Foreign Service Institute of the U.S. Department of State for diplomatic
personnel who must learn a language quickly and thoroughly. Emphasis is on learning to speak
and to understand the spoken language. A typical course (equivalent to a college semester)
includes an album of 10 to 12 audio cassettes (10 to 18 hours), recorded by native-bom speakers,
plus a 250-page textbook. Some of our courses:

LeaiTi to speak a foreign language fluently
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at
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A Tree Grows in Boston
.

.

and provides living proof that hope springs

.

By Elizabeth

Hammond

eternal.

Pyle

a

wood

refuge for plants formerly

finish

used in

cringe, but within a

apartment

My

serves

as

—

scientific research

home. Two tiny
crowd one window,

as

though

with

resounding crunch.

a

new

were Styrofoam and

it

sprouts

mahogany

quickly becomes a

while

Malaysian rose apple and

a petite

A

a passionflower share another.

grows

central

window of

the Hving room.

tend these plants

like

preparing a White

dinner.

prod, and poke them.

sniff,

leaf to scan for signs

or mealybug.

I

water, fertilize,

I

hft

of whitefly,

vorite,

although

high in

a

It

it

makes

at

each

is

—

a

homely

cue to prepare for winter. Some, Hke
the

a

A

native of

also

known

as

the

kapok

tree, for

downy

and through the

threads, the
forest.

Some

into deUcate, quivering seedlings. Their stems thicken

plants race to

make

it

respond instead to the

tree,

my

Boston

water sparingly, but

my be-

Here

the rains dry up.

apartment

as

—

for rrules over

kapok

onset of the dry season, dropping leaves

green

and shoot upward, sprouting new leaves only from the

The

tropical

plants,

plants don't use shortening days as a

land in clearings of bHnding Hght and germinate, growing
first

Urdike temperate

my fa-

is

slowly to the ground. Lifted by
sail

ing.

and the stem stops elongat-

length. In the tropics, days are about

mat of sUky fibers kapok that fills its hard brown
As the fruits ripen, they spHt, and the snowy kapok

tiny seeds

leaves,

and pick

fruits.

drifts

stops producing

It

new

plants are not adapted to changes in day

a thick

the top.

the tropics, C. pentandra

the

quit.

down.

plant hunkers

I

stands about five feet

corner window,

shock of leaves

up, reaching for the hght.

scale,

covered with spines and sporting

stick

it

twelve hours long aU year round, so

days, Ceiba pentandra

houseplant.

trunk. Again

In the shortest days of vwnter, the

I

off dead leaves.

These

new

This tree just won't

chef

fussy

a

House

I

Ceiba

and leaves push out-

straight up,

ward and

big-

leafed strangler fig basks alone in the

my

branches, one of which

botanical retirement
trees

few days

I

in

wildered Ceiba lacks the appropriate cues of seasonal change.

As the days grow
I

watch the

leaves

shorter,

droop

it

suffers firom the sparse sunHght.

—wondering whether

keep such a wild plant in these cold northern
early January,

it

can barely look
year,

my kapok

tip.

Then,

to the sunlight above the forest

ReHeved,

sheds leaves the
at

it.

way

dog sheds

This year could be

it,

By

think

I

and

hair,

—

I

this

might not recover.

in mid-February, the tip
I

a

I'm cruel to
latitudes.

monitor the new

new

of a

leaf pokes out.

leaves as they emerge.

Each

canopy, sometimes stretching twelve feet in a single year.

pointy-tipped leaf roUs out, tiny and tender, folded along the

The main stem
Smooth

middle vein. With several leaves coming out

swells into a

bulge.

ridges

—

trunk so round

buttresses

—

it

seems to

grow out from

trunk Hke sinews and grasp the ground. Eventually a

the
full-

grown kapok tree stands tall above neighboring trees, its
crown spreading Hke an umbrella over the treetops nearby.
Looking at the homely plant in my apartment, I find it
hard to fathom such growth. In its sunny urban window, my
kapok tree stretches tall and thin, trying desperately to flilfill
its preprogrammed mission to reach the canopy. Unfortunately, in

my

now

I've

ceremony,

my

eyes,

oles

grow

tinged

tips,

away from the stem. The

fast, it

my kapok

I

peti-

almost seems to move.

fertiHzing:

leaves keeps

leaves unfold

and

watch, mesmerized.

tree sends forth a vibrant

mism of the emerging
and

the same

longer, pushing the leaves, with their shiny, red-

stretch out to seven-point stars.

grows so

at

growing top looks hairy and wild. Slowly the

With each

new

me

effort.

It

setback,

The

opti-

watching, watering,

such irrepressible growth inspires hope.

apartment there are Hmits to growth. Twice

litde

had

time, the

to

chop the plant back. With much guilt and
place my clippers around the stem, avert

I

and squeeze. The blades cut through the hght

Although trained as a
in

the

biologist,

Elizabeth

Hammond

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
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TO THE EDITOR
In Praise of Gould
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Stephen Jay Gould" and
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forward to
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in a Nutshell"
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installment

arrives in the mail.

bad-faith negotiating tactics
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get

Westfeld,

New
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Pharaoh's palace. In E, these

York

characters are noticeably
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Venusian Confusion
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remark
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host of readers in pointing
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down."

out that Venus, in going from

magnitude -4 to
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getting brighter

("The Sky in
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November," by Joe Rao).

of conservation of

Venus

momentum

brightening.

dictates that

when you push

Mary and Walt Farnsworth
via e-mail

against the

of Natural History

ivas fading; a bit,

not

A

typographical error

ground, you and Earth

transformed the

move away from each
other. The distance moved

which should have been

is

inversely proportional to

-4.4, to -4.

We

first figure,

apologize

for the mistake.

Eds.

your respective masses.
Counterintuitive

Brian Greene

A special issue celebrating the opening of the Rose Centerfor
at the

Zimmer makes

a parenthetical

it

may

one has to do
move Earth is jump.

be, but

Earth ami Space

Bloomfield,

October

Butler

textured uruverse in "which walls of galaxies are separated

by enormous

Robert Moss

mechanics of tongues

the past century, our understanding of the universe

placed the

cleaned up.

on the

all

Daniel Finkelstein
Brooklyn,

New

York
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Sponsored exhibition,
"Leonardo's

Codex

Leicester:

A

Masterpiece of

well over a century, the

ForHistory

Science, "offered visitors

an

in-depth view ofthe
scientific

thinking of

and educational

research,

one of the greatest

in 1869,

geniuses in the histoij

it

Museum of Natural

American

has been a leader

among

the world's science,

institutions. Since

its

founding

has dedicated itself to the compelling quest to

understand the natural world and man's place in

ofthe Western world.

Museum's innovative and

For ten years,

about four million

it.

The

interactive presentations educate

visitors

each year on-site, and over 30

million visitors on-line.

Merrill

Lynch and the

American Museum
of Natural History

have worked together

To continue
programs, the

Museum

relies

and innovative educational

on support from the corporate

community.

THE COMMITMENT
Over the

to create a successful

130-year tradition of excellence in scientific

its

research, unparalleled exhibitions

one of the world's

past ten years, Merrill Lynch,

leading financial

management and advisory companies, has

been an important supporter of the American

partnership built on a

Natural History. Like the

Museum,

Merrill

Museum

of

Lynch has been

devoted to community service and leadership in education

mutual

belief in the

importance of science
and education, both
today and

in

the next

through

its

participation in educational initiatives, such as

company's philanthropic
that people

from

A Partnership in

efforts

walks of

all

and

fulfill

their dreams,

tools,

and knowledge.

In 1996, Merrill

millennium.

On

ScholarshipBuilder program.

a global scale,

all

its

of the

flow from a fundamental belief

life

can become

self-sufficient,

when

offered access,

realize their goals

Lynch was the principal sponsor of the

acclaimed "Leonardo's Codex Leicester:

Motion

A

Masterpiece of

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Science,"

January

on view

Museum from October 26, 1996

at the

througii

1997. This exhibition of a rare manuscript by Leonardo

1,

da Vinci offered an in-depth view of the

scientific

thinking of one of

The Codex

the greatest geniuses in the history of the Western world.
Leicester, written

mind of the

between

506 and 1510, opens a window into the

1

awe-inspiring Renaissance

and thinker

artist, scientist,

while illuminating both the scientific and creative process. This
enlightening exhibition included an innovative demonstration

room,

lectures,

and

children's

An additional grant from

workshops.

Lynch Foundation

the Merrill

in

support

of education programs to complement the exhibition allowed over

New York City public schools

6,000 children from

(grades 6-12) to

attend the exhibidon with a guide and to participate in special pre-and

post-viewing programs.

The tremendous

success of this partnership has led to an

Museum and Merrill Lynch, and

enduring relationship between the
in

1996 Chairman and Chief Executive Officer David Komansky

Museum.

joined the Board ofTrustees of the

throughout

and

fun,

my life,"

Museum's

a source of

Lynch

walls, Merrill

I'm able to support the

to demonstrate

its

fulfill its

in

growing mission. The truth

is

appeals to

highly valued."

all

people and

is

prepares

In July

$

ik
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1

1 997, Merrill

characterized by

David Komansky

Lynch made a

programs.

As part of the

gift,

Merrill

Lynch

new "Moveable Museum,"

purchased and outfitted a

converted

vehicle

recreational

a

into

a

mobile

The Moveable Museum now
schools, community centers, parks,

exhibition space.
travels to
street

and

fairs

neighborhood

other

organizations throughout the five

boroughs of

New York City.
The

Merrill

year's

program was so

Lynch

invites

vehicle features an

visitors

and Culture,"

to

explore

the

such

America and

In 2000, the

American

learn earth science in the

of

Museum

David Komansky and Merrill
Lynch

for their generous support

of the institution and of science

to discover

tell

what architecture

in general.

community.

bring thousands of school kids on a

business

round-the-world expedition of

of the
"Merrill

new way

says Jeff Rodgers,

Moveable
Lynch

Museum
helped

for kids to learn

us

City

David

is

a

member of the
community and we look

forward to acknowledging his and
Merrill

Lynch's

support and vision as

During the summer,

MEEP program

supervisors Rosa Almonte

and Mario

Ramirez show campers different
African objects on the touch cart in
the Hall ofAfrican Peoples.

tremendous

we

enter the

new millennium,"

says Ellen N.

Funer, President of the American Museimi of Natural History.

about

world without ever leaving their

neighborhood."

Lynch

Museum and the entire New York

us about each culmre.

cultural discovery,"

"David

Merrill

have been generous both with the

valued trustee and

create a

1

THE PARTNERSHIP

"With our new 'Structures and
Culture' Moveable Museum, we can

their

as

also

I

group

diverse

a

Africa,

Program.

that

weeks

people."

Komansky and

Director

program

to serve for six

learned about myself by interacting

with

and education

homes of nomadic people in
Asia, the Middle East and North

virtual,

training

them

Not only did

rich.

Hall of Planet Earth, but

traditional

and artifaas

New

of Natural History will honor

exhibition called "Structures

which

adults in

These students complete a

Supervisor, described so well, "This

Museum's educational

million, three-year gift targeted to the

outreach

young

The

work

Museum guides, thereby enriching the
Museum experience for the thousands
of children who visit it each summer.
As Rosa Almonte, meep Program

excellence at every turn."

THE MOVEABLE MUSEUM

City.

rigorous

is,

the metropolitan area, but wherever

knowledge

offers meaningfiil

experience to 60

York

very easy to support an institution that

it's

(meep),

support of the Museum's "human" resources.

"rm especially proud that Merrill Lynch
will be honored for helping the Museum

vital

—not only

allocated a portion of its three-year

Museum Education and Employment Program
MEEP program

Komansky.

says

role this institution plays

In addition to supporting exhibitions both within and beyond the

knowledge

"I'm pleased that, as a trustee of the

Museum,

MUSEUM EDUCATION AND
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

grant to the

"The American Museum of Natural History has been
inspiration,

In the MaTill Lynch Moveable Museum, a young visitor leaves Neiv York City for
a moment and explores Montana, home ofthe Black Feet Indians.

For infonnation on the

Museum of Natural

many programs

History

that the

offers, please call

American

212-769-5100.
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Rob Nicholson ("Az-Tech Medicine")
colorful illustrations
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natural history

first

learned of the 1552 Badianus JVIanuscript and

its

while taking a course with renowned Harvard ethnobotanist Pachard

Schultes. Currently interim administrative director of the

Botamc Garden of Smith College

in

Northampton, Massachusetts, Nicholson has been part of a team studying photoecdysones in
primitive gymnosperms (these compounds help deter insects from feeding on the plants). In
addition, he is writing on botanical aspects of the paintings of Frederic Church, a member of the
nineteenth-century Hudson River school, who also spent time in Colombia and Ecuador.
Nicholson's plant-collecting expeditions have taken
for use in medical research, conservation biology,

him around

the world in search of specimens

and ornamental horticulture.

He

has traveled

Mexico, Canada, Chile, Vietnam, Colombia, Ecuador, Morocco, Algeria, the PhiHppines,
and South Korea, as well as around the United States. Not a bad life, says he.
to

While working

Goran

for his doctorate in animal physiology,

Brain") found that for

—they want

problem

many biomedical
be

a lab rat to

Nllsson ("The Cost of a

E.

physiologists, "diversity in nature

as similar to

man

But

as possible."

comparative physiology, Nilsson discovered that researchers in that

is

after

field

often a

moving into

hke nothing better

than to study "animals that show extreme physiological adaptations to extreme

The brains of animals that can live for long periods without oxygen
main interest; he is collaborating with researchers in Europe, the United States,
and Austraha on several related projects. That work (and serendipity) led him to the
elephant-nose fish and to the discovery he writes about in this issue. A native of Sweden,
Nilsson is a professor of general physiology at the University of Oslo in Norway.
environments."

became

A native of Belfast,

Montana,
to

so

Montana

Ireland, Desmond Maxwell ("Days of the Deinos") was primarily
when he was growing up. Ireland is a great place to study earth science, he

Northern

interested in geology
notes, because

his

"you can find rocks from

it's

all

past geologic ages.

only relatively recently that

I

have

become

I

started

working on dinosaurs

interested in them."

The Queen's

in 1991 after completing his Ph.D. in geology at

in

Maxwell moved

University of Belfast

group of reptiles that lived long before the time of
dinosaurs. After two years at the Museum of the Rockies, where he got to know the newly
reopened Shrine site firsthand, he became an assistant professor at the New York College of

and

v^Triting his thesis

on

pareiasaurs, a

Osteopathic Medicine in Old Westbury,

New York.

Maxwell

is

now

an

assistant professor

biological sciences at the University of the Pacific in Stockton, California,

excavate and study dinosaur

fossils

of

and he continues

to

Montana, Oklahoma, and Utah.

in

—

"To 'eyewimess' wildUfe that is really my excuse for being a nature photographer," says
Michael Quinton ("Quinton's Alaska"), "so if I don't come away with a picture, that's okay,
too." But it seems he usually does, coming away with astonishing images of hardship and
survival in the wild. Quinton, born and raised in Idaho Falls, Idaho, has been capturing these
images for more than twenty years now, most of them in the Rocky Mountains region. His
photographs have appeared in
Geograpliic,

500mm

many

Audubon, and National

or a

300mm

lens

Wildlife.

when he

Photographer-naturaHst Mike Severns ("The Natural

pubUcations, including Natural

He

uses mainly

Nikon

Moment")

has photographed

much

He

is

an expert on tree

extinct Hawaiian birds.
to

remote

A

snails

and has discovered the remains of many recently

diver with thirty years of experience, Severns leads diving trips

islands in Indonesia,

where he photographed the

His most recent book, Hawaiian Sea

Shells, a

publication shortly. Severns and his wife, PauUne, are based

Maui, where they run

stargazer featured this

comprehensive guide,

a charter-boat business for divers

is

month.

scheduled for

on the Hawaiian

island

of

and underwater photographers.

National

F-series cameras

ventures into his backyard office,

of the Hawaiian wilderness, from cloud forests to coral reefs, lava tubes, and underwater
caves.

Histor)',

now

vdth a

the wilds of Alaska.
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Snowbank

Savines in a
IN THE FIELD

By Peter

J.

Marchand

Cold comfort: the ruffed grouse, like the ptarmigan, makes use of snow cover to conserve body heat In winter.

W

ith the last

clamoring flocks

of geese disappearing into
gray

December

skies,

autumn's great migration comes to an
end.

Woods and

fields

now

belong to

such

as redpolls

insect-gleaners such as

and

siskins

them

will thrive because

Many

hardship will be imposed

restricting foraging.

One

of

when

new
the

snow comes, blanketing food and
group of

of a different

because of the

reduction in heat

involve a

dweUing grouse and ptarmigan, deep
snow means good fortune.

as

all

single, basic

problem:

their heat budget.

teinperatures

fall,

how

to balance

As outside
the maintaining of a

loss.

alternatives, the latter

snow. To the sedentary, mainly ground-

threat to

of reduced

competition for resources, but a

specialists

warm-bodied animals,
whose survival comes down to a

or

downy

woodpeckers and nuthatches.

however,

sort, will fare better

Winter's energy shortages pose a

the winter birds, mostly small seedeaters

birds,

Of the

two

(which may

number of behavioral

physiological tricks)

often the

is

to be employed, because in terms

energy expenditure
losses

This

it is

where the grouse

For most

first

of

cheaper to cut

than to try to find

is

well

as

more

food.

shine.

birds, options for

trimming heat

loss are liinited.

They

add extra plumage during the autumn

much

30 percent; by

normal body temperature requires

molt,

either a boost in energy intake, usually

feathers to fiirther entrap

through increased foraging, or a

boost insulation to perhaps 150 percent

as

as

air,

fluffing

they

may

—
its

summer

seldom

But

level.

suffice

prompting the bird

feathers alone

where winters

extremely cold, and birds generally
have not evolved compensatory
behaviors such
occasions

have seen

I

nuthatches

huddling.

as

flit,

one

in

On several

pygmy

after another, into a

of a

in for the night.

this.

Most

But only

known

handhil of species are

To the grouse, the value of roosting
the snow is considerable. Burrow

temperatures of captive grouse in

when

a

refreezes,

forming

warm

around the

air

coupled with

birds simply shiver alone

a slight

snow

The

gallinaceous (fowl-like) birds of

cecum,

a

and passed along

to the

fermentation chamber

break

down

cellulose

and other

recalcitrant material.

Prior to winter, both the crop and

cecum

first

usually

undergo

ptarmigan, a fifteen-inch bird,

effect a

may

reach a total length of forty inches),

roosting under the

possible in the

picked up along stream banks or

enlargement (the cecum in the willow

body temperature, can

What makes

frantically forage to replenish

in the

reduction in the

45 percent savings in energy.

day they

ground up

the

temperature to drop

their energy reserves.

is

bird. This,

bird's

the next

grit

a cavity that traps

through the night, allowing their body
slightly;

Food

gizzard (usually with the help of

containing microorganisms that can

outside air

burrow the snow melts and

the

do

to

shghtly higher

32° F or

at

bird's

roadsides)

temperatures were below zero. Within

building until ten to twenty were

packed

the gallinaceous birds have an answer
to that too.

Europe have been measured

tree cavity or a hole in the side

from

to explode

the snow.

are

place

is

yet

another remarkable adaptation.

enabHng grouse and ptarmigan to
and process more food over long
periods of time and,

store

if necessary, to

the northern regions, however, have

caught on to

a trick

no others

use.

Superbly insulated to begin with
(largely

through the addition of "after-

feathers,"
shaft

which grow from the main
feathers), grouse and

of body

ptarmigan tolerate cold better than

most

birds do, although they, too,

eventually begin shivering for heat

production.

They

minimize

also

their

exposure more effectively than others

by taking advantage of nature's
winter insulation

—

Rather than roost

the

own

snowpack

grouse and ptarmigan

may

tunnel into

the snow, sometimes diving from
tree branches

itself.

m trees at night,
low

and then "swimming"

several inches forward until they are

out of sight (only the blue grouse of
the western U.

S.

mountains prefers to

Wing

prints

mark

a grouse's exit

from

its

nighttime burrow.

roost in dense conifers).
I

have often observed ruffed grouse

advantage in snow country

dusk on the buds of aspen or maple,

to extract calories

filling their

crops with

enough food

to

from

coarse, fibrous materials

then mysteriously vamshing in the dim

fare

becomes too dark to
foUow them. Only in the morning,
when I happen upon wing marks in
the snow beside a bird's exit hole, do I
discover where it spent the night.
Lucky is the skier who, after a night's

compared with summer's

snowfall has

masked aU

signs,

chances

to pass near the roosting grouse,

and conifer needles.

may seem

an abiHty

Its

nutritionally

The
buds,

winter

narrow

eclectic

the

menu

is

at least

storms.

black grouse of Finland, an

extreme example, may spend
as

—

95 percent of the winter

all

the time

it is

as

much

virtually

not gathering food

beneath the snow. Others
their habits, but to

offerings (seeds, greens, berries,
caterpillars, various

snow during

of

—mostly

twigs,

it

is

a diet

keep them going for many hours and
Hght, just as

spend two or three days under the

Arguably the grouse's greatest

in the Northeast feeding hurriedly at

may

vary in

most grouse and

other insects), but

ptarmigan, a "blanket" of snow takes

extremely

on

Hteral

meaning.

convenient, for even under the
harshest conditions there will always

be

a

ready source of food.

And

if

needles and twigs are tough chewing,

Peter J.

the

Marchand

Cold

is

the author of Life in

(University Press of

England, 1996),

now

in

its

New

third edition.
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Encompassing the highest mountains in the Caribbean,

a nation's parks

and

scientific

Road

Takine the Hieh

THIS LAND: DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
By Robert

A

H.

Mohlenbrock

drive along almost any

highway

in the

Dominican

Republic provides

a

rewarding

glimpse of tropical trees grown tor

—

papayas, mangoes, rose

their fruit

apples, guavas,

and avocados. Other

eye-catching tree species are
ornamentals, including African tuHp
tree, royal

poinciana, frangipani, pink

nd yellow pouis, Indian almond,
calabash, satiiileaf, and orchid tree
actually a member of the legume

But more adventurous visitors
will want to explore some of the
natural preserves administered by the
family).

nation's Division of National Parks,
Scientific Reserves,

you need

AH

and Refuges.

are the requisite permits and,

perhaps, a copy of

Hoppe Jorgen s

National Parks of the Dominican Republic.
In an earlier article ("Island

Natural History,

fanuary 1999),

Low

Life,"

December 1998I

surveyed coastal and

inland parks with extensive wetlands.

Here

I

shall set

The

our

sights higher.

Cordillera Central of the

Dominican RepubUc

boasts the

highest peaks in the Caribbean.

Two

—Armando

adj oining preserves

Bermiidez National Park and Jose del

Creolean pine and broad-leaved trees,
left, in

Valle

serves are a botanist's

and birders

paradise.

the Cordillera Central. Above:

Nuevo

Scientific Reserve.

—
ALMANAC

NATURAL HISTORY

12/99

-

1/00

HISPANIOLA
HSm

Carmen Ramirez
encompass
this range,

a

National Park

Isabel de Torres

generous portion of

Santo Domingo

including the 10,127-

'"-roe

Hispaniolan trogons, Hispaniolan

and palmchats

(the

Domingo

lA

Below 3,500

feet,

the

vegetation includes wild olive (which

not in the olive family but in the

white mangrove family) and West
Indian cedar (actually a

member of the

family), while at elevations

between 3,500 and 4,500

feet,

of Puerto

just south

6,000 feet above sea

one proceeds toward

as

de Torres

Plata. Sierra

palms

and wild tamarind grow on the

Various habitats, each one

the summits.

to Isabel

o

found somewhere between 4,500 and

encountered

modest highland excursion

made

can be

Scientific Reserve, on a 2,500-foot hiU

CARIBBEAN SEA

intergrading with the next, are

mahogany

A more

Santo

Reserve

Dominican

Republic's national bird).

is

endemics.

Nuevo

Scientific
Rio Yaque
del Sur

siskins,

orchids from the

Dominican Republic, many of them

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

1

known

half of the

Sur.

Hispaniolan woodpeckers,

this park's

National Park

birder's

^\V<
'

On

can be found more than

cliffs

Armando Bermudez

Voile

Uzard-cuckoos, Antillean

steep

•Santiago

paradise, with Hispaniolan parrots,

for part of its length along

the border with Haiti, in the nation's

southwestern corner.

MiANTIC OCEAN

*/*;

\Pico Duarte

of the Bio Yaque del

Norte and Rio Yaque del
The mountain parks are a

which runs

Scientific Reserve

foot Pico Duarte and major
tributaries

DOMINICAN

1

< REPUBLIC

Port-au-Pfince

copey,

is

reached by cable

car.

higher up, Creolean pine (the only

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emeritus

pine widespread in the Caribbean)

of plant biology at Southern

mixes with a great number of broad-

University, Carbondale, explores the

leaved trees.

biological

Also in the Cordillera Central
Valle

Nuevo

of which
feet. It

is

the

between 6,000 and 7,000

has a heavy growth ot Creolean

pine and an annual

fiddlewood, and other species tend to
dominate. Tropical rainforest, with

much

wild avocado and other

in Sierra de

—30

rain

inches

falls

For

visitor information, write:

Division of National Parks

& Esquina M. Gomez

Antigua Cementera

quite as

—

highlights of U.S.

and other parklands.

Reyes CatoHco

raintall that

Not

and geological

national forests

Illinois

most

Scientific Reserve,

lies

averages 100 inches.

trees, is usually

summit, which

while

level,

annually

Bahoruco National Park,

Dominican Republic
(809) 472-4204 or 472-3717

HABITATS
the black walnut of

Below 3,500 feet grow wild oHve,

which resembles

West Indian cedar, bastard stopper,

the eastern United States.

palo amargo,

matchwood,

.

woody
nonwoody

in the tropics but usually
in the north.

grows along most of the
mountains

is

the

grows

One

tree that

rivers in the

West Indian walnut,

is

the

Between 3,500 and 4,500 feet
found copey, fiddlewood,

Urio,

are

two types of laurel cherries. Copey,
one of the most common trees in the
Caribbean, has leathery leaves and
large

creamy white-to-pink

Fiddlewood,
family, has

a tree in the

long hanging

white flowers with
Lirio

is

a

member

United

States,

as

Here,

titi.

wild avocado

supermarket
tamarind

is

is

it is

as in

it is

other parts of

The

a large tree.

closely related to the

variety.

The wild

not the same species

as

the

Asian tamarind, cultivated for the

flowers.

edible, juicy

verbena

clusters

known

that

shrub in wetlands of the

as a

the West Indies,

and

of

pulp found between the

seeds.

five small petals.

Above 6,000 feet many of the woody
plants do not grow as tall as the same

of the ash family,

but unlike the ashes in the mainland

which have

dry,

or closely related species at lower

flat,

winged seeds, it has fleshy white fi-uits
nearly one inch long. Large stands of
Sierra palm also grow at this elevation.

elevations.

Creolean pine and a heath

(Lyonia heptamera) and a myrtle (Myrica
picardae) tree

grow above

zone of silk-tassel bush,

Between 4,500 and 6,000 feet is
tropical rainforest where huge tree
ferns are interspersed
Orarivc zx^v, a broiTieliad

same plant

southeastern United States, where

juniper, and

wild poui (a relative of the North
American catalpa tree) Like the West
Indian cedar, palo amargo is in the
mahogany family. Bastard stopper
belongs to the verbena family, which is

tamarind. Cyrilla

with

a

Cyrilla,

wild avocado, palo de viento, and wild

(Satureja alpcstris),

a spiny-leaved

AH

a

a

shrubby

bush mint

groundsel bush, and

hoUy

(Ilex tnerckheimeri).

these species have close relatives in

the mainland United States.

—

a

CELESTIAL EVENTS

By Richard Panek

Beyond the Milky Way
Now

that the centuiy

millennium

and the

are ending,

brightening and fading correspond to
its

absolute magnitude and that

seemingly by popular demand
December 1 999 rather than in
December 2000, what better way for

information available

sky watchers to celebrate than by

Hubble

in

marking the

seventy-fifth anniversary

of one of the most

—

—

years?

indeed, thousand

On January

1925,

1,

Edwin

Hubble made public his finding
that at least one "island universe,"
or galaxy of stars, Hes outside our

own Milky Way.
Throughout the nineteenth

According

at the time,

calculated that this spiral

or a distance

more than

three

times the most generous estimates of

Edwin Hubble's
announcement seventy-five
years ago opened the
doors to a whole new vie^v
of our universe.

of hght

—smudges

at the farthest

Were

the shape of spirals.

its

Or were

entirety?

nebulae vast

star

to

Cepheid variable in the Andromeda
Nebula (M31)" (see "The ShapleyCurtis Debate," Natiiml History,
1995). Years

own

student of

later, a

Shapley 's recalled the astronomer's
receiving this pivotal piece of

correspondence, reading

then holding

it

quickly,

it

out and sighing,

the letter that has destroyed

is

universe."

Day

On New

else's as well.

1925, an astronomer firiend

American Association for the
Advancement of Science meeting in
Washington, DC. This was one of

these

those truly defining

galaxy?

May

(he himself was absent) to the

systems entirely

our

By

moments

that

divide history neatly in two. Before

common

the turn of the twentieth century,

then, the

the vast majority of astronomers

universe began and ended with our

had agreed: the
there

MUky Way is

galaxy

all

at

regarding spiral nebulae,

as

he made clear in

his

doctoral thesis. But

October 1923

that

many

it

With

Mount Wilson

period. After that date, the

would

As

it

happens,

wasn't untU

sky

he found

to a close.

step outside

the 100-inch

occupy an

nightfall

There,

telescope (then

and look up

at

—

detected a Cepheid variable

regular periods of

York

City,

The Andromeda Galaxy (M31), one of the Milky

zenith

Way's closest neighbors

magnitude

at

millennium

—

after

straight up.

the zenith, will be the

midnorthern

Andromeda Nebula, Hubble

this

On New Year's Eve,

an hour or so

Andromeda

whose

of however

M31 wrU

century and

as this

draw

the most powerful astronomical

star

consist

galaxies astronomers could find.

instrument in history) focused on
the

conception of the

appropriate place of honor in the night

1917

decisive evidence to support his

suspicion.

—

universe

is.

Hubble himself disagreed,
least

will

presented Hubble's paper on the topic

these

separate from, yet equal in

magnitude

"You

have found

I

a

Everybody

and was our galaxy the universe
in

colleague

galaxy view of the universe,

be interested to hear that

Year's

of our galaxy,

fiizzy patches part

Mount Wilson

Shapley, then the director of

leading proponent of the single-

my

in

itself

1924 Hubble wrote to

the Harvard College Observatory and
a

hmits of

many of them

telescopic sight,

former

"Here

century, astronomers had debated

the nature of nebulae

his

Harlow

to the

nebula lay one million light-years from

Earth

significant

astronomical discoveries of the past

hundred

distances.

In February

is

therefore useful in measuring galactic

Milky Way

the diameter of the

Galaxy. (For locations in
latitudes,

M31

will

about 6:00
3.5,

it's

such

as

New

be virtually
p.m.)

at

At

the most distant

I A

I

M A NA

\TURAL HISTORY

C

naked

celestial object visible to the

—although

Andromeda

the distance:

Hubble

had underestimated

fact,

is

1/00

-

fresh data

binoculars do help.

eye

Hubble, in

12/99

now

from the

named

aptly

Space Telescope, the total

number of known
billion to

Both

million light-years away (while the

—from 10

if

was

next-door neighbor,
Richard Paiiek

Way

Way

Believing:

And

during

Andromeda has long
among
nighttime obser\'ers. But Andromeda

been

this past

decade alone, thanks to the flood of

look-alike,

How the Telescope

Mercury

is

viewed during the

best

reaches

as it

greatest western elongation

2nd. Rising

first

its

on the

about 5:30 a.m. in the

at

east-southeast,

it

{Penguin, 1999).

By Joe Rao

by

the horizon

wiU show them. The gibbous Moon
will be close to Jupiter late on the
night of December 17 and near Saturn
late the

is

new on December

5:32 P.M. December's

sunrise.

on the 22nd

Venus continues to dazzle in the
predawn sky- during December and

The

crescent

Moon

will

and January'.
P.M.

Look

dusk through December
It

for

is

on

Moon

iniles, this is also

Earth

m

20th

at

11:40 P.M., and
at

last

the

1999, so

quarter

is

The Geminid meteor shower reaches
Its peak on the night of December 13.
Under ideal sky conditions, slow,

Jupiter and Saturn are spectacular in

graceftil

our early-evening \\inter

of approximately

high in the south

the evening ot

at

skies,

shining

These

dusk and not

setting until well past midnight.

BrilHant Jupiter recently passed

opposition in
four largest

its

dozen-year

moons

(lo,

Ganymede, and CaUisto)

the east of Jupiter

is

brightly than

mid-1970s.

Its

a

from hour

at a rate

hundred per hour.

are often called the best

of the

to

icy rings fascinate even

telescope

30x or greater magnification

regions of the globe that are turned

toward the
ecHpse
entire

Moon

during the time the

in progress; this includes the

is

Western Hemisphere

well

as

atmosphere, takes on
sunsethke
falls

a

Monday

sets, at

evening, a

as

Earth's

reddish

This red Hght always

tint.

Moon when

onto the

by

it is

fuU,

but the bright reflected Hght of the

Sun overwhelms the

we

usually can't see

taint red hue, so

it.

When

the

however, the red light suddenly

Moon

becomes

number of
They will

the

fair

visible.

moves

about 9:40

appear to emanate from the

star

Castor

its

Moon

coppery

into total ecHpse,

only illumination; hence,

appears to Ught

ball at

umbral shadow

overhead.

totahrv-

The winter solstice occurs at 2:44
the same day,
A.M. on December 22

become

totally

up Hke

a

and near the echpse's

The Moon

totaHt}'.

Gemini constellation. The vers'
best time to watch is at about 2:00
A.M., when Gemini is almost directly

has since the

Any

on the mght ofJanuarv- 20,
making this the first opportunity' since
1993 for North Americans to see one.
The ecUpse wiU be visible to all

even Augusts Perseids. After the nearly
first-quarter

take

place

Moon

in the

to night. Just to

it

meteors can be seen

meteors should be

merry

Saturn, shining

experienced observers.
a

a

Moon wiU

total eclipse of the

annual meteor showers, surpassing

P.M.

one another and change

hour and from night

with

orbit. Its

are a

run

their respective positions

more

best

Europa,

telescopic treasure; they
race with

its

A

Africa. Sunlight, refracted

shining close to the

Moon on

of 91, 405,304 nules.

Europe, western Asia, and most of

2:57 A.M.

January 10.

crescent

its

is

12:31 RM. At a distance

closest to

on the 28th

about 8:30

will set at

it

frill

win be much higher than normal.
is on December 29 at 9:04
A.M. In January, new phase is on the
6th at 1:14 P.M., first quarter is on the
14th at 8:34 a.m., fuU Moon is on the

Mars can be found low in the
at

Moon

quarter

first

the perihelion,

at

closest point to the Sun, at a distance

at

Last quarter

3.

southwest

fiill

7

tides

vicinity

January

at

of only 221,624

be in

on the mornings of
December 2 and 3 and again on
its

ot Januarv' 3 (12:00 A.M.),

Earth will be

The Moon

the 15th at 7:50 P.M., and

Januaiy.

Moon. Winter begins in the
Northern Hemisphere, summer in the
Southern Hemisphere. During the first
fuU

moments

following night.

hovers roughly

halfway between brilliant Venus and

Opened

Heavens

to the

THE SKY IN DECEMBER AND JANUARY

week of December,

and

the author of Seeing

is

Our Eyes and Minds

sentimental favorite

a

it

first.

approximate diameter of the Milky
has shrunk to only 100,000

in the hearts

galactic census that regularly

galacticaUy speaking, and as a MiUcN'

Ught-years).

frrst

only because, in the

redeftaes our place in the universe,

125 biUion, and counting.

as a

come

of sk}' watchers

ongoing

galaxies has

increased exponentially

believed to be 2.2 miUion to 2.9

also deserves to

at

\vill

enter Earth's

10:01 P.M. and

immersed by 11:04
comes at 11:44 RM.,
12:22 a.m., and the

P.M. Mid-totalit\'

ends

at

Moon

wiU be completely

umbra

at

free

of the

1:26 A.M.

—

interestingly

enough,

as

the perigee

^4// times are in

Eastern Standard Time.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
PRESERVING FLORIDA'S

Scrub jay

Canaveral National Seashore
east coast.

is

the longest stretch (24 miles ) of undeveloped beach on Florida's

Fourteen endangered species make

their

home

within

South

REACHING FOR THE
Caribbean

like

boundaries.

its

fragmented dur-

Florida,

ing the past century with

a

1

,400

thumb splayed

miles of canals and spillways

from the North

that

have disrupted the natural

American mainland, the long

balance of wet and dry and

Florida peninsula links the

made the unique

temperate north and tropical

grass" one of the most fragile

south

swamps,

pellucid springs,
rivers, lakes,

islands,

ecosystems

a rich tapestry of

in

forests,

a

sional action,

meandering

of

Congres-

$7.8-billion

— the

recovery plan

marshes, barrier

thousands

the world.

in

Now awaiting

prairies,

and sandy beaches

that support

"river of

largest

and most complex

in

would extensively

alter

history

-

the

plant and animal species.

drainage system so that water

Called a "paradise" by

flow

fervent admirers,
that

it

is

its

a land

is

periodic freezes,

wind (often from tornadoes and hurricanes), ocean tides and
currents, and,

more

the Everglades would

closely

opment

has been shaped by heat,

rain, fire,

in

more

region's vegetative

and the

recently, people.

During the past century, hunting, fishing, logging, agriculture,
mining, and urbanization have taken a heavy

toll

on

natural Florida,

mimic pre-devel-

patterns.

expected to

and

to benefit

many

of

its

stork,

Cape Sable seaside

the

Florida

snail kite,

and green

sparrow, crocodile,

Bay

68 threatened

and endangered species, including the Florida panther,

wood

project

revitalize

and aquatic communities, including

Florida reef tract,

The

turtle.

even as the state and federal governments, as well as private
groups, have established parks and preserves, regulated hunting

and

fishing,

and protected

critical habitat.

Today

stands at 13 million and counting, fourth highest

100 species

of plants

Species Act rank
In

it

and animals

listed

to aid

in

the nation;

its

under the Endangered

RESIDENT THROUGHOUT THE SOUTHEASTERN UNPTED STATES,

the Florida panther
in

is

now found

number

of innovative

endangered species and protect and restore

among
in

the most imperiled

a bold experiment, state

and

mammals

modeling

biologists

saw as

needed

more places

at the forefront of

The most ambitious

i

I

of these

focuses on the Everglades region of

With

in

its

its

into

in

— threatened

them vulnerable

— are

ranked

the world. Recently,

wildlife officials

genetic variability and thereby ward

is

Florida, primarily

introduced closely related

the region, hoping to enhance the panther's

imperiled habitat. Aided by basic research into the biology of plants

systems, the state

South

natural disasters

and animals, genetics and population dynamics, and computer
of natural

in

by inbreeding and geographic isolation that leave

Texas cougar females

international environmental efforts.

only

Big Cypress Swamp. The 50 to 70 remaining big cats

to disease, congenital defects,

third highest.

recent years, Florida has launched a

programs

ONCE

Florida's population

impending

off,

at least for

extinction.

Still,

now, what

many

more cats are

to insure the Florida panther's survival.

45-inch wingspan, the rare snail kite cruises above

This special editorial/advertising supplement was created by the Natural History Special Sections Department and did not involve the
PHOTOGRAPHY: Photo Researchers, Inc.: Florida panther, Tom and Pat
magazine's editorial staff. B DESIGN: IVIindy Phelps Stanton
ueeson; Sea turtle, Gregory Ochocki; Key deer, S.R. IVIagiione; Crocodile, Tom McHugh; Manatee, Douglas Faulkner; Scrub jay, Darrell
Land, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission; Wood stork, Tom Vezo.
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
PRESERVING FLORIDA'S

freshwater marshes, hunting
extracts from their shells with
snail kites are

sole prey, apple snails, which

its
its

found primarily

curved beak. The 500 remaining
the Everglades, and ecologists

in

expect that Improved water flow
increasing the supply and

bills,

storks require pools of

freshwater that concentrate fish during South Florida's dry season

(November to May)
highly sensitive to

numbers

to feed

changes

the Corkscrew

in

themselves and
in

water

Swamp

levels.

their

until

Roosting

in

greatest

Kennedy

Florida's coasts, the crocodile

saltwater estuaries of Florida

Bay

in

lying within the

heave themselves ashore

return to the sea.

for green, leatherback,

only

visit

beaches

a

at night in

physically

Hutchinson Island, Hobe Sound, and

in

among

and loggerhead

the prime nesting beaches

turtles.

now

Hawksbill turtles

the Keys and the southern part of the peninsula.

flRGUABLY THE STATE'S MOST ENDEARING ANIMAL, THE PLACID WEST
Indian manatee, weighing

during the winter

and power

only a small population remained

still

exhausting struggle against gravity and loose sand to lay their eggs

Sanctuary northwest of Naples,

Center.

Once common along South
hunted

-

young, and thus are

the storks can be found well into Central Florida, Including

Space

and the hawksbill

Canaveral National Seashore are

apple snails.

wood

green, a herbivore favored by gourmets and sailors; the loggerhead;

and then

boost their numbers by

will

availability of

Hunting by touch with their

it

was

mangrove-fringed
Everglades National

in

warm

tidal

up

to

1

plant outflows. Popular winter viewing sites include Blue

Springs State Park near Orange

City,

the Florida Power and Light

Company's Manatee Observation Center
Electric

,000 pounds, congregate

lagoons, canals, freshwater springs,

at Riviera

Beach, the

Tampa

Manatee Viewing Center, and Lee County Manatee Park

manatees graze on aquatic vegetation

many

in

of the

Park and a sanctuary on Key Largo. Protected since 1979, this

Fort Myers. But

ancient reptile has recently expanded

peninsula's warm, protected watenways throughout the year. Indeed,

lagoons

of

its

range to include the cooling

Turkey Point Nuclear Power Plant near Homestead.

For eons Florida beaches and waters have hosted sea

turtles,

and, although their numbers are significantly reduced, four of the six
protected

species - the

leatherback, the world's largest

turtle;

the

in

the greatest threat to the state's estimated 2,000 manatees

from power boat propellers that

kill

or

malm them.

In

an

comes

effort to

protect the species, the state has struggled for years to regulate

power boats

in

manatee zones.

-B^£j:glades,

National Park
is

the largest

remaining

sab-tropical

wilderness
in

the continental

United States.
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Loss of their habitat to devel-

opment and cars and

trucks

speeding along the scenic
Overseas Highway remain major
threats to the diminutive
deer,

Key

found only on the Lower

Keys. Nearly hunted to extinction

by 1955, the Key deer population

now stands

at

marily found

400 animals,
a

in

wildlife

Name

on Big Pine and No

pri-

refuge
Keys.

I MPORTANT THOUGH WETLANDS
are to Florida

and

all its

citizens, the state's

main among

uplands

most

its

re-

distinctive

and ecologically significant
areas. Florida's wet

climax forests

in

and dry hardwood hammocks are

a sea of sand and water.

Its

pine flatwoods and sand pine scrub are

irreplaceable

fire-dependent longleaf

vital to

in

an isolated eastern remnant

of

a

plant

community that once stretched

little

scrub

jay,

the gopher tortoise,

the eastern indigo snake, sand skink, and several endangered plants.

Pockets of these pine forests are preserved,
places,
also

in

famous

for

its

wildflowers

in

the state;

in

Forest, site of the largest

Florida

and the

may

require extensive

even

in

the

shadow

of our

need

discrete parks
rethinking the
plants

to

and

security,

variability essential to their

be geographically linked and not

and preserves. Establishing those

is

live

in

pocket of scrub

infformQtiOll and h nw

ynii

nan

hclp

in

For

more Information on

travel in Florida,

check out www.flausa.com

crystal

Jonathan Dickinson State Park

near Jupiter; and at Kennedy Space Center.
Habitat preservation

Fnr mnrft

Everglades National Park -305-242-7700
Apalachicola National Forest- 904-942-9300

and protection from

predation remain the surest

ways

Blue Spring State Park-904-775-3663
to

preserve biodiversity and aid endangered

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation

with wild

the challenge of the next millennium.

largest

wood-

isolated

in

links will require

way we design our communities and

and animals. That

can

most advanced technologies. But

those species are to maintain the genetic

survival, they

human management,

habitat

the Ocala National

and numerous springs with

clear water;

human

several other populations have shown. Although

in

the panther,

the Apalachicola National Forest,

nesting population of red-cockaded

peckers

among

other

flourish
if

northern Mexico. Occupying fast-draining sand ridges of the coast
inland, the scrub hosts the

like

most plants and animals, given proper

a band from Southern California across southwest Texas and

and

gradual increase

some,

recharge of the

aquifers that provide the peninsula's drinking water. Florida's scrub
is

species, as the recovery of the alligator and bald eagle and the

Commission -www.state.fl.us/gfc
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The Phazer

makes your car
invisible to police

How to make your car invisible

manufacturer will pay
your speeding ticket!

How

and laser

to radar

radar and lasers or

scrambles radar.

it

Police radar takes

measurements of a vehicle's speed in
about one second. The Phazer sends one signal
that tells the radar the car is going 15 m.p.h. and
another signal that the car is going 312 m.p.h.
Because police radar can't verify the speed, it
displays no speed at aU.
five to 10

Rocky Mountain Radar introduces a device guaranteed
car electronically "invisible" to speed traps

—

if you get

to

make your

a ticket while

using the product, the manufacturer will pay your fine!

Works with

laser, too! The Phazer also
from Lidar guns that use
the change in distance over time to detect a
vehicle's speed. The Phazer uses light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) to fire invisible infrared pulses
through the windshield. Laser guns interpret
protects your vehicle

your heart doesn't skip

If

SPEEDING I

a

when you

drive past a
[ticketI
speed trap even if you aren't
t/
speeding don't bother reading this. I can't tell you how
many times that has happened to me. Driving down
'^e interstate with my
The Phazer will
heat

—

—

waveguide antenna, effectively confusing the
computer inside the radar gun. The laser component transmits an infrared beam that has the

same

effect

on

laser Lidar units.

Range up

SPAYS

'^"'^^ ':°"*™' =^' ^^ ^'S^^

'jam- both radar

^

°^^^

*^ ^'^';

to

Shown

,

road.

.

'^

actual size,

to

. .

Mv

3"Wx4"L x1.5"H!

you should be able to make
visual contact and reduce
your speed accordingly.

a

Encourage responsible
driving. While the Phazer
Ls designed to help you (and
me) avoid speed traps, it !s
/
not intended to condone excessi\e speeding. For that reason,
t\ ithin the first year, the manufacturer will pay tickets where the
speed limit was not exceeded by more
than 30%, or 15 miles per hour, whichever

look at my speedometer. After I have
passed the trap, my eyes stay glued to
my rear view mirror, praying the
I

police officer will pass

me up

for a

"bigger fish."
It

seems

that as speed-detec-

more
and more advanced, speeding
tickets have become virtually
tion technology has gotten

unavoidable.

And

is less.

although de-

vices exist that enable motorists
to detect these

are

outlawed

speed
in

traps, they

many

states,

including mine.

The

solution. Today, Rocky Mountain Radar

offers drivers like

Phazer.

me

Combining

a perfect solution

— the

a passive radar scrambler

with an active laser scrambler, the Phazer makes
your automobile electronically "invisible" to
poUce speed-detecting equipment.
The radar component works by mixing an X,
K or Ka radar signal with an FM "chirp" and
bouncing it back at the squad car by way of a

Perfectly legal. Some radar devices have been
outlawed because they transmit scrambling
radar beams back to the waiting law enforcement vehicle. The Phazer, however, reflects a
portion of the signal plus an added

back

FM

signal

waiting radar unit an electronic "lobotomy."
Best of all, unless you are a resident of
California, Minnesota, Oklahoma,
Virginia or Washington, D.C., using
the Phazer is completely within
your legal rights.

IIMIIHIIHIMinmiMIII
Reflected radar with an

FM

to the police car. This, in effect, gives the

HOW TO MAKE YOUR CAR

"chirp"

Police radar

^
H

DISAPPEAR

with "noise"

Police laser

B
H

state except California,

Minnesota, Oklahoma,
Virginia

and Wash-

ington, D.C. Ask
your representative
for more details!
Risk-free. Speed traps don't

my
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are both backed

purchase within 90 days for a "No Questions

The Phazer:

radar.

Radar scramblers mix

a portion of

back

squad car. This
technique, pioneered by Rocky Mountain
Radar, creates an unreadable signal that
confuses the computer inside the radar gun.
and reflect

it

to the

beam with Information

designed to scramble the laser signal. The
result? Readouts on police radar and laser
guns remain blank. As far as the police
officer is concerned, your vehicle is not

even on the road.

The Phazer and
by our risk-free trial

and three-year manufacturer's warranty. Try
them, and if you're not satisfied, return your

Asked" refund.

the radar signal with background clutter

make

heart skip a beat anymore.

cles electronically "invisible" to police

special infrared

beam

Double protection from speed traps. If
the Phazer sounds good, but you prefer to be
notified when you are in range of a police
radar, the Phantom is for you. The Phantom
combines the Phazer (including the Ticket
Rebate Program) with a radar detector.
It's legal in every

Radar and laser scramblers are devices that foil speed traps by making vehi-

The laser scrambler in the Phazer
works in a similar manner. It transmits a

Special infrared

away from
which point

feet

the police car, at

,

heart skips

almost 100

the Phazer is only

beat and for some reason

'

of your speed.

scramble both radar and laser signals as far as
three miles away from the speed trap.
Its range of effectiveness extends

==

measuring your

measurement

to three miles. The Phazer begins
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and laser guns, pre- "^"f
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venting police from
parked on the side of the
^

those pulses as a false indication of the car's
distance, blocking
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Frozen

Water

moves out
of cells

Viburnum nudum

Water

'Winterthur'

As water on the surface of a leaf bud (detail, above) begins to freeze, the water that hasn't yet
crystallized
jrt

becomes increasingly concentrated with various plant and

more concentrated than the water inside the
pressure, water

moves out of the

As this water, too, turns to
are nearly

ice,

cells

more

plant's cells.

dirt particles.

Soon this water

and passes through the thin waxy cuticle (diagram, above

cellular water is

drawn to the surface. Eventually the

in reverse, rehydrating cells for the

coming growing season.

right).

cells

emptied of water, making them unlikely to suffer internal damage from bulky, sharp ice

In spring, the process works

is

Because of the difference in osmotic

crystals.

Assets

Story by Carl

Many

plants survive the winter

As

winter

sets in, frost coats

the

many

and

tender buds of

from the

is

You might think

Illustrations by Sally

by storing

This

Bensusen

J.

their water outside.

trick, explains Niklas,

based

is

water flows out through the

on osmosis, the process by which

branes,

that

chemicals in solution always seek equi-

surface ot the plant

Ubrium. Imagine you have two beakers

into rime (the frosty coating

onto the buds, but

of water, one with just

the buds),

air

in fact

comes from within the plants.
one way they dodge a wintry death.
often

it

It's

the other loaded with

and

a little salt

Now

it.

imagine

pump

mem-

cell

mixing with the liquid on the

water vapor that has settled

shrubs.

rime

this

trees

Zimmer ~

and quickly turning

we

see

on

thus forcing the cells to

out more water. This goes on

that

water; if that water freezes, the results

someone cormects the two beakers
pipe with a fdter through which
water but not salt can pass. The fresher

until the cells are ahiiost dehydrated, at

by

which point they finally reach equHibrium with what little hquid water is on

can be disastrous. As water turns to

water will flow through the pipe to the

the surface of the plant.

All living things contain a lot of

its

ice,

molecules arrange themselves into

bulky

lattice that takes

up more space

a

in

saltier
salt

than Hquid water does. Eventually

a cell

becomes so bulky that its hard
edges punch through the membrane
and destroy the cell. KiU enough cells,
and you kill the whole organism.
the ice

Unable
migrate to

burrow or
warmer cHmes, plants seem
to retreat into a

a

beaker until the concentration of

in the

two beakers

powerfiil. If you
a

put

contain hemoglobin

dead

from

F.

Wood, made of

doesn't face

tissue,

freezing;

it's

strong

much harm

—
and
—

the Hving tissue

leaf

and flower buds, stems, shoots,
other delicate parts of plants

must

resist

plants

the cold.

To do

some

so,

produce chemicals that

antifreeze,

that

act like

lowering the temperature

at

which the water in their cells can
freeze. Other plants make chemicals
that attack ice crystals as they begin to

form, keeping water Hquid even
the temperature drops

And

as botanists

such

below

as

when

freezing.

Karl Niklas, of

cules out; the
ecules,

the

the

of bio-

tentially devastating cold to their

own

advantage. Rather than keep ice from

forming, they simply use freezing temperatures to get rid of most of the water
in their cells

damage from

—

less

water, less risk of

ice crystals.

much

cells, it

no

mole-

mol-

smaller water

Unfortunately for

rushes in so quickly that

blasts apart the cell

ing the contents

membranes,

—including

it

releas-

osmosis too, but they use
benefit.

While the

air

have on their surface

is

it

to their

warm,

plants

a thin layer

of

water with various loose proteins and
other molecules mixed

temperature drops,

its

plants,

horsetails, creating slivers

of ice.

Go

back
and

spring,

it

in.

When the air

this layer freezes.

As

accepts water molecules

crystals

but excludes the others.

to

your garden in

wise, if

you look

might think

even water. You

the

warm

that the ice has

ping away, but you'd be wrong. As the
ice melts, osmosis begins to

cells.

start

Rehydrated, the

working

cells are

head

cells,

ready to

again.

This infusion of water

on

start

their

son. Later they will get

may

through their

ground

start

sea-

most of the
it

up

roots, but in early spring

is still

and stems melts
fr-ozen

give

growing

water they need by drawing

the

in re-

hard.
faster

The

ice

on buds

than that in the

ground, enabhng the plants to

photosynthesizing sooner than

if

they depended on their roots alone for
water. Here, then,

is

a beautiful bit
lets

fend off an attack of ice helps

of

a plant
it

burst

coating be-

comes even more concentrated than the
play.

work

and the water moves back into the

verse,

into Hfe in the spring.

comes into

melted in

weather, evaporating or drip-

ing unfrozen water becomes.

water inside the plant

early

for ice sUvers, you'll

—not

find nothing

judo: the same tactic that

this liquid

as

you'll find that the icy coat-

The more water is drav\m away by the
ice, the more concentrated the remainEventually

such

ing on the buds has disappeared. Like-

plants a

Plant cells are subject to the pull of

dried

draw water into the

hollow stems of certain

the red

hemoglobin.

into

a sort

these big

let

side the cells flows in.

some

employ

The

has

cell

Consequently, water fi-om out-

ice forms,

plants also

red blood

however, can sHp in and out of

cell.

Cornell University, have documented,

mechanical judo, turning winter's po-

a

of

source

(the

blood's red color) and proteins.

channels that can

vive at -94°

of water, they also

cells consist largely

And once

ready to face the win-

process can also

Although red blood

diately turns red.

many

conifers can sur-

drop of blood in

a

is

Niklas has found that the same

ter.

cup of water, the water almost imme-

membrane of

months on end. Some

identical.

This osmotic pressure can be quite

especially vulnerable to the cold. Yet

survive freezing temperatures for

is

out, the plant

and osmosis

Seeking equilibrium.

Science writer Carl
York.
is

His

now

first

book,

Zimmer

lives in

New

At the Water's Edge,

available in paperback.
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Boats

By Stephen Jay Gould and Pdionda Roland Shearer
The inception of the third millennium can boast an extended pedigree
as a symbol for new beginnings. In a
work written in 1884, the hero of science

most celebrated

fiction's

tale

about expanding horizons contemplates his

Hmited world

at this crucial

moment:
was the

It

of our era

last
.

.

.

form of mind

crete

of

study

optical

(or

Many

classic illusions

—

two and

mensions have furnished such useful

duck/rabbit or urn/faces of gestalt

images for contemplating the nature

switching between figure and ground.

of major innovations in

S.

Kuhn invoked

kind of

this

primary metaphor to

illus-

central concept of paradigm

and create representations for

shift in Tlic Structure

of Scientific Revolu-

alternative states in a

tions

(1962): "It

elementary proto-

we cannot draw and
how to conceive.

.

and

.

a retrospect of the year

form

1999 and

the possihihties of the year

world

scientist's

as

the

A

of

2000.

life

universe of English cleric

Edwin A. Abbott's Flatland:
mance of Many Dhnensions, a

A

the

prove so suggestive.

gestalt

Square takes stock of his

2-D

that

Ro-

scientist's

What were

world before

the revolution are rabbits afterwards."

Other

illusions present alternatives

in three dimensions

—

as in

the famous

sphere

Necker Cube, so

from an incomprehensible world of

Richard Dawkins

higher dimensionality passes right

notype (1982) to argue for the

through the plane of

ibility

tence, appearing

then

first as

of

as a circle

his entire exis-

expanding

initially

and subsequently diminishing
while

A

The

mystification.

utter

sphere speaks to

A

Square: "I

am

deed, in a certain sense a Circle
a

more

then looks

more

.

.

at his

The

that

know

scarcely

In fact, a stunning example of such
a

double

whammy

in mental exten-

on alter4-D perspective) was
constructed more than eighty years

sion (an optical illusion based
native states in

ago by one of the most innovative

of our century: Marcel

artists

Du-

champ (1887-1968). He published
the illusion in 1967 as a puzzle

on

a

compat-

piece of stiffened paper resembling a

of gene-centered and organism-

postcard in size and shape and con-

centered views of

Dawkins

natural selection.

writes:

on one
verbal explanation on the

taining an original painting
side

and

a

other. Nevertheless, his evident inten-

Tlwre

is

a well-known visual illusion

called the

Necker Cube.

It consists

of

and

brilliant

Some

this failure.

But

laid firmly at

two possible orientations

have

can identify several reasons for

interprets as a three-dimensional cube.

there are

realization

never been deciphered.

We

which the brain

a line drawing

tion

be

responsibility can

Duchamp's door

as

the

own

ar-

of the perceived cube, and both are

desired consequence of his

equally compatible with the two-

cane procedures. As the enfant terri-

timepiece and notes

dimensional image on the paper.

third

A

moment

"The

last

of

sands

Millennium had

begun."

As

4-D world

Square

the sphere's passage:
fallen.

.

accurately,

Circles in one."

the maximally auspicious

had

in-

perfect Circle than any in

Flatland, but to speak

am many

used by

effectively

in his Extended Phe-

radius,

Square looks on in stunned

awe and

and

and

a point

ologies

familiar

demonstrations of a switch in visual

ducks in the

And

as

types for these transformations ot the

there I sat by
to

is

scientific

what we might
gain if we could join the two methodthinking, consider

coming century, the coming
.

three di-

in the

as

prospects of the coming year, the

Wife's side, endeavouring

our

If these familiar illusions in

palpable worlds of

trate his

my

I

the correct or "true" one. Tliey

on the events of the past and the

Millennium

m

present alterna-

two dimensions

tives in

illusion as a

musing

is

are equally correct.

beyond our sensory experience
even our power to conceive).

and I was

.

cube

sions

Thomas

.

surely

matches the contemplation of dimen-

day of the 19 99th year
.

neither of the two perceptions of the

stretching, the
illusions

a technique for the

most con-

We

usually begin by seeing one of the two
orientations.

.

.

.

After a few seconds

ble of

Dada

(in

the usual interpreta-

tion of art historians)

—

the

man who

embellished a reproduction of the

continues to alternate as long as

we

Mona Lisa with a beard and mustache,
the man who attempted to include a

look at the picture. Tlie point

that

urinal

the mental

image flips back and

is

it

in a

1917

art

exhibition

Marcel Duchamp, the enfant
terrible

ofDaday

also tackled
scientific

subjects

ranging

from

optics
to the

nature of

time and
space.
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Duchanip never deigned
his artistic theories

to explain

But equal or greater weight must

Your source for premier
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Why
($18)

do Whales and Children Sing?
Book/CD

guide to listening

The Dreams
(2CD, $20)

nature.

in

Highiiglits

from 19 top

nature sound producers.

Free Annotated Catalog
25

artists,

70

titles,

a

world of sound.

these

ideas

1/00

-

in

albeit

more than

Duchamp, however, through

way.

a

enlightening,
a

failure to ask

combination of general brilliance and

the right questions, largely because

rigorous education in the best tradi-

we
omy of

tions

have operated under

wedge
art

taxon-

—one

powerful but illusory

maximal separation between

ot

(viewed

as

an ineffably "creative"

based on personal idiosyn-

crasy

and subject only

tical

interpretation)

(viewed

a false

intellectual disciplines

that drives a

activity

of Gaia

own

ploy

12/99

metaphorical,

or intentions.

be placed upon our

natural history

as a universal

terprise based

on

hermeneuand science

to

and

of French Cartesian schooling,

developed

deeper understanding

a tar

of mathematics, verging on professional

competence

for

(at least

con-

ceptual grasp, if not for manipulation

Rhonda Roland
Duchamp took

of formulas). As

Shearer has shown,

particular interest in the

work of

the

rational en-

factual affirmation

and analytical coherence).
...your ears will

never be the same^"

www.EarthEar.com

Duchamp
false

S05-466-I879

ranks as an

—and

dichotomy

a

artist

in this

maddeningly

member of his calling to boot.
we have never asked the right
questions, because we have not recogcryptic

Thus,

nized the serious and well-informed

—ranging

IBERCBmSE
on the elegant
riverboat Canadian Empress, cruising the

calm inland waters

& Ottawa

of the historic St.

^^^

—

1000 Islands...
Seaway locks...

For information or

Quebec

City Departures

FREE brochures
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Lawrence Cruise Lines, 1-800-267-7868

illustrating,

in a

manner unmatched

lection of jottings entitled

could never be regarded

subjects.

allusions

as

scientific concepts, if

artists,

in our stereotypi-

cannot develop sufficient ex-

pertise to understand

such technical

Duchamp's playflil or sarcastic
to science must therefore rep-

resent a grand sardonic joke, an ex-

tended reflection by

SCIENCE

or

NATURE

800-667-5179

www.sciconnectcom/

a creative spirit

on

art represents a

novel

and systematic appUcation of Poincare's views on the nature of time,
space, causahty, probability,

human

creativity

In 1967

Duchamp

fascimile edition

ductions

of

produced, in a

of 150 copies,

(usually referred to

A

a col-

I'lnfinitif

by scholars

work

Wliite Box). This

and even

itself.

as Tlie

contains repro-

seventy-nine

notes,

mostly compiled in the years just before

World War

I

and largely devoted

to scientific subjects related to his

greatest
Glass.

artistic

project.

The Large

Scholars have not appreciated

the sterility of technological precision.

the scientific depth of these notes, but

But several of the great iconoclasts
who founded various movements in

the forthcoming

modern

beginning of the

Richard Brandt has revealed the gen-

art at the

New

York

work of Shearer with

University

physicist

century showed serious

uinely and explicitly mathematical in-

concern for contemporary science,
particularly for concepts of non-Euclidean geometry and the fourth di-

novation within Duchamp's rigorous

mension, although they did not em-

scholarly attention,

twentieth
3 North America-wide group.

Henri Poincare,

Duchamp

cal view,

into

great mathematician

and much of his

only because

are meeting through Science Connection.

interpreted as either a duck or a rabbit.

Leonardo himself, the fundamental compatibility between these
two great domains of human creativity. Many scholars have recognized and
documented the numerous scientific
allusions throughout Duchamp's oeuvre but have then assumed that
since

an innovator of

SINGLES

intrigued by ambiguous

's

Lawrence

museums, resorts, historic villages
& world-class capit al cities.

Kingston, Ottawa, Montreal,

St.

Duchamp was

images, such as this sketch that can be

Rivers. Experience the

the remarkable International
castles,

treatment of scientific issues

from optics to the mathematics of
probability and dimensionality
pervading so much of Duchamp art, and

analysis

of 4-D representation.

some
Duchamp penned

In a note that has attracted

an apparently cryptic metaphor about
the fourth dimension.

The

"official"

English translation, done by

artist

mountains,
naive

and ponds. Since this
no evident
to Duchamp's jottings on

writing surface happened to be avail-

picture bears

little

relationship

able at the time. Several notes, for ex-

ample, appear on gas

bills

dating firom

Cleve Gray under Duchamp's per-

the reverse side, scholars have invari-

1914, while others are written on the

sonal supervision,

ably assumed that

Duchamp, follow-

verso of postcards, photographs, ad-

states:

ing his usual procedure of writing im-

Two

"similar" objects,

i.e.

of different

dimensions but one being the
the other (like

2

replica

of

deckchairs ["chaises

transatlantiques" in the

on the back of gas

portant notes

beer coasters,

vertisements,

and other

biUs,

used a

et cetera, just

scrap of paper immediately at

and one

hand

note in

"On

more

to establish

perspective

a 4-dintensional

—

Shearer discovered the key
as

we indulged

other in space-'

with respect

to

each

[3-D space] but

produced by the

favorite pastime: playing

ated by

two deckchairs"

mental chess with

neither

Naumann

difference in

Duchampian puzzles.

reverse side of this note

at

varying distances from an

observer based

on

con-

nor

—although
any

other

actual nature of the illusion,

presum-

clues provided

by

the enveloping landscape of trees.

his

muse

decipher Duchamp's note, under their

struck.

Duchamp scholar
M. Naumann states that many

unquestioned assumption that the

items in Tlie Wliite Box record "ran-

postcard, could be safely ignored as

dom notations

accidental

shows

crude painting of three boats,

depicted

a

ably because they could not possibly

when
The

means

scholar has ever tried to explain the

their dimensions.

a fairly

postcard,

a

a possible

sideration of the optical illusion cre-

simply by considering the optical
illusions

noted

also

be visually established through

not by placing than in

relative positions

of

verso

the

by which the fourth dimension could

our

in

Naumann

category by claiming,

this

Duchamp

used

doll size) conld be

stationery,

of paper."

then explicitly placed the deckchair

expressive original French], one
large

restaurant

scraps

For example,
Francis

ics,

on

...

a variety

boats, as part

and extraneous.
Duchamp's object is not,

of top-

down on whatever

quickly jotted

of an irrelevant picture

in fact, a
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natural history
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commercially produced postcard but
an original painting, almost surely by

Duchamp

on

himself,

a piece

of paper

presented, in his customary trickster's

way, in a
its

humble

would keep

guise that

true nature invisible in plain sight.

reverse
The
Duchamp note)
's

Une

(containing

side

also features a vertical

in the middle

and four horizontal

lines to the right,

mimicking the ad-

of a normal postcard. But

dress guides

these lines have

been inked

in

by hand

Duchamp's painting of rowboats, one of
the items in his White Box, incorporates
such odd features as furled sails and a
yellowish tip at the

butterflies

-

eating nature

-

tornadoes

-

bow

of each boat.

minerals

E
o
o

s.

JZ

5'

c

o

3
f
>

fA.e.<p\A.<:^tc<:^c\'

O
D

3

m

.

o'

t!

?

^^^Hi^^H^^k.

1S-

^S^^^^^si^^
5

a

"^SMHpHh^p
^^t^^B^»
^RS^^M^^

o

j3|

15

CD

3'
CD

"

o-

right angles to suggest the parapherna-

the water in near-bilateral s\Tnmetry

of a postcard? And, more important,

why

on the

did he paint three boats

picture side and then write an appar-

c

ko
o

TO

it's

about nature
CO

i

on the

deckchairs

about

statement

unrelated

ently

Duchamp
with

attention.

supposed reflection in the

a

water below.

A yellowish

metal) tip at the

bow

(presumably

of each boat ap-

pears in mirrored reflection,

human

reverse?

evoke

paints the visible part above

as

does a

figure sitting upright in the

0)

D

3'
U3

The boats should have inspired at
least a modicum of suspicion ixoni the

CO

start.

d

ra

rti

c
fl)

tn

o
o

>

c

CO

<

c
TO

ra

ficiently so to

lia

^^>^ j^MiMi^aJ^^»gfi?r^-^_^. .jp^

much

on this one-of-a-kind objet d'art.
Why, then, did Duchamp draw Unes at

We

assume, from the conven-

tional cues

of perspective, that

we

see

same length
but painted in different sizes to imply
greater or lesser distance from an obthree boats of roughly the

www.nearctica.com

i
a.
1

5

o

o
c

1
1

us environmental law

-

adventure travel

-

family

server.

tion,

The

look

boats,

a bit

on

"funny"

closer inspec-

—

^but

not suf-

middle of each boat. But what are

we

supposed to make of the rumpled gray
material at the stern of each boat?
furled

sail

mast, and

(but where, then,

why

carry such a

does a

sail)?

Or

httle

why

heavy cargo)?

such

A

the

rowboat

perhaps some

blankets stored behind the

ure (but

is

human

a large

fig-

and top-

Serious attention to two

common

themes in Duchamp's output neatly
solves

all

these problems. First, as al-

ready stated,

Duchamp

delighted in

concealing

important

statements

(often

on

themes) by depict-

scientific

ing his original works

commercial objects
sands of copies

at

everyday

as

A lagJlPHImssi^n
ikimvom future.

thou-

available in

ordinary stores. (In a

America-High Earnings for You-Support for

Du-

discovered that none of

also

champ's famous "readymades" really
represent,

made

as

MBNA
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subject for another time. Shearer has

^he American Museum
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objects signed

by the

but

artist

otherwise unaltered, and thus reconfigured

as art.)

Second,

mented

docu-

scholars have

as

in detail,

and

as

the

artist

himself firequently noted with rehsh,

Duchamp

constantly played with the

theme of 90° rotations in his

art (see

1955 photograph of Duchamp's

the

and

face seen simultaneously in profile

frontal view). Several motives underlie

preoccupation, ranging from an

this

immediate and visceral delight in
showing that visual "certainties" can
often be discombobulated and reoriented by such a simple change, to the

more

and technical reason

abstract

Duchamp's painting

is

disguised as a postcard-

humble guise
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that keeps

true nature invisible in

its
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first,

to fool us into regarding the

work

as a

us, at

the same time, that

postcard and, second, to

tate the picture

by 90°

12/99-1/00

natural history

tell

we must

to see

roori-

botli

entations of the optical illusion de-

scribed in the note written over these

orthogonal

one picture

lines:

(the

boats) in horizontal orientation

and

another, representing the key to the

whole work, by 90°

rotation into a

vertical position.

Rhonda
vertical

Shearer discovered this

key one evening

as

we

in-

dulged in our favorite pastime: playing mental chess with
puzzles.

Duchampian

She turned the boats by the

Duchampian

prescribed

could only laugh

at

we

and

90°,

the gorgeous sim-

plicity thus revealed yet so artfiiUy, so

craftfuUy (and craftily) hidden in plain

The

sight.

from the

three boats, seen entirely

of similar

side as objects

size

but painted large or small to indicate
relative distance

from an observer

in

On the back of the "postcard," Duchamp
scrawled notes on his concept of the
fourth dimension, above.

When

90°, the boats and reflections (above,
right)

become

deckchairs.

become

the inferred third dimension,

from above (in a
view looking down) and

deckchairs, seen

the side

and represented

bird's-eye

in three

dimensions,

small

("large"

large

or

deckchairs, seen entirely from above and

in

represented

and 2-D ^vhen ^ve

needed to

flat

lose

pond and

infer a third

sion of depth from a

Now we

dimen-

painting.

can fmally understand

\vhy the boats look a bit "funny" in
the horizontal vie^v:

Duchamp

in-

cluded the odd features to make a
plausible deckchair in 90° rotation!

The metal

the boat's

tip at

comes the wooden rod

bow

be-

ot the chair,

projecting above the cloth seat and

backing.

The man

reflection)

in the boat (and his

becomes the arm of the

chair, ^vhile the frirled saUs (or

we

what-

on the
stern of the boat to represent) become
the blanket to cover our legs on the
windy deck of the Queen Mary.
ever

take the paraphernalia

In short,

by

group of

size,"

the perspective cues (of
trees)

a

as

Duchamp's words) because the picture, in vertical orientation, becomes
entirely flat

near and far

as

becomes

and "doll

interpreted

necessarily

rotated

a

simple rotation of

90°, a group of boats, seen entirely from

and

big

as

two

in

little

dimensions.

Cute, even clever
point beyond

—but

some

what's the

amusement produced by imposing one
visceral

upon ever)'body's perceptual toibles? How, in
man's

dexterit\'

artistic

particular,

does

this

of colored

Duchamp's

frippery illuminate

ment

bit

knowledged briUiance, by assuming
that \ve really do need to enter a 4-D
space if we wish to perceive Du-

3-D "hybrid"
amalgam of

champ's weird.
all

—

once

at

object

boats-

his

near-and-far-seen-entirely-from-the-

and deckchairs-big-and-Httle-

side

state-

seen-entirely-from-above.

We

carmot

from two completely

a ne\v

form

see an object

of representation "to establish

a 4-

orthogonal

dimensional

view

points at the same time in our every-

that

he had invented

perspective"

into a higher world

—

a

imbued with

spa-

day perceptual world of three dimen-

we carmot "see"
our surrounding 3-D universe

in

sions.

ot

we would need

height, \vidth, and depth? Should

we

tial

freedom

actually take

he

that

Duchamp

just scre^ving

some

UteraUy, or

is

around again, using

highfalutin scientific language

to inflate a jest

and poke

frirther

frm

at

vantage

(right-angled)

For such simultaneous vie^\ing,
to obser\'e

two

adja-

cent faces of a single cube at the same

time \vhile looking

at

each of them

absolutely face on!

(We can

two

at

faces

of a cube

^ve observe

them

see these

the same time if

—

by
the edge between

at

an angle

say,

mathematical claims about grand and

looking straight

universal abstractions?

the faces and then \-iewing each face

some

benefit

at a

of the doubt, some credit for

his ac-

But

Let us give the

artist

at

slope of 45° from our line of sight.
in

our world of three dimensions.

iiom

^ve cannot see an object entirely

from above

the side and entirely

at

the

same time.)
So how can we regard Duchamp's
hybrid boat-deckchair

herent image in

champ's

own

as a single

4-D

space?

co-

Du-

answer turns out to be

we

formally correct:

can see a

3-D

object entirely from the side and entirely

only

from above
if

at

the same time

we make our

Duchamp

struggle to develop devices that can

work

explanatory

as

aids.

No

Tliis vision
all at

of "totality

conceptualize

reasonably well

and

characterize rigorously in mathematical

terms but cannot possibly "see"

directly,

because

we

live in a

universe

(a

Square about the third

Sphere

tears

classical

making

analogies between
from two dimensions to
three, which we can grasp easily from
direct experience, and from three dimensions to four, where we have no
the transition

all.

Flatlaud re-

effective

and beloved

Let us therefore

return to this standard source
to explicate

When

Duchamp's 4-D

the Sphere

visits

as

we

try

illusion.

Flatland

A

Square).

Of course,

Square has learned the shapes of

only by laboriously working
ing their sides and angles.

new

From

world, however,

A

Square can see the

form of each Flatland object all
a wondrously new vision
at once
that he can conceive and express only
entire

—

as

seeing the "invisible inside" of

things in

one grand,

frill,

and instanta-

neous view.

Darwin

Uluru
3 nights in

and landscape,

expressed through the performing arts
of the Aboriginal

people. Visit

Arnhem Land rock
brilliantly

colored

Sydney

the land. Discovering Australia's livinf^
history

is

just

awaiting you

one of the adventures

Down

Under, so

call

now.

the

galleries,

where

paintings

detail

powerful stories about the formation of

/\MSf>^aJ^i^"

his

vantage point above his old

2 nights at Ayers Rock/

life

way

his

around their perimeters and measur-

3-day Outback tour

journey into Dreamtime and discover

2-D

world, but he can resolve these forms

3 nights in tropical

the ancient origins of

from

dimension pre\'iously in-

buildings and compatriots in his

classic in this genre.

A

him from
him to

entire universe

his

A

deckchairs.

mains the most

nation and in diiiiculty of conceptual-

view of

and

only into three dimensions.

Hardly any subject exceeds the

a

conceivable to

direct experience at

at

first

the plane of Flatland and treats

in his illusion of boats

where immediate perception extends

fourth dimension both in pubHc tasci-

A

sionality, so the

"above"

route of

can

the inception of the year 2000, he

teach

of

expanded universe of higher dimen-

4-D perspective that
Duchamp tried to convey

nating and frustrating topic of higher-

we

moment

millennium

Square cannot comprehend such an

once" captures the

nique has ever bettered the

that

transition into the third

dimension by verbal argument. But

has provided a remark-

worlds

right at the auspicious

tries to

able insight into this perennially fasci-

dimensional

tech-

observations

from the fourth dimension. Moreover, in unscrambHng this paradox for
us,

hence our long pedagogic

ization;
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interior of our bodies.

once (whereas

at

his

weU

perfectly

totalities

ceptuaHze the fourth dimension
outside

When

one can

teenager,

prospect, and

from any

work through
literal
way

and

land)

a

motto

— "Upward,

spent years trying to

I

no

to

avail.

only a limit imposed by his customary
perception, not an optimal
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not
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first
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I

see only part of an object's periphery
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as a

our ordinary space,
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compatriots

that
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all
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as

of

once, whereas in

all at

Flatland,

he can only grasp

this totality

through time, by moving laboriously
around the periphery of each object.

And

this ability to see

an entirety

all at

Square's limited and idiosyncratic ex-

making

that

a strict

analogy to

A

—

pression of his discovery as a

new

vi-

Square's abrupt "promotion" from

sion into the "inside" of objects

two dimensions to three. Flatland remains one of the great classics of sci-

provides the key that can unlock the

I

think that Abbott

made

a

tactical error in his explicit

analogies.

Abbott

stresses

choice of

A

Square's

new and

in-

stantaneous view of each Flatland oba

miraculous novelty that

A

Square can manage to describe only

paper

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

novelty, sees the entirety

we might un-

Abbott hoped

ject,
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a
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sion by

of

that

that may fade from concept and
memory in his renewed confinement
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and with just

also,
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mind himself of
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York,
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all

Square sees not only the "in-

side" of Flatland objects
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•FREE catalog
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fruitful

accurate) analogy for

^..

as

an

ability to see into the "interior"

nature ot a transition from our familiar,

3-D world into the rich but imdomain of four dimen-

perceptible
sions,

a

world

experience

as

as

the

foreign

to

our

undescribable

"above" must remain to the

citizens

of Flatland.
Thus, to make the most
analogy,

we

fruitfiil

should say that just

as

A

Square could see the totahty of 2-D

once from

dimenmight we, from a

we would

angles to each of the three axes of a

world). Rather,
surface of the

fourth dimension outside the confines

3-D space, and
if we could then look down upon the

of our famOiar, 3-D space, be able to

cube from

the dark glass of a lower order of ob-

objects

sion

at

all

above,

so

a third

3-D

see the entire surface of a

And

fourth

tire

surface of the

once" captures the aspect of 4-D

Duchamp

convey

liantly tried to

upon

to see

To emphasize
at least a

our

object by

full

3-D

We repre-

space on three

—

that

is,

three lines intersecting at a point,

with each

each

line perpendicular to

of the other two.

If

we

along any of these axes,
fiall

able

point in

this crucial

"mutually orthogonal" axes

on

down

we would be

semitechnical way:

sent traditional

place our eye

we

will see a

view of the other two axes

We

would

face

see the surfaces

of the cube

all at

once from

the fourth dimension

—

not through a glass darkly,
but face-to face.
two

on, and these

axes will define a

plane in the next-lower,

For example,

when we

2-D

space.

look directly

down one axis of a cube firom above,
we obtain a fiiU view of the face of the
cube defined by the other two axes
crossing at right angles to

plane of

extension

this face.

form the
and by

Similarly

(following

the

Flatland

we
world we

method of arguing by analogy),
could

(as

we

can't in the

know) draw an

"cash

out"

Du-

about 4-D

meaning of rotations by 90°). Duchamp wants us to regard the boats
and the deckchairs as two alternative

six faces all at once.

all

now

brilliant insight

around

cube from

angles to each of the cube's

three dimensions,

can
's

understanding

fourth dimension

a

We
champ

both the reahty and the metaphorical

could look

cube from

a

at right

servation but truly face-to-face.

to

cannot

we must move

we

through

4-D world, we wouldn't need

We

piecing together a set of partial viif

once from

—not

ular to these two). In other words, in a

eye around the cube in time and then

But

see

the fourth dimension

see the full

the cube along a third axis perpendic-

any single vantage point in three di-

sions.

we

all at

so bril-

see the entire surface of a

mentally integrate the

(just as

axis,

cube

in his illusion

of boats and deckchairs.

mensions. Rather,

we would see the en3-D cube all at once
an entire 2-D face of

this

aU

perspective that

vantage point right along

object

once.

at

a

vision of "totality

all at

this

conventional cube in

if

additional axis at right

spend time moving our eye
the cube in order to see
surface

(as

we must do

all

parts

of its

in our

3-D

all

representation (while at the same time
his

fascination with

—

"
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views of

image

single

a

the

(like

duck/rabbit in two dimensions). But

an idea by holding a penknife clasped
in one's

we

because

once. That

from one

cannot see both views
is,

the picture will not

sight,

flip

other from any

state to the

smgle point of

at

we

because

can

only access the two views sequentially
in time, by rotating the object 90° and

we had

then seeing deckchairs where

Duchamp

meaning of
sketches.
If one
note with two

this

tries to see

the

clarifies

an entire object within

space of the same dimensionality

a

sional (or perhaps a 2-dimensional

and integrating

object, taking

ent views in sequence.

differ-

Duchamp

fol-

2-D

But in a 4-D world, we could see
both versions of the single, "hybrid"
3-D object at the same time (as boatsentirely-from-the-side and deck-

analogy by writing, in another Wiite

To

grasp

the paradox, consider the boat view

and the deckchair view

two adjacent

we

look

from the

we

above),
at all in

When

a cube.

on

(that

side or entirely

from

at either face straight

entirely

is,

of

faces

cannot see the other face

we

our 3-D world. But

can

both faces simultaneously, and

see

Box

note:

"When

3-D

cube)

individual

I

am

A who

drawn plane

3-D

then devises a wonder-

comparison between

inconceivable prospect of seeing an

3-D object all at once and
we can easily achieve with

entire

outer surface

multaneously, and

at all

we

points

si-

can reconstruct

the forin of the object from these sensations

even though

of the

parts

we

cannot see

all

knife's surface simultane-

ously from any single vantage point in
a

Now, Duchamp sugsuppose we regard our simulta-

3-D

gests,

world.

meaning and

consider the

intent:

boat and deckchair views

(given the included cues for perspec-

depict a world in 3-D. But both

emhraced," that
"grasped

all

3-D object seen simultanein 4-D space. We can now figrasp what Duchamp meant

"hybrid"

nally

when he
is,

around

wrote, on the back of the

boat "pseudopostcard"

(as

at

dimensional

and

perspective

them

placing

in

—not

with respect to each other in space

below.

but simply by considering the optical

move

to

He

measures, while

illusions

sides

of the quadrangle

in their dimensions."

A'.

moving, the 4

each stop he sees a projection of

at

on an imaginary axis
perpendicular to his visual ray." But if,
as

the second sketch shows, the

observer can

move

into a third di-

mension above, then he can

P

plane

all at

see the

once. Similarly, one can

see the entire surface
at

2-D

of a 3-D cube

all

once from the fourth dimension,

just as

one can

feel the entire surface

V^^iite

also

know

that

Duchamp

entire

3-D

object in

4-D

space, thus

representing the boat-deckchair duality as

two views on two adjacent

of a cube, both

visible at the

time in four dimensions.

Duchamp

again

the entire cube,

making an

Box notes

re-

of aU parts of the penknife in three

analogous to the possibility of simulta-

cum-hyperhypo-embraced,"

neous sight in four dimensions. Then

four dimensions, with the alternative

will understand

how we might

"see" the entire surface of a
ject

Box

all at

3-D ob-

once. In another of his

notes,

Duchamp

writes:

dimensional vision of a plane

IVliite

"The
P.

3

corre-

states as different

3-D views

that can-

not be seen simultaneously in our
world.

Duchamp

sponds in the continuum to a 4 di-

since

mensional grasp of which one can get

sensorial correspondence as

does not have either

"grasped

all

(I

love his phrase "cir-

around

at

that

is,

once, both

above and below"):

3-D

begins by posing the

classic conundrum: "What is the
meaning of this word 4th dimension
it

faces

same

describes this simultaneous sight of

dimensions

we

in-

voked the example of a 3-D cube to
express the simultaneous view of an

analogy to our simultaneous touching

of a penknife simultaneously.
Several other

We

produced by the difference

deckchair hybrid as a representation in

dimensions

by

positions

relative

inforce this interpretation of the boat-

in three

quoted

earlier in this essay), "to establish a 4-

as

neous touch

2-D

as

paintings that, at least for the boats

ously

the quadrangle

knife's

but concrete translation into the

tive),

"circum-hyperhypo-

our analogous sensation of touch.
Suppose we hold a small penknife
can touch the

tic,

boat-deckchair example resolves both

can

Duchamp's phrase

/ love

but

We

continuum." This note sounds cryp-

views reaUy represent two aspects of a

something

firmly in one hand.

4-dimensional

this

A

individual

almost

this

of

perspective)

of a

once, both above

of a 4-D representation.

Duchamp

a flat

appearance

sees the section

each straight on, along the added axis

ful

sphere (or a

comparable to

The

P.

3-D

represent a

I

space by means of a

on

as residing

dimensional perspective giving the

once but must move around the

one cannot do

lows the Flatland procedure of

.

of the boat-deckchair: "From the 2-

of the 3-dimensional
continuum, construct a 3-dimen-

itself,

as

previously seen boats.

chairs-entirely-from- above)

then gives a remarkably

concise and generalized description

so aU

the object
at

the 2nd, the 3rd dimension?"

1st,

for example."

fist,

Duchamp

cannot do so in our 3-D world,

we

12/99-1/00

natural history

tactile

or

do the

3-D perspective
frontal

starts in

an

initial

plane without deformation.

4-D perspective will have a cube or
3-D medium as a starting point which
will not cause deformation,

i.e.

in

"
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S

i

f ji

3-D

which the

object

seen cirami-

is

12/99-1/00

natural history

the remarkable property of offering a

3-D obif only we could leave our 3-D

condemned

prison,

who, Uke

simultaneous view of entire

radical

with the hand and not seen with the

jects

rupt the youth

eyes).

world and, Hke

(as ifgrasped

hyperhypo-embmced

—

Duchamp explicitly notes
4-D space, two intersecting

Square above the

of Flatland, gaze upon our

plane
Finally,

A

known universe from

planes (the boats and the deckchairs

Such a prospect must stand as the
most exciting symbol and the most

on the two adjacent

thrilling potential realization

that in

of a cube)

faces

once along an axis in
the higher dimension: "2 intersecting
can be seen

at

—

planes do not determine a space

merge along

a

common

their

fmd

we

(if

3-D

the exit from our

prison) for the grandest goal, the

sum-

three

dimensions of our everyday

world

as space.

This

common
3-D

tion that in ordinary

one

space,

reminds

and with sophisticated

gently,

we

and cryptic humor,

also

live

within a maze of conceptual prisons

might hold us even more

that

tightly

we do not perceive the walls.
But if we could fmd the entrance to
because

deckchairs fuse into one point of

embodies both our

pear in our field of vision and

then these walls might

might greet

fondest dreams and our

4-D

we

with a bellow

this insight

Joshua's entire army, as they shouted

and humble item of

lovely

also ap-

of joy exceeding the vocal power of

deepest struggles in a

formu-

Duchamp's observa-

lation expresses

more

sight,

try to depict this addi-

Duchamp

Dimensions." As

Duchamp's 4-D painting

intersecting hne."

tional factor as time, while treating the

allowed to roam free

an expanded world, where boats and

they

plane perpendicular to

Popular books on the fourth di-

mension often

could ever

dangerous

might cor-

as

and preach "the Gospel of the Three
us

outside.

if

a

Socrates,

and trumpeted so many years ago
Jericho,

when

at

came a-tum-

the walls

bhng down!*

concrete.

can "see" the entirety of an object
only through time, because one must

mum

move one's
3-D object

dreams: transcendence to a higher and

Agassiz Professor of Zoology and professor
ofgeology at Harvard University and

eye sequentially around a

at

all

Uves and

form

that

genuine (not a frizzUy metaphorical)

once.

But

view of

to grasp the full

cannot be perceived

we

bonum, of our mental

Duchamp's 4-D boat-

reality.

Stephen Jay

Gould

is

Alexander

the

Museum

of Comparative Zo-

deckchair therefore embodies both our

university's

the reality ot the fourth dimension in a

fondest dreams and our deepest intel-

ology.

more

lectual struggles in a perfectly lovely

Visiting Professor of Biology at

and humble item of 4-D concrete.

University.

cally accurate)

manner when we rep-

added dimension

resent the

a fourth axis (albeit

at right

an-

each of our three everyday spa-

axes and therefore imbued with

tial

My wife and

wrote

I

this essay for

the millen-

(December 1999—January 2000) of
Natural History. In treating this grandest temnial issue

poral passage in

low the

all

essayist's

our

lives,

wanted

to fol-

fundamental principle of

using a particular example to
generality

I

illustrate a

—

in this case the nature

broad

and over-

arching value of expanded mental horizons
that

no one but an arrogant fool would

head on. (An expKcit

attack

about "the nature

essay

But the eurekas of millennial

spatially, as

undrawable in our

surrounding 3-D world)
gles to

mathemati-

sitions to

pose

as

tran-

higher dimensions of insight

many

present dangers

A

tential rewards.

as

po-

Square, Abbott's

hero of the year 2000, ends up in

millennial transition as a
bility

symbol

for the possi-

(and both the difficulty and the danger,

for the hero of this tale ends

up scorned and

prison) of discovering fiindamentaUy

mensions in

human and

ing. Incidentally,
this series

scientific

at

I

wiU end

the millennium (right

number 300, with never

a

1974, and following the

in

di-

understand-

have stated that

I

of essays

new

on

month missed since
admirable DiMag-

cu-

rator of invertebrate paleontology at the

can express both the paradox and

interesting (and also

is

He

Astor

also serves as the Vincent

Rhonda Roland

New

York

Shearer,

an

associate of Harvard's psychology depart-

ment and a

New

visiting scholar at

University's physics department,

York-based
profit

who

artist

a

is

York

New

directs the not-for-

Art Science Research Laboratory.

preference for 2000

Edwin A. Abbott

(as

in

did the

good Reverend

1884), while acknowl-

edging that both positions enjoy undeniable
merit

as

consequences of arbitrary

cisions that

human

de-

cannot be validated, or discon-

firmed, by scientific knowledge. Nonetheless,
as a practical point,

unril

January 2001

because

it

I

(as

wiU write
I

would be such

gio-Jordan principle of quitting wliile ahead).

big fuss about quitting

at

column

this

always had intended),
a

shame

make

to

a

the millennium, only

a priori

Please don't regard the forthcoming and final

to face the possibility that partisans

of 2001

entirely mis-

year of these essays as a retreat from this pledge,

wiU triumph

pubhc debate and

that pos-

understood 4-D perspective illusion of boats

analogous to the almost comical image of a

terity

and deckchairs works well

diva's

of truth" merits only our
ridicule.)

Duchamp's

illustration,

mate

instant

briUiant

tion, written

with the best

more than

forthcoming (and

now

and

such a concrete

as

especially since

his story

and

I

could amalga-

fictional invoca-

a century ago,

passing)

of the

1999—2000

at

multiple "farewell" tours. As

length in

my book

nium, perfectly
for either a
third

I

discussed

Qiiestioniug the Millen-

good defenses can be advanced

2000 or

miUermium.

I

a

2001 beginning for the

happen

to maintain a slight

in the

wiU judge

the finish line.

me as falling short, just before
I have always followed my

grandfather's rules for a successful Hfe:

your

bets,

and never draw

You wiU have me
more year.
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and a half years ago, nature photographer
Four
Idaho home
Michael Quinton retreated from
his

at

the edge of Yellowstone National Park. Driven away

by what he considered the increasing population of Yellowstone, where several dozen shutter-cUcks now always
accompanied his own, he moved to Alaska. "For me," says
Quinton, "wilderness
don't have too

is

a feast-or-famine issue.

you

If

much, you don't have enough. I was findI needed the most: real

and less in Idaho of what
wilderness and lots of it."
ing

less

Upon arrival, Quinton inspected the small clearing he
now calls home, perched at the northwestern edge of the
Elias

National Park and Preserve. Along

the creek, the Alaska

Range peeked out from places where

WrangeU-Saint

the spruce trees thin along the banks. South, beyond the

cabin and the house, beyond the homestead clearing and
the thick boreal forests, snow-covered

Mount

Sanford

sparkled in the sun, dominating the jagged Wrangell
Mountains skyline. Beyond it. Mount Wrangell, an active
volcano, belched billows of steam into a sapphire sky.
Quinton had found exactly what he was looking for: too

much wilderness.
Many of the images on

were taken on short
treks from Quinton's home, although he sometimes travels
hundreds of miles to capture rare moments of animal behavior and survival in the continent's pristine northern
frontiers.

these pages

Barbie Bischof

willow ptarmigan in winter plumage, above, nestles into an
insulating, protective furrow of snow. Right:

A

northern

owl brings pieces offreshly butchered snowshoe hare
yoimg, only a few days
idt^-.

mgJtLm, seen

old.

Tins diurnal hunter

south of Alaska and Canada.

is

hawk

to its

seldom

..^s*^.*

>^^-*

hmdy
rests

in breeding

plumage, a male redpoll

on a branch during an early spring

snowfall. Redpolls, smaller than sparrows,
are

one of about two dozen bird species that

brave the

Alaskan

winters.

12/99-1/00

n a welcome change from
willou> stems

I

itself to

tender

and spruce

some pussy

treat,

a

into a clearing.

its

winter fare of

bark, a porcupine treats

willows.

snowshoe
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the

same

hare, below, ventures
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'Utive to the

mountainous regions

shared by Alaska and Canada,

Dall sheep lounge on alpine
tundra. Tlie species rarely wanders

below the timberline.

•orned grebes, newly hatched, poke
their

heads out from under their

father's

nearby,

wing

as their mother, foraging

announces an upcoming meal

with a low clucking sound.

\

A

shrew, above, emerges Jrom

its

moss. Opposite page, bottom:

network

As

burrows beneath the sphagnum

spawning pink

to their freshwater birthplace in

Prince William Sound.

oj

humpback) sahnon return

a small tributary that eventually feeds into

these

creek into a ivri^ling, flopping

(or

anadromous fish gather, they turn

mass of fins and

tails.

the tiny

DISCOVER!
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A
BY ROB NICHOLSON
History of Medicine in Mexico:

TheDemand

Vie

People's

for Better Health, an 860-square-foot

by the great Diego Rivera, adorns a
dim, quiet lobby in the Centro Medico La
Raza, a complex of modern hospitals in the heart
of Mexico City. Doctors pass it without a glance,
fresco

even though their heritage

spread before

is

them

in

an explosion of emotion, color, and form. On the
left side of the painting, Rivera depicted the

—

health-care technology of the 1950s

X

vaccinations,

rays, hospital births,

transfrasions,

and radiation

therapy To the right he showed the practices of the

Mexico City's preColumbian inhabitants. A

A MURAL BY DIEGO

worried noble points

RIVERA JUXTAPOSES

Aztecs,

at his

MODERN MEDICAL

heart while a stern curandero

CARE WITH

hands him an infusion from
the

bloom of

member
family.

of the

A

a

TRADITIONAL AZTEC

magnolia

PRACTICES. BENEATH

yolloxochitl,

THE CENTRAL IDOL

midwife and her

team bring forth an

OF THE GODDESS

infant;

other healers administer mas-

TLALZOLTEOTL ARE

sage, herbal poultices, dental

MEDICINAL PLANTS,

care, medicinal steambaths,

REPRODUCED FROM
THE 1552 BADIANUS

and enemas. Trepanation,

a

MANUSCRIPT.

primitive cranial operation

used by the Aztecs,
lustrated, attesting

is

also il-

both to Rivera's scholarship and
any patient have

analgesics (could

of
borne the excruciating pain without them?).
At the center of the mural, faithfrilly copying an
to the use

image from the early-sixteenth-century Codex
Borbonicus, Rivera painted the Aztec goddess
Tlalzolteod, who was connected with cleansing
and

fertility.

Below her

the

artist

paid

homage

to

another codex (manuscript book), the Badianus
Manuscript, by reproducing the majority of its illustrations.

Created in 1552,

this repository

ditional medicinal knowledge

who

is

of

tra-

the legacy of an

CathoHc mission that
is now a mere two subway stops from the Centro
Medico. Two other compendiums of Aztecana that
include medical lore survive from about the same

Aztec

artist

labored

at a

period, one compiled by historian and missionary

E

D

I

C

I

N£

—
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much

—

Bernardino de Sahagiin and the other by court

process,

physician Fernando Hernandez. These two texts

wisdom

as

was

or destroyed, including most Aztec works

cover a greater

number of

plant species than the

lost

on bark

Badianus does, and in the case of Hernandez's

<U7na.huit^Uq$muifP. '^TLpcJc^cauafL.'Tcxi^aUnico'lfiL^

as

the accumulated

the artifacts and architecture

Almost immediately, however,

paper.

way

got under

forts

r

of Aztec heritage

well

to salvage

and record

ef-

tradi-

tional

knowledge, including indigenous medica-

tions.

In 1545, for example, Spanish physician

Nicolas Monardes pubHshed an (uniUustrated) ac-

count of botanical cures, a version of which was
also translated into

Newes

EngUsh under the

Newe Founde

out of the

title

loYfiiH

Worlde, Wlierein Is

De-

dared the Rare and Singukr Vertues of Dhierse and

Sundrie Hearbes,

Trees, Oyles, Plantes,

and

Tlieir Aphcations,

THE CACAO TREE

^"j^

such

THOUGHT TO

VL oua^xcufC-

Well for

"hoHe woodde"

were touted

HAVE BEEN CARRIED

tobacco,

sassafras,

as

coca, and

FROM THE AMAZON

-r)-'

as

Phisicke as Chinirgerie. Plants

(TOP ROW, CENTER)
IS

mth

Stones,

remedies (the

of

new

potent

as

to

last refers

Guaiacum,

BASIN TO MEXICO

species

LONG BEFORE THE

lignum

CONQUISTADORES'

venereal disease).

used to

vitae,

or
treat

At what had been the
great marketplace of Tenochtitlan (the Aztec capital that became Mexico City),
the Franciscan order erected a church and convent
ARRIVAL.

known

as

Santiago de Tlaltelolco. There, in 1536,

Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza estabUshed the College of Santa Cruz,

one of the

first

European-style

schools of higher learning for indigenous peoples

New

in the

World. At Santa Cruz, sons of the

Aztec nobility were taught to read and write Spanish, Latin,

and (using the Western alphabet) Nahu-

own

ad, their

language. Other courses were arith-

metic, philosophy, and music.

The

school also enlisted renowned Aztec heal-

ers to teach their

work, one could say that the ink drawings are more
accurate botanically.
is

the oldest, and

earliest

But of the

its

surviving illustrations of

Having seen the amazing

on numerous

three, the

New World plants.
wealth of Mexico

floral

collecting expeditions,

Badianus Manuscript for the kick
ognizing species of plants

I

have

utterly flamboyant colors
full

—

as

I

I

favor the

get out of rec-

come upon during

fieldwork and for the visual joy

cottage garden in

Badianus

renderings are essentially the

I

derive from the

bright as a

Mexican

de

who

la

the 1520s, the Spanish

medicinal

arts.

One

of these Indi-

was given the Christian name Martinus

Cruz, rose to the position of Physician of the

College.

It

was he

who made

the actual compila-

tion of plant descriptions and medicinal uses that

now known
name

that has

become

attached to

it is

that ot his

colleague Juannes Badianus, an Indian instructor of
Latin,
artist

who

rendered the text in that language.

was given

Scholars theorize that de
plate

la

Cruz himself painted

and wrote

his descriptions in

Nahuatl on separate sheets of paper, and that Badi-

conquistadores and the priests and administrators

anus then did his translations and added
the illustrations.

down

the

Aztec monarchy and impose Christianity. In the

No

credit for the colorful illustrations.

who

followed them did their best to tear

is

the Badianus Manuscript, but the

as

and labeled each

sun.

From 1519 through

ans,

The

them

to

herbal, prepared at the request of the

de Mendoza, was intended

viceroy's son, Francisco
as a gift to

"A

Charles

king of Spain. The

I,

first

heart pain, venereal diseases, and "tubercles of the

book of Indian medicinal herbs
composed by a certain Indian, physician of the
CoUege of Santa Cruz, who has no theoretical

begins,

is

manual crossed the
it

ever

came

ot librarian's

ailments such

final

is

into the king's hands.

number

over the centuries, and the words "Ex Libris Didaci

that

it

on the

once belonged

Eventually

it

Going

Is

frontispiece, indicate

to that Spanish apothecary.

Premarin,

that

the abdomen."

The

"Of Certain

Signs

titled

to Die."

are

popular estrogen-

currently

a

replacement medication,

reached Cardinal Francesco Barberini

is

derived from the urine

of pregnant mares.) The Badianus prescriptions

(1597-1679), librarian of the Vatican and co-

tounder of the renowned Barberini Library in

commonly

Rome.

mostly of botanical origin, such

In 1902 the Barberini Library was absorbed

into the Vatican's holdings, and a

more mundane
"odor of the

drawn from animal, vegetable, and mineral sources, many of which seem
preposterous by today's standards, such as calcareous kidney stones and the charred excrement of
various birds and animals. (Keep in mind, however,

marks were added inside the cover

Cortavila," scrawled

ominously

The medications

no record

A

is

Who

of One

The medical

sea safely, but there

chapter

"fetid breath,"

as

"rumbHng of

armpits," and

well taught by experience alone. In

the year of our Lord Saviour 1552."

that

breast" are considered along with

little

learning, but

and head and working downward. Leprosy,

scalp

page

mere twenty-

roots,

for

are

combinations of materials,

seven years later the manuscript was brought to

modern pharmacological

Ught by American historian Charles Clark. Knowl-

tease out

that

as barks, flowers,

and woods. The potions pose
researchers,

puzzle for

a

who hope

to

of each complex stew the one molecule

may be

the

main

active ingredient.

Many of the plants

that have been identified are
powerhouse producers of efficacious medicinal
compounds. Argemone grandiflora, a close relative of
the painldUing opium poppy, was known to the

MOST LIKELY A
SPECIES OF

Aztecs

as chicalote,

COMMEUNA, THE

the groin.

THREE-PETALED

which

FLOWER (RIGHT)

IS

A MEMBER OF THE
SPIDERWORT
FAMILY,

LONG USED

Two

true

an analgesic for reducing pain in
genus to

plates depict Dioscorea (the

yams belong), some

species

of which

contain powerful steroidal sapogenins. In the 1940s

one Mexican

who

species

discovered

how

mones progesterone

brought

fortune to chemists

a

human

to synthesize the

hor-

(used in oral contraceptives)

MEDICINALLY

and testosterone from chemicals held in the

WORLDWIDE.

tuberous root system.

plant's

Conspicuously absent from the volume are
most of the hallucinogenic plants found in the
other Aztec herbals, such

and the mushroom

-/{tOt^

as

the sacred cactus peyotl

Perhaps the

teonanacatl.

overseeing the project considered

recommend

it

friars

unseemly to

these to the court of Spain.

The

self-

deprecating tone of the introduction similarly suggests caution:

a

book worthy

tainly

edge of the Aztec healers
at large in

1940,

when

finally

reached the world

a facsimile edition

of the

Badianus appeared, translated into EngHsh and annotated by Emily Walcott Emmart.
tion,

to

An Aztec Herbal:

be issued shortly by Dover

The
a

Tfie Classic

A

reprint edi-

Codex of 1552,

is

Press.

book's thirteen chapters deal with close to

hundred

afilictions,

beginning with those of the

"Would

that

we

Indians could

in the King's sight, for this

most unworthy

to

come

make

is

cer-

before the sight of

such great majesty. But you will recollect that

poor unhappy Indians
and for

that reason

are inferior to

all

we

mortals,

our poverty and insignificance

implanted in us by nature merit your indulgence."

The

most part simple
from the photo-realist botanical
renderings we've become accustomed to. They
don't compare in accuracy with the woodcuts in
illustrations are for the

and styhzed,

far

—
BISCOVERY

NATURAL HISTORY

European herbals produced

at

12/99

1/00

-

about the same time

coastal regions,

or with the botanical representations of such great

Renaissance

some

less,

vorite of

as

artists

mine

botanist as a

member of

native to the highest

—

throughout the Aztec realm.

The

many

identities ot

plants in the Badianus

Manuscript have yet to be deciphered, and

the

arum family, which includes jack-in-the-pulpit.
The flower shows all the classic features: a white
columnar spadix surrounded by a hooded spathe,

in the heart,

green outside and aflame with red inside.

amber, turquoise, red coral,

Other

illustrations are

more

white trumpets, the

But the

artist,

Hke many

picts the plant as a tree

with

its

These

fi"uits

and

—on

a

of a

de-

fi-uit?

Or is

it

a ixeely

name means "Htcome out of

the tuberous roots

suggesting

a

THE

A DELIGHT TO THE
BUT MODERN

EYE,

RESEARCHERS SEE

IT

AS A SOURCE OF

—

LEADS FOR NEW

plant—insect

preference for a particular

flowers

tion,

drawn angel's-trumpet

it

MEDICINES.

a succulent

as a possibiHty;

culent oval leaves

PLANT (FAR LEFT)

MAY BE A
THORN APPLE,

Mexican

Portulaca,

suggested

ONE ENIGMAHC

Despite the descrip-

soil.

does not resemble nopal, or Nopalea cactus.

Pereskiopsis, a tree in

guess might be

the cactus family that has suc-

on thorny

According to Spanish

stems.

priest

de Torquemada (1557?— 1664),

and historian Juan

who drew on

ear-

"Montezuma kept

accounts of the conquest,

lier

been

annual, has

my own

a

garden of medicinal herbs, and the court physicians

INCORREaLY

experimented with them and attended the nobU-

SHOWN WHH

it\\'

SMOOTH FRUIT, BUT
IS MORE LIKELY AN
ANGEL'S-TRUMPET,

NAHVE TO SOUTH
AMERICA.

J umm amfiic uefm/hrrmBi'ii-

IS

symbiosis or at least a shared

but incorrectly shown with smooth rather than

thorny

NOT ONLY

1552 AZTEC HERBAL

and the painting
shows red ants working

among

thorn apple

shown with upturned

stag. Its

also

flowers and fruit occurring simultaneously.

(Datum), correctly

of a prescription whose in-

part

anthills,"

questionable scale

liberties tantalize. Is the plant a

it is

noiwcli-

for relief of pain or heat

nopals that

tie

fleshy.

herbalists ot the time,

one of them. Otfered

ocher, and the burned heart

the potato

are large

is

gredients also include gold,

the flowers

family.

are

ton

problematic. In one

we note a plant that belongs to
The leaves have a jagged edge,

plate,

moun-

additional evidence that

botanical goods were collected and transported

fa-

the depiction ot huacalxochitl,

is

any

identifiable to

A

fir,

portrayed

tains, are also

Albrecht Diirer. Neverthe-

plants are instantly recognizable.

and

The

large aristocracy

and extensive botanical

gardens, a legacy of the Aztecs'

own

expansionism,

helped contribute to one of the most detailed and
profiisely illustrated chapters

of the Badianus

Man-

"Trees and Flowers for the Fatigue ot

uscript:

Those Administering the Government and Holding PubUc Office." The text promises that "indeed,
these medicaments bestow the bodily strength of a
and

gladiator, drive weariness tar away,

out fear and

tortif^'

human

the

heart."

finally,

drive

Whether

the

Badianus Manuscript was ever found "worthy in
'J^'

>rfi=-

perhaps

we shall probably never know, but
modern government officials will be

moved

bestow more funding on botanical gar-

the Kjng's sight"

to

dens that promise to research the plants discussed in
this chapter.

A sort of botanical
(Bmginansia), a

South American native

that

may

edge and yet

Other South American

cians, pharmacists,

cacao,

in

such

as

Tlieobwma

the source of chocolate, were well established

Mexico

tion, plants

prior to the Spanish conquest. In addi-

such

as vanilla

and

Boiirreria,

native to

this little

book

transports us back into the realm of Aztec kno\\"l-

well have been traded in pre-Columbian times?
plants,

time capsule,

new
a

also rich

millennium.

worthy

mon

is

And

legacy for

enough

artists,

all

thread wherever

to inspire physi-

and botanists into the

the Badianus Manuscript

who

seek to heal, a

humans

toil.

is

com-

D

I

no/^r7quijcoJuhf,f^jf^rnf£Wu^

mjco

i

To
'-^it'-^^^^r

^^^

--?i-.

flufe

DM predatory dinosaurs leavi

Days of the

emos

you walk through the Hall of Saurischian DinoAmerican Museum of Natural History,
you'U notice, not far from the skuU of Tymiinosatmis,
the skeleton of a small meat eater. Dynamically
posed as if in midleap, the specimen is one of two
If

saurs in the

that

were recovered

paleontologist

coUecting

in the early 1930s

Barnum Brown on

trips

out West.

He

his

by

Museum

many

fossil-

excavated the 100-

miUion-year-old bones from the Early Cretaceous

12/99-1/00
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%.
At the time
at

a curator

of vertebrate paleontology

Ostrom worked in the Cloverly forMontana and Wyoming from 1962 to

the Peabody,

mation

in

On

1966.

the

summer of

day of the

last

field season, late in the

1964, he was circUng a small

posed ot the blue,

red,

hill

and gray sediments so

com-

typical

town of Bridger in southbones he came across
that day were unUke any he had seen before. Over
the subsequent summers, Yale crews worked at
what they called the Shrine site and collected exot the Cloverly, near the

Montana. The

central

fossil

of a small thero-

tensive remains ot four specimens

pod, or bipedal carnivorous dinosaur,

well

as

as

fragments of a large plant-eating dinosaur.

Ostrom was not famiHar with

either creature at

the time, because neither had been formally de-

|g^.

He

scribed in the scientific Hterature.

named

later

the herbivore Tenontosaitms, or "sinew reptile." His

genus name for the theropod, Deinonychus, or "ter-

was inspired by the large sickle-shaped

rible claw,"

brandished on the second toe of each foot.

claw

it

The

species

name,

antirrhopus,

ing," reflects the presence

or "counterbalanc-

of bony projections that

run alongside the vertebrae in the
the

This bony

tail.

lowed

lattice

kept the

to project straight

it

last

two-thirds of

and

rigid

tail

al-

back to counteract the

weight of the head and body.

Ostrom described Deinonychus^
velous detail, using

animal

skeleton in mar-

construction to portray the

warm-

an intelligent, active, possibly

as

blooded

its

killer

—

The numer-

a revolutionary view.

A

trio of agile

Deinonychus

deploy teeth and

ous skeletal similarities between Deinonychus and

claws in an

specimens of the early bird Ardmeopteryx

also led

attack on the

and strengthen the hypothesis of birds

2,000-pound

him
as

to revive

dinosaur descendants. Deinonycluis

important

is

enormously herbivore

an exemplar of these two viewpoints,

as

both of which

are

now

Tenontosaurus.

fundamental to our under-

standing and perception of dinosaurs. But Deinony-

one other claim

chus also has

to fame:

mentioned

almost in passing in Ostrom's description of the

sites?

It kill
Cloverly formation in Montana, but he never got

creature's

around to naming the finds or publishing

cluis

a scientific

description of them after they were brought to

York. Brown's exploration of the

and

it

would be
Peabody

ended

Museum

Ostroin, of Yale

to

change the way

Uni-

of Natural History. Seven

years after that, Ostrom's study of the

began

in 1932,

thirty years before the Cloverly

work was resumed, by John
versity's

site

New

we

meat

eater

think about dinosaurs.

-^

By Desmond Maxwel

anatomy was the novel idea

that Deinony-

hunted in packs.

The notion of pack hunting was
assemblage,

Shrine

site.

inspired

or concentration of bones,

The

sediments surrounding the

by the
at

the

fossils

indicated that the carcasses had not been trans-

ported to the

site

by water or other natural

forces

but had been preserved on the spot where the animals died. Largely on the basis of this evidence, Os-
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trom concluded that the four

were part

Deiiiouyclius

the novels of Michael Crichton and the Steven

weak or young and helpless animals, as wolves,
cheetahs, hons, and many other mammalian carnivores do today. Perhaps the pack that lost so many
members at the Shrine site was desperate for food

Spielberg movies based on them, few paleontolo-

and had no choice but to tackle

was

their prey.

and

now

is

minds of milHons, thanks

to

agree with Ostrom's interpretation ot the

gists

Shrine

dividual.

The evidence

a large, healthy in-

circumstantial, as critics

is

have pointed out. In his 1988 book Predatory Dino-

site fossils.

was

medium-sized herbivore

Gregory Paul declared

saurs of the

World, artist

(similar to the hadrosaurs, or duck-billed dinosaurs,

much more

likely that the four Deinonychus died si-

which were

multaneously while feeding on the carcass of the

Tenontosaiinis

site,

of action for

sensible course

While the idea of some

Tenoiitosatinis

firinly planted in the

below, worked by

more

a

Deinonychus would have been to attack old and

six or eight animals

small theropods as ferocious pack hunters

The Shrine

Clearly,

that the lone

of a pack of

that

a

abundant

so

Cretaceous)

later in the

walked on two sturdy hind Hmbs, balancing

Ostrom

its

correct, then

Ostrom's Yale

weight over the

crew In the

about half the Deinonychus pack perished during the

book Dinosaur

1960s, was

attack

multaneously

reopened in the

on the Tenontosaums, which eventually succumbed to the others. This might seem hke a curi-

1990s.

ous interpretation:

hips.

If

predator

a

is

not doing very well

is

four of its kind are

^ if

But

I

more

closely. Deiuonyclnis, for all

°

adaptations for predation, stood

of

that),

at

most.

a substantial

Teiwiitosannis

was

When

ing

on

A

more than

of

Tenon-

a

more than an

adult Hon,

compared with

a differ-

ence of about a ton between the Tenontosaums and
the Deinonychus preserved at the Shrine

wildebeest falling on a

damage;

little

Hon would probably

Tenontosaums would

a

site.

A

inflict

crush

a

Deinonychus.

Nobody knows
Shrine

the

site.

what took place at
do know, however, that

for certain

We

whether hunted down and

killed

by

a

pack or sim-

ply scavenged after death, Tenontosaums was the pre-

Tenon-

ferred food of Deinonychus. Approximately eighty

vegetation, thinking of noth-

occurrences of Tenontosaurus remains have been dis-

when

next mouthful,

its

gas spreading across the

likens the idea

wildebeest might weigh from 50 to 100 pounds

fully

2,000 to 2,500 pounds.

Imagine the scenario:
feeding

a big,

was more than twenty

it

scale at

is

portion

long and probably tipped the

feet

tosaums

tail

and weighed 150 pounds

bulky prey animal.

grown,

its

was no more

than ten feet long (the slender

accounting tor

Horner

wildebeest dispatching four lions. Yet an adult

killed.

feet high,

si-

every

prey

maybe four

But, you have to ask, died

the result of what? Shock? Indiges-

tion? Poison volcanic

floodplain?

1997

a httle

lost for

look

Lives.

as

of the

his

tosaums IdUing four Deinonychus to that of a lone

i

let's

Museum

Tenontosaums, a view reiterated by

Rockies paleontologist Jack Horner in

it

group of

a

Deinonychus appear and attack. Leaping on the herbivore's back, they bite, kick,

and pierce

its

hide

covered in the Cloverly formation to date, and
thirty-five

include

Deinonychus

fossils are rarely

Deinonychus

teeth.

While

found with other pos-

The concentration of Deinonychus teeth near the prey's abdomen
with their sickleHke claws. Does the Tenontosaurus
submit to the onslaught,

roll over,

and die quietly

sible

prey animals, three or four Deinonychus teeth

typically turn

And

up wherever there

are Tenontosaurus

without a struggle? More Hkely, the one-ton animal

remains.

would

formation in 1992, there were even more.

swing
flail

fight for
its

long

me,

as

rear up, twist

back and

tail

as it tried to

plausible to

Ufe,

its

shake
it

ofi" its

did to

fatally

It

seems

thirty years ago,

and heavier beast could

injured four Deinonychus. Similar scenes

take place today

when mule

and when ostriches
kicks.

and stamp and

attackers.

Ostrom

that the considerably larger

have

forth,

and turn,

kill

timber wolves

kill juvenile lions

with powerful

Any seemingly

of extraordinary

feats

deer

defenseless animal

when under

is

capable

severe attack.

Laid out in

at a site

its

discovered in the Cloverly

death pose

at this

beautifully preserved, near-complete

young

new

site

was

a

specimen of a

Tenontosaums. Four Deinonychus teeth were

found alongside the bones;

later,

in the laboratory,

more teeth were uncovered. It's possible that
few more teeth were missed in the field or unwit-

seven
a

tingly discarded during preparation because they

were concealed within small lumps of rock. So we
have a subadult Tenontosaurus no more than four-

teen feet long (compared with a length of about

feeding annnal. This would leave the Dcinonyclms

twenty

toothless after five similar meals.

feet for the adult at the Shrine site), pre-

served with

at least

that Deinonychis

eleven Deiiwnychus teeth.

But how can we

distinguish

mains of a victim hunted

between the

re-

down and devoured by

a

pack and an animal that simply died and was scav-

enged by

few passing

a

the Shrine

where

this

site,

Dciiwiiyclius?
Tciioiitosaiinis

As

the case at

is

was preserved

died. After death, the desiccation of the

it

abundant supporting tendons that hne the vertebrae
of the neck and
tail

tail

cause these parts to

coil.

The

of Tenontosaunis, which accounts for about one-

third

of the animal's

total length,

particularly

is

The

possibihty

was replacing shed teeth

in a

few

weeks or months, and therefore had the abiHty

Greg Erickson, who,
the

Museum

ment

as a master's

ot the Rockies,

to

was quashed by

sustain such dramatic tooth loss,

degree student

worked on

at

replace-

of teeth in various dinosaurs and living

rates

After CT-scanning portions of the lower

reptiles.

Bone collectors

jaw of Deinonycbus and studying individual teeth,
he came up with an estimate of 300 days for the

excavate a Shrine

time

it

south-central

with

a

took Deinonycluis to replace a shed tooth
mature one.

site quarry in

Montana.

heavy with supporting
tendons.

men,

In this speci-

pronounced

the

curvature of the

tail

and

neck toward each

the

other effectively counters

any claim that the bones

were carried to the

site

by water currents. The
Deiuonyclius teeth were
found in the region ot
the

abdomen and

suggesting

pelvis,

the

that

predators lost their teeth

while feeding on the viscera.

Most modern

car-

nivores begin with the
areas

around the anus and

when

they

freshly

killed

abdomen
feast

on

prey,

and

it's

Hkely that

carnivorous

dinosaurs

did the same.

id pelvis

may

The number of

indicate that a pack feasted on the fresh viscera.

teeth indicate that

Like

all

would

carcass.

other theropod dinosaurs, Deinonychus shed

and replaced teeth throughout
fall

its

Ufe.

The

but also could be wrenched out earher by the

cause of

teeth

out upon the animal's reaching maturity

associated with the biting
this,

stress

and tearing of flesh. Be-

theropod teeth are very

sediments containing dinosaur

fossils.

We know

more than

one Deiiwnychus was involved with the

common
The

in

teeth

from this site vary from recently erupted to frilly
mature ones. Given that Deinonychus had only sixty
teeth in its jaws at any one time, it's unlikely that aU
eleven were wrenched from the mouth of just one

adult, so

It

that this Tenontosaunis

didn't die of old age.

was not yet an

Of

course, this

doesn't rule out death from disease or injury and
it was cut down by a pack, but
we have a concentration of teeth
abdomen and pelvis. This may indicate

doesn't confirm that
it's

Next,

a start.

around the
that the

pack fed on the abdominal contents while

they were

still

warm and

moist.

If,

after the viscera

had been consumed, the remainder of the
was scavenged over time by many

would expect

a

much more

wider scattering of
tosaurus

had been

carcass

individuals,

teeth. Similarly, if the

killed

by

we

disturbed carcass and a

a larger

Tenon-

—such

predator
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the

unknown owner

ot the three-inch-long ser-

up in the Cloverly

Not your

rated teeth that occasionally crop

ordinary toe:

formation

the second digit

would have been strewn around the area.
Here again, we can never know for sure what
happened with this particular plant eater. But we
would do well to remember that no predator will
refuse a free meal. If Deinonychus had a choice, it

on each foot of
Deinonychus was
a pointed,

sickle-shaped
tool designed

would

the carcass

opt to scavenge a carcass

certainly

rather than risk injury or death tackling a

to pierce

and

—then whatever remained of

much

rip

heftier, living animal, as

have been the case

flesh.

The same

seems to

the Shrine

at

^

site.

holds true for Tyran-

nosatmis.

phenomenally

If this

powerful,

forty-foot-long

carnivore with five dozen
teeth (some of

were up

which

to six inches

long, not counting the

came across
would devour

cass, it

presumably would
it

car-

But

was hungry, Tymnnosaurus

if it

thing

a
it.

roots)

t"

could catch.

vores operate this way,

kill

the

first

Modern carniand we have no

reason to suppose carnivorous dinosaurs

were any

difierent.

Three pieces of evidence, then, suggest

that

Deinonychus hunted in packs: the unusual association

of bones

at the

Shrine

Deinonyclms teeth

and

remains;

at

the

the

site;

the

sites

of various

numbers of

telltale

anatomical

Tenontosaiirus

adaptations

that

equipped Deinonychus for a life of active predation in
addition to opportunistic, passive scavenging.

only way to improve on

this circumstantial

The

evidence

might be to fmd a specimen of Tenontosaunis locked

Whether hunted and

killed

by a pack or scavenged after death\

together in a death struggle with two or
Deinonychus
gists

—not

a likely possibility.

continue to search for and analyze

blages

and

more

So paleontolofossil

assem-

to look for clues regarding their origin.

While Tenontosaiirus fossils had also turned up far
from the Cloverly formation, in Oklahoma and
Texas, Deinonychus remains had until recently been
knovwi only from Montana and Wyoming. In 1994

Rich

CifeUi, of the

History,

and

tosaunis site

his

on

Oklahoma Museum of Natural

crew were exploring
state

land

when

a

new

Tenon-

they discovered

found four

discrete concentrations

of

fossils,

each

consisting of Tenontosaurus bones and theropod
teeth.

Eager to find some evidence of which thero-

pod was feeding on
vating the
into

the

last

the carcass, the crew was exca-

of the four specimens

some unusual-looking,
tail.

when

they ran

thin black bones near

Further exploration revealed these bones to

be portions of the most complete specimen of
Deinonyclms ever found.

The Oklahoma

assemblage and others in the

vicinity are in the Antlers formation. Like the

of Early

teeth of a small theropod that looked suspiciously

Cloverly in Montana, this formation

Uke those of Deinonychus. Within

Cretaceous age and represents an ancient flood-

a small area, they

is

The theropodblrd connection
is

brought to

in the

life

Museum's

Hall of

Saurischian
Dinosaurs, with

depictions of

Deinonychus

in

midleap and

its

feathered
relative

Archaeopteryx

becoming
airborne.

enontosaorys ^ was the preferred food of Demoiiychus.
plain.

Because

this

environment was very similar to

that of the Cloverly
_

surprising that

moment,

Vi^e

1

00 million years ago,

find similar

the discoveries in

fossils here.

Oklahoma

it is

not

For the

present no

On

display only since the renovation of the di-

American Museum of
Natural History's Deinonychus is suspended in

nosaur

halls in

midair.

A

1995, the

creature truly taking a flying leap,

it

is

evidence that Deinonychus was doing anything there

juxtaposed with images of an Archaeopteryx taking

other than scavenging carcasses of Tenontosaimts that

wing, to highlight the kinship of small, highly ac-

were washed into the

tive dinosaurs

and

Throughout

the Hall of Saurischian Dinosaurs,

area,

—

but

it

does indicate that

Tenontosaums—

and fed on
enormous expanse of what is now the
western United States. Teeth like those of Deinonychus have been found throughout the country, from
Dewonychtts roamed
across an

Utah

to Maryland, so further discoveries

to light.

may come

birds,

both ancient and modern.

Deinonychus's theropod relatives are depicted not as

plodding sluggards but
tors.

as inteUigent,

agile preda-

In their stance and vigor, they bear witness to

the unrivaled influence of the Deinonychus envis-

aged by John Ostrom.
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Magnetic resonance images reveal
comparative brain sizes. Clockwise from
top

left:

brain

an elephant-nose fish (whose

makes up 3 percent of

its

body), a

South American knifefish (1 percent), and
a goldfish (0.3 percent).

"^'Ill^

/

OF A Brain
By Goran

E.

Nilsson

kOoner or

any rule thought to gov-

later,

biological

be

Finding

broken.

organism
tific

is

processes
a

one of the big

inquiry:

I

likely

is

to

rule-breaking
thrills

of scien-

found one more or

less

by accident.
keep an aquarium in

I

my

elephant-nose

my

fish died. It

African freshwater family

species, the

The
I

lower Hp

is

is

a

Mormyridae.

as

misnomer: in

this

the odd, trunklike projec-

peculiar appearance

fish's

acquired

am

I

my

was a small creature,

known

"Elephant-nose," by the way,

reason

Five years ago,

of an ounce, from the mainly nocturnal

a third

tion.

office.

my first

was the main

specimen.

a comparative physiologist,

and much of

on the brains of fishes.
the brain of this unremoved
then,
I
Out of habit,
fortunate httle creature and was amazed by its
research has focused

enormous

In fishes of this

size.

size,

brains usually

account for only 0.1 to 0.3 percent of body weight.
This one turned out to weigh 0.01 ounce; in other

words, 3 percent of

this fish

would have been impressive
alone a

fish!

Several small

was brain, which

for any vertebrate, let

For humans, the figure

mammals

(such

as

is

2 percent.

many

bats

and

some rodents and weasels) and several birds (such as
hummingbirds and crows) beat us in this respect,
and some small South American monkeys have relative brain

that

weights that are

of humans.

The

as

much

as three

times

great majority of vertebrates,

however, have significantly smaller brains.
Brains are always electrically active, with millions

of nerve

When

it

cells

ceaselessly transmitting

comes

mes-

to energy consumption, the

brain of the tiny elephant-nose fish beats
even yours.
all others

—
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one another

sages to

monkey

Squirrel

in

one of the body's most en-

ergy-consuming processes. The brain uses energy
Human

as

much

high cost of the brain

to put strict limits

MAMMALS

on

its size.

Because

the

it is

tis-

thought

is

excep-

it is

tionally sensitive to an interruption in

supply,

body

ten times faster than average

as

sue; the resultant

energy

its

organ to be damaged by any

first

reduction in oxygen.

Oxygen consumption

is

Jonathan W.

Mink

common

the most

measure of an animal's energy
and colleagues

at

In

use.

1981

Wesleyan Uni-

Connecticut estimated the

rate of oxygen
consumption for the brains and bodies of forty-two

versity in

species
0.0001

of vertebrate, pointing out that the

100

10.0

1.0

Body weight

1,000

10.000

100.000

brains use 2 to 8 percent of

in liilograms

D r3l ny b h SrkS

;

some people

sharks as small-brained feeding machines. This
true. In cartilaginous fishes (sharks, rays,

brain weight relative to

of bony

fishes in the

body weight
same

40-pound
ounces

from

skates), in fact,

about ten times that

The

relative brain

fishes are close to those

of

birds

and mammals.

energy utilized by

Among

the factors that could account

for the presence of such large brains

may be

a

more com-

plex behavioral and sensory repertoire than has hitherto

been recognized.
in a

A large

brain

is

complex environment such

Amazonia, where some of the

probably especially useful

as a coral

reef or a river in

brainiest cartilaginous fishes

the

40-pound

A

beaver's brain.

pound

think of
far

all

that the only vertebrates not

nearly

—twice
a

and

is

body and

Atlantic

stingray weighs

weight of

is

size range.

many cartilaginous
mammals. The brain of

weights of

3

of

constant in these animals. Mink's group found that

the resting

a

ratio

brain-to-body energy consumption was strikingly

440-

tiger shark has a

brain of nearly 4 ounces,

which

is

range

as

such

same

in the

mammals

mountain

the

as

wolf

lion or

and almost half the
of the brain of a

pound

size

the brains of

size

350-

tiger.

Shark-brain

Glenn

expert

Northcutt

pointed

out

that

has

not

only are the brains of
cartilaginous fishes

com-

paratively large, but the
relative

their

development of

major

divisions

closely parallels that of

The scalloped hammerhead shark and the eagle ray belong to

a

group of cartilaginous fishes th

i

i

—
within
brains

range are

this

—

apes and

mammals with

some monkeys

Most of the elephant-nose

unusually big

(13 percent) and

humans (20 percent).
Humans, in fact, had long been considered
unique because they have a much more "expenIn 1941

sive" brain than other vertebrates do.

brain consists

fish's

of an extremely enlarged, dorsaUy situated cerebellum

("httle brain"

in Latin).

this portion of the brain

In mormyrids,

appropriately called

is

the gigantocerebellum ("gigantic Httle brain").

By

mammals,

contrast, in

especially

humans, the

renowned Cleveland surgeon George CrUe sug-

we

gested that the reason

could afford such an en-

ergetically costly brain while other animals could

not was that

gave us the ability to produce energy

it

body

outside the

—

for example,

by making

domesticating animals

—and

pensated for

One problem

pothesis

make

is

fire,

and

forebrain constitutes most of the brain mass.

had noted the extraordinary brain
mormyrids
(the earhest mention I could
size of
find in the literature was by M.P. Erdl, in 1846);
my discovery was that the elephant-nose fish is an
animal whose brain is energetically more costly

their brains

with

this

had become bigger.

new

situations

An

in-

and habi-

seems to be a more plausible payoff for the high

brain-energy expenditure in hominids.

few sharks

Hve. Moreover, a

sonar for orientation,

hy-

cost.

creased abUity to adapt to
tats

fire

more than com-

even before our ancestors started to

its

that

thus

The unusuatly large size of dolphins' brains
is partly related to their ability to use

are

known

Other

to maintain a higher

temperature than that of the surrounding water; the result
a

is

higher metaboUc rate and thus a comparatively lower cost

for a big brain.

Other
fishes:

may

factors

many

species

also favor large brains in cartilaginous

produce Uving young rather than eggs

and have long gestation periods. It is intriguing that the
groups of cartilaginous fishes with the biggest and most

complex
stingrays,

brains

and

(whaler

sharks,

hammerhead

sharks,

eagle rays) have evolved yolk sac placentas or

placental analogues that greatly increase the energy supply
to embr)'os.

It

from mother

mammals, an
demands an increased energy flow

has been suggested that in

above-average brain

size

to offipring. This

may

also

be the case among

cartilaginous fishes.

scientists

A

somewhat

less

may

exciting answer to the puzzle

in-

volve the consumption of energy: the brains of cartilagi-

nous

fishes

have

low

a relatively

density of nerve cells and

may consume less energy than the brains of bony fishes
With my Australian colleagues, I recently measured

do.

the

density of particular proteins (the so-called sodium-potas-

sium pumps)
and

fishes
rier

in the brains

several species

Reef and

of four species of cartilaginous

of bony

fishes

the Oslo Fjord. These

from the Great Bar-

pumps

are responsible

for maintaining the electrical charge of nerve cells

and ap-

pear to account for 50 percent of the energy used by the
brain.

We

found

of the bony fishes conmore sodium-potassium pumps

that the brains

tained two to three times

than the brains of the cartilaginous fishes did.

The

brains of

because they con-

the latter

may be

sume
bony

energy per unit of mass than the brains of their

less

big, therefore, partly

distant relatives.

In a recent twist to the story,

Hironobu

Ito

and col-

Nippon Medical School and Mie University in
Japan managed to get hold of the brain of a megamouth
shark
a large and very rare species. Only the tenth specileagues

at

—

men

ever found,

weighed

slightly

it

feet in length

and

brain, however,

was

measured almost 18

more than

a ton.

Its

anything but big for an animal of that
shark.

It

amounted

to a

mere

0.7

ounce

size,

—

especially a

only 0.002 per-

cent of its body. That's the lowest value I've seen for any

ing vertebrate.
ability to

namu
ave particularly large and complex brains.

.:i!smL.

One

liv-

possible explanation for this shark's

make do with such

a small brain

moving plankton feeder with
keeping its megamouth open.

httle to

— G.

is

that

it is

a slow-

worry about except

E. N.

—
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in other words, responsible for a larger percentage

Relative and Absolute
brain

—weighing

whale.

The

as

much

as

—belongs

20 pounds

Thebgget
sperm

to the

brain of the blue whale, the largest Uving animal,

about 5 pounds

lighter.

An

is

mammals:

the

all

that

of the blue

whale represents about 0.005 percent of its body mass.

Pound

for

whose

size

is

When

dissected the elephant-nose fish,

I

that the energy cost

all,

much

produce

metaboHc rate only 10
warm-blooded vertebrates

some

studies,

however, the squirrel

mon-

its

Fish,

size.

bodies in terms of energy use. Because they do not

of South Amer-

average. (According to

a

with "low-cost"

are cold-blooded animals,

body weight, on

monkeys (genus

had

I

of such a large brain

must be even more impressive than

Saimirt)

squirrel

human

the

uniqueness.

hunch
after

probably held

—than

This find overthrows yet another notion of

is.

brains account for 5 percent of their

by fruit-eating
ica,

pound, the record for brain

energy consumption

total

human

elephant brain weighs a mere 11

pounds. In relation to body weight, however, the big whales
have the smallest brains of

of

brain

heat, cold-blooded vertebrates have

to

a

energy,

and cold-blooded brains fiinction in

same way on
I

that

of

body tembrains need about the same
because both warm-blooded

perature. Yet their

amount of

20 percent
the same

at

essentially the

a cellular level.

about measuring the body-oxygen con-

set

sumption of

several elephant-nose fish.

Then

I

measured the oxygen consumption of shces of
brain tissue and estimated the metaboUc rate of
their brains.
fish,

It

turns out that in the elephant-nose

the brain utihzes about 60 percent of aU en-

consumed

ergy (oxygen)

—

three times

a figure

higher than for humans and five to thirty times
higher than for any other vertebrates studied.

The

elephant-nose fish also turns out to be ex-

ceptionally
water.
all

My

good

the oxygen

tains

at

taking up oxygen from the

measurements show
it

needs, even

that

when

it

can retrieve

the water con-

only 10 percent of the normal amount. At

even lower oxygen

levels, it

wiU gulp

face in order to take in oxygen.

air at

These

the sur-

capabilities

probably protect the brain of the elephant-nose

from damage when water oxygen

mon
keys' status

may be

challenged by

Among

family Glassophaginae.)

some

bat species of the sub-

monkeys, fruit-eating species

often have larger brains than leaf-eating species do.
a

howler monkey

its

The

brain of

(a leaf eater) accounts for about 0.7 percent

of

One

is

its

density of

weakly

as

electric fishes,

is

probably harder to find in the jungle than leaves

that fruit

are.

The

is

parts

of the brain that process visual information are noticeably ex-

panded in

fruit-eating species.

What

the fruit-eating species

pay for having an extra-expensive brain, they make up for with
a smaller, energetically

Social structure

cheaper digestive

may

exceeding 300 individuals.

among

that live in large social groups have

the biggest brains; the squirrel

monkey

G.E.N.

lives in

when

rays).

the

mormyrid family

electric fishes (as

such

speciahzed muscle
trical impulses, as

fish

cells that

well

as

known

opposed to strongly

as electric eels

The elephant-nose

are

and

its

and torpedo
relatives

generate

weak

speciahzed sensory

have
eleccells

that perceive those impulses. This electric loca-

communication system, which allows
mormyrids to navigate in complete darkness and
to communicate with other individuals of the
same species, offers, I believe, a major reason for
tion and

tract.

also affect brain-size differences

monkeys. In general, species

at night,

oxygen-consuming organisms may de-

between

eaters

occur

plete the rivers' supply.

suggestion that has been put forward to explain the

and leaf

fish

com-

a

native Central African rivers. This

especially likely to

Members of
fruit eaters

fall,

water plants stop producing oxygen and the high

body weight.

disparity

event in

situation

levels

bands sometimes

their having such large brains. Clearly, their ca-

pacity to

communicate must provide advantages

The sperm whale
has the heaviest
brain in the

animal

kingdom

much

— as

as twenty

pounds. Left:

A

young sperm
whale.

compensate for the cost of maintaining such

that

That mormyrids have

mean

knowledging

large brains does not nec-

they are smarter than other

vast majority

fishes,

strict limits

however. But they do have their social communi-

cost a brain

essarily

that

It

pushes the

fish to the

the "costly brain" pecking order? After

an expensive brain.

all,

top ot
in the

of vertebrates, there appear to be

on how big and how high in energy
can be. And these Umits which have

—

cation system, and in aquariums they have been

observed playing with small

of aluminum

balls

foil;

they are attracted to these probably because of the
electrical conductivity,

foil's

ferent

from

Maybe

that

which

is

markedly

dif-

of the surrounding water.

much more

neural processing

power

than does vision, the sense used by most vertebrates
for perceiving the outer world.

as

The

unusually large

of dolphin and porpoise brains (accounting for

much

as

1

percent of body weight)

is

at least

partly related to these animals' ability to use sonar

for orientation.

which

1

knifefish,

has an electrical sensory system similar to

(the brain

for

The South American

of mormyrids,

that

about whether dinosaurs were cold- or
warm-blooded,

exotic senses like electrolocation and

sonar require

size

Brain-size data are important to the debate

been cited in the debate about whether dinosaurs
were warm- or cold-blooded have been taken to

—

suggest, for example, that

such

of one specimen

I

examined accounted

humans could have evolved only from
vertebrates. The question is. Does

warm-blooded

the presence of the large and expensive brains of

mormyrids

indicate that big brains can also evolve

in cold-blooded bodies?

The

also has a relatively large brain

percent of its body weight).

as

large, intelligent species

answer, of course,

tively small animals,
so.

is

yes,

but only for

rela-

weighing under two pounds or

That's because the bigger an animal gets, the
'

What more

can

I

deduce from

about the elephant-nose

fish's

my

brain

discovery

beyond ac-

more expensive having

a large brain

a 1,000-fold increase in

body

becomes. For

mass, the rate of

therefore, that large cold-blooded vertebrates

big brains do not

The

among

rule

vertebrates

—

that 2 to 8 per-

cent of the energy used by the organism

—

sumed by the brain holds for
species (mammals and birds)
blooded species

with

exist.

warm-blooded

as

well

cold-

as

amphibians, and

(fishes,

con-

is

all

reptiles).

Because the bodies of warm-blooded species con-

sume about

ten times

more

energy, they can afford

to have brains that are approximately ten times big-

ger than those of cold-blooded vertebrates, with
the elephant-nose fish a rare exception.

work on

In 1969, basing his

Harry

skulls,

J.

available dinosaur

Jerison, of Antioch College in

Ohio, estimated the brain

of a number of spec-

size

imens weighing more than 440 pounds. Applying

known

relationships

between body

size

and brain

he showed that dinosaurs did not have brains

size,

those of living reptiles,

relatively smaller than

thereby refuting the old claim that dinosaurs were

A

exceptionally dim-witted.

few years

still-unresolved debate about

the

later,

whether dinosaurs

were cold- or warm-blooded began. Brain-size
data are clearly important to that debate. Jerison's

measurements indicating

that the brain size

specimens was comparable to that of today's

of

his

reptiles

suggested that dinosaurs were Hkely to be cold-

The

blooded.

by the way,

brains of mammals in this size range,

are

twenty to thirty times bigger than

those of the big dinosaurs.

James A. Hopson, of the University of Chicago,
working some years after Jerison, reasoned that the
small dinosaurs of the group Coelurosauria, such
Troodon,

The

may

as

very well have been warm-blooded.

relative brain size

of a hundred-pound Troodon

exceeded even that of the

ostrich, the biggest living

Nowadays many paleontologists beheve that
some dinosaurs were warm-blooded and some
bird.

cold-blooded. Archaeopteryx, one of the

was probably warm-blooded, because
within the

The relative brain size of Troodon, a
hundred-pound dinosaur, exceeded even
that of the ostrich, the biggest living bird.

while

the

pterosaurs,

these

itself

hour
with
times

a

cold-blooded animal would

consume approximately
at

a

a liter

of oxygen per

the same temperature. Thus, an alligator

human-sized brain would have to find three

more food than an

alligator

brain size of 0.3 ounce would.

It's

with

a typical

not surprising,

first birds,

brain was

range of the brains of living birds,

small,

reptile-sized

which were

brains

of the

flying reptiles, suggest that

were cold-blooded.

Perhaps one lesson to be learned firom the ele-

phant-nose

(3-pound) brain in

size

its

fish

is

that

when deducing body

we

should be a bit cautious

temperature from

dence of brain

size.

and

had died out long

its

relatives

After

all,

if the

fossil

evi-

elephant-nose fish

ago, a brain-size es-

timation based on its fossils would suggest it was a
warm-blooded fish. But the elephant-nose fish in my

aquarium

are as cold as the

water they swim

in.
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Why
Woodiness?
DNA research on an island plant provides a few clues
to a longstanding evolutionary mystery.
By Kathryn

Brown

S.

Lots of kids in the United States

know

plantagos as stubby weeds that creep

They

out of cracks in the sidewalk.

would

certainly

be surprised to see the

shrub version

twelve-foot

of their

scrappy plant that grows in the Canary

The same kind of shock

Islands.

Juan Fernandez

visitors to the

greets

islands,

where ordinary celery and cabbage
plants burst forth into trees. And on the
island

of Saint Helena,

at least

ferent daisy fairdlies have

Across the globe, in

four dif-

gone woody.
oceanic

fact,

is-

and temperate zones

lands in tropical

have a knack for turning herbs

—

And

—

scapes.

up

Carlquist reasoned, serve
diet

of sun,

and

rain,

permit herbs

soil

nutrients that

never dying back, and the plants

start

out

as

herbs

woody
wet

as

first

on warm,

the theory goes, the

punishing ice ages favored their herbaceous counterparts, plants that either

logical

somehow

shape must

outcompete

shorter,

went

posed that

on

islands,

and focused on ecoas

the

main driving

He

noted that

first

colonizers growing in sunlit, open,

colonist herbs arrive

gested to Givnish that the crowded

ill-

woody

tendency:
life

woody

spans,

more

and increased chances for sexthis

demands

or partially open habitats. This sug-

ual reproduction.

But

this

and pro-

a step further

bodies allow longer
flowers,

Wisconsin-Madison,

of

many of the most compelling studies of
plants evolving woody bodies show the

they find fewer (or

favor a

went beyond

Givnish, of the

herbaceous

suited) poUinators, so natural selection

would

University

Thomas

force for arborescence.

contemporary Alfred

when

Ecologist

help island

Russel Wallace, codiscoverer of natural
selection,

woody

plants flourished, while the continents'

speculated that the evolving of a tree-

His

arrived

the seeds of

Sheltered

species.

islands,

but

at all

from the continents

perish or die back each winter.

varieties.

sim-

woody skeleton as they
grow taller or more robust. Others
argue that woody island plants didn't

ply develop a

those

for

plants

a steady

grow year-round,

to

more than a century, biologists
have wondered why.
Struck by the number of trees in the
Galapagos Islands, Charles Darwin
like

that

promote woody landTropical and temperate islands,

we know as annuals
into woody varieties.

soft-bodied plants

or perennials

Sherwin Carlquist suggested

anist

island climates

evolutionary riddle has

never been solved. In the 1970s bot-

A silversword on Mauna Kea, Hawaii

herbs

would gain

by being

taller,

a significant advantage

and hence any plant

that

developed a more permanent skeleton

would have
cause

a competitive edge.

islands

are

relatively

Be-

simple

ecosystems, he

says, natural selection for

this trait takes

off with vigor, quickly

pushing plants to the

woody

extreme.

,
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HOW

BIG IS THAT SNAKE?

For

many

mil-

lennia rattlesnakes have preyed on ground
squirrels, seeking

them

underground

in their

burrows. California ground squirrels often fight
back, frequently kicking sand at the reptiles

and boldly advancing within

a

few inches of

them, then leaping sideways to avoid their
strikes.

When aboveground

and

chatter,

sit

flick their tails

away (see

their kin
History,

in the presence of

ground squirrels

rattlers,

up bipedally,
warning

rapidly,

"Rattler Battlers," Natural

May 1989).

Now

shown that

researchers have

Califor-

nia ground squirrels are also capable of judg-

ing precisely

may be

how dangerous an unseen snake

solely by the

general,

sound of

larger snakes are

rattle.

its

smaller ones, and snakes with

higher body

temperatures move faster and are more
to cause harm. Large,
/

m

.N

fore the

warm

In

more lethal than

likely

rattlers are there-

most formidable. By playing recorded

rattles to wild

ground squirrels at an aban-

doned walnut grove
Francisco, Ronald

R.

Ground squirrels and

fifty

miles south of San

Swaisgood and

his col-

rattler

leagues at the University of California, Davis,

and Appalachian State University
olina were able to

in

North Car-

show that the rodents could

consistently gauge the level of danger from

sounds alone, as evidenced by the
flicks

tail

and

squirrels'

body movements. The

re-

searchers concluded that a rattle's loudness

and pitch enable ground

squirrels to assess ac-

curately both a snake's size and

its

metabolic

activity.

A previous study showed that toads remembers of

frained from challenging unseen
their

own

species that produced louder, lower-

pitched vocalizations (indicating larger, more

powerful individuals). The new work on ground
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however, represents the

squirrels,

mented example of

a

T

first
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docu-

prey animal's using

acoustic information to "size up" a stealthy
predator. ("Assessment of rattlesnake danger-

ousness by California ground squirrels: exploitation of cues from rattling sounds," Ani-

mal Behavior 57 1999)
,

,g

EGG-TIMING COWBIRDS

Cowbirds, like

cuckoos, dupe other birds into hatching their

eggs and raising their chicks
cost to the host's
kills

ing

own

— usually at great

brood. Often a cowbird

several of the host's offspring by punctur-

eggs within a day of laying

its

its

own

in

the host's nest. However, cowbirds also destroy eggs at nests they do not parasitize.

Shiny cowbirds must try to synchronize
their egg laying with that of their hosts,

which

is

why they take

a keen interest in any

birds that are building nests nearby. Argentine

The woody shrub

balillo,

above, grows

only on the island of Gomera in the
Canaries. Its soft-tissued continental
relative is the

marsh sow thistle Sonchus

palustris. Right:
P.

A

rare

woody

Pericallis,

hadrosoma grows only on Gran Canaria.

The plant pictured here

is

one of about

ten individuals left in the wild.

Yet any truly satisfactory explanation for the origins of
plants, biologists say,

woody

island

must take into ac-

count not only their ecological niche
Yellow warbler feeding a cowbird chick

but also these plants' relationships with

ornithologists Viviana Massoni and Juan Car-

Reboreda studied 200 nests of yellow-

los

winged blackbirds. They concluded that the
cowbirds also were testing blackbirds' eggs to

check their development. Egg puncturing occurred on either the

same

or the previous day

that parasitism took place, indicating that the

cowbird habitually hammers
host's

eggs just prior to laying

its
its

bill

own.

into a
If the

cowbird finds the host's clutch in an advanced
state of development, it abstains from using

that nest, because

its

own eggs would not

re-

ceive sufficient incubation time there.

Exactly

how the

development

is

birds determine an egg's

unknown; they may simply

discriminate between the softness of the

white and yolk and the hardness of a well-

developed embryo

in

an incubating egg.

("Egg puncture allows shiny cowbirds to assess

licst

egg development and suitability

their herbaceous continental counter-

And

parts.

scientists

have only recently

gained access to the molecular tools

needed

to analyze plant relationships.

Last August, botanist Javier Fran-

cisco-Ortesa, of Florida International

University and Fairchild Tropical Gar-

den, unveiled ne^v evidence

at

the

16th International Botanical Congress
in Saint Louis, Missouri, that tropical

do indeed have the knack

islands

for

encouraging herbs to evolve into bigger, bolder,

leap

to

woody

varieties.

woodiness,

it

And

the

seems,

achieved with greater ease than was
first

is

at

suspected. His proof hes in the

molecular phylogeny, or family
Pericallis, a

tree,

flower family and endemic to what

known

as

of

genus of plants in the sun-

ago (the Azores, the Canary

callis

Islands,

displays

six species

these islands, Peri-

both growth tendencies:

are

woody and

nine are

herbaceous.

Reasoning

is

the Macaronesian archipel-

On

and Madeira).

as a

that

something

woody body must be

plant's genes,

as basic

reflected in a

Francisco-Ortega's team

r^

rj

r

;\
compared

key gene sequence in the

a

fifteen species ot Pericallis.

As they

DNA

pected, the ribosomal

sus-

woody

in

markedly from that in

species differed

By determining

herbaceous species.

the most hkely progression of these ac-

DNA

cumulated

differences, the re-

searchers surmised that the earhest Pericallis

plants

must have been

showed the

tree that

which

the

branched

off"

Pericallis,

it

colonizers

into different species. In

woodiness

out,

turns

—

evolved not once but twice

performance

a repeat

some

illustrating that

when

is-

woody

land plants can readily turn

Ortega,

to

Pericallis is a

a history

island evolution in action." University

of Cahfornia, Berkeley, botanist Bruce

Baldwin notes

re-

Amer-

or three million years

the continent and hitch-

plant

hiked to the Macaronesian
surfing

is-

ocean

waves or riding on the feathers

of a bird.

(or inside the gut)

This pioneering herb

may

have

established itself along the edges

summer, hundreds of worker bees constantly

plants

pop up

shady environments aUke.

Givnish

new

study "outstanding" because

one of the

woody

island plant evolution with

shrouding

trade

winds

other island plants,

it

ra-

diated into a flurry of different

herbaceous and

some woody. Just how

this

hap-

pened no one knows. But
Pericallis

tions of the hive's walls

anyway? In that
David

if

some

air-

por-

become overheated

case, as Philip

T.

Starks and

of Cornell University, recently

C. Gilley,

discovered, worker bees position themselves

of island plant lineages that turned

along the hot spots, thus collectively acting

woody," Givnish
the

tools

"Now we

says.

—DNA

markers,

scientists

have

chromo-

—

really

When the

as insulation.

researchers applied

small heating pads to the glass walls sur-

rounding captive colonies, they were able to

came

to

woody

re-

that today

species Uve

bees' re-

assumed. Regardless of which
the islands

plants

first

—some

—herbs

or

researchers have

argued that sv^dtching from one growth

form

to the other represents an evolu-

tionary

one-way

versed.

But

Pericallis,

street

never to be re-

that a single plant genus,

has twice

made

the

jump

woodiness in the Macaronesian
suggests otherwise.
it

shows

"just

how

to

islands

Baldwin notes

that

readily this kind

Honeybees

of

transition can occur."

Although worker bees do many tasks,

Francisco-Ortega
Pericallis

DNA,
He

is

his

fewer than half of them appear to be "work-

other

ing" at any given time, and researchers have

those in

traditionally described the apparent slackers

continuing

by looking

studies

many

woody

which creates an evaporative

conditioning system. But what

ecology. "Scientists have found dozens

role habitats play in

the

it's

undeniably link

to

first

fan their wings, pausing only to spread water
droplets,

Francisco-Ortega's

calls

chloroplasts.

do know

and

in dry, wet, sunny,

stretches of

searchers

a

simple ecological categorization; these

arid environment. Then, hke so

—some

BEES Honey-

bees work throughout the year to maintain

constant temperature within their hives. In

bring moisture to the otherwise

species

WORK FOR UNEMPLOYED

sword plants of Hawaii, however, defy

the north-facing slopes of these

where

silver-

gathered at the warm places on the glass.

most

says, a Packera-like

hilly islands,

woody

that the

sponse as they (but not the drones or queens)

it

laurel forests

London B 266, 1999)

The study also shows that woodiness may be a more flexible trait than

left

of the

ciety of

habit and habitat."

Among

he

either

for parasitism," Proceedings of the Royal So-

genus with

ago,

lands,

:;

document the swiftness of the worker

genus endemic to North

Two

T

C

to infer the evolutionary^ patterns in

sembles Packera, an herbaceous

ica.

says.

A

Francisco-

of adventure.

continental plants,

he

of his-

"They are examples of

some numbers, and isozymes

the conditions are right.

According

tory,"

family

a

likely order in

island

first

They

herbs.

then used these data to build

plants are not old flora or reHcts

K

such

as

hopes to pin

at

down

the

encouraging plants

as "unemployed." Starks and Gilley, however,

believe that

many

of these individuals perform

have a

a vital function by being available not only to

wild card to contend with: rare insular

defend the colony but also to insulate the

plants are rapidly

honey and brood combs against excessive

oceanic islands

becoming extinct as
become more popular

heat. While workers can survive temperatures

to turn

with

woody. Yet

tourists.

plant species

scientists

"Many of the endangered

up to 122°

occur on

harmed

islands,"

notes

if it

F,

the

colony's

brood will be

warms beyond 96.8° F. "Unem-

almost exclusively in the islands' laurel

Francisco-Ortega. Ironically, these evo-

ployed" worker bees may also spend time

while their herbaceous cousins

lutionary wonders could fade from

monitoring the colony's levels of honey and

forests,

set

down

scrub

roots in the

as well.

Ortega,

this

view

just as scientists are

beginning to

environment encouraged

plants to turn

woody. "These

pollen reserves, for they frequently shift to active duty

understand them.

when

ing: a novel

range of habitats suggests

that the forest

some

sunny lowland

According to Francisco-

Kathryn
in

S.

Brown

is

a science writer based

Columbia, Missouri.

stores run low. ("Heat shield-

method

of colonial thermoregula-

tion in honey bees," Naturwissenschaften 86,

1999)— Richard

Miiner
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natural history

Can science

analyze the secret of the bubbly?

Reign of

Terroir
when the wine proChampagne re-

ast year,

L

ducers of the

gion warned that consumers'

demand

^record

at

the turn of

the millennium might cause
rary shortages,

I

promptly called

wine merchant

local

tempo-

to see

expected. "I anticipate a lot

my

what he
of phone

from my more gullible customers," he chortled. The supposed
shortage, he assured me, was a marketcalls

ing gimmick.

been
ing

Champagne

famous for

as

as for its

its

has always

briUiant market-

sparkhng wine.

new book by James

E.

Now

Wilson

a

called

A

In the early nineteenth century,

was

this

also the

region where two of

the founders of geology conducted
their explorations.
vier,

the anatomist, and inineralogist

Alexandre
a

Baron Georges Cu-

soft

Brongniart

traced

both

white chalk formation that

extends from Paris into the

Cham-

in

me

grapes growing

much

lignite in the

for

on

pair developed

Hght provided by the slope

geological

maps and compared

various

in

it.

layers;

the

tossOs

Champagne

chalks therefore figured prominently
in

one of the

earhest attempts at strati-

French word
scribe

you can never

graphic dating.

the

the

Reims, you

you veer south, you wiU
to the slopes where the

Tertiary period chalk of the

plateau overlaps the vast Cre-

chalk plain called

Champagne.

dusty and barren, the plain

now

a blanket

rX-t^r*^:;^;-

Once
"S-fK*

is

of agricultural

>

'v

green, thanks to commercial
fertilizers.

Here, where the

I*''* jmc'^m

*

-

*

two chalk layers intersect,
the best champagne grapes
are

grown.

The grape harvest

in France's

terroir is

Champagne region

The

often used to de-

such a combination of en-

the flavor of a wine.

come

Dry

how

itself.

vironmental factors ultimately

of the He de France plateau.

taceous

upper chalk but to the

The

beneath

layer

are driving across the flat top

If

did so

superior drainage and exposure to sun-

that the geol-

leave Paris

this layer

older, greenish

and the wine.

A4 headed

on

better than those in the lower

pagne region and an

an influence on both the

As you

viticulturists

of the sloping,

chalk. Modern grape growers attribute
many of the differences not only to the

ogy of Champagne has had
culture

ago,
soils

upper chalk were superior because

Making of French Wines has
convinced

century

thought that the

The Role of Geology,

Terroir:

Climate and Culture

By Robb Walsh

affects

The problem

really figure

is,

out what

"

else the

word might mean.

Terroir

is

French wine appellations, such

Champagne,

as

and

problem by the addition of sugar
several different stages

vineyard conditions and sometimes to

Bordeaux. Wilson has compiled the most

the flavor of the earth in the wine. In

exhaustive examination of the interac-

fied

the glossary of the Culinary Institute of

tion

said

sometimes to be connected

to

Burgundy,

between geology and

have two problems

America's guide Exploring Wine, by

ever attempted.

Steven Kolpan, Brian H. Smith, and

with

Michael A. Weiss, "terroir"

never questions or

defined

is

his

I

book, however.

out assuming

ory but

starts

in the wine."

Second,

as

"The Champenois [residents of
Champagne] argue that it is terroir,
that splendid word which has no di-

But

in

soil

is

rect equivalent in the English lan-

producing good wine

which incorporates

chmate, aspect, elevation, and

a

soil,

num-

ber of other factors, which makes
their sparkling

wines unique in the

world in terms of quahty and ageabUity,"

Tom

writes

Stevenson in

Christie's

Sparkling Wine.

There

is

Champagne,

Champagne

When

ness or acidity than

proof that

it's

—more

regions.

dupHcated, and

cannot be

terroir

that's

why nobody

has

succeeded in making great sparkling
wines

as consistently as

Champagne,"

is

the identity

of the wine. The technology of wine

making

is

just the hospital

where the

baby

hun-

As producers in other parts of the
world attempt to follow the French
example, arguments rage over whether

a

they

much more

is

delivered."

wine resides in the terwine-making technology.
Wine makers in California and Australia believe that great sparkling wine

have

the soul of the

tart-

roir or in the

do grapes in other

The champagne-making

process was designed to

me. "Terroir

reau, told

has a

of the cool cH-

harvested,

wine

no

is

France

a result

earth imparts something specific to

"The

as

—and

romanticism to the theory that the

nicely.

Champagne Wine Information Bu-

in

sugar and

less

needs

the weather.

mate, grapes hardly ever fuUy ripen

much

unique to the place where
serves vintners' marketing

important to

growing season of about

dred days. As

is

grown

of a vidne
it is

as

northerly than Montreal
short

by regional appellation and not by

grape name, the concept that the flavor

Jean-Louis Carbonnier, director of the

the northernmost

is

region

there.

is

true.

is

Because French wines are identi-

for example, the

arguably not

wine

a satisfying

the taste of the wine, but there

it

you might expect, he

overemphasizes the geological factors.

&

World Encyclopedia of Champagne

Wilson

First,

the terroir the-

tests

rather broadly as "the taste of the earth

guage, and

viticulture

at

of production.

overcome

this

can be

made from

grown

grapes

in

true.

James Wilson's book, the terroir
concept encompasses chemistry and
In

geology and more. "Beyond the measurable ecosystem," he writes, "there

—

an additional dimension

is

the spiritual

aspect that recognizes the joys, the
heartbreaks, the pride, the sweat, and

of

firustrarions

basis in science,

and

spending

after

most of the book detailing the hard
facts of agronomy, cHmate, and geology,

he returns to that French je ne

sais

The book received the
CUcquot Winebook of the Year Award
quoi: terroir.

in

1999
I

(I

was one of the judges).

was

d LITTLE ACORNS GROW

[the vineyard's] history."

He then goes on to try to give this
warm and fuzzy French concept some

impressed

with Wilson's

Pax introduced the the

on

the natural history of the

grape-grovdng regions.
geologist,

he spent

his

An American
working years

prospecting petroleum deposits for the
Shell Oil

Company.

Now retired,

applying his expertise about

he

soils

that
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the
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A

other kinds of soil,

as

long

natural history

as

you have

the right grapes (chardonnay, pinot
noir,

and pinot meunier),

cool mi-

a

modern wine-making
They claim that in the case

crochmate, and
technology.

of Champagne, "terroir"
mantic name

poor

for

soil

mate too cold for grapes
It

guess

is

is

a ch-

niade from;

variety of grape a
it is

much more

wine

1/00

when you

them

to

allow Bergerac wines to be freely

compare the foreign-made wine with

shipped to England again. But Henry

But

the French product.

ask

privately they

is

difticult

where the grape was grown.
At the International Pinot Noir Celebration in McMinnville, Oregon, I
watched wine makers from all over
the world judge six pinot noirs in a
blind tasting. Even seasoned Burto guess

eventually

III

will often confess that the difference

region, and

keeps getting smaller.

its

ot the terroir concept

is

that over time
it

During the course of two thousand years of wine-making trial and
best.

eties
I

That

very well illustrated

is

by the example ot Champagne, whose
were

vast chalk plains

utterly vulner-

and was

also easily crossed

Too many

caravans.

Traumatized by

do well

to follow their lead.

non-French wine producers have

ig-

nored agronomy in favor of marketing;

Champagne reahzed
on

that

and learned

ways identify

met anyone who can alFrench champagne in a

blind tasting," says Eileen

managing

Moore, the

and wine maker

director

at

Domaine Carneros, a winery in CaUfornia owned by the French company
Taittinger. "If you

put twenty

wine out

glasses

of

hosted duty-free

of the

but never

With

all

fame of Champagne's wines

suited for,

The downside of the whole terroir
is the dogma that some wine

credibly expensive wines in a blind

CHcquot,

taste test

with similar-quahty wines

your money has bought you.

Terroir also

was

fails

aristocratic

historically

bought vineyards

and
French-owned
wineries make pinot noir in Oregon,
sparkling wine in California, and
in California

elsewhere. Nowadays,

cabernet in Chile.

"It's

good but

dif-

their chateaux

canny businesswoman,
winery

who

made

a fortune

1811 vintage to her

new

entire

Russian cus-

skulduggery that

Wilson, "thirty percent of

behind the success of

Rus-

with the House of CUcquot

far in

the

gerac were very popular in England.

hands down."

when Henry

Cham-

pagne's production was going to

time, for instance, the wines of Ber-

appellations.

1254,

widow

war by smuggHng the

sia,

In

the

A

took over her husband's

after his death,

after the

At one

season.

during the fighting.

tomers. "By the time of the Russian
Revolution in 1917," according to

But Bergerac had the misfortune to
be upriver from the port city of Bordeaux, where local vintners and
landowners banned Bergerac wines
from their docks during the peak

companies

champagne makers had be-

to take into ac-

money

French

ei-

the time of Napoleon's defeat,

friended Russian officers quartered in

In an effort to get their

several

By

several

roir.

taxed,

mihtary invasions wasn't ignored

Snob appeal drives up the price of
French wines from the "right" vineyards and regions. But put these iners.

subject of ter-

could be

secured through

regions are inherently superior to oth-

flexibihty

it

over

ther.

new

out of the country before

all

business

some French

on the

merchants spread the

The customer base

government in 1981,
some French wine makers developed a
terand's SociaHst

visiting

the world.

sell.

count the

twenty."

the election of Francois Mit-

business,

regardless of what the land

because cabernet and chardonnay are

Httle

eight

booming

a

and the

pert might recognize

French and eight of the CaHfornian

to encourage

fairs

caravans to stop in the region. Local

ten French and ten Californian, an ex-

for a blind tasting,

to

ginning in the eleventh century, they

from France and other parts of the
world, and you quickly discover how

sparkling

of

Be-

skills.

they plant cabernet and chardonnay,
is

inva-

was better

it

marketing

their

wine makers did

"I've never

by trading

many

sions over the centuries, the people

survive

—

very similar wines.

as

target for periodic mOitary invasions

agree that the rest of the world would

what

back

belong in which appellations, and

a clear sense

—

of soil can yield

far

the days of Attila the

to trade than to fight

pletely different kinds

As

able in niihtary terms.

of which grape vari-

French producers have devel-

Arguments rage over whether the soul of the grape
resides in the terroir
"taste of the earth"
or in the
wine-making technology.
gundy wine makers couldn't always
tell which one came from Burgundy.
Two good vineyards with two com-

and

terroir can have a cultural

historical basis

Hun, the flat region of Dry Champagne was an easy

error,

oped

of the

control

lost

Bordeaux elbowed out

neighbor.

For me, the most meaningflil part
the land chooses the crop that suits

to ripen in.

pretty easy for an expert to

which

-

ferent," they say

just a ro-

and

12/99

lead.

Champagne

beat vodka,

Maybe we Americans

will always

have trouble understanding exactly

what the French mean by terroir, but
one thing's for sure: in Champagne,
marketing genius

is

part of it.

III

became king of England and duke of
Aquitaine, he forced Bordeaux to
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experience a spectacular season of entertainment, exhibits and events. Including
a spectacular Millennium Weekend. Call
14.

Buttertield, auctioneers

m travel to Austraha.

16!

f artfiieir

The Earth

Eai catalog

is

a

comprehen-

annotated coUection of career
highhghts from over 25 environmental
sound producers. Free from 505-4661879 or www.earthear.com

sive,

and hotels to coach

tours and vehicle rental, Austravel's

experienced Consultants wiU
make an itinerary to suit budgets
and requirements. Call 1-800-633-3404.

tailor

11. Costa Rica
is unique in having more ot
territory protected in national parks,
biological reserves and wildlife remges
than any other nation on earth. With all
the right ingredients, a trip to Costa Rica

Costa Rica

17. Galapagos Network

its

IDiscover an exhilarating adventure in the
Galapagos Islands aboard a 20-passenger

is

sure to suit your tastes.

motor-yacht or 48-passenger expedition
ship. CaU 1-800-633-7972.

6._Bk)ck Island Tourism Cqiincit|
Island. The perfect getaway for
bird-watchers. Designated "One of
the last great places in the Western

Block

Hemisphere" by Nature Conservancy.
Midweek packages from $90. 1-800383-BIRI, ext. 53.

12. Cyprus Tourism

9,000 years! For
free color brochure caU 212-683-5280.

Cyprus
a

Irresistible for

18. Holbrook Travel

Natural History tours to Latin America
and Africa. Travel independendy or in
smaU groups escorted by an educational
leader. Holbrook Travel 800-45 1-7111.

,

do with

has anytliiiiy; to

It it

drcssiiiii

windows, we've got

it

l_800-937-STYLE

for a free 32-page

covered. Call

Tourlite International

iVlakc ncarctica

your gateway to the
Natural World of North America.

Air inclusive or custom itineraries to
Costa Baca, Guatemala, the Galapagos

www. nearctica. com

and South America. From rainforests
to beach resorts call us for brochure.
800-272-7600.

booklet, with all the details for
choosing the perfect window fashions.
York State

Experience winter tun
Moto Toug
Explore Spam, Portugal and France
by motorcycle. Winding mountain roads,
motorcycles and historical
Parador lodgings. Make IMT Tours
rentals.
the vacation of a lifetime.
Also for brochure; 1-800-255-7451.
20. Iberian

BMW

like

nowhere

From

spectacular winter festivals
Pdde
to our famous Learn to Ski
York State has it all.
program.
else!

&

New
1-800-1 LOVE NY

35. Undiscovered FloridJ

for a FF^JiE travel guide.

wonders,
and cultural sights.
From the Panhandle to the Keys, you'll

http://iloveny.state.ny.us

find surprising vacation diversity.

Call

code 233

Florida

IS

a state rich in natural

historical intrigue

BMW

www.imt-bike.com.
'

35. Uniworld

21. Inclinator

Company

"Unco\'er the niystenes of far away
lands. Explore the beauty of Mongolia,
China, Siberia, Nepal and Tibet. Whether
your passion is birding culture, hiking,
history, horseback riding or kayaking.
Nomadic Expeditions can provide you
with the cultural adventure of a lifetime in
the most stunning settings in the world. To
begin your journey, call for a free color

of America

"Elevette" the custom built residence
elevator offers the ultimate in home
luxury and convenience. Send for
free descriptive literature.

brochure

at

1-800-998-6634."

Amenta's leadei m ii\ei ciuising
Visit China and Yangtze River, take
the Nostalgic Istanbul Orient Express
through Mongolia and Siberia or Cruise

around South America. For comp.
Brochures call (800) 653-4326.

37. Visit Florida

22. Inka Natura

Inka Natura offers customized itineraries
in Peru for both individuals and groups.
With over 20 years experience designing
ecotourism in the Peruvian Amazon.

*
'

What to do on endless miles of sugarsand beaches? For your free Florida
Vacation Guide call toll-free
30. North Carolina's Outer Banks

North

Carolina's

Outer Banks.

l_888-7-FLA-USA. www.flausa.com.
Pristine

Beaches. History. Fishing. For a Free

Guide & Outer Banks Getaway
Card good for seasonal values at over 150

Travel

W^^^s End Direct Merchants
From

businesses, log

the catalog to the W'cb, the store

is

yours. Visit us at www.landsend.com,
or call for a free catalog 800-303-4486.

caD toU-free

onto www.outerbanks.org,

1-877-BY-THE-SEA

(1-877-298-4373) or
e-mail visitorinfo@outerbanks.org.

38. West Virginia Tourism

Get your free West Virginia Travel
Guide and discover why some say
it's Almost Heaven. Visit us at
www.state.wv.us/tourism or

call

1-800-CALL-WVA.
24. Lodge

on

Simons

Little St.

Islan'

Exclusive l().(HHl-acre Georgia island
paradise, private 7 imle pristine beach
natural history tours, birding and
recreational activities galore,

gourmet

regional cuisine and gracious
accommodations await just 30 guests.

3^, Pax World Fund

The Pax World Fund

39. Worcester County Tourism

25

Maryland's only seaside county. Visit
Assateague Island National Seashore.
Kayak, canoe, birdwatch or golf. Stay in
Breakfast Inns.
one of our many Bed

Family, a socially
responsible fund group, has offered
investors the opportunity to achieve
"performance with principles" for over

&

years.

800-852-0335. skipjack.net/le_shore/visitworcester.
32. The Territory

25.

MBNA

America

MBNA America, sponsor of
credit card

program,

AM NH
AMNH

tlic

also oilers

CD

and
supporters exceptional rates on
money market accounts. To learn more
about this great investment opportunity,
call

you

Ahead

j

comes with the territory. Original
designs from pattern to fabric to buttons
and available only in our catalog! The
It

Territory Ahead. Free.

1-800-900-6653. Be sure to mention
to qualify
are a supporter of

AMNH

for these rates.

TIAA-t:REF

IS

a

leading, national,

Travel to destinations out of this world

nonprofit financial services orgamzation
servicing the general pubUc and is also
the premier pension system for people
employed in education and research
in the U.S. It offers high-quality low-

with Meade's ETX-90EC Telescope and
Autostar. Journey to over 14,000 celestial
objects. Easy and fun. Free brochure. Call

insurance and trust services and also
manages several state-sponsored college

1-800-62-MEADE.

financing programs.

26.

Meade Instruments

cost

mutual funds, annuities, IRAs,

|0. Zeiss

Company

Carl Zeiss binoculars are renowned for
their superior optics and precision
construction. There are models for all
activities, including birding, yachting,
travel, sports and the theatre.
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The Story of
zero's intriguing history,

Despite

it's

numbers game.

a bit player in the

By Keith Devlin

As

demonstrated

years ago,

with an innate

add and
beyond

guage

much

the

cause of position, "nothing" suddenly

some

same way, by tracing the long and

tor-

born

tuous (but fascinating) path that led to

becomes informationally important.
purely a posiBut is this symbol

Both books

cognitive psychologist Karen

Wynn

humans

all

ability to

are

count and to

subtract small numbers.

we

that,

the

To go

—symbols—

was introduced

ago.

By

major

a

advance

manipulating symbols,

we

ical, intellectual,

can

handle numbers of any magnitude

ment of
bers

total accuracy.

few

special

is

—

and

known

The

the very concept of

The Nothing That

most

and

Oxford University

math-

ematical "constants"
is

pi (u), the ratio of

Press;

symbols

225 pp.

$22;

circle to

a

its

And

Two

e

quently introduced to the West.

of

The Hindu-Arabic number system (generally known as Arabic

(the base

approximately

leaves

a special

is

of

number

unchanged whatever

it is

-1).

that

added

quarter century ago, Petr Beck-

mann wrote
n. In

1994

a

Eli

book

Maor

called

A

History of

The Story of a Number. Last year came
the pubUcation of An Imaginary Tale:
The Story of

the Square
J.

Root of Minus

Nahin. Now, not one

but two books turn the spotHght on
zero:

Robert Kaplan's The Nothing

Tlrat Is:

A

Natural History of Zero (pub-

lished in October)
Zero:

and Charles

Seife's

The Biography of a Number (com-

ing in February).

efficient

is

agreeable

Without an

system for representing

we now

to begin

call science.

Hindu-Arabic notation,

In

the position occupied by a digit
in a

number

This

is

expression

is

where zero comes

critical.

in.

The

Indians introduced the symbol
to

act

there

is

as

a

placeholder

no entry

position. In the

when

in a particular

number

304, for

example, the 3 denotes three
hundreds, the

denotes no tens,

and the 4 denotes four

units.

Be-

An

their allotted

enough

.

the mathematical study of nature
that

fill

(if

slow

at

But why do we suddenly get
nothing?
two books about, well

and computing numbers, Galileo

followed up with

e:

One, by Paul

the world forever.

to

Since they write well, the

numerals) quite simply changed

would have been unable

to or subtracted from: zero.

A

sixth-century conquests, and subse-

other

deep in the heart of elementary

arithmetic

the story of zero

times).

(the square root

i

make

Arabs during their

logarithms,

2.71828) and

was

padding

diameter, approxi-

as a

—

picked up by the

Viking

to regard the zero as a

Does zero merit, or can it sustain, a
whole book or two books coming
out at the same time? I don't think so.
Both authors have to work hard to

gerous Idea,

Seife.

first

number required mathematicians

pages.

248 pp

through

genuine number. Accepting zero

developed in India,

by Charles

1

note an empty place, but the Indians

were the

Zero: The Biography of a Dan-

mately equal to 3.14159.

natural

1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and

the other digits,

num-

The ancient Greeks had a positional
number system using a marker to de-

6, 7, 8, 9,

Penguin; $24.95;

crucial constants are

numbers

by using just the ten

circumference

the

of

Natural

History of Zero, by Robert Kaplan.

frequently encountered of these

A
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all

denote a

change their conception of a number.

idea of repre-

senting

all

it

9?

of

num-

do

ber, as

histor-

into the develop-
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best

The

cultural strands

and, in particular, the decimal

numbers have been
identified.

num-

a legitimate

system that predominates today.

and very powerful

tion marker, or does

for

character that desig-

woven

the story are

with

A

a

taken

nates an arithmetical value.

5,000 years

at least

meaning

ber,

out in

now

recognition,

granted, that zero

use numerical lan-

that

start

algorist and an abacist

.

.

—
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see three factors here.
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that, since

with Longitude:
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runaway suc-

Sobel's
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Greatest Sci-
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by
David Ewing Duncans Calendar: HuProblem of His Time, followed

entific

manity's Epic Struggle

and Accurate
a

new genre:

popularizations of the his-

The two new books

tory of science.

about zero have their

on

Determine a True

to

publishers have sniffed

Year,

sights clearly set

the same target.

Y2K

imminent

problem provides us with an unavoid-

on

able lesson
in

modern

whole has

we

zero,

the importance of zero

Because society

life.

fore

it

as a

understand

failed to truly

shall celebrate

new millennium

the start of the

exactly

one year be-

actually arrives!

Finally,

books on pi,

it

and

e,

have

/'

illuminated these mathematical constants,
I'll

find

not do one on
as well?
you why not. Whereas pi, e,

to write about, the

same cannot be

Once Kaplan and

of 0.

traced

with plenty

their authors

/

the

Seife have

developments

historical

it

hard to get too excited about the

millennium, especially because of

when

disagreement about

the

all

it

Christian calendar, this

to the Inter-

for the millennial celebrations

site

be held

to

went

1

Greenwich, England

in

(Greenwich2000.com/millennium/inlb/

miUennium-faq.htm). The

home

announces that because there was no
year zero, the

new millennium

on January
Greenwich 2000's

starts

actually

2001. Yet even

1,

organizers can't

buck

Where
at

for 2001.

exactly

starting place?

is

the millennium's

On this issue,

the experts

the Royal Observatory in Greenwich

vides the

trouble

book promore compelling read. The

is,

in

As

s

both calculus and mod-

ern physics, zero
player.

the ramifications

a

is

no more than

result,

books feeling

I

a bit

finished both

that they

make much

ado about nothing.
Mathematician Keith Devlin

is

dean

of the

School of Science at Saint Mary's College in

Moraga, California. His

latest

book
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The

Language of Mathematics: Making the
Invisible Visible

(WH.

Freeman, 1998).

found the French Revolutionary

I

(or

Republican) calendar the most

interesting of

all,

given that

repre-

it

sents a fairly recent attempt to create

an entirely

new way

to

measure time

new miUenmum beTime
Greenwich Mean Time, or GMT

One began on September 22,
Two mathematicians divided

each of the twelve months into three
decades

named

poets

rhymed

all

falls

on the prime

other lines of longitude are

Back

in 1884, at an interna-

tional conference in

adopted

from

Washington, DC.,

twenty-five

a "universal

nations

day" that begins

at

0°

longitude, which runs through
Greenwich and extends north and

south to the Poles. According to this
standard, anyone to the east of 0° who

of ten days; the

each decade was

gins at midnight Universal

delegates

down

systems for marking time.

are emphatic: the

uses zero as an excuse to discuss calcu-

zero, Seife

Indian

1792.

calculated).

of division by

and

French,

2000 and one

from attempts to avoid the thorny
problem of division by zero. Kaplan

have yet to nail

Sumer-

and to de-Christianize the calendar.

which

up calculus by the end of the nineteenth century, whereas physicists

Balinese,

Chi-

early Egyptian,

Year

mathematics and science that arose

Because mathematicians had wrapped

ian,

has infor-

Islamic,

the tide of popular misconception: they

meridian (0° longitude, the Une from

Seife heads off into physics.

Mayan,

site

have two countdowns running, one for

both authors turn to developments

and

nese,

page

everywhere that

lus,

(www.webexhibits.com/calendars). In

mation on the Jewish,

timing,

its

Ages

the

addition to a concise history of the

down on

leading to the Hindu-Arabic system,
in

Through

Calendars

should be celebrated. To get the low-

why

tell

and provide
said

1

new

net

the

In addition,

Too Many Millennia

the

a

months

day of

last

day of

Two

rest.

so that they

three by three, according to

the "sonority" of the seasons (for ex-

ample, January, February, and
are

Vendemiaire,

maire); they also assigned the
a plant, a

to each

March

Brumaire,

Fri-

name

ot

domestic animal, or a tool

of the 360 days of the year. If

Napoleon hadn't scrapped this calendar on January 1, 1806, the second
Republican millennium might have

made

for a great party in Paris in the

Gregorian year 2792.

But

the

if

arbitrary

nature

of

midnight

the millennium celebrations doesn't

GMT (in the South Pacific near the in-

bother you and you just want to watch

begins

before

celebrating

ternational date Hne,

hours earher)

—

is

it's

nearly twelve

jumping

the

miUennium

on the

the gun.

The precise time and date for the
new miUennium is based on the Gre-

arrive in

Greenwich

go to the Atomic

dot,

Web

Clock, run by the National Institute of

gorian calendar, a reform of the Juhan

Standards and Technology (www.
bIdrdoc.gov/timefreq/javaclck.

calendar dating back only to the six-

htm). If you

teenth century.

Had

triumphed over

its

this

calendar not

predecessor,

many

you should

live in the

still

United

States,

have plenty of time to

get to a party.

around the world might be celebrating
entirely different millennia.
late

when

these

To

calcu-

might occur, go

to

Robert Anderson
writer based in

is

a freelance science

Los Angeles.
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time."

in "Natural Selec-

from the MuAmerican Museum of

tions" are usually available

method of

reconstructing the

seum Shop of

the

Natural History, (212) 769-5150.

rom ^arb^

(

[temporary CWifiEation:
Dordogne

artificial lake.

The Journals of the Lewis & Clark
Expedition, Volume 12: Herbarium
of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
Nebraska

Deep Time: Beyond the
Fossil Record to a New History of

288 pp)

In a

explores cladistics and enables

the reader to readily appreciate

The

years.

paleontologist-turned-science-writer

ish

Henry Gee

be done to prevent one.

the price of the book.

through patterns of shared

in 1918. Science reporter Kolata looks at

Valley, Iberian Peninsula

September 21 - October

4,

& Bilbao

2000

Aboard the Expedition Cruiseship, m/s Explor

Gary E. Moulton (University of
1999; $75; 359 pp; ilhis.)
volume in this series, the herbar-

tider

• Santiago de Compostela • Lisbon

Press,

a listing in locations, distributions,

and uses for the 239 specimens brought
back by the 1804-1806 expedition's chief
collector, Meriwether Lewis. The complete
set of journals, frilly indexed and annotated
by historian Moulton, represents the definitive account of this unprecedented journey
ot discovery in America's West.

The Story of Time,

edited by Kristen Lip-

pincott (Merrell Holherton/St. Martin's,

$45; 304 pp;

1999;

illus.)

Umberto Eco and art
Gombrich are among

Novelist and critic
historian

E.

H.

twenty-three

essayists

who

give us their

American Museum

thoughts about time. Three hundred color
plates,

many accompanied by

long, useful

explanations, portray such time-related objects as

Renaissance sun

dials

and clepsydras

(water clocks).

The Story of the Great Influenza
Pandemic of 1918 and the Search for the
Virus That Caused It, by Gina Kolata (Farrar,
Straus and Giroiix, 1999; $24; 256 pp.)
Flu:

Scientists recently rediscovered

Alaska of the

flu

virus that

evidence in
devastated

Central Park West at
Join the American

Museum

of Natural History

Discovery Tours
79th Street • New York,

of Natural History as

we

NY

10024-5192

follow in the footsteps of early, medieval,

and modern man through France, Spain, and Portugal, on a journey that will take us to some of
the masterworks of prehistoric and modern art. Amidst the wealth of cathedrals, chateaux, lovely
cobble-stone villages, medieval ruins, and vineyards of France's Aquitaine region, the Dordogne
Valley's prehistoric cave art offers a view into not just the prehistory of the region, but of humankind
as well. From here our journey through time continues dovra the Garonne River to the open waters
of the Atlantic and along the coast, visiting Bilbao, Santander, and Santiago de Compostela in
Spain, and the Portuguese cities of Porto and Lisbon. En route we encounter the artifacts of early
man and innumerable examples of art and architecture spanning the last 2,000 years, including the
newly opened Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, itself a masterpiece of late-20th-century architecture.

To reserve your space, or for more information, please call the
American Museum of Natural History Discovery Tours office at:
«nO-_4fil.8fiS7 nr 21 2-7fiQ-'i7nO Plpasp itipntinn arLcQd£_FA2nna
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Scanning
above

the water

its

armored

head, a stargazer
perfectly

stilL

lies

on the sandy

ocean floor at the entrance
to

Manado

harbor, near the

northern tip of Sulawesi.
Stargazers, comprising

some

fifty

species in the

family Uranoscopidae, are

widely distributed in both
tropical and temperate

waters, from the Americas
to Southeast Asia. Less

than a foot long, they are
inconspicuous as they

lie

partly buried, and divers

may overlook them.
Naturalist-photographer

Mike Severns writes, "The

one time

I

saw

a stargazer

attack a small fish,

it

exploded from the sand,
leaving a thick cloud of
silt

hovering

Then

it

the water.

in

promptly retreated

to the bottom and
reburied itself."

According to American

Museum

of Natural History

ichthyologist Peter Moller,

the uranoscopid genus
Astroscopus includes the

only diurnal electric fishes.

Although
shock

is

its ability

to

modest compared

with the power of South
America's electric eel and
Africa's electric catfish, this

daytime hunter can
discharge up to
if

fifty volts

stepped on or handled by

a careless diver. Electric

organs are located behind
the eyes (which are on top
of the head) and have

developed from part of the
ocular musculature. All
stargazers are also

equipped with a pair of
poison dorsal spines.

— Richard Milner

Photograph by

Mike Severns

MUSEUM

AT THE

natural history

12/99-1/00

The

The Way We Are

was planning

balmy June morning in 1874,
several thousand people gathered in
Manhattan Square, an undeveloped
a

of New York City's Central Park

tract

between 81st and 77th Streets, to see
President Ulysses S. Grant lay the cornerstone for the permanent

home

History. After an elaborate ceremony.

Grant spread mortar over

box

copper

maga-

The

books, coins,

their retrieval

by others

such

of the

sealed for the

Times Capsule"

1999, through March 26, 2000.

Gallery 77 from December

4,

three

times with a silver

from

fany's.

The

Tif-

S.

Safe,

publicist also responsible for

creating the

word "Laundromat."

Since then, time capsules have pro-

Some

like

have even gone into

the

gold-

twelve-inch,

sounds and images from Earth (encased

Ford

Gerald

in

aluminum and equipped with

a

opened the safe,
which contained autographs and pho-

playing needle and instructions written

tographs of

Time capsules are
a kind of instant

officials

era.

president

cobs,

and recorded

relics

was

It

Presi-

celebrations.

But Thornwell Ja-

container of cultural

years.

during Bicentennial

of the bygone

a

York's

was not to

plated copper records incised with

of

Oglethorpe Univer-

again,

company

space,

1976,

sity in Atlanta, raised

Once

New
it

was coined by G. Edward Pendray, the

liferated.

In

the

repeated

be unearthed for 5,000

Deihm.

blows for good luck.

der,

^in

Flushing Meadows, saying

by a Civil War
widow, Mrs. Charles

Bickmore,

Museum's foun-

the

examples of

earliest

and other mementos

cere-

mony ended when
Albert

—

then that the expression "time capsule"

dent

ered into place, and

trowel

in

1876 Centennial Exposi-

on dispUiy

is

the stone was low-

it

heat-sealed glass tube

tion in Philadelphia

in

struck

of a

—evolved

was the Century

vessel

a

—

copper-alloy cylinder with an inner

the United States.

One

New York Worid's Fair.
During the fair, company officials
buried what they called the Capsule
of Cupaloy a seven-and-a-half-foot

arti-

culture and setting a specific date for

and currency. Then

he

with

facts that reflect particular aspects

exhibition "Capturing Time: The

New York

deliberately

vessels filled

contained

that

newspapers,
zines,

a

burying sealed

of

American Museum of Natural

the

—

But the present custom

Company, which

promotional event for

a

1939-40

the

By Beth Livermore

On

idea caught the attention of

the Westinghouse

the concept to a

new

1936.

In-

level

in

spired

by the discov-

and

in symbols)

NASA's

affixed to

archaeology.
Voyager

and Voyager 2 before

1

their

1977 launches. Both spacecraft
eventually

bounce out of our

will

solar sys-

tem to drift in a remote region of the
Milky Way Galaxy, where they will

seum's grounds, to be

tomb ot
Tutankhamen a decade earlier, which

lions

opened

revealed vivid details

have reduced Earth to a charred cin-

of

der," as the late

knowledge is being
installed on the Mu-

ery of the

in the year

This "Times

3000.

a

York Times)

exhibition

New York Times
The
sules

is

on

practice

The

Capsule."

serve a
to the

middle of the twentieth century

memorial

of leaving time cap-

'las

existed in

thousano' of years.
buried text

accordii.g

ily

By 1940 he had

reinforced

pool,

The Sumerians

record of

human

anthropologist

Robert Ascher, cf Cornell

University.

Lincoln Logs to

sealed, in a

an

encyclopedic

civilization

the Koran, the

—

to

—from

640,000 pages on mi-

crofilm from classics such

ferno

heav-

former underground

swimming

of palaces and temto

tion.

Iliad,

as

the Bible,

and Dante's

In-

be opened in the year 8113.

after the

thus serve

Now,

to
at

"vidU

as a

it.

The

discs

cosmic calling card

and perhaps

also as a

humankind.

new millennium, the
Time Capsule Society

the

International

(ITCS)

Sun

astronomer Carl Sagan,

to extraterrestrials

Crypt of Civiliza-

called the

sense for

some

addressed to future rulers

in the founds 4ons

what he

—long

director of the project, put

may

in

with messages for people in the

fiiture

ples,

display in the

"Capturing Time:

of years

Hned a plan to prerecord of life from ancient times

competition by the

New

Egypt, Jacobs out-

The Capsule of Cupaloy, 1939

Capsule" (winner of

ancient

in

life

probably remain for hundreds of mil-

estimates

that

more

than

10,000 capsules have been sealed and
countless others have
cretly in backyards
als.

"Hundreds

been buried

se-

by private individu-

more

have

been

planned to celebrate the year 2000,"
says Paul

Hudson,

a historian at

Ogle-

a

The

ITCS

on such by-then-extinct behav-

"future Earthhngs

contents of the container will

iors as

"smoking," "reproductive sex,"

were obsessed with explainmg our-

until the

"embarrassment,"

Times Capsule

installed.

Netc York Times."

sealed

is

and

Enclosures range from the biological,
as hair

samples that will provide a

—

human DNA profile, to the cultural
compendium of "lost practices," with

The Museum's twenty-ninth Origami
Holiday Tree, decorated with 1,500 foldedpaper animals, is on display in the Theodore
Roosevelt Memorial Hall until early January.
Volunteers are available nearby to show visitors how to make simple origami models.

a

"It's

that

is

and "reading the

kind of instant archaeology

especially popular

cans," says

selves, just as

the

we sometimes

Maya were

1

Prmceton University ethologist
James L. Gould coauthor with Carol Grant
Gould of the classic The Animal Mind discusses signs of perception, thought, and language in animals other than humans.
P.M..

—

DECEMBER 2
The fifty-year
ment by
ety of

the

—

history of the joint

Museum

manage-

and the Linnaean Soci-

New York

of Great Gull Island in Long
the subject of a 7:00 P.M. pre-

Island Sound is
sentation by ornithologist

has studied the island's

Helen Hays (who
enormous tern colony

since 1969) and fellow island researcher
Joseph DiCostanzo.

Hudson. Ascher adds

the Egyptians with death."

that if

Beth Livermore

New

the trend continues at the same rate.

based in

DECEMBER 9

JANUARY
new book,

a freelance science writer

is

York.

3

a guide to the array

As part of the "Distinguished Authors in Astronomy" series, Joseph SUk, of the University
of California, Berkeley, gives a talk at 7:30
RM. entided "Creation of the Universe: An

stealth

Astrophysicist's Perspective."

In a 7:00 p.m. talk based

Evolutionary

Wars:

A

on

his

Arms
Levy presents

Jlnec-Billioii-Year

Race, biologist Charles Kingsley

of early-warning signals,
technologies, chemical agents, and
other attack and defense systems used by creatures operating in the natural world.

JANUARY 8

JANUARY 9

University.

At 1:00 RM.,

—

—

DECEMBER 11 AND 12
"Body Art" exhibiCheryl Byron and her dance company,
Something Positive, give workshops at 1:00
and 3:00 P.M. on carnival masquerade traditions of Trinidad and Tobago. For information, can (212) 769-5315.
In conjunction with the

tion,

P.M., Jeffrey H. Schwartz, University
of Pittsburgh paleoanthropologist and Museum research associate, talks about his two
decades of excavations in Carthage and his
conclusion based on inscriptions on grave
markers, accounts of Greek and Roman travelers, and his own analysis of the cremated
that fetal sacrifice was
contents of 450 urns

At 1:30

—

—

practiced in ancient times.
The second talk in the 7:00 P.M. Saturday
series "Body Art With a Diflerence" is "Foot
Binding: Body Art or Mutilation?" given by

childrens

book

published
coauthored with Lowell Dinhis recently

A

Nest ofDhiosaurs: Tlie Story oj Oviraptors,
paleontologist Mark A. Norell recounts the
dramatic story of a Museum team's 1993 fossil
gus,

discoveries in

Mongoha's Gobi

desert.

DECEMBER 13
As

part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" seChris Chyba, of the SETI Institute, gives

a talk at 7:30

RM.

entitled "Prospects

of Life

Elsewhere in the Solar System."

DECEMBER 6
As part ot the "Distinguished Authors in Astronomy" series, science writer Kitty Fergu-

ing children of ages five to ten in building
their own gingerbread fantasy houses. For in-

son gives a talk at 7:30 P.M. about her new
book, Measuring the Universe: Our Historic
Quest to Chart the Horizons of Space and Time.

formation,

Dorothy Ko, of Rutgers

University.

DECEMBER 7 AND 14
The last two in a series of

7:00 RM. Tuesday
lectures related to the exhibition "Body Art:

Marks of

Identity" are "Self-Adornment in

by anthropologist and Museum
researcher Pravina Shukla, and "Dress and
Fashion," given by Valerie Steele, chief curaIndia," given

tor of the

museum

Technology.

at

the Fashion Institute of

Rocks?" led by

in conjunction with the "Body
Art" exhibition, three panelists talk about the
contemporary politics of body art. Moderated
by Beverly Singer, coordinator of Native American programs at the Museum, the panel includes South Asian writer and film producer
Michelle Valladares; Vernon Reid, a founding
member of the African American music group
Living Color; and Charlene Teters, of the
Spokane Nation, who is a founding member of
the National Coalition on Racism in Sports and
Media. For information, call (212) 769-5315.

JANUARY 13

—

The geology of New York City

the product
of several episodes of mountain building, volcamc activity, and glaciation is the subject of
a 7:00 RM. talk by geologist Sidney Horenstein, the Museum's coordinator of environmental public programs.

—

ries,

DECEMBER 18 AND 19
At 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 RM., design consultant
June Myles gives her annual workshops guid-

historian

the

Nicholas Chnstie-BUck, of Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, is
the third of five 1:30 RM. discussions by geologists and cKmatologists on the issues explored
in the new Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth.

"Why Are There Ocean Basins, Continents,
and Mountains?" the second of five
monthly 1:30 P.M. discussions by geologists
and cKmatologists on the issues explored m
is
the new Gottesman Hall of Planet Earth
led by Bruce D. Marsh, of Johns Hopkins

DECEMBER 12
At 2:00 RM., drawing on

DECEMBER 4

believe that

obsessed with time, and

"How Do We Read
DECEMBER

infer that

with Ameri-

DECEMBER 11
At 7:00

we

entries

be on display in Gallery 77

such

may

founder.

thorpe University and an

call

(212) 769-5606.

DECEMBER 26
The African American hoUday Kwanzaa (its
name comes from the Swahdi for "first fruits
of the harvest"), customarily held fi-om De1 and marked by
and exchanging gifts, is celebrated in
the Hall of Ocean Life. The Museum's daylong Kwanzaa festivities include dance and
music performances, food, workshops, and
sales of both local and African crafts. For information, caU (212) 769-5315.

JANUARY 22
In the Saturday 7:00 RM. series "Body Art
With a Difference," tattoo artist Hanky Panky
(Henk Schiffinacher), founder of the Amster-

Tattoo Museum, gives a talk entitled
"Art of the Tattoo."

dam

JANUARY 24
As part of the "Frontiers in Astrophysics" series, Stephen Beckwith, of NASA's Space
Telescope Science Institute (which operates
the Hubble Space Telescope), gives a talk at
7:30

RM.

entitled

"Astronomy With the

Next-Generation Space Telescope."

cember 26 through January

feasting

The American Museum of Natural

History

is

located at Central Park West and 79th Street
York Cifv. For Ustings of events, exhiin

New

(212) 769-5100. For

bitions,

and hours,

tickets,

caU (212) 769-5200. Visit the

seum's

Web

site at

call

www.amnh.org.

Mu-

—
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How

would you react
condo? A few months

if

12/99-1/00

condors took over your

ago, in southern CaHfornia,

eighty-four-year-old retiree Les

Reid was

aston-

ished to find that eight of the giant birds had slashed through

door and were occupying

his screen

his

bedroom. Accord-

ing to Reid, he calmly but sternly ordered them to leave,

and the raptors slunk out in single fde.
Near the village of Pine Mountain Club, where Reid
the local condors are provisioned with

lives,

U.

meat by the

Fish and WildUfe Service. In the mid-1980s,

S.

when

the

twenty-seven remaining wild Calitornia condors were

rounded up
wife, Sally,

for a captive -breeding

program, Reid and

his

both elected directors of the Sierra Club, led or-

ganized opposition to the scheme. Preserving condor habitat
in the Los Padres National Forest

Richard Milner

B)/

would have been

a

much

formed these magnificent, shy

of foraging in the wilderness, many of the

chicks." Instead

twenty-pound
out

m

hang

birds released in the area last year often

the village,

miles northeast of Los Angeles,

fifty

where they perch on

and rooftops.

residents' decks

Condors, Uke many kinds of animals, have

traditions

behaviors that are socially learned and shared. Last June, in
the respected British journal Nature, zoologists
to call

—

culture

it

Emory

at least for

went

so far as

chimpanzees. Frans de Waal, of

University in Atlanta, cited "overwhelming" evi-

dence that cliimps "invent

new customs and

technologies

on socially rather than genetically."
Chimps learn from others how to crack nuts open with
wooden hammers and probe for termites with modified
and pass these

twigs.

learn

Many
from

other animals have traditions

ditional quarry
local "dialects"

as well.

Lions

mothers which animals to prey upon and

their

long

will not usually attack people or livestock as

Cultureless

tame barnyard

creatures into

available.

is

Many

of their songs,

as their tra-

kinds of songbirds learn

do whales and dolphins.

as

Long

Traditions are vital to an elephant herd's survival.
treks for

Vultures

food and water are guided by the matriarchs,

who

teach the youngsters routes, locations, and protocol. Recent
shootings of adult females in Kruger National Park in South
Africa resulted in gangs of unsupervised, belHgerent

Animals, too, can lose their traditions.

buUs.

Even

after

young

being removed to another location, these

violent adolescents killed forty rhinos

—something weU-

brought-up elephants would never do. WUdHfe managers

fi-

nally introduced older, traditionally raised buUs that did not
tolerate the dehnquents' misbehavior.

When

zoologists returned captive-bred golden lion

tamarins (small, endangered primates) to the Brazilian rainforest,

the animals did not

know how

to survive

be provided with "wild guides" that taught them

and had to

how

to tor-

age and share food Uke properly socialized tamarins. Flying a

hght plane,

whooping

dedicated birder recently led captive -bred

a

cranes across

their species'

customary

America

flight

uncommon

to the diverse animal cultures that the

How
come
better plan, they argued, predicting that birds

hand reared

become dependent on humans.
Zoo personnel tried to prevent such an outcome by

in

zoos would

ing

J

om

heads

when

pid," say^

feeding
sloths

the birds and using

they fed the chicks. "Condors aren't that stu-

th. ni.

knew who was

After scavenging dead mastodons and ground

10,OtO years ago, they were adaptable enough to

switch to biso
lions,

hid-

hand puppets of adult condor

Reid. "They smeUed people and

calves,

"I

did the condors find their

man who

Captive-bred condors in Pine Mountain Club, California

world

way

is

But

captive breeding has trans-

to

calls

attention

losing.

to Les Reid, the

fought to preserve their culture? "I beUeve they

here,"

he

says,

"because

—

my

house

is

way up on

a

mountain at 6,200 feet the kind of view a condor likes.
But I think they also come because I won't allow rangers
coming up here to harass the birds or drive them away. Can
you imagine biologists with advanced degrees, making sixty
grand a year, running around town flapping their arms and
throwing pine cones
property? I've got

here to do

that.

at

the birds to scare

my land posted

against

them

Richard Mihier

is

Let them sue me."

a

.

off private

anyone coming up

and, a century ago, to the carcasses of sea

aiid sheep.

them

paths and stopovers. That such

measures are no longer

last-ditch

to reintroduce

editor at Natural History.

Explore

I'

with the

American Museum of Natural History

Discayery Tours
Southeast Asian Odyssey
Aboard the Seabourn Spirit

[anuary 18-31, 2000

$10,995
(Airfare from

NX included)

Indochina Unveiled:
Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos

February i8-March

The Treasures

2000

5,

$5,990

of India: Exploring

Rajasthan, Delhi, Agra, and IVIumbai

Feljruary 19-March

2000

5,

$6,690

Untying the Pamir Knot:
High Adventure in Central Asia

April 9-24, 2000

$6,590

Mongolia: Land of Nomads, Monks,
and Genghis Khan
June 4-20, 2000
$6,690

China and the Yangtze River

September

6-22,

2000

$6,690
(Airfare from

American Museum of Natural History
Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th

call:

all

800-462-8687 or

fax:212-769-5755

The Ancient Silk Route:
Through China and Central Asia
September 1 5-October 7, 2000

included)

From

$8,990

Street

NewYork, NY 10024-5192
For more information or a
free catalogue of

LA

The Enduring

Spirit of Tibetan Buddhism:
Bhutan, Ladakh, and Sikkim

September 25-October

13,

2000

$6,990

our tours
Nepal: Trekking Through the
Annapurna Foothills
October 27-November 9, 2000
(Airfare from

$6,790
LA

included)

Ancient Crossroads by Private Jet

October 31-November

21,

Journey Through Rajasthan:
Trek and the Exotic Pushkar

November

2-17,

2000

2000 $29,950
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TIME.

limits are not negotiable, and a diver is dependent on the accuracy of the information
provided by his timepiece. That's why Doubilet won't stick a toe in the water without his Rolex Submariner.

Under water, time

t

ROLEX
Rolex Submariner
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name and
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